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Claim new beauty for your own
with your firsts cake of Camay

!

Mrs. Michael Piel, the former

Alice Jackson Baitey of Glen Head, 1 I

Bridal portrait by *

When your skin is soft and smooth, romance is at your

beck and call! And you can win lovelier skin— with your

very first cake of Camay! Just change to regular care—and use

Camay and Camay alone. Let no lesser soap touch your

skin. Your complexion will be fresher and clearer—actually

younger-looking—with your first cake of Camay!

Where in the world will you find a finer beauty soap than

Camay? Camay is so mild. It caresses your cheek with

its gentle, creamy lather. And no other soap has ever

quite captured Camay’s flattering fragrance. No wonder

Camay is called "The Soap of Beautiful Women”— it

can bring you new beauty with your very first cake!

Camay, the soap

of beautiful women

HOW ROMANCE CAME TO THIS CAMAY BRIDE!

A Ring for Christmas!

Mike played Santa at the StorkClub
— with an engagement ring for

lovely Alice. A Camay complexion

has such winning ways! Alice says:

"Camay is the only beauty soap for

me. That creamy Camay lather is

so-o-o gentle!”

Wedding Bells in the Fall

Golfing at White Sulphur Springs

on their honeymoon, Mike caddied

and Alice scored — with her glori-

ous Camay complexion! She says:

"I won a softer, smoother skin with

my very first cake of Camay. And
you can, too!

”
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FAVORITE OF AMERICA'S "FIRST MILLION" MOVIE-GOERS FOR 38 YEARS

?

Now try Stopette—the deodorant
that changed a nation’s habits!

Millions now spray perspiration worries

away with amazing Stopette Deodorant

in the famous flexi-plastic bottle.

A quick squeeze checks annoying per-

spiration, stops odor. You never touch

Stopette . . . hardly know it touches you.

Wonderfully economica I, harmless to

normal skin or clothes.
' Guaranteed by

**

Good Housekeeping ,

Wonderful for men, tool ,DHItlUo

2 sizes; 2'A oz. $1.25; 1 oz. 60c.

At cosmetic counters everywhere.

JULES MONTEN1ER, INC., Chicago

THE original
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M-G-M announces the event of the season!

THE BRIDE
gets the thrills!

FATHER
gets the bills!

All the fun, all the sentiment, all the romance
that brought joy to millions of readers of the
book come to life in a wonderful movie.

DON TAYLOR -BILLIE BURKE
SCREEN PLAY BY FRANCES GOODRICH and ALBERT HACKETT

BASED ON THE NOVEL BY EDWARD STREETER
A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE

DIRECTED BY PRODUCED BY

VINCENTE MINNELLI -PANDRO S. BERMAN

r
j
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HOLDBOB
bobbypins

With every hair in place you are

glamorous no matter what you do.

Gayla HOLD-BOB bobby pins set

curls beautifully; are easy to sleep on.

Easy to open. Keep hair-dos

lovely because they hold better.

There is no finer bobby pin.

More women use

GcvqfjOL. HOLD BOB than all

other bobby pins combined

INVISUif

I*'

'

GAYLORD PRODUCTS, INCORPORATED
CHICAGO, ILL.

Vs!hitf should I do?
YOUR PROBLEMS ANSWERED

BY CLAUDETTE COLBERT

Claudette Colbert,

star of “Blind Spot”

EAR Miss Colbert;
I married much later than most girls

do, because I wanted to select exactly the
right man. When I fell in love, I thought
that it was the most perfect experience
that could come to anyone. For nine years
we were completely happy. We have had
no children, but I must admit that this has
been a blessing for us. We have traveled
a great deal and our comradeship has
never been interrupted by the inevitable
demands which are made by children.

Last summer, we took a month’s vaca-
tion and visited one of my husband’s
brothers. They hadn’t seen each other for
eleven years, so they had a wonderful
time. I liked my sister-in-law a great deal.
She is pretty, neat, a marvelous cook and
housekeeper; she entered into everything
and was a good sport.
When we came home I noticed that my

husband seemed changed. He went for
long walks and asked me not to go along.
He spent a good deal of time writing to
his brother, a thing he had never done
before. Finally, one night, he told me
that he was in love with his brother’s wife,
and asked for my understanding. He said
that he hadn’t spoken a word to her, so he
was sure she didn’t know. He also said
that he would never break up his brother’s
home, and he didn’t intend to break up our
marriage, but that all his life there would
be a yearning for this girl.

I don’t know what to do. I love my hus-
band so much that it breaks my heart to
think I am not first in his affections. Aside
from the emotional consideration, I am
tormented by the practical possibility that
I may be wasting my life by trying to
make a success of a marriage that is

doomed. Mrs. Willow E

It is only natural for you to be hurl by
this situation, but it seems to me that
only your own conduct can turn the inci-
dent into real tragedy.

Actually, this sort of thing happens in
almost everyone’s life. A man l know
once told about passing through a small
town on a train. During a brief stop, he
saw a girl bidding goodbye to an elderly
couple. There was something about the
girl’s face, her hair blowing in the wind,
that caught his imagination. He fell des-
perately in love with her and seriously
considered remaining in the toivn so that
he could get to know her. He is still in
love with whatever it was she represented
in his dream of the perfect girl. This
man is devoted to his wife and family!

Since your husband has assured you
that he wants to continue your marriage,
and since, actually, there is no other
course open to him, wouldn’t it be pos-
sible for you to ignore the situation?

I would say that the important thing
for you to do would be to continue to

love your husband and to regard your
marriage as a constant adventure, some-
times blissful, sometimes wry, tvhich is

much the nature of all adventure.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am twenty, a junior in college and an

English major. I plan to be a writer and
I have been encouraged by my instructor

in English composition for the past three
years. He has spent many hours of his

own time instructing me and we have
grown very close. He is in his early thirties

and we have much in common.
We have discovered that we are in love

with each other. He is married to a

charming woman, but she cares nothing
about his career, whereas I am deeply
concerned with his future.

Please don’t dismiss this as a schoolgirl

crush. I’ve thought a great deal about
our love. I feel sure that my greatest

happiness in life would lie in marrying
this man, helping him with his work, and
continuing my own writing. However, he
hesitates, partly because he does not want
to hurt his wife (he is a gentle person),

and partly because our marriage might
jeopardize his professional career.

We can’t go on as matters stand now,
for I know this situation is dangerous
and might lead to my disgrace.

Doris M.

At this very moment, throughout the

tvorld, there are thousands of girls in

love with married men. I think it is safe

for me to assume that nearly every one

of these girls . yourself included, is sin-

cere in her belief that she is experiencing
“The Great Love” of her life. Hoivexer,

/ believe that it is also safe for me to

assume that not too many men feel the

same way.
In your own particular case, I believe

it should be pointed out that a professor

( particularly an attractive, attentive one)
is almost an ordinary romantic object.

Young girls get crushes on their high

scltoo 1 teachers, their college professors,

and their employers.
I think your romance, which you are

too intelligent to allow to become “ dis-

graceful,” has been a valuable experi-

ence for you. A good writer should ' a

good analyst. If you analyze his reasons

for hesitancy, they pertain only to him-
self. This may help you as a writer, but.

more important, as a person.
Don’t you think it would be a good

idea for you to stop seeing this man out-

side of the classroom? I believe if you
do this it will give you a definite start

toward maturity.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
Over two years ago I married a

widower with a two-year-old daughter,

Mimi. Prior to our marriage, Mimi had
lived with the sister of my husband’s

deceased wife, but the understanding had
always been that if he married again, he

was to have the child.

She came to us after we had been mar-
ried three months. Anyone who has ever

had children knows what it means to at-

(Continued on page 6)
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Awake or asleep-FILM is

gluing acid to your teeth

!

Pepsodent removes FILM-

•

Tooth decay is formed by acid that film holds against your

teeth— acid formed by the action of mouth bacteria on many
foods you eat. When you use Pepsodent Tooth Paste right after

eating, it helps keep acid from forming. What’s more,

Pepsodent removes dulling stains and "bad breath”

germs that collect in film.

FILM NEVER LETS UP! It’s forming night and day on

everyone’s teeth. Don’t neglect it. Always brush with film-removing

Pepsodent right after eating and before retiring. No other tooth paste

can duplicate Pepsodent’s film-removing formula. No other

tooth paste contains Irium* or Pepsodent’s gentle polishing agent.

Don't let decay start in your mouth! Use Pepsodent every

day — see your dentist twice a year.

YOU’LL HAVE BRIGHTER TEETH AND CLEANER BREATH when you

fight tooth decay with film-removing Pepsodent!

t

ANOTHER FINE PRODUCT OF LEVER BROTHERS COMPANY
*lrium is Pepsodent’s Registered

Trade-Mark tor Purified Alkyl Sulfate.

(Continued from page 4) tend to a young-
ster just past two. When I explain that 1

was an only child of two other only chil-
dren I’m sure that my problems are ap-
parent. I have had to learn about children
in a rush and to add to my difficulties, my
husband’s sister-in-law has a habit of
dropping in unannounced to spend week-
ends with us.

When she’s with us, she never lifts a
hand; I cook for her, make her bed, clean
her room, and even sew buttons on her
clothing, while she goes for walks or for
drives with Mimi.

I have put up with this for my hus-
band’s sake, but I’m reaching the bursting
point. For a week after she has gone, the
child is impossible; she won’t mind and
she cries for her aunt. Why shouldn’t she,
because the aunt is always gorging her
with candy, ice cream and pastry, which
I do not allow.
What can I do without causing a lot of

trouble? Does a second wife have to put
up with hangover in-laws from a first

marriage?
Stella O’R.

Obviously, you have not discussed this

problem with your husband. Don’t you
think it would be wiser to tell your hus-
band frankly that you dislike his sister-

in-law and that you don’t want her as
a guest in your home?

In case he is very fond of this woman
and wants to continue to see her, it seems
to me that you would be justified in

leaving her room unattended, and in al-

lowing her to do her own errands. There
is no reason why you should wait on her.

The problem of the little girl is ex-
tremely serious, as you have said. When
the child has been put to bed, it might
be ivise for you to tell the aunt that she
is welcome in your home just as long as
she behaves like a guest—but not one
instant longer.
No stranger can estimate how serious

a family fuss would be caused by your
speaking your mind; only you can judge
that. And only you can judge whether
breaking with the aunt for all time would
be good for Mimi and good for you in

the long run, or whether you would be
wiser to try and make friends with the
aunt.

This would appear to be one of those
cases in which husband and wife must
work together, each being frank with the
other, in order to maintain a good mar-
riage and to insure the welfare of a child.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
After graduating from business college

last September, I took a position in a very
nice office. One of the girls in the office

instructed me in my work, so I became
(Continued on page 8)

Have you a problem which seems

fo have no solution? Would
you like the thoughtful advice of

CLAUDETTE COLBERT?
If you would, write to her in care

of Photoplay, 321 S. Beverly

Drive, Beverly Hills, Cal., and if

Miss Colbert feels that your

problem is of general interest,

she'll consider answering it here.

Names and addresses will be

held confidential for your pro-

tection.
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yf The most
'

sensational

revelations since

'Fugitive from a
Chain Gang'
burned into

America's

\ conscience!

WARNER
BROS.

woman

WILL

SHE

COME

OUT

Is she coming

out “good", or is

she coming out

to avenge

the terrors

and the

torments

that make

a prison

for women

a college

for crime?

This is the

angry story of

beautiful Marie

Allen, a one-mistake

girl that men betrayed

. . and the law forgot!

Starring

ELEANOR PARKER AGNES MOOREHEAD ELLEN CORBY HOPE EMERSON BETTY GARDE JAN STERLING

PRODUCED BY JERRY WALD WRITTEN BY VIRGINIA KELLOGG AND BERNARD C. SCHOENFELD
MUSIC BY MAX STEINER DIRECTED BY JOHN CROMWELL
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Beautiful, Heavenly Lips

For You

WITHOUT LIPSTICK

And These Newly Luscious Colors

Can’t Come Off On Anything

Bid “good-bye” to lipstick and see your lips

more beautiful than ever before. See them
decked in a clear, rich color of your choice

—

a color more alive than lipstick colors,

because—no grease. Yes, this new Liquid

Liptone contains no grease—no wax—no
paste. Just pure, vibrant color. Truly,

Liquid Liptone will bring to your lips color-

beauty that’s almost too attractive!

Makes the Sweetest Kiss

Because It Leaves No Mark on Him

Think of it! Not even a tiny bit of your

Liquid Liptone leaves your lips for his— or

for a napkin or tea-cup. It stays true to

your lips alone and one make-up usually

suffices for an entire day or evening.

Feels Marvelous on Your Lips . .

.

. . . they stay delightfully soft and smooth.

PLEASE TRY LIQUID LIPTONE AT MY INVITATION

Once you experience the greater beauty of

liquid color and know that your lip make-up
will stay on no matter what your lips touch

—

I’m sure you’ll thank me for this offer. Let me
send you costume-size Liquid Liptone—one or

more shades. Each is at least a two weeks’

supply. Enclose 25c for each shade to cover

postage, etc. You will be thrilled by the

startling new beauty that
Liquid Liptone instantly
brings to your lips.

Accepted for advertising

in publications of the

American Medical Association

SEND COUPON for generous Trial Sizes

PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 0107
2709 S. Wells St., Chicago 16, 111.

Send Costume Sizes. I enclose 25c, which includes Fed.

tax, for each shade checked below:

Medium—Natural true red—very flattering.

Gypsy—Vibrant deep red—ravishing.
Regal—Glamorous rich burgundy.
Orchid— Exotic pink—romantic for evening.
English Tint— Inviting coral-pink.

Clear (colorless)— Use over lipstick, smearproofs.

CHEEKTONE—"Magic" natural color for cheeks.

Q 1 English Tint Q 2 Coral 3 Deep Cherry

Miss
Mrs

Address.

City. State.

( Continued, from page 6) friendly with
her. However, as time went by, I soon
learned that she was very unpopular.

I understand why most of the girls can’t

stand her. She “horns in” on conversations
which have nothing to do with her. She
contradicts anything said by another per-
son, if contradiction is at all possible. She
talks about her troubles with her husband,
the grocer, the cleaner, the bus driver.

She wants the window open in freezing
weather. When she is snowed under with
work she quickly demands help, but when
someone in the office asks her for help she
says that everyone must do his own
work and stand on his own feet.

Because I have been friendly with her,

I am not making some of the friends I

might otherwise have. I have tried to tell

this girl to be more tactful, and I have
tried to explain her mistakes, but she
gets offended easily. Should I drop her,

or is there some way to help her over-
come her personality flaws?

Janet S.

Candidly, l feel that from your outline

of the situation you have done all that one
interested person can do for this woman.

In this icorld we might as well face
the fact that each of us must work out
his own destiny. A helpful word here and
there is certainly in order, but you can’t

be expected to fight this woman’s battles

for her and guide her.

It seems to me that you might drift

away from her, or even stop, abruptly,
being her boon companion. If she asks
you for an explanation, you will be in a
position to tell her the full truth. How-
ever, even this sort of shock might only
make her angry at you without influencing
her to change her ways.

There appear to be some people who
are determined to tnake themselves just

as unattractive as possible. The madden-
ing thing is that these tiresome individuals
are usually serenely self-satisfied, and
they are astounded to learn, when need
arises, that they have no true friends.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am a man of nineteen and only five-

feet tall. I look younger than I am be-
cause of my height, with the result that

I have never gone steady with a girl.

Some girls make fun of me because I’m

short, and when I go to dances many girls

won’t dance with me. How can girls be
so cruel? I have had lots of girls tell me
that they would go out with me if I were
taller.

I can’t help being five-feet tall anymore
than some girls can help being five-feet-

ten, which I would like to be.
Jerry G.

There have been many cases in which
men have continued to grow until they

were twenty-one or twenty-two, whereas
girls have usually attained their growth
by the time they are eighteen.

However, whether you grow anymore
or not is beside the point. The important
thing is to accept yourself as you are,

and to realize that there are definite ad-

vantages in being your particular height.

I wish you could read the many sad let-

ters 1 receive from small girls who find

dancing ivith a much taller man a weari-

some ordeal. Also, some girls of slight

stature dislike walking down the street

with a tall man.
Fortunately, you live in a large city,

so there is no reason why you can’t be
popular if you will simply start a search

for girls to whom you will appeal. In the

last analysis, mere physical appearance
is not a tenth as important as good man-

ners, thoughtfulness, charm, a sense of
humor, and a conviction that the world
looks much the same when seen from
five feet as from six.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am sixteen and big for my years, so

that everyone thinks I am older. I am
the youngest of five girls, but my parents
have been divorced since I was four. As
a result I have earned my own spending
money since I was nine. I have learned
to cook; I have done baby-sitting; run
errands, and I even had a paper route
until the boys made my life so miserable
that I decided the money wasn’t worth
the pains.

Because I had to grow up and take re-
sponsibility, I began to wear make-up and
go out with boys. I told my mother that
I felt I had the right, and she consented.
One night, when I was fourteen, I stayed
out until one-thirty. Well, my mother
telephoned my father, who is married
again, and when I came home, he was
there, the first time I had seen him in

years. He slapped me around and said I

was disgracing his name and he preached
to me as if he were a proper father.
The next day I ran away and stayed

away for two whole days, but at the end
of that time I was homesick, so I went
home. Since that time I have left home
every time my mother has threatened to

call my dad. I don’t come home until his
car is gone from in front of the house.
Sometimes the neighbors help me, but I

don’t let anyone know that, not wanting
to get nice people into trouble.

I have been thinking about running
away to California and I wonder if you
can tell me what job conditions are there.

Lorena S.

I am deeply interested in the fact that
teen-agers create a great many of their
own difficulties. Many of the letters l re-

ceive indicate clearly that the original
trouble was brought about by a boy or a

girl breaking some important rule made
by a parent.

The question of the proper time to

come home is a major issue. In your case,

you would have spared yourself much
unhappiness if you had told your mother
in advance what you and your friend
were going to do, then estimated the hour
at which you would be home, so that she
wouldn’t worry.
Of course, I think your mother made

a mistake when she telephoned your
father, whom you do not know well, and
allowed him to punish you. However, no
matter how wrong she is, you aren’t help-
ing matters by giving her reasons for
calling for your father’s help. Don’t you
think it would be a good idea to tell

your mother, each time you go out. ex-
actly where you are going and when you
will be home? Then, of course, you must
keep your word to the minute.

You mustn’t even think of running
away from home; if you will remain
where you are and help your mother to

work out her difficulties, you will be sur-

prised to find how pleasant life can be.

I’m sure.
Claudette Colbert

DID YOU
EVER GET A LAST MINUTE

TURN DOWN?
(SEE PAGE 71)

Paid Notice

8



MADE BY A REVOLUTIONARY NEW LATEX PROCESS. PLAYTEX PINK-ICE DISPELS BODY HEAT, SLIMS YOU IN COOL COMFORT.

NOW! The newest Playtex Girdle is the most talked about in the U. S. A.

!

invisible PLATTEr PINK-ICE

This is the amazing figure-slim-

ming girdle that is causing such

a stir all over America . . . the

girdle acclaimed by designers as

perfect for slender summer styles

. . . the girdle that’s cheered by
women from coast to coast.

Made by a revolutionary new
latex process, playtex Pink-Ice

dispels body heat . . . slims you
in cool comfort. It’s the only gir-

dle you can wear under your
swim suit, pat dry, wear immedi-
ately under your street clothes.

Without a single seam, stitch or

bone, playtex Pink-Ice melts

away inches at waist, hips and

thighs with a natural, all-way ac-

tion stretch. It gives complete

freedom of action—fits with sec-

ond-skin smoothness. And it’s

absolutely invisible—even under

the scantiest bathing suit.

Today, discover the wonderful

things Pink-Ice can do for your

summer figure—see how you can

wear it all day, under all your

clothes, and forget you have it on.

In SUM, shimmering pink tubes,

PLAYTEX PINK-ICE GIRDLES .. $3.95 to $4.95

In SUM, silvery tubes,

PLAYTEX LIVING® GIRDLES . . $3.50 to $3.95

Sizes: extra-small, small, medium, large

Extra-large size slightly higher

At all department stores and better specialty shops everywhere

INTERNATIONAL LATEX CORPORATION
Playtex Park ©1950 Dover Del.



The lillle rabbit who wasn't there—in the stage play—appears as host at studio party on “Harvey” set. Jimmy Stewart, shown

with Gloria and her two sons Michael and Ronald, is the star. Harvey, the rabbit, may be visible in the screen version

Out to U-I to lunch with Jimmy Stew-
art and Harvey, the invisible rabbit. “You’ll have to
excuse Harvey if he doesn’t talk to us,” said Jim drily.

“He went to a stag party last night and drank too
much carrot juice.” Next to Cal was a high-backed
empty chair, tagged with Harvey’s name. It sits at
the lunch table daily. Howard Duff stopped by to say
hello. “What’s the matter, Harvey?” he inquired as
he addressed the empty chair. “Been behaving like

a rabbit again?” Alexis Smith, thrilled over making
her first free-lance Western, hopped over to our table.

“Hi, Bunny Boy,” she greeted Harvey, as if he were
actually there. When Anthony Curtis cracked,
“Brother, you sure look like a wild hare,” that did it!

Cal struggled dazedly to his feet. “Where ya going?”
inquired Jimmy, who plays the inebriated gent who

p does see Harvey. “On a lost weekend,” we managed
to mutter.

A conversation with Shirley
Schrift, Bernard Schwartz and Rosetta Jacobs would
mean you are actually talking to Shelley Winters,
Anthony Curtis and Piper Laurie ... As a kid, Ruth
Roman wrote exactly one fan letter and it was to
Gary Cooper, with whom she’s now co-starring in
“Dallas” . . . Celeste Holm and June Havoc, who are
often up for the same role, will never share the same
close-up if they can help it, for reasons that date
back B.H. (Before Hollywood^) . . . Rod Cameron,
who’s supposed to be a wolf in Western clothing,
actually gives Bibles as presents to interested young
ladies . . . Since she’s bleached her hair for that role
opposite Bing Crosby in “Mr. Music,” Ruth now re-
ceives mail addressed to “The Blonde Hussey”
. . . Rendezvousing in Mexico: Zach Scott and his
fourteen-year-old daughter Waverly, who flew all the
way from New York to meet her favorite “boy friend.”
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The Richard Todds have deserted Hollywood

—

temporarily. He’s making a picture in England

Greer Garson discusses script of her film with writer Ronald Miller.

She’s on location at Elstree, England, for sequel to “Mrs. Miniver”

Gene Tierney, husband Oleg Cassini and Chili Williams relax between scenes with direc-

tor Otto Preminger. Oleg designed Gene’s clothes for film “Where the Sidewalk Ends”

11



STUFF

Here and There: Ginger Rogers, so
charmingly evasive with the press,
has now hired herself a personal press
agent. Who knows, maybe her next
revolutionary step will be to cut that
magnificent mane. . . . Ronald Rea-
gan and Nancy Davis sipping a cham-
pagne ice cream soda at Wil Wright’s
new Vine St. emporium . . . Tarzan
and his partner dancing on a dime
at Ciro’s or, in other words, Lex
Barker and Arlene Dahl never looked
lovelier.

Baby Talk: “Why did you and Mar
tha name your new son Ted?” Cal
asked Mickey Rooney, who was serv-
ing cigars in the Hollywood Brown
Derby. “Because we liked it,” he an-
swered—and we can’t think of a
better reason . . . John Derek’s re-
spect for motherhood now practically
borders on reverence. While his new
son Russell (named after his best
friend, cameraman Russ Harlan)
struggled into the world via Caesarian
section, John never left his beloved
Patti’s side. “It was an amazing ex-

perience,” he said when we called to

congratulate him. Curiosity got the
best of us. “What was your first

thought when you saw your son?''
John started to laugh. “I kept saying
to myself—why he has a real nose!”
. . . Cal wishes those politicians who
attack Hollywood could have heard
Eleanor Parker when we talked to

her. “Were you disappointed when
little Susan didn’t get a baby broth-
er?” we inquired. “Don’t be silly,”

was the reply. “We adore Sharon
and there’s still plenty of time. Bert
and I expect to have five.”

All Brides Are Beautiful: And Joan
Caulfield was no exception when she
married Frank Ross in Beverly Hills.

Cal had never seen Joan looking so
radiant, and little wonder . . . 1950
was Joan’s year. She married the man
of her choice, her career flourished
with “The Petty Girl” and Columbia
offered her a long term contract. The
ex-Mrs. Ross (Jean Arthur) also is

glowing. Five days before Frank’s
wedding to Joan, she opened on Broad-

way as Peter Pan to receive the
greatest ovation of her career.

Dis-a and Data: The one and only
Clark Gable evidently takes his pic-

ture titles seriously. Just before he
started “To Please a Lady,” he per-
sonally selected an Adrian designed
wardrobe for his adored Sylvia
After twenty-four ambitious Holly-
wood years, every picture Joan Cra v-

ford makes is still the “first” one. The
day she started “The Lady of the
House,” she arrived at the studio at
7 a. m. and at 4 p. m. they finally shot
her first scene. Mused producer Bill

Dozier, “Joan reminded me of a race
horse that had been locked too long
in the stable” . . . Pity poor Rory
Calhoun. He loves little pig sausages
and he can’t eat them on his Ojai
ranch because they’re made from the
little pigs the soft-hearted guy raised
himself ... “I wanted a scar that’s
made in America,” Cesar Romero told
Cal when he called to say he was in

the hospital for an appendectomy be-
fore leaving to make “Happy Go



The Rogerses hit the trail—in their trailer. Roy, Dale, daughters

Linda Lou and Chervl pack up and go—on a Santa Barbara coon hunt

Double scoop: Ruth Roman, Stewart Granger

at opening of Wil Wright’s ice-cream parlor

Lovely” in London . . . Sox-appeal is

what Van Johnson had for the British.

Since his return, he’s been mailing
back those bright red numbers to be
worn with dinner jackets.

Ridiculous Rumors: That there is

trouble between Deborah Kerr and
Tony Bartley. To the contrary, the
main reason she wanted to play Lygia
in “Quo Vadis,” was to be close to him
while he is producing pictures in

Europe. Little Melissa went along to

share the house her fond father has
already rented in Rome. Just before
she sailed, Debby called Cal to tell

him the exciting news that Tony had
finally received a labor permit to work
in this country. All three will be back
quicker than you can say Leo the
Lion! Those separation rumors prob-
ably started when Deborah attended
the Academy Awards (in a party)
with Stewart Granger, one of their

oldest friends. So it was perfectly
logical that Stewart would escort
Tony’s wife during his absence.

(Continued on page 14)

Richard Long and Ann Blytli at the Academy Awards, where she sang “My

Foolish Heart.” Two weeks later Ann collapsed and was hospitalized
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ARE YOU REALLY

SURE OF YOUR

"present
DEODORANT?

TEST IT

UNDER THIS ARM

(Kl,

Suddenly, breathtakingly, you’ll be embraced . . .

held . . . kissed. Perhaps tonight.

Be sure that you are always lovely to love; charm-

ing and alluring. Your deodorant may make the

difference. That’s why so many lovely girls depend

on FRESH Cream Deodorant. Test FRESH against

any other deodorant— sec which stops perspiration

. . . prevents odor better! FRESH is different from

any deodorant you have ever tried— creamier, more

luxurious, and really effective!

For head-to-toe protection, use new FRESH Deodorant

Bath Soap. Used regularly, it is 20 times as effective as

other type soap in preventing body perspiration odor.

INSIDE
STUFF

No Punches Pulled: Whenever your old
pal Cal needs a story, all he has to do is

seek out Mercedes McCambridge! Holly-
wood’s newest and most exciting Oscar-
totin’ tootsie believes in speaking her
mind, which she did when Warners called
her back for retakes on “Lightning Strikes
Twice.” King Vidor was the original
director, but for some unexplained rea-
son Bretaigne Windust took over. Mercy
walked on the set, discovered who was
going to direct her and promptly ex-
ploded. It seems “Windy” fired her on
her first job in the theater—a job she
needed badly. Of course she did the re-

takes, because, before anything else, she’s
a trouper. But she also had the satis-

faction of saying a few thousand words
she had been saving.

Africa Speaks: “Should we bi’ing along
a few Hollywood witch-women for local

color?” This we asked Richard Carlson
when he invited friends over to see his

slides depicting life on the Dark Con-
tinent, during the five torturous months
he was there making “King Solomon’s
Mines.” Tribal dances, savage lions de-
stroying zebras, battling hippopotami,
were actually photographed in color by
the trusty Carlson camera. For two
spell-bound hours we sat there, the Dana
Andrewses, celebrated artist Paul Clem-
ens, Anne Shirley, and Ronald Rea-
gan with Ruth Roman, all watching the
exciting slides Richard threw on a sheet
suspended from the living room ceiling.

“At least Africa has one custom I love,”

beamed Richard, when the lights went on
again. “The water was so dangerous, we
had to wash our teeth in champagne.”
Said Ronnie Reagan in his quiet, dead-
pan manner: “What vintage?” And the
party was over!

That Certain Party: Paging pretty-
boy Freud! At a Hollywood party re-

cently, famous femmes were given but-
tons and bows, trimmings and trappings;
each was supposed to create her favorite
doll. With one or two exceptions, the

lovely ladies created darling dollies that
looked exactly like themselves!

Steak—with sauce. Jeff Chandler can’i

resist—Shelley Winters’s hungry look

14



INSIDE
STUFF

Wedding March: Even about-to-be
jiides look so beautiful, Cal declared to

ran Sterling on the “United States Mail”
set. Come autumn, she marries Paul
Douglas, a second “try” for her, the third
or him. “Even though I’m under contract
;o Paramount,” she told us, “I’m still

loping Milo Anderson at Warners can
lesign my ‘I do’ dress. When I made
Johnny Belinda’ there, I could only
vear gingham. In ‘Caged’ I had one
mtfit, a prison uniform. Poor Milo, he
was so discouraged he threatened to

licket my house with a sign reading,
Jan Sterling unfair to Hollywood de-
signers!’ ”

Studio Scuttlebutt: Movie moguls are
currently catering to Ann Sheridan and
t couldn’t happen to a more deserving
Iream doll. So the story goes, Twentieth
leeded her so badly for “Stella,” they
laid $50,000 to producer Howard Welsch
tor postponing a commitment on the
Sheridan services. Also, for every week
she worked beyond a designated date,
;here was supposed to be a $10,000
ionus. Not bad for a gal who played
small nurse roles and secretary bits for
light years at Warners! After seeing the
rushes on “Stella,” boss-man Zanuck
sent La Sheridan a glowing letter of
thanks and encouragement. Result, An-
lie’s batting her beautiful brains out to
lelp bring the picture in on schedule.

Personality of the Month: She was the
renter of attraction at our corner table
it Scandia’s intimate dining room in
Bollywood. And yet, a little over a year
igo, Ruth Roman was practically un-
known.

Cal’s friendship with the brown-eyed,
orown-haired, twenty-six-year-old beauty
aegan Christmas Eve a year ago when
Cal and Ty Power walked into Ty’s
mother’s home for a pre-holiday dinner.
Ruth was there with Bill Walsh, a friend
jf the Powers, who then was the number
me man in her life. We were instantly
taken with Ruth’s good looks.
“She’s an actress,” Ty told me as we

irove home several hours later. But it

Wonder who’s calling her now? June

Haver holds wire on set of “I’ll Get By”

AMAZING SHAMPOO

GUARANTEED NOT TO ROB

HAIR OF NATURAL OILS
Doesn’t destroy precious oils nature provides

to make hair naturally soft ,
shiny,

healthy

dry brittle
hard-to-manage or set

-TT;”.v i. con be after aShasta Shampoo

Nature provides its own natural oils to

make hair naturally soft, shiny, healthy.

Without these natural oils, hair may be-

come dry, lifeless and brittle. New, im-

proved Shasta is the amazing shampoo
guaranteed not to rob hair of these

precious oils nature provides to make
hair naturally soft, shiny, healthy.

Even dull, dry, unruly hair looks
unbelievably softer, shinier, more beau-

tifully groomed, under Shasta’s magic-

SHASTA

.o

PROCTER &

GAMBLE’S

GUARANTEE

Shasta does not rob
hair of its natural
oils. Leaves hair
looking its loveliest.

Procter & Gamble
guarantees this or
your money back.

like touch. So, to see your hair looking

its loveliest, get new, improved Shasta

today. Remember, Shasta doesn’t rob

hair of its natural oils.

SHAMPOO
Doesn’t Rob Hair of Natural Oils
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HOW! Dental Science

Shows That Brushing Teeth

Right After Eating with

COLGATE

DENTALCREAM
STOPS TOOTH

DECAY BEST

Better Than Any Other

Way of Preventing Tooth Decay

According to Reports in

Authoritative Dental Literature!

2 years’ research at 5 great universities —
case histories of hundreds of people who
used Colgate Dental Cream right after eat-

ing— shows the Colgate way stops tooth
decay best! Better than any other home
method of oral hygiene known today! Yes,
both clinical and X-ray examinations
showed the Colgate way stopped more
decay for more people than ever before
reported in all dentifrice history!

No Other Toothpaste or Powder

Ammoniated or Not

Offers Proof of Such Results!

Even more important, there were no new
cavities whatever for more than 1 out of 3

who used Colgate Dental Cream correctly!

Think of it! Not even one new cavity in two
full years! No other dentifrice has proof of

such results! No dentifrice can stc*p all

tooth decay, or help cavities already
started. But the Colgate way is the most
effective way yet known to help your
dentist prevent decay.

Pat Neal and John Dali, whose friendship dates back to New York, sit out the

fun at Moeambo, where Firehouse Five Plus Two keep customers Charlestoning

INSIDE STUFF
remained for Kirk Douglas to discover
how good an actress. Her work as Kirk’s
wife in “Champion” resulted in a War-
ner Brothers contract.
Now posters advertising “Colt .45”

with Ruth’s name sharing billing with
Zachary Scott and Randolph Scott have
her family in Boston agog. Her mother
and three sisters who remain in Boston
can’t accustom themselves to her fame.
Ruth, however, can. When she decided to
become an actress, she headed straight
to New York, giving herself ten years to

make it, or quit. New York wasn’t in-

terested in her, but David 0. Selznick
was. So she came to Hollywood and
when Selznick had no pictures for her
she asked for her release.

Ruth, married once, has no current
plans for another trip to the altar.

She’ll be seen next in “Lightning Al-

ways Strikes Twice” with Richard Todd
and Mercedes McCambridge. And those
who have seen the rushes promise it will

zoom her straight to the top. She has
made it four years before her deadline.

Bravos for Betty: When Betty Hutton
arrived in New York for the premiere of
“Annie Get Your Gun,” her daughters
Lindsay and Candace were with her. Her
mother, too. So Betty got around. She
saw the Broadway hit “The Member of
the Wedding” with Robert Sterling who,
“by coincidence,” was in New York at
the same time. She also showed up at
other places with other escorts—includ-
ing Mike Todd, Joan Blondell’s ex. Every-
one is cheering Betty’s work in “Annie,”
even Ethel Merman, the star of the stage
version.

(Continued on page 21)

Beauty on the bench—at Hollywood Ball Park. Ginger Rogers starts the game off

right with a smile for manager Fred Haney at Hollywood All Stars’ opening game
16
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Keeps you dainty ail over

with a “fragrance men love”!

Spring-morning freshness, and fragrance, too

—

no matter how hot the day! A wonderful dream come
true, thanks to satin-soft Cashmere Bouquet Talc!

It thirstily absorbs any excess moisture left on your
body after the bath, provides a silky-smooth

sheath of protection for those many little “chafeable”

spots. Yes, for day long daintiness . . . every day,

twice a day . . . sprinkle yourseli liberally

with Cashmere Bouquet Talc!

All-Purpose Cream:
Lipstick; Hand Lotion

or Face Powder
—make sure it's

Cashmere Bouquet!
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It’s the real egg* that makes the magic in this luxury shampoo . . .

the very same smooth liquid creme used in. the famous Richard

Hudnut Fifth Avenue Salon to make hair more manageable, tangle-

free, easier to do, and permanents "take” better. Whisks in and out

like a dream, removes loose dandruff, leaves hair extra lustrous because

it's clean, clean, clean 1 Try this gentler, kinder, luxury shampoo today.

Wonderfully good for children’s hair, good for the whole family!

$1. 00; economy size $1.75

From the Fifth Avenue Salon

ENRICHED CREME

Shampoo
with egg

It’s the real egg in Hudnut Shampoo that makes hair

more manageable. Home permanents "take” better.

*powdered, 1%

Listen to Walter Winchell, ABC Network Sunday Nights

Cheers and Jeers:

Have just seen “The Heiress” starring
Monty Clift and Olivia de Havilland. It’s

a superb movie but the real stars are, in

my opinion, Ralph Richardson and
Miriam Hopkins. They deserve a dozen
Oscars apiece. Give us more good pictures
like “The Heiress” and good actors like

Richardson and Hopkins.
Mary Thompson
Sierra Blanca, Tex.

Thanks to Twentieth Century-Fox and
Gregory Peck for “Twelve O’Clock
High.” My father was killed in the Eighth
Air Force and it showed so dearly what
things were like. I thank Hollywood for

"Battleground,” “Sands of Iwo Jima” and
“Twelve O’Clock High” for I think we
should know the courage of these men
who fought for our freedom.

Carole Richards
Ogden, Utah

Last week I went to see “Nancy Goes
to Rio” and found it was nothing but an
inferior remake of an old Deanna Durbin
picture, “It’s a Date,” with Jane Powell
substituted for Deanna and the locale

changed from Hawaii to Rio. Much to

my disgust, the exact same thing occurred
with “Wabash Avenue,” which was
“Coney Island” a couple of years back
with Betty Grable repeating her old role.

Incidents like these, rather than the TV
threat, keep people away from the movies.

Victoria Donlon
Chicago, 111.

Who is responsible for ruining Lauren
Bacall ? She’s a far cry from what she
was four years ago. Her short hair is

unbecoming and her clothes more so. She
is a Harper’s Bazaar type. Simple, smart
sport clothes and long hair are what make
her attractive.

Mary Lee Jones
Chevy Chase, Md.

Casting:

Please Hollywood, let’s not have Bob
Hope in such things as “Sorrowful Jones.”

He’s not right for that kind of movie.

How about putting him in a comedy ver-

sion of some historic war ?

Frank Fruth
Austin, Tex.

All of Jane Powell’s movies were very
good, but if M-G-M can give Elizabeth

Taylor a part opposite Robert Taylor,
why not give Janie a few love scenes?

Sara Jane Bloss
Rochester, N. Y.

Readers Pets

Why doesn’t Farley Granger get wise
to himself and lay off that Shelley Win-
ters and pay more attention to pretty

Joan Evans. I think those two (Farley
and Joan) make a wonderful couple, since

1 saw them in "Roseanna McCoy.”
Yvonne Quellette
Detroit, Mich.
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Why don’t we see more of that lovely

and talented redhead, Arlene Dahl. I will

even go far enough to say she is as lovely

as Elizabeth Taylor. And that, in my
opinion, is a great compliment ! Why
doesn’t anyone ever write a letter about
Anthony Curtis? He is much better-look-

ing than John Derek.

Eleanor Elliott
Kansas City, Mo.

Request Granted:

I don’t see why we don’t see more of the

new stars like Jean Hagen, Gary Merrill,

Peggy Dow and Gene Nelson instead of

those old tired faces of Esther Williams,

Alan Ladd, Tyrone Power. They make
me sick. Do something about it and give

the new stars a break.

Alison De Marco
Cleveland, O.

( Look for next month’s issue containing

“Choose Your Star” which covers most of

the neve people in pictures.)

Question Box:

In the April issue I noticed an adver-
tisement for “Cheaper by the Dozen.’’ In

the corner there is a picture of Jeanne
Crain with a handsome actor. Could you
tell me the name of this actor, his age,

the movies he has appeared in ?

Esther Pittman
Mt. Morris, Mich.

( Craig Hill, born in

Laguna, Cal., in 1927.

He has light brown
hair, blue eyes and is

unmarried. “Cheap-
er” was his first pic-

ture, "All About
Eve,” his next.)

Recently I heard about a new picture
called “Toast of New Orleans.’’ I would
like to know if Mario Lanza is in this pic-

ture and when it will be released.

Betty Molin
Detroit, Mich.

( Mario Lanza is in the film. M-G-M
plans to release it in the fall.)

Could you please give me some informa-
tion on Frank Lovejoy who played Doc
in “South Sea Sinner.” I recognized his
voice as one I have heard on the radio.
However, I cannot place him as being on
any particular radio

sides NBC’s Mond
Beat.” Next picture

program.
Bettye Abat
New Orleans, La.
(Frank Lovejoy,
born in Nciv York
City, March 28, 1914,
is 6' tall, 170 pounds.
He has brown eyes,

brown hair and is

married to Joan
Banks. They have
two children. He’s on
at least three major
radio programs be-

y night show, ‘‘Night
/‘The Sound of Fury.”)

I would like to know whose voice was
used for “Francis,” the talking mule.

Betty Gilbert
Bluefield, W. Va.

( Chill Wills was the "voice.”)

Address letters to this department to

Readers Inc., Photoplay, 205 East 42nd
Street, New York 17, N. Y. However,
our space is limited. We cannot there-
fore promise to publish, return or reply to

all letters received.

. . . they’re so good look-

ing and practical. In style

and color, they make this

season's smartest combi-

nation. Stroller Playshoes

are washable and color-

fast, cool and fun to wear.

The matching sport hags
are waterproof inside,

roomy enough for all my
needs. Ask for Stroller

Ensembles at your favor-

ite store. They’ve got
everything!”

Smart, practical Stroller Playshoes
come in 16 popular styles and 33

color combinations.

Colorfast, washable cotton and rayon

This ensemble comes in 5 colors: Paprika,

Chartreuse, White, Sunshine Yellow and
Peacock Blue — each with matching bag.

“Hike

Stroller

Ensembles

because...

fabric.

2, Sponge rubber innersole for added
comfort.

3, Cool cork and crepe outersole insulates

against hot sands and pavements.

A Light wood heel.

PRODUCTS OF UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY P
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Cashmere
Bouquet

.In a New Bath Size

Cake, Tool

New tests by

leading skin specialists

PROVE the amazing mildness

of Cashmere Bouquet

on all types of skin!

Yes, in laboratory tests conducted under severest

conditions on normal, dry and oily skin types . .

.

Cashmere Bouquet Soap was proved amazingly mild! So

use Cashmere Bouquet regularly in your daily hath

and for your complexion, too. It will leave your skin

softer, smoother . . . flower-fresh and younger looking!

The lingering, romantic fragrance of Cashmere

Bouquet comes only from a secret wedding of rare

perfumes, far costlier than you would expect to find

in any soap. Fastidious women cherish Cashmere

Bouquet for this “fragrance men love”.

Now. At the Lowest Price In History!

LAUGHING
STOCK

BY ERSK INE JOHNSON

Tune in Erskine Johnson’s “Hollywood
Story,” Mutual Broadcasting System,
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 5:55 p.m.

Alan Ladd spotted this sign over a sa-
loon in the small town of Miami, Arizona:
“Always Rum For One More.”

* * *

Joel McCrea suggested to director Hugo
Fregonese that he should buy some ranch
property around the Rogue River. “It’s

beautiful country up there,” said Joel.

“It all depends on the housing,” said
Fregonese. “I like to get in out of the
scenery.”

* * *

Andre Previn, M-G-M’s musical di-
rector, says he writes more music for
Lassie than for any star on the lot. He
explains: “Lassie barks for two hours and
runs across green fields. You have to fill in
all that silence with music.”

* # ^

Mrs. Robert Young sent the family dog
to a famous Hollywood dog trainer. “If

he’s successful with the dog,” she told
Bob, “I’m going to send the children.”

* * *

The Hollywood Friars Club gave a ban-
quet for Ronald Reagan. The invitations
read “Formal.” George Jessel explained:
“We decided to dress up for a change.

It’s about time the members looked as
good as the waiters.”

* * *

Joan Davis plays a soap salesgirl in the
wild west in “The Traveling Saleswoman.”
Foam on the range?

$ $ $

Henry Wilcoxon is killed when Samson
pushes over a column in “Samson and
Delilah.” But he’s not the first actor to

be murdered by a column.
* * *

A new Palm Springs night spot, the
Circus Room, features two live monkeys
in a glass cage behind the bar. People
flock in to entertain the monkeys.

* * *

Grade Allen to costume company clerk:

“That cowboy suit hanging there might
look good on George.”

Clerk: “That’s from the picture ‘The
Outlaw’ and I can give you the costume
Jane Russell wore.”
Grade: “Oh, no, thank you. I could

never fill her shoes.”
sH s|e

“It’s not what you eat that gives you
ulcers, but what’s eating you”: Jerry Wald,
producer.

* * *

Eight years ago, Terry Moore played
Vic Mature’s little sister in “My Gal Sal.”

Now they’re lovers in “Alias Mike Fury.”
As Terry puns: “I'm maturing.”

* * *

There’s no argument about it at an En-
cino cafe. The ladies’ powder room is

plainly marked: “Girls’ Gossip Room.”



ONLY ODO-RO-NO CREAM

GIVES YOU ALL

THESE ADVANTAGES!

(Continued from page 16)
Hollywood Is: Delighted by the news

that the Dean Jaggers have adopted a
beautiful baby girl, who’s been named
Diane . . . Annoyed by those circulating
rumors (which Cal refuses to believe)
that Kirk Douglas is beginning to “look
right through” old helpful but unim-
portant friends when he now sees them
. . . Amused by Jane Wyman, who was
nineteen in “The Glass Menagerie,” six-

teen in “Johnny Belinda” and will prob-
ably look just as convincing if she gets
her wish to play the fourteen-year-old in

the movie version of the stage nit, “Mem-
ber of the Wedding” . . . Unimpressed by
Corinne Calvet’s attitude after a terrific

build-up with only three pictures to her
credit. She now chooses to grant inter-

views only to the “best” publications . . .

Charmed by the great trouping of vet-

eran stage star, Jane Cowl, who is still

so nervous in front of the camera, Bette
Davis had to leave the set before Jane
could do her close-ups for “Story of a
Divorce.”

Dancing in a Dream: To M-G-M with
the most excited young lady this side of a
yo-yo! “I’m going to dance with Fred As-
taire!”

“Unless you explode first,” Cal kidded
his friend June Allyson, who literally

was gasping.
“It’s just like a dream come true,” she

sighed ecstatically. “I was still in school
when I saw him (she said the word with
reverence) in ’Gay Divorcee’ fourteen
times. Each time I’d go home, shut myself
up in my room and practice the steps I

saw him do. Finally, I tried out for the
chorus and eventually came to Hollywood.
One day, six years ago, I ran into him
on the lot. My hair was tucked under
a bandana. I wore no make-up. He
smiled, but I couldn’t speak. I was so
mortified I thought I was going to die.”

At this point we were joined by Dick
Powell. “Another attack of Astaire-itis ?”

he gently prodded. “Ever since they told
June she was going into ‘Royal Wedding,’
she’s almost been ill. She wouldn’t ski for
fear something might happen. The other
night, in her sleep, she kept saying ‘I’m
going to dance with Fred Astaire!’”

That’s when Cal checked out, confiden-
tially, feeling older than Fred Astaire’s
great-grandfather.

Dean Jagger, with lovely Chinese wife, has

been deluged with offers since Oscar Award

1

Stops perspiration quickly and
safely.

2 Banishes odor instantly.

3 The only cream deodorant that

guarantees full protection for 24

hours.

4 Never irritates normal skin—use it

daily. Can be used immediately

after shaving.

5 Absolutely harmless to all fabrics.

6

New, exclusive formula. Never
dries up, never gets gritty or hard-

ens in the jar as ordinary deodor-

ants often do.

Double your money back if you
aren’t satisfied that this wonderful

new Odo-Ro-No Cream is the saf-

est, most effective, most delightful

deodorant you’ve ever used. Just

return unused portion to Northam
Warren, New York.

Don’t trust tjour charm to outdated, ineffective deodorants.

Rely on the new Odo-Ro-No Cream, made by the leader in

the deodorant field for more than SO years.

ODORO-DO
CREAM

GUARANTEED FULL 24-HOUR PROTECTION!

More cream for your money. New 25<i and 50<# sizes, plus tax.



A MOTION PICTURE FOR
THE MILLIONS WITH THE

An impromptu act saved the show—and

Martin and Lewis from being fired

D
EAN MARTIN and Jerry Lewis, mad-
dest, freshest and funniest comedy
team in show business, have their own

solution for solving the world’s problems.
“Tax the sourpusses!” is their platform
and any time they’re on any platform,
Hollywood’s sides split at the seams.
The success of Martin and Lewis dates

back to the time they decided to go hav-
vies on everything. Jerry was appearing
in an Atlantic City night club. When the
management found itself minus an act,

he suggested they hire his friend Dean,
who was a singer. “He’s very funny, too,”

Jerry promised. “He could be a straight

man for me and we could be very funny
together.” It so happened—they weren’t! A
whole week went by with nary a snicker.

One night because they knew they
were about to be fired, Jerry decided any-
thing was in order. First he rattled dishes.

Next he broke trays, gave weird imper-
sonations and kidded the customers. Un-
expectedly, they loved it! Dean got their

message, pretended to protest, and thus an
impromptu and spontaneous act was born.

It happened over four years ago and
they've never been known to do an act

more than once. They’ve never been
known to have an argument, because all

along the way they’ve honestly shared.
Jerry is the younger. He was born in

Newark, New Jersey, on March 16, 1926,

at which time Dean was a nine-year-old
schoolboy in Steubenville, Ohio. Jerry’s
been married for six years to Patti Palmer,
a former vocalist, and they have a son,

four. Dean is now married to Jeannie
Biegger, and divorced from Betty Mac-
Donald, the mother of his four children.
Probably the only living man (besides

Martin) to top the lean and lanky Lewis
was Hal Wallis, the producer of “My Friend
Irma Goes West.” Pierre, a chimpanzee
playing a prominent part in the picture,

not only “aped” the comedian sensation-
ally, but according to Martin, there was
also quite a striking resemblance. “You’d
better watch yourself,” dead-panned Wal-
lis, who was also watching the overhead.
“You know, Jerry, it wouldn’t be difficult

to replace you!”

BY JERRY ASHER

lim'd?

JOAN LANSING

June nights are made
for spooning and man-
in-the-mooning, but
morning hours mean
dishes and dusting—and

time out for the GREAT EIGHT!
Yes, ma’am, that’s what you hear
on your local ABC station

—

EIGHT
GREAT SHOWS full of exciting
entertainment to make the house-
work fly. Fresh as a June bud is

our favorite man-of-the-morning,
DON McNEILL, the lad who makes
“THE BREAKFAST CLUB” (spon-
sored by Swift, General Mills and
Philco, 9-10 AM, EDT) a cheerful
way to start every weekday. DON
and the BREAKFAST CLUB GANG
skip around the breakfast table with
the greatest of ease ... all of which
pleases the gals who like a merry
program pick-up in the morning.

For real life drama, Sterling Drug’s
“MY TRUE STORY” rates as a
great treat with millions of listeners.

Every Monday through Friday at

10 AM, EDT, “MY TRUE STORY”
presents complete stories, absorbing
tales that form the fabric of our
lives and times. At 10:30 AM, EDT,
America’s favorite homemaker,
BETTY CROCKER, gives food,

fashion and decorating hints on her
famous “MAGAZINE OF THE
AIR.” BETTY is always sure to

have tips that make housekeeping
lighter and brighter. General Mills

sponsors the “BETTY CROCKER
MAGAZINE OF THE AIR.” An-
other high-light of the EIGHT
GREAT ABC programming is Seru-
tan’s VICTOR LINDLAHR heard
every day at 10 :45 AM, EDT, giving
expert advice and comment on nu-

trition and good living through good
health.

The modern miss enjoys ABC’s
“MODERN ROMANCES” at 11 AM,
EDT. This half hour of romance
combines all the features of dra-

matic heart-throb, suspense and
thrills. AUNT JEMINA’S boy,
BILL CULLEN, comes around with
“QUICK AS A FLASH” at 11:30

AM, EDT, with questions and prizes

and cash ... a breezy audience-

participation show that’s a real

honey. At high noon, EDT, oh-

JOHNNY OLSEN says “LADIES
BE SEATED” for music, fun, and
audience and listener frolic (for

Philip Morris Cigarettes) . . . and
at 12:25 PM, EDT, lovely CAROL
DOUGLAS makes “BEAUTY AND
FASHIONS” a daily five-minute

twin delight for the Toni Company.

Yes, ma’am, any day in June (qr

July or any month) tune to your
local American Broadcasting Com-
pany station and hear marvelous
morning shows . • . the kind, of

wonderful entertainment and variety

that rate as the GREAT EIGHT!

'ttooo Loosing
Advertisement



Casts of Current Pictures

ASPHALT JUNGLE, THE—M-G-M: Dix Handley,
Sterling Hayden; Alonzo Emmerich, Louis Calhern;

;

Doll Conovan, Jean Hagen; Gus Minissi, James
Whitmore; “Doc” Riedenschneider

,

Sam Jaffe; Com-
\missioner Hardy, John Mclntire; Charles C. Cobb,
, Marc Lawrence; Louis Ciavelli, Anthony Caruso;
Maria Ciavelli, Teresa Celli; Angela, Marilyn Mun-
roe; Lt. Ditrich, Barry Kelley.
BRIGHT LEAF—Warners: Brant Royle, Gary
Cooper; Sonia Kovac, Lauren Bacall; Margaret Jane

i

Singleton, Patricia Neal; Chris Malley, Jack Car-
son; Maj. James Singleton, Donald Crisp; Rose,
Gladys George; Tabitha Jackson, Elizabeth Patter-
son; John Barton, Jeff Corey; Lawyer Calhoun, Tay-
lor Holmes; Phillips, Thurston Hall; Queenie, Mari-
etta Canty.
CAGED—Warners: Marie Allen, Eleanor Parker;
Ruth Benton, Agnes Moorehead; Emma, Ellen
'iCorby; Evelyn Harper, Hope Emerson; Kitty, Betty
Garde; Smoochie, Jan Sterling; Elvira Powell,
Lee Patrick; June, Olive Deering; Isolation Matron,
Jane Darwell; Georgia, Gertrude Michael; Helen,
Sheila Stevens; Claire, Joan Miller; Cassie, Mar-
jorie Crossland; Sen. Donnolly, Taylor Holmes.

! CARGO TO CAPETOWN—Columbia: Johnny
Phelan, Broderick Crawford; Steve Conway, John
(Ireland; Kitty Mellar, Ellen Drew; Sam Bennett,
Edgar Buchanan; Rhys, Ted de Corsia.
CHEAPER BY THE DOZEN—20th Century-Fox:
\Frank Bunker Gilbreth, Clifton Webb; Ann Gil-

\breth

,

Jeanne Crain; Mrs. Lillian Gilbreth, Myrna
Loy; Libby Lancaster, Betty Lynn; Dr. Burton,
Edgar Buchanan; Ernestine, Barbara Bates; Mrs.
Mebane, Mildred Natwick; Mrs. Monahan, Sara
! Allgood; Fred Gilbreth, Anthony Sydes; Jack Gil-

breth, Roddy McCaskill; Frank Gilbreth Jr., Nor-
man Ollestad; Lillie Gilbreth, Carole Nugent; Wil-
liam Gilbreth, Jimmy Hunt; Dan Gilbreth, Teddy
Driver; Mary Gilbreth, Betty Barker; School Prin-
cipal, Evelyn Varden; Higgins, Frank Orth \ Tom
Black, Craig Hill; Mrs. Benson, Virginia Brissac.
DAMNED DON’T CRY, THE—Warners: Ethel
Whitehead, Joan Crawford; George Castleman, David
Brian; Nick Prenta, Steve Cochran; Martin Black-
ford, Kent Smith; Grady, Hugh Sanders; Patricia
fLongworth, Selena Royle; Sandra, Jacqueline de
Wit; Mr. Whitehead, Morris Ankrum; Roy,
(Richard Egan; Tommy, Jimmy Moss.

I

FATHER OF THE BRIDE—M-G-M: Stanley T.
IBanks, Spencer Tracy; Ellie Banks, Joan Bennett;
|Kay Banks

,

Elizabeth Taylor; Buckley Dunstan,
Don Taylor; Doris Dunstan, Billie Burke; Mr. Mas-
\\soula, Leo G. Carroll; Herbert Dunstan, Moroni
lOlsen; Mr. Triangle, Melville Cooper; Warner, Tay-
lor Holmes; Rev. Galsworthy, Paul Harvey; Joe,
Frank Orth; Tommy Banks, Rusty Tamblyn; Ben
Banks, Tom Irish; Delilah, Marietta Canty.
GUNFIGHTER, THE—20th Century-Fox: Jimmie
Ringo, Gregory Peck; Peggy Walsh, Helen West-
;:ott; Sheriff Mark Street, Millard Mitchell; Molly,
Jean Parker; Mac, Karl Malden; Hunt Bromley,
Skip Homeier; Charlie, Anthony Ross; Mrs. Penny-
feather, Verna Felton; Mrs. Devlin, Ellen Corby;
\Eddie, Richard Jaeckel; 1st brother, Alan Hale Jr;

1

2nd brother, David Clarke; 3rd brother, John Pick-
ard; Jimmie, B. G. Norman.
IN A LONELY PLACE—Columbia: Dixon Steele,
Humphrey Bogart; Laurel Gray, Gloria Grahame;
Brub Nicolai, Frank Lovejoy; Capt. Lochner, Carl
Benton Reid; Mel Lippman, Art Smith; Sylvia
Nicolai, Jeff Donnell; Mildred Atkinson, Martha
Stewart; Charlie Waterman, Robert Warwick; Lloyd
Barnes, Morris Ankrum; Ted Barton, William
Ching; Paul, Steven Geray; Singer, Hadda Brooks.
LAWLESS, THE—Pine-Thomas-Paramount : Larry
Wilder, Macdonald Carey; Sunny Garcia, Gail Rus-
sell; Joe Ferguson, John Sands; Jan Dawson, Lee
Patrick; Ed Ferguson, John Hoyt; Paul Rodriguez,
Lalo Rios; Lopo Chavez, Maurice Jara; Jim Wilson,

J Walter Reed; Jonas Creel, Guy Anderson; Mrs.
Rodriguez, Argentina Brunetti; Mr. Jensen, Wil-
,iam Edmunds; Mildred Jensen, Gloria Winters;
'Harry Pawling, John Davis; Caroline Tyler, Mar-
ha Hyer; Mr. Prentiss, Frank Fenton.
MEN, THE—Kramer-UA: Ken, Marlon Brando;
Ellen, Teresa Wright; Dr. Brock, Everett Sloane;
Norm, Jack Webb; Leo, Richard Erdman; Angel,
Arthur Jurado; Nurse Robbins, Virginia Farmer;
IE lien’s Mother, Dorothy Tree; Ellen’s Father, How-
ard St. John; Dolores, Nita Hunter; Laverne, Pa-
tricia Joiner; Mr. Doolin, John Miller; Dr. Kameran,
Cliff Clark; Man at Bar, Ray Teal.
SLEEPING CITY, THE—\J-l: Fred Rowan, Rich-
ard Conte; Ann Sebastian, Coleen Gray; Kathy
Hull, Peggy Dow; Dr. Bob Anderson, Alex Nicol;
Pop Ware, Richard Taber; Inspector Al Gordon,
John Alexander; Dr. Connell, Michael Strong;
Dr. Sharpley, James Van Dyk; Dr. William Foster,
Hugh Reilly; Dr. Dutra, Richard Kendrick.
TICKET TO TOMAHAWK, A—20th Century-Fox:
Johnny, Dan Dailey; Kit Dodge Jr., Anne Baxter;
Dakota, Rory Calhoun; Terence Sweeney, Walter
Brennan; Chuckity, Charles Kemper; Mme. Ade-
laide, Connie Gilchrist; Sad Eyes, Arthur Hunni-
:utt; Dodge, Will Wright; Pawnee, Chief Yowlachie;
Long Time, Victor Sen Yung; Charley, Harry Car-
er; Velvet Fingers, Harry Seymour; Bat, Robert
Adler; Gilo, Lee MacGregor; Crooked Knife, Chief
Thundercloud; Annie, Marion Marshall; Ruby,
Toyce MacKenzie; Clara, Marilyn Monroe; Julie,
Barbara Smith.
WABASH AVENUE—20th Century-Fox: Ruby
Summers, Betty Grable; Andy Clark, Victor Mature;
Uncle Mike, Phil Harris; English Eddie, Reginald
iJardiner; Hogan, James Barton; Bouncer, Barry
(Kelley; Tillie Hutch, Margaret Hamilton; Cleo,
jacqueline Dalya; Dancer, Walter Long; Chorus
Girl, Marion Marshall.

Vorit look now...

So this is the Cocoanut Grove where Hollywood stars

gather every night! Wonderful to be here, isn’t it? And
there’s June Allijson! As we pass her table let’s sneak

a look. She won’t care. She knows that admiring glances

measure a star’s success. And she knows that the

Woodbury Powder she wears (in flattering Natural)

plays a big part in her loveliness!

June is one of the Hollywood stars who choseWoodbury

Powder 6 to 1 in response to a recent survey* . A unique

ingredient in Woodbury Powder gives the smoothest,

satiny finish you’ve ever known! Magically warm, in-

finitely fine in texture, enchantingly fragrant, it clings

for hours! 7 heavenly shades glorify every skin type.

15^, 30 <J, $1.00, plus tax.

there's

June Allyson...



SHADOW

Altar antics: Marriage is no private affair for Don Taylor,

Elizabeth Taylor in a comedy as gay as a wedding bouquet

(F) Father of the Bride (M-G-M)

fJ^ALK about timing! This fumy and refreshing comedy
I about a wedding just couldn’t have been timed more
perfectly—what with Elizabeth Taylor, one of its stars,

having marched off to the altar in May with young Nick
Hilton, son of the hotel tycoon. However, this is really

Spencer’s picture. As the harassed father who gets all

the headaches, the heartaches and the bills, Spence wraps
it up and takes it home. Joan Bennett, beautiful enough
to be a bride herself, plays the mother who married in a
dull tailored suit, and is determined that her daughter
shall have all the expensive trimmings; veil, church, cake,

reception, orchestra, caterers, champagne, etc. Liz, of

course, is the young daughter, all dewy-eyed over Don
Taylor. All she wants is to get married quietly, and sud-
denly she finds herself in the year’s biggest clambake.

e Burke and Moroni Olsen are the groom’s parents.

And, according to the father of the bride, they get off

mighty easy in this marriage racket. All they have to

supply is the groom! Leo G. Carroll shines as the snooty
wedding dictator, as does Melville Cooper as the Rev-
erend’s busy assistant.

Your Reviewer Says: It’s funny if you aren’t a father.

Vital Statistics: Elizabeth’s foster parents ( Metro-Goldtvyn

-

Mayer ) and her real parents are pleased at her choice of a

husband. After a honeymoon in Europe, the young Hiltons
expect to live in a Hollywood apartment, and continue their

respective careers . . . Spencer Tracy could lose some weight,
don’t you think? Bet he could split some of his old suits just

as effectively as he did his striped pants in the picture . . .

Joan Bennett, the youngest of the Hollywood grandmothers,
looks more like Elizabeth’s sister than her mother in this film.
But Joan was never one to fuss aboo‘ “-sing” parts.

BY LIZA WILSON

In Old Chicago: Colorful musical of the Gay Nineties with

Phil Harris, Vic Mature as rivals for Betty Grable’s favor

^ (F) Wabash Avenue (20tli Century-Fox)

B
ETTY GRABLE is back in the kind of Betty Grable
movie you like best. (And she likes best, too.) Again

she dances plush production numbers, sings nosta’gic

songs, and shows those famous legs in pretty tights,

which is good news for the millions of Grable fans. This
time, Betty is an 1892 honky-tonk entertainer in a tough
night club run by Phil Harris on Chicago’s Wabash Ave-
nue. Her specialty is the shimmy. And she shakes a
mean one. But, before the picture is over, Betty has be-
come a glamorous star of a lavish Broadway musical,
and sings the popular “Wilhelmina.” Vic Mature, fresh
from the unbecoming haircut given him by Delilah La-
marr, plays a breezy, fast-talking guy with a heart of

gold. He and Phil outtrick each other for Betty. The
usually immaculate Reginald Gardiner plays a grubby
panhandler, and James Barton a lovable old tosspot.

Your Reviewer Says: No messages, just wonderful fun.

Vital Statistics: For this picture Betty Grable’s hair was dyed
a tvhite-gold color, which looks good in Technicolor. Latest
measurements are: 36-inch bust, 23 waist, 35 hips, 19 thigh, 13

calf. Betty thinks her legs are much too skinny.
“

‘Sociable ’ has
better,” she says. “Sociable” is a two-year-old thoroughbred
she owns. She and Harry are mad for horses and have twenty-
eight of them at their Calabasas ranch, near Hollywood . . .

Director Henry Koster tried to make Vic do a bit of terpsi-

chore with Betty. Vic just stuck out his feet, while Betty shud-
dered. “Size twelve-and-a-half,” he said. But he did consent to

take piano lessons, just long enough to play “Baby, Won’t You
Say You Love Me.” Ben Gage does Vic’s screen singing. Vic
and his wife and child live in the same five-room house they’ve I

had for several years. “I’m the only actor in Hollywood with
one bathroom,” boasts Vic.

'/'/'V' Outstanding VV Good V Fair
F—For the whole family A—For adults
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STAGE

Locked in: Upon Eleanor Parker, who is a first offender,

prison life and fellow inmates have a disastrous effect

v'Wi (A) Caged (Warners)

I

jVLEANOR PARKER is the star of this dramatic film

'J
which reports, in semi-documentary fashion, life in

h women’s prison. The story is based on the eye-witness
account of writer Virginia Kellogg, who voluntarily had
rterself imprisoned in a state prison for women. Eleanor,
giving a bang-up performance, has the pivotal role of

Marie Allen, a nineteen-year-old girl who becomes in-

volved in the holdup of a gasoline station. She enters
prison as an innocent first offender, but comes out sev-
eral years later a bitter, cynical woman, fully condi-
tioned for a life of crime. The entire cast of women is

outstanding, with special kudos to Betty Garde, head of

i shoplifting syndicate; Agnes Moorehead, a kindly
superintendent who tries to reform the horrors of prison

life; Hope Emerson, a sadistic prison matron; Lee Pat-
rick, an elegant vice-queen; Jan Sterling, a prostitute;

Ellen Corby, a half-wit; and Gertrude Michael, a former
'society woman on the verge of insanity.

four Reviewer Says: Grim, but well worth seeing.

iGtal Statistics: No glamour for Eleanor Parker this time. In
several sequences she even has her hair shaved off. She didn’t
[have to do much “padding” in her pregnancy scenes. She was
vregnanl. In April, she and her husband Bert Friedlob an-

nounced the arrival of a second daughter. Strange indeed are
the workings of fate and studios: Following this swell acting
job, Eleanor was “dropped” from the contract list ... A not-
able switch in casting is that of Agnes Moorehead. The sharp-
tongued hag of many a picture role turns up as a warm-hearted
^superintendent. The preview audience applauded when an “in-
nate” murdered 225 pound, six-feet-two Hope Emerson formerly
i jolly back-thumping New York entertainer. She’s well on her
'my to being “the woman you love to hate.”

Story of a paraplegic: Teresa Wright helps Marlon Brando

struggle with the problem of a future in a wheel chair

(A) The Men (Kramer-UA)

1/1VER SINCE Marlon Brando made his big hit in Ten-
|j nessee Williams’s “A Streetcar Named Desire” on
Broadway two years ago, producers have tried to lure
him to the Coast. But Marlon preferred his New York
cold-water flat, his African drums, and girl friends
who wear outsize sweatshirts with “U.S. Navy” across
the chest. But when Stanley Kramer, Hollywood’s most
exciting young producer (“Champion” and “Home of the
Brave”), told him the story of his third film, Marlon said
yes immediately. As the young paraplegic, paralyzed
from the waist down in World War II, bitter, hopeless,
hating his future in a wheel chair, Marlon makes a bril-

liant screen debut. With dramatic simplicity the film
tells how he gradually learns to rehabilitate himself in

a strange and difficult world. Teresa Wright is perfect
as his girl who has a lot of adjusting to learn also. The
picture was made at Birmingham Veterans Hospital,
near Los Angeles, and forty-five paraplegics were signed
to play themselves. Everett Sloane stands out as a hard-
working doctor. Ditto Jack Webb as an intelligent and
cynical paraplegic who gets “taken” by a floozie. Real
veteran paraplegic Arthur Jurado plays Angel.

Your Reviewer Says: A new experience in entertainment.

Vital Statistics: New York actor Marlon Brando works over-
time at being a “character.” But he is such a fine, hard-working
actor that everyone forgives him. For four weeks before pro-
duction he lived in a wheel chair at Birmingham Hospital.
The boys there liked him. He arrived in Hollywood with three
pairs of blue jeans and T-shirts. Announced he was allergic to

ties, stuffed shirts and glamorous movie stars. Shelley Winters,
in blue jeans and sweater, and her hair done by an egg-beater,
finally wangled a date.

or Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 23. For Best Pictures of the Month
ind Best Performances See Page 29. For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 30.
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Sworn enemies Dean Stockwell, Darryl

Hiekman forget their differences on foot-

hall field in “You’re Only Young Twice”

For your enchanted moments—

at last a lipstick that will not

smear... at last a lipstick of such

exquisite texture that it goes on

easier and stays on longer than

any you have ever used.

The new, exclusive'Yanoee for-

mula makes all

this possible for

the first time.

In Tangee
Pink Queen and

six other en-

chantingshades.

THE

ew

firifice
UP^yST/CK

FV (F) Cheaper by the Dozen
(20th Century-Fox)

F
ASTIDIOUS Clifton Webb, who made
bachelor Belvedere a household word,

now does a complete switch and plays the
father of twelve children in this bright
and often hilarious comedy of American
family life adapted from the best seller.

Dad Webb is an industrial engineer
famous for his motion studies, and he is

married to Myrna Loy who, besides being
a capable housewife, is an eminent psy-
chologist. Just as in the book, they have
twelve children. Dad is quite a wit and
an eccentric for conventional 1921. He’s a
fanatic on not wasting time, and money,
and often an embarrassment to his children,
among them Jeanne Crain, Barbara Bates,
Anthony Sydes, Roddy McCaskill, Carole
Nugent, Norman Ollstad, Teddy Driver,
Jimmy Hunt and Betty Barker.
Sara Allgood plays the family cook, and

Betty Lynn a pert young flirt who does
a mean “toddle” with Dad.

Your Reviewer Says: Full-house of fun.

FV' (A) The Damned Don't Cry
(Warners)

J
OAN CRAWFORD, David Brian, Kent
Smith and Steve Cochran head the cast

of this gangster melodrama that is based
on one of Los Angeles’ famous gangster
shootings of a few years ago. Headline-
hep movie-goers will have no trouble
guessing the identities of Joan, David and

|

Steve.
David Brian is attractively sinister as

: the polished leader of an international

crime syndicate who meets Joan, an am-
j

bitious dame with bad taste and rich
ideas, and makes a party-giving socialite

;

out of her. He sends her to California

|

to spy on handsome Steve Cochran, head

j

of the West Coast gang. Accused of dou-
i

ble-crossing her boy friend, Joan gets in-

!
volved in a juicy murder, and in short
order is taken care of by David Brian and
the Breen Office.

Kent Smith stands out in the sympa-
thetic role of a poor accountant who gets

dragged into this mess by his love for

Joan. Selena Royle and Jacqueline De Wit

|

deliver as a phony chaperone and a glib-

tongued model, respectively.

' Your Reviewer Says: Crawford on the
crooked path.

Love a Catholic'’

One of the outstanding

stories of the year, reveal-

ing a Protestant girl’s prob-

lems with religion and love.

What would you do?

Read it in July TRUE STOR^I

at your newsstand now

and a dozen other heart-

stirring stories, including

Poison Pen— a dramatic
story of intrigue

I Wanted to be an Actress

—how a teenager learns

what a stage career really

means.

You Are Always With Me

—the tender story of a love

that was stronger than death.

I Chose the Hard Way

—

the dramatic story of a girl

who went home after a

prison term.

PLUS

a complete Home Service Sectio

featuring stories and photos o

fashions, beauty, decorating, hom<

making and a special article on sat

ing money around the home, wit

64 ideas to help you do it.

Get True Story toda

at your newsstand
26



V'*' (F) A Ticket to Tomahawk
(20th Century-Fox)

It AN DAILEY, Anne Baxter and Emma
V Sweeney are the stars of this action-
packed story of the frantic efforts of the
jnarrow-gauge Tomahawk and Western to
acquire a franchise in Colorado, in 1876.

You’ll like Miss Sweeney, a thirty-
pight-ton locomotive which has been run-
ning since the Nineties over the hundreds
)f miles of narrow-gauge tracks that
thread together the mining towns of Colo-
ado. She wears big deer antlers across
ner headlight which is an ornate kero-
sene one, her bell and whistle are of
pright brass and her cowcatcher is very
nig. All in all, she’s trim and perky.
The company includes Walter Brennan

rs Miss Sweeney’s loving engineer and
lory Calhoun as a villainous henchman
if the rival Epitaph Overland Stage Com-
pany. Dan Dailey, a traveling salesman
vith an itching foot, and Anne Baxter,
he ridingest, shootingest half-pint dep-
ity sheriff in the business, add their share
o the hilarity.

'our Reviewer Says: Come along for the
ide.

'S'S (A) The Asphalt Jungle
(M-G-M)

r

HIS brutally frank story of crime and
punishment in a Midwestern city was
irected by two-time Academy Award
/inner John Huston—son of the late Wal-
er Huston. John’s pictures are usually
rim (“The Treasure of Sierra Madre”)
ut always dramatic and exciting. This
ime he exposes the behind-the-scenes de-
ails of the robbery of a jewelry store.

Six-feet-four Sterling Hayden is the
urprise of the picture. As the two-bit
;ickup hoodlum, Sterling proves he is no
inger a Glamour Boy (a role he detested),
ut a darned good actor.

The picture is packed with stand-out
erformances. New York actor Sam Jaffe,

1 one of his rare screen appearances, is

ae master mind of the robbery. Louis
alhern is the big-time lawyer who de-
fends underworld characters. James Whit-
lore (“Battleground”) is a hunchback
ash-slinger, and Jean Hagen (“Adam’s
lb”) is a cheap night-club hostess,
here’s a beautiful blonde, too, name of
Iarilyn Monroe, who plays Calhern’s girl

•iend, and makes the most of her footage.

our Reviewer Says: Pistol-packing story.

^ (A) Cargo to Capetown
(Columbia)

CADEMY Award winner Broderick
Crawford (“All the King’s Men”) is

fasted in this brawny sea yarn which
illows an old familiar pattern.
He plays a brave blustering chief en-
neer who is shanghaied aboard a leaky
d oil tanker by his pal, John Ireland,
ho has ambitions to be a sea captain,
aturally Brod’s fiancee, Ellen Drew, gets
aught on the doomed tub, too, and nat-
urally it turns out that she is a former
rl friend of Ireland’s, and the spark’s
ill there. The romantic complications
e interrupted by some suspenseful dis-
;ters, including a typhoon and an oil fire,

dgar Buchanan is on hand with some
jiilosophic mouthings about old ships and
d women.

;

After this picture Ireland, a fine actor
id the husband of Joanne Dru, asked for
lease from his Columbia contract.

>ur Reviewer Says: A not-too-exciting voy-
;e.

^ (A) Bright Leaf (Warners)
I ALL, taciturn Gary Cooper, not too
I kindly photographed, snares himself two

Coming..*

c-c-c/oser

IPaltDisnetf’s
PRESENTATION OF

Robert Louis Stevenson’s

reasure

Island
Color by TECHNICOLOR

It had to be Walt Disney! America’s

master storyteller captures all the

white-hot excitement in this finest of

adventure yarns.

Soon, his unforgettable cast will

sweep you to a world of sea-tossed

adventure and embattled men ... of

pirates whose hearts are as black as

their gunpowder ... of a one-legged

rogue who led them to steal, only to

have his own heart stolen by a boy’s

courage. You’ll feel you’ve lived
the greatest adventure of them all!

JIM HAWKINS
played by

BOBBY DRISCOLL
(Academy Award winning boy actor of 1949)

LONG JOHN SILVER
played by ROBERT NEWTON

CAPTAIN SMOLLETT
played by BASIL SYDNEY

Distributed by RKO Radio Pictures • Produced
by Perce Pearce • Directed by Byron Haskin

Screen play by Lawrence E. Watkin
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TONI TWINS

Discover New

Shampoo Magic

Soft Water Shampooing

Even in Hardest Water

p

“We made a real discovery

the very first time we used
Toni Creme Shampoo,” say

lovely All-American twins

Eleanor and Jeanne Fulstone
of Smith Valley, Nevada.

“Our hair was so luxuriously soft... as if

we washed it in rain water. And that de-

lightful softness made it so much easier

to manage.”

You, too, will discover Soft

Water Shampooing . . . the

magic of Toni Creme Sham-
poo ! Even in hardest water
you get oceans of creamy
lather that rinses away dirt

and dandruff instantly. Never leaves a
dull, soapy film. That’s why your hair

sparkles with all its natural highlights.

And it’s so easy to set and style.

TONI CREME SHAMPOO
• Leaves your hair gloriously soft, easy

to manage

• Helps permanents “take” better, look

lovelier longer

• Rinses away dirt and dandruff in-

stantly

• Oceans of creamy-thick lather makes

hair sparkle with natural highlights.

leading ladies, Lauren Bacall and Patricia I

Neal, in this film which has the tobacco-
growing South of 1894 for its background.

After taking the count of nine in “Young
Man with a Horn,” Lauren bounces back
with a fine performance. Bogie’s Baby is

indeed in top form as the torching Polish
ex-mill worker who operates “a rooming
house for ladies.” But Gary, the knuckle-
head, is in love with rich and elegant
Patricia Neal whose papa (Donald Crisp)
considers former tenant-farmer Gary “po’
white trash.” Gary makes a mint of
money with a little gadget called a ciga-
rette machine, ruins Papa, and marries
Patricia. And what that Southern belle

does to him is one for the books!
Jeff Corey, Jack Carson, Elizabeth Pat-

terson and Gladys George have good parts
in this drama based on the novel, “The
Bright Leaf,” by Foster Fitz-Simons.

Your Reviewer Says: Drama in the tobacco
country.

v'V' (F) The Gun Fighter
(20tli Century-Fox)

H
ERE’S a Western that’s decidedly dif-

ferent. It tells in suspenseful detail of
the ill-fated effort of a famous gun fighter

to break with his bloodstained past. The
action takes place in a little town in the
Old West of the 1880’s.

Gregory Peck, in a mustache that doesn’t
do a thing for him, plays the six-shooter
Jimmie Ringo (patterned after real life

John Ringo). Millard Mitchell, former
New York actor who loves Hollywood,
plays the sheriff who has a soft spot in

his heart for Ringo. The distaff side is

well looked after by Helen Westcott and
Jean Parker, absent from the screen for

five years. Remember Jean as the fragile

young girl in “Sequoia” and as Beth in

the first talking production of “Little

Women”? Now she goes in for tough dame
parts. Likes them better, she says.

Your Reviewer Says: More suspense than
shooting.

y' (F) The Lawless (Paramount)

A
LL BIG-CITY reporters, so the legend
goes, want to buy a small-town news-

paper. In this picture Macdonald Carey
does just that. The results are not ex-
actly what he had in mind.
Carey attends a fruit pickers’ dance on

the wrong side of the Santa Marta, Cali-
fornia, tracks. There he meets Gail Rus-
sell who, with her father, publishes a
Mexican weekly. John Sands and John
Davis, a couple of wealthy kids, crash the
party, tangle with the Mexican boys Lalo
Rios and Maurice Jara. There’s a free-
for-all resulting in the death of a police-
man. A lynch-minded mob runs down
the frightened Lalo. Carey goes to his

defense both with fists and editorials.

Your Reviewer Says: A crusade against mob
rule.

kV (A) The Sleeping City (U-I)

H
ERE’S a semi-documentary drama
based on the narcotics racket in New

York. Reminiscent of Mark Hellinger’s
“The Naked City” it is realistic and with-
out glamour. It was filmed in its entirety
in New York.
Gotham’s Confidential Squad is puzzled

by the murder of Hugh Reilly, a young
interne at New York’s famous Bellevue
Hospital. After a thorough briefing Rich-
ard Conte, one of their brightest young
detectives, is passed off as an interne and
assigned to the traumatics ward. There he
meets the ward nurse, pretty, seductive
Coleen Gray. And he also meets the hos-
pital janitor, a friendly old guy who plays
the horses and loans money to the always
broke internes. Although Conte is soft on
nurse Coleen he soon discovers that she

STOPHWmW
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INTIMATE FEMININE

HYGIENE

This Amazing Greaseless Suppository

Assures Hours of Continuous Protection!

If you’ve long been wanting a higher
type of internal feminine cleanliness
— daintier, more convenient and less

embarrassing to use yet one that is

powerfully germicidal and safe to

tissues— Zonitors are for you!
Zonitors are continuous - action,

greaseless, stainless vaginal supposi-
tories which give powerful germicidal
and effective protection for hours yet
are positively non-poisonous, non-
irritating. No mixing—no extra equip-
ment necessary. All you need is this

dainty suppository that comes sep-
arately sealed in a dainty glass vial

(12 to a pack) . So easy to slip in your
purse.

What Zonitors Do . .

.

When inserted, Zonitors release pow-
erful germ-killing and deodorizing
properties for hours. They help guard
against infection and kill every germ
they touch. While it’s not always pos-
sible to contact all the germs in the
tract, you can depend on Zonitors to

instantly kill every reachable germ
and stop germs from multiplying. Be
sure to try this new, modernized
method— Zonitors

!

free booklet sent in plain wrap-
per. Reveals frank intimate facts.

Zonitors. Dept. ZPP-70, 100 Park
Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.*

Nome .

Address -

City. s,a,e

*Offer good only in U. S.
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is the key to the disappearing morphine
mystery, and that the janitor isn’t the
friendly old cuss he pretends to be.

Peggy Dow is a nurse in love with Alex
Nicol, an interne who commits suicide.

Richard Taber is the janitor.

Your Reviewer Says: Visit a wicked city

after dark.

V'V'Vi The Golden Age
(March of Time-RKO)

T
HE “roaring twenties” costumes and
customs are reviewed now — twenty

years later—in a documentary film.

A chronicle of America’s Jazz Age, the
film is an assemblage of newsreels joined
together with a modern commentary by
Elmer Davis, Robert Q. Lewis, Frederick
Allen, Allen Prescott and Red Barber.
And its stars are Rudolph Valentino,

Franklin D. Roosevelt, The Duke of Wind-
sor, Charles Lindbergh, A1 Jolson, Babe
Ruth and countless other famous and
infamous personalities who contributed to

the political, religious, entertainment, sport
and industrial advancement of that tur-
bulent decade.
There will be laughter for today’s gen-

eration, and nostalgia for those who were
part of the era that began at the end of

World War I—and came to a close with
the Wall Street Crash.

Your Reviewer Says: History in the making.

fW (A) In a Lonely Place
(Columbia)

I

F you’re a murder mystery addict this is

right down your dark alley. Starring
grim-visaged Humphrey Bogart, it’s one
of the year’s best murder mystery dramas.
Bogart plays, as only Bogart can, a once

famous screenwriter who, having lost his
touch, has become frustrated and often-
times, violent. He invites a pretty hat
check girl, Martha Stewart, to his apart-
ment one night to read to him. Early the
next morning she is found murdered in
the Hollywood hills. Bogart is suspected.
He has a police record of fighting and
drinking. Hollywood thinks he is on the
border of madness. Gloria Grahame
alibis him, later falls in love with him,
and agrees to marry him. Then she, too,

begins to have suspicions. The climax will
have you on the edge of your seat.

In the supporting cast are Frank Love-
joy as a police detective, Carl Benton Reid
as the police captain, Art Smith as a Holly-
wood agent, Jeff Donnell as a detective’s
wife, and Robert Warwick as an old-time
brandy-drinking actor.

Your Reviewer Says: A Bogart bombshell.

Best Pictures of the Month
"In a Lonely Place”

"The Men”

Best Performances of the Month
Lauren Bacall in "Bright Leaf”

Eleanor Parker in "Caged”

Clifton Webb in "Cheaper by the Dozen”

Kent Smith in "The Damned Don’t Cry”

Spencer Tracy in "Father of the Bride”

Gregory Peck, Millard Mitchell in
"The Gun Fighter”

Humphrey Bogart in "In a Lonely Place

”

Marlon Brando, Everett Sloan, Jack
Webb in "The Men”

Betty Grable in "Wabash Avenue”

uMlIfiiOtll WOMEN

YOU can create the

flawless complexion you’ve

always dreamed of with THIS make-up

The Original Cake Make-Up. ..the One and Only

PAN-CAKE> lAW&
USED BY MORE WOMEN THAN ANY OTHER MAKE-UP IN THE WORLD
The moment you apply Pan-Cake Make-Up, you look different...more beautiful.

Pan-Cake actually creates a new complexion for you. ..instantly blends perfect

color flawlessly, smoothly, evenly.. .magically hides tiny blemishes, freckles, off-

colored spots. ..takes just seconds to apply for hours of new, thrilling loveliness.

SCREEN STARS PROVE
Pan-Cake Protects Your Skin

Pan-Cake has been used for years on deli-

cate Screen Stars'skins.both on and off the

Sets, because non-drying Pan-Coke is a

perfect veil of protection from sun, wind

and dust. ..it guards your beauty for extra

years of loveliness.

9 COLOR HARMONY SHADES
AND 3 SUN-TAN SHADES

Here's how YOU can create

FASHION'S MATTE FINISH
with PAN-CAKE

I . Apply Pan -Cake sparingly with moist sponge

or cotton. 2. Use upward and outward motion.

3. Blot with Kleenex to absorb excess moisture.

4. That’s all there is to it. In just seconds, Pan-

Cake creates the original Matte Finish.

Plus TaxPROVE IT YOURSELF!
Send for your trial-size Pan-Cake in your correct
Color Harmony Shade, and discover how you can
create a new, flawless complexion. ..plus your very
own Complexion Analysis and Color Harmony
Make-Up Chart. ..plus the 32-page,color-ilIustrated
"New Art of Make-Up"— all by Max Factor.

Remember.. .there is only one PAN-CAKE,
the original creation of MAX FACTOR Hollywood

PLEASE RUSH ME YOUR EXCITING PAN-CAKE OFFER!
FILL IN AND CHECK CAREFULLY THE INFORMATION CHART BELOW AND MAIL

Max Factor Make-Up Studio, Dept. 10, Box 941, Hollywood 28, Calif.

1 enclose 10$ in coin to help cover cost of postage and handling.

COMPLEXION EYES HAIR

Fair

Creamy
Medium
Ruddy

Sallow

Freckled

Olive

Deep Olive

Blue

Gray

Green

Hazel

Brown

Black Q

BLONDE
Light Dark.D

BRUNETTE
Light Dark

BROWNETTE
Light Dark

REDHEAD
Light Dark Q
GRAY HAIR

Check he.e Q disc- r <erk

PLEASE PRINT NAME AND ADDRESS

LASHES \a/er\

L'glil M*Hi Da'R

SKIN Normal

Dry Oily

City - /one
,

State
1 ->r,o-7P

Pan-Cake (trademark) is the registered brand name for Max Factor Hollywood Cake Make-Up
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SHAMPOO
Perfumed with

famous Old Spice
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NO FEDERAL
TAX REQUIRED

At Drug and Department Stores

SHULTON
Rockefeller Center, New York

Brief Reviews

t/VV (F) ANNIE GET YOUR GUN—M-G-M:
Wonderful film version of the smash Broadway musi-
cal. Betty Hutton is outstanding as the world’s top
gal sharpshooter. Howard Keel is a great new find as
the object of her affections. With Keenan Wynn,
Louis Calhern, J. Carroll Naish. (June)
k^}4 (A) ASTONISHED HEART, THE—Rank-
U-I: In this British triangle drama, studded with
lots of smart talk, Noel Coward plays a psychiatrist
whose love life is a mess. With Margaret Leighton,
Celia Johnson. Super-sophistication, this. (May)

(F) BIG HANGOVER, THE—M-G-M : Van
Johnson’s not allergic to love when pyschiatry student
Elizabeth Taylor tries to cure him of his allergy to
liquid spirits. It’s gay and good looking. (June)
k/k/ (F) BIG LIFT

, THE—20th Century-Fox:
Montgomery Clift and Paul Douglas appear as a
couple of GI’s who help run the air lift that beats the
Russian blockade of Berlin. Cornell Borchers and
Bruni Lobel are their frauleins. (June)

BLACK., HAND—M-G-M > " *

/tidn crime nfellef woven around gangsters known
as “Black Hand” in New York of 1908. With Gene
Kelly, J. Carrol Naish, Teresa Celli, Marc Lawrence.
(April)

yy* (F) CAPTAIN CAREY, U.S.A.—Paramount:
This lively mystery meller, jam-packed with intrigue,
stars Alan Ladd as an ex-OSS officer who returns
to Italy in search of a murderer. With Wanda Hen-
drix, Francis Lederer. Good suspense. (May)
t/ 54 (A) CAPTURE, THE—RKO: A pyschological
melodrama set in modern Mexico with Lew Ayres as a
hunted murderer who tells his gripping story to priest
Victor Jory. Teresa Wright is appealing as Lew’s
wife. (June)

54 (F) CHAMPAGNE FOR CAESAR—Popkin-
UA: Quiz shows and Big Business get quite a kidding
in this satire which stars Ronald Colman, Celeste
Holm, Vincent Price. (May)
(F) COMANCHE TERRITORY—U-I : A routine
cowboy-and-Indian epic with Maureen O’Hara as a
tough saloon operator, Macdonald Carey as the in-

ventor of the Bowie knife, Pedro DeCordoba and
Rick Vallin as imposing Comanches. (June)

(F) CURTAIN CALL AT CATCUS CREEK
—U-I: The hilarious trials of a broken-down reper-

tory company with Donald O’Connor as a stage-

struck prop-man who saves the show. Vincent Price
and Eve Arden add to the fun. (June)

54 (F) DAUGHTER OF ROSIE O'GRADY,
THE—Warners: A St. Patrick’s Day special, star-

ring June Haver and Gordon MacRae with James
Barton, Gene Nelson. (May)

(A) D.O.A.—Popkin-UA: This unusual who-
dunit has Edmond O’Brien solving his own murder.
With Pamela Britton, Luther Adler. (April)

$4 (F) EAGLE AND THE HAWK, THE—Pine-

Thomas-Paramount : John Payne, Rhonda Fleming
and Dennis O’Keefe pool their talents in this elab-

orate spy story. (May)
\

/

(F) I WAS A SHOPLIFTER—U-I: Routine
melodrama about a shoplifting ring. With Scott

Brady, Mona Freeman, Andrea King. (May)
(F) JIGGS AND MAGGIE OUT WEST—Mono-
gram : Comic-strip cut-ups by the late Joe Yule and
Renie Riano who get involved in feudin’ when they

try to stake claim to their mining property. (June)

54 (F) KEY TO THE CITY—M-G-M: Love and
politics are the ingredients of a daffy comedy with

Clark Gable, Loretta Young, Frank Morgan. (April)
(F) MOTHER DIDN'T TELL ME—20th Cen-

tury-Fox: Dorothy McGuire and William Lundigan
make a delightful twosome in an amusing story of
marriage and medicine. With June Havoc. (April)

(F) NANCY GOES TO RIO—M-G-M
: Jane

Powell as a bouncy teen-ager sets out to cop her
jctress-mother’s part in a play and her boy friend.
With Ann Sothern, Barry Sullivan, Carmen Miranda.
Louis Calhern, Scotty Beckett. (May)

(F) NEVADAN, THE—Columbia: Randy Scott
is on outlaw Forrest Tucker’s trail in this rugged
action-packed Western. With George Macready,
Frank faylen, Jeff Corey, Dorothy Malone. (April)
\yy2 (A) NO MAN OF HER OWN—Paramount
Barbara Stanwyck suffers in fine style in this melo-

With John Lund, Lyle Bettger, Jane Cowl
(May)

(A) /VO SAD SONGS FOR ME—Columbia

:

This poignant drama brings Margaret Sullivan back
to the screen as an attractive young wife and mother
dying of cancer. With Wendell Corey, Viveca Lind-
tors, Natalie Wood. (May)

54 (A) ONE WAY STREET—U-I: James Mason
js his menacing self again as an illegal doctor hired
by gangster, Dan Duryea. Marta Toren is Dan’s girl
who runs off to Mexico with Mason and suffers the
consequences. Not for the squeamish. (June)

/4 (F) OUR VERY OWN—Goldwyn: A family
drama of a young girl’s heartbreak upon discovering
she was adopted. With Ann Blyth, Farley Granger.
Joan Evans, Ann Dvorak, Jane Wyatt. (April)

(F) OUTRIDERS, THE—M-G-M: J9el McCrea.
Barry Sullivan, James Whitmore, fugitives from
Union prison camp, pose as outriders for a wagon
train, headed by Ramon Novarro, which is carrying
a million dollars and Arlene Dahl. (June)

(F) OUTSIDE THE WALL—U-I : Richard
Basehart does a good job as an ex-convict who finds
he isn’t really free outside. With Marilyn Maxwell,
Dorothy Hart, Signe Hasso, John Hoyt. (April)

(A) PERFECT STRANGERS — Warners:
Hearts are on trial in an absorbing courtroom drama
teaming jurors Ginger Rogers and Dennis Morgan.
With Thelma Ritter, Margalo Gillmore. (April)

(F) PLEASE BELIEVE ME — M-G-M:
Robert Walker, Peter Lawford and Mark Stevens
compete for Deborah Kerr in a slick comedy about
a would-be British heiress. (June)54 (F) REFORMER AND THE REDHEAD,
THE—M-G-M: June Allyson and hubby Dick Powell
team up in a comedy about a young lawyer, cam-
paigning for mayor. There’s wonderful slapstick with
a lovable lion. David Wayne, Cecil Kellaway, Mar-
vin Kaplan have a high time of it, too. (June)

(F) RIDING HIGH—Paramount: Horse-happy
Bing Crosby tosses off trouble with a song and a
joke in an entertaining racetrack romance. With
Coleen Gray, Frances Gifford, Charles Bickford,
Ravmond Walburn, William Demarest. (April)

(F) ROCK ISLAND TRAIL—Republic : A
lusty, colorful Western about the building of the
Rock Island R.R. With Forrest Tucker, Adele Mara,
Adrian Booth. (June)

54 (A) SECRET FURY, THE—RKO: A tan-
talizing thriller with Claudette Colbert confronted
with a marriage she cannot remember. A couple of

murders take place before Robert Ryan solves the
mystery. With Paul Kelly, Jane Cowl. (June)

“Tell Me Pretty Maidens,” sings Dan Dailey to Floradora “girls” Bob Mitchum,

Burt Lancaster, Keenan Wynn, during Friars Frolic at Shrine Auditorium



(F) SIERRA—U-I: The scenery’s the only re-

deeming feature of this rather dull western featuring
Audie Murphy, Wanda Hendrix, Dean Jagger—all

of whom deserve something better. (June)
\/ y2 (F) SKIPPER SURPRISED HIS WIFE

,

THE—M-G-M: There’s loads of laughs when skipper
Bob Walker tries to run his home and family as he
would a ship and its crew. With Joan Leslie, Spring
Byington, Jan Sterling, Edward Arnold. (June)

\/\/ (A) STAGE FRIGHT—Warners : First-rate

suspense thriller starring Jane Wyman, Marlene
Dietrich, Richard Todd, Michael Wilding. (May)
^ (A) STROMBOLI—Rossellini-RKO : Here’s that
much-discussed and much-panned picture. Ingrid
Bergman plays a Czech refugee who marries an
Italian fisherman, in order to leave a detention camp,
and goes with him to the volcanic island of Stromboli.
Bitterly unhappy she plans to escape, but the erupting
volcano shakes religion into her. (May)
(F) TARZAN AND THE SLAVE GIRL—RKO

:

Lex Barker and Vanessa Brown are Tarzan and
Jane in this rather fantastic yarn. The slave girl is

busty Denise Darcel. (May)
^ (F) TATTOOED STRANGER, THE—RKO-
Pathe : A fairly entertaining whodunit with John
Miles, Patricia White, Walter Kinsella. (May)

(A) THIRD MAN, THE—Korda-Selznick:
Strong on suspense, this thriller describes the adven-
tures of Joseph Cotten in post-war Vienna. He loses

his heart to Valli and almost loses his life when he in-

vestigates the death of Orson Welles. (April)
(F) TRIGGER LR.—Republic : Trigger Jr. fol-

lows in his father’s hoof-prints in this newest Roy
Rogers epic. Dale Evans is back with Roy. (June)
i/ (A) UNDER MY SKIN—20th Century-Fox:
Based on a Hemingway story about a boy’s devotion
to his crooked jockey father, the film has an exciting
European background; good performances by John
Garfield, Micheline Prelle, Orley Lindgren. (June)

(F) VICIOUS YEARS, THE—Emerald-Film
Classics: An ofT-the-beaten-path drama of a derelict

boy’s search for a home and love in post-war Italy.

Tommy Cook is the boy who forces himself into

murderer Gar Moore’s home. Eduard Franz is the
head of the house. (June)

(F) WAGON MASTER—Argosy-RKO: Ben
Johnson and Harry Carey Jr. are a couple of horse
traders who lead Ward Bond and his Mormon
pioneers across the perilous plains. Joanne Dru pro-

vides romantic interest. (June)
l/V' (F) WHEN WILLIE COMES MARCHING
HOME—20th Century-Fox: War’s lighter side is

amusingly recounted with Dan Dailey, Corinne Cal-

vet, Colleen Townsend. (April)

^ (A) WHITE TOWER—RKO: The attempts
of Glenn Ford, Valli, Claude Rains, Sir Cedric
Hardwicke and Lloyd Bridges to scale the most dan-
gerous peak in the Swiss Alps provides a drama
filled with romance and excitement. (June)

(F) WINSLOW BOY, THE — London-Eagle
Lion: British fair play is at work in this moving story
based on a celebrated case right out of the British
law files. With Sir Cedric Hardwicke, Robert Donat.
(May)
^ (F) WOMAN OF DISTINCTION, ^—Colum-
bia: Rosalind Russell and Ray Milland are the stars
of this flighty slapstick comedy. With Edmund
Gwenn, Janis Carter, Francis Lederer, Jerome Court-
land. (May)
1^*4 YOUNG LOVERS, THE (Formerly ‘‘Never
Fear”)—Young-Lupino-Eagle Lion: This human in-

terest story tells of a young dancer’s desperate
fight against polio. With Sally Forrest, Keefe Bras-

I

selle. (April)
^*4 (A) YOUNG MAN WITH A HORN—War-
ners: Kirk Douglas is the horn-blowing gent who
goes offbeat when he meets moody Lauren Bacall.
It takes Doris Day to put Kirk back in the groove.
With Hoagy Carmichael, Juano Hernandez. (April)
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Betty Hutton, with Bob Sterling, was

hit as first woman in Friars’ Frolic show,

sang songs from “Annie Get Your Gun”

Your skin actually looks younger after cleansing with Woodbury

Cold Cream! You’ll discover your complexion is prettier than

you knew.

For Woodbury Cold Cream cleanses deeper! It contains

Penaten — the amazing new penetrating agent that actually

goes deeper into the pore openings. That means Woodbury’s

wonderful cleansing oils go deeper to loosen every trace of

grime and make-up.

And because of Penaten, Woodbury Cold Cream smooths

more effectively, too. Brings rich softening oils to soothe your

skin when it’s dry and rough. Recapture that little-girl freshness

again with Woodbury Cold Cream! 204 to $1.39 plus tax.
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HOLLYWOOD'S ACTIVE-LATHER FACIAL:

" I'm a,Imc QjH!
says ELIZABETH TAYLOR

A hride of dreamlike loveliness— that’s Elizabeth

Taylor in her latest picture. Notice the radiant

beauty of her complexion—it’s a Lux Complexion,
given the gentlest, most cherishing care with

Hollywood’s ow n beauty soap.

"My Lux Soap facials with ACTIVE lather

give my skin new loveliness— so quickly!” says

Elizabeth. In recent tests by skin specialists,

actually 3 out of 4 complexions improved in a

short time. Try this beautifying care! You’ll love

the generous bath size Lux Toilet Soap, too—so

fragrant— so luxurious!

FOR ALL-OVER

LUX lOVEUNESS
TRy THE NEW I. Here’s the Active-lather

beauty facial screen stars

never neglect: Smooth
the creamy Lux Soap
lather in well

—

2. It’s such rich, abun-

dant lather, even in the

hardest water. Just rinse

with warm water, then

splash on cold

—

3. Pat gently with a soft

towel to dry. Marvelous

—how soft and smooth

your skin feels now

—

how fresh it looks!

Another fine product of

Lever Brothers Company 9 out of 10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap
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LET THE

HOLLYWOOD RECORD SPEAK

I

^ARLY this spring, you’ll remember. Senator Edwin C. John-

(, son, Chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee, attacked
* Hollywood, made sensational charges against several stars

and proposed that a Federal censorship pass upon the morals

of the community and license those deemed fit to continue in

their profession. Furthermore, he sent a special committee*in-

vestigator, Stephen S. Jackson, to the film colony to gather

material for presentation at public hearings.

But there were no hearings. Instead, when all the ballyhoo

and headlined stories were over, Senator Johnson announced he

would give industry leaders a chance to clean up on a voluntary

basis. This continues to imply that Hollywood is an immoral

place. And it damns the hundreds of decent men and women
engaged in picture making because of the few who have trans-

gressed the moral and legal codes.

There always are those who are wholly willing to believe

Hollywood is a wicked place. But our readers, we are con-

vinced, want the facts. We quote the findings of a recent re-

search by an independent organization. *

Married 79%

Divorced 29.9%
(U. S. Censor s report lists national
divorce rate at 40%)

Families with:

One child 19.8%

Two children 25.2%

Own home 66.5%

Let the Record Speak!

Families whose mem-
bers served in Armed
Forces 68.8%

Attend religious serv-

ices 61.3%

College graduates .... 35.5%

Attended college but

did not graduate . . . 36.1%

*Courteey of the Hollywood Reporter

»
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Jjitter
choice

BY LOUELLA 0. PARSONS

This is the story the newspapers didn’t get. For until now Bette

Davis has refused to talk about her headlined marriage breakup

Today, Bette is like her old self—a woman who knows her own mind. She

looks better than she has for a long time, has her old charm and vitality

B
ETTE DAVIS has never faced a

graver or more complex drama in

the movies than she now faces in

her private life. Her new movie, “The

Story of a Divorce,” is pale stuff com-
pared to her divorce from William

Grant Sherry. For here is a situation

so loaded with drama and fear and,

yes, violence, that even a fiction writ-

er might balk at the psychological ele-

ments involved.

The three characters are: Bette, a

world-famous actress and brilliant

woman who lives in the spotlight of

acclaim. “Sherry,” a former boxer

and masseur, now struggling for rec-

ognition as an artist. Barbara, called

“Beedee,” the three-year-old daugh-

ter whose happiness lies in the bal-

ance.

The problem: Even with their

marriage shattered around them,

Sherry will not let Bette go. He wants
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Bette took Sherry hack after their first separation because his analyst asked her to give her husband another chance,

because Sherry loved her and she loved him. And because she thought that it would be better for their daughter

her, the glitter and enchantment of her

fascinating world and the attention

and attentions he commands as her

husband.

It might be said that it is commend-
able for a man to so love a woman that

he cannot bear to lose her. But is it

commendable for a man to use his fists

to prove his love until, and I can tell

you this first-hand, his wife is so ter-

rified she goes nowhere without a

bodyguard?

The last person upon whom Sherry

used his active fists was Barry Sulli-

van. When, uninvited and over-

wrought, he barged into the studio

party Bette’s company gave to cele-

brate her birthday, Barry tried to

pacify him. In vain. A scuffle fol-

lowed.

It was a few days after this that

Bette, with her sister Barbara, came
to see me. (Continued on page 95)

Before the trouble started: Sherry, Bette’s leading man, Barry Sul-

livan, Bette and Curtis Bernhardt at welcome luncheon given by RKO
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by Ida Zeitlin

He wanted to act—it was

as simple as that. This is

the delightfully human

story of Farley Granger,

who knew he’d been

bom for just one thing

A
T fifteen, Farley knew what he wanted. At seventeen,

after one fast week in a little theater, he didn’t find

it too startling to be hired by Mr. Samuel Goldwyn.

At twenty-four, he looks back and laughs at himself.

He’s a mature twenty-four. Seven years ago, his eyes

were full of stars. Eagerness welled like water from a

natural spring. Now, he’s reserved with all but his

intimates. Along the way, he’s shed a few illusions

about people and things. Since they were illusions, he’s

glad to be rid of them. He no longer sees life as a

glorious succession of magnificent roles. Learning the

hard art of compromise, he’s grown more realistic,

though not more cynical. The enthusiasm’s still there,

only it’s channeled.

Hedda Hopper made some predictions for 1950. “I

think Monty Clift’s a great bet. I think Farley Granger’s

better. He’s deeper and more sensitive. He’s landed a

role that could make 1950 an Academy Award year

for him, even at his age. In ‘Edge of Doom,’ he’ll play

a man who accidentally kills a priest, then wrestles

with his own soul. I’m putting my money on Farley

to have the world at his feet when it’s over.”

“Edge of Doom” is finished. Together with “Side

Street” and “Our Very Own,” it’s unreleased at this

writing. Considering only those pictures seen by the

public, you come up against a curious realization. Some
have done well enough at the (Continued on page 38)

Sensitive realist: Farley Granger

of “Our Very Own”
G. Morris





Age 2 : Dad was an auto dealer in San Jose be-

fore the depression sent them to Los Angeles

Age 5 : Mother was equal to anything—even the

eight stray pups Farley once brought home!

all his

( Continued jrom page 36) box office, some have

won critical bravos, some have flopped. Run
your eye down the list and, except for “North

Star,” you won’t find an outstanding smash in

the lot. Yet Granger’s stock rises higher and

higher.

Allow so much for the fine Goldwyn hand on

the reins. So much for the boy’s dark vivid good

looks, and the pull of personality. On the screen

he glows like a torch against darkness. But

others have glowed before him, and since, and

who knows or cares where their ashes lie

scattered? Allow something for luck, which

played its part, and that’s still not enough. Luck
can give you a shove, but not to the top of the

heap. When you hear the whole story, you get

a sense of inevitability. If it hadn’t happened

this way, it would have happened another.

Farley’s first piece of luck lay in the nature

of his parents. They neither spoiled their only

child, nor tried to possess him. He was a third

individual in the house, smaller, but just *as

free to express his opinions. They treated him
as an equal, loved him without pressure and

let him grow according to his bent.

Acting was his bent, though nobody paid it

any mind except the kids whose fun he reg-

ularly ruined. Having gone with his mother to

the movies Friday evening, he’d sally forth

next morning and snag a pal or two.

“Saw the picture last night.”

“Yeah? Well, skip it, we’re goin’ today.”

“Okay, just this one little piece.”

In five minutes the gang had collected, and

Farley’d be doing the whole thing up brown.

Toward the end an anguished voice might yell,

“Not how it comes out! Don’t tell us how it

comes out!” The actor, lost in his art, didn’t

even hear, and the audience was much too en-

thralled to break away. Not till the fade-out,

did the muttering start. “Aw, what’s-a-use-a-

goin’ to the movies now?” They went anyway,

but the edge was off.

On the whole, however, their chum proved

an asset. Weekdays, after school, they’d all

clamber through the joints of some unfinished

house. Grabbing slats for swords, they’d be

transformed by the magic of childhood into

pirates or the three musketeers in the picture

last Saturday. If memory failed, Farley could

invariably supply the cue. Moreover, he played

the villain by choice. Heroes bored him. Heroes

stood around looking good. And dumb. Villains

ranted, hissed and met (Continued on page 79)

4
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Age 19: The Navy cut short his budding career

—but it gave Farley a chance to grow up

Age 17: Under contract to Sam Goldwyn. He took

his parents to a movie to settle their nerves

Today : The enthu-

siasm’s still thei4®

but it’s channeled
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What is Rita Hayworth like today? Elsa

makes a call—and contradicts the columnists

R
ITA HAYWORTH has changed. Inevitably! Her
marriage to Prince Aly Khan introduced her to

a life of great luxury. She now moves in the

best circles of European society. She is the mother

of a beautiful little princess. And daily she is ex-

posed to her husband’s man-of-the-world wit and

charm.

However, the change in Rita is not the change

you might expect. She hasn’t gone chi chi. Oh, she

talks with a beautifully clipped English diction

that is reminiscent of Aly’s speech. And she has

more sophisticated tastes and greater discern-

ment than before. But (Continued on page 42)





essentially, she’s a far simpler woman than she

used to be, a happier woman, too.

I don’t think Rita ever was cut out to be a

career girl. She had a living to earn and she

earned it in the only way she knew; by dancing

and by acting. The more success she attained, the

more responsibilities she had to assume and the

harder she had to work and neither of her previous

marriages offered her any escape from this pattern.

Now it is different.

“If I find a story I like, I will make another

picture,” she told me, “perhaps in Hollywood, per-

haps here in Europe.” Her happy smile contra-

dicted all the ominous items that have appeared in

the gossip columns. “I have quite a big family

now, Elsa. And I find that to be a good mother

and wife is a full-time job, which I love.”

At Gstaad, in Switzerland, where Rita and Aly

spent the winter, she was content and happy with

her quiet life in the chalet with its many windows
curtained in starched white, the laundry dancing

gaily in the wind and sunshine and the big pile

of wood at the door for the fireplaces.

It delights Rita that Rebecca loves Jasmine so

dearly. She laughs when Rebecca must show
visitors how oddly Jasmine is dressed under her

white woolen knitted dress, wearing diapers!

Rebecca is a serious child, much like Orson

Welles, her father. But she is happy, too, with

a five-year-old toothless smile that comes most

quickly at the sight of her mother. During the

five weeks at Gstaad when Aly was hospitalized

after his skiing accident, Rita drove to see him sev-

eral times a day. Between times, she and Rebecca
went on walks, gathered flowers for the house and

turned their luncheons and tea times into parties

at which they played “two girls.”

Rita’s clothes both at Gstaad and Cannes are

simple; slacks, sport coats and sport caps and
sweaters. But with her red-gold hair thick and
half-long, and her skin tanned by the good Swiss

mountain air and sun, she wears a radiant look,

young and healthy.

Also, it is a flattering thing for a woman to be
in love. And Rita adores her charming, witty hus-

band. Whatever he wants, (Continued on page 77)

Sun-tanned and happy, Rita loved the outdoor life at

The Prince Aly Khan is enchanted that his little Princess

Jasmine looks like Rita—but, he boasts, she has his nose!
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During the five weeks Aly was hospitalized, Rita and Rebecca turned

luncheon and tea into parties at which they played “two girls”

Rita, occupied with her family, has no definite plans

for a picture—will do one if she finds the right story

Rebecca, who dearly loves Jasmine, is intrigued with

her underclothing, insists on showing it to visitors

Rebecca’s smile comes most quickly for her mother
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It’s a jubilee year for the Powells,

who eagerly stepped in where other

star couples fear to tread-—to be-

come Hollywood’s gayest new star team

BEST YEAR

‘LIVES
BY MAXINE ARNOLD

Determined dreamer:

June Allyson
Apger

<

I

N THE darkness of a downtown Los Angeles

theater, June Allyson held onto her husband’s

tweeded arm excitedly. It was that magic mo-
ment after the flash, “Major Studio Feature Pre-

view,” when the crowds wait, hushed and expectant,

to discover the star identities of their extra entree.

At the words “June Allyson and Dick Powell . .
.”

they fairly screamed their applause.

“They like us!” said June happily.

Behind them, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer executives

who, in co-starring them, had stepped in where
angels, particularly those of the box office, have

feared to tread, began to breathe again. Only too

well did they remember the past, when teaming

husbands and wives had spelled mutual oblivion.

But the public love the Powells’ camera-derie.

And out of that first preview applause was born

Hollywood’s gayest new star team. After “The
Reformer and the Redhead,” sure that starring with
her husband only enhances June’s romantic appeal,

M-G-M lost no time in (Continued on page 101)

Working with June has its advantages, says Dick,

who adds with a grin, “You can yell at your wife!”

“The Reformer and the Redhead” was filmed on the

same stage where June, years ago, first saw Dick



PHOTOPLAY

SNEAK

PREVIEWS

The Glass Menagerie”

Four o’clock: Kirk Douglas enjoyed the tea-time break,

a custom Gertrude Lawrence brought from England

A dozen stars fought for this role. Jane

Wyman gives it a haunting quality

that won her Photoplay’s Gold Medal

“[THE Glass Menagerie,” long a triumph on Broad-

I way, now comes to the screen. Everyone in this

Warner Brothers picture went all out for realism.

Jane Wyman, to portray the crippled Laura, used no
make-up and wore a specially constructed shoe in

which it was painful to walk. Gertrude Lawrence, in-

ternational stage star, makes her Hollywood debut in

curlers and twenty pounds of padding. Kirk Douglas

did his own singing and announced it was a greater

ordeal than tooting a horn. But Arthur Kennedy
enjoyed his first day’s sleeping scene. He had
spent the previous night flying in from New York.
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Gertrude Lawrence accuses son, Arthur Ken-

nedy, of neglecting her; implores him to find

a “gentleman caller” for crippled sister . , .

. . . Jane Wyman, who lives in dream world

with her glass animals; secretly visits zoo

when she is supposed to be in school

Arthur brings Kirk Douglas home but Jane, panicked by shyness and shame, becomes ill

Kirk, sensitive enough to understand Jane,

takes her dancing, kisses her. But Gertrude’s

hopes fade when he reveals he’s engaged

Arthur goes to sea but can’t escape memories

of home. Gertrude and Jane wait—for the fu-

ture in which they, like everyone, must believe
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His father calls him

Bud. Monty’s next

film is “The Big Lift”

He’s fond of garlic and philosophic

discussions. He goes into perpetual

motion when he talks about himself.

And at twenty-nine, he finds life is

“full of regrets”—that’s Monty Clift

H
E IS constantly stocking up on shoe polish.

He doesn’t like cats.

He sleeps in a T-shirt.

He nurtures a conviction that money does not

bring security. “It slips so easily through your

fingers.”

He was baptized Montgomery Clift.

He eats four or five eggs with bacon or sausage

for breakfast. He would like to have “a lot of

children,” and is very self-conscious while being

interviewed, dislikes talking about himself be-

cause “it implies one is worth talking about.”

He has never read “Forever Amber.”

He does not carry a comb and thinks Rome’s

Colosseum at dusk the most impressive sight he

has ever seen. He wears glasses only to watch

48

Naturally lazy, Monty will tell you he

literally lias to force himself to work



He wishes he could go to a hospital for

a rest—and to catch up on reading!

a play. He has never played Canasta.

He is right-handed, prefers hot and

cold showers, and seldom Listens to

the radio except when in New York
where he never misses Art Ford’s

“Milkman’s Matinee.’’

His eyes are blue-green.

He likes his Scotch straight, belongs

to no clubs and will never be named
in a poll of best-dressed men. He de-

plores his poor memory for names or

faces.

He was born on October 17, 1920,

smokes a pack of cigarettes a day and
stops smoking about every three

months. But ( Continued on page 78)

Va/eska

Monty thinks few professional people are doing what they like best. But he’s

just completed a role he wanted to play all his life in “A Place in the Sun’’

He has a keen sense of humor and an aversion for limburger cheese—and

eats four or five eggs with bacon or sausage every day for breakfast
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Adrian wanted a modern house David, a

traditional. So they compromised and

bought a San Fernando Valley “antique”

Adrian cooks like a dream but she gives

her husband nightmares—about calories

Look Ma,

BY RUTH WATERBURY

The days when he’d flip a coin

to see if it came out cigarettes or

coffee are over for David Brian,

whose sense of humor kept

working—even when he didn’t

A
FEW weeks ago, David Brian was
invited to a party at Lou Wasser-
man’s. Mr. Wasserman is head of the

mighty Music Corporation of America
which holds David’s contract. An invi-

tation to a party like this means, but

definitely, that you are a hit, headed up.

David didn’t need that assurance, par-

ticularly. He can read. He can hear

what people are saying. And there is

the critical response to his very few
performances, starting with “Flamingo

Road,” going on to “Intruder in the

Dust,” “Beyond the Forest” and cur-

rently, “The Damned Don’t Cry.”

Nevertheless, David accepted the Was-
serman invitation with the greatest

pleasure. And on this occasion he wore
his own dress clothes. That was an

event, too. For less than a year ago,

when he was ordered to attend the pre-

miere of his debut picture, “Flamingo

Road,” he went in Errol Flynn’s shoes

and Mike Muzurki’s dress suit. In other

words, he possessed neither.

He walked into the Wassermans’ as a

rumba was being played in the cello-

phane tent that covered the garden. All

about him was wealth and celebrity. He
took Joan Crawford into his arms for

his first circuit around the floor. The

next number was a waltz and for that

Bette Davis was (Continued on page 74)
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HE'S FAMOUS!

David has that Gable quality that makes a girl aware

of being feminine. He’s in “The Great Jewel Robber”
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“Getting married isn’t all spring and flowers . . . both of us are going to have careers and be successful at them . . . cook-

ing and I were no strangers . . . they said we weren’t getting along—how a rumor like that gets started I’ll never know”

(Editor’s Note: Twenty-one-year-old Jane Powell grew up in

Hollywood and her life has long been bound up with the glamour of #

the screen. But in her marriage to Geary Steffen, Jane is like any Hollywood is talking about

average American girl.

To capture the full flavor of her speech and personality, this story

was taken down on a wire recorder as she talked, with the movie- Jane Powell’s attitude towards
strip pictures made at the same time.)

f| EARY and I had a long engagement. We waited for him to build

tl himself up in a new profession so that he was completely self-

sufficient. We became engaged on January 5, 1949, but we didn’t

marry until eleven months later.

Both of us thought about our marriage and about marriage in

general and about marriage in Hollywood ( Continued on page 97)

her marriage—which is just

what Janie talks about here

‘Lily Pons and Lauritz Melchior arc our favorite recording stars ... 1 hope to combine concert work with my movie job

. . people think no one in Hollywood is happy . . . Geary' has only seen one of my pictures— I could tell he liked it”



Fink and Smith Mr, and Mrs, Geary Steffen: Jane Powell is in “The Tender Hours”



In her powder-puff skirts, she’s absorbed in a whirl of her

own. She’s Liza Minnelli—Judy Garland’s talented daughter
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Fancy free: Miss Minnelli gives her all

as she swings into a graceful pirouette

The age of anxiety: A quick look at

teacher—and Liza begins her dance

When she goes into a pique

turn her audience is forgotten

I

T’S a great moment in any photographer’s life when he captures the magic

mood of unposed, unrehearsed pictures like these. They were taken in the

Hollywood dancing studio of Nico Charisse, ex-husband of Cyd Charisse.

While the photographer was working, Liza Minnelli, all absorbed in her dancing,

gave him scant attention. Ask Liza, who appeared with her mother in “The Good
Old Summertime,” what she wants to be and she’ll tell you—a ballerina!
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Five little ballerinas point their toes. Liza is second from

the right. Their instructor is “Miss Sylvia'” Lescoulie

Babies take a bow : Carrie Rothschild, a four-

vear-old too, was Liza’s partner in an arabesque 55



IT WAS A

dream
ofa

party
BY KAY MULVEY

There was music and dancing in a garden. But

Hollywood, wise in the ways of romance, left the

gayest part for the last—a swim in a starlit pool

W
HEN girls in fluffy dresses and young men in formal white

jackets come together in a garden, memories are likely to

linger on. Especially when the party is as cleverly thought

out as one given in Hollywood on a recent starlit night.

At this party, swimming was last on the program. Which
meant there was no problem about make-up or hair or any other

detail of grooming. A party that begins with swimming, let’s

face it, is held up by the time it takes the girls to get back in

romantic-looking form—and some never make it.

Also from the beginning of this party to the end, there was
music. Everyone brought records; Charleston music, ballads and

classical selections for “listening around the fire.” Even when the

guests went swimming there was music. (Continued on page 91) Moonlight and roses are fine

Recipes tested by the Macfadden Kitchen

Camellias and gardenias floated in the pool where

Vera-Ellen, Rock and Joan swam after midnight

. a

'

There’s something about a man in a white jacket, decide the girls.

Here, Allene, Douglas, John, Joan, Barbara Lawrence, Boh Stack



and beans! Left, singer Dusty Walker, Joan Evans, Johnny Sands, Vera-Ellen, Rock Hudson, Douglas Dick, Allene Roberts

Photographs by Ornitz, Fink and Rice

Barbara and Bob find magic in the rose-

covered patio. There’s no denying that . . .

. . . nights like this bring men and girls moments of rare and

warm understanding. Below, Rod Cameron and Wanda Hendrix



T
HE PARTY to see, if you have

problems, is Miss Mona Freeman.

The little monster of “Dear Wife”

and “Dear Ruth” will not disappoint.

She is Miss Fixit in person.

Mona knows from everything and
info is cheerfully imparted. She can

tell you the best buys in clothes, the

place you should go to on your hon-

eymoon, the way to have the sweet-

BY HERB HOWE
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Baby Mona plays hostess to her parents. Twenty-three-year-oM Mona is looking forward to the day she’ll be grandma!

Ornitz

est baby in this world, full of beans, and where

you will find the best car and a cute redheaded

guy also full of beans.

The redhead is not an accessory, he is standard

equipment for Mona; he is Pat Nerney, car dealer,

and she’s Mrs. Pat.

Mrs. Pat is full of frijoles herself. The best

information bureau with a thirty-three bust,

she’s The Traveler’s Aid, solving all prob-

lems. Mme. Mona ( Continued on page 93)

Got a problem? Mona knows all the

answers. Especially the one about

making marriage—no problem at all

Mona, a teen-ager in “Dear Wife,” discards her

bobby-sox for widow’s weeds in “Copper Canyon’
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THEIR PLACE

Outdoor living rooms are in season

again—and these happy ideas from the

Alan Ladds won’t break your budget

Y
OU’D be surprised at the number of stars in Hollywood

who buy beautiful homes and then hole up as if they were

afraid a ray of California sunshine might fade them along

with the rugs.

And then there are the sun-worshippers who wander around

their patios, stripped of their gear, even when the breeze

from the Pacific comes by way of an Arctic ice floe.

Somewhere in between these extremes are the perfectly

sane folk, like the Alan Ladds, who would have a patio, and

enjoy outdoor living to its fullest, no matter whether they

lived on the West Coast or the East Coast, the South or the

Middle West.

When Sue and Alan planned to build their new home (they

moved in a year ago), they naturally stressed outdoor living.

They wanted a large and attractive patio where they could

live comfortably, and entertain delightfully and inexpensively.

But Sue and Alan have lived in California for a number
of years. And they understand the idiosyncrasies of the

climate. Fogs can roll in without so much as a how-do-you-
do. (And why not! With the Pacific Ocean next door.)

Many a hostess has had to drag out ( Continued on page 69)

The patio, an extension of garden

room, carries on same color scheme
^ —

' Photographs by George de Gennaro

BY HANS DREIER
Supervising Art Director of

Paramount Pictures. Inc.

Sliding glass doors in garden room open up to

the patio, give clear view of Bel-Air hills

Alan, of “United States Mail,” decorated living-room fireplace

wall with paintings of children in mirror shadow box frames

Let it rain, let it pour—the indoor barbecue,

facing patio, keeps guests and hamburgers dry
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WHEN THEY

Nine years and one Oscar later, Jane

Wyman’s press reception has changed

Corinne Calvet showed all the symptoms—un-

til she read what the columnists had to say

Betty Crable, shown here with her daughters Victoria and Jessica, may have

forgotten her loss of memory in 1942. But the photographer never will

1

WAS lunching with Jennifer Jones in the

Twentieth Century-Fox cafe. She was sweet,

friendly, cooperative, grateful, a little naive, and
very humble. Afterwards on the set, I said to her
director, “Now there’s a girl who’ll never change,

no matter how famous she gets to be.”

Which just goes to show you, there’s no fool like

a reporter on the Hollywood beat. Overnight al-

most, with the success of “The Song of Bernadette,”

Jennifer changed. She seemed to forget that in

Hollywood no one person is responsible for a suc-

cess. It’s a conglomeration of talent, a good script,

fine direction, a little luck, and a lot of publicity.

I’ve been covering the Hollywood beat for a long

time now. I’ve seen the (Continued on page 99)



THEIR PUBLICITY

ihjLAHb

Some stars level off after that first

glorious spin—but it’s the ones

who let fame go to their heads

who have Sheilah clutching hers

Believing fiction, not facts, enables Errol

Flynn to live the swashbuckling life he loves

Paul Douglas wouldn’t know about publicity

—he’s too busy keeping up with romance

John Ireland's roles weren’t to his taste, after he was married to

Joanne Dru. So he switched to another brand—at another stand
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R
ECENTLY, Rhonda Fleming had occasion to visit Uncle Bernie’s Toy Men-
agerie in Beverly Hills. She settled herself quietly among the dolls to wait

for the photographer who was to photograph her for the March of Dimes.

Suddenly, she saw a woman customer point at her and say to the salesman, “Is

that a doll?”

Many a man has said what the lady said. In fact all the eligible males in

Hollywood, not to mention the ineligibles, have made with the wolf whistle when
they glimpsed Rhonda. She has them spinning. Happy they would be to say to

Uncle Bernie, “Wrap her up and I’ll take her home.”

Rhonda, a natural redhead, long and slim of limb, with features so perfect

that just looking at her sends her cinema competition scurrying to a psychiatrist,

is one of the real beauties of Hollywood. Technicolor, of course, is her cup of

tea. Second only to Maureen O’Hara who has an edge on her in the number of

pictures, she is generally acclaimed Hollywood’s Technicolor Queen. Photog-

raphers say of her, “Even a jerk can’t take a bad picture of Rhonda.”

With all this beauty, you’d expect her to be dull. But she isn’t. Beneath the

gorgeous red hair is a brain. She works it overtime. And she worries.

Traveling is old felt hat to most of the Hollywood beauties. They’re a

gallivanting lot. But until a few months ago, twenty- ( Continued on page 104)

For a happier summer vacation, take along these

tips from Rhonda Fleming, who had to travel the

hard way before reaching her beauty conclusions

have a
) TT J

r
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1
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Jean Peters of “Love That Brute” has a Vic-

torian air in her Tina Leser dress of white

linen-type fabric embroidered in black. But

the balloon sleeves, all-around pleated skirt

and dropped shoulders are strictly ’50 fashion

.
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BY EDITH GWYNN

Looking pretty as a

picture is easy—this

enchanted season

Joy Lansing in Ernest Newman’s cream

wool lace dress, with black taffeta

piping. Full skirt opens in front

to reveal black taffeta underdress

June Haver of “I’ll Get By” in Sophie Gimbel suit of royal blue wool.

Jacket is lined in the same royal, black and white print of the collar

N
EVER saw a month so filled with parties. Parties for new-
lyweds, for “visiting royalty” and “visiting firemen.” The
festivities furnished good excuses for the stars to show off

their newest and gayest frocks.

Just before Sir Charles Mendl left Glamourtown to rush

to the bedside of his very ill Lady Elsie, he dinnered in honor

of the Clark Gables, who, besides spending weeks in Honolu-

lu and then secluding themselves at Clark’s farmhouse in

the San Fernando Valley, waited weeks longer before mak-
ing the “Hollywood rounds” of parties or night clubs. Evelyn

Keyes, with her hair blonder than ever, Otto Preminger,

Rhonda Fleming, Charles Brackett, Bob Coote, the Donald

Nelsons, Dru Mallory, popular Harry Crocker, were among
the guests at the table besides the Mike Romanoffs. And this

time, instead of cute and well-dressed Gloria Romanoff tak-

ing the spotlight, it was Mike who got the glare. He came
to the party in an almost bright green dinner coat to match
the famous green and white decor of the Mendl home!

Sylvia Gable was wearing a very low-cut, strapless, black

net evening gown and a necklace of two almost choker length

strands of round diamonds. The stones graduated in size,

but we’d bet that the smallest ones, at the back, are at least

three carats each. She’s had ’em for years. Clark amused
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Viveca Lindfors’s gray silk shantung dress, made
hv Paris designer of her clothes for “The Wind
Is My Lover,” has flaring padded pockets. Viveca

wore her antique leather belt with brass trim in

that picture and in “No Sad Songs for Me”

( MAGIC

a small group by telling about his very first

movie job. It was in the old Lon Chaney film,

“The Phantom of the Opera,” and Clark said

that in the scene where Chaney drops a huge

chandelier on a theater audience, he and Don
Alvarado, playing extras in the film, rushed to

get under the contraption, figui'ing they just

might get a close-up by being part of the

wreckage!

Now then, if you think Romanoff’s green tux

is a gasp, don’t faint when we tell you that

Zachary Scott has been showing up at dressier

occasions in a red plaid dinner jacket! No kid-

ding! At this point let’s tell you about some-

thing else that’s been showing up at dressy to-

do’s and anytime from morn till night—pleats!

All kinds, offering opportunities to vary the sil-

houette at every turn, with every kind of tex-

ture and color and style. Joan Bennett has a

shadow-printed turquoise silk shantung that

can go anywhere from brunch to midnight sup-

per, and while her dress is simple and not

pleated, the exquisite hip-length coat of deep

violet faille is pleated—tiny knife-pleats. Even
the full sleeves are a mass of billowing pleats!

Prince Bernadotte (of the Netherlands) got in

Dutch with a lot of Hollywood people who had

planned on entertaining him, because he only

went to three parties during his visit to Film-

town (two were publicized and one wasn’t), but

the most lavish soiree in his honor was the din-

ner dance tossed by the Louis B. Mayers at the

Beverly Wilshire Hotel’s Mayfair Room, com-
mandeered for the night. The Prince had to

leave early but told the guests, “Not all of you
must work tomorrow, please stay on and enjoy

yourselves.” And quite a few did. Sort of funny

aftermath to that kind of an evening was finding

Johnny Green at the piano, with Judy Garland,

Dinah Shore (in a luscious, sea-foam green,

ankle-length ball gown, with a low-cut bodice

held up by shoe-string straps instead of those

pesky “stays,” and accessoried by a delicate

matching lace stole and shortie lace gloves),

director Mervyn Le Roy, Claudette Colbert and

a few more, all raising their voices in “harmony”
to “Take Me out to the Ball Game,” as the dawn
dawned!

There were parties galore for Sarah Churchill

(Winston’s daughter), when she and Jeffrey

Lynn opened with ( Continued on page 73)
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Their Place in the Sun

(
Continued, from page 61 ) every sweater

and blanket in the place, while the poor

guests guzzled hot coffee laced with brandy
to keep their teeth from chattering. And
with all due respects to the Chamber of

Commerce, it does rain in California. Also

a blistering hot day can be followed by a

night that’s straight out of the deep-freeze.

When the Ladds were drawing their

plans with builder Edward Warmington,
Alan made a special point of what he calls

“indoor-outdoor living.” To obtain this

he insisted upon a maximum of functional

glassed areas. Every room in the Ladds’

house faces on the patio, with the excep-
tion of the children’s rooms and the

kitchen. The playroom, dining room,
garden room and living room are con-
noted to the patio with sliding glass doors.

When you enter the Ladd house, your
eyes travel straight through the garden
room out to the patio and pool. The glass

doors give you the feeling that the walls

are pushed aside. Looking out at the lush

green hills of Bel-Air you have a feeling

that you are outside, when you aren’t.

These glass doors slide back into the walls.

The patio becomes a continuation of the

garden room. Alan had very definite ideas

about these glass sliding doors. And, by
the way, they are just as cheap as the
construction that would go into walls and
windows.

LAN also had very definite ideas about
his barbecue. Most barbecues in Holly-

wood, and everywhere else, are placed in

!

the patios or back yards. Many a poor
hamburger has been rain-drenched, or

i fog-bound. Ditto many a guest. So Alan,

l smart boy, had his barbecue built into

the huge fireplace in the office. The
glass doors of this room are always open,
except in bad weather. But whether the
weather is fair or foul, the office becomes
an annex of the patio. And, thank heavens,
you can eat in comfort.
A patio can be quite inexpensive, and

practical too, especially if there are
children. Saves the wear and tear on rugs

|
and furniture. Saves tempers.
All the Ladds’ patio furniture is made of

wrought iron, with glass tops for the
tables. The cushions for the seats of the
chairs are raspberry to match the cushions

I

of the garden room, and the backs are a
printed pattern, dark green background
with pink cabbage roses. (The lining of
the parasols is of the same matching print.)
The Ladds noticed that these striking and
brilliant prints were fading in the Cali-
fornia sun, so now they’ve decided to use
them only when “company comes.” Sue
ran up a set of soft green slip covers which
can be zipped over the cushions.
The furniture in their patio consists of

one small and two large tables; two lounges
I

with parasols; one umbrella for the small
’ table. Under a porte-cochere at the en-
:

trance of the patio from the garden room
is a large coffee table surrounded by sec-
tional chairs. On each side of the patio
doors there are two large camellia bushes
which Sue transplanted from their former

;

home. There are two olive trees planted
in flagstone tree wells in the patio. The
wells are planted in colorful potted plants.
The far side of the patio is enclosed by

a small flagstone fence, topped by a

i

wrought-iron rail. A gate of matching
wrought iron leads to the swimming pool.
Because of the youngsters, David and
Alana, the gate is always kept locked. The
wrought-iron gate and the wrought iron
above the flagstone fence were made re-

: movable so that they can be discarded
when the children grow up. But they add

j

such a decorative touch that the Ladds now
think they’ll keep (Continued on page 71 )
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"Doesn't matter how many times a day I need it,

Mother always has a 'change' ready. . *

I don't know how she does it!"

Your Mother’s a smart woman, Baby. She washes

your diapers with Improved Fels-Naptha Soap.

You can thank Fels-Naptha for getting all your things

so clean and sweet it makes you feel good, just to

put ’em on. And there’s so much EXTRA washing help

in Fels-Naptha, it’s easy to have fresh clothes ready

whenever you need them.

Mother— Remember This:

ONLY IMPROVED FELS-NAPTHA GIVES YOU
THESE THREE WASHING ADVANTAGES:

1. Mild, golden soap.

2. Gentle, active naptha.

3. Finer 'Sunshine' ingredients

that get white things whiter
whiter than new —
and make washable colors

radiantly bright.

Look for

Improved Fels-Naptha
at your grocer's—NOW!

IMPROVED

Fels-Naptha Soap
BA///SHES "TA TTLE-TALE GRAY"



YOUR PHOTOPLAY

For Jimmy Stewart, the
star of “Winchester 73,”

one Fourth of July came
close to being not glor-
ious but inglorious!

<hgdray

,fCR JIMMYI

Again and again Jim tried. He felt like a flop—

a

failure. Then—with a roar—the pistol went off .

'WHAT'S WRONG

. . . until the July 4th picnic. With all eyes on him,

Jim pulled the trigger. But nothing happened!

ST

^/6UESS I SUCCEEDED’

EVEN TW0U6H 1 FELL 1

f ^ x
downonthe job/

. . . and threw Jimmy to the ground. But he came
up laughing. He hadn’t let his ancestors down
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(Continued from page 69) them. Top of

the flagstone fence is planted in brilliantly

red geraniums, one of California’s most
inexpensive and hardy flowers.

The pool is not in the shape of a piano
(Frank Sinatra’s) or in the shape of any-
thing. It’s a strictly functional pool. Alan
was a champion high diver when he was
in school, and swimming is still his favorite

sport. He swims the year ’round. All

the children are avid swimmers. Three-
year-old David is taking lessons. Around
the pool are beach chairs and lounges
spread over the green grass. Flowers are
planted at the base of the fence that marks
the end of the property. It’s a redwood
picket fence painted gray to give it a

weathered look. When the Ladds give
parties they place short stubby candles in

glass containers around the pool. Makes
a very dramatic picture.

The Ladds do nearly all of their enter-
taining in their patio, and those patio ex-
tensions, the office and the garden room.
At night they put up the card tables in the
patio, with gay cloths and napkins, and
use candles in hurricane lamps for light-

ing effect. Occasionally, they feel called
upon to give a formal party. But, for the
most part, their entertaining is casual and
comfortable. Their specialty is a barbecued
hamburger lunch or dinner. Alan likes to

do the barbecuing himself. In those finan-
cially bad days, before he made “Gun for

Hire,” he cooked hamburgers at a stand
in the Valley, and he’ll tell you he’s an
authority. (Sue makes them too thick, he
says.) He stacks them professionally with
papers between.

T
HE paneled office off the patio serves
many purposes. It’s an office for Alan and

his secretary. It’s also a projection room
where Alan can show pictures at night.

The screen comes down from the ceiling

at one end of the room. It also boasts
television and radio sets. Horsehead lamps
and prints on the wall give an equine
theme to the place. Alan has a great love
for horses. The fireplace and brass fitting

is both ornamental and practical in that
the fireplace serves as barbecue. The two
couches are covered with a brown cotton
quilted fabric on which horseheads have
been appliqued. The horseheads were cut
from material matching the glazed chintz
print draperies. The draperies can be
drawn to cover the glass doors which form
one entire wall of the room. Sue didn’t

want a rug in this room as the heavy fur-
niture is constantly being moved around,
so the floors are perfectly bare pegged
hardwood. The color scheme is chocolate
brown and rich coral.

The office and the garden room are the
two rooms in the house that get the most
use. The garden room was the problem
child. They had to have it because they
wanted those glass panels and the straight
view from the doorway to the patio. “No
one will ever sit in it,” sighed Sue who,
by the way, did her own decorating, as
well she could, being one of Hollywood’s
most professional decorators. She has dis-
covered now that it is the favorite place
for everyone to sit who wants that won-
derful indoor-outdoor feeling. The rasp-

I berry-colored couches in the room are
matched by the cushions in the patio. The
built-in pine paneled cabinets in the room
conceal a radio, a bar, and storage space.

: George Montgomery made the three tri-

corn antique mirrored tables in the room,
i This is Alan’s favorite room for business

conferences, and as you can well imagine,
Alan has interminable business confer-
ences. When the kids are making too much
noise in the patio, all Alan has to do is

close the sliding doors and he has the quiet
and privacy of a vault.

On one side of this room is the dining

He Broke the Date

Don't Risk DEODORANT FAILURE...

Don’t Risk Unhappiness! Use /fee*/®
The Amazing New Underarm Spray Deodorant!

ONE SPRAY

IS WORTH A

DOZEN DABS

Millions are now switching to new, spray-on

heed in the flexible squeeze bottle, heed stops

perspiration ... prevents underarm odor all the

live-long day. heed is so easy, so dainty to use,

say goodbye to messy fingers. No other type

deodorant, no cream or old-fashioned liquid

gives such long-lasting

protection so quickly.

So don’t take chances with

short-time deodorants . . .

use heed, America’s fastest

selling underarm spray

deodorant. At all cos-

metic counters, 49^. Lasts

many months!

Neverbe

Heed/ess
andyou'//a/ways be safe
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Are you in the know?

Should you talk to a house-party guest you haven't met?

I | Check with your hostess Q Give him the deep freeze Q Defrost

He didn’t happen to be around when intro-

ductions were going on. So now, when he

speaks — you’re a snub-deb. Defrost! Ac-

cording to Emily you-know-who, it’s correct

to talk with any guest. Even if you haven’t

met officially. You can talk back to your

What helps, if you've that

"lobster" look?

I |
Antiseptic lotion

I |
Tinted makeup base

_] A flame-colored formal

calendar, too (when it taunts you with

"outline” qualms.) For Kotex hasflatpressed

ends that prevent revealing outlines. And
your new Kotex Wonderform* belt is non-

curling, non -twisting. Made with DuPont
nylon elastic: washes and dries fast!

Which neckline's best fo-

your figure ?

I I
Halter

I I
Camisole

I I
“Little Boy”

You got yourself barbecued just before the

big dance! And with white marks left by
your swim-suit straps and bracelet. Next
time, take your sunning sensibly. Meantime,

ease the broil with antiseptic lotion; plus a

tinted makeup base, to cover up. (The first

two answers above are right.) On "difficult”

days, likewise, you’ll be comfortable. You
see, Kotex gives downy softness that holds

its shape — because Kotex is made to stay

soft while you wear it!

Could be you’re the buxom type? Or maybe
a build-up is what your figure lacks. No
matter. Choose a “Little Boy” neckline and

lament no more. It’s the ideal camouflage for

either figure fault. And for solving "certain”

problems, why not let Kotex be your

choice ? Try all 3 absorbencies: you’ll find

Regular, Junior or Super just suited to you.

And the extra protection you get with that

special, safety center of Kotex helps belittle

"accident” misgivings.

More wotne/7 c/joose /COTEX

f/ia/7 a// oY/?er san/Yary na/?fobs

3 ABSORBENCIES : REGULAR. JUNIOR. SUPER

room, and on the other side, the living
room. The dining room is painted apple
green, and the same soft gray -green
carpeting extends through the dining room
to the living room, which is a good way to
give the effect of one big room. If your
rooms are small, you might try this for
that spacious effect. Sue brought over her
dining room set from the old house
because it is French Provincial furniture,
and is quite appropriate in the new house,
which is French Provincial (complete
with shake roof)

,
crossed with Modern. The

Ladds are no sticklers for Period. They
prefer comfort.
The living room is a cool, spacious room

connecting, as I have said, the patio with
sliding glass doors. It’s furnished with
two couches upholstered in tufted gaily
printed chintz (with drapery over the
sliding doors to match). A most unusual
feature of the living room are the antique
mirror shadow boxes which frame paint-
ings of the four children: David, Alana,
Laddie and Carol Lee.
Sue and Alan’s bedroom is a complete

break from the rest of the house. It’s

brown, dull green, lemon yellow and red.

May be hard to imagine but it is so skill-

fully done it looks most attractive. Sue
chose a print with a brown background
and all these other colors in it. She used
the fabric for draperies, for her bedspread
and headboard, on the fireside chair, and
also on one wall.

I

N THE old house. Sue and Alan shared
a bathroom-dressing room. But now

they each have their own. The two dress-
ing rooms do not connect by a door, only
by an open space near the ceiling. Sue’s
tub is backed against Alan’s linen and
tie closet, and while they cannot see each
other, they can carry on a conversation
while they are dressing without even rais-

ing their voices. Sue’s dressing room is

very feminine, of course, and Alan’s is very
masculine.
Alan designed a two-way leather

chair for his dressing room. The connect-
ing arm contains cigarettes, ashtray and
lighter. The back of the chair has tiny

drawers for his studs and knickknacks.
Another interesting touch which you

could easily copy is Sue’s indoor planting.

Alan used to say of Sue, “Don’t give her
any kind of a gadget she can plant any-
thing in, next day there’ll be a Philoden-
dron.” Sue has used indoor planting in

every room in the house except the
kitchen. This is not only decorative, but
it’s a money-saver. With her nice green
growing plants all over the house Sue is

never bothered with florist bills.

The Ladds’ kitchen boasts the latest in

equipment and cheerful decor. The kitchen
is big with a large work table in the center,

a large refrigerator and a large stove. A
very amusing touch is found over the

kitchen stove. A friend of the Ladds’
painted, on the tiles, a series of tasty

dishes, fish for Friday, chicken for Sun-
day, roast beef for Wednesday, etc. If

you have a friend who loves to paint, in-

vite him over.

Casual, comfortable, gay and friendly.

That describes the Ladds—and their home.
The End

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS
When changing your address, please promptly
advise your postmaster and Macfadden Publi-

cations, Inc., six weeks in advance, furnishing
both your old address ( printed label ) and your
new address, in order that copies of PHOTO-
PLAY may continue to reach you without
delay. Such notification may be by letter or on
post office card Forms 22 and 22-S , respec-

tively, which your postmaster will supply on
request.

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS, INC.
205 E. 42nd Street New York 17, N. Y.
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Midsummer Magic
( Continued from page 68) “The Philadel-

phia Story” in Los Angeles. There wasn’t

exactly an exciting turnout for the opening

night, but lots of gala stuff ensued in

Sarah’s honor. One of the nicest was the

supper party that the director Peter God-
frey gave. Among the guests were Barbara
Stanwyck and Bob Taylor, the Ronnie
Colmans, Barbara Bel Geddes, Rod Cam-
eron, the Reggie Gardiners, Peter Lawford
(pining out loud for Sharman Douglas).

Chinese lanterns and fantastic festoons

of red paper decorations spotted the resi-

dence of Helen and Peter Rathvon (he’s

the former head of RKO Studios), when
they partied for Mrs. Bob Considine, back
from a visit to the Orient.

Rathvon gave the guests a tip-off that

they were going to have an exotic eve-

ning of it when they were greeted by a

staff of Chinese gals in flowered kimonos.
And even the host and hostess were wear-
ing authentic ancient ceremonial robes of

blue covered with jade-colored flowers,

and Mrs. Rathvon wore flowers fashioned

of real jade in her hair! The luscious buffet

was catered by one of Hollywood’s newest
food-purveyors, Peter Chang, who has
opened a restaurant on the Sunset Strip.

Ida Lupino and Collier Young were a two-
some for this affair, but it doesn’t mean
a thing. They’ll probably have “gotten to-

gether” just for the purpose of seeing a

divorce court judge by the time you read

this. Joan Fontaine, composer Lieth Stev-

ens, Harriet Parsons, Allene Roberts,

among the many there. Allene’s semi-
formal dance frock was a lemon-colored
lace affair, with a very pinched-in waist,

very full skirt, over a black slip! Above
the narrow belt of black velvet was a

camisole-top bodice. Black satin pumps,
gloves and a tiny black elbow-length cape-
let of black satin completed this unique

|!

and charming outfit.

(
'AUGHT Betty Hutton and her big crush
I Bob Sterling laughing it up at La Rue,
and Betty’s dress was a two-piece job,

semi-dressy. Fashioned of cocoa silk crepe,

it had a shirtwaist top with a wide, tailored

yoke, instead of the typical collar you’d
expect. The skirt was a mere thirteen

inches from the ground, pencil slim and
even clinging, because the silk was triple

accordion “permanent” pleated. The only
trimming, outside of a narrow brown velvet

belt, was the collar and cuff combination of

deep, bright blue linen. (Dreamy color

scheme, huh?) What’s more, Betty is so

nuts for pleats, that she had Paramount’s
Edith Head design her a gorgeous gown of

white lace for the premiere of “Annie Get
i Your Gun,” the Hutton’s biggest and best,

yet. The gown is dead chalk white, but
filmy, full and floor-length, with a strap-
less, slightly draped top. But the lace skirt

over two skirts of white chiffon, plus a
moderately full underslip of white taffeta,

flaunts a million pleats! You can make a

bet that Betty will be the toast of Holly-
. wood and points east when “Annie” gets

around. And the whole thing has given
the gal a yen to go back to Broadway and
wow ’em as the star of a stage musical.

If you want to know about a really cute
gimmick, a gift that will give your boy-
friend, husband, sweetheart, or even your
brother a big kick, it’s the gift that John
Derek’s spouse had made for him, just for

a gag, but, by golly, it’s so practical and
handy for “excuses.” It’s a huge white
linen handkerchief, with a big red linen
moon appliqued onto the center. You
don’t get it? Well, with a hanky like this,

a gent can remove lipstick without smear-
ing the kerchief, or shall we say, being
detected?

That OHm IfioUs Could

Wreck Your Marriage!

Your married happiness depends on the real you...

confident you, never doubting your intimate feminine

hygiene. Don’t risk becoming another you!

always make sure of feminine daintiness

lx. . . ..douche regularly with “Lysol”

!

“Lysol” cleanses the vaginal canal even

in the presence of mucous matter. No
makeshift like soap, salt or soda can

possibly act the same way!

“Lysol” is the famous disinfectant with

amazing, proved power to kill germ-life

quickly on contact!

Yet, gentle, non-caustic “Lysol” will

not harm delicate tissue. Correct douching

solution in the simple directions on every

bottle. Many doctors advise patients to

douche regularly with “Lysol,” just to

insure daintiness alone, and to use it as

often as needed. No greasy aftereffect.

Don’t run this risk! Don’t let neglect

create a “dual personality”. . .another you,

full of doubts, misgivings and inhibitions

!

Don’t let that other you destroy your love
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Get “Lysol” brand disinfectant today,

and use it regularly.
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other liquid preparation for

Feminine Hygiene!
REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

Brand Disinfectant
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The End A Concentrated Germ-Killer



the

NEW SHAPE
is the

NEWS

The new-sliape sweater-top dress is news because there’s an

element of surprise to it. The little knitted top, worn with

a day-length skirt, is shaped as dramatically as an evening gown . . .

both front and back cut very low. That's imaginative designing!

The new-sliape Modess box is news because it, too, is a triumph

of imaginative designing. Cleverly shaped to resemble many other kinds

of boxes. Wrapped, it might be bath salts, note paper, candy . . .

no one would guess Modess. Another tactful feature

. . . the new box is pre-wrapped before

it even reaches your store.

Only Modess comes

in the new-shape,

secret-shape box . .
.
pre-wrapped!

Look Ma, He's Famous!

(Continued from page 50) his partner. “1

kept wishing my mother were there,”

David said. “I wanted to say, ‘Look, Ma,
with whom I’m dancing.’

”

Consider this merely as one illustration

of the way Mr. B. is taking his skyrocket-
ing Hollywood success, not seriously, but
with high delight.

One more payment and he will own his

car. Three more payments and he will be
out from under the second mortgage on his
house in the Valley. There will remain
the considerable sum of the first mortgage
to go. But that doesn’t worry David.

Yet, for the first time in his haphazard,
colorful life, he’s worrying. About calories.

“Before ‘Flamingo Road,’ ” he confesses, “I

lived largely on a diet of parsley between
two slices of newspaper. When I made the
test, I weighed 180. At six-feet-three-and-
a-half, that’s thin. So what happens is that
Warner Brothers dote on my looks at that
weight and I fall for a girl who cooks like

a master chef.”

A
DRIAN is, of course, Adrian Booth, the
Republic actress, who has been Mrs.

David Brian since June 20, 1949, which is

only a few days after David got his divorce
from Bonita Feidlar. David wishes that
Adrian were the only Mrs. Brian there had
ever been, he’s that in love with her. Actu-
ally, she is his third wife. He is, you see,

the romantic kind of guy who must have
women around, and when he loves, he
marries.
He and Adrian, in love in a wonderfully

wacky way, are a clear example of like

appealing to unlike. Adrian didn’t dance
much when they first met. David is so
good he has danced professionally at no less

swank a spot than the Shoreham Hotel in

Washington where good Senators go to

relax. The team had the improbable name
of Brian and Winsome, Winsome’s other
name being Courtney. “She weighed
ninety-eight pounds and did all the danc-
ing,” David says, “while I did all the
mugging.” They weren’t much of a hit.

But they fell in love and married. That
wasn’t much of a hit, either. They divorced.
Adrian is very much of a family girl,

with a deeply developed domestic sense,

while, until they met, David’s idea of a
home was “anything with four walls that
kept the rain out.” When they married,
Adrian announced she wanted a modern
house. David wanted a traditional one. So
they compromised. “We got a real an-
tique,” David explains. “Antique for the
San Fernando Valley, that is. It was built

way back in 1934.”

In exchange for his lessons in the rumba,
Adrian has given David lessons in the art

of fine eating, and he finds it very pleasant
when she does one of her specialties, such
as stuffiing a leg of lamb with wild rice

and apricots. It’s so unlike that time when
he was on the road and he and a fellow
actor kept body and soul together for

months by means of an electric percolator.

First they’d make coffee in the percolator.

Then, washing it out, they’d use it to heat
soup. It always meant that one or the
other course was cold by the time they
consumed it, but it kept starvation at bay.
Having been in show business ever since

he left New York’s City College, David has
suddenly fallen in love with the California

soil. He gets up and into it with the sun.

Come seven a.m., while Adrian slumbers,

he’s out gardening. By eight-thirty, he
starts wondering which of their friends he
can telephone. At nine, he’s both sur-

MOVIES — FINE ENTERTAINMENT
AT LOW COST
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prised and annoyed when he discovers he
has waked most of them up.

He did a little bit of everything to sur-

vive between acting jobs, acting being the

only thing he has ever wanted to do. This
is not his first excursion to Hollywood, but
the last time he was out the nearest he got

to the industry was being a carpenter on
Gladys Cooper’s house.
Before this, while he was still going to

college, and when the aunt, who was pay-
ing his tuition, wanted him to become a

CPA, he was a doorman at the famous
Roxy Theatre in New York. Then, as a

result of his overhearing a conversation in

front of the Roxy, about their being a

“call” at the nearby Imperial Theatre, he
became a chorus man.
He wasn’t sure what a call was, but he

hoped it might be stage work. He went
through the stage door and the casting

director saw that bright hair of his, those
blue eyes and his really magnificent shoul-
ders on his big frame. “You have to be
able to sing for this job,” the stage man-
ager announced. “What’s your range?”
David thought a range was either some-

thing you were home on, or that you
cooked on. He said, very casually, and
most truthfully, “I don’t know.”

“Well, go over to the piano and let’s hear
you,” the stage manager ordered.
Five minutes and one tune later, David

was in show business. The play was “The
New Moon” and it ran such a goodly
stretch that Mr. Brian actually accumu-
lated $75 in cash money.

H
E HAD never had that much dough, all

in one piece before. He planned to put it

into the bank as a real nest egg against the
future, but right then a cocker spaniel
named “My Own Brucie” won best of

show at the Westminster, New York’s

,

smartest canine event. David heard, some-
how, that “My Own Brucie” had a pup for

sale. The price was just seventy-five clams.
.Now, he can’t possibly remember why

he had to have that pup, but he did, so he
got him. His landlord later got David. You
know how it is with pups in New York
where they are not too close to grass or
trees. David reluctantly gave the pooch
to some children in the suburbs.
The next few years clearly demon-

strated that he had been born with grease
paint in his veins because, while he was
more often “between engagements” than
in any show, carnival, dance act, comedy
turn or whatnot, he still loved the theater.

He existed in that dizzy world where many
another great star has lived before him,
or as he says, “You wake up in the morn-
ing, look at your dough and decide between
two cups of coffee or a pack of butts. You
decide on the cigarettes, because a friend
is more apt to ask you in for a cup of cof-

l i fee, and you just can’t plain ask somebody
i to give you a pack of smokes.”
! He had the actor’s pride that never lets

i you admit hunger when you don’t have the
i price of a meal, nor confess that you’re not
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wearing socks because you haven’t any
David’s favorite joke tells of the time he
got a single evening’s engagement at a club
and needed to wear a boiled shirt. He
didn’t have the price of having one laun-
dered, so he did it himself. What he didn’t
know was that when you starch such a
shirt, you just do the front of it. He
starched it all and had difficulty in either
sitting or standing still.

When the war came David went into the
Coast Guard, saw much action in the
North Atlantic and returned to civilian life

in his chronic state; penniless. He pos-
sessed only one thing of any value, a cin-
namon diamond ring, given to him by the
famous vaudevillian, Ted Healey, with
whom he did a comedy act.

He was often tempted to pawn this ring
or even to sell it, but now he’s glad he
never did. He gave it to Adrian for her
engagement ring. To show you the kind
of girl Adrian is, she had the diamond
reset for herself and gave David a black
sapphire in the old setting. This was the
best compromise she could think of so
David could give her his ring but
still have it. Her husband was delighted.

H
IS initial meeting with Adrian was as
unexpected as his initial meeting with

Joan Crawford. The Crawford meeting has
been told before but I repeat it here for its

one new touch.
Waiting around in Hollywood, David

was invited to a party given for a girl who
was breaking in a night club act. There
he met Lucille Safford, a nurse employed
to care for Joan Crawford’s children.
One evening, several days later, Lucille

heard Joan discussing her great difficulty in
finding the right leading man for “Flamin-
go Road,” an actor with strength of char-
acter and authority. Lucille suggested
David as a possibility, and Joan suggested
to director Mike Curtiz that he grant
David an interview. In the meantime,
every available leading man in Hollywood
was being tested.

Mike is a terrorizing character. He can
out-yell everybody in Hollywood. There-
fore, when the unknown David Brian was
presented to him, he gave him the works,
along with the test. But Mr. Brian didn’t

scare worth a cent.

David will tell you now, with a complete
lack of conceit but with a very just realiza-

tion, “It was a damned good test. Joan
had gotten me the script the day before,

and I had studied the scene I was to do
for a solid twenty hours. Mike’s yelling,

instead of paralyzing me, helped me. It

even affected me that way during the
shooting of the actual picture. Because the
man’s an artist, a great artist, and actually,

when he’s yelling, he’s keyed up, trying to

get the best out of both you and himself.”
His meeting with Adrian had an ironic

twist to it. An actor friend of his, Dale
Robertson, was up for “Flamingo Road,”
too, even before David was up for it.

David said he wished he knew some nice
girl to date. Dale mentioned Adrian and
arranged their first meeting. The rest is

vital statistics, with the added touch that
all Robertson got was a very small part
in the Crawford production.
Only one thing about his entire Holly-

wood success irks David, and that only
irks him mildly, because of his always-
operating sense of humor. But he does
feel, having put in the long theatrical ap-
prenticeship he has, that people shouldn’t
compliment him on being “so perfectly
natural” on screen. “Whenever anybody
is perfectly natural on stage or screen, they
are doing their best acting,” he says.

David especially admires Joan Crawford
and Bette Davis because they are such
good troupers. In “The Damned Don’t Cry”
there was a scene, shot from his angle, for

which Joan had to have her head buried in

his shoulder, supposedly crying. David
was both impressed and grateful that Joan
actually cried during every take, even
though her face never did show, and the
scene was always his.

Undoubtedly, David has what it takes
to be a very great star, and that’s

much more than acting ability, no matter
how masterly the talent. He has that

Gable quality that makes a girl very aware
of being feminine whenever she sees him.
He shares another characteristic with

Gable: The chances of his losing his head
are practically non-existent. When War-
ners ordered him to Montana for the open-
ing of the picture of that name, although
said picture stars Errol Flynn who wasn’t
forced to go, David didn’t mind one bit.

He liked the trip and he was allowed to

take Adrian along.

“So I walk out, all properly introduced
to the audiences,” he says, “and not a soul

has ever heard of me. But Adrian steps

out, this Montana territory is where they
play those Westerns she’s made for Re-
public, and the crowd ate her up.”

He tells another yarn on himself con-
cerning the night of the preview of “The
Damned Don’t Cry.” He plays a terrific

heavy in this and he believed he really was
pretty good. “I turn to my adoring wife,”

he says, “waiting for her loving compli-
ments and what does she say? Shudder-
ing, she remarks, ‘Am I married to a

fiend?’
”

“That,” I said, “was a big tribute to your
acting.”
David grinned. “Not at all. I was, as the

critics say, being perfectly natural.”

The End

May 6—a date to remember, when Liz Taylor became Mrs. Conrad Hilton Jr.

As she left the altar, Liz halted—and spontaneously kissed her parents
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(Continued from page 42) she wants. She
has perfected her French because it is his

favorite language. She has learned about
horses, will spend this summer racing her
stable, because with Aly horses are a
passion. She is improving her golf so she
will be a better partner.
“Madame,” the servants call her, and the

grocer and mailman who serve the house.
It is only when she is asked for, or spoken
of, that she is referred to as “princess.”

The family made the move from Gstaad
to Cannes by plane; Aly on a stretcher.

Now, at the Chateau de l’Horizon, Aly
spends his days in the sun on the terrace.

And Rita continually runs to his lounge;
between her household duties, following
her golf lesson, after her marketing ex-
cursion into the town. Often she brings
Jasmine to him. He is bewitched by his

beautiful daughter with her fair skin, big
hazel eyes and brown hair. But, again and
again, with paternal pride, he points out
that she has his short nose.
Not that Aly is lonely on his terrace;

only fed up with his enforced inactivity.

His sons and their tutor are with him. Tbe
Aga Khan calls everyday to see him and
Jasmine to whom he is devoted and whom
he thinks the most beautiful of babies.
Friends call, too. It is an unusual day when
six or eight guests do not sit down to

luncheon; French generals, sportsmen,
friends from Hollywood.

Rita is quietly equal to all this. But then
her manners always have been excellent.

From the day she married Aly, instead of
acting upstage and silly, she has conducted
herself with the natural simplicity and
poise that is supposed to be the special
birthright of princesses.

I long will remember an evening at the
Chatelet, shortly after Rita and Aly were

Title to Happiness
married, when a great benefit was given
for the members of the Legion of Honour.
Rita and Aly, who had the loge adjoining
that of President Auriol, asked me to be
their guest. Never have I seen so many
men covered with so many decorations
and Grand Cordons of the Legion. My little

decoration looked exceedingly small by
comparison. Still, I was proud to be the
only woman there who wore one.

I

T WAS a brilliant scene; reminded me of

“The Merry Widow.” And later, M.
Auriol invited us to the little anteroom be-
hind his presidential loge for champagne. I

drank to the health and safety of France.
And the President, responding, drank to

the health and safety of America. Then,
before his eminent guests, he lifted his

glass to toast Rita. I may be a sentimental
idiot but I found myself moved that this

little Hollywood girl, who, a handful of

years ago had been an unknown dancer,
should be so equal to this occasion.

They talk now, Rita and Aly, of re-
maining indefinitely at the chateau. Which
is understandable. Aly has many houses
all over the British Isles and Europe, in-

cluding the house in Ireland he just

bought, complete with a ghost, but
this is the house they think of as home.
Here Aly’s famous paintings by Dufy and
Renoir and Utrillo hang in the main room
which they call the studio. It is a very
large room with the sofas at the fireplace

and many of the deep chairs done in

yellow satin, with an Aubusson carpet
handwoven in a light bright green with a
yellow floral design. Fresh flowers are ar-
ranged everywhere. And the French win-
dows open to the terrace which overlooks
the curving coastline and the Mediter-
ranean. It is in the big entrance hall here

that Aly has hung his precious Gobelin
tapestries. From this hall, two marble
staircases lead to the upper floor of bed-
rooms and sitting rooms with balconies
overlooking the gardens and the sea. The
room which Jasmine shares with her nurse
has been done in pink.
The gardens at the chateau are lovely,

surrounding the pool, cascading down to

the sea, lining the half-mile driveway
from the entrance of the estate to the
house itself, blooming in front of the
small houses which shelter the gardening
staff and guests.

At the moment there is talk, too, of

larger quarters in Paris. Aly’s bachelor
pied-a-terre was scarcely big enough
when they were bride and groom. I

lunched there with them, one day, and
Aly complained they were crowded. For
their family, now, it is just not big enough.
It is this contemplated move, undoubtedly,
which gave rise to the rumors that Rita
was buying a house in Paris. This, plus
the fact that she and Aly decided her
house in California should be sold. For
even should they return it would not
suit their needs.

Aly, let me make it clear, has no wish
to keep Rita off the screen. He adores her
as an actress. However, he is in a position
to see that she gets a story that suits her.

She will make a picture, come autumn, I

believe. But I doubt she will do it in

Hollywood. She would not leave Aly.
His interests are over there. And it

will be a simple matter for Harry Cohn
and Columbia to arrange for production in

Rome or Paris or England.
Rita, it would seem, came into two titles

when she married. First—a title of princess.

But better still—a title to happiness.
The End
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Restless

(Continued from page 49) has never
stopped for longer than forty-eight hours.
He is unaffected, introspective and his

favorite axiom is “Know thyself.”

He has never seen a basketball game
and always stocks up on vitamins when
traveling. He is not mechanically in-

clined.

He is forever putting off writing letters.

He is fond of garlic, onions and Li’l

Abner, the only comic strip he reads. He
owns five belts, all alike, but always wears
the same one.
His favorite novelists are Dostoevski and

William Faulkner. He considers himself a

lamentable business man, was called “Bud"
by his father and feels he has been hap-
piest in New York.
He never drinks cordials or champagne

and doubts that time-saving devices have
increased the American capacity for hap-
piness. He was born in Omaha, Nebraska.
He considers his worst fault to be “lack

of courage.” He is sensitive, forthright and
possessed of great independence of spirit.

H
E HAS never taken a Turkish bath and
is seldom punctual for appointments,

always underestimating the time it takes

to dress and shave. He subscribes to no
book clubs. He thinks one should be able

to choose one’s own reading.

He doesn’t mind eating alone, and pre-

fers the seasonal climate of New England
to California’s perpetual sunshine. He is

incapable of making an impromptu speech.

Montgomery Clift is the most motile

subject this writer has ever interviewed;

he is all over the room, slouching, sprawl-
ing, shifting, stirring.

He is very fond of dogs, has none, and
made his first public appearance in ama-
teur shows in Florida at the age of thir-

teen. His father was a financier.

He accepts people at their face value,

and because he is congenitally lazy, has

to literally force himself to work.
His academic schooling was sporadic

and peripatetic due to his family’s domi-
cile all over the country; he never finished

grammar school because of this.

His favorite dessert is zabaglione.

He is an avid jai alai fan. He likes his

potatoes hash-browned and has no ob-

jection to women dyeing their hair “if

they look better.”

He enjoys surf bathing, hockey matches
and philosophic discussions. His brown
hair is unruly and difficult to comb.
He has no desire to paint, sculpt, or

pilot a plane. His first literary effort is an
original screen story which he has just

written. He loves to sail and hopes one
day to own a boat. He wears no jewelry.

He collects no souvenirs.

His only superstition is throwing salt

over his left shoulder.

His favorite salad consists of avocado,

tomato, mixed greens, anchovies and
Roquefort dressing. He plays no musical

instruments though he once studied piano.

He has seen but few horseraces and has
been an actor for fifteen years. He bit his

nails as a kid.

He is inclined to be impulsive, and likes

steamed “espresso” coffee, Italian style,

which he makes when in New York.
He seldom remembers his dreams.
He is a good swimmer, thinks Rome the

most beautiful of cities.

He thinks flying dull, never gets sea-

sick and enjoys eating where there is

music and dancing.
He hates wearing new shoes.

He drinks lots of milk, cares little for

long walks and finds it difficult to take
seriously a movie filmed in color.

He likes to play poker but never comes
out ahead. He is endowed with a hardy

Rebel

stomach, a keen sense of humor and an
aversion for limburger cheese.
He is a staunch admirer of Vittorio de

Sica, Italian director of “The Bicycle
Thief.” He thinks nothing looks worse
than a woman in slacks that don’t fit her.

He makes “noises” when in the show-
er. “You can’t call it singing.”
He is a good dancer but has failed to

master the tango. He likes the smell of a
stable and earned his first money on the
stage in “Fly Away Home” 15 years ago.

He weighs 155 pounds.
He carries no lighter and no key-chain,

and is forever looking for his keys.
Montgomery Clift’s worst failing is

spending money. He adapts himself easily

to strange surroundings, regrets that he
doesn’t visit enough art galleries.

He gets very restive at concerts.
His beard is heavy and he has to shave

twice a day when working. He cannot
make out his own income tax returns and
believes there is no difference between
blondes and brunettes.
He has a habit of placing paper money

in the watch pocket of his trousers,

completely forgetting about it, and weeks
later making the pleasant discovery. He
does all his writing in longhand.
He has never seen a wrestling match.
He dislikes delicatessen foods. He doesn’t

like pickles or olives, likes bagels.

He has never smoked a cigar or a pipe,

and when retiring he carefully stretches
his pants out on the floor.

Montgomery Clift’s most vivid memory
of a painting is one by Picasso in the
Chicago Museum, of a little boy, his

father and mother, walking along a beach.
He is not susceptible to colds.

He has not gone in for the new fad of

square-dancing, and plans to alternate his

career between stage and screen.

He maintains an apartment in New York,
has been to Cuba, Mexico, England, Israel,

the near East, and several other European
nations. He is the only member of his

family to show an interest in the world
of the theater.

He has appeared in a dozen plays. He
contracted a tropical disease in Mexico
which prevented him from entering the
military service during the war.
He is very poor in mathematics and his

dominant characteristic is an assertive
independence of spirit. He plays neither
chess nor checkers. He smokes a great
deal when working hard, which invariably
causes his sinus to “back up.”

His memorizing of dialogue does not
come easily. He likes beer. His favorite
pictures, “Shoeshine,” “The Bicycle Thief,”

“The Informer,” “Stagecoach,” “Modern
Times,” “Citizen Kane,” “Volpone,” “Pyg-
malion,” “Brief Encounter” and “Double
Indemnity.”
He loves winter sports but is not good

at them, and though this young man of

twenty-nine, who is gifted with extra-
ordinary awareness, is riding high in his

chosen profession, he strangely declares
that his life is “full of regrets.”

Montgomery Clift would like to be a
director someday. “One must keep ex-
ploring. If you lose the wish to explore,

then you might as well give up.”
The End

Have YOU ever

been“Stood Up?”
(SEE PAGE 71)
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(Continued from page 38) with a horrible
fate. Farley’d take his horrible fate be-
tween his teeth, and chew on it to the
last delicious shudder.
Today, he’s a better actor, but his views

on heroes, or romantic juveniles, to give
them their current name, remain un-
changed. “They stand around in love
scenes, they fight with the girl, they make
up, they clinch. Nuts!”
Back in San Jose, Dad was an auto deal-

er, and a good one. There were no problems
except, after Farley ’d collected seven stray
pups, Mother and Dad felt that an eighth
might be superfluous. Even this wasn’t
insuperable. Out with his father one af-

ternoon, Farley met the sad eyes of a

pooch who clearly needed a home. Dad
was torn. “Tell you what, son. Maybe he
belongs to someone who'll come and find

him. If he’s still around tomorrow, well,

we’ll ask your mother.” Mother’s a softie.

Next day No. 8 joined the private SPCA.
It was the depression that finally

toppled Dad’s business. The Grangers
reached a difficult decision: To leave
the little town of their prosperous
years and transplant themselves to Los
Angeles, where maybe a man might
find new opportunity. Farley’s only tears
were for the dogs, and Mother under-
stood exactly how he felt, having shed
a couple of tears herself. “Farley, here’s

a promise. I’ll plant myself at this phone
and I won’t budge till every one of those
dogs has a good home.”
“Won’t they miss me, though?”
“For awhile, yes. Then they’ll learn to

be happy with their new friends.”

He thought it over. “Well, as long as
they’re happy.”
The dogs were settled. So, presently,

were the Grangers in a small house in

All His Life . .

.

the San Fernando Valley, a distinct ad-
vantage, from Farley’s viewpoint, over
San Jose. Because Republic Studios were
close by. He and his new pals sneaked
through the studio’s back gate, and gal-
loped imaginary steeds against real Western
sets till somebody chased them out. This
was high adventure.

WARE that money wasn’t too plentiful

and feeling that he was old enough to

help, he found after-school jobs and re-
flected on his future. Little by little came
the consciousness of this flair for what
he called “carrying on.” It crystallized

and took shape during a high school
course in public speaking. Having mulled
things over by himself for awhile, he pre-
sented his findings to the folks.

“I’d like to be an actor.

“I’ve thought about it a lot,” he went
on, “and this is for sure.”

“Fine!” said Dad. “Go ahead and ti'y it.

How d’you start?”

“I don’t know that either, but somehow
I’ll find out.”

Actually, he was as green as his parents.
Training was the thing, and he knew that

some actors trained at dramatic schools.

But for dramatic schools you need money.
In the back of his mind buzzed the notion
that maybe after graduation he could earn
enough to see himself through. From
lawn-mowing jobs he progressed to sack-
ing. A sacker’s the guy in the grocery
store who stands next to the cashier and
puts stuff into bags. From fifteen he pro-
gressed to seventeen, resolution unwaver-
ing. He didn’t think in terms of movie
cash or glamour. He just felt an inward
sureness that acting was for him and, with
the shining faith of his years, that some-
how he’d get the chance to prove it.

“Wish we could send him to one of these
dramatic schools,” Dad would say after
Farley’d gone to bed.

“He’ll make it anyway,” said Mother.
Nevertheless, it was Dad who steered

him toward the break. Dad was working
at the Social Security Office, where actors
came and went. One day, he talked to
Harry Langdon. “I’ve got a kid who wants
to act. Don’t know if he’s suited to it

or not. What’s the best way to find out?
Dramatic school?”
“Waste of time,” snapped Langdon. “Best

thing is experience.”
“How does he get experience?”
“Little theater work. I’ve got a friend

who’s casting a play right now. I’ll speak
to him. Maybe there’ll be something.”
Langdon was as good as his word. A

few nights later, Dad came home with the
news. Farley was to present himself at

such-and-such a place, where they were
putting on a play called “The Wookey.”
“Tell them you’re the boy Harry Langdon
sent. They’ve got some parts open.”

“Gee, Dad, that’s swell!”
Mother had reached a tricky spot in

her Argyle. She finished the row. “There!
Didn’t I say right along he’d make it?”

Next day, Farley presented himself.
They had him read a scene, then said,

“All right, we can use you.” To keep the
overhead down, they gave him not one
part, but three, all small. In the wings, he
felt nervous. On stage, he felt buoyant
and self-possessed. “The Wookey” ran for

a week. Mother and Dad, without preju-
dice, concluded that Farley was the best
thing in it.

Maybe he was. Because, one night, a
really unprejudiced observer came back-
stage and introduced himself. “I’m Bob
McIntyre, casting director for Samuel
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Goldwyn. Like to have you come over to

the studio tomorrow.”
Farley’s state of mind is a little hard

to describe. He was elated, of course, and
at the same time, calm. Never having
battered his head against casting directors,

it didn’t occur to him that what had just
taken place was slightly spectacular. He’d
known for two years, and much longer,
subconsciously, that acting was his meat.
This was what he’d planned on, now it

was happening. Simple.
Neither was he overpowered in Mr.

Goldwyn’s office next day. Bob McIntyre
was there. So were Lillian Heilman and
Lewis Milestone, writer and director re-
spectively of “North Star.” Mr. Goldwyn
looked him over, fingers drumming. “Hm.
Physically, he’s okay.” Farley waited.
“How many pictures have you made?”
“None.”
“Ever work on Broadway?”
“No.”
“How many plays out here?”
“This is the first.”

A sense of discomfort edged its way un-
der his collar. He knew he was giving all

the wrong answers, but what point in

lying?
“Let’s have him read.”
Briefly, Milestone outlined the scene.

Cued by the director, Farley read. Into

the silence that followed, Goldwyn dropped
eight little words. “Thank you very much.
We’ll let you know.”.

This is the traditional brush-off. Those
words have fallen like lead on the hearts
of hundreds of experienced actors. Farley
was an innocent. He described the pro-
ceedings in detail to Mother and Dad.
“Then Mr. Goldwyn said, ‘Thank you very
much. We’ll let you know.’ ”

“Then what?”
“That’s all. Obviously, it means they’re

going to test me for the part.”

In those days, Farley didn’t read the Hol-
lywood Reporter. He therefore remained
ignorant of the fact that Goldwyn had
gone east in search of a boy. Three weeks
went by. Farley couldn’t understand why
they were taking so long, but doubt never
touched him. Only once was he worried. At
football practice, he fell, took a kick in the
throat and lost his voice for two days.

Which threw him into a fever. Any min-
ute they’d call, and he wouldn’t be able

to talk. Each time the phone rang and it

wasn’t the studio, he’d relax.

In the end, his call came. Goldwyn had
seen many boys, none of them right. Only
one kid had looked the part, the kid from
“The Wookey.” His was a face you didn’t

soon forget. Goldwyn hadn’t forgotten his

reading either. First quality ham. And yet,

there’d been a spark.

He picked up his phone. “Get hold of

the Granger boy. I want a test.”

They made the test on Friday. Saturday

morning Mother went marketing. “You
stick around, son, in case they call.”

Twenty minutes later, in the heart of

the shopping center, she ran smack into

him. “What on earth are you doing
here?”
“Buying you a valentine.”
“But suppose they call?”
“They did. Said to come back Monday.”
Of course it was in the bag. On Friday

nobody’d known him. On Monday, he
walked through a maze of mysterious
smiles.

“How was the test?” asked Farley.
“You’ll have to talk to Mr. Goldwyn.”
At 2 came the summons, and at 2:05 the

magic words: “We liked the test. We
want to sign you to a contract.” Since he
was still under age, Mother and Dad had
to sign for him. To settle their nerves,
and in honor of his new boss, Farley took
them to see a Goldwyn movie.
Most of you will remember how the

Granger personality socked itself across
in “North Star.” On the strength of this

single performance, Darryl Zanuck bor-
rowed him for the duration and beyond.

A
S AN Army man himself, Dad can’t un-
derstand to this day why his son joined

the Navy. Neither can Farley, except that
he went down with a bunch of kids whose
watchword was, “The Navy! They always
give you a bed.” Plucked in the bloom
of his career, Farley felt pretty sorry
for himself. Till he started rubbing
elbows with a lot of other fellows. Some
had been in it two and three years already.
Some had left wives and kids behind.
Some had no jobs to go back to. Some
didn’t live to get back to their jobs.

He stopped feeling sorry for himself and
began to grow up.
V-E Day was followed by V-J Day. As

far as his mother was concerned, the war
ended one bright morning in ’46 when the
phone rang in the little Valley house. “Hi,
Mom, we’re just in from Hawaii. I’ll be
home tonight. How’s about spaghetti and
meatballs for dinner?”
They sat up till four, and by ten Far-

ley was on his way to the studio. Having
reached the reasonable age of twenty, he
didn’t expect to be put right back to work.
He was prepared to wait a couple of

weeks, maybe as long as a month.
“Take it easy,” Mr. Goldwyn said. “Fool

around. Play tennis. Sleep. You’ve got
a holiday coming.”

“I feel fine. I just want to work.”
“You’ll work. Have patience.”
The months lengthened to a year. This

was when Farley learned that plums don’t

drop into your mouth just because it’s

open. He chafed and pawed the earth, and
Goldwyn patted his restive steed on the
shoulder. “You’re too old for kid parts

and too young for juvenile leads. We’re

9 9
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paying you to grow up. Just be patient.”

“I want to work. I’m wasting time.”

“You can wait, Farley. At twenty,

you’ve got plenty of time to wait.”

Cathy O’Donnell, also under contract to

Goldwyn, was waiting, too. To keep their

hands in, she and Farley met almost daily

at the studio and did scenes from plays.

Then, through mutual friends, he met Nick
Ray. They talked a couple of times. You
couldn’t talk to Farley more than five

minutes without tapping the well of his

thirst to get going. So when Nick called

and asked, “Do you want to work?” he
laughed out loud. It sounded like a gag.

“Yes, I want to work.”
“Well, I’m sending over a script. Let

me know if you like it.”

He more than liked it. So did Mr.
Goldwyn.

“Fine,” said Nick. “Is there anyone spe-
cial you’d like to make the test with?”

“Yes. Cathy O'Donnell. We’ve worked
together a lot at the studio, we feel com-
fortable together.”

S
O CATHY played in the test, and Nick
hired them both for “They Live by

Night.” (In parentheses, we’d like to add
that this is one of the best pictures ever
to come out of Hollywood. It rated and
got rave notices. For reasons we’ll never
understand, the public turned a lukewarm
shoulder.)
The day after its completion, Farley lit

out for his first visit to New York. Be-
witched by the city, he stayed two months.
What brought him back was a call from
Alfred Hitchcock, who’d seen “They Live
by Night” and wanted him for “Rope.”
The career was beginning to look up.

Meantime, he’d taken the logical step of

moving from his parents’ home to a place
of his own. Mother exacted just one
promise. “I won’t have anyone shrinking
my Argyles. You bring those Argyles
back here to be washed.”

Since “Rope,” he’s grown old enough to

be starred in romantic parts in “Enchant-
ment,” “Roseanna McCoy” and “Our Very
Own.” As noted, he still prefers charac-
ter parts and makes no bones about saying
so, to his boss or anyone else. They
agree on most points. In spite of his yen
for character roles, Farley realizes that
you need a change of pace. In spite of
“Our Very Own,” Goldwyn realizes that
his boy has a feeling for drama, which is

lost on straight parts. That’s why he
bought “Edge of Doom.”
“Edge of Doom” deals with highly con-

troversial matter. Goldwyn was well
aware of this when he snatched it from
under the eager paws of other producers.
Farley knew nothing about it till his eye
fell on a press release. “Story of a youth
who kills a priest, bought by Goldwyn
for Farley Granger.”
He made tracks for the studio.
“I expected you,” said Goldwyn.
“Where can I get hold of the book?”
“You can’t. It’s not in print yet. I

bought it from galleys. There’s only one
set, and the writers need it.”

For the next few weeks he made a
howling nuisance of himself. No one
who’d so much as touched the galleys was
safe from him. “It’s great, kid, great,”
they’d tell him soothingly. “Excuse me,
there’s a man I’ve gotta see about a script.”
The books finally came. Farley took his

copy home one afternoon and finished it

before dinner. Part of him felt as if he
were fresh out of a wringer, part like a
soaring blimp. He called Mr. Goldwyn,
his folks . . . and Shelley Winters.
Now that it’s over, he doesn’t like to

talk about it much. He’ll tell you it’s the
most exciting picture he’s worked on. He’ll
tell you that Mark Robson, as human be-
ing and director, can’t be topped. Then
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he’ll change the subject. For the same
reasons that send him out of town when
a picture’s finished.

“In New York, the atmosphere’s differ-
ent. My friends there are interested in
what I’ve done, as they’d be interested in
the doings of any friend. They’ll ask how
the picture went, I’ll tell them, they’ll say,
‘Fine,’ and that’s the end of it. Here the
view’s more restricted, and I’m not panning
Hollywood. It can happen to a lawyer or
farmer or mathematician who sticks too
close to his own particular niche. This is

my niche. I like it. I started out to be a
good actor. Acting’s my profession, and
I’d like to be a credit to it.

“But I no longer think it’s the be-all
and end-all of existence. Other niches are
just as important to other people. Things
go on that are more important to all of
us. Like the situation between nations.
Like the talk about hydrogen bombs and
the end of the world. People are so scared
of dying, they forget about living. It’s got
to be stopped. How? I don’t know how.
If I did, I’d stop it. But I’d rather go where
the questions are being asked than sit here
and read the film trade papers.”

P
AINTINGS have always stirred his imag-
ination, and in a purely minor way he’s

started collecting. He has no artistic

patter, but an intense curiosity about
other people, other places and cultures.
Breughel, with his rich earthiness and
great love for the peasants, is one of
his favorites. Standing in front of a
Breughel, he’s carried back through the
force of another man’s genius to a distant
day and the other man’s feeling for his
times. Any good artist produces a sim-
ilar reaction. You can’t compare Toulouse-
Lautrec with Breughel. Yet the French-
man’s decadent images of the seamy side
of Parisian life are just as revealing.
“Imagination,” says Farley, “is the gift of
children. You lose it as you grow older.
But through pictures and music and books,
you can try to restore it.”

His next picture will probably be “Bil-
lion Dollar Baby.” Goldwyn wants to give
him a chance at comedy, his feeling for

which has yet to come across. Then again
he’s looking forward to “Earth and High
Heaven,” Mark Robson directing. Farley
can hardly wait. With him, it’s a case of

all this, and Robson too.

On the other hand, he’s against too much
of Granger. Here, too, he and his boss
see eye-to-eye. They don’t believe in

foisting him on the public. Some pro-
ducers, when an actor hits, seem to feel

he’s going to drop dead next year, so let’s

make all the dough we can while he lasts.

Goldwyn would rather have people asking
for more, than groaning, “Look, here’s that
Granger guy again.”

Between pictures, life has plenty to

offer. Farley ’d like to do a play, when,
as and if the opportunity offers. His first

bow on any stage since “The Wookey”
came during a personal appearance tour
for “Roseanna McCoy.” There were six

shows a day, and no written script. His
job was to ad lib with the emcee. The
prospect paralyzed him. But once he’d
run through tbe deal a couple of times,

you couldn’t drag him offstage.

He’s crazy to travel and anxious to set-

tle down. Which isn’t as large a paradox
as it sounds. Settling down means buying
a house. At the moment he lives in a
very pleasant apartment, for which he
pays rent. Since it seems more sensible

to pay rent to yourself than a landlord,

he’s looking for a house.
What he’d really like would be to move

the Pacific a few miles east, and set it at

his doorstep, to swim in, to walk in, to

watch, to hear the surf boom at night, the
most restful sound in the world to Farley.
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Since this isn’t feasible and the beach is

too far away, he’ll compromise on a house
with a view somewhere above Sunset
Strip.

His tastes are simple. He drives a

Chewy convertible. Twice a week, his

maid comes in to clean and prepare an
occasional dinner, should the need arise.

Mostly he eats out, a couple of times a

week at his parents’, when he’s not work-
ing. “How’d you like to feed two starving

gents? Okay, I’m coming over with So-
and-so.” Needless to say, this doesn’t

hurt Mother’s feelings. She’s the kind who
can dish up inspired meals without turn-
ing a hair.

He can and does fix his own breakfast,

and a sandwich for lunch if he’s fooling

round the house. This latter activity con-
sists in reading or playing records. In both
departments, his library’s well stocked. His
record collection leans heavily toward the
moderns, but here, too, he’s beginning to

restore the balance. Most people work their

way from the three B’s to Copland and
Hindemith. Farley did it the other way
round. Stirred in boyhood by the new men
who speak for the age we all live in, he’s

now turning to the old. The first classic

album he bought was Brahms’ “Violin
Concerto.”
His sports are tennis and anything in

the water. Summers he goes down to Bal-
boa to sail. There was a time when he
looked on dressing up as a form of tor-
ture. But he learned in New York that a
man could wear a tie without choking to

death. He’s a pushover for colorful sports
shirts and jackets. Blue jeans are out, how-
ever, except ’round the house, and he draws
a line between the casual and the sloppy.

T
HERE are few people he’s close to. Those
few he doesn’t tire of, nor they of him.

For a year he’s been dating Shelley Win-
ters most. They have dinner somewhere,
sit around and talk, take in a movie. Or
they’ll go to Saul Chaplin’s for an eve-
ning of music. Or Judy Holliday will call.

“Come on over, we’re going to play ‘The
Game’.” “The Game,” otherwise known as
“Indications,” still flourishes in Hollywood.
Judy’s mad about it. Farley used to fight

shy of it. But it grew on him, and now
he’s in there making faces with the best.

The combination of Shelley and Farley
presents something of a puzzle to out-
siders who know neither very well.
“They’re such opposites. She’s an extro-
vert; he keeps himself to himself. She’s
for parties, he doesn’t care for them much.”

They’re not as opposite as all that. It’s

true that Shelley’s more of an extrovert.
But Farley’s no introvert, except with
strangers. It’s true she likes parties better.

Or rather, more consistently. Farley en-
joys them in spurts. But these are surface
matters. Basically, they have much in

common. They laugh at the same things.
They consider the same things important
and unimpoi'tant. He understands her
drive, because he has it himself. If he’s
more relaxed, it’s because he’s been luck-
ier. Shelley’s had to fight much harder
for her career.

He feels great respect for her as an
actress, and values her professional judg-
ment. They read each other’s scripts and
talk endlessly about their work. What he
values most are her kindness and warmth
of heart.

Are they going steady?
“Semi-steady,” he’ll tell you. “We’re

very good friends.”

Comes the next cautious question. Could
it turn out to be something more than
good friendship?
He gives you a grin. Half-amused, half-

embarrassed, wholly uncommunicative.
“I don’t know,” says Farley. Period.

The End
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so responsive to your hands. See how curls fall

softly into place . . . how they last and last.

You'll see all this the very first time you try

New Drene—the only shampoo with this

Conditioning Action!

NBWVrENE
AlOW WITH

CONDITIONING- ACTION !

o New Drene conditions your hair to love-
liest natural softness, natural sheen ... yet
leaves it ever so easy to manage!

0 Leaves no dulling soap film, so needs no
special rinses. Quickly removes loose dan-
druff from hair and scalp

!

0 Cleans hair and scalp like a dream—yet
it’s gentle, non-drying, baby-mild!

Makes billowy, fragrant lather instantly

—even in the hardest water!

Jane Powell, above, in the orig-
inal dress designed by Helen Rose
for her role in Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer’s “Nancy Goes to Rio

”

Right, Jane Powell refreshes the eye in

the University adaptation—a cool mint-

green cotton with white eyelet trim at

the bare neckline and on the baby puffed
sleeves. Hidden elastic allows dress to

be worn on or off the shoulders. It but-

tons to the waist, with self tie and softly

flaring skirt. In dark and pastel colors,

sizes 7-15. $10.95 at Oppenheim Collins,

New York, N. Y.; Crowley’s, Detroit,

Mich., and stores listed on page 89. White
accents—Coro’s jewelry and Garay bag.

Photographed at the Beverly Hills Hotel

For store nearest you write direct to
manufacturer listed on page 89





for th'e

sunny side

Fair and cooler: A sleeveless

sundress with solid black top,

vivid leaf print on cream

ground skirt. At the waist, a

jaunty cord tie. There’s a matching

print jacket, above. $7.95 by

Vicky Vaughn, sizes 9-15 at F & R

Lazarus, Columbus, 0 .; Dayton Co.,

Minneapolis, Minn. Gloves by Grandoe

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS



Colean gray is featured in

Paramount’’s “Riding High”

News in print: A chemise top

cotton sundress goes sleeveless in

- \\V
comfort. Skirt is pleated all

around. Solid color jacket (above)

buttons down front. In brown or

navy with white lace print, sizes

10-18. $7.95 by Jack Borgenicht

at Lansburgh’s, Washington, D. C.;

Frederick Loeser, Brooklyn, N. Y.

For store nearest you write direct to manufacturer listed on page i?



Photoplay Patterns

205 East 42nd Street

New York 17, New York

Enclosed find thirty-five cents ($.35) for which please send me the Photoplay
Pattern of the Jan Sterling “United States Mail" dress in size 10-12-14-16-18.

Name Size

Street

City State

photoplay’s

pattern
of the month

Jan Sterling in the original dress designed

by Mary Kay Dodson jorParamount s “ United Stales Mail"

You’ll love the graceful, flattering lines of this smartly

simple dress that ivill hold its own on many occasions.

It’s easy to make, easy to wear; you can also make

it in the jumper version, sketched right.

It will rate a second glance if you pattern it in

Wesley Simpson’s Satin Perennia—shown

here— a fine Everglaze cotton with a lustrous finisK/The

colors are many and exciting. Crease resistant,

it won't lose its lustre when washed. Jewelnpoy Kramer



Wherever you live

you can buy

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

If the preceding pages do not list the

stores in your vicinity where Photoplay
Fashions are sold, please write to the

manufacturers listed below:

DRESS ON JANE POWELL
UNIVERSITY FROCKS
1400 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

CORO JEWELRY
47 West 34th Street, New York, N. Y.

VICKY VAUGHN DRESS

1350 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

GRANDOE GLOVES
244 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

JACK BORGENICHT DRESS

1333 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

SEAMPRUFE LINGERIE

412 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

HOLLYWOOD-MAXWELL BRA
6773 Hollywood Boulevard,

Hollywood, Cal.

FORMFIT GIRDLE

400 South Peoria Street, Chicago, 111.

Stores selling the University dress

worn by Jane Powell on page 84

BALTIMORE, MD.
Hochschild Kohn

BUFFALO, N. Y.

/. N. Adam Co.

COLUMBUS, O.

F. & R. Lazarus

KANSAS CITY, MO.
Emery, Bird, Thayer

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

Broadway Department Store

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Dayton Co.

5-day pads

Contains

twite* as much

active anti-

perspirant . .

.

yet milder

8 times*

more effective

in killing

odor-forming

bacteria

new miracle

pad deodorant

wtsmy
ODOR-FORMING

BACTERIA
— does not leave them

under your arms!

Laboratory Proof

This microscopic photo
proves that when you throw
away your 5-Day Pad you
throw away with it hundreds
of thousands of odor-form-
ing bacteria. Does not leave
them under your arms.

This laboratory photo was
taken hours after applica-
tion of a 5-Day Pad. Note
the amazing difference. This
is because 5-Day’s exclu-
sive formula prevents the
growth of odor-forming skin

bacteria and keeps you safe

from underarm odor longer.

deodorant pads
Cacjpr |

Each pad contains right amount.
L.aolGI . No guessing! Even smooth pene-
tration instantly.

Factor I Goes into action instantly. Dries
rdMCI . in geconds.

Cooling, Refreshing!
No

Cooling, refreshing sensation.
sticky feeling.

No other deodorant tested is as effective in

checking perspiration and stopping odor!

The miracle is in the pad! 5-Day Pads are

circlets of fabric saturated with refreshing, mild

yet very effective deodorant. 5-Day’s exclusive

formula checks perspiration—stops odor longer.

Safely checks perspiration more effectively,

too! Contains twice* as much active anti-per-

spirant than an average of leading brands tested.

Yet, laboratory pH tests prove 5-Day milder

—

harmless to skin and clothes.

Greater reserve protection! Laboratory tests

show that hours after application 5-Day’s exclu-

sive formula is 8 times* more effective in keeping

you safe from underarm odor than an average

of leading brands tested. No other deodorant or

deodorant soap can keep you so safe from
underarm odor—so long.

25c 55c DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK-if not completely satisfied.

* All comparative figures mentioned in this ad are based
on the average of laboratory tests of leading deodorants.
Name of independent laboratory available on request.
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Dainty accompaniments

to summer cottons

Lightweight champions: Strapless plunge bra in rayon satin

and net. Sizes 32-38, A-C cups, white or black. $5.00 by Holly-

wood-Maxwell. Panty girdle of lightest nylon net lastex

with elastic non-rolling waistband. Comes as a girdle, too.

Small, medium, large in white or pink. $3.95 by Formfit. Both

at Famous Barr, St. Louis, ,Mo. Bra at Emery, Bird, Thayer,

Kansas City, Mo. Girdle at Schuster’s, Milwaukee, Wise.

For store nearest you write direct to manufacturer listed on page 89

Nip V tuck: Pretty twosome for the summer season—

a

matching camisole and petticoat with pin-tucked panel front,

lace inserts. Camisole in sizes 32-38, $2.00 . Skirt has

elqsticized waistband. Small, medium and large, $4.00. Both by

Seamprufe in Wamsutta’s sanforized cotton batiste at The

May Co., Los Angeles, Cal., and Gimbel’s, Philadelphia, Pa.

DRAWINGS BY MIRIAM HOWARD



lightly boned,

padded or halter styles.) Crisp

boxer shorts have flattering

double pockets.

Twills or piques; solids, prints and
checks. Only $2.95 and $3.95!
Bra sold separately. A and B cups,

sizes 32-38. $1 and $2.

Lovable Brassiere Co., Dept. P-7, 180 Madison Avo., N. Y. C. 16

YOU'LL LOOK LOVELY, TOO,

Whek

You

Q>

Shopping..

or when you are writing to the

manufacturers of merchan-
dise which you have seen fea-

tured in these Fashion Pages

... it will be easier for them
to know exactly the item you
wish to buy, if you mention
you saw it in Photoplay.

Exciting

“SUN-SETS”

by a

famous
bra-maker

$2-95

and

$3-95

It Was a Dream of a Party

(Continued from page 56) Dusty sere-
naded with his guitar. The supper table

stood before the barbecue pit. And there
was a big white bowl filled with car-
nations, corn flowers and Ranunculus.
Hurricane lamps with candles cast a soft

glow.
Before the supper there were games. In

one, the guests had to enact scenes from
their pictures. Vera-Ellen did a dance
routine from “Three Little Words.” Bob
Stack, who is making “Torero,” showed
how to fight a bull. Dusty, who is one of

the most popular TV stars and recording
artists on the West Coast, did a fast take-
off of his television show. Barbara Law-
rence did a scene from “Peggy.” Allene
Roberts played the poor blind girl from
“Union Station.” Johnny Sands was a real

threat as the heavy from “The Lawless.”
Joan Evans played one of her “brat

scenes” from “Our Very Own.” Wanda
Hendrix, whose latest picture is “Saddle
Tramp,” and Rod Cameron, soon to be seen
in “Lost Stage Valley,” rigged up a saw-
horse with a broom tail at the edge of the
pool and “rode like the wind” to escape
Rock Hudson, who was whooping it up
around the barbecue pit, shades of his role

as an Indian in “Winchester 73.”

A good game this, and it can be adapted
to any party, the guests enacting a movie
role they’ve seen recently.
Undoubtedly, the most thrilled person

at the party was young Mary .Willis. Mary
was the contest winner from the “Carna-
tion Family Party” radio show, chosen as
the real American movie fan and her re-
actions to the party were broadcast on the
next CBS “Family Party.”
The midsummer menu included: Mixed

green salad with Roquefort French dress-
ing, home baked beans and brown bread,
hot dogs with chili in chafing dish, molded
salmon mousse with sour cream dressing,
whipped cream angel food cake and fruit

festival punch. (Recipes given serve 6.)

ROQUEFORT FRENCH DRESSING
Makes % cup

Crumble: 2 tbsp. Roquefort or bleu cheese.
Add this to Y2 cup bottled French dressing,

or to this homemade dressing:
Measure into bowl:

6 tablespoons salad oil

2 tablespoons wine vinegar

V2 teaspoon salt

14 teaspoon sugar
% teaspoon paprika

pinch of dry mustard
Beat well together with rotary beater.

CHAFING DISH CHILI FRANKS
Cook 2 lbs. of frankfurters in boiling water
for 6 to 8 minutes. Drain. Place in chafing
dish. Empty 1 (12-oz.) bottle chili sauce
into saucepan. Add 1 tsp. celery seed, 1

tbsp. prepared mustard, y% . cup sweet
pickle relish, and V2 cup water. Cook over
moderate heat, stirring constantly, until

hot and well-blended. Pour over franks
and keep over low heat until serving time.
Serve with buttered frankfurter rolls.

SALMON MOUSSE
Mix together:

1 envelope unflavored gelatine

V4 cup cold water
Y4 cup vinegar

Let stand 5 minutes or until soft. Place
over boiling water, and stir until gelatine
is dissolved. Add: 1 teaspoon each of

sugar, salt, dry mustard
Stir until blended. Cool. Stir in:

2 cups flaked salmon or tuna
1 cup finely diced celery
1 tablespoon capers (if desired)

Beat until stiff: % cup heavy cream
Fold into salmon mixture. Turn into large

So quaint .

.

so New ...

They glamorize You!

THE

DOUGH BOX

First “multi-use

handbags.

Make boxes

into planters,

utility holders

for everything.

5017 EXPOSITION BlVD.

IOS ANGELES 16

^ CALIFORNIA A

“Conversation Mr
pieces"— indeed!

Ultra smart for informal

daytime use: with sweater V skirt,

beachwear, tweeds, prints, sport

clothes. Wonderful for square danc-

ing and back-to-school. Each is an
adaptation of early New England salt

and dough boxes—and other styles.

Linings in colorful quilted chintz.

Approximately
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Softly shirred princess panel suit with

plunging Talon-zippered front—styled

in California. 17.95. For him: Hawaiian

Fish print Cabana set. 16.95

or individual molds. Chill until firm. Un-
mold. Garnish with paprika, lemon wedges.
Serve with sour cream dressing.

SOUR CREAM DRESSING
Wash, but do not pare: % cucumber.
Chop very fine, seeds and all. Drain well.
Add: 1 tbsp. vinegar. Season to taste with
salt, pepper, paprika and a bit of scraped
onion or celery seed. Combine with 1 cup
sour cream. Remove cores from a large
green pepper. Trim to form a hollowed
cup. Use as a container for dressing.

WHIPPED CREAM ANGEL FOOD CAKE
Makes two 8-inch layers

Sift and measure:
IV2 cups cake flour

Sift again with:
2 teaspoons baking powder
V\ teaspoon salt

Beat until stiff:

% cup egg whites (3-4)
Fold in: 1 cup heavy cream, whipped
Beat with a rotary beater while adding
gradually: 1 cup granulated sugar
Beat well after each addition.
Add: 1 teaspoon vanilla
Then fold in sifted dry ingredients. Pour
batter into two ungreased 8"- layer pans.
Bake in a slow oven (300° F.) 10 minutes.
Increase heat to moderate (375° F.) and
bake about 15 minutes more. Cool 5 min-
utes, then remove from pans. Cool com-
pletely. Frost with creamy butter frosting.

CREAMY BUTTER FROSTING
Work with spoon until soft:

V2 cup butter or margarine
Sift 3% cups confectioners’ sugar
Gradually beat 2 cups sugar into butter.

Add:
2 unbeaten egg whites
2 teaspoons vanilla

% teaspoon salt

Beat well to combine. Gradually beat in

remaining sugar.
Add: 14 cup light cream
Beat until smooth and light. Remove about
1 cup, tint, and set aside for decoration.
Spread remainder between and on top
and sides of layers.

FRUIT FESTIVAL PUNCH
Makes 10 servings

Combine:
1 cup lemon juice, canned

1% cups canned pineapple juice

IV2 cups canned orange juice

1% cups light com syrup
1 cup grape juice

Place in punch bowl on ice. Just before
serving, add 1 large (28 oz.) bottle pale
dry gingerale.

Garnish with lemon slices if desired.

The End

Chafing dish courtesy
Bazar Francais

to keep until serving time—are these Chili

Franks, served with hot buttered rolls

92
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Mrs. Pat

(Continued from, page 59) also solves

mysteries. She confronted the mystery
man of Hollywood in his den at midnight.

She has seen Harvey, but actually!

At age fourteen, phenomenon Freeman
became a movie queen in name only. She
signed a contract ghosted for a producer
she had never seen and who had not seen
her. She drew no salary, did no work.

It was all very lovely and mysterious.
Mona didn’t mind being a star on zero

salary. Already, she was an affluent ca-

reer woman. Cute as a Girl Scout cookie,

she modeled kids’ clothes for New York
firms while she was a frosh at Junior High
in Pelham, N. Y. She made fifty dollars

a week, helped support her folks and lived

the opulent life of a film star, j.g., in the
dazzled eyes of fellow frosh.

Apple-cheeked as a Byzantine madonna
and fashioned like a doll on a French
music-box, Mona popped naturally onto
magazine covers. These led a talent scout

to sign her unseen for the unseen pro-
ducer.

B
EFORE she could get around to inves-
tigating Hollywood, she became a John

Powers model with $150 a week to spend.
Sears Roebuck paid her that to swoon

i
farmerettes by wearing children’s clothes

in their catalogue. Catalogue modeling is

the model’s dream because you get lovely
chaperoned trips to shoot pictures in

places like Texas, which is very educa-
tional, models being naturally interested

in scenic splendors like tall Texans with
oil derricks and longhorn steers.

Model movie queen Mona toted her con-
tract along like a souvenir dance pro-

!
gram for prestige value. Now and then
she studied the fine print to see if it said
anything about money or a star dressing
room. Nope.

After a year of still-life starring, Mona
was rocked off her high heels by a check
for four hundred dollars from her pro-
ducer. It was designated for lessons in
acting, which threatened to become the

! next Hollywood hobby after race horses
and lessons in painting.
This currency cyclone whirled Mona off

her beat and set her down in Hollywood.
: Scarcely had she bounced the boulevards

i than Paramount started whistling and
beckoning. Mona flirted right back. It

looked like a deal until Mona’s mystery
man sent her a notice stating that her
option would be taken up.
Mona was mad. She was tired of being

left high and dry; she wanted to be a
star with a swimming pool. It was time
to see her invisible boss and learn what’s

1 with him. Where could she find a Mr.
Howard Hughes?
Sleuthing his phone number, Mona

called and asked for an appointment. A
voice on the wire eerily set midnight as
the hour. It sounded fiendish. But our Miss
Freeman is a dauntless cherub,

i Around Hollywood it is generally known

j

that Mr. Hughes’s office hours begin at
! midnight and end, presumably, when the
cock crows at dawn. Anyhow, Mr. Hughes
vanishes like Hamlet’

s

father, and awed
employees, who feel his presence but never

< see him, refer to him as Harvey.
At the stroke of midnight, into the

den of the handsome, tall, dark mystery
man, bantam Mona bounced as Daniel into
jthe lion’s den. Except that in this picture
the characters were reversed, the lion
breezing into Daniel’s lair.

Lioness Mona did not roar. Her policy,

I

she states, is, “Be positive but nice as pos-
sible. You gel absolutely no place being
nasty. No one is interested if you are
unpleasant.”

Pleasantly, but to the point, she said,

Colgate. Guarantees*

Veto GivesYou

Double Protection
Against Under-Ann Perspiration and Odor!

1. VETO STOPS ODOR INSTANTLYI

Colgate guarantees it! Used daily.

Veto protects against underarm
odor night and day, safeguardsyour
daintiness from bath to bath.

2.

VETO CHECKS PERSPIRATIONS
Works quickly, effectively. Veto
smooths on and is absorbed as easily
as vanishing cream. Won’t cake or
dry out in jar. Has a delightful fra-

grance. And it’smild, safe fornormal
skin, safe for clothes.

If Veto isn’t all we say it is,

we’ll gladly give your money
back, plus tax and postage.
Simply return unused portion
to Colgate, Jersey City 2, N. J.

to Perspiration and Odor

You’ll love this

“FflNTRSIE” BLOUSE
It's a dream blouse—designed for

the Hollywood Glamour Girl. Elas-

ticized double cuff push-up sleeves

in hand WASHABLE FANTASIE
CREPE. Sizes 32 to 38 in White,
Pink, Aqua or Chartreuse.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED ejkAC
MAIL COUPON Chit Postpaid

SCREEN STYLES, 2166 Sunset Blvd. Dept TSWG7
Hollywood 26, California

f, LVL,
S

ta Size Quan - 1st Color 2nd ColorFANTASIE „
blouse at special

price of only
$3.95 POSTPAID -

I

I

|
NAME

|

ADDRESS-
1 CITY ,

I $3.95 enclosed fl Send C.O.D. plus postage |

-ZONE— .STATE_

m-

m

V\/fcONG?
Single Girls Can Use Tampons.

RIGHT! Any normal woman can
use tampons as soon as she is fully

grown. Meds, the Modess tampons,
were designed by a doctor, are
worn by thousands of nurses.

You Can Bathe on "Those Days."

RIGHT! It’s safe to shower, bathe
any day if you wear Meds. Meds
are worn internally—no pads, pins
or belts.

Meds Are So Comfortable You'll Forget

You're Wearing One.

RIGHT! Safe, invisible Meds put an
end to chafing, bulges. No chance
of offensive odor. Buy Meds now in

Regular, Super or Junior.

FREE! Send this ad with your name and ad-

dress for a free sample package of Meds in

plain wrapper. Only one package to a family.

Address Personal Products Corp., Dept. PH-7,

Milltown, N. J. Check Regular ( ), Super I ),

or Junior ( ).

i
i
m

Go Mccbo . . . Grr M-e/vcug/o

with the Modess tampon

Acceptable for advertising

t?" Guaranteed by^ in the Journal of Ihe

Good Housekeeping J American Medical Assn.
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Qtowf
TRAILWAYS

PRESENTS

1950’s GREATEST

See.

.

Sttjay

AMERICA’S FAVORITE
VACATION PLAYGROUNDS

AND

SCENIC WONDERLANDS
Begin your wonderful vacation trip on a
TRAILWAYS Pleasure Planned TOUR any
day you choose. The one low price includes
smooth riding, air-conditioned travel in big
new TRAILWAYS luxury buses, plus fine

hotels and deluxe sightseeing. You may select

a regular itinerary or arrange stopovers as
desired.

Make the most of your vacation with good
times, good friends and grand experiences.
TRAILWAYS Pleasure Planned Tours are low
cost . . . easy on the budget . . . show you more
. . . take you farther . . . assure extra spend-
ing money. Mail the Coupon Today.

TRAILWAYS Pleasure Planned TOURS
Are Priced and Timed

to Fit Your Budget

5 DAYS from $29
7 DAYS from $42
14 DAYS from $95
20 DAYS, or longer, from $ 1 24

Tax Not Included

TRAILWAYS
NATIONAL TRAILWAYS BUS SYSTEM
Dept.M, 185 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago 1, 111.

Please send me free toor folder as checked:
Gulf Coast California "Florida

Southwest O National Parks Q
Historic East Southeast

Name . .

Address

.

City . . . . , State

.
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“When, Mr. Hughes, are you going to
produce a picture?”

“That is none of your business,” said
Mr. Hughes, pleasantly pointed.

“It is my business,” buzzed honeybee
Freeman, nice as possible.
Mr. Hughes’s eyes had an amused,

knowing glint. “I know, you want to go to
Paramount. You will do nothing but stand
around waiting to be discovered.”

“I won’t even get that chance if I stay
with you, making no pictures,” she said,

adding with female consistency that he
only deducted her as a loss from his in-
come tax. “I can’t stand to be upset. I

would quit rather than be pushed around,”
declaimed the Tax Deduction dramatically.
The logic was fraudulently female inas-

much as Tax Deduction was not even being
pushed to work, but the delivery was
pure Duse.
Bewildered by the argument but im-

pressed by the histrionics, Mr. Hughes
exclaimed, “I believe you can act!”

“You betcha I could act if you would
make a picture,” said Mona, full of four
hundred dollars’ worth of dramatic lessons.
Mr. Hughes, who has flown round the

world in sixty seconds and licked Con-
gressional Committees, gave up. He sold
her contract to Paramount for $5,000.

A
S Mr. Hughes and most everyone in

Hollywood knows, Miss Freeman speaks
her mind even when she is on the un-
popular side. She always is on the side
of the persecuted, such as Republicans and
Roberto Rossellini.

When the Bergman-Rossellini business
was hot in Hollywood a voice rang out,

“I do wish you would lay off Miss Berg-
man and Mr. Rossellini; no woman could
resist that man, he’s divine.” When peo-
ple looked around to see who put that

shot, there stood Hercules Freeman.
Miss Freeman had attended a luncheon

for Rossellini when he was in Hollywood.
He gave the most wonderful talk, she said.

No one could understand him, except
Frank Capra, because Roberto spoke Ital-

ian. But Capra’s face lit, Mona says, and
when he translated Rossellini’s stuff Mona
felt her face lighting up. But, of course, no
one noticed because Mona’s face is always
lit up.
She married a pitiful Republican. Pat

was just back from cleaning the Jap spots

on Tarawa and even his freckles were
pale. They lit up, though, when he saw
Mona. Her maternal instinct was definitely

not aroused. Pat had no life and Mona can’t

stand people with no life. But life surged
back when he saw her running around
with his brother and he took her away.
There were no hard feelings between the
brothers, the Nerneys being Republicans

with faith in free enterprise and compe-
tition in an open market.

Pat’s pa has a big auto agency but Pat
started at sixty a week and Mona, as ob-
served, started her career at zero a week.
The Nerneys are doing all right now. They
just built a house for themselves and two-
year-old daughter Mona II. “Sweetest
baby, full of beans and a born personality.”
A nurse takes care of the baby during

the day but Mona takes over as soon as
she gets home from work.
They built the fireplace first and it’s so

big, she says, that she can stand up inside
it. Must be colossal.

“We are building a small house around
it,” Mona says.
Pat of the luminous freckles dashed in

to say that he had just been talking to

Bob Hope and a bunch of Airedales.
“They said we ought to have a roof,” he
said. “A roof will cost two, six bits. Shall
we have a roof or pay off on the mink?”
“You paid off on my mink,” said Mona.

“I thought a roof came with the house.”
“This is a roof for part of the patio

where we have the outdoor furniture,”

Pat said. “The Airedales said it would be
worth, two, six bits to protect the stuff.”

Two, six bits in the car dealer’s lingo

is $275. Mona understand’s Pat’s spoken
tongue. When he says he just took in a

slick job with furnace and bing and live

skins she knows he made a deal for a

car with a heater, radio and new tires.

Pat too is bilingual. He comprehends
when Mona comes home from the studio
and says they threw the pan on her and
hit her with baby. He doesn’t get his

Irish up, thinking they’ve been abusing
his wife and child; he knows she means
that they put make-up on her and pho-
tographed her under the small spotlight.

The Nerney way of life is perfect, ac-

cording to the Nerneys.
“No fights, all laughs,” says Pat.

Mona is spunky but not temperamental,
A touchy subject with her is her age
She is always being taken for younger
than she is. She got canned out of her
first picture because she looked twelve
in the rushes and she hasn’t forgotten the

ignominy. In “Dear Ruth” she was a riol

and she feared her career would suffer

infantile fixation on screen.

Mona was twenty-three last June.
“You wouldn’t call twenty-three young

would you?” asks Mona, pleasantly defiant

She got an adult role in “Streets o:

Laredo,” and was elated to play a matror
with a five-year-old child in “The Heir-

Optimistic now, she hopes to plaj

Grandma Moses. She hopes to be Grandm;
Nerney before too long. Of course it take:

time.
The End

listen to the popular musical game

"Grand Slam"
with

Irene Beasley

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 11:30-11:45 AM, EDT

CBS Stations

Read Irene Beasley’s life story in the current

issue of “True Story” Magazine now on the

newsstands.—



Bitter Choice

(Continued from page 35) “You’ll have to

excuse me for being so late,” she said.

“I am so nervous that I am practically liv-

ing on sedatives my doctor gives me.”
When I said her lateness was under-

standable, she went on in her hurried,

clipped, brisk way, “I know I must not

talk too much. My lawyer, Jerry Geisler,

has advised me to say nothing. But you
are a very old friend. I can trust you.”

Sherry has aired his troubles. He has

told how he would have dinner ready for

Bette, bring her slippers, press her dresses,

draw her bath, give her massages. “I took
the blame before,” he announced, “but this

time I’m going to tell my side of it.”

B
ETTE absolutely refuses to answer her
husband’s blasts. It is her attitude that

his intimate accusations are not to be dig-

nified by denials.

However, I happen to know that the

things Sherry is now saying are in direct

contradiction to the things he said to the

editors of Photoplay when they were en-
tertained by Bette and him last February
at the time of the Gold Medal dinner.

“It was Bette who saved our marriage,”
he said, referring to their previous sepa-
ration. “She had the intelligence to know
what should be done to give me the help I

needed.”
Those who heard him wondered if he

jwas referring to the psychiatric treatment
he had received or the interest Bette had

,] jtaken in his painting career. She did not
j" 'spare time, money or effort to put over

j his show. That it was not a success, cer-

J tainly, was not her fault,

h
[

Until this last hassel it looked as if Bette

k
and Sherry were going to make a go of

their reconciliation. She’s been like her
old self. She’s looked better than she did

[a
'for a long time—dressed better too. She
has her old interest back. At Ciro’s, where

(

Ella Logan was singing, she sent back a

^ note requesting “Ole Devil Moon.” She

I,
danced every dance.

(J [

It was, you’ll remember, last October

jt

that Bette asked the court in Santa Ana,
a small town near Laguna Beach where
she has her home, to put Sherry under a

restraining order. Until then no one knew
lr
there had been any trouble. It is Bette’s

in
(way to keep her troubles to herself. So

(

it was out of the blue, so to speak, that she

ju
jfiled for divorce and asked protection.

,jj l

Sherry admitted Bette’s charge that he

Jlj
had such an ungovernable temper he made

lu
jher life miserable. He also admitted that

jd
jshe was in deadly fear that he would do
her bodily harm. He begged for another
chance saying he would try to solve his

problems through an analyst.

“Why did you take him back?” I asked.
“His analyst asked that he have another

chance. Also I loved him. And I thought
a reunion would be better for Barbara.”

Bette’s and Sherry’s devotion to their
'daughter undoubtedly has been a strong
bond between them. Barbara’s an en-
chanting little blonde girl as healthy and
natural as can be.

Bette wants her to grow up naturally.
She tells about the elegant English nurse
she asked to find other employment be-
cause always this nurse insisted upon
knocking on the kitchen door and saying,
“Cook may Barbara and I come into your
kitchen?”

“I tried to explain that I wanted Barbara
to feel every room in this house was part
'of her home, and she was welcome every-
where, always!” Bette explained.

There is no doubt that for a time Bette
and Sherry managed to get on. Then it

was the same old thing all over again. For
^'instance. . . .
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Lew Wasserman, one of the officials of

Bette’s business representatives, Music
Corporation of America, gave a party at

his home. Bette and Sherry attended. In
the course of the evening something an-
gered the high-tempered gentleman and he
started a battle. According to someone
who overheard the whole bitter fight,

Sherry threatened Bette and she, terrified,

said the best thing to do was to leave with
him, which she did.

The party at the studio when Sherry
burst in and fought with Barry Sullivan
was the last straw.
“Why did you leave with him?” I asked.
“I was advised to,” Bette said. “It seemed

best. I didn’t want a scandal.”
“Surely, this time you are determined to

go through with your divorce,” I said.

“Yes,” she replied, “it’s the only way.
I must have peace of mind. But, more
important, is Barbara. It is so awful and
frightening for a little girl to grow up in
such an atmosphere.”
“Why did you ever marry a man so far

removed from your world?” I asked.
Bette sighed. “Sherry has many nice

qualities,” she said. “He loves a home and
he loved me. And, I, too, loved him.”
“But when you were in constant fear,

why didn’t you break up your marriage?”
“Pride,” Bette said, “Good old New

England pride. But that’s all over. Now
I want my freedom. I want peace and
happiness for my child and myself.”

WHEN she was making her final pictures
on her Warner contract I heard every-

where about her temperament and how
difficult she was being. I can understand
that. Business troubles and marriage
troubles at the same time are almost more
than anyone should have to take.

Well, one thing is for sure. Her profes-
sional worries are at an end. I wish you
could have seen the way her face lighted
up when she told me about “The Story of

a Divorce.” She considers it the best thing
she has done in years.

It is apparent that Bette has never
wanted to be difficult. She loves her work
too much. She didn’t mind in the least

that she was having just twenty-four hours
off between the finish of “Divorce” and the
start of “All About Eve.”

“Isn’t that pretty strenuous?” I asked.
“Oh, no. Work is a solace. I am so

happy that I have all this now.”
I watched Bette sipping black coffee and

thought, “She has hit her stride again.”

She is the old Bette, a determined
woman fighting for her child, her career
and her happiness. But she’s an older and
wiser Bette, too, the emotional actress

always, but with a difference.

All her marriages have ended in tragedy.

Harmon Nelson she married when she was
young. She was desperately in love with
him but the strict demands of her soaring

career came between them.

Her second husband was Arthur Farns-
worth, a New Englander, and a friend of

her family. He was much older than she

and I always thought their marriage was
based on companionship. “Farnie” died

after they were married a few years. She
mentions him with genuine affection.

“Bette,” I said, “your lawyer cannot ob-

ject to your answering one question for me.

Will you ever marry again?”

“Not unless I meet a man who would be

good to Barbara and someone she loved

and who loved her. She is first in my life.

I will be very happy with her and with

my work. I am a lucky woman to have

these two wonderful things in my life.”

And I say that all of us who have long

admired the one and only Bette Davis are

lucky to have her back, a woman free to

give herself completely to her art again.

The End

An Arthur Godfrey

UKULELE

!
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the complete rules

of this exciting neiv contest!
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Marriage Is Like This

(Continued from page 52) in particular.

Getting married isn’t all emotion, spring

and flowers. Common sense enters into a
successful marriage, too. And we came to

certain decisions that we hope will keep
our marriage safe from the average mar-
riage pitfalls and also, the pitfalls of the

I

picture business.

Before we tied the knot, it was es-
sential for Geary to get settled in busi-
ness. He never would have stood it other-
wise. He wanted to select the kind of

work that was right for him. He finally

found he was happiest and most capable
iin the insurance business.

He was an ice skater and then he was
in the Army. There’s no future to skat-
ing. Once you’re a skater, you’re always
a skater and there’s nothing to do after

you reach a certain age.

K
EARY, as you can see, doesn’t ever want

I to live off me. That was our whole
idea in waiting as we did. That may be
the fault with some Hollywood marriages
where one partner has earning power and
position and the other partner is not doing
quite as well. That is one rule we’re going
to observe—both of us are going to have
our careers and be successful at them.
But we’re not going to compete with each
other. Geary has never been in the pic-
ture business and does not want to be.
The fact that Geary has nothing to do with
pictures will be good for both of us.

Career and marriage, we think, can be
combined. We’re going to have marriage
with a career, not in spite of it.

You see, we believe in each other and
in our mutual and outside interests. Geary
doesn’t mind my being in this business at
all and he never asked me to give it up
and just be a housewife.
He says, “Why should you give up

what you like and love when I don’t have
to give up what 7 like and love.” He says
my career should not interfere at all un-
less I have to start going out with some-
one for publicity or something. Which I

never do. That’s the only thing that wor-
ries him. I told him he doesn’t have to
worry about it because I never have to
do it anyway.
These are some of the problems that

have to do with Hollywood and the mo-
tion picture business. But actually, they’re
not just peculiar to Hollywood. Other wom-
en have careers, too. And they get along
all right. And, outside of Hollywood there
are some girls who are quite wealthy and

i they marry boys who are just getting
started. And sometimes they get along,
money problem or no. And sometimes they
argue about the same things that people
who don’t have any money complications
argue about.

I came to Hollywood from Portland, Ore-
gon, when I was thirteen and I really grew
up here. I think you can make growing up
in Hollywood the same as in any other
town, if you want to.

But, in my case, it was a little harder
because I’d been used to going to grade

: school with all my chums and I’d been
used to having little parties and all. But
here I couldn’t because I had to go to
school on the studio lot and there were
only about fifteen of us in the class. But
that’s about the only difference there was,
that I didn’t know as many people as I

did at home.
People outside of Hollywood think no

one in Hollywood is ever happy, but it’s

not true. The people in Hollywood have
been publicized so much as being un-
happy or wild that anything a person does
in Hollywood is in the public eye, gets
talked about, so consequently everyone
thinks that Hollywood is a horrible place.
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Tonight ! Complete the spell

with the fragrant appeal of

Lucky you! You know how
to be dream bait for your

dreamiest date! Your lips

are irresistible . . exciting,

delightful to kiss . . . with

Irresistible Lipstick, the

lipstick that's WHIP-TEXT
to be smoother, longer

lasting, color right!

But it really isn’t. The things that go on
here, go on in all small towns. If you
never hear about them happening in other
towns it’s because those people are not
in the public eye.

That’s one big problem that people
in Hollywood do have to worry about.
Hollywood exposes young people to the
pitfalls of publicity and taking themselves
too seriously. When they start believing
their own publicity, good or bad, it’s very
bad because it can hurt a marriage.

I agree that we, in Hollywood, are better
off financially than most people outside of
Hollywood. But we also have a great over-
head that other people don’t have, mostly
income tax that everybody has, but ours is

much greater. And you have to wear better
clothes, go to nicer places and do things
other people don’t have to do.
Since Geary and I have been married,

however, we’ve managed to live on the
budget we set for ourselves. That is one
of the reasons that we are living in a four-
apartment building. We have a living
room, two bedrooms, a dining room, kitch-
en and breakfast room. I brought my
desk from home, our oversize bed was
a wedding present and so were many of
the other things with which we furnished
our apartment. We have traditional Eng-
lish furniture, mahogany. The walls in

our living room are blue-gray, and our red
davenport sits beneath the painting which
was Geary’s Christmas present to me. The
rugs are gray and the rough texture fabric
of the drapes is off-white. We didn’t make
any of the drapes but I did shop for every-
thing and we did not have a decorator.
My kitchen is red and white and it

gleams with my copper-bottom pans.
Cooking and I were no strangers because
I have been cooking for a long time. Un-
til I started work, I did all the shopping
and cooking myself. We now have a part-
time maid. I get up at 6:30 and Geary gets
up at the same time—so we can have
breakfast together. Then Geary studies
until it is time for him to go to work.
We like to entertain but, because of

our budget, we do it simply. For in-
stance, just before I started “Tender
Hours,” Geary and I took some friends to

the ice hockey games and then brought
them back for a buffet supper. I had my
table all set so that all I had to do to my
table was light the candles. I had made
the spaghetti sauce, had my salad greens
ready and my dressing made. Then while
the spaghetti was cooking I mixed my
salad. I had made some brownies in the
afternoon and this, plus a big fruit com-
pote, already mixed and in the refrigerator,

was our dessert.

As well as budgeting our money, I have
to budget my time, too. Even when I’m
not busy on a picture, in addition to doing
all my own housework, shopping and
cooking, I also take dancing and singing
lessons. In addition to this, there are
publicity pictures and stories to do.
To date, ours is a smoothly running

household. The only trouble we have is

with Demi (short for demitasse), our
Siamese cat. Although we have a bowl
of water for him in the kitchen, he pre-
fers to drink out of the flower bowls. And
often, I come home at night to find the
flowers scattered about the dining room
and the yarn I have put away carefully
on a shelf draped all over the couch.
When we are not working, Geary and I

just have fun. As I mentioned, we have
people over to the house or we visit our
friends. Sometimes we go swimming at
someone’s house or square dance. We
don’t go to the late spots unless there’s
someone we particularly want to see.

We like to listen to records; we have a
collection of more than 5000 of them.
Lily Pons and Lauritz Melchior are our
favorites. We go to the movies once a
week. We’ve only been to see one of
my pictures, “A Date with Judy.” I guess
Geary liked it very much. He was proud, I

think. He was quiet all during the per-
formance. He’s soft-spoken anyway and
doesn’t talk about things too much. I could
tell he liked it.

W E’RE both fond of sports, skiing, water
skiing, tennis, skating, and spend much

of our free time at those activities. When
we got married, we decided to pattern our
marriage away from our careers. We leave
our work at the studio and office at the
end of the day.

In years to come I hope to be able to
combine concert work with my movie
job. I want to travel to all parts of the
world and I hope that such concert tours
will take me there. Geary wants to travel,
too, and we plan to do so together when
he builds up his business to the point
where he can take trips with me.
As for the people we associate with,

they’re mostly happily married. For-
tunately, we have been around people
that are happy. We go out with a lot of
non-professionals and the younger movie
crowd like the Marshall Thompsons, Bill

Williams and Barbara Hale, Elizabeth Tay-
lor, Conrad Hilton and Roddy McDowall.
There was a lot of gossip before our

marriage saying that we weren’t getting
along, that our parents didn’t get along,
but none of that was true. Geary and I

have never argued about one thing and
our parents, well, we’re always going to

their house for dinner. And they’re always
coming to our house and there’s never
been any dissension. How a rumor like

that gets started, I’ll never know.
There were several things I learned

while Geary and I were going together
that are helping our marriage along now.
One is never to leave an argument un-
settled. The other is not to let little things
bother you. I was, I guess you would
say, temperamental, a little critical of
people. And Geary has helped me out
of that so much. I see people in a different

light now and little things don’t bother me
as they did. I’m happy, too, that makes a
big difference in everything.

The End

P
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When They Believe Their Publicity

(Continued jrorn page 62) stars come and
I’ve seen ’em go. And it’s the oddest
thing, or is it, but when they’re coming
up they’re so cooperative, so eager-beaver.
Ditto for when they’re going. But that in-

between-time when they’re sitting on top

of the box office world, that’s all, brother!

That’s why I’m so grateful for boys and
girls like Bob Hope, Dan Dailey, Loretta
Young, Esther Williams, June Allyson,
Gregory Peck, Linda Darnell, Alan Ladd
and Victor Mature. They are the same
nice people today, and wear the same size

hats, as when I interviewed them when
they first came to Hollywood.

I guess it’s pretty hard to keep your
head when all about you are losing theirs

over yours.
And everyone certainly lost theirs over

Hedy Lamarr. You can always tell when
Hedy is upsy or downsy. When the re-
views rave, so does Hedy, non-coopera-
tively speaking. Like when Cecil B. De
Mille asked her to do some publicity

chores in New York for “Samson and
Delilah,” Hedy said, “Not unless I’m paid
for it.” She received $100,000 for making
the movie, and even the scheming Delilah
of the Bible would have said, “That’s a lot

of ducats,” and thrown in a little time, for

free. But not Miss Lamarr.
Olivia de Havilland recently refused to

attend a dinner, at which she was named
one of the Best Actresses of the Year.
Every top studio executive was present,
also the brightest stars in the business.
Olivia’s absence was explained this-a-way.

' She believed she’d be doing more for the
I dinner than it could do for her! This can’t

be the same Livvy who was so loved in

her early Warner days. Or the same girl

t
who used to hang around the Warner pub-
licity department to get her name in print.

When Jane Wyman was trying to get
going with her Hollywood career, there
was nothing, within reason, that she
wouldn’t do. I remember the stormy boat
trip Jane took to San Francisco to publicize
John Garfield’s “Sea Wolf” which she
wasn’t even in!

Nine years and one Oscar later, Jane is

always in a hurry going somewhere. And
if she isn’t on the run, she’s lying down in

her dressing room. And there’s never a,

“Won’t you come in and sit down.”
I didn’t know Betty Grable when she

was doing the Collegiate B Circuit at Para-
mount. It was just before my time. But
I did meet Betty when she returned here
in triumph after her “Dubarry Was a
Lady” hit in New York. No one could

. have been easier to handle then. Appar-
ently they don’t believe the success is real
until they read all about it in the movie
columns and movie magazines. Because
with Betty’s big pin-up fame in pictures,
came the bigger letdown in publicity co-
operation.
To be quite frank, Betty doesn’t need

the overblown blurbs at this stage of her
career. She may, later, of course. When

that time comes, as come it always unfor-
tunately does, the magazine wanting that
color shot of Betty in 1942 will remember
what happened. The photographer sat on
the set all day long, waiting for Betty to

find ten minutes to pose for his picture.
She was to be crowned queen of something.
Came 6 p.m. Betty sauntered to her dress-
ing room. The photographer stamped his

feet to bring back the circulation, and
arranged his equipment. Five minutes
later, Betty emerged minus make-up and
wearing slacks. Seeing the photographer,
she had the grace to look horrified. “Oh,
I forgot,” she said. But, she didn’t pose.
Robert Mitchum is always reading that

he’s an interesting character. Being an
obliging feller, he does his best to live up
to what his press agents write. He fabri-
cates fascinatingly. Recently he told a
reporter that the guard ordered by boss
Howard Hughes to protect his body was
getting into his hair. “He even came into

our bedroom when my wife was getting
dressed,” said Robert. Came the dawn, I

mean the next edition. The bodyguard
threatened to knock his block off. Bob,
who is really a nice quiet guy, went home
in a hurry to avoid a really interesting
front page story!

I

SUPPOSE it’s hard to believe you’re
like everyone else when you hear that

sweet applause day in and day out. Robert
Walker and I were discussing the before-
and-after actor change recently. “You
can’t help changing,” 'said Bob. “The
fame, the money, the adulation, of course
it goes to your head.” Of course. But
the fundamentally fine people level out
after the first glorious spin.

To go back to Bob Hope. If he’s never
again mentioned in a column or a maga-
zine, he could coast until he’s ninety with
the wonderful things that have been said
and printed already. But with Bob it

isn’t only “Thanks for the Memory,” it’s

a “Thanks, forever.” Only Hope could
have done this. When he returned from
his last gruelling flying tour, twenty-five
cities in twenty-five days, he was met at

the airport here by wife Dolores, plus the
airline press photographer. It was two in

the morning. Most tired stars would have
said “Nuts,” then made a dash for auto
and home. Bob not only posed willingly
for a dozen shots, but he made jokes to
make the photographer feel less tired!

Robert Taylor has never been difficult,

even when he was getting the gush and
goo about how beautiful he was. (It was
more atomic than the Van Johnson dis-
covery.) Bob is the honey darling of the
M-G-M lot, and a pleasure to talk to and
write nice items about.
They say that Mario Lanza is beginning

to believe his publicity. I’m told he threw
a big tantrum on the set when the handling
of his recordings was not to his liking.

Well, I write as I find. And I still find
Mario modest.

Shower yourself with Mavis Talc.

Its romantic honeymoon fragrance

perfumes every lovely inch of you.

Its exquisitely

fine texture smooths

your skin to satin

softness. Gives your

arms and shoulders

"kiss appeal."

And Mavis

absorbs moisture . .

.

keeps you and

your lingerie

dainty longer.

mavis
TALCUM POWDER

Don’t let dull, drab hair cheat you of romance and
exciting dates. Like glamorous girls, beautify your
hair with Nestle Colorinse. Rinses in, shampoos out!

It’s like a miracle to see that rich, natural-looking

color give your hair radiant beauty and sheen! And
notice — Colorinse’s lemon-rinse action removes soap
film... leaves hair soft, shining, easy to manage.

TO GLORIFY BLONDE AND RED
(Choose Your Shade Now!)

HAIR

ffatk COLORINSE 6 rlnrn 25*

BLONDE . . . true shining honey blonde.

PLATINUM . .
.
glorious silvery blonde.

AUBURN . . . like red-gold sunshine.

HENNA . . . rich glowing red-bronze.

6 Other Enchanting Shades!
Also try

NESTLE COLORTINT
Same beautiful shades

in a triple-strength rinse.

Lasts through 3 shampoos!
P
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ALLIED ITEMS, BOX 66 9, Dept. P7 I

Culver City, Calif.
|
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(Check size]

Please «»nrt sets bra cups @ 3.95 per set.

j
I enclose $ you poy postage.

|
Send C.O.D. I'll pay postman.

MY DESIRED CUP
SIZE IS

WITH

So realistic no one will

ever suspect . . . actually

molded from Hollywood

models. Wear them with

or without bras . . .

even with strapless swim

suits and evening gowns.

Now enjoy that new
contour blending with

the new styles. Only

$3.95 a pair. Mailed

in plain package. Order
today and become any
size you desire!

*A/I LL s±>| 0.00
EACH FOR CERTAIN LINCOLN PENNIES/-

INDIANHEADS $50 00; DIMES ^
$1000.00. SEND DIME FOR CATALOGUE M
OF PRICES WE PAY

.

™
TTJvcoZa/ co/ a/ co.
DEPT. 833 * 806 E INDIANA AVEELKHART /ND/A/s/A 2

&stMfhMAK{MOWA

It's easy! Just show FOUR bit? NAME-IMPRINTED
to friends—low as 50 for $1. Make up to 50c on 21-

$1 DeLuxe Box. EXCLUSIVE SECRET PAL. EASTERN
STAR. Also Catholic, Birthday, Gift Wraps. Scented
Stationery. Kiddy Pop-Up Books. Gift Items. Mono-
grrammed Matches. Nation’s Largest Line. New Party
Plan! Write for details, FREE Imprint Samples, 2
Feature Boxes on approval. MIDWEST CARD CO.,
1113 Washington. Dept.A-35, St. Louis l,Mo.

I Was Nearly “Nuts”
With Fiery Itch —

Until I discovered Dr. D. D. Dennis’ amazingly fast
relief—D. D. D. Prescription. World popular, this pure,
cooling, liquid medication speeds peace and comfort
from cruel itching caused by eczema, rashes, scalp
irritation, chafing, athlete’s foot and other itch trou-
bles. Greaseless, stainless. Trial bottle, 356. First
application relieves, soothes that angry red itch or
money back. Ask druggist for D. D. D. Prescription.

NU-NAILS
ARTIFICIAL FINGERNAILS and

QUICK-DRYING GLUE
Cover short, broken, thin nails
with NU-NAILS. Applied in a
jiffy with our amazing new quick-
drying glue. Can be worn any
length . . . polished any shade.
Help overcome nail-biting
habit. Set of ten . . . only 25c.
At all dime stores.

NU-NAILS CO., Dept. 16-H
5251 W. Harrison, Chicago44.

When Errol Flynn arrived in Hollywood,
Warners paid him $75 a week. After
“Captain Blood,” Errol was publicized as a
swashbuckling, very brave character from
’way back in Ireland. He once was a clerk
in Sydney, Australia, and was, at one time,
I believe, a traffic cop in New Guinea. Be-
lieving in fantasy, ignoring facts, has paid
off for Errol. His current $200,000 a pic-
ture makes it possible for him to live as a
swashbuckling Prince.
Humphrey Bogart won the Least Coop-

erative Movie Star lemon last year from
the Women’s Press Club. And believe you
me, this is never an accident. Bogart, who
used to be such a lamb to his press public,

should really stop reading his publicity
and get back in the old intelligent groove.
It was shocking to read the following con-
versation with Bogart in Erskine Johnson’s
column:

E.J.: “That Martha Stewart certainly did

a wonderful job in your picture ‘In a

Lonely Place.’
”

H.B. “Martha Stewart, who dat?”
E.J. “She was in your picture, remem-

ber?”
H.B.: (Long Pause) “Oh . . . yes.”

George Sanders didn’t wait for his ca-
reer to fall apart, before falling off that

puffed-up pogo stick he used to ride. I’m
not easily scared but this guy used to make
me tremble, mostly with rage at his super-
cilious silliness. Until I read too much of

his publicity and said to him one day on
the set, “Mr. Sanders, I read where you
don’t care about getting your name in

print. That’s fine with me. I shan’t bother
you.” “Who said so?” demanded George
very indignantly. He’s been a cooperative
cutie-pie ever since.

T
HEY tell me that Paul Douglas is getting

to be just like Sanders used to was. But
I don’t think so. Like Bing Crosby, Paul
just doesn’t care. I think Paul is too busy
playing the feminine field to have time to

read his publicity, good or bad. In case

he wants to know, it’s been good, so far.

Harry Cohn believes that John Ireland
believed too much of Dick Haymes’s pub-
licity! Because it wasn’t until John mar-
ried Dick’s number one wife, Joanne Dru,
that he decided to hate the movies he was
getting at Columbia. So they let him go,

with a long string attached, twenty-five
per cent of John’s picture profits with
other producers to be paid to Columbia
and Cohn. John, who complained he
wasn’t getting good parts, immediately
signed to play the heavy in “The Return
of Jesse James,” for a non-major com-
pany!
Mary Pickford had an interesting atti-

tude towards publicity. She didn’t read
it! “The good will make me conceited, the
bad might make me unhappy,” said Mary.
I think she said something there. Mary
definitely wears the same size in hats
in private life, today, as when she starred

in “The New York Hat,” forty years ago!

The End

WHAT IS HOLLYWOOD
DOING TO YOUR FIGURE?

Don't say nothin'—until you read

Photoplay's gayest feature

"The History of the Hollywood

Figure"

in the August issue—on sale July 1

2

FRECKLES
Do Freckles

Embarrass You?
Start using Stillman's

Freckle Cream today.

It is not only a freckle

cream, bur a beauty
cream Thousands of
girls and young wom-
en use it fora softer, smoother, more radi-

ant, and appealing skin. Do you know that

a radiant, youthful skin adds sparkle to

youi personality . . . makes you more
charming and attractive?

For your copy of "The Joy of

New Personal Charm," write

THE STILLMAN CO.
BOX 59. AURORA, ILLINOIS

mx,oun
NEW THRILLING SENSATION IN

CHRISTMAS CARDS
Lustre Foils • Satins • Brilliants

Amazing values bring you easy or-
ders! Sell on sight. Earn extra dol-
lars fast. Big Line. Christmas Cards
with Name 50 for $1 up. Also Imprinted
Foil Book Matches, Stationery, many
Gifts. 30 FREE Samples with name;
two $1 Boxes on Approval. Write to

—

I JOY GREETINGS, Dept. A -54.
507 N. Cardinal. St. Louis 3, Mo,

BEWARE 'S.Ves
1

May Cause InfectionAs WellAsTorment
Neglected bites from non-poisonous insects may cause

dangerous infection! Oil-O-Sol soothes, cools, comforts
— acts instantly to ease pain, itch, smarting. At the same
time Oil-O-Sol serves to help control infection, reduce
swelling, speed healing. A wonderful germ-arresting
antiseptic for simple cuts, burns, scratches. Oil-O-Sol
at your drug store.

>50 EASILY MADE
w spare me

beautiful. 50 cards sell for $1.00. Also 25 ,

cards for $ 1 .00. Name handsomely imprinted.

1 00 other boxes with profits to 1 00%. Bonus.

Free samples. Kit on approval. Write today.

SELL

SENSATIONAL NEW

CHRISTMAS CARDS

REGAL GREETING CARD CO.
Dept. TS-7, Hazel Parle, Mich.

NOT OBTAINABLE

ELSEWHERE

NEW SILK FINISH

ENLARGEMENT
GOLD TOOLED FRAME

Beautiful 5x7 enlargement made
from your favorite snapshot, photo or
negative and mounted in a handsome
gold tooled frame. Be sure to include
color of hair, eyes and clothing for
complete information on having your
enlargement beautifully hand colored
in oil. SEND NO MONEY—simply pay
postman 19c each for the enlargement
and frame plus cost of mailing. Satis-
faction guaranteed. Limit two to a
customer. Originals returned with your
enlargement. Offer limited to U. S. A,

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Blvd.. Dept. M280, Hollywood 38, Calif.

'Holy year 1950 symbol

the SACRED HEARTS"
GLOWING CROSS o, PEACE
0 ONLY ONCE IN A LIFE TIME —

WEAR or CARRY this SACRED
SYMBOL of your whole hearted

dedication to all of the import-

ant aims set forth in the obser-

vation of the HOLY YEAR—1950.

SACRED HEART in RED—GLOW-
ING CROSS of PEACE in IVORY

finish. WHEN EXPOSED TO LIGHT
—IT GLOWS BY N1TE. Complete
with PRAYER of the Sacred Heart

END FOR YOURS TODAY!
Only 59c • 2 for $1.00 • 5 for

$2.00 • 12 for $4.00 • 24 for $7.50

THE SACRED HEART Dept. MAC
7002 North Clark St. Chicago 26, Illinois
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PRETTY PRODUCTS, INC., Coshocton, 0.

Be a Sea Siren

Buy a Sea Siren

The new 1950 designs are

If really flattering water
millinery. There are col-

ors to match or compli-

ment every Swim Suit and
a new white cap that
makes your sun tan three

full shades more bewitch-
ing.

Show friends sensational new
21-Card $1 Christmas Assortment.
Big value, lovely designs. Sells like
wild firel upto 100% profit. 7 Super
Name-Imprinted lines, 50 for $1,
up. New METALLICS, Christmas
Pearls,manyothermoney-makers.
(^SAMPLES ON APPROVAL.

wA IDEAL CARD C0.,Dept. T- 1

0

ILL AVE.. PASADENA 4, CALIF.

. Sell New
. r

CHRISTMAS
CARDS </

From Sunny \
California

\Jjjt

MAKE BIG MONEY FAST
TAKE ORDERS FOR C A R D S— G I FTS !

f Profitable, pleasant work full or part time selling
' 40 stunning Xmas & other high quality assortments *

for every occasion. Xmas boxes: 50 personalized cards
$1.00 & up sell themselves. You make up to 50c per box
plus extra bonuses & special offers. Also dolls, canasta
table tops, utility bags, etc. Small lightweight kit. Orders
filled promptly. Ask for samples of cards & novelties
(4 boxes on approval), & complete portfolio.

RICHAR GREETINGS, INC.
41-43-T Crescent St. L. I. City, N. Y. 1

NERVOUS
STOMACH

A L L I M I N
relieves distress-
ing symptoms of
“nervous stom-
ach”— heaviness
after meals, belch-

ing, bloating and colic due to gas. ALLIMIN has been
scientifically tested by doctors and found highly effec-
tive. More than a Z4 billion sold. At all drugstores.

ALLIMIN Garlic Tablets

SEXTRACASH
[Sell CARDINAL EXCLUSIVE
\Name-Imprinted Christmas Cards

Bigger cards, bigger values bring you big-

I
anri 1 cer earnings! 21-Card $1 Assortment pays
”"D

you up to 100% PROFIT! EXTRA CASH
1 BONUS 1 101 and more fast-sellers. Money-

Wllti HAfflfc f back guarantee. Assortments on approval.
Writ* For JcardINAL CRAFTSMEN, Dept.S-29,

5AMPLE5J 1400 State Ave., Cincinnati 14, Ohio

D- SchollsZino-pads

Callouses
Pain, Tenderness, Burn-

ing Are Quickly Relieved
You’ll quickly forget you have
painful callouses, burning or
tenderness on the bottom of
your feet, when you apply Dr.
Scholl’s Zino-pads. Thin, soft,

wonderfully soothing, cushion-
ing, protective. Separate Medi-
cations included for quickly re-

moving callouses. Try them!

The Best Year of Their Lives

(Continued from page 45) co-starring
them again in “Right Cross.”

“How lucky can a girl be?” June asks.

This is the “happily-ever-after” of a

fabulous seven-year-cycle for a small-
town girl, bom of poverty, whose day-
dreams and determination led her into a

motion picture career. A girl who’d stood
on the very same sound stage where “The
Reformer and the Redhead” was made,
watching wistfully in the background as

cameras turned on the big musical number
of Dick Powell’s. Hers was only a bit

in “Meet the People,” but she met the
man she was to marry two years later,

and hoped, even then, someday to work
with him. This was the dream, the wish
her heart had made. She married him;
they have a beautiful two-year-old
adopted daughter, Pamela; another ar-
rival is expected any day; and, at long last,

she is co-starring with Dick. For June,
anything else that happens is velvet.

A
CTUALLY, that happy combination of

June and Dick working together is more
like pink champagne. A laugh a minute,
an atmosphere effervescent with gaiety.

“It’s so wonderful working with your
husband,” says June dreamily. “It’s so
relaxing. You’re so much closer to him.”
“An advantage, too, working with your

wife,” Dick says teasingly. “You can yell

at her and you can’t at strange girls. Not
that I wouldn’t love working with June
anyway,” he adds. “She’s fun.”
They had once hoped to co-star in that

tender love story, “Mrs. Mike.” Their
initial starrer, however, turned out to be
a hilarious comedy and their love scenes
were played with live lions stalking them.

It was a picnic for the Powells from
that first morning when Dick walked on
the sound stage to find June, who’d pre-
ceded him, had rigged up an oversized star

on the front of her portable abode with the
sign, “No. 1 Dressing Room,” billboarded
on it, and on Dick’s, in elite type, the words
“supporting cast.” June’s husky laugh
had ended in a sentimental tear when she
found his flowers in her dressing room.

It was agreed between them that neither
was to tell the other how to read a line.

Not one. Both memorize their lines by
studying them aloud, so they repaired to

separate rooms. Dick to the den, June to

her bedroom, meeting later in the dining
room to rehearse.
Dick began his line and June inter-

rupted with, “Sweetheart, you’re very
good. I hope you won’t misunderstand me,
that was fine but don’t you think this line
would be a little funnier if you’d. . .

.”

“No!” said Dick emphatically.
“Well, I do!” she said.

“Then we got into a big hassle,” she
grins now, recalling it, “that wound up
with me admitting Richard was right. A
fairly safe assumption, since he always is.

'

“I know I had no right to suggest,” she
apologized. To be met with Dick’s weak-
ening, “That’s all right, doll. You may be
right. Maybe I should read it more. . .

.”

“That’s ridiculous!” objected June. “You
know you’re right.” Then they were in an-
other small hassle again. After that first

night of homework they reagreed to abide
by their agreement.
They arose together every 7:15, rode to

work together, “Well, most of the way,”
June amends. “I would leave before Rich-
ard did, I’d be three blocks down the
street walking and he’d pick me up. I

like to walk anyway and he would always
be on the telephone. Even at 7:30 he talks

MOVIES — FINE ENTERTAINMENT AT LOW COST

RELIEVES

HEADACHE .

NEURALGIA
NEURITIS PAIN

prescription. That is, it contains not one

but a combination of medically proved

ingredients that ore specially com.

pounded to give FAST, LONG LASTING

relief, Don't wait. Buy Anacin today.

AMAZING CREAM REMOVES
UNSIGHTLY HAIR
QUICKLY, SAFELY
Acts Below “Razor Line”

Without Cutting or
Scraping Legs

The modern way to remove
ugly hair from your legs is with

Neet® Cream Hair Remover. It

works deeper than a razor, be-

low the surface of the skin.

Safer too from razor cuts and
scratches. Neet leaves tender
skin soft and smooth, free from
razor stubble. Just apply Neet
like any cream, then rinse off

and hair disappears like magic.

Enjoy This

"Harvest’ofCASH!
,uicklyl

#

orders for lovely Christmas Cards. Prices low
SO for SI WITH NAME assure big sales. Show-
ing FREE Samples brings you excellent profits.
Keep op to 50c on $1 Box Assortments. Samples
on approval. Choose from 164 thrilling Christ-
mas and Everyday money-makers. Prizes and
Cash Bonuses besides big earnings. Fund-raising
plan for clubs, too. Send for Samples TODAY

NOSES RESHAPED
FACE LIFTING

Loose skin, wrinkles, out-
standing ears, lips, baggy
eyelids, breasts, scars, tat-
toos—corrected by plastic
surgery. Consultation and
Booklet MC Free.

LINCOLN HOUSE PUBLISHERS
542 FIFTH AVE.. Suite 63. N. Y. C. LE. 2-1596

SUFFERERS PSORIASIS
(SCALY SKIN TROUBLE)

DeRmoiL
Prove it yourself no matternowlongyouhave suffered
or what you have tried.
Beautiful book on psori-
asis and Dermoil with
amazing-, true photo-
graphic proof of results
sentFREE.Write for it.

Don’t mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Ap-
ply non-staining Der-
moil. Thousands do for
scaly spots on body or
scalp. Grateful users often
after years of suffering,
report the scales have
gone, the red patches gradually dis-
appeared and they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin
again. Dermoil is used by many doctors and is backed by a
positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or
money is refunded without question. Send 10c (stamps or
coin) for generous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot
Test.” Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write to-

day for your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print
nameplainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 3925, Strathmoor Station, Dept. 3904, Detroit 27,IVlich.
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Is your

Hearing
worth a

3< Stamp?
Discover a new way to HEAR AGAIN
with startling clarity— by spending just

3c for a postage stamp! A way that may
help you enjoy normal family and social

life again . . . win new success and hap-

piness. A way that’s easier than you’ve

dreamed possible.

FREE BOOK Overcome Hearing Loss

All you do is mail coupon for valuable FREE
book. It reveals amazing secrets of how deaf-

ness can now be overcome, thanks to a tiny,

new electronic miracle.

No Button Shows In Ear
Book tells how to hide deafness.

Act now to discover what this

new way to hear may do for

YOU. Mail coupon today for

your FREE book. No obligation.

tZJtjOtW MONO-PAC
One-Unit Hearing Aid

Beltone Hearing Aid Co., Dept. 389A
1450 W. 19th St., Chicago 8, III.

I

I

I

I

!

I

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
Beltone Hearing Aid Co., Dept. 389A
1450 W. 19th St., Chicago 8, III.

Please send me FREE book that tells how to over-
come hearing loss without a button showing in ear.

Name

Address

Town State

1
I

I

I

I

I

(Amazing Offer—$40 Is Yours
I for selling only 50 boxes of Christmas
I Cards. And this can be done in a single
Iday. Free samples. Other leading boxes

I

on approval. Many surprise items.
Write today. It costs nothing to try.
^CHEERFUL CARD CO., Dept. N-31, White Pla ins, N. Y.

FREE SAMPLES
PERSONALIZED
CHRISTMAS
CARDS

STATIONERY
NAPKINS

High School Course
at Home Many finish in 2 Years

I Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Equivalent to resi-

I dent School work—prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
5 H. 8. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credits for H. S. subject*

I completed. Single subjects if desired. Aek for Free Bulletin.

W American School, Dept. HB53, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37

LEARN NURSING AT HOME
G.C.S. Course Written by Two
Doctors and Clinically Tested

We’ll train you. to be a practical

nurse at home during spare hours.
You Gan earn as you train. Profes-
sional outfit included. High school

not necessary. Men, women. 18 to

6 0 are needed now. Easy-pay tuition

plan. Cancellation privileges. Mail
coupon now!

GLENWOOD CAREER SCHOOLS
7050 Glenwood Ave., Dept. Nl-7, Chicago 26, III.

Send free booklet and .full information on Practical Nursing.

Name A?e

Address

City State

v\VJVT

$1

1ft
MILES

When vour nerves occasion- Y
ally get Jit-Jit-Jittery try 1
Miles NERVINE. Use only 1
as directed. All drug stores 1
—two forms—Liquid Nerv- 1

, ine or FiffervescentTablets^^B

NERVINE

on the phone. Someday I’m going to tear

that phone out. But then he’d be living

in the corner pay station, so. . .
.”

There was scant danger of them steal-

ing scenes from each other in “The Re-
former and the Redhead,” in the presence
of so many animals, but neither tried. “I

was always trying to keep her face in the
camera and she was always trying to keep
mine in,” grins Dick.

“I always wanted the scene to fade out
on Richard on his line. And he was always
fading it out on mine saying, ‘No, it doesn’t
make sense, June.’ ” Then, too, he refused
to take the top billing his contract always
calls for, insisting June’s name must go
first on their pictures. “That’s the only
real hassle we’ve had, we both want second
billing,” she says. “And he should have
the star billing but he won’t, with me.
Most uncooperative,” she teases, then
sighs, “but he’s such a smart man. I

learned so much working with him, he
almost gave me an inferiority complex.”

D
ICK isn’t prompted by husbandly de-
votion but by some nineteen years of

wisdom and experience in the business
when he speaks of his wife’s histrionic

ability saying, “June’s a fine actress. I

don't think she’s even scratched the sur-
face yet. I have yet to see anyone with
as much talent. She hasn’t hit her part
yet, but someday her part will come
along. They do for everyone. If they get

a good script of ‘Forever,’ June would be
fine for it. Or ‘Sister Carrie,’ she could do
that, too.” He agrees enthusiastically with
the producer who once said, “If June could
look any age, there isn’t a part anywhere
she couldn’t play.”

“He loves me. He thinks anything I do
is good,” remarks June, reentering at this

point. “He cried all the way through
‘Little Women.’ It seemed so funny, a big
man like Richard crying.”

“I wasn’t crying at you,” he interposes
drily. “I was crying at the picture. Every-
body cries at ‘Little Women.’ ”

When he made with Vamour with a viva-
cious blonde charmer, Marilyn Monroe,
in “Right Cross,” his wife insists she was
highly objective about the whole thing. “I

just took a front seat right by the cameras,
gave him a sweet, understanding glare

and said, ‘Honey, you go right ahead and
make this romantic. I don’t care how you
do it.’ Of course, I was on the set every
minute.”
Dick hadn’t encouraged June to take

the part in “Right Cross,” because, “at

the beginning, the girl’s part wasn’t big
enough for her. I didn’t want her to do it.”

But June wanted to do it because Dick
was already cast for it. “Then I had to

work to help build her part and get her
into the picture,” he laughs.
During the production of this one, when

June was ill with virus and laryngitis and
was so anxious not to hold up production,
Dick would take her temperature every
morning and say, “Now if you feel well
enough, you should go to work.” He didn’t

soften completely even when their little

daughter came to the door sympathizing,
“Oh ter-ble, ter-ble,” saying the impor-
tant words twice, as she always does.

“What’s wrong, baby?” her mother asked.
“What kind of trouble can a little girl like

you have?” And Pamela said, “Oh, Mom-
my, bad cold, bad cold.”

“He never babies me,” says June of her
star husband. But what she didn’t hear
were his concerned consultations with the

director, checking over the shooting sched-
ule, trying to find some script loophole
for her, worrying, “She just can’t keep
on working with fever every day.”

At eventide, when Dick and June come
home together from the set, they rush to

their rooms, put on their pajamas and

OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose Home Method. Heals many old
leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,
swollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it

fails to show results in 10 days. Describe your
trouble and get a FREE BOOK.

R. G. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 North Dearborn Street, Chicago 2, Illinois

Nationally advertised Card Ass’ts — sell

only 100— make up to $50 ! Complete line

Xmas, Everydays, Wraps, Stationery.

Also novel “Spang-l-ettes” and “Prize”
Ass’ts; Notes; Name Imprinted Xmas
Cards, 40 for $1 up. Up to 100% profit.

Money back guarantee. Request “Prize”
and Metallic Boxes on approval.

|
30 FREE SAMPLES

|

CHILTON GREETINGS. 147 Essex St.,

Dept. P-20, Boston, Mass.

WANT

*50
QUICK

DRESS torYOU
FOR ORDERING 3 !

Thrillingnew plan
J
Your chmce of gorgeous new

dress in your favorite style, size and color GIVEN
to you for sending orders for only 3 dresses for
your friends or family. Write for style presentation
showing scores of latest fashions with actual sample
fabrics. No money needed. You can get complete
wardrobe AND EARN CASH TOO - up to $23.00 a
week in your spare time—EASY1 Write today!

HARFORD FROCKS, DepLB-7 1 4,Cincinnati 25, Ohio

.be a Grace Downs7l^ MODEL
OR LOOK LIKE ONE

New York’s oldest model school trains
you for high salaried positions in
Television, Fashion, Photography, Mo-
tion Pictures. Day or evening courses.
G. I. Courses. Placement Service. Dor-
mitories for out-of-town students. Come
in or write for Book F.

GRACE DOWNS
Hollywood Model School

16 W. 58th St., (Sth Ave.)
New York 19, N. Y., PL 9-1350

“BEFORE & AFTER!
Read this new hook about
Plastic Reconstruction
Tells how easy it is for

noses to be shaped—pro
truding ears, thick lips

wrinkles, frown lines, and
signs of age corrected. Al
so cleft palate, hare-lip
and pendulous breasts
Plastic Surgery explained
Fully i I I ustrate d. 125
pages. Women—Men, send
30c U. S. coin or stamps
only. Glenville Publishers,
60 E. 42nd St., Dept.
MW, New York 17, N. Y.

Your Help
Wanted—

We need YOU to
act as our MAG-
AZINE SECRETARY
in your neighbor-
hood. Earn $10 to

$50 in your spare time. NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY! Take subscription orders for
ALL magazines for your friends and
neighbors.
Write TODAY for FREE material (U.S.A.
sales only) to:

Subscription Secretary Div.

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS, INC. ft#
205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.
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WORRIED . . . ABOUT

OILY DRY

SKIN? SKIN?

«COMPLEXION FORMULA”
Sayman Soaps

Pure all-vegetable soap

. . . quick-acting pore

cleanser. You feel the

"tingle" as it pene-
trates! Special aid for

adolescent skin prob-

lems. Grand for your
shampoo, tool

Dry, sensitive skin?
Now, enjoy a "peaches
and cream complex-
ion!" Rich in Lanolin

• , . rich in lather . . .

a delightfully scented

beauty soap. A de
Luxe sudsy bath treatl

If dealer cannot supply you, send 50£ and dealer's name
for 3 cakes of either kind. Sayman Dept. TY7, St. Louis (3).

QUICK RELIEF! Use Sayman “Camphorated’* Salve

£for externally caused skin rashes, pimples, eczema,

athlete's foot, psoriasis, etc. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Get a jar today . . . only 35£

SAYMAN PRODUCTS CO., St. Louis 3, Mo.

SOMETHING NEW AND SENSATIONAL IN

CHRISTMAS CARDSSqZ
FOR |
With Name
FREE Samples

Show richNew Cards neverbeforeoffered
. . Gets orders fast! Gorgeous Christmas
Cards with Name 60 for $1 up. 80 Assort-
ments. Personalized Book Matches and
Stationery^ Gift Items. Samples on ap-btationery. Gift Items. Samples o
proval . IMPRINTS FREE. Write.....

PURO CO.. 2801 Locust. Dept. 025- J, St. Louis 3. Mo

I AR.TOONISTS' EXCHANGE
Dept. 597 Pleasant Hill, Ohio

I CHRISTMAS CARD AGENTS
JiJ

Sell America’s only $1.00 Gift wrap assortment
I containing 30 full size sheets; 24 Christmas tree

ornaments to retail for 50c; Giant plastic pencil con-
_ taining personalized pencils; Santa stocking with

name; Pine scented gift wrapping paper; Rudolph
| the red nosed reindeer assortment; Children's birth-
_ day party assortment. Over 100 Christmas card box

assortments and surprise items. Write today for five

| FREE portfolios of personalized Christmas cards.

j ELMCRAFT, Dept. 7
I 5930 S. Western Ave. Chicago 36, Illinois

INGROWN NAIL
Hurting You?
Immediate

Relief!
A few drops of OUTGRO® bring blessed relief from
tormenting pain of ingrown nail. OUTGRO tough-
ens the skin underneath the nail, allows the nail to
be cut and thus prevents further pain and discom-
fort. OUTGRO is available at all drug counters.

I need 500 Men
wear SAMPLE
SUITS!

Pay No Money—*Send No Money!
My plan Is amazing ! Just take a few
easy orders formy sensational values
in made-to-measure suits. Get your
own suits WITHOUT A PENNY
COST and make money too! Men
can’t resist the outstanding style,
long wear and low price of my
made-to-measure suits. You need
no experience. Spare time pays big
profits. Rush name and address today for
completedetails, bigFREESAMPLEOUT-
FIT contains more than 100 actual woolen

samples, style illustrations,etc. Writetoday I

PIONEER TAILORING CO., Dept.GlOOl
Congress &Throop Sts..Chicago 7, Illinois

robes, eat dinner, rehearse their lines, play
with Pamela, and make plans for their ex-
pected new arrival. “I had a phone call

this morning. I think we’re having a baby,”
she announced one day to Dick. They don’t
know when the new adopted baby will

arrive. “They just call and say, ‘Your
baby is here.’ We put in an order, a long
time ago, saying we wanted another baby
when Pamela was two years old, and she’s

two now. I want a boy. Richard wants a
girl. So we just said, ‘Surprise us!’

”

E
VERY evening before rehearsing their

scenes, June and Dick padded up to the
attic in pajamas to see how the new baby’s
nursery, still in a state of plaster and loose
boards, is coming along. Blue-printing the
whole layout, Dick would tour her through
saying, “The beds go there,” pointing in

one direction. “Where? Oh!” June would
attempt to follow. A chest would go in

that alcove. “Where? Oh, I see.” Another
bureau here. The tour to be eventually
interrupted by June’s “Ouch!” as a loose

board met her, head on.

About that old temperament taboo of

actors taking their roles home with them,
June says readily, “If you mean the ‘Re-

former,’ well, yes!” Intimating by her mis-
chievous tone that one Richard Powell
didn’t really have to take this role home
with him, it sort of beats him there.

“He’s always reminding me of things.

‘Please, doll, answer the phone when it

rings.’ (I hate telephones.) ‘Please don’t
make an appointment and then forget

about it and take Pamela for a pony ride
instead. Please put gas in the car so I

won’t be stalling in the middle of Sunset
Boulevard. And if I say meet me at

Romanoff’s for lunch, please, don’t sit in

La Rue’s and wait.’

“But he’s very polite about it. It’s al-

ways, ‘Please,’ ” she grins, “except once in

a while it’s ‘For the luva . . . ! June,
please!’ I try, I mean well,” she laughs,
“but I have so much on my mind.”
Pamela’s “Mommy” is prone to drift

dreamily around the house from room to

room carrying the new silver mink cape
Dick gave her, “and for nothing,” she says,

as she hangs it over the knob on the desk
drawer in the den and gives it an ump-
teenth loving caress.

The silver mink came as a joyful sur-
prise when Dick walked in with a big
box and threw a line away, something
about, “Honey, I bought myself some
shirts, see if you like them.” It seems June,
recently torn between the desire for a

silver mink and having her engagement
ring reset, decided on the engagement ring
and Dick wound up by compromising, and
giving her both. “I really think he gave
this to me because he wants to go fishing.

He’s so cute,” June grins.

When they make another picture to-

gether June would like it to be “Too
Young to Kiss.” “It’s a light comedy I’d

love to do with him. He hasn’t seen the
script yet. Besides, he says he doesn’t
want to work with me all the time or we’ll

get in a rut. Which I think is pretty rude!”
When Pamela is a little older, June would

like her to join them. Then the other baby
will be growing up and, “Just call us the
Perennial Powells,” she laughs, then calls,

“Richard, wherefore art thou?”
“Right here,” he says, having entered

on her last line and giving his private-
eyeful what is known as the stare.

“You know,” he says with a semi-sad
look, “on third thought I may make an-
other picture with her. The kid needs me.”
Says his leading lady, “You’re so right.”

The End

DON’T MISS THE NEW PICTURES
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Kept smooth

hair-free longer ... by No ir _
. . . the safe, odorless depilatory

lotion . . . that removes i

leg hair quickly, easily . . .

leaves legs smoother . . .

more exciting . . .

Lady, throw your razor away—use Nair, new
cosmetic lotion that keeps legs hair-free

longer! Dissolves hair skin-close— no ugly

razor stubble. Easy to use—rinses off quickly.

No clinging depilatory odor, no irritation to

normal skin. For free sam-
ple, mail this ad before Nov.
30, 1950, to Dept. 11, Nair,

53 Park PL, N. Y. 8, N. Y.

Offer good in U.S.A. only.

KNOW WHAT YOU SHOULD BE!
Don’t be a square peg in a round
hole. Learn the type of work best

for you. Our accurate scientific analysis shows you the
way to greater happiness and success. No tests to take.
Write for free particulars today.
PERSONALITY RESEARCH, Dept. P. Perry, N. Y.

* FREE!!!
Do you want a REAL PHOTOGRAPH
of your FAVORITE MOVIE STAR?
Just send 15c for handling and mailing
and receive direct from Hollywood a
lovely photo and our beautifully illus-
trated catalog listing hundreds of STARS.
ALSO ASK for COLORED BROCHURE de-
scribing most unusual OFFER ever made
to movie fans. LIMITED SUPPLY OF
ABOVE—WRITE TODAY!

HOLLYWOOD STARS *
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Happy Is The Day

When Backache

Goes Away ....
As we get older, stress and strain, over-exertion, ex-

cessive smoking or exposure to cold sometimes slows

down kidney function. This may lead many folks to

complain of nagging backache, loss of pep and energy,

headaches and dizziness. Getting up nights or frequent

passages may result from minor bladder irritations

due to cold, dampness or dietary indiscretions.
^

If your discomforts are due to these causes, don’t
wait, try Doan’s Pills, a mild diuretic. Used success-

fully by millions for over 50 years. While these

symptoms may often otherwise occur, it’s amazing
how many times Doan’s give happy relief—help the

15 miles of kidney tubes and filters flush out waste.

Get Doan’s Pills today!
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(Continued from page 64) six-year-old
Rhonda had never been on a trip. Born
in Los Angeles, educated in grammar
schools and high school in Beverly Hills,

Rhonda has always been perfectly content
with the City of the Angels. She is not
the restless type. So, when her boss, David
O. Selznick, arranged a personal appear-
ance tour for her, Rhonda was delighted
and a little bit frightened.
The tour lasted nine weeks. In the morn-

ings there were rehearsals, press inter-
views, luncheons with exhibitors and
townspeople. Followed by five shows.
Rather strenuous. “It was the first time I

ever had to take care of my clothes,” said
Rhonda, who has been conditioned to

studio spoiling and pampering. “It was
rugged. There was no one to do my press-
ing or take care of rips and tears.”

Packing was a prize pain in the neck
for, never having taken a trip before,
Rhonda knew none of the tricks of a suc-
cessful packer. When she arrived in the
first city, St. Louis, and opened her lug-
gage, she was greeted with thousands of
wrinkles. She sat down and cried. And it

was only the beginning of nine weeks of
trains and hotels, packing and unpacking.
She put through an SOS call to her friend
Edith Head, chief costume designer at

Paramount Studios.
Edith gave her some excellent sugges-

tions. Those who are planning a vacation
trip this summer will find them helpful.

After all, on a much-looked-forward-to
vacation, you don’t want to spend your
“good time” money on valet service. Or, if

you plan to visit a friend, you don’t want
to spend hours with an iron.

“In the case of your suits, coats and
dresses,” said Edith, “use your lingerie and
stockings. Roll them up in the shape of
shoulders and bosoms and stuff them in-
side your dresses, coats and suits. That
keeps them from getting too wrinkled.”

Edith assumed, of course, that her lin-

gerie (bras, panties, slips) would be nylon,
which rolls up without wrinkling.

“In the case of your evening gowns,”

Have a Beautiful Time
continued Edith, “use the lingerie for the
shoulders and the bust line, and then line

the skirt with white tissue paper, pleated
to give it body. Around the hemline place
additional tissue paper. This prevents the
skirt hemline from having a creased look.”

For the suit skirts she suggested that
she buy some clothespins which would
enable her to hang as many as four skirts

on one hanger. As far as coats and jackets
are concerned, she should fasten the sleeves
to the sides with the clothespins to pre-
vent them from sliding and becoming
wrinkled.
The secret of good packing, Edith

stressed, is layers and layers of tissue.

R
HONDA found it quite an ordeal keep-
ing “movie star fit” while traveling. The

changes in climate, she says, “were particu-
larly hard on my skin. I used a cleansing
cream at night to remove the make-up,
and then a special meal preparation to give
my skin life and vigor. After that I cold-
creamed my face, put vaseline on my
lashes, and fell into bed.
“Never having traveled before,” said

Rhonda, “I found myself without enough
comfortable clothes. And especially did I

suffer in the shoe department. Next time,

believe me, I’ll take along several pairs
of low-heeled slippers. I prefer high
heels. And I think a tall girl looks better
in high heels. But walking on high heels
all day is extremely exhausting.”

So, take Rhonda’s advice, and when you
go on your vacation save those elegant
spiked heels for evening wear. All resorts

feature a number of sports. And the man
you hope to trap will undoubtedly be an
avid golfer, shuffleboarder or badminton
player. A neat ankle can be just as neat
without stilts.

One of Rhonda’s worst trials on her trip

was trying to keep her hair shampooed.
Rhonda believes that her hair looks better

right after it is washed. So she tried to

wash it every second day. “I was always
dripping wet,” she said. “Seems to me I

was constantly calling the hotel maid to

bring me extra towels.”
Her hair is naturally curly except for

the ends. So when it is nearly dry, she
sets it, and pins up the ends overnight.
When facing a camera she uses lacquer on
it. She uses lacquer also on those windy
nights when she has to attend a premiere
or a party.
Although she is a true redhead, Rhonda

does not have the usual china doll com-
plexion that accompanies same. Her moth-
er is a blonde and her father is a definite

brunette. From him she inherited her
olive skin. Unlike most redheads, she tans
easily and doesn’t freckle, except across
her nose.
Her mother says, “Rhonda was an ugly

baby. When she was born she had a
tuft of black hair here, a tuft of white hair
there, checkered all over her head. I

couldn’t figure out whether she was going
to be a blonde or a brunette. By the time
she was three, she had lovely golden hair.”

Rhonda has a skin that is allergic to in-

sect bites, especially mosquito bites. They
swell up on her like goose eggs. Her most
embarrassing experience occurred a couple
of summers back when she was being
interviewed for the part opposite Bing
Crosby in “A Connecticut Yankee.” The
night before the interview, Rhonda ap-
peared in a play in Santa Ana, right smack
in the middle of the citrus belt. The mos-
quitoes arrived in droves. When time for

her audition the next afternoon she
looked a mess. Bing laughed her out of

her misery, and gave her the part.

What to do about mosquito bites? Con-
sult your druggist about a good lotion.

Shorts are wonderful to wear around
a swimming pool, a tennis court or

just lolling on the lawn. But if your vaca-
tion takes you on a camping trip in the
mountains just forget your shorts and
wear heavy slacks. In other words, be sure
and keep your legs covered. Poison oak
and poison ivy have a way of lurking along
mountain paths, just waiting for an unsus-
pecting hiker. If you do have the mis-
fortune to contact some poison oak or
poison ivy use a calomine lotion on it un-
til you see a doctor. And remember, it

spreads, keep your hands away from your
eyes.

“Every girl to her taste,” says Rhonda.
“You know whether you want to finish the

summer with a hue like a squaw, or just

let yourself get mildly golden in color. I

prefer the latter.”

If you take Rhonda’s advice you’ll con-
tent yourself with a warm beige tint. Sun-
tanning carried to the advanced mahogany
stage inevitably thickens and coarsens
anybody’s epidermis. Let yourself get a

really dark burn and it will take months
of careful creaming and patting with
lotions to get your skin back to its original

refinement, if you ever do.

Sun causes your eyes to squint, and
squinting brings on eye wrinkles. When-
ever you are in the sun you should wear
sun-glasses to avoid this squinting. And
when you are stretched out facing the

sun, acquiring your tan, be sure and put

plenty of oil on your eyelids. The skin

over your eyes is very tender.

After a day of romping, or just relaxing

in the sunshine, you will return to your
hotel room v/ith your eyes aching. After

you take your bath (and a hot bath,

by the way, is the best way to draw out

sunburn) soak cotton pads in witch hazel,

and lie down for ten minutes with these

pads on your eyes. You’ll be wonderfully
refreshed for the evening’s gala.

Remember, please, don’t try to acquire

a luscious sun-tan the first day of your
vacation. Better be safe than sorry.

The End

Jane Powell, however, zoomed ahead of June Allyson to take the

I position among the girls. Who will be in the I spot next

month? Gather 'round your favorite stars and send us their names.

Mail your vote to:

My favorite actor READERS' POLL EDITOR

c/o PHOTOPLAY

My favorite actress 205 E. 42 St., New York 17, N. Y.

Th is Month's Leading Stars:

P I. Farley Granger 2. Montgomery Clift 3. Peter Lawford 4. John Wayne 5. John Derek

I. Jane Powell 2. June Allyson 3. Janet Leigh 4. Joan Evans 5. Esther Williams
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Jean and Jo Ann Corbett

of Burbank, Calif.TheToni

Twin says, “Toni always

gives me a wave that’s soft

and natural-looking.” Can

you tell which is the Toni

Twin? See answer below.

Hair styles in this picture by Don Rito, famous Hollywood hair stylist

Which Twin has the Toni ?

Toni looks as lovely as a s20* permanent

—feels as soft as naturally curly hair

Now

—

any day and any time—for

only one dollar you can get a

wave that’s earessably soft— like

naturally curly hair . . . and
guaranteed to look just as lovely,

last just as long as a beauty shop

permanent costing $20. (*Includ-

ing shampoo and set.)

What's Toni's Secret? It’s the lotion. Toni waving
lotion is an exclusive creme formula developed through

years of research. This gentle-action formula was espe-

cially created to give you a wave that’s free of harsh

frizziness—a wave that feels and behaves like naturally

curly hair. But remember, only Toni Home Permanent
gives you this superb waving lotion.

Wonderful results — again and again! What better

proof of Toni quality! Only Toni has given over 67

million lovely, long-lasting permanents. Some women
have used Toni ten times or more and say their waves

are always soft, natural-looking, easy to manage. Letters

of praise come from women with every type of hair

—

even gray, bleached and baby-fine. So whether you are

buying your first Toni Home Permanent or your tenth,

you can be sure of getting a wave that looks as lovely

as a $20 permanent—feels as soft as naturally curly hair.

Today, ask for Toni Home Permanent. Jean, the twin

on the left, has the Toni.

P. S. For a lovelier you, get Toni Creme Shampoo and

Toni Creme Rinse, too.

“I’m not a twin, but since I tried Toni,

no other permanent will do for me,”

says Mrs. Myron Albertson of Los Angeles.

“ Toni works wondersfor my baby-fine

hair. Never frizzes it .. . always gives me
a soft, natural-looking wave.”

NEW! TONI MID6ET
SP/M CURLERS

For perfect neckline curls

far easier— far faster!

Wonderful for new, short hair styles. Wind wispy

ends closer to the head for longer-lasting curls.

SPECIAL! Toni Refill Kit with 6 Midget SPIN Curlers

and Toni Creme Shampoo. $1.50 value . . . ONLY $1.33



New!...Mermen Baby Mecjic
the sensational all-purpose baby skin care

that checks diaper odor checks diaper rash

in the Unbreakable Squeeze Bottle—the new, luxuriously fragrant,

liquefied cream that soothes, smooths, and beautifies baby’s skin.

Use all over baby’s body after bath and on diaper region at every change.

Makes everyone say, “Sweetest baby I’ve ever seen!”

Only Mennen Baby Magic contains new miracle ingredient—gentle “Purateen”.

More sanitary, easier to use ... in the Unbreakable Safety-Squeeze Bottle.

Baby Magic

only 49*

choice of 3
nursery colors

SKIN CARE
P. s. You'll love it for your skin, too!
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BE DAINTIER

FROM
TIP TO TOES!

FIRST ONE IN

WINS A
LOVELIER SKIN

SUCH A FLATTERING

SCENT-AND
IT'S CAMAY'S ALONE!

LOLL IN

CAMAY'S LAVISH LATHER!

Bathe your way to beauty with mild Camay and the daily

Camay Beauty Bath! Use the big, economical "Beauty-Bath" cake of Camay,

and give all your skin the finest kind of complexion care. Camay's

lather is so quick and creamy, and it's gentle as a caress. Why, you'll

rise from your bath lovelier from head to toes—touched with a

perfume no other soap has ever quite captured—the flattering

fragrance of Camay, The Soap of Beautiful Women!

CAMAY
MEANS MILDNESS

TO ME!

PLUNGE INTO

A CAMAY BEAUTY
BATH TODAY! A



Your mouth and breath are more wholesome, sweeter, cleaner—when halfway dental care. Rely on doubly-ejfective Tpana care for health-

you guard against tooth decay and gum troubles both. So don’t risk ier teeth, healthier gums — better protection for your whole mouth.

Keep your Whole Mouth Wholesome!

"I have lots of confidence in Ipana
. . . it's made by Bristol-Myers,"

says Miss Pat Barnard

of Great Neck, N. Y.

Bristol-Myers, makers of Ipana Tooth
Paste, have worked with leading

dental authorities for many years on
scientific studies of teeth and gums.
You can use Ipana with complete
confidence that it provides effective

care for teeth and gums both. It’s an-

other reliable Bristol-Myers product.

Fight tooth decay and gum troubles with the

one leading tooth paste specially designed to do both !*

Naturally, you’d like to have a healthier,

more wholesome mouth. And you will

have, if you do what dentists advise:

fight not only tooth decay but gum
troubles, too.

With one famous tooth paste—*with
Ipana and massage— you can guard your

teeth and gums BOTH.

For no other dentifrice has been proved

more effective than Ipana in fighting tooth

NEW!

decay. And no other leading tooth paste

is specially designed to stimulate gum
circulation—promote healthier gums.

Remember. Ipana is the only leading tooth

paste made especially to give you this

doubly protective, doubly-effective care.

So be sure of double protection — keep

your whole mouth “Ipana wholesome.”

Ipana’s wholesome flavor is refreshing,

too — you’ll enjoy it. Get Ipana today.

IPANA
Ibr healthier teeth, healthier gums

p
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Now try Stopette—the deodorant
that changed a nation’s habits!

Millions now spray perspiration worries

away with amazing Stopette Deodorant

in the famous flexi-plastic bottle.

A quick squeeze checks annoying per-

spiration, stops odor. You never touch

Stopette . . . hardly know it touches you.

Wonderfully economical, harmless to

normal skin or clothes. xis*'" '"**

Wonderful for men, tool

^ Guaranteed by v
Good Housekeeping

2 sizes: 214 oz. $1.25; 1 oz. 60c.

At cosmetic counters everywhere.

JULES MONTENIER, INC., Chicago
CERTIFIED

THE ORIGINAL

SPRAY DEODORANT
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ESTHER and VAN make

your dreams come true in M-G-M’s

spectacular Sun Valley Musical in

COLOR BY

TECHNICOLOR
(You'll see Esther Williams swim and ski

and skate and do a dozen thrilling things I)

^DUCHESS
OF IDAHO

STARRING

ESTHER WILLIAMS - VAN 10HNS0N

w,th PAULA RAYMOND
CONNIE HAINES • CLINTON SUNDBERG

©UESTSTARS LENA HORNE • ELEANOR POWELL
A ROBERT Z. LEONARD PRODUCTION

Written by DOROTHY COOP.ER and JERRY DAVIS

Directed by ROBERT Z. LEONARD • Produced by JOE PASTERNAK
A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE

Sensatfonaf Songs, including : “Let’s Choo Choo Choo To Idaho", "Of All Things"

"You Can’t Do Wrong Doin’ Right" . . . Hear the hits on M-G-M Records

p
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Priscilla and Patricia Emery of
San Francisco. The Toni Twin
says: ''Before I had a Toni, I

couldn’t imagine a permanent
without frizz. But my Toni wave
has been soft as silk and natural-

looking from the very first day!”
Can you guess which is the Toni
Twin? See answer below.

Huir styles in this picture by Don Rito, famous Hollywood hair stylist

Toni looks as lovely as a 120*permanent

— feels as soft as naturally curly hair

When you choose Toni— for only one

dollar you are getting the very finest

permanent there is. A wave that’s

caressably soft like naturally

curly hair . . . and guaranteed

to look just as lovely— last

just as long as a permanent
costing $20. ( including sham-
poo and set.)

What is Toni’s secret? It’s

the lotion. Toni waving lotion

is an exclusive creme formula
— especially created to give you a

wave that’s free of harsh frizziness —
a wave that feels and behaves like

naturally curly hair. But remember,
only Toni Home Permanent has this

superb waving lotion.

Wonderful results — again and again!

What better proof of Toni quality!

Only Toni has given over 93 mil-

lion lovely, long-lasting per-

manents. Some women have

used Toni 10 times or more
and say their waves are always

soft, natural-looking, easy to

manage. Letters of praise

come from women with every

type of hair — even gray,

bleached and baby-fine hair.

So whether it’s your first Toni or your
tenth, you can be sure of getting a

wave with that natural look. Priscilla,

the twin on the left, has the Toni.

P. S. For a lovelier you — get Toni
Creme Shampoo and Toni Creme
Rinse, too.

“ When Pm swimming . . .

playing tennis ... or

square dancing, I love my
Toni more than ever?”

says teen-ager Renee

Honadel of Milwaukee.
“ That wonderful wave

stays and stays— and

always looks so natural.

After I swim, my Toni

wave re-sets in a jiffy!”

ONLY TON l HAS
SP//V CURLERS

twice as easytwice as fast

No rubber bands I Grip, spin, lock

with a Finger flick ! Get regular size

or Midget SPIN Curlers in combina-

tion with Toni Home Permanent.

bert, star of / !

“Blind Spot”

WHAT

SHOULD I DO?
YOUR PROBLEMS ANSWERED

BY CLAUDETTE COLBERT

EAR Miss Colbert:

I am twenty-five, and for nearlj
four years I have been married to a gir

who is now twenty-one. We have a littlf

boy just past two who is now in a nurserj
home for the second time in the past sb
months. His mother has run away again
My wife simply won’t settle down. Sh<

hates housework and our boy makes hei

nervous. Every few months she puts th(

baby in a nursery home (without a wore
to me) and goes home to her family when
she goes to night clubs and parties, anc
stays out until all hours. Always before

she has come back to me eventually, say-

ing that she has to get away from every-
thing or go crazy.

I have filed suit for divorce on the

grounds of desertion, but I still do have
feelings for the girl and I hate to breal

up our home because of the boy. Do yoi

think she will settle down eventually?
Dave M.

1 have a feeling that you haven’t toll

me the full story. If this girl goes homt
to her family, they must be convincet
that she is not entirely wrong in tvhat shi

is doing. She must expect sympathy fron
them or she would “run away” in anothei
direction.

Also, it seems strange to me that youi

wife always places the baby in a nursery
home before she leaves. It would bi

more usual for her to take the boy wit

I

her or to leave him with you.
It would seem that your wife is younf

for her years. Perhaps greater under
standing on your part would solve thi.

problem. If your wife goes home ti

have what she regards as a good time
why couldn’t you forestall this revolt ft;

taking her out a few times a week? Thi
need not be expensive, if you are tryint

to accumulate a bank account, but onlj

ingenious.
If your wife always returns after thesi

“escapes” I think it is sensible to say tha

she must love you and the child, but tha

she is under some sort of pressure withii

the home, or from in-laws. It might fti

wise for both of you to talk to a womai
judge or to some older, iviser person whi

could adjust your difficulties so as ti

avoid further family separations.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

My sister and I are fifteen and we an
sophomores in high school. Our problen

is one suffered by many girls, but no on<

seems to have found an answer.
When a girl goes with a boy for awhil<

and then, for some trivial reason, the?

(Continued on page 6)
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A Border

Empire of

Danger and

Treachery!

A Paramount Picture Starring

WALTERBARBARA WENDELL

Directed by ANTHONY MANN * Screenplay by Charles Schnee

p
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THE MOST EFFECTIVE

DEODORANT
YOU'VE EVER USED!

Only New ODO-RO-NO Cream gives

you all these advantages
1 Stops perspiration quickly and

safely.

2 Banishes odor instantly.

3 The only cream deodorant that

guarantees full protection for 24
hours.

4 Never irritates normal skin — use it

daily. Can be used immediately
after shaving.

5 Absolutely harmless to all fabrics.

6 New, exclusive formula. Never
dries up, never gets gritty or cakes

in the jar as ordinary deodorants
often do.

7 Double your money back if you
aren’t satisfied that this wonderful
new Odo-Ro-No Cream is the saf-

est, most effective, most delightful

deodorant you’ve ever used, fust

return unused portion to Northam
Warren, New York.

Don’t trust your charm to outdated, ineffective deodorants.

Rely on the new Odo-Ro-No Cream, made by the leader in

the deodorant field for more than 30 years.

(Continued from page 4) break up, why
does the boy stop speaking to the girl and
why does he (sometimes) start mean
stories about the girl?
What can a girl do to give up a boy

as a steady, yet keep him as a friend?
Jeanne N.

There is one simple solution: Don’t
go steady. There are many graceful ways
to keep from going steady, and one of
the best is to say, “I’d love to go steady
with you. but my mother won’t allow me
to have one particular boy friend until
I am twenty.”

The disadvantages of going steady far
outweigh the advantages. Really.

As to the '’why of the bov’s behavior
after a romance is over, I can’t ansicer.
In some cases, I suppose, the boy or the
man is afraid that he is going to be held
up to ridicule or censure by the woman,
so he has his say first.

In your school relationships, if you will
always praise every boy you date, report
of this praise will get back to him and he
will probably remain friendly, even
though he doesn’t ask for another date.
Never criticize a boy. even to your “best
friend.” Also, never admit that you are
wild about a boy because that will only
make him desirable in the eyes of your
girl friends, who will broadcast your emo-
tions and embarrass the boy.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am nineteen and I am deeply in love

with a boy of twenty-one. We went steady
during his last two years of high school,
which were my first two, then he went
away to college. He is planning to be a
doctor, so he has six more years of college
to finish, then a year of internship, then
a year as resident physician before he
will be able to support a wife.
He says that he loves me more than

any other girl he has ever known. He
goes with other girls when he is away
at college, because . the college town is
nearly five hundred miles from where I

am living, but he writes to me regularly,
and we see each other during holidavs.
He wanted to get married during the

summer, but when he talked it over with
his family they said they were glad to
send him to college but they couldn’t af-
ford to support him and a wife.

I have tried to tell him that actually I

would save money for him. I could cook
(which would save money on meals), keep
up his clothes and help him study.

I think his family are taking a very
selfish and short-sighted view of life. After
all, money isn’t everything when two
people are in love. I am afraid that if

we don’t get married now, he will meet
someone else and I will lose out.

(Continued on page 8)

ODORO-PO
CREAM

GUARANTEED FULL 24-HOUR PROTECTION!
More cream for your money. New 254 and 504 sizes, plus tax.

Have you a problem which seems
to have no solution? Would
you like the thoughtful advice of

CLAUDETTE COLBERT?
If you would, write to her in care
of Photoplay, 321 S. Beverly
Drive, Beverly Hills, Cal., and if

Miss Colbert feels that your
problem is of general interest,

she'll consider answering it here.

Names and addresses will be
held confidential for your pro-

tection.
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HE HAD TO
FIGHT FOR
\ EVERYTHING

"HE OWNED...
EXCEPT
THIS

WOMAN’S
LIPS!

PATRICIALAUREN

as his Yankee lady love!
as Big Brant-

giant of the plantations!
as his ‘sometimes’ girl!

DIRECTED BV PRODUCED BY

MICHAEL CURTIZ HENRY BLANKE

SCREEN PLAY BY RANALD MACDOUGALL
FROM THE NOVEL BY FOSTER FITZ-SIMONS
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Awake or asleep-FILM is

gluing acid to your teeth

!

Pepsodent removes FILM-

•

Tooth decay is formed by acid that film holds against your

teeth— acid formed by the action of mouth bacteria on many
foods you eat. When you use Pepsodent Tooth Paste right after

eating, it helps keep acid from forming. What’s more,

Pepsodent removes dulling stains and "bad breath”

germs that collect in film.

FILM NEVER LETS UP! It’s forming night and day on

everyone’s teeth. Don’t neglect it. Always brush with film-removing

Pepsodent right after eating and before retiring. No other tooth paste

can duplicate Pepsodent’s film-removing formula. No other

tooth paste contains Irium* or Pepsodent’s gentle polishing agent.

Don't let decay start in your mouth! Use Pepsodent every

day— see your dentist twice a year.

YOU’LL HAVE BRIGHTER TEETH AND CLEANER BREATH when you

fight tooth decay with film-removing Pepsodent!

*lrium is Pepsodent's Registered

ANOTHER FINE PRODUCT OF LEVER BROTHERS COMPANY Trade-Mark for Purified Alkyl Sulfate.

{Continued from page 6)
How can I convince his parents that it

wouldn’t cost much to take care of both
of us, and that I would be a real help to
their son’s career?

Doris W.

1

There are some problems in this world
for which time, alone, appears to be the
solution. A girl in your spot must take
philosophy as her ally. There are many
examples of faith kept between two peo-
ple, and of a marriage celebrated at last
after years of being in love and looking
to the future.

There is no way, of course, in which
you can convince the parents of this boy
that they should accept the additional
cost of your upkeep. It is likely that
keeping him in school represents the
greatest personal sacrifice of which they
are capable.

I am a little surprised that it hasn’t
occurred to you to get a job, to work
hard and apply yourself, and to build a
career or profession for yourself. If you
could become independent, if, even bet-
ter, you should fit yourself to help this
boy and his parents complete his educa-
tion, there might be a good chance for an
earlier marriage.

You seem to feel that it is your right
to be supported by someone. Why don’t
you get started now to take care of your-
self?

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am twenty-six years old and a war

widow. I have a little girl four years old
whom I love very dearly. Because I

work, I keep her in a fine nursery school.
Several months ago, I met Tom, who is

twenty-eight. We clicked right away. At
first we were so busy getting acquainted
that I didn’t mention my child. Also I do
not use the title of “Mrs.” because I soon
learned that the world is full of men who
think a widow or a divorcee fair game,
but who keep their distance when they
think they are dealing with a single girl.

Tom is the oldest of eight children. He
said that he had had enough of the jobs
of bringing up children to last him forever,
so he didn’t want children of his own.
Now, he has asked me to marry him,

and I know that I am in love with him.
I’m almost sure that if he knew about
my little girl, he wouldn’t want to marry
me. Do you think it would be terribly
wrong for me to marry Tom and then
tell him about her?

Viola Me.

How would you feel if you married a
man whom you had considered a bache-
lor, then learned that he was a widotcer
with a four-year-old daughter who had
become your responsibility?

Wouldn’t some of your trust in him
be shaken? Wouldn’t you feel that you
had been misled, deliberately? Do you
really believe that a man who would break
his engagement to you, out of reluctance
to share in rearing your child, would
make a good husband anyway?

/ don’t have to supply answers. You
knotv them in your own heart.

Claudette Colbert

Do Your Dates

'Tizzle Out"?
SEE PAGE 79

8
Paid Notice
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toni owen,renowned
for her sports clothes

separates: “playtex

makes this supple,

slim figure a possi-

bility. And it fits in-

visibly, even under the

scantiest swimsuit.”

Dorothy cox, lead-

ing fashion origina-

tor : “You can see how
important it is for

you to have this new
silhouette — and no

girdle does as much
for you as playtex.”

TINA LESER, famous
for original collec-

tions: “My advice is

to wear a playtex—

the girdle that slims

you where you need

slimming, holdsyou in

complete comfort.”

JOSET WALKER, la-

mous for her sports-

wear: “playtex gets

credit for this new
silhouette. It slims

and trims naturally,

whittles your figure at

waist and thighs.”

Top American designers say there’s only one girdle

for ’round-the-clock wear with ail Summer clothes... even under swim suits!

invisible PLAVTEX* PINK-ICE

Never before have designers

chosen one girdle as the an-

swer to all of Summer’s slim-

mer clothes. Never before has

there been a girdle you could

wear under your bathing suit

—then pat completely dry with

a towel and wear again
immediately.

pink-ice looks, feels, fits and

acts like a second skin, moulds

your figure with comfort and

freedom. It hasn’t a single

seam, stitch or bone—it’s in-

visible under briefest bathing

suit, the most clinging dress.

And it washes in seconds, dries

with a touch of the towel.

Made by a revolutionary

new latex process, playtex

pink-ICE dispels body heat . .

.

slims you in cool comfort.

Light as a snowflake, fresh as

a daisy, pink-ice actually

“breathes” with you.

In SUM shimmering pink tubes, playtex pink-ice girdles $3.95 to $4.95

In SLIM silvery tubes, playtex living® girdles .... $3.50 to $3.95

Sizes: extra-small, small, medium, large. Extra-large size slightly higher

At all department stores and better specialty shops everywhere

INTERNATIONAL LATEX CORPORATION, Playtex Park ©1950 Dover Del. 9



Joan Fontaine, working

on another movie, joined

visitors on the set where

Boh Mitchum’s making

“Where Danger Lives”

Cribbage is a favorite pastime of the Tv Powers and secretary

Bill Gallagher. This was just before Linda lost her expected baby

Holly Is Talking About: Bette Davis, who may
establish residence in Reno Before you read this and may
have to remain there three months if her divorce suit is

contested . . . Louis Jourdan, who was so close to oblivion
when he secured his release from David 0. Selznick. Now
that Darryl F. Zanuck has signed the handsome Frenchman,
how will it affect future roles for Tyrone Power? . . . Errol
Flynn, Humphrey Bogart, Dennis Morgan and Joan Craw-
ford, who receive six-figure salaries per picture and would
make the frugal Warner Brothers happier if their term
deals could be terminated . . Kirk Douglas, who’s shower-
ing personal gifts and attentions on Irene McEvoy, which
leaves little doubt in the minds of intimates that they’ll be
Mister and Missus as soon as it’s legally possible . . . Danny
Kaye, who will make his next picture at 20th Century-Fox
unaided by the talent or suggestions of Sylvia Fine Kaye,
which some say is part of the deal to prevent recurrence
of experiences on former pictures . . . Farley Granger, who
despite rumors of “going Hollywood” when he refused

“Lorna Doone,” was following his agents’ orders and still re-

mains as unspoiled as the boy vou first saw in “North Star.”

< a) PivmBc's.*: An exciting romance for Joan Fontaine and
advertising executive Roland Gillette because, in Joan’s
book, “He’s a combination of Bill Dozier and Brian Aherne”
... A strong possibility that Ann Sheridan will inherit all

the roles scheduled for Rita Hayworth, if Annie will sign
that lucrative Columbia contract ... A disturbance in the
Clark Gable household, with Clark’s long-time butler re-

ceiving his notice ... A trip to the altar for Adele Jergens
and Glenn Langan when his divorce becomes final ... A
new romance for Howard Duff (who knows nothing about
it) with a big-time star who made a bet she’ll “land”
him . . . Further discouragement for Stewart Granger who
got a big fat “no” the first time he tried to date Jane
Wyman ... A wonderful new deal with a rival studio for

Mark Stevens if he succeeds in getting his release from
20th Century-Fox . . . No wedding bells for John Dali and
Patricia Neal who love to listen to good music but not
wedding bands . . . Complete indifference by Hopalong
Cassidy to that silly story (spread by a rival, maybe?) that

he hates kiddies . . . Continued popularity for Barbara Stan-
wyck despite Hal Wallis failing to pick up her option.

10



cal york’s gossip

of hollywood

When Alan Ladd asked Alana

what she wanted for her birth-

day, she said, “Roy Rogers!”

He came to party with son Dusty

Seriously speaking. Kirk Douglas and Irene Wrightsman McEvoy,

dining with friends at Ciro’s, begin to look like a real romance

Nancy Davis, Boh Walker’s favorite date, attended Ice-Capades with Ronnie Reagan, Jane Powell and Geary Steffen

11



Suddenly, breathtakingly, you’ll be embraced . . . held . . . kissed. Perhaps tonight.

Be sure you’re always lovely to love; sweet . . . alluring. Your deodorant may make
the difference. That’s why lovely girls depend on FRESH Cream Deodorant.

Bette Davis wore carnation lei at forty-

second birthday party given by sister

Bette’s Birthday: There isn’t another
star with the family devotion of Bette
Davis! Cal was pleased indeed to be
included in a group of nonprofessional
friends, invited by Barbara Berry to

celebrate her famous sister’s birthday.
From a grueling day’s shooting on
“Story of a Divorce,” Bette arrived at

the charming little Mexican restaurant
in Laguna Beach—carrying pad and
pencil! From shouting dialogue over
machinery noises, she’d broken a blood
vessel in her throat. “It’s wonderful to

be here, but I feel just like Charlie Mc-
Carthy!” she wrote and passed the pad
from table to table.

Into the talented hands of Wallace
Seawell, young associate of Paul Hesse,
was placed a two-bit flashlight camera
(the amazing result is seen above)
with which to record the festivities.

Bette’s mother, Ruth Davis, was escorted

to the party by Otho W. Budd with whom
she eloped a few weeks later.

Test FRESH against any deodorant— see which stops perspiration, prevents odor

better! FRESH is creamier, more luxurious and really effective!

p
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See for yourself how really effective

FRESH is! Make this simple test.

Put your present deodorant

under one arm. Put FRESH under

the other arm. See which stops

perspiration, prevents odor better.

For head-to-toe protection, use new FRESH Deodorant

Bath Soap. Used regularly, it is 20 times as effective as

other type soap in preventing body perspiration odor,

yet mild and gentle to sensitive skin.

The Velvet Touch: It could only hap-
pen in Hollywood. For days they stopped,

looked and listened to recordings. A
voice was needed to dub a special song
number for Lizabeth Scott, but the voice

of practically every singer in band busi-

ness failed to sound as though it might
have belonged to the sultry blonde. Then
suddenly it happened. “That’s the voice!”

exclaimed producer Hal Wallis excitedly.

“Quick, look on that record. What’s the

name of that singer?” The silence that

followed roared like a cannon. “Mel
Tonne!” someone finally answered.

Round-up: According to rumor, Diana
Lynn wants to make five pictures ahead
so she can welcome the stork during 1951

. . . Laughter and tears for June Allyson,

who is heart-broken because she can’t

dance with Fred Astaire in “Royal Wed-
ding,” but so thrilled because she and
Dick Powell are going to have a baby
brother (they hope) for their little

adopted daughter . . . Jan Sterling is

now Mrs. Paul Douglas because they
couldn’t bring themselves to wait for

that planned-on three months when
neither would be working . . . Personal

(Continuer
1 on page 14)



Produced by

STANLEY KRAMER

Directed by

FREDZINNEMANN

Original screenplay by

CARL FOREMAN

Associate rroaucer

GEORGE GLASS

musical ocure uy

DIMITRI TIOMKIN
Released Thru

UNITED ARTISTS

a
completely

new
experience

between
men
and
women! . .

.
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NOW! Dental Science

Shows That Brushing Teeth

Right After Eating with

COLGATE

DENTAL CREAM
STOPS TOOTH
DECAY BEST

Better Than Any Other

Way of Preventing tooth Decay

According to Reports in

Authoritative Dental Literature!

2 years’ research at 5 great universities—
case histories of hundreds of people who
used Colgate Dental Cream right after eat-

ing— shows the Colgate way stops tooth

decay best! Better than any other home
method of oral hygiene known today! Yes,

both clinical and X-ray examinations
showed the Colgate way stopped more
decay for more people than ever before

reported in all dentifrice history!

No Other Toothpaste or Powder

Ammoniated or Not

Offers Proof of Such Results!

p

Even more important, there were no new
cavities whatever for more than 1 out of 3

who used Colgate Dental Cream correctly!

Think of it! Not even one new cavity in two
full years! No other dentifrice has proof of

such results! No dentifrice can stop all

tooth decay, or help cavities already

started. But the Colgate way is the most
effective way yet known to help your
dentist prevent decay.

ALWAYS USE
COLGATE’S TO CLEAN
YOUR BREATH WHILE
you CLEAN YOUR
TEETH -ANO HELP
STOP TOOTH DECAY!

,.temm
/v Guaranteed by
l Good Housekeeping .

apvnusto
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All’s quiet on the Western front: Jerry Lewis and Dean Martin

entertain co-star Diana Lynn in “My Friend Irma Goes West” set

( Continued from page 12)

to Marlon Brando: Since the preview of

“The Men,” every Hollywood star is

praising your performance . . . George
Brent, whose fifth wife is expecting his

first child, is the most excited prospective
father in filmland . . . The long rumored
separation of Richard Greene and Pa-
tricia Medina is now reality.

Fabulous Female: Icicles practically

hung from the rafters the day Cal visited

Joan Crawford on the “Harriett Craig”
set. Simple sleuthing disclosed the star

and director Vincent Sherman weren’t
seeing eye to eye on a cei’tain scene.

Joan, on the verge of tears, retired to her
dressing room as she exclaimed: “Now
I’m so mixed up I don’t know what you
want!” In less time than it takes to tell,

she marched back again and faced the
company. “Ladies and Gentlemen.” She
tried to control her voice as she said it.

“I lost my temper and bawled Mr. Sher-

man out in front of all of you. I think it

only fair to apologize to him in front of

all of you too.” Cal never ceases to

marvel over the humility of Joan Craw-
ford.

We Wonder: Why Richard Todd never
made the effort to send a single thank-
you note back to studio people, who were
so helpful when he made his first Holly-

wood picture . . . Why Yvonne De Carlo’s

best friends say that, despite her roman-
tic publicity, she’s one of the loneliest

gals in town . . . Why Lizabeth Scott is

so difficult to please in the fitting room
. . . Why those who have Ava Gardner’s
interests at heart don’t protect her with
a constant companion who would keep
her off the front pages . . . Why Mrs.
Larry Parks usually looks as if she’s

hurrying home from a square dance . . .

Why Helmut Dantine (who’s being di-

vorced again), who still receives hun-
dreds of fan letters each month, can’t

get a job in Hollywood . . . Why studio

executives force their stars to “appear”
temperamental, by offering them roles

they’ll obviously refuse, which auto-
matically puts them on suspension and
“off salary.”

News You Should Know: That the
Gary Coopers have signed a big blonde

Norwegian ski expert to a personal con-
tract and hope some studio will star him
. . . That Jeff Chandler’s performance in

“Broken Arrow” is so exciting, he’s
heading for one of Hollywood’s biggest
build-ups . . . That Columbia has to pay
$100,000 a year for ten years for the
movie rights to “Born Yesterday” and
then they revert to the author . . . That
Shelley Winters insists she isn’t tem-
peramental, just “highly emotional” . . .

That future roles for Lauren Bacall may
not inspire amicable studio relations,
which could be the subtle intention . . .

That director John Huston and his di-

vorced wife Evelyn Keyes who were
gambling together in Las Vegas were not
together. She just happened to be there
making a picture . . . That the Ronald
Colmans, accompanied by Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Barthelmess, are planning to

sail the Seine on a barge with bicycles
aboard for inland exploring . . . That
Princess Margaret Rose was so intrigued
with the gold dust sprinkled in Virginia
Mayo’s hair, Virginia sent a bottle to

Her Royal Highness . . . That Holly-
wood’s great names are frankly worried
because, so far this year, stars making
the most money for exhibitors are
“Francis” and “Cinderella.”

Untold Story: It’s the untold stories
that warm the heart and renew our faith
in Hollywood. This one Cal came across
unexpectedly when he called on Ann
Sothern, who was convalescing from two
major operations. “A nurse told me
something wonderful about Van John-
son,” Ann said. “I know that he
would never publicize it himself, but it’s

such a sweet story I think it should be
shared.” Seven years ago, when two
automobiles crashed, horrible head in-

juries left little hope for Van’s recovery.
A power too great to define guided him
into the life-giving hands of Dr. William
E. Branch and thus was born a deep-
rooted gratitude for the man who would
not let Van die. This year, like the last

six, on the 31st day of March, Dr. Bill

Branch received a magnificent friendship
plant. As usual, Van wrote on the card:

“Thank you for saving my life.” Like
Ann Sothern, we too want to share this

story. In Hollywood, where people for-

(Continued on page 16)
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Two darling daughters

with a love-sick

halfback in hot

pursuit!...and Pop

cutting capers with

a college widow!

NEVER HAS COLLEGE

BEEN SO MUCH FUN

...or so funny!

with CHARLES DRAKE - ROCK HUDSON - JEROME COWAN

Written by GEORGE F. SLAVIN and GEORGE W. GEORGE • Directed by FREDERICK de CORDOVA

Produced by RALPH DIETRICH • A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE
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TONI WINS
Discover New

Shampoo Magic

Soft Water Shampooing

Even in Hardest Water

“Toni Creme Shampoo really

worked wonders the very first

time we tried it,” say beau-
tiful twins Joan and Jean
McMillan of Houston. “Our
hair was so shining soft . . .

as if we washed it in rain water. And
that really marvelous softness made it

much easier to manage, too.”

Soft Water Shampooing...that’s

the magic of Toni Creme
Shampoo. Even in the hard-
est water, you get oceans of

j

creamy lather that rinses

away dandruff instantly.

Never leaves a soapy film. That’s why
your hair sparkles with natural high-

lights. And it’s so easy to set and style.

TONI CREME SHAMPOO
• Leaves your hair gloriously soft, easy

to manage

• Helps permanents “ take” better, look

lovelier longer

• Rinses away dirt and dandruff in-

stantly

• Oceans of creamy-thick lather makes

hair sparkle with natural highlights.

INSIDE
STUFF

Producer Collier Young and director Ida Lupino, still separated

matrimonially, work together on their new picture “Outrage”

(Continued from page 14)

get so easily, we point with pride to Van
Johnson—who remembers.

Preview Prattle: “You may be a bit

depressed after the preview,” laughed
Jane Wyman at the other end of the
phone. “Why don’t you join us at

Chasen’s for a bite and a beeker?” Still

under the magic spell of “The Glass
Menagerie,” Cal was grateful to be with
the Bill Holdens, the Danny Thomases,
Cesar Romero, the Paul Clemenses,
Mona Carlson, the Francis Lederers, the
Walter Langs and Burns and Allen.

Along with Janie, we wish that Arthur
Kennedy could have heard the super-
latives hurled in his direction. In the
picture he’s merely brilliant. “Where’d
you get that silly hat?” kidded golf pro
Clarke Hardwicke, who was Jane’s date
for her prestige preview. “I bought it

to go with my silly face!” she came right
back at him. There were more laughs
when the diminutive Grade Allen de-

scribed the way she has to ask her fast-

growing son to sit down—whenever she

wants to bawl him out!

Roman Scandal: There’s never a dull

moment in Ruth Roman’s life. “I’m
doomed,” she exploded, the day she

dropped by Cal’s for cocktails. “I’ll

never get another date in Hollywood!”
We took one look at that face and figure

and couldn’t have been less sympathetic.
“It’s my Siamese cat,” Ruth rambled on.

“I love him—but he’s a monster! Peter
Lawford called for me the other evening
and without warning my cat leaped
through the air and landed clawing on
Pete’s back. I’ll probably never see Peter
again.”

Seen and Heard: Ann Blyth with Dick
Clayton, Betty Lynn with Dick Anderson,
double-dating for weekly smorgasbord
at popular Scandia restaurant . . . Susan
Hayward and Jess Barker calling on a

prominent Beverly Hills doctor, who just

happens to be a baby specialist . . . Joan
Fontaine on the eve of starting “Mr. and
Miss Anonymous,” back with Charles
Feldman at the Cole Porter party for

Errol Flynn’s Princess Ghika . . . Betty
Hutton returning from her vacation
with more luggage than they have in the

May Co. . . . Brod Crawford treating that
“Oscar” to a ride in his brand new
Jaguar . . . Bette Davis proclaiming to

everyone within hearing distance that

Gary Merrill (he plays opposite her in

“All about Eve”) will be the next screen

sensation . . . Howard Duff tape-record-

ing “Sam Spade” for forty-eight con-
secutive hours, to cover those weekly
broadcasts while he vacations in Hono-
lulu . . . Dan Dailey, accompanied by the
Firehouse Five plus Two, doing a
Charleston at Mocambo to end all

Charlestons . . . Clark Gable dashing off

the golf course because, “I’m a married
man now and promised to be home by
five!”

Personal Previews: To George Mur-
phy’s charming new Beverly Hills home,
formerly owned by the Robert Taylors.
With four fabulous Murphys glowing-
over devastating decor by Helen Conway,
who’s decorated many a magnificent
movie star manse ... To White Oaks
Park with the Walter Langs (he directed
such hits as “Sitting Pretty” and
“Cheaper by the Dozen”) where custard
pie graduates gathered to celebrate Key-
stone Comedy King Mack Sennett’s 70th
birthday. Mrs. Lang (Carole Lombard’s
beloved “Fieldsie”) who was a sensa-
tional Sennett siren, introducing Chester
Conklin, Julia Faye, Hank Mann, Sally
Eilers, Juanita Hansen, Vera Stedman

—

telegrams from Mrs. Darryl Zanuck (the
former Virginia Fox), Gloria Swanson,
endless others who made their way from
meringue ... To the “end of the world”
Canoga Park hilltop home of Francis
Lederer and his vivacious Marion. Lu-
cille Ball and Desi Arnaz, the Bill

Holdens and the Richard Carlsons,
dining in a room lit by forty can-
dles, exclaiming over architecture from
rocks quarried from Lederer’s land.

Personality of the Month: You saw
him in “Jungle Patrol,” “Sands of Iwo
•Jima,” “Red Stallion in the Rockies.”
You wrote to Hollywood about him after
“Roseanna McCoy” and “Red Light.” You
wanted to know more about Arthur
Franz, which is your way of telling
Hollywood that they certainly have a
find, that you found him and for the
studios to get busy and do something
about him.
From the quality of his work, you

probably guessed he came from the stage.

He did, right from the cast of Broad-
way’s “Command Decision,” from several
Theatre Guild shows, “Ah, Wilderness”
among them, and before that, the Fredric
March play “A Hope for a Harvest.” In

fact, he left his riding master’s job at a

boy’s camp to join a Shakespearean com-
pany at the anemic salary of six dollars

a week. That’s how much he loved act-

ing. He still does. Particularly stage act-

( Continued on page 21)
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YOU Can Have A Lovelier Complexion

in 14 Days with Palmolive Soap, Doctors Prove!

NO MATTER WHAT YOUR AGE OR TYPE OF SKIN!

NOT JUST A PROMISE...
but actual proof from 36 leading

skin specialists that Palmolive Soap

facials can bring new complexion

beauty to 2 out of 3 women

Never before these tests have there been such
sensational beauty results! Yes, scientifically

conducted tests on 1285 women—supervised

by 36 leading skin specialists—have proved
conclusively that in just 14 days a new method
of cleansing with Palmolive Soap . . . using

nothing hut Palmolive . . . brings lovelier

complexions to 2 out of every 3 women.

Here’s the easy method:

1. Just wash your face 3 times a day with
Palmolive Soap, massaging Palmolive’s re-

markable beautifying lather onto your skin

for 60 seconds each time ... as you would
a cream.

2. Now rinse and dry—that’s all.

It’s these 60-second facials with Palmolive’s

rich and gentle lather that work such wonders.

Here’s proof it works!

In 1285 tests on all types of skin—older and
younger, dry and oily—2 out of every 3 women
showed astonishing complexion improvement
in just 14 days. Conclusive proof of what you
have been seeking— a way to beautify your
complexion that really works. Start this new
Palmolive way to beauty tonight.

You, Too, May Look For These

Complexion Improvements

in 14 days!

• Fresher, Brighter Complexions!

• Less oiliness!

• Added softness, smoothness

even for dry skin!

• Complexions clearer,

more radiant!

• Fewer tiny blemishes

—

incipient blackheads!

For Tub

or Shower

Get Big

Bath Size Palmolive

DOCTORS PROVE PALMOLIVE’S BEAUTY RESULTS!



Dream girl, dream girl, beautiful Lustre-Creme Girl

Hair that gleams and glistens from a Lustre-Creme shampoo

Tonight!... Show him how much lovelier

your hair can look . . . after a

Exclusive! This magical secret-blend lather with Lanolin!

Exciting! This new three-way hair loveliness . . .

p

Better than a soap! Better than

a liquid! Kay Daumit’s cream
shampoo with lanolin. Jars: $2, $1.

Jars and tubes: 49ji, 25^.

/ Leaves hair silken soft, instantly manageable
. . . first wondrous result of a Lustre-Creme

shampoo. Makes lavish, lanolin-blessed

lather even in hardest water. No more unruly,

soap-dulled locks. Leaves hair soft,

obedient, for any style hair-do.

2 Leaves hair sparkling with star-bright sheen.

No other shampoo has the same magic blend

of secret ingredients plus gentle lanolin to

bring out every highlight. No special rinse

needed with Lustre-Creme Shampoo.

3 Leaves hair fragrantly clean, free of loose

dandruff. Famous hairdressers insist on
Lustre-Creme, the world’s leading cream
shampoo. Yes, tonight show him a lovelier you
— after a Lustre-Creme shampoo!

WITH UtNOtlM
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Cheers and Jeers:

I thoroughly disagree with Sheilah
Liraham (May issue) about Farley
tiranger. Did she ever stop to think that

this very same act of being a juvenile is

the very thing that all the teen-agers like

so well about him? It brings him down
to our level. 1 know

;
I am a teen-ager

and Mr. Granger is my very favorite of

favorites.

Jackie Anglin
Kansas City, Mo.

Please tell Marlon Brando to stop imi-

tating Monty Clift. Doesn't he know
there is only one Monty?

Shirley Thompson
Saskatoon, Sask., Can.

Lansing, Michigan, is very proud to have

helped give Betty Hutton her start in

show business. When she was fourteen,

she came here for a visit and while here

she got a job at the lake, singing with a

band. This gradually led to her getting

her start in show business.

So, 1 say to Betty, Lansing is proud of

you and the part it played in your suc-

cess.

Marilyn Snider
Lansing, Mich.

On April 19, Marjorie Main ami Percy
Kilbride were in Providence, R. L, ap-

pearing for their picture "Ma and Pa
Kettle Go to Town.” They have always

been our favorites and we never have

missed a picture with them in it. My
daughter and her friends were turned

down when they asked for autographs

and I am sure it has spoiled the pleasure

of seeing those two on the screen.

Mrs. William I Iowe
Riverside, R. I.

Casting:

Why couldn't Howard Duff be cast in

some comical movie, such as Robert Cum-
mings, Cary Grant and William Holden?
It’s true that he’s the “coppie” type, but

he has the most engaging smile. He does

have a moody expression most of the

time but I believe that if put to the right

effect, it might prove comical.

Rita Fava
Greenville, Miss.

I have just read "The Merchant of

Venice” and 1 think it would make a won-
derful Technicolor picture. Have Howard
Duff play Antonio and Ann Sothern play

Portia.

Claire M. Peake
Detroit, Mich.

For outstanding movie entertainment, I

suggest they remake “Wuthering Heights"

into a new 1 echnicolor drama with Lana

Turner and Montgomery Clift as the ill-

fated lovers.

18

John Bloodgood
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Question Box:

In your March Photoplay you had a

story on Ben Johnson. He isn't the same
Ben Johnson who played in “She Wore
A Yellow Ribbon," is he? They don’t

look' the same.

Marlene Hunter
Lonaconing, JVld.

(It's the same Ben Johnson.)

Could you tell me who played Freddy
in “Tension”? 1 think he is just wonder-
ful and would appreciate it if you could

give me some information about him.

Carol Johnson
Bellingham, Wash.

(loin D'Andrea was
horn in Chicago, III.

on May 15, 1909.

He's 5’ 10", weighs
160 lbs., has brown
eyes and brozmi hair,

and is married to

Helen Fender. Next
picture, “The Next
Voice You Hear.’’)

I just saw “Riding High” which I

enjoyed very much. Isn’t this picture a

modern version of "Broadway Bill” which

starred Warner Baxter and Myrna Loy?
I’m curious to know if in the modern ver-

sion there weren’t sequences reissued from

“Broadway Bill.” 1 noticed it especially

in a scene with Douglas Dutnbrille, Ward
Bond and their cronies when placing their

bets in a smoky room. What caught my
eye was Ward Bond’s thinness, the nar-

rowness of the men’s shirt collars, and
the difference in clearness in the picture.

Dorothy Angeles
Minneapolis, Minn.

() oit're quite right. This is a remake oj
" Hroadway Hill'' and a few of the original

scenes were kept in .

)

Would you please tell me if Sheilah

Stephens who played Bonnie in “Backfire”

is Mrs. Gordon MacRae?
Miss R. Mare
Brooklyn, N. Y.

( )Y.f, she is.)

Who were the three guys that played in

“Battleground”? The cute blond that

played Bettis, the fellow that chewed to-

bacco all the time, the fellow with false

teeth they called (. hips?

Jane Gray
Ithaca, N. Y.

(Bettis was played by Richard Jaeckcl,

.lames Whitmore zvas the tobacco-chewing

Kinnie, and Chips zvas Douglas Fowley.)

“Sands of Iwo Jima” brought out all

the acting ability in Forrest Tucker. We
should see more of him. Could you give

me some information about him?
Miss I. J. Suesserman
Long Branch, N. J.

( Forrest Fucker zvas born Feb. 12, 1915, in

Plainfield, hid. He's
6' 4", zveighs 194 lbs.,

has blue eyes, blond
hair and is divorced
from Sandra Jolley.

Has a daughter,
Pamela. His next
picture is “Rock Is-

land Trail.")

Address letters to this department to

Readers Inc., Photoplay, 205 East 42nd
Street, Nezv York 17, N. Y. Hozvever,
our space is limited. We cannot therefore
promise to publish, return or reply to all

letters received.

Cashmere
Bouquet — In a New Bath Size

Cake, Too!

/nd^
New tests by

leading skin specialists

PROVE the amazing mildness

of Cashmere Bouquet

on all types of skin!

Yes, in laboratory tests conducted under severest

conditions on normal, dry and oily skin types . .

.

Cashmere Bouquet Soap was proved amazingly mild! So
use Cashmere Bouquet regularly in your daily bath

and for your complexion, too. It will leave your skin

softer, smoother . . . flower-fresh and younger looking!

The lingering, romantic fragrance of Cashmere

Bouquet comes only from a secret wedding of rare

perfumes, far costlier than you would expect to find

in any soap. Fastidious women cherish Cashmere

Bouquet for this “fragrance men love”.

New— At the Lowest Price In History!

p
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NEW/ TINTED FOUNDATION
AND POWDER IN ON El

Maybe you’ve dreamed of being cast adrift on

a magic tropical island. You'll find yourself

deep in the sultry enchantment of this dream

when you wear “Tropic Dream,” an exciting,

tawny shade of “Dream Stuff” for any girl

who wants to look like a Sun Goddess!

“Dream Stuff” is a tinted foundation and

powder magically blended into one brand new

make-up! Not a drying cake or a greasy

cream. Pat it on with its puff— it clings for

hours. And it can’t spill in your purse! One

of four dreamy shades, for every skin type.

... an exciting summer-tan shade

glowing with the magic of the tropics!

WOODBURY PLU9 TAX



Here's Marvelous'DeodorantNews/

Sara Churchill, daughter of England’s

ex-prime minister, with Jeffrey Lynn at

Clement Brown party at the Stork Club

INSIDE STUFF

(Continued from page 16)

jng. Last winter he turned down a couple
if pictures to go to Australia with his

vife and appear in the stage version of

‘A Streetcar Named Desire.” He dis-

overed acting back in his high school
i lays in Perth Amboy, N. J., where he
vas born, and at the small college of

51ue Ridge, Maryland, where he organ-
zed and acted in the dramatic club plays.

Pall, six feet to be exact, brown-haired
nd greenish-blue-eyed, he was some-
hing to see up there on the stage. Only
tdele Longmire saw him first and mar-
led him.
His stage work was interrupted by

he war. Arthur was a tail-gunner and
navigator in the Air Force. Twice, his

iilane was shot down and once, young
franz was the only survivor of the
(lane’s crew. He woke up to that grim
act in a concentration camp from which
le was rescued by the Underground. To
rear him tell it, it’s nothing, of course.
He loves to take pictures of everyone
nd everything with his new camera
vhich he got for a birthday present,
trouble is, Arthur has to wait four years
or the birthday gifts other fellows get
very year. Arthur happened to be born
m a February 29th in the year 1920.

She’s no dummy, said Vie Mature, when

he met Ed Bergen’s Potline Pnffington

iVewfiiHTMmn

NOW CONTAINS AMAZING NEW

INGREDIENT M-3—THAT PROTECTS

AGAINST ODOR-CAUSING BACTERIA

New Protection! Let the magic ot new
Mum protect you — better, longer. For to-

day’s Mum, with wonder-working M-3,

safely protects against bacteria that cause

underarm perspiration odor. Mum never

merely “masks” odor— simply doesn't give

it a chance to start.

New Creaminess! Mum is softer, cream-

ier than ever. As gentle as a beauty cream.

Smooths on easily, doesn't cake. And
Mum is non-irritating to skin because it

contains no harsh ingredients. Will not

rot or discolor finest fabrics.

New Fragrance! Even Mum’s new per-

fume is special—a delicate flower fragrance

created for Mum alone. This delightful

cream deodorant contains no water to dry

out or decrease its efficiency. Economical
— no shrinkage, no waste.

JVewMUM
<yte<zvi, dewfatiidtr

Mum’s protection grows and CROWS'.

Thanks to its new ingredient, M-3,

Mum not only stops growth of odor-

causing bacteria instantly —but keeps

down future bacteria growth. You ac-

tually build up protection with regu-

lar, exclusive use of new Mum!
Now at your cosmetic counter!

P
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for lasting

PIN CURL BEAUTY. .

.

bob pins

stronger grip— won’t slip out

You don’t need a flair for hair styling

to set this newest hair fashion. It’s

a breeze with De Long bob pins.

Alluring, natural curls last longer,

for De Long’s grip holds hair tighter.

Take the blue De Long card home today.

How to set the "U” Bob—styled by Mr. Larry,

eminent New York hairdresser . .

.

Set top hair in two rows, turning

first row toward face, next row

away from face. ( Work with

even strands.) Pin two vertical

at left temple, the first row

toward face, second away.

Make circlets across the back to

right ear, in two clockwise rows.

Do right temple like left. To

comb out—brush hair up briskly,

then down into a soft halo.

You’re always "set” with De Long Hair Pins •

Curl Setting Pins»Safety Pins* Hooks and Eyes*
Snaps*Pins*Hook and Eye Tapes»Sanitary Belts

Dreams Do Come True Department:
Farley Granger sounded like the happiest
young man when he called Cal to say
goodbye before leaving on that European
jaunt he’s dreamed about for years. He
spent a few days in New York before
taking off and, by some strange coinci-
dence (or was it?) Shelley Winters was
in the East at the very same time for the
premiere of “Winchester .73.” Shelley,
incidentally, had planned to go abroad
this summer, too, but when she was
offered the chance to appear in “Born
Yesterday” on the Eastern summer thea-
ter circuit, she cancelled her European
jaunt. Romance is all very nice, but to

Shelley, her career still comes first.

Speculation on how she’ll feel if Farley
returns with a new flame is now replac-
ing Canasta as the number one game in

Hollywood.

Strange Romance: Janet Leigh and
Arthur Loew looked madly in love at
Mocambo one Monday night, but the
following week Arthur was escorting
Nancy Sinatra to the Jack Cole opening
at Ciro’s and Janet was being seen with
her “Little Women” leading man, Rich-
ard Stapley. A trial separation, they
call it.

Guess What: According to a secret
source, Montgomery Clift not only was
uncooperative with the director and pro-
ducer of “The Big Lift,” but gave the
“A Place In the Sun” company a bad
time too . . . While Bing Boy was seeing
the sights of Paris, Dixie Crosby char-
tered a private plane and flew down from
Pebble Beach to do some Hollywood
shopping . . . General Hollywood opinion
on Ava Gardner’s rumored romance with
a Spanish toreador: “It’s just a lot of

bull.”

Surprise Finish: Hollywood was really

caught off guard when Deanna Durbin
announced from Paris that she was
planning to marry director Charles
David, when her divorce from Felix
Jackson becomes final in October. It

was back in 1945 that David directed

Deanna in “Lady on a Train.” Her six-

teenth picture, a murder mystery com-
edy, this was probably one of her poorest.

At any rate, it was one that Deanna’s
legion of fans liked her in the least.

Oddly enough, shortly after its comple-
tion she married Felix Jackson, who
produced it! To show you how wrong
Hollywood can be, at the time it was the

general impression that the celebrated

songbird was anything but pleased with
Charles David and his initial directorial

effort. Deanna Durbin, whose first hus-

band was Vaughn Paul, has never been
especially attracted to immature men, or

particularly handsome men. Charles
David runs true to pattern.

Not for a single second does Holly-

wood doubt that an equally illustrious

second career is waiting for Deanna.
Especially in Europe where popular
favorites can be pleasingly plump or

tantalizingly thin, the combination of

Durbin and David spells sure-fire success

for the future.

Hollywood Highlights: Having the last

and lovely laugh is Television’s glamour
queen, Faye Emerson. Warner Bros., who
once dropped her, now want her for a

picture . . . Smiling like a sunbeam is

talented Betty Lynn, whose option was
picked up months in advance by Twen-
tieth, with a pretty plump raise as a

bonus . . . They say it’s true, Republic
says it’s true, their press agents even
believe it: That after six years and as
many pictures, Adele Mara and Forest
Tucker have fallen hook, line and where-
have-you-been-all-my-life for each othei
. . . Personal nomination for Hollywood’s
number one generous husband—Jimmy
Stewart. In exchange for those forty-
two candles on his birthday cake, he pre-
sented his wife Gloria with a robin’s-egg-
blue Cadillac . . . “Separation” for the
Rory Calhouns, but only because director
Henry King wouldn’t allow wives to go
along on the “I’d Climb the Highest
Mountain” location . . . John Wayne’s
young son, Michael, departing on a

European tour of historically religious
cities . . . Howard Duff suffering from
hay fever caused by those leis in Hono-
lulu . . . Special dispensation from musi-
cians’ union leader Petrillo for Ann Soth-
ern to broadcast a “Maisie” program
from her bedside, while she’s convales-
cing.

Stork Stuff: With Esther Williams,
June Allyson and Cyd Charisse “expect-
ing” and Janie Powell on that “rumored”
list, it was bound to happen. That bad
“widdle” kiddo and we do mean Red
Skelton, now refers to his studio as—
“Maternity-Goldwyn-Mayer”!

Paradise by Proxy: The day the story
broke you could have heard an option
drop in Hollywood. “Ingrid Bergman
Proxy Bride,” boldly announced the flar-

ing two-inch headlines; “Mexican Mar-
riage Unites Bergman and Rossellini.”
Thus marked the ending to the most
dramatic love story of movietown his-

tory. Far away in Rome, Italy, two peo-
ple who defied conventions for a love

that was greater than a fear of public
scandal, are wearing yellow-gold rings
that symbolize their unique wedding
ceremony by “proxy.” Fate and circum-
stances made it impossible for them to

appear in Juarez, Mexico, and accept
their marriage vows in person. The
“proxy” ceremony (at which the bride

and groom were represented by “stand-
ins” unlike the Hollywood variety) was
none the less sacred to the two who are

the only two who know the real truth

behind their illicit romance. Sides are

not being taken. But. we must point out

that in the face of tirade and tarnation,
at no time did Ingrid or Roberto eithei

alibi, or ask for public indulgence. Hol-

lywood regretted the episode, but like all

fair communities, withheld judgment
And there’s still another slant on the

picture—humorous and ironical. The
week that followed the now famous
“proxy” wedding endless full-page por-

traits appeared of little Renato Robertc
Giusto Rossellini, held in the loving arms
of Ingrid Bergman, who refers to hei

adorable little son as “Little Robertino.’

A local glamour girl, famous for her love

of publicity, gazed upon the fabulous

newspaper coverage. “What wonderfu
space!” she exclaimed, as she sighee

ecstatically!

Cal Is: Regretful over the loss of the

Ty Powers’ expected baby. This is the

second time their happiness has beet

marred by such a disappointment—am
both want an heir so much . . . Amusee
by the trouble M-G-M had with its dress

extras with “Quo Vadis” in Rome. Seems
the extras wanted the clothes more thai

( Continued on page 24)



The No. 1 catch of the town,

hers for a whole evening on their

first big date. She dreams this is

to be the beginning of a real

romance. But how wrong can a girl be?

What an awful awakening she’s in for!

Because, once he gets her back on her own

doorstep, he’ll never darken it again . . . and she

won’t know why.* It could happen to any girl . .

.

even to you if you’re careless about one little matter.*

\,t
eath today ?

Never take it for granted. Never risk offending others, needlessly.

Halitosis (unpleasant breath)* is the fault unpardonable. It may be
absent one day and present the next . . . without your realizing it.

That’s the insidious thing about it.

Play smart. Rinse your mouth with Listerine Antiseptic night and
morning, and especially before any date when you want to be at your

best. It’s the extra-careful precaution against offending that fastidious

people never omit.

.atttactWe
be extra-careful

Listerine Antiseptic is the extra-

careful precaution because it fresh-

ens the breath . . . not for mere
seconds or minutes . . . but for

hours, usually. Popular people,

attractive people consider it

almost a passport to popularity.

While some cases of halitosis are of
systemic origin, most cases, say some
authorities, are due to the bacterial

fermentation of tiny food particles

clinging to mouth surfaces. Listerine

Antiseptic quickly halts such fermen-
tation, then overcomes the odors
fermentation causes.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis
,
Mo.
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TEANATIONAL CELLUCOTTON PRODUCTS CO.

Little Lulu says: wherever you go, carry Kleenex
POCKET-PACK TISSUESf SOFT, STRONG KLEENEX
TISSUES (2.4- SHEETS - 12 PULLS) IN A T/NY NEW
PACKAGE THAT SERVES ONE AT A TIME, ONLY 5*

Wait! Always room for Kleenex' Pocket- Packs!

LITTLE LULU

Here’s looking at you: With Jane Wy-
man is Photoplay writer, Jerry Asher

(Continued from page 22)
they did their salary and made off with
them, never returning for future scenes.
Metro, however, doesn’t share the amuse-
ment . . . Wondering whether Burt Lan-
caster really will go through with his

plans to enter television on a big scale
and how many other top stars will fol-

low his lead despite studio objections . . .

Happy that Charles Feldman succeeded
in getting Vivien Leigh for his produc-
tion of “A Streetcar Named Desire” and
that Vivien’s husband Sir Laurence
Olivier will return to Hollywood, too, to

play in “Sister Carrie” . . . Envious of

those who saw Danny Kaye put on a one-
man fashion show in a swank Parisienne
salon when he got bored watching his

wife Sylvia gown-shopping.

Films in Your Future: At Paramount:
Bob Hope in the remake of Mae West’s
big hit, “Diamond Lil”—but without Mae
. . . At M-G-M: Robert Walker, Joanne
Dru, Burt Lancaster, James Craig and
John Ireland in a super western “Ven-
geance Valley” ... At Warners: James
Cagney and Virginia Mayo in “The West
Point Story” ... At Twentieth Century-
Fox: Joseph Cotten, Cornel Wilde, Jeff

Chandler, Linda Darnell, Johnny Sands
in “Two Flags West” ... At Paramount:
Joan Fontaine, Ray Milland and Teresa
Wright in “Mr. and Mrs. Anonymous”
. . . At Columbia: Judy Holliday, Brod-
erick Crawford and William Holden in

“Born Yesterday” ... At Universal: Van
Heflin and Yvonne DeCarlo in “Toma-
hawk” ... At RKO: Janet Leigh and an
all-star musical cast in Howard Hughes’s
first big musical “Two Tickets to Broad-
way” ... At Republic: John Wayne in

“Rio Brava.”

Are you always

lovely to love?
See page 12

Pud Notice

.
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LAUGHING
STOCK

BY ERSKINE JOHNSON

Tune in Erskine Johnson’s “Hollywood
l Story,” Mutual Broadcasting System,
! Monday,

Wednesday, Friday, 5:55 p.m.

D
ENNIS O’KEEFE asked a prop man to

loosen the cap on a soda bottle he had
to open for a scene. “I want it to come
off easily,” O’Keefe explained. Then he
whispered: “I’d like my audience to think

I have muscles.”
* * *

Hollywood psychiatrist to a movie doll:

“You have no complexes. You are in-

ferior.”
* * *

Ad in a Hollywood trade paper:
“Owner leaving healthful San Fernando

Valley. Reason for leaving: Health.”
* * *

A waiter spilled a drink on Peggy Ryan’s
-new evening gown. Piped Peggy: “Go
and never darken my Dior again.”

* * *

Sign in a Beverly Hills pet shop: “Col-
lies sired by Lassie, famous movie star.”

* * *

Eleven years ago Philip Dorn flunked a
screen test at Universal because of his

Dutch accent. Now that his English is

perfect, the same studio has him speaking
with a Dutch accent for his latest role.

* * *

Bob Hope’s golf game gets better and
better—and his winnings bigger and big-
ger. Other day he met Crosby at the
Lakeside Club. “How about a game?”
said Hope.
“No, thanks,” said Bing. “It’s cheaper

to walk alone.”
* * *

Humphrey Bogart: “I used to play ju-
veniles on Broadway and came bouncing
into drawing rooms with a tennis racket
under my arm and the line: ‘Tennis, any-
body?’ It was a stage trick to get some
of the characters off the set so the plot
could continue. Now when they want
some characters out of the way I come in
with a gun and bump ’em off.”

* * *

Two days after he checked out of his
Fox contract, Cesar Romero was back on
the lot having his hair cut by the studio
barber. He explained: “The studio gave
me up, but I refuse to give up the studio
barber.”

* * *

There’s an epidemic of war pictures in
Hollywood. Instead of shouting “cut,” the
directors now have a bugler blow taps.

* * *

Mike Connolly in Variety: “Marie Wil-
son was wearing a dress with a plunging
neckline that stopped just this side of the
censorship code.”

* * *

Spike Jones says Howard Hughes is

missing a hot bet by not trying to get
government orders to manufacture cups
for the flying saucers.

0V&

FOR nttfata/ly BEAUTIFUL HAIR . .

.

Pure Castile is the Best Shampoo!
lou probably recognize New York
model Cindy Cameron because you’ve

seen her so many times in leading

magazines. Stunning Cindy says “I use

Conti Castile Shampoo because it leaves

my hair silky-soft, radiant and easy-to-

manage.” Typical of the hundreds of

models who praise Conti, Cindy says

“I agree with beauty authorities that

pure castile is the best shampoo!”

Works wonders “For important close-up
shots, it’s wonderful the way Conti leaves

my hair shimmering with highlights!”

Conti
THE TURK

Making (lie rounds “I always shampoo
my hair with Conti the night before I visit

the studios. The olive oil it contains helps

my hair to set easily . . . hold its waves better

. . . leaves it looking naturally beautiful!”

SHAMPOO



SHADOW

Musical memories: Fred Astaire and Vera-Ellen, as a famous

vaudeville team, recall the hey-day of some old-time greats

Pioneer passions: The late Walter Huston, Barbara Stan-

wyck, Wendell Corey in dynamic story of a Western ranch

(F) Three Little Words (M-G-M)

F
RED ASTAIRE, Red Skelton, Vera-Ellen and Arlene
Dahl, representing millions of dollars of talent and

beauty, are the stars of this musical which has in abun-
dance what most musicals completely lack—heart! The
big surprise is Red Skelton in a “straight” part for a
change, and so good he has you gulping. Based on the

song-writing careers of dapper, sophisticated Bert Kal-
mar (Fred Astaire) who always wanted to be a magician,

and careless, impulsive Harry Ruby (Red Skelton) who
always wanted to be a baseball player, the picture natu-
rally features a number of dances and nostalgic songs.

Vera-Ellen plays Jessie Brown, who becomes Mrs. Kal-
mar. She dances brilliantly. And Fred, of course, is tops

as always. Beautiful Arlene Dahl plays Eileen Percy, who
becomes Mrs. Ruby. Joining in the fun are Keenan Wynn
as a press agent, Gloria De Haven as her mother, Mrs.
Carter De Haven, and Debbie Reynolds as Helen Kane,
the famous “Boop-boop-a-doop” girl.

Your Reviewer Says: I’ll buy this.

Vital Statistics: Mrs. Kalmar, widotv of Bert Kalmar, visited

the Harry Rubys in Hollywood while the film was in production.
She and Mrs. Ruby were delighted, as well they should be, by
the ivay they were portrayed by Vera-Ellen and Arlene . . . As
soon as he finished this film, Fred Astaire dashed off for Ken-
tucky, where his famous Triplicate is note at stud. Fred believes

that Triplicate has foaled a filly for him that will be as fast on
the track as her old man . . . Frequent visitors on the set

were Rock Hudson, calling on Vera-Fllen. and Lex Barker,
Hollywood’s new socialite Tarzan, calling on Arlene . . . Helen
Kane did the recording of “/ Wanna Be Loved by You.”

BY LIZA WILSON

^ (F) The Furies (Wallis-Paramount)

T
HIS colorful, dramatic Western, reminiscent of “Duel
in the Sun,” has some of the best acting in it you’ll be

seeing in a month of Sundays. And no wonder, with such
stars as Walter Huston, Wendell Corey and Barbara Stan-
wyck, and such supporting actors as Judith Anderson,
Gilbert Roland. Beulah Bondi, Blanche Yurka, Thomas
Gomez, Albert Dekker and Wallace Ford. The late Walter
Huston (this was his last picture) plays a despotic, arro-
gant cattle baron in 1889, who calls his ranch “The
Furies,” and rules his empire with an iron hand. His only
weakness is his love for his self-willed daughter, Barbara
Stanwyck, who is heiress-apparent to his dynasty. But
their love for each other turns to bitter hatred wben the

cattle baron brings home a woman, Judith Anderson, who
makes no secret of her plans to become the mistress of

“The Furies.” Barbara outwits her father with the help

of Wendell Corey, a smooth gambler, and Gilbert Roland,
a Mexican squatter in love with her.

Your Reviewer Says: Passions rampant.

Vital Statistics: Barbara Stanwyck is about the busiest star in

Hollywood. She made four pictures in 1949, and plans four

for 1950. However, she intends to take a couple of months off

to visit Robert Taylor ivho is making “Quo Vadis” in Italy.

Barbara out of greasepaint is like a fish out of water . . . Wendell
Corey, who hails from Dracut, Massachusetts, and loves every-

thing New England, is rapidly becoming one of Hollywood’s
most sought-after stars . . . Since his discharge from the Army
in 1945, Gilbert Roland has specialized in “Cisco Kid” pictures.

This should put him back in the big time. Divorced from Connie
Bennett, who has remarried, he still speaks of her as “my wife.”

VVV Outstanding 'KV' Good V' Fair

F—For the whole family A—For adults



STAGE

For the love of mother: When Edmund Gwenn and Charles

Coburn fight for Spring Bvington—comedy breaks loose!

^ (F) Louisa (U-I)

H
ERE’S a most delightful family comedy on a subject
that is not often treated lightly. What to do about

Mother! Mother, in this case, is Spring Byington who
has come to live with her son, Ronnie Reagan, and within
a month has completely upset his wife, children and ser-

vant with her interfering. Rebuked by Ronnie, she is

well on her way to becoming a Christian martyr when,
suddenly, Romance! She becomes engaged to Edmund
Gwenn, a gallant old blade who owns the corner grocery
store, when in walks millionaire Charles Coburn, Ron-
nie’s bachelor boss. The old boys fight it out, literally,

for their lady love, while her son and granddaughter look
on in stuffy amazement.
Piper Laurie makes her screen debut as Ronnie’s seven-

teen-year-old daughter. Scotty Beckett is her “intellec-

tual” boy friend. Ruth Hussey is Ronnie’s wife and
freckle-faced Jimmy Hunt, their small son.

Your Reviewer Says: Fine family entertainment.

Vital Statistics: Piper Laurie is the girl you’ve been reading
about who eats flowers. You can take it with a grain of salt.

That’s the ivay Piper takes her gardenias. Says they are simply
delicious. Anyway, eighteen-year-old Piper (born Rosetta Jacobs
in Detroit, Michigan ) is going places according to U-I. She
graduated this spring from the studio high school and her
bosses gave her a luncheon with speeches and cameras. She
ivore a cap and gown—a very short gown, on account of leg
art . . . Charles Coburn celebrated his seventy-third year as an
actor while in production. The studio threw a big clambake
for him with monocles for everybody . . . For the first time
in a picture Edmund Gwenn had to learn to drive a car.

Indian love song: Debra Paget and Jimmy Stewart in a tender

romance woven into the exciting past of a great Apache chief

l/
- (F) Broken Arrow (20tli Century-Fox)

T
HE Indians are having their day in the sun in Holly-
wood. They get another break in this superior Western

which was photographed in Technicolor in the Coconino
National Forest, south of Flagstaff, Arizona. Based on
American history, the film tells the story of the legendary
Apache Chief, Cochise, whose name spelled terror to

the pioneers of 1870. Jimmy Stewart plays Tom Jeffords,

a fearless frontiersman, who respected Cochise as a great
and honorable warrior. Through his friendship with the
Apache Chief, Arizona became a peaceful territory. Cute
little Debra Paget plays the Indian maiden Sonseecihrciy,

who falls in love with the lanky American. Basil Ruys-
dael is the Christian General Howard sent to Arizona by
President Grant to make peace with the Apaches. Will

Geer leads the white men in sneaky treachery, and Jay
Silverheels, as Geronimo

,

does the same by the red men.

Your Reviewer Says: One of the best of the Westerns.

Vital Statistics: Love has certainly done ivonders for Jimmy
Stewart. His celluloid lovemaking with Debra is tender and
beautiful. At the end of the picture Jimmy. Hollywood’s most
confirmed bachelor, married socialite Gloria McLean, and
promptly became the step-papa of two little boys . . . Debra
Paget is the big excitement at the studio these days. Previously,
sixteen-year-old Debra ( her real name is Debralee Griffin

)
played

in “Cry of the City” and “House of Strangers” but this is her
first big role. Debra is five-feet-two, weighs less than a hundred.
She has big blue eyes ordinarily, but for her role of the Indian
maiden she was fitted with plastic optics that made her pupils

appear brown. . . . Jeff Chandler ivas snatched out of radio

by Universal, who loaned him for this picture.

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 86. For Best Pictures of the month
and Best Performances See Page 102. For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 82.



unusual motion picture
A Paramount Picture
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In Their Spare Time . . . Without Taking A Job or
Putting in Regular Hours . . . And WITHOUT EXPERIENCE!

H ere's a friendly way to make a fine income, spare-time or full time. Show
lovely Doehla Box Assortments of richly decorated Christmas and All-

Occasion Greeting Cards, distinctive "Name-Imprinted” Stationery, gay Gift
Wrappings. Many other Doehla items so exceptionally beautiful that your friends,
neighbors, and co-workers will be delighted to give you big orders. NO EX-
PERIENCE NEEDED—our FREE BOOK shows you easy ways for any beginner

to make money ! You make up to 50 <t on each $1 box, even more
on bonus orders. Mail coupon now—without money—for
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'SV (F) Love That Brute
(20th Century-Fox)

T
HE “Brute” is Paul Douglas, in another
of his big, lovable mug roles. And every-

body loves him, just like it says. In this
pleasant and often hilarious spoof of gang-
ster days in the “roaring twenties,” Paul
plays Big Ed, outwardly a tough racketeer
and killer, but in reality a sentimental
thug who keeps his “victims” in his base-
ment. He falls for Jean Peters, a city play-
ground attendant, and persuades her to
take the job of looking after his kids.
Henchman Keenan Wynn hastily hustles
up a kid and a respectable household for
his bachelor boss. The kid is Paul Price, a
regular little dead-ender. And the phony
household consists of a brassy night club
singer (Joan Davis) turned housekeeper,
and a famous gunman (Arthur Treacher)
turned butler. Paul’s romance is progress-
ing when in walks Pretty Willie (Cesar
Romero)

,
a gangster who shoots for keeps.

How Big Ed outwits Pretty Willie makes
for a pack of laughs. Joan Davis shows
what comedy timing can do for a girl.

Your Reviewer Says: Whimsical, but very
funny.

Vital Statistics: Paul Douglas, who has been
going like a house afire ever since “A Letter
to Three Wives,” recently got himself mar-
ried to witty, curvaceous Jan Sterling. Jan
says he corrects her grammar and scolds her
for not being tidy . . . Jean Peters wears her
first movie evening gown in her song and
dance number, a little thing consisting of
twenty-eight pounds of imported shimmering
bugle beads. It certainly brings out the s-e-x

in the ex-Ohio farm girl. Although Jean has
dated the fabulous Howard Hughes quite
often she still refuses to live and act like a

movie star, hasn’t a mink coat and invests

her money in Ohio real estate.

V (F) Return of the Frontiersman
(Warners)

A
LL MOVIE stars, even the dolls, like to
appear in Westerns these days for

the logical reason that Westerns are popu-
lar at the box office. This is singer Gor-
don MacRae’s first crack at an oater.

Old-timer Jack Holt and Gordon play a
sheriff and son in the early days of Lara-
mie, Wyoming. Gordon becomes a killer

suspect when he is double-crossed by a
pal, and in his effort to track down the
real killer he gets himself involved in a
mess of trouble. Julie London looks after

the romance department. And Rory Cal-
houn, handsome in Technicolor, plays the
local editor who has other things on his
mind besides type-setting. Not often has

Dana Anarews and Gene Tierney are re-

united for a fourth time in Twentieth j

Century-Fox’s “Where the Sidewalk Ends”
28



so — uch violent action been crammed into

c j picture.

Your Reviewer Says: Well, if you like vio-

lence.

Vital Statistics: For his first Western role

Gordon MacRae, radio and record singer,

had to learn to ride a horse. He found a good
teacher in Rory Calhoun, who owns and man-
ages a big ranch near Ojai, California. Be-

tween scenes in which they pommelled each
other to jelly, Gordon and Rory made good-
natured bets as to which man was the most
happily married. Gordon married his leading

lady in a stock company and has three chil-

dren. Rory, one-time Hollywood man about
town, is married to Lita Baron, who helps

him run his dude ranch. Gordon now wears
a ten-gallon hat around the house. Says it’s

the first time he’s been able to impress the

kids . . . When Alexis Smith refused to play
in this picture and went on suspension, Julie

London was given the role. Alexis was right.

V (F) Devil’s Doorway (M-G-M)

R
OBERT TAYLOR has been itching to
play a Western character ever since his

success as Billy the Kid some years ago.
So, he got his wish. In this fair-to-mid-
dling Western he plays a full-blooded
Shoshone Indian. The time is shortly after
Gettysburg and Bob, a decorated ex-ser-
geant, returns to his ranch in Medicine
Bow, Wyoming, only to discover that his
war record means nothing. Folks in Medi-
cine Bow just don’t like Indians. He is

subjected to all kinds of insults and is ad-
vised by a crooked lawyer, Louis Calhern,
that his land is not legally his. A bloody
fight follows. Stand-out in the film is

young Paula Raymond, making her screen
debut as the town’s attractive woman at-
torney, who takes Bob’s case.

Your Reviewer Says: So-so.

Vital Statistics: Paula Raymond has Metro
all agog. She is a San Francisco girl, twenty-
three and unmarried, who has been acting
and dancing since she was six. Director
George Cukor saw her on television and
tipped off Metro. The studio thinks so well
of her that she~had hardly had time to finish
this picture before she was given the lead
opposite Cary Grant in “Crisis” . . . This
picture was shot in Aspen and Grand Junc-
tion, Colorado. It was suave New York actor
Louis Calhern’s first rugged location. The
boys thought they would have some fun the
first day Mr. Calhern had to ride a horse.
But he surprised them. Rode like a veteran.
Seems that he belonged to the Mounted Artil-
lery in World War I and has kept his “seat”

. . Bob Taylor spent his off-set time trying
to call wife Barbara Stanwyck on the local
phone. After this film he started testing for
his part in “Quo Vadis.”

^ (F) Colt .45 (Warners)

R
ANDOLPH SCOTT and Technicolor are
the two assets of this not very exciting

Western. Big tall Randy (six-feet-two) is
a popular lad with his fans, and he should
have spoken up and demanded a better
plot and better writing. Randy plays a
gun salesman in the Old West, and it’s his
job to introduce the new “Colt Repeating
Pistols. That other Scott boy, Zachary,
swipes the guns, kills the sheriff, organizes
a band of desperados dressed as Indians

becomes a big-shot highwayman,
thanks to the guns. But Randy eventually
mows him down, with his fists, not his
guns, and brings peace to the West. Also,
he falls in love with tough gal Ruth Ro-
man. The late Alan Hale (this was his
last picture) is excellent as always as the
sheriff who connives secretly with the
killers.

Your Reviewer Says: Strictly for kids.

(Continued on page 100)

TEST X
Purpose: Test of 5-DAY’S

action in removing odor-

forming skin bacteria

does not leave them

under your arms!

Laboratory Proof

5-day
deodorant pads

Contains

twice* as much

active anti-

perspirant . .

.

yet milder

deodorant pads

No other deodorant tested is as effective in

checking perspiration and stopping odor!

The miracle is in the pad! 5-Day Pads are
circlets of fabric saturated with refreshing, mild
yet very effective deodorant. 5-Day’s exclusive
formula checks perspiration— stops odor longer.

This laboratory photo was
taken hours after applica-
tion of a 5-Day Pad. Note
the amazing difference. This
is because 5-Day’s exclu-
sive formula prevents the
growth of odor-forming skin
bacteria and keeps you safe
from underarm odor longer.

This microscopic photo
proves that when you throw
away your 5-Day Pad you
throw away with ithundreds
of thousands of odor-form-
ing bacteria. Does not leave
them under your arms.

Each pad contains right amount.
LiddlCI • No guessing! Even smooth pene-
tration instantly.

Factor I
Goes into action instantly. Dries

FoMCl > i n seconds.

Cooling, Refreshing!
Cooling, refreshing sensation.

Safely checks perspiration more effectively,

too! Contains twice* as much active anti-per-

spirant than an average of leading brands tested.

Yet, laboratory pH tests prove 5-Day milder

—

harmless to skin and clothes.

Greater reserve protection! Laboratory tests

show that hours after application 5-Day’s exclu-

sive formula is 8 times* more effective in keeping
you safe from underarm odor than an average
of leading brands tested. No other deodorant or

deodorant soap can keep you so safe from
underarm odor—so long.

DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK-if not completely satisfied.

* All comparative figures mentioned in this ad are based
on the average of laboratory tests of leading deodorants.
Name of independent laboratory available on request.
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The Other Side Of

F
AR too frequently judgment is passed without the other

side of a story ever being heard.

With editorial pride we offer, in this issue, the other side

of the Hollywood story—a sharp contrast to impressions of

the film colony fostered by recent scandals and headlines.

The information the editors present on the following pages

took months of concentrated effort on the part of Photoplay’s

entire staff to accumulate. The simple facts of the stars’ good

lives and the everyday contributions of citizenship were not

easily available.

“It is odd,” said a public relations representative at one of

the major studios, “how little we know about the activities

of our players as citizens.”

Photoplay’s staff asked questions, examined records, checked

and rechecked until the Photoplay chart—the first of its kind

ever to be published listing the private lives, community
services and honors of one hundred and fifty players—finally

was ready to go to press.

Read this chart—the other side of the story, far more in-

spiring and exciting as a human chonicle than any report of

transgressions. It will tell you things about Hollywood you
never knew. It will answer the critics who, by inference,

have questioned your intelligence quotient in liking Holly-

wood and its stars.

With this chart Photoplay salutes Hollywood as an Ameri-
can Community.

P
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the other side of

the
•STAR MARRIAGE RECORD • FACTS OF HOME LIFE • • COMMUNITY SERVICE AND HONORS •

Bud Abbott M. 32 yrs. Betty Pratt
Ad. William Henry 11. Owns
home in Encino, 10 yrs.

Co-founder Lou Costello Youth Foundation. Ex-mayor of Encino. With Cos-
tello sold $83,000,000 in bonds. Mason. Citations from B'nai B'rith Youth
Org'n, Hollywood Legion Post, VFW, Treasury Dept., and others

John Agar 1 div. Now free
Ch. Linda Susan 21/2 . He lives
with parents in Beverly Hills

Served in U. S. Army

June Allyson M. 5 yrs. Dick Powell
Ad. Pamela 2. Owns home in Bel-
Air

Has made post-war hospital visits. Active in Girl Scout Drive

Dana Andrews Wid. in '33. M. 11 yrs.
Mary Todd

Ch. David 17, Kathy 8, Steven 6,

Susan 2. Owns home in N. Holly-
wood

Member Baptist Church. Active in Screen Actors Guild, War Bond drives,
hospital tours, during war and currently

Gene Autry
M. 18 yrs. Ina Mae
Spivey

Owns home in Hollywood Hills
Served with Air Corps 41/2 yrs. USO tour of Pacific after discharge. 1st
mayor of N. Hollywood. Town in Okla. named after him. Honored by 108
cities for appearances at children's and Veterans' hospitals, etc. Shriner

Lew Ayres 2 div. Now free
Owns home in Hollywood Hills, 13
yrs.

Conscientious objector but served 31/2 yrs. as medical corpsman and ass't
chaplain. Gives scholarships to Universities, helps UN Appeal for Children

Lauren Bacall M. 5 yrs. Humphrey
Bogart

Ch. Stephen 1 1/2- Owns home in
Coldwater Canyon Shares husband's activities (see Bogart)

Lucille Ball M. 9 yrs. Desi Arnaz Owns home in Chatsworth, 9 yrs.
Attends Catholic Church. Appears frequently for charity drives. Veterans'
hospitals. Rated A1 for cooperation with worthy causes

Ethel
Barrymore 1 div.

Ch. Samuel 41, Ethel 39, John 37.
Rents home in Beverly Hills

Broadcasts for Catholic Family Hour and Rosary Crusade. Active in Catholic
Church and with Actors Equity

Lionel
Barrymore 1 div. Wid. '36

Owns home in San Fernando Val-
ley for many years

Interested in encouraging young artists and musicians. Gives his engrav-
ings for charity benefits. Broadcasts for charity

Anne Baxter M. 4 yrs. John Hodiak Owns home in Beverly Hills, 4 yrs.
Rated A1 for war appearances, USO shows, Bond tours. U. S. Treasury
Dept, and War Dept. Commendations

William
Bendix

M. 22 yrs. Therese
Stefanotty

Ch. Lorraine 20. Ad. Stephanie 6.

Owns home in Encino Excellent war record of broadcasts. Bond and hospital tours

Joan Bennett
2 div. M. 10 yrs. Walter
Wanger

Ch. Diana 22, Melinda 16,

Stephanie 7, Shelley 2. Owns home
in Holmby Hills 10 yrs.

Active in Episcopal Church. Sponsors domestic arts courses in girls' schools.
Works for expansion of adult education. Member '49 committee National
Safety Council. During war active with AWVS. Aids Foster Parents

Ingrid
Bergman

1 div. M. Roberto
Rossellini 1950

Ch. Pia 11, Roberto 6 mos. Made many camp tours during war

Humphrey
Bogart

3 div. M. 5 yrs. Lauren
Bacall

Ch. Stephen IV2 . Owns home in
Coldwater Canyon

Active in animal welfare; sponsors Animal Care. Gives annual award for
children's boat races, Newport. Cal. Helps combat juvenile delinquency

William Boyd
3 div. M. 13 yrs.
Grace Bradley

Son 28. Owns home in Hollywood
Hills, 8 yrs.

Makes frequent appearances at children's hospitals and orphanages

Charles Boyer M. 16 yrs. Pat Patterson Ch. Michael 6. Owns home in
Beverly Hills, 4 yrs.

Made broadcasts during war for OWI and State Dept. Sponsors French
Research Foundation with 20,000 volume library open to students

David Brian
2 div. M. 1 yr. Adrian
Booth

Owns home in San Fernando
Valley

Served with Coast Guard. Opens home frequently for civic meetings.
Worked with School Board on Career Commencement Program

James Cagney
M. 25 yrs. Frances
Vernon

Ch. James 10, Katherine 9. Owns
homes in Beverly Hills, Balboa
and Martha's Vineyard

Active in Audubon Society and Friends of the Soil (soil conservation). Was
president Screen Actors Guild

Corinne
Calvet

M. 11/2 yrs. Tohn Brom-
tield

Owns home in Malibu Visits Naval hospitals

Rod Cameron 1 div. Has daughter Lives in apartment Bible student. Active in juvenile welfare. Helps boys' schools and orphan-
ages, notably St. Mary's School for Indian children

Macdonald
Carey

M. 9 yrs. Betty
Hecksher

Ch. Lynn Catherine 3V2, Elizabeth
1. Owns home in Mandeville
Canyon

Active raising funds for Catholic Church. Active in Screen Actors Guild.
Served overseas as Captam, Marines. Appears on religious programs.
Aids Marine and Air Corps recruiting

Joan Caullield M. Frank Ross 4/50 Rents Katharine Hepburn's home Works with paraplegics at Birmingham Hospital

Charles
Coburn

Wid. '37 after 31 yrs.

of marriage
Owns home in W. Hollywood Outstanding record of war activities. Made long, arduous tours of camps.

Mason. First Vice-Pres. M. P. Alliance for Preservation of American ideals

Claudette
Colbert

1 div. M. 15 yrs. Dr.
Joel Pressman

Owns home in Holmby Hills, 15
yrs.

Active in Catholic Church. Works with St. John's Hospital Guild, many
small clinics and child welfare groups. Made Bond, camp, hospital tours.
Worked in VAAC. Made broadcasts for OWI. Aided Free French. Has 20
awards and citations from War Dept. OWI. Treasury Dept., etc.

Ronald
Colman

1 div. M. 12 yrs. Benita
Hume

Ch. Juliette 6. Owns home Beverly
Hills, 15 yrs.

Served World War I with British Army, disabled. Aids Greek Relief, UN,
USO, etc. Made camp, hospital, Bond tours

Richard
Conte

M. 7 yrs. Ruth Strohm Rents home in Beverly Hills Served in US Army 1 yr. Entertained in various camps

Gary
Cooper

M. 16 yrs. Sandra Shaw Ch. Maria Veronica 12. Owns
home in Brentwood, 16 yrs.

Vice-pres. Lou Gehrig Memorial for victims of multiple sclerosis. Aids Kabat-
Kaiser Institute for rehabilitation of polio victims. Made 23,000-mile tour
for USO. Honorary mayor of Brentwood

Lou Costello M. 16 years Ann Ch. Carol Lou, Patricia, Christina.
Owns home in Encino 10 yrs.

Co-founder Lou Costello Youth Foundation With Abbott sold $83,000,000 in

Bonds. Honorary Sheriff of Encino. Citations from B'nai B'rith Youth Organ-
ization, Hollywood Legion Post, VFW, Treasury Dept, and others

Jeanne Crain
M. 4 yrs. Paul Brink-
man

Ch. Paul Frederick 3, Michael An-
thony 1. Owns home in Beverly
Hills

Active in Catholic Church activities

Broderick
Crawford M. 9 yrs. Kay Griffith

Ad. Christopher 3. Owns home
San Fernando Valley 4 yrs.

In Army, overseas 3 yrs. Active in community affairs. Voted "Outstanding
Citizen" by San Fernando Valley Club

Joan
Crawford 3 div. Now unmarried

Ad. Christina 10, Christopher 7,

Cathy and Cynthia 3. Owns home
in Brentwood 18 yrs.

Active in Christian Science Church and PTA. Maintains rooms at a hospital
for needy. '49 Red Feather Woman for Community Chest

Bing
Crosby M. 20 yrs. Dixie Lee

Ch. Gary 17, Phillip, Dennis 16,

Lindsay 12. Owns home in Holmby
Hills

Extensive tours during war, made many government sponsored broadcasts
to aid war effort. Sponsors annual golf tournament at Pebble Beach, pro-

ceeds for caddy benefits. Numerous charities. Active in Bond and Red Cross
drives. Honors too numerous to list

Robert
Cummings

1 div. M. 5 years.
Mary Elliott

Ch. Robert Richard 4, Mary Me-
linda 2 Owns home in Beverly
Hills

Active in Church of Religious Science and Philosophy on Board of Academy
of M. P. Arts and Sciences. Flight instructor during war. Honored by
Canadian Gov’t for contributions to safety in flying. Active in Aviation clubs

Dan Dailey
1 div. M. 7 yrs. Eliza-
beth Hofert

Ch. Dan 3. Owns home Toluca
Lake

In Service 4 yrs. Promoted in field in Italy Works with Valley Hunt Club
to teach people to ride safely. Went to Phila. to initiate 1950 Bond Drive.

Visits hospitals

Linda
Darnell

M. 7 yrs. Peverell
Marley

Ad. Charlotte Mildred 2. Owns
home in Bel-Air

One of earliest recruits in war work, made 3 trips overseas, many in this

country, continues now, visiting hospitals, etc. Was Nurses' Aide Rated
A1 for cooperation. Many government citations

NOTE: The Hollywood Coordinating Committee arranges for daily appearances of Hollywood personalities, all of them in good causes
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Bette Davis 1 div. once wid.—now
separated

Ch. Barbara 3. Owns home in

Laguna Beach, 7 yrs.

Co-founder, 1st president Hollywood Canteen. Now director of Canteen
Foundation which aids veterans. Ex-president Tailwaggers. Aids in train-

ing guide dogs for blind. Active in Damon Runyon Cancer Fund. Excellent
record of wartime visits to camps, etc. Works for Motion Picture Relief

Doris Day 2 div. now free
Ch. Terry 8. Owns home in San
Fernando Valley

Active member Christian Science Church, PTA. Aids League for Crippled
Children, Easter Seal Campaign. Chief interest, child safety. Submitted 12
rules for prevention of accidents to children in home, which are now being
used by National Safety Council

Laraine Day 1 div. M 3 yrs. Leo
Durocher

Ad. Chris, Angela, Michele. Owns
home in Santa Monica Canyon

Active in Mormon Church, to which she gives one-tenth of income. Made
numerous hospital tours during war

Don De Fore M. 8 yrs. Marian
Holmes

Ch. Penny Lu 6, David 5, Dawn 2.

Owns home in Mandeville Canyon
Board member Village Church (Lutheran). Vice-Pres. Young Marrieds
Club, PTA. Honorary Deputy Sheriff, Westwood

Olivia de
Havilland

M. 4 yrs. Marcus Good-
rich

Ch. Benjamin 1. Rents home in
Brentwood

Appears on Screen Guild Theater for Motion Picture Relief. Works for

better conditions in mental hospitals. Rated A1 for cooperation in worthy
causes. Made overseas tours in wars. Many citations

John Derek M. U/2 yrs. Patti Behrs Ch. Russell Andre 4 mos. Rents
home in Encino Served in airborne troops, Pacific

Brian
Donlevy 1 div. Now free

Ch. Judy Ann 7. Owns home, Mal-
ibu. Rents Hollywood apartment

Many wartime tours of camps, hospitals, etc. Made films for Treasury Dept.
Three times mayor of Malibu. Sponsors flying clubs

Kirk Douglas 1 div. Now free
Ch. Michael 6, Joel 3. Owns home
in Laurel Canyon

Served in Navy, injured. Speaks on behalf higher pay for teachers. Ad-
dresses students to help curb delinquency. Helps many worthy causes

Paul Douglas 3 div. M. Jan Sterling
5/50

Ch. Margaret 5. Rents home in
Malibu Emcees many programs for local worthy causes

Joarine Dru 1 div. M. 1 yr. John
Ireland

Ch. Dick 8, Helen 6, Barbara 3.

Owns home in Encino, 5 yrs.
Active in Little Brown Church (non-sectarian). Interested in child welfare,
active in school work

Irene Dunne M. 22 yrs. Dr. Francis
Griffin

Ch. Mary Frances 15. Owns home
in Holmby Hills, 15 yrs.

Active in Catholic Church. Sponsor Nat'l Heart Committee. Honorary Nat'l

Commander, Voluntary Field Army of Amer. Cancer Soc. Chairman, Spon-
sors' Committee for Hebrew Univ. Rebuilding Fund. Active worker St. John's
Hosp. Guild. Nat'l Vice-Chairman, Red Cross '49. Works with Orthopedic
Hosp. for children's benefits. Received Laetare Medal, highest honor that

can be awarded Amer. Catholic layman. LLD degree from Mount St. Mary's

Jimmy
Durante

Wid. '43 after 21 yrs.
marriage Owns home in Beverly Hills Active in Catholic Church. His war record outstanding. His unpublished

charities so great it would take pages to list them

Dan Duryea M. 20 yrs. Helen Bryan Ch. Peter 12, Richard 9. Owns
home in Hollywood Hills, 8 yrs.

On Board of directors, PTA. Cub scout Packmaster. Has Friday-night picture
shows for neighborhood children, admissions go to Children's Hospital

Vera-Ellen 1 div. Now free
Owns home in San Fernando Val-
ley. Mother lives with her

Sings in choir Lutheran Church. Regular visitor to Veterans' hospitals, makes
candy for vets

Douglas
Fairbanks

1 div. M. 11 yrs. Mary
Lee Eppling Ch. Daphne 9, Victoria 7, Melissa 2

Served in Navy (Commander). Now volunteer reserve officer. Was envoy
to Latin American countries on special mission for gov't. Nat'l chairman
CARE. Vice-pres. American Assoc, for U.N. On board Refugee Defense
Comm., United World Federalists. Member Foreign Policy Ass'n, Amer.
Acad, of Political & Social Sciences and many others. Serves on temporary
assignment for State Dept., ECA, Armed Services. Has 14 decorations

Rhonda
Fleming 1 div. Now free

Ch. Kent 6. Rents home in Holly-
wood. Mother and son with her Sings in Hollywood Presbyterian Church choir and is active in Bible Class

Errol Flynn 2 div. Now free Ch. Sean 9, Dierdre 5, Rory 3. Went to Alaska, Aleutians, with USO shows

Joan Fontaine 1 div. Separated from
William Dozier

Ch. Deborah Leslie IVi- Owns
home in Brentwood

Aids St. John's Guild. Appears on Screen Guild Theatre for benefit Motion
Picture Relief

Glenn Ford M. 7 yrs. Eleanor
Powell

Ch. Peter 5. Owns home Beverly
Hills. His mother lives with them

In Marines 2V2 yrs. Postwar service record outstanding. Commissioner for

Boy Scouts in Crescent Bay area

Clark Gable 2 div. Wid. '42. M.
Sylvia Ashley 9 mos.

Owns home San Fernando Valley
12 yrs.

Served in U. S. Army Air Corps. Was awarded the Air Medal for "excep-
tionally meritorious achievement in 5 bomber combat missions"

Ava Gardner 2 div. Now free Owns home in Hollywood Does much unpublicized work with orphanages. Helps underprivileged
children. Makes hospital appearances

John Gariield M. 17 yrs. Roberta
Mann

Ch. David 6, Julie 4. Rents apts. in
Hollywood and N. Y.

Co-founder Hollywood Canteen. Rated A1 by Coordinating Committee. Aids
United Jewish Relief, Red Cross, etc. Aids young actors' groups. Went on
War Bonds and camp visits, USO overseas. 10 government citations

Judy Garland 1 div. M. 5 yrs. Vin-
cente Minnelli

Ch. Liza 4. Owns home in Beverly
Hills

Excellent record of wartime appearances. Activities curtailed now because
of health

Greer Garson 2 div. M. 1 yr. Buddy
Fogelson Owns home in Bel-Air, 8 yrs Good record Bond tours, camp shows, hospital tours during war

Paulette
Goddard 3 div. Now free Rents West Hollywood apartment,

owns Connecticut farm
Excellent wartime record. First actress to "fly the hump,” appearing in

CBI theaters; many Bond, camp, hospital tours. Many citations

Betty Grable 1 div. M. 7 yrs. Harry
James

Ch. Victoria Elizabeth 6, Jessica 3.

Owns home in Beverly Hills
Has fine record of wartime activity

Cary Grant 2 div. M. Betsy Drake
Xmas '49 Owns home in Santa Monica Made hospital, Bond tours, camp shows during war. Is said to be ''quietly

philanthropic." Considered very cooperative by Coordinating Committee
Kathryn
Grayson

1 div. M. 3 yrs. Johnny
Johnston

Ch. Patricia Kathryn 2. Owns
home in Santa Monica

Recently named only Hollywood sponsor of National Sunday School Week,
a Rotary Clubs' activity

June Haver 1 div. Now free Building apartment house Active in Catholic Church. Makes frequent hospital visits

June Havoc 1 div. M. 2 yrs.
William Spier

Ch. April, 12 yrs. Owns home
in Malibu

Rated A1 for wartime camp and hospital shows; continues hospital appear-
ances. Award from ASPCA for inexhaustible effort in its behalf

Susan
Hayward M. 6 yrs. Jess Barker Ch. Timothy, Gregory 5. Owns

home in San Fernando Valley
Has dozen or more citations for war and postwar cooperation

Rita
Hayworth

2 div. M. Prince Aly
Khan '49 Ch. Rebecca 51/2, Yasmin 8 mos. Excellent wartime appearance record

Van Heflin M. 8 yrs. Frances Neal Ch. Vana 7, Cathleen 4. Owns
home in Brentwood 4 yrs.

Active in community affairs. Broadcasts for UNESCO. Aids League for

Crippled Children. Served in Field Artillery and Air Corps. Decorated for

record in combat flying. Working for MA at UCLA

Wanda
Hendrix 1 div. Now free. Lives in apartment in Hollywood Active in Unity Church

Paul Henreid M. 14 yrs. Lisl.
Ad. Monica 7, Mimi 5. Owns home
in Brentwood, 4 yrs.

Naturalized American citizen. Interested in good government, active
politically

John Hodiak M. 4 yrs. Anne Baxter Owns home in Beverly Hills 4 yrs. One of best records for wartime cooperation in all kinds of appearances

Key: M: Married; Wid: Widowed; Div: Divorce or Divorces; Ch: Child or Children; Ad: Adopted
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William
Holden

M. 9 yrs. Brenda Mar-
shall

Ch. Peter W. 7, Scott P. 4, Step-ch.
Virginia 12. Owns home in Valley

First Vice-pres. Screen Actors Guild. 4 yrs. Army Air Corps. Makes broad-
casts for Armed Services Show, Army Hour, Council for Democracy

Celeste Holm M. 4 yrs. Schuyler
Dunning

Ch. Daniel 3. Owns home in
Brentwood, 3 yrs.

Active worker for UNESCO and CARE. Toured Europe for USO in war. In
’49, covered 21,000 miles in 21 days for Air Transport Service

Bob Hope M. 18 yrs. Dolores
Reade

Ad. Linda 10. Tony 9, Kelly, Nora
4. Owns home in Toluca Lake, 12
yrs. 2 homes in Palm Springs

Travelled more than a million miles and has visited almost every camp,
naval base and service hospital in this country, made 6 tours overseas.
His wartime and postwar services so many, it would be impossible to name
them. Has more than 40 awards and citations

Betty
Hutton

M. 4Vi yrs. Ted Briskin,
now separated

Ch. Lindsay Diane 3Vfe f Candace 2
Owns home in Brentwood

Excellent wartime record on hosp. tours, USO, etc. Rated A1 for cooperation.
Many unpublicized charities

John Ireland
1 div. M. 1 yr. Joanne
Dru

Ch. John Anthony. Step-ch. Dick 8,

Barbara 6. Helen Haymes 3
Shares wife's activities (See Dru)

Van Johnson M. 3 yrs. Eve Wynn Ch. Schuyler Van 2. Step-ch. Ed-
mond Keenan, Tracy Wynn

Active in Presbyterian Church. Visits Vet. hosps. weekly. Made many hosp.
tours. Has donated more blood to Red Cross than any other actor

Jennifer Jones
1 div. M. 1 yr. David
O. Selznick

Ch. Robert 10, Michael 9. Now
living in Europe

Was Gray Lady during war and continued with this activity until she went
to Europe

Danny Kaye M. 10 yrs. Sylvia Fine
Ch. Dena 4. Owns home in
Beverly Hills

Active in Comunity Chest work. Fights racial intolerance through children.
Has entertained children all over country talking to them between numbers
about it. Rated A1 by Coordinating Committee. During war was first Ameri-
can entertainer for troops in Japan. Sold $11,000,000 in Bonds in 6 mos.

Gene Kelly M. 9 yrs. Betsy Blair
Ch. Kerry 7. Owns home in
Beverly Hills, 5 yrs.

In Navy 2 yrs. Active with Screen Actors Guild. Makes educational records
for children

Deborah Kerr M. 5 yrs. Anthony
Bartley

Ch. Bridget Owns home
Pacific Palisades 3 yrs.

Spent almost entire period of war entertaining troops and aiding home
morale, often under fire. Decorated by her (Britain) government

Alan Ladd 1 div. M. 8 yrs. Sue
Carol

Ch. Alan 12, Alana 7, David 3.

Step-ch. Carol Lee 17. All live in
new Holmby Hills home

Served in Army Air Corps. Rated A1 tor postwar cooperation

Hedy Lamarr 3 div. Now free
Ad. Jamsie 11. Ch. Denise 5, An-
thony 3.

Good record of cooperation during war

Burt
Lancaster

M. 31/2 yrs. Norma
Anderson

Step-ch. James 3, Ch. William 2,

Susan 1. Owns home in W. Los A.
Served in Army (Italy. Africa) 4 yrs. Special interest is combating juvenile
delinguency through YMCA. Many unpublicized charities

Charles
Laughton

M. 21 yrs. Elsa
Lanchester

Owns homes in Palos Verdes and
Hollywood Hills

Vet. of World War 1. Began reading Bible and Shakespeare to soldiers in
camps and hospitals in ‘42 and has never stopped. Instructs young actors

Janet Leigh
1 annulment. 1 div.
Now free

Owns home in Brentwood, where
she lives with parents

Constantly visiting Army and Navy hospitals. Visits and raises funds for
LeRoy's Boys Home (orphanage)

Myrna Loy 2 div. M. 4 yrs. Gene
Markey. Separated

Owns home in Beverly Hills, ranch
in Montana

Went abroad to join American delegation to General Assembly UNESCO,
now member of US Nat'l Commission. Gives most of her time to this

Harold Lloyd M. 27 yrs. Mildred
Davis

Ch. Gloria 25, Harold 19. Ad.
Peggy 24. Owns home in Benedict
Canyon 18 years.

Active in community affairs. Ex-pres. Chamber of Commerce. Makes many
nospital appearances. Imperial Potentate Shriners. Developing plans for
charity hospital in Los Angeles

John Lund M. 8 yrs. Marie Charton Owns home in Hollywood Knolls Has worked frequently on Army radio show, Cheers for Camps
William
Lundigan

Ida
Lupino

M. 5 yrs. Rena Morgan Rents house in Beverly Hills
Served with Marines in Pacific. Recently made 2-week tour of hospitals.
Officer in Screen Actors Guild. Active in Catholic Church

1 div. Now separated Owns home in Hollywood Hills

Has done more broadcasts for M.P. relief than any other star. Member Geo.
Washington Carver Foundation. Active in Blue Cross. Cancer drives. Chief
interest, Nat'l Polio fund. Contributing major share of profits of picture
she produced to Polio fund. Many citations for wartime appearances

Jeanette
MacDonald

M. 13 yrs. Gene
Raymond Owns home in Bel-Air 12 yrs.

Gives time and money to Boys Town, Children's Village of NY, New England
°eabody Home for Crippled Children. Part of income goes into fund in

mother's name for needy vets. Rated A1 for war record

Victor
Mature

2 div. M. 2 yrs.
Dorothy Berry

Owns home in Fox Hills. Building
new one in Brentwood

With Coast Guard in Europe, Asia, Pacific. Received commendation for
outstanding performance in battle and in Bond tours. Coordinating Com-
mittee rates him most cooperative. Works with neighbor children

Virginia
Mayo

M. 3 yrs. Michael
O'Shea

Owns home in Van Nuys Very active. Presbyterian Church. Does religious broadcasts. Aids Red
Cross, Community Chest. Honorary Chairman Marine "Toys for Tots" drive

Mercedes
McCambridge

1 div. M. Fletcher
Markle 2/50

Ch. John Lawrence 8. Rents house
in Brentwood

Active PTA. Ass't Den Mother, Cub scouts, coaches this group in dramatics.
Aids Cerebral Palsy Ass n, United Jewish Appeal. While in N. Y. worked
with The Lighthouse, reading to blind. Many wartime appearances

Joel
McCrea M. 16 yrs. Frances Dee Ch. Joel 15, David 13. Owns ranch

in Simi Valley. Rents H'wood apt.
Rated A1 for overseas USO tours. Appears treguently for benefits

Stephen
McNally M. 10 yrs. Rita Louise

Ch. Horace 9, Rita 7, Stephen 4,

Patricia 2, Terrence 1. Rents Bev-
erly Hills home

Active in Catholic Church

Ray
Milland

M. 19 yrs. Muriel
Weber

Ch. Daniel 10. Ad. Victoria 4.

Owns home in Bel-Air, 3 yrs.
Toured Pacific for USO

Robert
Mitchum

M. 10 yrs. Dorothy
Spence

Ch. James 9, Christopher 6V2 .

Owns home in Mamdeville Canyon Worked in war plant. Served 18 mos as private in Army

Ricardo
Montalban

M. 6 yrs. Georgianna
Young

Ch. Laura 5, Mark 3, Anita 1.

Owns home in Westwood 3 yrs.
Active in Catholic Church Considered "good will ambassador" to Mexico
and US, promoting understanding between the two countries

George
Montgomery M. 6 yrs. Dinah Shore Ch. Melissa Ann 2. Owns home in

Encino which he built himself

Served in Army Air Corps. Teaches Boy Scouts woodworking. In his fur-
niture factory, employs inly vets many of them handicapped. Active
politically. Makes transcriptions for government services

Robert
Montgomery

M. 22 yrs. Elizabeth
Allen

Ch. Elizabeth 17, Robert 14. Owns
home in Bev. Hills. Farm in N. Y.

First Hollywood star to go to war. Ambulance driver in '39. in Navy 41-44.
Now in New York where he is very active in community affairs

Dennis
Morgan

M. 18 yrs. Lillian
Vedder

Ch. Stanley 15, Kristin 12, James 8.

Owns home in La Canada
Soloist in Presbyterian Church. Honorary mayor of La Canada. Sponsors
baseball clubs which play for funds to build recreation center. Aids Crip-
pled Children. Broadcast for Armed Forces. Rated A1 by Coordinating Com.

Audie
Murphy 1 div. Now free Lives in Hollywood apartment

Most decorated American war hero. 24 decorations, including Medal of
Honor, Distinguished Service Cross. Presidential Unit Citation, etc.

George
Murphy

M. 24 yrs. Juliette
Johnson

Ch. Dennis Michael 12, Melissa 7.

Owns home in Beverly Hills, 9 yrs.

Ex-pres., now Vice-pres. Screen Actors Guild. On Board, AMPAS, M.P. Re-
lief Fund. Director of Hosp. Camp Shows. Active Rotarian. Foster parent
for Cub Scouts. Travels all over as unofficial "ambassador" for Hollywood.
Humanitarian award from Nat'l Conference of Christians and Jews

Pat O'Brien M. 19 yrs. Eloise Taylor
Ad. Mavoumeen 16. Patrick 14,

Terrence 9. Ch. Kathleen Bridget
4. Owns home in Brentwood, 6 yrs.

Regular appearances hospitals, orphanages. Aids Boys Town. Overseas
USO and hosp. tours during war. Member Knights of Columbus

Lloyd Nolan M. 17 yrs. Mel Efird
Ch. Melinda Joyce 9, Jay Benedict
7. Owns home, Brentwood, 10 yrs.

Active member PTA, Brentwood Home Owners Ass'n ( which works for civic
betterment). Rated A1 by Coordinating Committee; makes Hospital visits

Donald
O'Connor M. 4 yrs. Gwen Carter Ch. Donna 3. Owns home in San

Fernando Valley, 6 yrs.
Served 2 yrs. Army Air Corps. Plays many benefits

Maureen
O'Hara

1 annulment. M. 8 yrs.
Will Price

Ch. Bronwyn Bridget 6. Owns
home in W. Los Angeles

Patroness, St. John's Hosp. Guild. Makes many appearances for Cancer
and Heart drives. Only female member of John Ford Co. which toured
with "What Price Glory," proceeds going to Military Order of Purple Heart

Dennis
O'Keefe M. 9 yrs. Steffi Duna Ch. Edward James 7. Step ch.

luliana. Rents apt. in W. L.A.
Excellent record of wartime cooperation. Aids Children's Home Soc., Eu-
ropean Relief, M.P. Relief. Aids juvenile delinquency through L. A. Police

Key: M: Married: Wid: Widowed; Div: Divorce or Divorces;
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the ether side of
hoflywood story

• STAR • MARRIAGE RECORD • FACTS OF HOME LIFE • • COMMUNITY SERVICE AND HONORS •

Larry Parks M. 6. yrs. Betty Garrett Ch. Garrett Christopher 6 mos. |Many quiet charities, contributes to fraternity scholarship fund. During
Owns home in Nichols Canyon |war, he and Betty constantly gave time and talents

Gregory
Peck

M. 8 yrs. Greta Konen Ch. Jonathan 4, Carey Paul 1.

Owns home in Pacific Palisades
Organized theater in his home town. La Jolla. Donates radio fees to help
build theater in Beverly Hills

Walter
Pidgeon

Wid. '22. M. 19 yrs.
Ruth Hollister

Ch. Edna 28. Owns home in Bev-
erly Hills 10 yrs.

One of the finest wartime records for appearances. Has many commenda-
tions and awards. Never refuses when he can be helpful

Dick
Powell

2 Div. M. 5 yrs. June
Allyson

Ch. Ellen 12, Ad. Pamela 2. Owns
home in Bel-Air

Considered quite a humanitarian, appears at many benefits and contributes
to varied charities

Jane Powell M. 9 mos. Geary Steffen Rents apartment in Westwood Makes frequent hospital visits, singing for veterans. Never refuses benefit
request that time will permit her to fulfill

Tyrone
Power

1 div. M. 11/2 yrs.

Linda Christian Owns home in Brentwood, 2 yrs.
Served in South Pacific with Marines. Called "goodwill ambassador"
because of his trips to Latin America, Africa and Europe

Vincent Price
1 div. M. 1 yr. Mary
Grant

Ch. Vincent 10. Owns home in
Beverly Hills

Founder and pres. Modem Inst, of Art. Personal art collection constantly
on loan to schools and museums. Toured South America, lecturing on
inter-relations of American cultures. Broadcasts for armed services. Aids
March of Dimes, Red Cross, Salvation Army, United Jewish Relief

Ronald
Reagan 1 div. Now free

Ch. Maureen 9, Michael 5. Lives
in Hollywood apartment

Served in Army 1942-45. One of Hollywood's foremost citizens because of
interest in govt, and civic affairs. Pres. Screen Actors Guild, contributed
greatly to raising standards of employment in his profession

Edward G.
Robinson

M. 25 yrs. Gladys
Lloyd

Ch. Manny 17. Owns home San
Fernando Valley

Has magnificent art collection and gallery which are available to all art
students for study

Ginger
Rogers

3 div. Now free Owns home, Beverly Hills and
ranch in Oregon Very cooperative during the war. Active in Christian Science Church

Roy Rogers
Wid. '46. M. 21/2 yrs.

Dale Evans

Ch. Cheryl Darlene 10; Linda Lou
7, Roy 31/2 . Owns home in San
Fernando Valley, 2 yrs.

Active member of Fountain Avenue Baptist Church where he and Dale sing
in choir. Active PTA. First honorary mayor. Studio City. Headed local
committee for National Safety Council Traffic Safety Campaign. Works
to combat juvenile delinquency. Has made many Bond and hospital tours

Jane
Russell

M. 7 yrs. Robert Water-
field

Owns home in Sherman Oaks, 2
yrs.

Active church member, holds prayer meetings at home. Many benefit ap-
pearances. Particularly interested in housing for paraplegics

Rosalind
Russell

M. 9 yrs. Frederick
Brisson

Ch. Lance, 7. Owns home in
Beverly Hills, 10 yrs.

During war active in Red Cross, Hollywood Canteen, Hollywood Victory
Committee. Now on Coordinating Committee. Officer of Screen Actors Guild.
On Board of Nurses Nat! Memorial, Disabled Am, Vets. Svce Foundation,
Jr. Aux. Jewish Home for Aged, Educational Films Research Inst., Sister
Kenny Inst., St. John's Hosp. Guild, League for Crippled Children, AMPAS,
Nat'l Conference of Christians and Jews, John Tracy Clinic, The Christophers

Robert Ryan M. 11 yrs. Jessica
Cadwalader

Ch. Timothy 4, Cheney 2. Owns
home in San Fernando Valley

In Army 2Vz yrs. Speaks on racial tolerance at least 3 times a month.
Principal speaker '49 National Conference of Christians and Jews

Ann Sheridan 2 div. Now free Owns farm home in Encino
Good war record. Made USO trips overseas. Works with Mickey Flynn,
famous L.A. cop, helping to fight juvenile delinquency

Frank Sinatra
M. 11 yrs. Nancy
Barbato. Separated

Ch. Nancy 10, Frank 6, Christina 2.

Owns homes in San Fernando Val-
ley and Palm Springs

Gives unstintingly of time and money, especially in Youth movement and
combating juvenile delinquency. Many wartime appearances

Red Skelton
1 div. M. 5 yrs. Georgia
Davis

Ch. Valentina Marie 3, Richard 2.

Owns home in Bel-Air 4 yrs.

Rated Al. Served in Army, invalided out. Made appearances steadily
during war, going to the most remote "unglorified" places

Ann Sothern 2 div., now free Ch. Patricia 5V2- Owns home in
Beverly Hills, 2 yrs.

Active in Foster Parents' plan. Has arranged support here for more than
100 European orphans. Very good wartime record

Barbara
Stanwyck

1 div. M. 11 yrs. Robert
Taylor

Ad. Dion 17. Owns home in
Beverly Hills

Many unpublicized charities, largely to individuals. Wartime record good,
including camp tour through Canada

Mark
Stevens

M. 5 yrs. Annelle Hayes Ch. Mark Richard 3V2- Owns home
in Beverly Hills

Turned down by every branch of service because of back injury. Did one
of the most spectacular jobs of wartime appearance and cooperation

James
Stewart M. 1 yr. Gloria McLean Owns home in Beverly Hills

Three years in Army Air Force. Works with Boy Scouts, Veterans' organiza-
tions. Interested in child welfare

Gale Storm M. 9 yrs. Lee Bonnell
Ch. Phillip Lee 7, Peter Wade 4.

Paul William 3. Owns home in

San Fernando Valley 5 yrs.

Teaches Sunday school, St. David's Episcopal Church. Very active in

Campbell Hall PTA

Elizabeth
Taylor

M. Conrad Hilton May,
1950

Now on honeymoon, will live at
Bel-Air Hotel

Visits Birmingham and Sawtelle Hospital wards to entertain, read to and
talk to wounded veterans

Robert
Taylor

M. 11 yrs. Barbara
Stanwyck

Ad. Dion 17. Owns home in

Holmby Hills 2 yrs.

Served in Navy 1943-45, flying instructor, also worked on making training
textbooks and films for Navy. Appears on Screen Guild Th. for M. P. Relief

Shirley
Temple 1 div. Now free Ch. Linda Susan 11/2- Owns home

in Brentwood 5 yrs.
Worked on Easter Seals Campaign, Society for Crippled Children

Marshall
Thompson M. 1 yr. Barbara Long Rents apartment in Westwood.

Building home in Fox Hills

Lectures on Americanism at high schools. Active raising funds for hospitals.
Community Chest, Cancer, Heart and other drives. Active in Kiwanis Club
charities and recreations for children

Gene
Tierney M. 9 yrs. Oleg Cassini Ch. Daria 61/2, Christina IV2 . Owns

home in Beverly Hills
Made many Bond and hosp. tours during the war and continues hospital
work. Has willed her eyes to National Eye Bank

Spencer Tracy M. 27 yrs. Louise Tread-
well

Ch. Susan 18, John 15
With wife founded and is active in John Tracy Clinic for deaf children.
Served US Navy, World War I

Sonny Tufts M. 13 yrs. Barbara Dare Owns home, Hidden Valley, 6 yrs. Made numerous hospital tours during war. Still a faithful visitor to hospitals

Lana Turner 2 div. M. 2 yrs. Bob
Topping

Ch. Cheryl Christine 7. Owns
home in Bel-Air, 1 yr.

Good record of cooperation during war

Robert Walker 2 div. Now free Ch. Robert 10; Michael 9. Owns
home in Santa Monica, 2 yrs.

Made many appearances during war

John Wayne 1 div. M. 4 yrs.
Esperanza Baur

Ch. Michael 15, Antonia 14, Pat-
rick 11, Melinda 9. Owns home in
Sherman Oaks, 6 yrs.

Pres. Motion Picture Alliance for Preservation of American Ideals: Contrib-
utes $1,000 annually to scholarship fund of his fraternity. Sigma Chi. "Sig-
nificent Sig" award for outstanding citizenship. Has Treasury Dept, and
Presidential Awards for USO tours

Richard
Widmark

M. 8 yrs. Jean Hazel-
wood

Ch. Anne 5. Owns home in Mande-
ville Canyon For 21/2 yrs. did broadcasts for Special Services, Armed Forces, etc.

Esther
Williams

1 div. M. 5 yrs. Ben
Gage

Ch. Benjamin Stanton 1. Owns
home in Pacific Palisades

Gives considerable time to teaching blind children and paraplegics to swim.
Makes many appearances for benefits

Shelley
Winters 1 div. Now free Lives with her sister Good record visiting hospitals during war and at present. Special citation

from VA for hospital appearances

Teresa Wright M. 8 yrs. Niven Busch
Ch. Niven T. 5, Mary K. 3. Owns
home in Encino 5 yrs. Active worker in St. Nicholas Church

Jane Wyman 2 div. Now free
Ch. Maureen Elizabeth 9, Michael
Edward 5. Owns home in W. Los A.

Rated Al for wartime and postwar activity. 1950 Red Cross Woman of the
Year. Interested in doing all she can for underprivileged children

Loretta Young 1 div. M. 10 yrs. Tom
Lewis

Ad. Judy 15. Ch. Christopher 6,

Peter 5. Rents home in Beverly
Hills

President, St. Anne's Maternity Hosp. Guild. Active PTA. Active in Catholic
Church. Original member Family Theater which puts religious drama on
air under slogan "Family that prays together stays together"

Robert Young Betty Hen- Ch. Carol Ann 16, Barbara 12,

Elizabeth 6, Kathleen 4. Owns
home in Beverly Hills, 6 yrs.

Toured Atlantic Seaboard on behalf of Nat'l Safety Council signing young
drivers in Good Drivers Club. Rated Al by Coordinating Committee. Numer-
ous awards for contribution to Youth of America. Active in civic affairs

Ch: Child or Children; Ad: Adopted
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Esther, in Hawaii, discovered she had a

strong rival with the press—son Benjie

HAWAIIAN

V
BY BEN GAGE

What can a husband do about a wife who

makes a date and keeps it somewhere else,

packs the refrigerator with orchids—and phones

from Hawaii that another Gage is on the way

O
RCHIDS in the moonlight. The soft strumming of guitars. Hula
dancers. That’s what the Hawaiian travel folders promised.

And believe me, that’s what we got. But there was a time

there when I didn’t think we’d ever make it—and the only mood
music seemingly in order was the Hawaiian war chant.

Our plane was scheduled to leave at 1:15 p.m. And at one
o’clock, even as I waited at the International Airport for her,

worrying and watching the clock while the photographers paced

and Benjie gooed excitedly—the subject of my own romantic

reverie was also waiting for me—but at the studio.

“Why is it when we’re going some place, I’m always mad at

him?” Esther addressed to anybody in general, and a pal of mine
in particular, as she rushed up to the airport to join me.

It seems to me I could write an entire story on “Going Places

With Esther.” The more important the occasion, the later we
arrive. We’ve been late to three of her previews, to say nothing

of parties given in our honor. As to whose fault this is—well, I

have my own personal theory.

If it’s true that bad beginnings breed happy endings, this Ha-
waiian trip was early destined to be a smash success. We’d been

packed for days, but at the last minute everything had gone

wrong. At eight o’clock on the night before our take-off, I was
sitting at home reading when a very black-haired young lady

came to our door.

“I’m sorry, Miss, but we don’t want to buy anything,” I was
saying. Then I took another look—and she turned out to be my
own wife. The operator at the beauty salon tinted her hair a

funereal black shade. It was true that ( Continued on page 77)

p
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Hawaiian holiday: Ben and Benjie Gage turned a location

trip into a vacation for three when Esther Williams

went to Hawaii for her new picture “Pagan Love Song”

Engstead
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For Tish, visiting her mother on the set, Ann Sothern’s stay in a hospital turned into a lovely Easter surprise

W
HEN I returned to California recently, after an absence

of months, I had a list of people I wanted to see and places

where I wanted to go. My interest had been piqued by
young stars like Farley Granger and Ruth Roman. I under-

stood the new Alan Ladd house in Bel Air was divine. I

had real curiosity about the new wolf pack, so devastating

according to rumor that the gentlemen who comprise it need

no call to attract attention. And I had been told, over and over,

that I must not, above all, miss Mocambo with its Firehouse

Five Plus Two and its Monday night Charleston contests.

Once again, however—even though the friends who had

interested me in all these things are excellent reporters—

I

found myself most interested in and most excited by Holly-

wood’s bachelor mothers: Betty Hutton, Joan Fontaine, Eve
Arden, Jane Wyman, Doris Day, Joan Crawford, Bette Davis,

Hedy Lamarr, Ann Sothern and skumpty-umpty others.

The way these girls, like millions of other working women
everywhere, handle complex careers, run gracious homes, pay

their own bills and raise healthy, happy children is, I think,

wonderful to see.

Take, for example, Betty Hutton. Betty goes to lengths

to give her children the sense of security that children of

divorce too often lack. Lindsay and Candace, too young to

understand such things, never have (Continued on page 107)

Betty Hutton has planned it so that Daddy is

still in the picture for Candy and Lindsay
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HOLLYWOOD’S

Bach

There’s no man in their house to guide

them. But these Hollywood career girls prove

that life with mother can be wonderful

BY ELSA MAXWELL

Deborah likes to talk—but not as much

as Joan Fontaine likes to talk about her

When Hedy Lamarr has a problem, like Anthony’s delicate health (he’s

at right), she discusses it with Denise, left, and her other son Janisie

Doris Day didn’t underestimate the

power of a man’s advice for Terry



Gene Nelson: He sings, dances in

“The Daughter of Rosie O’Grady”
Fink & Smith

Marilyn Monroe: Called a younger

Lana Turner. In “Asphalt Jungle”

Fink & Smith

Sally Forrest: Rediscovered by Ida

Lupino, her next is “Never Fear”

Apger

Marlon Brando: This unconventional Broad-

way star makes first screen hid in “The Men”
Welborne

Peggy Dow: No doubt about her looks or

acting. Current film, “Sleeping City”

Jones

Anthony Curtis: The young idea of ro-

mance. Now in “I Was a Shoplifter”

Fink

Barbara Bates: Brightly beau-

tiful. Next film, “Quicksand”
Ornitz

Craig Hill: A good start in

“Cheaper by the Dozen”
Smith

I'nyms ivick : smart m many

ways, she’s in “Our Very Own”
Fink & Smith
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Jeff Chandler: The masculine magnet for

all types. He’s currently in “Deported”
Smith

Nancy Olson: Distinctive, she holds her own

with Gloria Swanson in “Sunset Boulevard”

Fraker

Howard Keel : New singing sensation, hand-

some hit in musical, “Annie Get Your Gun”
Apger

I

T’S time to choose your star again. In 1948, your

average at picking the rising personalities among a

flock of newcomers was very high. . You surpassed,

in fact, the average professional casting director. And
last year in your list of preferred ten male newcomers,

you gave your approval to John Derek, David Brian,

Paul Douglas, Gordon MacRae and Scott Brady. Five

out of the top ten, that is, who are now all stars.

No single studio came within miles of that mark. Your
other favorite five were Stephen McNally, whose

career is proceeding slowly but nicely, Johnny Sands,

who has had three pictures since winning No. 2 posi-

tion, and then Douglas Dick, Michael Kirby and Ros-

sano Brazzi. Not so good on the latter three, with

Brazzi, returning discouraged to his native Italy.

Your score on the girls was standout, too. You
missed at the top which is probably not your fault, nor

the fault of sweet, small Allene Roberts, your winner.

The factor we spoke about three years ago, in the first

of these personality round-ups, probably worked
against Allene. We mean that factor of impressing

Hollywood, itself, enough to get into a picture wherein

you can impress the public. Somehow, somewhere,

when it comes down to the final casting, Allene so far

is missing out.

Their future looks bright. But

only you can decide whether they’ll

become stars. Here’s your

chance to put your favorites out front



Jean Hagen: Stage trained, sul-

try. In “The Asphalt Jungle”

Rock Hudson: Looks terrific.

Appears in “I Was a Shoplifter”

Dale Robertson : Boxer, law student,

now movie threat in “Cariboo Trail”

Jan Sterling: Sex appeal with a sense

of humor. She’s in “Union Station”

Mieheline Prelle: “Under My Skin”

should decide her American future

John Barrymore II: The junior “pro-

file.” His first, “The Sundowners”

Margaret Phillips: Stage sen-

sation: In “A Life of Her Own”

Ben Johnson: Cowboy with charm, he

aims at hearts in “Wagon Master”

Judy Holliday: Broadway’s loss,

Hollywood’s gain in “Adam’s Rib”
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Robert Patten: Dark, direct, he played in lit'

tie theaters before “Twelve O’Clock High’'

Piper Laurie: Radiant redhead with headline

instincts. Her current and first film, “Louisa”

Keefe Brasselle: Talent plus the appeal that

rates. He’s currently in “The Young Lovers”

But your runner-up to Allene has done beautifully

—

she’s Cyd Charisse. The exquisite Arlene Dahl has ad-

vanced spectacularly, also closely tagged by Patricia Neal,

Ruth Roman, Corinne Calvet and young Joan Evans. Bar-

bara Lawrence, asking for her release from Twentieth

Century-Fox, hasn’t yet turned up with another company.

Gigi Perreau hasn’t been cast in anything new, largely

due to Goldwyn’s production low, the mighty Sam hold-

ing the Perreau contract. Betsy Drake, despite the lavish

production given her in “Dancing in the Dark,” seems to

have stood still. Professionally, that is. Privately, she’s

in a dream world, as Mrs. Cary Grant, a bit of ideal cast-

ing, if you ask Cary.

1950 finds your positive insistence upon new faces more
dominant than ever.

You prove that by the manner in which good pictures,

cast with the older stars, are being avoided. Hence the

eager young beavers on every lot.

A round of the studios at this time discloses seventy-

three newcomers with promise. Some will falter on the

way, others will go to the top.

Listing the studios alphabetically we come first to

Columbia, which has never gone in for a big contract list.

They are mighty happy over the two new Derek pictures

and are whooping it up mightily over:

Judy Holliday: Current, “Adam’s Rib.” Next, a filming

of her Broadway triumph, “Born Yesterday.” Here’s an-

other lass with it all wrapped in one perfectly stacked

package: Youth, looks, comedy sense, experience. Zop!
Lola Albright: Current, “Beauty on Parade.” Next,

“When You’re Smiling.” Lola has been around Hollywood

for some time but got her big break as the flirtatious wife

Kirk Douglas dallied with in “Champion.” Columbia ex-

pects to keep her in such roles, thinking she’s perfect

for them.

Contrary to Columbia, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, which

used to sign almost no one new, has gone to the agents this

year and signed eleven starlets, both genders. Here they

are in alphabetical order:

Keefe Brasselle: Current, “The Young Lovers.” Next,

“The Violent Hour.” Tall, not handsome, but with great

sympathetic appeal. Brought up in the movie business,

he knows how to conduct himself. Future rating AAA.
Carleton Carpenter: Current, “Three Little Words”;

next, “Tender Hours.” A lanky six-foot-three New Eng-

lander with a sharp intelligence and a wonderful grin, he

can sing, dance, as well as act. Knows the angles, too,

which is just about an unbeatable combination.

Teresa Celli: Current, “Black Hand”; next, “Crisis.”

These were acting parts and the first pictures were not so

good, so it was a bad showcase for this girl with a terrific

>
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Lyle Bettger: Heavy on hearts

in “No Man of Her Own”

David Wayne: Polished his wit on Broad-

way, scores in “Reformer and the Redhead”

Peggy O’Connor: A beauty with brains.

She’s in “Where the Sidewalk Ends”

Mercedes McCambridge: Her first film won

Oscar. Next in “Lightning Strikes Twice”

James Whitmore: No glamour, lots of

talent.' In “The Next Voice You Hear”

1

You’ve read the story

You’ve seen them on the screen

what is your verdict?
Vote for the actor and actress you

i
think most likely to achieve stardom

md mail it to Photoplay, 205 E. 42 St., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

choose :

actress

choose :

actor

four Name Age

Address

lyric soprano voice. Once M-G-M lets her sing, she should hit

high “C,” as in Career.

Nancy Davis: First picture, “East Side, West Side”; next,

“The Next Voice You Hear.” The most ladylike of the new-

comers, a very dramatic lady, that is, with dark eyes, dark

curls, and the right kind of figure.

Sally Forrest: Current, “The Young Lovers”; next, “Mystery

Street.” This brings pretty, dancing, singing and fine acting

Sally right back where she started; where she was dropped

till Ida Lupino rediscovered her for “Not Wanted,” and where

they now say, how could they ever have doubted she’d be

up in the before-the-theater bright lights.

Jean Hagen: Current, “The Asphalt Jungle.” Next, “No Life

of Her Own.” This girl seems to have everything; the looks,

the youth, the figure, the dramatic intensity, the sex appeal

and long training in the theater.

Howard Keel: Current, “Annie Get Your Gun.” Next, I

“Pagan Love Song.” A big, beautiful voice set in a big, rugged

body topped with a handsome face. Muscles and youth, too,

or what do you expect for the price ( Continued on page 92)



Carleton Carpenter: He can sing,

dance, act. In “Three Little Words”

Nancy Davis: Dark-eyed and dramatic.

She’s in “The Next Voice You Hear”

Olive Deering: Serene and lovely, in

“Samson and Delilah.” No contract

The casting offices had stopped calling,

the pennies in Johnny Sands’s gallon

jug were getting low. Then you cast the
r

votes that gave him the lift of his life

“17OU an actor?” the woman asked with an unwelcome look

I in her eyes, when I inquired about renting her room.

Was I an actor? That, my dear lady, I thought to myself,

is debatable. Particularly at this time. “Yes,” I said, giving her

my most assuring smile. I didn’t add I’d begun to wonder if I

was an actor after all. No one but me seemed to think so.

“Think you can pay the $15 a week rent?” she asked. It was
as though her all-seeing eye had gone right through the

empty pockets of my $150 suit.

To be asked if you can afford fifteen bucks a week when
you’ve been living in a honey of a $125-a-month apartment

is tough to take. But, without work for months, I’d reconciled

myself to subleasing my apartment. This, in itself, was embar-
rassing. “Why do you want to move?” my friends all asked,

and I stalled. Things can’t get much (Continued on page 97)
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The loves of Mr. Lawford, whose next film is “Please

Believe Me,” are likely to be strictly upper bracket

Valeska

Since Sharman and Pete first met there’s

been a lot of international commuting



His name’s been linked romantically with the most

glamorous girls in Hollywood. But it took an Ambassador’s

daughter to find the passport to Peter’s heart

I

T was April in England, this past April of 1950, and Peter Lawford was walking down the

streets of London for the first time in fourteen years.

He was not there because every Britisher is supposed to sigh, “Oh, to be in England now
that April’s, etc.” He was not there to work for M-G-M or even to see his tailor.

None of that old stuff for the son of Sir Sidney Turing Lawford, KCB, who had said goodbye

to his British relatives at the trusting age of thirteen and sailed, after traveling for a year

on the Continent, for America, to become a movie star.

No, indeed, none of that, and yet the reason that Pete moved jauntily down the streets of the

West End, and with Pete it would have to be the fashionable West End of London, was one

of the oldest reasons in the history of man. There was a lilt in his step and a gleam in his

humorous eyes all due to that old but dreamy combination of spring and a young man’s fancy.

Distinctly, Peter was thinking thoughts of love, and the atmosphere of London had much to do

with it. Pete has, to be sure, thought thoughts of love on the sun- (Continued on page 83)
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American ways still baffle Sir Sidney and Lady Lawford Pete’s tastes are not as modest as his Hollywood home

BY RUTH WATERBURY
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PHOTOPLAY SNEAK PREVIEWS

T
HE stage on which “The Next Voice You
Hear” was produced was the most popular

spot in the Metro studios. Those working on

other movies came to visit. They were fascinated

both with the idea of the story in which God’s

Voice speaks to a tired world and with the di-

rect way that Dore Schary, who produced

“Crossfire” and “Battleground,” insisted it be

presented. Nancy Davis, who plays the pregnant

wife, wore a specially designed wire form under

her dress, to give her movements the heavy

awkwardness her role required. Both she and
James Whitmore forsook any attempt at glamour

to appear as average, hardworking Americans.

It was made in fourteen days and

it didn’t cost millions—this new

production of Dore Schary’s,

which may well start a vogue for

movies with a spiritual theme

Building model airplanes kept James Whitmore Nancy Davis, in costume for her role as Jim’s wife.

and Gary Gray, who play father and son in pic- with producer Dore Schary, director William Wellman

ture, busy between scenes. It’s a Whitmore hobby and Jim. Nancy got first screen chance via television
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Aircraft worker, James Whitmore, listening to the radio, is startled

to hear a Voice say, “This is God—I will be with you for a few

days.” He mistrusts what he has heard. But the next day . . .

Shaken by the radio messages, fearful for wife Nancy Davis, who

is pregnant, Jim quarrels violently with aunt Lillian Bronson. Later,

he comes home drunk. This alienates his adored son, Gary Gray

On Sunday night—after the Voice has been heard six days—men,

women and children throng* the churches. But the Voice does

not come. As the seconds tick away, the clergy realizes why, ex-

plains, “We have forgotten. It is the Seventh Day. God rests”

. . . the papers and radio announce the Voice was

heard in all languages, all over the world. Jim

talks it over with his co-workers at the plant

The sympathy Lillian shows for Jim, whom she

has always disliked, makes Nancy wonder how

far-reaching the effects of the Voice will be

That night, Nancy is rushed to the hospital. The

miracle of birth culminates a week of miracles

that has changed the whole world. The Voice is

heard no more. God’s mission is completed



Blame Hollywood for the

shape you’re in! For

here’s proof—past and

present—that the stars

decide which way the

feminine figure will go

Marguerite Clark, one ol the heroines of her day, was a mere four-feet-

ten—and plump. But she matched the measurements of 1915 to 1922

when movie stars were cuddly items who definitely did not display bosoms

The early villainesses carried a lot

of weight. Theda Bara, five-feet-

gQ six, revealed a hearty 135 pounds

An exception to the plump young heroines was Mary Pickford,

a slight sixty inches. Actually, however, Mary was famous

for her eyes, smile and golden curls rather than her figure



I

T’S NO SECRET that Hollywood is largely responsible for the passing vogues in

women’s figures. Today, no self-respecting girl would go around without a bosom.

Lana Turner and Susan Hayward and Ruth Roman and Elizabeth Taylor have bos-

oms. If they didn’t, like some stars who shall be nameless, they’d take two false steps.

It wasn’t always like this. In the period from 1915-1922, when the movie industry

was young, heroines did not display bosoms, not at all. Heroines then, innocents of

sweetness and purity, were plump and small. An exception in this category was the

fabulous Mary Pickford, who couldn’t really be called plump, though she was in-

deed short, the crown of her curly head being barely sixty inches from the ground.

In between the two stood Glo-

ria Swanson, whose sleek 110

set new style for sophisticates

In the early ’20’s bobbed hair started a new

trend. Curves were taboo. Colleen Moore’s

boyish figure became the flapper’s ideal

Boyish look was beyond curvaceous

Clara Bow—but legs were popular,

helped her become the “It” girl
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Garbo came — and

conquered—with her

statuesque elegance

Almost as short were Margaret de la Motte

and May McAvoy. And the shortest of all was
Marguerite Clark, less than four-feet-ten. By
the standards of their day these little girls

were lovely. But in 1950 they might be

thought a bit dumpy.
The villainess of the early movies, a sultry

hellion of flamboyant evil and decadence, was
moderately tall, also well-rounded. The lead-

er of this smoldering school was Theda Bara,

the original screen “vamp.” Theda, who
stretched her satin-clad length on a tiger skin

and, proving her deplorably loose moral out-

look, puffed cigarettes through a foot-long

holder, was five-feet-six and tipped the beam
at a hearty 135. Other prominent screen temp-

tresses were Barbara La Marr, five-feet-five

and Nita Naldi, five-feet-two. Both weighed

in at 145.

Five-foot-two Gloria ( Continued on page 75)

In 1929 Claudette ' Col-

bert’s slender curves be-

came the Hollywood ideal

chot Tone, made wide

shoulders the vogue

Then Marlene “Legs” Dietrich—a buxom /raulein

when she first appeared—boned down to 108 and

the hollow-cheeked look became feminine fashion

Tall and willowy Carole Lombard fol-

lowed Dietrich pattern—helped keep

American women on starvation diet
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Before malnutrition could set in, Jean Harlow

saved the day with her natural curves. She was a

sensation in “Red Dust,” with co-star Clark Cable

Mae West, with reason, helped

further the impression that

curves have charms for men

At the beginning of the forties,

the world looked—and followed

Lana Turner?s luscious lines

Tall, heavy women came into their own

when Viking Ingrid Bergman appeared

—with big shoulders and thick waist

June Allyson is tiny—but she’s a

big influence in making natural

curves a npist for the modern miss

Bosoms no longer hide. Jane Rus-

sell, long-stemmed beauty, set star ex-

ample that produced a million copies
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Ava Gardner and Frank Sinatra (with friend) made the headlines when

she followed him to Texas and he followed her—to New York and Spain

“The press wouldn’t let us

stay married!” cry Holly-

wood’s divorced couples.

But this ace reporter coun-

ters with the facts behind

the headlines of today

BY LOUELLA 0. PARSONS

Aren’t Mv Fault

H
OW much truth is there in the cry of famous divorcing couples, “We couldn’t

make a go of it living in a Hollywood goldfish bowl—with the eyes and spies

of the press exaggerating every quarrel’’?

Stuff and nonsense!

In my position as Motion Picture Editor of International News Service I have

had to break far too many Hollywood divorce stories. But I have never printed

news of a broken marriage without first checking one or the other of the principals

and making sure that they were willing to make their break official!

No marriage ever breaks up because of gossip, irrespective of how thick and fast

the rumors fly. Marriages in Hollywood, as anywhere else, break up for just one

reason; the two people involved have made a failure of (Continued on page 87)
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Reporters couldn’t avoid what they’d always ignored when the Bing

Crosbys’ lawyer released those statements to all the newspapers

The press turned a deaf ear when the Agars

quarreled—until Shirley talked for the record

Ted Briskin told the press—hut forgot to tell

Betty Hutton—about his reconciliation plans
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BY ANITA COLBY
Photoplay’s Beauty Editor
and adviser to the stars

Lana’s back—and

she’s a changed woman,

with a new make-up

and a new life

The Lana of yesterday

T
HAT Turner girl’s back—with the same sparkle but an

added maturity. She’s a far happier girl undoubtedly, than

the girl who used to lead, and not always too happily, with

her heart. Who night-clubbed constantly, who craved crowds

around her, who couldn’t stand to be alone.

Recently, when Lana and Bob celebrated their second wed-
ding anniversary at the Chanteclair and Ciro’s and, typically,

with a very small party, Lana had many compliments. She

wore a strapless sheer black and white lace dinner gown and

the matching dazzle of diamonds on her wrist and ears. Bob
was proudly showing the gold ring with the numeral two in the

center that she gave him for his key ring, with its inscription,

“Darling, I love you twice as much.”

“We’ve been married two years now, and we’re very happy.

Only, nobody believes it but us,” Lana remarked jokingly to

friends who stopped by their table to congratulate them.

Like any devoted wife, Lana sees herself in her husband’s

attentive eyes. What Bob likes in clothes and make-up are

terribly important to her, and she never chooses anything of

which she thinks he might disapprove.

She has developed a natural flair for working with her own
champagne-colored curls under the watchful eyes of her hair-

dresser, Helen Young. Her hair is a little more golden, richer in

coloring than the white platinum she used to like. Right now,

it’s cut to give a short-cut effect. But her hair is neither chop-

py nor droopy long. It’s waved and curled to give the illusion

of being shorter than it is. A neat trick for girls who don’t like

the chopped look in back or go for the extreme “Charleston”

cut, so fashionable now. Lana wears her hair usually with a

slanting “11:30” part, a cockeyed part that angles toward the

crown of her head, with a deep wave over the high part of her

forehead and soft waves brushed back over each ear.

Lana has learned, too, how to give Nature a skillful assist in

the application of make-up, to follow carefully the contours of

her rounded features. To enhance the ( Continued on page 103)

Lana Turner as she appears in “A Life

of Her Own”—her make-up designed

to match the new shade of her hair

>
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at their

Joan Crawford, with her four adopted children,

demands get-up-and-go from her household

er’s secretary Bill Gallagher went to her rescue

I

N the studios the stars have everything their way.

Their noble or witty lines are written for them by
dialogue experts. Their appearance is watched over

by the finest hairdressers, make-up men and photog-

raphers in the world, checked and rechecked before a

camera turns. Technicians stand guard at the micro-

phones so the voice will register with warm timbre.

No wonder stars become the idols of millions.

But how do they appear to the men and women
who work for them and with them, who see them
off guard? That’s the question!

Lana Turner does all right with her staff. She’s a

Martha Giddings, her wardrobe girl, has such

friendship for Ann Sheridan that Ann would

rather part with a husband than with Martha



Christopher, Cathy, Cynthia and Christina,

staff. And get-up-and-go is what she gets!

service
BY SHEILAH GRAHAM

How close can you come to the

stars without losing your illu-

sions? That, Sheilah discovers,

depends entirely on the star

“This is Joe Smith, American,” Lew Ayres’s cook

says on the phone. He has more to say about Lew

Maureen O’Hara, shown with husband Will Price, pays

attention when Fay Smith, her hairdresser, scolds

John Monaghan spent so much time looking after the

James Masons and daughter Pamela—he lost his wife!
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at their
service

warm and generous soul, of course; too warm and generous

for her own good. Therefore, most of the people who work
with or for Lana adore her. Especially Helen Young, her

hairdresser. Lana took Helen on her honeymoon with Bob
Topping. If Bob didn’t like this he kept quiet. Now, Lana
is offering Helen whatever it will cost her to close her

Beverly Hills salon and accompany her (and Bob, of course)

to South America. >

“Lana,” Helen tells me, “is the nicest person in all the
' world!”

Hairdressers and stand-ins and those in similar jobs seem
to understand their famous bosses better than the domestic

help does. Judy Garland, forever hiring and firing her

household help, has had her make-up girl, Dot Ponidel, for

years. Dot lives with Judy, fronts for her when she is

unable to report to the studio and mothers her when the

health-going gets too tough for Judy to take alone.

Most people who work for or with the stars blow off steam

once in a while. Not Dotty. Judy always is tops with her.

Which reminds me of Ann Sheridan’s wardrobe girl, Mar-
tha Giddings. Fifteen years ago, when Ann went to the

Warner studios, Martha was assigned to her. Later, Martha

was to be one of the reasons Ann walked out on her marriage

with George Brent. George gave Annie a “Me or Martha”

ultimatum. “Me” lost out. And, now while her house is

being enlarged, Ann is living at Martha’s.

It’s his secretary’s cream-colored Buick convertible that

Kirk Douglas borrows when he wants to make a splash in

cinema society.

“Hit it while you’re still young, Miss Haver,” June’s caddy

has called to her on more than one occasion.

Betw’een the stars and caddies, secretaries, stand-ins and

hair-dressers there is, more often than not, a good cama-
raderie.

No one quite knows what John Monaghan does for the

James Masons. But it keeps him busy at their house twenty-

four hours a day. Monaghan’s wife, in her divorce com-
plaint, stated that she never saw her husband because he

always was with the Masons. John’s chief job, I believe,

is acting as a foster-father to James and Pamela and their

large family of cats.

Lou Costello and Bud Abbott pay Bobby Barber $15,000

a year to keep them amused on the set. It’s some joke when
Bobby climbs into the rafters and pours water on his un-

suspecting bosses below. After the drenching, the boys

chase Bobby and whack him on the head with breakaway

chairs and such. Then they’re in the mood to emote. If Lou
and Bud are heroes to Bobby, I’ll eat one of the seven

hundred pies he threw at them during the making of

“Mexican Hayride.”

Gus Tallon, stand-in for that determined Irish bachelor,

Barry Fitzgerald, not only fives with Barry but submits to

wild rides on the back of Barry’s motor bike. The other

day, however, he nearly quit. Barry tried to get him to

take piano lessons with him.

No need to ask how Fred Fisher, Mark Stevens’s stand-in,

feels about his boss. On a recent (Continued on page 80)

FASHIONS

Jacqueline Dempsey

Jacqueline Neben

Nancy Nicholas

John Engstead
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PHOTOGRAPHERS

Cray, so important this fall, sets the

color scheme for the Loomtogs adapta-

tion worn by Ruth Roman, opposite.

The fitted jacket is a neutral tweed

jersey. Collar, buttons and cuffs match

the darker gray jersey of the graceful

skirt, with its unpressed pleats, button-

trimmed slit pockets. In sizes 10-18,

about $19.95 at Gimbels, New York,

N. Y., Crowley’s, Detroit, Mich, and

stores on page 79. Add a dash of color

to gray with Heineman’s almost-real

carnations and Neal Kadin’s calf bag.

For store nearest you write direct to

manufacturer listed on page 79

Photographed at Smoke
Tree Ranch Stables in California

Ruth Roman, in scene with

Zachary Scott, wears original

dress designed hy Orry-Kelly

for Warner’s “Colt .45”

——

—
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hey make
an ideal pair

Vivacious Virginia Mayo,

right, appears in Warner’s

“The Flame and the Arrow”

Dved-in-the-wool: Put one and one to-

gether and you have—a charming pair.

The imported zephyr waist-length

sweater, right, has the new three-quarter

bat wing sleeve. Sizes 34-40, around

$5.00. Separate skirt is worsted flannel,

with two large slit pockets, zipper back.

Sizes 10-18, $10.95 by Premier and Dun-

kirk at J. N. Adam, Buffalo, N. Y. ; Den-

ver Dry Goods, Denver, Col., and stores

on page 79. Both dyed to match in tan,

wine, green, navy and peacock. Shoes

by Town and Country. Glentex Scarf.

Lively Barbara Lawrence, left,

appears in Universal-

International film “Peggy”
•4

Keeping company: Choose this man-

tailored cotton blouse, left, with its

crisp white pique collar, fly-button front

and tiny cuffed sleeve. $5.95. Match it

with a Bates corduroy skirt, with un-

pressed pleated front, hip pockets.

$8.95. Both, sizes 12-18, in apple

green, burnt orange, taupe, black. By

Alice Stuart at Bloomingdale’s, New

York, N. Y. ; Woodward & Lothrop,

Washington, D. C., and Strawbridge &
Clothier, Philadelphia, Pa.

For store nearest you write

direct to manufacturer listed on page 79



Elegance in blue satin: Vera-Ellen wore Helen Rose dress in “Three Little Words,” bought it for

herself. Bodice and hip-length peplum are embroidered organdy. Satin sash ties in bow at back

Rice
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A
ND what are the top Hollywood designers

showing, Maw?—Answer: Anything and

almost everything in the way of lines and

fabrics. No need to sprout gray hairs over

sudden fashion “news” about something that

makes you a horror! The sketches and crea-

tions of Filmville’s top sketchers (and they

are the tops for flattering all types!) give all

smart shoppers such leeway that the sensible

thing to do is to buy what does the most for

you in length, line, material, etc., instead of

being a “slave” to every new style edict.

We watched Sylvia Gable, Loretta Young,

Louella Parsons, Mrs. Darryl Zanuck, Claud-

ette Colbert, Janet Leigh, et al, virtually

drool over some of Adrian’s current collec-

tion that is, for the most part, so feminine,

so utterly dreamy and which, in the large

sense, “makes no sense” according to what’s

coming out of Paris! (Continued on page 105)

It’s sure to be a

romantic story when

Hollywood puts its

best frocks forward

Ann Blyth, U-I star, glows

in flame-color marquis-

ette over matching taffeta.

From Peggy Hunt, Inc.

When Deborah Kerr went to Rome to make “Quo Vadis”

she took this iridescent gray and gold taffeta by Marusia.

Neckline can be raised to form flattering frame for face

Rice

Ornitz

Lauren Bacall of “Bright Leaf” brings color to the hearth

in hostess pajamas by Tina Leser. Harem-type jersey

trousers pick up the blue in the print of satin jacket

Six
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W
HEN the John Bromfields (Corinne Calvet) invite their guests to dinner, they

not only say “come and get it,” but “come and catch it!” And everyone accepts.

The Bromfields have the lovely blue Pacific almost at their front door and
both John and Corinne are expert fishermen. John, as a matter of fact, was a deep-

sea fisherman before he ever thought about acting. Fishing really is responsible for

John getting into pictures because it was when he was mending a fishing net on

the pier at Santa Monica that a Hollywood talent agent spotted him and said, “How
would you like to be in pictures?” So now John fishes only as a hobby. And he has

taught his French wife to be as good as he is at the sport.

One day, John came home with an unusually good catch of lobsters. He dives for

them. Said Corinne: “Let’s give a party.” A good catch is always an excuse for

a party with the Bromfields. They called Joan Caulfield and her husband, Frank

Ross, Diana Lynn and her attractive architect husband, John (Continued on page 90)

John Bromfield keeps the party pot boiling with his

catch. Hungry onlookers are Diana Lynn, Corinne Calvet

An expert cook as well as fisherman, John planned the

menu, served Green Goddess Salad with boiled lobsters

Recipes tested by the Macfadden Kitchen

Supper was served on the porch. Corinne and John

planned dinner on the beach—but a fog rolled in

Corinne, Bob Stack, John Lindsay and wife Diana. After

dinner the gang went fishing for grunion by moonlight
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Anglers’ roost: Diana, John Lindsay, Corinne, John Bromfield,

Joan Caulfield and Bob. Joan’s new bridegroom, Frank Ross,

arrived later—to admire the perch Joan had caught surf-casting

An invitation from this star couple means

beach clothes and fishing tackle—and

Surf-casting : Corinne’s an expert, but

Diana needs help from husband John





seaside paradise

Bermuda fireplace in cabana room is used for in-

door barbecues. June co-stars in “Del Palma”

I

N the old days Malibu was the fabulous sum-
mer playground of the Hollywood movie

stars. Here the handsome muscle boys,

Valentino, Warner Baxter and Douglas Fair-

banks, dunked their bodies in the blue Pacific,

while the Talmadge girls, Pola Negri and Mary
Pickford strolled the beach in frilly, ruffled

bathing suits and big, floppy sun hats. Every-

body had a high old time of it during the sum-

mer months. Income taxes had not been in-

vented. Every night was Saturday night. The

howling could be heard clear to Santa Barbara.

Times have changed. Malibu is no longer a

gay summer colony. Most of the folks with

beach houses live in them the year ’round. And
what’s more, and this the Glamour Boys and

Girls of yesterday (Continued on page 72)

June’s cabana room overlooks

the sea. Everywhere are ta-

bles convenient for dining

de Gennaro

BY HANS DREIER

Supervising Art Director of

Paramount Pictures, Inc.

June Havoc’s home is a dream by the

sea but it has its practical side too, as

you’ll discover when you step indoors

Mirror in living room reflects the sea and cherished can-

delabrum. June stored other silver, since sea air tarnishes

<r
P
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There are two men who
will tell you Rhonda
Fleming has the most
alluring eyelashes in

Hollywood. And these

two boys can prove it!

John Payne and Dennis O’Keefe, on the same location
trip, went prepared too—for fishing. The company
camped near a lake. John and Dennis used all kinds . . .

. . . of expensive fish flies. But not a nibble. “Wait,”
said Rhonda, looking at their empty fish baskets. “I
have an idea!” She dashed off—to return with her . . .

P

. . . make-up kit. “Maybe the fish would go for these.”
She offered her false eyelashes. Dennis and John hoot-
ed. Lashes for lures—the fish wouldn’t rise for them!

But the next day, Dennis and John rushed jubilantly
back to camp with their catch. Seven big fish had
fallen—hook, line and sinker—for the Fleming eyelashes
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Joan's ring

The news of the engagement of

adorably pretty Joan Delany to tall,

athletic Daniel Gerard Spaeth is

giving New York’s younger set a

gay flurry of excitement and parties.

Theirs will be a formal church wed-

ding, with five charming bridesmaids,

and Joan a beautiful, beautiful bride.

You know you will love Joan the first

minute you see her! Herface tells you

so! Her happy eyes, her endearing

smile, her luminous, petal-smooth

complexion, send you a lovely picture

of Joan’s delightful inner self—let you

see that she is someone extra sweet

l

Lovely Joan Delany—Friends of Joan say her

complexion looks as luscious as peaches and cream.

Joan says, "/ never miss my Pond's creamings."

Theprettieryou took, the happieryouJeet” . Joan says

Today, get a big jar of snowy Pond’s Cold Cream.

It makes a world of difference to you—
when people like your looks. And Joan

thinks having clear, soft skin is terribly

important. "I find Pond’s Cold Cream is

absolutely wonderful to get my skin super

clean and soft,” she says.

You, too, will find this a magic treat-

ment—use it every night as Joan does

—

mornings, too. This is the ivay:

Hot Stimulation—a quick hot water splash.

Cream Cleanse—swirl Pond’s Cold Cream over

your face to soften and sweep dirt and make-up
from pore openings. Tissue off—clean.

Cream Rinse—more Pond’s now, to rinse off last

traces of dirt, leave skin immaculate. Tissue off.

Cold Stimulation—a tonic cold water splash.

See how this simple Pond’s care makes

your skin soft and fresh as petals!

It is not vanity to help your face look

lovely. It gives you an air of happy con-

fidence that glows out from the real you
within, attracts people to you—on sight!

Start now to help your face show a lovelier You!

P
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(Continued from page 69) would never
forgive, they work in them.

Typical of the young couples who com-
bine beach living and working are June
Havoc and Bill Spier. When June and Bill

married three years ago, Bill sold his

Bel-Air home and doubled into June’s
tiny “bachelor girl” house in Brentwood.
Well, by the time Bill moved in his concert
grand piano and his record collection of

over 500 albums, there just wasn’t much
room left for June’s antiques and pets, of

which and of whom she has many. An-
tiques could be sacrificed, but certainly
not pets. Expansion was in order.

P
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J
UNE and Bill love the ocean. So, last

summer, they decided to buy a beach
house at the lower end of Malibu, and
live there all the time.

Bill Spier is producer, director, editor
and part owner of the “Sam Spade” air

show. He is also producer and creator of
“Suspense.” And if this isn’t enough to
keep him busy, he also writes screen
plays. Recently, he wrote a screen play
adapted from “Del Palma,” a book written
last year by Mrs. James Mason. The
Masons were so pleased with the script
that they asked him to direct the film for
them this summer in Italy. James and
June will co-star. It’s a good part for
June, a really fine actress who has had
more than her share of Hollywood lemons.
And it’s guaranteed to take James back
to his “Seventh Veil” peak. When she
isn’t working—movies, radio, television
and stage—June likes to write, too. Since
she danced with Pavlova at the age of
two, June has lived a colorful life.

Her friends threaten diabolical doings
if she doesn’t write her autobiography
soon.

“In the Spier house,” says June proudly,
“you can write, read, eat and sleep in any
room. It’s a changeable deal.”
With the exception of the kitchen,

there’s a desk in every room. And there
are couches which can be changed into
beds at the flick of a wrist in every room.
Also, telephones, which they hate, and
books, which they love. There isn’t a
dining room. They just eat where they
happen to want to eat. There’s always a
convenient table.

June has done two interesting things
with books. (And I may say in passing
that the Havoc-Spier books have been
read.) In the living room she has a cornice
of books practically all the way around
the room. “I even use books for
drapes,” says June. Seems that when
the Spiers moved in, they found a huge
window in the living room looking out on
the house next door. June likes her win-
dows to look out on the sand and sea.
Instead of putting in Venetian blinds or
thick drapes she put sheet rock and
shelves across the window and filled the
shelves with books. You’d never know
there was another house around for miles.
June has very definite ideas about dec-

orating a house at the beach. She doesn’t
go for driftwood and bamboo and fishnets.
“My colors are sea colors,” she says, “but
not obvious sea colors. I don’t like marine
claDtrap of any kind.”
When she moved to the beach June

held an auction and sold many of her
famous museum pieces on the Havoc Time
Payment Plan. “Bill and I like modern
comfortable things,” she says, and hastily
adds, “modem, not moderne; that ‘e’ makes
a lot of difference.” She has a fine collec-
tion of old silver which, quite naturally,
she wanted to keep. But she soon discov-
ered that the beach was not sympatica
with silver. The silver turned the most
nauseating colors. At Magnin’s in Los An-

Seaside Paradise

geles, she bought a bone-handled stain-

less-steel set of knives, forks and spoons,
and sadly put her silver in storage, except
the silver candelabrum in the living room,
which she just couldn’t part with. Most
of her lamps with silver bases she turned
in for lamps with wooden bases.

The center of activity in the Havoc-
Spier beach house is the “cabana room.”
This is a large front room, encased in

glass, that faces the ocean. There is a door
leading out from it to the patio where
June keeps her outdoor-aviary. The rear
of the room has glass doors which lead to

the living room. Off the left side in the
rear is a small indoor-aviary where
Bottom, her South American toucan, re-

sides. Bottom is distinctly a comedian. He
grabs center stage every time he has a
chance. The canaries and finches in the
patio aviary are all named after characters
in “A Midsummer Night’s Dream.”
The cabana room has huge plate- glass

windows facing the sea. Sometimes when
the ocean is turbulent it comes right up
to the windows. June says she sits by
the hour watching the changing scenery
from her “picture windows.” There are
seals and pelicans and snipes, and many
varieties of seagulls. The pelicans are a
friendly folk who catch more fish than
they can eat, so they let the seagulls swipe
fish from them. “The people who live at

the beach and have seagulls painted on
their walls and pelicans on their lamp
shades are insulting the fantastic display
that nature affords,” says June.

T NIGHT the Venetian blinds, of the
same pale aqua as the beamed ceiling,

are drawn. And drapes charmingly fash-
ioned of a fabric of green and white, with
a small splash of red and black, are pulled
across them. There are two couches that
can easily be changed into beds. On those
nights when she wants to hear the rumble
of the ocean June sleeps on one of these
couches. It’s a far cry from the President
Harrison bed she used to sleep in in the
antique-loaded house she shared with sis-

ter Gypsy Rose Lee in New York.
The lamps are gay and colorful. Two

of them are Tony Duquette lamps, which
have a wooden base of a silly horse wear-
ing a silly hat. June keeps a box of paints
on hand to touch them up a bit when the
sea and the sun fade them.

In the center of the room is a huge
wrought-iron and glass coffee table. In
fact, all the furniture in the cabana room
is wrought-iron and glass, with the ex-
ception of the portable bar and June’s
desk. The coffee table is covered with maga-
zines, books, and the inevitable telephone,
all of which can be whisked aside at meal-
times. Unless, of course, the Spiers prefer
to eat in the patio, the living room, the
bedroom, or the kitchen. The chairs sur-
rounding the coffee tables are low and
comfortable, with cushions of the same
print as the drapes. In this room there
is also the conventional height table with
four chairs around it. On it are more
books and magazines, and a brass student
lamp which so far seems to have with-
stood the ravages of sea air. The room also

has a large built-in record cabinet which
houses Bill’s fabulous record collection.

The fireplace, midway in the cabana
room, is called a Bermuda fireplace. It can
be turned into an indoor barbecue which
can cook as many as twenty-eight steaks
at a time. The Spiers do most of their

entertaining at small barbecues. To the
right of the fireplace is a ceiling shelf

which contains an elegant set of large

steak plates and coffee mugs, designed by
Bill for June and made by Charv.
Above the fireplace is a Toulouse-

Lautrec. You can be sure that the fire-

place does not smoke, even on a windy
day. On the wall, nearby, hang two large

straw hats which June bought in Paris.

She wears one of them when she sits in

the patio or goes walking on the beach.
June doesn’t think that all women look
as fascinating as they think they do in a

dark tan.

To the left of the fireplace is June’s
desk. It’s a modern wooden desk, painted
green, to correspond with the drapes. The
two upper shelves are filled with books.
There are two drawers in which June
keeps her fan-mail equipment, and another
drawer for her notes and personal corre-
spondence. Bill can write any place in

the house. He is not at all temperamental.
But this desk is June’s private property.
The piece de resistance in the cabana

room is “The Bee.” The Bee is in the
nature of being a chandelier. It is made
of cut glass of different vivid colors, and
its stomach lights up, giving the room
quite a cheerful glow at night. “It loves
the beach,” says June. Some people
wouldn’t care for The Bee. The man who
sold it to them said as much. June, who
still haunts antique shops, even though
she swears her antique collecting days are
over, saw it in the window of a shop in

Santa Barbara. She promptly fell in love
with it. Bill was easily persuaded to buy
it for her. “Funny thing,” said the owner
to Bill, “you have something like that

sitting around for years. Then one day a

sucker comes along and is willing to pay
a small fortune for it.” Bill paid $85.

T
HE FIRST thing that catches the eye in

the living room is an indoor playground
for the cats under the piano. June
has four cats, Sam-cat, Camille-cat, Cecil-

cat, and Little Nemo-cat. Two are Siamese
and two are ginger toms. Under the piano
they have a nice little bark tree to sharpen
their claws on, catnip bags hanging from
the branches, and other joys and delights

of the cat world. They sleep in a cat-box
bed, ebonized to match the piano.

June’s favorite pet, however, is Suzy.
Suzy goes everywhere that June goes.

“She’s my portable pet,” says June. When
June makes personal appearances Suzy,
dressed to kill in mink, always takes a

bow. “I’m not being silly,” says June.
“Suzy needs something to keep her warm
and she looks so much better in a smart
outfit than in just a dog blanket.” Suzy
is five years old, weighs two pounds, is

four inches tall, and is half-poodle and
half-Chihuahua. Somehow or other the
Chihuahua got lost. She just looks like a

very cute little French poodle. Suzy and
the cats get along beautifully. June and
Pamela Mason went to a fur sale last

spring, and Mrs. Mason bought Suzy a

present—a fur muff for a bed. But Suzy
prefers a regular dog-bed in the bathroom.
On one wall of the living room hangs a

large painting by Julio de Diego, Gypsy’s
husband. Other paintings in the room
were done by Richard Whorf. June de-
signed the television set and mounted it

on a Lazy Susan on the piano, the idea

being that you can turn it any way you
want to. The room is carpeted in beige
wool broadloom. In front of a large forest-

green couch against the wall is an
ebonized coffee table with a silver cande-
labrum on it, cigarette boxes, ash trays.

To the right of the fireplace is a combina-
tion couch and hassock, also in forest

green. The couch against the wall has two
giant-size tufted cushions, covered in red
and green burlap. The large mirror over
the couch reflects the sea.

There is a beige chair to match the rug,

a red leather chair, and a black leather

1



chair. Near the glass doors leading to the

cabana room is a game-board coffee table,

with a lamp on it which has a wooden
pineapple base with a light red shade.

Near the piano is a large lamp with an
ebony base and white shade.

One comer of the room is glassed-in,

and faces the patio and the ocean. In this

alcove is a sand-colored walnut drop-leaf

table, Bill’s favorite place to write. Also

in the alcove is a matching (sand-colored

walnut) secretary-desk combination, with

a green plant lamp near it. On the cabana
room side is a series of glass shelves on
which June has her California glass col-

lection. She started this collection ten

years ago, when she found a glass in a

New England antique shop, over three

thousand miles from its native habitat.

“Glass,” says June, “is one of the few
things in the antique world that lives

happily at the beach.”

1
LMOST one entire side of the living room
is taken up by the fireplace, painted

black, and surrounded on three sides by
books. The books over the fireplace are

June’s drama collection. She started col-

lecting them when she was ten, and they

are books pertaining to the theater and
theater people. Quite a valuable collection.

On the left-hand side of the house, lead-

ing away from the living room, are the

guest room and the master bedroom. On
the right side are a large bathroom and
a beautiful white kitchen with large

windows facing the Malibu mountains.

“The room is girled up with lace,” says
June of her small guest room. One side

of it is draped off with white batiste,

which she uses as a dressing room. Against
the white lace curtained' window is a

combination desk-vanity, very frilly. The
beds are bunks, one over the other. Each
bunk is equipped with shelves on which
are gaily painted china Victorian lamps,
radio, books, cigarettes and the latest mag-
azines. On the walls of the guest room are
newspaper clippings from the days when
June was a child star. One has the banner
line, “Baby June Hovick. Tiniest Toe
Dancer in the World,” with a picture of

June looking very pleased with herself.

At age five, June was a vaudeville head-
liner, making $1,500 a week, and billed as

Dainty Baby June. When June was six,

according to Gypsy, she was interviewed
by a newspaper woman who asked her
what she wanted to be when she grew up.
Lisped Dainty Baby June, “I want to be an
actress. Like Alice Brady in ‘Cassie Cook
of the Yellow Sea.’ ’Specially when she
says, ‘Scum. That’s what you are. That’s
what all men are. You want only one thing
from a woman. But you won’t get it from
me.’ ” While June pounded her tiny chest,

the newspaper woman, ’tis said, dropped
her pencil, and was a long time finding it.

The master bedroom was designed es-
pecially for Bill. The walls are sea blue,
with embroidered curtains to match. There
is a sand-colored walnut secretary-desk
that takes up one side of the room, and
an oversized bed with gray velvet tufted
headboard. There are black bookcases on
each side of the bed, with reading lamps
on them. June had framed for him some
wonderful old English song prints. There
is another Toulouse-Lautrec. And dozens
and dozens of pictures of June, not as a
child star, but as the very beautiful young
woman she is today. “It’s embarrassing,”
says June, “but it’s Bill’s room, and he
insists on it.” Bill is very definitely a man
in love. And June is a very lucky girl.

The End
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Today, Eleanor Parker has all she asked

for. And a new set of wishes to go on

S
OME twenty-odd years ago back in

Cedarville, Ohio, a wistful little girl

scampered out of bed, pressed her serious
face against the windowpane and looked
up at the evening star. Someone had said

this was the way to make your dreams
come true.

“I wish I had a baby, and an accent, and
legs that weren’t skinny,” she whispered
reverently.
Halfway back to bed she hesitated, turned

back to the window again, and added soft-

ly, “I also wish that I was a great actress.”

Because she’s a patient girl who be-
lieves in waiting for and not forcing the
things she wants, her star continued to

shine for Eleanor Parker. Today, as Mrs.
Bert Friedlob, she has two babies and
hopes to have five. Her legs are no
longer too lean, in fact many people call

them perfect. And as for the accent,

she’s satisfied to assume any accent a role

might require. Currently, her performance
as the good girl who goes bad in the
gripping prison story, “Caged,” is the

top topic of Hollywood. Eleanor Parker
once wished she was a great actress. Her
nineteenth picture is positive proof that

she definitely is!

Despite her taking the traditional route
to Hollywood, it was a new switch to an
old story when she was discovered in the
audience of the Pasadena Playhouse. A
Warner talent scout took one look at the
beautiful starry-eyed miss and asked her
if she’d like to sign a contract. All her
life, Eleanor has despaired because so

much happens to her that never shows in

her face. Here she was churning like a
volcano and looking as cool as that legen-
dary cucumber.

“I’ll be glad to,” said a quiet voice that

turned out to be her own. “When do you
want me to sign?”
Would tomorrow morning be conven-

ient? Tomorrow, which turned out to

be June 26, 1941, would. Tomorrow also

turned out to be Eleanor’s birthday and
she couldn’t think of a nicer way of cele-

brating.
With one exception, she’s enjoyed

every single second since. Eleanor rebels

against living up to whatever illusions ac-
tresses are supposed to create. Basically,
she’s a shy person, ofttimes giving the im-
pression of being anti-social. She’s saved
childhood possessions like paper dolls and
school dance programs; she presses flow-
ers in books and pencil-marks favorite
passages. She also scoffs at the idea that
she’s a sentimentalist!
Eleanor likes people with good, strong

emotions; hats which she can’t resist buy-
ing and never wears; shoes which she
buys by the dozens and does wear. She
loves the sea, stray cats, bright colors, ex-
ploring vacant houses and being dom-
inated “within reason.” She dislikes quiz
programs, the smell of gas, “because I

once was almost asphyxiated,” screen tests

and high places. She’s almost a chain
smoker, she despairs because people laugh
when she loses her temper. Without a
home, husband and babies, life would be
unbearable. Paradoxically, she can’t even
visualize an existence that didn’t include
acting.

“I must be two people and don’t
thoroughly understand either one of

them,” is her analysis.
Liking the company of men better than

women, “because they never hold grudges,”
Eleanor Parker found “Caged” quite a
challenge. There were sixty women in

the cast. For ninety days they wore drab
prison uniforms, no make-up, worked to-

gether in quarters that were dank, dark
and cramped. After that great scene where
a sadistic matron shaves Eleanor’s head,
one of the bit players said, “It must be
wonderful to be a great actress and not
have to wish for a single thing.”

Eleanor couldn’t have looked more sur-
prised. “But it isn’t true,” she said. “I’ve

never stopped wishing for things. I still

wish I could play the piano and be a fine

singer.” And then with that same wistful

look that belonged to the little girl who
wished upon a star, she added, “I even
wish I could wear bright spangled tights,

and float through the air on my own
power!”
Could there be any possible doubt that

it isn’t going to happen?
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History of

the Hollywood Figure

(
Continued, from page 52) Swanson was

an exception in both classes. She played

sugary good girls and De Mille seductresses

with equal effectiveness, and scaled a

slender 110. That’s still her weight today

and, in “Sunset Boulevard,” she’s still a

star of the first magnitude.

All villainesses, tall or short or medium,
had bosoms. That is, each had one bosom,

a bulge whose large outline, without a

definite beginning or end, was that of the

chest of a pouter pigeon. “Uplift” and
“separation” were unknown. The bosom
was sternly corseted into a singular swell.

Then, in the early Twenties, came a

fashion development that was to have a

profound effect on the female figure.

Bobbed hair!

Bobbed hair, by giving the head a boyish

look, brought about a revolution in wom-
en’s attire. For the boyish look spread to

clothing which demanded a boyish figure.

As usual, the moment Hollywood took up
this fashion every girl in the nation did

likewise. Curves became absolutely taboo.

T
HREE of the most boyish Hollywood fig-

ures of the era belonged to Colleen
Moore, Olive Borden and Dorothy Mackail.

Their chests appeared about as curvaceous
as Jimmy Stewart’s. For in the “Flapper
Era” bosoms went completely into hiding.

If a flattening brassiere wouldn’t conceal
i them, they were strapped down with heavy

tape. All of which was not comfortable,

but it was fashionable.

Another anatomical feature, however,
was brought out into the open—the leg!

I The short skirt, well above the knees, made
America, and the world, thoroughly leg-

conscious. Previously, a girl with a not-

j
so-hot pair of gams could get by nicely,

jj

Who could tell what they were like be-

j

neath the low sweeping yards of skirt that

|j
hid them from view? Exercises to beautify
the leg came into favor. So did stockings

|

to flatter the leg and call attention to it.

Among the most displayed legs on the
screen, in those free-and-easy days of re-
laxed censorship, were those of Clara Bow.
Clara was “The It Girl.” “It” was a term
coined by writer Elinor Glynn as a catchy
way to describe sex appeal. And Clara
was the first and greatest of the “good-
bad” girls, girls who might live in any
average American town, belong to any nice
American family, and yet “pet!” “Pet,” in

case you don’t remember, preceded “neck”
by about ten years.

In the meantime, a young foreign actress,

125 pounds and five-feet-seven, strode dra-
matically on the Hollywood scene. She was
the largest major feminine star the movies
had had up to that time. With her broad
shoulders, her distinct hips, her large feet,

she was all wrong according to the current
specifications. And she became the greatest
legend Hollywood has ever known, the
first of the love goddesses, one of the most
superb actresses, a name that Hollywood
will never forget—Greta Garbo.
Garbo’s height shattered the rule against

tall actresses and paved the way for the
later advent of the Hepburns, Bergmans

: and Pat Neals. And when fashion designers
abandoned the boyish look for slender,
ultra-feminine elegance, the willowy Gar-

i bo was the most potent individual example
that Hollywood thereupon presented, as it

once again led the way in bringing uni-
versal acceptance of a style change.
The ideal of the straight-line female

figure was supplanted by one that, while
even thinner, was accompanied by lovely,
gentle curves. Shortly after the arrival of
sound in 1929, Claudette Colbert soared to
film stardom. Five-feet-four and one-half,
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“Paid in Full” a Paramount Picture

WLk
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prefer La Cross to any other
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she weighed 102, was hollow-cheeked and
hungry-looking, yet her legs were beauti-
fully modeled and her slim torso had
definite curves. And about the same time,
a former fat girl who’d Charlestoned into
pictures in 1925, quite unnoticed, began to
be whistled at as she dropped to 110 while
retaining the better features of her five-
foot-four figure. She was Joan Crawford.
When Joan Crawford made up her long,

generous mouth in a manner hitherto af-
fected only by minstrel men, a million
women followed her example. When she
shook her bugle beads covering her most
curvaceous posterior, a million other girls

went bugle-bead happy in the same locale.
When Adrian designed dresses for her
that deliberately exaggerated her natural-
ly wide shoulders, a style was started that
hasn’t died to this day, though Paris has
been trying to kill it for years.
Marlene Dietrich sauntered in with 1931,

in “The Blue Angel,” a quite heavy Ger-
man fraulein of five-feet-five. But, in “The
Blonde Venus” the next year, she’d boned
down to 108. Then a trend toward ema-
ciation on the screen began. Garbo became
a tall wisp. In 1932, a phenomenal new-
comer arrived, taller even than Garbo at
five-feet-eight and apparently constructed
of nothing but skin and bone—Katharine
Hepburn. Joan Crawford’s cheekbones be-
came as prominent as Claudette Colbert’s.

The leggy Carole Lombard, five-feet-six,

got into the swim via Dietrich’s starvation
method. Ginger Rogers began to approach
the figure of her dancing partner, Fred
Astaire.

Also at this time there was Mae West,
who like the less amusing and less direct
sirens of the early days, had curves, but
the curvingest curves ever seen. However,
not being strictly in the heroine depart-
ment, Mae did not influence the American
figure generally. It remained for another
star to do this. Before the lovely ladies of

Hollywood could become actually trans-
parent and before the women of America,
following their example, could all diet

themselves into walking hatracks, the day
was saved by the original “platinum

blonde,” Jean Harlow, who burst upon the
national awareness in “Hell’s Angels.”

Let’s face it. The highlights of Jean Har-
low’s figure were true works of Nature’s
art, and she was fully aware of it. Nobody
then had heard of the “falsies” of the
Forties, but Jean was to make them a
necessity later for many a female.
The Hays Office had not yet made

the wearing of a bra mandatory before the
camera. The usual underwear was the

“shimmy” or the “teddy”—shapeless tubes
of cloth reaching to the thighs that in no
way confined the breasts but which in-

evitably bunched around the hips. Har-

low would have no part of either. When
she dressed she put on a dress and that
did it. For evening, she didn’t even wear
hosiery, just high-heeled pumps and an
evening gown. She drove the other screen
sirens nuts, and as for the males of Hol-
lywood and of the audience, wow!
Today, the voltage that Jean and Clark

Gable generated in “Red Dust” makes the
picture impossible to re-release, so much
more censored have we become. But if

Jean ever did any public harm with her
uninhibitedly sexy performances, and that,

to say the least, is open to question, it was
certainly overwhelmingly outweighed by
the solid constructive good she helped ac-
complish for the national health and hap-
piness. When she started flaunting that
figure on the screen, in no time starvation
diets, in Hollywood and throughout the
nation, were being tossed out the window.
By the beginning of the Forties, the

Hollywood female figure was trim, curv-
ing and full-breasted. Rita Hayworth,
Alice Faye, Ann Sheridan, Betty Grable
and Lana Turner were representative. All,

except the five-foot-three Lana, were tall

—

Betty and Alice being five-feet-five, Rita
and Annie five-feet-six. The long-legged,
“typical American girl” was coming in.

Nonetheless, this period also saw two
completely foreign tall gals become front-
rank Hollywood stars—the five-foot-seven
Hedy Lamarr and the five-foot-eight In-
grid Bergman. When she first arrived, Hedy,
though she’d achieved much publicity by
sporting in her birthday suit in “Ecstasy,”
was small-bosomed and rather heavy below
the waist; it was later on that she ac-
quired the terrific figure she displays in

“Samson and Delilah.” The Viking Berg-
man, large, broad-shouldered, thick-
waisted, was able to make you disregard
the evidence of your eyes by the magic
of her acting. Hers was such a great art

that she conveyed the conviction that she
was frail and eternally, utterly spiritual.

On the other hand, we have Janie
Powell, Wanda Hendrix and June Allyson
—all hovering around the five-foot mark.
Nowadays height isn’t the important thing
in the female figure—it’s the way the fig-

ure is proportioned. And the Hollywood
ideal female figure today is rounded but
slender, curved and— always—bosomy.
Ava Gardner and Liz Taylor, for ex-

ample, are five-feet-five and a half and
five-feet-four and a half respectively,

Esther Williams and Jane Russell are

five-feet-seven, Lauren Bacall is five-

eight, Pat Neal, five-seven and a half.

Ten years from now—who can say? But
whatever look the female figure may have
then, one thing seems certain: It’ll be the

one the ladies will be seeing in the movies.
The End
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Hawaiian Lullaby

Continued from page 36) she had to have
sr naturally light brown hair darkened
few shades in order to be a Tahitian
ark-skinned maiden in the picture, but
lis was ridiculous! Esther was heartsick.

0 was I. She got up at 6 a.m. the next day
> get to the studio and have it lightened,

hen, of course, she had to make the tests.

All of which explains why, with Benjie
ad luggage, I went on to the airport. At
ae o’clock, when she still hadn’t arrived,

asked myself what I could do in Hawaii
ith the warm beaches, the strumming
aitars and the hula dancers, without Es-
ler along? And when, desperate, I finally

aoned the studio, there she was—waiting
ad fuming for the pick-up I’d failed to

ake. That, she reminded me pointedly,

ad been our prearranged plan. I suppose
was, at that, but in all the confusion
n afraid the plans weren’t too thoroughly
scussed. Ah me, well—they held the
ane ten minutes and Esther made it.

Y the time we reached San Francisco
she was speaking to me again. We

iven’t had a real fight since we’ve
;en married. We have a few sudden
opical squalls now and then, but in

ir family they’re over almost before
ey begin. We never throw things or

ave home. We just dive into the pool
id cool off instead.

And so, we were finally en route to

awaii on the Lurline. And together,

hen you set off for two months with a
iild you prepare yourself for any even-
ality. Our baggage overflowed both
oms of our suite, together with such
tie items as Benjie’s high chair, his play
n, his toys and a two months’ supply of

nned baby food. We didn’t know how
:uch would be available over there and
; didn’t want our son to exist on a
nrchy diet of poi.

Ours was a traditionally festive land-
rg, with photographers, newspapermen,
musicians, coin divers, hula dancers and
Irowd. They loaded Benjie with leis un-
1 you could barely see his eyes and nose
i ove them—he looked like one bundle
i flowers. Aloha, we were to find, is an
i -inclusive word over there meaning
[Tail” and “Farewell” and a lot of “Love”
i between.

i There were orchids in the moonlight,
Jichids in the sunlight, in fact—orchids!
lack jet sand, rolling surf, and water as
nrm as the hearts of the natives and as
;lue as Benjie’s eyes. M-G-M had ar-
il aged for us to have a dream house at

Be base of Diamond Head, with its own
Bivate 350-foot beach, rich furnishings
a “Islandish moderne” and everywhere
iju looked

—

lanais.

For a couple of days at least, ours was
£ orchidaceous existence. Driving around
ji nantic roads on Oahu. Basking in pine-
Eple juice and husking cocoanuts. We
i-vnt surfing and we went outrigging with
like Kahanamoku, the famed Hawaiian
simmer of all time. We wandered around
Jr own sands in matching mother-father-
ied-son Prince Kahala beach togs. Benjie
Id his first official swim in the ocean and
jtedless to say, Esther and I got in a lot

c swimming, too. “We” had to get in
bipe for the picture, she kept telling me.
pat was problematical, inasmuch as our
Bianese cook always had home-baked hot
peet rolls waiting for breakfast on our
Turn, and “we” ate until we couldn’t
five—so “we” lanai-ed some more.
We” also managed to work in several
:ndred holes of golf. Esther doesn’t play
i:h me. She started to learn the game
lie and found she couldn’t play eighteen
i es fast enough, so she gave it up. Then,
;>ically, she reasoned. “Darling, you don’t
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in your hair
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have a 'night off’ with the boys like othei

men do. You don’t take a night with the
boys for poker or whatever ‘the boys’ do
on their nights off. So let’s let golf be your
time with the boys—and I’ll see you every
night.” I’m not quite sure whether I’m
ahead on the deal, but it works out fine.

Anyhow, she plays such good, business-
like poker, we have a poker night once a

week and everybody is happy.
Admittedly I have long admired this

girl, but my admiration was even to grow
in Hawaii. Prejudiced though I may be

—

I was proud of her. Esther’s was the
“busiest” vacation I’ve ever experienced.
She served as an ambassadress of good
will—literally and figure-atively. Other
stars may relax and demand that they’re
left alone on such outings, but when my
wife plans a trip “doing nothing—let’s just

rest in the sun,” things always happen

—

and usually Esther winds up leading them.
She was always dedicating something or

other—like the new swimming pool at

Hickam Field for the children of enlisted

men. She did various broadcasts for the

Red Cross, the cancer drive and many
other worthy causes. She toured Pearl

Harbor with Navy officers. And together,

we judged a beauty contest at the Uni-
versity of Hawaii, one of the more pleas-

ant jobs in the line of duty—and what
lines! This developed to be beauty ‘bank
night” with six winners of different groups
—Caucasian, Cosmopolitan, Japanese, Chi-
nese, Korean and Filipino—with mine the

official chore of presenting bouquets ac-
companied by a kiss.

Benjie, however, threatened to outshine

his mother with the press. He made no
secret of the fact that he loved his new
Hawaiian clipped-on diapers in flashy

prints of red, bright greens and blues,

with little shirts to match. Reporters liked

him and, at seven months, Benjie was
positively fascinated by the newsmen. He
usually wound up taking over all the press

conferences and by hogging any micro-
phone available, refusing to let go and
jabbering into it his entire repertoire of

assorted sounds. “He comes by his talents

honestly, his pop is a radio announcer,”
Esther observed

E
STHER’S young Hawaiian admirers were
especially attentive. They kept our re-

frigerator fairly loaded with orchids for

her. When we first arrived, Esther, who
loves to wear a flower in her hair or on her

purse or something, found she had no cor-

sage for the big party we were attending

that evening and kept eyeing me ques-
tioningly.

“Why don’t I have a flower tonight?”

she finally inquired. “Have you looked in

the icebox lately?” I countered sweetly.

She did, and stood there, touched, gazing

at all the orchids the kids had brought

over for her. In Hollywood it is usually

my custom to send her flowers or a plant

when she starts a picture, so I rented an
orchid plant with 250 blossoms on it and
surprised her with it the first day on
“Pagan Love Song” at Kauai.

In “Pagan Love Song” you will see

scenery too breath-taking to describe.

There’s good reason to call Kauai “The
Garden Island.” But you won’t see the most
exciting scene of the picture, the one that

almost took Esther’s breath away—and
mine. This happened at Haena, when the

outrigger Esther was paddling flipped over

and flung her out of the boat, barely es-

caping a jagged coral reef. In the sequence
Esther was to wave “Goodbye” to Howard
Keel at his Tahitian plantation, and paddle
away. When she got to the prescribed dis-

tance, she was to turn the outrigger about
and come back. But without Esther’s hav-
ing noticed, the outrigger had drifted down
perilously close to the coral reef, and
when she tried to turn it around, a large

wave hit it broadside and flipped the boat

completely over, cracking it down agains:
the coral and splintering it completely.

If the boat had hit her on the head— i;

the wave had pulled away from the cora
leaving more of it exposed—or if she’c

been knocked against it—she could havs
been cut to pieces. The seconds seemec
hours before Esther, who was swimming
under water, came up huffing and puffing

—and smiling—at our feet. I’m sure she tot

realized she had had a narrow escape, bu
her remark was typically Esther: “Look:
like I’ve got a lot to learn about out-

riggers,” she said.

All too soon it was Aloha-time for mi

again—with Esther and Benjie standing a

the little airport strip waving me away
For once I can’t even remember whethe
or not there were any accompanying hul;

dancers—I was feeling too lost seeing th<

stretch of blue widening between my fam
ily and me. But I had to get back to ou
restaurant, “The Trails,” in Westchestei
which is far from being a hobby with Es
ther and me. We got it for an annuity L

the future. She’s an officer in our corpora
tion and takes it very seriously.
Back home I missed her far more tha

one usually misses a fellow vice-presiden
There must be some way of keeping ou
“official” trails from dividing, I was pon
dering, one particularly lonely eve. Fo
once it seemed of small importance t

check the number of orders of “whol
roast stuffed spring chicken on plank
la Gage” that had been served. It didn
help any. either, to respond to the ro

mantic request of a couple from Text
who asked me to sing, “Easy to Love”-

j

Esther's song—and mine. Or to sit thei

in the office with my Argyles propped u
on my desk surveying snapshots of tt

three of us. Of Esther and me. Esthi
swimming with Benjie. Me bottling hir

Benjie by now he’d probably perfecte
the Kauai Crawl—and his old man ni

there to watch.
It was a likely moment for the phor

to ring. And it did. And a gay voice
was remembering only too well was ir

quiring merrily from across the blue P:

cific, “How’s business, pardner? Can
retire yet? Because it looks as if I hai

another nice vacation coming up as sex

as this picture is completed at home. Th
time an enforced one. But after all we’’

always said how much we want a larj

family!”
“Oh, no.” I shouted into the phor

“When?”
“First part of December,” she replie

When Esther arrived home the doct
confirmed her happy suspicions and so nc

our plans to build our dream house w
go into action immediately. Benjie will

just sixteen months older than his n<

baby brother or sister and we’ll be well
our way toward that large happy fam i

we’ve always wanted.
It’s a wonderful world when you’ve |

a gal like mine.
The End

let your hair down • • •

and re-do it the Hollywood way
Full directions and exciting color p
turesfor styling your hair like these stc

June Allyson • • • Jane Pow
• • • Jane Wyman • • • Barba
Stanwyck • • • Elizabeth Tayl

• • • Pat Neal
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Wherever you live

you can buy

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

If the preceding pages do not list the

stores in your vicinity where Photoplay
Fashions are sold, please write to the

manufacturers listed below:

Jersey separates on Ruth Roman
Loomtogs, 1370 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

Heineman carnations
43 West 36th St.

New York, N. Y.

Neal Karlin handbag
15 East 32nd St.

New York, N. Y.

Alice Stuart skirt and blouse
525 Seventh Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Premier & Dunkirk outfit

1410 Broadway
New York, N. Y.

Stores selling the Loomtogs separates
worn by Ruth Roman on page 61.

Chicago, III.

Charles A. Stevens

Philadelphia, Pa.
Gimbels

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Gimbels

St. Paul, Minn.
Schuneman’s

Washington, D. C.
i Hecht Co.

Stores selling Premier and Dunkirk out-

fit on Virginia Mayo, on page 63.

Brooklyn, N, Y.

!
Abraham & Straus

Cincinnati, Ohio
Mabley & Carew

Detroit, Mich.
Crowley’s

Los Angeles, Cal.
Broadway Dept. Store

Miami, Fla.
Burdine’s

Newark, N. J.

f
Kresge Newark, Inc.

Sioux City, la.

|
Younker-Davidson’s

St. Paul, Minn.
i Schuneman’s

Washington, D. C.
Hecht Co.

j

DonUet “DEODORANT FAILURE”

Rob You of Good Times-Use^feeoC
New Spray Deodorant Stops Perspiration!

Don’t take chances with short-time deodor-

ants—use new, spray-on HEED in the flexible

squeeze bottle. HEED stops perspiration . .

.

prevents underarm odor all the live-long day.

HEED is so easy, so dainty to use ... no more

messy fingers. No other type deodorant, no

cream or old-fashioned liquid gives such

long-lasting protection so quickly. So don’t

risk unhappiness. Just join the millions who
have switched to HEED, the wonderful new
underarm spray deodorant. At all cosmetic

counters, 49^. Lasts many months!

Neverbe

Heed/ess

andyou'//
a/ways be safe!

ONE SPRAY

IS WORTH A

DOZEN DABS
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Beautiful, Heavenly Lips

For You

WITHOUT LIPSTICK

And These Newly Luscious Colors

Can’t Come Off On Anything

Bid “good-bye” to lipstick and see your lips

more beautiful than ever before. See them
decked in a clear, rich color of your choice—
a color more alive than lipstick colors,

because—no grease. Yes, this new Liquid

Liptone contains no grease—no wax—no
paste. Just pure, vibrant color. Truly,
Liquid Liptone will bring to your lips color-

beauty that’s almost too attractive!

Makes the Sweetest Kiss

Because It Leaves No Mark on Him

Think of it! Not even a tiny bit of your
Liquid Liptone leaves your lips for his—or
for a napkin or tea-cup. It stays true to

your lips alone and one make-up usually

suffices for an entire day or evening.

Feels Marvelous on]Your Lips ...

. . . they stay delightfully soft and smooth.

PLEASE TRY LIQUID LIPTONE AT MY INVITATION

Once you experience the greater beauty of

liquid color and know that your lip make-up
will stay on no matter what your lips touch

—

I’m sure you’ll thank me for this offer. Let me
send you costume-size Liquid Liptone—one or

more shades. Each is at least a two weeks’
supply. Enclose 25c for each shade to cover
postage, etc. You will be thrilled by the
startling new beauty that
Liquid Liptone instantly
brings to your lips.

• Accepted for advertising

in publications of the

American Medical Association

SEND COUPON for generou* Trial Sizes

PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 0108
2709 S. Wells St., Chicago 16, 111.

Send Costume Sizes. I enclose 25c, which includes Fed.

tax, for each shade checked below:

Medium—Natural true red—very flattering.

O Gypsy—Vibrant deep red—ravishing.
Regal—Glamorous rich burgundy.
Orchid—Exotic pink—romantic for evening.
English Tint— Inviting coral-pink.
Clear (colorless)— Use over lipstick, smearproofs.

1~~1 CHEEKTONE—"Magic'' natural color for cheeks.

0 1 English Tint 0 2 Coral 0 3 Deep Cherry

Miss
Mrs

Address

City _.State-

A+ Their Service

(Continued from page 60) hunting trip in

Colorado, Mark shot a rattlesnake that was
about to strike Fred.
The other day Fay Smith was fixing

Maureen O’Hara’s hair. “I don’t quite like

it,” pouted Maureen, tugging at a curl
here, pulling out a bobby pin there. Fay,
who has been Maureen’s hairdresser for

six years, said quietly, “Take your little

movie star hands out of your hair, immedi-
ately!” Maureen did, too. But don’t get Fay
wrong, she adores Maureen. And vice
versa.

Charles Coburn’s driver-secretary, Ken
Randall, must love Charles. For Charles,
who makes appointments without telling

Ken, proceeds to raise you know what
if Ken doesn’t remind him to keep them.
Ernest Black must love Edmund Gwenn,

too. For since Edmund learned to drive a
car for his “Louisa” picture he’s become
a back-seat driver, nearly driving Ernest
off his formerly well-balanced brain.

All of which makes Ernest Black an un-
usual Hollywood employee. The help in

Hollywood can be very difficult, very snob-
bish. If a star doesn’t live up to their star

standards, they won’t stay. They all have
their own television sets. And June Havoc
once interviewed a cook who asked to see
her references from her departing domestic
before she would consider the job. She
said, rather ominously, “I’ve worked for

a movie star before.”

H
OWEVER, Lew Ayres has had his house-
keeper-cook-valet for fifteen years.

“Joe” was born in Hungary and named
Schmidt. When he was naturalized, Lew
gave him a big party. Now, when the man
answers the phone, he usually says, “This
is Joe Smith, American.” Joe lives in a

small wing of the Ayres house. He loves

company for dinner because he enjoys
cooking the rich dishes which Lew loathes.

Tyrone Power and his man Gallagher
are the closest employer-employee com-
bination in Hollywood. What Bill doesn’t

know about Ty just didn’t happen. Ty
even gave Bill the custody of Linda Chris-
tian the time she had the trouble with the
immigration authorities. Instead of send-
ing her back to Mexico at best, or putting
her in jail at worst, Gallagher, on Ty’s
instructions, promised the U. S. officials to

look after Linda until her papers were
straightened out.

Rita Hayworth’s butler-chauffeur, Do-
minguez, helped Rita through the difficult

period of her romance with Prince Aly.

He knew more about what was going on
than Aly did. Dominguez, a Filipino who
speaks perfect English, suddenly couldn’t

speak the language at all when reporters

1

called to check up on Rita. Dominguez
would say, “No speak English. Missy Hay
worth no home,” and then close the door
to come back grinning to Rita and Aly.
Dominguez, too valuable to lose, is now
living with Princess Rita in Europe.
Victor Mature’s valet Alonzo used to

object, loudly, to Vic’s sloppy way of
dressing. “It’s a reflection on me and dam-
aging to my reputation as a good servant,”
Alonzo said one day, viewing with horror
Vic’s odd matching socks, his down-at-heel
shoes and shabby jacket and pants. Too
bad Alonzo didn’t stay, he found he could
make more money and have less grief as a
waiter, because Mr. Mature is doing for his
wife what he didn’t do for a valet—trying
to dress like a movie star.

Nurses—they’re the real problems. Frank
Sinatra and British movie actor Robert
Douglas had a tug-of-war over a nurse.
She was brought here from England by
the Douglases and paid what they thought
was a whopping big salary of $100 a month.
In England it would have been half. But
talking to the other nannies in Beverly
Hills gave the nurse ideas. She decided to

go to work for the Sinatras for $200 a
month. Which made the Douglases furious,
since they had paid for her transportation
from England.
Joan Crawford has always had such

trouble with the nurses for her children
that I wanted to give her a medal for cour-
age when she adopted the last two. Now
she’s talking about adopting a fifth!

With Joan it isn’t only nurses. It’s not
unusual for her cook to get up and go,

just before a big dinner party. Joan
is such a perfectionist and she can
clean house and look after her kids so
terrifically that it’s hard for any servant to

please her. So, of course, they’re not ex-
actly mad about her.

The relationship between Larry Parks
and his baby’s nurse is wonderful. Her
name is Violet Currie. “She nursed my
mother through her long illness,” Larry
tells me. “And she told me, after my
mother had passed away, that she was so
tired of taking care of people who died.

So I promised her if Betty and I ever had
a baby she could be the nurse. And it was
Violet who went with me to fetch Betty
and our son home from the hospital!”
The hospital nurses who looked after

Hedy Lamarr the first time she had a baby
did not think of her as any heroine. The
baby was a long time in arriving and Hedy
didn’t spare the complaints. The second
time Hedy had herself a Caesarean.
Who said no man can be a hero to his

valet? It’s not so!

The End

Listen To:

Bill Stern*s
”SPORTS NEWSREEL"

Every Friday NBC

10:30 p.m. Eastern Time

Read BILL STERN'S

"SPORT SURPRISE" feature in the current issue oi

SPORT magazine now on newsstands
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Vera-EIlen, also known as “The

Dash,” is a ballerina with brains

Q)0r
'THE HYPHEN'

I

T WAS a casting performance for a
Broadway play. The little dancer went

through her routines with startling versa-
tility. But the answer was “No.”
“Your dancing and reading are terrific,”

the producer admitted, “but you’d look
like a midget beside the others. I’m sorry.”

Sixteen-year-old Vera-Ellen was only
4' 6" tall and weighed seventy-six pounds.
Now she stands 5' W/z" and weighs a
solid 115 pounds. So it may truthfully
be added that Vera-Ellen stretched her
way to stardom. In those same years her
dancing shoes have carried her to the top
on Broadway and in Hollywood. The
blithe, brown-eyed blonde from Cincin-
nati is a ballerina with brains—thinks, talks
and learns as rapidly and neatly as she
executes tap routines. She believes too
many actresses worry about “contacts” in
furthering their careers. Her answer:
“Don’t fuss, do your job, and keep work-
ing to improve. If you get to be the best,
the producers will use you.”
Vera-Ellen came to Manhattan at fif-

teen as a delegate to a dancing teachers’
convention and stayed to pursue a career.
At eighteen she answered a call from
Billy Rose. All the other applicants did
a time step and a high kick. Vera-Ellen
told Billy, “If you just want girls who
can do that, I’m not interested.”
“We can get Eleanor Powell or Zorina if

we need something better,” said Rose, un-
shaken. “What do you think you can do?”
“A specialty,” answered Vera-Ellen, and

three weeks later Rose presented her at

I

his Casa Manana. Following this she was
|
signed by Samuel Goldwyn for pictures.
She was rushed into “Wonder Man”

and followed that with “Three Little Girls
in Blue,” and “Carnival in Costa Rica.”
Then M-G-M borrowed her for “Words
and Music.” That was just a one-picture
deal, but she stayed on for “On the Town,”
and “Three Little Words.” She’s in solid
at the studio now.
Born Vera-Ellen Rohe, she needed only

to drop the family name to provide a
t ready-made stage label so arresting that
she has become known as “The Hyphen.”
She would rather be known as “The Dash.”

ai

WfHvMEW I>R£N£ SHAMPOO

ulau 1b toittoat /iksSAr hcdfaM, aoftM£M

It’s starting a new trend in shampooing . . . this

wonderful New Drene with Conditioning Action!

For New Drene does far more than “just wash”

your hair ! It actually conditions as it cleanses . . .

conditions your hair to all its loveliest natural

sheen, natural softness!

Your hair is so marvelously clean and soft . . ,

so easy to manage ... so responsive to your

hands. Only New Drene has this Conditioning

Action. Get some today!

o
0
0

Cleans hair and scalp like a dream—yet

it’s gentle, non-drying, baby-mild

!

Leaves no dulhng soap film, so needs no
special rinses. Removes loose dandruff!

Makes billowy, fragrant lather instantly

—even in the hardest water

!

HEW'DREHE
HON WITH

Conditioning Action

!
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For your enchanted moment ( and
it may come any moment) only

one lipstick will do. It is Tangee!
Because it is made by a newly
perfected secret formula, you will

discover:

(I) A finer texture ... making it

easier to apply. Still more impor-
tant, it does not smear.

(2 ) Stays on longer .. .longer than

any lipstick you have ever used.

Brief Reviews

(F) ANNIE GET YOUR GUN—M-G-M:
Wonderful film version of the smash Broadway musi-
cal. Betty Hutton is outstanding as the world’s top
gal sharpshooter. Howard Keel is a great new find as
the object of her affections. With Keenan Wynn.
Louis Calhern, J. Carroll Naish. (June)

(A) ASPHALT JUNGLE
,
THE—M-G-M: A

brutally frank and ironic story of a jewelry store
holdup and the punishment of its executors. With
Sterling Hayden, Louis Calhern, Sam Jaffee, James
Whitmore, Jean Hagen and Marilyn Monroe. (July)

(F) BIG HANGOVER, THE—M-G-M : Van
Johnson’s not allergic to love when pyschiatry student
Elizabeth Taylor tries to cure him of his allergy to
liquid spirits. It’s gay and good looking. (June)

(F) BIG LIFT, THE—20th Century-Fox:
Montgomery Clift and Paul Douglas appear as a
couple of GI’s who help run the air lift that beats the
Russian blockade of Berlin. Cornell Borchers and
Bruni Lobel are their frauleins. (June)
y')/' (A) BRIGHT LEAF—Warners: A colorful
tale about the tobacco-growing country of 1894 with
Gary Cooper as a tenant-farmer who becomes rich
by the invention of the cigarette machine. With Pat
Neal, Lauren Bacall, Jack Carson. (July)
'S'SVz (A) CAGED—Warners: Eleanor Parker, a
young first offender becomes a hard, bitter woman
after a year in prison. An interesting but morbid
film. With Agnes Moorehead, Hope Emerson. (July)
^54 (F) CAPTAIN CAREY, U.S.A.— Paramount:
This lively mystery meller, jam-packed with intrigue,
stars Alan Ladd as an ex-OSS officer who returns
to Italy in search of a murderer. With Wanda Hen-
drix, Francis Lederer. Good suspense. (Mav)
^ 54 (A) CAPTURE, THE—RKO: A psychological
melodrama set in modern Mexico with Lew Ayres as a
hunted murderer who tells his gripping story to priest
Victor Jory. Teresa Wright is appealing as Lew’s
wife. (June)
1/ (A) CARGO TO CAPETOWN—Columbia

:

Broderick Crawford and John Ireland are wasted
in a brawny sea yarn with little excitement and less

originality. Ellen Drew’s the girl both seamen have
a yen for. (July)
^54 (F) CHAMPAGNE FOR CAESAR—Popkin-
UA: Quiz shows and Big Business get quite a kidding
in this satire which stars Ronald Colman, Celeste
Holm, Vincent Price. (May)

(F) CHEAPER BY THE DOZEN—20th Cen-
tury-Fox: The amusing and episodic adventures of

a large family in which Clifton Webb plays a bril-

liant but eccentric father; Myrna Loy, an under-
standing mother and Jeanne Crain, Barbara Bates,
the two elder daughters. (Tuly)
(F) COMANCHE TERRITORY—U-I : A routine
cowboy-and-Indian epic with Maureen O’Hara as a
tough saloon operator, Macdonald Carey as the in-

ventor of the Bowie knife, Pedro DeCordoba and
Rick Vallin as imposing Comanches. (Tune)

l/V (F) CURTAIN CALL AT CACTUS CREEK
— TJ-I : The hilarious trials of a broken-down reper-

tory company with Donald O’Connor as a stage-
struck prop-man who saves the show. Vincent Price
and Eve Arden add to the fun. (June)

(A) DAMNED DON’T CRY, THE—War-
ners: An interesting gangster melodrama that has
Joan Crawford going from a respectable but poor
housewife, to racketeer David Brian’s ladylove.
With Kent Smith and Steve Cochran. (July)

yy2 (F) DAUGHTER OF ROSIE O’GRADY t

THE—Warners: A St. Patrick’s Day special, star-

ring June Haver and Gordon MacRae with James
Barton. Gene Nelson. (May)
y/54 (F) EAGLE AND THE HAWK, THE— Pine-
Thomas-Paramount: John Payne, Rhonda Fleming
and Dennis O’Keefe pool their talents in this elab-

orate spy story. (May)
\/^V? (F) FATHER OF THE BRIDE—M-G-M:
Hilarious comedy about the complications of wed-
ding preparations. Liz Taylor is breathtakingly beau-
tiful as Don Taylor’s bride and Spencer Tracy, Joan
Bennett make delightful parents. (July)

'S'SVz (F) GOLDEN AGE, THE—March of Time-
RKO: This assemblage of newsreel clips gives an
authentic and fascinating picture of “the roaring
twenties.” Its stars are the real life people who
figured prominently in that turbulent decade. (July)

l/V' (A) GUNFIGHTER, THE—20th Century-
Fox: Off-the-beaten-path Western with more sus-
pense than shooting as outlaw Gregory Peck, fighting

against time, tries to persuade his estranged wife
Helen Westcott to start a new life with him. With
Millard Mitchell, Jean Parker. (July)
)/(¥)! WAS A SHOPLIFTER—U-I: Routine
melodrama about a shoplifting ring. With Scott
Brady, Mona Freeman, Andrea King. (May)

(A) IN A LONELY PLACE—Columbia:
One of the year’s best murder mysteries, with Hum-
phrey Bogart as the chief suspect; Gloria Grahame,
the girl he loves, and Frank Lovejoy as a wise de-
tective. (July)
(F) JIGGS AND MAGGIE OUT WEST—Mono-
gram: Comic-strip cut-ups by the late Joe Yule and
Renie Riano who get involved in feudin’ when they
try to stake claim to their mining property. (Tune)
\y (A) LAWLESS , THE — Paramount-Pine-
Thomas: Newspaper-owner Macdonald Carey and
Gail Russell are the only defenders of Lalo Rios, a
Mexican crop-picker who gets involved in a fight

that almost snowballs into a lynching. A hard-hit-
ting drama. With Johnny Sands. (July)

(A) MEN, THE — Kramer-UA: Marlon
Brando makes his screen debut as a paralyzed World
War II vet who rehabilitates himself with the help
of his girl Teresa Wright and his doctor, Everett
Sloan. Strong screen fare. (July)

(F) NANCY GOES TO RIO—M-G-M: Jane
Powell as a bouncy teen-ager sets out to cop her

actress-mother’s part in a play and her boy friend
With Ann Sothern, Barry Sullivan, Carmen Mi
randa, Louis Calhern, Scotty Beckett. (May)
L/^54 (A) NO MAN OF HER OWN—Paramount.
Barbara Stanwyck suffers in fine style in this melo-
drama With John Lund, Lyle Bettger. (May)

(A) NO SAD SONGS FOR ME—Columbia.
This poignant drama brings Margaret Sullavan bacl
to the sciecn as an attractive young wife and mothei
dying of cancer. With Wendell Corey, Viveca Lind
fors, Natalie Wood. (May)

54 (A) ONE WAY STREET—U-I: James Masor
is his menacing self again as an illegal doctor hirec
by gangster, Dan Duryea. Marta Toren is Dan’s gir
who runs off to Mexico with Mason and suffers tb<
consequences. Not for the squeamish. (June)

(F) OUTRIDERS, THE—M-G-M: J9el McCrea
Barry Sullivan, James Whitmore, fugitives fron
Union prison camp, pose as outriders for a wagor
train, headed by Ramon Novarro, which is carrying
a million dollars and Arlene Dahl. (June)
l/V (F) PLEASE BELIEVE ME — M-G-M
Robert Walker, Peter Lawford and Mark Steven:
compete for Deborah Kerr in a slick comedy about
a would-be British heiress. (June)
l/V 54 (F) REFORMER AND THE REDHEAD
THE—M-G-M: June Allyson and hubby Dick Powel
team up in a comedy about a young lawyer, cam
paigning for mayor. There’s wonderful slapstick wit)

a lovable lion. David Wayne, Cecil Kellaway, Mar
vin Kaplan have a high time of it, too. (June)

(F) ROCK ISLAND TRAIL—Republic:
lusty, colorful Western about the building of th
Rock Island R.R. With Forrest Tucker, Adele Mara
Adrian Booth. (June)
l/ 54 (A) SECRET FURY, THE—RKO: A tan
talizing thriller with Claudette Colbert confronts
with a marriage she cannot remember. A couple o

murders take place before Robert Ryan solves th
mystery. With Paul Kelly, Jane Cowl. (June)
(F) SIERRA—U-I: The scenery’s the only re

deeming feature of this rather dull western featurin
Audie Murphy, Wanda Hendrix, Dean Jagger—

a

of whom deserve something better. (June)
y2 CF) SKIPPER SURPRISED HIS WIFE

THE—M-G-M: There’s loads of laughs when skippe
Bob Walker tries to run his home and family as h

would a ship and its crew. With Joan Leslie, Sprin
Byington, Jan Sterling, Edward Arnold. (June

(A) SLEEPING CITY, THE—U-I: Richar
Conte’s the detective out to smash New York’s nai
cotic racket in this semi-documentary drama. Pegg
Dow and Coleen Gray supply the romance. (July)

(A) STAGE FRIGHT—Warners: First-rat

suspense thriller starring Jane Wyman, Marler
Dietrich, Richard Todd, Michael Wilding. (May
^ (A) STROMBOLI—Rossellini-RKO : Here’s th;

much-discussed and much-panned picture. Ingri
Bergman plays a Czech refugee who marries a

Italian fisherman, in order to leave a detention cam:
and goes with him to the volcanic island of Strombol
Bitterly unhappy, she plans to escape, but the eruptir
volcano shakes religion into her. (May)
\/\/ (F) TICKET TO TOMAHAWK, A—

2

Ot

Century-Fox: An action-packed satire on Westen
with Dan Dailey as a traveling salesman, Anne Ba
ter, a deputy sheriff, and Rory Calhoun, the dastard
villain. (July)

(F) TRIGGER JR.—Republic: Trigger Jr. fc

lows in his father’s hoof-prints in this newest R(
Rogers epic. Dale Evans is back with Roy. (Jun<

W' 54 (A) UNDER MY SKIN—20th Century-Fo:
Based on a Hemingway story about a boy’s devoti(

to his crooked jockey father, the film has an excitii

European background; good performances by Jol
Garfield, Micheline Prelie, Orley Lindgren. (Jum

.(F) VICIOUS YEARS, THE—Emerald-Fil
Classics: An off-the-beaten-path drama of a dereli

boy’s search for a home and love in post-war Ital

Tommy Cook is the boy who forces himself in

murderer Gar Moore’s home. Eduard Franz is t

head of the house. (June)
(F) WABASH AVENUE—20th Centui

Fox: Chicago in the ’90’s is the setting of this plu
Technicolor musical which has Betty Grable as
honky-tonk entertainer and Phil Harris and Viet
Mature trying to out-scheme each other for her Ioa

(J uly)
l/ 54 (F) WAGON MASTER—Argosy-RKO : B
Johnson and Harry Carey Jr. lead Ward Bond a
his Mormon pioneers across the perilous plaii

Toanne Dru provides romantic interest. (June)
54 (A) WHITE TOWER—RKO: The attemi

of Glenn Ford, Valli, Claude Rains, Sir Ced
Hardwicke and Lloyd Bridges to scale the most d;

gerous peak in the Swiss Alps provides a drai

filled with romance and excitement. (June)

^ (F) WOMAN OF DISTINCTION, A—Colu
bia: Rosalind Russell and Ray Milland are the st;

of this flighty slapstick comedy. With Edmu
Gwenn, Janis Carter, Francis Lederer, Jerome Cou
land. (May)

Are YOU a

10 O’CLOCK DATE”?
SEE PAGE 79
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Wouldn't It Be Romantic?

Continued, from page 47) drenched streets

f Hollywood and Beverly Hills, on the

nny streets of New York, in the balmy
tmosphere of Palm Beach or Palm Springs

r any other de luxe locale you care to

lention.

Peter, you’ll remember, was one of the

oung gentlemen about Hollywood dis-

nctly unhappy when Jimmy Stewart

on the fair hand of Gloria McLean. In

ew York, Peter had hobnobbed with the

'hole McLean clan, often being their

uest at the swank River House. The whole
1 Morocco set, the Liz Whitney crowd,
re yacht-and-hunting set of Manhattan,
lat has been the debutante habitat of

eter by choice.

';1HE loves of Mr. Lawford are strictly

upper bracket and top drawer because
[liat is the way his romantic imagination

lames.
And why not? Maybe the Russians don’t

0 it, but the rest of us, taking off on a

hopper of a romantic dream, always see

urselves in very rosy circumstances. It

asn’t a butcher boy, of whom Cinderella

reamed, you remember, or a scullery

laid for whom Romeo sighed.

With Peter, this spring in London, it

as an Ambassador’s daughter. He was
ack in London in open and very delight-

ill pursuit of the daughter of our Ameri-
an Ambassador to the Court of St. James,
ewis Douglas.
It wasn’t easy, but it was exciting, and
ad to be done with tact and finesse. Pete
ad the kind of competition that would
ring out the best in any young man but
hich was particularly stimulating to one
ho was born with “Burke’s Peerage”
ractically in his blood.
Item one, there was Sharman’s looks,

id her easy laughter and unspoiled
larm. From her ash-golden hair to her
retty feet, she had all the healthy ease of

typical American girl, combined with
ie smooth good manners and breeding
: the best-brought-up British girl.

Item two, there was her lively brain
id even more lively sense of humor. Her
ay of putting things was such as to

ake even the King of England laugh and
eorge the Sixth is no easy man with the
ggles. Elizabeth, the Queen, had often
immented on her delightfully frank,
merican quality. The Duchess of Kent
ad been overheard to say, “A sweet child

fid unspoiled.” As for the Princesses, Eliz-

aeth and madcap Margaret Rose, she was
1 a truly chummy basis with them, and
ie only girl not of the royal circle of

horn that could possibly be said. All the
ittering things happening around her
idn’t spoil her. Her favorite crack re-
tained, “What would people think in

rizona?”

The other items making Peter’s pursuit
ito a real field day bore such various and
egant names as the Duke of Westmore-
nd, the Duke of Westminster, the Mar-
ais of Blandford, the Honorable Peter
rard, David Michael Mountbatten, John
eorge Vanderbilt, Henry Spencer Church-
;l, and only recently, with marriage, was
ie Marquis of Milford-Haven, one of the

- chest young men on earth, ruled out.

• Could a simple paycheck from Metro-
oldwyn-Mayer and the tricks of charm

|i had learned as an actor stand up to
||ie deeply entrenched appeal these other
King blades could offer?

1 If Peter had been born thirty years

[

oner, and Sharman had been, too, he
ouldn’t have had to think about any-

" ling so proletarian as mere money. His
"’mily then had houses in Reading and

I

xford and a flat in Mayfair. But even the
w sticks of furniture that had remained
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HIGHER IN WEST

lovely Leona

to the Lawfords in 1944 had been de-
molished by an air raid.

Yet, has mere money ever stopped the
thing called real love?
Sharman and Peter met originally in

New York, a little more than a year ago,
when he was at exactly the right point
between girls. There had been a season
when he was quite serious about Ava
Gardner; another spell when he wanted
to be serious about Rita Hayworth. Rita
had other ideas that spoiled that. He had
dated June Haver. To put a fine edge on
it, he had dated practically every eligible

girl in Hollywood.
But Sharman was super-special. She

was everything he wanted. If she wasn’t as
beautiful as the Hollywood dolls, her
charm was more genuine. If she wasn’t as
professionally glamorous as they, she was
infinitely more feminine. And that lovely,

luscious social background that she had!
Peter remembered her vividly after that
first meeting, just as every other young
man who meets Sharman remembers her
vividly. It’s like remembering a twenty-
carat diamond in a setting by Cellini.

T
HEN she came to Hollywood for a visit

under just the right auspices, just social

enough, just rich enough, thoroughly
American enough, and she, herself, seemed
utterly American with the added polish of

Europe. She was the house guest of Eliza-

beth Firestone, who was in Hollywood
writing music for a Robert Montgomery
production. She is a lovely, deeply tal-

ented girl, this Elizabeth Firestone, and
she is also the daughter of Harvey Fire-
stone, the tire millionaire.

To be on the list for Miss Firestone’s
evenings proved you were highly accept-
able to the right people.

There was an enormous glamour party
given for Sharman at that time and Pete
was there stag. Very much stag. To let

you know how completely unaffected
Sharman is, she told several guests that

she knew her dress was no match for the
exquisite Hollywood gowns everywhere in

the room, but that she had chosen it be-
cause it didn’t wrinkle when packed. She
also told on herself the story of how
Harvard’s Hasty Pudding Club had named
her as their Woman of the Year, and then
had stood her up on their date with her.

This was for the unflattering reason that

they had forgotten it, but when Ben Gay-
lord, the club’s master had quickly prof-
fered an apology the next morning, she
had just as quickly laughed and forgiven
all and had gone to the Club’s play the
next night.

Yes, she was unaffected, but Peter’s

imagination was affected and then some.
During her entire Hollywood visit,

Peter was Sharman’s escort, whenever and
wherever she gave him the opportunity.
They made a striking-looking couple to-
gether, slim, blonde Sharman, who
will be twenty-two next October, and
tall, dark Pete, not quite five years
her senior.

When they danced together, or ate a
quick buffet supper together, or laughed
together in the corner of some Hollywood
drawing room, there was about them a
quality that is rare in movietown: They
were a chic young couple. They were high
style, in the most fashionable meaning of

that term, and they really glowed.
Now, perhaps one reason that Peter’s

career hasn’t quite attained the peak that
his talent and his good looks definitely

merit is because he is always a little lost

between two worlds. His basic upbringing
and training were in England with Eng-
lish ways, yet, that is half his lifetime

behind him. He still lives with his father
and mother to whom there are still things
about America which prove a little baffling.

Sharman has confessed to friends that
she, too, lives in two worlds. She thinks
now that she prefers life in England. She
likes the solidity of life abroad with its

jumbled combination of the modern and
the ancient, its pomp and its quiet luxury,
but in America, she is glad she can be less

formal. At the London Douglas home in

Prince’s Gate, there is always too much
going on, too many functions to attend for

her to have time for breakfast in bed,
which she enormously enjoyed in Holly-
wood. And she adored riding around in

convertibles, with the top down, and visit-

ing movie sets and fun stuff like that.

Peter followed her back to New York,
when her visit was over. To the inquiring
reporters, Sharman said, “Nothing to it,

absolutely,” when they questioned her
about him. “I had my trip to Hollywood
planned before I ever met him.” Peter
didn’t even get a chance to be questioned.
M-G-M, sensing international complica-
tions, told him to get back home and
quickly.

There is, however that Cupid of modern
life, the telephone. Peter’s long-distance
phone bills really became a caution. All

summer. All fall. Last winter, he went to

Palm Beach. Fashionable Palm Beach.
There were many society charmers there,

and a few from Hollywood, but what did

Peter do but call Sharman. There was one
night when he tracked her all over Lon-
don, found her, finally, in the most elegant

of London night clubs, with a gentleman
of title. It cost about five dollars a minute
to talk, and he talked for about fifteen

minutes.
Maybe that isn’t love, but it certainly

is romance.
And maybe it wasn’t love that sent Peter

over to London this past April fourth, but

it was close enough to the look of love to

have Mrs. Douglas issue a careful state-

ment, through the American Embassy,
that “Peter is just a good friend of the

family, and is visiting Sharman’s brother

as much as herself.”

However, when Peter was questioned
about the brothers, he said innocently,

“Both Sharman’s brothers are back in the

States.”

In every way, however, Peter behaved
exactly as a well-brought-up son of a Sir

Sidney should, while in London. There
was none of the horseplay he indulged in

in Hollywood with Keenan Wynn or Gene
Kelly or his other pals.

H
E WAS most correct. He stayed at the

home of a Mrs. Cooper, an old friend of

his mother’s. He dined, as an American
movie star should, at the posh Dorchester
House (posh being London for chic or

swank), and he continued to date Shar-
man whenever he could capture her from
a Marquis or a Duke or a mere Hon.
And Sharman? Well, another old but

wonderful remark is that actions speak
well above a whisper. It was Peter whom
Sharman chose for her escort at the most
select event of the London season, the

Hunt Ball of the Galway Blazers. Dawn
wasn’t too far away when they came back
from that ball, yet the very next nighl

they were together at “Sonny” Bland-
ford’s birthday party. And not only that

but they had met earlier that day. Shar-

man had been dressed the evening before

in pale lavender tulle. That day, she was

sedately dressed as a nurse’s aide, doinf

her chores at the Children’s Hospiia
where she spends three, very hard, work-
ing hours each day.

Even while telling the English reporter;

(who are just as inquisitive as ours) tha

there was positively no engagement be-

tween himself and Sharman, Peter di(

mention the birthday party for “Sonny
Blandford. And if he was doing a bit o

BEAUTY CONTEST WINNER SAYS:
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Available at your favorite variety store
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name-dropping, you really can’t blame
him there, for “Sonny” is a lot of name to

drop. He’s the Marquis of Blandford who
is the most persistent escort of Princess

Margaret Rose.
Besides, this was such an exclusive party

at the very posh Ciro’s. All the guests,

save Peter and Sharman, were shoots from
Britain’s oldest family trees.

Nothing but champagne was served.

Nothing but laughter was registered.

Sharman wore a dress that wouldn’t have
packed worth a cent, it being an off-the-

shoulder white tulle with a billowing two-
tiered skirt. Around her slim throat, she
had a double string of pearls. Real pearls,

you may be sure, and unlike a Hollywood
girl, she let it go at that.

The other guests danced until two-
thirty, but Peter and Sharman slipped

away at midnight.
Or almost. They had been dodging

photographers all evening long, as they
whirled, lost in one another’s arms, around
the dance floor. But, waiting by the taxi-

stand for a cab, they couldn’t dodge any
longer. The photographs, published the
next day, made them both look unhappy.
But nobody knew then just why.

It turned out then that “Sonny’s” party
was their last date together. In April, in

London, at any rate. The next morning
Sharman left London to be a guest of the
Royal Family at Windsor Castle, a mere
matter of eighteen miles, but five thou-
sand miles, if you haven’t that entree.

Peter boarded a plane for France to

visit there, not another fascinating girl,

but an Army friend of Peter’s father, an
English captain.
Back in Hollywood, Peter says, talking

of Sharman, “She’s a most charming girl.

She has so much poise, greater than any-
one I know and it’s remarkable because
she’s only twenty-one.” Then he adds,
“No, honestly, we aren’t engaged and that
ridiculous story that I gave her a diamond
bracelet, well, really!”

However, just six weeks later, Sharman
flew to New York where she was an
attendant at the wedding of her friend
Melissa Weston.

“I don’t know,” she told reporters,
“whether or not Peter will fly in from
Hollywood.”
But Peter did, in time to accompany

Sharman to all the pre-nuptial parties.

On the day of the wedding Peter was
among the first arrivals at the church.
And during the ceremony and later at the
reception his eyes never left Sharman, a
lovely bridesmaid in pale peach tulle.

Doesn’t it look as though he cares, quite
a lot? Everyone close to him and Sharman
say they both care quite a lot—and are
only waiting for her parents’ permission to

tell the world.
We can’t say it definitely will happen,

of course. But if it did, wouldn’t it be
romantic?

The End

oCidten to
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Casts of Current Pictures

ADMIRAL WAS A LADY, THE—Roxbury-UA

:

Jimmie Stevens, Edmond O’Brien; Jean Madison,
Wanda Hendrix, Peter Pedigrew, Rudy Vallee;
Eddie, Johnny Sands; Mike, Steve Brodie; Ollie,

Richard Erdman; Mrs. Pedigrezv, Hillary Brooke;
Marty Kruger, Richard Lane; Watson, Garry Owen;
Bennie, Fred Essler.
BEYOND THE PURPLE HILLS—Columbia

:

Gene Autry, Gene Autry; Mike Razvley, Pat But-
tram; Mollie Rayburn, Jo Dennison; Amos Rayburn,
Don Beddoe; Rocky Morgan, James Millican; Chip
Beaumont, Don Reynolds; Jack Beaumont, Hugh
O’ Brian; Judge Beaumont

,
Roy Gordon; Sheriff

Whiteside, Harry Harvey; Ross Pardee, Gregg Bar-
ton; Jim Connors, Bob Wilke; Tim, Ralph Peters;
Corey, Frank Ellis; Dave Miller, John Cliff; Dog-
house, Sandy Sanders.
BROKEN ARROW—20th Century-Fox: Tom Jef-
fords, James Stewart; Cochise, Jeff Chandler; Son-
seeahray, Debra Paget; Gen. Hozvard, Basil Ruys-
dael; Ben Slade, Will Geer; Terry, Joyce Mackenzie;
Duffield, Arthur Hunnicutt; Col. Bernall, Raymond
Bramley; Goklia, Jay Silverheels; Nalikadcya, Ar-
gentina Brunetti; Boucher, Jack Lee; Lonergan,
Robert Adler; Miner, Harry Carter; Lowrie, Robert
Griffin; Juan, Bill Wilkerson; Chip Slade, Micky
Kuhn; Nochalo, Chris Willow Bird; Pionscnay, J.
W. Cody; Nahilzay, John War Eagle; Skinyea,
Charles Soldani; Teese, Iron Eyes Cody; Machogee,
Robert Foster Dover; Maury, John Marston.
COLT .45—Warners: Steve Farrell, Randolph
Scott; Beth Donovan, Ruth Roman; Jason Brett,
Zachary Scott; Paul Donovan

,

Lloyd Bridges; Sher-
iff Harris, Alan Hale; Miller, Ian MacDonald;
Walking Bear, Chief Thundercloud; Judge Tucker,
Lute Crockett; Carl, Walter Coy; Rcdrock Sheriff,

DEVIL’S DOORWAY—M-G-M: Lance Poole, Rob-
ert Taylor; Orrie Masters, Paula Raymond; Rod
McDougall, Marshall Thompson; Verne Coolan, Louis
Calhern; Redrock, James Mitchell; Scotty McDoug-
all, Rhys Williams; Lt. Grimes, Bruce Cowling;
Zeke Carmody, Edgar Buchanan; Mrs. Masters,
Spring Byington; Mr. Poole, Fritz Leiber; Dr. Mc-
Quillan, Harry Antrim; Jimmy, Henry Marco; Ike,

James Millican.
FURIES ,

THE—Wallis-Paramount: Vance Jef-

fords, Barbara Stanwyck; Rip Darrozv, Wendell
Corey; T. C. Jeffords, Walter Huston; Florence Bur-
nett, Judith Anderson; Juan Herrera, Gilbert Rol-
and; El Tigrc, Thomas Gomez; Mrs. Anaheim, Beu-
lah Bondi; Reynolds, Albert Dekker; Clay Jeffords,
John Bromfield; Scotty Hyslip, Wallace Ford; Her-
rera Mother, Blanche Yurka; Bailey, Louis Jean
Heydt; Dr. Grieve, Frank Ferguson.
JACKIE ROBINSON STORY, THE—Jewel- Eagle
Lion: Jackie Robinson, Jackie Robinson; Rae Robin-
son, Ruby Dee; Mrs. Robinson, Louise Beavers; Mack
Robinson, Joel Fluellen; Clyde Sukeforth, Billy

Wayne; Branch Rickey, Minor Watson; Ernie, Ber-
nie Hamilton; Hopper, Richard Lane; Bill Spauld-
ing, Bill Spaulding; Shorty, Ben Lessy; Tigers’
Manager, Kenny Washington; Karpen, Pat Flah-
erty; Umpire, Larry McGrath; Catcher, Emmett
Smith; Jackie, as a boy, Howard Louis MacNeely.
KILL THE UMPIRE—Columbia : Bill Johnson,
William Bendix; Betty Johnson, Una Merkel; Jonah
Evans, Ray Collins; Lucy, Gloria Henry; Bob Lon-
don, Richard Taylor; Susan, Connie Marshall; Jim-
my O’Brien, William Frawley; Roscoe Snooker, Tom
D’Andrea; Sam Austin, Luther Crockett; Panhandle
Jones, Jeff York; Lanky, Glenn Thompson; Cactus,
Bob Wilke; Dusty, Jim Bannon; Harry Shay, Alan
Hale Jr.

KIND HEARTS AND CORONETS—Rank-Eagle
Lion: Louis, Dennis Price; Edith, Valerie Hobson;
Sibella, Joan Greenwood; Duke, Banker, Parson,
Gen. Admiral, Young Ascoyne, Young Henry, Lady
Agatha, Alec Guinness; Mama, Audrey Fildes;
Hangman, Miles Malleson; Prison Gov., Clive Mor-

ton; Lionel, John Penrose; Crozvn Counsel, Cecil
Ramage; Lord High Steward, Hugh Griffith; Mr.
Perkins, John Salew; Burgoyne, Eric Messiter;
Farmer, Lyn Evans; Schoolmistress, Barbara Leake;
Maud, Peggy Ann Clifford; Girl in Punt, Anne Val-
ery; Reporter, Arthur Lowe.
LOUISA—U-I : Hal, Ronald Reagan; Burnside,
Charles Coburn; Meg, Ruth Hussey; Hammond, Ed-
mund Gwenn; Louisa, Spring Byington; Cathy,
Piper Laurie; Jimmy, Scotty Beckett; Chris, Jimmy
Hunt; Gladys, Connie Gilchrist; Dick Stewart, Wil-
lard Waterman; Lil Stewart, Marjorie Crosland;
Bob Stewart, Martin Milner; Joe Collins, Dave Wil-
lock.

LOVE THAT BRUTE—20th Century-Fox: Big Ed
Hanley, Paul Douglas; Ruth Manning, Jean Peters;
Pretty Willie, Cesar Romero; Bugs, Keenan Wynn;
Mamie, Joan Davis; Quentin, Arthur Treacher;
Harry, Peter Price; Biff, jay C. Flippen; Detective,
Barry Kelley; Ducray, Leon Belasco; Puggy, Edwin
Max; Louie, Sid Tomack; Detective Lt., Phil Tully;
Landlady, Clara BJandick; Freddie Van Zandt,
Jimmie Hawkins; Gwendolyn, Judith Ann Vroom;
Dowager, Grayce Hampton; Newsboy, Billy Chaney;
Dist. Atty., Dan Riss; Joe, Charles Lane; Boot-
black, Frank “Billy” Mitchell; Santa Claus, Tiny
Timbrell; Bartender, Sid Marion; Dawn O’Dawn,
Marion Marshall; Gov. Logan, Charles Evans; Ship’s
Officer, Stan Johnson; Commandant, Leif Erick-
son; Purser, Mauritz Hugo.
MY FRIEND IRMA GOES WEST—Wallis-Par-
amount : Al, John Lund; Irma Peterson, Marie
Wilson; Jane Stacey, Diana Lynn; Steve Laird,
Dean Martin; Seymour, Jerry Lewis; Yvonne
Yvonne, Corinne Calvet; Sharpie, Lloyd Corrigan;
Mr. Brent, Donald Porter; Pete, Harold Huber;
Slim, Joseph Vitale; Mr. C. Y. Sanford, Charles
Evans; Pilot, Kenneth Tobey; Pierre, Himself.
MYSTERY STREET—M-G-M: Lt. Peter Moralas,
Ricardo Montalban; Grace Shanway, Sally Forest;
Dr. McAdoo, Bruce Bennett; Mrs. Smerrling, Elsa
Lanchester; Henry Shanway, Marshall Thompson;
Vivian Heldon, Jan Sterling; Jacqueline Elcott,
Betsy Blair; James Joshua Harkley, Edmon Ryan;
Tim, Wally Maher.
NEXT VOICE YOU HEAR, THE—M-G-M : Joe
Smith, James Whitmore; Mrs. Joe Smith, Nancy
Davis; Johnny Smith, Gary Gray; Aunt Ethel, Lil-

lian Bronson; Mr. Brannan, Art Smith; Hap Magee,
Tom D’Andrea; Freddie, Jeff Corey.
NIGHT AND THE CITY—20th Century-Fox:
Harry Fabian, Richard Widmark; Mary Bristol,
Gene Tierney; Helen Nosseross, Googie Withers;
Adam Dunn, Hugh Marlowe; Phil Nosseross, Fran-
cis L. Sullivan; Kristo, Herbert Lorn; Gregorius,
Stanislaus Zbyszko; Strangler, Mike Mazurki; Beer,
Charles Farrell; Molly, Ada Reeve; Nikolas, Ken.
Richmond.
RETURN OF THE FRONTIERSMAN—Warners:
Logan Barrett, Gordon MacRae; Janie Martin, Julie
London; Larrabee, Rory Calhoun; Sam Barrett,
Jack Holt; Ryan, Fred Clark; Kearney, Edwin
Rand; Dr. Martin, Raymond Bond; Harvey, Matt
McHugh; Barney, Britt Wood.
SUNSET IN THE WEST—Republic: Roy Rogers,
Roy Rogers; Trigger, Himself; Carmelita, Estelita

Rodriguez; Dixie Osborne, Penny Edwards; Splin-
ters, Gordon Jones; Sheriff Osborne, Will Wright;
MacKnight, Pierre Watkin; Nick Corella, Charles
LaTorre; John Kimball, William J. Tannen; Walter
Kimball, Gaylord Pendleton; <{Blink” Adams, Paul
E. Burns; Dot, Dorothy Ann White; Foy Willing
and The Riders of the Purple Sage.
THREE LITTLE WORDS—M-G-M: Bert Kalmar,
Fred Astaire; Harry Ruby, Red Skelton; Jessie
Brozvn, Vera- Ellen; Eileen Percy, Arlene Dahl;
Charlie Kope, Keenan Wynn; Terry Stuart, Gale
Robbins; Mrs. Carter De Haven, Gloria De Haven;
Phil Regan, Himself; Helen Kane, Debbie Rey-
nolds; Al Schacht, George Metkovich.

An Indian raid holds no terror for Gregg Martell, Anthony Curtis and Janies Best,

who appear as members of the United States Cavalry in U-I’s “Winchester *73”
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Hollywood Divorces Aren't

My Fault

(Continued from page 54) the most im-
portant of all relationships between a man
and a woman.
How much did the press have to do with

Frank Sinatra’s wandering from home.? Or
with Shirley Temple’s separation from
John Agar? Or Betty Hutton’s divorce

from Ted Briskin? Or with the recent sen-

sational “false alarm” about the Crosbys?

No reporter could have broken any one
of these stories without firm foundation

because: If there was not a journalistic

sense of honor to restrain reputable re-

porters (the others do not count)
,
the libel

laws which govern newspapers, magazines

and radio chatter would! All three news
outlets maintain legal departments as

protection against careless items.

I mention these legal protections to Hol-
lywood marriages merely to prove how
foolish is the old battle cry that writers

and radio commentators say “anything”

just to beat other reporters to the “scoop.”

I

F THIS were true, the Frank Sinatras’

troubles would have been aired a good
six weeks before they were. Let me explain:

I ignored dozens of tips that Frank and
Nancy Sinatra were at the breaking point

for the second time. The Sinatras had
been having their ups and downs for sev-
eral years, even to separating once before.

So I believed any difficulties they might
be having would and could be solved.

Then Frank moved out and I telephoned

|

Nancy because an actual separation is

news. Nancy said, at that time, “Yes, he
has moved out—but I am sure he will

come back. We have something too beau-
tiful to break up. We just had a quarrel.”

I used the story just that way in spite of

added knowledge that had been given me
that Frankie was being seen everywhere,
and openly, with Ava Gardner.

I am sure that all the reporters were
aware of this triangle and that Nancy was
unhappy about it—but it was not until

the Houston episode that Frank and Ava
forced their friendship into the open—and
I mean, forced.
Frank got into a fight with a photog-

rapher who was trying to take a picture
of him and Ava at a dinner party. Who in

his right mind could blame the pho-
tographer? Frank and Ava, both news,
were dining in public in a public spot.

The cameraman would not have had any
reason to try for such a picture if Ava
had been in Hollywood where she be-
longed and not in Houston where Frank
was fulfilling a singing engagement.
When Ava traveled to Texas to see

Frankie—I say they asked for what they
got. But from that moment on, Sinatra
has blamed his troubles on the press.

Just how bitter he is was demonstrated
during the last few weeks of his radio
broadcasts when he closed his programs
with a sarcastic “Good night, Louella”
and sometimes mentioned other writers
he held responsible for his triangle woes.
What did he think? That he could tell

. the world he was in love with glamorous
Ava and still be ignored? Certainly not.
Frank is far too important a figure.
He made the news (the press only re-

ported) when he flew to Spain to see Ava
—a desperate boy, I believe, who has hurt
himself perhaps more than anyone else.

I do not know of a single columnist who
has not hoped out loud in print that when
Frankie is all through with being “all
mixed up” that he will return to Nancy
and his three children. And, with other
Hollywood writers, I sincerely believe that
the Sinatras will eventually be together
again. Is this “meddling” by the press?
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Unwanted “Squint Lines”—
deepen from sun glare

HOT WINDS, TORRID SUN
tend to bake the outer layer

of your skin—make it look
coarser, summer-dry.

HERE IS A QUICK UN-DRIER
to soften and relax your
summer-dried skin.

After you’ve been out in any strong
sun or wind, smooth your hot,

parched face with soothing, soften-

ing Pond’s Dry Skin Cream (hands,

arms, too). Don’t be stingy. This
rich, rich cream spreads easily.

Your dry, thirsty skin will “sohk
it right up”— feel softer, moister,

more comfortable at once!

3 Matures
Three features make Pond’s Dry
Skin Cream so effective. J. It is

very rich in lanolin, most like the
skin’s own oil. 2. It is homogenized
to soak in better. 3. It has a special

softening emulsifier

At night—work in richly for ex-

tra softening. By day—use lightly

under make-up. And all summer—
after any sunny, windy exposure.

START NOW to repair, ease, soften

p
your summer- dry skin. Get a jar

of Pond’s Dry Skin Cream today!
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Certainly if the true facts are told no
one can accuse the press of victimizing
the Bing Crosbys. There had been rumors
for weeks that the Crosbys had made a
property settlement and were on the verge
of a separation. But not a word was
printed!
Far from being “victims,” Dixie and

Bing and their wonderful family of four
boys have long been the darlings of the
writers, admired, respected and pro-
tected. The tiffs which occur in all mar-
riages have always been completely ig-

nored where the Crosbys are concerned.
I am sure Bing will be surprised if he

reads this to know that a remark of his
was responsible for setting off the fuse
which eventually hit the headlines. When
he was sailing for Europe, he said to ship
reporters, “Yes, Dixie is cross with me be-
cause I am not taking her.”

Dixie, in Hollywood, was making no
secret to her friends that she felt her place
was with Bing on his European vacation.
But still I believe that nothing would have
hit the headlines if, suddenly and unex-
pectedly, Bing’s lawyer, John O’Melveny,
had not issued a “statement” released to

all newspapers.
In effect, the statement said that there

had been no property settlement but there
were “strained relations” between the
Crosbys. Everything was in abeyance un-
til Mr. Crosby’s return from Europe!
Then, seemingly, everybody got into the

act—but Dixie and Bing. I telephoned Lar-
ry Crosby and he said Dixie and Bing had
had some trouble last year, but he believed
it had been patched up. “Statements” flew
thick and fast for twenty-four hours when
Bing officially ended the nonsense by say-
ing there was nothing to it, “all was well.”

Writers, as well as fans all over the
world, were delighted that the estrange-
ment between the Crosbys was not any
more than just a little family quarrel. The
denial was printed even more prominently
than the story of their rift which, I repeat,
would never have been printed except for

that “handout” from lawyer O’Melveny.
I am always amused to read that Ted

Briskin believes that a press unfriendly
to him was one of the reasons for his mar-
riage troubles with Betty Hutton. The
honest truth is that Ted meddled with the
press far more than the press meddled with
him. I remember one occasion in partic-
ular. It was at the time when he and Betty
parted the first time and before their actual
reconciliation.

Betty, Ted learned, was planning to dine
with a woman friend at the Beverly Hills

Brown Derby. Although he knew Betty
was not speaking to him, he called a pho-
tographer pal of his and told him that if

he would show up at the Brown Derby
that night he would get a “scoop” on the
Hutton-Briskin reconciliation! But never,

never was the photographer to mention h

that Ted had tipped him off!

At the appointed time, Ted casually
j

strolled into the Derby and pretended to I

be quite surprised to see Betty. They
chatted for a minute and he sat down.
Pronto—as he had been cued to do—the
photographer bore down on them with his
camera.

Betty, completely unaware of what had
gone on, was furious. She hit the ceiling.

“Can’t I eat in peace?” she cried, “My
husband and I met tonight by chance. This
is not a reconciliation.”

It was the poor cameraman’s turn to be
mad by this time—and he told her that
Ted had tipped him to the story and that
he was not trailing her nor attempting to

get a phony news picture!

B
ETTY and Ted did reconcile about ten
days after that—only to part again.
When the final break came, Ted did some

more of his elaborate maneuvering with i

the press. He called his favorite columnist
|

and gave the story of his break with Betty
as an “exclusive” in exchange for a good j

break for himself. He said, “She has al-
|

ways walked out before. I’m the one who
is through this time.”
When his “friend” printed this exact

remark, the press took it on the chin again
for being ungallant about Betty in the
Briskin break. But, may I ask you, who
was really “ungallant” about their parting
—not only in his statement but in not giv-
ing the lady the chance to speak first?

It is an entirely erroneous impression
that the Hollywood press delights in

breaking divorce stories. Reporters are
well aware of the fact that sensational
divorces are bad business for Hollywood
and what is bad business for Hollywood
is bad business for all of us involved in

this industry.
No one with an ounce of sympathy

wants to see any marriage break up! And i

I can say for the everlasting credit of the !

press that Shirley Temple and John Agar
were wonderfully protected right up until

that final explosion which so greatly
shocked their fans—Shirley’s admission
that she was leaving her husband.

It may be hard to believe but the “news
hungry” press of our town was fully aware
of trouble between the Agars a full six

months before the rift broke. Shirley and
John frequently quarreled in public, oft-

times in night clubs (a favorite spot for

reporters)—but the most eager news hawk
did not want to put Shirley's troubles into

print-

Somehow, the little girl who grew up in

our midst, whose marriage seemed to be a

part of our own lives and whose baby
seemed to belong to all of her friends and
fans must have her marriage saved. We
wanted Shirley and her young husband to

do you have a kindly heart?

Or, do you KNOW someone whose
good works and unselfishness deserve

recognition? You can tell about it

AND win a valuable prize on

"ladies be seated”
Monday—Friday ABC Stations

JOHNNY OLSEN, M.C.

For details of “The Kindly Heart” contest, read
TRUE ROMANCE magazine now at newsstands
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save their marriage if it was humanly pos-
sible. It wasn’t!

As a reporter who is supposed to love

scoops (and I do love all of them but di-

vorces) I have been asked if I have ever
withheld a “news” break if there was a

chance of troubled couples working out
their problems. The answer is “Yes”—and
I am sure I speak for many reputable re-

porters.

How many times have I heard from one
or both members of a tottering family,

“Yes, Louella—we are having trouble. But
we hope we can solve our problem. Please
don’t say anything about it while we are
trying to work out our troubles.”

I have never violated such a confidence
—and I never shall. I can also tell you that

seeing an endangered marriage work out
successfully is far more of a thrill than
breaking a divorce story!

W
ITHOUT mentioning names, let me tell

you the story of how two famous stars

worked out the problem of rumors vs their

marriage. I had heard that all was far

from well. So I called the actress and put
it on the line to her.

“Yes, Louella,” she regretfully admitted.
“We have hit a big snag. My husband
does not want me to continue my career.

He thinks one career in the family is

1

enough but, just like a male, he is con-
vinced his should be the career to contin-
ue. He believes that a woman’s place is in

the home. But I have worked all my life

1—my work means a lot to me, too. We
are still living under the same roof—but
we are a house divided.

“I think I could even stand that—but
how much longer can I stand up under
the gossip? On every hand I hear whis-
pers about us—as though people want our
marriage to break up.

“The other day a press agent for one of

the small cafes called me and asked if

that was my husband dining there the
previous night with his leading lady? Of
course, his excuse was that the man may
have just looked like my husband—but
his real motive was to let me know my
husband was there! Sometimes I think I

can’t take any more of that—people pry-
ing, whispering, guessing. Sometimes I

think it would be easier to shout, ‘Yes, it’s

all over between us. If we admit that

—

will you leave us alone?’ Louella,” she
almost sobbed, “what can I do?”
“Listen to me,” I said, “and listen

straight. Does your marriage mean any-
thing to you?”
“Of course,” she replied, “it’s my whole

happiness when it is right.”

“Then make it right,” I went on. “Get
rid of the idea that people want you to
be unhappy—because no one does. Then
get at the thing that is making you un-
happy. You have just one decision to
make: Which means the most to you,
your husband or your career?”
“My husband!” she replied without an

instant’s hesitation.

“Then, for heaven’s sake, tell him so!”
'said I. And she did!

That was a year ago—and the sequel
to this story is that the husband was so
touched by her sacrifice that he told her
he wanted her to accept screen roles occa-
sionally because he thought she was the
best actress on the screen!
Today they are again a happy couple

and the only people who know they were
an the verge of breaking up are certain
reporters, like myself, who checked a
story and kept a confidence!
And' this is no isolated example. There

have been many such in Hollywood, when
the stars have played fair with the press.
Believe me, gossip writers do not break

up Hollywood marriages.
The End
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Here’s how to take the

worry out of child care
It’s not a simple job to raise a healthy,
happy baby. When baby is cranky and
irritable you fret and worry—and then
you can’t do a good job. But if you can
have expert advice, available at all times,

you know what to do and you eliminate
worry.
Your baby may have his own doctor, but
there are many ways in which you can
help him by knowing how to handle the
many everyday problems that constantly
confront you.
Here is your opportunity to get expert
advice from someone who really knows
about babies and small children. In his

book. How to Raise Your Baby, Dr. Allan
Roy Dafoe, the famous "quintuplet” doc-
tor, gives you valuable information you
need to know about your child.

You’ll be interested to know how Dr.
Dafoe answers the breast-fed versus bot-
tle-fed baby problem. Or how Dr. Dafoe
gets the fussy child who won’t eat vege-
tables or drink milk to take to these
necessary foods—and relish them! Then
there is the question of the afternoon
nap . . . and the child who won’t take it.

Dr. Dafoe’s sound method for solving this

complaint is amazing. And if you follow
the doctor’s tricks for training in toilet

habit, you’ll save yourself time and work.

MAIL THIS COUPON—TODAY

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE. Inc., Dept. P-850

205 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Send me postpaid, Dr. Dafoe’s book How to

Raise Your Baby. I enclose 50c.

Name
Please Print Name and Address

Address

City State

Then Dr. Dafoe gives you valuable sug-
gestions for preventing diphtheria, infan-
tile paralysis, smallpox, scarlet fever,

tuberculosis and other common ailments.

He also discusses the nervous child, the
shy child as well as jealousy in children.

Dr. Dafoe tells you how to care for your
children, year-by-year, from the very
first year through the fifth year. Tells

you what they should be able to do each
year—how they should act, talk, walk,
play, etc.

It is your duty as a mother to read as

much about babies as possible—and to

learn what makes them “tick.” With Dr.

Dafoe’s book close at hand, you can face

each day with greater confidence and
assurance. The price of this helpful book
is only 50o postpaid—while they last.

Don’t wait another minute—mail coupon
for your copy—today.

Contents: About Quintuplets—Twins and Pre-
mature Babies . . . The Newborn Infant—How
it Should be Fed . . . Feeding the Growing
Baby . . . Sleep—How Much a Child Needs . . .

Early Training in Toilet Habits . . . Growth of
the Child . . . Sunshine and Vitamins . . .

Clothing and Health . . . Summer Care and
Feeding . . . Guarding Against Illness and In-
juries . . . When the Child Is Backward or
Nervous . . . One to Five-Year Olds—Care and
Growth . . . Training Hints as Child Grows Up.

Only 50c
The price of this fine splen-
did book should be in dollars,

rather than pennies. Yet
while they last, you can get
your copy of How to Raise
Your Baby for only 50c and
we pay the postage! Send for
your copy—TODAY.

Come and Catch It!

(Continued from page 66) Lindsay, and
Bob Stack. They arrived with their fishing
tackle and beach clothes and the party
was on. Frank Ross was busy producing
pictures, so he didn’t get down until later,

but still in time to admire the perch his
bride, Joan, had caught surf-casting.

It was planned to have the dinner on
the beach. John had dug a huge pit and
filled it with driftwood. But, because of
a fog that came in, the fire was used as
a warm gathering place following fishing
and clamming. These activities, together
with beach ball, swimming and walks along
the beach, kept everyone happy.
One game was indoor fishing. John

rigged up a small cane fishing pole with
a magnet on the end. In a bowl were
cardboard fish, with numbers on them,
and a pin sticking in each. Each guest
had to perform the stunt required by the
fish caught, like tell what they knew about
golf without using hands; draw self-por-
trait; show how he proposed or how she
acted when she was proposed to; imitate
a book agent; act like an oyster. Fun?

Later, since a grunion run was on, there
was a contest to see who could catch the
greatest number. Hundreds were caught
as they came up on the beach to produce
their jewel-like eggs.
As a finale, everyone gathered around

the piano, and Diana, a concert pianist

before she ever got into pictures, played.
Here is the menu for the party which

John planned and prepared himself.

BOILED LOBSTER
Allow 1 small or half a large lobster

per serving. Fill large kettle % full of

water, adding 2 tbsp. salt for each quart.
Bring to rapid boil. Plunge lobsters head
downward into water. Boil, covered, 20

minutes. Remove and place on back un-
til cool enough to handle. Chop off small
claws, using a stainless steel or silver

knife. Cut through shell from head to

tail. Remove and discard stomach sac
(near head) and black vein running from
head to tail. Discard spongy tissue. Serve
hot, garnished with parsley or lemon.

CRACKED CRAB ON ICE
Hard-shelled crabs may be purchased

already cooked. Allow one to two crabs
per serving, and chill well. Or they may
be cooked exactly as lobster. Boil for 15

minutes. Drain. When cool enough to

handle, remove legs and claws by bend-
ing backwards so that they break. Break
shell with nutcracker. To remove body
shell, turn crab on its back. Insert point

of knife under “apron” that folds under
body from rear, and remove. Insert both
thumbs in tail opening, and pull shells

apart. Hold lower shell with attached
meat under running water and wash out
cavity. Remove gills and spongy material
between the two halves and at sides of

shell. Cut away hard membrane along
outer edge. Chill thoroughly. Garnish
with parsley and lemon wedges.
Serve two seafood sauces with the crab

and lobster—mayonnaise mixed with lemon
juice, catsup mixed with hot meat sauce.

FRESH BROILED PERCH
Hold fish by tail under cold water and

scrape against scales to remove them.
Remove fins, head and tail. Split along
bottom from head to tail and remove en-
trails. Wash with cold water and wipe
dry. Brush with melted butter or salad

oil and salt and pepper to taste. Place

on hot, well -greased broiler pan 2 inches

from heat, broil 5 minutes. Turn, brush
again with butter and cook 10 minutes
longer. Serve with */4 cup lemon juice com-
bined with V2 cup melted butter.
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GREEN GODDESS SALAD
Cut into 1/2-inch pieces:

8 fillets of anchovies
Add:

2 tablespoons finely chopped chives
1 teaspoon grated onion
1 teaspoon seasoning salt

x
/4 cup finely chopped parsley and

tarragon leaves
*4 cup red wine vinegar
3 cups mayonnaise
Beat together until well blended. Rub a
large wooden salad bowl with garlic.

Wash, trim, and pat dry:
2 heads of romaine
2 heads of endive
1 head of chicory
Break into bowl.
Peel, pit: 2 avocados
Cut into 1-inch chunks. Sprinkle with
lemon juice. Peel and cut 2 grapefruits

into sections. Add fruits to greens in bowl.
Pour dressing over all and toss lightly.

INDIVIDUAL PEACH PIES
Combine in saucepan:
2 cups sugar
5 tablespoons cornstarch

x
/4 teaspoon salt

Add 1 cup water gradually.
Add: 10 cups peaches, peeled and sliced.

Bring to a boil, and boil 1 minute. Cool.

Add 2 tablespoons lemon juice.

Make up according to directions 3 boxes
of pastry mix, or this recipe for

Plain Pastry:
Sift together into bowl:

5 cups sifted flour

2% teaspoons salt

Add: 1% cups shortening
Cut fat into flour mixture with pastry
blender or two knives until mixture re-
sembles coarse corn meal. Sprinkle 1 cup
cold water gradually over mixture. Toss
constantly and lightly with fork to com-
bine. Chill 15 minutes. Divide pastry
into four parts; place one on board, re-

turn remainder to refrigerator. Roll out
dough Vs-inch thick, and cut into four 6y2-

inch rounds. Line two pans with rounds.
Place in each pan about Vs (little more
than a cup) of the cooled filling. Cut out
different shapes from centers of the two
remaining rounds. (Use tea-cake cutters
or cardboard patterns.) Place over peaches.
Moisten edge and turn under lower crust.

Form a standing rim. To make fancy
edge: Hold thumb and forefinger on in-

side of pastry. Press together. Continue
around rim. Bake pies on lower shelf of

hot oven (425° F.) 20 to 30 minutes, or
until delicately browned. Repeat, until 8

pies are finished.

(Corinne Calvet will be seen in Hal
Wallis’s “My Friend Irma GoesWest,” John
Bromfield in “The Furies,” Diana Lynn in

“Peggy,” Joan Caulfield in “The Petty
Girl,” Bob Stack in “Torero.”)

The End

Tray temptation: Individual peach pies

hit the spot at Corinne Calvet’s party
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Choose Your Star

(Continued frovi page 44) of one theater
ticket?

Phyllis Kirk: Current, “Our Very Own”;
next, “The Tender Hours.” Very smart in
both meanings of the word, wearing her
clothes beautifully and concealing her
brains so neatly, boys go for her. Like a
young Eve Arden at a higher temperature
reading.
Paula Raymond: Current, “Devil’s Door-

way.” Next, “Crisis,” opposite Cary Grant,
no less! She’s like a very young, extra
pretty Myrna Loy (Mr. Grant’s favorite
leading lady, except for Mrs. Grant). Has
the same type of delightful warmth Myrna
radiates. It’s done ginger-peachy by Myrna,
so it looks peachier for Paula.
Debhie Reynolds: Current, “Three Little

Words.” Next, “The Tender Hours.” A cutie-
pie, with a cute voice, cute face and brains
enough not to act gooey. Dances, too, and
her only danger is being overtyped as a
“

’itty ’bitty ’fing.”

James Whitmore: Current, “Asphalt
Jungle.” Next, “The Next Voice You
Hear.” Didn’t get the Oscar for best
supporting role this year in “Battleground,”
but was nominated for it. No glamour boy,
but a terrific actor, which is often more
lasting, if less exciting.
Paramount—which used to be the prize

“discoverer,” unearthed no one important
last year and this year has only three new
people under contract, and even at that,

one of them, Nancy Olson, is left over
from last year.
Nancy Olson: Current, “Sunset Boule-

vard.” Next, “Union Station.” Then “Mr.
Music.” Distinctive to look at, young,
brainy, she can make the top if she wants
to. Recently, she married millionaire
Alan Jay Lerner, or how lucky can a
girl be?
Lyle Bettger: First picture, “No Man of

Her Own.” Next, “Union Station.” So
distinctive, he’s a blond who plays heavies,
and so smoky-eyed and voiced, preview
audiences, female sector, sat up and yelled
“gimme.” Paramount is rushing him into
pictures faster than they can say “Stand-
ing Room Only.”
Jan Sterling: Current, “Caged.” Next,

“Union Station.” Blonde, sexy, but with
a blissful sense of humor. Should make
the grade.
The course of RKO under the manage-

ment of Howard Hughes still makes it a
studio hard to calculate accurately. Hughes
is a great individualist, and he can afford
to do as he desires. Right now, Jack
Beutel, whom he has had under contract
for years, is getting his first break with the
general release of “The Outlaw.” Hughes

says he plans “big things” for Jack now,
such as co-starring with Robert Ryan in

“Half-Breed.”
Currently, Mr. Hughes has four other

new personalities under contract. The
most important one is:

Faith Domergue: Like Beutel, this
shrewd millionaire has had Faith under
wraps for years. She’s a beautiful girl,

a true Creole, with dark hair and eyes
and a beautiful figure. She has two
finished pictures, “Vendetta,” which she
made nearly five years ago, and “Where
Danger Lives,” opposite Robert Mitchum.
Probably the latter will be released first,

but this is a guess.
Joan Dixon: Current, “Bunco Squad.”

Next, not yet set. A thin, long-haired girl,

she has distinctive acting ability.

William Tollman: Current, “The Woman
on Pier 13.” Next, “Armored Car Rob-
bery.” Not handsome, but a good actor,
it’s hard to tell anything about his chances
under a studio banner where so few pic-
tures are being immediately shot. This
also applies to:

Charles McGraw: Also in “Armored Car
Robbery,” and next in “His Kind of

Woman.” Charlie, too, isn’t handsome but
he is forceful, the rugged gangster type.
He might make it.

Maybe it’s because the major studios,
with smaller contract lists than ever be-
fore, tend not to loan their players as
freely as formerly, or maybe it’s also
because new discoveries cost less money,
but whatever it is, the smaller studios
this year are the “signingest.” Tiny
Republic, as an example, contrary to all

precedents, actually has five new names
signed on their various dotted lines. Two
are the property of John Ford, now releas-
ing through Republic. Meaning:
Ben Johnson: Current, “Wagon Master.”

What comes next only Ford knows but it

will be good, that’s for sure. Surely you
remember Ben in “She Wore a Yellow
Ribbon.” A real cowboy with a cowman’s
slow gait, quiet ease, persuasive voice and
eyes. Ford declares he’ll be the next great
outdoor star.

Harry Carey Jr.: Current, “Wagon Mas-
ter”; next, “Rio Bravo.” Folksy quality
that did so much for his father may do the
same for him.
Barbra Fuller: Current, “Savage Horde”;

next, “Lonely Heart Bandits.” Barbra
isn’t beautiful, but then neither is Bette
Davis. And young Miss Fuller already
shows much of the Davis dynamic and
versatility. She should have only a short
way to go to stardom.
Penny Edwards: Current, “Sunset in the
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West.” Next, “North of the Great Divide.”

Republic hired her to replace Dale Evans

in the Roy Rogers pictures. Blonde and
cute, she’s much more than the usual

Western leading lady because she sings,

dances, as well as acts acceptably.

William Ching: Current,
7
‘In a Lonely

Place.” Next, “Showdown.” He’s not at

all the “Republic” type, being English by
birth, a singer and a serious dramatic
actor. Will have to fight to avoid mis-

casting, perhaps.
Twentieth Century-Fox—has the largest

crop of young players under contract. Of

its junior grade stars, we would person-

ally put a large, fat wager on these four!

Marilyn Monroe, Dale Robertson, Robert
Patten and small Debra Paget. The others

look impressive, too, but here’s the list

for you to choose from:
Marilyn Monroe: Current, “Asphalt

Jungle.” Beautiful as a young Turner
(Lana we mean). Same kind of scorcher.

Twentieth discovered her, dropped her and
has now re-signed her to a contract after

her standout in “Jungle.”

Robert Patten: Current, “Twelve O’Clock
High”; next, “An American Guerrilla in

the Philippines.” Darkly handsome, Bob is

more than a glamour boy. He’s had ex-
cellent little theater training; his studio

executives like him; he knows his way
around.
Dale Robertson: Current, “Cariboo

Trail”; next, “Two Flags West.” He
has the height, the darkness, the swoon
sock important for stardom, plus a back-

.
ground more than a bit fantastic, having
majored in law at college and having
earned his way through his law course

as a boxer. Really solid, this one.

David Wayne: Current, “My Blue
Heaven”; next, “Stella.” Not convention-
ally handsome. Not conventional in any
way. He’s witty, brainy, actually very set-

tled with a wife and three little Waynes.
Lee MacGregor: Current, “Twelve

O’clock High”; next, not set. A charmer,
he began by being office boy to Darryi
Zanuck, boss of Twentieth, got promoted
to actor by the studio secretaries’ feminine
giggles of enthusiasm.
Hugh Marlowe: Current, “Night and the

City”; next, “Rawhide,” which it’s whis-
pered, he all but steals from star Tyrone
Power. Will probably always stand out
more for acting than for thrill-sending.

Gary Merrill: Current, “Twelve O’Clock
High”; next, “Where the Sidewalk Ends.”
An excellent actor, he may be handicapped
by being considerably older than the other
contenders.
Craig Hill: Current, “Cheaper by the

Dozen”; next, “All About Eve.” On his
tall, handsome frame, there’s draped a lot

of youthful, very male come-hither. Very
serious about his acting, he has great
promise.
Twentieth is also grooming an interesting

and varied group of feminine contenders
for a star position on the lot.

Micheline Prelie: Current, “Under My

I

Skin”; next, “An American Guerrilla in the
Philippines.” Very beautiful, very sophisti-
cated, Twentieth believes in her strongly.
Our question: Will she be a bit too foreign
and worldly?
Cecil Aubry: Current, “The Black Rose”;

no further assignment. Twentieth’s other

;

French girl, but in teen-age contrast to
Prelle. Excellent dramatic training, pert,
very cooperative, the studio is waiting to

I

see what you do about her.
Helen Westcott: Current, “The Gun-

fighter.” Extra tall, very serious, highly
ambitious, happily married. If complete
concentration on every aspect of career
will do it, Helen’s in.

Marion Marshall: Current, “A Ticket to
Tomahawk”; next, “Stella.” Luscious
blonde and saucy actress. The men who
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count in the casting offices are definitely
behind her.

Joyce McKenzie: Her first, “Mother
Didn’t Tell Me.” Current, “A Ticket to
Tomahawk.” Goddard type, but young.
Very popular at her studio, which is the
best place to be popular for any young
player, regardless.

Mitzi Gerber: Her first, “My Blue
Heaven.” No future pictures because, like

Aubry, studio is watching to see how you
take her. Vera-Ellen type, dances beau-
tifully. Preview reaction on her, sizzling.

Barbara Bates: Current, “Cheaper by the
Dozen.” Next, “Quicksand” and “All
About Eve.” A strikingly beautiful bru-
nette, happily married, intelligent, Barbara
looks like a best bet.

Peggy O’Connor: Had one line in “When
Willie Comes Marching Home.” Next,
“Where the Sidewalk Ends.” A beauty
(enough to be a Powers model) with
brains (enough to get her a B.A. at Adelphi
College). Twentieth expects her to be-
come very important.
Debra Paget: Current, “The Broken

Arrow” in which she is so terrific, casting
on next picture is held up to be sure it

assures her stardom. A tiny brunette
thing, she’s been under contract to Twen-
tieth for three years, since she was four-
teen, and has studied every day of that
time for self-improvement.

Universal-International—seems to be
stirring from the long lull it has lapsed
into since the departure of Joe Pasternak,
the producer who discovered Deanna Dur-
bin and sparked the whole lot thereby.
The studio has seven young people signed
and all of them are being put into enough
pictures to give them excellent experience.
In my own opinion, they have one fellow
under contract who is more promising
than any other male at any studio. He’s:

Jeff Chandler: Current, “Deported.”
Next, “Broken Arrow.” Jeff’s like Gary
Cooper, in the sense that he looks like

no one else on screen. Tall as Coop but
broader; magnificent speaking voice. Holly-
wood agrees that in “Broken Arrow”
Jimmy Stewart gives his best performance.
At that, Jeff is good enough to nearly
steal it from him. Super-super.
Anthony Curtis: Current, “I Was a Shop-

lifter.” Next, “Winchester .73.” Sparkling
blue eyes, voice like a midnight whisper.
Really a dish, and every bobby-soxer, as

well as the studio executives, know it.

He was in last year’s “Choose Your Star”
contest, but hadn’t been seen by enough
movie-goers to register.

Rock Hudson: Current, “Winchester .73.”

Next, “Peggy.” Really a hunk of man
to look at. Whether he can act, with the

Richard Hylton: Resumes stalled

career in “The Halls of Montezuma”

jeepers-creepers force of Tony Curtis, or
the suave thunder of Jeff Chandler is

the question.
John Russell: Current, “The Gal Who

Took the West.” Next, “Saddle Tramp,’’
September release date. Another great,

big, black-browed guy. He’ll have the I

same competition that Rock Hudson has
right on his own lot, and may go down for

the very same reason, but he’s the better

actor of the two, by a jugful.
James Best: Current, “Winchester .73.’

Next, “Peggy.” A former magazine model
he’s taller than six feet, has blue eyes anc
dark brown hair.

Peggy Dow: Current, “Sleeping City.’

Next, “Harvey.” A beauty who can surelj

act. A nice girl, too, U-I insists she i<

their most dramatic find ever. Could be
Piper Laurie: First picture, “Louisa.’ i

Next, “The Milkman.” She’s just eight-

:

een, has red, red hair and hazel eyes. Ha:
a sense of being colorful personally, too

like giving out with the yarn that she eat:

flowers. Such headline instinct has doni
all right in the past with such belles a:

Crawford, Hayworth, Turner.

Warner Brothers—have spent the who!
last year firing, rather than hiring. Si

pruned-down is their contract list tha

just one new name decorates it for tb
coming year.

Gene Nelson: Current, “The Daughte
of Rosie O’Grady.” Next, “Tea for Two.
He can dance, sing, is rugged and thirty!

There are two other departments o

young players which must be heard frorr

however, to make our round-up authorita
tive. The first, and most distinctively ex I

elusive, is that wise group of free-lanc
players who are stars in their own righ

even though they were just recently dis

covered. They could sign with any studic

They are very good, and they know i

They mean to stay that way by pickin

their roles carefully. They are:

Mercedes McCambridge: Current, “A
the King’s Men” for which, you remeir
ber, she won the Academy Award fc

best supporting performance. Next, “Light

ning Strikes Twice.” Vital, distinctive, sh

has more pictures to pick from than sh

can possibly do.

Mel Ferrer: Current, “Bom to Be Bad
Next, “The Brave Bulls.” Tall, charmin
loaded with come-hither.
Marlon Brando: His first, “The Men

Unconventional. Hollywood divides ini

those who call him a genius, others wl
call him a highbrow nut.

Richard Rober: Current, “The Worn:
on Pier 13.” A bad man, the kind th.

Gable started out to be, and you kno
that means appealing.

Debra Paget: Worked three years

for chance in “Broken Arrow”
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Tom Ewell: Current, “No Life of Her
Own.” Next, “Mr. Music.” Very funny
comedian with great stage background.
John Barrymore Jr.: His first, “The

Sundowners.” Next, “Deadfall.” Definitely

inherited his father’s famous profile; his

beautiful mother’s (Dolores Costello)

charm. Only seventeen; a little unsure

of himself, but wildly ambitious.
Hugh O’Brian: Impressive in “The Young

Lovers,” he gets his real big break in

“Rocketship X-M.” Another discovery of

Ida Lupino’s.
Finally, there is that large, eager group

who have clicked in pictures, but not suffi-

ciently to make the studios grab them
or critics cry for them. This can be said

for the lot of them: They are all hopeful.

In a way, they are also the hope of Holly-
wood, for their ambition, their sacrifices,

spur on all the others. And who can tell,

someday one of them may get that break,

may even become a Garbo, a Gable. Be-
cause Clark did kick around in the free-

lance ranks for years, you remember.
Here, at least, are the most outstanding

of the eager kids.

Skip Homeier: Current, “The Gun-
fighter.” The ex-child meanie, trying

to become an adult meanie.
Helen Stanley: Current, “I’ll Get By.”

Luscious redhead, but has probably been
around too many studios.

Bruni Lohel and Cornell Borchers: Ger-
man girls in “The Big Lift.” No options.

Jean Ruth: Current, “Riding High.” Cute
little blonde.
Lois Charyrand: Current, “A Place in the

Sun.” Young character actress.

Johnny Davis: Current, “The Lawless.”
Dark, good-looking.
Paul Christian: Current, “Bagdad.”

Handsome European.
Denise Darcel: Current, “Tarzan and the

Slave Girl.” Sexy.
Gaby Andre: Current, “The Two Million-

Dollar Robbery.”
Robert Webber: Current, “The Two

Million-Dollar Robbery.” Very handsome,
with excellent stage background.
Tod Andrews: Current, “Outrage.” Fair-

ish looks.

Edwin Rand: Current, “The Capture.”
Distinctive type.

Richard Hylton: Next, “The Halls of

Montezuma.” Good-looking, great intensity.

Leo Penn: Last picture. “Not Wanted.”
Sultry, sex boy.
Olive Deering: Current, “Samson and

Delilah” and “Caged.” Beautiful in a
quiet way. Mrs. Leo Penn in private life.

Johnny Miles: Current, “The Tattooed
Stranger.” Nice kid.

Pat White: Current, “The Tattooed
Stranger.” Shapely, cute.

Margaret Phillips: Current, “A Life of

Her Own.” Fine stage background.
And that’s it. Cast your vote on the

ballot on page 44. All votes must be post-
marked by midnight on August 20. The
winners will be announced in the Novem-
ber issue. Following the close of the
contest, Photoplay will feature the ac-
tresses and actors you choose with stories
and portraits in color.

Who are the “most likely to succeed” in
1950? We want you, always the jury, to
tell us.

The End

Are you as lovely

as you can be?
See page 12
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MURPHY PLM
It’s the reason why George is called “Hol-

lywood’s Ambassador of Good Will”

Murph, as George is called, has been

married to Juliette for twenty-four years

F
OR more years than he has fingers and
toes, George Murphy has been serving

the people. Brains, brawn, wit and willing-

ness keep him constantly in demand. How-
ever, his is a deep-rooted desire to dedi-
cate time and talent to activities in film,

civic and charity circles. “Murph,” as he’s

affectionately called from California to

Kalamazoo, loves people. Loving people, in

his quiet, sincere way, he says: “To have
faith in each other, people must under-
stand each other. If my presence or my
spoken word will help to bring about a
universal understanding, the least I can
do is—to try.”

Since 1936 when he signed at M-G-M,
they refer to Murph as “The Culver City
Ambassador of Good Will.” First and
foremost his heart belongs to show busi-
ness. His faith in Hollywood’s power for

good remains so unshaken, he’s deter-
mined our town shall not be judged by
the irresponsible few who have trans-
gressed. Murph could well point to him-
self as one of many shining examples. Like
such friends as the Jimmy Cagneys, the
Fred Astaires, the Robert Montgomerys
and the Pat O’Briens, the Murphys have
been married for many years. Twenty-
four if you care to count. Besides George
and Julie, there’s Dennis who is eleven,

Melissa who is six.

“There’ve been a few rough spots along
the way.” That “map” of Ireland beams
when he says it. “But it certainly has
never been dull.”

From September of last year to Feb-
ruary of this, it’s estimated he’s covered
35,000 miles. Stop-offs included Chicago,
Detroit, Washington (D. C.), London, Dub-
lin and Paris. Murph talked, people lis-

tened.
George calls more people in more

cities by their first names, than any other

actor. The good will this catapults toward
Hollywood could never be garnered by
gold. His take-home pay is a satisfied

heart that tells him a few thousand more
people know what’s right with the town
he loves.

Being a modest man, Murph couldn’t
possibly recognize the reverence held for
him by his fellow actors. Probably master
of ceremonies Paul Douglas best summed
it up when he introduced Murph at this

year’s Academy Awards. “So many say
so many nice things about George Mur-
phy,” Paul declared, “you’d actually think
he was dead!”
When he isn’t addressing church groups,

Rotary Clubs or helping to curb juvenile
delinquency, Murph serves as Vice-Presi-
dent of the Screen Actors Guild—which
recalls a recent incident, so typical of the
Murphy charm and humor. “In five weeks’
time I was in nineteen newsreels,” George
grins. “But I hadn’t made a movie in two
years!
“Being away so much, I have to keep

reminding M-G-M that I’m still an actor
who wants to act—to say nothing of those
appetites that keep getting bigger and
bigger at home. I’m ready any time to make
another ‘Battleground,’ or ‘Little Nelly
Kelly,’ my two favorite pictures. As a
matter of record, I sent the studio front
office a wire recently, that read: ‘Actor
at liberty. My suit is pressed. Will work
with or without beard.’

”

With George Murphy in mind primarily,
it was his friend, the eminent Herbert
Hoover (once President of the United
States), who said:

“Actors are the only people who
away the thing they have to sell.”

Hollywood’s Number One giver
plied:

“It’s worth it if you get results.”

give

'

-
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Story of a Last

(Continued from page 45) worse, I con-
soled myself, unpacking in my new nine-
by-nine abode. But they did. Until final-

ly, just before Photoplay’s 1944 “Choose
Your Star” contest results hit the stands,

I had to part with my 30-06 rifle, which I

prized not only because of a man’s natural

pride in his gun, but because Sue had
given it to me for a Christmas present

before we were married. Sue still doesn’t

know (until she reads this) that I sold it

for $50. Or that I had to.

I was down to my last pennies then, and
literally. For no particular reason, other
than getting them out of my pockets, I’ve

always had the habit of saving pennies.

For a year, I’d been depositing pennies in a
gallon jug.
Brother, those were in truth pennies

from Heaven. Never will I forget that

whole day I spent down on the floor

“dressing” them. The bank won’t buy
them unless they’re in $1 packages.

T
HEN, just when I was scraping bottom
with my pride, and the penny jar, as to

whether to keep on hoping or give up
and go home, I was voted second in Photo-
play’s “Choose Your Star” Poll.

I must explain, to go back a bit, that I

broke into pictures almost too easily. When
I’d hitch-hiked out from West Texas to

Hollywood four years before, I’d been an
adventurous wanderer of seventeen, de-
termined to write, to travel, to take a
tramp steamer, and all the rest of it. But
never, by any stretch of even my im-
agination, had I thought of becoming a
motion picture star. I had no genuine
desire to act. I’d thought that was sissy

stuff. I did join a little theater group in
Hollywood, but I didn’t seriously expect
anything ever to come of it. It was just

that most of the other kids I met were
working at acting and it sounded like fun.

Very shortly, I was “discovered.” At
that time, I was parking cars days at the
Hollywood Brown Derby and working
nights acting at the theater. This par-
ticular evening after I’d been working all

day in the rain, I was so tired I just
drifted on and off stage.

Which is probably why Henry Willson,
then talent executive for Selznick Inter-
national Studios, told the director en-
thusiastically, “He’s the most relaxed kid
I’ve ever seen!” Relaxed? I couldn’t even
move. He telephoned next day saying
David O. Selznick was postponing a trip

to New York just to see me.
The studio let me borrow a suit from

wardrobe to replace my levis. Shirley
Temple graciously agreed to make the test

Year's Winner

with me. Shirley had her back to the
camera and whenever she sensed I was
getting nervous she’d make faces at me
or wisecrack. She kept me laughing so
much I couldn’t be self-conscious and
Mr. Selznick, when he saw my test, was
impressed with my naturalness.

I was given a good part in “Till the End
of Time,” followed by “The Bachelor and
the Bobby-Soxer,” and was then loaned
out to Paramount for “Blaze of Noon.”
Feeling that I was really set, soon after

my eighteenth birthday I phoned Sue
Allen, my best girl friend back home, ask-
ing her to fly out and marry me. And
she did.

I “went Hollywood,” I’m afraid, in a hur-
ry. After parking cars, that weekly $300
paycheck looked pretty impressive. I

bought a car, got myself an apartment in

Beverly Hills, amassed a flashy wardrobe,
and Sue and I frequented all the top Sun-
set Strip night clubs. Acting, I philoso-
phized, was a ball. Instead of making the
most of the opportunity given me, I usually
ditched my dramatic lessons at the studio.

Unluckily (for me), I got fair reviews in

the pictures I made. “Watch this boy,”
one critic wrote. “He shows great promise.”
By this time I thoroughly agreed with
him.
But the joy ride was soon over. You

can’t, I was to learn, just hitch-hike
through a Hollywood career.

After “The Bachelor and the Bobby-
Soxer,” Dore Schary, then a producer at

RKO, bought most of my contract. Mr.
Selznick was inactive in production at that
time. Later, when Mr. Schary went to

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, nobody else at
RKO, where I’d made no effort to become
acquainted, had anything for me. Rather
than risk having my option dropped, I

asked for my release. And had no diffi-

culty obtaining it.

During the long idle months that fol-

lowed I was worried and moody. This,

added to the fact that I was too immature
emotionally to handle the responsibilities

I’d assumed, was as much to blame as
anything else for the fact that my mar-
riage, too, washed up. Certainly it was no
fault of Sue’s. She’s still my best friend,

and with us, that’s no cliche.

Lean days ensued. And from where I

sat, and sat, it looked as if they’d be a
lot leaner. They were, too. Motion pic-
ture production in general had fallen off.

And nobody, absolutely nobody required
the relaxed services of one Johnny Sands.

I did some summer stock at Laguna.
Finally, I got a part with Guy Madison and
Rory Calhoun in “Massacre River.” Then,

A Criminal is on the loose!
$1000.00 REWARD for information leading

to his arrest.

Hear all about it on "True Detective Mysteries"

this Sunday afternoon on your Mutual Broad-

casting System station.

Hear an exciting case taken from actual police

records. Get the details about the weekly offer

of $1000.00 reward.

Tune in

"TRUE DETECTIVE MYSTERIES"

Every Sunday Afternoon on Mutual Stations

a ^LOTS MORE

fop. Y2^f
Colorful hair is one of the real secrets

of romance! Men are instantly attracted

to the girl whose hair glows with warm,
natural-looking color . . . the kind of
color a Marchand Hair Rinse adds.

Your hair can sparkle with thrilling

color if you follow each shampoo with

a Marchand Rinse. There are 12 flatter-

ing shades, so that all of you—blondes,

brunettes, brownettes and redheads

—

can get the color effect you want!

Every Marchand shade adds lustre;

removes dulling film, leaves your hair

shining with highlights;

Safe, easy to use.

archands
”MAKE-UP" HAIR RINSE

2 Rinses 104 • 6 Rinses 254

'irOw ili a AAn Is r r r\ f AA n rr h ri nri* c Cn/dnn Hrt 1 1

ARE YOUR “DIFFICULT DAYS”
DRIVING HIS LOVE AWAY?

It’s true—Monthly Blues just don’t go over
with a man! So don’t let nervous tension,
periodic headache and cramps play havoc
with your romancel Instead — help relieve
those symptoms with wonderfully effective
Chi-Ches-Ters Pills. Be sure to take according
to directions, a day or two in advance. 3 con-
venient sizes. Ask your druggist today for

The Improved

Chi-Ches-Ters Pills

For relief from “periodic functional distress/’

FREE—New illustrated booklet of intimate
facts every woman should know. Mailed in
plain wrapper. Write todayl Chichester
Chemical Co., Dept.2 IS,Philadelphia 46, Pa.
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America's cracker!
largest selling

Biscuils _

j
Amazing Offer—$40 Is Yours

I for selling only 50 boxes of Christmas
Cards. And this can be done in a single

I day. Free samples. Other leading boxes
I on approval. Many surprise items. Write
I today. It costs nothing to try.
I CHEERFUL CARD CO., Dept. N-

FREE SAMPLES |

PERSONALIZED
,CHRISTMAS I

CARDS
STATIONERY I

NAPKINS
32, White Plains, N. Y.

MAKE MONEY FAST
SELL CHRISTMAS CARDS I '"Jty I

Amazing profits showing big, un- I

usual line. Leading $1.00 Christ-1 MAKcKS

J

mas and Everyday assortments,
Wrappings, Scented Stationery, Deluxe Per-
sonals, Gifts. Special Offers. Extra cash bonus
plan. Write today for samples on approval.

HEDENKAMP & CO.. Inc.

361 Broadway, Dept. TG-1, New York 13, N. Y.

Five Alarm SUNBURN?
Rush Help to Fiery, Painful Skin

Send Oil-O-Sol to the rescue for double-quick

relief in sunburn. Soothes, cools, comforts, helps

prevent blisters. This germ-arresting antiseptic used

by thousands to help ease pain, head off infection,

speed healing in non-poisonous insect bites, cuts,

scratches. Oil-O-Sol, at your druggist today.

Home Facial Reveals A
Lovelier Complexion!

Cleans pore openings

Reduces skin blemishes

Works wonders with

tired lines in face

If you long for a lovelier, alluring complexion,

give yourself a home facial tonight with

Hopper® White Clay Pack. You'll enjoy this

wonderful sensation — a feeling of freshness,

a delicate, supple complexion such as you may

never have known before. Hopper White Clay

Pack cleans pore openings, reduces skin

blemishes, helps ease tired lines in your face,

refreshes and revitalizes your skin. At drug

and cosmetic counters.

except for an occasional call for Lux
Radio Theatre, for eighteen months I

didn’t work at all. My only performance
(the toughest) was keeping face and swal-
lowing pride, in my case a king-sized
Texas mouthful.
After I made the touch on the penny

jug I started fishing for a living. Fishing
kept me in shape and in hamburgers. Seven
a.m. found me down on the dock at Santa
Monica ready to board the fishing boat
that went out in quest of halibut, barra-
cuda and bass. I paid $4.50 fare and hoped
to get more than my money back. When
the boat got back in the evening I’d stop

at the fish market and weigh and sell

my catch. Some days I’d make $30 profit;

others I’d barely break even with my initial

investment. And if any of my pals had
anything to say when I staggered home
tired, dirty, and smelling of the briny
deep, I’d go into enthusiastic details about
my new “hobby” and what did they expect,

Chanel No. 5?

B
UT I really didn’t realize just how far

off the gold standard I’d gotten until

one afternoon when I dropped by to see

a friend. He had a script he wanted me to

see. He thought there might be something
in it for me. In answer to his concerned,

“How have you been?” I said kiddingly (I

hoped), “Oh, starving.” But I must have
read a lot of sincerity into the line for he
was in there quick with, “Look, don’t ever

do that. I’m an old friend. I don’t have
any dough, but you can always tap the

refrigerator. Don’t ever go hungry.” How
much this touched me, he’ll never know.
But it also made me still more ashamed of

my inactivity. What was a big husky
guy like myself coming to? Things were
really sad when my friends started offer-

ing me handouts.
It’s when self-doubt sets in and your

own confidence is shaken that you really

start falling to pieces inside. You finally

decide you have no inherent ability. You
get shaky and ask yourself constantly, “If

I give up here, what else can I do?” And
the answer always comes out, “Nothing!”

Nothing in a professional way, that is.

I’d never been to college. I’d had no ex-
perience in any one job other than park-
ing cars, working as a bus boy, and set-

ting up pins in a bowling alley. None of

them offered exciting future prospects.

And after my whirl as a motion picture

personality I knew I couldn’t be satisfied

going through life punching time-clocks in

and out. However, I always wound up with

the decision to stick around another month.
Or two. Or twelve. “Something will hap-
pen,” I kept telling myself.

Constructively, something good already

had happened, even then. For while an
eastern trip I had taken hadn’t netted a

job, it had provided the incentive that for-

mulated a whole new attitude about my

career. I had seen the shows and met a
number of the great stars of the theater.

I was inspired and humbled by fine per-
formances. For the first time I realized

the great and constant effort such per-
formances entail. For the first time I felt

a fierce pride in my profession and realized

how gratifying is the privilege of enter-

taining the public, of providing people, even
for a little while, with an escape from the
disappointments and discouraging lows in

their own lives. I was ashamed of all

the time I’d wasted in not working or

studying, in being satisfied just to get by.

I knew, too, that being a good actor was
the one thing I wanted from life. I began
studying with Lester Luther, a wonderful
drama coach who had faith in me. For
months, I worked days and nights and
Sundays. But I still couldn’t get a part

in a picture. I was too young. I wasn’t the

type. . . And now I was truly becoming
discouraged. For here I was really going

all out, working my head off trying to

become a good actor, and still nothing hap-
pened. I wondered whether I would ever

have a chance to prove to producers and
directors that, if again given the oppor-

tunity, I would really deliver.

Then, when I’d almost given up, you, the

readers of Photoplay, gave me new op-

portunity. When you voted me second in

the “Choose Your Star” Poll I hadn’t

been in a picture for almost two years,

and to say that I was surprised even to

be in the running—much less a winner

—

would be putting it mildly.

It’s such a thrill to find that people

not only remember you but are actually

pulling for you! It gave me the lift of

my life.

When the people speak, Hollywood lis-

tens. Producers were sufficiently im-

pressed by your votes to give me other

opportunities. When people take the

trouble and time to write in and vote

for you, it means they must like you. If

they like you they’ll pay to see you in

pictures. It’s that simple.

In the last year I’ve been given an im-

portant role in “The Lawless,” a Pine and

Thomas production for Paramount, for

which I’ll always be grateful. Not only

because it was quite a break, but because

it provided the chance to play a different

kind of role, a smooth heavy. That has

opened up a whole new career for me.

Such off-casting is invaluable for any

young actor.

I received, too, my first real crack at

comedy. It’s a great part with Edmond
O’Brien and Wanda Hendrix in that United

Artists’ laugh smash, “The Admiral Was
a Lady.”
So now, at long last, thanks to Photo-

play and its readers, the fortunes of this

Sands are again shifting. And this time

in the right direction.
Thv. FiT^rn

Listen to Glamorous Singing Star

Janette Davis
on

"Arthur Godfrey Time"
Weekday Mornings—CBS Stations

and

"Arthur Godfrey & His Friends"

Wednesday Night—CBS-TV

For a gorgeous full-page color portrait of Janette

and Arthur Godfrey, get the current issue of True

Story Magazine now on newsstands.
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Hern?

JOAN LANSING

Beat the heat, girls, the
ABC way! Yes, ma’am,
your local American
Broadcasting Company
station offers the kind

of programs that are refreshing
summer “coolers” . . . programs that

win-in-a-breeze for originality and
interest.

For instance, the famous masked
man of justice, THE LONE RAN-
GER, with Silver and Tonto, come
cross-country with undiminished
vigor every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday at 7:30 PM (EDT). As the
foremost galloping Galahad, THE
LONE RANGER is a real hero to

young and old, and his dramatic
exploits provide enough excitement
to keep you tingle-cool. General
Mills sponsors THE LONE RAN-
GER in his chills-and-thrills adven-
tures via your local ABC station.

On Tuesday and Thursday the 7:30
PM (EDT) ABC “cool-off” spot is

held down by COUNTER-SPY.
Handsome DAVID HARDING is

chief of this fast-paced, anti-crime
series. As head-man of the Counter-
Spies HARDING heads into danger
at the drop of a hat. COUNTER-
SPY has earned many awards for
outstanding public service, and when
you hear it you, too, will agree that
it’s a wonderful program ... a
chiller-diller for “cool-off” listening.
Pepsi-Cola spots this twin bill of
“hit-the-spot” broadcasting.

Terrific TED MACK and the ORIG-
INAL AMATEUR HOUR make 9.

PM (EDT) on Thursdays a choice
time for ABC tuners. Every week
talented tyros try their wings and
step up to the “mike” with star-
dust in their eyes and great hope
in their hearts. These amateurs are
the stars of tomorrow, and it’s quite
a thrill being “in” on the discovery
of talents that one day will be spot-
lighted to fame and fortune in the
“big time.” The one, the only, the
ORIGINAL AMATEUR HOUR, is

happily sponsored by Old Gold
Cigarettes.

I’m mad-about-MONTGOMERY

!

The romantic ROBERT of stage and
screen fame, now lends his brilliant
mind and abilities to a great ABC
program every Thursday at 9:45
PM (EDT) following the ORIGI-
NAL AMATEUR HOUR. ROBERT
MONTGOMERY SPEAKING is a
program that makes you sit up and
take notice, because this MONT-
GOMERY-man knows the score
right down the line. You keep up
with tomorrow when you keep tuned
to ROBERT MONTGOMERY
Thursday nights on your local ABC
station. Get the best in broadcasting
commentary with ROBERT MONT-
GOMERY SPEAKING for Lee Hats.

'tfoon Loosing
(advertisement )

Helen Rathvon: Her name

is important in Hollywood

H
ELEN RATHVON! Mark her name
down in your memory, for it’s come to

be important in Hollywood. Along with
such popular personalities as Joan Harri-
son, Ida Lupino and Harriet Parsons,
she’s the fourth entry in the Woman
Producers’ Handicap! The story behind
Helen Rathvon typifies the ambition and
progress being made by the modern wom-
an of today. As the vivacious wife of
Peter Rathvon, eminent banker and for-
mer president of RKO, she graced society
and devoted herself to raising her lovely
daughters. But even in a life as rich and
full as Helen Rathvon’s, there was still

time for concern for undiscovered people
with talent. It was the late Madame Ous-
penskaya, emulating the teachings of the
great Stanislavski, who once said: “Talent
is an agreement between yourself—and
God. Never abuse it.” Helen Rathvon too
believed this with all her heart.
Time marched on, her daughters grew

up and went on their way. Then one day
Helen decided she could now try and do
something about the unknown people who
deserved a fair chance. By all reasonable
rules, with a prominent banker for a hus-
band, financial backing should have been
comparatively simple. However, between
his obligations as a banker and his devo-
tion as a husband, Peter Rathvon drew a
fine but firm line! Helen had to conform
the same as any prospective producer.
The first three scripts she submitted were
turned down. And then came the fourth.
When “The Sun Sets at Dawn” is re-

leased by Eagle-Lion, a dream will be
fulfilled for Helen Rathvon. An experi-
mental picture of off-beat melodrama, the
casting of the twin principal roles further
illustrates the progressive mind of Holly-
wood’s newest woman producer. The first

two prospective players interviewed were
Sally Parr, a former drama instructress
in the University of Texas, and Philip
Shawn, who was a theater manager back
in Akron, Ohio. Helen thought they were
perfect for the parts and so help us, Hol-
lywood—they got the jobs! Talented Sally
and Philip were placed under personal
contract, brilliant director Paul Sloane was
persuaded to end his ten-year retire-
ment. Helen Rathvon was in business. The
local lady who made good has such en-
thusiastic plans for the future, if it were
humanly possible her next step would be
to turn herself into twins.

BLUE WALTZ
'pMu.ynJl,

25*

amazing new
low price

At last you’ve found it!

le richer, smoother, longer

that really stays

It’s “stayon-ized”.

won’t smear or blur.

Use it for

“kiss appeal” £

the perfume after a man's heart!

1 0c and 2r>c sizes
i

of oil cosmetic counters —
LOVELY! LASTING! UNFORGETTABLE!

Lips That Tempt
His Kisses ....

101 AND MORE WAYS TO

MAKE MONEY!
Get FREE brochure describing 101

and more different money-making Christ-
mas and Everyday Greeting Card Assort-
ments. We will include samples on approval
to start you earning at once. Make up to 60c on
the $1 plus extra cash bonus. CARDINAL
EXCLUSIVE Name - Imprinted Christmas Cards
low as 60 for $1 sell fast from FREE Samples.

~
CARDINAL CRAFTSMEN, 1400 State Ave.
Dept. T -29 Cincinnati 14, Ohio WRITE NOW!

PSORIASIS
(ENEMY OF BEAUTY)

doesn't keep me
from the beach
"Thanks to Siroil, I am no
longer ashamed to be seen
in my bathing suit."

(Letter on file)

Hundreds of thousands
of users have learned that
Siroil tends to remove
external psoriasis lesions
located on outer layer of
skin. If they recur, light
applications of Siroil will help
control them. Does not stain
clothing or bed linen.
Offered on a two-
weeks-satisfaction-or-
money-refunded basis.
Write for free booklet.

iDapf. M-54

SIROIL
AT All DRUG

Stroll Laboratories, Inc., Santa Monica, Calif.
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WHAT GOES OX AT
SUMMER RESORTS?

Shadow Stage

(Continued from page 29)

Vital Statistics: On the very first day of

shooting on this picture the Zachary Scotts

surprised everyone by announcing their

separation and impending divorce. And Zach,

for the first time, clammed up on the press.

Elaine Scott, it is rumored, will marry John
Steinbeck and Zach is making pretty talk to

the ex-Mrs. Louis Hayward . . . Ruth Roman,
who started life in Boston as a knife-tlirower

in her father’s carnival, spurned a double and
did all the rough stuff herself. But now that

Warners has decided she is their hottest prop-

erty since Bette Davis, she wont be risking

her neck in the future. Ruth and Peter Law-

ford have been dating like mad, which means
Ruth is a success . . . Following this picture,

Randy -Scott signed up with Warners for a

big batch of Westerns. Randy doesn’t like

to kill people even on the screen, so he
usually manages to beat up the villains with

his fists. He has made his fame , he says, as a

fighter and a reformer, not as a killer.

Minor Watson appears as Branch Rickey,

president of the Brooklyn Dodgers, Rich-

ard Lane as Clay Hopper , manager of the

Montreal Royals, and Billy Wayne
Clyde Sukeforth, Dodger scout.

Your Reviewer Says: Baseball fans will love

it.

Vital Statistics: Jackie Robinson is thirty-

one, and receives $35,000 a year from the

Dodgers. Not bad for doing something that

comes naturally. He was born in Cairo,

Georgia, moved with his family to Pasadena,

where he helped out the family budget by

selling newspapers and working as a shoe-

shine boy. He played football for UCLA, and

in 1939 was a messenger boy at Warners. He
has two kids, Jackie Jr. and baby Sharon . . .

Ruby Dee is the young star of the American

Negro Theater in New York. She is married

to actor R. C. David, who is appearing in the

Helen Hayes play, “The Wisteria Tree.” Both

P

Boy meets girl on vacation, and then what hap-

pens? Here is a documented article based on

the findings of the Gilbert Youth Research organi-

zation. A nationwide survey conducted by

trained social workers has uncovered the never-

before-printed facts of how young people have

a "good time" on vacation. Read this remark-

able feature in August

T
Z~^\ Now On

rue otory S;
Thrilling Stories • Fashions • Food • Beauty •

Real Reading Enjoyment# Await You In This Issue:

"That Kind Of Woman"—It takes a woman with

a bad reputation to save Julie's marriage.

"The True Life Story Of Janette Davis"—Arthur
Godfrey's adorable young singing discovery

tells the story of her life before and after she

met the fabulous red-read. There's a gorgeous

full-page color portrait of Janette with her

boss, Arthur Godfrey, you won't want to miss!

Get TRUE STORY Today!

YOU'RE STOUT
Mail Coupon Below For

MERELY mail us the coupon below
for FREE Style Book. Latest styles,

proportioned by experts who really

know how to slenderize stout women.

This lovely dress Is a Sanforized
Striped Cotton Broadcloth classic

—a Golden Anniversary Special
at S2.98. Other styles from $2.59
to $25.00. Also low-priced coats,

suits, hats, shoes and underwear,

coupon below today for your
50th Anniversary Style Book.

DEPT. 8

752 EAST MARKET ST.

INDIANAPOLIS 17,IND.

Please mall me FREE 50th Anniversary Style Book. (8) (

jane@ ryant

| Name

I
Address

J
PostOffice Slate

I

I

I

I
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v'V (F) The Admiral Was a Lady
(Roxbury-UA)

H
ERE’S a picture made strictly for

laughs. And it heaps up a goodly num-
ber of them too. Edmond O’Brien is an

ex-GI with a pronounced aversion for

work. He has it all figured out how he can

parlay the Veterans Rehabilitation Program
of twenty dollars a week into twenty-four

hours per day of joy for his three combat
buddies and himself. The buddies are

Steve Brodie, Johnny Sands, and Dick

Erdman. Their happy life is disturbed by
Wanda Hendrix, a pert ex-Wave from
Walla Walla, Washington, who is trying

to locate her missing fiance. The fiance

is in the clutches of Hilary Brooke, the

wife of juke box king Rudy Vallee, who
threatens to give Eddie a job unless he
retrieves his wife for him. Eddie can take

anything but a job. It’s dizzy and breezy

and fun. Rudy plays another of his fuddy-

duddy tycoons, which started way back

yonder in “The Palm Beach Story.” Wanda
and Eddie make a very amusing comedy
team.

Your Reviewer Says: An off - the - beaten -

track comedy.

Vital Statistics: Producer-director Al Rogell

went all the way to New York to find a pretty

little comedienne to play the W ave. He
wandered into a movie one night and saw

Wanda Hendrix in “Prince of Foxes.” She

wasn’t being comic. But Rogell decided then

and there she was his girl. Another night he

wandered in to see “D.O.A. ( the mans a

regular movie fiend), and decided that dra-

matic actor Edmond O’Brien would make a

fine farcical comedian : . . Johnny Sands is

the lad who placed second in the 1948 Photo-

play poll for “best bets for stardom.”

V'V' (F) The Jackie Robinson Story

(Jewel-Eagle Lion)

B
ASEBALL player Jack Roosevelt Robin-
son took time off from the Dodgers to

play himself in the Hollywood story of his

life. He does a good job of it, too. The pic-

ture tells, in a very American and heart-

warming manner, how Jackie grew up a

poor kid in Pasadena, California, who was
nuts about baseball; how he entered the

U. S. Army as a private in World War II;

how he played baseball with an all-Negro

team for less than peanuts; how Branch
Rickey of the Brooklyn Dodgers picked him
to break down the color-line in the big

leagues; and how he did it after many in-

sults, and became a national hero. It

makes a good movie. Ruby Dee plays Mrs.

Rae Robinson, Jackie’s wife. That fine

actress, Louise Beavers, plays his mother.

/ (F) My Friend Irma Goes West
(Wallis-Paramount)

T
HIS COMEDY continues the adventures

of the characters first introduced in Hal

Wallis’s film version of the CBS show,

“My Friend Irma.” As so often happens,

the sequel isn’t as funny as the original.

Hilarious scenes just aren’t hilarious, due

to faulty writing. This time Irma (Marie

Wilson) and her roommate Jane (Diana

Lynn) and her unemployed boy friend Al

(John Lund) head for Hollywood, under

the misapprehension that Jane’s fiance

Steve (Dean Martin) has been signed for

pictures. Seymour (Jerry Lewis) goes along

for the laughs. On the train, they discover

that their “producer” is a lunatic. Al takes

charge and convinces a glamorous French

actress (Corinne Calvet) that Steve is in

love with her. She obligingly gets him a

job crooning in a Las Vegas night club.

Well, what Irma does to Las Vegas

shouldn’t happen even to Las Vegas. High

spot of the film is a scene where Jerry

teaches Pierre, a five-year-old chimpan-

zee, to chew gum, and Pierre, in return,

teaches Jerry Canasta.

Your Reviewer Says: IVith all that talent it

should have been better.

Vital Statistics: For the first time on the

screen, Marie Wilson wore a bathing suit.

Marie, in a bathing suit, is something for the

boys. Marie’s husband, muscle-man Alan

Nixon, is now playing in “Prehistoric

Woman” in which he wears a leopard skin.

Is history repeating? Another Victor Mature,

maybe? . . . In spite of rumors Corinne Cal-

vet insists she and husband John Bromfield

are still very much in love. John accompanied

Corinne on the Las Vegas location, and spent

his entire time snapping pictures of Corinne

. When this picture was finished, Dean

Martin and Jerry Lewis played another

record-breaking session at the Copa in New
York.

V' (F) Mystery Street (M-G-M)

T
HAT Technicolor dancing boy, Ricardo

Montalban, is turning out to be one of

our better actors. Following his dramatic

parts in “Battleground and Border Inci-

dent,” Metro signed him on a long-term

contract with a big boost in salary, and

handed him the role of a police lieutenant

in this mystery thriller. The story is told

in semi-documentary fashion, with an as-

sist from the Department of Legal Medi-

cine at Harvard. In fact, all the exteriors

were taken around Boston and Cape Cod,

which gives the film excellent authentic-

ity When an attractive B-girl (Jan

Sterling) is found murdered at Cape Cod,
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/Have*50Foryou!
Make$50fasti Sellonly100 sensation-W 1
al value 21-Card $1 Christmas Assort-^C.]
merits ! FREE Book tells yoa how to get big
orders easily. Also show Gift Wraps, Stationery,
Children’s Action Books, Address Book and over <

70 other fast selling items for all members of the 1
family. Name-Imprinted Christmas Cards 50 for J
$1 and op. Start earning with FREE Imprint Sam-\
pies. Assortments on approval. Extra Profit Bonus
nun l me e A Dll on Plan! Write now! Send No Money.
PHILLIPS CARD LU., 404 hunt st., newton, mass.

NEW THRILLING SENSATION IN

CHRISTMAS CARDS
Lustre Foils • Satins • Brilliants

Amazing values bring you easy or-

iders! Sell on sight. Earn extra dol-
larsfast. Big Line. Christmas Cards
with Name 50 for $1 up. Also Imprinted
Foil Book Matches, Stationery, many
Gifts. SO FREE Samples with name:
two $1 Boxes on Approval. Write to—

IOV GREETINGS, Dept. B-54,
S07 N. Cardinal, St. Louis 3, Mo.

FOUND!
OVER 100 WAYS TO MAKE
EXTRA MONEY and FRIENDS
Sell friends newest Metallic
Christmas Cards, Gift Wrappings,
Novelties, Gifts, Children’s “Ac-
tion” Books. Profits to 100%.
Bonus. Special Offers. Request
Feature samples on approval,
FREE samples 50 for $1 up
Name Imprinted Christmas Cards,
100 for $1 Stationery, Nap-
kins and FREE Catalog.
NEW ENGLAND ART PUBLISHERS
North Abington 314, Mass.

Housework

Easy Without

Nagging Backache
As we get older, stress and strain, over-exertion, ex-

cessive smoking or exposure to cold sometimes slows
down kidney function. This may lead many folks to
complain of nagging backache, loss of pep and energy,
headaches and dizziness. Getting up nights or frequent
passages may result from minor bladder irritations
due to cold, dampness or dietary indiscretions.

If your discomforts are due to these causes, don’t
wait, try Doan’s Pills, a mild diuretic. Used success-
fully by millions for over 50 years. While these

1 symptoms may often otherwise occur, it's amazing
how many times Doan’s give happy relief—help the
15 miles of kidney tubes and filters flush out waste.
Get Doan’s Pills today!

1

1

Marshall Thompson, who had befriended
her, is suspected. But his wife, Sally For-
rest, stands by him and helps the young
police lieutenant solve his case. Elsa Lan-
chester is a snoopy landlady who is not
above a bit of blackmailing. You’ll find
the backstage workings of Harvard’s fa-
mous Department of Legal Medicine high-
ly interesting.

Your Reviewer Says: The scientists are mus-
cling in.

Vital Statistics: Ricardo Montalban cele-

brated his twenty-ninth birthday on the set

during production. The cast and crew sur-

prised him with a huge chocolate cake, his

favorite. While on location in the East, Ricar-
do was mobbed by Wellesley girls, had to be
rescued by the police, which all goes to show
that girls are girls, higher learning or not . . .

Pretty Sally Forrest was a chorine at Metro
until she received her pink slip. Nearly broke
her heart. Then Ida Lupino cast her as the
unwed mother in “Not WantedI” and suddenly
every studio in town wanted her, including
Metro. Sally got her first car while making
this picture. Ricardo nicknamed her “No
Fenders Forrest” for obvious reasons. Sally’s

recently become engaged to agent Milo Frank.

W (F) The Next Voice You Hear
(M-G-M)

T
HIS is the vanguard of the “religious”
films which, according to survey, will be

the next picture trend in Hollywood. Dore
Schary who was the first producer to make
a film against anti-Semitism (“Crossfire”)
which started a cycle, is now the first with
the religious films. James Whitmore and
Nancy Davis are cast as Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Smith, Americans, and they live in subur-
ban Los Angeles, near a plane plant where
Joe is employed. They have a son, Gary
Gray, who has a paper route, and they are
“expecting” their second any moment. At
eight-thirty on a Tuesday night, as they
are finishing up the dinner dishes, “God”
suddenly speaks on the radio. Every night
until the following Monday “He” speaks
at eight-thirty. Adapted from a story by
George Sumner Albee, this, as you can
readily surmise, is a most unusual picture.

Your Reviewer Says: It will be greatly dis-
cussed.

Vital Statistics: Janies Whitmore, who played
stand-out parts in “Battleground” and
“Asphalt Jungle,” was attending classes at

Yale when he enlisted in the Marines. He
has been described as a “young Spencer
Tracy,” and is rapidly becoming the white-
haired boy at Metro. Nancy Davis is a grad-
uate of Smith. She has appeared in four pic-
tures at Metro but this is her first important
role. The idea in this film was to concentrate
on good acting, not on big glamorous “names.”

V'V' (A) Night and the City
(20th Century-Fox)

T
HAT nasty boy, and excellent actor,
Richard Widmark, has himself a field

day in this film version of the sordid Ger-
ald Kersh novel of the same title. Complete
with sneer, smirk and hysterical giggle,
Dick plays a fast-talking, cheap tout for
a tawdry London night club, an unwhole-
some young man who takes money from
women. Two gals are in love with Dick:
Gene Tierney, playing a dance hostess at
the Silver Fox; and Googie Withers, the
promiscuous wife of the owner of the joint,

hefty Francis L. Sullivan. Hugh Marlowe,
an altruistic sculptor, is in love with Gene,
and finally wins her. The crafty Dick
makes a crooked deal with a dull-witted
champion wrestler from Athens, and finds
himself in the wrestling business, until
The Strangler steps out of the fog. Cur-
tains for Dickie. Mike Mazurki plays The
Strangler, and Zbyszko the aging wrestler.

Your Reviewer Says: Seamy side up.

RELIEVES PAIN OF

HEADACHE • NEURALGIA

NEURITIS

The way
thousands of >

physicians v

and dentists

recommend

Anacin® relieves headache, neuralgia,

neuritis pain fast because Anacin is like

a doctor's prescription—that is, it contains

not just one, but a combination of med-

ically proven, active ingredients in easy-

to-take tablet form. Thousands have been

introduced to Anacin through their own
dentist or physician. If you have never

used Anacin, try it yourself for incredibly

fast, long-lasting relief from pain. Don't

wait. Buy Anacin today.

AMAZING CREAM REMOVES
UNSIGHTLY HAIR
QUICKLY, SAFELY
Acts Below “Razor Line”

Without Cutting or
Scraping Legs

The modern way to remove
ugly hair from your legs is with

Neet® Cream Hair Remover. It

works deeper than a razor, be-

low the surface of the skin.

Safer too from razor cuts and
scratches! Neet leaves tender
skin soft and smooth, free from
razor stubble. Just apply Neet
like any cream, then rinse off

and hair disappears like magic.

ntNmcAWih
Make big spare-time pay! Sell SOUTHERN Christmas
Cards. Gorgeous Folders low as 60 for $1 WITH NAME
IMPRINTED in Brand New Way. Sensation of
Sell on sight from FREE SAMPLES. Also show >
on-approval sample of new “Southern Beauty”/
21-Card $1 Assortment. Make S60 CASH PROFIT
on 100 Boxes! 60 other fast-sellers including Gift
Wraps, Religions. Everyday Boxes. EXTRA CASH
BONUS. Don’t delay. Write for samples NOWI
SOUTHERN GREETING CARD CO.,

216 S. Pauline, Dept. E-31, Memphis 4, Tenn.

p
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MATERNITY
StyleBook FREE
LANE BRYANT Maternity clothes are new Fifth

Avenue styles; keep you smart during pregnancy.
Easy to adjust. Wonderful 50th Anniversary values.

• Misses’ Sizes 10 to 20 • Junior Sizes 11 to 19
• Women’s Sizes 36 to 46

Our FREE Style Book offers dresses, supporters,
undies. Dresses $2.98 up. Everything for Baby, too.

Mail coupon forFREE Book ; sentyou in plain wrapper.

s
752 EAST MARKET ST. INDIANAPOLIS 17, IND.

I Mail FREE Maternity Style Book In plain wrapper.
J

I (916)
J

j
Name 1

I
Address

I Post Office State

Vital Statistics: This picture was made in
London last summer, with the real Limehouse
and Soho sections as locations. Googie With•

ers and Francis L. Sullivan are, as you know,
English actors, as are most of the supporting
players. Gene’s husband, Oleg Cassini, de-
signed her night club costumes for her. Oleg
also took time off from his dress company
in New York to celebrate a second honey-
moon with Gene. “My husband had the
honeymoon,” says Gene. “They kept me so
busy on the picture I didn’t get but one
weekend in Paris.”

V'V' (A) Kind Hearts and Coronets
(Rank-Eagle Lion)

P
LAYED with British restraint and
tongue-in-cheek humor this J. Arthur

Rank import makes for an enjoyable eve-
ning at the movies. It’s definitely for
grownups who aren’t stuffy. Dennis Price
plays a poor young English clerk who is

eighth in line to the powerful Dukedom of
Chalfont. Snubbed by his royal relatives
(his mother eloped with a lowly Italian

singer), he swears vengeance on them
when they refuse his mother’s dying wish
to be buried in the family vault. A young
man of great charm and gentle wit he
blithely commits a series of unsuspected
murders that clear his way to the duke-
dom. Unfortunately, he commits a series
of indiscretions, too, with Joan Greenwood,
sort of a British Joan Fontaine. He be-
comes the tenth Duke of Chalfont, all

right, marries the socially prominent Val-
erie Hobson, and carelessly outwits him-
self right into the hangman’s noose. That
superb actor, Alec Guinness, plays all

eight of the Ascoynes who are due for
elimination.

Your Reviewer Says: Leave the kiddies at

home with Hopalong Cassidy.

SBK

Get your list of personal home
addresses of 339 top Hollywood

stars (noc sec’y or mailing addresses);

is the 24 motion picture organizations,

19 movie studios, 7 radio & TV studios, &
top film producers. Lists guaranteed accurate.

All for only $1 (no C.O.D.'s), order today.

(Calif residents add 34 sales i

HOLLYWOOD FANS, Dept. PP-8

5864 HtllywMd IM., Hdlywttd 71, Calif.

""

r today.

NURSES NEEDED NOW
G.C.5. Course Written by Two
Doctors and Clinically Tested
Learn Practical Nursing at home dur-
ing spare time. Good jobs are waiting
in hospitals, sanitariums, medical
offices and private duty, for men and
women age 18 to 60. Earn as you
train. High school not needed. Pro-
fessional outfit included. Easy-pay
tuition plan. Cancellation privileges.
Mail coupon now.

GLENWOOD CAREER SCHOOLS
7050 Glenwood Ave., Dept. NI-8, Chicago 26, III.

Send free booklet and full information on Practical Nursing
Name Age
Address
City State

YOU MAY BE THE NEXT TO

MAKE ’100
Selling Christmas Cards

Many women make big money regu-
larly this easy way. You can too —
without experience. Just 9how friends,
relatives, co-workers FREE SAM-
PLES of richly designed exclusive
Personal Christmas Cards, 50 for$l.
On 100 boxes of 21-Card $1 Assortments
you keep $60. Geanticline of 164money

valuable Prizes.

SEND NO MONEY for SAMPLES
Send iust your name, address for Free
Samples of Personal Christmas Cards.
Also get beautiful Assortments on approval
and bis money -making kit. Ors&nizations:
write for special fund-raising plan. ACT NOW!
WETM0RE & SUGDEN, INC., Dept. 9-Q
749 MONROE AVE., ROCHESTER 2, N.Y.

Vital Statistics: Alec Guinness is as busy as

a beaver changing his make-up. He appears
as The Duke, The Banker, The Parson, The
General, The Admiral, Young Ascoyne, Young
Henry and Lady Agatha. Guinness is now
playing Disraeli to Irene Dunne’s Queen Vic-

toria in “The Mudlark.”

V' (F) Kill the Umpire (Columbia)

A
FTER playing Babe Ruth in the film ver-
sion of the Babe’s life William Bendix

feels right at home on the baseball dia-
mond. In this funny comedy Bill plays an
ex-ballplayer whose life is so full of base-
ball that he gets fired from one job after
another. His wife (Una Merkel) tells him
she is leaving him for economic reasons.
But his father-in-law, a former umpire
(Ray Collins) comes up with a bright idea.

He has Bill enroll in a school for umpires
operated by tough guy William Frawley.
When Bill gets a job to act as umpire in

the championship play-off between the
Gophers and the Panhandle Longhorns
the fun, and the fights, come fast and furi-

ously. One moment he’s a hero and the
next it’s “Kill the umpire!” Gloria Henry
and Richard Taylor carry on a youthful
romance.

Your Reviewer Says: A switch on the base-
ball formula.

Vital Statistics: Bill “Life of Riley” Bendix
played professional baseball for a time in his

younger days. So no wonder he gives it that

authentic touch. It’s nice to see Una Merkel
again on the screen. There’s a girl who, like

Joan Davis, knows her comedy timing.

V (F) Beyond the Purple Hills

(Columbia)

WHEN Gene Autry and Champion re-
cover money stolen from the Cotton-

wood National Bank, Gene is appointed

sheriff by the town’s judge. The judge’s
two boys, Hugh O’Brien and Don Rey-
nolds, are “pardners” of Gene’s, and when
Gene arrests Hugh for his father’s murder
tempers flare like a Roman candle. How-
ever, it is only a protective measure, and
Gene loses no time, with the help of Pat
Buttram, in tracking down the real mur-
derer. The picture is climaxed by a spec-
tacular gun fight in which Gene and
Champ start an avalanche to drive the
murderer into the open. Jo Dennison has
a moment of romance with Hugh O’Brien.

Your Reviewer Says: Typical Gene Autry.

Vital Statistics: Don Reynolds, known as

“Little Brown Jug” to his Western fans, has

been performing in rodeos since the age oj

three. Gene thinks enough of Don, nou
twelve, to let him put Little Champ through
his tricks in this picture . . . Gene, who nevei
kisses a girl in his pictures, very nearly gets

kissed by pretty Jo Dennison in this one
But mindful of cinematic Western tradition

Gene dodges and the kiss goes astray . .

Jo, who learned to ride at the age of six when
she was traveling with her father’s medicim
show, was “Miss America” at Atlantic City in

1942. This is her first Western.

'S (F) Sunset in the West
(Republic)

T
HIS time Roy Rogers and Trigger (billed

by Republic as “The Smartest Horse ir

the Movies”) have a gun-running probleir
on their hands. The sheriff of Bordertowr
(Will Wright) is so discouraged because
he can’t capture the gangsters who are

smuggling guns into Mexico via freight

trains that he is all set to retire. Whicl
pleases his pretty niece (Penny Edwards)
But Roy Rogers, playing a cattle buyer
Trigger and the Purple Sagers arrive ir

town, talk the old boy out of retiring anc

pitch in to help him corral the crooks
After much dirty work they catch ’em
with an assist from the FBI. There’s ai

exciting chase climax with Roy and Trig-

ger making better time than the villaii I

and an engine.

Your Reviewer Says: Typical Roy Rogers.

Vital Statistics: Penny Edwards substitute

for Dale Evans in this one. Dale has retire

<

from the screen temporarily to have th
,

Rogers heir, due in August. After seeing he

in this picture Republic signed Penny on
seven-year contract. Penny made a couple o

pictures for Warners several-years ago. Whe
they dropped her from the contract list sh \

ivent on a two-year night club tour. When he

“act” played the Orpheum in Los Angele
she was rediscovered by Republic’s castin

head. Jack Grant.

Best Pictures of the Month
Broken Arrow

Three Little Words

Best Performances of the Mont
Jimmy Steivart in "Broken Arrow”

Walter Huston in "The Furies”

Jackie Robinson in

”The Jackie Robinson Story”

Alec Guinness in

"Kind Hearts and Coronets”

Charles Coburn, Edmund Gwenn in
"Louisa

”

Joan Davis in "Love That Brute”

James Whitmore in
"The Next Voice You Hear”

Red Skelton in "Three Little Words

”
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Experienced Mothers know
that summer teething must not

be trifled with—that summer up-
sets due to teething may seriously

interfere with Baby’s progress.

Relieve your Baby’s teething

S
ains this summer by rubbing on
ir. Hand’s Teething Lotion—the

actual prescription of a famous
Baby Specialist. It is effective and
economical, and has been used
and recommended by millions of
Mothers. Your druggist has it.

DR. HAND’S
TEETHING LOTION
Just rub it on the gums

NEED EXTRA DOLLARS?
Sell FriendsChristmasCards, Gift Items
Even beginners make extra cash show-
ing new “Christmas Pearls,” Metallics.
Hankie assortments. Gift Wraps, Kiddies’
Books, big line Novelties. Profits to
100%. Bonus. Experience unnecessary.
Write for FREE sample Name Imprinted
Christmas Cards, Stationery and Feature
boxes on approval. Special offers.

PILGRIM GREETING CARD CO.
Ill SummerSt., Dept.F-4, Boston, Mass.

FREE
SAMPLES
50 For $1.00
25 For $1.00
25 For $1.95
25 For $2.50

Name
Imprinted

CHRISTMAS
CARDS

WANTCASHWKK
Sell only 100 Ass’ts— make up to $50! Complete line Xmas.
Everyday Cards. New “Spang-l-ettes” and Famous “Prize"

Ass’ts; Name Imprinted Xmas Cards, 40 for $1 up; Sta-

tionery ; Wraps : Notes ; etc. Up to 100% profit.

No risk . . . Money back guarantee. Request
“Prize” and Metallic Boxes on approval.

HERTELART, 305 W. Adams St. Dept. S-34, Chicago 6, III.

30 FREE
SAMPLES

MUSIC
BE YOUR OWN TEACHER!

Learn at home this money-savingway
It’s easy as A-B-C, no matter which in-
etrament yoa want to play. Yon learn by
playing real melodies from actoal notes
instead of tiresome exercises. Everything is

in print and pictures. First yon read how to
play a tune. Then a picture shows you how.

Finally yon play it and hear bow it sounds. Some of our 860,000
pupils are now BAND LEADERS. If you want to learn music fast*
send post card for FREE 86 page Booklet and _
Print & Picture sample. Mention insf
Don’t delay—write today! (Our 52nd Yr.)

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
4398 Brunswick Bldg., New York 10, N.Y.

FREE
BOOKLET

ASTHMATICS SING
ITS PRAISES!

No wonder! ASTHMADOR
brings amazing relief from the
symptoms of bronchial asthma
-yet costs so little for the great
good it does. Powder, cigarette

or pipe mixture -at all drug
stores in U. S. and Canada.

R. SCHIFFMANN’S

ASTHMADOR

About Face!

(Continued from page 56) roundness, she
uses the same contouring Del Armstrong,
her special make-up artist, uses to em-
phasize her curvy natural loveliness on
the screen.
Contouring make-up symmetrically is

very important, Lana emphasizes. She ad-
vises every girl to look herself straight in

the eyes in the mirror and carefully study
her face to get a balance and level on the
way make-up should be applied. To do
this, Lana explains, draw two imaginary
lines across your face from your eyebrows
to your chin. Your nose will be the center
of the “x.” “The top peaks of your lips

should come right underneath the iris of

your eyes and just inside the arch line of

your brows. The eyebrow arch should
break just a bit to the outside of the iris.

This may sound too scientific, but the
results prove it worthwhile.”
To make up her mouth, Lana uses a

long-handled brush and follows her natur-
ally rounded lips which are so fully peaked
she does not have to extend her lip line.

Lana’s eyebrows have been insufficient

ever since her second picture, “The Adven-
tures of Marco Polo.” She portrayed a
Mongolian girl and an uninformed make-
up man shaved her eyebrows to give her
the desired high-caste Oriental eyes. Her
brows never have grown back to the de-
sired thickness. So with a razor-sharp
eyebrow pencil with a chisel edge, she
draws in eyebrows with quick, sharp, short
hairline strokes about an eighth-of-an-
inch long. She doesn’t, you see, apply her
eyebrows in elongated strokes, but in hair-
thin slanting strokes, pencilling vertically

from the top of the eyebrow arch down,
to give a soft, natural-looking frame.

After years of experimentation and re-
search, Del Armstrong created for her a
new make-up that follows her pink and
white skin. To accentuate Lana’s eyes and
give them even more soft depth and bril-

liance, Armstrong also evolved an eye
make-up that incorporates three shades

—

dark brown at the top of her eyelid, then
a soft blue-brown and, close to that, a still

softer shade of brown.
In “A Life of Her Own,” Lana’s first

picture after her two years’ absence from
the screen, you’ll see her new make-up.
To create this make-up, Armstrong worked
with basic oils for foundations and com-
pounded a soft base of tan cream with a
little rose and light pink added—all of

them blended together with a muddler
until there are no separate pigments. It’s

about the consistency of vanishing cream
and gives a dewy radiant finish.

So, if you want the latest glamour a la

Lana, study your face carefully when you
sit for a self-portrait, experiment when
contouring your lips and eyebrows and
apply your make-up with a fingertip touch.

The End

WHO’S THE SEXIEST GIRL

IN HOLLYWOOD?

We asked Hedda Hopper

and she told us

—

in her own inimitable way.

Don’t miss your chance at

some entertaining reading

—

in the September issue of Photoplay

CHERAMY (Mw/yw^
EXTRA MONEY

Selling MIDWEST Christmas Cards
.. 3 furnish FREE SAMPLES of beautiful PERSONAL-
IZED Christmas Cards low as 60 for $1. You keep up
to 50c on each 21-card DeLuxe $1 Assortment. EXCLU-
SIVE SECRET PAL. EASTERN STAR. Birthday. Gift
Wraps. Scented Stationery, Kiddy Pop-Up Books, Gift
Items. Monogrammed Matches. Nation’s Largest Line.

,

Start extra money your way with FREE SAMPLES lU/ifL ..

and Feature boxes on approval. ExtraCash Bonus. New L^JW Nat
Party Plan! Write today! MIDWEST CARD CO.,^-
1113 Washington, Dept. B-35, St. Louis 1, Mo.

X\ EARN
j
MONEY
SHOWING FREE

SDMPLi
FABRICS

}
Write me, and I'll send yoa this big package of
actual sample fabrics and style presentation

^ABSOLUTELY FREE. You’ll see gor-
;ous, newest style dresses— lovely
.lingerie—hosiery, men’sshirtsand

^socks— all at LOW PRICES.
Take orders from friends

I and make money in spare time.
GET FREE SAMPLES!
Send nomoney for thisbig-profit

I lineof sample fabrics. It’syours
free. Rush name, address now.

THE MELVILLE CO.. Deot 5475. CINCINNATI 3, OHIO

The new ZiP Formula is the last word in

hair removers. Removes every trace of hair.

Fragrant. Pleasant. Effective. Economical.

Oversized bottles 25^ & 69^. Good stores.



Sell ARTISTIC Christmas Cards
Let this easy, proven planbring YOU
extra dollars, too 1 Just take orders
for exquisite EMBOSSED NAME -

IMPRINTED Christmas Cards at
50 for $1. These amazing-value
cards sell on sight, your spare-time
income grows by leaps and bounds.

MAKE $50 EASY!
Sell just 100 gorgeous 21 -Card $1
Christmas Assortments. Sell on
sight: pay you up to 100% CASH
PROFIT! Also Religious. Metal-
lics, Gift Wraps, Everyday,
many more money-making As-
sortments. Imprinted Notes,
Stationery. Napkins and Book
Matches. All are past - sellers
that pay you BIG PROFITS !

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
ORGANIZATIONS& CHURCHES
too raise money this friendly

,

easy way I Send for Assortments
ON APPROVAL and FREE
Imprint Samples. ACT TODAY.

ARTISTIC CARD CO.. INC.,
966WAY STREET
ELMIRA, N. Y.

ARTISTIC CARD CO., Inc., 966 Way St., Elmira, N.Y. !

YES I Rush Assortments ON APPROVAL
'

|
and FREE Imprint Samples.

Name.

|
Address

j

City.. . Zone State..
:-"_J

SOMETHING NEW AND SENSATIONAL IN

CHRISTfVlAS CARDS .*50. J$
FOR |
With Name

Show richNew Cards Dever before offered I
. . Gets orders fast! Gorgeous Christmas |Cards with Name 60 for $1 up. 80 Assort- I
merits. Personalized Book Matches and Laa.^—^
Stationery, Gift Items. Samples on ap- IJ.J
proval . IMPRINTS FREE. Write now! »*» * HU HTl
PURO CO., 2801 Locust, Dept.0l5-K, St. Louis 3, Mo.

EASY EXTRA MONEY
SELL CHRISTMAS CARDsI
to friends, clubs, neighbors, and fellow workers.
It’s Easy! The country’s outstanding line. 6 FREE SAMPLES
of name-on cards (low as 50 for $1.00), stationery, napkins.
Box samples on approval. Prompt service.

LIBERTY BELL STUDIOS— Dept. B-1, 1013 Filbert St, PhHa. 7, Pa.

How to Moke Money with

'A book everyone who likes to draw
’ should have. It is free; no

obligation. Simply address

t ARTOONISTS' EXCHANGE
Dept. 598 Pleasant Hill, Ohio

...Train At Home For
A WELL PAID CAREER

PRACTICAL NURSING

I

Help fill the urgent need for Trained Practical
Nurses. If you are between 18 and 65, it's easy to ^

train at home in your spare time to take your place in this respect-
i ed calling. Many earn while learning. High school is not needed.

|
I Nurs^ e equipment included. Mail this ad today for FREE Facts. I

,
Wayne School Of Practical Nursing, Inc..

I

2525 Sheffield Ave., Desk G-44, Chicago 14, III.

|

Please rush FREE FACTS and Sample Lesson Pages.

j

NAME I

L Full Address I
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VOROROtUXVlG 3
Pay no money ! Your choiceofgorgeous new
dress in your favorite style, size and color
GIVEN TO YOU for sending orders for
only 3 dresses for friends, neighbors or
members of your family. That’s all . . .

and your own dress is included without
paying one cent. FREE SAMPLES I

Write for big Style Presentation show-
ing scores of latest fashions . . . actual
sample fabrics in nylons, rayon, cotton

i

dresses; lingerie, hosiery, and children’s
wear, sportwear, suits, etc. No money

, -/needed. EARN CASH TOO—Up to $23 in
a Week IN SPARE TIME! You can get com-

plete wardrobe and EARN CASH TOO—IN SPARE
TIME, EASY! Write today giving dress size and age.
HARFORD FROCKS, Dept. C-l 14, Cincinnati 25, Ohio

Jack Beutel at 32. His

philosophy paid off

“I WAS Hollywood’s most over-paid, un-
I derworked actor, I guess,” Jack Beutel

will tell you now, without a trace of irony
in his voice. “But at least my success
story is different.”

Different? It’s fantastic. It couldn’t hap-
pen. It’s unheard-of, even for Hollywood,
to have a young, ablebodied man draw an
enormous salary for ten years for doing
nothing but waiting. Waiting for the re-

lease of a picture that encountered every
censorship difficulty in the book. Wait-
ing until the irresistible force (Howard
Hughes) met and overcame the immov-
able object (the Johnson office).

Jack waited and was completely for-

gotten by everyone except boss Hughes
'who kept assuring him that “The Outlaw”
soon would be released, that Jack would
be working before he knew it, and why
was he worrying—he was being taken care
of—doing much better financially than a
lot of young actors.

Ten years is a long time. Do you won-
der what Jack thought about, how he felt

and what he did while his talent and his

looks had been tucked away in cold stor-

age? Well, here it is.

Jack Beutel is the fellow who saved a
hundred dollars, came to Hollywood, got
himself a starring part in a two-million-
dollar picture, in the space of three weeks,
and while people thought his career was
slipping away from him, Jack learned
what Hollywood is all about and showed
a quality remarkable in a man so new to

pictures. Many an old trouper faced with
a similar situation might have gone mad
beating his head against the wall of inac-
tion.

Time is agonizingly important when
you’re young in the picture game—or even
when you are old. You may lose what-
ever it was that you had. Public taste

may change. Picture trends may change.
The Hollywood bible tells you to cash in

while you’re hot. Jack did his bit of chaf-

ing at first, and then he sat and thought
and worked out a useful philosophy.
“Howard Hughes is smart,” he con-

cluded. “He won’t run the chance of one
of his stars being cast in anything which
will take the edge off one of his own pic-

tures. If he wanted me to stay off the
screen for all that time, well, I figured he
knew his business.”

So Jack achieved the absolutely impos-

sible feat of learning how to take it—the
inaction, the uncertainty, the questions,
the speculative looks, the lack of a status
in Hollywood. It was such a strange set-
up. He was either an important star of a
Howard Hughes production, or he was not
one at all, and had no picture credit to
his name. Even headwaiters found it dif-
ficult to peg him . . . and headwaiters in
Hollywood are experts.
There was a break in the monotony of

this ten-year period of inactivity. The war
broke out, and Uncle Sam provided Jack
with room, board and clothes of Navy
blue. He served with the U. S. Navi
Aviation forces for three years. It was
during this period that he was divorced
by Cereatha Brown, his childhood sweet-
heart from Texas, whom he had married
when he was just eighteen.
The war ended, Jack was released from

service, but “The Outlaw” wasn’t. The
waiting began anew, but in 1947 he mar-
ried Gloria Bailey and the loneliness
ended. Gloria and Jack became acquainted
with a young group of Hollywoodites

—

ate with them, went dancing with them,
played games with them. They were al-
ways on the go . . . and time passed
quickly.

Gloria and Jack both enjoy the same
things, the same kind of food, the same
kind of sports, like hunting, swimming,
and a bit of amateur cow-punching, and
lots of riding. You would sense something
of this if you watched Jack move across
the room.
He is dark, sun-darkened, with curly

hair which defies him to keep it slick

and completely tidy. You might almost
think he’s swarthy until those blue eyes
flash at you and you realize that if it

hadn’t been for the Texas sun he might
have been a blond. He’s improved in looks
these past ten years. A little of the boy-
ishness has gone—but at thirty-two he’s
more masculine-looking and self-assured.
And now, with “The Outlaw” finally in

national release, the waiting is over.
Moviegoers are once again aware of Jack
—asking for him. And Howard Hughes is

busy making plans for him—important
plans for important pictures. The first of

these is to be “The Half-Breed,” bought
especially for Jack. Mr. Beutel is on his

way—no longer Hollywood’s forgotten
man.
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PRETTY PRODUCTS, INC., Coshocton, 0,

Be

Buy a

The new 1950 designs are

really flattering water
millinery. There are col-

ors to match or compli-

ment every Swim Suit and
a new white cap that

makes your sun tan three

full shades more bewitch-

Get the new 35?

PERM ABOOKS
NOW AT NEWSSTANDS

WANT

i

Nationally advertised Card Ass’ts — sell

only 100— make up to $50! Complete line

Xmas, Everydays, Wraps, Stationery.
Also novel “Spang-l-ettes” and “Prize”
Ass’ts; Notes; Name Imprinted Xmas
Cards, 40 for $1 up. Up to 100% profit.

Money back guarantee. Request “Prize”
and Metallic Boxes on approval.

f 30 FREE SAMPLES
|

/? CHILTON GREETINGS, 147 Essex St.,

ftfwfirWwl Dept S-20, Boston, Mass.

NOSES
FACE LIFTING

RESHAPED
Loose skin, wrinkles, out-
standing ears, lips, baggy
eyelids, breasts, scars,
tattoos—corrected by plas-
tic surgery. Consultation
and Booklet MC Free.

LINCOLN HOUSE
542 FIFTH AVE., Suite 63.

PUBLISHERS
N. Y. C. LE 2-1596

rEXTRA CASH MADE EASY
Sell Supreme New Christmas Cards

Imagine—an extra income! Sell friends R| rPM
amazing value Metallic, Felt Applique, U • •***
Comic, 50 for $1.00 assortments 90 items. SAMPIFC
Exclusive Gift Wraps. All-Occasion boxes, S
Scented Stationery, Animated Children’s m NAME
Books, Gifts. Fast service. Profits to IMPRINTED100%. Special offers. Bonus. Write today g
for FREE samples Name Imprinted Christ- k CHRISTMAS
mas Cards, Napkins, Stationery^ Feature K CARDS

Sxmuni
ELMIRA GREETING CARD CO., Dept. C-1146, Elmira. N. Y.

MAKE EXTRA MONEY
Pre-Made-To- Measure
NYLON HOSIERY

624 Hours Wear Per Pair
Sensational new kind of Nylons give 624 hours

average wear per pair, by actual Laboratory
testl Satisfaction guaranteed. PRE-MADE-to-
Measure in 52 leg sizes . . . they fit smooth and
wrinkle -free all over, not just in foot and length
but ALSO at ANKLE, CALF AND THIGH.
! pi V Show actual sample stocking to yourh friends, neighbors. You get 2 pairs for

yourself every time you make only
$12.00 in commissions. No experience needed. Spare
time fine. Send no money. Rush your name for
complete plan, includingNYLON STOCKING-^sent
ABSOLUTELY FREE! Act today—now I

AMERICAN HOSIERY MILLS
Dept. G-22, Indianapolis 7, Indiana

Evening Glow
(Continued from page 65) Adrian, with his
billowing printed chiffons, his ways of

making broad (but not square) shoulders
with ruffles, reminiscent of the famed
“Letty Lynton” clothes; his flowing, floor-

length evening gowns; his complete gamut
of colors, surely “wised up” many a
femme who otherwise might not have had
the courage to swim against certain fashion
tides.

His fabrics and silhouettes in this most
recent collection are but the most beau-
tiful and flattering we have ever seen!
He had one whole group of dresses, for in-

stance, made of chiffons and organdies

—

starched and limp, long and ankle-length,
quilted or smooth, printed or solid color
—that were just plain out of this world!
And what suits! And not one of them,
whether strictly tailored or “dressmaker-
ish” featured the disfiguring “no shoulder”
look nor the top-heavy accent that has
been getting so much publicity via Paris!

R
EX, who is just about Hollywood’s favor-
ite milliner (no reflection on Keneth

Hopkins, et al, who are as happily en-
trenched) is showing just about every
kind of a bonnet you could name, short of

a sunbonnet! His most delectable dishes are
his “Dance Caps” for cocktail or evening
wear. They follow the hairline, mostly,
being fashioned of little leaves, spiked with
sparkling “gems” or head-hugging jobs of

silk, satin or crepe, with lace overlays and
stiffened veils.

Irene, long-time favorite of Filmtown
femmes, provides a treat with her won-
derfully elegant and simple suits and fav-
ors the slim sheath look whether in suits or
dresses. Also the “cardigan ensemble”
with a pulled-in hip-band. She even
shows suits with short sleeves! Her dress-
up clothes feature wider shoulder straps
and a chemise neckline, in case you hap-
pen to have a really lovely neck, chest
and shoulders! And none of those un-
comfortable, unflattering dolman (Paris-

inspired again!) sleeves!

Deborah Kerr caused a sigh that could
be heard all the way to Santa Monica
when she walked into a Hollywood pre-
miere wearing her new silver-blu mink
wrap, with just enough of her “Rosebud”
gown made by Christian Dior to get an
extra gasp! It combined the delicate colors
of pale yellow and pink, the skirt being
tiers of soft silken petals, its bodice a mass
of swirling petals, too! Jeanne Crain, on
the same occasion, wore white ermine over
a strapless pink lace gown, the midriff of

which was skintight pink satin.

Arlene Dahl has a lovely white net and
satin, the tiered skirt being spotted here
and there with wisteria roses. Tiers are
still very much “in.” Peggy Dow, the new
Universal starlet has a gown with a three-
tier skirt trimmed with silver sequins and
pulled to a side drape where one enorm-
ous dark red rose anchors it.

At Mocambo we gabbed with Susan Hay-
ward. Her very, very low-cut gown was
of black. Strapless, heart-shaped bodice,
ankle-length full skirt. Susie was wear-
ing gold and diamond jewelry, a choker
studded with gems around the front of her
throat, matching ring and bracelet. Evelyn
Keyes, in ankle-length white starched
chiffon gown, was there with Bob Stack.
Evelyn lost a gold earring just as her mid-
night “snack” (steak, potatoes, vegetables,
etc.) arrived, and almost broke a bunch
of teeth before she found it. Because she
finally found the bauble just where Bob
bet her it was—in her plate of food!

DON'T MISS THE NEW PICTURES

CORNS
CALLOUSES • BUNIONS • SORE TOES

Fastest

Relief

Ever! A

I Instantly allays pain—no faster

relief possible this easy way . .

.

o Quickest corn and callous removing

action known to medical science . .

.

o The only method that stops corns,

callouses before they can develop.

Super-Soft Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads instantly
stop painful shoe friction and lift pressure.

Used at first sign of tenderness from new or

tight shoes, these soft, soothing, cushioning,
protective pads stop corns and callouses before

they can develop. And no corn, callous remov-
ing action is faster than Dr. Scholl’s. Always
insist on Dr. Scholl’s—world’s largest selling

foot reliefs. Get a box today! Sold everywhere.

CORNS CALLOUSES BUNIONS SOFT CORNS

D- Scholls Zino-pads

NEW SILK FINISH

ENLARGEMENT
GOLD TOOLED FRAME

Beautiful 5x7 enlargement made
from your favorite snapshot, photo or
negative and mounted in a handsome
gold tooled frame. Be sure to include
color of hair, eyes and clothing for
complete information on having your
enlargement beautifully hand colored
in oil. SEND NO MON EY—simply pay
postman 19c each for the enlargement
and frame plus cost of mailing. Satis-
faction guaranteed. Limit two to a
customer. Originals returned with your
enlargement. Offer limited to U. S. A.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Blvd., Dept. M287.Hollywood 38, Calif.

FRECKLES
Do Freckles

Embarrass You?

Starr using Stillman’s

Freckle Cream today.

It is not only a freckle

cream, but a beauty
cream. Thousands of
girls apd young wom-
en use it for a softer, smoother, more radi-

ant, and appealing skin. Do you know that

a radiant, youthful skin adds sparkle to

your personality • . . makes you more
charming and attractive?

For your copy of "Thd Joy of

New Personal Charm/* write

THE STILLMAN CO.
BOX 60, AURORA, ILLINOIS

P
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CHRISTMAS CARD AGENTS
Sell America’s only $1.00 Gift wrap assortment

I containing 30 full size sheets; 24 Christmas tree
ornaments to retail for 50c; Giant plastic pencil con-
taining personalized pencils; Santa stocking with

3 name; Pine scented gift wrapping paper; Rudolph
the red nosed reindeer assortment; Children’s birth-
day party assortment. Over 100 Christmas card box

I assortments and surprise items. Write today for five
FREE portfolios of personalized Christmas cards.

ELMCRAFT, Dept. 8

5930 S. Western Ave. Chicago 36, Illinois

MONEY FORYOU-sell
CHRISTMAS CARDS-UPTO 100% PROFIT

FREE SAMPLES

50^1
Make Money Easily. $50 profit selling ,

100 Feature Boxes. Complete line big
value, fast selling plastic, metallic,
Christmas and Everyday cards. Smart
gift items. Embossed designed cards, sta

kins, coasters with name 50 for $1 up.
experience needed to start. Fund rais:

churches and clubs. Special bargain
bonus. Write for samples on approval.

Empire Card Co., 355 Fox St., Elr

NAME PRINTED
CARDS. NAPKINS
ah.STATIONERY

tUNWANTED l

HAIR
hair boot can you

J BE SUBE UNWANTED HA/B If DONE FQggVIgJ

I 6BINGS BELIEFANP SBC/At HAPPINESS. F
J OO NOT USE OUB METHOD UNTU YOU

. HAVE BEAD OUB INSTBUCTION BOON .

J CABEFUILY ANP LEABNEO TO USE THE I

f MAHLEO METH00 SAFELY ANO EFFICIENTLY}
m USED SUCCESSFULLY OVEB50 YEABS/^<\wu'

i/ii \wrn--
^MAHLERS, INC., Dept. 58-K, Providence 15, R.

Don’t mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Ap-
ply non-staining Der-
moil. Thousands do for
scaly spots on body or
scalp. Grateful users often
after years of suffering,
report the scales have
gone, the red patches gradually dis-
appeared and they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin
again. Dermoil is used by many doctors and is backed by a
positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or
money is refunded without question. Send 10c (stamps or
coin) for generous trial bottle to make our famous ‘One Spot
Test.” Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write to-

day for your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print
nameplainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 3925. Strathmoor Station. Dept- 4004. Detroit 27,Micn.

Another party found Marie McDonald
(just before her latest illness) entertaining
in her farm-type Encino house for her
hubby Harry Karl’s birthday. She had
tiny trees of red carnations and white
phlox decorating the individual tables at
which she seated six. And the large center
table on which was spread the dinner
buffet, had the same floral theme (but
bigger) with long red streamers from its

center to the table edges. On the streamers
in big gold lettering was, “Happy Birth-
day.” Dinah Shore and George Mont-
gomery, Kathryn Grayson and Johnny
Johnston, John Payne with Elaine White
(the stenog who used to date Clark Gable),
Betty Garrett and Larry Parks, were
among those at Marie’s tables.

The Joan Bennett-Walter Wanger soiree
for the departing James Masons (off for

a tour of Europe), was one of the season’s
glossiest. Doris Duke, for one, had ordered
a dress flown out especially for it from
New York and then, the night of the ball,

got sick and couldn’t go. But at least a
hundred others made it to the cellophane
tent that the Wangers had had erected on
the grounds of their home. The Ty Powers,
Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz, Jane Greer
and Ed Lasker, Jan Sterling and Paul
Douglas, Stewart Granger, Ginger Rogers
and Greg Bautzer, Ethel Barrymore, just a
few on hand to dine, dance and say “Bon
Voyage!” And Joan Bennett really carried

out the “Bon Voyage” motif. (You could
do it even for a pal who was crossing

Lake Erie, y’know!)
As each guest entered the house, he was

given a First Class ticket baggage label that

carried his table number. And in the
center of the buffet table rested a large

reproduction of the liner, “lie de France,”
with little electric lights rigged up to du-
plicate the deck and portholes of the

famous transocean liner. (Heck, you could
reproduce a rowboat and make a terrific

splash, too!)

How wild can Hollywood life get? At
the opening of the newest Wil Wright ice

cream parlor, Keefe Brasselle (the devil!)

got behind the counter and dished out
sodas and sundaes like crazy. He gave in

later and admitted he had a right, because
he was once a soda-jerk, himself. (Before
fame, via Ida Lupino and his debut in her
production “Not Wanted” sent him on to

stardom’s road.) Stewart Granger dated
Ruth Roman for this event, while Virginia

Field with Rod Cameron and John Agar
with Joan Courtland (Jerome’s sister and
John’s big heart throb) were others who
gathered ’round the very innocent “bar.”

The End

Ala Blid went to a ball and won a trip

to Hollywood as Canada’s “Cinderella

Girl.” Here, Humphrey Bogart enter-

tains the pretty visitor. Contest was spon-

sored by the Toronto Telegram, Walt

Disney and the Odeon Theater chain

m NINETEEN YARDS!

POUNDS$195
ALL PRINT

REMNANTS
and Assorted
BIG Patches

LARGE piece*! Full

width dress goods
material included
Broadcloth and per-

cale in pastel shades.

ALL SIZES USABLE!
Make aprons, skirts,

patchwork quilts, play
clothes, rompers, etc.

FREE patterns. 4 lbs. in

sturdy box. Only Si .95 plus post-

age. SATISFACTION GUAR-
ANTEED or money refunded. Sent

C.O.D. Order by mail today!

QUALITY PATCH CO.
N Fall River, Maes.

$50 EASY!
Sell America’s
Leading 21
Card Christmas

Assortments. Samples on approval. New,
Sensational, Money making Gift Items.
Don’t delay. Write today.

LORAIN ART STUDIOS
0 Vermilion, OhioDept.

FREE
SAMPLES
50 & 25 for

$1.00 Name
I mprinted
CHRISTMAS
CARDS and
STATIONERY

\NEW METALLIC

i

> Christmas Cards i

You make 75c on every box of Metal Foil
name-imprinted Christmas Cards you sell friends and I ~ ;

others. They buy this new sensation on eight . . .Over /yp UV1 IV 1
60 other Christmas and Everyday assortments. Name- L e- **./' j

imprinted Christmas cards, 60 for $1, up. FREE Per-/
sonal Samples. Assortments on approval. Write now.

]

CHAS.C.SCHWER CO. , Dept. 36-L, Westfield, Mass. <

. 50 J
r Boxes \

easy EXTRA MONEY
III; Show fnends sensational new

21-Card $1 Christmas Assortment.
Big: value, lovely designs. Sells like
wild fire! Upto 100% profit. 7 Super
Name-Imprinted lines, 50 for $1,
np. New METALLICS, Christmas
.Pearls, manyothermoney-makers.
^SAMPLES ON APPROVAL.
'Vi

.
Sell New

CHRISTMAS
CARDS A

IDEAL CARD C0. f Dept.V- 1

0

165 N. HlLL AVE., PASADENA 4. CALIF.

From Sunny ,V

Californiakn

[

LARGE SIZE OF YOUR FAVOR

MOVIE STAR
(DELUXE TYPE—Suitable for Framing)
SPI
Wi
LO
PI<
ho\
ph.
yc

I Bo

SPECIAL OFFER—FOR LI M ITED TIME ONLY
WithPhoto, you will also receive FREE CATA-
LOG listing ALL stars plus 14 ADDITIONAL
PICTURES ofpopul ar stars on cover. Also tel Is

how to get ADDRESSES. BIRTHDAYS, and
photos of STARS’ HOMES. Send name of
vour favorite star and only 15c for handling.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STAR CENTER
Box 2309, Dept. A-80, Hollywood 28, Calif

NEW! smart idea!

For home permanents, cos-

metics— special top holds
wave lotion, package gives
you clean cotton as you
need it! Get it today.

COTTON PICKER <i

Cosmetic and Nursery Cotton

A CURITY Product

lamemmi Division of The Kendall
Company, Chicago 16

Nowpggp
your Easy Dollars

are here!

Your Help

Wanted—
We need YOU to
act as our MAG-
AZINE SECRE-
TARY in your

neighborhood. Earn $10 to $50 in your
spare time. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
Take subscription orders for ALL maga-
zines for your friends and neighbors.
Write TODAY for FREE material (U.S.A.
sales only) to:

Subscription Secretary Dlv.

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS. INC.
Dept. PH -8

205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17. N. Y.
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WORRIED. . . ABOUT

DRY

SKIN?

“COMPLEXION FORMULA”
Skyman Soaps

Pure all-vegetable soap
. . . quick-acting pore
cleanser. You feel the

“tingle'’ as it pene-
trates! Special aid for

adolescent skin prob-
lems. Grand for your
shampoo, tool

Dry, sensitive skin?
Now, enjoy a “peaches
and cream complex*
ionl" Rich in Lanolin

, . rich in lather . . ,

a delightfully scented
beauty soap. A de
Luxe sudsy bath treat]

If dealer cannot supply you, send 50£ and dealer's name
for 3 cakes of either kind. Sayman Dept. TY8, St. Louis (3)t

QUICK RELIEF! Use Sayman “Camphorated" Salve

for externally caused skin rashes, pimples, eczema,

athlete’s foot, psoriasis, etc. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Get a jar today . . only 350 or send for 1 00 trial size.

SAYMAN PRODUCTS CO., St. Louis 3, Mo.

nsnnEnnm

t
^tSTfar ’1 Christmas Cards WITH NAME
32-page CATALOG of 100 BEST SELLING
iristmas Cords and Gift items. It's all yours. Just send us your

id address for our 1950 deluie assortment on approval. Moke up

to 100% profit. It’s fun, easy. Write NOW!
(OUR Corp.. 200 Fifth Avenue, Dept.MF8.N.V.C 10. N.V
CIAL FUND RAISING PLAN FOR ORGANIZATIONSH

5ELL EXCLUSIVE SUNSHINE
CHRISTMAS CARDS

EARN EXTRA MONEY IN YOUR SPARE TIMES
Showing Smartly exclusive Sunshine line to Friei
Neighbors. QUICK SALES! SEND FOR SAMPLES ON A*
PROVAL & Details of $1,000. SALES CONTEST. SUNSHINj
ART STUDIOS, Dept* MA-8, 1 15 Fulton St., New York 8, N.

I Was Nearly “Nuts”
With Fiery Itch —

Until I discovered Dr. D. D. Dennis’ amazingly fa»t
relief—D.D. D. Prescription. World popular, this pure,
cooling, liquid medication speeds peace and comfort
from cruel itching caused by eczema, rashes, scalp
irritation, chafing, athlete’s foot and other itch trou-
bles. Greaseless, stainless. Trial bottle, 350. First
application relieves, soothes that angry red itch or
money back. Ask druggist for D. D. D. Prescription*

INGROWN NAIL
Hurting You?
Immediate

Relief!
A few drops of OUTGRO® bring blessed relief from
tormenting pain of ingrown nail. OUTGRO tough-
ens the skin underneath the nail, allows the nail to

be cut and thus prevents further pain and discom-
fort. OUTGRO is available at all drug counters.

Hollywood's

Bachelor Mothers
(Continued from page 39) been told that

their mother and father do not plan to

live together again. This knowledge will

come slowly so they will accept it with-
out any sense of shock. In the meantime,
Ted Briskin talks to them every day on
the telephone and sees them whenever he
wishes.
Wednesday, maid’s day out, is a special

treat. Early in the morning, Betty and
the children go marketing, gather the
groceries, the fruit and vegetables and the
meat in a little wire cart. Later, when
everything has been stowed away in the
car they repair to the fountain of the
Brentwood Market for ice-cream sodas.

Let it be said to the credit of Holly-
wood’s bachelor-mothers that ..they do not
underestimate a child’s need of two par-
ents. As Eve Arden, who has two adopted
children, which makes her a real bachelor-
mother, says, “The danger of raising chil-

dren without a man around the house is

that they become personalities for your
pleasure and you give them too much
attention. We should love our children
and let them know we love them. But,
we should see to it that they have a good
life independent of us, engage in activities

with boys and girls their own age.”

D
ORIS DAY faced a real problem with her
son, Terry. During the years when Doris

was on the road earning her living as a
singer, Terry lived with her mother. Then
she found a steady job in California and
Terry and her mother joined her. She
found Terry to be spoiled. However, “Mrs.
Chocolate Chip Wing,” as everyone calls

Doris’s mother because of her cookies, is

a very sensible woman. Always, she told
Terry, he must obey his mother. Terry
finally changed for the better. But Doris
feared he might feel henpecked abiding
by the wishes of two women all the time.
She talked things over with Marty Mel-
cher, whom it is expected will be Terry’s
step-dad before long. Marty promptly
devised a contract by which Terry earned
an allowance of one dollar a week. This
was fine, until Terry needed more money.

“You’ll have to find some way of earn-
ing more,” Doris told him.
A few weeks later, Bill Holden, meeting

Doris at a radio rehearsal, asked if she
would take fifteen cents home to Terry.
“I owe it to him,” he explained, “for a
shoeshine. I had only a five-dollar bill

and he couldn’t change it.”

“Shoeshine?” repeated Doris stupidly.

“Haven’t you seen Terry’s shoeshine
kit?” Bill asked. “It’s sharp. He tells me
he saved out of his allowance to buy it.”

Doris took the money home to Terry,
very proud. Glad, too, that she had gone
to Marty for counsel. It’s a wise bachelor-
mother who doesn’t underrate masculine
influence.

Which answers the often repeated ques-
tion of why Bette Davis went back to

William Grant Sherry when she knew,
too well, about his terrible temper. Bette
wanted her three-year-old Barbara’s home
to have a father in it Now, however,
reconciled to the fact that life with Sherry
is impossible, Bette is bringing to her job
of bachelor-mother the same warm wis-
dom she brings to all of her personal
relationships.

Fortunately, Bette has her sister Bar-
bara to depend upon when she must be
at the studio and a nurse fails her. Nurses,
interestingly enough, do not remain with
Bette as long as her other domestic em-
ployees who often stay on for years. Too
many nurses are elegant, in the chi chi
sense of that word. And Bette will have
no chi chi where Beedee is concerned.
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Kept smooth

hair-free longer ... by Nair

. . . the safe, odorless depilatory

lotion . . . that removes £-

leg hair quickly, easily . . .

leaves legs smoother . . .

more exciting . . .

Lady, throw your razor away— use Nair, new
cosmetic lotion that keeps legs hair-free

longer! Dissolves hair skin-close—no ugly

razor stubble. Easy to use— rinses off quickly.

No clinging depilatory odor, no irritation to

normal skin. For free sam-
ple, mail this ad before Nov.
30, 1950, to Dept. 41, Nair,

53 Park PL, N. Y. 8, N. Y.
Offer good in U.S.A. only.

Hiah School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Yearn

I Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Equivalent to re»-

| dent Sohool work—prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
II EL S. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credits for H. 8. subjentn

lv completed. Single subjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletim.

American School, Dept. HC53, Drexel at 58th, Chicago37

YOU MAY BE ABLE TO
DEVELOP A GLAMOROUS
BUST CONTOUR!

Follow Bonomo Ritual! Bust Beaut; Course
•how, how to improve your bust allure I

Exclusive home techniques by Joe Bonomo.
famous beauty authority, publisher of

Beauty Fair. 8%" * 12", 124 diagrams,
charts and photoa of “miracle” exercises,

bust control methods, diet, weight tables,

etc. Money back if not delighted. Sent
C.O.D. for $1.00 plus postage or send

31.00, we pay postage.

BONOMO CULYURE INST.,Dept.MY8

1841 B'way, New York 23, N.Y.

"The Work

I Love"
AND $35 to $45 A WEEK!

“I’m a TRAINED PRAC-
TICAL NURSE, and
thankful to CHICAGO
SCHOOL OF NURSING
for training me, at home,
in my spare time, for
this well-paid dignified
work.”
YOU can become a nurse too! Thousands of
men and women, 18 to 60, have studied this
thorough, home-study course. Lessons are easy
to understand and high school education not
necessary. Many earn as they learn—Mrs. R.
W. of Mich, earned $25 a week while still

studying. Endorsed by physicians. Easy pay-
ments. Trial plan. Equipment included. 51st
year. Write now!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 28 41 East Pearson Street, Chicago 11, 111.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

Name_

City—

_Age_
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She wants Beedee to get her dress dirty

making mud pies, to skin her knees in

attempts to scale fences and climb trees,

to shout when she’s excited, and to hob-
nob with other children who do these

things.

Joan Fontaine, another recently bach-
elored-mother, also is doing magnificently.

When Joan was in New York recently,

she telephoned to tell me Deborah was
coming with her nurse to pay a call.

“You will receive her?” she asked.

“I don’t know about babies,” I protested,

a little scared.
“Oh,” Joan assured me, “Debbie is very

individual. She’ll do the talking. You’ll

see!”

Debbie did do the talking, too. “Have
you a cow?” she asked.

“I have a half-interest in a cow on a
farm in France,” I said.

She shook her head. Evidently she
thought it very foolish not to keep my
cow right at hand in the hotel. But she
tried again.

“Have you a monkey?”
“A lot of monkeys come to see me,” I

parried.
“Could I see them sometime?” she

asked, eyes brightening.
“Well,” I had to admit, “the monkeys

who come to see me are not the kind of

monkeys you mean.”
She left, I’m afraid, disappointed in her

mother’s friend.

Joan I like better since she’s had
Deborah. This in spite of the fact that

she talks about her child often and at

length. To hear her you wouldn’t believe
she had so many other interests, among
them, men. Currently, or at least when
I saw her this spring, the man in her life

was Charlie Feldman, the producer.
I took a young Italian friend to supper

with Joan and Charlie one night. Shortly
after we were seated Joan turned to my
young friend and said, “We might as well
admit that we have met before, mightn’t
we, Count? You were so wonderful to me
last summer.”
“What’s this?” Charlie demanded.
“My mother has a villa in Florence,” my

Italian friend explained, “and Miss Fon-
taine did us the honor to visit us.”
They talked then, Joan and he, about

the tennis they had played, the museums
they had seen, drives along the banks of
the Arno. It all sounded very romantic.
Charlie thought so, too. For when, while
they were dancing, I said I must take my
leave, Charlie made it clear enough he

would appreciate it if I would take my
“boy friend” with me.

In the car he turned to me. “You know,
of course, that I never saw Miss Fontaine
before in my life. She nudged me gently

with her foot when she said we had met.

And I was pleased to go along with her,

she is so gay and charming, to make Mr.
Feldman a little jealous. I think we suc-
ceeded, do you agree?”

All of which is my roundabout way oi
saying I doubt Debbie Dozier will face

the adjustment children are likely to know
when they grow up with no man in the
house. Mother just isn’t the bachelor-girl
type. I don’t mean she will marry
Charlie Feldman. I only mean she will

marry.
I would not be believed should I record

the number of nights a week Jane Wyman
has dinner with her children, Maureen,
nine, and Michael, five. Jane would be the

first to say this isn’t entirely from choice.

As she told Eve Arden, “The only men
who call me for dates are men I wouldn’t
go out with.” Obviously the younger, less

known actors wouldn’t ask to be one of

Jane’s “gentlemen callers” lest it appear
they were looking for the publicity that

accrues from escorting a famous star. And
the more established players are, almost
without exception, married. This leaves
only those unattached gentlemen who take
out anyone and everyone who will go with
them.

H
OWEVER, even if Jane had an ideal date

every night in the week she would,
from choice, spend much time with her
children. She is very serious about her ma-
ternal responsibilities. She reads books
on child-raising and psychology. She
chose the private school which Maureen
and Michael attend only after the greatest

study and consideration. And she enjoys

her children, has them visit her on the set

frequently. Only rarely, however, does

she permit them to be photographed with

her. She doesn’t want them spoiled by
publicity. And her fear of kidnapping is

greater than ever, now there’s no man in

her family.

Christmas, Easter, the Fourth of July,

birthdays, these are Occasions in Jane’s

household, just as they are in all good
homes. On Maureen’s last birthday, for

which Jane cut short a New York holiday,

Maureen’s party dress was designed by
Milo Anderson; Maureen was permitted

to stay up until midnight and, as was
fitting and proper even though Jane and

Ronnie Reagan are divorced, he was there,
as a little girl’s father should be.
Think of Hedy Lamarr as she appears

on the screen, especially as Delilah, con-
sider her marriages, her first to the multi-
millionaire munitions king, Fritz Mandl,
and Hedy emerges a siren. Appearances
are deceitful! For whatever wiles Hedy
uses to ensnare men she is, in her daily
routine, as simple and practical as a
peasant.
Hedy’s children always look pretty and

groomed. But she spends no fortune on
hand-knitted sweaters, bench-made shoes
or custom clothes, believe me.
“The way children grow, that is non-

sense,” is her realistic sentiment.
With her last-born, Anthony, Hedy

had a problem that would have disturbed
mothers who do not have to go off to

work and who have husbands who come
home every night. Anthony, not a strong
child, had to be kept inactive while his

brother and sister could play normally.
Hedy did not try to face this alone. She
made it a family problem. Always she
talks things out with her children, sees to

it they have a sense of responsibility not
only towards her but towards each other.
Which reminds me of the “tell-the-

truth” meetings Joan Crawford holds with
her four: Christina, 10, Christopher, 7,

the twins, Cathy and Cynthia, 3. Anyone
with any Victorian tendency would find

these meetings shocking. For not only do
Joan’s children tell her the things they
did that were wrong; they also tell her
what was wrong with her behavior to-
wards them.
Joan doesn’t find it too much to run

her beautiful house beautifully, to raise
four children meticulously and to handle
the multiple details of her career. She is,

in fact, about to adopt a fifth child.

Whereupon, more than ever, one of the
highlights of Sunday morning will be to
see Joan and her five, scrubbed and
brushed, blue-coated and white-gloved,
marching down the aisle of the Brentwood
Science Church the way she and her four
do now.

I can’t help but wonder, watching these
bachelor-mothers with their families, how
their children will grow up, what effect

it will have upon their personalities to

have had no fathers, to have been reared,
albeit fondly and wisely, by beautiful,
famous, and necessarily aggressive women.
Will they have such a mother complex
that they never will be quite able to be-
long to anyone else? Will they, in imita-
tion, become successful, aggressive men
and women. Or will they, in reaction,
settle down as husbands and wives whose
world is bounded by the walls of their
home, however humble.
Of one thing I am sure: These children

of whom I write will not grow up with
the emotional insecurity that psychiatrists
tell us comes from little boys and girls not
being certain that they are loved.

Ann Sothern, very ill for months this

past winter and spring, typifies the devo-
tion of bachelor-mothers. She saw her
little girl, Tisha, every day or, when she
was in the hospital, talked to her every
day on the telephone. At Easter, she had
an egg hunt for Tisha in the hospital. Tisha
thought it great fun to hunt eggs hidden
under beds and in corridors, with every-
one who was able to walk, joining in the
search.

They’re an exciting group, these Holly-
wood bachelor-mothers and their children.

I wish them well! I wish them the de-
voted husbands and fathers without whom
women, however brilliant and able they
may be, and without whom children, how-
ever ably guided and loved they may be,

cannot know their greatest happiness.
The End
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Farley Granger holds the voting line again as your leading

man of the month. But the girls keep changing. Last month

Jane Powell rocked June Allyson out of first position. Now it's

Elizabeth Taylor who wins by a pretty nose.

My favorite actor My favorite actress

Mail your votes to: READERS' POLL EDITOR c/o PHOTOPLAY

205 E. 42 St., New York 17, N. Y.

This Month's Leading Stars:

I. Farley Granger 2. John Derek 3. Bing Crosby 4. Montgomery Clift

5. Howard Duff • • • I. Elizabeth Taylor 2. June Allyson 3. Jane Powell

4. June Haver 5. Esther Williams
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'»< NEW SHAPE

* tke NEWS

The new-shape “sheath plus”

makes news ... so cleverly! Designed to attract

by being as contradictory as Woman herself!

First . . . the severest, plainest,

sheath of a dress. Then, over it, an

intricately draped apron, to lend softness

and a romantic air. That’s design

with a plan behind it!

The new-shape Modess box,

too, carries out a clever plan . . .

so discreetly! Because it’s the

keep-a-secret box! Wrapped, it resembles

a box of stationery ... or facial tissues . . .

so many things! No one will guess

you’re carrying Modess!

Another thoughtful Modess feature . . .

the boxes are now tactfully pre-wrapped before

they even reach your store! Regular, Super, and

Junior Modess sizes.

I

Only Modess comes in the new-shape
,
secret-shape box...pre-wrapped!



NOTED THROAT SPECIALISTS REPORT ON 30-DAY TEST OF CAMEL SMOKERS...

Not one single case ofthroat irritation

due to smoking CAMELS
Yes, these were the findings of noted throat specialists after a total of 2,470 weekly examinations

of the throats of hundreds of men and women who smoked Camels—and only Camels—for 30 days

"QUEEN OF SONG"

7iwlM0SBV
"My career depends on

my voice. Thanks to the

30-Day Mildness Test, I’ve

found the cigarette that

agrees with my throat

—

mild, flavorful Camels!"

MAKE A NOTE . . . REMEMBER YOUR THROAT

SECRETARY Agnes
Doyle: "I use my
voice day in, day
out, I made the

30-Day Test and
found that cool,

mild Camels agree

with my throat!''

nouncer can’t take

chances on throat

irritation. So, for

mildness, 1 pick

Camel ! And I like

Camel flavor!"

INFORMATION
CLERK Jean Gam-
mon: "I have to

think of my
throat. The 30-
Day Test proved
to me how mild
Camels are!”

Crowned "Queen of Song” by the American
Academy of Entertainment of New York,
pretty Fran Warren rates high among the

nation’s most popular radio and recording

vocalists. Her velvety voice has put over
many of the best-selling records of the year.

YOUR “T-ZONE”
WILL TELL Y0U-
T for Throat, T
for Taste. Smoke
Camels 30 days!

See how mild and
good - tasti ng a

cigarette can be!

R. J . Reynolds
Tobacco Co..

Winston-Salem,
N. C.
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Yours in seconds— a flawless, poreless-looking

complexion! Solitair goes on easier, quicker. Its

soft, smooth loveliness clings longer— without
retouching. Introductory compact only 29p.

Larger sizes, 60^— 1.00. No finer quality at

any price!

Gown by Ceil Chapman

You’ll find new, exciting loveliness

in this different , feather-weight cake

make-up. Solitair creates flawless com-

plexion beauty

—

quickly. Goes on easily without streaking.

Fakes only seconds to apply! Hides each little blemish—
yet never looks artificial or mask-like.’ Stays fresh and lovely

hour after hour without retouching. It’s a complete make-up

combining creamy foundation and "wind-blown” powder.

SKIN-SAFE SOLITAIR! Protect*

against dryness. Only clinically

tested make-up which leading skin

specialists confirm WILL NOT

* FASHION-POINT LIPSTICK

Try Solitair "Fashion-Point

first and only lipstick with the

point actually curved to fit the

iips! Applies creamy-smooth color

evenly— quicker. 39^ and 1.00.

(jtniTiund

cAew
Seven glamorous

complexion -flattering

shades

CLOG PORES! Safe to use! *U. s. Pat. No. 2162584
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Now try Stopette—the deodorant

that changed a nation’s habits!

Millions now spray perspiration worries

away with amazing Stopette Deodorant

in the famous flexi-plastic bottle.

A quick squeeze checks annoying per-

spiration, stops odor. You never touch

Stopette . . . hardly know it touches you.

Wonderful ly economical, harm less to

normal skin or clothes.
£ Guaranteed by ^
Good Housekeeping ,

Wonderful for men, too!
Ns

*>2i^ov(Busio™J>^

2 sizes: 2V4 oz. $1.25; 1 oz. 60c.

At cosmetic counters everywhere.

JULES MONTENI ER, INC., Chicago
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VERA-ELLEN - ARLENE DAHL

THREE LITTLE WORDS
KEENAN WYNN - GALE ROBBINS - GLORIA DE HAVEN

I! flf
1 Color by

TECHNICOLOR
Based on the lives and music of

BERT KALMAR and HARRY RUBY
Screen Play by GEORGE WELLS

Directed by RICHARD THORPE
Produced by JACK CUMMINGS
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BestDeodorantNews fiver!
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]NewfinerMum
more effective longer!

AGAINST ODOR-CAUSING BACTERIA

NOW CONTAINS AMAZING NEW

INGREDIENT M-3—THAT PROTECTS

New Protection! Let the magic of new
Mum protect you — better, longer. For to-

day’s Mum, with wonder-working M-5,

safely protects against bacteria that cause

underarm perspiration odor. Mum never

merely “masks” odor—simply doesn’t give

it a chance to start.

New (Dreaminess ! Mum is softer, cream-

ier than ever. As gentle as a beauty cream.

Smooths on easily, doesn’t cake. And
Mum is non-irritating to skin because it

contains no harsh ingredients. Will not

rot or discolor finest fabrics.

New Fragrance! Even Mum’s new per-

fume is special—a delicate flower fragrance

created for Mum alone. This delightful

cream deodorant contains no water to dry

out or decrease its efficiency. Economical
— no shrinkage, no waste.

Mum’s protection grows and GROWS !

Thanks to its new ingredient, M-3,

Mum not only stops growth of odor-

causing bacteria — but keeps down
future bacteria growth. You actually

build up protection with regular ex-

clusive use of new Mum

!

Now at your cosmetic counter!
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Claudette Colbert

of "The Secret Fury"

WHAT SHOULD I DO

BY CLAUDETTE COLBERT

YOUR PROBLEMS ANSWERED

H
EAR Miss Colbert:

I live on a large farm, with a lot of
work on it. My daddy died last spring. I

have three brothers and one sister. One
of my brothers ran away and joined the
Marines, and the other two are too small
to work. That means that my sister, Nita,
and I have to go outside and do very hard
work. Nita is sixteen and I am seventeen.

In the spring when the sheep—we have
six hundred—have their lambs, we take
care of them and help them to have their
young. I tell you, it’s no fun.
We needed milk this last winter so it

was up to Nita and me to train some cows
and milk them. Our uncle brags about us
but I am not happy over it. The girls at

school make fun of us for doing a man’s
work. My hands are large and my arms
have heavy muscles.

I would like to be the kind of girl who
wears that white filmy stuff to dances.
Here I am, seventeen, and I have never
had a date.

Please tell me how to be the kind of

girl that other girls and boys like.

Dora A.

Don't worry about what you regard as
popularity ; it is a superficial thing, fleet-

ing at best. You will notice that the pop-
ular freshman is not the most popular
sophomore—she has had to make way for
someone else. In time to come a really

worthwhile man ivill appreciate you and
give you his love, and that, after all, is

the best thing that the greatest of all

popularity could bring you.
What you are doing is one of the few

really necessary jobs in the »world. Be
proud of your status as a farm girl who
is doing something for the welfare of
mankind. We can manage without al-

most anything in life except food.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am twenty-one and my fiance is

twenty-six. When we became engaged two
years ago, he had saved up nearly four
hundred dollars, and with this we were
going to get a start in life. He picked me
up one night and said he was practically

broke. He and his mother had gambled
away his savings.

Since that time he and I have worked
ever so hard to try to get some money to-

gether, but just when we have fifty or

sixty dollars ahead, he hears of “a sure
thing” and the next day he is broke.

I talked to his mother and she said it

was in his blood, just as it is in her blood.

How can I get my fiance to marry me
right away? I’m sure that he will change,
once we are married.

Stella N.

Marriage does not change a man's fun-
damental disposition. This man is a gam-
bler; even more serious is the fact that

his mother is also a gambler. Apparently
there is quite a strong tie between toother

(Continued from page 6)
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Starring

Produced by Directed by

ROBERT L. WELCH • GEORGE MARSHALL
Screenplay by Edmund Hartmann and Robert O’Brien

Based on a Story by Harry Leon Wilson
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Meet the man who’s going

to teach the West manners!

And the things he’s gonna

learn from Lucille... you won’t

find anywhere in books

!

Paramount s

hilarious successor to

"The Paleface "!
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One of these Twins has a Toni, the other

has a $20* permanent. Can you tell—

WHICH TWIN HAS THE TONI?

Hair styles hy Don Rito

P

6

Look closely! Compare the shining softness

. . . the live, long- lasting “spring” . . . the

lovely natural look of both permanents.

Which is which? You can’t tell! Not even

experts can find any difference between the

$1 Toni and the beauty shop wave. Because

a Toni looks as natural, feels as soft— is

actually guaranteed to be as beautiful and last

as long — as a $20 wave (*including sham-

poo and set.) Your Toni has that natural

look from the first day. There's no frizz!

Even if your hair is baby -fine, bleached or

tinted, Toni’s gentle Creme Waving Lotion

leaves your wave as satin-soft and easy to

set as Nancy Fletcher’s (at left.) You can be

sure of this — for only Toni has given over

93 million natural -looking waves to all

types of hair. Try a Toni — you’ll love it!

Toni alone, of all home permanents

—

looks so natural, feels so soft

!

That’s why more women choose Toni than

all other home permanents combined.

Here’s the reoson! Toni contains an ex-

clusive blend of the very same waving ingre-

dients used in most expensive beauty

shop lotions. Yet Toni costs . . . only I

with SPIN curlers $2.29

Qftt H OME PERMANENT

(Continued from page 4)

and son so that the boy has been brought
up to believe there’s a magic path to
riches.

You seem to be determined to marry
him, though it should be plain to you
that he would be a heartbreaking hus-
band.
Why do you ivant to marry him? \ on

say you love him, but hotv can you love
him when you know that he lacks com-
mon sense, self-control and a satisfactory
family background?

Eventually, I hope, women will face
this fact: It is better to remain single and
dream about a man than to marry and
have nightmares the rest of your life.

Claudette Colbert

1

Dear Miss Colbert:
Mine is the age-old story of a young

girl who fell in love with a man who wasn’t
legally free. When I met Don he and
Marjorie were separated and she had filed

suit for divorce. However, the hearing was
postponed month after month because they
couldn’t reach a property settlement.
For two years Don and I went together

steadily. I felt sure that eventually he and
I would be married.
Abruptly Marjorie decided that she

didn’t want a divorce. She came to the
building where I was employed and caused
horrible scenes. As a result of my hu-
miliation, I resigned a very good position.

Since that time I haven’t seen Don al- .

though he telephones me regularly and
tells me that he is not happy with Mar-
jorie. I have gone out with other men, but
I don’t enjoy myself. I still love Don and
I know he feels the same about me, but
what can we do against such a woman?
I’m so confused that I will be grateful

for any sort of direction, no matter how
drastic. Shirley O’B.

/ want you to know you have my com-
plete sympathy and understanding.

What has happened to you has hap-
pened to many girls. In some respects

,

the precepts of our grandmothers were
wise: They believed, as you know, that it

was a great mistake for a girl to accept
the attentions of a man who was not to-

tally free to pay those attentions. This
convention forestalled the difficulty in

which you find yourself.
I suspect that some of your friends may

have pointed out to you that this man is

spineless. If, during his separation from
his wife, he ivas still in love with her, he
should have made this fact plain to you.
He should have told you that he enjoyed
your company and valued your friend-

ship but that he was waiting for his wife
to grow up or to come to her senses. Then
when he returned to his wife, he should
have stopped telephoning you. Having
made the decision to resume his mar-

( Continued on page 8)

Have you a problem which seems

to have no solution? Would
you like the thoughtful advice of

CLAUDETTE UOLBERT?
If you would, write to her in care

of Photoplay, 321 S. Beverly

Drive, Beverly Hills, Cal., and if

Miss Colbert feels that your

problem is of general interest,

she'll consider answering it here.

Names and addresses will be

held confidential for your pro-

tection.
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Awake or asleep-FILM is

gluing acid to your teeth

!

Pepsodent removes FILM-

helps stop tooth decay

!

Tooth decay is caused by acid that film holds against your

teeth — acid formed by the action of mouth bacteria on many
foods you eat. When you use Pepsodent Tooth Paste right after

eating, it helps keep acid from forming. What’s more,

Pepsodent removes dulling stains and “bad breath”

germs that collect in film.

FILM NEVER LETS UP! It’s forming night and day on

everyone’s teeth. Don’t neglect it. Always brush with film-removing

Pepsodent right after eating and before retiring. No other tooth paste

can duplicate Pepsodent’s film-removing formula. No other

tooth paste contains Ilium* or Pepsodent’s gentle polishing agent.

Don’t let decay start in your mouth! Use Pepsodent every

day— see your dentist twice a year.

YOU’LL HAVE BRIGHTER TEETH AND CLEANER BREATH when you

fight tooth decay with film-removing Pepsodent!

p *lrium is Pepsodent’s Registered

ANOTHER FINE PRODUCT OF LEVER BROTHERS COMPANY Trade-Mark for Purified Alkyl Sulfate.

(Continued from page 6)

riage, he should have worked at it.

The next time he calls it might be a
good idea for you to tell him that he
is being unfair to you. Ask him not to
call you again. Remind him that he had
a choice to make ; he chose Marjorie so he
should abide by that choice, forget you ,

and allow you to forget him.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
My husband has two sisters. Both are

pretty girls, friendly and enthusiastic. The
trouble is that they haven’t been given
basic training in good manners.

I work. When I come home from the
office, I’m tired. I like to lie down for
thirty minutes before I start dinner. Be-
cause we are living on a budget, I plan
every meal to the last detail. On Sunday
we go to church, then we like to have time
to ourselves.
For the first few months of our mar-

riage this worked out fine. However, we
have now been married nearly two years,
and I must say that we have almost no
time alone together. One or the other of his

sisters, and sometimes both, simply show
up without warning. We have one as din-
ner guest at least twice a week. Last
week, we had one girl three nights, the
other, two.

I don’t think I can stand it much longer,

but I don’t know what to do about it

without turning the liking my sisters-in-
law have for me into animosity.

Alberta T.

Every reader will agree, 1 believe, when
I say this situation is extremely unfair to

you. Something should be done about
it at once.

The mistake that most people make is

postponing action on a problem of this

kind until it becomes so serious that a
huge family blow-up occurs during which
angry words are exchanged and lasting

damage is done.
The average yoting wife would be

tempted to ask her husband to speak to

his sisters, suggesting that they remain
away until invited to be guests. Unfor-
tunately, men feel defensive in such a
spot. The husband, without quite mean-
ing to, is likely to give the impression
that he is glad to have his relatives around
all the time but his wife objects. So it is

better for the wife to handle the matter.
Couldn’t you invite both girls to come

to dinner some night, and ask them to

come a bit early. Perhaps you could sit

down with them, and in as pleasant and
affectionate a manner as possible explain
that you would like to have them come
over one night a week, or one night

every two weeks, and set a “family din-

ner” day. Ask them to understand how
tired you are; don’t be afraid to say that

you like them, and want their affection,

but that you would appreciate their visit-

ing only on stated nights.

It is a shame the girls weren’t given
better training in their home. l\early

everyone knotvs nowadays that it is con-
sidered a breach of etiquette for guests

to drop in, unannounced. Except in the

case where a family has stated “at home”
hours, a note several days in advance or a

telephone call from a prospective guest

is obligatory.
Claudette Colbert

Are YOU a

“ONE-TIME” Date?
SEE PAGE 82

8
Paid Notice



The rare and racy adventures of a

female savage in a jungle of intrigue!

Joan Fontaine

Robert Ryan • Zachary Scott

Bor/? todeBaaf
-Joan Leslie Mel Ferrer

Produced by Robert Sparks . Directed by Nicholas Ray . Screenplay by Edith Sommer
P
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Fun fare: Doris Day and Gordon MaeRae make light of their work

while rehearsing for scene in new Warner musical “Tea for Two”

Still going steady: Kirk Douglas and Irene McEvov

at the premiere of “The Flame and the Arrow

Eleanor Parker, with her two daughters, baby Sharon and Susan. Eleanor, who left

Warners after “Three Secrets,” to have baby, is in movie about silent star Valentino

10



CALYORK'S GOSSIP

OF HOLLYWOOD

it was a big night in Hollywood when “Louisa” was previewed—invitations included everyone’s

entire family. Ronnie Reagan, the star, took his mother and leading lady, pert Piper Laurie

Sights You See: Lana Turner shopping for Ezio Pinza
recordings, they co-star in “Mr. Imperium” . . . Dan Dailey
waiting on tables, beating the drums and greeting cus-
tomers at “The Curtain Call,” his restaurant-bar in the
Valley . . . John Derek giving an autograph to the diaper;

service delivery man . . . Maddest about America is

Swedish siren Marta Toren. Since returning from her
native land, she dresses in red, white and blue . . . For the
first time, Fred Astaire attended a preview of one of his
own pictures—“Three Little Words.”

Inside Hollywood: The town wonders what Tyrone
Power meant when he dashed home to dub dialogue for
“An American Guerrilla,” then back again to rejoin
Linda Christian in London. “Next time we expect a baby
we’ll handle it my way,” he’s reported saying. The infer-
ence could be that too much traveling caused his wife to
lose the baby both wanted so badly . . . He may not be

a body-beautiful boy, but don’t be surprised if Louis
Jourdan ends up in a sarong. Boss-man Zanuck ordered
extensive tests on the fabulous Frenchman for the remake
of “Bird of Paradise” . . . June Haver’s many friends are
hoping she won’t become too serious over writer Cy Bart-
lett when she recovers from her serious abdominal ailment.
Opinion is that Cy’s mighty nice but too sophisticated for

Twentieth’s idealistic blonde beauty.

Me-ow Department: So help us, we heard this conver-
sation between two junior glamour girls, who would love

to land one of those fat and fancy acting roles usually
allotted top-flight stars. “Isn’t it wonderful,” exclaimed
the first, “that June Allyson’s going to have a baby!” The
second looked a bit bewildered. “But I thought you
couldn’t stand her,” she replied. “That’s just it,” came
the ready answer. “I can’t! But she’ll be off the screen
for a whole year. Maybe now I’ll have a chance.”



p

Visit with Farley: He met us at the
door; shirt hanging out, in old slacks
and beat-up loafers

;
book in hand,

horn rims on his nose. “Oh?
Come in!” There was sort of a sur-
prised but friendly note in Farley
Granger’s voice, almost as if he hadn’t
invited us for cocktails the day be-
fore. Cal’s known Farley since his
post Navy days, when he used to drop
by to see us (for a Coke instead of a
cocktail). To his growth and matur-
ity, we noted something new’s been
added—a restless eager kind of en-
ergy. He prowled the room as he
talked, stopped by a table, glanced
fondly at two “Tree of Life” figures
he’d carefully carried by hand from
Mexico. Almost unconsciously the
words, “Shelley says this”—or “Shel-
ley says that,” crept into his conver-
sation. Probably next to Shelley, good
books and music, Farley adores New
York. Humorously, he told us about
the girl who followed him through
Central Park one early morning. Fi-
nally, he stopped and asked her if

there was anything she wanted.
“Yes,” she answered, “I wanted to
see if you are a regular guy!” We’ve
got a flash for the young lady. He
is—and always will be.

Dahl Face: Next to Ava Gardner,
seems to Cal as if Arlene Dahl is the
most discussed belle of Hollywood.
At a recent dinner party, for exam-
ple, four eligible bachelors who had
dated the beautiful Dahl were having
a lovely, lively corner conversation.
Arlene was charming, intelligent and
most appreciative of their attentions.
However, it seemed the second they
became serious, the sudden change in

room temperature forced them to run
for their overcoats. As one of the
Dahl devotees expressed it: “When-
ever I hear them play, ‘I Can’t Get
Started with You,’ I think of Arlene.”

Rampant Rumor: That there will

be enough film on the cutting room
floor after “A Place in the Sun” is

edited to make a second feature.

INSIDE STUFF

He sells shoes—on the side: Ann Sheridan

can’t resist Art La Forest’s sales talk. An

ex-prize fighter. Art is bit-player in movies,

takes his shoe rack along when he’s working

Hair doings: While Harry James is back East, Betty Grable enjoys a I

Mocambo night out with the Harry Ritzes. Above, with Mrs. Ritz

-L2.



Brilliant director George Stevens al-

ways knows what he wants and never
hesitates to “shoot” for it. Stevens
conducts endless rehearsals. However,
ofttimes just before a “take,” Mont-
gomery Clift retired to his dressing-

room where his good friend Myra
Rosovskaya was waiting. A few min-
utes later he was in front of the
camera but to everyone’s complete
consternation, he had an entirely new
interpretation of the scene they had
rehearsed for hours!

Names in the News: Red Skelton
says, as a wedding present from his

father, Nicky Hilton received a hotel

called “His” and Liz Taylor one called

“Hers” ... A sensational social sea-
son being planned for Laurence Oli-

vier and Vivien Leigh, returning to

Hollywood after ten years . . . Cal
predicts a Honolulu honeymoon for
Ida Lupino and Howard Duff (if and
when they marry) who vacationed on
the fabulous island and yearn to re-

turn . . . An announcement from Hedy
Lamarr, who should know, she has no
plots to become Mrs. Herbert Klotz.

Merrill-y He Rolls Along: Had you
mentioned the name of Gary Merrill
six months ago, the answer would
have been: Oh, he’s that actor who
played the commanding officer in

I
“Twelve O’Clock High.” Mention his

name today in any Hollywood draw-
ing room and the answer is: Oh, he’s
the actor who plays opposite Bette

.
Davis in “All About Eve” and may
marry her! At this writing Bette has
yet to secure her divorce, so the
future is problematical. However, the
fact remains that now something
more than one actor’s regard for an-
other does exist between herself and
Gary. Upon completion of their pic-

ture, he announced his fourth separa-
tion from actress Barbara Leeds,
whom he married in 1941. Since the
break-up of her marriage, Bette has
been lonely and, needless to say, not
too pleased over the front page pub-
licity given her private life.

“It’s a bit of all right,” says Danny Kaye,

back from England, where he was big hit

Lana Turner put her footprint in Grauman’s Chi-

nese and met Officer Walker Jacobs—he used to

patrol Hollywood High when she was student there

Just for the laughs: Director Bretaigne Windust, right, rehearses

Dennis Morgan and Betsy Drake for scene in comedy, “Pretty Baby”

P
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kRE YOU REALLY
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ofY

?tPRESENT
deodorant?

test it

UNDER THIS AP
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Suddenly, breathtakingly, you’ll be embraced . . .

held . . . kissed. Perhaps tonight.

Be sure that you are always lovely to love; charm-

ing and alluring. Your deodorant may make the

difference. That’s why so many lovely girls depend

on FRESH Cream Deodorant. Test FRESH against

any other deodorant— see which stops perspiration

. . .
prevents odor better! FRESH is different from

any deodorant you have ever tried— creamier, more

luxurious, and really effective!

For head-to-toe protection, use new FRESH Deodorant

Bath Soap. Used regularly, it is 20 times as effective as

other type soap in preventing body perspiration odor,

yet mild and gentle.

INSIDE STUFF
Modest Maiden: For- being the most

“regular” girl in Hollywood, we person-
ally nominate Ann Blyth. Possessing
rich Irish humor, the lovely little lass is

still quite serious about life and her pro-
fession. What others say or do concerns
her not one snit. On the other hand, she
doesn’t smoke or care for cocktails. Nor
has anyone ever heard her use profan-
ity. Put these ingredients together and
place them on the set of “Katie”—where
they adore Ann and show it by teasing
her. One day when Mark Stevens was
holding her in his arms, director Fred
De Cordova rehearsed their love scenes
again and again. Finally, Ann’s cheeks
began to turn a pretty pink. “I’m sorry, „

Mark,” she apologized. “But your whis-
kers are so rough.—they’re bruising my
face.” He began to grin. “You’ve gone
out with so many young' boys,” Mark
kidded her, “you’re just not used to it!”

When the whole set roared, the best little

sport of all laughed with them. No
wonder everyone loves her.

Nature Boys: This month Cal went
that-a-way! Out to the “Kansas Raid-
ers” location, where men are men and
the plumbing’s something that shouldn’t
happen to a movie star! “The Bronx
was never like this,” Anthony Curtis
hailed us with gun on hip. “One more
hour in this boiling sun and they can
poke an apple in our mouths,” grinned
Scott Brady. “Sho am goin’ to miss this

lovely dust,” sighed James Best. “Me
too, pardner,” chimed in Richard Long.
“Also these friendly fleas!” “Whoo-o-o-
Whoo-oo” screeched an owl in a tree.

“Why me of course,” kidded Audie Mur-
phy as he stood up and took a bow.
Following several unsuccessful takes, the
man in charge of horses brolce in: “Look
fellows, these animals have been acting
in Westerns for fifteen years and they
know what they’re doing. You-all are
just new, so let them have their way.”
Step right up folks and meet Cal, the
cowboy from Hollywood and Vine!

Now You Know: That Virginia Mayo
has been anemic since she returned from
making “Captain Horatio Hornblower”
in England and must have medical at-

tention . . . That ( Continued on page 1G

)

Jimmy Stewart gets a “drive-on” lesson

j

from Peggy Dow on the set of “Harvey”
14



Here’s the girdle that leading fashion designers praise

for every season, every occasion, every time of day

!

Still-to-come warm weather

CAROLYN SCHNURER, well-

known designer: “My collec-

tions reflect wonderfully slim

and slender lines. But that’s no

problem if you wear a playtex

under everything. It’s invisible

under the scantest swimsuit.”

For vacation days to enjoy

TINA LESER, famous for origi-

nality: “My advice is—wear a

playtex, the girdle that slims

you where you need slimming,

moulds you, holds you in com-

plete comfort—and fits invisibly

under the slenderest clothes.”

For the first fashions of fall

CEIL CHAPMAN, New York de-

signer : "The supple lines of this

new silhouette make a woman
look younger, more alive! And
what an easy figure to have —
with playtex. It gives the illu-

sion of no girdle at all.”

All day, any day, every day

MAURICE RENTNER, known for

his fashions: “Every woman
can have the slender, youthful

silhouette with a playtex Gir-

dle. It trims away inches,

moulds your silhouette, com-

bines power with comfort.”

invisible PLAYTEX* PINK-ICE

MADE BY A REVOLUTIONARY NEW LATEX PROCESS, PLAYTEX PINK-ICE DISPELS BODY HEAT. SLIMS YOU IN COOL COMFORT.

pink-ice washes in ten seconds,

dries with a towel, ready to wear

again immediately. Made of tree-

grown liquid latex, PINK-ICE

moulds your figure comfortably,

whether you’re sitting, standing

or walking. In panty, panty with

garter, and garter girdle styles

at department stores and better

specialty shops everywhere.

In SLIM, silvery tubes,

PLAYTEX LIVING® GIRDLES, $3.50 to $3.95

In SUM, shimmering Pink Tubes,

PLAYTEX PINK-ICE GIRDLES . . $3.9S to $4.95

Sizes: extra-small, small, medium, large

Extra-large size slightly higher

INTERNATIONAL LATEX CORP’N.
Playtex Park ©iooo Dover Del,
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bobbyp
With every hair in place

glamorous no matter what

Gayla HOLD-BOB
set curls beautifully—keep

lovely—easy to open— hold

There is no finer bobby pin.

More women use

GaifCa, H0LDB0B than
other bobby pins combin

INSIDE STUFF
(Continued from page 14) Wanda Hen-
drix is now a carrot-colored brunette,
has gained seven pounds, is taking ballet

lessons, learning to ride cowboy fashion
and has completely altered her person-
ality—which only adds to her enchant-
ment . . . That Rhonda Fleming, who se-

cured her release from her long term
contract with David 0. Selznick, declares
she’ll never be caught alive signing with
another studio . . . That Jeff Chandler
is so fond of spinach he could even
“take” it in a sandwich.

Racquet-eers: Cal can’t tell you what
they do on a rainy night in Rio, but
here’s what happens on a Sunday after-
noon at Lana Turner’s. “Don’t get
dressed up and don’t make a date for
dinner,” she warned us. No arm-twist-
ing was necessary! Our tennis opponents
were such super servers as Errol Flynn
and the Princess Ghika, Bruce Cabot,
Ginger Rogers and Greg Bautzer. Look-
ing lush and lovely in a white pique
tennis dress, Lana managed to swat a
few swift ones and be graciously atten-
tive to everyone. The game stopped
promptly at six. Colder cocktails fol-

lowed cold showers and at seven forty-
five, the famished folk descended upon
the Topping barbecue pit. We had ribs,

rolls, salad, hot dogs, beans. While his

Princess watched adoringly, Errol quiet-
ly consumed five ears of beautifully bar-
becued corn! With enchanting music
pouring forth from the pool house, a
magic moon suddenly appeared. Fun-
loving Lana looked up. “Those M-G-M
prop men!” she cracked. “They can do
anything.”

Grant Takes Anderson: His face has
never appeared in movie magazines but,

take it from Cal, it won’t be long now!
Cary Grant agrees with us, but we’re

getting ahead of our story. We first sa\

Dick on the set, playing a small par
opposite Bette Davis in “The Story o

!

a Divorce.” With the combined charm
of Farley Granger and Gregory Peck
this boy still has a personal quality tha
leaves a deep and lasting impression
Cary Grant recognized it the second h
saw him in “Lights, Camera, Action” oi

Television. Imagine Richard’s surpris
and shock when a voice called him afte
the broadcast and said: “This is Car;
Grant. I just saw your excellent per
formance and I was wondering if you’i

come out to M-G-M and have lunch. I\

like to talk to you.” And that’s the wa;
it happened. Richard Anderson, stil

dazed by it all, not only has an M-G-1V
contract, he’s already playing in “Ground;
for Divorce” with Van Johnson am
Kathryn Grayson. He even has the righ
to make one outside picture a year fo

the man who had the kindness and fore
sight to give a talented boy the chanci
he deserves.

. The Bouncing Berle: According to ou
special spy, “Always Leave Them Laugh
ing”—didn’t! That is, Milton Berle’:

cinema salad clicked in certain cities bu
it still didn’t garner gigantic gold, a:

expected. Now it’s announced that TV’:

famous comedian needs a rest and won’
make a picture this summer. Could be
Also could be as rumored that Warner:
would just as soon not make a pictur<

with Milty-Wilty and with this in mind
offered him “Call Me a Doctor,” th<

script that Danny Kaye and Laurer
Bacall turned down. Seems like yester
day to Cal that Milton Berle was up t<

there in Hollywood red carpets. Hov
fickle can fame be.

Roman Deal: “If you’ll do me a favor
I’ll take you to (Continued on page 19)

Gary Cooper can’t leave wife Sandra alone a minute—without the men rushing over

to talk to her. Bob Walker, Sandra and Van Johnson are at a Ciro part;
16
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Ltpsudo
8 fashionable shades that

go on, stay on, without smearing!

Smoothly, evenly does it with exciting Cashmere Bouquet

Lipstick— never a lear ol a rub or smear! So clinging, creamy,

caressing, your lips take on a new look ... an alive look

. . . one that says, plain as day, !
I dare you ! And of course

no other lipstick, at any price, betters Cashmere Bouquet’s range

of fashionable reds. Get Cashmere Bouquet today, and then,

try to go back to your previous brand. Yes, you’re

sentenced lor lile . . . but you II love it!



Cashmere
r* 1 In a New Bath Size

130ll(|lict Cake, Too!

Yes, in laboratory tests conducted under severest

conditions on normal, dry and oily skin types . .

.

Cashmere Bouquet Soap was proved amazingly mild! So

use Cashmere Bouquet regularly in your daily bath

and for your complexion, too. It will leave your skin

softer, smoother . . . flower-fresh and younger looking!

The lingering, roman tic fragrance of Cashmere

Bouquet comes only from a secret wedding of rare

perfumes, far costlier than you would expect to find

in any soap. Fastidious women cherish Cashmere

Bouquet for this “fragrance men love”.

New tests by

leading skin specialists

PROVE the amazing mildness

of Cashmere Bouquet

on all types of skin!

Now- At the Lowest Price In History

$
LAUGHING
STOCK

It Y EKSK1NE JOHNSON

Tune in Erskine Johnson's “Hollywood
Story," Mutual Broadcasting System,
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 5:55 p.m.

A couple of make-up men went to a

projection room to check on Jane Russell’s

make-up in screen tests for her next film.

Jane was wearing a sweater in the scenes.

After the tests were run, the first make-up
man turned to the other and said: “Now
let’s run it again. This time we'll watch
the make-up.”

* * *

A movie starlet went to the Griffith Park
Zoo the other day and threw a terrible

tantrum. She discovered a mink with a

coat exactly like hers.

* * *

When “South Pacific” played in Cleve-
land, an ad in a local newspaper an-
nounced: “Plenty of tickets available to

‘South Pacific.’ ” Callers discovered it was
a travel agency office and that there were
plenty of tickets available to South Pacific,

including Java, Guam and other points,

either by air or boat.

Talking about marriage, Ed Gardner
quipped: “It takes two to make a marriage
—a single girl and an anxious mother.”

* X *

Credit Bob Hawk with the crack that

Charlie McCarthy plans to leave his for-

tune to his next of kindling.

Overheard at the Marquis: “A family
tree is a device for tracing yourself back
to better people than you are.”

* * *

Joan Fontaine plays an alcoholic in “Mr.
and Miss Anonymous.” She says: “It is

my most staggering role.”

* * *

Irving Hoffman claims there’s a Holly-
wood actor who sees plenty of flying

saucers. Every night right in his own din-
ing room. But he loves her still.

* *

Sign in a Beverly Hills bakery store:

“Pies—like Mack Sennett used to make.”

* * *

Carolina Cotton will play a feminine

Hopalong Cassidy in “In Old Utah.” She
was telling a friend about the plot and
said: “Everyone in the picture is scared

of a cattle-rustling gang. But I’m not

scared because I’ve read the script."

^ *

Definition of a music lover: A man who
hears a beautiful blonde singing in the

j

bathroom and puts his ear to the keyhole.
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INSIDE STUFF
(Continued from page 16) dinner!” And
that’s how Cal and luscious Ruth Roman
wound up in the Brown Derby. “Will

you please firmly deny that I’m married

to Bill Walsh,” pleaded our favorite

steak-and-potato girl. “Ever since the

rumor started, no man will take a chance

and invite me out. The phone hasn’t

rung in a week.” With our ol’ fat

heart breaking, we parried, “But what’s

to prevent you from changing your mind
before this even gets into print?” De-
clared rugged Roman, “I’ll put it in

writing.” On the back of a Derby menu
she wrote: “Bill Walsh is a wonderful

guy, but we are not going to get mar-
ried!” P.S. She picked up the check too.

Stars in Straw Hats: Almost every

day for the last few weeks, Cal was
bidding goodbye to friends who heard
the call of the summer theater managers
—and who were bravely going forth to

do their first play in years. Paulette

Goddard went Shavian in “Caesar and
Cleopatra.” Lon McCallister took his

first crack at comedy in an oldie called

“The Poor Nut” which Bill Eythe super-

vised and directed in roaring twenties

style. Zachary Scott rode the subway
circuit for four weeks as the maniac
killer of “Blind Alley,” facing New York
audiences for the first time since War-
ners discovered him in “Those Endearing
Young Charms.” Among others who
braved sunburn and mosquitoes were
Laraine Day, Eve Arden, Franchot Tone,
Susan Peters, Shelley Winters, Tom
Drake and Celeste Holm. The Sunset
Strip looked absolutely deserted.

Keeling Over: Metro knew they had
something in Howard Keel right from
the start—but the national reaction to

6 this new star has surpassed their fond-
est expectations. Back from Hawaii and
“Pagan Love Song,” Keel was rushed
into a non-singing lead opposite Jane
Wyman in “Three Guys Named Mike.”
After this he’ll have only a short respite

t before he makes “Show Boat.” M-G-M
waited four years for the right leading-
man for their remake of this musical

i classic. Now that they have Keel, they
want to start the cameras rolling—but
fast.

lill Durand, head of Macfadden Publii

delations, visits Hollywood office wit!

|larlet Bobbie Darrow, his grand-niec*

amazing Shasta Shampoo

guaranteed not to rob

hair ofnatural oils
needed fornafurai/y soft shiny, hea/fhy hair

HERE'S WHY YOU SHOULD ACCEPT THIS

SENSATIONAL MONEY-SAVING OFFER!

Just go to your dealer and buy a Y9f^ jar of
new, improved Shasta. You’ll get a 49^ jar
free when you do. This is a $1.28 value for
only 790. It’s a money-saver! New, improved
Shasta is guaranteed not to rob hair of the
natural oils needed for naturally soft, shiny,
healthy hair. Even dull, dry, unruly hair
looks unbelievably softer, shinier, beautifully
groomed under Shasta’s magic-like touch.
Shasta leaves your hair looking its loveliest.

Your dealer has a limited supply of this
money-saving offer. So don’t delay a mo-
ment. Go to your dealer today. Get a free

490 jar of Shasta when you buy a 790 jar.

PROCTER & GAMBLE'S GUARANTEE
Shasta does not rob hair of its natural oils.

Leaves hair looking its loveliest. Procter &
Gamble guarantees this or your money back.
So you can accept this money-saving offer

with full confidence. Use 490 jar first: If not
overjoyed with the results, return 79^ jar
and get your money back in full.
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BmDigfst
REPORTS THE RESEARCH

WHICH PROVES*

Brushing Teeth

Right After Eating with

COLGATE

DENTALCREAM
STOPS TOOTH

DECAY BEST

Better Than Any Other Way of

Preventing Tooth Decay According

to Published Reports!

Read July Reader’s Digest for the results of

"one of the most extensive, costly and prac-

tical experiments in dental history”! The
toothpaste used in this research was Colgate

Dental Cream. And read this, too: Two
years’ research showed brushing teeth

right after eating with Colgate Dental
Cream stopped tooth decay best! Better than

any other home method of oral hygiene!

Yes, the Colgate way stopped more decay
for more people than ever before reported

in dentifrice history!

No Other Toothpaste or Powder

Ammoniated or Not

Offers Proof of Such Results!

Even more important, there were no new
cavities whatever for more than 1 out of 3

who used Colgate Dental Cream correctly!

Think of it! Not even one new cavity in two
full years! No other dentifrice has proof of
such results! No dentifrice can stop all

tooth decay, or help cavities already started.

But the Colgate way is the most effective

way yet known to help your dentist prevent

20

uecay.

ALWAyS USE
COLGATE’S TO CLEAN
yOUR BREATH WHILE
you CLEAN yOUR
TEETH-AND HELP
STOP TOOTH DECAY!

JZ&' ^
Guaranteed by

i Good Housekeeping ,

^Colgate Dental Cream was used

exclusively in this scientific research.

Cheers and Jeers:

After seeing a sneak preview of "The
Furies,” I left the theater with a new
favorite actor. He played the brother
of Barbara Stanwyck. His name is John
Bromfield. Seeing him in action, I’m con-
vinced that he is a mixture of Gable and
Lancaster and just as rugged!

Dick Cone
Hollywood, Cal.

So “Tarzan and the Slave Girl” is

“too fantastic” for your reviewer ? Hah !

I can hardly wait until most of the movies
produced and exhibited are fantasy and
science-fiction ! And that day is not far

distant. The world has at last become
science-fiction conscious and so has Holly-
wood. Too bad, though, that it took the

atom bomb to do it!

J. Wasso Jr.

Pen Argyl, Pa.

When Elizabeth Taylor says, "I just

love everything about getting married”
(June Photoplay), I laugh. I wonder
how many dishes she will wash, how
many diapers she will wash, how many
days and nights she will take care of sick

babies and still have a good dinner made
and the house cleaned when her husband
gets home, how many times she will go
from one market to another in order to

feed her family on the little money she has
until next pay day. I am not envious or

discontented with my lot but I don’t think

movie stars know what marriage really

is. Maybe if they had to work and suffer

to keep their families fed, clothed and a

roof over their heads, they wouldn’t all

end up in Reno.
Georgia Henderson
Buffalo, N. Y.

I have just come from seeing "Wagon
Master” and am just a little angry over
the way the motion picture companies
handle their billings. Two youngsters
and a girl have top credits and Ward
Bond is hardly mentioned, and it was he

who was the strong character of the pic-

ture. I think the story revolved around
him. I am sure many others feel as I do.

How about letting we mothers of your
teen-age buyers get “in the know” about

our "dream men” too.

Mrs. Ewan Olson
Los Angeles, Cal.

Casting:
It has been reported that M-G-M will

remake “The Merry Widow” starring

Lana Turner and Ricardo Montalban.

I ask M-G-M to change their plans, and
to please remake “The Merry Widow”
as a glorious musical romance, as it should

be, with singers in the principal roles. I

might suggest Kathryn Grayson and
Howard Keel. Please give us a "Merry
Widow” who can sing.

Jean Fitch
Ferndale, Mich.

Question Box:

Would you please give me some infor-

mation on Harry Carey Jr. I liked his

acting very much in “Three Godfathers”

and “She Wore a Yellow Ribbon.”

Joan Thielemann
Portland, Ore.

(He was born May
16, 1921. Is 6’y2 ",
weighs 155, has blue
eyes and red hair.

He is married to

Marilyn Fix and has
two children, Steven,
four and Melinda,
three. Next picture,

"Rio Brava.”

Could you please tell me how many
actors have portrayed Tarson on the
screen ? I have a wager with a friend
who says there were only two, Johnny
Weismuller and Lex Barker, but I think
there were some before them.

Mrs. G. Barstow
Chicago, 111.

( You win. We count nine: Elmo Lincoln,
Glenn Morris, P. Dempsey Tabler, James
Pierce, Frank Merrill, Buster Crabbe,
Herman Brix (Bruce Bennett), Johnny
Weissmuller, Lex Barker.)

In “Nancy Goes to Rio,” when Jane
Powell was seen kissing someone on the

bridge, was it Geary Steffen?

LaVerne Schwartz
Chicago, 111.

(Fey, it was.

)

I have just returned from seeing "Wa-
bash Avenue.” In my estimation, it was
one of Betty Grable’s best. I think her
dancing partner was terrific. I would like

some information about him.

Eleanor Hercka
Chicago, 111.

( Billy Daniel was
born July 4, 1912, in

Fort Worth, Tex.
He is 5’ 9"

,
has bro.zM

eyes, brown hair, and
is single. He’s a

dance director by

profession.)

The girls of Boston would like to kno\v

where Hollywood has been hiding hand-

some Audie Murphy. We thought that

John Derek was handsome, but Audie has

it all over him. Could you give us more
information on him ? What studio can

we write to receive a picture of him?

Jeaneane Tallant
Jean Rogers
Boston, Mass.

(Audie Murphy ivas born June 20, 1924

in Kingston, Tex. He’s a liasel-eyed brun-

ette, is 5’ 8", 140 lbs., and was divorcee

from Wanda Hendrix. Next picture

“Sierra.” Write him at Universal-Inter-

national Studios, Universal City, Cal.

Address letters to this department ti

Readers Inc., Photoplay, 205 East 42m
Street, Neiv York 17, N. Y. However
our space is limited. We cannot therefor .

promise to publish, return or reply to al

letters received.



"Iw. a Lufi QjJil"
B etty Grable is more sparkling, more

irresistible than ever in her latest sineinv

and dancing role. You’ll thrill to the beauty
ol her Lux Complexion in the close-ups.

HOLLYWOOD’S ACTIVE-LATHER FACIAL:

BETTY GRABLE
'I've been a Lux Girl for years," says

lovely Betty, "never skip my active-lather

facials a single day"

Try this gentle care Betty Grable uses

for her million -dollar complexion. See
what fresh new loveliness it gives your skin!

9 out of 10

"When a gorgeous star
like Betty Grable gives a
beauty tip I listen! And
believe me, these facials
really work! I smooth the
active lather well in

—

"I love the creamy lather
Lux Soap gives—even in
hardest water. So rich
and abundant! I rinse
with warm water, thtfn

splash on cold

—

"Then I pat my face
gently with a soft towel
to dry. This quick easy
care does wonders for
the skin—gets me lots of
compliments

, too!”

Screen Stors use Lux Toilet Soap
p

9.

1
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SHADOW

Medieval adventure: Burt Lancaster relaxes between heroic

deeds to have a romantic idyl with peasant-girl Sue Casey

(p) The Flame and the Arrow
(Norma-Warners )

T
HE SHOUTING in Hollywood you hear these days is

for Burt Lancaster and his first Norma Production re-
lease. Burt has brought back the grand traditions of

Douglas Fairbanks Sr.—in Technicolor. Not even the be-
loved Doug ever did so many hazardous tumbles, leaps
and climbs as does this former circus acrobat. And no
finer figure of manhood has ever before been seen on the
screen. Burt plays Dardo, the Arrow, a leader of the
people in medieval Italy at the time when Frederick Bar-
harossa’s henchman, Ulrich of Hesse (Frank Allenby)
ruled the conquered people with ruthless cruelty. When
the tyrant kidnaps his son, Dardo swings into action and
there follows an exciting adventure tale. Virginia Mayo
is beautiful as the haughty Anne of Hesse; Robert Douglas
plays a nobleman with a sense of humor, Lynne Baggett
plays Ulrich’s mistress. Nick Cravat, who plays the mute
blacksmith Piccolo, steals everybody’s scenes.

Your Reviewer Says: You’ll buy this.

Program Notes : Nick Cravat, the scene stealer, makes his movie
debut in this picture. He has been Burt Lancaster’s pal for twenty-

six years. They used to be tough kids together in New York, and
for eight years Nick worked as Burt’s partner in the acrobatic
acts they put on for circuses, carnivals, vaudeville theaters, night
clubs and charities . . . Burt’s four-year-old son has acrobatic

ambitions, too. He could always be found in the gym, rigged up on
one of the stages, working out on the bars and rings . . . Virginia

Mayo’s best scene in the picture was cut, by request of the censor.

With almost nothing on she took a bath in the mountain stream
ivhile Dardo held on to the chain around her neck.

Pasadena Pageant: Barbara Lawrence, Charles Coburn, Di-

ana Lynn star in story of colorful Tournament of Roses

^ (F) Peggy (UI)

P
ASADENA’S world famous New Year’s Day pageant,
the Tournament of Roses and the Rose Bowl football

game, is the star of this pleasant Technicolor comedy.
Semi-documentary in part, the picture was filmed in

Pasadena and tells in detail how Rose Queens are chosen
each year. Charles Coburn plays a retired history pro-
fessor who settles in Pasadena with his two pretty daugh-
ters, Diana Lynn and Barbara Lawrence, both of whom
are chosen as Rose Queens. Diana is secretly married to

Rock Hudson, an Ohio State half-back who is poison to

her father. Wonderful Mr. Coburn has his troubles with
Charlotte Greenwood, a domineering neighbor who takes

a fancy to him. Aiding in the fun is comedienne Connie
Gilchrist. Charles Drake is the moon-eyed young man
who falls in love with Barbara.

Your Reviewer Says: Family style.

Program Notes: The colorful Tournament of Roses, that brings
j

1,500,000 people to Pasadena every year, is well worth seeing .

None of Ohio State’s grid heroes are present in the football scenes, i

Rock Hudson leads the Buckeyes on the Rose Bowl field, followed

by three USC Trojans, four UCLA Bruins, and three professionals I

. . . Diana Lynn was well on her way to becoming a child prodigy 1

on the piano when she got side-tracked in pictures. Diana still i

clings to her career as a pianist (“just in case”) and records al-

bums between pictures. Irony Department: She plays the piano I

in “Peggy” but has to play badly . . . Barbara Lawrence is c I

native of Carnegie, Okla., and stands 5'8". Charlotte Greenwood
a tall gal herself, is writing a book on advice to tall girls ana l

Barbara has offered to pose for the illustrations . . . Monoclea
j

Charles Coburn was born in Macon, Georgia. He’s seventy-three i

and is one of the smoothest dancers in Hollywood.

BY LIZA WILSON
WV Outstanding Vv' Good F' Fa I

F—For the whole family A—For adulj
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STAGE

New Orleans manhunt: Richard Widmark and Paul Douglas

join forces to find the criminal carriers of a deadly plague

^ (F) Panic in the Streets

(20tli Century-Fox)

R
ICHARD WIDMARK and Paul Douglas are the stars

of this dramatic story of how a plague epidemic was
averted in New Orleans. Widmark plays a young doctor
who stubbornly tracks down the persons infected by
a plague victim. As these persons are criminals, hid-
ing out from the law, it is a doubly hard job. Paul Doug-
las plays a captain in the police department assigned to

work with the doctor, whom he considers an alarmist. An
Armenian is smuggled into New Orleans, and is murdered
by a small time gangster called Blackie. At the morgue
it’s discovered he had the plague in its most virulent form.

The chase is on, and it’s a thriller, ending in a coffee ware-
house on the New Orleans waterfront. Jack Palance
makes a terrifying Blackie. Zero Mostel is his greedy
henchman. Barbara Bel Geddes has a small part as Wid-
mark’s sympathetic wife.

Your Reviewer Says: A killer chiller.

Program Notes: This picture teas made entirely in New Orleans.

The company teas on location there last December and January.

Widmark, a shy sort of guy who hates crowds, spent his off-set

time playing records and reading in his hotel room. Paul Douglas
has no inhibitions about places and people and took in all the

sights. Widmark went AWOL over Christmas and flew to New
York to spend the day with his wife and child. Douglas celebrated

Christmas on Bourbon Street visiting the Dixieland jazz places.

He ran into a former New York friend, playivright Lillian Hell-

man, and they joined forces . . . This is the first picture for Jack
Palance who plays Blackie. An ex-Pennsylvania coal miner, he
crashed in a plane in ’44 and graduated from Stanford in ’46. He
became interested in acting while at Stanford.

Sun Valley serenade: Esther Williams, Van Johnson fall

in love beneath the snow-capped peaks of romantic Idaho

^ (F) Duchess of Idaho (M-G-M)
IjlSTHER WILLIAMS and Van Johnson are teamed again
i i in this big Technicolor musical. The story is as weak
as water, but the talent is superman strong. The story

is the oldie about the secretary (Paula Raymond) who is

in love with her rich, girl-happy boss (John Lund) but
doesn’t get anywhere until her roommate (Esther) takes
matters into her own hands—with the usual complications;

the chief complication being a bandleader (Van) who
falls in love with Esther. Eleanor Powell dances, after six

years’ absence from the screen. Lena Horne sings, for the

first time since “Words and Music.” And singer Connie
Haines makes her screen debut. For some strange reason,
Mel Torme, that popular boy with the “velvet voice,”

doesn’t sing at all—just bellhops. The “Torch Parade” on
skis in which members of the Sun Valley Patrol ski down
Dollar Mountain at night, each carrying a torch, is mighty
pretty. Esther Williams, as always, swims divinely. Van
sings, which should thrill a goodly portion of the female
sex.

Your Reviewer Says: Summertime fare.

Program Notes: Esther Williams did her swimming routines in

the huge Metro tank at the studio, but a double did her skiing

for her at Sun Valley. A special camera unit shot the Sun Valley
scenery, but the stars never left the studio. Esther’s startling

bathing suits were designed by Helen Rose, Metro designer . . .

During production Esther, who is rapidly becoming a big

business woman, opened her “The Trails” restaurant in Los
Angeles. At lunchtime she always drove some of the cast there

for lunch. If business happened to be hopping Esther would put
on an apron and help wait on tables ... Van Johnson always
brings his lunch. Wife Evie packs three lunch boxes every morn-
ing, one for Van and two for her boys who go to a nearby school.

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 108. For Best Pictures of the Month

and Best Performances See Page 99. For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 106.
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'Pont look now.

You’re at Malibu Beach, near Hollywood, when your

eyes stumble on a beauty to rival Esther Williams!

It is Esther Williams with Ben Gage! Lucky her head

is turned. You can see she’s as beautiful as Technicolor

insists. Psst, Esther knows you’re staring! Her com-

plexion is glowingly groomed with Coquette, exciting

new golden rachel shade of satiny Woodbury Powder.

ihere's

Esther Williams

Esther is one of the Hollywood stars who chose

Woodbury Powder 6 to 1 in response to a recent sur-

vey.* A unique ingredient in Woodbury Powder gives

the smoothest, satiny finish. No “powdery look’’! Magi-

cally warm, infinitely fine in texture, enchantingly

fragrant, it clings for hours! 8 heavenly shades glorify

every skin type. 15(f, 30<f, $1.00, plus tax.

(F) Destination Moon
(Pal-Eagle Lion)

H
ERE is the most thrilling excitement
you’ve seen on the screen in many

moons. It’s the story of the greatest ad-
venture awaiting mankind—a trip to the
Moon. The scientists say that this trip will

be actually made some time within the
next ten or fifteen years. Completely with-
out hokum, sensationalism and romantic
goo, producer George Pal and director Irv-
ing Pichel have made a picture based on
scientific fact. And they prove that fact is

not only stranger than fiction, but more
exciting. Four daring men take the first

perilous expedition to the Moon: Gen-
eral Thayer (Tom Powers), a long time
Army proponent of rocket development,
Dr. Cargraves (Warner Anderson), a lead-
ing atomic physicist, Jim Barnes (John
Archer), a progressive and brilliant young
industrialist, and Joe Sweeney (Dick Wes-
son), a radio and radar man, who doesn’t

really believe that the rocket will work,
goes along for the laughs. What takes place

will have you glued to your seats.

Your Reviewer Says: A real treat.

Program Notes: The picture teas photo-

graphed for the most part on a huge Holly-

wood stage, which was always jammed with

scientific visitors. The preparation for the

film took more than a year. The rocket you
see in the picture is the result of hundreds
of hours of consultation with the Army and
Navy Rocket Engineers at Cal-Tech. The
moon surface set is an exact reproduction
made from photographs taken by the tech-

nicians at the Mt. Palomar Observatory
Dick Wesson is a night club and television

comedian. This is his first picture . . . Robert
A. Heinlein, one of the country’s leading sci-

ence-fiction writers, wrote the story especially

for the screen.

v'V'Vz (A) Sunset Boulevard
(Paramount)

T
HE star of this latest Brackett and
Wilder film is Gloria Swanson. Glorious

Gloria represents better than any other

star the lush ’Twenties of gold bathtubs
and temperamental feuds. As Norma Des-
mond, silent screen queen living in luxuri-

ous seclusion and dreaming of a comeback,
Gloria gives a terrific performance. Wil-
liam Holden is excellent as the Hollywood
writer down on his luck who, after an in-

volved association with Gloria, is found
murdered in her swimming pool. The
story, a harsh one, is told in a long flash-

back. Old-timer Erich von Stroheim does

well by the improbable role of Max,
Gloria’s devoted butler. Nancy Olson

is a young studio writer in love with

Holden. Cecil B. De Mille plays himself.

Your Reviewer Says: Sophisticated fare.

Program Notes: At fifty-one Gloria is slim

and wrinkle free, and retains the famous
Swanson sparkle. She is five feet two, has

big blue eyes, and favors a saltless and

almost meatless diet which “caters to the

chemical balance of her body” . . . Since he re-

turned from war, William Holden has been

one of Hollywood’s busiest young actors. His

( Continued on page 26)
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Are you lovely...
j

OR LONELY?
SEE PAGE 14
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ONLY NEW

QDORQ-flO
CREAM GIVES YOU

ALL THESE

1 Stops perspiration quickly— safely.

2 Banishes odor instantly.

3 The only cream deodorant that

guarantees full 24-hour protection.

4 Never irritates normal skin— use it

daily— even right after shaving.

5 Absolutely harmless to all fabrics.

6 New, exclusive formula. Never
dries up, never gets caked or gritty

as ordinary deodorants often do.

7 Double your money back if you
aren’t satisfied that newOdo-Ro-No
Cream is the safest, most effective,

most delightful deodorant you’ve

ever used, just return unused por-

tion to Northam Warren, N. Y.

p

Don’t trust your charm to outdated, ineffec-

tive deodorants. Rely on the new Odo-Ro-No
Cream, made by the leader in the deodorant

field for more than 30 years.

ODORO-BO
CREAM

GUARANTEED
FULL 24-HOUR
PROTECTION!

More cream for your money.

New 25<t and 50c sizes, plus tax.

(Continued from page 24)

wife, Brenda Marshall, stood by with towels
and hot coffee the night of his “drowning” se-

quence in the picture . . . Twenty-year-old
Nancy Olson, “a new face,” was signed by
Paramount while she was still at UCLA . . .

Erich von Stroheim started his screen career
in Hollywood during World War I and be-

came famous for his “the man you love to

hate” in Hun roles. Since 1938 he has lived
in Franee

,
produced and starred in pictures

there, with the exception of “Five Graves to

Cairo” made in Hollywood in 1943. He dis-

carded his monocle for this film.

P'P' (F) Winchester 73 (UI)

M
i HAT’s Shelley Winters doing in a West-
ern? Just about nothing, that’s all. But

the boys have a high old time of it in this

action-filled Wild West melodrama. A
one-in-a-thousand specimen of the 1873
Winchester 44-40, called by historians “the
gun that won the West,” is won by Jimmy
in a shooting match at Dodge City. It is

stolen by his brother (Stephen McNally),
a famous criminal, who is being tracked
down by Jimmy (and his pal Millard
Mitchell) for the murder back east of their
father. The rifle is lost and found by a
number of other characters in the course
of events, including Indian trader John
Mclntire, Indian Chief Rock Hudson, yel-
low coward Charles Drake and notorious-
ly bad man Dan Duryea. There’s a deafen-
ing battle between Indians and the U. S.

Army, an ambush in a burning house, a

bank hold-up and finally an exciting

shoot-it-out between the brothers on the
side of a rocky mountain.

Your Reviewer Says: Top-drawer Western.

Program Notes: In frontier days, when the

Winchester Company came out with its

famous repeater rifles, they’d be test-fired in

a vise. The occasional rifle that came out

with a perfect barrel was laid aside until the

next even-thousand serial number came up.

Then it ivould be numbered, engraved “One
of One-Thousand,” and presented to a celeb-

rity. President Grant and Buffalo Bill Cody
were among those who received the treasured

rifles. The “73” is the year many of the

historic weapons were made. The Winchester
Company tried to interest the U. S. Army in

the gun, but was turned down. The Turkish
Army bought it. And the American frontier

Indians bought up all they could from the

crooked Indian traders. They used them to

massacre General Custer and his troops in

the historic Battle of the Little Big Horn.
... The picture was made on location last

spring ninety miles out of Tucson, near
Tombstone, Arizona. Among the “Indians”
in Tucson at the time ivere the Cleveland
Indians, the major league baseball team.
Shelley and star pitcher Gene Bearden
latched on to each other in one of those

location romances. Back in Hollywood Shel-

ley resumed dating with Farley Granger.

VVVz (A) Where the Sidewalk Ends
(20th Century-Fox)

D
ANA ANDREWS and Gene Tierney are
the stars of this taut, exciting and often

violent drama. Dana plays the son of

a famous New York hoodlum. In his

frantic zeal to live down his old man’s
reputation he becomes a hoodlum-hating
police detective who punches first and asks
questions later. His quick temper and
overactive fists cause him to kill acci-

dentally a tin-horn punk. He’s all for pin-
ning the murder rap on a big-shot racke-
teer, until an innocent taxi driver is ar-

rested for the murder and sent to jail. The
man he has killed turns out to be the no-
good husband of Gene Tierney, a model,
and the taxi driver her father. The acting

( Continued on page 28)

TONI TWINS

Discover New

Shampoo Magic

Soft-Water Shampooing

Even in Hardest Water

“We found the magic ofToni
Creme Shampoo the first

time we used it,” say lovely

twins Marcelle and Jeanne
Pastoret of Long Island, N. Y. “Our hair

was so delightfully soft ... as if we washed
it in rain water. And that marvelous soft-

ness makes it lots easier to manage, too.”

You, too, will discover So/t

Water Shampooing. . . the magic
of Toni Creme Shampoo!
Even in hardest water you get

oceans of creamy lather that

rinses away dirt and dandruff

instantly. Never leaves a dull, soapy film.

That’s why your hair sparkles with all its

gleaming natural highlights. And it’s so

easy to set and style.

TONI CREME SHAMPOO
• Leaves your hair gloriously soft, easy to

manage

• Helps permanents “take” better, look lovelier

longer

• Rinses away dirt and dandruff instantly

• Oceans of creamy-thick lather makes hair

sparkle with natural highlights
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Would you letYour Man
take the first flight to the Moon?

IT’S CLOSER THAN YOU THINK! Rocket experts say that in our lifetime the

moon-trip will be made exactly as you see it in this tense, believ-

able picture! Will you have to say woman’s most heart-breaking

good-bye? Will your man take off on man’s adventure into to-

morrow? [2 yearsinthe making—thepicture you’ve beenreadingabout.)

DESTINATION MOON
'roduced by GEORGE PAL Directed by IRVING PICHEL. Screenplay by RIP VAN RONKEL, ROBERT HEINLEIN and JAMES O’HANLON
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more effeitive

in killing

odor-forming

batteria

test x
Purpose: Test of 5-DAY’S

action in removing odor-

forming skin bacteria

5-day
deodorant pads

Contains

twice* as much

active anti-

perspirant . .

.

yet milder

new miracle

pad deodorant

munm
ODOR-FORMING

BACTERIA
^ —does not leave them

under your arms!

deodorant pads

Pocior I
Each Pad contains r'8ht amount.

LdSICl ! No guessing! Even smooth pene-

tration instantly.

Factpr I
Goes lnto action instantly. Dries

I dolCl in seconds.

Cooling, Refreshing! ^k
c

y'S:
Cooling, refreshing sensation.

This microscopic photo
proves that when you throw
away your 5-Day Pad you
throw away with it hundreds
of thousands of odor-form-
ing bacteria. Does not leave

them under your arms.

This laboratory photo was
taken hours after applica-

tion of a 5-Day Pad. Note
the amazing difference. This

is because 5-Day’s exclu-

sive formula prevents the

grow th of odor-forming skin

bacteria and keeps you safe

from underarm odor longer.

25c 55c

$ 1.00

No other deodorant tested is as effective in

checking perspiration and stopping odor!

The miracle is in the pad! 5-Day Pads are

circlets of fabric saturated with refreshing, mild

yet very effective deodorant. 5-Day’s exclusive

formula checks perspiration— stops odor longer.

Safely checks perspiration more effectively,

too! Contains twice* as much active anti-per-

spirant than an average of leading brands tested.

Yet, laboratory pH tests prove 5-Day milder-

harmless to skin and clothes.

Greater reserve protection! Laboratory tests

show that hours after application 5-Day’s exclu-

sive formula is 8 times* more effective in keeping

you safe from underarm odor than an average

of leading brands tested. No other deodorant or

deodorant soap can keep you so safe from

underarm odor— so long.

DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK— if not completely satisfied.

* All comparative figures mentioned in this ad are based

on the average of laboratory tests of leading deodorants.

Name of independent laboratory available on request.

(Continued from page 26)

is top drawer, especially that of Gary
Merrill, who plays the deadly racketeer.

Your Reviewer Says: Strong fare, this.

Program Notes: Gary Merrill, a New York
stage actor, is the actor whose name has been
linked romantically recently with that of

Bette Davis . . . This picture teas so physically

brutal on the set that the cast re-titled it “Ac-
cidentally Alive.” Dana accidentally clipped
the chin of former welterweight Jack Perry
when he forgot to duck and knocked him out

cold. Later he split open the head of fight

technical advisor John Daheim. Then Dana
himself suffered a split nose when he collided

with ex-pugilist Bob Evans' nose. General
George Marshall was on the set that day and
hadn’t seen such a flow of blood since World
War 11.

^ (F) This Side of the Law
(Warners)

W ELL, if it’s melodrama you have a yen
for, here it is, complete with creepy

estate and ill-tempered dog. When lawyer
Robert Douglas finds a genial vagrant with
a butch haircut facing him in court he
gets quite a jolt. Seems that Kent Smith,
the vagrant, is the spitting image of a
long missing millionaire whose estate, in-
cluding the formidable Sans Souci, awaits
distribution. The lawyer gives Kent five

grand to impersonate the missing man,
and he momentarily fools the sister-in-law
(Janis Paige), the widow (Viveca Lind-
fors), and the disagreeable dog named
Angel. There’s murder and attempted mur-
der, and a skeleton in a cistern.

Your Reviewer Says: Wasted talent.

Program Notes: Since making this picture

both Janis Paige and Viveca Lindfors have
been dropped from the Warners contract list.

This was Janis’s honeymoon picture. Shortly
before it started she married Frank Marti-
nelli. . . . During the filming Swedish Viveca
separated from her Swedish husband, and
started romancing with Don Siegel who
directed her first American picture. They
have since married . . . Kent Smith is now
playing on Broadway with Helen Hayes in

“The Wisteria Tree.”

kV (F) It’s a Small World
(Castle-Eagle Lion)

T
HIS film, which treats the midget prob-
lem as that of a minority, is highly

instructive and entertaining. It conveys
clearly the little people’s abhorrence for

exhibitionism, and their hopes to find

themselves a normal place in a world
that is too eager to regard them as freaks.

When Paul Dale (he realized at twelve
he was a midget) is twenty-one he runs
away from his father’s farm, has an un-
pleasant experience with a carnival, and
takes up shoeshining in a big city. He
falls in love with a cheap girl (Lorraine
Miller) who gets him involved with a

bunch of crooks, including Nina Koshetz
and Steve Brodie, the girl’s real sweetie.

The gang, with the exception of the mid-
get, are sent to jail. Paul is packed off to

Florida to join the Cole Brothers Circus.

Here he meets Anne Sholter, an attractive

Lilliputian, whom he marries.

Your Reviewer Says: A big view of little

people.

Program Notes: Paul Dale is a Des Moines

disc jockey tvho was selected for the part

from some three hundred applicants. He
made enough money out of the picture to

buy himself a farm. For a while it seemed

that the diminutive Paul and Anne were

really falling in love, but she up and be-
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came engaged to a six-foot Army Major . .

Director William Castle chose Steve Brodie

for the heavy after he saw him in “Home
of the Brave.”

l/Vs (F) The Good Humor Man
(Columbia)

T
HE chase, that backbone of the Ameri-
can movie, comes to full flower in this

cops and robbers comedy. Jack Carson
plays a Good Humor salesman who is

adored by a bunch of comic-book-reading
kids. Jack loves Lola Albright, who is

also being wooed by solid citizen George
Reeves. Nice Jack gets involved unwit-
tingly with a platinum blonde babe (Jean
Wallace), and gets roughed up consider-

ably by her hoodlum friends. He is sus-

pected of lifting a huge sum of money
from an industrial plant, and to clear him-
self he turns detective with the help of the

precocious kids.

Your Reviewer Says: Jack Carson’s show.

Program Notes: During the making of the

film. Jack, a natural born comedian, had
everyone on the set in stitches—but couldn't

get a smile out of his wife. She was divorc-

ing him . . . Lola Albright is best remem-
bered as one of Kirk Douglas’s girl friends

in “The Champion” . . . Beautiful, luscious

Jean Wallace, Franchot Tone's ex-wife, in a

period of depression, tried to commit suicide

during production.

V (F) The Happy Years (M-G-M)

P
HOTOGRAPHED at Lawrenceville, fa-

mous Princeton prep school, near Tren-
ton, New Jersey, the film radiates
authenticity and schoolboy charm—in fact

overdoes the latter. Dean Stockwell plays
John Humperdink Stover, nicknamed Dink,
who has a penchant for getting into every
kind of mischief invented by precocious
kids. Involved in the life and problems of

Lawrenceville of 1895 are such talented
members of the Hollywood younger set as

Darryl Hickman, Scotty Beckett, Donn
Gift and, in minor parts, Alan Dinehart III,

David Blair, Danny Mummert, Jerry
Nicholson and Eddie LeRoy. Leon Ames
and Margalo Gillmore are Dink’s long-
suffering parents, and Leo G. Carroll his
Latin teacher.

Your Reviewer Says: Mostly for younger set.

Program Notes: Dean Stockwell has been
one of Hollywood’s most talented child
actors for several years. He’s fast growing
up, alas . . . The company was on location at

Lawrenceville for two weeks. They were cor-

dially received by the school authorities and
the city officials who allowed a portion of
Trenton’s Main Street’s macadam roadway
to be covered over with earth to represent
the dirt road that was known as the Trenton
Turnpike back in 1895.

v'V (F) The Great Jewel Robber
(Warners)

R
EMEMBER handsome Gerard Dennis
who robbed romantically but effi-

ciently all the way from Canada to Beverly
Hills in 1947 and 1948? Well, here he is

in the very attractive flesh of that excel-
lent actor David Brian. (Gerard, like
Mrs. Otis, regrets he was not able to be
present himself—a little matter like a pre-
vious engagement at Sing Sing.) Based
on the true criminal experiences of this
ruthless young hoodlum, who broke hearts
as casually as safes, the picture is thrilling

and full of suspense. The girls used by
the elusive Raffles are a Canadian school-
girl, played by Claudia Barrett, a gun-
moll, played by Perdita Chandler, a nurse
who tips off the cops, played by Marjorie

(Continued on page 98)

laspi£-(jiewe Shownpoo

Dream girl, dream girl, beautiful Lustre-Creme Girl

Hair that gleams and glistens from a Lustre-Creme shampoo

Tonight! . . . Show him how much lovelier

your hair can look . . . after a

Exclusive! This magical secret-blend lather with Lanolin!

Exciting! This new three-way hair loveliness . . .

Better than a soap ! Better than

a liquid ! Kay Daumit’s cream
shampoo with lanolin. Jars: $2, $1.

Jars and tubes: 49(S, 25f.

1

2

3

Leaves hair silken soft, instantly manageable

. . . first wondrous result of a Lustre-Creme

shampoo. Makes lavish, lanolin-blessed

lather even in hardest water. No more unruly,

soap-dulled locks. Leaves hair soft,

obedient, for any style hair-do.

Leaves hair sparkling with star-bright sheen.

No other shampoo has the same magic blend

of secret ingredients plus gentle lanolin to

bring out every highlight. No special rinse

needed with Lustre-Creme Shampoo.

Leaves hair fragrantly clean, free of loose

dandruff. Famous hairdressers insist on
Lustre-Creme, the world’s leading cream

shampoo. Yes, tonight, show him a lovelier you
—after a Lustre-Creme shampoo

!



Blemishes*— Charm School Director Patricia Vance of Chi-

cago, 111. says, “I’ve used Noxzema for years for blemishes* and

for cleansing. I’ve found it such an excellent and reliable all-

purpose cream that I recommend it to my students!”

Dry Skin—“The new Noxzema Home Facial is wonderful,”

says Colleen Nelson of Sacramento, Cal. “It helped make my
skin look softer and smoother and was extremely helpful in re-

lieving a very dry condition. And it feels so refreshing, too!”

NEW HOME FACIAL
Look lovelier in 70 days ... or your money back!

Read these 4 simple steps developed by a doctor

9 No need for a lot of elaborate prepara-

tions... no complicated rituals! With one

cream, you can cleanse . . . help protect

. . . and help heal!

Yes, here’s a wonderful aid to more
beautiful-looking skin. Now, you can

help your complexion look not only softer

and smoother, but fresher, too . . . with

just one dainty, snow-white cream —
greaseless Noxzema. And the way to use

it is as quick and easy as washing your

face. It’s the new Noxzema Home Facial

—and it can help bring you lovelier-look-

ing skin in 10 days—or your money back!

Here's All You Do
A skin doctor developed this new Nox-
zema Home Facial. When it was tested

on 181 girls and women, 4 out of 5

showed marked skin improvement—in 2

weeks or less! The secret? Noxzema is a

unique medicated formula—a marvelous

oil-and-moisture emulsion.

Noxzema not only helps supply a light

film of oil and moisture to the skin’s out-

er surface . . . but it helps heal externally-

caused blemishes,* too. That’s why daily

use of Noxzema, in this easy Home Fa-

cial^aiHrel^you^kiiHoolHoveher^too!

Morning — Step 1— Apply
Noxzema over face and neck.

With a damp cloth, “cream-
wash” just as you would with
soap and water. Rinse well and
dry gently with a clean towel.

“Cream-washing” cleanses so

thoroughly. Why, Noxzema
even smells clean!

Step 2—After drying, smooth
on a light film of greaseless

Noxzema for your make-up
foundation. This invisible film

of Noxzema not only holds

make-up beautifully, but it

also helps to protect your skin
— helps protect it all day

!

Evening—Step 3—At bedtime,

“creamwash” again with Nox-
zema. How clean your skin

looks! How fresh it feels! See

how you’ve washed away
make-up, the day’s accumula-
tion of dirt and grime — with-

out any harsh rubbing!'

Step 4—Now, lightly massage
Noxzema into face and neck.

Pat a bit extra over any blem-
ishes*. While you sleep, Nox-
zema helps heal them — helps

your skin look softer and
smoother, too. And it’s grease-

less! No “smeary” face or
messy pillow with Noxzema!

Very dry, tender skin is

Mrs. Christine London’s
beauty problem. “But
Noxzema gives my com-
plexion the needed pro-

tection,” says this charm-
ing Miami housewife. “I

use Noxzema every day—
it’s the ideal all-purpose

cream for me!”

Money Back Offer! Try the new
Noxzema Home Facial for 10 days. If

your skin doesn’t show real improvement,

return your jar of Noxzema, with the un-

used contents, to Noxzema, Baltimore,

Md.—your money cheerfully refunded.

But you will be delighted! Get Noxzema
today. 40<f, 60<t and $1.00, plus tax, at

any drug or cosmetic counter.

like an
ANGEL OF MERC/
TO YOUR SKIN

NOXZEMA
SKINC&EAtA

1



THE
"\k/ IN A Hollywood Holiday" Photoplay offered in its May issue, "complete

”
’ with travel wardrobe and luggage." One winner to go by Santa Fe; another

by Greyhound Bus. There were other prizes, too, suits, pearls, sun dresses, bathing

suits, a shoe wardrobe. Soon the mail bags came bursting with entries, each

envelope containing a "last line" for the contest jingle. A special staff working

weeks, handled the entries, giving each individual attention. At last the list was

narrowed down to the ten voted the best by the group of judges.

Photoplay's congratulations to:

1. Mrs. Lorraine Rzeszutko, 3806 So. Wood Street, Chicago, III.: A trip to

Hollywood for two people via Santa Fe's Super-Chief, return on Santa Fe's Grand

Canyon, plus a set of Samsonite luggage and travel wardrobe.

2. Claire O'Mara, 80 High Street, Yonkers, N. Y.: A round trip to Hollywood

for two, via Greyhound Bus, plus a set of Samsonite luggage and travel wardrobe.

3. Mrs. Hugh J. Saint, 1719 S. Rendon Street, New Orleans 15, La.: A butcher

linen suit by Majestic—a direct adaptation of the suit Mona Freeman wears in

Universal-International's "I Was a Shoplifter." Original design by Hollywood's

famous Orry-Kelly.

4. Mrs. Helen Miller, 1709 Bay Street, Beaufort, S. C.: A necklace of soft-hued,

luminous simulated pearls, by Deltah, in plastic tortoise shell boudoir chest.

5. Mrs. W. R. Richardson, 51 14 Hall Street, Dallas, Texas: All purpose raincoat,

smart enough for an important date, by Sherbrooke Rainwear.

6. Mrs. Hilma D. Barrett, 66 Melmore Gardens, East Orange, N. J.: Two summer

sun dresses by Minx Modes.

7. Mrs. John Whitehead, Carrington Road, Bethany, Conn.: A play shoe ward-

robe by Honeydebs.

8. Lola Jane Morcom, 815 Pizer, Houston, Texas: A bathing suit by Sea Nymph.

9. Mrs. Tom Siedjak, 7525 23rd Avenue, Kenosha, Wis.: Two summer dresses

by Betty Barclay.

10. June Moorhead, 4827 19th Street, San Francisco, Cal.: Play clothes by

White Stag—a sun weskit, clamdigger pants, in woven denim and chambray stripe.

ANNOUNCING

WINNERS
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THE

She was lighthearted and gay in the days when

she and Mickey Rooney were a starring team

She seemed enchanted, as Dorothy in the “Wizard of Oz,” when she

sang “Somewhere Over the Rainbow.” With Jack Haley, Ray Bolger

C
AN Judy Garland—whose attempt at suicide

by slashing her throat with a jagged glass

put her on the front pages—ever come back 9

I think so.

However, she must make the fight herself.

Unless she does this, even those who love her

best cannot help her.

At twenty-seven, when her life and her career

should be at its brightest peak, she faces the

need to give up everything she holds dear and

put herself in the hands of wise psychiatrists.

Her battle back to mental and physical health

must be made in a world of strangers—men and
women in the white armor of the medical world.

It won’t be easy, the long fight ahead. But

she can take courage in the knowledge that

others, some of them her friends, have waged
battles just as difficult—and won.

Robert Walker spent months and months at

Menninger’s Clinic near Kansas City where his

tired nerves were healed and his bitterness

against the world forgotten. Bob, too, knew what
it meant not to be able to make pictures, not

to be able to live his normal life. But because

he had indomitable will he proved that it is

possible to win a losing fight with yourself.

Twenty-five years ago, I also had a battle to

wage. Out of the blue, when tuberculosis struck

me down, I had to leave my bright world and

go into retirement among strangers. But that

P
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She wed composer Dave Rose when she was only nineteen

—too young and idealistic to accept a woman’s world

terrific fight to live, when death would seem

almost welcome, pulled me through—and soon

I forgot those black months away from home
and loved ones. Judy can know this wonderful

triumph of the spirit too.

How did this girl ever get herself into a

place where death seemed preferable to life?

Surrounded by everything wonderful—a devoted

husband, a wonderful and talented little girl

and a world of friends—let me repeat, what can

possibly have brought her so close to the

precipice of personal ruin?

Some of her friends say she has worked
too hard from the time she was twelve years

old, when as little ( Continued on page 75)

She seemed wholly well again when she celebrated return

from Boston with Vincente Minnelli and Louis B. Mayer

She is utterly devoted to her talented young daughter,

Liza Minnelli, is like her old self when they’re together
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Ruth, in bathing suit scene from “Champion,” loves

the sea— it calms her when she’s in one of her moods

Ruth Roman appears next

in “Three Secrets”

Ornitz

>

.

Ruth Roman has a way with men. If he’s an

oil man he goes out and digs another well.

If he’s a novelist he’s sure he’s a best

seller. And dull men feel like Marco Polo

{

DIDN’T realize it would be such a tough job to

choose the sexiest girl in Hollywood. Sex appeal is

a subtle quality. It’s usually accepted without anal-

ysis, as I found out when I called up members of the

local wolf pack and asked them who they thought was
the sexiest girl on the screen.

I never heard such hemming and hawing. “Lana

Turner?” I’d suggest. “Well, now,” the gents would
reply, “Lana’s certainly beautiful, but

—
” Then the men

would pause and fumble for words. “Esther Williams?”

I’d say. “No,” they’d answer. “Esther would qualify

for All-American Girl, but sex—” Then I’d spring Jane

Russell. They all agreed that nature had been generous

in endowing her with natural charms, but

—

At that point, I’d bring up my ace, Elizabeth Taylor.

“Now,” the boys would say, “Liz has got everything,

but—” I waited this one out. “But what?” I asked.

I could almost see them ( Continued on page 94)
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close—as stars and pic-

Public agrees with critics on Olivia de Havilland s

performance in “The Heiress,” gives her first place



3
[

Third favorite film: “Twelve O’Clock

High,” with Greg Peck, Millard Mitchell

Fourth in race for picture honors: “Sands

of Iwo Jima,” with John Wayne, John Agar

Fifth: “Adam’s Rib,” with

Spencer Tracy, K. Hepburn

I

T IS now six months since your favorite movie stars

of 1949—Jane Wyman and Jimmy Stewart—re-

ceived their Photoplay Gold Medal Awards. The
race was close, the finish exciting.

Now, once again, we are at the halfway mark of this

thrilling competition in which you, the people, decide

which Stars will be the Photoplay Gold Medal Award
winners for 1950. Through the year Audience Research,

Inc. has kept a careful check on the preferences you
have voiced to its representatives who are stationed all

over the land, in small towns and villages, in farming

areas as well as in the great cities.

The actress whose performance you have most en-

joyed, thus far in 1950, is Olivia de Havilland, in the

picture “The Heiress.” Whether or not she will win the

Gold Medal Award, . six months from now, no one can

tell —yet. But we do know that her current contenders

for her position as queen of the people are (alphabeti-

cally) Lucille Ball in “Miss Grant Takes Richmond,”
Jeanne Crain in “Pinky,” Katharine Hepburn in

“Adam’s Rib,” and (Continued on page 92)

Leading honors among men goes to John Wayne for

his performance in popular war picture “Iwo Jima”

Eighth in lead line-up : “Jolson Sings

Again,” with Barbara Hale, Larry Parks

Ninth among leaders : “The Hasty Heart”

—Ronald Reagan, Richard Todd, Pat Neal

Tenth on list: “Pinky,” with

Jeanne Crain, Ethel Waters





O you want to be a motion picture

star? But you’ve read so many discouraging stories about the

slim chances anyone has of breaking into Hollywood that you’ve

almost given up the idea. It is difficult to get into pictures. It’s

difficult to get an initial break in any work, actually. But

remember this: Talent scouts are always on the lookout for the girl

or boy who may be developed into a star. It makes no difference

whether you live in a small town, on a farm, or in a big city. The
important thing is, first, a quality that makes you stand out of the

crowd, then the proper preparation.

To help aspiring actors and actresses, Photoplay presents “How
a Star Is Born.’’ No effort has been spared to make this series one

hundred per cent accurate and complete—a blueprint by which
to build a career.

First let us consider the natural endowment that a man or

girl, planning a theatrical career, should have:

Talent.

Robust health.

Perseverance.

Enthusiasm (personality or emotional warmth),

k Honesty of purpose (a talent scout can spot a

phony at four miles).

Intellect (the day of the beautiful blonde

dumbbell is done). ( Continued on next page)

Marilyn Monroe, of “All About Eve”:
Bright proof that if you have what

Hollywood wants you can find your way to stardom
Miss Monroe*s dress by Charles LeMaire

^ _ Color Photo by John Engstead

own vi'otwl

Pi i (AO pl ay I is- v o i i

BY FREDDA DUDLEY
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Marilyn Monroe’s modeling job landed her on covers

of four magazines, resulting in Twentieth contract

Starlets like Donald Buka and Marilyn know the value of publicity,

traveled far to help present Photoplay’s Dream House to winner

*

HowAStar

IsBorn %

When a second studio dropped her, Marilyn

began to study dramatics, took role as blonde

chased by Groucho Marx in “Love Happy’’

A sense of humor if possible.

A measure of physical attractiveness (particularly

large eyes).

Additional desirable male assets:

Height of 5' 10" or over.

Rugged, athletic appearance.

Resonant voice, deep register.

Additional desirable female assets

:

Height around 5' 5".

Slender, rounded figure.

Flawless skin.

Low, resonant voice.

These natural flaws can be corrected

:

Irregular teeth.

Freckles (however, a generally bad skin usually in-

dicates a physical problem).

A large or misshapen nose (however, plastic surgery

is expensive and must be done before a studio will

evince interest in a newcomer).

Sight defects which cause the wearing of glasses (if

the wearer of glasses can move about a room with-

out bumping into things when the glasses are

removed)

.

A strong accent of any kind. «



THE HOLLYWOOD TALENT SITUATION AT A GLANCE

Studio Address
Executive in search

of Talent Current situation

Metro-
Goldwyn-
Mayer

10202 W. Washington
Blvd.

Culver City, Cal. H
Lucille Ryman

Active search for talent; entire department under

Miss Ryman works as discovery-school-career ad-

vancing unit. Great plans here captained by great

intellect and heart.

Paramount 5451 Marathon Street
Hollywood 38, Cal. M

Milton Lewis

Studio loves comics and singers. Constant quest

for talent; just signed salesgirl from Saks discov-

ered at soda fountain. Paramount’s “gold fish

bowl” room decorated in home style, in which

players may read scenes without knowing how
many people are watching through one-way vision

glass wall.

Republic 4024 Radford Street
N. Hollywood, Cal. El

Jack Grant

Home of Roy Rogers. Studio talent interest is

more general now than in past but western types,

good riders or other active sportsmen or women
get their breaks here.

RKO 780 N. Gower Street
Hollywood 38, Cal. 11

Dick Stockton

This is the Howard Hughes plant. He still has

Faith Domergue, Jack Beutel and Donald Buka
under wraps, but will win with all three when
time comes. Studio believes in long build-up, ex-

tensive training; signing occasional outstanding

newcomers.

20th
Gentury-
Pox

10201 W. Pico Blvd.
Los Angeles 34, Cal.

Ivan Kahn

Doors always wide open here for singers and
dancers, dramatic players. Every little theater

production or play of any kind within a 150-mile

radius of Los Angeles is seen by Twentieth rep-

resentatives.

Universal-
International

Universal City
Cal.

Robert Palmer

An enthusiastic talent department, seeking and

developing trained newcomers. One of the “op-

portunity” studios, alert and progressive.

Warner
Brothers

4000 West Olive Street
Burbank, Cal.

S. J. Baiano

Mr. Baiano is one of best-loved men in town;
truly interested in youngsters. Warners has, how-
ever, closed its training school and is currently

interested only in people who have had wide
theatrical experience.

These natural flaws can not be corrected (hence make a

theatrical career intolerably difficult if not impossible al-

together) .

Any malformation or serious disease of the eyes.

Any serious speech impediment.

A strange voice (exceptionally high, raucous or excep-

tionally deep and coarse).

A swollen head (no studio has a place for anyone who
thinks he knows more about developing talent than

the studio officials know).

What can one do during junior high school and high school

to begin theatrical training?

Take ballet instruction if possible, because even an
hour a week spent in learning grace and body rhythm
will be useful throughout life. If family means can’t en-

compass dancing lessons, an enterprising person can al-

ways get in touch with a friend who is studying dancing •

and learn from that friend. Mark Platt learned the

rudiments of the dance by watching little girls in his

mother’s dancing class. Dan Dailey learned by observ-
ing old-time hoofers in theatrical restaurants.

Take music lessons of some kind if it is possible.

Earn a record player (if (Continued on page 100)
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BACHELOR
IV MAXINE ARNOLD

No low-slung roadsters for Scott Brady.

He’s making headway with the kind of

charm that makes girls feel cherished

HOLLYWOOD

I
IKE being smitten with a shillelagh—that’s the

, way the fairer sex is reacting to Scott Brady,

Universal-International’s popular new charm-

er. He has an expressive face, Scott, that speaks

with deviltry and laughter, with integrity and

strength. He’s tanned and husky, of
.
lifeguard

proportions—and equally strong of chin. He’s a

breezy conversationalist, has a restless energy,

and is just about as full-Irish as they come. On
his parents’ side and their parents’ before them

—

“Anyway you look at us Tierneys, we’re Irish, I

guess,” he grins.

In the charm department he’s old-fashioned

—

in a 1950 way. His is a sincere “just-leave-every-

thing-to-me . . . I’ll-take-care-of-you, Doll” ap-

proach. “And with Scott you feel he is taking care

of you,” says his favorite girl friend, Dorothy
Malone. And she adds, “Scott makes any woman
—be she girl friend, aunt, mother or grand-

mother, eight years old or eighty—feel cherished

like a Queen Bee.”

He’s also a “William Saroyan kind of character”

—devoted to the “little people” and ever ready to

champion them. He acknowledges—and gratefully

—his indebtedness to his family, his new profes-

sion, his country and his (Continued on page 88)

He likes girls who like football and swimming, who

talk straight and have an enlarged sense of humor

Scott doesn’t go for

phonies or gossip •

Independent Irishman: Scott

Brady is in “Kansas Raiders”

Fink and Smith
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LAST APPEARANCE
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America
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i^is Season
Before leaving for an extended
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Joan Bennett and (l)alter (IDanger

request tfie pleasure ©f your company t© join roitK

3ThGTireMa»3
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Pamela &
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Joan Bennett Playhouse
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Bl RipSf Tfl® We are holding two (2) seats for vou at the Boxoffice
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Parties, Parties,

The Hollywood kind are world-

famous, for a variety of reasons.

This party-giver points out why

The invitation, opposite, should have prepared guests for

role Portland Mason played until early hours of the morning

I

T CAME on pink paper, this invitation, looking for all

the world like an old theatrical handbill. There was
: the same sense of excitement about it, too. Which, of

course, induced the Wangers’ guests to arrive in a gay

mood. And their gay mood was sustained because the

food, drink and music were excellent and the tent which

covered the back lawn was well ventilated. However,

the piece de resistance of the evening was Portland

Mason. Sixtefen-months-old Portland sat in her high

chair, helped herself carefully to the white meat of

chicken and played with any object that was left on her

chair tray. She smiled at all who stopped to talk to her,

too, until this party concluded early the following morn-
ing. For young Miss Mason keeps the same hours as her

parents, goes wherever they go and does, more or less,

whatever they do. I find this as amazing as Ethel Barry-

more did when she called out, horrified, to Pamela
Mason, that Portland was dipping her finger into a tired

old high-ball. Whereupon Pamela laughed and assured

Miss Barrymore there was no cause for alarm since

Portland wouldn’t drink it. I really wouldn’t know.

Pediatricians really don’t know either, apparently. For

the eminent doctors in California and New York who
have examined Portland can only exclaim over her

general well being.

Hollywood parties . . . That, the world over, is a

phrase to conjure curiosity and the imagination. With

reason.

For Hollywood parties, year in, year out, are typical

of the current social scene. The style of Hollywood par-
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Parties

BY ELSA MAXWELL
Hosts thank their lucky stars when Walt

Disney, shown with the Begum Liaquat

of Pakistan, accepts a party invitation

It’s no movie production t^hen Douglas Fairbanks Jr. and his wife, Mary Lee

Hartford, entertain. Above, with Elsa Maxwell, at another Hollywood party

Sonja Henie and her mother make

a party team that can’t be beat

ties has changed many times, but always to reflect the

growing pains of this community which, in a handful

of years, has, developed from an outlandish and often

vulgar place into one of the most charming and cosmo-
politan centers in the world.

In the beginning Hollywood parties were wild. Those
were the days when you were asked to a party the same
day it. was given. No preparation was involved. A party

simply meant a lot of people getting together with plenty

of liquor. It was for all the world like the old mining
days.

Then the pendulum swung in the opposite direction

and a party was only as good as the crazy idea that

prompted it. Outstanding in the early ’30’s were the

parties Carole Lombard, then (Continued on page 86)

Katie Hepburn, shown with director George Cukor,

doesn’t like parties. But his are too good to miss



Van remembers her middy blouses,

those chipmunks, the day she became his

leading lady, that frightened kiss. . . .

Van Johnson: His next pic-

ture is “Duchess of Idaho”

P
LAIN to see that Liz and Nick Hilton still

are “that way” about each other. You only

have to look at the news pictures of them
to see that the soft lovelight is still in Elizabeth

Taylor’s big violet eyes, just as it was last May
when Evie and I saw her married. So much
publicity surrounded the wedding, so much
stress was placed on her glamorous bride’s

gown, the bridesmaids’ dresses, the important

guests, the flowers, the whole magnificent,

colorful spectacle, that the eager, youthful

naivete of the bride herself was overlooked.

But, as I watched her that evening, I was
embarrassed at the great big catch in my
throat. The years had gone by so fast. I could

remember so well. . . .

I was waiting in Lillian Burns’s office that

day when the little girl came in. She was a

dainty child in middy blouse and pleated skirt,

with long dark hair, a clipped British accent,

and eyes, ye gods! those great violet eyes. I

stared after her as she disappeared into the

dramatic coach’s office. How dared anybody
look like that! As soon as she was out of

earshot, I asked who she was.

“Why, she’s the little English girl who’ll

play the lead in ‘National Velvet.’ Her name
is Elizabeth Taylor.”

Elizabeth Taylor! I think I was a fan of

hers from that day.

Several times out at the Riviera Country

Club, a group of us ( Continued on page 96)

On “The Big Hangover” set with director

Norman Krasna. To Van, Liz is still the
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SUGAR
BY VAN JOHNSON

kid with the enormous appetite who ate

half the lunch he brought each day

The world expected too much of Liz Taylor,

Van says. Everyone forgot how young she was
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Just Plain

With Blitsen and Trinka in her home overlooking the Valley. Jane chokes when anyone calls it her dream house

It took an agent three days to get Jane in for test

for sensational role in “The Outlaw” with Jack Buetel

He calls her Wife, she calls him Robert. The Water-

fields don’t believe in making a production of love
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Jane
BY IDA ZEITLIN

Her manner is offhand and

her clothes are casual. She’s

allergic to worry, loathes cook-

ing and compliments and thinks

her job is strictly wacky

Jane Russell plays a night club

singer in “His Kind of Woman”

T
ELL Jane Russell she’s gorgeous, and she’ll pull in

like a snail. Persist, and you’ll find yourself talking

to vacancy. Jane has withdrawn. Inside herself, if

that’s the best she can do. Headed for the nearest exit,

if she can manage it. The quickest way not to make a hit

with Russell is to feed her taffy.

She’s gorgeous, all right, and not only the much touted

anatomy. Give ycrurself a chance, and the face is worth

looking at, too. So is the character behind the face.

Here’s that rare bird who remains what she was before

they dunked her into the Hollywood klieg lights. Head
clear and feet on the firm, firm ground. Straight-think-

ing, outspoken and blessed with a comic sense that she

plays on herself like a hose. A strictly well-balanced hu-

.

man. The only compliment she’ll thank you for is to

treat her as such, instead of making with the horse-

feathers.

Husband, family, old friends, the ways she grew up in

—these are the heart of life to Jane. She thinks her job’s

swell and the money remarkable, but continues to regard

the whole business with a wary eye—like a duck who’s

mothered some strange egg, hatched out a peacock, and

concludes there’s something wacky about it because

there is.

The last thing she intended to be was an actress,

though at school her three loves were art, music and the

drama. Everything else she hated. Math was a jungle.

All the way through math, she (Continued on page 83)



He was always a

model husband . . .

a devoted father

... a man who never

left home without

Sue and the

children. But now

it’s a different story

—

and a changed Alan Ladd

“I’m lucky,’’ Sue says, “if he calls up to say he’ll

be home late for dinner.” Below, with Lloyd Nolan

Their caddy, an old hand at the game, decided Lloyd and Alan “had set

golf back a hundred years.” Alan’s latest is “United States Mail”



“¥T WILL be different when we’re in our new home,” Sue
I Ladd used to tell herself. “We’re so crowded here, it’s

no wonder Alan packs us out to the ranch all the time.”

And Sue would picture, as women will, the leisurely

Sundays ahead, when she and Alan, their kids and their

friends would enjoy the new place. She could just see

Alan and herself settling down to the Sunday papers and
a second cup of coffee after the children had left for Sun-
day School. She dreamed of the lazy hours when they all

would stretch out in the sun or swim in the pool.

The day they moved to Holmby Hills it became evident

Alan had been thinking in the same terms. “It’s going to

be pretty swell, having all this room,” he told Sue. “I

have a feeling we won’t be going to the ranch so often, that

we’ll just stay home and relax.”

But it isn’t like that!

Valeska

Last November, after a strenuous tour of northern

California veterans’ hospitals, Alan visited friends on the

Monterey Peninsula. When his host suggested a golf match
at the famous Pebble Beach links, Alan—yearning for

exercise and fresh air—compromised. “No golf,” he said,

“but I’ll go along for the walk.”

The Pebble Beach course is one of the most beautiful

in the world, sprawled along a breath-taking stretch of the

Pacific Coast. But Alan—about halfway around—found

himself interested more in his friend’s game than in the

view.

“Give me one of those things,” he said at last, and his

host loaned him a driver.

“Unfortunately,” Alan recalls, “I hit a good ball. I was
done for.”

Back home again, he began (Continued on page 80)
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Benson Fong, who plays Charlie Chan's son in the movies, taught Barbara how to make the Chinese dishes she served.

Left to right, Nancy Davis, Richard Long, Jane Powell, Marshall Thompson, Geary Steffen and Barbara Thompson

Jane and Geary laughed over Marshall's sign

—

but two passing pedestrians took it seriously

!
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Light Up The

Lanterns
BY KAY MULVEY

Take one budget, two lively imagina-

tions, some congenial friends and you

have the Marshall Thompson party plan

Recipes tested by the Macfadden Kitchen



Marshall couldn’t wait for party to begin,

sampled radish roses Barbara was making

Alter dinner, mancy Davis read eyeryOne’s lortune in tea leaves.

Jane couldn’t see how anvone could make a fortune out of hers!

D
INNER parties that are different—yet

simple and fun: That’s the Marshall

Thompsons’ plan for entertaining at

home. They have guests for dinner about

once a week—usually one couple, some-

times two. Their apartment, like the

apartments of most young married

couples these days, is very small. And
they must watch their budget.

They’re very serious about their budg-

et—Barbara and Marshall. Twenty per

cent of Marshall’s salary pays the rent

of their Westwood apartment. Fifteen

per cent goes to food and household.

Thirty-five per cent is saved. And the

remaining thirty per cent is divided be-

tween their allowances, trips, clothes,

furniture, entertainment and extra things

like Christmas presents. They never

charge anything. They save until they

have enough to buy whatever they want.

On a recent Friday evening, the

Thompsons invited Jane Powell and

Geary Steffen, Nancy Davis and Barbara

Thompson’s brother, Dick Long, to a

Chinese dinner. To make the party extra

festive they carried out the Chinese

theme all ( Continued on page 77)

i

'
... .

A game of Chinese checkers proved more fun than Canasta. Clock-

wise are Nancy, Richard, Jane, Geary, hosts Barbara and Marshall
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, on the alert for t\ •

Too good to miss: “Sneak” of June Allyson,

kidding Dick Powell when he visited her set

Fair game: Gene Kelly was caught

while practicing for baseball game

between Comedians and Straight Men

Turnabout is fair play! A slum-

bering George Sidney gave Lana Turn-

er her chance—to win this prize

Ballet blues: Janet Leigh stopped

to rub her feet on “Red Danube

set — when along came George



Too late, Spencer Tracy realizes he’s

caught — sticking his tongue out at

Lana Turner, clowning on the set

Little boy blue: Clark Cable, all dressed

up for scene in “Key to the City,” didn’t

like what he saw in . mirror—but George did

Burlesque on beauty: Lana Turner was

so busy making faces at Spencer Tracy

she forgot to keep her eyes on

W
HEN someone cries, “Here’s that man again,” no one dares to relax. It

means M-G-M director George Sidney (“Annie Get Your Gun,” “Red
Danube,” “Cass Timberlane”) is out hunting—with his camera. One day the

stars rebelled and offered a prize of twenty-five dollars for the best candid of

George. He was a hunted man—but getting him was tough. He knew all the

tricks. Until Lana Turner captured him and won the prize. Not that this

cured George. He’s still keeping Hollywood on the alert!



V
ERA-ELLEN had a simply knockout traveling

wardrobe when she took off for England to be

in “Happy Go Lovely” with David Niven and

Cesar Romero. It’s the interchangeability of almost

everything in her trunk that makes it so smart

and money-saving. For instance: she considered

the most important item in the wardrobe a brown
and white checked suit, very simple—and with

matching vest. With this she took a plain brown
flannel skirt, slightly flared. Also with this partic-

ular set of “combinations” (Continued on page 73)

the

hollywood

(lothes line
'

Phyllis Kirk of “Tender Hours” in

Georgia Kay’s two-piece burnt orange

corduroy with green jersey blouse

Jane Greer of “The Wall Outside” in one of the new fall sheath dresses

—a sleeveless black jersey by Trigere, ending in fringes over a pencil-slim

beige wool skirt. Cap hat is black braid with the beige repeated in front
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BY EDITH GWYNN

With the summer show almost over,

Hollywood prepares, with exciting

new styles, for the season ahead

For evening, Gloria Swanson’s daughter,

Michele Farmer, wears white chiffon over

taffeta with green sash, matching roses

Arlene Dahl of “Three Little Words” in Irene’s polonaise-styled

dress. Tunic top of deep rose is trimmed with swags of Irish lace.

Very full skirt is pale flesh pink starched marquisette over taffeta
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Building a room at a time keeps

BY LYLE WHEELER
Art Director

Twentieth Century-Fox Studios

the Nerney budget balanced and

gives Mona Freeman a chance to

plan for the full house she wants

C
OMES September Mona Freeman and her husband,

Pat Nerney, will celebrate their first year in their

first home. Pat will surprise Mona with a check

for a dining room. She hopes. For a year now they

have been giving each other very practical presents

like Venetian blinds, a dishwasher, a garage, and

a landscape job on the front lawn. The landscape

job, an expensive gift in California, was Pat’s present

to Mona on Mother’s Day. Though she could easily

pass for a teen-ager, Mona is twenty-four, has been

married four years, and is the mother of a beautiful

two-and-a-half-year-old daughter named Mona, and

called Little Mona, or Monie.

Mona and Pat are typical of young Hollywood

couples—and there are quite a few of them—who
want a home of their own, but who do not want to

go up to their eyebrows in debt to get it. “All young
married couples,” says Mona, (Continued on page 72)

An old meat block serves as a handy

table, blends with natural wood in

kitchen. Mona’s next is “Branded”

Two generations of Nerney children slept in Mona Jr’s

spool bed. Grandfather Freeman made doll’s bed, right



Milking stools surround Lazy Susan in center of Nerney living room. Mona used apartment furniture in new home
—doesn’t mind rag rug being too small—it shows her pegged hardwood floor. Lamp, right, is old French phone c;q

HALFWAY HOUSE



For years, whenever she saw Lucille and

Desi, Sheilah was grateful for her kids

If you’re one of the lucky ones who enjoy good health, Roz Russell, shown will

you won’t be envious of Bob Hope, says Sheilah husband Fred Brissor

Bill Holden wasn’t joking when he said he was afraid to go home
to his wife Brenda Marshall and children Scott, Virginia and West

Linda Darnell, here with husband and daughter,

is still burning over the way her money disappeared



I

’LL confess it now. When I first came to Hollywood I was quite envious of the

movie stars. They had everything, I thought, to make them happy—money,

fame, fancy houses, fancy figgers, fabulous furs, jewels, tennis courts and swimming
pools which, if they were not exactly ermine-lined, were star-lined, which was
better. But, after years of typewriter-scratching beneath the translucent surface,

I’ve decided they can have it. There’s nary a one of them whose problems I’d

rather have than my own!

Even Elizabeth Taylor. She really does have everything. “Except,” said Lizzie

wistfully on her honeymoon in Europe, “a little privacy.” Of course, that’s to be

expected. The great pleasure of personal privacy is denied to all movie stars. So

be very grateful for your own anonymity—especially when you’re off somewhere
with the man you love. You can register as Mr. and Mrs. Smith. But let Clark

Gable try it—or Montgomery Clift!

Bing Crosby. Wouldn’t you love to be in his casual, carefree, easy-going shoes?

I always thought I would, until I had a heart-to-heart ( Continued on page 89 )

BY SHEILAH GRAHAM

If you feel like a million,

you won’t want to change

places with June Haver

uld find the going easier

you’d tell her what to do

Don’t get Sheilah wrong,

she has troubles, too. But

after looking at these star

problems, she began count'



For the girl who wants the casual look: Care-

ful shaping gives June Allyson’s hair its un-

studied appearance. She’s in “Right Cross”

Apger

Photoplay Feature Attraction

BY VICKY RILEY

Tired of your old hair-do? Afraid

to take a chance? You won’t be when

you read these easy directions for

shaping your hair like a star’sFor the lucky girl with curls, a short wind-blown bob

like Elizabeth Taylor’s, of “A Place in the Sun”
Engstead

If, like Jane Powell, star of “The Tender Hours,” you’re a

hold-out for long hair, you’ll appreciate her grooming tricks

Blackwell Jr.
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Just right for modern young matrons is short

hair-do worn by Barbara Stanwyck of “To

Please a Lady,” with its soft, wide waves

Carpen ter

Cropped to sleek and shining beauty, Jane Wyman’s cap hair-do

is perfect for tailored type. Jane’s in “The Glass Menagerie”

Six

mOjJL ftfc d $My
ILL of a sudden, out here in Hollywood, there is a

/I completely new face on beauty. And when this hap-
F* pens in Hollywood, suddenly or otherwise, it goes

round the world faster than a speeding bullet.

For the glamour that has been created for a doll

like Elizabeth Taylor is so clearly outlined that it

immediately is in reach of every girl. We can’t all have
Elizabeth’s exquisite nose or lovely eyes or piquant

mouth. Or that figure either. But the glamour mood of

Elizabeth, or of Janie Wyman, or of saucy June Allyson,

that can be had.

With the start of this autumn of 1950 there is not only

a complete change of hair styling, but of make-up and
figure-styling too. Hairlines are completely unlike those

of last fall. Mouthlines are very (Continued on page 110)

Turn page for sketches and directions

Pat Neal of “Three Secrets” gives her fine hair body

with “blunt” cut, softens it with a forward curl

Fink and Smith
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toil
m. Cut hair in short, wind-

blown curls. Liz Taylor

cuts her own natural

curls, but straight hair

would need professional

trimming.

Part hair in center.

Comb down in front,

over face and cut bangs

to half-forehead length.

Have long hair thinned

out, contoured to the

\ head and cut to about

three inches below ears.

Part hair at the left.

For windblown effect,

hair should he cut high

around the neckline.

Rest of hair should be

cut “bluntly,” not “feath-

ered,” to give cap effect.

Set bangs in two large

pin curls.

Set hair^on top of head

in- a loose, deep finger

wave. If hair is not

curly, use a wave lotion

to 'set it and hold down

with bobby pins.

L,\

3
Cut front hair in bangs

which can he combed

over forehead or to one

side in deep, loose curl,

depending on way hair

is parted.

Set rest of hair in large,

loose pin curls. June nev-

er uses more than six

curlers on her hair.

Set rest of hair in me-

dium pin curls. When

dry, brush into soft, full

curls.

If hair is straight or

natural curl is too loose,

set entire hair in small

pin curls.

Allow to dry naturally.

Then brush (do not

comb) hair out and up

to give ends a soft, up-

ward curl.

Comb forehead wave

backwards. Brush hair

upwards at temples and

pin up for straight,

clean line.

For formal appearances,

hair can be parted in

center or at side and

bangs brushed back into

rest of hair.'

Cup hair softly over

ears. Brush bangs to

right and left for casual,

fluffy effect.

Brush hair at the sides

into a long, full curl

—

turning under, against

the face.



(jMi

Make a one-inch center 1^ f
l^\ trpart at top of head. Cut

hair to short, straight
\\'t\ •

bangs in front, about ! ^
four inches from begin-

ning of center part.
i

i

Hair over ears should be

only two inches long,

shaping to four inches

in back. Dp not curl.

Comb bangs straight

down, merging into hair

at both sides of the

head.

Comb back hair to a V

at base of the skull. For

sleek effect, trim any

stray hairs.

Brush hair around ears

up and forward, keeping

it to cap-like contour.

&Q)doML

Part hair at the side.

Cut to contour of head,

just below the ears.

Set front hair in large

pin curls, with medium

size pin curls at the

sides.

Set back hair in large

flat curls, not too tight,

for full, wide waves.

/
. d -

Brush out vigorously so

that hair falls naturally.

Brush hair up and over

on either side of fore-

head, cupping slightly

forward on the cheeks.

For loose bang effect,

part front hair in three

sections, combing each

section down and around

toward part.
V 'W' J

Qul

Part hair at left. Cut

“Bluntly,” do not “feath-

er.” This gives fine hair

body.

Cut hair eight inches

from the crown to end of

“bob” in back, straight

at the neckline but ta-

pering to one-and-a-half

inches in front.

Comb lock of hair over

forehead and set in large

pin curl. Set hair over

ears in one loose pin curl

at each side, leaving

back of hair straight.

Comb hair straight in

back, bringing to slight

curl at the sides.

Comb forehead hair into

soft, deep curl, turned

under, for bang effect.

Best way is to comb hair

over whole hand and

hold down against fore-

head.
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stead

..TO WEAR

IN TOWN

]R COUNTRY

ce your public this fall in

>tch plaid. Nancy Olson wears

unlined wool suit with detach-

le white pique collar and cuffs,

xy jacket can be worn belted

loose. Three-quarter sleeves

ye new wide armhole. In red,

yy or black ground plaid, sizes

18. $17.95 by McArthur at

Creery’s, New York, N. Y.,

nbels, Pittsburgh, Pa., and

e Hecht Co., Washington, D.C.

velry on both pages by Agnew

• store nearest you write direct to

manufacturer listed on page 71.

I " / /
, i-r.

Liz Scott in the original suit designed by Michael Woulfe

for RKO’s “The Wall Outside”

Opposite page: The Handmacher adaptation of the original Liz Scott-

Michael Woulfe suit. A fashion first in gray flannel, its tailored trimness

is accented by high, tiny collar, interesting side pockets and slim skirt.

Also in brown and blue, sizes 10-20. $55.00 at Lord & Taylor, New

York, N. Y., Kresge Newark, Newark, N. J., and Jordan, Marsh Co.,

Boston, Mass. Oversized plaid bag by Town and Country. $7.95 plus tax.

Dirone

Naturally lovely, Nancy Olson is in Paramount’s “Sunset Boulevard”

P



PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

Dirone

. . TO WEAR

IN TOWN

OR COUNTRY

Ready to go—anywhere. A woo

jersey with simple lines that cai

be accessorized to meet any occa

sion. Here it stresses the casua

look in two-tone wool with roun

neck, zipper back, three-quarte

sleeves, and deep pockets at th

sides of the full skirt. Belt is i

contrasting suede. In green an

darker green, beige and browi

gray and darker gray. Sizes 9-lf

$14.95 by Betty Barclay at Fran!

lin Simon, New York, N. Y., Bu

lock’s, Los Angeles, Cal., an

Kresge Newark, Newark, N. .

Glentex tie. Cloche by Madcaj

For store nearest you write

direct to manufacturer listed on page ^

Clothes modeled by Nancy Olson were photographed

at her country farm in Suffern, N. Y.

P
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truly marvelous

the very

least

we can do!

we love to do wonderful

fie things to make you feel small

id light and free as the air. ..little

lings like this, for example...a few inches

Traford nylon marquisette, a few inches of

eer elasticized nylon... a bit of dainty lace

but a lot of Jantzen figure-making genius!

ey’re dream girdles and panty-girdles

white ... 5.00 and 5.95. ..at most stores.

I. Jantzen has the most wonderful

n bras. ..with concentric-stitched cups

pH with forever uplift... 2.00 to 5.00.

JANTZEN FOUNDATIONS DIVISION, EMPIRE STATE BUILDING, NEW YORK

P
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PATTERN

OF THE

MONTH

Lead the fall fashion parade in this

striking four-in-one ensemble —
form-fitting weskit with button

front, graceful, fringed stole, trimly

tucked, long-sleeved blouse with

French cuffs and slim skirt. For

variety, wear the stole with the

skirt or the weskit with the skirt.

Or match them with other pieces in

your wardrobe. Give it a Scottish

flair by making part of the en-

semble in one of the striking clan

tartans offered hv Cerey woolens

For pattern drawings see page 71

Photoplay Patterns

205 East 42nd Street

New York 17, Nezv York

Enclosed find thirty-five cents ($.35)

for which please send me the Photo-

play Pattern of the Joan Caulfield

“The Petty Girl” ensemble in sizes

12-14-16-18-20.

Name Size

Street

City State

Joan Caulfield wears the original ensemble designed by

Jean Louis for her role in Columbia’s “The Petty Girl”
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MADE IN PHILA.

BY EELS & CO

Wherever you live

you can buy

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

If the preceding pages do not list the

stores in your vicinity where Photoplay

Fashions are sold, please write to the

manufacturers listed below:

Gray flannel suit on Liz Scott

Handmacher-Vogel
512 Seventh Avenue
New York, N. Y,

Plaid bag
Town & Country
350 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Plaid suit

McArthur
1372 Broadway
New York, N, Y.

Jersey dress

Betty Barclay
40 North Sixth Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

Velvet cloche

Madcaps
28 West 39th Street
New York, N. Y.

All jewelry

Agnew
5 East 47th Street
New York, N. Y.

PHOTOPLAY PATTERN

OF THE MONTH

Detailed drawings, above, of the

Joan Caulfield ensemble on page 70

IMPROVED

Fels-Naptha Soap
BAN/SHES "rA TTLE-TALE GRA Y

You’ll say it’s a 'WHITE’ LETTER Day in your life .

the first day you wash one of hubby’s shirts with

Improved Fels-Naptha Soap! That shirt will be

cleaned as only good soap can clean it. And you’ll

both agree you’ve never seen a WHITER shirt!

Make every washday a 'WHITE’ LETTER Day.

Always use Improved Fels-Naptha

—

the only laundry product that gives you

three washday advantages—
1. Mild, golden soap.

Gentle, active naptha.

Finer 'Sunshine' Ingredients

for extra, brilliant whiteness

and clearer, brighter colors.

You'll never forget

the day you try

IMPROVED

FELS-NAPTHA

!
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(Continued from page 58) “should have
their own home. Pat and I couldn’t get

ours at first, not knowing what to use for

money.” Although Mona is one of the
younger stars at Paramount, and Pat is a

young salesman-executive in his father’s

Ford Agency in Hollywood, neither is

pulling in heavy dough exactly. And with
taxes—oh well, you know all about taxes.

But with a little careful plotting and
planning on their part they solved the

problem of how to have their cake and
eat it too. They built a small house that

they could afford, or almost could afford,

and they built it so they could add to it

later without spoiling the design. “Besides
the dining room,” says Mona, “there’ll have
to be extra bedrooms. We plan to have
at least two more children. Next time
we’ll hope for a boy. Pat says there has
to be another Ford dealer coming up soon.”

P
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T
HEIRS is the pay-as-you-go plan. The
first practical step towards building a

home, they decided after a year of mar-
riage and apartment-living, was buying a

lot. After much shopping around in Los
Angeles suburbs they bought a lot in the

Riviera section, formerly a big lemon
grove, near Pacific Palisades. They kissed

$7,500 goodbye sadly, but assured each
other they had done the right thing. Now,
they said, we’ll just dream about the house
for the next five years.

With the arrival of Little Mona and her
nurse, the small apartment with the paper-
thin walls became a problem. One day
when Mona was in the dumps because the

baby didn’t have a back yard to play in like

other babies, Pat said, “to heck with wait-
ing.” He grabbed the phone and called

Paul Williams, famous architect. He had
designed Pat’s father’s home in 1936. Mona
and Pat explained their financial situation

(not good) to him, and he drew them basic

plans for a Connecticut farmhouse, with

a fieldstone front and a shake roof, that

could easily be added to later. Pat, a genial

soul, insisted only that the bath leading

off the master bedroom have two wash-
basins. Mona was more piggish. She
wanted a sunken living room with a

pegged hardwood floor and a huge bay
window. Huge bay windows, she discov-

ered to her horror, cost like the dickens.

So she settled for the sunken living room
and the pegged hardwood floor. (In the

early fall the big glass window on the

patio side of the living room goes out, and
the huge bay window comes in.)

During the nine months that Mona and
Pat have lived in their new home they
haven’t spent a dime on furniture. Some
of the furniture she brought from the

apartment is very good, and some, she

hastily adds, is very bad. Eventually she
will weed out the bad stuff. Early Ameri-
can is her period.

A cherry-wood Lazy Susan, with sev-
eral milking stools around it, takes center

stage in the Nerney living room. On it

Mona keeps flowers, blue candles in silver

candlesticks, ashtrays and cigarette boxes.

The rag rug of pastel colors, bought for

the apartment, is much too small for the
living room. But Mona doesn’t worry
about it. The less you see of the rug the
more you see of her precious pegged hard-
wood floors.

The piece de resistance in furniture in

this room is a Windsor comb-back chair.

A real antique, not a reproduction. It

stands next to the drop-leaf table that
Grandfather Nerney gave them, and an
old kerosene lamp which Mona painted in

shades of blue. When Mona was pregnant
she went slightly nuts over, no, not food,

but furniture. At one antique shop she

Halfway House

discovered this beautiful old chair and fell

in love with it. “The price was awful,”
says Mona. “I knew I couldn’t have the
chair and a baby too. But I’d drive over
every few days and just sit in that chair.”

Well, of course, Pat got wind of all this.

And when Mona came home from the hos-
pital after the baby was born there was
the chair with a pink bow around it. Pat
told Mona he got a bargain in the chair.

Mona’s not too sure about that. But he
did get an old French telephone for free.

Though not as avid about antiques as his

bride, Pat did sort of take up with a very
old French phone when he bought the
chair. The shopkeeper gave it to him as

a present. Later they had it made into

a lamp with a shade of white cotton eye-
let embroidery. Corresponding to this

lamp is another lamp on the other side of

the couch. It’s made of a brass vase filled

with philodendron.
The fourth lamp in the room, on a table

between two overstuffed chairs, is made
of a champagne bottle, with a bright red
pleated cover. The night Mona and Pat
decided to get married they drove out to

the Nerney Srs. to tell them the big news
(Mona’s parents live in the East). Pat’s

father said, “This calls for a special cele-
bration,” and he dragged out a fine old
bottle of wine he had been saving for an
Occasion. The young Nerneys had the
bottle made into a lamp.
Back of the couch, which is upholstered

in a floral print, roses on a cream back-
ground, is the built-in bar. Except when
the Nerneys are entertaining this is closed
off by pine panelled doors. Next to it are
spots reserved for a projection machine,
and television. The couch has a broken
spring, which is the thorn in the flesh,

literally, of the Nerneys’ guests. But Mona
sees no point in having the couch repaired
when eventually she will be buying a
new one. One overstuffed chair matches
the couch, the other is covered in blue
cotton. There are no drapes in the room.
She is waiting for that “huge bay window”
which will give the room “warmth.”
The large fireplace, made of fieldstone,

takes up the greater part of one side of

the room. The wall around it is panelled
in pine. On one side of the fireplace is a

window with shutters. On the other, a
large bookcase. On the high mantel are
two wrought iron candlesticks with blue
candles, two brandy glasses, and a blue
plate.

T
HE handsome brass andirons were a
housewarming present from Pat’s mother

and father. Near the hearth is Mona’s
baby chair. Mona’s mother brought it out
on the train with her when she came out
to meet her granddaughter.
There are four other interesting pieces

in the Nerney living room from the an-
tique and secondhand shops. An old

cranberry picker which Mona uses as a

magazine rack. A dry sink which was
once lined with lead and used to hold
buckets of water. Mona keeps some of her
blue china on it, and a picture in a silver

frame of herself and Pat taken the day
they were married. A ladder-back Wind-
sor chair “not very good,” and a desk
which she picked up in a secondhand
shop. She paid $65 for the latter. Her
father, visiting Los Angeles at the time,

scraped off the layers of paint on it, and
found it to be beautiful mahogany. It

took him about three months to refinish

it. He also did a scraping and refinishing

job on the long Windsor carriage bench
which Mona has in her front hall. Over
the dry sink hangs an unusual painting

—

the outline for a piece of tapestry.

“It’s a rather expensive antique,” says
Mona, “and the first thing Pat bought for
the apartment after we were married. For
a long time the only things we had in our
apartment was that painting, a mattress
and a box spring.”
Glass doors open from the living room

onto the patio. The patio furniture is cov-
ered in yellow and coral, and was a “com-
ing-home” present to Mona when she
returned from the “Branded” location. Pat
doesn’t mind any part about picture-mak-
ing except locations. Mona has had to
turn down several important picture parts
because of long locations. “I can get an-
other picture, but I can’t get another hus-
band,” she says.

As the Nerneys have no dining room
as yet they eat dinner at night on trays in
the living room—or else in the breakfast
room. The dining room will be built off

the breakfast room, which will then be-
come a pantry. Mona has definite ideas
about the dining room. It will be a com-
bination dining room, den and playroom.
And it undoubtedly will have huge bay
windows.

E
XCEPT for the gray carpeting, Mona has
done nothing so far with the master

bedroom and her dressing room. She has
two Victorian chairs, covered in American
Beauty red velvet. And a temporary bed.
The baby’s room, however, is complete.

And a joy to behold. All the Nerney
children and grandchildren have slept in
the same youth spool bed. Monie is the
present occupant. Although she has been
trained to keep her toys in an antique
trunk, she manages to scatter her dolls, of
which she has a goodly number, all over
the room. She has a large dollhouse on a
table near the bed, and in the corner a
four-poster-canopy doll bed which Mona’s
father made. There’s a slipper chair cov-
ered in plaid gingham, and an old pine
commode for her clothes. The walls are
papered in pink-and-white striped wall-
paper. The curtains are dotted Swiss
trimmed in eyelet ruffles. The floor is

covered with blue linoleum, and over it

is a rag rug in soft pastel shades. In one
corner are two little wooden chairs and a
low table. Over Monie’s bed is a painting
of a duck. It’s an original Pat Nerney, the
beginning of his artistic efforts. Before
she goes to bed Monie always has to kiss

the duck goodnight.
Instead of the conventional white cabi-

nets in the kitchen Mona preferred natural
wood with old-fashioned white glass knobs.
The dish-washer, stove and refrigerator

are the only white enameled pieces in the
kitchen. The walls are covered with an
attractive wallpaper having an old rose
background with tiny blue flowers. There
is a copper hood over the stove to give it

the Early American flavor. The floor is

covered in natural blocked linoleum out-
lined in rose. Mona’s chief delight in the
kitchen is a meat block which she found
in a secondhand store, and which makes
a most unusual kitchen table.

In my peregrinations around Hollywood
I have found some awfully sloppy garages.

They seem to be catch-alls for just about
any old thing from empty beer bottles to

blue jeans and cast-off mattresses. Mona’s
garage opens on the court in front of the

house. It’s spick-and-span. It is papered
in yellow wallpaper featuring old-time
trains and steamboats. The back of the

garage is lined with cabinets instead of

open shelves. Here she can store the

usual eyesores.

What kind of a car is in the garage?

Why a Ford, but, of course.
The End



Hollywood Vanities

( Continued, from page 56) went a brown-
and-white checked cloth top-coat that

could be worn not only over the suit-

changes, but over solid color wool dresses.

One little close-fitting back-on-the-head
hat of brown felt went along for all the

suit and dress-with-coat ensembles—plus

brown accessories. Of course there were a

few blouses to interchange with the vest.

Then there was a lovely gray taffeta

lunch-through-cocktail-time dress and a

dark red, flaring silk coat to go with it.

Same coat would naturally be a perfect

evening wrap for almost any shade of

gown. A simple black silk faille suit, the

dress of which can be worn without the

coat, two “fancy” hats and a few more ac-

cessories were everything Vera toted along,

besides her undies and lounging robes.

She expected to blow herself to at least

a couple of new evening gowns “over
there”—as who wouldn’t?

WE just simply gotta talk about lace.

And we don’t mean lace ball gowns—far

from it! We mean the untraditional use

of lace that makes news this summer

—

and with so many practical variations that

the current craze for it may well carry on
through fall and winter. And why not?
What’s more adaptable, more flattering,

whether soft and flowy—or starched into

tailored or free-swinging daytime skirts?

Adele Jergens has a scrumptious starched

cotton lace afternoon dress—the kind you’d
wear to a “heavy date” for lunch on a

warm summer day, or to a club social.

It’s a luscious shade of aquamarine that is

just heavenly on blondes or brunettes.

(And Adele is a gal who can be both sev-
eral times a year—and usually is!) Any-
way, its snug, rather long-waisted bodice

has short, tight sleeves, a straight-across-

the-collarbone neckline. The full, calf-

length skirt flares ’way out, with a heavy
matching taffeta slip beneath.

Patricia Neal, lunching at Romanoff’s,
was wearing a street dress of oyster-
white linen lace, over a strapless linen slip.

She says that without the dress over the
slip, the slip becomes a sun-back dress all

by itself! Now there’s an idea for you!
Because whether oyster white, beige, or
gray, such a slip covered with almost any
shade of linen lace dress (the skirt of

which could be slit from hem to waistline
for peeping contrast) would furnish the
basis for at least three distinct costumes.
All alone it’s a dilly of a hot daytime dress.

With a matching linen lace dress over it,

it becomes a lovely redingote type of cos-
tume. With perhaps another brightly col-

ored lace over-dress, a third smart outfit.

Then, too, if the linen over-dress and slip

were of matching gray or beige or oyster
white, the crushed girdle with bag to

match (as in Pat’s case) could be of bright
cerise velvet. Or there could be any num-
ber of matching girdle and accessory com-
binations to make this basic idea give you
at least the above-mentioned three out-
fits for the price of one!

Ricardo Montalban’s “bride” (she’s Lor-
etta Young’s sister, y’know) looked so
smart in a taupe-gray chiffon dress, the
skirt of which had shirred ruffles. The
ruffles were very narrow up toward the
waistline, but graduated in width as they

reached the hemline, until they were at

least five inches wide. Over this, Mrs. M.
tossed a silver-blue mink stole.

Yvonne De Carlo has an exact replica,

in beige satin, of the pale blue crepe dress
that Rita Hayworth was wed in. Yeah

—

and both, of course, made by Jacques Fath.

Now, we ask you! Yvonne says she bought
it in Paris and didn’t know at the time she
was buying practically the Hayworth
bridal outfit. Her small, close-fitting hat
of matching color, though, is nothing like

the large lid on Rita when she said “I do.”
Joan Caulfield has really slimmed down

to actual “Petty Girl” proportions. Saw her
at a cocktail party the Henry Rogerses
gave and she looked like a doll in a pale
yellow afternoon dress of voile (that vir-
tually matched her hair), topped by a
huge, flopping hat of yellow straw, trimmed
with small old-fashioned flowers.

Claire Trevor was at this soiree
which lasted through a veritable dinner
feast served buffet style. Claire wore a
smart street-length dress of gray silk dot-
ted with white; Evelyn Keyes was there
with Bob Stack; Marie Wilson with her
Alan Nixon who is showing off all his old
football muscles in the new picture “Pre-
historic Woman.” The Lloyd Nolans, Gin-
ger Rogers and Greg Bautzer, Jane Wy-
man, by herself (she’s been dating Ronnie
Reagan again—but it don’t mean nuttin’!),

the Bill Lundigans, Mercedes McCam-
bridge—just a few others on hand.
We went to the Charlie Morrisons’ party

for Mack Sennett’s birthday and the eve-
ning really wound up in the nostalgic man-
ner with Mae Murray’s opening with her
dance-act at Mocambo. What a reception
the one-time star of “The Merry Widow”
(the new version of which will star Lana
Turner) got from the crowd.
Two gals who looked like a breeze while

the temperature soared, were Ruth Roman
and Arlene Dahl—but in different places.

Arlene was dining at La Rue with Mexi-
can Consulate General Salvadore Duhart
and her blonde beauty was framed in a

severely simple short-sleeved black dress
that had a very low, square neckline. The
full skirt managed nevertheless to end in

a long side drape. And Arlene had a huge
bunch of big red carnations tucked into

the red patent leather belt. A big flat-

brimmed black hat, black patent pumps
and bag completed this stunning outfit.

Ruth Roman was caught sipping a soda at

Wil Wright’s in a sheer imported white
dotted Swiss dress that gave her plenty of

“air.” Of street length, it was full-skirted,

had an off-the-shoulder neckline. The big
hip-pockets of the skirt were embroidered
with big splashes of garden strawberries,
outlined with red and green bugle beads.
A similar border of the berries formed a
wide border on the hemline of the match-
ing white underskirt! Ruth carried a big
white linen bag, wore matching white lin-

en pumps, and white shortie gloves. No
hat. And no jewelry—but gee—it was hot!

Instead of cooling on those hectic Mon-
day night Charleston contests at Mocambo,
the Hollywood glamourpusses seem to be
turning out in even greater crowds for them!
Pretty soon, you’ll have to be a sardine,

not a movie star, to squeeze into the place.

The End

some few styles higher

Velvet Step Casuals 695

You’ll love this exquisitely simple pump...

it's the "Boyce". Supple calfskin in

lovely Foil accessory colors.

PETERS SHOE COMPANY, SAINT LOUIS

honeymoon special! Elsa Maxwell entertained them—Europe

welcomed them. Read Elsa’s exciting story, with snaps taken by

LIZ TAYLOR AND NICK HILTON
plus color photographs of their honeymoon in Europe

In the October issue—on sale September 8
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YOUR PHOTOPLAY

Howard Duff of “Spy
Hunt,” out on a personal

appearance tour, had been

told that a welcoming com-
mittee would greet him

The reeeplion he got exceeded his fondest ex-

pectations. As he left the plane, a blonde

rushed up, said “Welcome”—and kissed him

V
K

Nice, he thought. Very nice. Up dashed another

blonde, said “Welcome”—and kissed him. Howard was

ready for the third. He embraced and kissed her . . .

. . . first! “What do you think you’re doing,” blared a

voice. Howard grinned at the irate elderly gentleman

who had spoken. “Welcoming my welcoming committee!”

“That young lady is my secretary,” the man replied

P icily. He introduced himself. He was the Chamber of

Commerce president. He was the welcoming committee

Later, at home, Howard felt pretty good, telling his

pals about the first two blondes. Until he learned

those gals had been paid to kiss him—for a gag!
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The Only Hope

(Continued from page 33) Frances Gumm
)f a sister act, she first attracted the at-
ention of Louis B. Mayer and was brought
;o M-G-M as a child star. These friends
irgue that she never had the proper rest

>r diet in her formative years, and that
;he is the victim of her sensationally suc-
:essful career.

Judy, herself, likes to believe it is this

arly childhood effort and strain that has
:aused her complete breakdown.
But many disagree. Child actresses on

he motion picture lots are sent to school
ind permitted by the courts to work only
i certain number of hours.

I

T the time Judy was taken out of “Bar-
clays of Broadway” because of “tem-

lerament,” she told me she had worked
ince she was a little child, that she was
vorn out, and needed a rest which had
>een denied her.

Judy’s mother, at that time, was vastly

innoyed. Judy had led a normal, care-
ree, happy childhood, her mother in-

isted. Her father had been a well-to-do
heater owner and Judy had begun her
areer of singing and dancing because she
wed it—and not because she had to sup-
ort her parents.

Another theory is that Judy has been
hysically ill for almost ten years, ever
ince she reached maturity, and began
aking sedatives to relieve physical pain.

But one thing I shall never in the world
elieve is that Judy was driven into her
ondition by a hard-hearted studio forcing

er to work beyond her endurance!
Next to Vincente Minnelli, if Judy has
ne true friend in the world, it is Louis B.

layer. It was “L. B.” who comforted
er when it was necessary to take her out

t “Annie Get Your Gun.” It was “L. B.”

/ho financed her trip to a Boston sam-
arium. He not only paid the complete
xpenses for what he was sure would be
“cure” for her—he also paid those of

er agent and friend, Carlton Alsop.

Always Mr. Mayer has loved Judy and
dvised her like a father.

I was at his home one night at dinner
hen he was called away by a sudden
dephone call. It was not until weeks
iter that I learned (and not from him)
lat he had been summoned to hysterical

udy’s bedside. She would not be calmed
ntil the man who made her a star came
id sat with her and told her that she
'as not “through”—and that pictures

"
Refreshing

”

No make-believe here! That’s why “My
True Story” Radio Program is so often

called a “refreshingly different show.”

These real-life dramas, picked from the

files of True Story Magazine, give you a

further insight into life. You’ll readily

recognize situations which your closest

friends, and even you, may have to face

—and be interested in their solutions.

A complete story every day, Monday
through Friday.

JNE IN

my
True Story

American Broadcasting Stations

Only PffiH-LlfT Bras

giue you "The lift that neuer lets you down"

Look for the

Magic Inset

Because you love to look lovely, you

must wear a “Perma-lift” * Bra. Deli-

cately designed to assure the fashion

favored curves you crave, it magically,

lastingly supports your breasts from

below. Wash it, wear it— the Magic

Insets lift you always. Select the style

just made for you— at your favorite

corset department. Priced so low you

can afford several— SI. 50 to $4.

For comfort beyond compare, wear a

“Perma-lift” Magic Inset Girdle—No Bones

About It—Stays Up Without Stays.

** * Perma» lift” . a trade-mark of A. Stein & Company
(Reg. U. S. Rat. Off.)
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NYRALON TRICOT ... 2-WAY STRETCH

Imagine! a pantie-girdle just like

your lingerie! As soft, as easy to

wash ... yet cleverly interknit with

lastique ... so that the petal-smooth

Nyralon-tricot gently molds your

figure! Truly a wonder-number by

Flexees . . . designed with two-way

stretch that gives pliant, young

figures support with comfort!

Four adjustable, detachable garters.

Panteez sizes: small, medium, large;

in bride-white, petal-pink, baby-blue:

$2 .95 . And-to match-a Flexaire Bra:

AA, A, and B cups, 32 to 38. $ 1 .50 .

Just ask your favorite store!

were already in preparation for her when
she recovered her health.

It was L. B. who soothed her to the point

of her decision to go East for treatment

under the care of fine doctors.

When she returned—after three months
—everyone was so happy because she

seemed to be herself, glowing with health

and happiness and added weight.

Once again she went to parties and had
fun. Almost every Sunday night I would
see her at the popular La Rue cafe holding

hands with Vince and looking for all the

world as though she had not a care or a

problem on her mind.
Far from being forced back to work

against her will, she was actually begging

M-G-M to put her to work. “I’ve worked
all my life,” she pleaded with them. “I m
restless being idle.”

And, believing her, they put her to

work in “Summer Stock.”

A
LMOST from the beginning, it was ob-

vious that a mistake had been made.
But everybody from the bosses down
“covered” for her. Halfway through,

everyone connected with the picture real-

ized that the trip to Boston had not cured

her.

As she grew more and more pitifully

nervous, it was decided to send for Pro-

fessor Rose, the man who had done so

much for her in Boston. He stood by dur-

ing the final weeks of the picture so she

was able to finish it.

Judy had promised the psychiatrist

that she would return with him to Boston.

But at the end of the picture she begged

Vince Minnelli not to send her.

Poor, loyal Vince. He may have known
that Judy should go back to a hospital.

But he loves her so much he cannot bring

himself to do anything that makes her

unhappy.
She coaxed him into going with her to

Carmel where she promised to rest—and
she did. In fact, she was coming along so

well that when June Allyson had to be re-

placed in “Royal Wedding” because she

was expecting a baby, Judy was suggested

as a possibility.

“Do I want to do it?” she almost yelled

over the telephone. “Oh, making another

picture with Fred Astaire (their ‘Easter

Parade’ had been sensational) is the best

medicine I could have.”

But everything still depended on the

decision of the doctor. Impressed by
Judy’s happiness and the big improve-

ment in her health, he gave his okay.

The picture was still in the rehearsal

stage—had not even gone into produc-

tion—when the same old routine started

all over again . . . Temperamental words
with the producer . . . Being late to re-

hearse with Astaire . . . Finally, not show-
ing up at all . . .

Those who knew anything about the

situation were aware that Judy’s not

showing up for an hour’s work was not

the real reason for her third suspension,

news of which I broke on my radio show.

Fred Astaire, the kindest man in the

world, was a nervous wreck himself be-

fore Judy was removed from the picture.

Her emotional outbursts and hysteria had

caused Charles Walters, who had directed

“Summer Stock,” to ask for his release

from “Royal Wedding.”
But even those close to her did not

know how deeply sick she was until that

black Monday night when she rushed

into the bathroom of her home during

business conference—and slashed at hei

throat.

Unfortunately the story got to the

papers, when someone close to Jud>

talked at one of Hollywood’s night spots

Sorry for her impulsive act? Of course

She cried and cried in Vince’s arms.

We all are sorry for her—to the point o:

heartbreak. But one thing is vitally clear-

by this action she has proven that she

can no longer control herself.

As heartaching as it may be to Vince

he must let her go away for a long time

forget Hollywood, forget career, forge

him and the baby—until she can conn

back well and happy again.

As we go to press things seem brightei

certainly. For again Judy called he

friend, L. B. Mayer, and asked him t

come and see her. He told me himself h

was delighted with her condition. He
eyes were bright. She was alert. Mor
than anything else in the world, she tol

him, she wanted to get well. Whereupo
Mr. Mayer telephoned Nick Schenck, an

other M-G-M executive, and it we
agreed Judy would be paid by the studi

until she is well again. Also the possi

bility of her starring in “Show Boat” we

. discussed—if she is completely recovere

when this picture starts in the fall.

Judy’s ready to face facts, it

She’s going to turn down the offer to go

London for an engagement at the

dium. She’s going to make the fight

she must make if she’s to be wholly

again.

It could be, as Mr. Mayer says,

this recent tragedy was a blessing

disguise because now Judy knows
can happen if you let yourself go too

The End

“Away above the chimney tops”:

Judy Garland’s house in the

hills above Sunset Boulevard
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Light up the Lanterns

(Continued from page 53) around—in

decoration and games as well as food.

There were no cocktails. Barbara and
Marshall agree that cocktails are a com-
plete waste of time and money, except, of

course, on special occasions.

When Barbara and Marshall were first

married all the cooking she knew was
how to make waffles and mashed potatoes.

But since eating in restaurants just didn’t

go with their budget, she soon learned to

cook. It was Benson Fong, who owns the

Ah Fong Restaurant in Hollywood, who
taught Barbara to make the delicious Chi-
nese dishes she served at her party. Ben-
son, who plays Charlie Chan’s son in the
movies, was in Marshall’s first picture

almost seven years ago.

IFTER the hors-d’oeuvres (barbecued
A spareribs, sliced pork and egg roll) the

tinker's delight: Barbecued spareribs

rved by the Marshall Thompsons are
rushed with sauce served on the side

Thompsons brought out the lovely chafing
dish in which they kept their Chow Mein
Chop Suey, piping hot. This main course
was served with crisp fried noodles, pork,

fried rice, and tea. For dessert there were
rice cookies, almond cake and litchi nuts.

After dinner came the games. Some of

the predictions from the fortune sticks

were a little amazing. Nancy Davis was
told, “Don’t waste your talents, they’re

ready to work for you.” This you’ll believe
when you see Nancy in “The Next Voice
You Hear.”
When Geary Steffen read his fortune,

“Curb your partner’s tending to extrava-
gance or risky plans,” Janie swore that

she never shopped anywhere except Ohr-
bach’s. Janie and Geary also live in a
Small apartment which they furnished
without the aid of a decorator, so they are

far from extravagant.

f,

Chinese checkers was the next game,
i
everybody agreeing that he or she was
tired of Canasta. And as the grande finale

Ifor the evening, Nancy Davis read every-

R
me’s tea leaves. In Marshall’s and Bar-
bara's cups she saw as much happiness in

;he future as the two have had since they
net a little over two years ago, when
Vlarshall was playing in stock with Dick
bong at Laguna. At that time Barbara
bong was a combination stagehand and
icenery painter. It was almost love at first

A few months later Marshall will-

pinned her with his Phi Gamma
pin and, after a six months’ engage-
they were quietly married at the

Community Church.
Now, through their gay and well-planned

way of living, Barbara and
have saved enough to pay cash

a lovely hilltop lot in Brentwood where
to build in the very near future,

has made many of their early

curbs your
curves from

ivaist to hip

Made of flexible, airy nylon,

this is a girdle to control your

pounds, extoll your curves, (jiving

you hips you II hooray, a waist worth

buying a belt for. All at a purse-easy

price—with money over for the

matching bra. Style 5452—14" sizes

25 to 32. Style 5652—16" sizes 26 to 36.

White and pint So.00 Matching

ylon bra—style 6094. $ 1.50

Jungle pets for

hours at home

Leopard or zebra fabric bootie. Cape
sole, shearling collar. Sizes 4 to 9, medium

width. Little Miss Honeybugs, sizes 8 to 3,

medium width. $2.99
Also in Capeskin, $3.99

At your favorite store, or write to Honeybugs, Dept. 2 — 47 W. 34th St., New York I, N.Y.
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instantly, efficiently.

Does not merely mask it

with a fragrance of its

own. Trust Yodora for

clock-round protection.

YODORA
the gentler cream deodorant that works

2WAYS

and beautifies underarm skin

because of its face cream base.

Keeps underarm fresh and love-

ly-looking for new sleeveless

fashions. Safe for fabrics, too.

Tubes or jars, 10^, 30^, 60f.

American tables and casual pieces himself,
working in an obliging neighbor’s work-
shop.

It was in this same workshop that Mar-
shall made the sign that was to cause the
biggest laugh of the evening. It read:
“Ah Fong Thompson’s Very Fine Chop
Suey.” How was he to know that two
pedestrians passing the apartment would
take the sign seriously and stop to inquire
about the price of the dinner?

Here’s the menu of the dinner the pass-
ers-by didn’t get (all recipes serve 8):

EGG ROLL
Beat together until well-mixed but not
frothy: 3 eggs

V2 teaspoon salt

V2 cup water
V2 cup flour (optional). It will make

egg roll much easier to fry. Lightly grease
a 9” or 10" heavy iron skillet, and heat to
moderate temperature. Add about 2
tablespoons egg mixture and tip skillet so
mixture forms a 7" round, in a very thin
sheet. Cook without stirring until browned.
Remove with large spatula and set aside
to cool while filling is made.
For filling, combine in skillet:

V2 cup cooked bean sprouts

1

tablespoon finely chopped green
onions

14 cup finely chopped water chest-
nuts

1 tablespoon soy sauce
% teaspoon salt

2 tablespoons steamed rice

V2 cup chopped cooked pork or
chicken

14 cup chopped cooked shrimp
Mix gently and heat until warm. Heat cook-
ing fat about 2 inches deep in pan to 360°F.
Spread each egg “pancake” with the above
mixture. Begin rolling one end, fold in

sides, and continue rolling as for jelly

roll. Fasten with tooth pick.

Place in fat and cook until well browned
(12 to 15 minutes). Drain on paper towel-
ling and serve hot with dunking sauce.

SLICED PORK
Place a whole fresh pork tenderloin on a
rack in an open pan. Sprinkle with salt

and pepper. Bake in a moderate oven
(325°F.) 30 to 35 minutes per pound or
until well done, with all pink color gone.
Cool. Slice 14 inch thick and serve with
Chinese dunking sauce.

BARBECUED SPARERIBS
Have cut into fingers or riblets for Chinese
spareribs: 8 lbs. lean spareribs
Place in open roasting pan and sprinkle
with salt and pepper. Bake in a moderate

unt:oven (325°F.) about IV2 hours, or uni

tender—yet not separating from bom
Spread on cookie sheet or broiling par

Combine: 1 cup barbecue sauce
2 tablespoons brown sugar
3 tablespoons soy sauce

Brush this mixture on ribs. Place in pre

heated broiler 3 to 5 minutes or unti

crisp and brown. (In an outdoor barbecue
brush sauce on wben almost done.) Serv
with dunking sauce.

DUNKING SAUCE
Mix 14 cup dry mustard with 3 to

tbsp. water, to make consistency of gravj
Fill saucers with catsup. Place tsp. 0

mustard mixture in center of each.

CHOW MEIN CHOP SUEY
Place in moderately hot skillet:

1 tablespoon salad oil

Add: 2 cups finely chopped raw pork
1 cup diced bok choy (Chines
chard) or broccoli

Fry about 2 minutes. Stir in:

1 cup diced bamboo shoots

V2 cup finely sliced water chest

nuts
1 tablespoon soy sauce
% teaspoon sugar
1 teaspoon seasoning salt or
Chinese flavoring powder

2 cups chicken broth
Mix thoroughly. Let steam 5 minutes.
Add: 3 cups bean sprouts
Cover again and cook 2 minutes.
Combine: 4 tablespoons cornstarch

3 tablespoons cold water
Add cornstarch mixture gradually to porl

mixture. Bring to boil, cook 1 minut
longer, stirring constantly. Serve at ona
over crisp noodles.

CANTONESE FRIED RICE
Place in moderately hot skillet:

2 tablespoons salad oil

Add: 2 eggs, lightly beaten
Cook, stirring frequently until egg has set

Add: 4 cups cooked rice

Cook 2 minutes, stirring constantly.

Stir in: % cup chopped roast pork
A4 cup sliced water chestnuts

A4 cup diced bamboo shoots
3 tablespoons soy sauce

Cook and stir one minute more.
Add: % cup chopped green onion
Serve at once.

Marshall Thompson can be seen in “Thi

Violent Hour,” Jane Powell in “The Ten-

der Hours,” Nancy Davis in “The Nex
Voice You Hear,” Richard Long in “Kan-

sas Raiders.”
The End

listen to

"America's favorite girl singer"

JO STAFFORD
on “ The Carnation

CONTENTED HOUR"
Sunday Night On Your Local CBS Station

10 p.m. EDT; 9 p.m. CDT; 8 p.m. MDT; 7 p.m. PDT

Starred with Emcee Dick Haymes and Victor Young's orchestra.

For the story of her success and a full page color photo of Jo,

read September TRUE STORY, now at newsstands.



Are you in the know ?

than a// other sanitary napkins

3 ABSORBENCIES: REGULAR. JUNIOR. SUPER

Address

Slate

If your makeup melts,

should you try—

Q A cold splash

| |
The scrubbed-and-shiny look

Q Patchwork

How to save face on hupiid evenings? First,

before the shindig, use an astringent lotion

(fresh from the ice box) —for a drying

effect. Next, apply sponge cake makeup

base, sparingly, and splash on cold water to

"set it.” Blot; then pat on the dazzledust.

At calendar time, too, you can save yourself

many an anxious moment. With Kotex,

you’re set to cope with any problem-day

emergency . . . for that special safety center

gives you extra protection.

How to score with the

hiring squad?

0 “I can do anything"

“I want to get experience”

Q "Sell” yourself

You may want a job for some extra jingle*

jangle — or a stepping-stone to a Dream

Career. But why should the company want

you? Suggest specific work you believe you

can do, giving the boss -man (or lady)

good reasons. "Sell” yourself. It inspires

confidence. You can be confident, even on

"those” days, with the napkin made to stay

soft while you wear it. For Kotex gives

softness that holds its shape . . . comfort

that helps you hold that job!

More women c/toose KOTEX

Address P. 0. Box 3434,
Dept. 29, Chicago 11, Illinois

Please send me the free booklet,

"Are You In The Know?”

Name.

Which color compliments

a suntan?

| |
Orange

| |
Chartreuse

I |
Cerise

However you re toasted well-done or

medium — wear colors that flatter your

suntan. Thumbs down on all three answers

above (fooled you!). Choose cool hues;

blues, for instance. Of course white out-

wows them all. And on certain days, it pays

to be choosy — about sanitary protection.

That’s why Kotex comes in 3 absorbencies

(different sizes, for different days), so you

can select what’s best for you. Try Regular,

Junior, Super. Find the one just exactly right.

1

When shaking hands do
Remove your gloves Q keep

Remove your mitt or apologize for same?

’Taint fittin’, kitten! A lady’s gloves should

"stay put.” At least ’til she’s seated in the

theatre,or at a restaurant table. To stay hand-

in-glove with confidence on trying days —

put certain worries out of mind. Choose

you think it's smooth to —
them on Say "Pardon my glove

"

Kotex! Those flat pressed ends prevent

revealing outlines. And for extra poise, get

the extra comfort of the new Kotex Wondei -

form* Belt made with DuPont nylon elastic!

It’s non-curling,

dries like magic!

Non-twisting. Washable;

How to learn

your social

P's and Q's?

EJ The hard way

Cl Via charm school

I 1 Get "In The Know "

Want quick answers to dating di-

lemmas? Etiquette puzzlers? Send
for the new, fascinating booklet

"Are You In The Know?” — it’s free!

It’s a collection of important poise-

pointers selected from "Are You In

The Know?” magazine advertise-

ments
(without "commercials”) — re-

printed in booklet form. Gives help-

ful hints about the

man and manners
department; smooth
grooming, fashions.

FREE BOOKLET!
Mail the coupon today!
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Condition it

with NEWVRENEshampoo

The sure way to NaturalSheen-NaturalSoftness
How lovely your hair will look when you use this

exciting New Drene Shampoo with Conditioning

Action! For New Drene does far more than

“just wash” your hair. It actually conditions as it

cleanses . . . conditions your hair to thrilling

natural sheen, natural softness!

Your hair is so wonderfully easy to manage . . . it’s

so clean, so soft, so responsive to your hands.

No other shampoo has this Conditioning Action.

Get New Drene today

!

Cleans hair and scalp like a dream—yet
it’s gentle, non-drying, baby-mild!

Leaves no dulling soap film, so needs no
special rinses. Removes loose dandruff!

Makes billowy, fragrant lather instantly

—even in the hardest water!

New Drene
NOW WITH

Conditioning Action

l

Last Laugh

(Continued from page 51) alerting his
friends—borrowed a set of clubs from Vern
Carstenson, some books on the game from
his pal Lloyd Nolan, took a few lessons
from a pro Lew Ayres recommended.
Christmas came and Sue (“my own

worst enemy,” she says) gave him a com-
plete set of sticks and a membership in
the swanky Bel-Air Country Club.
“Now it’s golf-golf-golf every day he’s

not working, golf jokes at the dinner
table, golf books on the bedside table.
I m lucky,” Sue says, laughing, “if he
calls me up to say he’ll be home late for
dinner.”

“I m lucky,” Alan retorts, “if the line
isn’t busy.” This “busy” line is a squelcher,
an old standby argument-stopper for Alan.
Stems, he says, from the blackest, bitterest
night of his life.

I
T was a cold, rainy, autumn night in 1943,
and he had just been inducted into

the Army at the induction center at Ft.
McArthur. He and a million other poor
guys took the long day of standing in
lines for processing without grumbling too
much because he knew that as soon as the
processing was over he would get a five-
hour pass. He had promised Sue to call
her the minute he had the pass in hand.
She’d pick him up at the post and he’d
have a whole five hours of civilian warmth
and comfort.
There was a line-up for the phone, too

—

the million other guys had the same idea.
Alan waited his turn, trying to be patient,
grabbed the phone eagerly and dialed his
home number. The line was busy. He
had to go back again to the end of the
line—inch up again for another try. It
was dark, and getting late, and the rain
was coming down in sheets. He got to
the phone booth again, called the house
again. The line was busy.

Livid, he walked to the nearest trolley
stop, got on a train heading for Los
Angeles. Everything was fine until mid-
way in the run when the train reached a
wash-out in the tracks and was forced to
back all the way to San Pedro.
This time Alan called a cab and rode

home in style. He got there at three-
thirty a. m. and he had to be back at the
post at five o’clock.

Sue had a second phone line installed
the next day and told no one but Alan
the number. “It worked for awhile,” he con-
cedes, “but now we have three lines and
they’re all busy.”
Actually one of the reasons Alan has

fallen so hard for golf is that his life—now
that he has become a top-ranking star

—

is just about as tense and complicated as
the busy phone lines would indicate.
“There are no phones on the golf course,”

he says. “When you’re playing you can’t
even think about anything else.” He
finds that all the tensions accumulated in
his busy schedule float away as he whams
away at the little white ball.

If anybody had told Alan even last
summer that 1950 would find him trudg-
ing daily—when he wasn’t in production
on a picture—around eighteen holes of a
rugged golf course, sweating his way out
of sand traps and from behind unfriendly
tree trunks, watching the masters with
almost a bobby-soxer’s brand of admira-
tion, talking the game, reading about it,

living it . . .

“I’d have said he was crazy,” Alan sums
it up himself.

Until last November, when his pals in
Paramount’s publicity department used to
invite him to join their Sunday foursome
at the Griffith Park course, he’d run.
“Anything else you name,” he’d tell



them. “Come on down to the ranch

—

we’ll ride horses, or the motorcycle. Get

a real work-out. But not golf. That’s a

crazy game.”
“One thing I was positive ol when i

married Alan,” his wife Sue will tell you

now, half-ruefully, “was that I’d never

be a golf-widow. A ranch-widow, maybe,

but golf was no threat.”

Now he will play with anyone who will

play with him, quite frequently his old

friend Lloyd Nolan, who has taught him

a great deal about the game.

On a recent round with Lloyd, Alan

—

who has not been brave enough as yet to

keep score—decided to record his shots.

They added up to a thunderous total—

about twice par for the course. But not bad,

Alan thought, for a beginner.

“I really like the game for the exercise,

he told Lloyd gamely.
“Ordinary guy,” he said, “will walk live

miles going around, swinging hard. Me, I

play ten games to a good man’s one. Out

of the brush—into the sand bunker. Where
could I get a better work-out?”

T
HEIR caddy, Micky, an old hand at^the

game, decided that both players had “set

golf back a hundred years.” But he

laughed when he said it.

Nolan, perhaps trying to be friendly,

landed in the sandtrap at one point him-

self. Whaled away once—missed the ball.

“I got that sand right in the mouth,”

Alan told him cheerfully.

Lloyd hit again, got out of the sand but

uncomfortably close to a tree. By this

time, the next foursome was approaching.

Micky, holding up a warning hand,

called out: “One moment please. Don’t

disrupt the motion picture industry.”

Flustered, Lloyd missed another one.

“Grrrrr. . .
.” he grrrred.

“Steady now,” Micky laughed at him.

“Remember, golf is a game of gentlemen.”

Alan, on the surface, at least, is the sort

of calm, controlled guy who doesn’t blow

up easily. But he confesses that he shoots

his game high, wide and handsome when
an expert is looking on.

He was teeing off one day when Bing

Crosby sauntered by.

Bing stopped to admire Alan’s clubs,

which he had helped Sue pick out, then

stood by to observe Alan’s drive.

“I was so embarrassed,” Alan reports, “I

couldn’t get the ball off the ground.”

Bing does it to everybody.
He came up behind his brother Everett

one day when Everett was about to drive

off on the tenth hole at the Bel-Air club.

Number ten, placed smack in front of the

clubhouse, is a killer. You must drive at

least 165 yards to clear a hazard, and with

“the eyes of Texas upon you,” as Alan puts

it, it’s a tough drive to make.
Then Bing strolled up, stood leaning

against a tree, smoking his pipe. “Think
you’ll make it?” Bing asked casually.

NANCY
CRAIG

Every Weekday Afternoon 1:15 DST

ABC STATIONS

Read NANCY CRAIG’S COOKING PAGES

in this month’s RADIO MIRROR Magazine

This mud-pack was no

beauty treatment

!

We spent 5 hours rehearsing and retaking this scene in t ome bhare

My Love.” The cold, wet mud left my hands taut and rough . . .

A dust storm sandpapered But Jergens Lotion kept my

my hands and face . . . skin smooth and soft . .

.

it was loveiy in ciose-

s with Fred MacMurray.

CAN YOUR LOTION OR HAND

CREAM PASS THIS FILM TEST?

To soften, a lotion or cream

should be absorbed by the

upper layers of the skin.

Water won’t " bead” on hand

smoothed with Jergens Lotion

(left hand). It contains

quickly-absorbed ingredients

doctors recommend.no heavy

oils that merely coat skin

with oily film (right hand).

Being a liquid, Jergens is Prove it with this simple You II see why Jergens

absorbed by thirsty skin. test described above . . . Lotion is my beauty secret.

More women use Jergens Lotion than any other hand care in the world

Still 10«* to $1.00 (plus tax)
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He said “Good Night”

but he meant “Goodbye”

Don’t let DEODORANT FAILURE

because

rob you of popularity...

UstHeed.
deodorant ,

new spray

stops perspiration

ONE SPRAY

IS WORTH A

DOZEN DABS

No wonder women everywhere are changing to

new, spray-on HEED in the flexible squeeze bottle.

HEED stops perspiration . . .
prevents underarm

odor all the live-long day. HEED is so easy, so

dainty to use— no more

messy fingers. No other type

deodorant, no cream or old-

fashioned liquid gives such

long-lasting protection so

quickly. So don’t take

chances with short-time de-

odorants . . . use HEED. At
all cosmetic counters, 49tf.

Lasts many months!

Mererbe Heed/ess

andyou'//a/ways besafe!

In the thunderous silence which ensued,
Everett dropped ten balls in the gulley.

'

Then he walked over to his caddy, grabbed
his loaded golf bag and threw it after the
balls. He didn’t play again, the legend
goes, for a solid year.

“Isn’t it enough,” Alan says, “to be able
to sing better than anybody else?” Ladd
hasn’t tackled Crosby on the greens, as yet,
although he admits he has ventured out
of his beginner’s class.

He was so awed by Frank Ross’s supe-
rior skill in a recent game that he was “not
worth anything” for the first eight holes.
Then one good shot on the ninth kept him
going to finish the eighteen.
Everyone Alan sees these days, every-

one he meets, is a prospective golf partner.
His friend Lynn Howard hadn’t played in
ten years but agreed to go out one day
“just to walk around.” He liked it. Now
when Lynn telephones for Alan to set up
a golf date it’s always with the phrase,
“tell Mr. Hogan that Mr. Snead called.”

A
LAN and Lynn Howard, and “ten thou-
sand other fans,” followed Hogan around

for the four days he played in the recent
California Open tournament.
“There we were>” said Alan, “running

from hole to hole, looking through peo-
ple’s legs trying to see the players, cold
and miserable in the rain.

“You know where we ought to be,” Alan
remarked at one point, “at the movies.
Nice warm, dry theater, comfortable easy
chairs . .

.” And then Hogan approached
the green and nobody talked.

“Those ten thousand people froze,” Alan
reports, “you could have heard a pin drop.”
Alan has a secret hankering to play the

Hogan story on the screen—and not just

for the golf angle; he thinks it is a great
human story. “Hogan says he is nervous
in these matches,” he explains, “but he
looks like ice.”

If Alan thought that watching Hogan
play would improve his game, he was dis-

appointed. He went out the next day, he
recalls, took a massive swat at the ball and
chopped. Observing the master added ten
strokes to his own game.
But it didn’t diminish his enthusiasm. He

continued to go out, rain or shine, every
day that he was free. He was given an
honorary membership in the Globe Coun-
try Club when his company went to Ari-
zona to shoot location scenes for “Branded.”
Then he spoiled everything by coming
down with a virus infection on his one
day off.

“I’m amazed you didn’t play anyway,”
Sue says, reminding him that he went out
one day when it was so foggy he couldn’t

possibly have seen the ball.

“But I did see the ball,” he argues.

“What’s more, I saw one other player. Fred
Sammis.

“I—and golf—have lured Fred Sammis
away from Photoplay. I have coaxed Lynn
Howard away from his Buicks. I have al-

most convinced my old ranching pal, Chet
Root, that he should sell his ranch, move
into town and take up the game. But I

can’t interest Sue,” Alan says sadly. “Can
you imagine, she’s more interested in her

house and her children.

“I bought her lessons. She took one and
quit. I bought her golf dresses and spiked

shoes. Can’t wear spiked shoes on these

carpets.”

“Oh, be patient,” Sue said at last. “I’ll

go with you soon. I’ll have to take up golf

in self-defense.” The End

CORRECTION: THE JULY EDITORIAL, "LET

THE HOLLYWOOD RECORD SPEAK," LISTED

THE "U. S. CENSOR'S" REPORT ON THE
NATIONAL DIVORCE RATE. IT SHOULD
HAVE READ THE "U. S. CENSUS" REPORT.
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Just Plain Jane

(Continued from page 49) sensibly spent
her time drawing pictures and planning
her future as a designer. After graduation
Mom asked, “How about dramatic school?
They teach dancing and diction, which
can’t do you any harm.”
So Jane went to Reinhardt’s. But there

was too much watching, and not enough
doing. Jane was glad when a good school
of design turned up. With the tuition

check in her pocket, she stopped at Ous-
penskaya’s to see her best friend who was
studying dramatics. Pat seemed to be hav-
ing lun, and Jane reached a decision. For
Jane, to decide is to act. She turned over
her check. Design’s loss was Ouspenskaya’s
gain.

While studying, Jane worked as a model
to earn money. At the same time, two
Howards were making a deal. Hughes
(Howard) signed Hawks (Howard) to di-
rect “The Outlaw.” For the leads they
wanted new faces. Agents ransacked the
town, scooping up photos. One of them
appeared at Tom Kelly’s studio. Shortly
thereafter, he reappeared in a fine glow of

triumph. “This one,” he said—
Kelly took a look, and groaned. “Oh no,

not that one—

”

“Whaddaya mean, not that one? I

showed the whole bunch to Hawks, and
this one he picked—

”

“Leave her alone, she’s a nice little coun-
try kid—

”

“Look, are you the girl’s father? Let
her decide.”

Reluctantly, Kelly supplied Jane’s num-
ber. She was at a ranch, visiting cousins,
not expected back for three days.
“Can’t you get her in sooner?”
“That’s up to her,” said Jane’s mother,

and gave him the ranch number.
Indulgent but skeptical, Jane heard the

agent out. “That’s fine,” she said. “I’ll be
back in three days.”
His blood pressure moved up. “Hey, don’t

you want to be a movie star?”
“Sure, sure,” she soothed him. “I’ll see

you in three days—

”

Three days later he took her to Howard
Hawks’s office. “We’ll test her with the
others,” said Hawks. The others included
six girls and eight boys.
“Who do you think’ll get it?” she asked

Hawks.
He grinned. “Jack Beutel. And you—

”

Jane felt fine. Her mother felt fine.

But Robert Waterfield felt the reverse of
fine. She was seventeen when they started
going together. She was nineteen when
fate and “The Outlaw” struck. The news,
you’ll remember, broke fast—and with
illustrations. At UCLA, where Bob flour-

ENTER THE BIG
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Whoever said “Beauty is skin deep,” probably had Woodbury
Cold Cream in mind.

For the secret of a beautiful skin is deep, deep cleansing.

Woodbury Cold Cream cleanses deeper because it contains

Penaten—the amazing new penetrating agent that actually goes

deeper into the pore openings. That means Woodbury’s won-

derful cleansing oils go deeper to loosen every trace of grime

and make-up.

And because of Penaten, Woodbury Cold Cream smooths

more effectively, too. Brings rich softening oils to soothe your

skin when it’s dry and rough. Recapture that little-girl ireshness

again with Woodbury Cold Cream! 20<f to $1.39 plus tax.
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NEW SHAPE
is the

NEWS

The new-sliape “poncho” jacket. News because, though it

takes its shape from the traditional blanket-like South

American cloak, it’s a high-style modern fashion. That’s

new design with an interesting inspiration!

The new-shape Modess box. News because it, too, is an

example of inspired design! Cleverly takes its shape from many

kinds of boxes . . . you’d never guess the wrapped package

held Modess. Another tactful feature . . . the

new box is pre-wrapped before

it even reaches your store.

Only Modess comes

in the new-shape,

secret-shape box...pre-wrapped!

ished as the team’s star quarterback, he
bowed his head to the storm.
His feelings have gone through several

revolutions since. Robert saw that this was
a hard-working industry of hard-working
people. He relaxed. When he’s ready to

give up pro football with the Rams, he may
go into Westerns himself. Meantime Jane’s
pictures don’t interest him. Having sat

through one, he’ll say, “It was all right,”

and turn to a discussion of fishing or foot-
ball. Or he’ll say: “Are you making money?
If you’re making money, okay—

”

Which tickles his wife. “He should have
been an agent, that one.”

1

T
HEY were married in 1942. You’ve heard
that no two people could be more dif-

ferent, nor happier together. You ask Jane
about these differences.

“He’s a boy, I’m a girl,” she starts off

drily. “He’s conservative—that’s the English
in him. I’m not—maybe that’s the Polish in
me. He likes sports, except the ones I like

—swimming and riding. Football I can take
so much of, and no more. He loves golf, I

loathe it. All his friends are in the sports
world. My gal friends are the art, music
and drama kids I went to school with.
Robert doesn’t know or want to know
from art, music and drama. We have huge
arguments about it, and that’s all. No
nagging, no picking.

“We’re not the kind who make a produc-
tion of our feelings, or think you have to
hold hands till twelve o’clock high. If

he goes on a football trip, I may meet him
somewhere—then fly to New York, see
plays, hear concerts, tramp galleries. This
would kill Robert. Why should I make him
suffer? Why should I suffer through too
much football? We let each other live.”

They’re living in what Jane refuses to

call the dream house—a sticky term, over
which she chokes. “Call it a paradox too.

Modern, with old Chinese furniture. Vines
trained outside to cover the rough brown
planks. So it’ll soon look a million years
old—I hope.” Robert’s project was the
downstairs playroom for football brawls.
“We live such a sort of cornball life,”

says Jane. “It’s so much easier to be with
the old friends. Two of the movie crowd
who really fit in are Bob and Dorothy
Mitchum.” He and Jane have just been
teamed for the first time in “His Kind of

Woman.”
Until three months ago the Waterfield

household was maidless. That’s how Rob-
ert wanted it. One day a friend called.

“Jane, there’s this marvelous Swiss wom-
an. D’you know anyone who could use
her?”
“No one but me,” Jane heard herself

saying. That night she approached Robert.

“I’ll be going back to work soon. It won’t
be so easy to keep my end of things up.

Why don’t we try her?”
He marshaled the usual arguments. Jane

marshaled hers. “We’re not marrying her.

If she doesn’t work out, what have we got

to lose but a month’s salary?”

“Oh, I suppose so.” The male, fed up,

giving in to a woman’s caprice.

She’d been there two days. She’d served
them their second dinner. Jane watched
Robert’s eyes follow her from the room.
“Wife, I just had a horrible thought. She
may leave us someday.”
Since the time of their marriage, he’s

never called her anything but “Wife.” Her
four younger brothers call her “Daughter.”

The girls call her “Our Movie Star Friend”

or “The Queen”—very sarcastic. “We’re
going to ‘Our Movie Star Friend’s’ house

to use the pool.”

Jane’s deeply devoted to her schoolday

crowd, and they to her. They talk her

language. “What made you do the scene

that way, it absolutely stinks
—

” This is the

kind of candor she understands.



“I’m the Russell gal they’ve known
from a pup,” Jane says. “My job gives me
more money than the rest of them. Like
anyone else, I find money a comfortable
thing. Yet half the time I feel like a big

chintz. Why? Because some of these kids
are writers, some are painters. They’ve
got twice as much talent as I have. Only
I got the break, and they didn’t.”

On the subject of her sex build-up, she
flaps a weary hand. “Someday I’ll have to

dream up an answer to that one. It’s what
I have to pay for the money I’m getting.

Don’t ask me to talk about it. Don’t even
ask why I don’t want to talk about it. The
reason’s obvious.”

F
ROM sex to religion may seem a long
step. To Jane, one is as normal as the

other. Her mother’s a Bible teacher. They
used to hold family worship at home. It’s

a large, close-knit family. “Thousands of

them,” Jane assures you airily. “All of us
mad about each other.” Friends began com-
ing in, and the place threatened to break
apart at the seams. So, they built their own
chapel. A most unorthodox modern House
of God around a garden enclosure. Here,
on Wednesdays and Saturdays, Jane’s
Mom teaches the Bible. Here the kids

give ten per cent of their earnings, which
is sent out where it will do the most good.
Her manner’s offhand and her clothes are

casual. Too casual for the conservative
Robert, who looks disapproving as she
makes for the village in slacks. But once in

a blue moon when she dresses up, it’s in

something real sexy.
Except for the Bible, she’s no reader. “I

do not prefer to curl up with a good book.”
She’s allergic to worry. Robert takes care
of that department for both. Without be-
ing passionately maternal, she’d like to

date the stork if the stork’s willing. “So
would my old man.”
Robert’s deliberate as Jane is brisk.

Two seconds, and her mind’s made up. He
agrees to nothing till he’s thought it over
good. This clash of temperaments could
create a strain. Humor relieves it.

They both shy away from the senti-
mental and prefer to keep it light. But
there came a night when Robert forgot
himself. Academy Award night, with Jane
due to sing “Buttons and Bows.”*
She’d sung in public before, but he’d

never heard her—except long ago at high
school when it didn’t matter. Now, here
they were, surrounded by the highpowered
greats of the industry.
Jane walked to the stage. The orchestra

started. Jane started. “A western ranch is

just a branch of Nowhere Junction to
me—” On she went through rollicking verse
after verse to the jackpot finish. “Silks and
satins and linen that shows, and you’re all

mine in buttons and bows—

”

The applause thundered. For the song
of course, Jane decided, not for her. But
at least she hadn’t disgraced the family.
Undisgraced, she returned to her hus-

band. The color was back in his face. There
was something else in his face that startled
her. “You were all right, Wife—” And for
the first time he kissed her in public.
Jane makes nothing of it. But don’t let

her kid you. Telling about it a year and a
half later, she can’t quite keep the glow of
pleasure from her eyes.

The End
*Published by Famous Music Corporation
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: How do YOUR dates

;
say GOODNIGHT?

SEE PAGE 82

Paid Notice

Princesse Simone Trouhetzkoy, one of the best-dressed women in Paris,

touches Evening in Paris Perfume to her ears, temples, throat and wrists.

Away from home, a purse flacon of Evening in Paris is always with her.

Wear Evening in Paris every hour of

the clay and evening! It’s the best-

beloved of all perfume—romantic and

long-lasting. Join the smart French

women who know the secrets of love-

liness-—and make Evening in Paris an

essential part of your life!

Evening in Paris Perfume, 812.50 to 81.00
Evening in Parts Flacon of Perfume, 7 Zit & 50-

Evening in Paris Bath Powder, 81.25
Evening in Paris Lipstick, 81.00

All prices plus tax

* Yoirr Evening in Paris is compounded here in the U.S.A.
from the same French formula that makes
Evening in Paris the largest-selling fragrance in France.

Mile. L orratne Dubonnet
, lovely Parisian

socialite, accents her perfect grooming with

smooth, lustrous Evening in Paris Lipstick. In

many, many wonderful colors, each delicately

echoine^h^niKnmc^rni^ninsMi^an!^^^^

Princesse Nicole Murat, of the dis-

tinguished French family, climaxes

her bath with Evening in Paris Bath

Powder, so cooling and fragrant!
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A Rapid Method of Application

for your added convenience

Noreen is so easy to apply in 3 Minutes with

the NOREEN COLOR APPLICATOR. The rinse

flows on so smoothly and evenly . .
.
gives a

much more colorful result with so little trouble.

Price 40*. SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

NOREEN really does what you've always
wanted a color rinse to do!

You have always wanted a rinse with long-lasting, nat-

ural-appearing COLOR to bring gratifying new beauty

to your hair, or to blend in gray... here it is...

NOREEN SUPER COLOR RINSE.

A COLOR Additive Noreen adds fresh, bountiful color

that will beautify and glamorize any shade of hair.

To blend in UNWANTED gray in graying hair

Noreen will effectively blend in the gray in graying hair

without "that dyed look.” With Noreen you can now
achieve results you never believed possible.

Beauty for gray and white hair too! Noreen en-

hances the natural beauty of white and gray hair with

light, medium or dark tones of pure, silvery gray.

And remember... Noreen colors are long-lasting, yet

non-permanent. Packed in convenient easy-to-use cap-

sules. Choice of 14 colorful shades in 254 and 504 sizes. ..at

leading cosmetic counters everywhere...or ask your Beau-
tician to apply Noreen Professional Super Color Rinse.

Guaranteed by '

Good Housekeeping

GOOD READING FOR

VACATION-TIME

—

“Week-End Companion”

Delightful collection of entertaining
short stories—perfect for lazy hours
in the sun.

“South Sea Stories”

Exciting sea yarns that will send chills

up your spine. You can carry thrilling

adventures in your pocket or handbag.

These are but two of the in-

creasingly popular, hard-bound

PERMAB00KS
35c AT NEWSSTANDS

Other titles available:

• “Travel For Fun”

• “Eat And Reduce”

• “Be Glad You’re Neurotic”

• “Common Errors In English”

• “Personality Pointers”

• “What Your Dreams Mean”

PERMAB00KS

Parties, Parties, Parties

(Continued from page 45) Mrs. William
Powell, contrived. One, I remember, was
inspired by an obstetrical ward. We came
dressed as nurses and doctors. We dined
at an operating table. We ate with surgical
instruments. We were served by waiters
wearing rubber gloves. It was most un-
comfortable. But it was also the talk of
the town.

In those days parties had neither ele-
gance nor charm. Except at Pickfair. The
lovely hilltop house of Mary Pickford and
Douglas Fairbanks Sr., then was the
town’s social capitol. It was at Pickfair
that the Duke of Alba and Prince George
and other eminent visitors were enter-
tained. I remember Joan Crawford’s panic
when, shortly after she married Doug Jr.,

she was invited to a party at Pickfair. She
had heard about the rooms filled with
flowers, orchid trees in the foyer with its

floor of tessellated marble. She had
heard, too, about the gold dinner service.

(Those were the days before taxes were
so high.) Only a year or two before,
Joan had been Hollywood’s Hey Hey
Charleston girl. She desperately wanted
to be a credit to young Doug. And
she was, too. Because she’s attractive, of

course, and during her first few Pickfair
visits she kept quiet, too deathly sick with
nervous nausea to speak.

I T the smaller Hollywood parties—din-
/I ner parties of from twelve to twenty
people—movies used to provide the eve-
ning entertainment. No starry home was
complete without a projection booth and
a full size screen. Sam Goldwyn still shows
movies after dinner. When you go to dine
with Sam and Frances, you know, in ad-
vance, that the picture Sam will show will

have been made by someone else—and that
it won’t be too good. It’s Sam’s subcon-
scious I’m sure that makes it impossible
for him to choose a rival’s superior product.
To ask the stars to perform at parties

was unheard of until I did it. Having
decided it was a crime to let Hollywood
parties continue so much less exciting

than they might be—because everyone was
so precious about asking the home talent

to perform—I turned rebel.

It was in the late 1930’s and I was stay-
ing with Constance Bennett. Big parties

now were The Thing. A tent was erected
in the garden to accommodate the bar, the
buffet and the tables since most houses
just couldn’t accommodate the two or

three hundred guests called for at a party,

Hollywood size.

“Are you really going to ask people to

perform?” Connie asked nervously as the
party was being planned. “You really don’t

think they’ll mind, Elsa?”

I shook my head. “They wouldn’t be
actors and actresses if they weren’t ex-
hibitionists at heart and you know it,” I

said. “Besides, party participation is what
makes parties a success. Wait and see.”

She saw too. Edgar Bergen, I remember,
was fairly new to Hollywood. He and
Charlie McCarthy fascinated our guests.

So did Bea Lillie, who sang. For the first

time I asked both society people and stars.

And the stars had as much fun watching
the blue-bloods as the blue-bloods had
fun watching the stars.

Successful parties aren’t accidents.

They’re the result of work and plans.

And, above all, they must in some way
reflect the host, the hostess, or both. I

remember too well when Hollywood par-
ties failed to do the latter, to become bor-
ing and monotonous.
This was before 1942. It was the thing

then to plan parties weeks ahead. You
telegraphed your guests—a good party
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f included one hundred guests or more

—

stating the night you wished them to dine
1 and asking them to telephone your secre-

tary whether or not they would be there.

You knew when you arrived in Hollywood
where you would go Saturday after Sat-
urday. If you didn’t go to Errol Flynn’s on
the 6th, Norma Shearer’s on the 13th, and
so on, you stayed home. No one else would
plan anything for these nights staked out
so far in advance.

All the parties were the same. Michael
Romanoff, as caterer, provided all the food
and drink. The same tent man put up the
tent. The same waiters passed the same
drinks, the same food. And you ate with
the same silver from the same china.

It was about this time that Barbara Hut-
ton married Cary Grant and Douglas
Fairbanks Jr. married Mary Lee Hartford.
The parties given at these homes were
the antithesis of those I’ve described. They
were, first of all, comparatively small.
Secondly, very few stars were among
their guests. The Grants and Fairbankses
entertained instead California socialites,

diplomats, visitors, with and without titles,

from England and Europe. These parties
were undeniably charming and appre-
ciated. But again and again a diplomat,
a Duchess or a Count would complain, “I

was so disappointed. I had hoped, of
course to see some stars.” It’s sheer non-
sense for any host or hostess to think a
Hollywood party, however elegant, can be
complete without stars.

In Hollywood all you have to do is an-
nounce merely that Walt Disney will be at
your party and your party will be jammed.
Great stars and big producers have the
greatest admiration for the quiet man who
has blessed the screen with the beauty of
“Cinderella” and “Snow White.”

S
ONJA HENIE came into her own as a
war hostess. Sonja knows the magic of

presents. Always at her parties there was
a huge table with crocks of caviar, mag-
nums of champagne, baskets of rare fruits
and candies, gifts galore. These went td

i guests as door prizes, for games, for danc-
ing. Any one of the stars present could have

i gone out and bought any one of the
prizes without difficulty or extravagance,
of course. But a present—that was different.

Other things which contributed to the
; success of the Henie parties were the
imagination, planning and work which
both Sonja and her mother put into them.
Mrs. Henie frequently made the dessert
herself. It never fazed Sonja to have lob-

t sters or pheasants or quail flown out from
i New York. It never fazed her either to pay
i. a small fortune for the best dance band in
i the land. Sonja practices the good old
Norwegian adage: “If it’s going to be
Christmas let it be Christmas.”
Now for the man who gives the best

parties in town. Others may give bigger
parties and more elaborate parties. But it’s

at George Cukor’s that you have the most
wonderful time. George, with his great
gift for people, knows whom to bring to-
gether. And whoever he invites is sure
to accept. Greta Garbo goes to George’s
parties. And listens, spellbound, with
Marlene Dietrich, Ethel Barrymore, W.
Somerset Maugham and Katharine Hep-

i burn, to Lionel Barrymore, one of the
i
greatest raconteurs in the world, tell a
simple story, so simply, that it becomes
enchanted.
Through the years, as you can see, a

great many things have gone into making
Hollywood parties memorable. But it

remained, this spring, for Joan Bennett
and Walter Wanger to present as a piece
de resistance a baby who, from her high
chair, presided as a guest of honor until
the small hours of the morning.

The End
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Isn’t it nice to live in this modern age
where old bugaboos and false modesty
can be tossed out the window and a
mother can speak freely to her daughter
about hygiene (internal cleanliness). A
modern mother won’t fail to tell her
grown-up daughter it’s just as impor-
tant for her to put ZONITE in her foun-

tain syringe for her health, charm, and
after her periods, as it is for an older,

married woman.
And a mother will certainly warn her

daughter about a common odor

—

graver than bad breath or body odor

—

she herself may not detect but which
is so apparent to others around her.

And isn’t it reassuring for your
daughter to know: no other type liquid

antiseptic-germicide tested for this pur-

pose is so powerfully effective yet safe to

tissues as zonite.

A MODERN MIRACLE!

Doctors know that much unhappiness
can be traced to women using danger-
ous products, overstrong solutions of

which can gradually cause serious in-

jury. On the other hand, what woman
wants to rely on weak, homemade
solutions—none of which have the re-

markable deodorizing and germ-killing

action of zonite.
Developed by a famous surgeon and

scientist, the zonite principle was the
first in the world that was powerful
enough yet positively non-irritating,

non-poisonous. You can use zonite as

directed as often as you wish without
the slightest risk of injury.

Gives BOTH Internal and External

Hygienic Protection

zonite deodorizes not by just ‘masking’
as many products do. Instead, zonite
actually dissolves and removes odor-
causing waste substances. And zonite
has such a soothing, refreshing effect.

It promptly relieves any itching and
irritation if present, zonite gives daily
external protection, too. Available at
any drug counter.
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FOR NEWER

eminine /lyyiene
•Offer good only in the U.S.

FREE! NEW!
For amazing enlightening new
Booklet containing frank discussion

of intimate physical facts, recently
published— mail this coupon to

Zonite Products Corp., Dept. PP-90,
100 Park Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.*

Stole.

Nome.

Address.
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SHAMPOO
Perfumed with

famous Old Spice

NO FEDERAL
TAX REQUIREO

At Drug and Department Stores

SHULTON
Rockefeller Center, New York

Hollywood Bachelor

(Continued from page 43) God. He readily
admits “I hiss the Commies—and I cheer
loud for the Star-Spangled Banner—and
if that’s on the corny side—then so am I.”

He’s deeply devoted to his mother “who
raised three such big huskies,” and to his
brother, Lawrence Tierney.
Born in Brooklyn, the son of Lawrence

H. and Marian Tierney, Scott, for some
bizarre reason nobody has figured out,
was christened “Gerard.” In school he
studied mostly to be a football coach and
he was torn between this ambition and
his secret yen to be a radio announcer
“but my Brooklynese wasn’t too condu-
cive to this.” He enlisted in the Navy at

the age of eighteen, and when he got out
of the Service—with the encouragement
of Larry and a director friend, Jack Gage,
who insisted he should be in pictures

—

Scott enrolled at the Bliss-Hayden little

theater on the G.I. bill. He had only
three weeks left of the nine months’ course
and was considering switching to some-
thing else, when he was cast in the comedy
hit, “Heaven Can Wait.” Larry, who was
out of town and returned just in time to
catch Scott before the play closed, sat be-
side their mother and kept repeating
proudly aloud, “I knew he could do it.”

* DOMESTICATED bachelor of many
it arts, Scott lives without ostentation in a
single apartment in Beverly Hills, sans
maid service, for which he pays $95 rent

—

“which is about $90 too much—such a
dreary place—but I got stuck with it.”

The management at first wanted to give
him an apartment with a hot plate instead
of a kitchen, “but I wouldn’t go for it. I like

to cook.” In his little kitchen Scott is some-
what of a whiz (he admits modestly) when
it comes to frying chicken, tossing salads,
and plying his guests with the real “special-
ties of the house—candlelight and wine.”
He will admit, however, when pressured,that
there’s small opportunity of his living in

any Sheiky style, due to his immense in-
formal drop-in trade. “Might as well be
living at Hollywood and Vine,” he ob-
serves mischievously. “I keep telling my
friends that I’m a big fat movie actor now,
but seemingly they cannot accept that
fact. They never ring before they come.
Just knock on the door and there they
are,” he grins. Let him plan a dinner for

a few friends complete with candlelight
“and my folks show—unfortunately. So I

just throw more steaks on the fire and we
all sit down together family-style.”

When he isn’t working, Scott’s time for

arising “depends on the previous evening

—

otherwise at ten a.m.” He rustles his

coffee and what-have-you in his little

kitchen, and takes off for the beach to

swim and tan “and get in line for the
volley ball game.” Thence to Terry
Hunt’s Health Club, where he works out
four hours and steams—utilizing the
steam room for shaving and pondering any
problems on hand.
Occasionally Scott dines at Chasen’s or

Romanoff’s
—

“but for the same dough I

can eat like a king at home for a week,”
he comments. Usually he takes his date
to the “Encore Room” where he can hear
Matt Dennis play “and get dinner for two
and a cocktail and still get out for eight
bucks.” The “Strip” night clubs he shrugs
off with, “I’ve kind of outgrown that
phase. If you’ve been there once—you’ve
been there.”

Because of his dislike for any phony
show, his casualness, simplicity, and in-

dependence of thought—Scott is “the poor
man’s Bing Crosby” to his pals. They
appreciate him for remaining so un-actor-
ish; for still getting a bigger kick out of

yarning about the old days in the little

theater than about his improved status as
a motion picture star.

Ever frank and unafraid, Scott will stand
up to anybody for that which he believes

—

no matter how impressive the opponent or
how plushy the locale. He himself admits,
“I’m always putting my foot into it—and
that’s saying a lot—at size 12%•”

“Scott stands pat for what he thinks—
even when it could hurt him,” says Dor-
othy Malone. “And that I admire.”

Scott’s first meeting with Dorothy was
strictly American-1950 ... on a public
beach at Santa Monica with Scott under
the impression she was a waitress in a

drive-in. Nor did she know Scott’s real

identity. After the first contrived opening
he started making conversation with her.

Whereupon he launched into a glowing
account of the glamorous lives of those in

the motion picture profession. Not that he
himself was lucky enough to be in it

—

but he knew some movie people and they
were exciting and great fun, he went on

—

giving himself a subtle build-up all the
way.
Dorothy listened, seemingly wide-eyed,

and accepted Scott’s invitation to have
dinner with him that evening—provided
a girl friend of hers could go along. Re-
membering that her own Ford convertible
might look too elegant for a waitress, when
Dorothy left she picked out an old beat-up
car on the beach—and sat there as long
as Scott watched. Dorothy teasingly insists

that it was Scott who broke first. “When
he arrived to take us to dinner—he had all

his clippings along.”
Questioned on his preferences concern-

ing the fairer sex, Scott admits he likes a

girl “who commands your respect and
with whom you know from the first you’re
going to have to watch your P’s and
Q’s.” He likes a girl “preferably pretty.”
one who “gives straight answers, likes

football games and enjoys swimming, and
has an enlarged sense of humor. If she
took me seriously—it would be pretty
tragic,” he says. He admits a regard for

the scrubbed cotton look. “There’s some-
thing about a peasant skirt and blouse
I like. Something so fresh and clean.

To me nothing is ‘sexier’ than cleanli-

ness.”

Matrimony? “Not yet,” says Scott. “At
twenty-five a man isn’t really matnre.
Besides, I wouldn’t know what to do with
a wife,” he adds, “and what do you do
with a girl around the house—take her
along with you to the gymnasium?”

Besides, Scott and Larry are sharing
the family’s financial responsibilities. “I’d

like to get Mother set up in a place of her
own,” Scott says. “It’s about time she
took it easy. Those G.I. loans are a good
deal. You can get a $7,500 loan now with
twenty-five years to pay. I’ll be fifty by
then and can drop dead. We can hold a

housewarming with a paid-for ‘wake.’
”

Warm even a “wake” would be—with
Scott around. With his love for laughter
he would haunt it just to make sure the
party, particularly his own, didn’t die.

The End

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS
When changing your address, please promptly
advise your postmaster and Macfadden Publi-
cations, Inc., six weeks in advance, furnishing
both your old address ( printed label) and your
new address, in order that copies of PHOTO-
PLAY may continue to reach you without
delay. Such notification may be by letter or on
post office card Forms 22 and 22-S, respec-
tively, which your postmaster will supply on
request.
MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS, INC.

205 E. 42nd Street New York 17, N. Y.



(Continued jrom page 61) talk with his

brother Larry during that unexpected air-

ing of Bing’s marital problems. The name
“Bing Crosby” stands for so much to so

many millions of people. Bing can’t, and
I’m sure won’t, ever let them down. “But,”
Larry told me, “Bing is sometimes des-
perately unhappy in his personal life.

That’s why he’s so restless, always going
somewhere.”
Bob Hope has a happy home life but

swears there’s a king size gremlin who
just hates it when Bob is healthy. Robert
has had three major and one minor acci-

dents in the past year. In “The Great
Lover” he injured his leg. In “Fancy Pants”
he was thrown off a hobby horse and
wrecked the small of his back. Driving
home from Palm Springs Bob’s car collided

with a tree, tossed the comedian for a very
bad fall leaving him with a sprained shoul-
der that may never be completely right

again. Oh yes. Bob also burned his hand,
when a box of matches caught fire in his

pants pocket. So, if you enjoy good luck
physically, you have nothing to envy Bob
Hope for.

Lucille Ball has desperately hoped for a

child. Loving children as she does, she had
wanted to adopt a baby. But Desi Arnaz
preferred that they wait on the chance
they might have a child of their own. For
years I’ve wished them luck while I thanked
God for allowing me to have my two
youngsters. But now, after long waiting,
their dearest wish is to come true.
Joan Fontaine is beautiful, bewitching

—but bothered by her business partner-
ship with her estranged marriage partner,
William Dozier. Their community prop-
erty, mostly on paper from their, so far,

ion-profitable picture company, Rampart

They Have Troubles

Productions, is so involved, even the bank
experts are baffled. It adds up to an exas-
perating delay in the divorce.
Robert Mitchum earns $4,000 a week

now. But Robert told me it will be another
eighteen months “before I’m halfway out
of debt.” And one of these days he has to
start paying Howard Hughes the $50,000
loaned him for the new home in Mandeville
Canyon. “Come up and see us,” Robert told
me. “You’ll simply love our lovely unfur-
nished rooms.” With so much money on
Mitchum’s mind, the mere thought of break-
ing a finger gives him a near nervous break-
down.

1
1RROL FLYNN, for all his $200,000 per
1 picture, recently told the judge that he

owes $150,000 in income taxes and he
screamed for relief—chiefly to cut down
the tax he has to pay on the $18,000 a year
alimony for his first wife, Lili Damita. It

would be awful if his Princess Irene Ghika
found herself marrying a pauper.
So you’d like to be Rita Hayworth. You

would naturally enjoy reading that you
had married one of the richest Princes in
the world. Would you also enjoy reading,
week in, week out, that your Prince was
dallying with a dancer while you were
expecting his baby? Well, if Rita is really
secure and sure of Aly’s love, she can be
happy on that score. But there is going to

be a problem if Rita is reluctant to return
to her career, as I hear she is. Prince Aly
is proud to be the groom of a glamour
queen. Rita would rather be a plain prin-
cess and forget that five-thirty-in-the-
morning career routine. “But, if she’s
smart and wants to hold Aly, she’ll work,”
said Aly’s pop, the Aga Khan, a very wise
old gentleman.

Rosalind Russell has real problems. She
gets panned when she makes heavy dra-
matic movies. She gets pistolled in print
for her screwball comedies. Now she’s
having the darndest time picking her next
picture because she just doesn’t know
what the public wants from her. Will you
do her a favor and let her know? It’s a
question of career life and death. Per-
sonally, I hope Roz can find herself some-
thing like “The Women.” She was great
in that. (P. S. I think she’s great period).
Will happiness catch up with Wanda

Hendrix, or Audie Murphy? What a sad
ending for such a beautiful beginning!
Two young bright people, with ulcers yet
—something for each to remember from
one of the most miserable matings ever to
hit Hollywood. “We were just wrong for

each other,” Audie told me recently. “But
I guess we had to get married to find out.”
June Haver has been in and out of the

hospital ever since I can remember. Worst
of her problems was her mistaken mar-
riage to Jimmy Zito, followed by the heart-
breaking death of Dr. John Duzik, the man
she hoped to marry with the permission of

her church. Now her own bad health is

troubling her again. Nothing is worth any-
thing if you are ill.

That brings me to William Holden. “I’m
afraid to go home,” Bill told me during his
recent nonstop spell of sickness in the
family. First the children came down with
measles, which was followed by chicken
pox, then mumps. Sure, every family of
children goes through this. But not every
mother. Mrs. Holden—Brenda Marshall

—

was raised in the Philippines where they
have such things as malaria, maybe, but
not measles, mumps or chicken pox. Poor
Brenda caught all ( Continued on page 91)
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(Continued from page 89) three. It was
far from a joking matter. She was des-
perately ill.

“I hear that so and so is out of jail,” I

mentioned casually to Linda Darnell, re-
ferring to one of her former business as-

sociates. I didn’t know I was opening a

wound that will never close for Linda.
“That man!” the beautiful brunette star

shouted. “He not only took every cent of

my savings (around $74,000) but he took
the $12,000 I gave him to pay for my mink
coat. And on top of everything, he had
the colossal nerve to borrow $10,000 from
me. If he’s really out of jail, I’m going to

the district attorney to put him right back.”
Linda, in pictures eleven years, had planned
to take her career a little easier after

twenty-five. She is now twenty-six—“and
I’ll have to work very hard for the next ten
years to make up for what I’ve lost.”

Are you beginning to love your own
troubles? I’m beginning to be glad I never
had much money to lose!

Ava Gardner’s not-so-secret sorrow to-

day is a frustrated longing to have a hus-
band and children. People who know her
say Ava will always be in love with Artie
Shaw. That’s only just a little better than
being in love with Frank Sinatra. At least

Artie can re-marry her.

Fred MacMurray, like Robert Taylor, is

the open air huntin’ and fishin’ type of

feller. Both have to play in the great out-
doors without their wives. Fred’s wife
can’t. Bob’s won’t. Lillian MacMurray has
been a semi-invalid for years. It’s wonder-
ful to see Fred’s devotion to her. His out-
door sports are always close to home.
Barbara Stanwyck is strictly an indoors

girl. She is also strictly fair so she en-
courages Robert to live the way he likes to.

Makes them both quite lonely people some-
times—a lot of the time.

You don’t hear Spencer Tracy complain.
Or his wife. They’re the kind of people
who do something about it when things
go wrong. Mrs. Tracy taught their son how
to overcome the handicap of deafness. Mr.
and Mrs. Tracy sponsor the John Tracy
Clinic to help other deaf children.
Jennifer Jones, who loves her two sons,

is parted from them constantly because her
boss and husband, David Selznick, finds it

expedient to have her work in Europe.
There isn't enough fame or money in the
world to keep me away from my children.

Don’t get me wrong. I have troubles too.

I just wouldn’t swap ’em for anyone else’s.

It’s taken a long time for me to learn that
the grass is not greener in the next field.

The End

In the drive against cancer! Bob Taylor,

Chairman, Motion Picture Division, and

Dan Seymour, National Chairman, Fund
Drive of National Cancer Foundation
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NOW ITS FUN

TO REDUCE
This Common Sense Way

Sylvia of Hollywood has
no patience with those

who say they can’t re-

duce. She says, “A lot of

women think the beauties
of the screen and stage
are the natural born fa-

vorites of the gods. Let
me tell you they all have
to be improved upon be-
fore they are presented
to the public. Yes, I

know, you are going to

come back at me and say,

‘But look at the money
they have to spend on
themselves. It’s easy to

do it with money.’
“Let me tell you some-

thing else. I’ve been rub-
bing noses with money
for a good many years
now. Big money. Buckets
of it. I’ve treated many
moneyed women. But
money has nothing to do
with it. In most cases,

money makes people soft. They get
used to having things done for them
and never do anything for themselves.”

Here Sylvia explains
what you can do for your-
self to improve your fig-

ure. There is no magic
about The Common Sense
Way to a beautiful figure.

But if you follow the sug-
gestions Sylvia of Holly-
wood has for you in this

book you may, perhaps,
challenge the beauty of

the loveliest movie star!

Sylvia of Hollywood

Names Names

Sylvia of Hollywood has
reduced scores of famous
stage and screen stars—
successfully. In this book
Sylvia tells how she helped
many of Hollywood’s
brightest stars with their
figure problems. She names
names—tells you how she
developed this star’s legs

—

how she reduced that star’s

waistline—how she helped
another star to achieve a

beautiful youthful figure. Perhaps your
own figure problems are identical to

those of your favorite screen star.

Want to be convinced?

Watch those scales. They

will talk in pounds, And

watch that tape measure.

It will talk in inches.

NEW EDITION . . . NOW YOU GET BOTH
FIGURE HELPS-PERSONALITY SECRETS
Now we have just pub-
lished a brand new edi-

tion of Sylvia’s famous
book, No More Alibis!

This edition contains all

the text matter of the

original book, plus the

greater part of her splen-

did book on personality
development entitled Pull

Yourself Together
,
Baby.

Now get Sylvia’s secrets

of charm as well as

beauty! The price of this

new edition is only $1.

Order today while supply
is still available.

Bartholomew House, Inc., Dept. PH-950

205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Send me postpaid a copy of Sylvia of Hollywood’s NO
MORE ALIBIS! COMBINED WITH PULL YOURSELF TO-
GETHER, BABY! I enclose SI. 00.

Address

City Sate.

PARTIAL CONTENTS—NEW EDITION
Too Much Hips, Reducing Abdomen, Reducing
the Breasts, Firming the Breasts, Fat Pudgy
Arms, Slenderizing the Legs and Ankles. Cor-
recting Bow-legs, Slimming the Thighs and
Upper Legs, Reducing Fat on the Back, Squeezing
Off Fat. Enlarge Your Chest, Develop Your
Legs—Off with That Double Chin! Slenderizing
the Face and JowJs, Refining Your Nose. Advice
For The Adolescent—The Woman Past Forty

—

The Personality Figure, Glamour Is Glandular.
This Thing Called Love, Cure-For-The-Blues
Department, Take a Chance!

Who Will Be Your
Favorites for 1950?

(Continued from page 37) Betty Hutton
in “Red, Hot and Blue.” In liking Miss
de Havilland’s performance in “The Heir-
ess,” you wholeheartedly agreed with
Hollywood’s Academy Awards, for she
received the Oscar for her acting ability
in that picture. However, when it came
to picking your most-enjoyed male star,

you went to the opposite direction from
the Academy Awards—which “Oscared”
Broderick Crawford for his role in “All
the King’s Men.”
The actor whose performance was most

enjoyed thus far in 1950 was John Wayne,
in the picture “Sands of Iwo Jima.” After
him, alphabetically, you liked the four male
performances of James Cagney in “White
Heat,” Broderick Crawford in “All the
King’s Men,” Larry Parks in “Jolson Sings
Again,” and Gregory Peck in “Twelve
O’Clock High.”
Your favorite picture, right now, is with-

out any argument the melodrama “Battle-
ground.” Your next nine favorites are:

2. “All the King’s Men”
3. “Twelve O’Clock High”
4. “Sands of Iwo Jima”
5. “Adam’s Rib”
6. “Lost Boundaries”
7. “Samson and Delilah”
8. “Jolson Sings Again”
9. “The Hasty Heart”
10. “Pinky”
Everything about this list is interest-

ing—beginning with your top-choice pic-
ture “Battleground.” “Battleground” is

further proof that a good picture needs no
star-studded cast—other proofs have been
Photoplay Gold Medal Award winners like

1948’s "Sitting Pretty,” acted by the then
little publicized Clifton Webb, and 1947’s

“The Jolson Story,” with the equally un-
known Larry Parks.

How different the pictures in this list

are from the pictures you chose a few
years back. Then comedies and musicals
held you spellbound. Now you do not seem
to want to “escape” by means of the movie
theaters. Instead, you are eagerly seeing
four war-based melodramas (“Battle-
ground,” “Twelve O’Clock High,” “Sands
of Iwo Jima,” and “The Hasty Heart”),
two “message” pictures dealing with the
Negro problem (“Lost Boundaries” and
“Pinky”), and one melodrama concerning
U.S. politics (“All the King’s Men”). Only
three of your favorite ten movies are escape
pictures: “Adam’s Rib,” “Jolson Sings
Again,” and “Samson and Delilah.”

You prefer better pictures now. Nearly
every one of your Top Ten pictures got

excellent reviews from the critics. In by-
gone days, you and the critics were usually
in opposite corners.

This new trend is, we believe, due
to two things: one is that Hollywood is

making better pictures these days—un-
doubtedly due to the fact that the public
began staying away from poor ones. The
other fact is that you, the people, have
excellent judgment. A really good picture,

the record shows, will please people of

all tastes.

Hollywood has a theory that women
make the decisions about what pictures
are seen by the bulk of audiences. Noth-
ing could be further from the truth. The
facts are that every week some 50,000-

000 of you attend the movies. Of this

number, half are couples—a man and a

woman together. A fourth consists of

women either alone or with other women;
and the last fourth is made up of men

—

alone or with other men. It is high time
that Hollywood accepted the fact that

masculine taste should be considered.
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Just to prove the point: Last year, as

you recall, “The Stratton Story” won the

Photoplay Gold Medal Award as the most
popular movie of 1949. Men considered it

the most enjoyable picture of the year

—

but women most enjoyed quite another
film: “Johnny Belinda.”

Actually, the only credit women merit

as deciding factors is that they read more
than men; so that they know ahead of

time something about a coming movie, and
so may influence men.
The actor showing the greatest increase

in popularity in the past six months is

Broderick Crawford. Right behind him
is Kirk Douglas, while the actress who has
shot up in your estimation is Olivia de
Havilland. But as a runner-up there’s a

surprise package: Doris Day.

I
T might interest you to learn about how
you feel toward Olivia de Havilland. Did

you know that she appeals more to women
than to men? What is more, it is women
over the age of thirty-one who like her
best. Boys from twelve to seventeen aren’t

much moved by her. However, she’s both
a big-city girl and a country cousin—her
appeal is fifty-fifty for small towns and
for cities with a population over 500,000.

Also, people in the higher income brackets
like her better than those in the lower.

The most enjoyed actor John Wayne, on
the other hand, appeals slightly more to

men than to women. However, upon study
of the facts, it turns out that his big killing

among males is with boys from twelve to

seventeen. Girls between twelve and
seventeen are highly impressed by him.
People with lower incomes like John
Wayne better than do rich people—and
his biggest audience is found in cities with
populations from 100,000 to 500,000.

Did you know that during December of

each year you don’t go to the movies as

much—because of Christmas shopping?
To make up for this, you can’t seem to see
enough movies in January and February.
Did you know that you go to the movies

in your late teens and early twenties
more than at any other time?
Although movies were invented by

Americans, and movies are the favorite
entertainment in America, did you know
that people in Great Britain go to the
movies with greater frequency than you?

I

Forty-two per cent of the Britishers asked
in a survey by the British Institute of

Public Opinion said that they went once a

week or more often; only twenty-five per
cent of you Americans do the same as
indicated by a recent Audience Research,
Inc. survey.
And did you further know that this

year, 1950, marks the seventh year of this

unique poll—wherein you, the people of
America, tell Audience Research, Inc. your
likes and dislikes about Hollywood’s ac-
tors and pictures so that Photoplay may
learn them and make its Gold Medal
Awards?
That sizes up the situation at the half-

way mark in 1950. Until the end of the
year, the representatives of Audience Re-
search, Inc. will continue questioning you
and listening to your answers—and by the
end of 1950, we shall know (and so will
you) which actor, actress, and film will
win the Photoplay Gold Medal Awards
for this half-century year!

The End

j
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The Sexiest Girl in Town
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Jean gets scolded...

You can’t cut paper dolls without mak-
ing snips on the rug. But if mother has

to get out the vacuum again, she’s apt

to get pretty snippy herself. And inno-

cent Jean has her fun spoiled.

Her mother admires the dolls, and then

whisks out her handy Bissell Sweeper

for a quick clean-up. No need to plug in

the vacuum except for heavy over-all

cleaning. “Saves a lot of time to have

both
t”

this smiling mother says.

Only BISSELL has

"BISCO-MATIC”* brush action

You don’t bear down at all! This mir-

acle-action brush adjusts itself to any
rug, thick or thin, with no handle pres-

sure. Sweeps clean even under low fur-

niture and hard-to-get places

!

New Bissell Sweepers with "Bisco-motic”

Brush Action os low os $6.95. Illustrated:

the "Vanity" at $8.95. Prices a little more
in the West.

P/55ELL

9HEEPBR5
Bissell Carpet

Sweeper Company
Grand Rapids 2, Michigan

TJ. 8. Pat. Off. Bissell 'a full spring controlled brush.

(Continued from page 34) squirming. “I

think she’s too beautiful,” one replied.

“It’s like seeing candy under glass with-
out the penny to buy it. A girl like Liz is

so far out of reach, I’ll just skip her.”
The wolf boys gave me a lot of stammering
and stuttering, but no answer.
Then, as I sat thinking over the town’s

girls, I remembered a scene in “Cham-
pion” in which Ruth Roman had appeared
in a bathing suit. You could literally see
the men in the audience hunch forward for

a better look; and when the picture ended
they were still restless. There was a girl,

pretty but not beautiful, vital but not
hard, warm but not sizzling. The kind
about which the average man dreams.

I called up the fellows again and men-
tioned Ruth’s name. “Now,” they said,

“you’ve got something.”
“Well, what has she got?” I asked.

“What is she like when she’s out with
you boys?”

I

GOT a variety of opinions but they all

agreed on one thing—her sex attraction.

She keeps a man interested—on his toes.

Ruth is a constant, driving bundle of
energy, they told me. “The sweet, demure
young girl she played in ‘Champion’ is al-

most the exact opposite of her real per-
sonality,” said Peter Lawford.
Another of her frequent daters said,

“She gives the guy she happens to be with
a transfusion of her own ambitious en-
thusiasm. Almost always he winds up
sore—not at Ruth—but at himself. If he’s

a writer he’s disgusted because he hasn’t
finished the last act of that play he’s been
fiddling around with for the past year. If

he’s an oil man, he’s mad at himself be-
cause he failed to get more oil wells than
Glenn McCarthy.”
“She does most of the talking,” another

of her admirers explained. “But she talks
about her date, digs into his story. And
when the guy starts spilling, Ruth takes
over and squeezes every possible ounce of
drama out of his yarn. He may have led

a dull life, but by the time Ruth finishes

with him he doesn’t feel dull. He may ride

a bus in from Pomona, but when Ruth
gets through dramatizing the incident, he’s

sure he’s a veritable Marco Polo.”
It is flattering—and also startling, no

doubt—to the more prosaic of the opposite
sex to find themselves suddenly glamorous.
But Ruth doesn’t intend her interest as
flattery. It’s all an exercise for her dra-
matic mind. Nevertheless, men made
happy come back for more.

In private life, there’s nothing average
about Ruth. She’s dynamic, ambitious, tal-

ented. And she has an overabundance of

what we call intestinal fortitude. She has
supreme self-confidence; knows what she
wants and goes after it. Destiny never had
a more willing handmaiden.
Her moods shift as quickly as her mind.

She goes from merriment to depression.
The changes, coming without warning,
confuse her male companions, and me, too.

When Ruth really has the blues, she drives
to the beach, where she will spend hours
alone sitting on the sand and gazing out
to sea.

“The effect of the sea on Ruth is weird,”
says one gentleman. “After a session with
the waves, she returns home calm and
confident.”
Her energy is boundless. “Spending

time in a small room with Ruth is like

being caged with a lioness,” another boy
friend told me. “She radiates vitality.”

Kirk Douglas, who played her husband
in “Champion,” told me that Ruth was
a wonderful girl to work with. “When
you’re playing to a namby-pamby,” said

he, “it’s like a fighter punching a feather

pillow instead of flesh and blood. But
when you’re playing to Ruth, you know
that there’s a woman on the receiving
end.”
At twenty-five, Ruth is one of our most

eligible bachelor girls. She has plenty of
suitors, but, she insists, no real romance.
“However,” she says, “I’m anxious to
marry and have two kids.”
Ruth lives alone, except for two dogs

and a cat, in a five-room house in North
Hollywood. I asked if she weren’t afraid.

“Of what?” she laughed. “My dogs are
more protection than a man.”
Once a week a maid comes in to clean.

Ruth detests domesticity, particularly
cooking, and admits, “I’d be the world’s
worst wife. But I’m anxious to try. I

need a man who’ll dominate me, or I’ll be
no good.” Recently she promised to sew
twenty curtain panels for her windows.
“It was like being in chains until I fin-

ished it,” she said.

With a career, she won’t have to bother
with housework. Servants will take care
of that. But there’s always that type of

husband who wants his meals cooked by
his wife’s own lily-white hands. I asked
Ruth what would happen if she fell in love
with a guy who objected to her career
and wanted to make her strictly a home-
body. “That’s easy,” she replied. “I

wouldn’t fall in love with a guy like that.”

T TIMES, Ruth has gone for only cer-
tain types of men. For a time, she liked

those who had brownish-blond hair. Then
she tried big men. “But I found them
dull,” she said, “so I started going out
with middle-sized men.” And, like Goldi-
locks, she found them just right.

Her first crush came at the age of

thirteen. She was playing tennis on the
public courts in Boston when a boy acci-
dentally hit her in the chest with a tennis
ball. He came over to apologize; and a
teen-age romance was born. Both her
tennis and her sex appeal developed rap-
idly from that incident.

Her sudden crush for the boy was in-
dicative of her theory. Ruth still believes
that a girl should know on first meeting
whether it’s possible to fall for a certain
man. She never baits traps for the oppo-
site sex. “If men like me, they have to

take me just as I am,” she said. “If a girl

puts on pretenses, the fellow will event-
ually know it. So what does it get you?”

I wanted to know what type of man she
was looking for.

“Now you’ve got me,” she said. “I want
a man who’s bright, but I’m not looking
for a genius. He doesn’t have to be hand-
some; but I don’t like them homely. Every
girl wants a fellow who’s physically at-
tractive. But over and above everything
else there has to be a certain spark. When
you find it, you know.”
Among her recent Hollywood beaus

have been Ronald Reagan, Peter Law-
ford, and Bill Phipps, who supplied the
voice for Walt Disney’s Prince Charming
in “Cinderella.” Ronnie, she explained, is

attractive because he’s so “clean-cut and
full of information.”
“What kind of information?” I asked.
“He explained about the workings of

the Screen Actors Guild,” she replied.

“Heaven help us!” said I. “You don’t

talk about the Guild on a date?”
“Certainly,” she replied. “I figure if a

guy’s got something extra to offer, I’ll take
it—including knowledge.”
She met Peter Lawford at a party given

by the Gary Coopers. “I found him charm-
ing,” she said. “In fact, he’s too young to

he that charming. From what I’d heard
and read about him, I expected him to

be—well, on the conservative side. He



wasn’t. It was delightfully shocking to see

him cutting a mean jitterbug.”

Ruth is definitely a man’s woman. She
doesn’t particularly care for women, and
says this is the reason she has so many
boy friends. But when you try to pin her
down to some particular fellow, she ex-
plains, “Oh, he’s just a brother to me.”
Her oldest and staunchest boy friend is

Bill Walsh. They met through Linda
Christian five years ago and have been
going places together ever since. Some
think they’re secretly married. Both deny
that anything exists between them except
“deep friendship.”

Bill has great affection for Ruth, but
shakes his head at some of her whimsies.
“At times,” says he, “she’s a complete
extrovert; then again she’s something out

of Dostoevski.”

H
E thinks Ruth is much sexier than
Lana Turner. “Lana no longer gives me

goose-pimples,” said he. “But then sex is

like a thermometer. It has lots of degrees.”
For a glamour girl, Ruth isn’t very in-

terested in clothes. At home, she wears
blue jeans, an old sweatshirt, and goes
barefooted, weather permitting. If she
wears shoes, they’re Indian moccasins.
She has only two evening dresses. She

avoids sweaters. “Nature,” says she, “gave
me plenty. I don’t need artificial empha-
sis. On some a tight sweater looks good.
On me, it would look vulgar.” Studio de-
signers are constantly trying to lower the
necklines of her gowns. But their draw-
ings come back from the front office with
an arrow pointing to the cleavage point

and “Watch this,” written in red ink.

The simplicity of Ruth’s clothes has
never concealed her sexiness. When Cecil

B. DeMille was looking for his Delilah,

he kept a picture of Ruth on the wall
opposite his desk. When agents came in

with a new prospect, he’d point to the
photograph and say, “I’m looking for a
girl like that.” Ruth, in fact, did try out
for Delilah. But the part, as you know,
went to Hedy Lamarr.
Ruth never lets such failures get her

down. “When she’s turned down for a
part,” says Bill Walsh, “she gets mad, not
discouraged. Her reaction to criticism in-

variably follows the same pattern—emo-
tional, constructive. In other words, she
first gets mad, then she thinks the matter
over, and after that she does something
about it. After losing a role, she used to

say, ‘I’ll show these characters that I can
act if it takes until I’m ninety.’

”

She doesn’t consider herself a star. She
thinks it will take five or ten more years
before she reaches artistic maturity. Her
sense of honesty will be a great asset. She
loathes phony qualities and phony people
so much she even dislikes fiction.

While working in “Beyond the Forest,”
she was told by her director to play a
scene a certain way. But Ruth didn’t
think it was right that way, and told him
so. Bette Davis jumped up and said,

“She’s right. She’s too honest to do any-
thing phony. If you want someone to play
the scene that way, get some little whip-
persnapper for it; not this girl.”

That’s just it—Ruth’s certainly no whip-
persnapper. She has too much verve and
spirit and spunk—above all, too much
confidence in herself, not only as an
actress, but also as a woman.
For instance, when she left my house

the other day, I said, “Now that you’ve
been rated the sexiest girl in Hollywood,
what are you going to do about it?”

“Well, Hedda,” she smiled, “I guess I’ll

just have to live up to the title.” And
giving her coat the old Barrymore flip of
the collar, she walked out into the sun-
shine.

The End

Colgate Guarantees:

Veto GivesYou

Double Protection
Against Underarm Odor and Perspiration

!

1. VETO STOPS ODOR INSTANTLY!
Colgate guarantees it! Used daily.

Veto protects against underarm
odor night and day, safeguards your
daintiness from bath to bath.

2. VETO CHECKS PERSPIRATION!
Works quickly, effectively. Veto
smooths on and is absorbed as easily

as vanishing cream. Won’t cake or
dry out in jar. Has a delightful fra-

grance. And it’s mild, safe fornormal
skin, safe for clothes.

If Veto isn’t all we say it is,

we’ll gladly give your money
back, plus tax and postage.
Simply return unused pi

tion to Colgate, Jersey City
2, New Jersey.

to Perspiration and Odor

says
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How to Lose Weight and Look Lovelier

Now! Lose weight the way Nature intended you to!

If you follow the Ayds plan you should feel healthier,

look better while reducing—and have a lovelier figure!

This is because the Ayds way to reduce is a natural

way. When you take Ayds before meals, as directed,

you can eat what you want ... all you want. Ayds
contains no harmful drugs. It calls for no strenuous
diet ... no massage ... no exercise.

Ayds is a specially made candy containing
health-giving vitamins and minerals. It acts

by reducing your desire for those extra fat-

tening calories. Easily and naturally you
should begin to look slimmer, more beau-
tiful day by day.

Users report losses up to 10 pounds
with the very first box. In fact,

you lose weight with the first box
($2.89) or your money back. At
drug and department stores

—

a full month’s supply, $2.89.

AYDS
movie star,
to know that you’re losing weight the
way Nature intended you to. No doubt
about it, the Ayds way is the smart
way to reduce!”

Vitamin
Candy

The Loveliest Women in the World take AYDS
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Unwanted “Squint Lines”—
deepen from sun glare

HOT WINDS, TORRID SUN
tend to bake the outer layer

of your skin—make it look

coarser, summer-dry.

HERE IS A QUICK UN-DRIER
to soften and relax your
summer-dried skin.

After you’ve been out in any strong

sun or wind, smooth your hot,

parched face with soothing, soften-

ing Pond’s Dry Skin Cream (hands,

arms, too). Don’t be stingy. This

rich, rich cream spreads easily.

Your dry, thirsty skin will “soak

it right up”— feel softer, moister,

more comfortable at once!

3 features
Three features make Pond’s Dry
Skin Cream so effective. 1. It is

very rich in lanolin, most like the

skin’s own oil. 2 . It is homogenized

to soak in better. 3. It has a special

softening emulsifier.

At night—work in richly for ex-

tra softening. By day— use lightly

under make-up. And all summer—
after any sunny, windy exposure.

START NOW to repair, ease, soften

your summer-dry skin. Get a jar

of Pond’s Dry Skin Cream todayl

Hey, Sugar

(Continued from page 46) from the stu-
dio saw her ride. They were shooting the
steeplechase and that kid took her big
horse over the barriers so beautifully,
without the slightest fear.

Once he almost got away from her.
Director Clarence Brown, the crew—all of
us—stood there terrified; but I don’t think
she knew what fear was. Five minutes
later, the scene over, she was brushing
King Charles, talking to him, feeding him
a carrot. When “National Velvet” was
released, I saw it three times and went
around insisting that she should be given
the horse she loved so well.

Once we met at a party in the M-G-M
administration building. Elizabeth was at
the animal-loving stage then.
You should have seen the faces of some

of the guests at that party watching a
chipmunk named Nibbles running up and
down her arm while she ate ice cream.
She had iust written a book about him
named “Nibbles and Me.” I bought a copy
and had her autograph it.

T
HAT seems such a short while ago. Then
one day at the studio, I was through

work early and ran a picture in one of

the projection rooms: “A Date with Judy.”
Out on the screen walked an exquisite
girl with violet eyes. It was unbelievable!
Little Elizabeth had grown up overnight
and she was so beautiful the picture was
half over before you realized what a good
actress she is. I came home in a daze.
“Evie,” I said, “this girl is terrific. I’m going
to call her up and tell her so. Tonight.”
So about nine o’clock I called Malibu

where the Taylors were living. It was her
mother, Sara, who answered the phone.
Elizabeth was asleep. And maybe that

was better because I could never have
really told Elizabeth what I told her
mother. It’s impossible to tell Elizabeth
because she’s so young and so unaware.
But I told Sara and the next Saturday

I ran “A Date with Judy” for Evie and the
boys. They were as excited as I had been.
The following Sunday, Sara invited us to

come up to Malibu.
Francis Taylor was barbecuing the “red-

hots” when we got there, Sara began
opening the soft drinks, and Elizabeth took
to the kids like a duck to water. I shot
movies of the three of them playing with
the big beach ball and in swimming.

Liz is essentially an outdoor girl; she
always has been. She rides and swims
and isn’t a bit afraid of sun or salt water.
What’s more, she loves children. I’ve

watched her for years, for my dressing-
room at the studio overlooks the school-
yard, and at noon, eating my lunch, I’ve

watched them play ball. Elizabeth was
never too big nor too old to play, and the
younger kids accepted her—Butch Jenkins
and Margaret O’Brien among them.
After the Sunday at Malibu, I didn’t see

her again, except from my window, until

she walked on the set of “The Big Hang-
over,” as my leading lady. It was a hard
part for her to play. Here she was, at that
time only seventeen, supposed to portray
a twenty-five-year-old psychiatrist’s as-
sistant.

It was even harder for her because we
started shooting the day after Elizabeth
had broken her engagement to Bill Paw-
ley. You know what the newspapers did
with that. Poor little kid, she came on
the set trying to be brave and bright and,
while the lights were being set, some of

the people started making jokes about it.

I waved “hello” bocause I didn’t know
what to say to her. When we wa ked into

the lights, I saw her chin shaking. “Lis-
ten,” I said, “I unders and, baby, believe
me, I understand.” Those eyes of hers

filled with tears but the chin stopped
wobbling. She blew me a kiss and went

I

into the scene like a trouper.
A few days after this, I was out at Lana

Turner’s when some outside people started
talking about Elizabeth. They’d read all

that guff about her breaking men’s hearts,
not knowing what she felt about romance
and the rest of it. Someone asked Lana I

what advice she would give Elizabeth.
Lana just looked at them. “I have no

advice to give her,” she said. But the
questioner was persistent. What he meant,
he said, was that Taylor was getting the
same sort of publicity, her name linked
with men and romance, that Lana has had.
That did it. Lana let him have it.

“I think all the gossips should be strung
up,” she said. “Here is the nicest, clean-
est youngster you can imagine and, if

anything happens to her reputation, it’s

not her fault but the fault of outsiders
who love to build up heroes and then tear
them down. I’m betting that Elizabeth can
override this petty, silly talk, that she’ll

never lose her balance and she’ll be a great
star.”

And Lana was so right. The world ex-
pected too much of Elizabeth. They for-i .

got that she was barely eighteen. Re-
member what you were like yourself when
you were that age? If a girl isn’t in love ,

then, she’s not normal. And this kid, in-

stead of just having the guys in high school i

to choose from, had the world. She was
j

so anxious to grow up! While we were i

working, she’d say wistfully, “What are
(

you and Evie doing tonight, Van? Are J

you going somewhere?” and I’d laugh and j

tell her the truth—we were going to have *

dinner on trays, read, play with the kids 3

and hit the hay. She was dying to gc I

dancing instead of getting to bed early sc ]
she could be up early to get to the studio

4

Well, it’s different now. She’s met anc ! J

married Nick Hilton, and all the warmtl
\

of her young affections is centered or 1

him. I
To outsiders, she’s still a glamour gir

and they expect a sophistication that woulc »

do credit to a Hedy Lamarr. At the tim< J

I speak of she was just a kid. She had ai i

enormous appetite and during the whoL i

time we worked together, she always man /j

aged to eat half my lunch. I brought thi I

most terrific lunches with me from home
j

I usually ate half at lunchtime and hal
|

about four o’clock. During “The Bi;

Hangover,” I never got that four o’clocl 9

feeding. Liz loved food and lots of it. .1

I
A
ND she needed it, for she worked hare ?

There were many long speeches in th 1

picture, and I personally am dead on thos

longies. I get self-conscious hearing m
:

own voice and try to hurry it. There wa
one scene we did on a park bench. Fin (

I had to talk a long time, then Elizabetl
|

then I again. She just looked me rigl

in the eye, speaking so quietly and natu
rally her words didn’t seem like lines < }

ah. fou have to work witn her to realiz
j

what a good actress she is, and that she
still very young. I found that out in tl :

love scenes.

We went into the first of these, tl
j

scene where I’m “high” and she h;

steered me away from the banquet to sa^
jmy face. When I took her in my arms,
|

could feel her little heart pounding—n
for me but with embarrassment at all tl

dozens of people watching. Then I kissf

her, and when I rehearse, I play the scei ;

the way I hope to do it for the cameras, f

I gave Elizabeth a real kiss and found m; ^
self kissing a statue with folded lips.

“Hey!” I yelled, “don’t tell me that’s tl 1 ;

way you’re going to do it.” I was
!|

astonish'd an looked so funny, she b:o! j''



right, out laughing and couldn’t stop. When
she rehearsed with Bob Taylor, she said,

why they had just faked it.

“Well, we’re not going to do it that way,”

I said. “We’re going to do it just like this.”

And that time she was relaxed from laugh-

ing, so it was easy.

Elizabeth is so natural. There’s nothing

small, petulant or conceited about the

girl. One night while we were working, I

invited her home to dinner. She wasn’t

going out much then and I thought it

would be fun and that spending an eve-

ning with Evie would be swell for her.

So we invited Liz and Morgan Hudgins,

the publicity man who was working on our
picture, and Janet Leigh and Arthur Loew.
You know how it is when you’re enter-

taining other than your intimate friends.

It could be fun—or it could be awful

—

and I arrived home from the studio shout-

ing to Evie, asking what she’d bought for

dinner and were the candles lit and was
the fire going and did she have plenty

of peanuts and stuff?

The minute Elizabeth got there she

flounced down on the floor and started

gobbling all the peanuts and candy in

sight. Of course, the evening turned out

to be fun.

S
HE has such a gift of gab. Just before

Christmas, I went over to the Sawtelle

hospital where I often drop in to chat with

the fellows.

Well, this night, instead of letting me
go to the wards, they ushered me into the

big auditorium and my heart began to

sink. I smelled a microphone. Those are the

moments when I’d give a lot to be a Bob
Hope or a Sonny Tufts. I walked onto the

platform and there, sitting all alone, was
Elizabeth looking like she looks. I was
so delighted to see her, I forgot where
I was, grabbed her and gave her a big

kiss, and the fellows loved it.

I said my say into the mike and then
Elizabeth got up and I listened. It’s an art

in itself, this radiant, friendly manner, as

if she were speaking to one person instead

of to a packed auditorium. The boys ate it

to the last comma. This was two days be-
fore Christmas. We played bingo and

(

raffled off prizes, and as we were leaving

late that night, they asked Elizabeth if she
would be over on Christmas Day to deliver

the presents. Why, of course she would!
Because she takes that as a matter of

course. She does it the way she does
everything, the way she stands in line for

her lunch when we’re on location. That’s

I

the way she was brought up, without any
undue emphasis on celebrity.

She was still going to school when we
were making the picture, getting ready for

the final high school exams. One day when
I passed her dressing room, there she was
with a school book in her hand, but gazing
at the ceiling with a tragic look.

“Hey, Sugar,” I said. “What’s wrong?”
“Oh, Van, I’m depressed,” she sighed.

“I just feel as if I’d like to die today.”

You couldn’t laugh, you remember too
well how it was when you were having
growing pains yourself. “Do me a favor,

will you, honey? Just get up and take a
look in the mirror, will you?”

I don’t know, even then, if she could see
; in that mirror what is evident to those of
us who know her. Beauty, yes, but so
much more than beauty. There is girlhood
with every facet on tap and there is the
promise of womanhood, a wonderful wom-
anhood with all the instinct, emotion and
intellect to assure it. Nick Hilton is a

1 lucky guy.
The End

DON’T MISS THE NEW PICTURES

FABULOUS HI DISCOVERY

IN UNDERARM DEODORANTS
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Sneeze does

-

*

Now... banish underarm odor
completely, safely, instantly

Be confident of your charm! Fabulous new
SQUEEZE Spray Deodorant gives you de-

pendable underarm perspiration protec-

tion— keeps underarms sweet and free of

odor! A little squeeze of the dainty flexi

-

plastic bottle does it!

Squfieze — there’s nothing else like it

SQUEEZE is quicker, daintier. Makes all

other types of underarm deodorants ob-

solete. Sprays easily every time. Safer— kind to skin; harmless

to all fabrics. Thriftier— lasts longer. Six months supply

bottle; can't spill or leak. More effective—
checks annoying perspiration and instantly

stops odor! Try Squeeze, today!
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WANT
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Nationally advertised Card Ass’ts — sell

only 100— make up to $50! Complete line

Xmas. Everydays, Wraps. Stationery.

Also novel “Spang-l-ettes” and “Prize”

Ass’ts; Notes: Name Imprinted Xmas
Cards. 40 for $1 up. Up to 100% profit.

Money back guarantee. Request “Prize”

and Metallic Boxes on approval.

| 30 FREE SAMPLES I

CHILTON GREETINGS. 147 Essex St.,

Dept. T-20, Boston, Mass.

u NEW SILK FINISH

ENLARGEMENT
GOLD TOOLED FRAME

Beautiful 5x7 enlargement made
from your favorite snapshot, photo or
negative and mounted in a handsome
gold tooled frame. Be sure to include
color of hair, eyes and clothing for
complete information on having your
enlargement beautifully hand colored
in oil. SEND NO MONEY—simply pay
postman 19c for each enlargement
and each frame plus cost of mailing.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Limit two to a
customer. Originals returned with your
enlargement. Offer limited to U.S.A.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Blvd., Dept. M296, Hollywood 38, Calif.

WANTED

!

YOUR SPARE TIME FOR CASH
Show Welcome Christmas’ and Everyday

Cards, Stationery and Napkins with name on
to your friends, neighbors, relatives and
oth,ers. Used by everyone. Sell on sight. Your
profit to 100%. Full or spare time. Write for
Selling Plan and samples on approval NOW.

WELCOME GREETING CARD CO.
368 Plane St., Dept. 37, ttewark, It. J.

THERE’S ONE FOR EVERY NECKLINE!

Pictured; Rayon satin, hook-front bra with
plunging neckline. Adjustable self-satin straps.
Style #961. Sizes 32-38. 59^. Available at
leading variety and chain stores.

Guaranteed by
:*od Housekeeping

A Masterbilt label is your guarantee

!

Marion Lauer currently featured

in "Texas, Li’t Darlin’
"
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SPECIAL

tanipon

OFFER

(45^ Value)

TRY MEDS AT OUR EXPENSE

Meds—the Modess tampon, designed by

a doctor. Meds— the soft, safe, internal

sanitary protection more nurses use reg-

ularly each month. No belts, pads, or

pins! If you’ve never tried tampons, try

them now. Discover carefree comfort

with invisible Meds.
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^

DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK

We guarantee you’ll like Meds. Buy
this special Meds combination pack-

age, for the price of regular 35 i box.

Try the purse package. If you don t

like Meds better than any other form

of sanitary protection, return the

regular package to us and we will re-

fund twice what you paid. This offer

good until Sept. 30, 1950. (U. S. only)

Personal Products Corporation

Milltown, New Jersey h
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Shadow

(Continued from page 29)

Reynolds, a sexy career girl, played by
Alice Talton, and a wealthy society divorcee

played by Jacqueline de Wit. The role of

the mayor of New Rochelle, New York, is

played by Stanley Church, the mayor of

New Rochelle, New York. Columnist Har-

ry Crocker and Columnist and Photoplay

writer Sheilah Graham have their mo-
ments, brief but effective.

Your Reviewer Says: Cops and robber.

Program Notes: Before David Brian and

Adrian Booth uere married , Adrian’s Bev-

erly Hills apartment was robbed of all her

furs and jewelry. The police blamed it on

that boy Dennis . . . Claudia Barrett is a na-

tive of Los Angeles. A talent scout spotted

her at the Van Nuys High School . . . Perdita

Chandler is also a native of Los Angeles.

She studied dramatics at the American Acad-

emy of Dramatic Arts in New York, and

paid her tuition by modeling {Powers).

She’s Swedish and related to Greta Garbo . . .

Alice Talton is one of the original members

of the Navy Blues Sextette that created such

a furore at Warners some years ago.

v' (F) Rogues of Sherwood Forest

(Columbia)

SCOOP for Winchell! Robin Hood has

a son! And when cruel King John of

England imposes back-breaking taxes on

his poor subjects in order to hire merce-
nary troops, Mr. Hood’s son calls out all

his dad’s famous fighters and rides with

them to the rescue. John Derek is a hand-

some sight indeed in Technicolor as he

rides, fences, jousts, and makes gallant

love to beautiful Diana Lynn. It’s rather

fun to have Sherwood Forest alive again

with flashing swordplay, intrigue, ro-

mance, swashbuckling and rich colorful

costumes. Just like the good old days. The
late Alan Hale plays Little John, George
Macready nasty King John, Billy House
Friar Tuck, Lester Matthews Alan-a-dale,

and William Bevan Will Scarlett.

Your Reviewer Says: Fun for e.ll

Program Notes: John Derek did all his rid-

ing and fencing in the film. He is one of the

best riders in the movie colony, scorns a sad-

dle and for a month before production he

took daily fencing lessons . . . The film was

made last summer when the heat was break-

ing ten-year records. Swathed in yards and

yards of velvet Diana Lynn swore she’d never

make another costume picture in the summer-

time . . . The late Alan Hale, who played

Little John to Fairbanks’s and Flynn’s Robin

Hoods, pointed out that many more extras

were used in the old days. Production costs

have mounted so that an extra will soon be

the forgotten man.

W (A) Crisis (M-G-M)

C
ARY GRANT forsakes comedy at which

he is so adept in this grim drama which

takes place in an unidentified Latin-

American country. Cary plays a brain

surgeon who is vacationing with his wife

(Paula Raymond) when a revolution

breaks out. They quickly head for home, are

kidnapped on the road by a band of sol-

diers, and taken to the palace of the Fascist

dictator who is suffering from a brain

tumor and unpopularity. Cary is held

prisoner and forced to operate on the

hated tyrant, his wife is held hostage by

the revolutionists who threaten to kill her

if the dictator lives and there is much
excitement. Signe Hasso plays the dra-

matic wife of the dictator. Old-timers

Ramon Novarro, Antonio Moreno and Gil-

bert Roland are perfect in their roles. Top

Stage

acting honors go to Jose Ferrer.

Your Reviewer Says: Fine cast, picture not

so fine.

Program Notes: This picture was made
shortly after Cary and Betsy Drake were

married. Betsy was a frequent visitor on the

set and prettily bemoaned the fact that she

had to spend her honeymoon watching Cary

make love to Paula . . . During production

Ramon Novarro, the idol of yesterday’s bobby
soxers, made his plans to visit Rome for

the Holy Year. He said it would be his first

visit to that famous city since 1924 when he

made “Ben Hur” there . . . The set of “Crisis’

was practically a meeting of the United

Nations. Cary is from England, Signe Hassc

from Sweden, Ramon Novarro from Mexico

Antonio Moreno from Spain, Jose Ferret

from Puerto Rico, Teresa Celli from Italy

and Paula Raymond from the U.S.A. . . . Jose

Ferrer’s wife, Phyllis Hill, a ballet dancer

made her movie debut in a small bit in thii

picture. She only wants to appear in pictures

Jose is in, she says.

V XA (A) Where Danger Lives

(RKO)

T
HE big news of this film is the unveil-

ing, at long last, of Howard Hughes’:

muchly publicized new protegee, a youn£|i

lady of dark smoldering beauty namec
Faith Domergue. She has been undei

contract to the eccentric millionaire pro-

ducer (he discovered Jean Harlow, Jam
Russell and Jack Beutel) for eight years

Except for a few quick scenes in “Younj

Widow,” made some four years ago, this i

Faith’s first movie. (“Vendetta,” made first

will be released second.) While far fron

being a fiery, passionate Anna Magnani, a

touted, she does rate, as an actress and ;;

beauty, a much better picture than this

Faith plays an exotic young woman on th

edge of madness who tries to commi
suicide, is brought back to life by a sus

ceptible young doctor (sleepy-eyed Bo
Mitchum) and proceeds to ruin his low

life (Maureen O’Sullivan) and his medicc

career—almost. The shocker comes whe:

Bob discovers that Claude Rains is nc

her tyrannical father, as she has said, be

her wealthy husband.

Your Reviewer Says: Meet Miss Domergm

Program Notes: Faith Domergue was bor

of French and Spanish parents in the Frenc

Quarter of New Orleans, June 16, 1925 H>

parents moved to California in the 30 i

she attended Beverly Hills Catholic Schoi,

and Santa Monica’s Convent and she studit

voice and dramatics ( she had a lisp) in hi

determination to become a movie star. R
cuperating at Balboa, following an autom

bile crash that nearly killed her, she w
invited to a pa/ty on Howard Hughes s yac

t ,

and, it is reported, he was captivated ai

immediately placed her under long ter

contract. In 1947 she married Argentu

director Hugo Fregonese and in 1949 tht

daughter, Diana, was born in Buenos Air

. . . This is Bob Mitchum s third picture

rapid succession. After it was finished i

took himself a vacation , the kind he like

He tied a small boat to the top of his car ai

drove around the countryside stopping to rt

and fish when he found a nice lake.

WV2. (F) Treasure Island

(Disney-RKO)

W
ALT DISNEY’S production of this f

mous adventure story is colorful and e:

citing. The kids will be crazy about it. A)

so will most of the grown-ups. As in :

Disney pictures there is a scary and go

sequence but the youngsters don t mu
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Every Woman

Has

Unlock the doorway to your own
special beauty with True Story’s
“Seven Keys To Loveliness” com-
ing your way in the October is-

sue (on newsstands Friday, Sep-
tember 8). You’ll find the key to
a more glamorous YOU in this
17-page complete home beauty
plan, “Seven Keys To Loveliness:”

face How to highlight your good features
and minimize your faults—the basic
essentials of skin care, correction
and make-up taking into considera-
tion your individual problems.

hands Practical advice on proper care of
rough, red hands; pointers on pro-

fessional-looking home manicures;
tip on nail growth and strength

figure Boc*y beautiful is yours through
posture control and corrective ex-

ercise for figure faults; mental at-
titude toward dieting plus the truth
about calories and vitamins.

'Clothes Correct colors and lines for
your particular figure problems;

how to evaluate your own type and
choose the right clothes for an in-
dividual look.

so why carp! Once again young Jim Haw-
kins finds the map of Treasure Island

—

where pirate gold is buried—and the His-
paniola sails the sea with the mysterious
one-legged Long John Silver aboard. With
the exception of Bobby Driscoll as Jim
Hawkins, and mighty good he is, the cast
is English. Stand-outs are Robert Newton
as Long John Silver and Geoffrey Wilkin-
son as the demented Old Ben Gunn.

Your Reviewer Says: Take the entire family.

Program Notes: The last remake of Steven-
son’s popular story was done by Metro with
Jackie Cooper as Jim and Wally Beery as
Long John Silver . . . The Disney production
is all live action, no animation. It was made
in England last summer, in part on location
at famous old Bristol, ivhere much of the ac-
tion of the Stevenson story is supposed to
have taken place . . . Bobby Driscoll, the only
American in the film, while on location lived
with his mother and father at an inn near
Bristol. He became quite chummy with the
innkeeper’s children and went on long bike
rides with them on his days off.

^ (F) Frightened City
(Columbia)

H
ERE S another of those disease pictures.
Brace yourself, there’s going to be a

whole cycle of them. This one is based on
the actual smallpox scare in New York
City in 1946 when thousands of panicky
people really thought they had caught the
dread disease. Evelyn Keyes plays a young
married woman intent upon smuggling
diamonds into the country from Havana.
She’s unaware, until near the end of the
picture, that she is carrying the virus of
smallpox. With the Treasury Department
in hot pursuit she collapses on the street,
is taken to a clinic run by William Bishop,
where she infects a child, the first victim.
When she discovers that her husband
(Charles Korvin) not only has made off
with the diamonds, but has also been hav-
ing an affair with her sister (Lola Al-
bright) she goes all out for revenge. Grue-
some in spots, the chase sequences are
exciting.

Your Reviewer Says: Is there a doctor in the
house?

John Lund co-starring in

“No Man Of Her Own”
o Paramount Picture

hair C s to hair care—cleaning, con-
ditioning, color and coiffure; with
particular attention to doing it

yourself; specific facial problems
and how they can be overcome
by clever hair arrangement.

grooming Invisible beauty which start
with body cleanliness am

basic good health—and results i

the fragrant, wholesome glow whicl
spells real loveliness.

Personality Charm in a nutshell; im
proving your voice, ges

tures, manners, poise; how to keef
on the sunny side of life.

ipmewhereinthe "Seven
veys To Loveliness" is
he key to your per-
pnal happiness. Find
t! Use it well! For,
t you look your

: est and feel your
'est — you’re
apable of any-
hing!

True

Don’t Forget

Friday

September 8.

Get October

At Newsdealers Eve^vwltare!

Program Notes: To give it authentic atmos-
phere most of this film was shot in Netv
York, including such famous spots as Grade
Mansion, residence of New York mayors
. . . This is the first “heavy” part for Evelyn
Keyes (“Mrs. Mike”). She dyed her hair a
light blonde. The company nicknamed her
the “new Pearl White” because of the dan-
gerous feats she had to perform.

Best Pictures of the Month
"The Flame and the Arrow”

"Destination Moon”
"Sunset Boulevard”

"Treasure Island”

Best Performances of the Month
Richard Widmark in "Panic in the Streets”

Burt Lancaster in

"The Flame and the Arrow”

Jose Ferrer in "Crisis

”

Gloria Swanson in "Sunset Boulevard

”

Dana Andrews in

"Where the Sidewalk Ends”

Robert Newton in "Treasure Island”

“While it takes only three basic

instruments to give a manicure,” savs

Miss Jacot, “it takes instruments of

La Cross precision quality to give

a perfect manicure.” That’s why
so many professional manicurists

prefer La Cross to any other

manicure instruments. And
that’s why celebrities like

John Lund, whose
hands get La Cross salon

care, choose La Cross

instruments for home
manicures, too!

La Cross Triple-Cut

File with Cleaner

Point... finishes

as it f les . . . 254
Others from 154

^ Guaranteed by L
Good Housekeeping

La Cross
America’s Finest Manicure
Instruments Since 1903

SCHNEFEt BROS, CORP., NEWARK 3, N.EW JERSEY

P
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Heard?

JOAN LANSING

Sip that soda, sis, and
keep cool! And for
added summer enjoy-

ment try this special

refresher-recipe: take a

quick dash of “FLASH” ... add a

cooling “CAROL” . . . and garnish
with a cheery “CHANCE OF A
LIFETIME”!

You’ll find this three-star concoc-
tion a ready-made treat for your
leisure-pleasure listening right at
your finger-tips via your local ABC
station. It’s a mighty terrific trio,

too. Starting at 11:30 AM (EDT)
every Monday through Friday
BILL CULLEN emcees “QUICK
AS A FLASH,” an audience par-
ticipation show that sets ladies

throughout the nation comfortably
aglow. BILL comes calling with
questions and prizes and cash . . .

all of which make “QUICK AS A
FLASH” a smash radio program.

At 12:25 PM (EDT) famous com-
mentator CAROL DOUGLAS
makes “BEAUTY AND FASH-
IONS” a daily delight on your local

ABC station. CAROL is a bright,

“fresh up” tonic . . . and her ideas

and suggestions on beating the heat

are useful to every gal from eight

to eighty. Incidentally, BILL CUL-
LEN is featured with CAROL, too,

which makes “BEAUTY AND
FASHIONS” quite a twin-treat for

everyone.

Later in the day, at 2:30 PM (EDT)
to be exact, another breezy audience
participation show is heard on your
local ABC station

—“CHANCE OF
A LIFETIME”—a program full of

amazing give-aways, zip and zing!

JOHN REED KING hands out the

fabulous prizes and keeps matters
humming in honey-smooth fashion

every Monday through Friday.
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The Toni Company rules the ABC
airwaves with these three great

shows ... all designed for YOUR
permanent at-home pleasure. Which
station has the Toni trio of out-

standing programs? YOUR LO-
CAL ABC STATION ... a spark-

ling summer guide to “keep cool”

listening throughout the nation.

For-better-or-verse

:

“Which twin has the Toni?”
No one ever knows

—

But this I can tell you . . .

ABC has the Toni shows!

ebon LonSioq

How a Star Is Born

(Continued from page 41) your family
does not have one) and make a collection
of good recordings. The Charles Laughton
dramatic readings are a “must” experience
for all drama students.
Read every volume of plays available in

your public or school library. Read the
ancient Greeks: Aeschylus, Euripides, and
Sophocles. Read Moliere, Racine, Rostand.
Read Shakespeare, Wilde, Shaw, and Noel
Coward. Read Tennessee Williams, Erskine
Caldwell, and the early spine-tinglers of
Mary Roberts Rinehart. Write to Samuel
French, Inc., New York, New York, for a
list of plays available in paper-backs. Buy
what interests you, and—if possible—earn
the money to make the purchase.
Read the biographies of great players to

find out how they felt about their own
theatrical lives, how they prepared for
their roles and what their mistakes were.
Bear in mind that life does not consist

of a single note, but of the scale. Read the
great humorists, and become familiar with
the comedies which have become a part of
American theatrical lore.

Study people; note how they react when
angry, embarrassed, bored, excited, fright-
ened, or merely preoccupied.
Keep a notebook in which you describe

unusual mannerisms; decide what these
mannerisms reveal about the person.
Subscribe to one of these publications

(or ask someone to subscribe for you as a
Christmas or birthday present) : The Hol-
lywood Reporter, 6715 Sunset Boulevard,
Hollywood 28, Cal.—$15.00 per year, pub-
lished five days per week; Variety, 154
West 46 Street, New York 19, N. Y.
$10.00 per year ($11.00 Canadian or for-
eign), published five days per week;
Theatre Arts, 130 West 56 Street, New
York 19, N. Y. $5.00 per year, published
monthly; Actor’s Cues, Show Business, 155
West 46 St., $9.50 per year.
Don’t aspire to a theatrical career for

the sole purpose of becoming rich and
famous. Only about two per cent of those
who enter the field attain top income-tax
brackets, but there are thousands who
earn much the same annual wage as a
schoolteacher, a chemist, or an attorney.
Competence, integrity, and serving a use-
ful purpose in life should be the goal;

oddly enough, money often will follow.

^’EVER tell yourself or anyone else that

11 you, personally, have no yearning for a
theatrical career, but that you must strug-
gle to please your mother, your grand-
mother, or dear old Aunt Cornelia. The
only valid reason for seeking any career
is your own driving, stubborn determina-
tion to excel in your chosen field.

Stand before a mirror and talk. Watch
yourself to be certain that you do not
make faces in the process. The use of

exaggerated facial expression is known,
theatrically, as mugging. Sometimes it has
a purpose, but you must be thoroughly in

command of great technique before you
will understand that purpose.
When you talk, don’t flourish your eye-

brows; they are not elevators. Don’t squint
your eyes, don’t pop them. Don’t talk out
of the corner of your mouth, don’t drop
your chin in folds. Ask your friends and
family to mention any unusual or dis-

figuring facial mannerisms you may have.
Don’t gesture unless you do it purpose-

fully and to illustrate a specific point. Don’t

tug at your hair, your ears or your chin.

Don't bite your nails. Don’t stand or sit

with your arms crossed upon your stomach.
Walk toward a full-length mirror to be

sure that you walk tall, as tall as possible,

as if you were suspended from the sky
by a wire so strong that it only allowed

your feet to touch the ground lightly. Be

sure that you don’t walk pigeon-toed.
However, it is true that all ordinary

rules fail when applied to those who aspire
to comedy. Comedy is like gold—present
where you find it. No one knows whal
makes a comedian funny.
Men like Bob Hope, Jack Benny, Danny

Kaye, or, in a more sophisticated sense
Robert Montgomery, Robert Cummings, oi

Clifton Webb are so talented that theii

careers developed naturally.
Shun self-styled teachers of elocution

A dramatic coach is an entirely differen
thing. He or she is an accredited anc
trained member of a school faculty, or ai

employee of a studio, or an ex-membe
of either group who can point to a numbe:
of highly successful students as recom-
mendation of his or her instruction.

If you can sing, join the glee club am
participate in school operettas.

Join the debating society.
TRY OUT FOR SCHOOL PLAYS.

After High School—What?
If it is at all possible, the dramatic ne

ophyte should attend college for a yea
or two at least, or should enroll in one o

the celebrated dramatic schools.
Excellent drama courses are given at

American Academy of Dramatic Art
N. Y., N. Y.; Cornell University, Ithac.
N. Y.; Irvine (Theodora) School of Dram;
N. Y., N. Y.; Los Angeles City Collegi
Los Angeles, Cal.; Northwestern Univer
sity, Evanston, 111.; Pittsburgh Tech., Pitts

burgh, Pa.; Pasadena Community Play
house, Pasadena, Cal. (Tuition: 1st year-
$600; 2nd year—$500; 3rd year, by invita
tion only—$400) ;

Rice Institute, Housto:
Tex.; Southern Methodist University, Da
las, Tex.; Stanford University, Palo Alt
Cal.; Syracuse University, Syracuse, N. ^
University of Cal., West Los Angeles, Cal
University of Colorado, Boulder, Cole
University of Iowa, Iowa City, la.; Un
versity of Missouri, Columbia, Mo.; Un
versity of Texas, Austin, Tex.; Washing
ton State University, Pullman, Wash.; Ya
University, Hartford, Conn.

If college or dramatic school training
beyond your means, don’t despair. Get
job in a theater as usherette, or as cashie
try for a job as a department store mai
nequin; get acquainted with the peop
in your local radio station and work
the office until you can read fashion ne\

over the air, or until you can participa
in an advertising skit. Take a job in t'j

ticket office of the railroad or tbe air li

which serves your town. In brief: Be in

position to be seen by the public.

During summer vacations, those who a

pire to a theatrical career should ass

ciate themselves with a summer theater
some capacity. Professional theaters fi

quently run schools in connection w:

their six to ten weeks of activity.

Guest appearance theaters usually i

local talent in minor roles.

Amateur theaters, also called expe
mental or little theaters, are entirely 1

work of the novices except for the effo

of a professional coach. Work in the
theaters gives the worker an excelh -

concept of all phases of the theater. Bac »
drops have to be contrived, wings have > H
be constructed and painted, proper! ; , ,

(props) have to be built or scaveng

,

costumes have to be designed, the mate: I *'

purchased, and the garments manufactur e

The hard economical relationship betw< > i,;

what is taken in at the box office and :

expense of running a theater and meet |

a payroll is eloquently demonstrated.
At this point the sincere dramatic nov 2

does not moan in defeat: “But we h; e

no amateur theater in our town.” Inste 1,

he or she proves that the dynamism wh i

Advertisement
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CANASTA
Amaze your friends with your
knowledge of this exciting new
game that’s sweeping the country.

Get the most comprehensive and

easy-to-understand book on the

subject

GOREN'S
CANASTA
UP-TO-DATE
Only 35*
Published by

PERMABOOKS
On Newsstands Now
Other great

PERMABOOKS
titles

:

* 76e “r^cutdef.

* "pavoicte *t/e%Ae

Of ScOpax. s4- (p*ce4t

* 'WtediUUuM6 cutd

79Ccf “D<uicf Sfae*tyt6.

Ask for

PERMABOOKS
Today

Your Best Book Buy for 35c

Thrilling Work COLORING PHOTOS
Fascinating vocation learned at home by those
with aptitude. Thrilling pastime. National method
brings out life-like colors. Free booklet.
NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL
1315 S. Michigan, Dept. 1386, Chicago 5ASYTOLCARH

INGROWN NAIL
Hurting You?
Immediate

Relief!
A few drops of OUTGRO® bring blessed relief from
tormenting pain of ingrown nail. OUTGRO tough-
ens the skin underneath the nail, allows the nail to
be cut and thus prevents further pain and discom-
fort. OUTGRO is available at all drug counters.

IS $10.00 A DAY ^
WORTH A X

ONE CENT STAMP •
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED

i.et me show you how YOU can make as high as $10 a day,
'ithout previous experience, by showing Merit Christmas
k Everyday Cards, Stationery & Napkins to your friends,
eighbors, relatives and others. We print your customers’
ames at no extra cost. No risk or investment. Drop me a
enny postcard TODAY and I’ll send you complete Selling
“Ian and samples on approval by return mail.

MERIT GREETING CARD CO.
170 Plane St. Dept. 42 Newark, N. J.

is essential for success is already part of

his or her nature: The novice organizes a
theater group. Every town, however small,

is eager for some sort of theatrical activity.

Fraternal groups which wish to raise

money are usually willing to sell tickets to

provide audiences. Public-spirited towns-
people often loan props and costumes, once
they are convinced that your group is ear-
nest and hard-working, and your local

theater manager or owner may even serve
as a talent scout.

Anyone who is planning a dramatic
career might as well learn at once that
the going is rough, the obstacles Herculean,
the defeats and disillusionment constant
. . . but that the rewards are in proportion
to the difficulty of their attainment.

How Far Am I from the Nearest
Talent Scout?

You are no farther away from the near-
est talent scout than you are away from
the nearest still or eight-millimeter cam-
era. If you are living in so remote a sec-
tion that you are convinced no talent
scout will ever penetrate the wilderness,
and if you are convinced that you are
pretty enough and have enough personal-
ity, enthusiasm, and health to try for a
picture career (and if a great many of

your friends agree with you), all you
need do is to pose for a series of pictures,

color preferred, and to send the finished

prints to the studio of your choice.

If it is at all possible, you should have
your photographer friend take a reel of

movie film of you walking, talking, laugh-
ing, and turning your head slowly from
side to side. On the back of the still pic-
tures. or enclosed with the movie film,

you should chart your coloring, your age,
he’ght, weight, hobbies, a list of your ex-
periences in acting, what parts you have
taken in what plays, what person in pic-
tures at present you resemble (if you do,

truly), and why you would like to have
a theatrical career.

If you are enrolled in a dramatic school
or a college, and if you have what appeals
to theater and motion picture audiences,
you will be discovered in spite of your-
self. To continue to live, Hollywood and
Broadway must have a constant infusion
of new blood; ambitious neophytes bring
that new blood into the profession and
there is no other way of getting it.

Nearly every talent scout in Hollywood
is in constant touch with the heads of
university drama departments; every tal-

Listen To:

BILL STERX S
"SPORTS NEWSREEL"

Every Friday NBC

10:30 p.m. DST

Read BILL STERN'S

"SPORT SURPRISE" feature in

the current issue of SPORT magazine

now on newsstands

Tampax is a word full of meaning for

every woman who faces each month the

problem of sanitary protection. Millions

of women are using the Tampax method
today; how about you?

Tampax promises you
complete freedom from belts, pins and

external pads— freedom from odor, chaf-

ing and binding. Gone is the fear that

bulges or ridges may be revealed under

your dress or skirt. With Tampax this

cannot happen.

Tampax promises you
a thoroughly scientific, doctor-invented

method, combining efficiency and deli-

cacy. Pure surgical cotton is contained

in slender patented disposable applica-

tors designed for easy insertion. The
Tampax, in place, is absolutely invisible

and unfelt.

Tampax promises you
a new peace of mind and confidence

during "those unpleasant days.” Buy it

now at drug or notion counter and tuck

a month’s supply into purse. (3 absorb-

ency-sizes: Regular, Super, Junior.)

Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

Accepted for Advertising

by the Journal of the American Medical Association
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INTIMATE FEMININE

HV8IENE

This Medicated Greaseless Suppository

Assures Hours of Continuous Protection!

Young wives who ‘keep posted’ are
most enthusiastic about the extra ad-
vantages of Zonitors—a much easier,

daintier and less embarrassing meth-
od for intimate feminine cleanliness.
Zonitors are continuous -action
greaseless, stainless vaginal supposi-
tories which give powerful germici-
dal and effective protection for hours.
Yet Zonitors are safe to the most
delicate tissues. Strictly non-poison-
ous, non-irritating, non-burning.

Easy To Carry If Away From Home

Zonitors come twelve in a package and
each separately sealed in a dainty
glass vial. No mixing—no extra equip-
ment is required. All you need is just
this dainty snow-white suppository!

Easy To Use . .

.

Zonitors are so easily inserted and
they keep on releasing powerful
germ-killing and deodorizing prop-
erties for hours. They help guard
against infection and kill every germ
they touch. While it’s not always pos-
sible to contact all the germs in the
tract, you can depend on Zonitors to
immediately kill every reachable
germ and stop them from multiply-
ing. Be sure to use Zonitors—the new,
modernized method.

free booklet sent in plain wrap-
per. Reveals frank intimate facts.
Zonitors, Dept. ZPP-au, 100 Park
Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.*

Name

P Address

City State.

*Offer good only in U. S.

ent scout receives hundreds of letters
each week from theater owners, dramatic
coaches, producers of local pageants, and
other judges of talent. Whenever possible,
these recommendations are checked.

This is positive: If you are equipped by
nature and training for a Hollywood
chance, you will get it.

Warning
Do not pay anyone a penny for an “in-

troduction to an agent,” or for an intro-
duction or a letter to a talent scout, a
director, a producer, an agent, or even to
a studio gateman. If anyone suggests that,
for such a sum as twenty-five dollars, he
can introduce you to an influential person
who can get you into motion pictures, give
the suggester’s name to your local police
chief.

Do not pay anyone except your home
town photographer for having pictures
taken. Too many traveling photographers
have stimulated business by implying that
studies made by them would be forwarded
to casting directors in Hollywood for a
fee. Your local photographer can do more
for you than any stranger; he, too, has the
privilege of submitting beautiful pictures.
Do not pay a penny for a screen test. If

a studio decides to screen test you, the
studio will pay the cost. (Incidentally, a
black-and-white test costs from $250 up-
ward; color test considerably more.)

If you are in doubt about the authen-
ticity of a talent scout who approaches
you, simply wire the studio which the
scout says he represents, asking that studio
to identify the person by telegraph collect.

In brief: Don’t pay a stranger one cent
for anything represented as entree to the
motion picture industry. Don’t pay to have
your picture published in a “casting di-
rectory.” Don’t pay to have your picture
put “on file.” Don’t be gullible.

How Does One Go About Getting
an Agent?

A neophyte never “gets” an agent. It is

the agent who gets the neophyte.
It is only fair to point out, in regard to

agency-player relationships, that a new-
comer will be given as many different
opinions about the value of certain agen-
cies as there are agencies and clients who
are served by them.

Basically, an agent’s function is to keep
a player working. For this, the agent col-

lects ten per cent of a player’s salary.

An untrained newcomer to Hollywood
cannot, usually, get an agent because an
untrained newcomer has nothing of the-
atrical value to sell. However, some
agents work as informal talent scouts and
take their provisional clients on a round
of casting offices; if no interest is shown
by studios, the protege is dropped. An
agent wants to represent a group of play-
ers who woi’k constantly at large salaries,

and who have the career potential of com-
manding larger and yet larger salaries.

When a studio becomes interested in a
partially trained, serious-minded new-
comer, that person will be given a list of

agencies and will have no trouble securing
an agent to negotiate a contract.

However, if you would like a list of

West Coast Artists’ Agents, send a stamped
self-addressed envelope to Artists’ Agents’
Editor, Photoplay, 205 East 42nd St., New
York 17, N. Y.

At What Salary Are Players Started?
Starting salary depends entirely upon

the amount of training a newcomer has
had. Some studios sign high school and
college students at $75 per week, and in-

sist that the young hopefuls complete their
education. More seasoned players who
have had stock experience are usually
signed at $125 per week. One studio, which
takes seasoned players and gives them

Corns?
1 INSTANTLY-Stops Painful
'• Shoe Friction, Lifts Pressure

2 Quickest Corn Removing Action
Lm Known To Medical Science

0 The Only Method That Stops
Corns Before They Develop

No Other Method Does All These Things For You!

No wonder Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads are the
largest selling foot reliefs in the world! There
is no other method that does
so many things for you.
So, join the millions who
always get instant re-
lief and keep free of
corns this quick, easy,
economical way. Get
a box today. Sold
everywhere.

D- SchollsZino-pads
At rA ^ A & 1 Sell America’s

$50 EASY! ^ffln
« c*

JgL
sortments. Samples on approval. New, Sen-
sational, Money making Gift Items. Don’t de-
lay. Write today.

LORAIN ART STUDIOS
DEPT. 24 VERMILION, OHIO

FREE
SAMPLES

50 &. 25 for
$1.00. Name

1 mprinted
CHRISTMAS
CARDS and
STATIONERY

BIG PAY EVERY DAY
BONUS
PLAN

for you, your church, club
selling high-quality, high
profit line of everyday cards,
hanky greetings, giftwraps, stationery.
Samples 30 day approval. Costs nothing
to start. Write today.
MAYFLOWER CARD CO., Dept. W
820 N. Howard St., Balto. 1, Md.

Women and Men, 18 to 50
Many Swedish Massage graduates make big
money. Large full time incomes from doc-
tors, hospitals, sanatoriums, dubs or pri-
vate practice. Others make good money in

spare time. Prepare for future
security by training at home and
qualifying for Diploma. Anatomy
Charts and 32-page illustrated

. Book FREE — Now!
JThe College of Swedish Massage
Dpt.059L.41 E. Pearson,Chicagoll

AIRLINES NEED
WOMEN

18-35 YEARS—Air Hostesses—Ground
Control— Secretarial—General Office
senger Agent. Dormitories for out of
town students. Prepare for careers in

aviation. Register Now! Day or eve. classes

Air career course offered by GRACE DOWNS
Licensed by State of N. Y.

16 West 58th St., Box 2, N. Y. C PL-9- 1350
Grace Downs, Dean Ask for booklet “D”

HOW TO END
MONEY WORRIES

A New Easy Money Making Plan
Show JEWEL Christmas and Everyday Cards
Stationery and Napkins with name on to you]
Friends, Neighbors, Relatives. No experience
needed. Mahe $50 and more a week. Write
TODAY for Selling Plan and Samples or

f

Approval. JEWEL_401 w SOMERSET ST
Dept. 1 6— Philo. 33, Pa.

Sensational New
;

n

NYLON HOSIERY) i

624HoursWear Per Paii
Sensational new kind of Nylons give 62'
hours average wear per pair, by actual Labora
tory test ! Satisfaction guaranteed. Pre-Mode
to-Measure in 62 leg sizes . . . they fit smooti
and wrinkle-free all over, not just in foot an
length but also at ankle, calf and thigh

Make Money—FREE Samph
Show actual sample stocking to your friends, neigt
bors. You get 2 pairs for yourself every time yo
make only $12.00 in commissions. No experienc
needed. Spare time fine. SEND NO MONEY. Jus
rush name and address for plan, including NYLOl

STOCKING— sent ABSOLUTELY FREE! Act TODAY
AMERICAN HOSIERY MILL!
DEPT. H-22, INDIANAPOLIS 7, INDIAN.
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aMaitVuLM NINETEEN YARDS!

POUNDS$195

and Assorted
BIG Patches

LARGE pieces! Full

width dress goods
material included
Broadcloth and per-

cale in pastel shades.

ALL SIZES USABLE!
Make aprons skirts,

patchwork quilts, play

clothes, rompers, etc

FREE patterns 4 lbs in

sturdy box Only Si .95 plus post-

age. SATISFACTION GUAR-
ANTEED or money refunded. Sent

C.O.D. Order by mail today!

QUALITY PATCH CO.
Box 747 Dept. N Fall River, Mast.

UstWaytoMAttMOW/v

Sell Christmas Cards
It's easy! Just show FOUR big NAME-IMPRINTED lines

to friends—low as 50 for $1. Make up to 60c on 21-card

|
$1 DeLuxe Box. EXCLUSIVE SECRET PAL. EASTERN
STAR. Also Catholic. Birthday, Gift Wraps. Scented /
Stationery. Kiddy Pop-Up Books, Gift Items, Mono-

I grammed Matches. Nation’s Largest Line.New Party t fri
-"

Plant Write for details. FREE Imprint Samples. 2/I IU.11

1

HIIHJ 1UI UUUUIO, l-.vuu imiii .............. .

Feature Boxes on approval. MIDWEST CARD CO., I S3H1DI6S
1113 Washington, Dept.C-35, St. Louis l.Mo. I

NOSES RESHAPEIl
FACE LIFTING

Loose skin, wrinkles, out-
standing ears, lips, baggy
eyelids, breasts, scars,
tattoos—corrected by plas-
tic surgery. Consultation
and Booklet MC Free,

LINCOLN HOUSE PUBLISHLUS
542 FIFTH AVE., Suite 63, N. Y. O LE 2 - 1 596

MONEY FORYOU-sell frksamples
CHRISTMAS CARDS-UPtO 100% PROFIT

NAME PRINTED
CARDS.NAPKINS
...STATIONERY

Embossed

MAKE MONEY EASILY. *50 profit

selling 100 Deluxe Boxes. Complete line

big value, fast selling plastic, metallic

Christmas and Everyday Cards. Smart
gift items. PRINTED BOOK MATCHES
cards, stationery 50 for $1 up. No money or experience

needed to start. Fund raising plan for churches and
clubs. Special bargain oilers. Cash bonus. Write today

for samples on approval.

Empire Card Co., 355 Fox St., Elmira, N. Y.

tor HOME
PERMANENTS!

And all your cosmetic uses.

Dispenses clean cotton
as you need it— special top
holds wave lotion. New,
practical, inexpensive.

COTTON PICKER
Cosmetic and Nursery Cotton

A CURITY Product

remimno] Division of The Kendall

Company, Chicago IA

Don’t
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Ap-
ply non-staining Der-
moil. Thousands do for

I

scaly spots on body or
scalp. Grateful users often
after years of suffering,
report the scales have
gone, the red patches gradually dis-
appeared and they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin
again. Dermoil is used by many doctors and is backed t>y

positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks <orpositive agreement to give — - „ ^money is refunded without question. Send lOc (stamps
coin) for generous trial bottle to make our iamous One Spot
Test.” Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write to-

day for your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print
name plainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 3925. Strathmoor Station. Dept. 4104, Detroit 27, Mich.

further training, usually starts a ne-
ophyte at $200 per week.
To a person living in a small town and

getting by at school on an allowance of

five dollars per week, these salaries seem,
at first glance, to be princely.

They should be analyzed. A person
drawing a weekly salary of $75 must pay:

10 per cent agent fee 7.50

Income and Soc. Security taxes 12.00

Rent (2 girls in $100 mo. apt.) . . 12.50

Food (expensive in L.A.) 15.00

Transportation (bus fares) .... 2.50

(a car would be too expensive)
Clothing and cosmetics 12.50

$62.00
It is clear that, if the absolute essentials

of life cost the newcomer $62 per week,
even Einstein can find no greater a re-
maining sum than $13 with which to pay
Guild dues, make church gifts, and provide
dental and medical care, insurance pre-
miums, and some recreation.

How Long, in General, Does It Take
to Get One’s First Big Part?

Approximately five years from the time
j

one starts training. This fact is modified
by exceptions, of course, but it is safe to

advise a struggling actor to give up and try
another field if, at the end of five years of

study (this includes college work or dra-
j

matic school training) there has been no
indication that success is imminent.
To illustrate the points presented in this i

article. Photoplay has selected certain
Hollywood newcomers, at present unknown
to motion picture audiences, who—in the
opinion of the magazine—are destined to be
the great stars of tomorrow. The first of

these is Marilyn Monroe. Others will be

j

described in later issues.

Marilyn Monroe was born Norma Jeane
Dougherty, June 1, 1928, in Los Angeles.
She is a natural blonde; her eyes are
blue, her eyebrows and eyelashes are dark
brown and her eyelashes are exceptionally
long. She is 5 feet 5V2 inches tall, and she
weighs 118 pounds. Her skin is flawless
except for one small, fascinating mole on
her left cheek. Her face is heart-shaped,
teeth perfect, lips full.

Marilyn’s family could not afford danc-
ing lessons (Marilyn spent most of her
life with her aunt, Mrs. Ana Lower), but
several of Marilyn’s girl friends were
studying, so she persuaded them to teach
her the steps they learned.
She was spotted by a talent scout for the

Here’s

BIG MONEY-SAVING NEWS!

TRUE EXPERIENCES!

ON SALE FOR

WITH THE OCTOBER ISSUE ON
NEWSSTANDS FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 8

TRUE EXPERIENCES will continue to

bring you the thrilling true dramas by

real people you enjoy now at 25c. For

reading that is an experience—read

America's most exciting magazine

—
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Be the girl who's heaven

to kiss. Try Irresistible

Lipstick and instantly

your lips are lovelier . .

.

more inviting, more

exciting to kiss! For

Irresistible Lipstick

is softer, creamier,

easier to apply. Whip-

text for the smoother,

longer-lasting color you

find only in Irresistible!
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There's romance
in the air

when you wear
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first time when she was thirteen and was
a student at Emerson Junior High School
in Westwood. At the time she was taller

than her classmates, so she had to play
male parts in school plays.
During her high school days, Marilyn

tried repeatedly to try out for school plays,
but by that time she had become so self-
conscious and timid that, try as she would,
she couldn’t make the words come out
when she attempted to read parts. She
never won a single part.

When she was sixteen she married a
neighborhood boy who was going to war.
Her marriage didn’t interfere with her
high school training. After she was grad-
uated, she and this boy (who has been
far more a friend than a sweetheart) were
divorced. They are still good friends.

She took work as a model for David
Conover. His color studies of her were
so beautiful that the photographic pro-
cessing company recommended her to

other photographers. She became so in-
terested in photography that she decided
to become a professional photographer;
meanwhile, she posed for Andre de Dienes
and for Valentina Serra, who photographs
the men of distinction.

Abruptly, Marilyn’s picture appeared, in
one month, on the covers of four maga-
zines. Everything happened in one day:
the talent scout from RKO telephoned for
an appointment, she was asked to work for
several eager photographers, Twentieth
Century-Fox asked her to report for a
test. She went to Twentieth, nearly died
of fright when Academy Award winner
Leon Shamroy was assigned to do her
color test. He was understanding, kind,
appreciative. Marilyn was signed at a be-
ginning salary of $125 per week.
For six months Marilyn was put through

the Twentieth Century-Fox talent school;
she was given singing and dancing les-

sons; she was taught voice management,
pantomime, camera technique. At the end
of the first option period, she was invited
to remain and was sent to the Actors’
Laboratory Theatre for further season-
ing.

At the end of her first motion picture
year, Marilyn was dropped by the studio.

She had worked, without lines, in “Mother
Wore Tights” with Betty Grable. She had
said “Hello” to June Haver in a church
sequence in “Scudda-Hoo, Scudda Hay,”
and the scene had been cut. June told

Marilyn, “Don’t be discouraged; I once
said ‘Hello’ to Alice Faye in a picture.”

For a month, Marilyn was without a job.

She had not been able to save any money.
She did some modeling to buy bread; she
worried. She wondered about the future.

Then she was signed by Columbia. She
was there for one year, during which she
worked in a nine-day musical called

“Ladies of the Chorus.” At the end of a
year, Columbia dropped her option.

Something happened to Miss Monroe’s
pride, to her determination, and to her
spunk. This thing had gone far enough,

she decided. Things simply weren’t "going
to happen” to give her success. She was
going to have to work for it. She em-
ployed a dramatic coach, Natasha Lytess,
who had worked with Max Reinhardt,
and she began to study, study, study.
She worked for a few weeks in “Love

Happy” during which she was one of the
blondes chased by Groucho Marx. She
took whatever modeling jobs she could get.

She changed agencies, moving to William
Morris, who secured work for Marilyn in

“A Ticket to Tomahawk.” She spent five

weeks in Durango, Colorado, on location,
and she studied every minute of every day
when she was free from the camera. Her
resolution was noted and admired by the
rest of the company, including Anne Bax-
ter and Dan Dailey. The William Morris
Agency received good reports on her.

She was put to work in “Asphalt Jungle.”
After Marilyn had read for John Huston,
he said quietly, “Well, you’re an actress.”

This was in the nature of graduation.
Her next picture was “The Big Wheel,”

in which she had three lines, followed by
six or eight lines in “Right Cross.”
The William Morris Agency then secured

a small part for Marilyn in “All About
Eve” at Twentieth, and after watching
Marilyn’s workmanlike approach to her
small part, the officials decided to sign
her.

Because she has all the essential equip-
ment including talent, intelligence, beauty:,

and flexibility, and because she is now
determined to study, to improve herself ini

every possible way, and to be guided by
the wisdom of her studio mentors, Marilyn
Monroe is destined for stardom.

In the next chapter, you will be told

exactly what sort of training is given tdl

talented and partly-prepared newcomers

Active Summer Theaters—1950
As Photoplay goes to press, the summer

Straw-hat Theaters are still active. Ir!

your town or near you, a group of players!

is demonstrating what must be learned.
In general there are three types of sum-

mer theater: the Equity companies whicl
use Equity members (Equity is the the-

atrical labor union) and which often have
a school in connection with the theater

Tuition for a summer of speech and body,

work, association with professionals, and
instruction in the fundamentals of dram;
usually costs around $200, sometimes more
sometimes less, depending upon locality

The second type is the Guest Star The
ater which usually has an Equity quota (;

certain number of non-union persons ma;
be employed).
The third type is the amateur theate

(Little Theater) which is usually coachei

by a professional teacher, or which ma;
be an extension of a university prograrr

If you would like a list of summer theaters

send a stamped self-addressed envelope to

Theater Editor, Photoplay, 205 E. 42 St

New York 17, N. Y.

The End

COLORTINT
adds deeper , richer , more lasting color

(yC{<yie a 6ict nof <z . .

.

Every age Is a glamour age when hair gleams with younger,

more natural-looking color! Triple-strength Colortint is

safer . . . easier to use than a dye. No patch tests needed I

It lasts thru a shampoo, yet it lathers out when you want it to.
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BY JERRY ASHER

that

new guy

0 listen to the man talk, an extremely
pleasant pastime, you'd think he was
born backstage in a wardrobe trunk.

Lctually, with only seven pictures to his

redit, James Whitmore is still so new to

ms, he could proudly push James Whit-
lore Ill’s carriage down Hollywood
loulevard and go unrecognized. He tried

; once.
Exactly one person stopped him and
e said: “Watch it. Bud. When you
take a left turn—stick out your hand!”
You probably remember Whitmore best

s the laconic, tobacco-spitting sergeant
l M-G-M’s “Battleground.” For that
Serformance Hollywood remembered him
nough to nominate him for an Academy
.ward. He didn't win an Oscar and he
idn’t expect to win one. In typical fash-
>n, when he was apprised of the nomina-
on this outspoken honest hombre said:

I’m not kidding myself. I’m out of my
:ague and I won’t win. I'm still the same
ttle guy who was out of work for one
ear on Broadway.”
James Allen Whitmore was born in

/hite Plains, New York. His mother is

on-professional, his father is still de-
oting himself to public relations work,
ames is sandy haired, blue eyed; he’s a
ocky five foot ten, weighing 170 pounds,
e’s one of the best educated actors to hit
ollywood, which paradoxically creates
infusion! He has no sense about clothes,
it fact, some still wonder if he owns coat
ad pants that match. As one pernicious
erson put it: “Whitmore looks like a
ustrated truck driver—and talks like a
ale graduate!” The latter he happens

.
i be.

Previous to his Whiffenpoof days, he
was very active in sports, mainly around
Buffalo. Eventually he dived into dra-
matics and came up in Gilbert and Sulli-
van operas. He appeared with the Yale
Drama School Players and during the war,
from combat instructor he became a lieu-
tenant in the Marine Corps. With them
he saw serious action, which only added
to his enthusiasm for living.

At M-G-M, Whitmore, who hates crowds
but loves people, is the best mixer on the
lot. He likes to read Joseph Conrad and
listen to modern composers. He has two
tremendous talents—for mimicry and for
eating like a horse! Like Van Johnson
and John Hodiak, he belongs to the bring-
your-own -lunch -bucket brigade. Unlike
John and Van, he comes out of a scene
like a punchy perfectionist. In other
words, he’s still so intense in acting, he
hasn’t learned how to relax.

Jim isn’t publicity minded, which didn’t
prevent him from marrying Nancy Mygatt,
press agent for the Peterborough summer
stock company in 1947. Following this en-
gagement, he played his first Broadway
role as the wise-cracking sergeant in

“Command Decision,” which won him sev-
eral distinguished acting awards and beau-
tiful beckoning from Hollywood.
When his studio sent him to New York

to attend the opening of “The Next Voice
You Hear,” naturally he had to stop off

and greet the folks in Buffalo. “What’s
Hollywood like?” was the first question
they asked him. The nice guy began
beaming from ear to ear.

“Just like Buffalo—without snow!” he
answered.

YOU’LL ADORE THIS

COOLING TALC!

Ah, how glamorous, how deliciously

cool you are when you shower your-

self from head to toe with Mavis!

This exquisitely fine imported talc is

perfumed with the alluring fragrance

of roses, jasmine, and sweet peas.

It's a heavenly bouquet!

And Mavis caresses

your skin to satin softness

. . . absorbs moisture . . .

helps prevent chafing.

You look and feel like a

cool, sweet angel

!

TALCUM POWDER

COLORINSE YOUR HAIR to StiwM&jM
cmLwwvliuCma/ivVOR KEEPS" ”
One minute to use Nestle Oolorinse can make a

thrilling difference in your looks and in your life!

Men adore the gorgeous, natural-looking color
and lustre Nestle Oolorinse secretly gives.

Rinses in! Shampoos out! No other way glorifies your
hair so quickly, so easily, so safely. Ten enchanting shades.

Insist on genuine Oolorinse . . . mode only by Nestle.

P
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Amazing NewPlan!

. DRESSfotYOU

L FOR ORDERING J!

Send No Money-Pay No Money

!

Your choice of Gorgeous New Dress or
Suit—in your favorite style, size and
color, given to you for sending orders
for only THREE DRESSES for your
neighbors, friends, or your family.
THAT’S ALL I Not one cent to pay.
Everything supplied without cost.

EXPERIENCE Unnecessary
SAMPLES FREE!

Famous Harford Frocks will send
you big, new Style Line showing
scores of latest fashions, with actual
fabrics, in dresses—nylons, cottons,
rayons, others— at sensationally
low money-saving prices. Also

I suits, sportswear, lingerie, hosiery,
children’s wear. Show styles,

, _ fabrics to neighbors, friends, family

—

send in only 3 orders and your own dress
is included without paying one cent.

EARN CASH, TOO-
Up to $23 in a Week in Spare Time!

Yes, you can earn big cash income— in just spare time— be-

sides getting a complete wardrobe for yourself . . . EASY 1

Mail coupon for complete STYLE LINE today!

HARFORD FROCKS, Dept. C 214, Cincinnati 25. Ohio

HARFORD FROCKS Dept. C-214. Cincinnati 25, Ohio
|

Please rush me the new HARFORD FROCKS STYLE
|

LINE and full details of your offer.

City

Dress Size

. . Stale

. . . . Age . . .

.

\WN METALLIC

i

> Christmas Cards
i

You make 76c on every box of Metal Foil
name-imprinted Christmas Cards you sell friends and f - fi ~t j
others. They buy this new sensation on sight . . . Over > yP Ufl IV ’

60 other Christmas and Everyday assortments. Name- v tZf\ * ‘

imprinted Christmas cards, 60 for $1, up. FREE Per-/ jU
sonal Samples. Assortments on approval. Write now-/Rnv0c^
CHAS. C. SCHWER CO.. Dept.36- M .Westfield, Mass.

‘ 1

TXAINURSE?to TRAIN AT HOME
ACT NOW-HELP FILLTHE NEED

Now you can prepare for practical experience

as a Trained Practical Nurse in spare time.

Many earn while learning. Ages 18 to 55. High
school not necessary. Easy payments. Write
for free information and sample lesson pages.

WAYNE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING, INC.
2525 Sheffield Ave., Desk E-51, Chicago 14, III.

AKE EXTRA MON EY CHRISTMAS

WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING To help you get started at once.

• Package of Colorful Christmas Gift Cards

> Samples of 50 for $1. Christmas cards with name.

> 32-page CATALOG of over 100 "sell on sight"

r
Just send your name • Christmas Cards and Gift items.

and address tor our 1950 deluxe assortment on approval.

SPECIAL FUND RAISING PLAN FOR ORGANIZATIONS

FANMOUR Corp. Dept.MF-9 200 FIFTH AVE.N.V.10.N.Y.

BeYour Own MUSIC Teacher
LEARN AT HOME THIS MONEY SAVING WAY

Simple as A-B-C. Your lessons consist of real selections,
instead of tiresome exercises. You read real notes—no
"numbers” or trick music. Some of our 850.000 students
are band LEADERS. Everything is in print and pictures.
First you are told what to do. Then a picture shows you
how. Soon you are playing the music
you like. Mail coupon for big 36 page
illustrated FREE Book and Print and
Picture Sample. Mention your favorite
ins r-men . U. S. School of Music,
4399 Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. 10. N. Y.
52nd successful year.

FREE
BOOKLET

U. S. School of Music, 4399 Brunswick Bldg., N.Y. 10, N.Y.
Pleaso send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.
I would like to play (Name Instrument).

Have you
P Instrument Instrument?

Name
(Please Print)

Address.

Brief Reviews

k/V (F) ADMIRAL WAS A LADY—UA: An
off-the-beaten-track comedy on how the lives of four
ex-GI’s (Edmond O’Brien, Johnny Sand, Dick
Erdman and Steve Brodie) are complicated by the
arrival of ex-Wave Wanda Hendrix, who’s trying
to locate her fiance. With Rudy Vallee. (Aug.)

(F) ANNIE GET YOUR GUN—M-G-M:
Wonderful film version of the smash Broadway musi-
cal. Betty Hutton is outstanding as the world’s top
gal sharpshooter. Howard Keel is a great new find as
the object of her affections. With Keenan Wynn,
Louis Calhern, J. Carroll Naish. (June)

(A) ASPHALT JUNGLE , THE—M-G-M: A
brutally frank and ironic story of a jewelry store
holdup and the punishment of its executors. With
Sterling Hayden, Louis Calhern, Sam Jaffee, James
Whitmore, Jean Hagen and Marilyn Monroe. (July)

(F) BEYOND THE PURPLE HILLS—Co-
lumbia: Standard Autry epic with Gene as a
sheriff tracking down a slippery murderer. With
Hugh O’Brian, Jo Dennison, Don Reynolds. (Aug.)

(F) BIG HANGOVER , THE—M-G-M : Van
Johnson’s not allergic to love when pyschiatry student
Elizabeth Taylor tries to cure him of his allergy to
liquid spirits. It’s gay and good looking. (June)

(F) BIG LIFT, THE — 20th Century-Fox:
Montgomery Clift and Paul Douglas appear as a
couple of GI’s who help run the air lift that beats the
Russian blockade of Berlin. Cornell Borchers and
Bruni Lobel are their frauleins. (June)

(A) BRIGHT LEAF—Warners: A colorful
tale about the tobacco-growing country of 1894 with
Gary Cooper as a tenant-farmer who becomes rich
by the invention of the cigarette machine. With Pat
Neal, Lauren Bacall, Jack Carson. (July)

'S'S V* (F) BROKEN ARROW—20th Century-
Fox: Beautiful, intelligent Western. Jimmy Stewart
a tearless frontiersman tries to effect a peace treaty
with Apache Chief Jeff Chandler despite opposition
from both Indians and renegade Americans. Debra
Paget is a lovely Indian maiden. (Aug.)

(A) CAGED—Warners: Eleanor Parker, a
young first offender becomes a hard, bitter woman
after a year in prison. An interesting but morbid
film. With Agnes Moorehead, Hope Emerson. (July)

^ ( A) CARGO TO CAPETOWN—Columbia: Brod-
erick Crawtord and John Ireland are wasted in a
brawny sea yarn with little excitement and less
originality. Ellen Drew’s the girl. (July)

(F) CHEAPER BY THE DOZEN—20th Cen-
tury-Fox: The amusing and episodic adventures of
a large family in which Clifton Webb plays a bril-

liant but eccentric father; Myrna Loy, an under-
standing mother and Jeanne Crain, Barbara Bates,
the two elder daughters. (July)

^ (F) COLT .45—Warners: Unbelievable and
rather dull story of men who fight and die because
of the Colt repeating pistol. Randolph Scott’s the
salesman who introduces the gun in the West;
Zachary Scott’s the dastardly villain; Ruth Roman,
the love interest. (Aug.)

(F) CURTAIN CALL AT CACTUS CREEK— U-I: The hilarious trials of a broken-down reper-
tory company with Donald O’Connor as a stage-
struck prop-man who saves the show. Vincent Price
and Eve Arden add to the fun. (June)

(A) DAMNED DON'T CRY, THE—War-
ners: An interesting gangster melodrama that has
Joan Crawford going from a respectable but poor
housewife, to racketeer David Brian’s ladylove.
With Kent Smith and Steve Cochran. (July)

^ (F) DEVIL'S DOORWAY—M-G-M: Robert
Taylor, a full blooded Shoshone Civil War Hero
returns to his Wyoming ranch and discovers even
good Indians aren’t wanted. Paula Raymond’s a
lady attorney, Louis Calhern, a shady lawyer in

this fair-to-middling Western. (Aug.)

\/y iA (F) FATHER OF THE BRIDE—M-G-M:
Hilarious comedy about the complications of wed-
ding preparations. Liz Taylor is breathtakingly beau-
tiful as Don Taylor’s bride and Spencer Tracy, Joan
Bennett make delightful parents. (July)

\/\/ (F) FURIES, THE—Wallis-Paramount: This
colorful drama stars the late Walter Huston as a
cattle baron who rules his empire with an iron hand,
his daughter Barbara Stanwyck with kid gloves.
With Judith Anderson and Wendell Corey. (Aug.)

I/V# (F) GOLDEN AGE, THE—March of Time-
RKO: This assemblage of newsreel clips gives an
authentic and fascinating picture of “the roaring
twenties.” Its stars are the real-life people who
figured prominently in that turbulent decade. (July)

1/V (A) GUNFIGHTER, THE—20th Century-
Fox: Off-the-beaten-path Western with more sus-
pense than shooting as outlaw Gregory Peck, fighting
against time, tries to persuade his estranged wife
Helen Westcott to start a new life with him. With
Millard Mitchell, Jean Parker. (July)

1/VV (A) IN A LONELY PLACE—Columbia:
One of the year’s best murder mysteries, with Hum-
phrey Bogart as the chief suspect; Gloria Grahame
and Frank Lovejoy. (July)

(F) JACKIE ROBINSON STORY, THE—
Jewel-Eagle Lion: Baseball fans will love this true
life story of the famous Brooklyn Dodger second-
baseman with Jackie himself in the leading role

and Ruby Dee, Minor Watson and Louise Beavers
lending able support. (Aug.)

^ (F) KILL THE UMPIRE—Columbia: Ex-ball
player William Bendix, longing for his home on the
diamond, gets a job as an umpire and discovers what
these much abused fellows go through. It’s funny in

spots. With Una Merkel, Ray Collins. (Aug.)
(A) KIND HEARTS AND CORONETS—

Rank-Eagle Lion: Delightfully different type of

satire in which Dennis Price merrily sets out to

A BIG $1.00 Box of Beautiful Christ-

mas Cards! Sent with Janes Art
Studios Complete Sample Line.
MAKE QUICK MONEY with 21
Card Feature Box! Also, 50 Name-
Imprinted Cards with Envelopes—
$1.00—largest size ever offered! Gift
Wraps from Original Creators.
Make up to 50^ on every item.
SPARE TIME—FULL TIME—NO
EXPERIENCE NEEDED. 15 Days
FREE Home trial. Big Bonus Plan.
All Postage paid by us. You can’t

lose so write Janes Art Studios,
Babylon 21G, New York.

EASY EXTRA MONEY
SELL CHRISTMAS C A R D S|
to friends, clubs, neighbors, and fellow workers.
It’s Easy! The country’s outstanding line. 6 FREE SAMPLES
of name-on cards (low as 50 for $1.00), stationery, napkins.
Box samples on approval. Prompt service.

LIBERTY BELL STUDIOS - Dept. B-1, 1013 Filbert St., Phila. 7, Pa.

MAKE $50.\H^
F?o“EFJ

FREE!
42 Sample

1 mprints.
Xmas Cards
Stationery

Napkins—Notes
Gift and
Sample
Catalogs

Sell only 50 boxes imprinted Xmas
Cards. Sensational profit-sharing plan
gives you choice of over 300 gifts,

and guarantees handsome cash profits

on complete line. Write today! Send
no money! Deluxe boxes on approval.

CREATIVE ART PUBLISHERS, INC.

45 Warburton Ave., Dept.Q-2,Yonkers. N.Y.

LEG SUFFERERS
Why continue to .suffer without attempt-
ing to do something? Write today for New
Booklet— ‘ THE LIEPE METHODS FOR
HOME USE.” It tells about Varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Liepe Methods
used while you walk. More than 40 years ol
success. Praised and en-
dorsed by multitudes

LIEPE METHODS, 3250 N. Green Bay Ave.

Dept. 40-J, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

FREE

BOOKLET

DANGER!
Help Guard Your Children From
Painful Swelling, Dread Infection

Mothers, neglect of minor injuries, cuts, burns, I

scratches, scalds may lead to painful, terrible infec-

tion. Help protect your children, family with gentle,
,

soothing Oil-O-Sol. Helps control infection, ease pain,

speed healing. Get wonderful germ-arresting antiseptic,

first aid Mosso’s Oil-O-Sol, 500 today, all drug stores.

room
OVER 100 WAYS TO MAKE
EXTRA MONEY and FRIENDS
Sell friends newest Metallic
Christmas Cards, Gift Wrappings,
Novelties, Gifts. Children’s "Ac-
tion” Books. Profits to 100%.

'

Bonus. Special Offers. Request
Feature samples on approval,
FREE samples 50 for $1 up
Name Imprinted Christmas Cards, i

100 for $1 Stationery, Nap-
kins and FREE Catalog.
NEW ENGLAND ART PUBLISHERS
North Abington 315. Mass.

1/iee
Booklet

MARVEL CO.
13 9 East St. New Haven. Conn.
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to STOUT
WOMEN
Merely mail coupon for

FREE Money-Saving
100-page Style Book.
Styles proportioned
by experts who know
how to slenderize
stout women. Also
slacks, suits, coats,

hats, shoes and
underwear— all

low priced. Mail
the coupon.now.

j™c cB raant

DEPT. 20

752 EAST MARKET ST.

INDIANAPOLIS 1 7 , IND.

LANE BRYANT, Department 20

j 752 East Market Street, Indianapolis 17, Indiana.

I
Please rush me FREE 50th Anniversary Style Book.

I

J
Name

J
Address

J
Post OlJlce State

I

W3El3EEEEb03E 2k
EARN EXTRA MONET IN YOUR SPARE TIME!

I Showing- Smartly exclusive Sunshine line to Friends,
]

Neighbors. QUICK SALES! SEND FOR SAMPLES ON AP-
1 PROVAL & Details Of $1,000 SALES CONTEST. SUNSHINE
< ART STUDIOS, Dept. MA-9, 1 1 5 Fulton St. , New York 8, N. Y.

NEW BATHROOM
\

0 2rlul
Secret chemical invention automat-

ically banishes unpleasantodors in bathroom,
kitchen, anywhere. Gives off refreshing fra-
grance. Just hang on wall. No liquids, sprays, or
wicks. Needs no attention. Beautifully designed!

SAMPLESTO INTRODUCE
ately to all who send name atonce. Hurry—post-
card will do. SENDNO MONEY—justyour name.
KRISTEE CO., 434 Bar St., Akron, Ohio

Get your list of personol home
addresses of 339 top Hollywood

stars (not sec’y or mailing addresses);

plus the 24 motion picture organizations,

9 movie studios, 7 radio & TV studios, &
5 top film producers. Lists guaranteed accurate.

All for only $1 (no C.O.D.’s), order today.

(Calif, residents add sales tax.)

HOLLYWOOD FANS, Dept. PP 9

^

5864 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

r today.

AiM
YOU MAY BE ABLE TO

DEVELOP A GLAMOROUS
BUST CONTOUR!

Follow Bonomo Ritual 1 Buat Beauty Course
shows how to improve your bust allure

!

Exclusive home techniques by Joe Bonomo,
famous beauty authority, publisher of
Beauty Fair. x 12", 124 diagrams,
charts and photos of “miracle” exercises,

bust control methods, diet, weight tables,

etc. Money back if not delighted. Sent
C.O.D. for SI.00 plus postage or send

$1.00, we pay postage.

BONOMO CULTURE INST., Dept.MY9
1841 B'way, New York 23, N.Y.

Have Exciting Eyes Tonight
• Kurlash curls lashes ... makes
eyes gleam . . . sparkle. For glam-
orous eyes buy Kurlash today. $1

and $1.25 at cosmetic counters.

The Kurlash C

eliminate eight relatives (all brilliantly played by
Alec Guinness) who stand in the way of his title.

With Valerie Hobson, Joan Greenwood. (Aug.)
V' (A) LAWLESS, THE — Paramount-Pine-
Thomas: Newspaper-owner Macdonald Carey and
Gail Russell are the only defenders of Lalo Rios, a
Mexican crop-picker who gets involved in a fight
that almost snowballs into a lynching. A hard-hit-
ting drama. With Johnny Sands. (July)

V/V (F) LOVE THAT BRUTE—20th Century-
Fox: Strictly for laughs is this spoof of the roaring
twenties. Paul Douglas, a racketeer with a murder-
ous reputation and a heart of gold keeps his “vic-
tims” in his basement, a little brat, Paul Price, in
his nursery, and Jean Peters in his heart. (Aug.)
'S'V' (F) LOUISA—U-I : Sprightly comedy about
love over sixty with Spring Byington being hotly
pursued by millionaire Charles Coburn and grocer
Edmund Gwenn, to the amazement of her family,
Ronald Reagan, Ruth Hussey, Piper Laurie. (Aug.)

(A) MEN, THE — Kramer-UA: Marlon
Brando makes his screen debut as a paralyzed World
War II vet who rehabilitates himself with the help
of his girl Teresa Wright and his doctor, Everett
Sloan. Strong screen fare. (July)

W/' (F) MY FRIEND IRMA GOES WEST—Wal-
lis-Paramount: Not as funny as its predecessor, this
sequel takes Irma (Marie Wilson) and Jane (Diana
Lynn) to Las Vegas, where they all but wreck the
town. John Lund. Jerry Lewis, Dean Martin. (Aug.)

1/ (F) MYSTERY STREET — M-G-M: Semi-
documentary thriller starring Ricardo Montalban as
a police lieutenant who investigates the murder of
B-girl Jan Sterling. Marshall Thompson is the No.
1 suspect, Sally Forrest, his loyal wife. (Aug.)
I/V' (F) NEXT VOICE YOU HEAR

,
THE—

M-G-M • Profoundly moving story of the way an
average American family reacts when the Voice of
God is heard over radio. With James Whitmore,
Nancy Davis, Gary Gray, Lillian Bronson. (Aug.)

(A) NIGHT AND THE CITY—20th Cen-
tury-Fox: Richard Widmark is nastier than ever
in this seamy story of the wrestling racket in foggy
London. Gene Tierney and Hugh Marlowe are but
briefly seen as the only decent people. (Aug.)
\ZYi (A) ONE WAY STREET—LT-I

:
James Mason

is his menacing self again as an illegal doctor hired
by gangster, Dan Duryea. Marta Toren is Dan’s girl
who runs off to Mexico with Mason and suffers the
consequences. Not for the squeamish. (June)
V/ (F) OUTRIDERS, THE—M-G-M: Joel McCrea,
Barry Sullivan, James Whitmore, fugitives from
Union prison camp, pose as outriders for a wagon
train, headed by Ramon Navarro, which is carrying
a million dollars and Arlene Dahl. (June)
\Z\ZVt (F) REFORMER AND THE REDHEAD,
THE—M-G-M: June Allyson and hubby Dick Powell
team up in a comedy about a young lawyer, cam-
paigning for mayor. There’s wonderful slapstick with
a lovable lion. David Wayne, Cecil Kellaway, Mar-
vin Kaplan have a high time of it, too. (June)

(F) RETURN OF THE FRONTIERSMAN—
Warners: Only redeeming points of this violent
Western are a good performance by Gordon MacRae
and lush Technicolor. With Julie London, Jack Holt,
Rory Calhoun. (Aug.)

\/'S (F) ROCK ISLAND TRAIL—Republic: A
lusty, colorful Western about the building of the
Rock Island R.R. With Forrest Tucker, Adele Mara,
Adrian Booth. (June)

(A) SECRET FURY, THE—RKO : A tan-
talizing thriller with Claudette Colbert confronted
with a marriage she cannot remember. A couple of
murders take place before Robert Ryan solves the
mystery. With Paul Kelly, Jane Cowl. (June)
(F) SIERRA—U-I: The scenery’s the only re-

deeming feature of this rather dull Western featuring
Audie Murphy, Wanda Hendrix, Dean Jagger—all

of whom deserve something better. (June)
S/Yz (F) SKIPPER

f

SURPRISED HIS WIFE

,

THE—M-G-M: There’s loads of laughs when skipper
Bob Walker tries to run his home and family as he
would a ship and its crew. With Joan Leslie, Spring
Byington, Jan Sterling, Edward Arnold. (Tune)

(A) SLEEPING CITY, THE—U-I : Richard
Conte’s the detective out to smash New York’s nar-
cotic racket in this semi-documentary drama. Peggy
Dow and Coleen Gray supply the romance. (July)

(F) SUNSET IN THE WEST—Republic: This
time Roy Rogers is a cattle buyer who helps sheriff,
Will Wright, capture nasty gangsters. Penny Ed-
wards and Trigger are also on hand. (Aug.)

\Z\Zy (F) THREE LITTLE WORDS—M-G-M:
A lavish musical with heart, based on the lives and
music of Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby. Fred Astaire
and Red Skelton are the songsmiths, Vera- Ellen
and Arlene Dahl, the girls they marry. With Keenan
Wynn, Gloria De Haven. (Aug.)

^1/ (F) TICKET TO TOMAHAWK, A—20th
Century-Fox: An action-packed satire on Westerns
with Dan Dailey, Anne Baxter, Rory Calhoun. (July)
'SYi (A) UNDER MY SKIN—20th Century-Fox:
Based on a Hemingway story about a boy’s devotion
to his crooked jockey father, the film has an exciting
European background; good performances by John
Garfield, Micheline Prelle, Orley Lindgren. (June)

(F) WABASH AVENUE — 20th Century-
Fox: Chicago in the ’90’s is the setting of this plush
Technicolor musical which has Betty Grable as a
honky-tonk entertainer and Phil Harris and Victor
Mature trying to out-scheme each other. (July)
s/Yz (F) WAGON MASTER—Argosy-RKO: Ben
Johnson and Harry Carey Jr. lead Ward Bond and
his Mormon pioneers across the perilous plains.
Joanne Dru provides romantic interest. (June)

(A) WHITE TOWER—RKO: The attempts
of Glenn Ford, Valli, Claude Rains, Sir Cedric
Hardwicke and Lloyd Bridges to scale the most dan-
gerous peak in the Swiss Alps provide a drama
filled with romance and excitement. (June)

FOR a quick cool-off, drink frosty,

delicious Kool-Aid. Quickly

make a handy glassful or pitcherful

at a time. Millions of thrifty home-

makers rely on Kool-Aid for easy-to-

make, inexpensive refreshment. It’s

a favori'te with children and the

whole family. Six tangy flavors.

CopjTififht, 1950
Peikins Products Co.

"Kool-Aid” is
a registered trademark of

ments put guests in buying mood. No experience needed!

CD EE OilJTEIT — Write quick for outfit andrK EC vvlrll complete Style Showing Plan.

BEELINE FASHIONS. 4145 Lawrence Ave., Dept. H, Chicago 30. Ill

AMAZING CREAM REMOVES
UNSIGHTLY HAIR
QUICKLY

,

SAFELY
Acts Below “Razor Line”

Without Cutting or
Scraping Legs

The modern way to remove
ugly hair from your legs is with

Neet® Cream Hair Remover. It

works deeper than a razor, be-

low the surface of the skin.

Safer too from razor cuts and
scratches. Neet leaves tender
skin soft and smooth, free from
razor stubble. Just apply Neet
like any cream, then rinse off

and hair disappears like magic.
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FOR YOU!
Sell Friendship
CHRISTMAS CARDS

Plenty of easy dollars all wait-
ing for you in your spare time! Just
show exquisite new Christmas

Cards. Stunning EMBOSSED, Name-
Imprinted Folders sell themselves at SO for

$1 t op. Yon get huge profits on every easy sale!

Make Up To 100%CASH PROFIT!
Sell just 100 Assortments of 21 DeLuxe Christ-
mas Cards and you’ll be richer by $60.00! Big
value for just $1.00 per box. Everybody buys.
Also show Metallics, Gift Wraps, Religious,
Everyday, other money-makers including
Personalized Stationery. Matches, Napkins.

ACT TODAY I Earn BIG CASH PROFITS for
yourself or your favorite organization PLUS AN

[EXTRA CASH BONUS! No expe-
I rience needed. Send now for Samples.

’FRIENDSHIP STUDIOS, IncTj
301 ADAMS ST., ELMIRA. N.Y.

Rush 21-Card Assortments ON
APPROVAL plus FREE Imprint Samples.

Name.

Address _

|

City. . Zone ..Statete
|

(Amazing Offer—$40 Is Yours

I

for selling only 50 boxes of Christmas
Cards. And this can be done in a single

• day. Free samples. Other leading boxes
Ion approval. Many surprise items. Write
Jtoday. It costs nothing to try.

|
CHEERFUL CARD CO-. Dept. N-33, White Pla in

FREE SAMPLES
PERSONALIZED
CHRISTMAS

CARDS
STATIONERY
NAPKINS

N. Y.

OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose Home Method. Heals many old
leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,
swollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it

fails to show results in 10 days. Describe your
trouble and get a FREE BOOK.

R. G. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 North Dearborn Street, Chicago 2, Illinois

IHoves50ForYou!
Make $50 fast! Setlonly 100 sensation -

1

al value 21 -Card $1 Christmas Assort
men is! FREE Book tells you how to get big
orders easily. Also show Gift Wraps, Stationery,
Children’s Action Books, Address Book and over\
70 other fast selling items for all members of the W**
family. Name-Imprinted Christmas Cards 50 for
$1 and up. Start earning with FREE Imprint Sam- %
pies. Assortments on approval. Extra Profit Bonus

'

PHII I IDO PAPn Pn Plan! Write now! Send No Money.rniLLiro UHnu UU., 442 hunt st., newton, mass.

UNWANTED l

HAIR
ONLY 3Y Kill IM0 THE HAIg BOOT CAN YOU
BE SOBE UNWANTEP HAUL If PONE FOfffVEB J
BRINGS BELIEF ANP SOCIAL HAPPINESS.

j

OO NOT USE OUB METHOD UNT/L YOU
HAVE BEAD OL/B INSTBOCTION BOON j

CAAFFULLY AND LEABNED TO DSC THE I
MAHltff METHOD SAEELY ANO EEEICIENTL gj
USED SUCCESSFULLY OVEB SO YEABS/

BEAUTY1m
tltrsw.

MAHLERS, INC., Dept. 58-M, Providence 15, R. I.

S£N0 6« C
.°T*mwT°B BOOKLET

MATERNITY
STYLE BOOK

FREE
LANE BRYANT

Maternity clothes are new
Fifth Avenue styles that
keep you smart throughout
pregnancy. Easy to adjust.
60th Anniversary Values.
• Misses’ Sizes 10 to 20
• Junior Sizes 11 to 19
• Women’s Sizes 36 to 46
Dresses from $2.98 up; also

supporters, undies. Everything
for Baby, too. LOW prices.
Mall coupon for your FREE
Style Book In plain wrapper.

I
Mall FREE Maternity Style Book In plain wrapper.

I <91 7>

Address

Post Office State

Casts of Current Pictures

CRISIS—M-G-M: Dr. Eugene Ferguson, Cary
Grant; Raoul Farrago, Jose Ferrer; Helen Ferguson,
Paula Raymond; Isabel Farrago, Signe Hasso; Col.
A dragon, Ramon Novarro; Dr. Nierra, Antonio
Moreno; Rosa, Teresa Celli; Sam Proctor, Leon
Ames; Gonzales, Gilbert Roland.

DESTINATION MOON — Pal-Eagle Lion: Jim
Barnes, John Archer; Dr. Cargraves

,

Warner Ander-
son; General Thayer, Tom Powers; Joe Sweeney,
Dick Wesson; Mrs. Cargraves, Erin O’Brien Moore.

DUCHESS OF IDAHO—M-G-M: Christine Dun-
can, Esther Williams; Dick Layn, Van Johnson;
Douglas J. Morrissen Jr., John Lund; Ellen Hallet,
Paula Raymond; Matson, Clinton Sundberg; Peggy
Elliot, Connie Haines; Cyril, Mel Torme; Linda
Kinston, Amanda Blake; Chuck, Tommy Farrell.
Themselves, Eleanor Powell and Lena Horne.

FLAME AND THE ARROW, THE—Warners

:

Dardo, Burt Lancaster; Anne, Virginia Mayo; Ales-
sandro, Robert Douglas; Nonna Bartoli, Aline Mac-
Mahon; Ulrich, Frank Allenby; Piccolo, Nick Cra-
vat; Francesca, Lynne Baggett; Rudi, Gordon
Gebert; Troubadour

,

Norman Lloyd; Apothecary

,

Victor Kilian; Papa Pietro, Francis Pierlot; Skin-
ner, Robin Hughes.

ERIGHTENED CITY—Columbia: Sheila Bennet,
Evelyn Keyes; Matt Krane, Charles Korvin; Dr.
Ben Wood, William Bishop; Alice Lorie, Dorothy
Malone; Francie Bennet, Lola Albright; Johnson,
Barry Kelley; Comm. Ellis, Carl Benton Reid;
Dr. Cooper, Ludwig Donath; Moss, Art Smith;
Andy Bennet, Whit Bissell; Mayor, Roy Roberts;
Belle, Connie Gilchrist; Skrip, Dan Riss; Officer
Houlihan, Harry Shannon; Walda Kowalski, Beverly
Washburn; Mrs. Kowalski, Celia Lovsky; Owney,
Richard Egan; Danny, Walter Burke; Joe Dominic,
Peter Virgo; Dr. Penner, Arthur Space; Ted James,
Don Kohler; Willie Dennis, Jim Backus; Tom, Peter
Brocco; Jerry, Tommy Ivo; Mrs. Dominic, Angela
Clarke.

GOOD HUMOR MAN, THE—Columbia : Biff
Jones, Jack Carson; Margie Bellew, Lola Albright;
Bonnie Conroy, Jean Wallace; Stuart Nagel, George
Reeves; Johnny Bellew, Peter Miles; Inspector
Quint, Frank Ferguson; Slick, David Sharpe; Fats,
Chick Collins; John, Eddie Parker; Officer Rhodes,
Pat Flaherty; Officer Daley, Richard Egan; Steven,
Arthur Space; Bride, Victoria Horne; Stoker, Jack
Overman.

GREAT JEWEL ROBBER, THE—Warners;
Dennis, David Brian; Martha, Marjorie Reynolds;
Sampter, John Archer; Mrs. Vinson, Jacqueline de
Wit; Brenda, Alice Talton; Peggy, Perdita Chan-
dler; Lieut. Kelly, Robert B. Williams; Altman,
Warren Douglas; Rogers, John Morgan; Benson,
Bigelow Sayre; Marion Blaine, Claudia Barrett, and
Mayor Stanley Church of New Rochelle.

HAPPY YEARS, THE—M-G-M: Dink Stover,
Dean Stockwell; Tough McCarty, Darryl Hickman;
Tennessee Shad, Scotty Beckett; Samuel H. Stover
Sr., Leon Ames; Mrs. Stover, Margalo Gillmore;
The Old Roman, Leo G. Carroll.

ITS A SMALL WORLD—Castle-Eagle Lion:
Harry Musk, Paul Dale; Buttons, Lorraine Miller;
Father Musk, Will Geer; Rose Ferris, Nina Koshetz;
Charlie, Steve Brodie; Dolly Burke, Anne Sholter;
Sam, Todd Karns; Janie (16 years), Margaret
Field; Susie (16 years), Shirley O. Mills; Jackson,
Tom Brown Henry; Dr. Brown, Harry Harvey;
Farmer, Paul E. Burns; Susie (8 years), Jacqui
Snyder; Janie (8 years), Lora Lee Michel.

PANIC IN THE STREETS—20th Century-Fox:
Clinton Reed, Richard Widmark; Police Capt. War-
ren, Paul Douglas; Nancy Reed, Barbara Bel Ged-
des; Blackie, Walter (Jack) Palance; Fitch, Zero
Mostel; Neff, Dan Riss; John Mefaris, Alexis
Minotis, Poldi, Guy Thomajan; Vince, Tommy
Cook; Jordan, Edward Kennedy; Cook, H. T.
Tsiang; Kochak, Lewis Charles; Dubin, Ray Muller;
Tommy, Tommy Rettig; Jeanette, Lenka Peterson;
Pat, Pat Walshe; Dr. Gafney, Paul Hostetler;
Kleber, George Ehmig; Lee, John Schilleci; Ben,
Waldo Pitkin; Sgt. Phelps, Leo Zinser; Dr. Mackey,
Beverly C. Brown; Cortelyou, William A. Dean;
Mayor Murray, H. Waller Fowler Jr.; Wynant,
Rex Moad; Johnston, Irvine Vidacovich; Comm.
Quinn, Val Winter; Charlie, Wilson Bourg Jr.;

Mrs. Fitch, Mary Liswood; Rita, Aline Stevens;
Redfield, Stanley J. Reyes; Violet, Darwin Green-
field; Beauclyde, Emile Meyer; Scott, Herman
Cottman; Al, Al Theriot; Hotel Prop. Juan Villa-

sana; Coast Guard Lieut., Robert Dorsen; Anson,
Henry Mamet; Bosun, Tiger Joe Marsh; Lascar
Boy, Arthur Tong.

PEGGY—U-I : Peggy Brookfield, Diana Lynn;
Professor Harvey Brookfield, Charles Coburn;
Emelia Fielding, Charlotte Greenwood; Susan
Brookfield ,

Barbara Lawrence; Tom Fielding,

Charles Drake; Johnny Higgins, Rock Hudson;
Dean William Stockwell, Charles Trowbridge;
Mrs. Zim, Connie Gilchrist; Mrs. Privet, Ellen
Corby; Mr. Collins, Jerome Cowan; Dr. Philip

Wilcox, Griff Barnett.

ROGUES OF SHERWOOD FOREST—Columbia:
Robin, Earl of Huntington, John Derek; Lady
Marianne, Diana Lynn; King John, George Mac-
ready; Little John, Alan Hale; Sir Giles, Paul
Cavanagh; Count of Flanders, Lowell Gilmore;
Friar Tuck, Billy House; Alan-a-Dale, Lester
Matthews; Will Scarlett, William Bevan; Baron
Fitzwalter, Wilton Graff; Archbishop Stephen Lang-

—IS.LONGER
HAIR?
MAKE THIS EASY
7-DAY TEST!

Just try this SYSTEM on your hair 7 days
and see ifyou are really enjoying the pleas-
ure of ATTRACTIVE HAIR that can bo very

often capture Love and Romance for you.

MARVELOUS HELP for DRY,
BRITTLE, Breaking-Off HAIR
WHEN SCALP and HAIR CONDITIONS are

normal and dry, brittle, breaking-off hair can be retarded,
it has a chance to get longer . . . and much more beautiful.
Amazing. The JUELENE System is not a hair restorative.

SEND NO MONEY—Fully Guaranteed
Jost try the JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days. Then let your
mirror PROVE the thrilling results. JUELENE comes in
2 Forms Pomade Liquid. SEND FOR IT TODAY!
C. O. D. $1.00 plus Government charges. It Is fully guar-
anteed. Money back if you are not delighted. Write Now!
JUEL CO., 4727 N. Damon, Dept. L-610, Chicago 25, III.

dAKt SELL DRESSES Newark
J Specially Priced $5.95 to $19.95
~ 5th Ave., N. Y. firm desires women to sell
Dresses, Suits, Lingerie, Hosiery. As seen

in “Vogue”, “Mademoiselle”. Featuring the
New York Look. Good commissions. Write for sample Book.
MODERN MANNER, 260 Fifth Ave., Dept. T-9, New York

i CHRISTMAS CARD AGENTS
Sell America’s only $1.00 Gift wrap assortment ^

| containing 30 full size sheets; 24 Christmas tree |
ornaments to retail for 50c; Giant plastic pencil con-
taining personalized pencils; Santa stocking with

| name; Rudolph the red nosed reindeer assortment; |
m Children’s birthday party assortment. Over 100

Christmas card box assortments and surprise items.
I Write today for five FREE portfolios of personalized I

I
Christmas cards. |

ELMCRAFT, Dept. 9 •

I 5930 S. Western Ave. Chicago 36, Illinois 1

VimiECASHVi5
Make big spare-time pay! Sell SOUTHERN Christmas
Cards. Gorgeous Folders low as 60 for $1 WITH NAME
IMPRINTED in Brand New Way. Sensation of 1950.
Sell on sight from FREE SAMPLES. Also show
on-approval sample of new “Southern Beauty

"

21-Card $1 Assortment. Make $50 CASH PROFIT
on 100 BoxesI 60 other fast-sellers including Gift
Wraps, Religious. Everyday Boxes. EXTRA CASH
BONUS. Don't delay. Write for samples NOW!

SOUTHERN GREETING CARD CO.,
216 S. Pauline, Dept. E-31, Memphis 4, Tenn.

NERVOUS
STOMACH

ALLIMIN
relieves distress-

ing symptoms of
“nervous stom-
ach”— heaviness
after meals, belch-

ing, bloating and colic due togas. ALLIMIN has been
scientifically tested by doctors and found highly effec-

tive. More than a ]A billion sold. At all drug stores.

ALLIMIN Garlic Tablets

S X) EARN
,! MONEY
SHOWING

lUttSAMPLi
wnJLu FABRICS

f
Write me, and I’ll send you this big package of
actual sample fabrics and style presentation

^ABSOLUTELY FREE. You’ll see gor-
^geous, newest style dresses— lovely

.lingerie—hosiery, men ’s shi rts and
^socks— all at LOW PRICES.

Take orders from friends
I and make money in spare time.
GET FREE SAMPLES!

I Sendnomoneyforthisbig-profil
1 lineof sample fabrics. It s yours
free. Rush name, address now.

THE MELVILLE CO.. Boot. 5532. CINCINNATI 3. OHIO

MAKE 8|6 MONEY FAST

Take Orders for Cards — Gifts

Profitable, pleasant wori
full or part time sellin
40 stunning Christmas .

other high quality assor
ments for every occosioi

Christmas boxes: 50 personalized cards $1 & u

sell themselves. You make up to 50c per box pit

extra bonuses & special offers. Also dolls, cai

asta table tops, utility bags, etc. small ligh

weight kit. Orders filled promptly. Ask U
samples of cards and novelties (4 boxes on ai

proval), & complete portfolio.

RICHAR GREETINGS. INC.
41-43-S Crescent St., Long Island City 1, N. '
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AMERICA’S No. 1 CORN PLASTER

Get the new 35$

PERMABOOKS
NOW AT NEWSSTANDS

Show friends sensational new
I

21-Card $1 Christmas Assortment.
Bif? value, lovely designs. Sells like
wild fire! Up to 100% profit. 7 Super

s. Name-Imprinted lines, 50 for $1,
1 up. New METALLICS, Christmas
• Pearls, manyothermoney-makers.

^SAMPLES ON APPROVAL.
IDEAL CARD C0. f Dept.X- 1

0

rlILL AVE., PASADENA 4, CALIF.

. Sell New

CHRISTMAS

CARDS 4
From Sonny \
Californio^*

. . . to earn in your spare time, plus cash bonus and
premiums! Show Wetmore & Sugden Christmas

box assortments and Deluxe Personals . . . they sell on
sight. Big money-making line of 164 fast-selling items, new,

exclusive, easy to sell. 50 for $1 name-imprinted Christmas Per-

sonals, 21 -card box assortments, UP TO 100% COMMISSION. Fund-

raising plan for organizations. Write today for free catalog and
portfolios, plus box assortments on approval.

WETMORE & SUGDEN INC. d°p* ° *

749 Monroe Arc. Rochester, M. V.

FREE PHOTO DIRECT FROM
HOLLYWOOD

r
(DELUXE TYPE—Suitable tor
SPECIAL OFFER—FOR LI M ITED T I IVI E ONLY
With Photo, you will also receive FREE CAT A

LARGE SIZE OF YOUR FAVORITE

MOVIE STAR

PICTURES of popular starson cover. Also tells
now to get ADDRESSES. BIRTHDAYS, and
photos of STARS’ HOMES. Send name or
our favorite star and only 1 5c for handling.
HOLLYWOOD FILM STAR CENTER

Box 2309, Dept. A-90, Hollywood 28, Calif.

EXTRA CASH MADE EASY i
PR*

| SAMP

Sell Supreme New Christmas Cards
lma.ine—an extra income! Sell friends
amazing value Metallic, Felt Applique,
Comic, 50 for $1.00 assortments. 90

I
items. Exclusive Gift Wraps. All-Occasion

!

boxes, Scented Stationery, Animated
Children’s Books, Gifts. Fast service.
Profits to 100%. Special offers. Bonus.
Wri e today for FREE samples. Name
Imprinted Christmas Cards, Napkins, Sta-
tionery, Feature assortments on approval
FREE catalog and selling plans.
ELMIRA GREETING CARD CO.. Dept. C-1246. El

I IMPRINTED
k< CHRISTMAS

^ CARDS

Now She Shops

“Cash And Carry”
Without Painful Backache

I

As we get older, stress and strain, over-exertion, ex-
' cessive smoking or exposure to cold sometimes slows
down kidney function. This may lead many folks to
complain of nagging backache, loss of pep and energy,

I
headaches and dizziness. Getting up nights or frequent
passages may result from minor bladder irritations
due to cold, dampness or dietary indiscretions.

If your discomforts are due to these causes, don’t
, wait, try Doan’s Pills, a mild diuretic. Used success-

;

fully by millions for over 50 years. While these

(
symptoms may often otherwise occur, it’s amazing
how many times Doan’s give happy relief—help the
15 miles of kidney tubes and filters flush out waste.
iGet Doan’s Pills today!

I

ton, Donald Randolph; Sir Baldric, John Dehner;
Baron Alfred, Gavin Muir; Baron Chandos, Tim
Huntley; Arthur, Paul Collins.

SUNSET BOULEVARD—Paramount: Joe Gillis,
William Holden; Norma Desmond, Gloria Swanson;
Max von Mayerling, Erich von Stroheim; Betty
Schaefer, Nancy Olson; Artie Green, Jack Webb;
Sheldrake

,

Fred Clark; Morino, Lloyd Gough; Fi-
nance Company Men, Charles Dayton; Larry Blake;
The Bridge Players, Buster Keaton, H. B. Warner,
Anna Q. Nilsson, and Cecil B. DeMille, HerHa
Hopper, Sidney Skolsky, Jay Livingstone, Ray
Evans.

THIS SIDE OF THE LA W—Warners: Evelyn,
Viveca Lindfors; David Cummins, Kent Smith;
Nadine Taylor, Janis Paige; Philip Cagle, Robert
Douglas; Colder Taylor, John Alvin; The Sheriff,
Monte Blue; Miss Roberts, Frances Morris.

TREASURE ISLAND—-Disney-RKO: Jim Haiv-
kins, Bobby Driscoll; Long John Silver, Robert
Newton; Captain Smollett, Basil Sidney; Squire
Trelazvney, Walter Fitzgerald; Dr. Livesy, Denis
O’Dea; Capt. Billy Bones

,

Finlay Currie; George
Merry, Ralph Truman; Israel Hands, Geoffrey
Keen; Ben Gunn, Geoffrey Wilkinson; Blind Pew,
John Laurie; Black Dog, Francis DeWolff; Mr.
Arrow, David Davies; Redruth, John Gregson;
Gray, Andrew Blackett; Morgan, William Devlin;
Williams, Howard Douglas; Haggott, Harry Locke;
Cady, Sam Kydd; Job, Stephan Jack; Scully, Har-
old Jamieson; Bolen, Diarmuid Kelly; Vane, Reg-
inald Drummond; Durgin, Gordon Mulholland;
Roach, Patrick Troughton; Wolfe, Jim O’ Brady;
Pike, Chris Adcock; Upson, Tom Lucas; S potts,

Leo Phillips; Bart, Eddie Moran; Tardy, Bob
Head; Joyce, Ken Buckle; Hunter, Paddy Branni-
gan; Norton, Jack Arrow: Bray, Freddy Clark.

WHERE DANGER LIVES—RKO : Jeff Cameron,
Robert Mitchum; Margo, Faith Domergue; Mr.
Lannington, Claude Rains; Julie, Maureen O’Sul-
livan; Police Chief, Charles Kemper; Klaubcr, Ralph
Dumke; Mr. Bogardus, Billy House; Dr. Maynard,
Harry Shannon; Milo DeLong, Philip Van Zandt;
Dr. Mullenbach, Jack Kelly; Mrs. Bogardus, Lil-
lian West.

WHERE THE SIDEWALK ENDS—20th Cen-
turv-Fox: Mark Dixon, Dana Andrews; Morgan
Taylor, Gene Tierney; Scalise, Gary Merrill; Klein,
Bert Freed; Jiggs Taylor, Tom Tully; Lt. Thomas,
Karl Malden; Martha, Ruth Donnelly; Ken Paine,
Craig Stevens; Inspector Foley, Robert Simon;
Ted Morrison, Harry von Zell; Willie, Don Appell;
Steve, Neville Brand; Mrs. Tribaum, Grace Mills;
Mike Williams . Lou Krugman; Harrington, David
McMahon; Sid Kramer, David Wolfe; Gilruth,
Steve Roberts; Tod Benson, Phil Tully; Casey, Ian
MacDonald; Hanson, John Close; Gcrtesscn, John
McGuire; Ernie, Lou Nova; Mayer, Oleg Cassini;
Mrs. Jackson, Louise Lorimer; Friedman, Lester
Sharpe; Teddy, Chili Williams; Feeney, Robert
Foulk; Mrs. Klein, Eda Reiss Merin; Morris, Mack
Williams; Cab Driver, Duke Watson; Lt. Arnaldo,
Clancy Cooper; Sweatshirt, Bob Evans; Fat Man,
Joseph Granby; Schwartz, Charles J. Flynn; Riley,
Larry Thompson.

WINCHESTER 73—LT-I : Lin McAdam, James
Stewart; Lola Manners, Shelley Winters; Waco
Johnny Dean, Dan Duryea; Dutch Henry Brozvn,
Stephen McNally; High Spade Frankie Wilson,
Millard Mitchell; Steve Miller, Charles Drake;
Wyatt Earp, Will Geer; Joe Lamont, John Mclntire;
Wheeler, James Millican; Young Bull, Rock Hud-
son; Sergeant Wilkes, Jay C. Flippen; Jack Rikcr,
John Alexander; Wesley, Steve Brodie; Doan, An-
thony Curtis; Crater, James Best; Mossman, Gregg
Martell.

You wouldn't

give ten cents for

their chances?

You will—when you understand how much your

dimes can do in the fight against POLIO

1949 was the year of the worst epidemic of in-

fantile paralysis this nation has ever known. It

struck all ages. Four out of every five persons

stricken received help from the National Foun-

dation for Infantile Paralysis. MARCH OF
DIMES funds paid hospital bills for thousands

of families.

Remember—if polio strikes

—

call your local chapter immediately

and hair- free longer ... by Nair

. . . the safe, odorless depilatory

lotion . . . that removes

leg hair quickly, easily . . .

leaves legs smoother . . .

more exciting . . .

For petal-smooth legs use Nair, new, safe

cosmetic lotion that dissolves hair skin-close.

No ugly razor stubble—keeps legs hair-free

longer! Easy to use— rinses off quickly. No
clinging depilatory odor, no irritation to nor-

mal skin. Slower and
regrowth. For“second look”
legs— get Nair today!

Cosmetic lotion to

remove hair safely

FOR LEGS THAT DELIGHT

USE NAIR TONIGHT

High School. Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

I Go as rapidly as yonr time and abilities permit. Equivalent to resl-

I dent school work- prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
H. S. texts supplied . Diploma awarded. Credit for H. S. subjects

I completed. Single subjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.
American School, Dept. H653, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37

FALSE TEETH
KLUTCH holds them tighter
KLUTCH forms a comfort cushion; holds dental plates
so much firmer and snugger tha-t one can eat and talk
with greater comfort and security; in many cases al-
most as well as with natural teeth. Klutch lessens the
constant fear of a dropping, rocking, chafing plate, 25c
and 50c at druggists. If your druggist hasn't it,

don't waste money on substitutes, but send us 10c
and we will mail you a generous trial box. © I. P. Inc.

KLUTCH CO., Box 5086-1, ELMIRA, N. Y.

Earn
J40 a week FK?

AS A TRAINED

PRACTICAL NURSE!
Practical nurses are always needed!
Learn at home in your spare time
as thousands of men and women— 18 to 60 years of
age—have done through Chicago School of Nursing.
Easy-to-understand lessons, endorsed by physicians.
One graduate has charge of 10-bed hospital. Nurse
Cromer, of Iowa, runs her own nursing home. Others
earn $2.50 to $5.00 a day in private practice.

YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARNI
Mrs. B. C. t of Texas, earned $474.25 while taking
course. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her first case after
her 7th lesson; in 14 months she earned $1900! You,
too, can earn good money, make new friends. High
school not necessary. Equipment included. Easy
payments. Trial plan. 51st year. Send coupon now!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 29. 41 East Pearson Street, Chioago 11, 111.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

Name_
City

_Age_
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(Continued from page 63) new. The doe-
eyed look also is here. This is entirely a
make-up trick but amusing when you
want to go in for it. More cheek rouge
than has been worn for years is now
very fashionable. And even costume jew-
elry is related to your make-up.

This being my debut as Photoplay’s
beauty editor, and hairlines being the
biggest new beauty change, I’ll get on
with them first. Look about you on these
pages: June Allyson, Jane Wyman, Eliza-
beth Taylor, Pat Neal, Barbara Stanwyck
and Jane Powell. Your personal type
should be somewhere in such a company.
But remember this: Even if you copy
your pet, almost exactly, you should also
try to give your hair-do, your make-up
and your figure its unique “you” touch.

U
f HILE the coiffures Photoplay shows
here are all distinctive, they all, with the

exception of Jane Powell’s, follow the
newest edict about headlines. This is it:

You must have a “light” look to your
hair. No longer should your hair swing
like a mop on your neck (remember
June Allyson last year?). The heavy look
is definitely out. The super- curly look is

definitely dated. Your head should look
small, little-girl-ish, very, very neat.

Do you want a super-tailored look?
Regard Jane Wyman’s newest cut, then.
Janie hasn’t got a hair on her head these
days that’s longer than four inches. And
her bangs are thinned out underneath to

keep them from being even half as heavy
as they were last year. Last year bangs
were lifted from the forehead in a curv-
ing bulge. This year that is old hat.

For any girl who, like Little Miss But-
ton Nose, adores straight, tailored lines,

this is your hair style 1950. It will prob-
ably need every-ten-days’ cutting—for it

must be neat and short to the last degree,
and it really requires daily brushing of
ten minutes at least to give it its high
gloss. But that’s all it does need for the
smartest appearance.
Barbara Stanwyck’s new crowning

style is a complete change of pace. If

Style Your Hair Like a Star

ever a girl is supposed to know her own
mind, it’s Stanny. Said she, last year,
“None of this short hair for me. It doesn’t
suit me.” Says she now, her hair clipped
so that the lower halves of her ears are ex-
posed, “I’m so delightfully surprised. I

adore my hair this way.”
Know what changed her? Love. Love

and Robert Taylor, aided and abetted by
clever Sydney Guilaroff of M-G-M.

L
ET me digress for one moment. The
interesting sidelight on the current hair-

cuts is that men do prefer them. Dick
Powell was the main influence that got
June Allyson’s hair cut. Junie was also

head-styled by Sydney Guilaroff, though
her own regular hairdresser, Ethel Nee-
fus, at the studio, has done all the work
since Guilaroff’s original clipping. But
there the resemblance between her hair
style and Stanwyck’s ends.
Bob Taylor had long argued that Bar-

bara’s hair was too long, too thick and
too curled. Guilaroff gave Barbara what
he calls a “soft, tailored neckline” in back.
This means no curls but the hair brushed
softly up. With the front and sides thor-
oughly thinned out, he gave Barbara the
kind of permanent you can give yourself
or get in your favorite shop.
June Allyson says Guilaroff just

“whoophs” her hair. Translated, that
means it is thinned and even more cas-
ually set. It was Dick Powell’s idea that
June have the center part—Guilaroff’s

idea that she wear the bangs—and “my
own idea,” she grins, “that they leave me
some little hair on my head.” Junie has
the problem that not many of us face:

her hair is actually too curly. It never has
a permanent. It can’t be “set” in the con-
ventional meaning of the word. Usually
it’s combed with the lightest setting lo-

tion, gently pressed into shape. June has
always been a “brusher,” five hundred
strokes a day being nothing unusual to

her. Junie knows, however, what every
smart star soon learns—and you should
memorize. “Chic” hair always has “shape.”
Don’t just barge around and hope when

hevet say cAe...

say 'jot/t favon/es' names
Just because Farley Granger and June Allyson are still leading

the parade doesn't mean your favorites haven't a chance to out-

distance them and come in first. Maybe your votes are the ones

needed to put your choices in the "favorite" spots.

Don't think about it

—

do it now!

My favorite actor My favorite actress

Mail your votes to:

READERS' POLL EDITOR c/o PHOTOPLAY

you toss your head it will look darling. It's

an art that makes hair look that way.
June has to have her hair cut nowadays

every three weeks.
Elizabeth Taylor cuts her own hair.

Yes, she does—and she drives the studio
wild thereby. That girl, who was born
with all the lucky fairies in the world
hanging over her cradle, has naturally
curly hair. It’s thick; it has a natural
lustre. And from somewhere, Liz devel-
oped her personal mania for cutting it.

Actually, she cuts it very well—but her
studio gets nervous when she’s shooting
a picture because from one day to the
next she may not “match up” with the
previous shots. A couple of days before
her wedding, Liz came tearing in to Nel-
lie Manley, her hairdresser at Paramount,
and admitted she had chopped off one side
of her hair much too short. Nellie was “to
do something.”

Nellie laughs, telling the story. “All I

had to do was to cut the other side to

match, give Liz a quick set with some
stand-up curls about her face, and there
she was. Her hair always falls into flat-

tering lines—around that face that never
needs a bit of flattery.”

You can take this lesson from Eliza-
beth, particularly if your hair curls nat-
urally. Experiment a bit with the shape
of your hair. Cut it, once in a while. But
do it carefully. If your hair is “straight
as a string,” however, don’t cut it your-
self. This calls for an expert.
Pat Neal’s hair is straight as a string,

fine, soft, difficult golden hair that is as

distinctive as Pat’s entire personality.
Pat’s hair problem is absolutely the re-
verse of Barbara’s or June’s. Her baby-
soft locks are thin. If they were “tapered,”
they would look skimpy.

If you are Pat’s type, your hair, like

hers, should be cut “blunt”—that is, off

crisply, to give it body. Pat’s hairdresser,
Meryl Stoltz, keeps her hair classically

straight except for one wide lock, combed
forward from the crown of the head
toward the forehead.
Which brings us to Janie Powell. Janie

does her own hair just as she does her own
housework and cooking. Her hair is the
tiniest bit shorter than it was last year,

a little thinned out. But Jane and Geary
Steffen, her husband, are the conservative
type. Janie likes her hair as it is. Geary is

crazy about it. So this small, happy song-
bird, altering her hair’s general line

just enough so that she won’t look dated,
is one of the holdouts against the very
short cut.

And that makes my final point for this

month: You may have any hair-do you
wish—but whatever it is, choose it to suit

your personality. It wouldn’t suit conser-
vative Janie to be a pace-setter. The c ash
of Liz Taylor, the bright, brisk sparkle of

June Allyson, the serenity of Jane Wyman,
the distinction of Barbara Stanwyck, the
alert “high-style” modem of Pat Neal,
these aren’t Janie.
Find out which one you are—and get

out your setting lotion, your hairpins and
your brush and go to it. Oh, and write
me, will you, in care of Photoplay, 205

East 42nd Street, with any suggestions you
may have for future glamour reports.

The secret of all wonderful hair-dos lies

in the original pin curls you set. But dc

you know how to set standing pin curls

to glorify your brow, flat pin curls to make
the sides prettiest and those perky pir

curls that are so cute at the back of youi
neck? Well, Vicky Riley will show yoi
just how to put up these pin curls, plus

other beauty tricks in October Photoplay
The End
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Very smart!
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removable cross-
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IN YOUR SPARE TIME

AND GET YOUR OWN DRESSES WITHOUT COST as an extra bo

What a happy holiday you can have—with
money worries off your mind! Starting

right away, you can earn up to $23 a week
in spare time, just by showing Fashion

Frocks to your friends and neighbors.
Like some exceptional Fashion Frocks represen-

tatives, that would mean up to $460 in the 20
weeks before Christmas, to spend any way you
want! And get your own lovely dresses, too, as a

bonus! — without paying a cent! This remarkable
opportunity is offered by FASHION FROCKS,
INC. Our dresses are bought by women in every

state, and nearly every county. We need new
representatives right away to take orders in spare

time and send them to us. Any woman, even with-

out previous experience, can act as our represen-

tative. Whether you are married or single —
housewife or employed — you can get the chance
to obtain stunning dresses as a bonus — dresses

that will not cost you a penny. In addition, you
can make splendid weekly cash commissions — up
to $23 and $25 a week, or more! You simply take

IT’S EASY TO
EARN ALL THE
MONEY YOU

NEED BAD

orders when and where you please for FASHION
FROCKS—gorgeous originals of exquisite fabrics,

unbelievably low-priced down to $2.98. For every
order, you get paid in cash on the spot.

NO CANVASSING -NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED

Each dress carries the Good Housekeeping Seal
of Approval and our own unconditional guaran-
tee of satisfaction or money back. No house-to-
house canvassing is needed. When women see

these exclusive styles—so different from run-of-the-

mill dresses — so easy to buy without going to

crowded stores — they just can’t help but order
2 and 3 at a time! Amazing variety of styles,

colors, weaves, and patterns. Famous fabrics that

are soft, rich, enduring. And a complete range
of sizes for every type of figure—Misses, Half-Sizes,

Juniors and Stouts. With these features, you don’t
need previous experience to take in steady cash
earnings, week after week! Can’t you use a handy
extra income—especially with Christmas coming
on? And wouldn’t you like your own lovely

dresses without cost? Just mail the coupon!

START EARNING RIGHT AWAY!

Christmas will be here before you know it. So
don’t put off writing in. Get started earning extra

money for the things you want. Your Style Port-

folio—with samples of America's finest fabrics— is

•* absolutely free. Make up your mind right now—
thfen send the coupon. There’s no obligation, noth-

ing to pay. Paste the coupon on a postcard, and
mail it today!

OF ADVANCED
E3053, Cincinnati 25, Ohio

PASTE THIS COUPON ON POSTCARD - '

HOW WOULD YOU LIKE

EXCEPTIONAL CASH
EARNINGS LIKE THESE?

Marl* Patten, Illinois — took
in an average of $39- a week.

Mr*. Carl C. Birch, Maryland
— earned an average of $36. a

week and loved every minute of it!

Mr*. Claud* Burnett, Ala-
bama — averaged $ 31 .50 a week
right in her home community.

TnTuW RSW fe£3l K9I MB H3H BSO hr BBS ®S8 cTS S85I «5i Saw esa 5Ka wsn

FASHION FROCKS, INC.

Desk E3053,Cincinnati 25, Ohio

YES— I am interested in your opportunity to make money

in spare time and get my own dresses without a penny of

cost. Send me everything I need to start right away, with-

out obligation.

Name

Address-

City JZone- State_

Dress Size-
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BE YOUR OWN
CIGARETTE EXPERT

says-Ralph A. Goss
PROMINENT TOBACCO FARMER

DURHAM. N C

fA YOU buy a pack of Chesterfields
r\\ and you open it up.

D) YOU smell that milder Chesterfield

H) aroma. No other cigarette has it.

YOU smoke Chesterfields and prove

what every tobacco man knows . . .

tobaccos that Smell Milder

I Smoke Milder

Copyright 1950, Liggltt & Myi rs Tobacco (
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Show the world a lovelier complexion—

with your ver
yJrst_ cake of Camay

!

Wonderful things happen when your

skin is soft and smooth! And you can

be lovelier with your first cake

of Camay! Change to regular care

—use Camay alone. Never let a lesser

soap touch your skin. You’ll have a fresher,

clearer complexion— very soon!

Where in the world will you find

a finer beauty soap than Camay?

It’s so mild and gentle— so quick

with its rich, creamy lather. And no

other soap has ever quite captured the

flattering fragrance of Camay. Yes—
Camay gives you the finest kind of

complexion care— your very first cake

brings a lovelier complexion!

Honeymoon on Wheels; Luray

Caverns in Virginia was one

of the exciting stops on Jane

and Albert's auto trip

through the South. Camay
went along in Jane’s beauty

kit! Her first cake of Camay
brought new skin beauty. It

can do the same for you!

Mrs. Albert Molekoff

the former Jane Kasmer of Union City, N. J.

SCENES FROM JANE‘SYROMANCE

Courtship in Hipboots! A
trout stream can set the

scene for romance — when
one of the anglers has a

complexion like Jane’s! She

says: "Camay is my best

beauty aid. Camay’s lather

is so kind to my skin!”

Camay-the soap of beautiful women



You can count on keeping your mouth and breath more wholesome, both. So don’t risk halfway dental care. Use doubly-effective Ipana care

sweeter, cleaner—if you guard against tooth decay and gum troubles for better all-around protection for your whole mouth.

Keep your Whole Mouth Wholesome!

"I have confidence in Ipana . .

.

Bristol-Myers makes it,"

says Bobbie Snow
of Woodside, N. Y.

Bristol-Myers, makers of Ipana Tooth

Paste, have worked with leading

dental authorities for many years on
scientific studies of teeth and gums.

You can use Ipana with complete

confidence that it provides effective

care for teeth and gums both. It’s an-

other reliable Bristol-Myers product.

Fight tooth decay and gum troubles with the

one leading tooth paste specially designed to do both !*

To enjoy a healthier, more wholesome
mouth --you must fight tooth decay. But,

dentists warn— you must fight gum trou-

bles, too

!

With one famous tooth paste—*with Ipana

and massage— you can guard your teeth

and gums BOTH.

No other tooth paste — ammoniated or

otherwise— has been proved more effec-

tive than Ipana to fight tooth decay. And

no other leading tooth paste is specially

designed to stimulate gum circulation —
promote healthier gums.

Remember, Ipana is the only leading tooth

paste made especially to give you this

doubly-protective, doubly-effective care.

Now, today, start this double protection-

keep your whole mouth “Ipana whole-

some.” You’ll like Ipana’s wholesome, re-

freshing flavdr. too. Get Ipana!

NEW!
Big economy size Ipana

saves you up to 23

$

For healthier teeth, healthier gums
p

1



for lasting

PIN CURL BEAUTY. .

.

FAVORITE OF AMERICA’S “FIRST MILLION” MOVIE -GOERS FOR 38 YEARS

PHOTOPLAY
CONTENTS
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Happily Ever After
Now It Can Be Told— (John Derek) Ida Zeitlin

i Cant Believe It! (Betty Hutton) ... .Louella O. Parsons
Dear Husband (Bill Holden) Herb Howe
Honeymoon Unlimited (Elizabeth Taylor) . . .Elsa Maxwell
Reunion in Paris (Elizabeth Taylor) Betty Sullivan
Isn’t It Wonderful! Larry Parks
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FEATURES IN COLOR

You don’t need a flair for hair styling

to set this newest hair fashion. It’s

a breeze with De Long bob pins.

Alluring, natural curls last longer,

for De Long’s grip holds hair tighter.

Take the blue De Long card home today.

Ho IV tO Set the "U” Bob—styled by Mr. Larry,

eminent New York hairdresser. .

.

Set top hair in two rows, turning

first row toward face, next row

away from face. (Work with

even strands.) Pin two vertical

at left temple, the first row
toward face, second away.

Make circlets across the back to

right ear, in two clockwise rows.

Do right temple like left. To

out—brush hair up briskly,

then down into a soft halo.

You're always "set” with De Long Hair Pins •

Curl Setting Pins ‘Safety Pins* Hooks and Eyes*
Snaps*Pins*Hook and EyeTapes-Sanitary Belts
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The story of Lily James . . . the girl

from Kansas.. ' who took New York

by storm..,

fascinating

A Life

. . . became a famous,

model and really lived

Her Own

LANA
TURNER
RAY

MILLAND

There were many men
in her life . . . but with

him she knew love—
and its heartbreak!...

TOM EWELL • LOUIS CALHERN

ANN DVORAK • BARRY SULLIVAN

MARGARET PHILLIPS

JEAN HAGEN
Written by ISOBEL LENNART

Directed by Produced by

GEORGE CUKOR . VOLDEMAR VETLUGUIN

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE

-
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Good, Good, GOOD... thisDeodorantNews !

p

New finerMinn

more effective longer!

NOW CONTAINS AMAZING NEW

INGREDIENT M-3—THAT PROTECTS

AGAINST ODOR-CAUSING BACTERIA

New Protection! Let the magic of new
Mum protect you—better, longer. For to-

day’s Mum, with wonder-working M-3,

safely protects against bacteria that cause

underarm perspiration odor. Mum never

merely “masks” odor—simply doesn’t give

it a chance to start.

New Creaminess ! Mum is softer, cream-

ier than ever. As gentle as a beauty cream.

Smooths on easily, doesn’t cake. And
Mum is non-irritating to skin because it

contains no harsh ingredients. Will not

rot or discolor finest fabrics.

New Fragrance! Even Mum’s new per-

fume is special—a delicate flower fragrance

created for Mum alone. This delightful

cream deodorant contains no water to dry

out or decrease its efficiency. Economical

—no shrinkage, no waste.

Mum’s protection grows and GROWS !

Thanks to its new ingredient, M-3,

Mum not only stops growth of odor-

causing bacteria — but keeps down
future bacteria growth. You actually

build up protection with regular ex-

clusive use of new Mum

!

Now at your cosmetic counter l

SntJHUM

Cheers and Jeers:

Whoever stated (July) that they prefer

Joan Evans rather than Shelley Winters
as a perfect girl for Farley Granger defi-

nitely has poor taste. They might make
a grand combination on the screen but
that doesn’t mean that they’re the same
off screen. To begin with, I’d prefer Shel-
ley to that overgrown fifteen-year-old

who tries to look years older than she is.

Then again, why don’t we mind our busi-

ness and let Farley pick his own girls?

Mary Scrofani
Elizabeth, N. J.

Ingrid Bergman has made a decision,

not a mistake. I’ve read no helpful de-
fense of her yet by all those “nice” Photo-
play readers who voted her the best year
after year. Was your loyalty to a great
actress so weak that at the first sign of

being human, you turned against her?
Bergman is an actress above all. It is

true, of course, that we imitate our
favorite actresses or actors. Maybe that

is what Miss Bergman was doing.

Harry Turner
Beaumont, Tex.

I liked the article, “How June Haver
Overcame Heartache” (June). It put

God in the picture where He should be.

If more articles like this were written,

perhaps the public would have a higher
opinion of movie stars.

Dorothea Schmitt
Ridgewood, N. J.

She’s been “Chained,” “Possessed” and,

in her latest film, “Damned.” Brutality

and tears have been her lot and she has
suffered through too many sordid sagas.

Hers is the loveliest smile and the most
heart-warming laugh in Hollywood, but

she seldom has the opportunity to use

either on the screen. May Joan Crawford
soon leave her torture rack and let her

hair down in a gay comedy.
Mrs. William W. Gruener
Hartford, Conn.

This is to let Ava Gardner know what
I really think of her. She is nothing but

a heartbreaker and if Frank Sinatra and
Howard Duff are smart they will stay as

far away from her as possible.

Miss J. Pagnone
Asbury Park, N. J.

Age-Old Question:

It’s about time that Hollywood started

picking people on the basis of merit,

rather than because they are new, young
]

and inexpensive.

That’s why the box office is on the de-

cline
;

too many youngsters who look-

alike, act alike and talk alike are clutter-

ing up the screen. Five minutes after

you see them you forget them.

Mrs. Helen Johnstone
Chicago, 111.

On behalf of myself and my thirty-five
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.Where hundreds of thousands of

people pass through every day

Straight from the pages of the "Saturday Evening Post,” and
best-selling novel, "Nightmare in Manhattan," acclaimed by millions

of readers . . . comes a story of suspense!

1 *

A Paramount Picture starring

WILLIAM HOLDEN

Nancy Olson

Barry Fitzgerald
with

LYLE BETTGER
JAN STERLING

Produced by Directed by

JULES SCHERMER • RUDOLPH MATE
Screenplay by Sydney Boehm

JAN STERLING.

That Blonde
Dynamite you
can’t forget!

P
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I did a slow burn
for 180 days !"

We trekked 6 months in Africa for “King Solomon’s Mines.” Sizzling

heat parched me to the bone . . . made my skin unbearably dry!

Acting thirsty tooknotalent. Even between scenes the But Jergens kept my hands

Even my skin was thirsty! African sun seared me. soft for romantic scenes.

P

6

CAN YOUR LOTION OR HAND

CREAM PASS THIS FILM TEST?

To soften, a lotion or cream

should be absorbed by the

upper layers of the skin.

Water won't “bead’' on hand

smoothed with Jergens Lotion

(left hand). It contains

quickly-absorbed ingredients

doctors recommend, no heavy

oils that merely coat skin

with oily film (right hand).

Being a liquid, Jergens is Prove it with this simple You'll see why Jergens

absorbed by thirsty skin. test described above . . . Lotion is my beauty secret.

More women use Jergens Lotion than any other hand care in the world
Still lOtf to $1.00 (plus tax)

schoolmates, we wish you would try the
new dashing actors because everyone is

growing fed up with the same old ones.
Most of all : Audie Murphy, Anthony
Curtis, John Derek, Farley Granger,
Montgomery Clift. These are the rough
and ready boys who wouldn’t be caught
dead kissing a girl’s hand. But they are
winning the female hearts today.

Joan Montgomery
Los Angeles, Cal.

Just saw “Bright Leaf.” For me the
whole picture was spoiled because Gary
Cooper is entirely too old to make love to

Lauren Bacall and Patricia Neal. He
would be better suited as the father.

Mrs. Louise Butler
Washington, D. C.

Casting:
What’s the matter with these movie

producers anyhow ? All you see now-
adays are lovey-dovey and musical pic-

tures. Let’s have some more pictures
like “Adventures of Don Juan” or some
bloodthirsty pirate picture. As for the
actor, I’d put Errol Flynn in it.

Anna Mae Stern
Philadelphia, Pa.

Why doesn’t Hollywood make more
movies from Broadway productions?
Whenever they do, the result is always
sure to be a success. I think that “Okla-
homa” would make a wonderful movie
with Gordon MacRae as Curly.

Barbara Lee
Houston, Tex.

Question Box:

Could you please send me a picture of

Sterling Hayden? Could you send me
some information about him too? I saw
Him in “The Asphalt Jungle” and thought
he was about the most terrific thing I’ve

seen since Laurence Olivier in “Hamlet.”
Kitty Corr
Chatham, Mass.

(He was born in

Montclair, N. J., is

33, 6'5", 200 lbs., has
blond hair, blue eyes.

He was divorced
from Madeleine Car-
roll, is now married
to Betty De Noon.
He free lances (has

no contract). Photo-
play cannot send pictures. For pictures

of stars, write them in care of studio that

produced their latest picture.)

I have just seen “No Sad Songs for

Me” and would like to know the com-
poser and name of the song that was
played as a duet at the end of the picture.

Anne Spencer
Oklahoma City, Okla.

(It ivas the fourth movement of Brahms’
First Symphony.)

I have just seen Elizabeth Taylor’s pic-

ture, “Father of the Bride,” and would
like to know if the wedding dress she

wore in the picture was the same one she

wore for her wedding.
Marilyn Matthews
Decatur, Ga.

(Different dresses, but both designed by

Helen Rose, head designer of M-G-M.)

Address letters to this department to

Readers Inc., Photoplay, 205 East 42nd
Street, New York 17, N. Y. However,
our space is limited. We cannot therefore

promise to publish, return or reply to all

letters received.
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ESJnK LOVEJOY . LEIF ERICKSON . » MARTIN RACKIN ... GINA KAUS * orncCTED e> ROBERT WISE
MILTON SPERLING- UNITED STATES PICTURES PROD • WARN EFTbROS

Here are three girls who nevermet before. They

are brought togetherby a strange quirk of

fate. Each in her past hid the one reckless

mis-step that seals a girls reputation.

Here in one of the most heart- arresting

pictures in the long histoiy ofWarner Bros,

are three girls whose pasts

cannot be judged until you

know their

_

p
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Pat, visiting dad John Wayne on “Rio Bravo” set, meets Maureen O’Hara and Rex Allen, new Republic star, who went

to Utah to do broadcast of Rex Allen show with Sons of the Pioneers. This CBS broadcast is heard Fridays, 10 p.m. EDT

It’s a rare moment in a photographer’s life when he catches a pic-

P ture of Fred Astaire Jr. The Astaires are at Hollywood Park track

Movietown Mutterings: Greer Garson,
quietly searching for a new Bel Air home
and, for some unexplained reason, trying
to keep it a deep, dark secret. One place
that pleased her had a fully equipped
nursery . . . Ann Sheridan birthday-gift-
ing Jacques Mapes with an engraved-in-
her-own-handwriting gold wrist watch.
Personal to all those misinformed Holly-
wood columnists: Jacques is a “French-
man” who was born in San Francisco . . .

A big M-G-M build-up is in the works for

lanky, likable Carlton Carpenter, whose
fan following is on the rise . . . Mark
Stevens (remember Cal told you this

would happen two months ago) cele-

brating his release from Twentieth by
talking terms at U-I . . . Convincing proof
for sunny boy Skelton, who collapsed at

the Coliseum during the Shriners’ conven-
tion, that a let-up from his grueling
schedule is imperative.

Quip Tease: “Sorry, Betsy darling, I’m
leaving town at once. No, I can’t explain.

You’ll just have to understand.” Cal
couldn’t believe his ears, but there was no
mistaking the voice of Cary Grant as it

floated over a partition in the publicity

office at Universal-International. Sensing
a sensational news story, we opened the
door and bearded the boy in his den.

There, doubled up at the telephone, was
that perennial prankster, Anthony Curtis,

doing the best impersonation of Cary

_8



CAL YORK'S GOSSIP

OF HOLLYWOOD

Grant this side of Cary Grant we’ve ever
heard

!

Poor bewildered Betsy Drake actually
thought she was talking to her handsome
husband. Tony finally came clean.

Nudging the News: Six-foot-four Jeff
Chandler having a heck of a time making
connections with five-foot-three Evelyn
Keyes for a love scene fn “Smuggler’s
Island” . . . Esther Williams posing for
portraits to last a year so she can con-
centrate on the new baby ... A search
for a “new” Gabby Hayes at Republic.
The “old” one, it seems, is now free-
lancing ... Just as Cal predicted, after
six tempestuous years, Lauren Bacall is
free from her Warner contract. When
they offered her a role in a low-budget
Dennis Morgan (he didn’t like the script
either) Western, Mrs. Bogart asked for
her release again and finally got it . . .

Rumored tax troubles for Joan Fontaine
that supposedly concern the period prior
to her separation from Bill Dozier . „ .

Eight pictures in two years have con-
vinced Virginia Mayo a long rest is neces-
sary. For her studio’s information, a
nursery may be added on to her newly
decorated ranch house during this respite
. . . In “The Mating Season,” his first
movie role in fifteen years, Ethel Barry-
more’s son saying he was “nervous as a
colt. The gentleman’s name ? Sammy
Colt!

Jane Powell, wearing a cute new hair-do, attended party for Vic Da-
mone at Mocambo. Vic, now with M-G-M, may do picture with Janie

Tally-ho: Dan Dailey, an expert rider, acted as ringmaster for the
Woodland Hills Hunt Club when they held their racing meet recently



Happy Day: Doris and her agent-fiance Marty Double celebration: Gary Cooper, 25 years in movies, has been

Melcher add their smiles to Hollywood premiere wed 17 years to Sandra, above, with Pete Lawford and friends

Rock-a-bye Baby Talk: It’s a tall toss, as far as your re-

porter is concerned, whether June Allyson or Lana Turner is

the most pleased over the pending patter of little feet!

“It was awfully soon to make an announcement,” laments
Lana. “But just in case I have an off-day while making
‘Mr. Imperium,’ I didn’t want those tired old ‘tempera-
mental’ rumors to get started.” Only the scene where Lana
was supposed to ride horseback had to be rewritten. The
Toppings told the wonderful news to Lana’s little daughter
Cheryl, when she celebrated her seventh birthday with a
kiddies’ South Sea Island party. “I hope to keep right on
working for as long as possible,” Lana tells us. “After
all, the average woman doing her own housework keeps up
a daily routine. Making pictures isn’t a bit more strenuous”
. . . “The little woman just can’t seem to satisfy her craving
for ice cream!” It was Dick Powell talking; he was referring
of course to June Allyson and her “delicate” condition. The
Justin Darts (he’s the Rexall Drug executive and she’s the
former Jane Bryan) remembered that conversation. Several
quarts of vanilla later, June received a portable soda foun-
tain. It was filled with ice cream and came complete with
cones and all the fixings! Junie’s theme song (if you’ll

pardon the corn) is no longer: “I scream for ice cream!”
. . . Cal recalls the morning the papers announced the Humph-
rey Bogarts had stalked the stork. “You know Lauren Bacall
and I don’t,” Lucille Ball exclaimed excitedly over the phone.
“I know how badly she’s wanted a baby and so have I.

Please find out who her doctor is.” Then, after ten years
of marriage, Lucy and Desi Arnaz were thrilled to be
adding a nursery to their Desi-Lu Ranch in Chatsworth.
So it was a sad day for Cal when he learned later that
Lucille had lost the baby that she and Desi wanted so much.

New Look: We just happened to see her sitting there in

Westmore’s Beauty Salon. Perhaps Cal was substituting
his own sympathetic reaction, but Nancy Sinatra’s warm,
dark eyes did seem to hold an added sadness. Under make-
up wizard Perc Westmore’s supervision, her hair was being
shortened and re-styled. As Cal, on his way to Bob the
barber, passed the open doorway of her booth, he couldn’t

f help overhearing her say: “Have to get myself fixed up,

you know. Guess I have to find myself a new fellow.” Of
course, Nancy Sinatra was kidding. There’s no room on her
sleeve for her heart But like everyone else, Cal, too, be-
lieves their marriage will always remain sacred to her

—

even if Frankie never comes home. And the tone of her
voice still seemed to sound so wistful.

Across a Crowded Room: They were all there at Clifton
Webb’s party for the Ezio Pinzas—Bogart and Bacall, Jan
and Paul Douglas, Cole Porter, Gene Tierney, Kirk Doug-
las, many more. But for Cal’s cash, the star that outshone
them all was still the buoyant basso. Completely captivated
by Hollywood’s hospitality, the Pinzas announced they were
expecting to meet another little stranger. So it was a
double celebration. Highly amusing was the guest of honor
with the middle-age magic of his humor and concern over
the welfare of “Larch,” a pet Dalmatian named after
Larchmont, N. Y., the town where the Pinzas live. It seemed
his secretary was driving cross-country with Larch by his
side. No word of their whereabouts had been received for
days. “I hope he enjoys the ride,” sighed Ezio. He was
referring—of course—to his dog!

On the Town: The Randy Scotts importing a New York
decorator for their new house, which has a new nursery for
the new baby they expect to adopt . . . Mail addressed to
“The Nose” is automatically delivered to Jose Ferrer who is

playing “Cyrano de Bergerac” . . . The Brown Derby re-
quested Allan Nixon to don a necktie when he walked in

with wife Marie Wilson, who was wearing the lowest neck-
line in town . . . Noel Coward stuff: Ida Lupino sunning and
swimming at the home of estranged husband Collier Young,
while current Casanova Howard Duff rehearses his radio
show. Louis Hayward, who was Ida’s first husband, making
it a threesome! . . . Clark Gable’s inimitable description of
himself, Ray Milland and Gary Cooper, all of whom own
those expensive imported Jaguars: “Just kids—in de luxe
hot rods!” . . . Magnificent movie-star-mimic Arthur Blake
(You’ll see him in “Cyrano de Bergerac” too) gave the
most unusual party of the month, with Miriam Hopkins and
Marjorie Main as guests of honor.
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No rumors disturb the happily married Montalbans. Ricardo

is a fighter in June Allyson-Dick Powell film “Right Cross”

Parents-to-be-again, the Ezio Pinzas are hit of

Hollywood. He scored as star of “South Pacific”

The Dana Andrewses at Hollywood premiere. Dana

plays a forest ranger in his next for Twentieth

11
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Suddenly, breathtakingly, you’ll be embraced . . .

held . . . kissed. Perhaps tonight.

Be sure that you are always lovely to love; charm-

ing and alluring. Your deodorant may make the

difference. That’s why so many lovely girls depend

on Fresh Cream Deodorant. Test FRESH against

any other deodorant— see which stops perspiration

. . . prevents odor better! FRESH is different from

any deodorant you have ever tried—creamier, more

luxurious, and really effective!

For head-to-toe protection, use new FRESH Deodorant

Bath Soap. Used regularly, it is 20 times as effective as

other type soap in preventing body perspiration odor,

yet mild and gentle.

INSIDE STUFF

Younger Than Springtime: In ex-
change for a good story, Cal promised
Richard Widmark we’d visit him on the
set of “Halls of Montezuma.” He didn’t
disappoint us. “When I took my daugh-
ter, Annie, to the market,” he grinned,
“she was decked out in a Hopalong Cas-
sidy outfit, complete with twirling guns.
While I was at the checking stand, an old
lady turned to Annie and said, ‘Little

girl, you shouldn’t be dressed like that.
You should be wearing a pretty dress.’

Annie didn’t answer, but outside she
asked if I had heard the remark. When
I admitted I had, there was a pause.
Then my five-year-old shook her head
sadly and sighed: ‘Daddy, I guess she
was just too old to understand.’ ” P.S.
Annie’s still got her gun!

Did You Know That: There’s an
M-G-M executive who wishes he had the
power to make Ann Blyth one of our
greatest stars . . . Howard Duff and Ann
Sheridan aren’t aware of it, but mutual
friends are plotting because they believe
they’d be good for each other . . . Garbo’s
beauty left everyone gasping at a Sun-
day brunch, when the silent Swede ap-
peared in a pink turtle neck sweater and
black suede jodhpurs . . . Contrary to

rumor, Robert Walker has never been in

finer fettle and dotes on those dates with
Nancy Davis . . . Everyone sees why
Amanda Blake is so attracted to Ron
Randall, but no one can understand why
she is so demonstrative—especially in

public . . . The Steve McNallys have so

many children, so when number six came
along, because they couldn’t decide on a
name, they just called it “Pixie” . . .

Famous designer Orry-Kelly had to cre-

ate a hat with accommodating ear holes
for “Harvey” the invisible rabbit . . .

Anne Baxter and John Hodiak kiddingly
admitted they were “expecting,” but
neglected to (Continued on page 14)

immy Cagney spent lunch time practic

ng dancing for “The West Point Story’

12
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Surrendered

herself

to him

andihen his darkpast
rolled in like a black fogJ

ine ^)tars or ine O- JVlan

it? a new, exciting adventure /

COTTEN — VALLI
in

WMKSOFTLY,STMMR

with SPRING BYINGTON • PAUL STEWART • A DORE SCHARY Presentation
Produced by ROBERT SPARKS • Directed by ROBERT STEVENSON • Screen Play by frank fenton
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Amazing Shampoo

Guaranteed Not to Rob

Hair of Natural Oils
Shasta gets out beauty-robbing film

and stale surface oils— Leaves jn glamour-giving natural oils

IF YOUR HAIR IS

dry-brittle
HARD-TO-MANAGE or set

See™lively I. “con be alter oShostc Shampoo

Nature provides its own natural oils to

make hair naturally soft, shiny, healthy.

Without these natural oils, hair may be-

come dry, lifeless and brittle. New, im-
proved Shasta is the amazing shampoo
guaranteed not to rob hair of these

precious oils nature provides to make
hair naturally soft, shiny, healthy.

Even dull, dry, unruly hair looks
unbelievably softer, shinier, more beau-
tifully groomed, under Shasta’s magic-

SHASTA

PROCTER &
GAMBLE’S

GUARANTEE

Shasta does not rob
hair of its natural
oils. Leaves hair
looking its loveliest.

Procter & Gamble
guarantees this or
your money back.

'WEW, /mproved

like touch. So, to see your hair looking

its loveliest, get new, improved Shasta

today. Remember, Shasta doesn’t rob
hair of its natural oils.

14

SHASTA =
SHAM PO0

Doesn't Rob Hair of Natural Oils

INSIDE STUFF

Barbara Stanwyck was overcome by sur-

prise birthday party given by Bill Hol-

den and pals on eve of trip to Italy to

join Bob Taylor, who sent orchids

(Continued from page 12) specify it was
“Shoofly,” their French poodle, who was
about to become a mother.

Behind Dark Lenses: A friend of Cal’s
called from the Windy City the night it

happened to let us in on the news of the
reconciliation between Betty Hutton and
Ted Briskin and to tell an amusing- inci-

dent. Betty and Ted were dining with his
brothers and sisters at Chicago’s Chez
Paree. The sparkling Hutton eyes were
obscured by very, very dark glasses.
Still it would take more than dark
glasses to keep Betty’s presence un-
known from Buff Cobb and Myron Wal-
lace who do a midnight celebrity show
from the club. They approached Betty
and asked if she wouldn’t be introduced
and interviewed. “I’d love to,” replied
Betty, “but I’m afraid I can’t be inter-

viewed. Would you just introduce me and
leave it at that? You see, I’m here
incognito tonight.”

Around the Town: Heartfelt feeling
for Richard Basehart, whose wife failed

to recover from brain surgery just as
his career was working out so wonder-
fully ... A salute to Rita Hayworth for
laughing off those rumors from Rome
that she was either “expecting” or gain-
ing so much weight it “looked” like it . . .

Thanks to Clifton Webb for always being
amusing, even when his fabulous mother,
Maybelle, hurt her hip; because she was
walking with a cane he kiddingly called

her “The Colonel” . . . High hopes for

Linda Darnell for a reconciliation with
cameraman Pev Marley, though this

time friends feel (Continued on page 16)

Are Yon As Popular

As You Should Be?
SEE PAGE 91

Paid Notice



United States Testing Co. proves—

INVISIBLE PLAYTEX LIVING GIRDLE Gives

More Figure Control with

Greater Freedom of Action

than girdles costing

more than three times as much /

Made of tree-grown liquid latex, PLAYTEX slims without a seam, stitch or bone.

It fits invisibly under clothes, washes in seconds, dries with a towel.

No Wonder Leading French and

American Designers Acclaim PLAYTEX7

ANTHONY BLOTTA, PIERRE BALMAIN. A DELE SIMPSON, of
New York originator : Paris designer: New York City:
“Playtex gives a lithe “Playtex is perfect, it “Playtex allows free-
silhouette, fits invisi- gives one the line, the dom of action, gives 1

bly under the slim- slimness and above all you grace as well as
mest clothes.” the freedom.” slenderness.”

"Yov can’t buy a better girdle

for three times the price!” say the

makers of Playtex. As proof, they

authorized the U. S. Testing Com-

pany, Inc. to test this girdle against

girdles costing up to $15

!

Six large New York department

stores were asked by consumers to

send a girdle, costing about $15,

which, in the stores’ opinions, offered

“the most figure-control.” Each store

sent a different girdle—ranging from

$14.09 to $15.00.

Play tex—famous for amazing
figure-slimming power—proved 40%
lighter, demonstrated 60% greater

freedom of action than the average of

all other girdles tested. And Playtex

was the only girdle you could wash in

ten seconds, dry with a towel ! It does

more for you than any other girdle!

In SUM, silvery tubes,

PLAYTEX LIVING GIRDLES . . $3.50 to $3.95

In SUM, shimmering Pink Tubes,

PLAYTEX PINK-ICE GIRDLES . $3.95 to $4.95

Sizes: extra-small, small, medium, large

Extra-large size slightly higher

INTERNATIONAL LATEX CORP'N.
Playtex Park ©1950 Dover Del.

,
Irene, Hollywood de- pauline trigere,

|
signer: “When you winner of Fashion

j

wear Playtex your sil- CriticsAward : “Every
L 1 houette is slender and woman can have this

supple, with smooth lithe, slender silhou-

youthful lines.” ette with a Playtex.”
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GLAMOUR STYLED for the new "neat look'

SAVES WAVES thru v^ork, sleep, dampness

TRU-COLOR hair shades blend perfectly

EASY to put oh; strong, yet invisible

by the makers of UnJ
GcufCa* HOLDBOB* 5^^/

America's best selling bobby pin ,

GAYLORD PRODUCTS, INCORPORATED
©>eeO0*P«l« #f> M. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF. CHICAOO, U.U

HIDE

STEFF

Riding high at Howard

Hughes party for the press

at Las Vegas Desert Inn are

Janet Leigh, Jack Buetel,

starring in different pic-

tures for producer Hughes

Donald O’Connor and

New Orleans beauty

Faith Domergue pair off

for Ping-pong at Las

Vegas party. Audiences

will see Faith first time

in “WhereDanger Lives”

(Continued from page 14) their separation is final . . . Admiration for Keefe Brasselle,
who was in a serious motorboat accident and never once adopted a “this had to

happen to me” attitude . . . Good luck to Mrs. Clark Gable, who is going to cook for
the “king” on that range he sent to the remote “Across the Wide Missouri” loca-

tion . . . Congratulations to Joseph Cotten, Hollywood’s newest step-grandfather . . .

Encouraging cheers to little Judy Garland, who day by day, in every way, is getting
better and better.

House-Happy: Remember, Cal told you it would happen! Ruth Elizabeth Davis
Nelson Farnsworth Sherry is now Mrs. Gary Merrill. Or, in other words, Bette Davis
acquired a fourth husband in Juarez, Mexico, in a “quickie” ceremony that took place

a few hours after Gary obtained his divorce. So much in so little time has happened
to Bette, Hollywood more or less hailed the marriage of the forty-two-year-old actress

to the thirty-four-year-old actor as an anti-climax. Naturally, her Laguna Beach
home was not conducive to a happy honeymoon. In that town, Bette’s ex-husband
William Grant Sherry, is very much in evidence. Her Toluca Lake residence was
hardly appropriate (you can see Warner Brothers on a sunny day) and her beautiful

farm in New Hampshire is minus the furniture Bette had shipped out to Hollywood.
The newly-weds settled for a rented house in Massachusetts. When Gary goes tc

Berlin to make “Legion of the Damned,” Bette may go along to accept one of hei

many European offers.

Personality of the Month: It was a case of Cal calling the FBI, or doing a bit oi

supersleuthing. You see, the “Valentino Story” set is closed tighter than that

proverbial tick. Actually, a terrific effort is being made not to publicize Tony Dexter
who plays the immortal “Rudy.” According to our secret sources, they’re taking n<

chances on overselling the man who may make the great lover (Continued on page 19,



ITS EXQUISITE . . . It’s economical. Big, big
Bath Size I almolive is perfect for tub or shower.
Just the gentlest massage over your body cre-
ates a glorious beauty lather that leaves your
skin glowing, alluring. Proper cleansing with
this leng-lasting Bath Size smooths and
softens your arms, back and shoulders . . . really

gives you a lovelier complexion all over.

And its delicate, exciting scent leaves the
merest hint of perfume on your skin— a de-
lightful invitation to romance. Get Bath Size
Palmolive today—for Palmolive’s marvelous
beauty lather means you, too, may have a
lovelier complexion head-to-toe.

For velvet-smooth Beauty Lather

that caresses your skin, leaves your body
glowing with a warm blush

of fragrant loveliness, enjoy a Beauty Bath

with Bath Size Palmolive Soap



Tonight! . . . Show him how much lovelier

your hair can look . . . after a

]u$the-Ql£me SbcuMpOO

Exclusive! This magical secret-blend lather with Lanolin!

Exciting! This new three-way hair loveliness . . .

p
Better than a soap!

Better than a liquid !

Kay Daumit’s cream shampoo
with lanolin. Jars: $2, $1.

Jars and tubes: 49?i, 25^.

/ Leaves hair silken soft, instantly manageable . .

.

first wondrous result of a Lustre-Creme shampoo.
Makes lavish, lanolin-blessed lather even in hardest

water. No more unruly, soap-dulled locks. Leaves hair

soft, obedient, for any style hair-do.

2 Leaves hair sparkling with star-bright sheen.

No other shampoo has the same magic blend

of secret ingredients plus gentle lanolin to bring out

every highlight. No special rinse needed with

Lustre-Creme Shampoo.

3 Leaves hair fragrantly clean, free of loose

dandruff. Famous hairdressers insist on Lustre-Creme,

the world’s leading cream shampoo. Yes, tonight, show
him a lovelier you— after a Lustre-Creme shampoo!

LAUGHING
STOCK

BY EIISKINE JOHNSON

Tune in Erskine Johnson's “Hollywood
Story,” Mutual Broadcasting System,
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 5:55 p.m.

M
ARIE WILSON and husband Allan Nix-
on nixed a bid to enter a Charleston

contest with: “We’re old-fashioned. All

we know is jitterbug.”

Mike Connolly asked Miriam Hopkins
what her sprout Michael was majoring in

at Lawrenceville. She replied: “Track,
wrestling and girls.”

* V *

Overheard: “He wants to marry a girl

just like the girl his movie producer father
is running after.”

* * *

Sign in a Hollywood hosiery store: “Your
face is your fortune, but your legs still

draw the interest.”
$ $ A

Sarah Churchill, daughter of Winston,
filled out a biography form for the M-G-M
publicity department. After the question,
“Father's occupation?” she wrote:
“Painter.”

Children of movie stars, it seems, have
private tutors for almost everything. There
are tutors for education, swimming, horse-
back riding, French, etc. One moppet of

famous parents is an expert at a yo-yo top.

He's so good, in fact, that one day a school-
mate asked him: "Tell me, who is your
yo-yo tutor?”

* * *

Hal Wallis previewed a picture titled,

“Dark City.” One of the preview cards,

now framed on a wall of his office, read:
“This is a fine picture. Everything I ex-

pected to happen, didn’t.”
* * *

Marjorie Reynolds, who is 5'4", was cast

in a movie with 6'4" Vincent Price. She was
delighted. She said: “Looking up at him
gives a girl such a nice chin line.”

* * *

Overheard: “Her age is like a used car
speedometer. She’s always setting it back.”

* * *

Someone said that Jane Russell’s suc-
cessful career was simply due to her hav-
ing a big studio behind her. To which Mack
Sennett replied: “Son, it isn’t what Jane
Russell has behind her.”

* * *

Sign on a diner in Beverly Hills: “Snacks
Fifth Avenue.”

Wally Vernon’s squelch to a night club
heckler: “I don’t know what I’d do with-
out you but I sure would like to.”

* * *

Sam Goldwyn, in Paris: “I’d like these

French films much more if they weren’t
in a foreign language.”

* *

•Marquee sign:

Tonight: “No Man of Her Own.”
Tomorrow night: “AIT fhe~King’s Men.”
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INSIDE STIFF
(Continued from page 16) “live” again.
It’s a terrific gamble, with the public
deciding the results. Three years ago
Katharine Cornell wired producer Ed-
ward Small: If they really wanted an
unknown, the famous stage star had an
actor in her company named Wallie
Craig who was “Valentino.” Tests were
made, a contract was signed and Anthony
Dexter was “born.” Every day until the
cameras rolled, he practiced dancing,
fencing—everything to perfect himself.
The wise and sincere Tony knows he’s
sticking his neck out, which is undoubted-
ly why each year at option time (he
signed at a small salary) he’s wangled a
good raise. The sound stage doors re-

main closed on the “new” Valentino. Just
once they were opened; then, only to ad-
mit a new Cadillac which was Eleanor
Parker’s birthday gift from her husband.

Hollywood Is Talking About: The
heartwarming rumor that a reconcilia-
tion between Jane Wyman and Ronald
Reagan seems imminent, because of his

daily visits to her house . . . The now
remote possibility of a marriage between
Farley Granger, who has new interests,
and Shelley Winters, who never lost in-

terest in the writer-brother of Edmond
O’Brien . . . The wisdom of Joan Blon-
dell, now divorced from Mike Todd and
making a movie comeback in “For
Heaven’s Sake,” who takes little Ellen
Powell calling on daddy Dick Powell, now
married to June Allyson . . . The thought-
fulness of Vic Damone, who remembers
his fans outside* when he’s in a night
club and sends out Cokes for refresh-
ment . . . John Agar’s lack of discretion,
which bewildered and disappointed
townspeople on the “Breakthrough” lo-
cation . . . Ann Sothern’s complete con-
valescence, aided and abetted by the
devoted attentions of Richard Egan,
handsome U-I leading man . . . The sad-
ness of Arlene Dahl when she learned
she had lost her kind friend and sponsor,
Lady Mendl . . . The rumor that there is

trouble between the Gary Coopers . . .

Betsy Drake “auditing” Pat Neal for
“Dianetics,” Hollywood’s new craze

—

which didn’t reveal Pat’s secret romance.

Mel Ferrer, a bullfighter in “The Brave

Bulls,” with Miroslava, popular Mexican
actress, who makes U. S. debut in film

Wise women long have known this

treasured secret: Use perfume

where you feel the heart beat.

There, body heat holds the fragrance longest

— a delicate, subtle, always-with-you

fragrance that makes you enchanting,

desirable, night and day.

GEMEY • an exquisite,, scintillating biend of floral

bouquet— infectious, excising!/ gay.

Perfume; Purse size, 1.00; Other sizes, 1.75 to 17.50

Joliet Water or Cologne: 1.50, 2.50

YANKY CLOVER— America's meadowsweet

fragrance — haunting, nostalgic.

Perfume,: (purse sizes) 75^ and 1.00

Toilet Water: 1.00, 1.75 ... Cologne: 1.10

(Ad prices plus tax)

COPYRIGHT 1950 BY RICHARD HUDNUT. NEW YORK AND PARIS. PHOTO BY HURRELL. GOWN BY KIVIETTE.
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July I

READER'S DIGEST*
|

reports the same
;

research which proves

that brushing teeth

right after eating with

COLGATE

DENTALCREAM
STOPS TOOTH

DECAY BEST

Better Than Any Other Way of

Preventing Tooth Decay According

to Published Reports!

Reader’s Digest for July reports on one
of the most extensive experiments in den-

tal history! And remember these additional

facts: The toothpaste used exclusively in

this research was Colgate Dental Cream.
Two years’ research showed brushing teeth

right after eating with Colgate Dental
Cream stopped tooth decay best! Better

than any other home method of oral
hygiene! The Colgate way stopped more
decay for more people than ever reported
in all dentifrice history!

No Other Toothpaste or Powder

Ammoniated or Not

Offers Proof of Such Results!

Even more important, there were no new
cavities whatever for more than 1 out of 3

who used Colgate Dental Cream correctly!

Think of it! Not even one new cavity in two
full years! No other dentifrice has proof of
such results! No dentifrice can stop all

tooth decay, or help cavities already started.

But the Colgate way is the most effective

way yet known to help your dentist prevent
decay.

*Y0U SHOULD KNOW! Colgate Dental Cream,

while not mentioned by name, was used exclu-

sively in the research reported in Reader's Digest.

your problems

answered

by CLAUDETTE COLBERT

Claudette Colbert,

bright star of “Secret Fury

”

EAR Miss Colbert:
I am now twenty-three and, after five

years of marriage, am getting a divorce. I

wish that every eighteen-year-old girl

who is planning to get married could talk

to me. I should tell her to wait, at least

until she is twenty-two, and to learn a

profession or a craft in the meantime so
that she would be able to support herself.

I have a girl four and a boy two.
I have met a man whom I love deeply;

in his way he loves me, I think, but his

family disapproves of me because I am a
divorcee. This man is very fond of my little

girl and says he wants her to live with us
if we marry, but he has taken a strong dis-

like to my son and wants me to give up my
boy to my husband’s parents.

Sometimes I think I am going to lose

my mind. I love this man, but I love my
little boy, too. How can I give up either?
What complicates the whole business is

that I am not equipped to earn my own
way in the world. If I were independent,
I could employ a good nurse. I could
marry this man and have my own life as

well as guarding the welfare of my babies.

(Mrs.) George O’K.

Yours is, indeed, a universal problem.
However, may I assure you that even

if you were self-supporting, your prob-
lem tvould still remain. The husband of
a working wife (1 have learned from my
correspondence) is inclined to believe

that his wife’s earnings should add to the
creature comforts of his home.

I should think that, if there is any way
at all for you to do it, you should make
arrangements for the care of your chil-

dren while you learn secretarial or cleri-

cal work. Then you can care for your
children without outside interference.

Your contacts would be broadened so that

you could, eventually, meet a worthwhile
man.

This man and his family tvould only
bring you more problems. I’m afraid.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
About a year ago my cousin, who is in

the Army, gave one of his buddies my pic-

ture and address. Tom wrote to me and
I answered, and for ten or eleven months
we have been corresponding regularly.

We have many tastes in common.
Tom is coming home on leave before he

goes overseas and he wants to marry me.
He says we probably know one another
better than most couples do before mar-
riage, even though we have never met.

My mother says that even if I find I

am in love with him when we meet, it is

foolish to marry a man who is going
to leave at the end of fifteen days.

I don’t agree with her. I want the satis-
faction of being married and settled. I

am nineteen, and I know my own mind.
I will be able to save my money and make
plans for a future with Tom if we are
married, but if I’m single I’ll just fritter

away my salary.

Do you think I’m right, and that it is

possible to fall in love by mail?
Staffa J.

I don’t think you can fall in love by
mail. I do think that a strong and per-
manent friendship (an intellectual under-
standing) can be established, but I’m
certain that it is possible to be extremely
friendly with a boy whom it would be
impossible to love.

I am in agreement with your mother
about the folly of marrying a man who
is going to be with you for only fifteen
days and who will then be away for tivo

years. That isn’t marriage; it is a legal
adventure, and your correspondent is

selfish to suggest such a thing.
As to the way in which you save or

fritter away your money, marriage has
nothing to do with it. It depends on your
own character. After you have met this

lad in person, your ideas may change.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
Recently my husband left me. We had

been married only three years and have
no children so I do not wish to ask him
for alimony; therefore I must go to work.

I want to change my environment at

once, so I have been thinking of going to

California and signing up as an apprentice
in the interior decorating department of

one of the studios. I have always shown
marked aptitude in home decoration.

Will you tell me how I should go about
entering this profession? I’d like a list

of the names of the heads of these depart-
ments. I could write to each one and get

myself established before going west.
Marian C.

I realize that unless a person were fa-

miliar with the motion picture studio set-

up, she wouldn’t know that the positions

in which you are interested are among the

most difficult to get. Studios have a choice

of the celebrated people in the field,

and no apprentices are taken, of course,

because the posi- (Continued on page 22)
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Bath Size l

"

"This big luxurious bath size Lux Soap

makes such a wonderfully refreshing beauty

bath,'’’’ says charming Doris Day. "It leaves

my skin softer,
smoother, perfumed with

such a lovely clinging fragrance!”

You will love the generous new

bath size. It gives rich abundant

lather, even in hardest water.

After a Lux Soap beauty bath,

arms and shoulders look satin-

smooth; skin all over is fresh,

really sweet!

Try Hollywood’s favorite

beauty soap in the luxurious

new bath size!

DORIS DAY and GORDON MacRAE

in a romantic scene from

WARNER BROS.’ “TEA FOR TWO”

9 out of IO Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap

“Leaves my skin so fresh ,

exquisitely fragrant, too!”



Condition it
NEWDRENE

Want to discover how naturally lovely your hair

can be? Then use New Drene Shampoo with

Conditioning Action! This New Drene does far

more than “just wash” your hair. It actually

conditions as it cleanses . . . conditions your hair

to its loveliest natural sheen, natural softness!

You’ll love the way your hair “manages” . . . it’s

so clean, so silky-soft, so responsive to your

hands! No other shampoo has this Conditioning

Action. Try New Drene right away!

Cleans hair and scalp like a dream—yet

it’s gentle, non-drying, baby-mild!

Leaves no dulling soap film, so needs no
special rinses. Removes loose dandruff!

Makes billowy, fragrant lather instantly

—even in the hardest water!

(Continued from page 20)

tions are union controlled.
Would it be possible for you to enroll

in one of the state universities as a fine
arts major? As you know, there is much
more to the profession of interior deco-
rating than merely arranging furniture
tastefully. One must be well trained to
enter the field. Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am thirty-two, but look younger. I’m

Irish, a redhead and my friends say I’m
good company and attractive.
About six months ago I met (on a blind

date) a very handsome man. We clicked
right away. For three months we saw each
other regularly. He would call around
eight, and we would go to a movie. On
Sunday evenings he would suddenly ring
the doorbell at seven and we would go for
a drive, or dancing.
The result was that I spent quite a lot

of time at home (I live in a guest house
with eight other girls) waiting for the
telephone to ring. Finally I told him that
I didn’t like spur-of-the-moment dates.
He works in an office which closes at five,

so there is no real excuse. It would be
different, of course, if his business hours
were irregular. He made no defense. He
simply said he thought we were made for
each other and that he was doing his best.
He hasn’t been back. I see him occa-

sionally but he acts as if he didn’t know
me. He is now going with a pretty girl who
pays no attention to him and he has noth-
ing to say to her. Sometimes I have been
tempted to walk up to him and start a
conversation, but my friends advise me to
have more pride.

Can you tell me what I might have done
that was wrong? Quinena C.

Hasn't it occurred to you that perhaps
this man is married?
A single man who is charmed by a girl

(and obviously this man enjoyed your
company or he wouldn't have made two
dates a week for three months with you

)

makes dates in advance so that he won’t
be disappointed at the last moment.

I agree with you that allowances must
be made for a man whose business hours
are unpredictable, but from what you
have told me I must assume that this man
could foresee his commitments at least a
day or two in advance.

I agree with your friends who counsel
you against approaching this man when
you see him casually. The “very pretty
girl” with whom he seems to be bored
may be his wife.

At any rate, you were right in protest- \

ing his lack of consideration; you are
right in accepting other dates

; you would
be absolutely right if you made it a point
to regard him as a complete stranger—
the treatment he is giving you.

Claudette Colbert

Have you a problem which seems

to have no solution? Would
you like the thoughtful advice of

CLAUDETTE COLBERT?
If you would, write to her in care

of Photoplay, 321 S. Beverly

Drive, Beverly Hills, Cal., and if

Miss Colbert feels that your

problem is of general interest,

she'll consider answering it here.

Names and addresses will be

held confidential for your pro-

tection.
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SHADOW

Making hay: Gene Kelly turns Judy Garland’s farm into a

straw-hat success in this gay young song and dance parade

•'W (F) Summer Stock (M-G-M)

A
VERY plump Judy Garland and a sort of plump
Gene Kelly are the stars of this enjoyable Techni-

color musical. Even with their extra pounds Judy
and Gene do well by their dance routines, their songs

and their romancing. Judy is the owner of Falbury
Farm in Connecticut, which isn’t doing too well. In

town she desperately promotes a tractor from her boy
friend and his papa (Eddie Bracken and Ray Collins)

and returns to the farm to find it in a frenzy of activity.

Seems that sister Gloria de Haven, who has theatrical

ambitions, has invited a group of actors to use their

barn for summer stock. The energetic director is Gene
Kelly, and he’s supposedly in love with Gloria. Well,

naturally, Judy is “agin” actors, but she gradually falls

in love with Gene and greasepaint. High spots are

the comedy of Eddie Bracken and Marjorie Main.

Your Reviewer Says: Good entertainment.

Program Notes: This is Judy Garland’s thirtieth picture and
her fifteenth year in pictures. Frequent visitors on the set were
Liza, Judy’s four-year-old daughter, and John, her toy poodle.
Both have acting ambitions, which Judy isn’t discouraging. She
made her dancing debut at four. Liza made hers at three . . .

Gene Kelly makes no secret of his dislike of the Charleston and
will be glad when this dance craze is over. If people only knew
how awful they look when they’re dancing it. Gene says with a
sigh . . . Eddie Bracken hasn’t had a good part since “The Miracle

of Morgan’s Creek.’’ This film should bring him some good roles

. . . Metro, hep to her huge success in the “Ma and Pa Kettle”
pictures, has decided to star the raucous-voiced Marjorie Main
in some of the old Marie Dressier hits. Marjorie likes to go to

Alcoholic Anonymous meetings. Not because she drinks, or
ever did drink, she just likes the meetings.

BY LIZA WILSON

Domestic delight: Ruth Warrick, Eve Arden, Emlyn Wil-

liams and Shepperd Strudwick in a gay marital mix-up

W'S (A) Three Husbands (Gloria-UA)

S
OMEWHAT sophisticated, completely delightful, is

this comedy of marital relations, which makes no
secret about being inspired by the popular “A Letter
to Three Wives.” Whereas it was infidelity on the part
of the three husbands that provided the suspense
element in the former picture, in this picture it is the
infidelity (or did they?) of the three wives. English
actor Emlyn Williams is perfect as the gay millionaire

charmer who leaves the letters, to be opened the day
of his funeral, to husbands Howard Da Silva, Shepperd
Strudwick and Robert Karnes, telling each that he has
been carrying on an illicit romance with his wife. The
wives are Eve Arden, Ruth Warrick and Vanessa
Brown. Louise Erickson plays an off-beat blonde men-
ace and Billie Burke a conventional mother-in-law.
Eve Arden steals all the footage for miles around.

Your Reviewer Says: It’s for laughs.

Program Notes: Emlyn Williams was the star of such stage hits

as “Night Must Fall,” “The Corn Is Green” and “The Late Chris-

topher Bean,” all of which he also wrote. He was getting killed

nightly on Broadway in Lillian Heilman’s “Montserrat,” so he
rather welcomed the chance to make his bow to American
movie-goers as a gay and pleasant fellow. He’s married, and at

present is treading the boards back in dear old London . . .

Lucille McCabe is perfect casting for Eve Arden. Eve was roar-

ing with laughter before she had read five pages of the script and
said someone else would play Lucille over her dead body . . .

Howard Da Silva, who always plays heavies in films, reveals the

fact that he’s a knockout as a comedian . . . Vanessa Brown is

an ex-Quiz Kid. Now twenty-two, she recently graduated from
the University of California . . . Louise Erickson made a name
for herself on radio, especially as Judy in “A Date ivith Judy.”

t'W Outstanding Good ^ Fair

F—For the whole family A—For adults

J
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Midtown melodrama: Nancy Olson and Bill Holden are cen-

tral figures in expose of crime in a large railroad terminal

^ (F) Union Station (Paramount)

W
ILLIAM HOLDEN, Barry Fitzgerald and new-
comer Nancy Olson are the stars of this jet-paced

melodrama which takes place in the bustling rail-

road station of a big city. A train terminal, and its

subterranean tunnels and tracks, have never been used
for a chase before. Bill Holden plays a tough, grim
lieutenant of railway police. Barry Fitzgerald plays a
city cop, reminiscent of his role in “Naked City.” The
plot concerns the kidnapping of a blinded teen-ager
(Allene Roberts) by a hep gang of snatchers who de-
mand $100,000 ransom from her wealthy father. Their
carefully laid plans hit a snag when Nancy Olson, a
suspicious young secretary, reports her suspicions to

Holden. As the “brains” of the gang, Lyle Bettger sets

a new high in heels. Jan Sterling stands out as his girl.

Your Reviewer Says: Exciting.

Program Notes: Nancy Olson has three topline releases for
1950: This picture, “Sunset Boulevard” and “Mr. Music.” Nice
going for a girl who two years ago was attending classes at the
University of California. Since becoming a “movie star” Nancy
has married Broadway playwright Alan Lerner . . . Bill Holden,
besides being about the busiest actor in Hollywood, is a high
executive of the Screen Actors Guild and an officer of the PTA
in Toluca Lake . . . Jan Sterling, a former New York society girl
turned actress, is married to Paul Douglas. She's twenty-six, has
a grand sense of humor, and likes being “typed” as a “bad girl.”

“In some twenty plays on the stage,” she says, “I was either a
sweet ingenue or a coolly detached English damsel. In pictures
I’m a tramp, and I set kicked, slugged and shot. It’s a pleasure”
. . . This is New York actor Lyle Bettger’s second picture ( his
first the heel who did wrong by Barbara Stanwyck in “No Man
of Her Own”). Lyle is happily married, has a couple of kids, and
isn’t a heel at all.

On the edge of drama: A common hope brings Ruth Roman,
Pat Neal, Eleanor Parker together in a suspenseful story

^ (F) Three Secrets (Warners)

I
j^LEANOR PARKER, Patricia Neal and Ruth Roman
i are the women with the secrets in this drama of

mother love. When a five-year-old boy survives a
plane crash which kills his foster parents in the Sierra
Mountains, three women rush frantically to the Lodge
near the mountain to await the rescuers. Each has
reason to believe that the child is hers—each had given
a son to the same adoption home on the same day five
years before. Eleanor had an illegitimate child during
the hectic war years and never told her husband
(Leif Erickson). Patricia, a sophisticated and successful
newspaper woman, learned after she was divorced from
her husband (Frank Lovejoy) that she was pregnant.
Ruth, a showgirl recently released from prison, was
betrayed by her racketeer boy friend whom she con-
sequently murdered. Her baby was bom in prison.
Whose baby does it turn out to be? No fair telling.

Your Reviewer Says: Bring three handkerchiefs.

Program Notes: Eleanor Parker ivas expecting her second
child during production, and the cameraman had a heck of a
time trying not to shoot her in profile. But he had a wonderful
time shooting close-ups of her face with the tears flowing.
There’s no actress in Hollywood, according to the cameramen,
who cries more touchingly and convincingly than Eleanor . . .

Pat Neal, one of Hollywood’s bachelor girls, was dating Robert
Stack at the time this picture teas made. Nothing came of it .. .

Ruth Roman, after years of being pushed around in Hollywood,
finally decided that the breaks were coming her way at last and
bought her first house—a small house in the hills . . . The boys
don’t get much of a chance in this picture, but Frank Lovejoy
managed to stand out brilliantly. This impressed Jack Warner
who immediately signed him on a long term contract.

or Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 93. For Best Pictures of the Month
nd Best Performances See Page 102. For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 91.
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FOR BEA.UTIFUJL HAIR . . .

Pure Castile is the BestShampoo!

p

Lovely Mrs. Robert Inch of Queens

Village, Long Island, says “I like

Conti because it leaves my hair soft,

easy-to-manage and glowing with

highlights.” Mrs. Inch is typical of the

thousands of attractive young wives

who agree with beauty authorities

that pure castile is the best shampoo.

“Try Conti,” says Mrs. Inch, “for

naturally beautiful hair!”

Groom-up Time “I’ll tell you my beauty

secret—the olive oil in Conti helps keep my
hair silky-soft and radiant at all times.”

Conti

For Entire Family “Of course, I only

use pure Conti Castile Shampoo on Betsy’s

delicate hair. I know it’s mild and gentle . . .

contains no harsh chemicals to dry her hair

'or make it brittle.”

for

gnl

THE PURE SHAMPOO

''V (A) The Glass Menagerie
(Warners)

T
HE big news of the movie version of
Tennessee Williams’s prize-winning play

is Gertrude Lawrence. In her first Holly-
wood screen role, that of Amanda Wing-
field, a drab mother of indomitable will
who clings frantically to her girlhood
memories of the Old South, British-born,
sophisticated Gertrude Lawrence gives a
performance of great feeling and heart-
breaking pathos. In its translation to the
screen the much discussed play comes
off well, except for the traditional happy
ending which the Brothers seem to feel

they must tack on to their pictures. It is still

a simple story of a St. Louis family caught
in the undertow of poverty, unrest and un-
happiness. Jane Wyman plays the crippled
daughter who lives in a world of small
glass animals and phonograph records, left

by her father who walked out on the fam-
ily years before. The “gentleman caller”
with the wise philosophy is played by Kirk
Douglas. Arthur Kennedy is the brooding
son, nagged by his mother, who hates his

job in the warehouse and longs for the sea.

The writing is, of course, magnificent. Mr.
Williams saw to that.

Your Reviewer Says: Strictly for adults.

Program Notes: London and New York
playgoers who are accustomed to seeing the

svelte Miss Lawrence in such plays as “Lady
in the Dark,” “Skylark,” and Noel Coward’s
“Private Lives” will get quite a shock when
they see her on the screen in curlers, a frowsy
nightgown and faded old bathrobe. To please

her the studio wrote in a “flashback” se-

quence where she can look lovely and glam-
orous. On the set Miss Lawrence knitted a

pair of mittens for her old friend, George
Bernard Shaw . . . Jane Wyman collects

small glass animals and loaned her collection

to the studio . . . While in production Kirk
Douglas had to take time off one day to

accept the Golden Apple from the Hollywood
Women’s Press Club, for being the most
cooperative actor of the year.

PV (F) Pretty Baby (Warners)

O
FTENTIMES hilariously funny, often-
times just plain cute, is this comedy

about life in the advertising world. Betsy
Drake gives an amusing performance as a

young stenographer in an advertising
agency run by Dennis Morgan and Zach-
ary Scott. Their chief client is Edmund
Gwenn, a crotchety baby-food tycoon who,
just by chance, rides the subway to work
one morning, and just by chance sits next
to Betsy and overhears her tell a woman
passenger that the baby in her arms is

named after the famous baby-food tycoon.

(The baby is a doll in a blanket, and Bet-
sy’s gimmick for getting a seat on the

crowded subway.) Tycoon Gwenn imme-
diately takes an interest in the young
mother and his namesake—and one come-
dy situation follows another. Dennis gets

to raise his famous tenor voice in song

just once, to sing “Pretty Baby,” a hit song

of some twenty-five years ago.

Your Reviewer Says: No problems, just
laughs.

Program Notes: It was in the middle of pro-

duction on this picture that Betsy Drake
married Cary Grant. Betsy’s chief peculiarity

on a set is that she refuses to wear high

heels, even in close-ups. She’s very friendly,

and wears glasses when she isn’t before the

camera, except on “occasions.” She makes
no secret of her near-sightedness. When a

unit man at the studio asked her who was

at her wedding in Phoenix, Arizona, she

frankly replied, “I wouldn’t know. I didn’t

wear my glasses” . . . This is Dennis Mor-

gan’s 38th picture. He took his little girl

(Continued on page 28)
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Her first date with a most attractive man
. . . and here she was, back home, and on

the point of tears, by half-past ten. What had
she said . . . what had she done to change his

eagerness to indifference? She would never know
: : . didn’t even suspect!

Can You Be Sure?

How dare any woman assume that her breath is

always beyond reproach?

Halitosis (unpleasant breath) has a habit of

cropping up when you least expect it ... of put-

ting you in the worst sort of light when you
want to be at your best. And you, of course^

may not know when you’re guilty.

Isn’t it foolish to risk offending when Listerine

Antiseptic is such an extra-careful
,
wholly de-

lightful precaution?

You merely rinse the mouth with it night and

morning, and always before any date and, lo!

your breath becomes fresher and sweeter. More-
over, it stays that way, too . . . not for seconds

: . . not for minutes . . . but for hours, usually.

While some cases of halitosis are of systemic origin,

most cases, say some authorities, are due to the bac-

terial fermentation of tiny food particles clinging to

mouth surfaces. Listerine Antiseptic quickly halts

such fermentation, then overcomes the odors fermen-

tation causes.

Lambert Pharmacal Company, St . Louis
,
Missouri

Before Any Date . . . LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC . . . The Extra-Careful Precaution Against Offending 27



Change to a

new complexion

JUNE ALLYSON
Co-starring in

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER'S

"RIGHT CROSS"

Now, any woman can actually change
even the most drab, off-color skin
into flawless, even-toned new beauty

r

In just seconds, before your very eyes, Pan-Cake,

Hollywood’s magic make-up, actually conceals freckles and

off-color spots. Its delicate veil of natural color hides the

unsightly blemishes that may often mar your beauty.

Pan-Cake protects your skin from wind and

cold, guards against dryness, helps keep your skin

soft, smooth, young-looking.

Screen Stars apply Pan-Cake sparingly to achieve

the sheer, porcelain-fine complexion beauty you admire.

Pan-Cake* Make-Up
the greatest flatterer of them all

H O L l Y W O O D

9 Color Harmony-
skin tones

50
plus tax

m
DISCOVER HOW YOU CAN CHANGE TO NEW BEAUTY WITH PAN-CAKE!
Simply mail the coupon to receive your trial-size Pan-Cake in the Color Harmony shade

most flattering to your coloring ... plus your individual Color Harmony Make-Up Chart...

plus the 32-page, color-illustrated book, "The New Art of Make-Up", all by Max Factor.

so it fo it Yont rni \i.-siy i: ivyn-c vki; today !

FILL IN AND CHECK CAREFULLY THE INFORMATION CHART BELOW AND MAIL

Max Factor Make-Up Studio, Dept. 10, Box 941, Hollywood 28, Calif.

Please send me your exciting Pan-Cake offer I enclose

1 04/ in com to. help cover cost of postage and handling.

Nome —
PCCASe POINT NAMF. AND ADDRESS

Address Age

City Zone State -

*Pan-Cake (trademark) means Max Factor Hollywood Cake Make-Up

COMPLEXION EYES HAIR

Fair .... a
Creamy . . .

Medium . . . O
Ruddy ...
Sallow , . . .

Free tiled

.

. Q
Olive - , . . O
Deep Olive . . 0

Blue

O
Green . , . . O
Hazel ... . . Q
Brown ... a
Black .... O

BLONDE
U6MTQ DARK

BRUNETTE
UGHT D DARK D
BROWNETTE
UGHTQ dakkD
REDHEAD

U6K? O OARKO
If hair isGray.chec*

type above& here

LASHES (Olor)

Ltfbt Med. Dark
SKIN: Notmala
0ryO Olya

5SO-2P-

(Continued from, page 26 )

to the preview, so evidently he likes it . . .

The girl who plays Dennis’s secretary is

Sheila Stephens who, in real life, is Mrs.
Gordon MacRae. Gordon doesn’t mind his
wife having a career, even in his own studio.

V (F) Outrage (Filmakers-RKO)

T
HANKS to Ida Lupino, newcomer Mala
Powers gets her first big screen break in

this film. Since she has turned director-
producer (“Not Wanted” and “The Young
Lovers”), Ida’s aim has been to seek new
themes for pictures and new faces. In
this picture she has been far more success-
ful with the latter. Mala plays an attrac-
tive young girl who is attacked late one
night when she is leaving the milling com-
pany where she works. The next morning
the attack is a headline story and the sen-
sitive girl develops an overpowering sense
of guilt and shame. Hurt and confused, she
runs away from home and her fiance (Rob-
ert Clarke). She takes a job as orange
packer in California, almost kills a man
(Jerry Paris) who tries to kiss her, and is

befriended by a young minister (Tod An-
drews) who gradually helps her to become
a normal young girl again.

Your Reviewer Says: Not as good as your
first, Ida.

Program Notes: The Filmakers is the name
Ida Lupino and her on-again-off-again hus-
band, Collier Young, chose for their pro-
ducing company. Collier is president, Ida
vice-president . . . Ida, whose forebears were
actors way back in the 16th century, can spot
talent a mile away. Having gotten Sally For-
rest and Keefe Brasselle off to stardom in her
first two pictures, she has now done the same
for pretty nineteen-year-old Mala Powers.
Mala has played in only one picture, a bit

part in “Tough as They Come” in 1941. Ida
first became acquainted with Mala when they
appeared on the same broadcast. So, when
Mala tested for “Outrage” Ida remembered
how impressed she had been with the teen-

ager’s dramatic ability. After Ida “dis-

covered” Mala, Howard Hughes signed her
on an RKO contract and loaned her to Sam
Goldwyn for an important part in “Edge of
Doom.” After that Mala latched on to a part

that every young actress in Hollywood would
have given her eyeteeth for—the starring role

of Roxanne, opposite Jose Ferrer, in Stanley

Kramer’s “Cyrano de Bergerac.” Mala was
born in San Francisco, but her family soon
moved to Hollywood where her mother be-

came a dramatic coach with Max Reinhardt.
Mala is five feet three, weighs 105 pounds,
has brown hair and blue-gray eyes. A serious

young person, she wants people to realize

that her “success” didn’t just happen, she has

been studying dramatics sixteen out of her

nineteen years . . . When Ida saw Tod An-
drews on Broadway in “Summer and Smoke,”
she decided on him for the young minister.

V'V (A) Kiss Tomorrow Goodbye
( Cagney-Warners )

A
FOLLOW-UP to his recent brutal

“White Heat,” this film has Jimmy
Cagney playing a rough, tough escaped
convict who likes to live dangerously. His

racket is “stick-ups” and he has worked
out a fine system with the cooperation of

a couple of greedy cops (Ward Bond and
Barton MacLane). He rides high, wide
and handsome for a while, but even- i

tually, of course, is slapped down by jus-

tice and the Johnston Office. As in all

Cagney gangster films, there’s plenty of

action, suspense and brutality. But this

time romance, with comedy overtones, has

been added. Barbara Payton and Helena

Carter play the two dolls who fall for the

educated tough guy. Remember when
Jimmy hurled a grapefruit in Mae Clarke’s

face? Times have changed. This time

J
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Barbara does the hurling—a coffee pot at

her double-crossing boy friend. Luther
Adler plays the smooth “mouthpiece,” and
Steve Brodie a fellow hood.

Your Reviewer Says: Better than average
cops and robbers.

Program Notes: This is the first picture for

Warner Brothers release produced by Jimmy
and his brother Bill. Bill Cagney saw Bar-

bara Payton in a small part in “Trapped”
and signed her for their first production. He
and Jimmy were so pleased with her that

they gave her a contract and a fat bonus.
Barbara is blonde and blue-eyed, was born
in Minnesota, and brought up in Odessa,

Texas, which accounts for the soft drawl.

She has a child, is divorced, but doesn’t want
to talk about it .. . Visitors on the set had
the shock of their lives when they saw big

tough Barton MacLane, one of Hollytvood’s

most famous villains, working on needle-

point. MacLane recently finished covering
six dining room chairs in needlepoint for

his ranch near Madera, California . . . Jimmy
was still considerably on the hefty side when
he started this picture. But when he learned
that he would start immediately in a War-
ner musical, “West Point Story,” he started

reducing like crazy. He went without lunch,

and spent his lunch time brushing up on
his dancing.

yVi (F) Abbott anti Costello in the
Foreign Legion (U-I)

WELL, the boys, Abbott and Costello, now
have fun with the Foreign Legion. In

this, their twenty-fifth picture as a comedy
team, they’re a couple of Brooklyn wres-
tling promoters in Algeria for the sole pur-
pose of bringing behemoth Abdullah (Wee
Willie Davis) back to the United States.

They run afoul of a desert sheik (Douglas
Dumbrille) and a plumpish traitor (Wal-
ter Slezak) who are conniving to prevent
the railroad going through. They are
conned into joining the Foreign Legion
and they make a shambles of that in no
time. There’s shooting and fighting and
chasing, and the boys blunder their way
around until they become heroes. Pa-
tricia Medina plays a glamorous French
Intelligence spy posing as a veiled slave
girl—and of course Lou Costello buys her
at the slave market, though he didn’t even
know he was bidding. There are a number
of good gags. As always, the comedy for-
mula is the same.

Your Reviewer Says: If you like Abbott and
Costello—it’s a treat.

Program Notes: While making this picture
Bud Abbott and Lou Costello celebrated
their tenth year in movies, their fifteenth as

a comedy team. At the celebration, Patricia
Medina presented them with an enormous
cake. The boys were very sentimental about
it until they started to cut it—and then it

exploded in their faces. On completion of
the picture they left for a three-months’ tour
of Europe, combining sightseeing with per-
sonal appearances. When last heard from
they were fracturing ’em in Scotland . . .

Patricia Medina is the estranged wife of
dimpled Richard Greene who has never re-

gained the popularity he lost when he
returned to his native England to fight in
World War II . . . Wee Willie Davis is a

(Continued on page 99)

How can you be sure
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SEE PAGE 12

"Pm Enthusiastic”

says

• “Once you’ve tried Ayds, I think

you’ll understand why I’m so enthu-

siastic about them’’, says Ann Sher-

idan. “They help you to look and
feel better while you’relosing weight.

Ayds let you reduce the way nature

intended you to.”

Ann Sheridan

How to Lose Weight and
Look Lovelier

Now! Reduce—and look lovelier while
you are doing it! Lose weight the way
Nature intended you to ! A quick, natural
way with no risk to health. If you follow
the Ayds plan you should feel healthier,

look better while reducing—and have a
lovelier figure!

This is because the Ayds way to re-

duce is a natural way. When you take
Ayds before meals, as directed, you can
eat what you want ... all you want.
Ayds contains no harmful drugs. It calls

for no strenuous diet ... no massage . . .

no exercise.

Ayds is a specially made candy con-
taining health giving vitamins and min-
erals. It acts by reducing your desire for

those extra fattening calories. Easily and
naturally you should begin to look slim-

mer, more beautiful day by day, when
you follow the Ayds Plan.

Women all over America now have
lovelier figures with the help of Ayds.
Users report losses up to 10 pounds with
the very first box. In fact, you lose

weight with the first box ($2.89) or your
money back. Get Ayds from your drug-
gist or department store, today—a full

month’s supply, $2.89.

mk»
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P

Paid Notice
The LoveliestWomen in the World take AYDS
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This is an picture

... .with a great courageous theme

...with seven new conceptions

of dramatic portrayal that

reach new heights of screen dynamics

an Inlertainment that

challenges your own ability to experience

the emotions of others

Darryl F. Zanuck presents No Way Out

starring: Richard Widmark

Linda Darnell

Stephen McNally

with

:

Sidney Poitier, Mildred Joanne Smith

Harry Bellaver, Stanley Ridges, Dots Johnson

produced by: Darryl F. Zanuck

directed by: Joseph L. Mankiewicz

Written by Joseph L. Mankiewicz and Lesser Samuels
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T
HE cable was addressed:

Miss Elsa Maxwell
Le Sault Auribeau

Cannes, France

It read:

See Elizabeth Taylor and Nicky Hilton, Paris. Perhaps

Entertain Them Luncheon. Have Photographers. Letter

Follows.

Photoplay, with the help of its distinguished international cor-

respondent, was happily rounding up the last of its salute to the

Honeymoon of the Year.

First photos had come from the bride and groom’s stay at

Del Monte, lush California resort, romantic enough to make even

a visit of fifty-year-olds seem a honeymoon.

Trailing across the continent to New York, Photoplay’s reporters

and lensmen continued to record the blithe progress of The
Honeymoon. Highlight among highlights: The last breathless

moments before the Queen Mary’s sailing—destination the foggy

grandeur of London, the brilliance of Paris, the soft enchantment

of the Riviera.

In this issue, it is all there to be seen—and relived by Photo-

play’s romantic-minded readers. As for the bride and groom,

they are back now in Bel Air, taking up their married life as Mr.

and Mrs. Conrad Hilton Jr.

Photoplay, smiling mistily with nostalgia, sends the year’s most

famous young lovers its sincerest hopes for like happiness in the

marriage years to come.

P
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“IOHN, IT’S ridiculous,” said Patti. “If

•I you ride with me in the ambulance,

you come home in a cab. And to find

a cab now, that will take you at least an

hour.” Patti retains a trace of charming

accent, and a trace of foreign flavor in her

speech. “If you follow in the car, then we’re

still not together. Please go to bed, John.

I’ll call you tomorrow morning—

”

Technically, it was already tomorrow

morning: three-fifteen a.m. of April the

13th. The baby wasn’t due for two weeks

yet. But Patti had wakened at three, feel-

ing not quite right. They’d called the doc-

tor. “I think I’d better send an ambulance

for you,” he’d said.

John chain-smoked. The housekeeper

hovered. Patti wrote checks with sublime

calm, and gave instructions. In between,

she brightly outlined things for her husband.

“I’m just going to the hospital and rest

there for two weeks till the baby comes.”

John stubbed his cigarette. “If it’s that

simple, why the ambulance?”

“Because in an ambulance you can lie

down—

”

“Then what are you sitting up now for?”

“Because,” she returned with deadly fem-

inine logic, “the ambulance isn’t here yet.

John, do me a favor, darling, don’t be ner-

vous. Be nervous in two weeks, but now
let me go to the hospital alone.”

What, John wondered to himself, was the

proper procedure? Do you follow your own
inclinations or those of your pregnant wife?

Someday he’d have to read a book and find

out. Meantime he’d better let Patti have
her way. As they slid the stretcher into the

ambulance, his heart misgave him. But Patti

assured him that she felt wonderful. Five

minutes later, when they started the siren

wailing, she felt like a queen.

To find her doctor waiting came as a

pleasant surprise, and merely confirmed her

already deep-seated conviction that there

wasn’t another like him in the world. Most
doctors, she’d heard, just checked with the

hospital and said: “Uh-huh. Well, call me
when the time comes—” Hers arrived to

welcome her for a ( Continued on page 80)

BY IDA ZEITLIN

They almost lost him. There were

months when John and Patti Derek,

torn by fear, could talk to no one.

But now Russell Andre has come home

Derek appears next in “The Hero”
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Relieve it!

BY LOUELLA 0. PARSONS

Photoplay’s ace reporter

is frankly baffled by Betty

Hutton’s reconciliation

with the husband she

insisted she never

could live with again

Lindsay and Candace never

knew Betty and Ted had

parted. They thought their

father was just away on

a long business trip

ing in M-G-M’s “Annie Get Your Gun”

A
S I write this, Betty Hutton has reconciled with Ted Briskin after a

secret plane trip to Chicago.

Frankly, I am popeyed reading her exciting “recipe” for her third try

at marriage with Ted. She says it is going to be “ideal.” Ted will keep his

job with his wealthy father in Chicago. She will continue working in

Hollywood.

But between times, says my favorite dreamboat, they will commute—Betty

taking the children to Chicago when Ted can’t come to the Coast; or, when
she is working, he will fly here to be with his family.

This, says she, will solve all their problems. I hope so, say I, with a sigh.

But you’ll have to pardon me if my cynicism is showing where beautiful,

blonde bombshell Betty is concerned.

I love this girl, whose heart is as big as all outdoors and whose beauty

is as fresh and scrubbed as a kindergarten child’s. ( Continued on page 94)
-

.

Betty Hutton, Paramount star appear-
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Bill Holden, the star of

“Union Station,” still wishes

his face had more character

At Bill’s home the fragrance

of jasmine mingles with the

flavor of barbecued beef



QO)l pjuibo/c

He plans to do a Western some

day with his “dear wife,” Brenda

No boats, no race horses for Bill.

He’d rather stay home and play

with' his two sons Peter and Scott

BY HERB HOWE

He’d need a psychiatrist if it wasn’t for

Brenda, who sets him right when he’s

wrong, adores his cooking, hopes he’ll

never find out what a grand guy he is

T
EN years ago Bill Holden got fifty bucks a week.

Today he has a butler, a beautiful home in Hid-

den Village, a bike with his name on it and
Brenda Marshall.

Bill’s got everything—and he can cook too.

“My wife has a genius for making me cook,” he

says. “I would be terribly hurt if denied the right

of preparing dinner on cook’s night out.”

One night when Brenda expressed a sudden whim
for cracked crab, not on the night’s menu, Bill said,

“Oui, Madame,” jumped on his bike and pedaled

off to the Red Snapper after one.

“All I had to do,” said Bill, “was pedal a mile

and back, prepare the thing, make the sauce, set

the table.” (Continued on page 83)
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Party invitation to honeymoon

luncheon given by Elsa Maxwell

during the Hiltons' Paris stay

Menu

Oompsagne

MAXIMS 1945

*n

MEION CANTALOUP

CEUFS FROIDS A LA ROYALE

SELLE D'AGNEAU
DE BEHAGUE ROTIE

Timbale de legumes aw Veloute

ANANAS AUX FRAISES OES BOlS
frappi 6 I'Orieniale

Fnandises

HONEYMOON LUNCHEON

Els* MAXWELL

tobefh TAYLOR and her husband "N>cLy" HILTON

Hostess Elsa Max-

well with her

guests of honor,

Nicky and Liz
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Photoplay feature attraction

New York, Paris, London, the Riviera, Hollywood.

The exclusive story of Liz Taylor’s and

Nicky Hilton’s honeymoon trail

BY ELSA MAXWELL

Elizabeth and Nicky call each other

'‘Sweetie,” hold hands under the table

The Maharajah of Kapurthala, at El-

sa’s left, invited the Hiltons to India

The luncheon table at Maxim’s. Nicky, upper center, was amused at size of

champagne bottle used to toast newlyweds. Liz is between two men, left

Liz, remembering Orson Welles in

“Jane Eyre,” asked that he be invited

I

T’S a good marriage, this marriage of Elizabeth Taylor and Conrad

Hilton Jr. They both have the attitude that it is forever. And
Nicky definitely wears the pants. From my observation, when

this is true, it’s not only the man who is happier; the girl is, too.

I saw much of the Hiltons when they were on their honeymoon.
We were together in Paris and later they visited my farm in south-

ern France. I saw them when they were having a quiet morning
on the beach at Cannes, being entertained aboard the U. S. S. Leyte

off the French coast, when they were at Monte Carlo, when I feted

them in Paris. And I had word of them from friends in London.

Nick calls her “Elizabeth” or “Sweetie”; she calls him “Sweetie.”

“I’ll have whatever you have, Sweetie,” she’ll say, always casual

about food, as she holds his hand under the table. Now and then,

when he thinks no one is looking, he lifts her hand and kisses it.

Photographs by Walter Carone



Paris in springtime: From the terrace of their hotel,

Nicky and Liz could see famed Eiffel Tower, at right

Summer on the Riviera: A dazzling beach in Southern
France and the young Hiltons—in dazzling beach clothes

Portrait in Paris: Although she had trunks full of clothes,

Liz couldn’t resist a trip to the dressmaker—for a Paris gown

About her career he is especially understanding.

But he will have no part in her publicity. And he

will not permit her work to interfere with their life

together. Which is why, in spite of the studio’s desire

for her to stay in Europe and make “Quo Vadis,” it

was arranged for Deborah Kerr to play opposite Bob
Taylor so Elizabeth might come home from Europe

with Nicky, as a bride should.

Their budget they will work out along pretty much
the lines Jane Powell and Geary Steffen use. They’ll

live on the money Nicky will earn managing one of

his father’s hotels. Elizabeth’s money, over and beyond

the expenses incidental to her position, they will save.

Elizabeth, I must admit, has been one of my favorite

Hollywood girls from the first time I met her when, at

thirteen, she was playing in “Jane Eyre” with Orson

Welles directing. So, of course, when she and her

Nicky arrived in Paris I gave a party for them.

Navy day: During stay at Cannes, the Hil-

tons were entertained aboard the USS Leyte

Official photograph U. S. Navy



London : The honeymooners stayed at the luxurious Savoy

Hotel. Nicky tried to keep the honeymoon a private affair

All aboard: Liz and Nicky take off on their European ad-

venture as passengers on the luxurious Queen Mary

Honeymoon luncheon: Liz wore her going-away suit and

hat to pre-sailing luncheon in Chicago’s Pump Room.

Mrs. E. Pauley, Ann Miller, Conrad Hilton Sr., Liz, Nicky

Sailing pictures by Heppner . London pictures by Mirrorpic

i

With Hildegarde, when she opened in the Savoy Grill. The
singer tossed Liz a rose, then joined the Hilton party later

Bon voyage: Eager New Yorkers crowded on the docks to wave
farewell to the Hiltons as they posed on deck for cameramen

On deck: Every now and then, when he feels certain that

no one is looking, Nicky lifts his wife’s hand and kisses it



Romantic as an old English novel. Old trees, Liz loves to entertain, will have plenty of

ferns and flowers surround the lovely house space in living room for fun and parties

Color pictures by Omits, Fink and Smith
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I chose Maxim’s, this being the rendezvous for Kings

and Queens of romance since The Prince and “The Merry

Widow” met there, in the operetta of that name.

“Whom would you like me to invite?” I queried

Elizabeth.

“Both Nicky and I would like to meet a Maharajah,”

she said. “We plan to go to India later on ... I would

love to see Orson Welles. He was so thoughtful and

considerate when I was playing in ‘Jane Eyre’ . . .

Maurice Chevalier I would adore to see. When I was a

little girl I used to love his pictures: he really was my
first Pin-up Boy . . . And I would be fascinated to know
any of the young Parisiennes whose pictures I see in

fashion magazines . .
.”

In addition to the Maharajah of Kapurthala—who im-

mediately invited Elizabeth and Nicky to visit his prin-

cipality when they make their Indian junket—Maurice
Chevalier and Orson Welles, I invited M., Herve Alphand,

one of the brilliant young ministers largely responsible

for the new and healthy French economy. I asked the

Baron and Baronne F. de Cabrol too, a charming young
couple without whom no Parisian party is a success;

and Mme. Martine Dewavrin, a great Parisian beauty.

Also among my guests were M. Louis Claverie, the Pa-
quin designer; James Donahue, grandson of the founder

of the Woolworth five-and-ten-cent stores and Barbara

Hutton’s cousin, the Marquise de la Falaise, one of the

best dressed women in Paris; Dickie Fellowes Gordon,

my great friend; the Earl and Countess of Granard; the

Baron and Baronne Roland de L’Espee; Sir Charles

Mendl, a permanent guide-post between Hollywood and
Paris, and Mme. Patenotre, a leader of the Parisian

artistic set.

A cosmopolitan group, certainly. But they were
charmed, every last one of them, by Elizabeth’s simplic-

ity and loveliness and by Nicky’s outstanding manliness.

A few nights earlier I had dined with the Duke and

Duchess of Windsor. The Duchess, a twinkle in her eye,

had murmured, “Elsa, you’ll never guess who is coming

for dinner.” At that moment the telephone had rung and

the butler had announced that reporters and photog-

raphers were downstairs. The Duchess had replied it was
a private party, that she wished no press.

We were all in the salon when her last guests arrived,

Elizabeth and Nicky Hilton. And the Duchess had taken

Elizabeth by the hand as she (Continued on page 87)

Setting for romance: Colorful shrubbery, gay beach umbrellas sur-

round oval-shaped pool at Bel Air where Liz and Nicky will swim
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Bridesmaids Barbara Thompson, Betty Sullivan, Jane Powell.

Betty’s dad is famous Ed Sullivan, columnist and TV star

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT

Bett^ SoluvAk)
IS A FULL MEMBER OF

SLOB \
2i(2i£

When Liz married, Betty became Veep

of the Single, Lonely, Obliging Babes Club.

W
E MET in the lobby of the George V Hotel

in Paris, Elizabeth Taylor Hilton and I

and rushed towards each other, utterly

oblivious of the crowds waiting to honor some
visiting French Colonial officer. We hadn’t

seen each other in two months since the day
we had walked down the aisle of the Good
Shepherd Church in Beverly Hills, Elizabeth

a bride—the most beautiful bride I have evex

seen—and I one of her six bridesmaids.

Those in the lobby, recognizing Elizabeth,

moved closer and looked vei'y startled when
she asked:

“Betty, how are all the slobs back home?”
It sounded frightfully inelegant, of coui’se,

but as a technical director of the S. L. O. B.

(our sorority of Single, Lonely, Obliging Babes,

organized after Elizabeth and I, at the same
moment, caught Janie Powell’s bridal bou-

quet) she was simply asking a question close

to her heart.

Elizabeth has been promoted to technical

adviser of the S. L. O. B., like Janie Powell,

now that she is married—a technical adviser’s

duty being to advise the unmarried members
how to snare a husband.

Before she dis- ( Continued on page 89)



Candid classic: Nicky’s shot of Liz,

who was too happy to be serious

Snapshots from the

Hiltons’ honeymoon album

The Hiltons’ balcony and suite at Del Monte Lodge,

Pebble Beach, where they spent first honeymoon days

Liz was so absorbed in getting a close-up of her husband

that she didn’t realize Nicky was practically in the lens!
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‘If we want a better world we must have children—bring up young citizens who will help to make it better’

46

I

’VE BEEN a father for half a year now. I like it.

I like being the parent of my particular son. Also,

any shared experience draws you closer to the

whole human race. You think, “So-and-so’s got a

kid of his own, he must have had the same sensa-

tions I’m having.” All of a sudden you feel kindly

toward him.

Betty didn’t tell me she was going to have a baby.

I noticed that she was acting unlike herself, floating

around in a semi-detached way, dreamy, absent-

minded. I’d talk, and she wouldn’t answer. I’d

touch her, and she’d come trailing down off her

cloud

—

“You all right, honey?”

“Never felt better. Why?”
“You look funny to me.”

“I’m just hungry. How about you?”

We’d just finished dinner. What ailed the girl

eating like that? That’s when it hit me. “I wonder

if you’re going to have a baby.”

Next day Betty went to the doctor. He made the

tests, and said he’d phone. (Continued on page 73)



wonderful!

This wasn’t the world he wanted for his

baby, he argued before Garry was born. But

something Betty said started Larry Parks

thinking. And changed his tune to a lullaby

BY LARRY PARKS

Larry Parks appears next

in “That Bedside Manner”

Betty and Larry became interested in children’s records before Garry

was born, plan to go' on with them. They made three recordings for him
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For nearly two years, Sally Forrest,

center, stood in line with other hopeful

extras outside studio casting offices

Studios are likely to be a long way

from home. Sally spent many weary

hours waiting—for buses and trolleys

She knew heartbreak of audition-

ing for casting directors who

often didn’t give full attention

HowAStarIsBorn
BY FREDDA DUDLEY

Sally soon learned the extra’s routine, the need

to hoard precious pennies. However, one lux-

ury extras rarely forego is coffee in between times

Her first break came when M-G-M dance director Jack

Donahue auditioned her. For two years she was a top

Metro dancer, wound up with a few close-ups—no job
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A year of disappointment followed. She took many tests

—

but was always too small, too “something” for the parts.

Until Ida Lupino saw her—and tested her for “Not Wanted”

Sally and Ida look amazingly alike, although

Ida insists she didn't notice the resemblance

when she chose Sally out of nearly 150 girls

You’re off—ready for your first job. This

story will help you avoid the difficulties that

lie ahead on the exciting road to stardom

B
EFORE anyone leaves home to look for a job in Hollywood, he

should know he has the qualities and the training this takes. In

the first chapter of “How a Star is Born” you learned what attri-

butes incline one toward a theatrical career, and what to do during

junior and senior high school days to lay an early but sound founda-

tion. Now, to go on from there:

Someone who is reading these words may be the person to win the

New York Film Critics’ Award in 1960. Someone, perhaps now in

South Spud, Idaho, or in Tomahontas, Maine, may well be the

Photoplay Gold Medal Award winner in 1965.

It might be you!

When a person graduates from high school, the time for decision

has come. If this person lives in a university town, or in a city of

twenty thousand or more, there will be no need to venture away
from home for at least two, perhaps four more years. But if the

hopeful neophyte lives in a city of less than twenty thousand, he or

she is almost obliged to venture forth in order to seek further

dramatic preparation. However, stay away from New York and

Hollywood.

Before taking the big step into one of these crowded metropolises,

the smart student moves first to the largest town near his own home
in order to get experience at being on his own, to learn to manage

A slar was born in “Not Wanted.”

Other pictures followed rapidly.

Sally Forrest had won her spurs
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June Haver wrote, directed, acted in

dramas over Rock Island airwaves

Agent Sue Carol heard Alan Ladd on

himself successfully among strangers, and for further

dramatic seasoning.

Before the various means of career advancement away
from home are mentioned, two very positive ways of

advancing a career in one’s own home town should be

specified and explained. If there is no theater group in

the town, and if there is no summer theater in your
locality, you should organize an acting group. This will

require so much determination, work, and ingenuity to

keep alive that it will be fine character exercise.

First, you will need a place in which to rehearse.

Consider the hall of some fraternal or union group, a

church or the high school. Perhaps you can get a local

literary or dramatic teacher or some local person who
has had theatrical experience to serve as your coach.

You will be able to get plays by writing to Samuel
French, Inc., 25 West 45 Street, New York City and

asking for a catalogue, or using some of the plays avail-

able in bound volumes in your school or public library.

Finally, you will need an audience to view your com-

pleted play, and this is most often and easily found if

your performance is for a fund-raising project for some

local organization or charity.

If you have a member or a town friend owning an

eight- or sixteen-millimeter movie camera, you might

perform the play in daylight against some celebrated

local scenery and have it photographed. Also send the

film of your play to one of the studio talent scouts in*

Hollywood. You’d be surprised at how much can be told

L.A. radio, started his film career

Valeska

Robert Arthur boosted dog-food sales

and himself as all-night disc jockey



Is Born

by such a film if it is clear.

Also, once you have attained some of the polish of a

near-professional group, you might invite your local

theater operator to be your guest at a performance. Ask

him to invite any Hollywood representatives he knows

to see you work.

In addition to forming an active theater group, the

second stay-at-home activity which is possible for an

energetic person is working for the local radio station.

Almost every section of the country boasts small stations

which give talented newcomers a break.

The big city radio stations are so bound by union rules

and their program needs so satisfied by national hook-

ups and the presence of tested talent that they can do

very little for beginners, but the friendly local towers

offer many opportunities.

In order to be eligible for consideration by a local

program director, a candidate should be able to sing or

play a musical instrument well, or he should belong to

a community theater group capable of presenting dra-

matic air skits and plays.

One local California station uses amateurs for many
of its public service programs such as National Safety

Council programs, Red Cross drives and such sustainers.

Another small California station has, for several years,

used a girl vocalist and piano player who receives no

pay but who broadcasts almost daily for fifteen minutes.

As a result of her free radio work, she earns an excellent

living by singing at parties' ( Continued on page 108 )

Jeanne Crain worked for commercial

photographer. Scouts saw cover pictures

Linda Darnell nudged fate along by

modeling junior clothing in Dallas

Barbara Bates modeled “back to school”

clothing—became a Life cover girl

They started as models

Jane Greer posed for WAC spread in

Life magazine—won three studio bids

Valeska



If the studios played Sidney’s

hunch. Bogey and Bacall would

give audiences a big laugh

/an VPajamas leave Van

Johnson cold. He likes

something different

Ask Mrs. Wayne where she

buys her clothes and she’ll

refer you to husband John

That’s

Hollywood

For You

BY SIDNEY SKOLSKY

it isn’t all glamour the way he

tells it but it never fails to be fun
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Shy Gary Cooper gets what he

wants without wasting words

(

HAVE a hunch that Lauren Bacall could

be a good comedienne. Can’t arrest a guy
for being a hunch-player. I’d like to see

Baby and Bogey in a comedy together . . .

Joan Crawford can knit and watch a movie

simultaneously, which is a bit more difficult

than looking at a movie and eating popcorn

. . . I don’t buy the movies’ latest slogan,

“Movies Are Better Than Ever,” because I

don’t like the rap it implies for some of my
past favorites ... No comedian can get the

howl Jane Russell does when, on her per-

sonal appearances, she Comes out singing,

“I’ve Got a Lovely Bunch of Cocoanuts” . . .

There must be a toastmaster in all of Holly-

wood other than George Jessel. I would like

to go to a banquet at which Jessel was a

member of the audience, just once . . . The
movies are a strange art, to say the least.

“Sunset Boulevard” gets its name from the

fact that Gloria Swanson resides in a house

on that thoroughfare. However, Charles

Brackett and Billy Wilder couldn’t find a

house on Sunset Boulevard that looked as

if it belonged there; so they rented a house

on Wilshire Boulevard for Miss Swanson’s

residence in th'fe film . . . Sometimes I think

Walt Disney’s success is due to the fact that

he believes people don’t like people.

There isn’t an actress on stage or screen

who has the potentialities of Susan Hayward.

Susie could be just ( Continued on page 75)
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Gene Tierney, in far corner of living

room, is appearing in “Where the Side-

walk Ends” and “The Mating Season”

treasure

house
BY LYLE WHEELER

Art Director, 20th Century-Fox Studios

Gene Tierney proves that no

house is too small to make the

most of the things you love

Gene uses huge couch in den for guests. Built-

in cabinets serve as a bar. Lamp was a samovar

Tina, going on two, has her name painted on bed.

Walls are rose gingham, curtains of dotted Swiss
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Even an old French bureau is at home in the dinette which, like living room, is lovely blend of 18th Century French and

Venetian. Mantel portrait is of Gene and daughter, Daria. Coffee table is antique tray mounted on black lacquer base

Gene bought twin beds in master bedroom at an auc-

tion, had them redecorated to match room colors

T
WO years ago Gene Tierney bought

a small house in a charming but

unpretentious section of Beverly

Hills. It’s in a neighborly neighbor-

hood. Kids run up and down the side-

walks on scooters, and mothers chat

over the back fence.

The house is an English Tudor cot-

tage with a miniature lawn and prim

hedges. There are five rooms and a

small terrace leading off the den. Gene
needs only one servant to take care of

the house. “I could easily do all the

housework myself,” she says, “if I did

not work at the studios.” Very few

movie stars of Gene’s glamorous

caliber could (Continued on page 96)
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Joan Evans, of

"Our Very Own,"

first gives hair

good brushing to

stimulate scalp—
has water, comb

and pin curlers

within handy reach.

To divide the hair

evenly is most impor-

tant. Each curl should

be one inch wide, one

inch deep. Joan holds

hair firmly at scalp,

wets entire length of

strand and makes sure

it is neither twisted

nor snarled.

Joan wraps hair once

around finger for tight

curls, twice for looser

curls. She turns each

strand towards nose,

finishing in that direc-

tion. Then pins tightly

to head.

The curls framing face,

left and right sides,

should always turn to-

wards nose. Before pin-

ning up back hair, Joan

makes parts just be-

hind each ear.

s

s

!

lj

UP
BY VICKY RILEY

Two bright girls from Hollywood show what pin curl-

ers can do to give your hair that naturally curly look

I
AST MONTH we showed you how gorgeous you could look, like

Liz Taylor—or cute, like June Allyson—or, if you are more
mature, simply ravishing, like Barbara Stanwyck. But this

month we’re right down to fundamentals.

It is perfectly possible, without spending more than a few cents a

day on a year’s average, to keep your hair plumb perfect. All you

have to invest is time and thought, plus shampoos or soap, pins and

a hair net.

To look super, you should set your hair every single day. Or have

it set by a hairdresser. Actually, once you learn how to put it up,

it looks better if you do it at home. That’s because even the most

skillful hairdresser doesn’t understand (Continued on page 98)

Terry Moore, of "He's

a Cock-eyed Wonder,"

uses her hair to gain

appearance of height.

For her "standup"

curls, she uses longer

pins. Curls are started

same as Joan's. But . .

.
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Back curls all should

end in one direction

—

clockwise or counter-

clockwise, depending

upon most becoming

line. Never twist curls

in different directions.

. . . Terry turns hair

on finger, then slips

clip through center of

curl so it stands up

and out along crown

of head. For conve-

nience, she wears a

magnet on her wrist

to hold the pins.

Joan uses hairnet to

keep finished curls in

place. She anchors curl

pins down by putting

net firmly over them

and fastening it at the

base of her skull.

Finished result: Atter

drying hair for an hour

in the sun or twenty

minutes under dryer,

Joan brushes into shape.

For long back hair,

Terry winds each

strand up and over

finger, exactly as

thread is rolled on

spool. She fastens

these "spools" with

pins at either end.

When hair is set, Terry

fastens down with net.

After hair is thorough-

ly dry and pins re-

moved, Terry uses a

deeper clip to set

deep, forward-falling

wave in front; leaves

it in fifteen minutes,

then brushes hair and

sets in place.
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Howard Keel is doing what he wants

to do, going where he wants to go

“GREATEST since Gable!” That’s the

T consensus about Howard Keel, the

guy who made a smash success

making love to Betty Hutton in “Annie

Get Your Gun.”

Howard is a man’s man, strong, tall

and well-built, weighing in at 195

pounds. He is rugged and romantic,

with brown hair, blue eyes and flashing

white teeth. He has a wonderfully rich

laugh and his speaking voice sounds

as though he were about to embark
upon “Deep River” at any moment.

Howard alone disagrees about the

Gable comparison. “I don’t think any-

body can fill his shoes,” he maintains.

“They’re pretty big boots.”

In the little suburban community

of Brentwood (Continued on page 103)

BY MAXINE ARNOLD

He’s as casual as Crosby, as

disturbing as Gable—but for the rest,

he’s strictly himself, Howard Keel

The girl that he married : He met his wife, Helen Anderson,

when she was a dancer in the Broadway play “Oklahoma”

Rugged and romantic: Howard Keel

appears next in “Pagan Love Song”

Fink and Smith
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Mother was amused—but Marion

Marshall said next time she washes

windows she’ll wear party elothes

Hostess Barbara Lawrence, right, captured rocket

man Don Gordon on set of TV’s “Space Patrol.”

His wife Helen Westcott came from ballet class

One guest was

washing windows,

two guests

had gone to bed.

But the wire said

come as you are.

And that’s

how the

Left to right, Helen, Barbara, Don Gordon and Bob Wagner.

Bob was doing nothing in blue jeans when his wire came

A red-headed witch couldn’t scare the

guests away from Barbara’s buffet

Recipes tested by the Macfadden Kitchen
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Floor show: Left to right, the Keefe Brasselles (still sleepwalking), Adele Jergens (fresh from a shower), Glenn Langan

(set for a sail), Helen, Boh, Barbara, Ron Randall (dressed to kill), Tony Curtis (a gay gardener) and Marion

Forbidden fruit tempts Keefe and Sally Forrest

B
ARBARA LAWRENCE handed a sheaf of telegrams to the

girl behind the counter.

“Be sure,” she requested, “that each wire is sent at a

different hour.”

Then, Operation Invitations completed, she went home to make
further preparations for her unusual party. For the wires which

Barbara sent stagger system required each guest to come in

whatever costume he or she was wearing when the invitation

arrived.

Adele Jergens received the first wire. Having just finished her

bath, she had slipped into a new leopard-cloth robe to answer the

door. She was lucky—for her robe was as lovely as an evening

gown.

At 10 a. m. the second telegram was delivered. It caught Glenn

Langan as he returned from a yachting trip, in a turtle-neck

sweater and captain’s hat.

Sally Forrest and her agent-fiance, Milo Frank, having just

completed a set of tennis; arrived at Sally’s house for lunch in

the same moment the messenger rang the doorbell. So their

tennis outfits became their party attire. (Continued on page 71)



Blackwell Jr.

John Agar can look forward to an important place

in pictures

—

if he settles some problems now
Fink

There are things about Jane Powell that make

Sheilah willing to go on record about her future

can they TAKE IT?

With her mind on the present and her

eyes on the future, Sheilah makes some

predictions about today’s young stars

T
HE young players in Hollywood today are an

exciting group. Some of them are already

stars. Others are destined to reach this glittery

state very soon. They all have many physical

attractions and their own brand of charm. They
all have a native dramatic sense. They’re smart,

too. And they’re workers. They have what it

takes to become stars.

But have they what it takes to remain

stars? Who among them, you wonder, will

fall by the wayside (Continued on page 105 )

Whether or not Shirley Temple stays in movies

depends upon love. She doesn’t need the money
Six62



There’s a danger signal Farley Granger can’t af-

ford to miss, even though he’s going ahead fast

Fink and Smith

BY SHEILAH GRAHAM

You can pay too much for anything. Janet Leigh

may find she’s paying too much for her career

T. & E. Hall

Gordon MacRae will linger long in Hollywood if

he keeps the attitude that goes with his success

Fink and Smith 63
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BY EDITH GWYNN

News and views from Hollywood,

where the Charleston and the Pol-

ka bring the ladies out in style

A
S THOUGH those Monday Charleston

contest nights at Mocambo every week
weren’t back-bending and ear-rending

enough, darned if swanky Ocean House on

the Santa Monica beach didn’t have its

seasonal opening with just such a mad-
house evening. Mocambo’s Firehouse Five

Plus Two was “borrowed” for the occasion.

About five hundred ( Continued on page 85)

Barbara Stanwyck of “To Please a Lady,” in At home, Ruth Roman of “Three Secrets” wears

Helen Rose’s green silk surah cocktail dress.

Bias-cut band of fabric edges skirt, jacket

<
Dorothy Hart of “Outside the Wall” wears

silver blue stole to match mink trim on

gray and blue gown by Lili of Beverly Hills

Dorothy Thompson’s rust, beige and green suede

skirt with brown suede sash and beige crepe blouse

For cocktails, Peggy O’Connor of “Where the

Sidewalk Ends” wears Adele of California’s suit

in a new fabric—brocaded black and red satin

the

Hollywood

clothes line
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with

a touch of
velvet . . . .

Right, Nancy Davis in a suit to make

you sit up and take notice! In wool

tweed with smartly self-buttoned front,

it strikes a new fall fashion note with

its detachable velvet collar. Trimly

fitted jacket has a half-belt in back.

Slim skirt has low back kick-pleat.

Sizes 10-18 in rust, green, wine, brown

or plum. Also in sheen gabardine.

$45.00 by Joselli at Crowley’s, Detroit,

Mich.; Franklin Simon, New York, N. Y.

' For store nearest you write direct
to manufacturer listed on page 69.

Lovely Nancy Davis, M-G-M star

of “TJie Next Voice You Hear”

Dirone

Engstead

PHOTOPLAY'S PATTERN OF THE MONTH
Pert June Allyson, opposite, wears the original suit

designed l>y Helen Rose for M-G-M’s “Right Cross”

Buttons on the double: Create a fall flurry in this gay young suit

with its jaunty cut-away front, velvet collar. Slim skirt has a slight

flare at the hem. We suggest making it in Southdown flannel by

Burlington—a crease-resistant cross-dyed rayon flannel suiting in

neutral shades. For detailed pattern drawings see page 69.

Photoplay Patterns

205 East 42 nd Street

New York 17, New York

Enclosed find thirty-five cents ($.35) for which please
send me the Photoplay Pattern of the June Allyson
"Right Cross” suit in sizes 12-14-16-18-20.

Name Size

Street . .

City . . . . State
67
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utumn
asset

For the girl oil the go—a beguil-

ing two-tone all wool jacket dress.

Brief little bolero transforms it into

a perfect ensemble for dating. Un-

derneath. a basic short-sleeved dress

with jewel neck, self-belt and soft

skirt. Sizes 7-15 in red, blue or tof-

fee with black, also tan with nut-

brown. $19.95 by Carole King at

Wanamaker’s, New York, N. Y.,

Wm. H. Block Co., Indianapolis,

Ind. and McKelvey’s, Youngstown,

Ohio. Pert velvet cloche by Colby

For store nearest you write
direct to manufacturer listed on page 69

Dirone

Modeled for Photoplay by Betty Underwood, now

appearing in RKO’s “Alias Mike Fury”

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS



Wherever you live you can buy

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

If the preceding pages do not list the

stores in your vicinity where Photoplay
Fashions are sold, please write to the

manufacturers listed below:

Tweed suit

Joselli, 512 Seventh Are.

New York, N. Y.

Rain suit

Sherbrooke, 205 West 39 St.

New York, N. Y.

Jacket dress

Carole King, 1641 Washington Ave.

St. Louis, Mo.

Velvet hat

Colby, 1 West 39 St.

New York, N. Y.

Fabric for pattern suit worn by

June Allyson on page 66.

Burlington Mills, 1410 Broadway

New York. N. Y.

PATTERN OF THE MONTH
Detailed drawings, above, of the June

Allyson suit on page 66

fashion begins with your

BRA
BY HOLLYWOOD-MAXWELL

When fashion calls

for low-down necklines,

your lovely answer is

this low-cut . . . one of a

complete V-Ette bra wardrobe.

A, B, C cups.

Cotton 2.50, Nylon 3.50

The regular V-Ette* in cotton, nylon,

or satin, A, B, C cups. 2.50 to 3.95.

Curvette Whirlpool* for the “modi-

fied look”; Cotton, Satin, Nylon

—

with net; A, B, C cups. 2.50 to 3.50.

Identify America’s Most-Asked-

For Bras with original continuous

Whirlpool* stitch by this label.

HOLLYWOOD-MAXWELL COMPANY / 6773 HOLLYWOOD BLVO. /HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA



For store nearest yon write direct to manufacturer listed on puc/c 69.

Dirorxe

Patrician Pat Neal, who models this suit

for Photoplay, is in Warner’s “’Three Secrets*’

ouble play
Fool the weatherman in this double-duty rain suit with reversible box jacket lined with

natural wool fleece on one side, tiny red and green wool check on the other. It can be

worn separately as a topper. Matching tiny check skirt has all-around pleats. Sizes 8-18,

$49.95 by Sherbrooke. At Lord & Taylor, New York, N. Y., Woodward & Lothrop,

Washington, D. C. and The Blum Store, Philadelphia, Pa. Matching cloche under $6.00

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS



r Come As You Are

t [Continued, from page 61) Helen West-
ott was taking ballet lessons when her
vire arrived. She called her husband Bob
lordon at the TV station where he was
<oing through dress rehearsal for his

Space Patrol” show. Consequently she

md Bob were a most unusual couple—

a

jallerina escorted by a Space-Ship phot.

Blue jeans and levis are the favorite

iress of the young Hollywood set at home.
Jo it isn’t surprising that three of Bar-
jara’s guests were caught wearing them.
Tony Curtis, who had been puttering in

lis garden, Robert Wagner, who had been
oafing on the grounds of his Bel Air home,
md Marion Marshall, who had been wasti-

ng windows in her new duplex. Aside
rom the jeans and T-shirt, Marion wore
ild bedroom slippers. And no make-up.
she accepted her invitation by wiring her
hanks to Barbara with a P.S. “And you
:ome as you are when you receive this!”

Since Barbara’s mother delivered this

vire while Barbara was in the tub, Bar-
jara decided against it. There had to be
i limit somewhere.
Ron Randall was the best dressed. He

lad received his invitation as he was
eaving for an evening on the town. So
le showed up at Barbara’s in an elegant

ux—a far cry from the Keefe Brasselles

vho had been in their pajamas, reading
n bed, when their wire had arrived.

IS soon as Barbara’s guests arrived, she
I routed them to her large playroom, re-

E

iently built in her basement. It’s deco-
rated in a Hawaiian motif and equipped
vith all sorts of games and records.

Awaiting the hungry crowd was a deli-

cious dinner: Beef Stroganoff, buttered
loodles, Waldorf salad, fresh corn, corn
lone, fresh fruit, gingerbread cookies, cof-

ee, cider, and nuts.

Barbara had covered half the Ping-pong
able with a gay paper tablecloth, upon
vhich were placed attractive individual

luffet plates. A red-haired black-paper
witch riding a broomstick made a striking

:enterpiece and cornstalks in the back-
ground helped create a harvest mood.
After dinner the gang was briefed on

Tricks or Treat. Each couple was given
i paper sack which had to be filled with
(oodies they collected. No one was per-
nitted to return until his sack was filled.

\ hula skirt was the prize for the femi-
line half of the couple who brought in the
nost attractive loot. The Keefe Brasselles
von—and Norma promptly donned the
ikirt over her- pajamas.
Don Gordon had the maddest experience.

\t one home at which he called he had
iiardly had a chance to explain his mission

dLA/hen the tenant—pointing to his rocket
Costume—began screaming “Invasion from

Spice for a party : Gingerbread men added
• gay touch to Barbara Lawrence’s buffet
able—until her hungry guests appeared!

I

RAINWEAR

§fyrbrooke
rainwear scene stealer in checks

A versatile coat with a flattering Peter Pan collar,

cuffed pockets and detachable two way hood. Wear it with or without separate tie belt. Of rayon

multicolor checks, Zelan* treated. Fully lined. Blue or brown tones. Sizes 8 to 18. $22.95

Franklin Simon & Co., New York City

M. O'Neil Co., Akron, Ohio

Davison-Paxon Co., Atlanta, Georgia

L. S. Ayres & Co., Indianapolis, Indiana

Kresge Newark, Inc., Newark, New Jersey

Meyer Brothers, Paterson, N. J.

N. Snellenburg Co., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Joseph Horne Co., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Best's Apparel, Inc., Seattle, Washington

Woodward & Lothrop, Washington,. D. C.

*REG U S PAT. OFF.

(CLIP THIS COUPON) Mail to the store nearest you or write to

Sherman Bros., 205 West 39th Street, New York 18, N. Y.

Please send me the Sherbrooke raincoat as advertised in

October Photoplay at $22.95. Enclosed is check Q or money
order for coat, $22.95.

Sherbrooke }
S‘ze Is* Color Choice 2nd Color Choice Quantity

Raincoat

Name
Address

City Zone State
Include amount for city and for state tax

if you live in a taxable area.

I



you’ll

g°

You feel like flying!

Wings sprout on your mid-high
heels. Tender calfskin caresses

your foot, and the "sweep* of

strap gives your arch a

dreamy curve.

795 to 995
some few styles higher

Velvet Step Casuals6^^

PETERS SHOE COMPANY, SAINT LOUIS

Mars!” When Don grew panicky the wom-
an started laughing. Tony Curtis already
had been there, collected his goodies, and,
seeing Don and Helen approaching, had
asked the woman to go along with the gag.

Sally Forrest and Glenn Langan, who
were back first, helped Barbara make
spooky home recordings which they played
later when all the couples had returned.
Then there was dancing and all the sea-

sonal games, with a final midnight raid on
the icebox.

If you’re planning a Halloween or Har-
vest Moon party this year, try Barbara’s
idea. A “Come As You Are” party is fun
and inexpensive. To duplicate the delicious
dishes served, read recipes below. Each
recipe serves six.

Anthony Curtis is in “Kansas Raiders,”
Marion Marshall in “Stella,” Helen West-
cott in “The Gunfighter,” Ron Randall in

“Lorna Doone,” Barbara Lawrence in

“Peggy,” Keefe Brasselle in “A Place in

the Sun,” Glenn Langan in “Iroquois
Trail,” Adele Jergens in “Sugarfoot,” Sally
Forrest in “Mother of a Champion,” Rob-
ert Wagner in “Halls of Montezuma."

BEEF STROGANOFF
Cut into strips V4 x 3 inches:

21'2 pounds round steak
Combine:

Va cup flour

2 teaspoons salt
* V4 teaspoon pepper

Dip beef in flour mixture until well coated.

Melt in large skillet:

4 tablespoons butter or margarine
Add: 1 large onion, chopped fine

Cook until onion is soft.

Add meat to onions. Fry briskly 5 minutes.
Drain, reserving juice:

2 small cans whole mushrooms
Cut mushrooms in half. Place mushroom
broth in 2-cup measurfe. Add canned beef
bouillon to make 2 cups.
Add mushrooms to meat and cook, stirring

gently, for one minute.
Combine:

2 tablespoons tomato paste
2 teaspoons dry mustard

Stir in beef bouillon mixture gradually.
Add to beef in skillet. Bring to a boil,

then reduce heat. Simmer gently 30 min-
utes, or until almost tender. Add:

1 cup (8 oz.) sour cream
Cook 1 minute more. Serve with buttered
noodles.

CORN PONE
Use a brush to grease co.rnstick pans thor-
oughly. Place in a hot oven (425° F.) and
allow to heat while ingredients are com-
bined. Sift, then measure:

1 cup flour

Add, and sift again:
3 teaspoons baking powder
3 tablespoons sugar
lVz teaspoons salt

Add:
lVa cups yellow corn meal

Separate: 3 eggs. Beat the yolks until

thick and lemon-colored.
Add:

3 tablespoons melted butter
1 cup milk

Make a well in corn-meal mixture. Into
this pour egg-milk mixture. Mix lightly
until just combined. Beat egg whites un-
til stiff, but not dry. Fold into corn-meal
mixture. Remove pans from oven. Fill

one pan full. Place other pan on top, as
a cover. Batter will rise to form round
corn sticks. Bake in hot oven (425° F.)

about 25 minutes or until well browned.

WALDORF SALAD
Wash, quarter, and core:

3 medium-sized eating apples
Remove skins from half. Chop all three.
Sprinkle immediately with:

3 tablespoons lemon juice

Add:
3 cups chopped celery

V2 cup chopped walnuts
Combine thoroughly.
Add:
y2 cup mayonnaise or salad dressing

Mijc lightly until well combined.

i

GINGERBREAD MEN
(Makes 3 dozen 4-inch cookies)

Sift, then measure:
3 cups flour

Add and sift again with:
IV2 teaspoons salt

1 teaspoon baking soda
V2 teaspoon baking powder
2 teaspoons ginger
1 teaspoon cinnamon
y2 teaspoon nutmeg

Beat with a wooden spoon until fluffy

% cup shortening
Add gradually:

1/2 cup sugar
Beat after each addition until fluffy anc
light. Gradually blend in:

% cup molasses
Beat until light and smooth.
Beat in: 1 egg.
Stir in dry ingredients. Mix until wel |*

blended. Chill dough in refrigerator foi

1 hour. Roll out about V4 inch thick or

lightly floured board. Cut with cookis
cutter. Place cookies on greased baking 11

sheet and bake in a moderately hot over
(375° F.) 8 to 10 minutes.

The End

IT

stars in your lunchbox

Is there a take-it-with-you lunch in you

pantry? Is that "meal in a box" exciting, inter

esting and nutritious? It can be. Just prepare

for it!

On the pantry shelf, store meat spreads

cheese in jars, peanut butter, mayonnaise

catsup and mustard, and a supply of waxe<

paper and aluminum foil. In the refrigerator

keep a supply of fresh vegetables and fruits fi

leftover meats, and candy bars. Then put the

together with imagination!

you need
bread

whole wheat

or en-

riched

protein

meat,

fish,

eggs, or

cheese

milk

vegetables
1 best

fruits

raw or

canned

desserts

the glamor touch

Use rolls, muffins or bis-

cuits, split and buttered.

Stack bread slices three

deep, trim corners, crusts

for fun.

Combine meat and
cheese in sandwiches.
Use process cheese in-

stead of bread for meat
sandwiches. Spread meat
with soft cheese and roll

up. Season imaginatively.

As cocoa, chocolate milk,

cottage cheese, soup or

pudding.

Use garnishes — radish

roses, celery curls, carrot

sticks.

Pack soft and canned
fruits in covered paper
cups to prevent damage
or spilling. Carry oranges
peeled and sectioned.

Split an apple, core and
dip in lemon juice, fill

hollow with cream cheese

and jelly. Press halves

back together again,

wrap in foil.

Include puddings, as well

as cakes and cookies.

Candy offers compact
calories.

i



Isn't It Wonderful!

Continued from -page 46) Betty’s mother
/as about to leave on a visit. She came
ver for breakfast, and Betty drove her
a the airport. No sooner had they left the
touse. than the phone rang. It was the
octor. He said the tests were positive.

I managed to catch Betty halfway down
Ire street. On hearing the news, she
earned. “Isn’t it nice,” she chirped, “that

tother got to know before she left?”

As for me, I went home and held my
ead. Instead of elation (which comes
iter) I felt the weight of Atlas between
ly shoulders. Mind you, I wanted a baby,
tut knowing it’s actually on the way

—

his is different. It’s like getting married,
ibout five minutes before the ceremony,
anic sets in. You look wildly around for

lie nearest exit.

Maybe I should explain here that I’m
worrier. Betty isn’t. We agreed on

/anting children, and also on not having
Hem right away. We had waited over five

ears. What we both wanted was to build
ur marriage solid before adding the
omplication of a child. Like any thinking
erson, I’m concerned with the state of

lie world—its present tensions, its un-
ertain future. Betty’s also a thinking per-
on. Only her thoughts ran along different

nes

—

“Why raise a kid and send him to col-
ige, then he gets killed in a war or some-
ody drops a bomb on him?” That was me.
“You can’t stop living,” said Betty. “You
light as well say, don’t cross the street

ecause some people get killed. Children
re a normal part of living. If you miss out
n them, you miss out on something basic.”

“Yes, but are we doing the kid any
ivor?”
“Now I’Jl ask you one. Are you glad to

e alive, Larry—even in this world?” I

/as. “Then there’s your answer. And just

ecause conditions are what they are, is

le very reason for having children. All of

s who hope for a better world should
apply citizens and try to bring them up
o they’ll help make the world better.”

I couldn’t help laughing. I saw visions of
abies in cribs, pulling at their bottles on
re way to good citizenship. Nevertheless,
made sense.
On the other hand, it didn’t put an end

3 my worries. I had to be sure we could
3ed, clothe and educate children as they

It s

CBS tune-m-time

Listen to your radio favorites:

jgArthur Godfrey

fcBing Crosby

'jgMarie Wilson

faMorton Downey

'icArt Linkletter

Lowell

-faJack Benny

'fcFred Waring

^gBob Crosby

'JgGene Autry

-faHorace Heidt

Thomas

Check local

paper for time and local station

it’s CBS reading time. too

'll your favorite radio and television person-

tides and programs are featured exclusively

' i the big CBS October issue of

IADIO and TELEVISION MIRROR
Now On Newsstands!

A Sweetheart ofa Figure
YOURS FOR SURE WITH FORMFIT

Youthfully slimmer, excitingly lovelier. That’s you in the right Life

Foundation by Formfit, regardless of previous foundation disappoint-

ments! For no other combines in one piece these 3 wonder-working

features: exact figure fit— Formfit designers work from live models

of every figure type to assure you an exact fit. free-action comfort

— Formfit’s exclusive comfort cut allows free play with your every

movement, tailored-in control — Formfit’s own special tailoring

keeps bust high, young, separated . . . waist and hips slimmer,

smoother. Be fitted and see, at better stores everywhere. You’ll know

then why more women wear Formfit than any other make!

Life Foundation Illustrated $16.30

Other Styles from $10.00

THE formfit company
CHICAGO. NEW YORK

That Formfit Look

BRAS, GIRDLES, FOUNDATIONS



deserved, not fancily, but well. Some
people think all movie actors live in the
lap of luxury. They don’t. For instance,

I get paid only when I work. Till we
started shooting “That Bedside Manner” at

Columbia, I hadn’t worked in a year. It’s

almost that long since Betty’s drawn any
salary. What saved us was our house,
which costs $32 a month. If we’d bought
the mansion that studios keep urging you
to buy, we’d have been sunk. So I worried
about economic security. Betty disagreed.

“Money doesn’t mean happiness.”
“No, but economic stability means peace

of mind—and provides a better atmos-
phere for the baby.”
“Lots of poor people have children.”

“Lots of those children grow up twisted
by poverty.”

“Well, rich children can grow up twisted
by riches. Kids get more security from love
and a couple of well-adjusted parents than
they do from bankrolls.”
Apart from the fact that she ate for three

or four, Betty showed none of the symp-
toms you read about. She felt wonderful.
She didn’t crave pickles or baked Alaska
in the middle of the night.

Dorothy and Lloyd Bridges dropped in

one night. Their baby was due shortly

before ours. “We’re going to the hospital,”

Dorothy announced.
“What for?”
“To have a baby.”
“Right now?”
“Well, pretty soon. The pains are every

ten minutes

—

I got frantic. Lloyd didn’t look over-
happy, but the girls were having hysterics.

“You mean you stopped by on purpose?”
Betty screamed.
“What else? So you could see for your-

self there’s nothing to it. Look at me,
chipper as a daisy.”

We pried them apart, and Lloyd and
Dorothy left. But I’m sure the memory of

that visit was in Betty’s mind when she
woke at five on the morning of the 26th
and said calmly, “I have a pain.”

I leaped for the phone. The doctor asked
questions. I relayed Betty’s answers. He
said she could go to the hospital, if she
wanted to. “Why can’t she stay in bed
where she’s comfortable?” I asked.
“Okay, if she’d rather. I’ll be around

later.”

I sat with the clock and the pencil,

timing the pains, which weren’t regular.
There’d been some question of a Caesarean.
When the doctor came, he said that’s what
it would be. We got to the hospital at

12:30. The baby was born at 2:15.

I watched through the glass of the oper-
ating room. I recommend watching. You
know what goes on, so imagination doesn’t
tear at your nerves. Everything’s so busi-
nesslike. The room was cheerful and
sunny. Betty was conscious, and showed
a lively interest in the proceedings. The
whole tempo was slow and methodical.
Only once did my heart drop. When the

baby was born, he didn’t do anything. He
just lay there. For a minute, I thought he
was dead. Then the doctor went to work.
All of a sudden the walls reverberated.
Boy, what a yell! And what a relief!

They showed Betty the baby, then
brought him to me for a quick onceover.
Out of the fullness of my heart, I sent Betty
a message. I saw the nurse lean over to

deliver it. “Your husband says to tell you
you’re the greatest thing since wall tele-

phones—” This, she informed me later,

struck her funny.
They took her down to her room, and

I stayed there with her for a while. They
said she’d be groggy till morning, and why
not go home and get some rest? I felt a
great need for human society. Betty
swears every friend who called within the
next few days said: “Larry came to our
house the night the baby was bom.”

You can’t prove it by me. All I remem-
ber is driving to the doctor’s at midnight.
He was as close as I could get to Betty
and the baby, and a glimpse of the place
he lived in would be better than nothing.
This doctor, however, is a prince among
men. I’d hauled him out of bed at five

that morning. At twelve, a light burned
in the kitchen window. I pasted my nose
to the window pane, and there sat our
doctor and wife, drinking hot coffee. They
took me in, they fed and comforted me.
I heard further details about that fine

feliow, my son.

After a- visit with my radiant wife next
day, I felt more relaxed. Except for one
thing. They wouldn’t let me see the baby.
For forty-eight hours they keep the kid
in cold storage, as far as his male parent
is concerned. Which leads to another sit-

uation. When they do let the bars down,
your wife never sees you. You dump a
load of magazines on her bed, and spend
visiting time drooling over your child

through the nursery window, and ex-
changing vital statistics with other fathers.

1
FTER your child’s born, the next great

day is the day you take him home. I

picked Curry up, and we drove to the hos-
pital. Curry’s the wonderful nurse who
looked after my mother during her last ill-

ness. She said then: “If you and Betty ever
have a baby, will you let me take care of

it? I’ve had so much experien.ee with un-
happy endings, I’d like to be in with you
on a happy beginning.” We’d come to look
on her as one of the family. We asked
nothing better than to have her with us.

So we went to the hospital, Curry and
I, and got the baby. Curry held him in the
back seat. Betty sat up front with me. For
days I’d been figuring what back roads to

take. In the end I drove straight up Sunset
at twenty miles an hour, and let the horns
honk. One badgered citizen pulled along-
side. “Why doncha walk? Be a lot

quicker
—

”

Beaming, Betty pointed her thumb back-
ward. “We’ve got a boy. Do you care?”

All we had time to note was the jaw,
dropping. But his voice thundered after

us on the breeze. “Hey, Pop! Take it easy
with that kid!”

We’re as foolish as other parents. Pic-
tures of Garry line the mantelshelf. A
book of cradle songs stands on the piano.

Betty’s learned most of them. But when
it comes down to real lullabying, she makes
up her own words and music. To me, they
sound cute.

We’ve made three records for him

—

though not, we trust, exclusively for him.
Before he was born, we grew interested
in children’s records, and found there
weren’t too many we really went for. So

Jill Jackson wrote some material, and we
put it on wax for the M-G-M Record
Company. Betty did “Fantissimo” alone

—

about a little horse with bells in his heart.

I did “Wizzy the Owl” alone. Together we
did “The Beaver Who Didn’t Want to

Work,” and tried them all out on our
friends’ kids with encouraging results.

This is a shameless plug.

Betty and I have always wanted to work
together. When the baby came, that desire

crystallized. She asked for her release

from M-G-M. Apart from one picture a

year at Columbia, my time is my own.
We’ve worked up an act for personal

appearances. We’re planning a picture

called “Stakeout,” owned by us and our
lawyer, Lew Mandel. It’s going to be a

challenge and an adventure. Our income
will be more uncertain, but we’ll belong
to ourselves, and this is of prime im-
portance to both of us. Someday we may
need a bigger house to take care of more
kids. If and when the time comes, we hope
to be able to afford it. If not, we’ll tack up
a sleeping porch, and give ’em fresh air.

I haven’t shed the sense of responsibility

that closed in on me the morning our
doctor called. But it’s different now. Then,
the baby was just an idea, an abstraction.

Now he’s real, he’s a person, you hold him
and his head brushes your cheek, and he's

yours and you love him. You look down at

this helpless scrap in the crib, and your
bones kind of melt. One day he opened
his eyes and winked at me. Anyway, it

looked like a wink. So I winked back.

“Hi, Burgoyne—

”

“Why Burgoyne?” asked Betty.

“Do I know? Because Burgoyne couldn’t

fight the Indians, and neither can he .”

My wife’s laughing face went pensive.

“There’ll be other things to fight. All we
can do for him is set an example. What-
ever we are, he’ll be.” She hooked her arm
through mine. “Which means, Mr. Parks,

we’ll have to do quite a bit of renovating
on our own characters.”
On the subject of moral responsibility,

we don’t kid. Lacking a cure-all for the

sickness of today’s world, we can only be-
gin with ourselves. We can only try to

keep the door open, so our son may learn

to understand other humans, and to value
them for what they are. Prejudice closes

the door, and prejudice comes from grown-
ups. Kids don’t care whom they play with
—Chinese, Negro or Jewish—not till their

elders start butting in.

Greed closes the door too.

If enough of us think like that and can
bring up our children to think the same
way, maybe the bombs won’t drop. Maybe
your Burgoyne and mine will live their

lives out in a better world than ours.
The End

A landslide of votes gave Farley Granger

and June Allyson the lead again this month.

The proof is in the November issue—color

portraits of Farley and June.

If you want your favorites to win you can't

just sit and sigh. You have to let us know.

My favorite actor My favorite actress

Mail your votes to:

READERS' POLL EDITOR c/o PHOTOPLAY, 205 E. 42 St., New York 17, N. Y.



That's Hollywood for You

( Continued from page 53) the best! Of the
newcomers in pictures, I favor Margaret
Phillips. She isn’t selling glamour, but
ability . . . Gary Cooper may portray the
shy guy on the screen, but he isn’t a bit
shy when asking for a salary to do it.

I don’t blame him, either . . . Ruth Roman
is getting a little too chesty, and I don’t
mean in appearance . . . Lana Turner is

a gal who wears her clothes too tight in
the right places, and that’s the fashion I

favor.

I happen to know that Van Johnson
frequently sleeps in only a slipover
sweater . . . Sue Carol is always on the
set when Alan Ladd is making a movie,
and I often wonder how it is that Sue
doesn t get into a scene in a Ladd picture
. . . Howard Hughes has had good taste
in dolls throughout the years. I know
that I could go on a blind date with fe-
males Hughes picks and not be disap-
pointed . . . Dore Schary, Darryl Zanuck
and any other studio executive will tell

you that the only thing that comes easy
to some actresses is being difficult . . .

Lucille Ball, who has her quarrels with
Desi Arnaz, insists that a husband and
wife must never go to sleep on a quarrel
. . . My favorite actor is Mickey Rooney.
My selection is strictly personal, because
of all the kid actors from Freddie Bar-
tholomew to Claude Jarman Jr., Mickey
is the only one who, in growing up, didn't
grow taller than I. I still tower over him.
I’ve got to favor an actor who is so con-
siderate . . . Paul Douglas, during an
interview, was asked, “What’s the funni-
est thirig that happened to you in Holly-
wood?’ Paul replied: “Success” ... I

agree with Denise Darcel, who says that
the plunging neckline will never be pop-
ular in Hollywood. It might reveal too
much of nothing.

I

T S ABOUT time that the movies took
a poke at the legit theater, and Joseph

Mankiewicz does exactly that in his lat-
est, “All About Eve’ . . . John Wayne,
the he-man, often selects the clothes for
his frau ... I’d stack Virginia Mayo’s fig-
ure up against any, for that is what could
be called good stacking . . . Bob Hope
defines the Academy Awards as a func-
tion where the actors and actresses gather
to see what someone else thinks about
their acting besides their press agents.

I wish Guy Madison and Gail Russell
would stop acting as if they were playing
a scenario when they should be playing
house . . . Broderick Crawford still denies
that he portrayed Huey Long in “All the
King’s Men,” but I think his Oscar knows
better . . . The movies came to Hollywood
because of the climate, and wot happened
to the climate? There are times that a
person can’t see the fog because of the
smog. You can walk along a street and
it looks like a television screen. It is

!
now usual in Hollywood to have unusual
weather . . . Betty Grable is a performer
who knows her limitations and assets.
Betty declares that she is no actress and
she wants to display her assets in Tech-
nicolor ... I think that the most natural
person on and off the screen is Shelley
Winters. Shelley gives with free-wheel-
ing dialogue. She will tell you that the
trouble with most of the eligible men is
that they’re married . . . Despite all the
yarns about his numerous romances, I

actually saw Kirk Douglas going to the
movies all by himself ... I think the
actress who bas made the most improve-
ment as an actress is Linda Darnell . . .

Marie Wilson has fantastically long eye-
lashes, or hadn’t you ever noticed? At
a cocktail party recently, Marie said to
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me: "Oh, look at the bird sitting on that

tree!” “What bird?” I asked. It turned
out to be something caught on the tip of

her eyelashes.
I am never amazed by anything that

the movies do, and therefore took it in

stride when U-I, while filming a picture
in the High Sierras, took along their own
trees to be used in close-ups. The studio
claimed they looked better than the gen-
uine trees there.

At M-G-M they refer to Lassie as “Greer
Garson with fur” . . . Mercedes McCam-
bridge informed me that “money in the
bank is a dangerous thing.” I realize

Mercedes meant that when an actress has
money, she isn’t inclined to work as hard
to be a success. However, I told McCam-
bridge that although money doesn’t give

you everything, at least it doesn't give you
money trouble . . . After seeing Gertrude
Niesen on several TV shows, I can't un-
derstand why she isn't in pictures. The
wise boys claim that Niesen doesn't photo-
graph, but if she can look good on Kine-
scope, she can look good on anything . . .

Guess I don’t know about men's fashions,

because Monty Clift looks better dressed
to me than that well-dressed man Adolphe
Menjou . . . Corinne Calvet gives me the
impression that she is trying to be Marlene
Dietrich, but she isn’t . . . There is some
frankness in this movietown. A motel in

Hollywood has this sign on display: “A
Lot of Bunk—for $2” . . . Fred Allen, who
is always cynical, says that Hollywood is

no place for the professional comedian—

-

there is too much amateur competition.

I can’t understand why “Willie Comes
Marching Home,” the best of the war
comedies, hasn’t done better business.

People who saw the picture said they
howled, but even this word-of-mouth
publicity didn't help at the box office . . .

Jean Arthur should be back in the movies
... I discovered, unexpectedly, that Ava
Gardner is ticklish . . . Gregory Peck is

always polite . . . Wanna know how the

Johnston Office is on the job? Roy Han-
sen, a sailor in “Panic in the Streets,” had
a fully developed lady tattooed on his

chest. The make-up man painted a bra

and a skirt on the lady. And still Senators

complain about Hollywood! . . . Vera-Ellen
wears more to bed than she does to a

dance. Vera-Ellen sleeps in flannel night-

gowns . . . Hollywood is a place where an
actor works for years to become famous
enough to be recognized and then goes

around in dark glasses so no one will

know who he is. Yes, that's Hollywood
for you.

The End

rr
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Nancy's engagement
diamond!

Sweet and lovely Nancy Ann Heston is

wearing a bright new diamond ring

—

and giving out news of her engagement

to J. Thomas Ligget, Jr., Yale, Class of

1950. They’ll be married this fall in the

Presbyterian Church of beautiful Bryn

Mawr, Pennsylvania—a big wedding

and reception, with eight bridesmaids

and Nancy, a completely adorable bride.

Nancy Heston has the captivating sort

of face that makes everyone want to

know her better ! Her eyes are like blue

sky—her lips curve in an irresistible

smile—and her complexion is smooth

as cream. It’s a face that sends out

the special magic of her Inner Self

—

lets you see the darling girl she is!

Nancy Ann Heston—she has a velvety look about her

complexion that makes you want to know how she cares

for it. "Ijust never skip my Pond's creamings Nancy says.

When you look pretty_you feel more confident ...Namy believes

Today, get a big jar of snowy Pond’s Cold Cream!

Haven't you noticed it . . . that much
more confident feeling you have when you
are looking especially nice?

One of a girl’s biggest assets is lovely

skin, Nancy feels. "I always clean my face

with Pond’s Cold Cream—it’s extra soft-

ening, just wonderful,” she says.

You’ll find a magic in this treatment,

too ! Use it every night

—

this way:
Hot Stimulation—a quick hot water splash.

Cream Cleanse—swirl Pond’s Cold Cream over

your face to soften and sweep skin-dulling dirt and
old make-up from pore openings. Tissue off clean.

Cream Rinse—more Pond’s now, to rinse off

last traces of dirt, leave skin immaculate. Tissue off.

Cold Stimulation—aftonic cold water splash.

See your super-clean face ! So soft—too

!

It’s not vanity to help your face look

lovely. You owe it to others—you owe it

to yourself. It sends a happy confidence

sparkling out from your Inner Self

—

attracts people to you on sight.

Start noic to help your face show a lovelier You! 77



VOI R PHOTOPLAY

There was a time when
they paid for their grocer-
ies by delivering other
people’s groceries — Bob
Mitchum of “His Kind of
Woman” and brother Jack.
Their pay was small but
tips, the boss said when
he hired them, were good

Tips! How could they collect tips from people
they never saw? In the apartment houses in this

section, everything was delivered by dumbwaiter

A gentle hint has been known to work. Bob tried lettering

TIP on an empty milk bottle. Their customers, they decid-

ed, couldn’t read. It always came back empty. Bob . . .

. . . tried another stunt. Climbing into the dumbwaiter with

the groceries, he told Jack to haul him up. This time he’d

give the personal “touch.” Up creaked the dumbwaiter

P

Bob was heavy. Jack held on grimly—hoisted Bob to the

first floor. Then he lost his grip. The rope slipped. The
dumbwaiter crashed down. Bob, falling out, was . . .

. . . really a butter and egg man ! They didn’t have to ask

who’d pay for the damage. They knew! Time had come for

the Mitchum brothers to fade—out of the grocery picture
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Now It Can Be Told

—
(Continued from page 33) two weeks’ rest.

How sweet of him—

!

His voice cut in on her meditations.

“Where’s your husband, Mrs. Derek?”
“I told him it wasn’t necessary to come.”
He eyed her a little oddly. “I’ll have

someone phone him.”
“But why, doctor?”
“Because I’m going to do a Caesarean in

an hour—

”

It had taken the ambulance twenty-five
minutes to cover the distance from the
Dereks’ home. John, minus a siren, made
the same distance in fourteen. They
showed him to the waiting room, where a
fellow-sufferer lay in troubled slumber.
John staked out his own terrain and
paced, but was brought up short by the
sound of a hoarse voice:

“How long have you been here?” The
other guy was sitting bolt upright, peering
from under heavy lids.

“Oh—about ten minutes.”
“Brother, what you’ve got ahead of you!

Fifty-six hours I’ve been waiting.” The
weary head dropped into weary hands.
John felt helpless. A greenhorn at this

business himself, what could he say?

E
XACTLY half an hour later, the speaker
buzzed, calling for Mr. Derek. He went

over and pushed the button. “Mr. Derek?
We’re glad to tell you that you’re the
proud father of a fine baby boy. You may
come up in a few minutes.”
“What’s it all about?” mumbled the

man on the couch.
“I-—have a boy—

”

The other shot upright again. “Al-
ready?!!!”
Between exultation and a definite sense

that he ought to apologize, John slipped
from the room.
Upstairs they said Patti was doing nice-

ly, but he couldn’t see her yet. He could
see the baby, though. John gazed down
at his son with the blue beads around his

neck that read Baby Derek, and warmth
surged through him. What did they mean,
new-born babies looked like blobs? His
baby looked swell—straight nose, high
cheekbones, beautiful forehead. Wordless,
he looked up at the nurse.

“Nice, isn’t he?” she said. “I’m taking
him to the nursery.”
He walked beside them, he watched her

put Baby Derek into a crib, he stood
staring through the window. He continued
to stare till they sent word that Patti could
see him now.
Her smile was radiant, if a little tired.

“Gee, I’m so happy it’s a boy—

”

So was John, but remorse smote him.
He remembered the edicts he’d been
throwing around: “It better be a boy or
else
—’’ Maybe she’d taken him seriously.

“A girl would have been all right, too,”

he declared, big-hearted.
“But a boy’s better. What shall we name

him?”
It must be explained here that Patti’s

superstitious on all counts and makes no
bones about it. She’s superstitious and
that’s the end of it. About the baby, she
was naturally more so. Not so much as a
shirt would she buy, nor discuss names,
nor make any plans whatever till the
baby was born. Now it was all right, now
John could go and buy shirts, now their
son could be named.
“How about Russell?” asked John. Rus-

sell Harlan, one of Hollywood’s top camer-
amen, is John’s closest friend.

“Good,” agreed Patti. “And how about
Andre for a second name after my father?”
With that settled, John kissed his wife

and left her to rest. He called his mother.
He called Columbia’s publicity man, as

he’d said it a dozen times. “Even if it’s

the middle of the night, call me.”
The publicity man came sleepily to the

phone. “I have a son,” said John.
“What time?”—very businesslike.
“5.01.”

“Is he okay?”
“Swell.”
“Thank you, John,” and bong, went the

receiver, leaving Papa Derek indignant.
He might have said something. When
people told John they’d had kids, he al-

ways said something. You don’t have to

get hot and bothered, but you make some
show of enthusiasm, that’s only decent.
John sighed. He wished he could call

Russell, but Russell was shooting a pic-
ture in Australia. So what? He had other
friends. He called them all, and they all

said something, which comforted John’s
feelings. He even plucked up the nerve
to sneak a box of cigars into the studio.
He discovered that handing out fifty

cigars was a simple matter, if you didn’t
mind taking fifty pokes in the ribs.

At seven p.m. he returned to the hos-
pital. Patti’s only complaint was that she
hadn’t seen the baby. “This morning I

heard him cry. Since then, nothing. All day
I keep screaming, ‘I want to see my baby—

’

They say, ‘He’s fine. Mothers don’t see
their babies the first minute.’ But he’s
more than twelve hours old, and I still

don’t see him.”
“He’s fine, honey, he's beautiful,” soothed

John. “You’ll see him tomorrow.”
They brought him next morning. Patti

looked and looked. He was beautiful, he
was everything they said, and she couldn’t
understand why he made her heart ache.
“He looks so sad, that baby. Do babies
always look sad?”
“Only when they’re hungry. So now

we’ll give this gentleman his dinner.”
John went shopping for the gentleman

that day. Having ticked off all the sensible
items on his list, he wandered around
hunting for something not sensible. Cow-
boy boots, for instance. But they all

seemed a little large. He compromised on
a soft woolly blue dog who looked friendly
and sounded accomplished. When you
wound him up, he played “Jingle Bells”
for a long time.
The dog went along to the hospital that

evening. Patti was enchanted. Her hands
reached out. “Let’s wind him to the very
end and see how long that dog plays.”

H
E’D barely started when the pedia-
trician walked in. “Oh, doctor,” cried

Patti, “I want you to meet my hus—

”

The words trailed off before the ex-
pression on his face. “I have bad news
for you—

”

The baby’s dead, thought John. Patti,

incapable of thought, sat numb. The dog
played “Jingle Bells.” Above the tune,

they heard the doctor’s quiet voice ex-
plaining.

The baby wasn’t dead. But there was a
break in the esophagus. It happened once
in 25,000 cases. The tube that should have
led straight and whole from pharynx to

stomach was separated by about half an
inch. Naturally, food failed to reach the
stomach.
That means he’ll die, thought John.

Patti’s desperate hands kneaded the little

toy dog to make it stop, but it couldn’t

stop. The music went on, and so did the
doctor. They’d been giving the baby
sulfa and penicillin to prepare him for

surgery. There was only one man in town
to do the operation. He’d been trying to

reach that man since five. He would now
try again.
The doctor stopped talking. The music-

box ran down and dropped from Patti’s

hands. John kept his eyes fixed on the
doctor. “What you’ve told us—is that the
worst that can happen?’’

“No. They may get in there and find
other things wrong. But I doubt it. The
baby’s condition seems good otherwise.
His heart and lungs are sound.”
“What are the chances?”
“Fifty-fifty.”

When he’d left, John picked up the dog
and put him back in the box. Pie took
Patti's hands. “It’s going to be all right,”
he said. “Nothing bad is going to happen
to our baby.”
“Nothing bad,” she repeated between

trembling lips.

The doctor returned. He’d reached the
surgeon. They were to take the baby to
Children's Hospital, just half a block
away. “I think his mother should see him
before he goes.”
A half-involuntary “No” escaped John’s

lips. Why probe a wound already deep
enough, why put her through the wringer?

“Yes,” said Patti. “I would like to see
my baby.” They brought him in and laid
him in the crook of her arm. The other
arm closed round him. John’s hand
gripped the rail of the bed. But Patti
didn’t break down. “He looks happy,”
she said. “He doesn’t look sad, like this
morning. Now take him, please.”
The doctor motioned to John. “You

carry him. I’ll drive the car.”
But John was afraid to carry him. John

drove the car.

O
VER at Children’s Hospital, they told

him exactly what they were doing and
what they proposed to do. Right now they
were matching blood for transfusions.
“Then we’ll operate,” said the surgeon.
“If we can join the ends of the tube, and
if they stay joined, your baby will live.”

After which, being a humanitarian as
well as a surgeon, he went to see Patti.

“I know how you feel, Mrs. Derek,” he
said gently, “and all I can tell you is this.

Ten years ago there wouldn’t have been a

chance. Today there is. But it’s going to

be quite a long deal—about three hours.
Would you like me to come back with
the news? Or would you rather have
your husband?”
His kindness brought the first stinging

tears to her throat. “Thank you,” she
whispered, “for everything. But please,

my husband—

”

Then the nurse came with a sleeping
pill. “I don’t want it,” said Patti.

“Your doctor ordered it.”

“Phone him. Tell him I don’t want to

sleep. He’ll understand.”
He understood. “Let her do as she

likes,” he said. So Patti turned out the

light and prayed. She has no bent toward
self-torment. She felt no desire to mark
her anguish by the ticking clock. But she

had something useful to do, and meant to

do it. You can’t pray if you’re dead to the

world with a sleeping pill.

Half a block away, things were about ]

ready. The surgeon walked down the

hall with the pediatrician. John sat in the

waiting room. A nurse came and gave

him the blankets in which the baby hac

been wrapped, and the string of blue bead 1

that spelled Baby Derek. The ends o

the beads were joined.

Ask John if he’s superstitious, and th<

instinctive answer would be no. But he’e

been infected—by Patti, by the baby’

sudden illness, by something old ant

hereditary in the blood. He resented this

but he couldn’t gainsay it. The surgeon’

words kept sounding in his ears. “If w
can join the ends, and if they sta;

"

joined
—

” John wanted to keep the end |f

of the beads joined. »ll



He rolled his son’s blankets into a pil-

low and leaned his head against them. His
fist closed tight around the beads. The
contact with both brought him some sense
of comfort. On a merry-go-round for two
days, he must have passed out. Coming to

with a start, he felt the beads in his hand
and took a swift look. The ends were
unjoined. Carefully he knotted the ends
of the beads together, so they couldn’t

possibly come untied again. Again he put
the blankets under his head.
The minutes climbed to an hour, to an-

other, to most of a third. Outside, John
heard something that brought him to his

feet. Down the hall came an intern, and
the pediatrician, wheeling his son. They
looked haggard. “Everything’s fine,” called

the pediatrician. “Be back as soon as

we’ve taken care of the baby.”
Everything’s fine. That meant the baby

was alive. Did it mean he’d go on living?

Down the hall came the assistant surgeon.

“The baby’s fine,” he said, and dropped
into a chair. The mask still hung around
his neck, the shoulders drooped, the arms
fell inert between his knees, he gleamed
with sweat. A morse brought a towel and
started methodically rubbing the back of

his neck.

O
perations, thought John. We talk

about operations, and don’t know what
these men go through to save a life.

Then the surgeon came, unruffled, not a

hair out of place. “Well, I think every-
thing’s fine.”

Now John could ask his question. He
wanted it straight. “Do babies generally

die on the table? Or—later
—

”

The answer was as direct as the ques-
tion. “Some die on the table, some later.

In this case, we succeeded in joining the

ends, and your child came through beauti-
fully. Whether they’ll stay joined, it’s hard
to say now. For twelve days, he’ll be
fed through the stomach. Once we start

feeding him orally, we’ll know.”
John thanked them as best he could,

and went to tell Patti. She heard him
through quietly. So far, it was good and
God had answered her prayers. There
was nothing left but to wait. She looked
at her husband’s eyes, red-rimmed with
sleeplessness. “Go home, John, and I will

take that sleeping pill. Only one thing
—

”

She caught at his hand. “All day people
have called and I was happy to talk. Now
I don’t want to talk to anyone, John. I

don’t want to see anyone except you.”
But as the days passed, hope grew

stronger. The news from Children’s Hos-
pital was encouraging. Their baby didn’t

act like a sick baby. He put on weight,
he throve and seemed content. John took
Patti home, where doctor’s orders kept
her in bed. It was he who went to the.

hospital, saw the baby, got the reports
and raced to phone his wife. Late one
afternoon Patti answered the phone to

hear John’s voice trying—and failing—to

keep his excitement under. “Honey,
everything’s swell. The baby threw up.
That shows the tube is holding, or he
couldn’t have done it.”

Two days later they fed him orally and
the food stayed down. On Thursday, May
11th, four weeks after his birthday, he
came home. Patti was almost afraid to

touch him. The shock and terror of his

illness had taken their toll. All parents are
vulnerable, and these two were doubly
so. The nurse knew all about babies, Patti
knew nothing. After a while, she’d learn.

For the present, she couldn’t trust herself
with that baby . . .

On Saturday morning John went hap-
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If surface cleansing helps a little — imagine what a radiant

difference deep cleansing will make! Woodbury Cold Cream

gives your skin a brand-new look the very first day!

For Woodbury Cold Cream cleanses deeper! It contains

Penaten — the amazing new penetrating agent that actually

goes deeper into the pore openings. That means Woodbury’s

wonderful cleansing oils go deeper to loosen every trace of

grime and make-up.

And because of Penaten, Woodbury Cold Cream smooths

more effectively, too. Brings rich softening oils to soothe your

skin when it’s dry and rough. Recapture that little-girl-freshness

again with Woodbury Cold Cream! 20tf to $1.39 plus tax.

penetrates deeper

because it contains
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pily off to football practice for “The -

Hero,” his new Columbia picture. Patti
sat happily over her coffee when a scream
froze her. “Get the doctor, quick!” She
reacted like a robot. With the scream
ringing through every nerve in her body,
she dialed the number. “Doctor—

”

“Get the fire department,” cried the I

nurse.
Patti hung up on the doctor and called

the fire department. Then she called the
doctor back. Then she moved like a sleep-
walker to the bedroom. Her son lay on
the big bed, his face black, his small arms
stiff.

|OW the nurse was blowing hard into
1* his mouth. And as she blew, the little

face turned slowly from black to gray, the
arms relaxed, Patti heard the blessed
sound of a whimper. And the nurse con-
tinued to blow till the firemen arrived
with their lifegiving oxygen.
Hard on their heels came the doctor.

“What is it?” cried Patti. “Is it the pipe?
Has it burst?”

“I don’t think so, but we’d better take
him back to the hospital. Can you get
hold of John?”
And so for the second time in a month.

John found himself breaking the speed
regulations—first to his home, then to
the hospital. He heard his son’s heavy
breathing. Beside him sat the tense figure
of his wife. And there was the hospital.
Again they waited in sick suspense while
X-rays were taken.

“It’s not the tube,” said the doctor.
“The tube is holding—

”

“Then what?”
“There’s something in his lungs. We’ll

have to do a bronchoscopy to find out
—

”

They had to do three bronchoscopies, not
one, and it took two anxious weeks for the
lung to clear up.
Meantime Patti had reached a decision.

“You know who’s going to take care of

that baby? Me. It’s stupid that a mother
shouldn’t know what to do for her child.

That terrible day—it was worse because I

felt so helpless. The doctor said I can go
to the hospital and learn.”

John drew her arm through his. “Who
am I to contradict the doctor—?”

At this writing, the baby is past five

months and doing great. The way Patti

handles him, you’d think she’d had seven.

And John’s way with a bottle is nothing to

sneer at either. They’re not afraid any
more. But to make assurance doubly sure,

they’ve had an amplifier installed, so

wherever you go in the house, you can
hear the baby breathe. It’s a good sound,
which most parents take for granted.

When your child’s almost stopped doing
it twice, it sounds twice as good.
One evening Patti took a box from a

shelf. “I didn’t want that dog to play till

our baby came home. Now he can play,

John. Wind him up to the end.”

They were much too busy watching the

baby to let their thoughts go straying to

another night. “Look at him!” cried his

mother. “He likes it.”

“Oh sure,” said his father. “He's going

to be another Toscanini.”

Maybe he is. As you can see from his

picture and tell from his story, this Russell

Andre is a truly remarkable fellow.

The End

DO MEN EVER

AVOID YOU?
SEE PAGE 91

'W-- paid Notice



Dear Husband

(Continued, from page 37) Brenda did the
rest. Brenda said “Yummmm.”
The appetizing life of the Holdens is en-

joyed in a four-bedroom house which they
felt was due after their third baby arrived.

It is a house of shakes and flagstones, Ber-
muda modern in a blend with California

rancho.
Fragrance of night-blooming jasmine

and barbecued beef floats over the patio

wall and Bill says he hopes to spend the

rest of his life messing around this beau-
tiful place. “No boats, no race horses—just

home and work,” he says. “When you love

your work as I love acting you need no
other recreation. I’m never bored.”
All he wants in future is to have Bren-

da yumming opposite him in his pictures.

She likes acting as much as he does but
lately she has been enthralled by house
and children. Virginia, her daughter by a
previous marriage, is eleven. Peter and
Scott Holden are six and four.

T
HOUGH Brenda regards the kitchen as

man’s place, she is no sluggard elsewhere.
She is a yard bird. She rakes, hoes and
sprays. She also is a spit-and-polish artist

who would delight the Navy, especially in

her nylons perched on a ladder. Thus ar-
ranged she was washing windows one day
when a sight-seeing bus stopped in front

of the house. Six buses of clucking tour-
ists inspect the Holden premises each day
on their tour of Hollywood sights.

“Ladies and gentlemen!” the spieler

cried. “You see here the home of famous
film stars William Holden and Brenda
Marshall.”
Brenda, wiping windows, caroled: “Step

right inside and see famous William Hol-
den in the kitchen. The notorious Brenda
Marshall is the slavey on the ladder.”

It is doubtful if her voice reached the
sight-seers. If it did they probably put her
down as a sample of that fresh help you
must put up with nowadays.

Sight-seers really got a show the night
the master wrestled in the moonlight with
the television aerial.

He had invited friends in to see the
Legion fights. But those assembled saw
only ghosts. Host Holden climbed to the
roof where he wrestled like Hercules
with the lead-heavy aerial to get it in line.

“Are the fights coming in?” he hollered
down the chimney.

“Fine,” his guests hollered. “Hold it.”

He held, wrestling the whirligig, until

there was a knockout. It was a stirring

spectacle and a sight-seer looking up at it

cried: “Lookit! Gorgeous George wrestling
moonbeams.”

In common with such concentrated, in-
tense gents as Fred Allen and Fred Astaire,
Bill is a worrier. He can match Allen for

aches and pains. He has been treated for

all of them and, despite the doctors, re-
; mains a very healthy specimen, as demon-

strated by the comic stuff he spins about
himself. Hearing him, you would not
suspect he ever had a conflict of any kind.
He probably would need a psychiatrist,

though, were it not that his wife has a
levelling influence. She sets him right
when he’s wrong; they have furious word
battles but are madly in love. Bill was a
hot-tempered youth and still feels the need
of controls.

It is becoming more and more difficult

for him to find things to nourish his anxie-
ty complex. He is even getting the mature
character parts he has the intelligence to

play. His happiest moment, professionally,
was when Gloria Swanson observed that
he looked too old for the part of her boyish

i

lover in “Sunset Boulevard.” Amused by
the delight of the erstwhile Golden Boy,
Gloria would hiss each day at the make-
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up man: “Make him look young.”
It was in his first stage appearance in a

college play, staged at the Pasadena Play-
box, that Bill got tapped by talent scout
Milt Lewis and was signed by Paramount.
At that time Harry Cohn, prex of Co-

lumbia, was looking for a kid with a build
to play the young boxer in “Golden Boy.”
He saw Bill’s test at Paramount. Though
neither an actor nor a fighter of profes-
sional class Bill was good-looking and
shaped for shower baths. Signed for the
part, he walloped and won, and has been
wedded to both Columbia and Paramount
like a Mohammedan husband ever since.

Bigamy has its disadvantages, the sheik
says. “When I finish a picture at one studio
and appear at the other they think I have
been on a vacation and rush me into pro-
duction.”
That is what happened when he finished

in “Miss Grant Takes Richmond” with
Lucille Ball. The final day of shooting
marked the tenth anniversary of his happy
wedded life with Columbia, and there was
wassail on the set with toasts and kisses.

F
ULL of conjugal cheer and a bubble of

champagne Bill skipped around to see his

other wife, Paramount, and was passion-
ately dragged into “Dear Wife,” a sequel
to his previous “Dear Ruth” before he
could wipe off Miss Ball’s lipstick.

Bill’s career has been a continuous cele-
bration. Starting at fifty a week in “Golden
Boy” he was hoisted to a hundred and fifty

immediately after, a handsome fee for a
college sophomore.
This splendor was small compared to

getting a bike with his name on it. This
put him in the league with the big wheels
of Paramount. Bing Crosby rode fashion-
ably from dressing room to stage on a
two-wheeler flashing: “EVERETT CROS-
BY’s BROTHER, bing.” And rival Bob
Hope pedaled proudly with proboscis in

air on a bike with tail plaque: “BOB
HOPE, AVAILABLE FOR CLUBS AND
PICNICS AND PARTIES.”

Bill didn’t have the brashness to push
himself into the parade of these big pedal
pushers; he was put there by the prop
men, always the best judges of solid guys.
For Bill’s bike they lettered a sign and
hung beneath the seat: “BILL HOLDEN,
LOW BUDGET WESTERNS.”
There is nothing low budget about Bill

today, levelling loot from two studios, but
he’s mighty proud of his bike.

However, Bill well remembers how, aft-

er he emerged from the Army a captain,

he sat around for eleven months waiting
to go to work. Then phones started ring-
ing and studios yelling that they could not
live without him. And Bill pitched in and
made eight pictures in two years.

Since he played opposite Miss Swanson
in “Sunset Boulevard” Bill has also fin-

ished “Born Yesterday.” A novel way of

rehearsing was carried out in this: The
play was acted for the Columbia studio

personnel on a real stage, as a real per-
formance. This has put the legitimate stage

bug back into Bill’s head. He’d like to do
a play if the studio would give him time
off. Already he’s got half a dozen scripts

to choose from and he’d like to do one with
Brenda as his co-star.

Ardis (Brenda’s real name) studied

under the great Russian actress Ouspens-
kaya before coming to Hollywood and
learned dramaturgy at the Federal Theater.

Bills says she has genius, apart from
keeping out of the kitchen. They work
together on scripts developing his char-
acterizations.

“She is my right arm,” Bill says. “When
Ardis advises, I take it.”

When Bill cooks, Ardis takes it. Some-
times twice.

The End



Bright Company
(Continued from page 65) of the town’s
top socialites and filmites gathered to kick
their heels into the air and the clothes

ranged from the most elaborate of evening
gowns to the most informal beach wear.

Joan Fontaine, Pat di Cicco, Myrna Dell,

Bruce Cabot and Johnny Meyer were
among those on the jury who judged the

winning couple—and a rich grocer named
Robert Balzer, who has become a familiar

figure around the Hollywood night spots,

won with his partner, actress Elizabeth

Talbot Martin.
Betty Hutton, prettier and gayer than

we’ve ever seen her, was all over the

place! At one point, we could have sworn
she Dixieland-ed on the ceiling! She sang
with the band, didn’t sit still long enough
to eat even half her dinner; did a short,

wild exhibition Charleston with Balzer to

“Yes Sir! That’s My Baby.” When we
asked her why she didn’t dance longer,

Betty screamed, “I can’t! My dress will

fall off!” It almost did, too! On account
of it was strapless, and though it was
tight-fitting when she arrived, we’d guess
that Betty danced off at least three pounds
by the time she made that crack—and we
don’t doubt the lovely white, low-cut
chiffon was a lot looser at that hour! Its

skirt was made of layers and layers of

the white chiffon, very full and rather
short. A long, wide white chiffon scarf

started over on the left side of the bodice
at the bust line, and draped up across the
neck and hung down the back—almost
to hem length.

The hair-do that the Hutton is sporting
now is by far her most becoming to date.

Quite short, but framing her face—in fact

all around her head are soft ringlets, with
the curls even high across the forehead

—

but not giving the effect of bangs.

I
ANA TURNER and Bob Topping, who
are reported tiffing yet again, were on

hand. About three a.m. Joan Fontaine told

us without a yawn that she’d have to go
home because she was getting up at six
a.m. to do some deep-sea fishing! How
rugged can you get?

Charlie Morrison, Mocambo’s Boniface,
has started Thursday night Polka dancing!
And don’t think for a minute that the
Filmtown folks didn’t take to that sorta
thing just as avidly as the Charleston re-
vival! (Hey! Mebbe people just like to
dance. And whatever became of square-
dancing? We hope they gave it back to
the squares!) Roz Russell and Fred Bris-
son, Diana Lynn and John Lindsay, Lor-
raine Cugat with moneybags Virgil Moore,
Ann Sheridan and Pat di Cicco and many
more said these Polka nights would be a
“pleasant change” from the usual din.
On opening night, famous Frank Yan-

kovic and his band drove up to the plush
jernt in a farm cart, pulled by a very
much be-ribboned jackass and the musi-
cians were all done up in Slovenian cos-
tumes.
Two awfully fancy parties dotted the

past month and the first was given by the
Louis B. Mayers in honor of the visiting
Henry Fords. Loretta Young got a gasp
with her filmy gown that had a panel
down the front composed of gold scales,
giving a mermaid effect; Joan Crawford’
with Bill Dozier, wore palest green chiffon
trimmed with huge red roses—a gorgeous
and striking color combination! Ginger
Rogers with Greg Bautzer, Esther Wil-
liams and Ben Gage; the Bob Youngs;

MOVIES - FINE ENTERTAINMENT AT LOW COST
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June Allyson and Dick Powell, happy
|

like crazy about their coming blessed
I

event; the Red Skeltons; Janet Gaynor r

and Adrian, who keeps her so chic—were !i

just a few of the celebs at the Mayer soiree. 1

Mrs. M. was in a diaphanous gown of white
|

organza trimmed with tiny daisies and its .

creator, Orry Kelly, was there to beam I

upon it.

Another tremendous shindig was tossed
by so wealthy Watson Webb. He has
enough money to buy Twentieth Century-

i

Fox where he toils now as head cutter,
but he just loves his work—and loves
giving lavish parties. Now this feller

didn’t just put up one big tent like J
most extravagant party-tossers do. He
put up three on the grounds of his lovely

j
home near the beach! Didn’t have just I

one dance band, either. He furnished *

two. Plus food and viands along the lines

of a bacchanalian feast. All shapes, sizes 1
and colors of balloons floated in the big
swimming pool as the Van Johnsons, the i
Glenn Fords, the Bill Holdens, the Darryl ,(

Zanucks, the Dan Daileys and at least a ;;

hundred more glamour-pusses just floated
j—over the dance floor.

T
HE V. Johnsons were about to move in-
to their new home in Beverly and Van

had already bought a lawn-mower. Said
he was going to do the gardening of the
place (which doesn’t have huge grounds)
himself. Haw! We give him about two
weeks of this and will take bets he drops
that kinda exercise for a return to his
beloved tennis.

Want to get back to Esther Williams
and June Allyson, two expectant mommas
(as we write this) because both are wear-
ing things that would never let you know
unless you knew! The classic cardigan
and its many variations are right up
Esther’s alley, and she carries this style

to all extremes with wonderful effects.

Like her cocktail or tea-party-through-
dinner combination of garnet red tulle

(three layers of it to make a typical

“sweater” cardigan) which she wears
over dresses, or with white blouses and
black skirt combinations. At night, her
cardigans of red or bright green silk or

net go over long or short evening gowns
of pale gray, black or white materials that

are filmy, flowing and oh, so deceiving.

June Allyson is crazy about a dress

that Dick Powell, believe it or not, de-
signed for her and she’s had it copied in

various colors and fabrics. It’s a sort of

adaptation of a period dress—a period

around the 1900’s roughly. But the modern
version of June’s comes out as a bodice

not too tight, snug as possible to a long-

waisted line, full flaring skirt with most
of the fullness being toward the front.

The neckline is rather high, with a round
collar of delicate lace—and the lace is

repeated as cuffs on the sleeves, whether
the sleeves be long or short. At the point

where the collar opens and dips a bit,

Junie wears a large, antique locket. She
has this dress in many shades, but her

favorite is the bachelor-button blue one

—with short sleeves and made of a light-

weight crepe. It can go on her and with

her from morn till late at night—under
the circumstances—natch!

The End

Are you always

/(wety to /owe?
SEE PAGE 12.:

Paid Notice
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Honeymoon Unlimited

(Continued from page 43) introduced her
and Nicky to each guest in turn.

The honeymooners had come over on
the “Queen Mary” with the Duke and
Duchess—and the Duchess, always alive to

youth and beauty, had invited them to

shipboard cocktails that they might be-
come acquainted.
“You know Elsa Maxwell, of course,”

the Duchess had said. And Elizabeth had
laughed. “The last time we met was in

the Oval Room at the White House—about
four years ago. I was, I remember, just

fourteen.”
“And now,” I said, “you are married,

with all the world before you.”
“I am married to a wonderful man,”

Elizabeth had answered simply, “and
(turning to Nicky) he is the only world
I want.”
Remarks like this from Elizabeth are

unusual, for she is shy; surprisingly shy
for a girl who has been so long in the
public eye. It is her great sensitivity, of

course, that keeps her from being utterly

self-assured—so far from anything like

this, in fact, that if she is the least bit

excited she actually stutters.

WHICH reminds me of the time Joanne
Courtland, Jerome’s sister, asked Eliza-

beth to get Spencer Tracy’s autograph for

her. “Here’s your chance,” she nudged
Elizabeth one day when they were lunch-
ing in the M-G-M commissary and Spence
came in. Elizabeth said, “Okay.” Then,
“No, I can’t!” Then, “I’ll go over right

after we’ve had our ice cream.” Then
again, “No, I can’t.” This went on, Joanne
says, until Elizabeth, half rising from her
chair, then dropping back again half a
dozen times, finally forced herself to go
to Spence’s table.

When they worked together in “Father
of the Bride,” she got to know Spence well
enough to relax with him in spite of her
even greater regard for his artistry. She
and Nicky were secretly engaged when
this movie was being filmed, so the wed-
ding sequence was doubly important to

her. She says, “Every time we did the
shot of me walking up the aisle to the
altar I was living it!”

Everyone wants to know if marriage
has changed Elizabeth. In many ways she
is more grown up. But she still sits on
the floor, cross-legged. And she still loves
to sing when she’s driving along in a car.

And she still loves to laugh—for the sheer
pleasure of laughing.
And she’s gotten thinner. No need for

any waist-cincher these days. Not that
there ever was, really, with her waist
measuring twenty-one inches—an inch
more than it measures now. But she wore
a waist-cincher none the less. And one
day, wearing it to a singing lesson, she
found she couldn’t get a note out, that
she had no breath. The skirt band of her
dirndl, it seems, was a waist-cincher too.

She detests planning ahead, would have
no plans for her honeymoon beyond the
fact that Paris would be their first stop.
After that, she and Nicky were agreed,
they would get into their car, which they
brought over, and drive whenever and
wherever the spirit led them.
So it is not surprising that it was on the

impulse of the moment that they took off

for London, leaving most of their luggage
in Paris. The London premiere of “Father
of the Bride” influenced the time of this
visit somewhat, of course. This was the
one “business” thing Elizabeth had agreed
to do. And except for this occasion—on
which she wore one of her trousseau
gowns, a stiffened muslin with a strapless
bodice and long, flowing skirt printed with
squares of pastel blues, greens and violet

—
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her studio did not permit their emissaries
to make any demands upon her.
The Hiltons stopped in London at the

Savoy, just off the Strand. When they
arrived at their river suite, in which one
wall of the sitting room was a window
overlooking the Thames, the rooms were
filled with flowers; roses, rhododendrons,
orchids and sweet Williams.
Usually they arose about eleven o’clock

and, after a breakfast of orange juice, cof-
fee, rolls and bacon, went out to roam
the town and the shops. On Bond Street
Nicky indulged his passion for colorful
ties. One he bought, of English woven
silk, displays a skull and crossbones in

white on a black background.
On Ascot’s Gold Cup Day, however, they

were abroad early. They wanted to be
sure of a vantage place from which to
view the King and Queen on their tradi-
tional ride around the course. Elizabeth
wore a pale blue gabardine suit and a
wide-brimmed cream straw hat, the crown
of which was covered with white daisies.

Nicky, foregoing the traditional gray top-
per, wore gray flannels and went hatless.

O
FTEN enough, entertaining friends at

Canasta parties—Elizabeth is mad about
the game—the Hiltons would have dinner
served in their suite. Always the menu
was left entirely to the discretion of the
headwaiter. But, on the night that Hilde-
garde opened at the Savoy Grill, they had
a table for their party just to the left of
Hildegarde’s piano. She tossed Elizabeth
a rose from her bouquet and later joined
them for a drink. Elizabeth drinks nothing
more than a half glass or less of cham-
pagne. Nicky, on the other hand, likes to

mix his own, has the waiter bring the
bottles to his table.

Nicky, let me say, is influencing Eliza-
beth’s appearance for the better. While
they were honeymooning she was metic-
ulous about giving the maid everything
she meant to wear each day so it might
be pressed. She was far less casual about
her appearance than in the past.

A curious thing about Elizabeth. She
loves clothes. Of their honeymoon lug-
gage, Nicky’s share was four bags while
she had fourteen bags and two trunks.
One trunk was filled with shoes and pock-
etbooks. Another held hats. Another car-
ried her bath-powders and other toiletries,

but mostly the special soaps she so loves.

Every piece of luggage was carefully la-

beled. “Bathing suits and play clothes.”

“Evening dresses.” “Suits.” “Furs.” How
proud she was of her white mink stole,

blue mink jacket and blue mink stole, all

honeymoon finery.

But in spite of this love for clothes, never

before has she quite taken the time to see
that all her buttons were buttoned or that
her zipper was zipped all the way. She
isn’t given to spending nearly enough time
before her mirror.
She seems to have no idea, really, of

how beautiful she is. Time and time again
people would stop her on one of the boule-
vards and say, “Aren’t you Elizabeth Tay-
lor?” She would smile and answer, “Yes,
I am.” Invariably then she would be told,

“You’re the most beautiful girl I’ve ever
seen.” Whereupon she would say, “Why,
thank you,” and go on talking to her com-
panion as if there had been no interrup-
tion. Which goes to prove that you can,
in time, get used to anything—even to

looking like Elizabeth Taylor.
She wears almost no make-up, only lip-

stick. And very little jewelry except ear-
rings, which she wears even to breakfast,
and a string of pearls.
The southern coast of France, from

whence Nicky and Elizabeth traveled to

Rome for an audience with His Holiness,
the Pope, reminded Elizabeth of Califor-
nia: the palm trees, the houses—white, pis-
tache, strawberry and lemon-colored—all

bright in the sunshine, the contoured hills

rising steeply from the sea. So it was nat-
ural enough, as their time in Europe drew
to a close, that both Elizabeth and Nicky
should think more and more of their first

home, the suite that awaited them at the
Bel Air Hotel just beyond Beverly Hills.

“We have a fireplace,” Elizabeth would
say wistfully. “And the opposite side of

our living room is all windows—with pull

curtains. It will be cozy when the night
is cold and we light a fire. . .

“We’re going to stay at the Bel Air until

we know just what kind of a house we
want,” Nicky would say.
The Bel Air Hotel is a divinely beau-

tiful place. The rambling, ranch-type
building, mostly one story, is surrounded
by a dense growth of trees and ferns and
flowers. Set in the gardens is the oval
swimming pool, blue as the sky and bor-
dered with lounging chairs, tables, gay
parasols.
There was no talk of children. In fact,

when the rumor spread that Elizabeth was
going to have a baby she was most em-
barrassed, and when she talked to her
mother on the trans-Atlantic phone she
protested regarding the columnists who
had used this item. But knowing how well

she loves small, helpless things—her pet

chipmunk, kittens, dogs—I think it’s safe

to assume there will be a family.

Nicky’s determination not to let her
career interfere with their normal living

is so intense; as is her love for Nicky. . . .

The End
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EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT

N B C -TV
For the hilarious true story of Dave
Garroway’s life and career, read the

current issue of TRUE STORY
Magazine now on newsstands. Full-

page color portrait of Garroway, too!
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(Continued from page 44) qualified herself

from office by marriage, she was our
President, an office now handled by Mar-
gie Dillon, her stand-in. I’m the Veep,
moving up from Treasurer. Terry Moore
probably will be elected to my old post,

not as important as it might be because
we pay no dues and, therefore, have no
money. There are three technical advisers
now, Liz, Janie, and Barbara Long Thomp-
son. And they’re qualified to advise cer-
tainly, because of the happiness of their

marriages.
It was shortly after Janie’s wedding that

we SLOBs had our first official meeting.
Janie invited us to her new apartment for

a homecooked dinner. Afterwards, Liz
and I took over the dinner dishes. She was
in charge of the washing. I was in charge
of the drying. When we finished, the
Steffens were minus two plates, one saucer
and one cup. Patiently, Janie commented,
“Liz, you’d better marry someone who
owns a hotel. You’ll never make a good
housewife.”
Many a true word is spoken in jest.

We’d all heard that Liz and Nick Hilton
were dating but she’d been very reticent

on the subject. This in itself should have
told us how serious it was, of course. Pre-
viously Liz had always been quick to tell

us, in great detail, about any new romance.
While Liz and I still sat chatting of the

SLOBs, of her travels with Nicky, of

Nicky, of the fun we would have when we
all were back home again, the French
Colonial dignitary departed. As his motor
cavalcade got under way, sirens started
screaming. “Remember our sirens?” de-
manded Liz, laughing.
On her wedding day when the bridal

party left her home for the church, a big

Reunion in Paris

husky motorcycle cop named Ed was as-
signed to us. Ed and Liz were old friends.

He’d guarded the Taylor house when they’d
received threatening letters. So when Liz
asked him if he would sound the siren on
the way to church, he said gallantly:

“Well, Elizabeth, it’s against the rules,

but the department will give it to you as

a wedding present.”
Janie, Barbara and I were in the car

directly in front of Liz’s car and we waved
back and forth as we sped down Santa
Monica Boulevard, accompanied by the
screaming of the siren.

I

T WAS as we all assembled in the vesti-

bule that she, for the first time, was
nervous. And no wonder! For we were
greeted by the organist, who announced
that the organ was broken.
“Never mind,” we all told Elizabeth.

“We’ll hum ‘Here Comes the Bride’ as
we walk down the aisle!”

However, Ted Harbert, who handles
Liz’s publicity at the studio, had a better
idea. He rushed out, found an electrician

and hurried him to the organ loft.

“This organ will never play,” the elec-

trician announced.
“Never?” gasped the frantic organist.

“Never,” smiled the electrician, “until

you turn on the ‘juice.’
”

In his excitement at the arrival of the
bridal party the organist had forgotten to

turn the switch!
What sort of a girl is Elizabeth really?

Friends forever ask me that. Above all,

she is not even remotely spoiled—thanks
to the wonderful manner in which her
mother and dad brought her up. Thanks,
too, no doubt to the hazing of her older
brother, Howard. Her mother was a fa-

mous Ziegfeld beauty and her under-
standing of show business and show people
made her the perfect mother for a girl

destined to become internationally cele-
brated as a beauty.
Even those of us who see Elizabeth all

the time often are taken unaware by her
loveliness. We were, on her wedding day.
We all waited in the lower hall to see her
come down the staircase. I’ve never seen
a girl look as beautiful as she did.

She’s a tremendously sensitive person.
She knows that as a movie star she must
be a matter of news. But I’ve seen her
break down and cry when radio com-
mentators rebuked her for such silly

little things as any girl might do.

Unkindness hurts her all the more, I

think, because she is generous and kind
of heart by instinct. I have never known
her to be malicious or catty or mean. She’s
voluble, too, in her admiration of other
girls, occasionally mourning the fact that
she hasn’t their particular shade of hair
or their petite figure. (What happened to

her should happen to me!)
She’s pretty healthy mentally and physi-

cally, entirely lacking any inhibitions or
allergies. But she detests stockings. Even
on her wedding day she would not wear
them. She has a fine sense of humor and
from her dad, who is a famous art dealer,

she inherits a talent for painting and sculp-
ture. The first impressive bust she sculp-
tured got a typical name. She called it

“Mona Lizzie.” And when a series of

schoolgirl romances were broken off and
she was assailed in the papers she coined
a new name for herself, “The Jilh” It was
Liz, too, who conjured up S.L.O.B.
The day of her engagement party I’ll

never forget. Looking happier than I’d

Whome? pay high prices

for nail polish and lipstick?

I SHOULD SAYNOT/

New low-price lipstick WON'T bleed or wear off like high-priced lipstick

It’s the Cutex Colorgenic Lipstick—made by an exclusive electronic process. It’s color-fast
.

.

with incredible lustre. Won’t bleed, cake or wear off like many high-priced lipsticks.

Wear it once! See the difference! Only 49ff. New purse size Prices jplus lax.

No longer need you look in vain for nail polish at any price that
won’t chip or flake. This tremendous polish discovery guarantees
you incredible wear at an incredibly low price. Look into it now . . .

This is the true story of an amaz-
ing nail polish discovery... a new
miracle-wear ingredient called
Enamelon.

It’s found only in new low-
priced, luxury Cutex— and it’s

guaranteed to give incredible wear
...to last longer, chip less than

your high-priced polish.

Cutex with Enamelon stays

lovely, day after day after day as

no polish ever did before. And,
new, miracle-wear Cutex is so

pure... even women with skins so

sensitive they cannot use other

polishes state that they can safely

use new Cutex.
Thirteen luscious shades. New

Cutex 10^ ; de luxe Nail Brilliance

size 25 Prices plus tax.
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NEW SHAPE
is the

t

The new-shape rounded coat—news because it keeps

the new slim-silhouette. Yet is curved ever so subtly from collar to hem,

to flatter your natural contour.

The new-shape Modess box—news because it, too,

is designed with a subtle silhouette. The box is cleverly shaped

to look like so many other kinds of boxes, you’d never guess

it held Modess! Another discreet feature

—

Modess is now pre-wrapped even before

reaching your store!

Same number of fine napkins. Same price. Regular,

Junior, and Super sizes.

Only Modess comes

in the new-shape,

secret-shape box . .
.
pre-wrapped

!

When Betty Sullivan and Liz Taylor

caught the bridal bouquet together at

Jane Powell’s wedding, they formed the

S. L. O. B. Club, with Janie as adviser
j

ever seen her, she greeted each of us at

the door with a gardenia and a tiny scroll

on which was written “Liz and Nick

—

May 6th.” Right away I asked to see her
engagement ring. With great pride and
seriousness she extended her third finger,

left hand, on which rested a minute dia-
mond. Flustered, I didn’t know what to

say, but finally remarked how lovely it

was. At which point Liz burst out laugh-
ing and produced her real engagement
ring, a magnificent four-carat, emerald-
cut diamond.
She loves dogs in general and Butch in

particular. Butch is quite a character in

his own right. When Liz bought him she
believed she was buying a miniature French
poodle but at eight months of age, Butch,
black and shaggy and the most affectionate

little-big dog who’s ever bowled me over,

had grown far beyond miniature size and
was still growing when I last saw him.

Liz has faults, too. But they’re minor.
Her chronic lateness exasperates those

who don’t know her and has infuriated
newspapermen who misconstrued tardi-

ness as an expression of her disregard for

lesser mortals. Nothing could be further
from the truth because she is the friend-

liest of persons. But the only time, ac-

tually, I ever knew her to be ready ahead
of time was on her wedding day.

I’ve known Liz for two years and I’d

say she is a regular down-to-earth pleas-

ant American girl, the kind you’d want for

a friend or the kind any mother would
want for her daughter. Remaining with
me is one vivid impression of her wed-
ding. As she neared the pew where her
mother was seated she halted her father

imperceptibly and, leaning toward her
mother, threw her a kiss that was freight-

ed with tenderness.
All the time we had been talking in the

George V lobby that day, Elizabeth had
been watching the door. Suddenly she
jumped to her feet. “Here’s Nicky!” And
tall, big-shouldered Nicky Hilton, grin-

ning and wearing the handsome new tie

that had been Elizabeth’s surprise for him
that morning, came striding towards us.

He’s a lucky guy, Nicky Hilton. And
he deserves to be. Because he’s a nice guy,

too.

The End
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Brief Reviews

l/V (F) ADMIRAL WAS A LADY—UA: An
ofif-the-beaten-track comedy on how the lives of four
ex-GI’s (Edmond O’Brien, Johnny Sand, Dick
Erdman and Steve Brodie) are complicated by the
arrival of ex Wave Wanda Hendrix, who’s trying
to locate her fiance. With Rudy Vallee. (Aug.)
)/(/ (A) ASPHALT JUNGLE, THE—M-G-M : A
brutally frank and ironic story of a jewelry store
holdup and the punishment of its executors. With
Sterling Hayden, Louis Calhern, Sam Jaffee, James
Whitmore, Jean Hagen and Marilyn Monroe. (July)

(F) BEYOND THE PURPLE HILLS —Co-
lumbia: Standard Autry epic with Gene as a sheriff

tracking down a slippery murderer. (Aug.)
l/l/ (A) BRIGHT LEAF— Warners: A colorful
tale about the tobacco-growing country of 1894 with
Gary Cooper as a tenant-farmer who becomes rich

by the invention of the cigarette machine. With Pat
Neal, Lauren Bacall, Jack Carson. (July)

V'V' Vi (F) BROKEN ARROW—20th Century-
Fox: Beautiful, intelligent Western. Jimmy Stewart,
a fearless frontiersman, tries to effect a peace treaty
with Apache Chief Jeff Chandler. Debra Paget is a
lovely Indian maiden. (Aug.)
/'/' Vi (A) CAGED—Warners: Eleanor Parker, a
young first offender becomes a hard, bitter woman
aftei a year in prison. An interesting but morbid
film. With Agnes Moorehead, Hope Emerson. (July)

l/ (A) CARGO TO CAPET0WN—Columbia : Brod-
erick Crawford and John Ireland are wasted in a
brawny sea yarn with little excitement and less

originality. Ellen Drew’s the girl. (July)
(F) CHEAPER BY THE DOZEN—20th Cen-

tury Fox: The amusing and episodic adventures of
a large family in which Clifton Webb plays a bril-

liant but eccentric father; Myrna Loy, an under-
standing mother and Jeanne Crain, Barbara Bates,
the two elder daughters. (July)
Z' (F) COLT 45—Warners: Unbelievable and
rather dull story of men who fight and die because
of th Colt repeating pistol. Randolph Scott’s the
salesman who introduces the gun in the West;
Zachary Scott’s the dastardly villain; Ruth Roman,
the love interest. (Aug.)

i//" (A) CRISIS— M-G-M: In this grim drama,
Cary Grant is kidnapped to perform a brain opera-
tion on Fascist dictator Jose Ferrer and is torn be-
tween his duty to his profession and to his wife Paula
Raymond, held hostage by revolutionist Gilbert, to be
killed if Ferrer survives. With Signe Hasso. (Sept.)
1/*/ (A) DAMNED DON’T CRY, THE— War-
ners: An interesting gangster melodrama that has
Joan Crawford going from a respectable but poor
housewife, to racketeer David Brian’s ladylove. With
Kent Smith and Steve Cochran. (July)

//t/ (F) DESTINATION MOON— Pal- Eagle
Lion: A journey filled with out-of-this-world adven-
tures takes John Archer, Warner Anderson, Dick
Wesson and Tom Powers zooming through space.
(Sept.)

1/ (F) DEVIL’S DOORWAY— M-G-M: Robert
Taylor, a full blooded Shoshone Civil War Hero
returns to his Wyoming ranch and discovers even
good Indians aren’t wanted. Paula Raymond’s a
lady attorney, I-ouis Calhern. a shady lawyer in this
fair-to-middling Western. (Aug.)

1/ 1/ -F) DUCHESS OF IDAHO—M-G-M : A gay
Technicolor musical concerning the romantic mix-ups
of Esther Williams. Paula Raymond. Van Johnson,
John Lund. Plenty of stunning Sun Valley scenery
and Esther’s aquatics to entertain (Sept.)
1/1/ Vi (F) FATHER OF THE BRIDE—M-G-M:
Hilarious comedy about the complications of wed-
ding preparations. T.iz Taylor is breathtakingly beau-
tiful as Don Taylor’s bride and Spencer Tracy, Joan
Bennett make delightful narents. (July)
/Vi/ (F) FI.AME AND THE ARROW, THE—
Norma Warners: Burt Lancaster leaps, jumps and
flies through the air in the grand manner of Douglas
Fairbanks to make this Technicolor tale of the dash-
ing medieval adventurer and the noble lady (Vir-
ginia Mayo) first class entertainment. (Sept.)
i/l/ (P') FRIGHTENED CITY—Columbia : The
New York smallpox scare of 1946 inspired this excit-
ing story of smuggler Evelyn Keyes who brings the
dread virus mto the country along with some precious
jewels. With Charles Korvin. William Bishop, Lola
Albright. (Sept.)

(F) FURIES. THE— Wallis-Paramount: This
colorful drama stars the late Walter Huston as a
cattle baron who rules his empire with an iron hand
his daughter Barbara Stanwvck with kid gloves.
With Judith Anderson and Wendell Corev (Aug )

y Vi (F) GOOD HUMOR MAN. THE—Columbia:
Slapstick cops-and-robbers comedy with Jack Carson
as an ice-cream salesman who gets himself into a
!>"!. Lola Albright and Tean Wallace are the blondes
in his life (Sept.)

I/V (F) GREAT JEWEL ROBBER, THE—War-
ners- Authentic case history with David Brian as a
jewel thief who broke hearts as well as safes. Mar-
jorie Revnolds. Claudia Barrett. Tacqueline de Wit
are the gals he done wrong (Sept )

VY <A\G
[
IMFTGHTER

' TH'E-20th Century-
box: Off the-beaten-path Western with more sus-
pense than shooting as outlaw Gregory Peck, fighting
against time, tries to persuade bis estranged wife
Helen Westcott to start a new life with him With
Millard Mitchell. Tean Parker. (July)/ (F) HAPPY YEARS. THE—M-G-M: Dean
otockwell, Darryl Hickman, Scotty Beckett are in-
volved in prep-school problems at the Lawrenceville
Academy of the 1890’s For the younger set (Sept )

/!// (A) IN A LONELY PLACE-Columbia:
Une of the year s best murder mysteries, with Hum-
phrey Bogart as the chief suspect: Gloria Grahame
and Frank Lovejoy. (July)

ONE DANCE
was enough for me"

Don’t let DEODORANT FAILURE

spoil your good times . .

.

new spray

deodorant . . . stops perspiration

There’s a big reason why millions of women are

switching to new, spray-on HEED in the flexible,

squeeze bottle. It really stops perspiration . . .

prevents underarm odor all the live-long day.

HEED’s so easy, so dainty

to use, too. No more messy

fingers. There’s not another

type deodorant . . . cream or

old-fashioned liquid . . . that

gives such long-lasting pro-

tection so quickly. So don’t

risk unhappiness. GetHEED
today. At all cosmetic count-

ers, 49$. Lasts many months.

NeverkrHeed/ess

andyou//,a/wayshe safe/
P
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NEW HOME RACIAL
Look lovelier in 10 days with

this Quick Beauty Routine

—or your money back!

No need for a lot of elaborate preparations

... no complicated rituals! With one cream

you can cleanse . . . help protect . . . and help

heal ! The secret is a marvelous new Home
Facial, using only greaseiess Noxzema.
And it can help bring you lovelier-looking

skin in 10 days— or your money back!

Here's all you do:
1. Morning — Apply Noxzema over face

and neck. With a damp cloth, “creamwash”

just as you would with soap and water.

Rinse. “Creamwashing” cleanses so thor-

oughly.

After drying, smooth on a light film of

Noxzema for your powder base. It not only

holds make-up beautifully, but it also helps

protect your skin— all day!

2. Evening — At bedtime, “creamwash”
with Noxzema again. How clean your skin

looks ! How fresh it feels ! See how you’ve

washed away make-up, the day’s dirt and
grime — without rubbing!

Now, lightly massage Noxzema into face

and neck. Pat a little extra over blemishes.*

While you sleep, Noxzema helps heal them
—helps your skin look softer, smoother. It’s

greaseless! No “smeary” face or pillow!

A skin doctor developed this new Nox-
zema Home Facial. In clinical tests it

helped 4 out of 5 women to lovelier-look-

ing skin. And you’ll be thrilled to see how
it can help your skin look lovelier, too!

Noxzema is a medicated formula—a unique

oil-and-moisture emulsion— helps normal-

ize both dry and oily skin.

Money-back Offer! Try the new Nox-
zema Home Facial for 10 days. If your

skin doesn’t show real improvement, re-

turn the jar to Noxzema, Baltimore, Md.—
your money cheerfully refunded. But you
will be delighted! Get Noxzema today—
while you can get the 85<p jar for only 59<f

—almost half again as much for your money
as in the Small size! Limited time only—
at any drug or cosmetic counter.

No complexion trou-
bles for Betty Jane
Hokenstrom of Minne-
apolis who says, “I use
Noxzema every night

and morning to help
my skin look soft and
smooth. I keep a jar han-

dy in my desk at work.”

*externally-caused.

r

MONEY SAVING OFFER
j

BIG 854 JAR
now £ plus

only
,ax

Limited offer— stock up now!

L—....................j

l/V (F) IT’S A SMALL WORLD—Castle-Eagle
Lion: An intelligent treatment of the midget problem
which has Paul Dale mixed up with crooks Lorraine
Miller and Steve Brodie before he adjusts himself to
circus life. (Sept.)

V'V' (F) JALKIE ROBINSON STORY, THE—
Jewel-Eagle Lion: Baseball fans will love this true
life story of the famous Brooklyn Dodger with Jackie
himself in the lead. Ruby Dee, Minor Watson and
Louise Beavers lend able support. (Aug.)
p'' (F) KILL THE UMPIRE—Columbia: Ex-ball
player William Bendix, longing for his home on the

I

diamond, gets a job as an umpire and discovers what
'

these much abused fellows go through. It’s funny in
spots. With Una Merkel, Ray Collins. (Aug.)

(A) KIND HEARTS AND CORONETS

—

Rank-Eagle Lion: Delightfully different type of
satire in which Dennis Price merrily sets out to

|

eliminate eight relatives (all brilliantly played by I

Alec Guinness) who stand in the way of his title.
|

With Valerie Hobson, Joan Greenwood. (Aug.)
(A) LAWLESS, THE — Paramount-Pine-

|

Thomas: Newspaper-owner Macdonald Carey and
Gail Russell defend a Mexican crop picker who gets
involved in a fight that almost snowballs into a lynch-
ing. A hard-hitting drama. (July)

(F) LOVE THAT BRUTE—20th Century-
Fox: Strictly for laughs is this spoof of the roaring I

twenties with Paul Douglas, Jean Peters. (Aug.)
l/'yr' (F) LOUISA—U-I: Sprightly comedy about
love over sixty with Spring Byington pursued by
Charles Coburn and Edmund Gwenn with Ronald
Reagan, Ruth Hussey, Piper Laurie. (Aug.)

(A) MEN , THE — Kramer-UA: Marlon
Brando makes his screen debut as a paralyzed World
War II vet who rehabilitates himself with the help
of his girl Teresa Wright and his doctor, Everett
Sloan. Strong screen fare. (July)

\/ (F) MY FRIEND IRMA GOES WEST—Wal-
lis-Paramount: Not as funny as its predecessor, this

sequel takes Irma (Marie Wilson) and Jane (Diana
Lynn) to Las Vegas, where they all but wreck the
town. John Lund, Jerry Lewis, Dean Martin. (Aug.)
1/ (F) MYSTERY STREET — M-G-M: Semi-
documentary thriller with Ricardo Montalban, Jan
Sterling, Marshall Thompson, Sally Forrest. (Aug.)

LA/ (F) NEXT VOICE YOU HEAR, THE—
M-G-M: Profoundly moving story of the way an
average American family reacts when the Voice of

God is heard over radio. With James Whitmore,
Nancy Davis, Gary Gray, Lillian Bronson. (Aug.)

lA/' (A) NIGHT AND THE CITY—20th Cen-
tury-Fox: Richard Widmark is nastier than ever
in this seamy story of the wrestling racket in foggy ;

London. Gene Tierney and Hugh Marlowe are but
briefly seen as the only decent people. (Aug.)

(F) PANIC IN THE STREETS—20th Cen-
tury-Fox: Health officer Richard Widmark and po-

lice captain Paul Douglas join forces to round up
Walter Palance and Zero Mostel, carriers of a deadly
plague. Exciting. With Barbara Bel Geddes. (Sept.)

\Z>y (F) PEGGY—U-I: Sisters Barbara Lawrence
and Diana Lynn vie for the title of Rose Queen in

Pasadena’s Tournament of Roses. With Charles Co-

burn, Rock Hudson, Charles Diake. (Sept.)

1/ (F) RETURN OF THE FRONTIERSMAN—
Warners: Only redeeming points of this violent

Western are a good performance by Gordon MacRae
and lush Technicolor. With Julie London, Jack Holt,

Rory Calhoun. (Aug.)

^ (F) ROGUES OF SHERWOOD FOREST—Co-

lumbia: John Derek as the noble son of Robin Hood
goes out to right the wrongs inflicted by villainous

George Macready. With Diana Lynn. (Sept.)

(A) SLEEPING CITY, THE—U-I : Richard
Conte’s the detective out to smash New York’s nar-

cotic racket in this semi-documentary drama. Peggy
Dow and Coleen Gray supply the romance. (July)

<S\/ 'A (A) SUNSET BOULEVARD—Paramount:
Gloria Swanson returns to the screen in a gripping

story of a faded star who lives in the past. With Bill

Holden and Nancy Olson. (Sept.)

y/ (F) SUNSET IN THE WEST—Republic: This I

time Roy Rogers is a cattle buyer who helps sheriff,

Will Wright, capture nasty gangsters. (Aug.)

y (F) THIS SIDE OF THE LAW—Warners: An
unbelievable tale involving impersonation, murder
and other forms of mayhem which wastes the talents

of Kent Smith, Viveca Lindfors, Janis Paige. (Sept.)

(F) THREE LITTLE WORDS—M-G-M:
A lavish musical with heart, based on the lives and

music of Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby. With Fred

Astaire, Red Skelton, Vera Ellen, Arlene Dahl,

Keenan Wynn, Gloria De Haven. (Aug.)

V'V (F) TICKET TO TOMAHAWK, A—20tk :

Century-Fox: An action-packed satire on Western;

with Dan Dailey, Anne Baxter, Rory Calhoun. (July) •

t/ J4 (F) TREASURE ISLAND—Disney-RKO
The magic of this famous adventure story is captured

in Technicolor and superb live-action performance;

by Bobby Driscoll. With Robert Newton. (Sept.)

yfy/ (F) WABASH AVENUE—20th Century-Fox

Chicago in the ’90’s is the setting of this plush Tech

nicolor musical with Betty Grable, Phil Harris anc

Victor Mature. (July)

1/ J4 (A) WHERE DANGER LIVES — RKO
Faith Domergue on the verge of madness meets Doc

tor Robert Mitchum and almost ruins his love lif<

(Maureen O’Sullivan) and his career. Not a prettj

picture. With Claude Rains. (Sept.)

]/y y2 (A) WHERE THE SIDEWALK ENDS-
20th Century-Fox: A taut violent drama with Dan;

Andrews as a detective who accidentally kills Crai;

Stevens and tries to cover Up his deed. Gene Tier

ney’s the murdered man’s wife. With Gary Merrill

Tom Tully. (Sept.)
. ,

y/f/ (F) WINCHESTER .73—U-I: Action-packet

Western, complete with Indian raid, bank robber;

and ambush which centers around a crack rifle and ;

deadly feud between brothers Jimmy Stewart an(

Stephen McNally. With Shelley Winters. (Sept.)
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Casts of Current Pictures

ABBOTT AND COSTELLO IN THE FOREIGN
LEGION—U-I: Jonesy, Bud Abbott; Maxr Lou
Costello; Nicole, Patricia Medina; Axmann, Walter
Slezak; Hamud El Khalid, Douglas Dumbrille; Com-
mandant, Fred Nurney; Abdullah, Wee Willie
Davis; Hassam, Leon Belasco; Alt Ami, Jack Ray-
mond; Ibrim, Henry Corden.
CONVICTED—Columbia: Joe Hufford, Glenn Ford;
George Knowland, Broderick Crawford; Malloby,
Millard Mitchell; Kay Knowland, Dorothy Malone;
Captain Douglas, Carl Benton Reid; Ponti, Frank
Faylen; Mapes, Will Geer; Bertie Williams, Martha
Stewart; Detective Dorn, Henry O’Neill; Detective
Baley, Douglas Kennedy; Vernon Bradley, Roland
Winters; Mackay, Ed Begley; Eddie, Frank Cady;
Tex, John Doucette; Martha Lorry, Ilka Gruning;
Curly, John A. Butler; Luigi, Peter Virgo.
FANCY PANTS— Paramount: Humphrey, Bob
Hope; Agatha Floud, Lucille Ball; Cart Belknap,
Bruce Cabot; Mike Floud, Jack Kirkwood; Eftle
Floud, Lea Penman; George Van-Basingwell, Hugh
French; Sir Wimbley, Eric Blore; Wampum, Joseph
Vitale; Teddy Roosevelt, John Alexander; Lady
Maude, Norma Varden.
GLASS MENAGERIE, THE—Warners: Laura,
Jane Wyman; Jim, Kirk Douglas; Amanda, Ger-
trude Lawrence; Tom, Arthur Kennedy; Mendoza,
Ralph Sanford; Clerk, Ann Tyrrell; Young Man,
John Compton; Woman Instructor, Gertrude Graner;
Mrs. Miller, Sara Edwards; Miss Porter, Louise
Lorrimer; Eddie, Cris Alcaide.
KING SOLOMON'S MINES—M-G-M: Elizabeth
Curtis, Deborah Kerr; Allan Quatermain, Stewart
Granger; John Goode, Richard Carlson; Smith,
Hugo Haas; Eric Masters, Lowell Gilmore; Khiva,
Kimursi; LJmbopa, Siriaque.
EYE WITNESS—Coronado-Eagle Lion: Adam Hey-
ward, Robert Montgomery; Col. Summerfield, Leslie
Banks; Judge, Felix Aylmer; Alex Summerfield,
Patricia Wayne; Sir Adrian Horth, K. C., Andrew
Cruickshank; Beamish, Harcourt Williams; Mary
Baxter, Jenny Laird; Sam Baxter, Michael Ripper;
Ann Summerfield, Ann Stephens; Widgery, Wylie
Watson; Martin Foxglove, K. C., Noel Howlett;
Prouty, James Hayter; P. C. Hawkins, John Sharp;
Ellen Foster, Shelagh Fraser; Jim Foster, Philip
Dale; Taxi Driver, Hal Osmond.
KISS TOMORROW GOODBYE—Cagney-War-
ners: Ralph Cotter, James Cagney; Holiday, Bar-
bara Payton; Margaret Dobson, Helena Carter;
Inspector Weber, Ward Bond; Mandon, Luther
Adler; Reece, Barton MacLane; Jinx Raynor, Steve
Brodie; Vic Mason, Rhys Williams; Ezra Dobson,
Herbert Heyes; Tolgate, John Litel; Byers, William
Frawley; Det. Gray, Robert Karnes; Det. Fowler,
Kenneth Tobey; Dist. Attorney, Dan Riss.
LADY WITHOUT PASSPORT, A—M-G-M: Mari-
anne Loress, Hedy Lamarr; Pete Karczag, John
Hodiak; Inspector Westlake, James Craig; Palinov,
George Macready; Archer James, Bruce Cowling;
Harry Nordell, Nedrick Young; Jose, Carl Mille-
taire; Sestina, Renzo Cesano.
OUTRAGE—Filmakers-RKO : Ann Walton, Mala
Powers; Dr. Bruce Ferguson, Tod Andrews; Jim
Owens, Robert Clarke; Mr. Walton, Raymond Bond;
Mrs. Walton, Lillian Hamilton; Stella Carter, Rita
Lupino; Sgt. Hendrix, Hal March; Mr. Harrison,
Kenneth Patterson; Frank Marini, Jerry Paris;
Mrs. Harrison, Angela Clarke; Sheriff Hanlon, Roy
Engel; Scarface, Albert Mellen.
PRETTY BABY—Warners: Sam Morley, Dennis
Morgan; Patsy Douglas, Betsy Drake; Barry
Holmes, Zachary Scott; Cyrus Baxter, Edmund
Gwenn; Corcoran, William Frawley; Sidney, Ray-
mond Roe; Powers, Ransom Sherman; Peggy, Sheila
Stephens; Miss Brindel, Eleanor Audley; Henderson,
George Chandler; Receptionist, Barbara Billingsley.
STELLA—20th Century-Fox: Stella, Ann Sheridan;
Jeff De Marco, Victor Mature; Carl Granger, David
Wayne; Claire, Randy Stuart; Mary, Marion Mar-

i shall; Don, Frank Fontaine; Fred, Leif Erickson;
Flora, Evelyn Varden; Mrs. Calhoun, Lea Penman;
Peggy Denny, Joyce MacKenzie; Tim Gross, Ho-
bart Cavanaugh; Mr. Beeker, Charles Halton.

j

SUMMER STOCK—M-G-M: Jane Falbury, Judy
Garland; Joe D. Ross, Gene Kelly; Orville Wingait,
Eddie Bracken; Abigail Falbury, Gloria De Haven;
Esme, Marjorie Main; Herb Blake, Phil Silvers;
Mr. Wingait, Ray Collins; Harrison Keath, Hans
Conried.
TEA FOR TWO—Warners: Nan, Doris Day; Jim-
my, Gordon MacRae; Tommy, Gene Nelson; Pauline,
Eve Arden; Larry, Billy De Wolfe; Max, S. Z.
Sakall; Early, Bill Goodwin; Beatrice, Patrice Wy-
more; Mabel, Virginia Gibson; Stevens, Crauford

,

Kent.
THREE HUSBANDS—Gloria-UA: Lucille Mc-
Cabe, Eve Arden; Jane Evans, Ruth Warrick; Mary
Whittaker, Vanessa Brown; Dan McCabe, Howard
da Silva; Arthur Evans, Shepperd Strudwick; Ken-
neth Whittaker, Robert Karnes; Maxwell Bard,
Emlyn Williams; Mrs. Whittaker, Billie Burke;
Matilda Clegg, Louise Erickson; Mr. Wurdeman,

: Jonathan Hale; Mrs. Wurdeman, Jane Darwell.
THREE SECRETS—Warners: Susan Chase, Elea-
nor Parker; Phyllis Horn, Patricia Neal; Ann Law-
rence, Ruth Roman; Bob Duffy, Frank Lovejoy;
Bill Chase, Leif Erickson; Del Prince, Ted de Cor-
sia; Hardin, Edmon Ryan; Mark Harrison, Larry
Keating; Mrs. Connors, Katherine Warren; Paul
Radin, Arthur Franz; Johnny, Duncan Richardson.
UNION STATION—Paramount: Lt. William Cal-
houn, William Holden; Joyce Willecombe, Nancy
Olson; Insp. Donnelly, Barry Fitzgerald; Joe Bea-
com, Lyle Bettger; Marge Wrighier, Jan Sterling;
Lorna Murchison, Allene Roberts; Henry Murchison,
Herbert Heyes; Gus Hadder, Don Dunning; Vince
Marley, Fred Graff; Detective Shattuck, James Seay.

Are you in the know?

If your beau brings his Mom and Dad to the game, should you—
I |

Consider him a "Mama's boy” Q Make with the green eyes Q Hang onto him

Begrudge sharing your football date? Not
you! You appreciate a steady Freddy who’s

considerate of his parents. As he treats

them he’ll be treating you, someday. And a

good man’s worth hanging on to. Wherever
you go, on "those” days, defeat discomfort

with Kotex. Made to stay soft while you

wear it, Kotex gives softness that holds its

shape. Keeps you extra comfortable, when
teamed with your new Kotex Wonderform*
Belt. It’s made with nylon elastic (non-

curling, non-twisting). Washable. Dries fast!

Which helps sidestep

dry skin problems?

I I
A creamy pillow

I I
A steamy shower

1 I
Stay indoors

When asked where you’d
like to go

—

I I
Have a plan or two

I I
Pick the town’s top nitery

I I
Shrug your shoulders

For that "peaches” look, dry complexions

need cream — (lanolin-rich). No call to

smear Mom’s best pillow cases. Just slather

your face and retreat to a steamy shower.

Then blot off excess cream with Kleenex*
tissues. Saves face. And at calendar -time,

to save embarrassment, make it a habit to

choose Kotex— get extra protection with that

special safety center. By trying all 3 absor-

bencies you’ll learn which one suits you.

If he leaves the doings up to you— the "I

don’t care” routine’s no help. Have a plan

or two. But don’t insist on dinner at the

Plush Room. Make several suggestions and
let him choose whatever’s in line with his

financial bracket. You can gallivant confi-

dently, even on "certain” occasions — with

Kotex. There’s no sign of a telltale line, for

those flat pressed ends prevent revealing out-

lines. Won’t betray your secret.

/I/lore wo/ne/7 cAoose KOTEX*

f/ja/i a// of/ter sa/i/Yary ntrfi/cws

3 ABSORBENCIES: regular, junior, surer
p
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YODORA
the gentler cream deodorant that works

2WAYS

softens
and beautifies underarm skin

because of its face cream base.

Keeps underarm fresh and love-

ly-looking for new sleeveless

fashions. Safe for fabrics, too.

Tubes or jars, 10$, 30$, 60$.

I Can't Believe It!

(Continued from page 34) But it is utterly
impossible to outguess her where her heart
is concerned.
Was she really carrying a torch for Ted

all these months since their separation
when she seemed to be the gayest “bache-
lor girl” in Hollywood, whirling from one
date to another with Bob Sterling or Milton
Berle or Milt Pickman?

I don’t believe so—and I know Betty
well. I think she loved her freedom and
enjoyed every bit of it in the beginning.

OT LONG after her second separation
from Ted I ran into Betty at a cocktail

party. She had just finished “Let’s Dance”
and was still excited over having been
teamed with Fred Astaire. Her eyes aglow,
her cheeks tanned to a deep golden color,

there was no trace of the moodiness I

had seen so many times during the years
she and Ted were trying to work out their

on-again-off-again marriage.
She was very adamant about not return-

ing to Ted. After we had found a quiet
corner in which to do a little girl-talk, she
told me: “No, Louella, I am not reconciling
with Ted. He is living in Chicago where
he is much happier and I certainly have
more peace and contentment now than I

had when I was trying to keep our mar-
riage from breaking up without completely
wrecking myself.”
She seemed to be speaking on the anger

of a fresh hurt as she went on to say, “I

may be wrong—your thinking gets twisted
when you are angry. But I feel that Ted
was actually never in love with me, the
girl, Betty. He was in love with a motion
picture actress and that was all he wanted.
No woman wants to feel it is not her real

self a man cares for.

“If I ever marry again, I want a man
who does not lean on me, but one inde-
pendent enough to say, ‘Come on, Betty, no
more pictures this year. You’ve worked
hard enough.’ I want him to love me for

myself, not because I am in the limelight.

“I’ve worked all my life. I would even
consider retiring if I married a man who
could take care of me. I want most of all

a man who will share responsibilities, who
is tender and thoughtful and good to my
two children, and who will cherish me
without hysterical outbursts of jealousy.

“I would be a good wife to such a man.
I can cook, keep house, and I wouldn’t
need a house full of servants to make
him or myself comfortable. I want to

earn enough money to support my two
daughters, little Lindsay and Candace,
until they are twenty-one. After that they
will be independently rich. Their grand-
father has settled a million-dollar trust

fund on each of my girls.

“Until I meet the man, and I know he is

somewhere in this world, I want the laugh-
ter of love, the fun of dating and getting

flowers and phone calls and drives in the
moonlight and holding hands without get-

ting my heart seriously involved.”
If she felt like that just a few short

months ago you may well be asking, “Why
in the world is she trying marriage again
with the same man?”

It would take a psychoanalyst to answer
that, and I am not one. But let’s go over
the case history:

Betty parted from Briskin right after the
strain of the greatest professional success

she has ever made, “Annie Get Your Gun.”
She was so eager to make a success in

Irving Berlin’s great musical that her
nerves were frayed.

During the making of the picture, noth-
ing else mattered to her and anything out-
side only irritated and diverted her. She
worked on her songs and dances like a dog
—and she would come home exhausted.
Everything was exaggerated out of pro-

portion. What might have been just minor
differences between her and her husband
became mountains of trouble. They parted
just before “Annie” was released.
Even Betty, with all her prayers and

hopes, did not dream that the picture
would be the whopping success it was.
Suddenly she was the girl of the hour in
Hollywood. As the brilliant star of the top
box office musical, she reached a peak of
achievement known to few musical ac-
tresses.

The excitement and dizzy success of
“Annie” served well to carry her past the
first wrench of her rift with Ted. It was
impossible for her to be ecstatically happy
over one climax in her life and unhappy
over another—at the same time.

It was only human that Betty should
respond to the flattery and attentions she
received, not only as the star of the hour

—

but as a gay and unattached “bachelor
girl.” And she loved it.

But even the giddiest pace must subside,
and when she had time to catch her
breath I think Betty began to think.
She is honest enough to know that it

takes two to quarrel. She began to do
some tall thinking between the night club
dates and summer romances.
To make things even tougher, she had

never told the children that she and Ted
were parted. They thought their father
was just on a long business trip “back in

Chicago.” It came as a stab in the heart,
suddenly, when they would ask her, “When
is Daddy coming back?”
For—make no mistake about it—under

all that bounce and zing of the Hutton
personality is a deep maternal instinct and
devotion to family and home.
Knowing Betty as I do—I know she must

have begun to think, “Have I done wrong
to deprive my children of their father,

whom they love very much?”
Yes, as the gay whirl of the merry-

go-round began to slow down, I believe
Betty began to think very serious things
and to question the wisdom of her action
in leaving Ted.

L
OVE has never been an easy, comfort-
able emotion in Betty’s life. Offhand,

I cannot think of any Hollywood girl who
has ever been more deeply hurt by love,

unless it was the equally blonde and
dynamic Jean Harlow. But where Jean’s
heartaches were exposed to the world to

see, many of Betty’s hurts have never
been known except to the people who
love her best.

I remember when Betty first came to

Hollywood, a big-eyed, eager kid. She
was consumed by ambition. She wanted
to do great things, achieve great triumphs.
And in a hurry! Her career was the only
thing that counted with her. And then,
she met a man—a handsome, oh-so-at-
tractive man. But he was not free to marry
her, although he sent her orchids with
cards saying, “I adore you.”
During the two years this romance lasted

Betty became depressed and lost weight
at an alarming rate.

She was so deeply in love that she
would do nothing except sit at home in the
apartment she shared with her mother
and wait for this man to call her up. A
telephone call from him meant more than
the most glamorous date with any of the
eligible men with whom she could have
stepped out.

I was one of the few who knew about
this tragedy in Betty’s life, and I was
amazed at her depth of feeling (she was
just out of her teens then) . She had my
deepest sympathy, because there is no
heartache for a woman that’s worse than (

deeply and truly falling in love with a

man who is not free.
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Eventually this love which had so con-
sumed her wore itself out—as it had to.

There is an innate spunk and firmness in

Betty that would not permit her to throw
her life away in a hopeless love. She, at

last, made up her mind that this unhappy
chapter was over in her life. But it cost

her a lot to close the door on her love.

I’ve always believed it was just the
“rebound” that caused her to announce a
brief “engagement” to a good looking
writer named Charles Martin. She wanted
to fall in love with another man so much
that I think she hypnotized herself into

believing she cared for Martin.
I think, too, that she wanted to prove

to that former man in her life that she
was completely free of him when, on a
personal appearance tour, she announced
her engagement to Martin from a stage
in New York, because she had no real,

sincere feeling for Martin. It did not even
hurt her, I’m sure, when he, ungallantly,
told reporters no engagement existed.

After that, she became a little cynical
about men. Once, bitterly, she said, “I

want a home and children more than any-
thing else in the world. But, darn it, I

wish I could have them without a man!”
She met Ted Briskin, the man she mar-

ried, on a flying trip through Chicago.
Betty and her press agent and close friend,

Margaret Ettinger, happened to be dining
alone there one evening. Across the room
was a tall, dark and attractive man—Ted
Briskin, son of a wealthy Illinois family.
Ted looked at Betty. Betty looked at

Ted. And the first thing she realized after
that first electric shock was that he had
found a mutual friend and was standing in
front of her table being introduced.
The story of their romance and mar-

riage needs no long recounting here. For
awhile, with the birth of their two daugh-
ters, I believe they were very happy. But
Ted, who knows nothing about the pic-
ture business, made the fatal error of try-
ing to manage Betty’s career.

They had serious quarrels, always end-
ing with Betty’s tears and Ted’s promises
that he would not interfere any more.
But he did. With Betty’s career soaring
higher and higher, his domineering ways
—both in their private life and in her
work—created an intolerable situation,
rhey made a break six months ago, only
to reconcile again because of the children,
then part again in bitterness.
Now Betty and Ted will try again with

the new “recipe.”

Maybe these months they have been
apart have washed away all the wrong
things between them. I sincerely hope so

—

aarticularly for the sake of their beautiful
ittle girls, who love them both so much.

The End

led Briskin and Betty Hutton believe

;

'hey have found a “recipe” for marriage
i

Finest imported

talcum

powder

394
plus tax
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LONGFELLA
IN STREAMLINED

GOLD FINISH ,

^ CASE £

FASTENOL

for long-lasting

color brilliance

Flame-Glo Longfella

keeps you kissable for hours longer, with

no fear ot smudges, smears or blurry

edges. What's more, it’s longer, stronger

and better balanced than any lipstick

you’ve ever used! In a dozen

flattering, seductive fashion

shades, only 39c. Also in

regular 49<f, 25c & 10c sizes, vmmMB
with matching rouge 25c.
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GET FLAME-GLO AT POPULAR-PRICE COSMETIC COUNTERS

Treasure

(Continued, from page 55) make that state-
ment! However, Georgia, Gene’s combina-
tion cook and housekeeper, need have no
fear of losing her job. “She’s wonderful,”
Gene sings her praises. “She not only
cooks divinely but in an emergency she
can become a hairdresser or a chauffeur.”
While Gene’s husband, distinguished de-

signer Oleg Cassini, was in New York
recently, her mother, Mrs. Belle Tierney,
was visiting her.
One night Gene and her mother were

getting ready to go to a premiere. “You
can’t drive yourself to a premiere,” Georgia
said firmly, “and certainly not in that car.

It looks like* it just left Tobacco Road.” So
while Gene and her mother dressed,
Georgia washed the car, and then drove
them there and back in fine style.

“And that’s not all,” Gene adds with a
laugh. “With everybody in town playing
Canasta I’ve been trying to learn to play
too. I’ve tried to play it with Jennifer
Jones and Mrs. Joe Cotten. Both of them
said, ‘Learn to play first, and then we’ll

have a game.’ I can take a hint. So who’s
teaching me Canasta? Georgia, of course.”

G
ENE has reduced movie-star living to

its simplest form. She went through the
big glamour house phase several years ago.
She also had a big glamour party with a
cellophane tent. Today, however, she goes
in for small houses, small parties—and
small cars.

Gene is one of those people who haunt
antique shops, secondhand stores and auc-
tions. Her present house is the eighth house
she has decorated—and all from her haunt-
ing. Some of her pieces are quite expen-
sive, of course. But she has picked up many
a neat bargain in these shops and at auc-
tions, as anyone can who has the time and
the patience to acquire the know-how.
Gene knows her antiques and rarely gets
“taken.” But it happens. Once, however,
she bought a flower bowl at an auction
thinking she just had a nice flower bowl.
Imagine her delight when she got home
and discovered it was a valuable Sevres
bowl. It now decorates her living room
mantel.
Gene has turned the far end of the living

room into a dinette. When she has more
than four for dinner she puts up a card
table. Most of her entertaining, however,
is buffet. Followed by charades. She and
Oleg like to “act.”

The living room and dinette are done, for

the most part, in 18th Century French. The
four chairs in the dinette were made in

France in the 18th Century and are
“signed” by a craftsman of that era, which
means they were made especially for some
celebrity of that period. She bought the
chairs at an antique shop in Los Angeles.
The dining table she bought in the antique
department of Macy’s in New York. It’s

Venetian. (“Don’t keep your room com-
pletely in period,” says Gene. “Venetian
furniture goes well with 18th Century
French.”) There are two inlaid Italian

tables in the living room which she also

bought at Macy’s. Many of the big depart-
ment stores, Gene advises city home-
makers, have wonderful antique shops.

At the end of the living room, opposite
the dinette, is an old French bureau which
she bought at auction. Above it is an old-

fashioned embroidered picture in an an-
tique frame which she found in an antique
shop. Gene’s theory on pictures is that if

you can’t afford original Utrillos, Picassos,

Renoirs, etc., buy these lovely old em-
broidered pictures—or pictures painted on
glass, so popular in the 18th and 19th Cen-
turies. Gene has one large painting in her
living room over the fireplace of herself

and eldest daughter Daria, done several

House

years ago by Elig Kanarek. Family pic- 1 1

tures, ranging from the dignified studio i

portrait to the undignified snapshot, in
'

silver frames, appear all over the house, i

Gray is the basic color of the walls in the i j

living room and dinette. The carpet is

grass green, and the draperies are beige
with a red and green embroidered straw- <

berry motif. In front of the fireplace are s

two love seats covered in beige with small
j

|

cushions of the same material as the drapes,
j

In a semi-bay window, across from the fire- I

place, is a large couch covered in beige
j

satin with cushions of the same material. |

“I used to like loud colors,” says Gene, !

“fluffy ruffles and colorful chintz. But to- jl

day I like muted tones, they are so peace- s

ful, with bright colors used only as an
accent.” When she entertains she has white i

flowers in the various vases in the room, <

but ordinarily she uses flowers from the
j

garden, hibiscus, delphiniums, geraniums, I

daisies and zinnias.

Before the fireplace, between the love i

seats, is a coffee table. Gene found a lovely
j

old tray in an antique shop. For $40 she
j

had a black lacquer base made up for it.

In front of the large couch is a modem <

coffee table with a Chinese motif.
The chandelier in the dinette is an old j

French one she bought from a dealer in

California who specializes in old fixtures.
(

His shop is snowed under with antique
fixtures. But he just can’t be hurried. One
day when Gene had just about despaired
of hearing from him he called her and said,

“I dug up a chandelier in the garage last i

night. I think it’s what you want.” And it

was, exactly. Amethysts and white crystals ;

hang from the chandelier.
If you are pressed for space when you i

entertain, as Gene is, you’ll like her sug- ,

gestion for a space-saver. When she serves i

buffet luncheon or dinner she brings out i

a regular suitcase rack, places a tray on it

and arranges her silver on the tray. The !

rack cost $2.95, and is painted red.

The woodbox in the living room is small i

and dainty and 18th Century. It came from ;

the flea market in New York. Gene spent i

a whole afternoon browsing around. “Well,

Miss Tierney,” said the manager to her
as he was just about to close the place, “if

you don’t want to buy anything, let me give
you something.” And he gave her the !

woodbox. Naturally Gene bought some-
thing after that.

T
HE consoles in the dinette are of

bleached wood with marble tops of pink i

and cocoa. She bought them at an auction, j

Standing on them are beautiful old vases, i

and above them gold-leaf mirrors she
found in an antique shop in Glendale. The I

mirrors are no good for seeing yourself ij

but they are very lovely.

To the left of the fireplace are shelves i

full of books. And to the left and the right s

of the door leading from the dinette to

the kitchen are cabinet shelves filled with
Gene’s Lowestoft china, her silver tea serv-
ice, and assorted antiques, including a

Limoges clock. The fixture man gave her i

the clock for Christmas. She had works put i

in it and now it keeps time beautifully.

Between the doors leading off the living i

room is a large standing black lacquer
lamp, with a shelf for family pictures, and
a green pleated shade. There are other at-

tractive lamps in the living room. Two of

them were originally very handsome blue i

and gold candlesticks. She had them made
into lamps with blue tole shades.

Leading off the living room is the den. j

A flagstone fireplace and beige-colored
wall face a picture window which looks I

out on a small terrace. In the den are two
j

comfortable moss green leather chairs, a I

large beige couch, and a fine old French '



provincial desk where Gene writes letters

and keeps those accounts straight.

The extra size couch Gene calls her
“guest room.” It sleeps two very com-
fortably. The coffee table in front of the

couch is imitation French provincial. On
a built-in caomet, wmch serves as a bar
when necessary, is a large samovar lamp.
The samovar Gene bougnt at auction for

$30, and the shade is made of beige linen

over parchment, with red piping. The
room has a cornice of books and old-
fashioned knick-knacks picked up all the

way from New England to Santa Barbara.
There are two 1874 “horsey” prints on the
walls, and the usual array of handsome
relatives in silver frames on the desk
and cabinet. The carpet is beige, and the
drapes are made of white chintz with
green roses.

Tina’s room is ideal for a little girl going
on two. The walls are dusty rose gingham,
the curtains are dotted Swiss, and the fur-

niture is white with roses, hearts and cupids
painted on it in gay colors. Painted on her
pretty little bed is her name, “Tina.”

There’s a rocking chair which Gene bought
in a secondhand store in Los Angeles, and
painted white. There’s linoleum on the
floor for practicality. On the walls are pic-

tures of Gene and Oleg when they were
Tina’s age, and on the dresser are pictures
of Tina’s little friends.

The Cassini bedroom has sloping beamed
ceilings, and the walls are covered with a
pale green French wallpaper. The clothes
closet in the room has sliding doors, so
Gene has had them covered with the wall-
paper, and they now look like a very at-
tractive screen. Which gives you an idea
what to do with those always unattractive
closet doors. The room has a Venetian love
seat in green taffeta and two matching
Venetian chairs. The twin beds were
bought at auction. They were painted a
violent color. So Gene promptly had them
stripped. Gene’s dressing table is 18th Cen-
tury French, and quite a lovely piece. The
lamps on her dressing table were formerly
very ugly candlesticks. But a little pruning
here and there did the job. The drapes are
real Irish linen which Gene bought in

England last summer for two dollars a yard.
Gene owns a cooperative apartment in

New York, and a small house in Westport,
Connecticut. These, too are antiqued to the
hilt. Her business manager has put his
foot down. No more antiques, he says.
Gene just smiles.

The End
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exclusively featured in the following drug chains:

NORTH ATLANTIC

Sun Drug Pittsburgh, Pa.

Key Drug Co.. . .Rochester, N. Y.

Liggetts Drugs Boston, Mass.

and all of New England
Harvey & Carey
Drugs Buffalo, N. Y.

Eckerd Drugs Erie, Pa.

Central Drugs,NewKensington,Pa.
Liggett-Rexall—New York City,

Westchester, New Jersey, Con-
necticut

Sun Ray Drug Co.

—

Philadelphia, Eastern Penn-
sylvania; Southern and Central

New Jersey

SOUTH ATLANTIC

Read Drugs Baltimore, Md.
Cohen Drugs. .Charleston, W. Va.

Garland’s Drugs. . .Roanoke, Va.
Lane Rexall Drugs. .Atlanta, Ga.
Patterson Drugs. .Lynchburg, Va.
Ace Pharmacies. . . .Norfolk, Va.
Standard Drugs. .Richmond, Va.

Eckerd Drugs. . .Charlotte, N. C.

NORTH CENTRAL
H. A.Woods Drugs, Evansville, Ind.
Snyder’s Drug, Minneapolis, Minn.
Reed Drugs. . . .Milwaukee, Wise.
and surrounding area

Gillis Drugs. . .Terre Haute, Ind.

Gasen Drugs St. Louis, Mo.
Meyer Bros Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Thrifty Drugs Alton, 111.

Peck Drugs. . . .Gr. Rapids, Mich.
Judd’s Drugs Elkhart, Ind.

Cunningham Drugs, Detroit, Mich.
Dockum Drugs. .Wichita, Kansas
Schlegel Drugs. . .Davenport, la.

Gallaher Drugs. . . .Dayton, Ohio
Katz Drugs. . . .Kansas City, Mo.
Shreveport Drugs, Shreveport, La.

Marshall Drugs . . Cleveland, Ohio

Independent Drug Stores and
Michel Pharmacies

Indianapolis, Ind.

Gwinn’s Drugs . . . Anderson, Ind.

Jones Pharmacies, Unionville, Mo.
Tam’s Drugs Elwood, Ind.

Ford Hopkins Drug Stores

—

Chicago, Minnesota, Iowa, Wis-
consin, Indiana, Illinois.

Payless Drug Stores, Bloomington,
111.; South Bend, Ind.

SOUTH CENTRAL
Sommers Drug, San Antonio, Tex.

Taylor Drugs Louisville, Ky.
Renfro Drugs Austin, Texas
Mading Drugs. . .Houston, Texas

J . P. Brown Drugs, Nashville,Tenn.

Albright & Wood. . .Mobile, Ala.

Crown Drug Co Tulsa, Okla.

Veazey Drugs, Okla. City, Okla.

Skillern Drugs Dallas, Texas
Gunning-Casteel Drugs,

El Paso, Texas
Renfro-RexallDrugs,Ft.W’th,Tex.
Economy Drugs, Little Rock, Ark.
Walgreen Drugs, New Orleans, La.

Pantaze Drugs. .Memphis, Tenn.
Van Horn Drugs, Stillwater, Okla.

W. P. Pipkin Drugs, Waco, Texas
Thames Drugs, Beaumont, Texas

MOUNTAIN
Grove Drugs Pueblo, Colo.

Martin Drugs Tucson, Ariz.

Ryan-Evans Drugs, Phoenix, Ariz.

Republic Drugs . . . Denver, Colo.

Bi Rite Drugs, Rock Springs,Wyo.
Hales Drugs Reno, Nev.

PACIFIC
Fred Meyer, Inc., Portland, Ore.

Thrifty Drugs, Bremerton, Wash.
Bartell Drugs Seattle, Wash.
Savon Drugs Tacoma, Wash.
Densow’s Drugs, Spokane, Wash.
Western Thrift Eugene, Ore.

Whalen Drugs. . .Southern Calif.

Reliable Drugs, San Francisco, Cal.

Hotel Drug Stores
Liberty Drug Stores—Alabama, Texas, Indiana, Louisiana, Nebraska,

South Carolina, Virginia

Affiliated National Hotels Drug Stores—Galveston, El Paso, Dallas

and Marlin, Texas
p
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SHAMPOO
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famous Old Spice
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TAX REQUIRED

At Drug and Department Stores

SHULTON
Rockefeller Center, New York

Put 'Em Up
(Continued from page 56) your face as well
as you do.
Joan Evans illustrates the most funda-

mental type of pin curls this issue. These
are not only the easiest to do, but they
are most suited to the average face and
head of hair. Joan’s hair is heavy, healthy
and naturally straight. She sets it every
single morning, sometimes resets it in the
late afternoon if she has a heavy date.

Since she uses only plain water, and
usually sun-dries it, her hair never looks
“set.” In fact, a mere male would think
it grew in those soft waves.
That is what all mere males should be-

lieve of any woman’s hair.
If you follow Joan’s rules (which were

given to Photoplay and Joan by Edith
Brown, the famous “Brownie” of the Anne
Meredith Shop, Beverly Hills’ most ex-
pensive beauty parlor) you can’t go wrong.
Practice here, as anywhere, makes per-
fect. At the end of the week, you’ll be
skillful and at the end of a year, you
should be perfect.

I
HE kind of pin curls which Terry
Moore likes for her “lifted from the

face” hair-do are a bit more difficult to do,

because they must be pinned so that they
stand up on top of the head, like small,

round doughnuts. You’ll need a bit more
extra practice on these, if you find them
becoming.
Terry wears her hair twice as long as

Joan does. Her back-of-the-head hair is

rolled up over her two fingers exactly the
way you’d roll thread on a spool. She
fastens these “spools” with hairpins at
either end, then nets them.
The net deal is important. Be sure you

use a net to hold the basic hair pins in place
till your hair is absolutely dry.
For drying, the sun is best. Next, if you

can afford it, comes the large professional
standing dryer which most Hollywood girls

own for their own homes. But the small
standing dryers or the small hand dryers
are excellent, too. Why not buy a dryer
for yourself as a birthday present? It will

pay you terrific dividends.
It is all right to take the pins out a little

before your hair is thoroughly dry. But
don’t start unrolling until it feels dry and
warm. The least cold feeling means it is

still slightly moist.
Never comb out your wave; brush it

out until all apparent “set” disappears.
Then comb, once through lightly, as it

falls in the waves you want. Any little

special curls near your face should be
brushed up over your fingers.

Now step into your dress. (If it’s a
dress you have to put on over your head,
you will, of course, put it on before you
start to brush your hair. All you have to

do now is swing into the living room and
face that man in your life.

Chances are he’ll say, “What I like

about you is that you never fuss with your
looks, you’re just natural.”

Next month: To doe eyes or not to doe
eyes. Look for the result on saucy Diana
Lynn, Geraldine Brooks, Yvonne De
Carlo, Arlene Dahl, and Phyllis Kirk.

The End

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS
When changing your address, please promptly
advise your postmaster and Macfadden Publi-
cations, Inc., six weeks in advance, furnishing
both your old address ( printed label ) and your
new address, in order that copies of PHOTO-
PLAY may continue to reach you without
delay. Such notification may be by letter or on
post office card Forms 22 and 22-S, respec-

tively, which your postmaster will supply on
request.
MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS, INC.

205 E. 42nd Street New York 17, N. Y.

GOOD COOKING
"The Complete Kitchen Companion"

Now On Newsstands

The once lowly cabbage, so rich in

body-building elements, comes into its

own as the delectable, tasty and inter-

esting vegetable it really is—if you

know how to cook it. In this issue of

GOOD COOKING, there are five

exciting new ways to prepare cabbage,

any one of which will add new flavor

to simple meals.

in this issue:
A

“Mrs. Kay Kyser—Model Home-
maker”

“Boys Like Doughnuts—Enough To
Make Them”

"Home Comes First With Helen
Hayes”

“Dinner On A Plank”
“Dish Of The Month—Veal Stew

Sauterne”
“Soup Of The Evening, Beautiful

Soup ...”
“Fancy Sauces To Dress Up Plain

Fish”
“There’s Nothing Like A Big

Baked Ham”
“A Modern Table Setting”

“Card Party Refreshments”

“You Can Bake With Breakfast

Cereals”

“Autumn Fruits”

“Old Fashioned Molasses Treats”

other

helpful articles,

recipes and menus

for day-to-day

reference.

October

GOOD COOKING
is at newsstands now. . . .

GET YOUR COPY TODAY!

_
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Shadow Stage
(Continued from page 29)

real wrestler who tips the scales at a mild
300 . . . Most of the comedy was shot on lo-

cation in Death Valley where the ther-

mometer hovered around 123 degrees.

/V (F) Fancy Pants (Paramount)

I

N HIS newest comedy, done up splen-
didly in plush and Technicolor, Bob

Hope plays an American actor trying to

pick up a shilling playing a butler in an
English music hall at the turn of the cen-
tury. Temporarily employed as “Hum-
phrey, a gentleman’s gentleman” at an
Earl’s stately home he is engaged by the
nouveau riche Effie Floud (Lea Penman)
to return to Big Squaw, New Mexico, with
her and give polish and culture to her
self-made millionaire husband (Jack
Kirkwood) and her raw-boned, vigorous
daughter Aggie (Lucille Ball). Paw Floud
gets confused and breezes it around Big
Squaw that Maw is bringing home a real
Earl who is making goo-goo eyes at Aggie.
This doesn’t set well with Aggie’s surly
cowboy-beau (Bruce Cabot) who plans
to annihilate him as quickly as possible.

Somehow or other Teddy Roosevelt (John
Alexander), on a presidential tour, gets
involved in the mad proceedings, becomes
palsy with the bogus Earl, and is guest of

honor at a ride to hounds—the likes of

which will cause England to cringe. Of the
three Livingston and Evans songs, com-
posed for this comedy, “Home Cookin’ ” is

the one most likely to succeed.

Your Reviewer Says: Bob Hope. Is that bad?

Program Notes: This set was the mecca for
hundreds of tourists and visitors. Bob is

never too busy to shake hands and pose for
a picture for the homefolks. Pandemonium
was as rampant behind the camera as before
it. Lucille Ball put it neatly when she said,

“Coming to work with Bob is like going to a

party every day. I’ve never had so much
fun” . . . When Director Marshall called the
actors for scenes he’d shout, “Let’s bake the
ham.” Which always delighted the tourists

. . . This picture will always be remembered
by Bob as the picture on which he struck
oil. It was a thrilling day on the set for him
when he received word that oil was dis-

covered on the property in Texas that he owns
with Bing Crosby . . . Bob and radio comic
Jack Kirkwood, who makes his movie debut
as Paw, are old pals, having met twenty
years ago ivhen they were both doing an act

; in vaudeville . . . Lucille Ball broke two toes
in the saloon fight with Bruce Cabot—he
stepped on them.

VV (F) Tea for Two (Warners)

H
ERE’S a gay musical in color, loaded
with nostalgic songs of the ’Twenties

sung delightfully by Doris Day and Gor-
ion MacRae. Two teenagers, prying
among the contents of an old trunk, give
3. Z. Sakall an excuse to shake his many
:hins and recall, in flashback, how career

-

aent Doris and singer-composer Gordon
ind their fellow Thespians put on a show,
‘No, No, Nanette,” way back in 1929 when
he Wall Street crash almost ruined show
ausiness. The picture abounds in top
omedians and talented youngsters. Among
he former are Billy De Wolfe, Eve Arden,
‘Cuddles” Sakall and Bill Goodwin. Doris
lances for the first time on the screen, and
wrings down the house with her “I Know
That You Know” number with Gene Nel-
on of the nimble feet. Billy dances “The
Charleston” with Virginia Gibson, making
ter movie debut, and Patrice Wymore,
nother newcomer, tears into “Crazy
thythm.”

our Reviewer Says: A nostalgic song spree.
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easy to sleep with

Here's your fast, easy, comfortable way to
lovelier curls—Tip-Top Dream Curlers. Made
of soft-as-rubber vinylite—comfortable to sleep
on, not affected by hair preparations. Gives
you soft, smooth, natural-looking curls — no
frizzy ends! Can’t catch or snag hair. Last
longer. The only curler of its kind. Try Dream
Curlers tonight!

FREE!
In i sizes —
at 5 & 10’s

everywhere.

Wfw±

Valuable booklet "Profes-
sional Hair Styling at
Home." Send self-ad-
dressed envelope and 10^
to cover mailing.

DREAM CURLERS
America's Favorite Curler

TIP TOP PRODUCTS COMPANY • OMAHA 2, NEBRASKA
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For your enchanted moments—

at last a lipstick that will not

smear... at last a lipstick of such

exquisite texture that it goes on

easier and stays on longer than

any you have ever used.

The new, exclusiveTangee for-

Program Notes: Doris Day was a bit wary
about dancing with talented Gene Nelson
when “Tea for Two” went into production.
She devoted two weeks to rehearsal, eight
hours daily. Gene said of her, “She’s a great
dancer. And what vitality. Just about wore
me out.” Doris now leads at Warners in

the number of fan letters received week-
ly .. . Tall, alluring Patrice Wymore, who
plays the catty menace, is one of Broad-
way’s outstanding young singing and dancing
stars. However, Kansas-born Patrice got her
first real break in the Hollywood Bowl in
Hollywood when she took over the leading
role in “Up in Central Park” on a few
hours’ notice . . . Virginia Gibson was Vir-
ginia Gorski in New York where she played
in a number of musicals. The studio changed
Gorski to Gibson at the start of “Tea for
Two” and Virginia expects to keep it that
way. She was born in St. Louis and got her
early acting experience with the Municipal
Opera in that town . . . Designer Leah
Rhodes raided the studio’s wardrobe depart-
ment for costumes for the picture. She found
some “period” pieces worn by Corinne Grif-

fith, Colleen Moore, Dorothy Mackaill and
Billie Dove, stars of the ’Twenties.

VWVi (F) King Solomon’s Mines
(M-G-M)

U
EBORAH KERR and Stewart Granger
are the stars of this elaborate Techni-

color version of H. Rider Haggard’s famous
old classic. Filmed in Africa, the picture
is highlighted by wild animals, lions, ele-
phants, rhinoceroses, crocodiles and deadly
snakes, in their native domain, and by
thrilling encounters with primitive Afri-
can tribes—including the tall, graceful
Watussi. There’s a roaring stampede of
6000 wild animals that alone is well worth
the price of admission. The action takes
place in Darkest Africa, the mysterious
and brooding Africa of 1897. Elizabeth
Curtis (Deborah) has a guilt complex that
forces her to search for her husband who
has disappeared into the heart of Africa
looking for the legendary King Solo-
mon’s Mines. Allan Quatermain (Gran-
ger) agrees to be her guide. Richard
Carlson, her brother, goes along as chap-
eron. Naturally the fashionable lady and
the guide start out hating and end up in

the traditional clinch. The story often
creaks with Victorian melodrama. But the
scenery, animals and natives are magnifi-
cent. And there’s dreamboat Stewart
Granger, stripped to the waist.

Your Reviewer Says: Different.

Program Notes: London-born Stewart
Granger is a foremost screen and stage idol

in England. His real name is James Stewart

but he changed it when he started his film

career for obvious reasons. He’s & 3", and
weighs 190 pounds. He’s a great outdoor
man, works out regularly in the boxing ring

and on the tennis court, but most of all he
likes to hunt. His role as the White Hunter
was a natural for him. As soon as the pic-

ture was finished in Hollywood ( interiors )

he lit out for Africa to hunt wild lions. But
he’ll be back in Hollywood soon to play the

title role in Metro’s production of “Robinson
Crusoe” . . . Richard Carlson wrote a series

of articles for a national magazine describing

the rugged location. The troupe spent five

months in Africa, covering 14,000 miles. Deb-
orah hardly had a chance to kiss her baby
back in Hollywood before Metro sent her to

Rome for “Quo Vadis.”

vV (F) Eye Witness
(Coronado-Eagle Lion)

B
ECAUSE a British sergeant saved his

life in the Italian campaign, Robert
Montgomery, a former U.S. major and
now a successful New York lawyer, flies

to England when he learns that his war

Here's howto take th«M

worry out of child cam
It’s not a simple job to raise a healthj
happy baby. When baby is cranky an
irritable you fret and worry—and the !
you can’t do a good job. But if you ca
have expert advice, available at all time:

you know what to do and you eliminat
worry.

Your baby may have his own doctor, bu
there are many ways in which you ca:

help him by knowing how to handle th

many everyday problems that constant!
confront you.

Here is your opportunity to get expel
advice from someone who really know
about babies and small children. In hi

book, How to Raise Your Baby, Dr. Alla:

Roy Dafoe, the famous “quintuplet” doc
tor, gives you valuable information yo
need to know about your child.

Dr. Dafoe gives you valuable suggestion

for preventing diphtheria, infantile pa

ralysis, smallpox, scarlet fever, tubercu
losis and other common ailments. He als

discusses the nervous child, the shy chil .

as well as jealousy in children. Dr. Da
foe tells you how to care for your chil

dren, year-by-year, from the very firs

year through the fifth year. Tells yo

what they should be able to do each yea

—how they should act, talk, walk, pla;
|

etc.

It is your duty as a mother to read a

much about babies as possible—and t I

learn what makes them “tick.” With D; i

Dafoe’s book close at hand, you can fac

each day with greater confidence an

assurance. The price of this helpful boo

is only 50<? postpaid—while they las

Don’t wait another minute—mail coupo

for your copy—today

Contents: About Quintuplets—Twins an

Premature Babies . . The Newborn Infat ;

—How it Should be Fed Feeding th

Growing Baby . . . Sleep—How Much a Chil
;

Needs . . . Early Training in Toilet Habits .

Growth of the Child . . . Sunshine and Vitc

mins . . Clothing and Health Summt
Care and Feeding . . . Guarding Against III

j

•

ness and Injuries When the Child, t

Backward or Nervous . . . One to Five-Yeai

Olds—Care and Growth . . . Training Hm
as Child Grows Up.

ONLY 50c WHILE THEY LAST

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE, Ine , Dept. PP-1050

205 East 42nd Street. New York 17, N. Y.

Send me postpaid. Dr. Dafoe's book How
to Raise Your Baby. I enclose 50c.

Name
Please Print Name and Address

Address
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buddy is being tried on a murder charge.

Bob turns detective to save his friend,

tangles with the local police, and becomes
suspicious of an English widow (Patricia

Wayne) with whom he falls in love,

j

Filmed in England, the locale of this sly

j

comedy is, of course, authentic and charm-
ing. As in most British films the acting

i honors go to the character actors, among
ithem, Felix Aylmer, Harcourt Williams,

Wylie Watson and Leslie Banks. Ann
Stephens plays the sheriff’s daughter who
becomes involved in the scandal.

Your Reviewer Says: Montgomery in England.

IProgram Notes: Robert Montgomery flew to

England last fall to direct and star in this

murder mystery with overtones of comedy.
The part of the lawyer-sleuth appealed to

him. When he finished this film job Bob
returned to New York to take over his radio

Iprogram—that of news commentator. And
good he is too . . . The picture was produced
by Joan Harrison, an English script-writer

who became a Hollywood producer. Joan
served her apprenticeship with the master of

mystery, Alfred Hitchcock, so she knoivs a

due when she sees one . . . This is Patricia

Wayne’s first picture. She somewhat re-

sembles a Lauren Bacall, but with a be-

coming English robustness.

V (F) Stella (20th Century-Fox)

r
HE BEVINSES are about the daffiest

family to liven up the screen in many
i|i month. The family includes such won-
lerful zanies as David Wayne, Evelyn
/arden and Frank Fontaine. Ann Sheri-
lan. as Stella, is the breadwinner of the

family. When Uncle Joe, a souse in the

labit of going off on long benders, dies

iccidentally his relatives decide it looks
ike murder, so they just bury the old boy
nd pretend he’s on another spree. Later

tit is discovered that Uncle Joe carried a

ouble indemnity insurance policy, so the
lan hastily starts identifying various
odies as that of Uncle Joe. Victor Ma-
,ure lures Ann away from her stuffy

: mbitious boss (Leif Erickson), and makes
I fe difficult for the greedy, job-dodging
levinses. Randy Stuart, Marion Marshall

i
nd Lea Penman lend able support. Red-

j

eaded Ann and muscle man Vic make a
I ery handsome romantic couple.

our Reviewer Says: Good imaginative fun.

“ 'rogram Notes: This picture was a big re-

nion for Ann Sheridan and director Claude
•j 'inyon. It was Mr. Binyon, a dialogue writer

t Paramount at the time, who wrote “must

j
ist’’ across the back of Ann’s beauty photo-

1 raph, thereby making her eligible for Para-
i wunt’s “Search for Beauty,” some fifteen
ears ago. Texas’s Clare Lou Sheridan is the

t nly one who made the grade in that contest
I 1

. . Vic Mature has more “lines” in this film
{ ian he’s had yet, so he hired Herschel
r 'augherty to coach him. It was Daugherty,

j
ic will tell you, who beat the Southern

| ccent out of him when he played Shakes-
eare with the Pasadena Community Play-

. ouse. “I was the only Laertes in history with
» Louisville drawl,” says Vic . . . David Wayne
i ill next be seen in Betty Grable’s “My Blue
leaven.”

I

W (F) Convicted (Columbia)
. I ELIS is a better than usual picture of
i modern prison life. Broderick Craw-
(
rd plays, with great heart, a district

i torney who sends to prison ex-Marine
:
lenn Ford, guilty of accidental murder.

: ater Brod is appointed warden of the
!: ison and he tries to befriend the boy,
jr it by now Glenn is steeped in “the

I

isoner’s code.” Acting as the warden’s
tauffeur Glenn meets his pretty daugh-

For you who do your hair at home,

Lovalon is a must . It rinses gorgeous

fresh color into your hair. Gives hair

sparkling highlights, leaving it

attractive, soft and manageable.

Blends in yellow, grey streaks. Lovalon

comes in 12 flattering shades . . . has

none of the disadvantages of a dye . . .

washes out with each shampoo. 10^ and 25 c

at toilet goods counters everywhere.

Try Lovalon—today.
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ing new career awaits you as a Practical Nurse—a career
that offers you excellent pay—travel—new friends!

• 12 WEEK RESIDENTIAL COURSE •
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residential course in Cleveland enables you to step into ex-
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—
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over the world.

• HOME STUDY COURSE •
A complete, interesting home study course with latest

practical training is also offered for those who are unable
to attend the resident school.

Make the most of today’s unlimited opportunities open
to Trained Practical Nurses. Send today for detailed in-
formation and our new, illustrated booklet.
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aboutTampax
You will get more thanks than you may
imagine by helping some friend or rela-

tive to solve her "woman’s problem”
in a modern, stream-lined way. . . .

Methods of monthly sanitary protec-

tion have advanced notably in recent

years. Belts that bind, pins that stick,

pads that chafe— all these are useless

and unnecessary if you use Tampax!
Tampax (doctor-invented) puts the

emphasis on neatness, comfort, com-
pactness, lack of bulk, for Tampax is

worn internally. Made entirely of pure

surgical cotton, Tampax is inserted by
means of patented disposable applica-

tors. Your hands needn't touch the

Tampax and actually you cannot feel it

when in place. No odor, no
chafing. Nothing to cause
bumps, bulges or wrinkles un-

der clothing.

You need not remove the

Tampax during tub or shower bathing,

nor while swimming. It is easily dispos-

able, however, and so small that a whole
month’s supply will slip into one of
today’s purses. Sold at drug and notion

counters in 3 absorbencies: Regular,

Super, Junior. Prepare now for the next

need! Tampax Incorporated, Palmer,

Mass. — • -h 1

NO BELTS

NO PINS

NO PAOS

NO ODOR

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association

ter (Dorothy Malone) who promises him
that when he is free they can discuss mar-
riage. But Glenn witnesses a prison mur-
der, refuses to squeal, and is on his way
to the hot seat when his cellmate (Millard
Mitchell) saves him. There are stand-out
performances by Carl Reid and Frank
Faylen. Cute Martha Stewart is the babe
who causes the barroom brawl.

Your Reviewer Says: “Caged” with boys.

Program Notes: In his second picture since
his Award-winning “All the King’s Men,”
Brod gives another excellent performance.
(Let’s be sweet and forget his “Cargo to

Capetown.” ) He is now busy playing the

millionaire junk man in “Born Y esterday”
with Judy Holliday . . . Glenn Ford left

Columbia, his alma mater, over a year ago
to free lance. He had a good time in Eu-
rope making “The White Tower” for RKO,
but he was darned glad to get back on
his home lot where he knows everybody
. . . Millard Mitchell and Carl Benton Reid
are well-seasoned New York stage actors.

Just try and steal a scene from them . . .

Martha Stewart, once married to comedian
Joe E. Lewis, was last seen as the hat-check
girl who got murdered in “In a Lonely
Place” . . . Background scenes were shot in

California’s largest prison, San Quentin.

YY (F) A Lady without Passport
(M-G-M)

H
EDY LAMARR, as easy on the eyes as
ever, and John Hodiak take care of the

romance in this melodrama which has to
do with refugees trying to enter the
United States illegally. Inspector James
Craig has reason to believe that there is

a big time smuggling ring operating in

Havana, so he sends John, his bright
young assistant, to Cuba. Posing as a
Hungarian refugee, John meets George
Macready, the leader of the gang—and he
also meets Hedy, who is trying to enter
the country without an entry visa. Mak-
ing like a male, he falls hopelessly in love
with this beautiful dish. Climax of the
picture is an exciting plane chase over the
hazardous Florida Everglades.

Your Reviewer Says: Familiar.

Program Notes: For the past few years

Hedy has been in a picture slump, but since

her sensational triumph in “Samsoti and
Delilah” she’s hot as a firecracker again with
producers. She has put her large home in

Beverly Hills up for sale, and told her
friends that from now on she will live in the

East . . . John Hodiak and his Anne Baxter
continue to be one of Hollywood’s happiest

young couples. Their big problem at pres-

ent seems to be getting their home finished.

It’s six months off schedule now . . . George
Macready, a former New York stage star,

specializes in smooth screen villainy. Re-
member him in “Gilda”?

Best Pictures of the Month
Summer Stock

Three Husbands

King Solomon's Mines

Best Performances of the Month
Bob Hope in "Fancy Pants”

Gertrude Lawrence in

"The Glass Menagerie”

Emlyn Williams and Eve Arden in
"Three Husbands”

David Wayne in "Stella

”

Broderick Crawford in "Convicted”
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Even Keel

(Continued from page 58) where Howard
lives in a small pink stucco house with

' his wife, Helen, and their baby daughter,
practically nobody knows he’s a motion
picture star. He sees to that. For to him
the whole celebrity routine is pretty awe-
some. He likes to walk the streets unrec-
ognized, doing what he wants to do, going
where he wants to go. He likes to take
long drives on Sundays with his wife and
their friends; play a spirited game of pitch

|

for pennies; take kids down to the pike
at Ocean Park and ride the roller coaster.

When you first meet him there’s a small

sense of surprise that he’s an actor. He
has, rather, the look of an engineer, a
geologist or a cattle man—the sensitive

hands of the surgeon he once thought he
i
might be. Equally surprising is the fact

|

that as a youth he suffered from a terrible

I
inferiority complex. “I used to be so tall

|
and thin—a silly complex—but you know
how kids get them,” he says. He never
went with a girl until he was a junior in

high school. “I was at that long and gawky
:! age then—and I was there for an awful
i long time.”

H
E’S become a confirmed fatalist. “I

never meant to be in the movies

—

never even thought about it. A concert
singer, maybe, if not a surgeon—that’s

what I meant to be.” For a guy who never
took an acting lesson, who “flunked out”

I
on his only two screen tests and who
couldn’t even make the high school glee

I

club back in Gillespie, Illinois, Howard
Keel believes he’s the luckiest mortal
alive today.
But his background reveals more than

(
luck. He has a single-minded determina-
tion. He has always achieved the thing he
wanted, whether it involved learning to

play golf, painting, shooting (after three
; lessons he took third prize in the Califor-
* nia State Shooting Championship, and was
soon hitting 98 out of 100), or working in

- an aircraft plant (at twenty, he rose to

“lead man” in three months’ time and had
350 men working under him). His ambi-
tion now is to become a good actor.

Howard has an intensity which belies

his outwardly relaxed mien. “I’m too se-
rious about whatever I’m doing,” he says.
“When you ask too much of yourself, you
fume and thrash around, get too disap-
pointed if you fail.”

j
His has been a life of lows and highs.

But he has sufficient strength of character,
purpose and emotion to rise above per-
sonal tragedies and emerge stronger. There
are unhappy pages in his biography that
will remain closed. Concerning matters
about which he doesn’t wish to elucidate,
he gives a simple “yes” or “no” and a
steady gaze that defies further questioning.
His story begins in Gillespie, Illinois, a

small coal mining community of some 5,000.

It isn’t always a pretty story. Poverty sel-
dom is. His father, Homer, worked in
the coal mines and “he was killed at the
beginning of the crash of 1930.” Howard’s
mother, Grace Keel, “a good solid woman
—she was sick most of the time we lived
there, but she ‘toughed’ it through, I’ll

never know how,” was a paperhanger by
trade and “she took in washing or what-
ever—on the side.”

Kids in Gillespie looked forward to a
future as dark as the coal their fathers
dug. “When they grew up they’d start
out as apprentices working in the slate
pits outside the mines, or sometimes be
taken straight inside to dig,” Howard ex-
plains. “Some of them got out of Gillespie.
If it hadn’t been for something that hap-
pened, I might still be there. But I think
I would have gotten out anyway. The

i

1 closest I ever came to working there was
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when we’d go out and shovel off some of
the slate piled in the street for fuel—we
didn’t have money to buy coal.”

It was his father, always musically-
minded, who encouraged Howard and his
older brother to take up the trombone.
Their instrument was an old beaten-up
brass job. “I played the trombone for
seven years but I could never read one
note of music,” he says. “I’d rehearse with
the others in the band until I heard it

played, then I’d play by ear.”

He had no voice as a kid. “I just had
a fair ear. I tried out for the high school
glee club once, but I didn’t make it.”

Possibly this was because Howard didn’t
like the glee club coach. He felt he had
little in common with any of his teachers,
in fact, and frequently ditched school to

take a small side trip across town to see
a girl friend “via freight.” She lived nine
miles south of town.

H
OWARD’S chance to get out of Gillespie
came when the doctor said that his

mother, “who’d had tuberculosis and
double pneumonia on top of that,” would
have a better chance of life out West. How-
ard, too, was sickly. So they piled their

meager belongings into an old Model T
Ford and headed for Fall Brook, Califor-
nia, where his brother had a job.

Howard’s first position was as dishwash-
er and fry-cook at a small chain eatery
in Hollywood called “The White Log Tav-
ern,” in the very shadow of Paramount
studios. It terminated abruptly one Sat-
urday when he was home dressing for a
date and the boss phoned, saying, “Your
day off has been changed—you work to-

night.” Whereupon Howard, feeling he
might have been consulted, informed the
boss he was not working. “I nearly starved
for two months,” he observes. For a brief

interval after that he was a singing waiter
at the “Paris Inn” in downtown Los An-
geles. He grins: “This one I left in the
midst of a shower of water and ice cubes
—I dropped three pitchers.”

The first job for which he showed any
enthusiasm was in the tooling department
at Douglas Aircraft. “I’m a fair me-
chanic,” he says, “I’m good working with
my hands. I’d fluffed away three years
then—and I decided I’d better apply my-
self and get ahead.” From “lead man” he
was made a special liaison representative
for the company in the field. Sometime
during this period he married his first

wife, Rosemary. The marriage didn’t last.

Howard had, meanwhile (at the age of

twenty), discovered he could sing. Or
rather, the landlady where he was room-
ing heard him singing in the shower “and
decided I should take lessons,” he says.

“She knew of a voice coach who gave
group lessons, ten of us at one time, for

a quarter apiece. I took one lesson. All

that going up and down scales—and hear-
ing the other nine—left my voice so tired,

I could hardly speak going home.”
He started studying seriously a little

later with the late George Huston, an actor

and singer, whom he credits with having
inspired his present career. “He was like

a father to me. Straightened me out or

a lot of things, gave me self-confidence.’
It was while Howard was on the roac

for the Douglas Aircraft that he tool

Huston’s advice and entered the Missis-

sippi Valley Music Festival in Moline
Illinois, and won. He was on his way.
As it often happens, Hollywood was te

discover Howard in London, where h<

created quite a storm in “Oklahoma.” Wher
he returned to New York he was signec

by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer for “Annie Ge
Your Gun” without even a test.

Prior to this, Howard had proposed vit

long distance (from London to Florida',

to Helen Anderson, a stately blonde witl

expressive brown eyes, whom he’d dater

when she was a dancer with the “Okla-
homa” company. They were married in ;

little chapel at the Mission Inn at River-
side, California, on January 3, 1949. Theii

beautiful little daughter was born in Jan-
uary this year, and named Kaiya Liane
For all his naturalness, Howard Keel i:

an off-beat movie personality. An intro-

vert by nature, he has to be almost pro-

voked into expressing an opinion, bu
once it’s out, he scores a bull’s-eye. Thr
people he doesn’t like he ignores com-
pletely. Those fortunate enough to hav<
his friendship call him “Harry” and love

him for many things.

He likes symphony, and Dixieland is fun
but he can’t see anything in bebop. H<
doesn’t care for sophisticated women. “

like a woman to be a ‘woman’—you know.’
And he doesn’t like to see any womar
smoke on the street. “But that about doe!'

it,” he adds, grinning, “there aren’t toe

many things about women I don’t like.”

Howard is as casual as Crosby in hi;

tastes and attire, with a preference foi

slacks and open-at the-throat sports shirts

“I don’t go for black ties,” he says—an un
derstatement. He doesn’t even own one;

He’s adamant about drawing a line be-

tween his home life and his career. Away
from the studio he lives a normal, every
day American life. One evening, he helpec
his neighbors hang the new wallpaper ir

their kitchen and observed, while thej

were working away, “I sure wish Mothei
were here—she could have this up ir

nothing flat.”

Stardom’s biggest bang for Howard i:

that it enables him to do things for hi:

mother, a wonderful person, touchingly
proud. She cried throughout the sneal
preview of “Annie Get Your Gun” anc
when it opened locally she sat through thf

picture three times.

Howard’s anonymity in his community
it must be reported, won’t last much longer
Already he’s on borrowed time—a marker
man. As witness the relief postman wh<
was checking a packet of mail the othe:

morning who mused, “Keel—Howart
Keel . .

.” Then, “Say-y-y . . . isn’t he tha

fellow in ‘Annie Get Your Gun’?”
He sure is, Mister. He sure is!

The End
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Can They Take It?

( Continued from page 62) because they
lack what it takes to withstand the pitfalls

that are the other side of stardom’s bright

coin.

This became an especially significant

question one evening lately when Holly-
wood’s young set was invited to a pre-
view of “Sunset Boulevard” in which
Gloria Swanson plays a tragic, old-time
movie star—one of her generation who
did not survive the pitfalls. The Para-
mount studios, where this movie was
made, wanted the younger set’s reaction

to a star of yesterday.
When the lights went on after the pic-

ture ended, Janet Leigh turned to John
Derek who sat beside her. His wife, Pati

Benr, was “baby-sitting at home,” he ex-
plained.

“Do you think,” she asked him, “that

such things could happen to any one of

us today? I don’t! We’re different!” Her
words, however, were belied by the con-
cern in her eyes. And John hesitated
perceptibly before he agreed she probably
was right.

S
HIRLEY TEMPLE came with her new
heart quickener, Charles Black. Near

by sat John Agar, dateless and down in

the dumps. Farley Granger was with
Shelley Winters, Jane Powell with hus-
band Geary Steffen, Arlene Dahl with
Lex Barker, Gordon MacRae with his

wife Sheila, Wanda Hendrix was there,

too, and Gail Russell, all of them the
creme de la creme of Hollywood’s young
acting aristocracy.

I looked around at them, one by one,
and wondered where each would be pro-
fessionally and personally twenty, ten,

five years hence.
The future is sometimes predicated on

the past. In which case Janet Leigh
should be sitting pretty—career wise. From
obscurity to stardom, in three quick years.
“It’s still like a dream,” says Janet
dreamily. But her private life is more
like a nightmare. Janet never talks about
it, but she was married to a sailor (and
the marriage annulled) before she married
and divorced music man Stanley Reames.
That’s a lot of marrying and parting for

a girl who isn’t more than twenty-three.
Some people say Janet dropped Stan

because he handicapped her rise to star-
dom. The actual truth is that Reames
was fed up with his position as appendage
to a popular movie starlet. Everyone
talking to her, ignoring him. Demanding
her autograph, pushing him aside.

“What happened to Arthur Loew?” I

asked Janet recently. “We’ll always be
good friends,” said Janet, giving me the
old Hollywood bromide. “But I don’t see
him much now. I’m not ready to marry
until I feel more secure in my career.”
Young Loew, grandson of the founder of

the firm—M-G-M—for whom Janet works,
inherited a million-dollar trust fund
when he was twenty-one years old. And
he’s nice to boot. When a girl gives a
well-heeled guy like Arthur the go-by,
she really is serious about her career. So
I think Janet will probably have the
success she wants so very much—even at

the cost of her private life. Which isn’t

always a good idea. I just hope that when
Janet reaches Miss Swanson’s age, she’ll

be able to say, “It was worth it.”

It used to be the kiss of career death for
an actor to admit that little ones were
running around his hearth and home.
Nowadays actors, even when very young,
boast of their progeny, especially young
singing star Gordon MacRae. I first met
Gordon and his blonde youngsters at a
party given by Judy Garland for her little

daughter Liza. He also introduced me to
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his pretty wife, Sheila. “I want Sheila to
act in pictures with me,” he said. “It’s

quite possible for her to look after the
children and me and still have a career
for herself.” Any man as sympathetically
understanding to his wife and family as
Gordon is, certainly deserves to linger
long on the Hollywood scene. His voice
and personality make it practically a cer-
tainty.

It’s supposed to be bad for you if suc-
cess comes too easily when you are young.
It doesn’t seem to have hurt Farley
Granger. Farley was seventeen when I

first met him on the Goldwyn lot. He was
a nobody then and utterly nice. He is

famous now, and still utterly nice.
On Farley’s virile, masculine-looking

surface, there is apparently no change.
But I see a ripple on the water. Farley
was recently suspended for refusing a
movie. Something new has been added.
Farley now feels secure enough in his
screen future to say, “No, I won’t do that
picture, it isn’t good for me.” Boss Gold-
wyn has never taken to that kind of talk
with a smile. He could break Farley just
as easily as he made him a star. Fortu-
nately for Farley’s future, he is an ex-
cellent actor and Sam is too good a busi-
ness man to cut off a star with Farley’s
potentials. But will Farley’s popularity
increase as it did when he and Mr. Gold-
wyn were in complete accord about what
Farley should do? Two people pulling two
ways produce a stalemate; progress halts.

IIR. GRANGER’S love-life remains an
ill uncertain quantity. I’ve never known
a man of any age who was so undecided
about which girl he’s in love with. When
you talk to him about Shelley Winters,
he says, “She’s swell, but I’m seeing Ger-
aldine Brooks tomorrow.” When you ask
after Gerry, he says, “I never met a girl

I liked more.” That same evening, he’ll

be a coosome twosome with Pat Neal.
Well, Farley couldn’t be in better hands

—

especially with Shelley, a gal who has
studied the alphabet of Vamour from A
for Applesauce to X for Exciting. But if

they ever marry I wonder. They’re both
overly ambitious and two of this kind
usually don’t make a lasting marriage.
Jane Powell wants a baby. I should

say “wanted.” Now she tells me, “I’m
not going to have a baby until Mr. Mayer
says I can.” Jane was so sure she wanted
to join the parade of expectant mothers at
Metro, she was on the verge of giving up
her one-bedroom apartment for a house
with a nursery. That was before fate
and Mr. Mayer tapped her to take over
for Judy Garland who was doing ditto

for June Allyson in “Royal Wedding.” If

Jane makes good in this—and, according
to her co-star Fred Astaire, “She’s not
the best dancer I’ve had, but the most
capable”—then there will be a new and

very cute Queen on the Metro thror
Will Jane stay as sweet as she is? I

bet a week’s salary she will. This is

real person. So is her husband. “I
never live on Janie’s salary,” Geary on
told me. They each put dollar for doll
into the little, inexpensive apartment, wi
Jane saving the rest of her four-figure-i
week income. And just to make Jane
future happiness even more of a ce:

tainty, Geary is now selling insurant
hand over foot, as much because of h
own persuasive personality as because
his fame as the husband of Jane Powe

“I don’t ever want to marry again
Shirley Temple told me emphatically
her doll’s house of a home, soon after hi

shock divorce suit against John Agar,
won’t say ‘never’,” continued Shirley, “b<
cause everything I plan always turns 01

just the opposite.” A month after th
conversation, Shirley was holding hanc
with Charles Black in Honolulu, Ss
Francisco, Del Monte and Hollywoo’
She was wise to omit “never” from ht 1

1

statement because it’s a cinch for Shirk
to marry Charles just as soon as he
divorce decree is final.

Love is destined to play a big part i

Shirley’s future. It’s the most importai
emotion in her present, and past. Whe
she was fifteen years old at Westlat
School, one of her schoolmates told rr

no one else could get to use the telephon
—Shirley had it tied up more securel
than a reporter on a crime story, “talkin
to her beaus.” Of course my informar
could have been jealous. But Shirley ht
to be in love to breathe right. In the bri<

month between “off with the old and o
with the new,” Shirley was listless, resl

less and utterly bored. And during he
year or two of unhappiness with Ags
her career definitely did not go well.
What of Shirley’s future in films? Wit

a million—some say two million—tucke
away in sure-fire securities and govern
ment bonds, the problem is not ver
pressing for Little Miss Marker who neve

~

had to learn how to act, she was alway
so cute. I think pictures and Shirley wi
part in the almost immediate future.

It’s different for John Agar. John i

ambitious. He can act—still has a lot t

learn but adds a notch to his acting be ,

with every movie he makes. At twenty
nine, Agar can look ahead to an importar
place on the screen if he learns to contri

his problems in private life. John i

broody, moody and sometimes isn’t to

careful in picking his companions. Wheth
er he will still be around in 1960 depend
I think on his meeting the right girl. She’; ;

have to be less wealthy than John to giv
[j

him the important-for-him feeling of su l

periority.

Arlene Dahl is the smartest young ac

tress in Hollywood. How she manages t

control the men who chase after he

PERMABOOKS

How Lyes Ulin fllen . .

.

• Kurlash curls lashes ... makes
eyes gleam. . .sparkle. For glam
orous eyes buy Kurlash today. $1

and $1.25 at cosmetic counters

The Kurlash Co., Inc., Rochester 4, N. Y.

WATCH FOR THE
vicious criminal described on the “True De-
tective Mysteries” radio program Sunday
afternoon.

$1000 REWARD
is offered for information leading to his arrest.

For complete details, and for an exciting half-

hour of action and suspense, tune in

"TRUE DETECTIVE MYSTERIES"
Every Sunday afternoon on 502 Mutual radio stations

w
24
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NEW WAY TO WASH

BLONDE HAIR

Washes Hair Lighter...

Gives it “Week Long"

SHINE

Makes rich, deansing

lather. Contains new
ANDIUM to keep blonde

hair lovelier, lighter,

shinier. ..all week long.

Helps brighten faded or

darkened hair. Safe for

children. At 10c, drug

and department stores.

'22S& **
IP

A

BLONDEX Shampoo
MADE SPECIALLY FOR BLONDES

MAKE EXTRA MONEYtfSJTILLCHRIJTMAl
WE SUPPLY EVERYTHING To help you get started at once.

Package of Colorful Christmas Gift Cards

1 Samples of 50 for $1. Christmas cards with name.

1 32-page CATALOG of over 100 "sell on sight"

Just send your name • Christmas Cards and Gift items

and address for our 1950 deluxe assortment on app/oval.

SPECIAL FUND RAISING PLAN FOR ORGANIZATIONS

FANMOUR Corp. Dept MF-X 200 FIFTH AVE.N.Y.IO.N.Y.

NOSES RESHAPED
FACE LIFTING

,
Loose skin, wrinkles, out-
standing ears, lips, baggy
eyelids, breasts, scars,
tattoos—corrected by plas-
tic surgery. Consultation
and Booklet MC Free.

LINCOLN HOUSE PUBLISHERS
542 FIFTH AVE., Suite 63, N. Y. C. LE 2-1596

OlAEff

» Guaranteed by
l Good Housekeeping ,

S2?'4S 4nu,-..c.0 TVVl^'

POP SOME FOR
HtillOWEEN

lOllYj
time

iliH
You’ll feel like a Glamorous
movie star wearing your own
Gorgeous BirthmonthWatch ! Very Expen-
sive looking. Bracelet has two Large Breath-
taking Birthmonth Sparklers surrounded by over E

Fiery Brito Brilliants. SEND NO MONEY!
Just name, address and Birth Date. Pay postman
C.O.D. $7.95 plus 10% tax and postage on delivery,

jWORLD-WIDE DIAMOND CO.,
2451 S. Michigan Ave., Dept. K-911, Chicago 16, III.

MAKE EXTRA MONEY
Pre-Made-To- Measure
NYLON HOSIERY

624 Hours Wear Per Pair
Sensational new kind of Nylons give 624 hours

average wear per pair, by actual Laboratory
test! Satisfaction guaranteed. PRE-MADE-to-
Measure in 52 leg sizes . . . they fit smooth and
wrinkle -free all over, not just in foot and length
but ALSO at ANKLE, CALF AND THIGH.

h Show actual sample stocking to your
Hf V friends, neighbors. You get 2 pairs for

R yourself every time you make only
$12.00 in commissions. No experience needed. Spare
time fine. Send no money. Rush your name for
complete plan, includingNYLON STOCKING—sent
ABSOLUTELY FREE! Act today-now!

AMERICAN HOSIERY MILLS
Dept. J -22, Indianapolis 7, Indiana

baffles me. I have never heard a scan-
dalous whisper about her. Yet Arlene is

nearly all things to nearly all people.

To older men like Sir Charles Mendl,
who launched her in Bel Air society, she
is charmingly considerate. I wish you
could see the way she hangs prettily on
every word spoken by Sir Charles at his

intimate and exclusive parties. To Red
Skelton, her recent movie husband and
lover in three pictures, she is a fun girl

who didn’t bat an eyelid no matter how
unexpected or risque Red’s jokes were.
To men like Lew Ayres or Lex Barker,

Arlene is provocative, glamorous, myste-
rious. “I want her to come with me to

Africa,” Lex told me when I lunched with
them. Arlene smiled bewitchingly and
laughed softly. And didn’t say yes or no.

But here’s really why I know Arlene
has a future—she is also very charming
to women—the wives of directors, pro-
ducers and socialite Beau Brummels

—

and even to lady columnists. If Arlene
isn’t a top star by 1955, it will only be
because she preferred to marry some
lucky millionaire.

E
LIZABETH TAYLOR was not present at

the “Sunset Boulevard” special show-
ing for the young stars. She was keeping
a more important engagement at the
time—her honeymoon with Nicky Hilton.

She’ll be back in Hollywood as you read
this story

—“housekeeping” in the lovely
Bel Air Hotel. Can she fail to be happy?

Well, others have had all and more that
now belongs to Lizzie—without manag-
ing to be happy. Gloria Swanson was just

as young as Elizabeth when the world
showered her with its treasures. Now,
in her fifties, she has to work as hard as
you and I to make a living.

But I believe life will continue to be
kind to Elizabeth. To make sure of it,

all she has to do is remember the words
spoken in the church at her wedding—not
to be just a taker, but to give.

Wanda Hendrix was at the “Sunset
Boulevard” showing with a Scandinavian
newspaperman. More often she is with
Robert Arthur. I met Wanda with Bob
when she was a cute young teenager,
stealing “Confidential Agent” right from
under Charles Boyer and Lauren Bacall.

“Please don't say Bob and I are in love
or anything like that,” Wanda begged me.

It was different when she fell for Audie
Murphy. She wanted so much to marry
him. Audie put her off and off, always
saying, “I want to be successful as an
actor in my own right.” Directly he was,
Wanda married him after waiting impa-
tiently for two years. And what a failure
that turned out to be.

Wanda’s little face haunts me with the
tragic lines scribbled on it by fate. I hope
that someday, she will find a man to make
her happy. That can only happen when
she falls out of love with Audie.
Wanda’s future as an actress in Holly-

wood is handicapped by her physical size.

The poor kid tries to eat everything fat-
tening. She exercises all the time to
develop her under-developed body. She
assures me she has gained a few pounds.
She needs to gain something more, how-
ever, to look like a grown-up woman.
Until she does, her movie roles are per-
force limited.

It’s so darn hard to get a toe-hold on
the Hollywood success ladder, I’m always
amazed when anyone survives the first

rung. But this younger set is more realis-

tic, I think, than the generations of stars
that went before them. At least they
suspect they have a constant job to do if

they want to stay on top—at least they
know there’s also a dark side to star-
dom’s bright coin. That helps.

The End

Corns
CALLOUSES • BUNIONS • SORE TOES

NOW 1

.

Fastest
EVER!

1 Instantly stops shoe
friction, lifts pressure

O Quickest corn and
callous removing

action known to

medical science

3
The proved

that stops

callouses before

they can develop

Super-Soft Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads instantly
stop painful shoe friction and lift pressure
on corns, sore toes, callouses and bunions.

Used at first sign of tenderness from new or

tight shoes, these soft, soothing, cushioning,

protective pads stop corns and callouses before

they can develop. And no corn, callous remov-
ing action is faster than Dr. Scholl’s. Always
insist on Dr. Scholl’s—world’s largest selling

foot reliefs. Get a box today! Sold everywhere.

CORNS CALLOUSES BUNIONS SOFT CORNS

0- Scholls Zino-pads

lAmazing Offer—$40 Is Yours
I for selling only 50 boxes of Christmas
ICards. And this can be done in a single
iday. Free samples. Other leading boxes
Ion approval. Many surprise items. Write
today. It costs nothing to try

FREE SAMPLES
PERSONALIZED
CHRISTMAS

CARDS
STATIONERY
NAPKINS

CHEERFUL CARD CO.. Dept. N-34, White Plains. N. Y.

IS $10.00 A DAY ^
WORTH A f

ONE CENT STAMP •
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED

Let me show you how YOU can make as high as $10 a day,
without previous experience, by showing Merit Christmas
& Everyday Cards, Stationery & Napkins to your friends,
neighbors, relatives and others. We print your customers’
names at no extra cost. No risk or investment. Drop me a
penny postcard TODAY and I’ll send you complete Selling
Plan and samples on approval by return mail.

MERIT GREETING CARD CO.
370 Plane St. Dept. 42 Newark, N. J.

"PAID FOR HOME
...FROM

%40A WEEK
, WITH BOARD"

Mrs. M.A.S., Benton, 111.

Ambitious and energetic,
Mrs. M.A.S. learned how
to be a trained, practical
nurse through the physi-
cian-endorsed home-study
methods of the Chicago School of Nursing. Now
she has steady income, doing work she loves.

| High School Not Required. Whether you’re 18
or 60—you can benefit, as have thousands of men

? and women, by studying practical nursing at home
in your spare time. Nurses are always needed!

f Nurse B.D.E. writes: “Have all the work I can
| do at $35 a week.” Lessons easily understood.
1 Earn while learning. Trial plan, easy payments.

Equipment included. 5 1st year. Write today!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 210, 41 East Pearson Street. Chicago 11. 111.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

,Name

City. State Age

P
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Amazing NewPlan l

DRESSforYOU

FOR ORDERING }!

Send No Money-Pay No Money

!

Your choice of Gorgeous New Dress or
Suit— in your favorite style, size and
color, given to you for sending orders
for only THREE DRESSES for your
neighbors, friends, or your family.

k

THAT’S ALL! Not one cent to pay.
Everything supplied without cost.

EXPERIENCE Unnecessary
SAMPLES FREE!

Famous Harford Frocks will send
you big, new Style Line showing
scores of latest fashions, with actual
fabrics, in dresses—nylons, cottons,
rayons, others— at sensationally
low money-saving prices. Also
suits, sportswear, lingerie, hosiery,

children’s wear. Show styles,
fabrics to neighbors, friends, family

—

send in only 3 orders and your own dress
is included without paying one cent.

EARN CASH, TOO-
Up to $23 in a Week in Spare Time!

Yes, you can earn big cash income— in justspare time— be-
sides getting a complete wardrobe for yourself . . . EASY

!

Mail coupon for completeSTYLE LINE today!

HARFORD FROCKS, Dept.C-314. Cincinnati 25, Ohio

HARFORD FROCKS Dept.

C

.3

1

4 .
Cincinnati 25, Ohio

Please rush me the new HARFORD FROCKS STYLE .

LINE and full details of your offer.

Name I

Address I

CUy . Slate

.

JZ>ress Size Aye j

ASTHMA
To? 10-DAY TRIAL OFFER!
IF YOU SUFFER FROM BRONCHIAL ASTHMA PAR-
OXYSMS, from coughs, gasping, wheezing— write quick
for daring lO-DAY TRIAL OFFER. No matter if you con-
sider your case hopeless, write today

!

NACOR, 1073-D State- Life Bldg., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

PRODUCTS FREE
TO TEST inYOU R HOME
Send no money—just your name— for
these full size products, absolutely
free! Trythem and tell friends. Profits
big, even in spare time, with over 200
household products, foods, groceries,
brushes, etc. No experience or money
needed. We give you credit. Write to

ZANOL, Richmond Street,
Dept. 8036 k. Cincinnati 5, Ohio

...Train At Home For

A WELL PAID CAREER

PRACTICAL NURSING
Help fill the ardent need for Trained Practical .

Nurses. If you are between 18 and 55, it's easy to *

train at home in your spare time to take your place in this respect-
ed calling. Many earn while learning. High school is not needed.
Nurse’s equipment included. Mail thisad today for FREE Facts.
Wayne School Of Practical Nursing, Inc.,
2525 Sheffield Ave., Desk E-52, Chicago 14, III.

Please rush FREE FACTS and Sample Lesson Pages.

NAME

L Full Address
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Amazing New Creme

RE-COLORS HAIR
IN 22 MINUTES
If you want to change streaked,
gray, graying or drab hair to a
new lustrous youthful-looking
color, try Tintz Creme Sham-
poo-Tint today. It’s a new hair
coloring that re-colors hair at
home as it shampoos. Takes
only 22 minutes. No waiting
for results. It’s easy to use—nc
messy mixing. Won’t wash or f
rub out. MONEY BACK Guaran- \ v

->

tee. Get your choice of color today:
Jet Black, Black, Dark Brown, _
Medium Warm Brown, Medium Ash
Brown, Light Brown, Auburn (Henna),
Blonde. Won’t harm permanents. ^
SEND NO MDNFY Deposit with post-OK.nu HU munLI man on delivery $1.25 plus
tax and postage on MONEY BACK Guarantee of
satisfaction. (Enclose $1.50 Inch tax. Tintz pays postage.)
Mail order today to TINTZ COMPANY, DEPT.686-C
349 W. ONTARIO ST. CHICAGO lO, ILLINOIS

In Canada: 56/2 Adelaid St. E., Toronto, Ont.

How A Star Is Born

(Continued from page 51) weddings, fu-
neral services, and similar gatherings.
Once an amateur is given a permanent

job, he or she becomes a professional and
must join AFRA (American Federation of
Radio Artists). Requirements for joining:
You must have a job in radio, but you
need not join until thirty days have
elapsed. The initiation fee is $75 and dues
for the first year are about $28. Thereafter,
your dues are figured according to the
size of your earnings.

In almost every small town radio log
there is room for a weekly half-hour com-
mentary by a high school student about
high school news; such a commentator
would be doubly welcomed if he could
bring in, not only the planned program
and a number of sample scripts for the
projected show, but a commercial sponsor
as well.

A high school disc jockey and a high
school fashion, society, and what’s-going-
on-around-town commentator might well
make places for themselves over the local
air. These jobs could also be done by post
high school students able both to keep in

touch with school news and to bring the
beginnings of maturity to the broadcast-
ing task.

What About Radio Schools?
No legitimate radio school will promise

to get a would-be student a job when the
school course is finished. Like high schools,
radio schools give courses of study fol-

lowed by a diploma, then students are on
their own.
One of the most highly regarded radio

schools in Los Angeles gives a nine-
months course in voice technique, drama
and similar work. It consists of twenty-
five hours of work each week (5 hours a
day, 5 days per week), and the charge
for tuition is $74.50 per month.
Anyone with $760.50 to invest in a year

of schooling (computation: nine months’
tuition at $74.50 per month as listed above)
might do well to consider that the tuition

at Pasadena Community Playhouse is $600
per year. The student, in both cases, must
pay for his room, board, clothing and in-

cidental living expenses in addition to

paying his tuition.

The minimum on which a student can
live while attending school full time is $100
per month. The most reasonable way to

live in Pasadena or in Los Angeles is to

share a room in a guest home. With two girls

or two boys to a room, the tariff usually

starts at $12.50 per week for minimal
accommodations and runs as high as $25
per week. In any case, this price includes

two meals per day during the week, break-
fast on Sunday.
The budget must also include an allow-

ance for cleaning and laundry, essential

toiletries, transportation, a semi-annual
dental check-up and other incidentals.

Living in an apartment is slightly more
expensive. The rent will be around $60 in

Pasadena, $80 in Los Angeles, utilities and
telephone extra.

Among Hollywood stars today, those

who owe their start to radio are too

numerous to list completely, but undoubt-
edly you can think, offhand, of such
ex-radio luminaries as Jane Powell, whose
early appearances over KOIN in Portland,

Oregon, started her career; of June Haver
who was writing, directing, and acting in

radio dramas over the Rock Island (111.)

airwaves when she was eleven and was
happy to accept two dollars worth of ice

cream per week as payment; of Bill Lun-
digan and Gordon MacRae, whose home
town (Syracuse, New York) supplied each
of them with a radio break; of Alan Ladd,
Paul Douglas, Ronald Reagan, Mercedes

PSORIASIS
(ENEMY OF BEAUTY)

no longer limits

my activities!

SIROIL

If psoriasis blemishes
keep you from wearing

sports attire, try
Siroil. Hundreds of
thousands of users

have learned that Siroil tends
to remove external psoriasis
lesions located on outer

of skin. If they recur
applications of Siroil

help control them. Does
not stain clothing or bed

iinen. Offered on a

two-weeks-satisfaction
or- money-refunded-
basis. Write for free
booklet.

AT ALL DRUG STORES Dept. M-55
Siroil Laboratories, Inc., Santa Monica, Calif.

MAKE*50.\H^eLgJsFJ
FREE!
42 Sample
Imprints.

Xmas Cards
Stationery

Napkins—Notes
Gift and
Sample
Catalogs

Sell only 50 boxes imprinted Xmas
Cards. Sensational profit-sharing plan
gives you choice of over 300 gifts,

and guarantees handsome cash profits

on complete line. Write today! Send
no money! Deluxe boxes on approval.

CREATIVE ART PUBLISHERS, INC.

45 Warburton Ave., Dept.Q-3,Yonkers. N. Y.

I Was Nearly “Nuts”
With Fiery Itch —

Until I discovered Dr. D. D. Dennis’ amazingly fast
relief—D. D. D. Prescription. World popular, this pure,
cooling, liquid medication speeds peace and comfort
from cruel itching caused by eczema, rashes, scalp
irritation, chafing, athlete’s foot and other itch trou-
bles. Greaseless, stainless. Trial bottle, 35 C. First
application relieves, soothes that angry red itch or
money back. Ask druggist for D. D. D. Prescription.

I

fme book

SHOWS YOU HOW

fOUHD!
OVER 100 WAYS TO MAKE
EXTRA MONEY and FRIENDS
Sell friends newest Metallic
Christmas Cards, Gift Wrappings,
Novelties, Gifts, Children’s “Ac-
tion” Books. Profits to lOO^b-
Bonus. Special Offers. Request
Feature samples on approval,
FREE samples 50 for $1 up
Name Imprinted Christmas Cards,
100 for $1 Stationery, Nap-
kins and FREE Catalog.

NEW ENGLAND ART PUBLISHERS
North Abington 317, Mass.

sample
FABRICS

I Write me, and I'll send you this big package of
actual sample fabrics and style presentation

^ABSOLUTELY FREE. You’ll see gor-

wgeous, newest style dresses— lovely
‘

!—hosiery, men’s shirts and
j— all at LOW PRICES.
Take orders from friends

|
and make money in spare time.

GET FREE SAMPLES!
Send nomoney for thisbig-profit

I
lineof samplefabrics.It’syouro
free. Rush name, address noi».

THE MELVILLE CO.. Dent. 5560. CINCINNATI 3. OHIO

mm , mm mm
YOU
CAN
WIN

CONTEST
PRIZES!

Write for fre

"Shepherd Con-
fidential Contest
Bulletin" — finest

winning help for

the biggest con-
tests now on.

Win Cash, Cars,
Homes, Trips and
other prizes, as
our Students are.

Write today for

FREE BULLETIN!

SHEPHERD SCHOOL
1015 Chestnut St., Dept. E

Philadelphia 7, Penna.



REMNANTS
and Assorted
BIG Patches

LARGE pieces' Full

width dress goods
material included
Broadcloth and per-

cale in pastel shades.

ALL SIZES USABLE!
Make aprons shirts,

patchwork quilts, play

clothes, rompers, etc

FREE patterns. 4 lbs. in

sturdy box Only Si 95 plus post-

age SATISFACTION GUAR-
ANTEED or money refunded Sent

C O D. Order by mail today!

QUALITY PATCH CO.
Box 747 Dept. N Fall River, Mass.

FREE—Amazing Book on

RHEUMATISM, ARTHRITIS
If you suffer the aches, pains and discomforts of

Blieuinatism, as manifested in ARTHRITIS, NEURITIS,
SCIATICA or LUMBAGO, send today for the FREE
Book. It reveals important facts about why drugs and

medicine give only temporary relief without removing

causes. Explains fully a proven, specialized system of

treatment that may save you years of distress. No
obligation. Write for this FREE Book today!

BALL CLINIC, Dept. 659, Excelsior Springs, Mo.

MAKE MONEY with

Bostonian SHIRTS
fPAKE orders for old, reliable line finest
-*• quality dress and sport shirts. All styles

. . . fabrics . . . colors . . . sizes. Sensational

LOW PRICES. No experience needed,
rnrr Samples of actual fabrics and big Style
rl»LL Kkt waiting for you! Send no money,
but rush name NOW! BOSTONIAN MFG. CO.,
89 Bickford St., Dept. H45. Boston 30, Mass.

INGROWN NAIL
Hurting You?
Immediate

Relief!
A few drops of OUTGRO® bring blessed relief from
tormenting pain of ingrown nail. OUTGRO tough-
ens the skin underneath the nail, allows the nail to

be cut and thus prevents further pain and discom-
fort. OUTGRO is available at all drug counters.

SAVE UP TO 50% r.t

Unmatched values in genuine blue white
diamonds. Each diamond sold with a
written iron-clad money back guarantee.
All diamonds set in brand new mountings.

BERMAN’S DIAMOND LOAN BANK
DEPT.TG— BERMAN BLDG., BALTO. 1, MD.

Sell COLONIAL Christmas Cards *

Many have earned $100 and more. YOU have
the same opportunity! Just show exquisite •
NAME-IMPRINTED Christmas Cards. 60 lovely
Folders for $1 — customers ask you to take their •
orders.You make more big profits! $50 is yours selling-

100 Christmas Card $1 Assortments. Earn EXTRA •
DOLLARS showingGift Wraps, Everyday Cards, Sta-
tionery, Napkins, EXCLUSIVE Christmas Surprise •
Book

,
others. BIG CASH BONUS. Write now for Free

Imprint Samples, Assortments on approv-
al. Fund Raising Plan for Organizations.

COLONIAL STUDIOS, Inc., Dept.29D VtMJjUf
600 BOSTON POST RD„ GREENWICH,CONN. P 1 frllll 'll....... .to* VHMar

McCambridge, Tyrone Power and Don
Ameche; of Robert Arthur, who sold dog
food by ether persuasion when he was an
all-night disc jockey over KXRO in Aber-
deen, Washington; of Richard Widmark,
who has said that he believes radio may
be more useful to the movie aspirant than
live theatre training; of dozens of others
who made friends with a microphone be-
fore meeting a camera.

First Big Plunge:
By far the most desirable first expe-

rience of being away from home is that
gained by going away to school. If your
family can afford to provide this boon,
lucky you! but if not, consider financing
yourself. Coleen Gray, who worked her
way to a B.A. degree, mowed lawns,
tended babies, worked in the school li-

brary, and spent her summers as a waitress
in various summer resorts.

General college training offers an an-
swer to at least two of the oldest problems
confronting those seeking a theatrical ca-
reer. The first has to do with subsistence.

Equity (the union of the stage) reports
that only 8 per cent of its members earn
a living wage. Skills acquired during col-

lege days can be made to supply this well-
known need for bread and butter. The
provident person will learn a trade as well
as a profession.

The second problem is that of vocation.
No one knows whether he has enough
talent to be successful in a theatrical ca-
reer until that talent has been tested. No
one knows definitely that he wants to be
an actor until he has been exposed to

several other divisions of the theater. Per-
haps the person who has always been in-

terested in plays is, at heart, a playwright
instead of an actor. Perhaps he is an em-
bryonic interior decorator, a dramatic
critic, or even a natural-born coach. Col-
lege training gives the student an oppor-
tunity to find himself and to make a suc-
cess of his life.

As a final argument in favor of at least

Pret
‘y\Baby

Daughter Linda Susan is intrigued with

Shirley Temple’s fabulous doll collec-

tion. And you’ll be intrigued with Shir-

ley’s new life. Ida Zeitlin tells you

about it in the November issue of

Photoplay, on sale October eleventh

\

Kept smooth and

hair-free longer . .

by Nair . . .

the safe, odorless

depilatory lotion . . .

that removes leg hair

quickly, easily . . .

leaves legs smoother .

more exciting . . .

For petal-smooth legs use Nair, new, safe

cosmetic lotion that dissolves hair skin-close.

No ugly razor stubble—keeps legs hair-free

longer! Easy to use— rinses off quickly. No
clinging depilatory odor, no irritation to nor-
mal skin. Slower and softer

regrowth. For“second look’
legs—get Nair today!

Cosmetic lotion to

remove hair safely

FOR LEGS THAT

USE NAIR TONIGHT

TO BE SWEET, BE CLEAN
MODERN FEMININE hygiene

Boro-Pheno-Form
medicated supposi-
tories—aid to one
of women’s oldest
problems. They're
dainty, cleansing,
soothing, deodoriz-
ing. Ready for in-
stant use. For years,
the choice of thou-
sands of particular

women. Get FREE informative booklet on the Boro-
Pheno-Form way of Feminine Hygiene.

Ask Any Druggist Anywhere or Write

DR. PIERRE CHEMICAL CO., Dept. P-12

2020 Montrose Ave., Chicago 18, III.

iDR. PIERRE'S,BORO ph eNO FORM

"
grow

'

ER and LOVELIER

eyelashes
(torn Movie Sta^and Models .^.

g.
8SSSWtttul lashes addjso

poy t^e glamorous
teeUng^o^long

es and bright Discovery.

Slsa^entiflc medicated oi>hthal-

rent.
C

Yes thousands omhe^
why not you.

J glances. Only

ftuhe!
6
Money refunded U not

1

E Washington St Suite 301-*

Chicago 2. Ill- P
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YOU ARE IN DEMAND
IF YOU CAN fdraw

If you like to sketch, write for FREE
TALENT TEST. Splendid opportuni-

ties for trained artists. Find out if you
have talent worth developing.

ART INSTRUCTION. INC.
Dept. 10960, Minneapolis 15, Minnesota

Send me your FREE Talent Test.

Age

Addresi

City

County

Occupation.

_Zone_

State.

_Phone_

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

I Go an rapidly ae your time and abilities permit. Equivalent to reni-

I dent School work—prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
I H. S. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credits for H. 8. aubjecta

I completed. Single subjects if deairedL Ask for Free Bulletin.

If American School, Dept. H753, Drexel at 58th, Chicago37

r FREE PHOTO
,

DIRECT FROM
HOLLYWOOD

l

'
'

| LARGE SIZE OF YOUR FAVORITE

MOVIE STAR
(DELUXE TYPE—Suitable for
SPECIAL OFFER—FOR LI M ITED T 1 M E ON LY

1 WithPhoto.you will also receive FREE CATA-
LOG listing ALL stars plus 14 ADDITIONAL
PICTURESof popularstarson cover. Alsotells
now to get ADDRESSES. BIRTHDAYS, and
photos of STARS’ HOMES. Send name of ;1 vour favorite star and only 1 5c for handling.H HOLLYWOOD FILM STAR CENTER
Box2309, Dept. A-lOO, Hollywood28, Calif. 1I;

NU-NAILS
ARTIFICIAL FINGERNAILS and

QUICK-DRYING GLUE
Cover short, broken, thin nails

with NU-NAILS. Applied in a
jiffy with our amazing new quick-
drying glue. Can be worn any

length . . . polished any shade.
Help overcome nail-biting
habit. Set of ten . . . only 26c.

I Atdime,drug&department stores.

NU-NAILS CO., Dept. li-M,
5251 W. Harrison. Chicago 44.

Personal
To Women With

Nagging Backache

As we get older, stress and strain, over-exertion, ex-
cessive smoking or exposure to cold sometimes slows
down kidney function. This may lead many folks to
complain of nagging backache, loss of pep and energy,
headaches and dizziness. Getting up nights or frequent
passages may result from minor bladder irritations
due to cold, dampness or dietary indiscretions.

If your discomforts are due to these causes, don’t
wait, try Doan’s Pills, a mild diuretic. Used success-
fully by millions for over 50 years. While these
symptoms may often otherwise occur, it’s amazing
how many times Doan’s give happy relief—help the
15 miles of kidney tubes and filters flush out waste.
Get Doan’s Pills today!

two years of general college study it

should be pointed out that some of the best
dramatic training courses available today
are provided by American universities.

If, for any reason, college is completely
out of the question, don’t despair. The
ambitious young person should finally

move to the nearest large city and get a
job—any job that is honest.
That done, a number of possibilities

offer themselves. If a girl or a man has a

good singing voice, he or she should seek
an interview with the leader of every
name band that comes to town. Don’t ever
forget that Bing Crosby sang with Paul
Whiteman, Dorothy Lamour sang with
H’rbie Kay, Betty Hutton sang with Vin-
cent Lopez, Janet Blair sang with Hal
Kemp, Dick Haymes sang with Harry
James, and Marilyn Maxwell sang with
Buddy Rogers.

If a girl is unusually pretty, she should
check all the local photographers to find

out what sort of photographic modeling
jobs are available. (Nearly every large

department store uses a great deal of

fashion photography in its advertising.)
The ambitious newcomer also should

find out whether there are dramatic
courses being given by the city schools in

any of the night Adult Educational Train-
ing Classes, and he or she should find out
whether there are plays produced by local

stock companies.
If the neophyte has had hometown radio

experience, he or she should seek an in-

terview with the program director of

each of the big town radio stations, writ-
ing a letter (before phoning for an ap-
pointment) describing previous experience.

Some general rules for making a success

of your first venture away from home:
How to find a satisfactory room: If you

go to college, you will probably be housed
in a dormitory; otherwise the office of the
Dean of Women will supply you with a

list of accredited private homes in which
students are quartered.

If you do not go to college, but are
planning to get a job, go to the Young
Women’s Christian Association (YWCA

—

address and telephone number in the book,
of course) or to the Travelers Aid, and
ask for advice.

If your family has friends in the city,

write to them in advance, asking if you
may telephone when you are settled. When
you call, tell them where you are living

and working and ask if they have any sug-
gestions for bettering your situation.

What Clothing to Take:
This depends entirely upon the locality

in which you live and the time of year
when you travel, but in general a man is

wise to take along one good dark suit,

one good light suit and a supply of white
shirts, plus whatever work clothing he
will need. A top coat is useful, even in the
summer, in some parts of the country.
A girl should take one simple dark suit

and match it with a non-fussy hat. If pos-
sible, shoes, purse and gloves should match.
She will always wear hat and gloves when
job hunting. In addition to the suit, she
will need a top coat and two sensible
“business” dresses.

Your first purchase in a city new to

you should be a street guide and a city

and state history. Don’t think that, be-
cause you grew up only forty miles away,
you know all about your new environ-
ment; more than likely you know little

about the circumstances of its founding,
and its colorful beginnings. You may in-

crease your stature as a person if you can
be authoritative about the places in which
you have lived.

Dive into the Deep Water:
After a period of from one to four years

Prove it yourself no matterhow long-you have suffered
or what you have tried.
Beautiful book on psori-
asis and Dermoil with
amazing, true photo-
graphic proof of results
sentFREE.Write for it.

Don’t mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Ap-
ply non-staining Der-
moil. Thousands do for
scaly spots on body or
scalp. Grateful users often
after years of suffering,
report the scales have
gone, the red patches gradually dis
appeared and they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin
again. Dermoil is used by many doctors and is backed by a
positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or
money is refunded without question. Send 10c (stamps or
coin) for generous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot
Test.” Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write to-

day for your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print
name plainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 3925. Strathmoor Station. Dept. 4204, Detroit 27,Mich.

Sell to Friends, Neighbors, Relatives, Churches,
Clubs, etc. SPARE OR FULL TIME. Beautiful line
includes Metallics. Plastics, Wraps, Children’s
Cards. Name imprinted Xmas Cards, Stationery,
Napkins, Sells 50 for $1.00 and up. Over 100
numbers. Costs nothing to try. Write for samples
on approval. RAINBOW GREETING CARDS, 38
E. 1st St., Dept. J-l, New York 3, N. Y.

READ THE
Favorite Poems of Edgar 4. Guest

one hundred beloved poems by this

popular writer of verse

35c at newsstands

PKRMABOOKS

NERVOUS
STOMACH

A L L I M I N
relieves distress-
ing symptoms of
"'nervous stom-
ach”— heaviness
after meals, belch-

ing, bloating and colic due togas. ALLIMIN has been
scientifically tested by doctors and found highly effec-

tive. More than a ]A billion sold. At all drug stores.

ALLIMIN Garlic Tablets

UNWANTED l

HAIR
XlffT

ONLY BY KltllNO THE HAIg ROOT CAN YOU
3E SURE UNWAHTEP HAIR IS SOME FggEVtgJ
BRINGS RELIEFANP SOCIAL NAFF/NESS.
OO NOT USE OUR METHOD UNT/L YOU
HAVE REAP OUR INSTRUCTION DOOR ;

CAREFULLY AND LEARNED TO USE THE /

MAHLER M6TH00 SAFELY AND EFFICIENTLYJ
USED SUCCESSFULLY OVERSOYEARSy^^^ "

MAHLERS, INC., Dept. 58-N, Providence 15, R. I

j

EARN AS YOU TRAIN AT
HOME TO BE A NURSE
G.C.S. Practical Nursing Course
written by two doctors and clini-

cally-tested. We train you at home
in spare time. Professional outfit

included. High school not needed.
Easy payments. Trial plan. 400,000
nurses, age 18 to 60, needed. Mail
coupon today!

GLENWOOD CAREER SCHOOLS
7050 Glenwood Ave. Dept. N1-10 Chicago 26
Send free booklet and full information on Practical
Nursing.
Name Age_
Address_
City_ _State_

If jittery nerves occasionally get
you so keyed-up you can’t relax, try
Miles Nervine. Use only as directed;
All drug stores— two forms—Liquid
Nervine or effervescent tablets.
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” LONGER

t;HAIr?
'make this easy
7-DAY TEST!

Just trjr this SYSTEM on your hair 7 days
and see ifvou are really enjoying the pleas-

ure of ATTRACTIVE HAIR that can so very
often capture Love and Romance for you.

MARVELOUS HELP for DRY,
BRITTLE, Breaking-Off HAIR
WHEN SCALP and HAIR CONDITIONS are

normal and dry, brittle, breaking-off hair can be retarded,

it has a chance to get longer . . . and much more beautiful.

Amazing. The JUELENE System is not a hair restorative.

SEND NO MONEY—Fully Guaranteed
Just try the JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days. Then let your
mirror PROVE the thrilling results. JUELENE comes in

2 Forms Pomade Q Liquid. SEND FOR IT TODAY!
C. O. D. $1.00 plus Government charges. It is fully guar-
anteed. Money back if you are not delighted. Write Now!
JUEL CO., 4727 N. Damon, Dept. M-610, Chicago 25, III.

SOMETHING NEW AND SENSATIONAL IN

CHRISTMAS CARDS
FOR g

With Name
Show richNewCards never beforeoffered
. . Gets orders fasti Gorgeous Christmas
Cards with Name 60 for $1 up. 80 Assort-
ments. Personalized Book Matches and
Stationery. Gift Items. Samples on ap- ill fWTTTMriffl
proval. IMPRINTS FREE. Write now! INI lit!

PURO CO., 2801 Locust, Dept.025-M. St. Louis 3, Mo.

Get the startling facts about this new
exciting scientific stone that is thrilling

gem lovers everywhere. Virtually a ball

of rainbow ‘ 4#iro ,,
. Available in rings, or

unset at very LOW PRICES. See before

you buy. Write for FREE literature.

NATIONAL JEWELRY COMPANY
DEPT. 1-10 WHEELING. WEST VIRGINIA

Learn Profitable Profession
in QO days at Home

Women and Men, 18 to 50
Many Swedish Massage graduates make big
money. Large full time incomes from doc-
tors, hospitals, sanatoriums, clubs or pri-

vate practice. Others make good money in
spare time. Prepare for future
security by training at home and
qualifying for Diploma. Anatomy
Charts and 32-page illustrated
' Book FREE—Now!
jThe College of Swedish Massage
Dpt.059M ,41 E. Pearson,Chicagoll

Get your list of personal home
addresses of 339 top Hollywood

stars (not sec’y or mailing addresses);

plus the 24 motion picture organizations,

19 movie studios, 7 radio & TV studios, &
5 top film producers. Lists guaranteed accurate.

All for only Si (no C.O.D.’s), order today.

( Calif, resident} add sales t

HOLLYWOOD FANS, Dept. PP-10_

S864 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 78, Calif

today.

iAimp
Wear SAMPLE SUITS
AND MAKE UP TO S15 IN A DAY!

It’s easy! It’s fun I It’s profitable! I make it

easy for you to get your own personal suits to
wear and show—and to make up to $15.00 in a
day cash profit! My plan is amazing ! No expe-
rience needed. Send nomoney! Sparetime pays
off big! Everything supplied FREE! Justtake
a few orders—win suits and earn extra money.
Write today for FREE Outfit containing actual
sample fabrics, style cards, full information.
PIONEER TAILORING CO., Dept. K-lOOl,
Congress&ThroopSts., Chicago 7 , Illinois

Send for FREE BOOK
on DENTALNURSING

Describes fully WAYNE train-
ing for DENTAL NURSING
—X-Ray. Lab, Chairside as-
sisting, glamour and personal-
ity development. It’s a Big-Pay
field, anil the Wayne Plan
shortens class room attendance
through preliminary home
study. Send for free book today.

WAYNE SCHOOL »*c

Address—

City

of college or other training, when, pre-

sumably, the student has had enough cul-

tivation to make him employable, or after

enough years of working to have acquired
job sophistication and at least $500 in the

bank, the dramatic student is ready for

the trip to New York or to Hollywood.

If You Go to New York:
(Much of this material was furnished to

Photoplay by Rick Jason, a Broadway
alumnus who has just been signed by
Columbia Studios as a result of his work
in Ludwig Bemelman’s “Now I Lay Me
Down to Sleep.”)
During your first month in New York

(or in any city strange to you) it is wise
to select lodgings which cost slightly more
than you had planned to pay. At the end
of the first month you will know the city

well enough to secure less expensive hous-
ing which is still in a desirable district.

Once you are settled, you should pro-
ceed to the celebrated intersection of 43rd
Street and Broadway and buy a copy of

the “Actor’s Cues Show Business.” This
publication comes out every Tuesday and
costs twenty-five cents. It lists every
producer and director planning to cast a

play, and contains all types of news in-

teresting to theatrical people.
Note: Newcomers will often find that

the jobs listed in “Actor’s Cues” have
already been taken by insiders with a fine

grapevine connection. This fact does not
lessen the value of Cues; the pamphlet
serves a vital purpose by supplying the
newcomer with a ready made morale
builder and much introductory informa-
tion. There is no better way to get ac-
quainted with Broadway quickly.

The Broadway newcomer, armed with
Actor’s Cues and a list of agents, is pre-
pared to “make the rounds,” which is

Broadwayese for saying he is job hunting.
Rick Jason likes to tell ambitious

youngsters, “Never overdress. When you
are overdressed, you are actually playing
a part yourself, and, unfortunately, the
producer may not be casting that part at

the time of your visit.”

One of the first questions you will en-
counter, when you are given an applica-
tion (or registration) blank to fill out,

will be: “What experience have you had?”
Caution should be used at this point.

Don’t mention having played the lead in

four plays at Muddy Waters Union High
School, or you will be tagged immediately
as an amateur. Refrain from making much
of your little theater experience.

However, if you worked in summer
stock, write “I was with the Dusty Roads
Theater in 1949, and with Poison Ivy Play-
house in 1950.” Don’t explain that you
painted scenery, upholstered chairs, ran
for a doctor in “Birth of the Blues,” and
learned five parts as understudy without
ever uttering a word before footlights. The
fact that you have had two seasons of

summer stock means that some of the
naivete has disappeared.

While making the rounds of the pro-
ducers’, directors’ and agents’ offices, get-
ting registered and being interviewed
wherever possible, make friends with other
round-makers. In this way, you gradually
accumulate a circle of acquaintances who
share your interests; one never knows
how pleasant and long-lived these rela-
tionships may be.

Once widely registered, the theatrical
careerist should make every effort to be-
come self-sustaining. There are hundreds
of ways of doing this.

Modeling as a side-line appeals to some
newcomers, but modeling is a full-time
job which allows very little leisure dur-
ing which you can make the rounds. Serv-
ing as a commercial photographic model
is also a career in itself. (To get such jobs.

nMHBK
1 1 1 i s 1

1

Coats $1.00; Blouses 35c; Skirts 50c. Many
other low-priced bargains. Write today for

FREE catalogue.

CROWN, 1 64-MW MONROE ST. NEW YORK 2

/Have*50Foryou!
Make $50 fast! Sellonly lOO sensation-

W

al value 21 -Card $1 Christmas Assort-^^.
ments! FREE Book tells you how to get big
orders easily. Also show Gift Wraps, Stationery, .

Children’s Action Books, Address Book and over\
70 other fast selling items for all members of the
family. Name-Imprinted Christmas Cards 50 for
$1 and up. Start earning with FREE Imprint Sam-
pies. Assortments on approval. Extra Profit Bonus
mill l IDO PADn pn Plan! Write now! SendNoMoney.
rnlLLIro UfinU Lll., 466 hunt st., newton, mass.

m NEW SILK FINISH

ENLARGEMENT
GOLD TOOLED FRAME

Beautiful 5x7 enlargement made
from your favorite snapshot, photo or
negative and mounted in a handsome
gold tooled frame. Be sure to include
color of hair, eyes and clothing for
complete information on having your
enlargement beautifully hand colored
in oil. SEND NO MON EY—simply pay
postman 19c for each enlargement
and each frame plus cost of mailing.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Limit two to a
customer. Originals returned with your
enlargement. Offer limited to U.S.A.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Blvd., Dept. M304, Hollywood 38, Calif.

For thrilling, bewitching eye beauty, use

Lash-Kote. Lashes look longer, lovelier, softer.

Absolutely Harmless! Applies easily. Dries

quickly. Water-proof — Smudge-proof —Tear-
proof. Lasts for days.

Black or Brown — 25*
at All 5 and 10 Cent Stores

VOGUE PRODUCTS • HOLLYWOOD 31, CAIIF.
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a girl should make a list of modeling agen-
cies and commercial photographers from
the yellow section of the Manhattan tele-

phone directory, and then call upon each
one. You should carry along a few clear,

glossy self-portraits, preferably one show-
ing only head and shoulders, and another,
full-length, in simple street clothes.)

A person who has had some previous
small-town radio experience should apply
for both radio and television work at each
of the major New York radio stations.

The way to apply is to go to the informa-
tion desk and ask whether the casting
director is now interviewing applicants; if

the answer is “yes,” ask to make an ap-
pointment. If the answer is “no” ask
where you may secure an application
blank and to whom to mail it when you
have filled it in.

Between looking for jobs and earning
his keep, the dramatic careerist should
continue to add to his professional knowl-
edge. There are many ways to do this in

New York. The American Academy of

Dramatic Arts (tuition around $600 per
year, not including board and room) has
turned out some of the theater’s most dis-
tinguished people, and its productions are
always scouted; so has the Theodora Ir-

vine School of Drama, formerly attended
by Anne Baxter, Gene Tierney, and Clau-
dette Colbert, who also attended AADA.

If training of this sort is impossible, the
student should associate himself with what
are known as “Off Broadway” groups.
These consist of hopeful amateurs who
get together and produce plays which are
often attended by both Broadway and
Hollywood scouts. One finds these by
inquiring among acquaintances made in

producers’ waiting lines, and by reading
“Actor’s Cues.”

It should always be borne in mind that
Broadway did not send for you. You
came because you had equipped yourself
to fight for a place in one of the most
overcrowded professions on earth. You
should regard yourself as a person whose
importance is enormous—but only to you,
yourself. You should admit in advance
that there are going to be rough times,

through which you will build character,

and some plush times during which you
will help someone less fortunate.

You will get accustomed to hearing
agents, producers, directors, perhaps even
fellow actors say, “Why don’t you go back
to South Spud and go into business with
your dad?” Or, “Why don’t you go back
home and marry the boy?”
And if, after hundreds of disappoint-

ments and no encouragement whatsoever,
you decide to go back home, you should

go with the undefeated intention of start-
ing a theater in your town and providing
solid dramatic training for the local young-
sters who show ability and an interest in

a dramatic career.

If You Go to Hollywood:
(This material has been supplied in part

by Sally Forrest, the girl who knows that
the beginning she has made in “Not
Wanted,” “The Young Lovers,” “Venge-
ance Valley” and “Mother of a Cham-
pion” is that—a beginning. She has not
forgotten the period of nearly two years
during which she earned her living by
giving dancing lessons and by doing occa-
sional bit parts in pictures.)
Anyone planning to assault Hollywood

should learn to drive well. Anyone seek-
ing a job is infinitely handicapped without
a car in Southern California. (However,
Sally Forrest has never owned a car, has
always traveled by bus, so fame can be
earned the super-hard way.)
To find lodgings, the newcomer should

buy a copy of the Hollywood Citizen-News
and consult the fine print; or, one may
telephone the YWCA or the Travelers
Aid for advice. It might be a good idea
to register at one of the Hollywood hotels
until one has begun to know something of

the far-flung, lackadaisical city.

Warning: Hollywood is the city of the
telephone. Be sure that your lodgings
afford excellent telephone service so that
you will be able to make calls as often as
required, and so that your messages will

be taken properly and relayed to you.
If there is doubt about the efficiency of

such service at your quarters, you should
subscribe to a Call Club. This costs be-
tween $5 and $15 per month, depending
upon the class of service required, and is

worth every penny.
When your suitcases are unpacked and

your car is gassed, you are ready to make
contacts. First you should telephone each
studio and ask to talk to the office of the
talent director. When the secretary an-
swers, ask on what day and at what hour
the talent executive interviews applicants.

Plan to be there.

There isn’t one chance in a million that

anything will come of these contacts but
they are infinitely valuable because they
will familiarize you with the different

studios and with certain officials in each.

Be sure to keep a notebook in which you
list the studios, hours of interview, and
the name of the secretary to whom you
talk, in addition to the name of the talent

executive. You will find that studio sec-

retaries are delightful people and make
priceless friends.

Once you have made the rounds of
studios, you should make the rounds of
Hollywood commercial photographers, then
the rounds of employment agencies which
place models. (All listed in the yellow sec-
tion.) Next, if you have had any home-
town radio experience, you should follow
the New York routine at each of the
major broadcasting stations: NBC, CBS.
KECA, and KHJ, which are all within a
few blocks of Sunset Boulevard and Vine
Street.

Your next step should be to call at the
office of each of the Hollywood theatrical
agents, whose functions and methods of
operation are quite different from their
New York counterparts.
There is a wide difference of opinion

about individual agents and their ethics.
Yet a good agent serves a client as father-
confessor, career masterminder, cham-
pion, headache absorber, full-time wor-
rier, and ultra-best friend. For this he is

paid ten per cent of his client’s income.
An agent fosters an early career by

formulating a plan for a client; the agent
may decide that the newcomer should stick
to ingenue or juvenile roles, or that he
or she should do comedy or some type
of character work. The agent, in his
highest capacity, envisions a way of mold-
ing a potential into a tradable commodity.
An agent knows what each studio is

seeking, and he attempts to maintain the
closest possible relationship with pro-
ducers so that clients get every considera-
tion.

It is not at all unusual for an agent to
serve as talent scout; in this capacity he
may put a newcomer under personal con-
tract which will pay him or her a living
wage while being trained.

Agents form a friendly fraternity among
themselves. Many of them attend a num-
ber of amateur shows each week; if a
promising newcomer is seen, yet the au-
ditioning agent cannot add a client, he may
recommend the youngster to an agent
friend. Studio talent scouts, knowing that
a particular studio can’t sign a promising
newcomer for some reason, occasionally
interest an agent in him.
For all these reasons, it is a good idea to

make the rounds of the agents’ offices. In
most cases, you will be given a polite

brush-off, but if you have that indescrib-
able quality for which people will pay
money at the box office, one of the secre-
taries will spot your potential. She is just

as interested in finding you and sending
you into the main office, as you are
anxious to be found, so have faith!

Once you have made the rounds of

studios and various agencies, and noth-
ing has happened, you should make the
rounds of the many little theaters in Los
Angeles. You also should investigate the
Geller Workshop, the Ben Bard Theater,
Bliss-Hayden, or any of the theaters
advertised in The Hollywood Reporter.

Usually you will be able to take brush-
up dramatic work and earn your living a*

the same time. Coleen Gray, June Haver?'’
Dana Andrews, Victor Mature, and hun-
dreds of others were spotted by scouts and
agents in southern California theaters.

If you will follow the New York plan
given in this article, you will win a series

of small parts, then a series of better parts,

and finally a part which will win a screen
test for you.

If you will follow the Hollywood plan,

and if you have the potential, you, too,

will be asked to take a screen test.

Now we come to the most exciting and
critical point—your screen test. Next
month learn in detail how departments of

make-up, wardrobe and camera and train-

ing in dancing and dramatics cooperate

to make this test successful.

The End
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Hair styles in this picture by Don Rito, famous Hollywood hair stylist

Which Twin has the Toni ?

Toni looks as lovely as a $20* permanent

-feels as soft as naturally curly hair

The twins show you the lovely

proof 1 When you choose Toni—for

only one dollar you are getting the

very finest permanent there is. A
wave that’s caressably soft like

naturally-curly hair . . . and guar-

anteed to look just as lovely'— last

just as long as a permanent cost-

ing $20. (^Including shampoo and set).

What is Toni's Secret? It’s the lotion. Toni waving

lotion is an exclusive creme formula—especially created

to give you a wave that’s free of harsh frizziness—a wave
that feels and behaves like naturally-curly hair. But

remember, only Toni has this superb waving lotion.

Wonderful results—again and again ! What better proof

of Toni quality! Only Toni has given over 93 million

lovely, long-lasting permanents. Some women have used

Toni ten times or more and say their waves are always

soft, natural-looking, easy to manage. Letters of praise

come from women with every type of hair—even gray,

bleached and baby-fine hair. So whether you are buying

your first Toni or. your tenth, you can be sure of getting

a wave that has that natural look. Jany, the twin on
the left, has the Toni.

P. S. For a lovelier you—get Toni Creme Shampoo
and Toni Creme Rinse, too.

Miss Alice Kiesewetter, a teacher in

Evanston
,

III., adds this: “A Toni is

simply wonderful for career women. It's so

convenient to give
,
so easy to set— and it

lastsfor months. Best of all, a Toni wave

always looks beautifully natural!'''

ONLY TONI HAS
SP/N CURLERS
twice as easy- twice as fet
No rubber bands! Grip, spin, lock with the flick of

the Finger! Get regular size or Midget SPIN Curlers

in combination with Toni Home Permanent.



so innocent! ...Remember— it’s Woodbury ... the powder with a unique ingredient that gives

your skin a satin-smooth sheen with no “powdery” look . . . finer texture,

delightful fragrance, longer cling! . . . Whatever your

complexion, see it lovelier in Coquette!

Try it today— 15tf', 30<f, $1.00, plus tax.

... in cream make-up, too

Try Coquette Woodbury Cream Make-Up,

in a warm peach of a rachel ! A complete

make-up that veils blemishes and tiny

lines. Or match it with Woodbury

Powder for a “beauty look” so

glamorous, it’s unfair to other

women! Only 39 <;

plus tax.
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Capture the

look of New
Loveliness

WITH YOUR

First Cake
of Camay!

Camay

the former Cicely Davenport of Chevy Chase, D. C.

Bridal portrait by
T y

The Soap of Beautiful Women

How thankful you feel— when Someone New wins your heart— if

your skin’s at its glorious best! And your skin will be softer —clearer,

too— with your first cake of Camay. Change to regular care— use

Camay alone. Marvel at the difference your first cake of Camay makes!

Camay— All That A Beauty Soap Should Be!

A finer beauty soap than Camay does not exist! It’s so mild — so quick with its creamy

lather. And no other soap has ever quite captured Camay’s flattering fragrance.

When Camay’s your complexion care, the first cake can bring new beauty!

It led to a flying honeymoon!
And Cicely brought home a

British sixpence for a charm.

But her special charm is her

complexion. Cicely says:

"Your first cake of Camay
can bring a smoother skin.

See for yourself!”

TRY THE BIG, ECONOMICAL

ROAD TO A ROMANCE

It began with a blind date at a

Syracuse sorority. But how
could Bill be blind to Cicely’s

complexion? It’s so clear— so

fresh-looking—soft as a camel-

lia petal. Cicely found there is

complexion magic in Camay’s
creamy lather!



Wet feet, or cold feet, may so

lower body resistance that germs

in the throat called the Secondary

Invaders can get the upper hand.

these germs may invade tissue...

Here are some of the Secondary Invaders which many authorities think respon-

sible for most of a cold's misery. Anything that lowers body resistance makes

it easier for them to invade the tissue. Listerine Antiseptic often halts such an

invasion.

you start sneezing

!

That sneeze, or cough, or sniffle

is usually a sign that you may be in

for a cold . . . that you should
start fighting it with Listerine

Antiseptic.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC-QUICK!

The safe, direct way to attack

colds and sore throat

That Listerine Antiseptic gargle gets right

to the seat of the trouble . . . the threaten-

ing germs in the throat shown above.

They can cause most of a cold’s misery

when they invade the tissue. Listerine

Antiseptic kills them by millions on
throat surfaces.

So, if you gargle Listerine Antiseptic

early, you may head off a cold entirely or

lessen its severity, once started.

The Listerine Antiseptic way is a safe

way, a direct way, with none of the

undesirable side-effects of some so-called

"miracle drugs”. It has a wonderful rec-

ord against colds and sore throat.

Tests made during twelve years showed
that those who gargled Listerine Antiseptic

twice a day had fewer colds and sore

throats— and generally milder ones— than
•hose who did not gargle.

So, if you feel a cold coming on, or

your throat is scratchy, get busy with

Listerine Antiseptic at once, no matter
what else you do. Attack the infection

before it attacks you.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.
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Soft Water Shampooing

Even in Hardest Water

“Toni Creme Shampoo really

worked wonders the very first

time we tried it,” say beau-
tiful twins Joan and Jean
McMillan of Houston. “Our
hair was so shining soft . . .

as if we washed it in rain water. And
that really marvelous softness made it

much easier to manage, too.”

Soft Water Shampooing. ..that’s

the magic of Toni Creme
Shampoo. Even in the hard-
est water, you get oceans of

creamy lather that rinses

away dandruff instantly.

Never leaves a soapy film. That’s why
your hair sparkles with natural high-

lights. And it’s so easy to set and style.

TONI CREME SHAMPOO
• Leaves your hair gloriously soft, easy

to manage

• Helps permanents “’take” better, look

lovelier longer

• Rinses away dirt and dandruff in-

stantly

• Oceans of creamy-thick lather makes

hair sparkle with natural highlights.

TONI TWINS

Discover New

Shampoo Magic

FAVORITE OF AMERICA’S “FIRST MILLION’’ MOVIE- GOERS FOR 38 YEARS
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This is positively

Clark Gable’s most exciting,

thrill-packed picture.

He’s a racing roughneck—

but on or off the track

he’s got the knack

To Please A Lady”!

M-G-M presents

CLARK GABLE • BARBARA STANWYCK

TO PLEASE A LADY
ADOLPHE MENJOU

WILL GEEK
Story and Screen Play by BARRE LYNDON and MARGE DECKER

Produced and Directed by CLARENCE BROWN • A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE

p
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your problems answered

by CLAUDETTE COLBERT

WHAT SHOULD I DO?

READER'S DIGEST*

reports the same

research which proves

that brushing teeth

right after eating with

COLGATE

DENTAL CREAM
STOPS TOOTH

DECAY BIST

Better Than Any Other Way of

Preventing Tooth Decay According

to Published Reports!

Reader’s Digest recently reported on one
of the most extensive experiments in den-

tifrice history! And here are additional

facts: The one and only toothpaste used in

this research was Colgate Dental Cream;
Yes, and two years’ research showed brush-

ing teeth right after eating with Colgate
Dental Cream stopped decay best! Better

than any other home method of oral

hygiene! The Colgate way stopped more
decay for more people than lever reported
in all dentifrice history!

No Other Toothpaste or Powder

Ammoniated or Not

Offers Proof of Such Results!

Even more important, there were no new
cavities whatever for more than 1 out of 3

who used Colgate Dental Cream correctly!

Think of it! Not even one new cavity in two
full years! No other dentifrice has proof of
such results! No dentifrice can stop all

tooth decay, or help cavities already started.

But the Colgate way is the most effective

way yet known to help your dentist prevent
decay.

*YOU SHOULD KNOW! While not mentioned by

name, Colgate's was the only toothpaste used in

the research reported m July Reader's Digest.

EAR Miss Colbert:
Because of the housing shortage

which is still great in this area, my hus-
band and I finally moved from our noisy
hotel into the spare room in my aunt’s
attic. She needed the income, and after

we had looked over the space, we decided
we could make something of it.

We plastered and painted; we built

shelves and screens, we refinished the
floor. I made curtains, draperies, rugs,
lounge covers and even wove a seat for
an old chair. All this was done on our
days off, Saturdays and Sundays.
Our place is now extremely attractive

and we are proud of it. However, for the
past three months, my aunt has been tak-
ing her friends up to our quarters and,
apparently, spending the afternoon there.
Our rugs are tracked with dust and some-
times mud if the weather has been bad.
Our furniture has rings on it from the
iced tea which the visiting ladies drink,
and their sticky fingerprints are every-
where. They even use our bathroom
towels.
My husband got tired of it and put a

padlock on the door.
Now my aunt says that unless we leave

the door unlocked, we will have to move.
She says it is her house and she has a
right to take her friends where she pleases.

I am heartsick as I love our “attic heav-
en,” but I can’t stand my aunt’s attitude.
Is there any protection for people like us?

Frances P.

Fortunately you live in a large city
where there is a Legal Aid Society. This
group gives legal advice to people in mod-
est circumstances who can pay only a
dollar or two for interpretation of the
laws of their state and city.

In some areas a landlord has the right

of inspection whenever he (or she)
chooses. This rule is sometimes essential
in order for property to be properly pro-
tected. However, tenants also have rights,

and you should know exactly what they
are in your vicinity.

Even though you have invested a great
deal of time and money in your “heaven

”

perhaps it would be better to look for
lodgings elsewhere. Next time (and the
Legal Aid Society will help you in this

respect) it might be wise for you to draiv

up a pre-rental agreement ivith your land-

lord, specifying that inspection is to take
place only tchen your permission is given,

or when you are at home.
Be comforted by this knowledge : what

you have done before, you can do again
even better!

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

I am a man of twenty-three, the young-
est of nine children. My father died when
I was six, so—since I was sixteen—I have

supported my mother and my slightly olde
sister. All the others married young an
had their own troubles, so couldn’t help u:

My thirty-two-year-old brother has al

ways been my mother’s favorite son. Tw
years ago this brother came home with
girl he had let in for trouble. As a resu
of this disgrace my mother was desper
ately sick. I am still paying hospital bit
for this illness.

My mother hates my sister-in-law an
has never forgiven my brother. She dis

cusses his mistake with all of our famil
friends, saying, “He was my favorite sc
and I would have trusted him with m I

life.”

All this has left me with an inferioril I

complex. I have the feeling that I am tl
\

plugger of the family, the dull one wl
]

works hard and uncomplainingly ar .

toward whom people feel only tolerant
j

and perhaps pity.

How can I get over my self-depreci: i

tion? How can I fall in love, and 1 i

loved? I want to get over this loneline
I

very much.
Helmuth N.

Your mother, or any mother, is ma .

ing a heart-breaking mistake when si
\

openly admits favoritism among h
children. However, that statement is ju

i

a passing thought, as there is probab
nothing to be done now about giving yoi

j

mother the wisdom she should have i

quired in the process of rearing nit

children.
Don’t despair, because your own situ

tion can be managed to bring you se l

confidence and happiness.
Make friends with the people amoi

jwhom you work. Make it a point to

bowling with some of the men, or to s

some football games. Your men frien i

will introduce you to girls and the fb
j

thing you know, you will have a wide c I

cle of friends.
Perhaps it might be well to menti

one likelihood at this time: When y •

select a wife, it is logical to assume tl

your mother will suddenly decide tl

you are her favorite son and that y j

must not marry and leave her. The al-

lude of sensible people, in such a case.

that you must see that your mothe'<

needs are satisfied, but that you havt

right to your own life, love, and hap
ness.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

I have a younger sister who is to '

married around Christmas-time.
A year ago she was engaged to a b

but broke her engagement a month bef

the wedding date. She had been givei

wedding shower by this boy’s relatives £ 1

received many lovely gifts from th< •

When they broke (Continued on page
j
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YOU'LL VOTE IT PICTURE
OF THE MONTH, OF THE
YEAR, OF THE DECADE!

warmer bros. present the picture Most-to-be-Honored this year

JANE WlfMAM

'"9^
CrJLALSS IVIlETST/JLflilE R.I1E
also starringARTHUR KENNEDY
Produced by JERRY WALD and CHARLES K. FELDMAN - directed by IRVING RAPPER

a CHARLES K. FELDMAN group production • distributed by WARNER BROS.

Adapted for the Screen by TENNESSEE WILLIAMS and PETER BERNEIS

From the Original Stage Play by TENNESSEE WILLIAMS

As Presented on the Stage by Eddie Dowling and Louis J. Singer

Original Music by Max Steiner

W
p
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Became of

No modern girl need “stay at home”,
miss parties and break dates because
of the time of month. Midol has
changed all that by bringing quick
comfort from menstrual suffering.

oOL
i%Midol brings amazingly fast

relief from menstrual head-
ache because it contains two
highly effective, proven med-
ical ingredients that are often

prescribed by many doctors.

*'°Ol£AS£S cR*MPS---

Midol contains an exclusive

anti-spasmodic ingredient
which quickly eases cramps,
liven women who have suf-

fered severely report that
Midol brings quick comfort.
And Midol does not interfere

in any way with the natural

menstrual process.

'h'oOL CHASES

"

The mild stimulant in Midol
helps lift her out of the de-

pression and “blues” which
often attend the menstrual
process. So see that your
daughter takes Midol and
takes it in time. She’ll be her
charming self even on days
she used to suffer most.

MIDOL
is the Thing to TaheJor

FUNCTIONAL

PERIODIC PAIN

FREE 24-page book, "What Women Want to

Know”, explains menstruation. (Plain wrapper).

Write Dep't. EM 10, Box 280, New York 18, N. Y.

(Continued from page 4) up, she offered to

return the gifts, but they told her to keep
them, saying that they thought the quar-
rel would be patched up.
When this boy heard that my sister was

to be married to someone else, he asked
that the gifts now be returned. My sister

thinks it would be silly to return the things
after all this time. She has never used
anything, of course, and nearly everything
is in its original box.
My opinion is that everything should be

bundled up and turned over to the mother
of this boy. She can distribute the presents
to the original donors, because the gift

cards are still attached.
Do you agree with me or with my sister?

Mrs. A. T. C.

Books of etiquette are quite explicit
about situations of this sort. Actually
your sister should have tvaved aside the
earlier suggestion of her ex-fiance's rela-

tives that she keep the gifts. She should
have returned each gift, personally, once
again expressing her appreciation for
the thoughtfulness and generosity of the
donor.

I\ow, quite definitely, she should ivrap
each package carefully and return it to

the person who sent the gift. You live in

a city of moderate size, and I presume
that your sister and her fiance plan to re-

main there. The extent of her social ac-

ceptance in the city for many years may
be governed by the graciousness of her
behavior in this single situation.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
Can you tell me why I am such a cow-

ard? I am afraid to tell my husband that

I don’t love him, not because I’m afraid

of him, but because I can’t bear to hurt
him.
We have been married four years; I am

twenty-four, and he is twenty-nine. Our
first year of marriage was horrible. My
husband drank very heavily. He would
get intoxicated every time we were in-

vited to the homes of my friends, and
sometimes he would come home late at

night, laughing, singing, and bumping into

things. He would wake up the neighbors,
who would telephone, making me feel like

a fool.

Finally I left him, but we reconciled

because he acted as if I had broken his

heart. He promised to reform, and I must
say he has, but I just don’t love him as I

did when we were first married.
I get so depressed, living with him.

There is no enjoyment at all in dragging
home to him after work in the evening.
I often think how wonderful it would be
to come home at night to someone I really

loved and thrilled over. I hate to think
of spending my whole life with a husband
for whom I only feel sorry, but I haven’t
the nerve to tell him the truth since he
has reformed entirely.

(Mrs.) Candace O.

One of the first things to consider in

your case, I believe, is this: Your letter

which was intensely interesting and which
l would have liked to print in its entirety,

sounded tired—terribly tired. I believe it

is safe to say that it is impossible for any-
one to be head over heels in love when
one is physically exhausted.

Although you didn’t tell me what sort

of work you do, it was evident to me that

it is trying your strength and that you are
trying to keep house in a perfect manner
in addition to going to business full time.

It seems to me there is something else

to be considered in your case: Love is not

a simple, easily analyzed, clearly under-
stood emotion. It is practically never
what a romantic, inexperienced girl ex-

pects it to be. Perhaps the most success-

ful marriage is that in which each of l if
partners is the other’s best friend; t Ij

fact that your husband has reform v

would indicate that he is trying to plea\
(

you, that he has the instinct of a bi

friend to be what you would like him t it

be. The fact that you are tender towa>
him and cannot hurt his feelings wou
seem to indicate that you still love hit I

although the romantic aspect of yo
marriage has disappeared and the sol

satisfaction of spending your life wi

someone to whom you are important au.l

with whom you have overcome serio >i

obstacles has not yet begun to make itsi i

felt.

A little better health, more rest, and
sensible determination to find the gO' .

things in your marriage and to capital: it

on them will save your home, I believe.
|

Claudette Colbert ij

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am thirteen years old and have a si

i

ter, sixteen, who works in a theater bo
office and so has money to buy prel

clothes, the same size I wear.
My mother says I am still too young a

get a job, and my father is already de£.l

so I do not have pretty things like r ‘

sister has.

Today I wore a coat of hers to scho
The bell had not even rung when s:l

came running to school and took off t'i

coat and told me off in front of all the gi: , .j

and boys. I began to cry and ran hon .

'

When I got home I was so chilly I did ;

!

think I would ever get warm again, !

can not bear to go back to school becauii

all the boys and girls will laugh at me.
How can I make my sister see that',

must have her things when I want ther

Helen M

I sympathize with the embarrassing',

you must have felt when your sister h

possessed her coat, but I suspect that yo •

sister had teamed you of her intended o
tion in case you “borrowed” the coat. '

Let’s face it: The only way human li

ings can get along together in this wot
is for each individual to respect the rigl:

of others. Borrowing without asking p <
j

mission of the property owner is little d i

ferent from stealing.

It may be that your sister is selfish ;

not offering to loan you certain items
her wardrobe, but the fact remains that *

is her wardrobe and she has the right •

make the rules governing its use.

If you were the older sister ivht >

younger sister did not always take ti

best possible care of hard-earned cloii

ing. I’m certain you would understand.
At any rate you’ll be able to do bal

sitting and run errands for neighbc
within the next year or two and th

you’ll be able to afford some finery

your own.
Claudette Colbert

Have you a problem which seems

to have no solution? Would
you like the thoughtful advice of

CLAUDETTE COLBERT?
If you would, write to her in care

of Photoplay, 321 S. Beverly

Drive, Beverly Hills, Cal., and if

Miss Colbert feels that your

problem is of general interest,

she'll consider answering it here.

Names and addresses will be

held confidential for your pro-

tection.
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Here is a strange and exciting

woman, at war with everything

and everyone who stood in

her way.

>*<? otffZe ffettffietUiej tA> 'tyeai;

K

COLUMBIA PICTURES prt rents

JOAN WENDELL

CRAWFORD • COREY
IN

LUCILE WATSON • ALLYN JOSLYN • WILLIAM BISHOP • K.T. STEVENS
Screen Play by Anne Froelick and James Gunn

Based on the Pulitzer Prize winning play, "Craig’s Wife,” by George Kelly

Produced by WILLIAM DOZIER . Directed by VINCENT SHERMAN

H

sis

fj|
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Tony Curtis and Piper Laurie at Tony Martin’s Cocoanut Grove opening

before Piper went on a cross-country tour and discovered Vic Damone

It was an enchanted evening for Gene Tierney when she

met Ezio Pinza at the premiere of “Stars in My Crown”

According to Rumor: Despite tangible evidence,
things aren’t quite as cozy as they used to be between
Tyrone Power and Linda Christian . . . They may not
be engaged (at this writing) but when Lex Barker re-

turned from Africa, Arlene Dahl met him in New York
and they flew back to Hollywood together. Local
rental agents have been instructed to find Tarzan a
“tree for two” . . . Joseph Cotten has lost so much
weight, his friends are worried . . . Ava Gardner,
who left Spain and Mario Cabre behind, is curious
and concerned over her studio’s plans for her future
. . . Bob Hope’s inimitable observation on the news
announcement of former quiz kid Vanessa ' Brown’s
marriage to Dr. Robert A. Franklyn: “Imagine hav- i

ing a wife who knows all the answers!” . . . Scott
Brady’s trying to convince Dorothy Malone he’s the

right man to put the ring on her left hand . . . Mark
Stevens requested his new bosses at U-I not to

put him in pictures with Shelley Winters . . . Farley
Granger’s refusal to make personal appearances for

Sam Goldwyn may result in a lawsuit.

It’s True That: Ray Milland, who’s making a movie
in England, turned over his dressing room—complete
with refrigerator, tape-recording machine and fabu-
lous record collection—to Laurence Olivier (Don’t call

:

me “Sir” in Hollywood) who’s at Paramount making i

“Carrie Ames” . . . Ann Sothern knew Richard Egar
was coming, so she baked him a birthday cake covered
with frosted shamrocks . . . Jane Powell has suddenly i

developed into such a stunning young matron, M-G-M
has to develop a new teenager, whose initials spell

Debbie Reynolds . . . Peter Lawford is so “nuts” about
surf board riding, he keeps one of the boards in his

car constantly.

8



cal york’s gossip

of Hollywood

Pat Wymore and Errol Flynn, at Betty Hutton party,

discuss plans for an autumn marriage in France

Happy talk: Director Fred De Cordova, Mark Stevens and

Ann Blyth on set of “Katie,” in which Ann, Mark co-star

w
I

There was music in the air on - “Toast of New Orleans” set when stars Mario Lanza, David Niven were visited by

Howard Keel (left). Howard’s fine baritone gets a rest in his next, “Three Guys Named Mike,” a straight comedy
P
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Hollywood holiday with all expenses paid: Mrs. Lorraine Rzes-

zutko, first prize winner of Photoplay’s Hollywood Tour Con-

test, travelled with husband Edward on Santa Fe’s Super Chief

Lucky Lady: When Mrs. Lorraine Rzeszutko received a
telegram from the editors of Photoplay announcing that she
had won first prize in the Hollywood Tour contest featured in

the May issue, she at once made her plans. And, early in

August, when her husband, Edward, started his summer vaca-
tion, they were on their way. Until this trip, Mrs. Rzeszutko
had never been more than a few miles distant from her home
city of Chicago. She had never before ridden on a train and
she had never seen a movie star in the flesh. Imagine her
excitement, then, when she and her husband were taken to
Paramount and out on the set of “The Lemon Drop Kid” to be
presented to Bob Hope, who was rehearsing with Marilyn
Maxwell.

Just like a male—Danny the chimp, trained for movies by

Tony Gentry—admired Lorraine’s prize Holeproof hosiery.

She appeared on Bill Waish's show over KFI-TV in Los Angeles

A trip to famed Deauville Beach Club at Santa Monica gave

Lorraine opportunity to show off other prizes—the Brilliant

bathing suit, Kleinert beach bag and Honevbug terry scuffs

The Rzeszutkos lived in style at the hotel and traveled in

style. They met Paul Winchell, the ventriloquist; they talked
to John Derek and Shelley Winters; they dined with Esther
Williams and Ben Gage at their restaurant “The Trails.”
They saw Hoagy Carmichael at the Del Mar race track.
Everywhere they went they were photographed with the
stars. And everywhere they went, Mrs. Rzeszutko had just

the right thing to wear, a boon to any woman and any holi-

day, because of the extensive travel trousseau which was in-

cluded in the first prize. “They’ll never believe me in Chicago
when I tell them about this,” Mrs. Rzeszutko kept saying, over
and over, until she found, to her joy, that she would have a set

of photographs to prove her story.
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During Hollywood stay, Lorraine and Edward saw so many

stars their heads were spinning! Here they are entertained

by Esther Williams and Ben Gage at The Trails restaurant

Daily double: Mr. R. looks doubtful, Mrs. R. interested, as

they cheek the entries at popular Del Mar race track

P. S. Our Hollywood editors forgot to tell us who won!

Lorraine made a pretty picture at Ciro’s in her prize Carole

King black velvet cocktail dress and Deltah pearls. Among
! the many stars who stopped to say hello was Shelley Winters

Biggest thrill of all was touring the studios and seeing the

stars at work. At Paramount, they met Marilyn Maxwell and

comedian Bob Hope on the set of “The Lemon Drop Kid”

At Columbia, Lorraine had her autograph hook all ready

—

for handsome John Derek. John was busy making his picture

“The Hero” when the Rzeszutkos dropped into the studio

At the Beverly-Carlton Hotel Lorraine looks at some of the

prizes she won—her smart Shwayder luggage, the Carole

King dress, Maidenform bras, Playtex girdle, shoes, etc.

11
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For head-to-toe protection, use new FRESH Deodorant
Bath Soap. Used regularly, it is 20 times as effective as

other type soap in preventing body perspiration odor,
yet mild and gentle.

0-tO

Suddenly, breathtakingly, you’ll be embraced . . .

held . . . kissed. Perhaps tonight.

Be sure that you are always lovely to love; charm-
ing and alluring. Your deodorant may make the

difference. That’s why so many lovely girls depend
on FRESH Cream Deodorant. Test FRESH against

any other deodorant— see which stops perspiration

. . . prevents odor better! FRESH is different from
any deodorant you have ever tried— creamier, more
luxurious, and really effective!

INSIDE STUFF

Director Cyril End field, photographer

Scotty Welborne, dressed for hot Arizona

sun, pose Adele Jergens, Richard Carl-

son for “The Sound of Fury” stills

Monty Woolley Jr: The person this

story amuses most is—Clark Gable. It

seems before he started “Across the
Wide Missouri,” his studio instructed
him to let his beard grow. Being a good
boy who always does what he’s told, the
virile Mr. G. just smiled and tucked away
his razor. Finally, they called him into

the studio for wardrobe fittings. When
they got a gander at that luxuriant face
foliage—very fine but very gray—they
ordered the make-up department to make
with a fast false beard. Clark went hap-
pily on his way—to the barber shop.

The Truth Is: Bill Holden, who finally

got a deserving break in “Sunset Boule-
vard,” was so sensational M-G-M offered

a fortune for his contract. Columbia and
Paramount (who share it) won’t sell . . .

Doris Day and June Allyson are two
actresses who love the domestic life to

such an extent, don’t be surprised if they
appear less frequently in front of the

camera . . . Ida Lupino and Howard Duff
agreed to disagree, didn’t see each other
(or anyone else) for a month and got
back together without Hollywood finding
out about it . . . Jane Wyman, who start-

ed out as a cheesecake queen, was so

self-conscious wearing a sarong in “Three
Guys Named Mike,” they had to close

the set . . . Van Johnson, who was thirty-

four in August, does special exercising
for strengthening his face muscles . .

Ginger Rogers, who’s a big girl now, was
talking “baby talk” at La Rue’s, while 2

group of out-of-towners in an adjoining
booth looked as surprised as they felt

Set of the Month: Cal managed to see

one “take” before they gave him the

bum’s rush! Fred Astaire was “dancing
on the ceiling” in “Royal Wedding ”—

1

feat accomplished by his famous fee’

and a mechanical device that strappee
in the cameraman and carried the earners

around in circles. Suddenly someone de
cided the mechanics of the illusion shoule

be kept a deep dark secret. “But everyone
knows I can’t (Continued on page 14] :

i
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HERE’S EXCITING NEWS!

The first new kind of Girdle in 11 years/

Playtex* FAB-LINED Girdle

Slimming you naturally

,

smoothly, THE PLAYTEX
FAB-LINED GIRDLE caresses

you to new slenderness,

keeps you cooler, more
comfortable

i4s- h

With amazing Playtex figure-slimming power and
freedom-of-action plus—fabric next to your skin!

You’ve never seen a girdle like this, never felt a girdle

like this, never enjoyed such comfort in any girdle.

It’s a triumph of science—to fuse this new cloud-soft

fabric lining to a pure latex sheath.

It’s a secret Playtex process, accomplished without a

seam, stitch or bone—without losing any of the amaz-

ing Playtex all-way stretch or power-control.

Next to your skin, you’ll say it’s smooth as a veil of

powder, airy as a cloud, soft as the touch of an angel.

Yet miracle latex goes right on trimming the inches

away as only latex can do—combining wonderful fig-

ure-slimming power with complete freedom of action.

It’s years ahead of any other girdle in the world!
.

• •

$4.95 to $5.95

$3.95 to $4.95

$3.50 to $3.95

In SLIM golden tubes, PLAYTEX FAB-LINED GIRDLES . . .

In SLIM shimmering pink tubes, PLAYTEX pink-ice girdles

In SLIM silvery tubes, playtex LIVING girdles . . .

Sizes: extra-small, small, medium, large: Extra-large size slightly higher

At all department stores and better specialty shops everywhere

P

INTERNATIONAL LATEX CORP N. Playtex Park ©1950 Dover Del.
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One of these Twins has a Toni, the other

has a $20*permanent. Can you tell—

WHICH TWIN HAS THE TONI ?

Following in father’s footsteps is

Donna O’Connor, on a visit to Donald

during shooting of “The Milkman’’

INSIDE STUFF
(Continued from -page 12) actually dance
on the ceiling,” the reasonable Fred
reasoned. “Why not capitalize on the
originality of this number and publicize

it.” In the meantime a persuasive hand
guided us toward a door marked “exit.”

Just outside we encountered Jane Powell
sipping a milkshake. “Fred Astaire
orders one every day for me,” she
beamed, “because I lose weight dancing
with him.” How did it feel to dance with
the master, we asked the little lady who
usually sings for her supper. “Fred
would make anyone look good!” said she.

Come to think of it, he always has.

Names in the News: It’s a little Robin
for Roy Rogers and Dale Evans, who
welcomed a seven-pound baby girl ....
Combining marriage, motherhood, career
and philanthropic obligations rated Lo-
retta Young the title of outstanding
Catholic woman of the year . . . Alimony
blues for Mickey Rooney, whose second
wife claims he’s behind in his payments
to her and their two children . . . Phyllis

Kirk burning and not yearning for musi-
cian Andre Previn, whose engagement
was announced simultaneously with his

induction notice. They’re friends, aren’t

engaged and never discussed marriage
. . . It’s number four for Don DeFore,
whose son arrived on pappy’s birthday . .

.

Why does Anne Baxter go in for super
sexy publicity when hers is one of the

truly genuine and dignified talents of

Hollywood ?

Innocent Bystander: “It is him!” “It

couldn’t be!” But it was! Cal couldn’t

help overhearing the animated discussion

between two young things, who also had
stopped at the popular Las Palmas and
Hollywood newsstand. The object of their

attention was—Montgomery Clift! He
was absorbed in a magazine, completely
oblivious to the consternation he was
causing. In old slacks, an open, wrinkled
shirt that displayed a hairy chest, Monty
hardly looked like the answer to a young
girl’s dream. They slowly walked away

—

looking as if they had just seen someone
shoot Santa! (Continued on page 16)

Look closely! Compare the shining softness

. . . the live, long -lasting “spring" . . . the

lovely natural look of both permanents.

Which is which? You can’t tell! Not even

experts can find any difference between the

$1 Toni and the beauty shop wave. Because

a Toni looks as natural, feels as soft as

a $20 wave (*including shampoo and set.)'

It’s actually guaranteed to be as beautiful and

Hair styles by William

last as long. Your Toni has that natural

look from the first day. There’s no frizz!

Even if your hair is baby -fine, bleached or

tinted, Toni’s gentle Creme Waving Lotion

leaves your wave as satin-soft and easy to

set as Alva Anderson’s (at left). You can be

sure of this — for only Toni has given over

93 million natural -looking waves to all

types of hair. Try a Toni — you’ll love it!

Toni alone, of all home permanents—

looks so natural, feels so soft!

That's why more women choose Toni than

all other home permanents combined

!

Here’s the reason! Toni contains its own

gentle blend of the very same waving ingre-

dients used in most expensive beauty £
shop lotions. Yet Toni costs only

with SPIN curlers $2.29

HOME PERMANENT
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She's tempting

in a penthouse

and dangerous in

a bordertown dive!

IRVING CUMMINGSlR and IRWIN ALLEN present

ROBERT MITCHUM

FAITH DOMERGUE

CLAUDE RAINS

FAITH DOMERGUE
latest star discovery
of HOWARD HUGHES
who brought you

JEAN HARLOW
and

JANE RUSSELL
with MAUREEN O’SULLIVAN

CHARLES KEMPER
LPICTURESjm

Produced by IRVING CUMMINGS Jr. • Associate Producer IRWIN ALLEN • Directed by JOHN FARROW • Screenplay by CHARLES BENNETT



INSIDE STUFF

Back in New York, honeymooners Nicky Hilton and Liz Taylor visit The

Plaza kitchens, where chef taught Liz to make Nicky’s favorite dessert

5ally got tinsel...

Sally told her husband to get her “just

anything” for Christmas. So—instead

of the new carpet sweeper she needed,
she got some gew-gaws she had to pre-

tend she liked. Silly Sally

!

Sue got a time-saver:..

Susy came right out and said, “What I

need this year is a new Bissell Carpet
Sweeper. Then I won’t have to plug in

my vacuum cleaner every time you folks

spill a few crumbs!” Smart Sue—who
knew it paid to have both!

Only BISSELL has

"BISCO-NIATIC”* brush action

This miracle-action brush adjusts itself

automatically to thick rugs or thin, with-

out any pressure on the handle whatso-

ever! It even gets the dirt under beds,

where you can’t press down.

New Bissell Sweepers with "Bisco-matic”

Brush Action as low as $6.95. Illustrated:

The "Flight” at $9.95. Prices a little more

in the West.

•Be*. U.8. Pat. Off. Bissell 's full spring controlled brush.
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(Continued from page 14)

In Case You Care: Lovely, lush Ruth
Roman has to be especially lighted on the
set to tone down her “sex appeal” . . .

Valentina Cortese, the Italian actress
you’ll next see in “House on Telegraph
Hill,” looks tall and voluptuous on the
screen but in reality is short, has a tiny
body and her face in repose seems to
frown . . . Dress designers at Warners
weren’t too pleased when Vivien Leigh
brought Lucinda Ballard, who created
her London costumes for “A Streetcar
Named Desire,” for the movie version.

Modest Minstrel: Here’s hoping Holly-
wood won’t spoil Vic Damone (there goes
our neck again!) and somehow we don’t
think it will. Cal caught up with the
charming singing star in Ciro’s famed
Ciroette room. With people partying all

around us, we managed to exchange a
few words. “What would you like, if you
could have anything you wanted,” we
challenged. Vic looked amused, but his

answer was sincere. “I’d like to be able
to sing like Sinatra, be as handsome as
Tony Martin and as popular as Cary
Grant,” he told us. Cal could only com-
ment: “Who wouldn’t?”

Stork Club: “Is it a girl?” Jeanne
Crain asked eagerly, when her third

child was born. “No, dear,” her husband
answered amusedly. “It’s only a boy
again.” They’ve named him Timothy
Peter Brinkman . . . Larry Parks and
Betty Garrett won’t be making that pic-

ture together after all, because the
little sister ordered for young Garrett
Christopher will be arriving next March.

A Little from Lots: Ross Hunter, who
gave up acting to learn directing, got
that “old feeling” when Ginger Rogers
and Jack Carson asked him to be in

“Illegal Bride.” He took the job, with a

“no publicity” clause in his contract.
He was handled so badly last time, Ross
is taking no chances ... You wouldn’t
believe it unless you saw Brod Crawford
shaking like a leaf in front of the “Born
Yesterday” cameras. The big guy is so

conscientious, he literally suffers trying
to do his best . . . The big meeting be-

tween Vivien Leigh and Marlon Brando,
who will co-star in “A Streetcar Named
Desire,” took place in Warner’s Green
Room. Director Elia “Gadget” Kazan
introduced them. The mighty Marlor
nudged the vivacious Vivien with his

elbow and muttered: “Go ahead and
eat!” He wore a brand new T-shirt foi

the momentous occasion.

Rumors Rumble That: Cary Grant anc
Betsy Drake would be the happiest
couple in Hollywood if they had definite

reason for furnishing a nursery . .

Linda Darnell’s apparent poundage is

causing frets and frowns from the front

office, who hope she’ll start counting
calories . . . Hedy Lamarr’s on-again-off-

again decisions to play opposite Dannj
Kaye in “On the Riviera” have discour
aged enthusiasm for future interest ir

her services at Twentieth . . . Annabella
the ex-Mrs. Tyrone Power, returned tc

Hollywood because she was so homesicl
for our drug and hardware stores.

Sights You See: Jimmy Stewart trying

to round up two pigs that had faller

off a truck on (Continued on page 21)
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Cashmere
Bouquet

Feels and looks a

part of your complexion!
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7a/c; Lipstick; All-

Purpose Cream or

Hand Lotion—mate
.sare it’s Cashmere Bouquet!

If it's texture you want, velvety arid clinging, t hen

make this luxuriously-smooth lace powder your choice—

II it’s naturalness you want, be you blonde, brunette

or titian, there’s a “Flower-Fresh” shade to complement
and flatter your own true skin tone—Surely, whatever you

want in fine face powder, you II find in Cashmere Bouquet...

delicately scented with the iamous “fragrance men love”!

Six fashionable,

“Flower-Fresh" shades!



“Perfect Sleeper

AMERICA’S FINEST SMOOTH-TOP MATTRESS I

PATENTED "VITALIZED CUSHIONING"-gives live, more comfortable-

more healthful support—allows you to relax completely.

EXCLUSIVE "UNI-MATIC" TUFTLESS CONSTRUCTION-provides a velvety-smooth,

uniform sleeping surface without buttons, bumps or disturbing pressures

—adjusts automatically to your size and weight.

LABORATORY AND X-RAY TESTS—prove the "PERFECT SLEEPER'S” greater

comfort and more-healthful support, as recommended by leading doctors.

UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED—against any defects caused by faulty

materials, workmanship or construction.

Test these qualities yourself—at better furniture and department stores!

The completely-satisfying, more refreshing comfort of the

"Perfect Sleeper” canhot be found in any other mattress. It is the direct

result of a remarkable, ultra-modern innerspring construction which includes:

Readers' Pets:

Gloria Swanson is marvelous—not only
as an actress, but as a person. I attended
a special preview of “Sunset Boulevard"
and had an opportunity to speak to her
afterwards. She chatted on about her ca-
reer, travels and, most of all, of her fam-
ily. Miss Swanson has that rare gift of

changing her mood to suit those around
her. Although Miss Swanson is almost
three times as old as I am, you would
have thought that we were of the same
age

;
she is so lively and engaging.

Pat Stack
Chicago, 111.

I am thoroughly convinced that Richard
Widmark deserves an Oscar for “Night
and the City.” The role called for a cheap
honky-tonk tout and Mr. Widmark com-
pletely filled the bill.

Julie Pagano
New York, N. Y.

Why don’t we see more of Micheline
Prelle who played in “Under My Skin”?
She’s got more sex appeal than Lana
Turner and Marlene Dietrich put together

and she can act too

!

Beverly Lonergan
Palo Alto, Cal.

Cheers and Jeers:

I can’t understand why Photoplay in-
{

sists on smearing Elizabeth Taylor’s face

on the cover and inside in practically

every issue. It’s getting to be stale stuff.

Josephine Redwanski
Areola, Ind.

I was very much impressed by the pic-

ture of Elizabeth Taylor’s stand-in Mar-
jorie Dillon (June). I think a girl who
could look so composed and yet so beau-

tiful should be in pictures in her own right.

Ray G. Peter
Vancouver, B. C.

I

Did I hear someone say Susan Hay-
ward’s hair was sexy? We have a mop
that hangs on our back porch that has as

much sex appeal as her hair. I agree

she’s a good actress and beautiful, too,

but I wish she would at least try to find

the part in her hair.

Beverly Hankenson
Bellingham, Wash.

Hurrah ! for Louella Parsons and her

story, “Hollywood Divorces Aren’t My
Fault” (Aug.). Every time someone gets

divorced it is blamed on the press. They
are always ready to blame everyone but

themselves.

Beverly Knarp
Slater, Mo.

"Perfect Sleeper ,T
Mottress and Box Spring

"Perfect Sleeper Imperial" Mattress and Box Spring

(with extra-luxury cushioning oj SERTA-FOAM latex by FIRESTONE)

"SERTA-FOAM" Steep Set, including oil-latex Mattress and special Foundation complete

Canadian prices slightly higher. All prices subject to change without notice.

Casting:

I think that Hollywood should make a

movie of “Romeo and Juliet.” Gene
Kelly or Mario Lanza would make a won-
derful Romeo with Kathryn Grayson as

Jnliet.

SERTA ASSOCIATES, INC. • 666 LAKE SHORE DRIVE • CHICAGO, III.

© Serto, 1950

Eleanor Van Zandt
Arlington, Va.



We have just read “To Hell and Back,"
a hook by Audie Murphy, and we think it

would make a wonderful movie. Have
Mr. Murphy play his real life role.

Judy Young and Barbara Cress
Morristown, Tenn.

Question Box:

I would appreciate it if you would in-

form me what part Peggy O’Connor
played in “Where the Sidewalk Ends.”
As far as I can recall, only Gene Tierney
was in the picture, unless this Peggy
O’Connor was one of the models.

Mrs. H. Hazelkorn
Woodhaven, N. Y.

( You’re right, Peggy appeared in one
scene as a model.)

Rock Hudson is my ideal next to Far-
ley Granger. Could you give me some in-

formation about him ? What is his next
after “Peggy” and “Winchester 73”?

Laura Clark
Phoenix, Ariz.

( Ide was born Roy Fitzgerald in Win-
netka. III., 11/17/24. Fie is 6’3", 197 lbs.,

lias brown hair,
brown eyes; served

in the Navy 1944 to

1946 in Haivaii,
jil Guam, Australia, the

Philippines. He's
nozv making “The
Fat Man” and “Tom-
ahawk.”)

In “Choose Your Star" (Aug.) Jeff

Chandler is shown. Is he really that gray ?

I always thought him to be much younger.

Shirley Anderson
Chicago, 111.

(Fie zvas born 12/15/18. However his hair

turned “pepper-and-salt” when he zvas 15.)

Could you please tell me the two other

pictures besides “The Reformer and the

Redhead” that June Allyson and Dick
Powell played in? Mary Unger

Clifton, N. J.

(“Meet the People,” in which June had
a small role, Dick the lead; in the forth-

coming “Right Cross,” they co-star.)

Didn’t Barbara Stanwyck at one time

play in “Annie Get Your Gun”?
“Anxious”
Glendale, Cal.

(No, but she played the same character

in “Annie Oakley” made by RKO in 1935,

opposite Preston Foster.)

Everyone in our office is always yelling

about how wonderful Monty Clift and
Tony Curtis are. They are, it’s quite

true. The other evening we had the

pleasure of seeing “The Golden Gloves
Story” and a new actor named Dewey
Martin and we have decided that Tony
and Monty have absolutely nothing on
Dewey. In fact, he is a combination of

both. Could you please print a picture

and some information about him?
Christy Delaney
Hollywood, Cal.

(He was born in

1923 in Brady, Tex.,
is 5'9"

, 155 lbs., has
blue eyes, black
hair. Next picture,

“Kansas Raiders” for
U nvoersal-Interna-
tional.)

Address letters to this department to
Readers Inc., Photoplay, 205 East 42nd
Street, New York 17, N. Y. However,
our space is limited. IVe cannot therefore
promise to publish, return or reply to all
letters received.

Cashmere
Bouquet

— In a New Bath Size

Cake, Tool

Yes, in laboratory tests conducted under severest

conditions on normal, dry and oily skin types . .

.

Cashmere Bouquet Soap was proved amazingly mild! So

use Cashmere Bouquet regularly in your daily hath

and for your complexion, too. It will leave your skin

softer, smoother . . . flower-fresh and younger looking!

The lingering, romantic fragrance of Cashmere

Bouquet comes only from a secret wedding of rare

perfumes, far costlier than you would expect to find

in any soap. Fastidious women cherish Cashmere

Bouquet for this “fragrance men love”.

New tests by

leading skin specialists

PROVE the amazing mildness

of Cashmere Bouquet

on all types of skin!
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/dreamed

/went to the theater

Shown: Maidenform's Maidenette* in white satin and lace.

There is a maiden Tram for every type of figure!

7, M
1

1

1



Regular

and Gift

Order Card ~— Subscriptions

One 1-Year Subscription .$1.80

Two 1-Year Subscriptions 3.00

Each Add'l 1-Year Subscription. . . . 1.50

PP. 11-50

PHOTOPLAY
205 E. 42nd St., New York 1 7, N. Y.

Sirs:

Enter a 1-Year Subscription for Photoplay Magazine for

each name listed below. You will receive payment -from me
os checked below.

Q $ Enclosed with this order.

Q I will pay on- receipt of your bill.

Send to ,
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Send to ! ^
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ote: If you ore already subscribing and wish to include your re-

newal or extension on this order, at the Gift Subscription

Rate, please check here
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INSIDE STUFF

A queen wails for a cameraman. Scene

is set of “The Mudlark,” with Irene

Dunne made up as Queen Victoria

(Continued frovi page 16) Malibu High-
way . . . Lana Turner describing a stun-
ning maternity wardrobe designed for
her by Helen Rose . . . Rock Hudson try-
ing to “con” a studio operator into giving
him Joan Evans’s private phone num-
ber . . . John Derek treating himself to
one of those popular new pink linen
bow ties in Beverly Hills . . . John Wayne
at Lakeside, stopping to give an auto-
graph to an admirer, but frowning as if
he were signing his death warrant.

Monkey Business: With all due respect
to people, one of the best behaved guests
at Marguerite Chapman’s cocktail party
was a monkey! Cal isn’t exactly sure
why he was there, unless it was to tie in
with a clever illustration Maggie drew
on her invitations. When the monkey
came over with a cloth and shined Bill
Lundigan’s shoes, he cracked, “Haven’t
we met somewhere before?” Jocko
tipped his hat! Beautiful Marguerite
took over the courtyard of her apart-
ment for her original party. She even
had a loud-playing steam calliope. “For
guests who stay too long!” mirth-girl
Myrna Dell told everyone.

Hollywood in Shorts: It was almost
“Lights Out” for terrific trouper Arthur
Kennedy, who plays the blind boy in the
picture by the same name. Arthur, the
realist, who is wearing fogged-up con-
tact lenses to “blind” himself, broke them
in at home. Somehow, the ointment used
for inserting them was applied impro-
perly. Arthur’s eyes suffered terribly
luring the process . . . Only Rosalind
Russell and if only there were more
lumorous actresses like Rosalind—could
lave given Bill Powell such a sensational
nrthday party. When the cake was
wheeled in, it was decorated with a red
lose, glasses, a mustache and the frost-
ing letters read “Father” . . . She’s the
finest of the new Hollywood crop—and
he most miserable. Poor Judy Holliday
'as .a terrific weight problem. While
naking “Born Yesterday” (she created
t m New York) Judy went through ev-
*1 dfy brilliant acting with only
.
hard-boiled egg or a tomato for lunch,

ler disposition was still that of an angel.

"7 hours in water
left me dry l"

If dishwashing dries your hands, imagine my skin after shooting swim
scenes for “Pagan Love Song.” Some days I was in water 7 full hours!

The salt water left my skin

feeling dry and rough . .

.

But soothing Jergens Lotion

(from fingertips to toes) . . .

Kept my skin smooth and
soft for romantic close-ups.

CAN YOUR LOTION OR HAND
CREAM PASS THIS FILM TEST?

To soften, a lotion or cream
should be absorbed by upper

layers of skin. Water won’t

"bead "on hand smoothed with

Jergens Lotion. It contains

quickly-absorbed ingredients

that doctors recommend, no
heavy oils that merely coat

the skin with oily film.

Being a liquid, Jergens is Prove it with this simple You'll see why Jergens
absorbed by thirsty skin. test described above . . . Lotion is my beauty secret.

More women use Jergens Lotion than any other hand care in the world
Sfill 10(1 to $1.00 (plus taxi

f
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SHAMPOO
Perfumed with

famous Old Spice

NO FEDERAL
TAX REQUIRED

Wonderful, up-to-the-minute
shampoo formula leaves your
hair shining clean, dandruff free,

easy to manage. And perfumes
your hair with famous Old Spice!

At Drug and Department Stores

SHULTON
Rockefeller Center, New York

BY JERRY ASHER

H
E’S such a good actor, he doesn’t get
half the credit he deserves!” Joan

Crawford said it on the set of “The
Damned Don’t Cry.” Literal translation:

“Kent Smith, star of stage, screen and
chronic croquet circles is as meek as a

mouse when it comes to tooting his own
talented trumpet.” Actually, Kent is pos-
sessed, to the point of being obsessed, with
a shyness that sends him shuddering from
any unwarranted form of exhibitionism.

Since cancelling his khaki on July 29,

1945, his performances have distinguished
many memorable movies. His poignant por-
trait of Joan Crawford’s unwitting lover in

“The Damned Don’t Cry” plumbed the
depths of inspired acting.

Born on March 19, 1907, in New York
City, Frank Kent Smith’s schooling was
at Columbia University, matriculation at

Harvard, class of ’29. Schoolday acting
ambitions burst into bloom with the forma-
tion of the University Players at West Fal-
mouth, Mass. Along with such dramatic
young hopefuls as Henry Fonda, Margaret
Sullavan and James Stewart, Kent eventu-
ally graduated to pavement-pounding for

jobs in New York City.

In his first professional play he received
an encouraging letter from Helen Hayes,
who was in the audience. Currently he’s

playing opposite the Broadway actress in

1

“The Wisteria Tree”—which personifies

one man’s amazing progress. Starting with
Katharine Cornell, the late Jane Cowl and
Peggy Wood, he’s played opposite more
glamorous women than any other actor.

In private life Kent’s married to Betty
Gillette, non-professional. They have a
four-year-old daughter, a home in Beverly
Hills and live in a Greenwich Village
apartment when he’s in the theater. Strong
Smith characteristics are his tenacity,

frankness, humor that isn’t always ap-
parent, conservative dressing, weight-
watching—which is abetted by a daily

half-mile swim—croquet tournaments, sour
cream recipes, corny jokes and a love for

jazz that sends him to Bop City.

Because writers continue to regard him
as an “orderly” young man and producers
are short-sighted enough to keep casting

him thusly, Kent Smith is still one of the
great undiscovered talents of Hollywood.

“There’s nothing I can do about it my-
self,” he says, “but hang on and he ready
(which he is) when my big break comes.”
He prefers his present free-lance status,

which gives him more time for croquet.

Bop City—and remaining inconspicuous.
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INTIMATE FEMININE
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This Medicated Greaseless Suppository

Assures Hours of Continuous Action

Young wives are to be pitied who
don’t keep up with the times on
what’s effective, yet safe to use, for
intimate feminine cleanliness—they
are to be pitied if they haven’t
learned about the extra advantages
of Zonitors.

Zonitors are continuous - action,
greaseless, stainless vaginal sup-
positories which give powerfully
germicidal and effective action for
hours. Yet Zonitors are safe to the
most delicate tissues. Strictly non-
poisonous, non-irritating, non-
burning.

Easy To Carry If Away From Home
Zonitors come twelve in a package
and each separately sealed in a
dainty glass vial. No mixing — no
extra equipment is required. All
you need is just this dainty snow-
white suppository!

Easy To Use . .

.

Zonitors are so easily inserted and
they keep on releasing powerful
germ-killing and deodorizing prop-
erties for hours. They help guard
against infection and kill every
germ they touch. While it’s not
always possible to contact all the
germs in the tract, you can depend
on Zonitors to immediately kill
every reachable germ and stop them
from multiplying. Be sure to use
Zonitors— the new, modernized
method.

FREE: Mail this coupon today for
free booklet sent in plain wrap-
per. Reveals frank, intimate facts.

Zonitors, Dept. ZPP-110, 100 Park
Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.*

Name_

Address,

City. .State.

*Ofler good only in U. S.
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"Blemishes* are no problem for me," says Mrs. Phyllis
MacDonald, Toronto housewife. “Noxzema makes my skin
look so much softer and cleaner. I apply it first thino in the
morning and at bedtime, too. It’s my all-around beamy aid.’’
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nce dry and verV sensitive," says suecessful Philadelphia career girl Barbara Swanson. “But sincemy Prom Queen days, I’ve used Noxzema regularly as mynight cream. It has consistently taken care of my skin
”

NEW HOME FACIAL
Look lovelier in 10 days ...or your money back!
Read these 4 simple steps developed by a doctor

® N o need for a lot of elaborate prepara-
tions... no complicated rituals! With one
cream, you can cleanse . . . help protect
. . . and help heal!

[

Yes, here s a wonderful aid to more
beautiful-looking skin. Now, you can
help your complexion look not only softer

j

and smoother, but fresher, too . . . with
just one dainty, snow-white cream —

,

gi easeless Noxzema. And the way to use
it is as quick and easy as washing your
face. It s the new Noxzema Home Facial
—and it can help bring you lovelier-look-
ing skin in 1 0 days—or your money back!

Here's All You Do
i A skin doctor developed this new Nox-

j

zema Home Facial. When it was tested
on 181 girls and women, 4 out of 5
showed marked skin improvement—in 2

!

weeks or less! The secret? Noxzema is a
unique medicated formula-a marvelous
oil-and-moisture emulsion.
Noxzema not only helps supply a lioht

him of oil and moisture to the skin’s out-
er surface ... but it helps heal *externally-
caused blemishes, too. That’s why daily
use of Noxzema, in this easy Home Fa-
cial, can help your skin look lovelier, too!

Morning -Step 1 -Apply
Noxzema over face and neck.
With a damp cloth, “cream-
wash” just as you would with
soap and water. Rinse well and
dry gently with a clean towel.
Creamwashing” cleanses so

thoroughly. Why, Noxzema
even smells clean!

Step 2—After drying, smooth
on a light film of greaseless
Noxzema for your make-up
foundation. This invisible film
of Noxzema not only holds
make-up beautifully, but it
also helps to protect your skin
—helps protect it all day lotto ;

Evening Step 3—At bedtime,
“creamwash” again with Nox-
zema. How clean your skin
looks! How fresh it feels! See
how you’ve washed away
make-up, the day’s accumula-
tion of dirt and grime — with-
out any harsh rubbing!

Step 4-Now, lightly massaoe
Noxzema into face and neck.
Pat a bit extra over any blem-
ishes*. While you sleep, Nox-
zema helps heal them -helps
your skin look softer and
smoother, too. And it’s grease-
less! No “smearv” face or
messy pillow with Noxzema!

Blemishes*. “Noxzema
is grand for helping to
heal minor blemishes*,”
says Lucille Sheriff of
Hyattsville, Md. “It’s so
refreshing, too—leaves
my skin feeling soft and
so clean! And I certainly
like the fact that it’s

greaseless.”

Noxzema Home Facial for 10 days. I

youi skin doesn t show real improvement
return your jar to Noxzema, Baltimore
A Id.—money cheerfully refunded.Today
get the 85<’ jar of Noxzema for only 59<— almost half again as much for you
money as in the Small size! Limited time
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MONEY SAVING OFFER

on NOXZEMA
Big 85 < Jar

S9«
now
only

^limited offer— Stock up now!^ * Hi Mi (
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Web of fate: Grim story of tangled lives, brilliantly

played by Farley Granger, Adele Jergens, Dana Andrews

Light fantastic: It’s no tea party when Boston blue-

bloods meet Broadway dancers Betty Hutton, Fred Astaire

^ (A) Edge of Doom (Goldwyn-RKO)

F
ARLEY GRANGER and Dana Andrews are the stars

of this murder melodrama which is brilliantly pro-
duced, directed and performed—but just couldn’t be
gloomier. When Farley’s mother dies Farley, a penni-
less, high-strung boy with an abnormal devotion to his

mother, is determined that the church must give her a

fine expensive funeral. When the local parish priest

rebuffs him Farley works himself up to such a rage
that he bashes the priest to death with a crucifix. He
escapes, but, doomed by his crime, he is stalked by
futility until eventually he becomes reconciled to his

fate. Dana as an assistant to the murdered priest dis-

covers the clue that pins the murder on the emotional
boy. Robert Keith plays the detective. Paul Stewart
and Adele Jergens are a small-time crook and his wife

who befriend the young killer. Joan Evans and Mala
Powers stand out in small parts.

Your Reviewer Says: Pretty grim.

Program Notes: Popular Farley Granger gives a good account

of himself as the youthful priest-killer who is more than a trifle

unsettled in his head. It is being bruited about that Farley just

might be nominated for an Academy Award when Oscar time
comes around again. Farley fled to Europe after he finished this

picture and has been having a fine old time of it hobnobbing
with creative artists of stage and canvas. “I’m soaking up
European culture” says Farley, “and I like it.” . . . Fifteen-year-

old Joan Evans plays her first grown-up role in this film. To “age”

herself she had her hair bobbed and wore high heels. . . . Mala
Powers followed her small part with the acting plum of the year

—the role of Roxanne in Stanley Kramer’s “Cyrano de Bergerac”
. . . Dana spends as much time as possible between pictures with

his wife and kids on his boat . . . You’ll recall Robert Keith

as Susan Hayward’s father in “My Foolish Heart.”

^ (F) Let’s Dance (Paramount)

I

N THIS somewhat plot-heavy musical Fx-ed Astaire
and Betty Hutton play a couple of ex-USO dancers

who separate when Betty marries a Boston blue-blood
and Fred aspires to become a Wall Street tycoon. Betty’s

husband is killed, her Back Bay in-laws disapprove of

her, and after a lively quarrel with them she “kidnaps”
her small son and returns to Broadway. She meets
Fred, still a hoofer, in a cheap chili joint, and soon they
are working together again at Barton MacLane’s night

club. Fred is at his dancingest best. Sock number of the

show is Fred and Betty’s take-off on horse operas called,

“Oh Them Dudes.” The “proper Bostonians” are such
fine actors as Lucile Watson, Roland Young, Melville

Cooper, Ruth Warrick and Shepperd Strudwick. Harold
Huber is a stand-out as the night club chef.

Your Reviewer Says: Escapism.

Program Notes: During the past seventeen years Fred Astaire

has made twenty-four pictures and has had seventeen actresses

as dancing partners. Among them. Ginger Rogers, Joan Craw-

ford, Judy Garland, Vera-Ellen, Dolores Del Rio, Rita Hayworth,
Joan Fontaine, Ann Miller, Eleanor Powell, Paulette Goddard,
Marjorie Reynolds, Joan Caulfield, Joan Leslie, Lucille Bremer
and Olga San Juan. Fred is too much of a diplomat to say which
one was his favorite. Of Betty he says, “She’s the most energetic

girl l ever worked tvith.” Betty lost fifteen pounds while making i

the picture and Fred lost five . . . Although she has been in show
business since she was a kid Betty has never taken dancing lessons.

Three months before this picture started she took ballet lessons

every morning, and every afternoon from one to four she took

dancing lessons from Fred himself. Said Betty, “I learned to

dance like a lady instead of a man” . . . Making his screen debut

is Gregory Moffett, six-year-old brother of child star Sharyn

Moffett.

P
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In deep water: Pat Neal leads to trouble for John

Garfield when he takes the easy way to make money

Pin-up parade: As an artist’s model teacher Joan Caul-

field gives illustrator Boh Cummings a lesson in love

(A) The Breaking Point (Warners) ^ (F) The Petty Girl (Columbia)

T
HIS fine adult picture scintillates with Hemingway
lines and Hemingway characters. John Garfield,

back on the Warner lot after a four-year absence, plays
Harry Morgan, a tough disillusioned war veteran, who
charters his cruiser to fishing parties off the coast of

California. Desperate to make a fast buck for his two
kids and his hard-working wife, whom he loves, John
gets up to his eyeballs in trouble. The exciting climax
comes when a bunch of trigger-happy gangsters who
rob a racetrack pay him to let them use the “Sea Queen”
as their getaway. Phyllis Thaxter, as the wife, does a
wonderful acting job. And so does Patricia Neal, as the
sophisticated chippie who goes for John. Juano Her-
nandez plays John’s first mate and Wallace Ford plays
the cheating mouthpiece. Real rugged film fare, this.

Your Reviewer Says: Leave the kiddies at home.

Program Notes: The love scenes between Pat and John were
quite difficult in this picture as Pat is a big girl, five feet eight,

and John is on the short side. But in several scenes he towers
above her. It isn’t done with mirrors . . . This is Pat’s

(
formerly

Palsy Louise ) best screen role since she came to Hollytvood in

1948. The gal with the sexy voice ( often compared to Tallulah
Bankhead’s) teas born in Packard, Kentucky, attended grammar
school in Knoxville, Tennessee, and spent two years at North-
western University. She lives alone in Hollywood and at present
is dating handsome Steve Cochran . . . Phyllis Thaxter is a Lunt-
Fontanne protegee who up to now hasn’t been given much of a

break in Hollywood. But following her characterization of Lucy
in this picture Phyllis has been signed on a Warner Brothers
contract, and important parts promised her. Born in Portland,
Maine, she started her acting career at seventeen in summer
stock. She is married to James Aubrey, has a small daughter
named Susan . . . The lonely little nine-year-old boy who plays

Hernandez’s son is his son.

I

OAN CAULFIELD, who always has played sweet
wholesome girls, now has her fling at sex and

glamour. She comes off just fine. Glib Robert Cum-
mings plays George Petty, the creator of the famous
Petty Girl. At an art museum in New York he contrives
to meet Joan Caulfield and her elderly companion, Elsa
Lanchester. When he learns they are professors, he de-
cides to de-freeze pretty Joan. Bob inveigles them into

a gay whirl of Bohemian night spots—his butler, Mel-
ville Cooper, poses as his uncle in order to escort Elsa

—

and they end up in court. Joan ends up becoming the
famous Petty Girl, of course, but not until she has had
her troubles with the school board, and has had to

snatch Bob from the well-baited trap prepared for him
by the predatory Audrey Long. The musical numbers
are pictorial and colorful, and the gii’ls are tops in

beauty.

Your Reviewer Says: Beautiful fun.

Program Notes: Demure Joan Caulfield blossoms out as a

cheesecake queen. She even permitted the photographers to

take leg art of her. Although she ivas somewhat on the

“square” side when the picture started Joan caught on rapidly.

The first day of the dance rehearsals the dance director

told her to do a barrelhouse. “W hat in the world,” asked Joan,

“is a barrelhouse?” Soon she was doing bumps and grinds. A
frequent visitor on the set teas Frank Ross, former husband of
the temperamental Jean Arthur. At the completion of the picture

Joan and Frank were married . . . Elsa Lanchester, Hong-time

wife of Charles Laughton ) stands out as always in the comedy
department . . . Internationally famous artist George Petty was
eager to have the triple sextette of Petty Girls, the loveliest,

sexiest damsels ever to face a camera. Two hundred and sixty

girls were screened by him before the eighteen were chosen.

BY LIZA WILSON

outstanding

1^1^ good

fair

F—for the whole family

A—"for adults

Best Performances See Page 31. For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 102.
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Keep your mother on the young side.

Help her to stay in sympathy with young
ideas and both of you will be the better

for it! The adoption of Tampax (for

monthly sanitary protection) is a fairly

good test of a mother’s youthful attitude.

So start her using Tampax— right away.

You will do her a real service.

Tampax is a revolutionary product

(it’s used internally) but is thoroughly

scientific. Invented by a physician, it

consists of pure surgical cotton com-
pressed into slender, white applicators

for dainty, convenient insertion. When
in place, the Tampax is conforming in

shape and you cannot feel its presence. It

causes no odor and is readily disposed of.

With Tampax you need no belts, no
pins and no external pads. Being used

internally it absolutely cannot make a

bulge or ridge or wrinkle to "show
through.” You may take your tub or

shower without removing the Tampax.
A month’s supply fits into a purse

Sold at drug or notion counter in 3 ab-

sorbencies— Regular, Super, Junior.

Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

by the Journal of the American Medical Association

SS i/, (F) The Black Rose
(20th Century-Fox)

T
HIRTEENTH century England, with its

castles and forests, and the fascinating
Orient of the Kubla Khan, with its adven-
ture and pageantry, are the locales of this

Technicolor spectacle. Based on Thomas
Costain’s popular historical novel, the
story tells how young Saxon Walter of

Gurie (Tyrone Power), hating his Nor-
man conquerors, forsakes England to seek
adventure and fortune in fabulous Cathay
(China). With an English bowman friend
(Jack Hawkins) he joins a caravan which
is taking rich gifts and beautiful harem
girls to the Great Khan. One of the girls,

known as the Black Rose (Cecile Aubry),
disguises herself as an Arab boy, hides in

his tent and causes him no end of roman-
tic difficulties. Excitement picks up when
Ty meets the mighty Bayan (Orson
Welles), a Mongolian military leader
who dreams of conquering the world.
Standouts in the supporting cast are Fin-
ley Currie as Ty’s Saxon grandfather,
Michael Rennie as Norman King Edward,
and Bobby Blake as a lively Arab.

Your Reviewer Says: Spectacle of the year.

Program Notes: Tivo years were spent in

preparation for this film: Shooting started in

French Morocco in April 1949. After four
months of sand and 120 ° temperatures the

company picked up its tents and returned to

England. They shot around Warwick and
Allington castles, built in the Saxon-Norman
era . . . For recreation in the desert outposts

Ty Power and Linda Christian Power played

Canasta. “Whenever Linda needed spending
money,” says Ty, “she would lure me into a

Canasta game.” . . . Cecile Aubry (her real

name is Anne Jose Benard) was born in Paris

nineteen years ago, is barely five feet tall,

weighs ninety-six pounds, has light brown
hair and hazel eyes.

v'v'Vi (F) My Blue Heaven
(20th Century-Fox)

B
ETTY GRABLE in this modern Techni-
color musical forsakes, temporarily, her

bustle and corset and old-fashioned hair-

do. She and Dan Dailey play a famous
radio and television husband-and-wife
team. Betty wants a baby and when she

is told she cannot have one, she and Dan
try to adopt one. One baby is carried

back to the foundling home when the in-

dignant supervisor considers them unfit

parents, and another baby is kidnapped by
the attorneys of the real mother. Dejected,

Betty discovers that her pretty vivacious

understudy on the video show (Mitzi

Gaynor) is making passes at Dan, and the

big lug isn’t being exactly aloof. Betty

swings into action with the Grable verve.

Betty and Dan and Mitzi give sock per-

formances in the song and dance depart-

ment. The songs are potential Hit Paraders.

David Wayne, Jane Wyatt, Una Merkel
and Louise Beavers shine in the support-

ing cast.

Your Reviewer Says: Entertaining.

Program Notes: This is Betty’s nineteenth

Technicolor picture. No other star can boast

of so many . . . Shortly after production started

Dan teas stricken with a virus infection which

kept him in bed for a week. While bedded

down he authored his first tune, “Today is the

Tomorrow You Worried about Yesterday” . .

.

Mitzi Gaynor, Chicago-born and nineteen,

makes her screen debut as Betty’s understudy.

She was discovered by talent scouts while

singing in Los Angeles Civic Light Opera . .

Louise Beavers began crying on the screen

years ago in “Imitation of Life.” She’s still

crying—her twenty-seventh crying scene in

fifteen years, she says.

'S'S (F) Copper Canyon
(Paramount)

T
HE YANKEES and the Confederates
have at it again in this Technicolor out-

door melodrama that stars Ray Milland
and Hedy Lamarr. The time is the period
just after the Civil War, and the locale

is the copper-rich West where a group
of Southern veterans have turned copper
miners in hopes of rebuilding their homes.
Hedy, a lovely adventuress, and Carey, a

crooked deputy sheriff, head a gang, em-
ployed by a Northern industrialist, whose
object is to drive the Southerners out of

the mines. Enter Ray, a trick shot ma-
gician performing at the Nevada City
Theater. The confederates recognize him
as the South’s fabulous Colonel Desmond
who escaped from a Union prison with
the contents of the Commandant’s safe.

There is a goodly price upon his head.
Mysterious and debonair, Ray aids the

Southerners in their fight for the mines, i

and makes delightful love to Miss Hedy.
Taylor Holmes is the aging leader of the

Lost Cause boys, and Mona Freeman his I

widowed daughter. Harry Carey Jr. plays i

a Union Army lieutenant, Frank Faylen a :

spy, and Amazon Hope Emerson a cigar- i

smoking hotel clerk. . i

Your Reviewer Says: Confusing but colorful.

Program Notes: The action sequences were
]

made on location near Sedona, Arizona. This
j

is Ray Milland’s 57th picture since he made i

his American debut in 1931, and his first
|

W estern since 1945 when he co-starred with

Barbara Stanwyck in “California.” Ray did .j

his own hazardous riding, and so did Macdon- i

aid Carey and Harry Carey Jr. . . . Hedy was >

mooning over Herbie Klolz during the pro-

duction of this film, but since then she has

switched to Woolworth Donahue . . . Harry
Carey, Jr. is a protege of producer-director

John Ford. Young Carey is married and has

two children, Steven and Melinda . . . Les

Gotcher, hired by Paramount to call the

square dance, is one of the leading authorities

on square dancing in the country and has

written a book on it called “Circle 8” ...Hope
Emerson you’ll never forget as the hateful

matron in “Caged” who shaved off Eleanor
Parker’s hair.

y'Vi (A) A Life of Her Own
(M-G-M)

L
ANA TURNER returns to the screen in

a melodrama set against the background
of today’s model agency world. Lana, al-

ways a glamorous personality, deserves
much better than this expensive soap
opera. She plays Lily James, a small-town
girl, who comes to New York to seek fame
and fortune as a model. She meets Ann
Dvorak, a former beauty now in her cham-
pagne cups, sees her get brushed off by her

rich playboy benefactor (Barry Sullivan)

and learns the next day of her suicide

Lana becomes a popular model, meets an

out-of-town copper man (Ray Milland).

falls in love with him and at his suggestion

sets up housekeeping in his lush apartment
Then Ray tells her about his wife, a cripple

whom he will never divorce, and Lana
poor girl, looks up at the penthouse from
which Ann Dvorak jumped. Can Lily

James find happiness?

Your Reviewer Says: It shouldn’t happen tc

Lana Turner.

Program Notes: Lana had to reduce for thi:

picture. She had been away from her six

year-old daughter, Cheryl, so long that sh<

had her on the set as often as possible. Chery
brought her chum, Joan Bennett’s Melanii

. . . While waiting for his scenes in this pic

lure Ray Milland and his stand-in, Doui
( Continued on page 28)
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MOTHERS! R* atom baby

GetlhiS

Learn how to keep your
precious baby healthier and happier*

SEND TODAY for this wonderfully

helpful free booklet, “Ten Ways
to Give Your Baby Security,” and

enjoy the peace of mind that

comes with the knowledge that

your child is receiving the best

of care.

BABY AUTHORITIES say that you

have to give your child more than

just the material things in life. It

is most important that he feel

mentally secure in his home life

. . . that you and your husband

help give him emotional stability.

THE MAKERS OF "LYSOL" brand

disinfectant have prepared this

booklet telling you how to give

your baby that all-important in-

ner security. You owe it to your-

self and to him to ivrite for your

free copy today.

ITS TWENTY-FOUR PAGES are

fully illustrated and are filled

with specific, valuable informa-

tion that will help you bring up a

happier, healthier baby. Prob-

lems that arise from day to day,

as Baby is growing up, are dis-

cussed in plain, understandable

language. Baby’s emotional prob-

lems as well as his physical needs

are discussed in this book.

Hailed by Grateful Parents Everywhere

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.- Mrs. Hayden
Ross-Clunis says, “This booklet

showed us how our child’s security

and happiness depend on us, and
we’re better parents for reading it.”

MALVERNE, N. Y.-Mrs.
J.

K. White
writes, “Our boy was a ‘crybaby’

until I read this book. Now I know
where I made mistakes . . . and how
to correct them.”

For Extra, Continuing

Protection . . .

4.

5.

6 .

READ THESE IMPORTANT
SECTION HEADINGS

1. Show Baby Your Love

2. Make Baby Feel He Belongs

3. Make Your Marriage a Secure Setting

Make Baby Feel His Home is

Trustworthy

Recognize Your Baby as a Person

Rules and Discipline Make a Baby
Feel Secure

7. Help Your Baby Make Friends

8. Recognize Your Child's Natural

Jealousy of a New Baby

9. Don't Be An Over-Anxious Mother

10. Don't Baby Your Baby Too Long

“LYSOL”
Lehn & Fink Products Corporation

Dept. P.-5011, Bloomfield, N. J.

Please send me free 24-page booklet: “Ten
Ways To Give Your Baby SECURITY.”

Brand Disinfectant
ft EG. U. S. PAT. OFF.
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PEPSODENT
doesJarmore than
reduce tooth decay

*lrium is Pepsodent’s Registered Trade-Mark

for Purified Alkyl Sulfate.

For that Pepsodent Smile-

Use Pepsodent every day

—see your dentist twice a year.

i Sjn§!i

Pepsodent

I

reduces decoy

shyest way, to*

:TS YOUR TEETH

far brighter

than any other

acting tooth paste

Yes, pepsodent’s exclusive brighter-

polishing agent—effective yet so gentle

— gets your teeth brighter . .

.

makes

your smile more beautiful. And au-

thoritative scientific tests prove con-

clusively that even a single brushing

with pepsodent removes acid-film that

causes decay. Only pepsodent has this

film-removing formula!

(Continued from page 26)
Spencer, spent their time polishing up a mys-
tery story they had written about Hollywood
. . . Barry Sullivan is rapidly becoming one
of Hollywood's busiest actors. At the same
time he was working on this picture he was
also making love to Bette Davis in “Story of
a Divorce” at RKO. Barry, by the way, was
the lad who got clipped on the chin by Bette’s
ex-spouse William Sherry—when he wasn’t
invited to the set party.

PV (F) Dark City

(Wallis-Paramount

)

T
WENTY-SIX-YEAR-OLD Charlton
Heston, six-feet-two and rugged, makes

his screen debut as one of three profes-
sional gamblers (Jack Webb and Ed Beg-
ley are the other two) who fleece a Cali-
fornia visitor in Chicago (Don DeFore)
out of $5,000 in a crooked card game, caus-
ing the poor guy to commit suicide. Two
of the gamblers are mysteriously mur-
dered and Heston realizes that he is being
stalked for the kill by Don’s mentally de-
ranged brother. Posing as an insurance
investigator he visits the suicide’s widow
and small son in Los Angeles, hoping to

get a picture of the unknown killer. He
falls for the widow like a ton of bricks,
and regeneration sets in. Viveca Lindfors
is appealing as the young widow, and Liz-
abeth Scott is solid as the torchy night club
singer Heston leaves behind in Chicago.
Dean Jagger plays the Chicago police cap-
tain who helps Heston.

Your Reviewer Says: Pleased to meetcha,
Heston.

Program Notes: Producer Hal W allis is up
to his old tricks—discovering. Starting with
Bette Davis, he has been discovering screen
talent for years. Among his more recent dis-

coveries are Burt Lancaster, Wendell Corey
and Lizabelh Scott. W allis saw Heston do sev-

eral television performances on CBS’s “Studio
One” in New York. Heston is a native of
Chicago, and a graduate of Northwestern
University. The studio ordered him to change
his name—but he stubbornly refused. He’s

married to Lydia Clark . . . During produc-
tion, Liz Scott gave up apartment dwelling
and bought her first Hollywood home, high
in the hills with a view . . . This is Dean
Jagger’s best part since he won the Academy
Award for “Twelve O’Clock High.”

kV (F) The Fireball

(Thor-20th Century-Fox)

T
HE skating rink, with its yelling fans

and tough, sweating performers, makes
! a perfect background for the aging Mickey
Rooney. The Mick was thirty in Septem-
ber. In this sports drama Mickey plays an
orphan in Father O’Hara’s (Pat O’Brien, I

to be sure) Home for Boys. Mickey has
a mountain-size frustration—he’d give his

eyeteeth to be a six-footer basketball
player. He runs away, steals a pair of

skates, discovers that skating is a sport

he can excel in, and soon becomes a rink

champ. He also becomes extremely ob-
,

noxious. But he is struck down by polio

at the height of his career, and by the

time he makes his comeback he has
learned humility and good sportsmanship
from Father O’Hara and the girl friend

who sticks by him in his illness (Beverly
Tyler). Marilyn Monroe, of the body
beautiful, plays the girl friend of a mil-

lionaire sportsman (James Brown).

Your Reviewer Says: Different.

Program Notes: Mickey’s first screen ap-

pearance was with Colleen Moore in “Orchids
and Ermine” in 1925 when he was four years

old. In June, 1949, Mickey married his

third wife, attractive actress Martha Vickers,

and became the father of a son—his third. He
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has two boys by his second wife, Betty Jane
Rase, a former Birmingham, Alabama, beauty.

His first wife was Ava Gardner . . . Pat O'Brien
enjoys horse racing. He packs his family off

every summer to their beach house at Del
Mar and while the kids are enjoying the surf

Pat is enjoying the turf . . . Despite the hit

she made in “Asphalt Jungle” Metro failed to

sign Marilyn Monroe ( could it be on account

of Lana Turner ?) but 20th Century-Fox did.

She played a featured part in “Ticket to

Tomahawk” and is now all set for the

glamour build-up.

I

kV (F) High Lonesome
(LeMay-Templeton-Eagle Lion)

V.OUNG John Barrymore Jr. is the star

Lof this off-beat Western which was
photographed in Technicolor on the pla-
teaus around the Big Bend area of the
Lone Star State, the story’s actual locale.

In this, his second film, John does a bang-
up job of the young runaway cornered in

the cook shack of the Horse Davis (Basil

Ruysdael) ranch near Marfa, Texas, in the
1900’s. There has recently been a murder
and John is accused. A dispute over wheth-
er the boy is innocent or guilty (there are
more murders) leads to the outbreak of
an exciting fence war. John Archer plays
a neighboring rancher, and Chill Wills,

fresh from honors won as the voice of

“Francis,” plays a grizzled ranch cook.
Lois Butler is the young ranch girl who
loves and believes in John Jr. and Kris-
tine Miller is the older sister engaged to
John Archer. There are no fancy trim-
mings to this Western. Even the “hoe
down” is the real thing.

four Reviewer Says: Swooners get set.

Program Notes: Young Barrymore Jr., son
of Dolores Costello and the Great Profile,

celebrated his eighteenth birthday while mak-
ing this picture. John is very much a Barry-
more. His mother and father separated when
he was two, and he only recalls actually meet-
ing his father once—for a half hour one day
when he was seven. John lives in Hollywood
with his mother, sister and stepfather. People
who have seen him do impersonations of his

i Aunt Ethel and Uncle Lionel say they are the
best yet. After seeing a test of him Paramount

1 borrowed him to star in “Quebec,” in which
picture Corinne Calvet plays his mother! . . .

Yineteen-year-old Lois Butler {“Mickey”) is

ibout the smallest actress on the screen—five

feet in her stocking feet . . . Kristine Miller is

from Denmark where she was called “The
Viking Girl.”

permanent waves e/o/it eome
in a bottle!

you need Ihe

beauticians

professional skill

for the perfect permanent

I'W (F) Mister 880
(20th Century-Fox)

II10NDERFUL seventy-four-year-old
it Edmund Gwenn gives another heart-
varming performance in this unpreten-
ious film which is bound to be one of
he great pictures of the year. It is adapt-
:d from St. Clair McKelway’s true and
ibsorbing profile in the New Yorker mag-
azine of the septuagenarian dollar-bill
Counterfeiter who completely baffled the
imart boys in the United States Secret
Service for ten years. Burt Lancaster,
:asual and romantic, plays the young
Secret Service agent who finally discov-
;rs the identity of the counterfeiter. As his
vise-cracking side-kick, Millard Mitchell
;cores again. Dorothy McGuire, in a very
mart short hair-do, plays the disarming
Jnited Nations French interpreter who
mwittingly passes one of 880’s phony bills,

fold with delightful humor (writer Rob-
:rt Riskin), the picture leaves you with

li nice warm pleasant glow.

'our Reviewer Says: You’ll buy this one.

Program Notes: W hen Burt Lancaster read

Yes, it takes more than a waving lotion "kit” to get a real

permanent. It takes the skill of a beautician. No amateur

substitute can compare. Because the beautician is a crafts-

man, specially schooled, experienced, expert— she alone

knows just how tight to wind your hair . . . how long to

apply waving lotion . . . how large to make each curl . . . and

where each should go to form softer, longer-lasting, radiant

waves. So don’t trust to home-made makeshifts. See your

beautician. And for the most gorgeous permanent of all,

ask for a

PROFESSIONAL

PERMANENT WAVE
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w/f/j NEWDRENEshampoo

The sure way !o NaturalSheen-NaturalSoftness

Your hair will be so lovely to look at ... so soft

to the touch . . . when you use New Drene Shampoo
with Conditioning Action! For New Drene does far

more than “just wash” your hair. It actually

conditions as it cleanses . . . conditions your hair to

all its loveliest natural sheen, ^natural softness!

And your hair is so easy to manage . . . it’s so

wonderfully clean, soft and responsive to your hands!

No other shampoo has this Conditioning Action.

Try it . . . see all it does for your hair:

O Cleans hair and scalp like a dream—yet

it’s gentle, non-drying, baby-mild.

© Leaves no dulling soap film, so needs no
special rinses. Removes loose dandruff!

Makes billowy, fragrant lather instantly

—even in the hardest water!

New Drene ^
Conditioning Action

...forall types of hairl

the script of “Mister 880” he persuaded pro-

ducer Hal Wallis to loan him to 20th, even
though it meant he would lose the only vaca-
tion he will have in the next two years . . .

Jack Dempsey has announced that he tmnts
Burt, and no one else, to play him on the
screen . . . Dorothy McGuire is married to

ivealthy photographer John Swope, and has
an infant daughter named Mary Hackett
Swope . . . When Edmund Gwenn appeared in

an amateur production in England at the age

of seventeen his father disowned him with.

“You are a rogue and a vagabond and will end
up in the gutter.” His father’s crystal ball was
cloudy. Mr. Gwenn has had a brilliant career

having starred in five Shaw, six Barrie and
six Galsworthy plays long before he came to

Hollywood. He inherited this role when Wal-
ter Huston died the day the picture started

PV (F) The Milkman (U-I)

W
fHEN Jimmy Durante and Donald O’Con-
nor are starred in the same picture there

are bound to be laughs galore. Donald
plays a wealthy lad, pampered by his

papa, who manages to get a job, incognito,

with his milkman pal Jimmy. Piper
Laurie, the boss’s daughter, falls for Don-
ald and covers up for him—but she’s

pretty miffed when Joyce Holden shows
up with Jimmy and exposes Donnie as an
old boy friend of hers. Then gangsters en
ter the plot, as gangsters have a habit of

doing these days. Jess Barker plays the
plant manager who swipes his aunt’s

necklace, and murders her, to pay off a

gambling debt. Donald helps capture the

crooks and becomes Milkman of the Month.

Your Reviewer Says: Two
make for fun.

fine comedians
-j

Program Notes: The beloved Jimmy Durante
observed his thirty-eighth year as an enter-

tainer during filming of this picture. He began

at seventeen as a pianist at Coney Island

Jimmy believes that newcomer Joyce Holden
is a star prospect. “She’s dynamite,” saia

Jimmy. “I walked into a scene wit’ her, ex

pectin’ a docilesome doll, and I winds up ivit

a glamorous mixmaster. Talk about Betty

Hutton!” . . . Donald has been “on” since ht

was one year old when he started in vaude

ville ivith his family. When Jimmy wasn’t

noticing he’d quack like a duck and steai

scenes like mad . . . When Piper Laurie madt
her screen bow in “Louisa” she was publicizec

as the girl who nibbles on flowers. But now
thanks to an enterprising press agent, thi

eighteen-year-old girl is being publicized a;

“The Girl We’d Like Best to See at Six a.m.’

A bunch of milkmen visited the set one da3

and gave her the title.

yy (A) No Way Out
(20th Century-Fox)

T
HE latest of the racial prejudice films i:

tense, explosive melodrama, with nc

punches pulled. The story concerns £

young Negro intern (Sidney Poitier) whc
fails to save the life of a white hoodlun
in a municipal hospital. The hoodlum’s

brother (Richard Widmark), an ignorant

psychopathic Negro-hater, refuses to per-

mit an autopsy, which might vindicate the

intern. He cunningly schemes to have his

brother’s widow (Linda Darnell) incite

a race riot. In order to force an autopsy

the Negro intern gives himself up foi

murder. Widmark, livid with rage, plans

to murder him. All members of the casi

give excellent performances, with specia

kudos to Broadway’s Mildred Joanne Smitl

as the intern’s wife, and to Stephen Mc-

Nally as the head of the hospital. Lindt

Darnell, as the hard, defeated slum girl

does the best acting in her career.

Your Reviewer Says: Controversial.

Program Notes: Sidney Poitier is a twenty
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ve-year-old Miami-born, Bahamas-bred grad-

ate of New York’s American Negro Theater,

idney, tvho left the Bahamas when he was
ighteen, was at first turned down by the

imerican Negro Theater because of his Brit-

ih accent. While Americanizing his speech by
ttending movies and plays, and listening to

he radio, he made his living by working as a

utcher’s helper in the Waldorf-Astoria
achens . . . Richard Widmark canceled his

uropean vacation with his wife and four-

ear-old daughter Ann when he read this

zript . W idmark teas once a college band
iader, and after that a college drama in-

'ructor . . . There teas much excitement on
he set one day tvhen Linda’s ruby and din-

wnd ring, a birthday present from her cam-
raman-husband Pev Marley, disappeared. It

')as found later in a sandpile where her
venty-months-old adopted daughter Lola, had
ashed it away . . . Steve McNally has a bone
) pick with Hollywood. He has six children

ul he is never allowed to play a father on
te screen.

kV (F) Saddle Tramp (U-I)

1ALL, handsome Joel McCrea plays a

shiftless cowpoke who hates fights, six-

looters and work. When his pal John
idgley is killed Joel, to his horror, finds

imself saddled with his pal’s four hungry
uldren. He takes a job as a cowhand on
jhn Mclntire’s ranch, and becomes quite

lept at stealing saddlebags of groceries

>r the kids. Wanda Hendrix runs away
ora her mean old uncle, and casually
iiins Joel’s family. At first he regards
er angrily as just “another mouth to

ed,” but ere long romance blossoms,
oel tangles with the cattle rustlers, mar-
es Wanda, and sends the kids off to

:hool. The lively kids are played by
rley Lindgren, Jimmy Hunt, Gordon
ebert and little Gregory Moffett—Ed
agley is the mean old uncle, John Rus-
?11 the crooked foreman, and Antonio
[oreno a rancher.

3ur Reviewer Says: Enjoyable.

rogram Notes: For years Joel McCrea
is refused to play “drawing room” dramas,
ough he cuts a mighty fine figure in tails,

s the likable saddle tramp Joel supplied
s own horse. Dollar, from his ranch, his

vn seedy wardrobe which he wears on the

nch, and a worn-out cowboy hat given him
i any years ago by his idol, Will Rogers. Joel,

i
rrn in Los Angeles, got his first , important
ovie break about twenty years ago with
ill Rogers in “Lightnin

’

”... Wanda Hen-
ix, who stands barely five feet two, had
ilf of her scenes with six-foot-three Joel, and
e other half with six-foot-four John Russell
. . Antonio Moreno is one of the famous
lent day screen stars now making a come-
ick.

Best Pictures of the Month
"Mister 880”

"The Breaking Point”

"The Black Rose”

"My Blue Heaven”

est Performances of the Month
Edmund Givenn in "Mister 880”

Farley Granger in "Edge of Doom”

Fred Astaire in "Let’s Dance”

Linda Darnell in "No Way Out”

atricia Neal, Phyllis Thaxter and John
Garfield in "The Breaking Point”

Madame Henri Dewavrin, Parisian

society beauty, carries her favorite

scent in all her cosmetics. Her van-

ity, her purse flacon of perfume

and her handsome lipstick case all

reflect the excellent taste and love-

ly fragrance of Evening in Paris'.

Evenmg in Pans Peifume,

812.50 tv $ 1.00

Vanities, $0.73 to $ 1.30

Other wonderful Evening in

Paris Gifts, $ 17.50 to $ 1.00
All prices plus tax

This Christmas, give lovely gilts of Evening in Paris. It’s the world’s

best-beloved fragrance, the choice of the smartest French women.
In Gift Sets, holiday-wrapped Perfume and Eau de Cologne, and

lovely vanities to thrill the most sophisticated!

Renee Jeanmaire, premiere ballerina of

Ballets de Paris : " I touch Evening in Paris

to my ears, curve of my arms and legs

— its fragrance follows me everywhere.”

Madame Charles Citroen
,
popular hostess,

says"Joyeux Noel!” with Evening in Paris.

"These beautiful vanities make cherished

gifts . . . and I’m never without mine!”

Bourjois
*Your Evening in Paris is compounded here in the
V. S. A. from the same French formula that makes Eve-
ning in Paris the largest-selling ft agrance in France.

P
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BLACK ROSE, THE—20th Century-Fox: Walter
of Guntie, Tyrone Power; Bayan, Orson Welles;
Maryam, Ceeile Aubry; Tristram, Jack Hawkins;
King Edward, Michael Rennie; Alfgar, Finlay
Currie; Anthemus, Herbert Lom; Countess of Less-
ford, Mary Clare; Mahmoud, Bobby Blake; Lit

Cluing, Alfonso Bedoya; Wilderkin, Gibb McLaugh-
lin; Simeon Beautrie, James Robertson Justice; Friar
Roger Bacon, Henry Oscar.

BREAKING POINT, THE—Warners: Harry
Morgan, John Garfield; Leona Charles, Patricia
Neal; Lucy Morgan, Phyllis Thaxter; Wesley Park,
Jnano Hernandez; Duncan, Wallace Ford; Rogers,
Edmon Ryan; Hannagan, Ralph Dumke; Danny,
Guy Thomajan; Concho, William Campbell; Amelia.
Sherry Jackson; Connie, Donna Jo Boyce; Mr.
Sing, Victor Sen Yung; Macho, Peter Brocco; Gotch,
John Doucette; Charlie, James Griffith.

COPPER CANYON—Paramount: Johnny Carter,
Bay Milland; Lisa Roselle, Hedy Lamarr; Lane
Travis, Macdonald Carey; Caroline Desmond, Mona
Freeman; Lt. Ord, Harry Carey, Jr.; Mullins, Frank
Faylen; Ma Tarbct, Hope Emerson; Theodosius
Roberts, Taylor Holmes; Cora, Peggy Knudsen; Jeb
Bassett, James Burke; Scamper, Percy Helton;
Sheriff Wattling, Philip Van Zandt; Moss Balfour,
Francis Pierlot; Professor

,

Erno Verebes; Bat La-
verne, Paul Lees; Bixby, Robert Watson; Martha
Bassett, Georgia Backus.

DARK CITY—Wallis-Paramount: Danny Haley,
Charlton Heston; Fran Garland, Lizabeth Scott;
Victoria Winant, Viveca Lindfors; Captain Garvey,
Dean Jagger; Arthur Winant, Don Defore; Angie,
Jack Webb; Barney, Ed Begley; Sidney Winant,
Mike Mazurki; Soldier, Henry Morgan; Billy Win-
ant, Mark Keuning; Swede, Walter Sande.

EDGE OF DOOM—Goldwyn-RKO: Father Roth,
Dana Andrews; Martin Lynn, Farley Granger; Rita
Conroy, Joan Evans; Mandel, Robert Keith; Craig,
Paul Stewart; Julie, Mala Powers; Irene, Adele Jer-
gens; Father Kirkman, Harold Vermilyea; 1st De-
tective, John Ridgely; 2nd Detective, Douglas Fow
ley; Mrs. Pearson, Mabel Paige; Mr. Murray, How-
land Chamberlin; Mr. Swanson, Houseley Stevenson,
Sr.; Mrs. Lally, Jean Innes; Mrs. Moore, Ellen Cor-
by; Ned Moore, Ray Teal; Mary Jane Glen non,
Mary Field; Mrs. Dennis, Virginia Brissac; Mrs.
Lynn, Frances Morris.

FIREBALL, THE — 20th Century-Fox: Johnny
Casar, Mickey Rooney; Father O'Hara, Pat O’Brien;

Casts of Current Pictures

Mary Reeves, Beverly Tyler; Allen. James Brown;
Polly, Marilyn Monroe; Bruno, Ralph Dumke; Shill-
ing, Bert Begley; Jeff Davis, Milburn Stone; Dr.
Barton, Sam Flint; Oilman, John Hedloe; Mack
Miller, Glenn Corbett.

HIGH LONESOME—Eagle-Lion: Cooncat, John
Barrymore Jr.; Boatwhistle, Chill Wills; Pat Far-
rell, John Archer; Meagan Davis, Lois Butler;
Abbey Davis, Kristine Miller; Horse Davis, Basil
Ruysdael; Smiling Man, Jack Elam; Roper, Dave
Kashner; Frank, Frank Cordell; Dixie, Clem Fuller.

LIFE OF HER OWN, A—M-G-M : Lily Brannel
James, Lana Turner; Steve Harleigh, Ray Milland;
Tom Caraway, Tom Ewell; Jim Leversoe, Louis Cal-
hern; Mary Ashlon, Ann Dvorak; Lee Gorrance,
Barry Sullivan; Nora Harleigh, Margaret Phillips;
Maggie Collins, Jean Hagen.

LET'S DANCE—Paramount: Kitty McNeil, Betty
Hutton; Donald Elwood, Fred Astaire; Mr. Edmund
Pohlwhistle, Roland Young; Carola Everett, Ruth
Warrick; Serena Everett, Lucile Watson; Richard
Everett, Gregory Moffett; Larry Channock, Barton
MacLane; Timothy Bryant, Shepperd Strudwick;
Mr. Charles Wagstaffe, Melville Cooper; Marcel,
Harold Huber; Judge, George Zucco.

MILKMAN, THE—U-I : Roger Bradley, Donald
O’Connor; Breezy Albright, Jimmy Durante; Chris
Abbott, Piper Laurie; Ginger Burton, Joyce Holden;
John Carter, Jess Barker; Jonathan Bradley, Henry
O’Neill; D. A. Abbott, Paul Harvey; Mrs. Carter,
Elizabeth Risdon; Morrel, William Conrad.

MISTER 880—20th Century-Fox: Steve Buchanan,
Burt Lancaster; Ann Winslow, Dorothy McGuire;
Skipper Miller, Edmund Gwenn; Mac, Millard
Mitchell; Judge O'Neil, Minor Watson; Chief, How-
ard St. John; Thad Mitchell, Hugh Sanders; Olie
Johnson, James Millican; Duff, Howland Chamber-
lain; Lee, Larry Keating; Secretary, Kathleen
Hughes; Miss Gallagher, Geraldine Wall; U. S. At-
torney, Mervin Williams; Bailiff, Norman Field;
Maggie, Helen Hatch; Sergeant, Robert B. Williams;
Mousie, Ed Max; Mr. Beddington, Frank Wilcox.

MY BLUE HEAVEN—20th Century-Fox: Molly
Moran, Betty Grable; Jack Moran, Dan Dailey; Wal-
ter Pringle, David Wayne; Janet Pringle, Jane Wy-
att; Gloria Adams, Mitzi Gaynor; Miss Gilbert, Una
Merkel; Selma, Louise Beavers; Mrs. Johnson,
Laura Pierpont; Young Man, Don Hicks; Nurse,
Beulah Parkington; Laura, Ann Burr; Pringle Girls,

Melinda Plowman, Vicki Lee Blunt; Pringle Boy
Gary Pagett, Bill McKenzie, Bobby Stevens; S)
cialty Dancers, Irving Fulton, Buddy Pryor; Dan
Director, Billy Daniel; Doctor, Larry Keating; L
Graham, Fred Lewis; Miss Bates, Minerva Urec;
Elevator Boy, Conrad Binyon; Mr. Tuttle, Alex Gt
ry; Miss Evers, Dorothy Neumann; Gladys, Isal
Withers; Announcers, William Baldwin, John Ht
loe; Proprietor, Thomas B. Henry; Proprietor’s Wij
Eula Guy; Telephone Operator, Marion Marsha
Sound Man, Hairy Carter.

NO WAY OUT—20th Century-Fox: Ray Bidd
Richard Widmark; Edie, Linda Darnell; Dr. Whi
ton, Stephen McNally; Dr. Luther Brooks, Sidn
Poitier; Cora, Mildred Joanne Smith; George B\
die, Harry Bellaver; Dr. Moreland

,

Stanley Ridgt
Lefty, Dots Johnson; Gladys, Amanda Randolp
Mathezv Tompkins, Bill Walker; Connie, Ruby De
John, Ossie Davis; Kozvalski, Ken Christy; Ml
Frank Richards; Whitey, George Tyne; Assista
Deputy, Robert Adler; Rocky

,

Bert Freed; Depu
Sheriff, Jim Toney; Luther's Mother, Maude Sii

mons; Day Deputy, Ray Teal; Dr. Cheney, W
Wright; Orderlies, Harry Lauter, Harry Cart*
Don Kohler, Ray Hyke; Jonah, Wade Duma
Ambulance Driver, Fred Graham; Ambulance D<
tor, William Pullen; Henry, Jasper Weldon; John
Biddle, Dick Paxton; Wiz'es, Eleanor Audley, Doi
Kemper; Watkins, Ian Wolfe; Joe, Emmett Smit
Sam, Ralph Dunn; Sam's wife, Ruth Warn

PETTY GIRL, THE—Columbia : George Pcti
Robert Cummings; Victoria Braymore, Joan Cai
field; Dr. Crutcher, Elsa Lanchester; Bcardslc
Melville Cooper; Connie, Audrey Long; Profess
Whitman, Mary Wickes; Moody, Frank Ort
Patrolman, John Ridgely; B. J. Manton, Raymo
Largay; President Webb, Ian Wolfe; Kaye, Fra
Jenks; Durkee, Tim Ryan; Mrs. Hibsch, Mai
Paige; Professor Langton. Kathleen Howard; P
fessor Morrison, Sarah Edwards: Professor Haiti
ton, Everett Glass; Professor Stratton, Doug!
Wood; Professor Ramsey, Edward Clark.

SADDLE TRAMP — U-I : Chuck Connors, Ji

McCrea; Della, Wanda Hendrix; Rocky, John Ri

sell; Jess Higgins, John Mclntire; Ma Higgii
Jeanette Nolan; Tommie, Orley Lindgren; Robb
Jimmy Hunt; Johnnie, Gordon Gebert; Butch, Gr»

ory Moffett; Slim. John Ridgely; Pop, Russell Sin
son; August Hartnagcl, Ed Bagley; Martinez, A
tonio Moreno; Springer, Peter Leeds; Pana
Joaquin Garay; Denver, Paul Picerni; On
Michael Steele.

P

If you, like thousands of other women, have looked in

vain for naiL polish at any price that won’t chip or peel . .

.

then read about this amazing low-price polish discovery.

ishes state they can safely use new

Cutex.

Thirteen luscious shades. New
Cutex, lOtf; de luxe Nail Brilliance

size, 25 <t.

Better lipstick, too . . . new match-

ing Cutex Colorgenic Lipstick. Unbe-

lievable lustre... and color-fast. Only

49 <t. Also new 25C Size. Prices plus Iax.

•Money back if not completely satisfied.

This is the true story of an amazing

new miracle-wear ingredient called

Enamelon.

It’s found only in new low-priced,

luxury Cutex and it’s guaranteed* to

give incredible wear... to last longer,

chip less than your high-priced polish.

And new, miracle-wear Cutex is

so pure... even women with skins so

sensitive they cannot use other pol-

y'
J/
'' Now—at an unheard of low price

THE NEW IRIDESCENT NAIL POLISH worn by the Bollywood Stars

It’s more than a new color . . . it’s an low, low price of 39fi (plus tax). All

entirely new kind of nail polish. And Hollywood is wearing this new lovelier

it’s called PEARL BRILLIANCE— iridescent type of polish that makes

exclusive, of course, with Cutex at the fingertips shimmer like jewels. Try it.

WffATA JOY TODAY

/

—**

-to pay less for better

nail polish and lipstick
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LAUGHING
STOCK

BY ERSKINE JOHNSON

Tune in Erskine Johnson's “Hollywood
Story,” Mutual Broadcasting System,
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 5:55 p.m.

M
ARILYN MAXWELL’S explanation of

why she likes to be a blonde:
“When I’m a blonde I feel like whis-

tling back.”
+ * *

Red Skelton had to wear a 1918 style auto

driver’s outfit—linen duster, goggles and
a hood-like cap—for a movie scene. The
M-G-M wardrobe department listed the

outfit as:

“Red’s little riding hood.”
>*c * *

Ed Gardner’s description of a crepe
suzette:

“A drunken pancake with a hotfoot.”
sjt :fc

Garbo inspired sign on a newly seeded
Beverly Hills lawn:

“I want to be a lawn.”
* * *

Bing Crosby, telling about his first movie
screen test:

“The casting director told me: ‘You’re a

winger, bub. Those ears are big enough
to fly solo. Here’s your name and address
back.’

”

# :J: #

Director Mervyn LeRoy’s bookplates
read:

“Please return. I find that though many
of my friends are poor mathematicians,
they are nearly all good bookkeepers.”

* * *

As Jimmy Durante sees it:

“Sure, Gable is handsome. He has wavy
black hair, bright blue eyes, dimples and
big shoulders. But his looks are scattered

all over. Mine are concentrated in one
place—my nose.”

sjc * :Js

An aspiring young actress asked Robert
Cummings: “Tell me, how do you get

ahead in the movies?” Bob replied:

“I don’t know. All I do know is that in

this business you have to run awful fast

just to stand still.”

>J< * :!;

A Hollywood bartender, so the story

goes, was polishing his glassware at open-
ing time when in walked a pink elephant,

a green giraffe and three yellow mice.
Unmoved, the barkeep told them:

“Sit down, boys. You’re early. The
guy isn’t here yet.”

* * #

Miriam Hopkins hired a new maid,
briefed her about a dinner party she was
giving. “Now, please, be very careful to-

night. Don’t spill anything,” was Miriam’s
final caution.

The maid replied: “It’s okay. Don’t
worry. I’ve worked for other Hollywood
stars. I don’t gossip.”

any woman can instantly change

even the most drab, off-color skin

MONA FREEMAN

‘COPPER CANYON”
Color by Technicolor

A Paramovnt
Production

into flawless, new complexion loveliness.

IN JUST SECONDS, before your very eyes Pan-Cake, Hollywood's

magic make-up, actually conceals off-color spots, freckles,

and enlarged pores, that often mar your beauty. Pan-Cake’s

delicate veil of natural color instantly creates new flawless

complexion loveliness . . . adds new glamour to your personality.

PAN-CAKE protects your skin from wind and cold, guards against

dryness, helps keep delicate skin soft, smooth, young-looking.

WHEN YOU USE PAN-CAKE, do as the screen stars do . . .

$1.50
plus tax

apply it lightly to achieve the lovely

sheer, glamorous complexion beauty

you admire.

PAN-CAKEIa,,
lAiqwiXifc{to$!UWO

o^tkjiwijMhy

FACTO RuftyDwwi/

in 9 Color Harmony Skin Tones

Discover how YOU CAN CHANGE TO NEW GLAMOUR with PAN-CAKE!
Simply mail the coupon to receive your trial-size Pan-Cake in the Color Harmony
shade most flattering to your coloring . .

.
pltts your individual Color Harmony

Make-Up Chart... plus 32-page, color-illustrated hook, “The New Art of Make-Up.”

SEND FOR YOUR TRIAL SIZE PAN-CAKE
FILL IN AND CHECK CAREFULLY THE INFORMATION BELOW
MAX FACTOR MAKE-UP STUDIO
Dept. 10, Box 941, Hollywood 28, California

Please send me your excitirjg Pan-Cake offer. I enclose

10$ in coin to help cover cost of postage and handling.

TODAY!
AND MA I

t

Name«.
PLEASE PRINT NAME AND ADDRESS

Address Age-

City. -Zone _State_

COMPLEXION EYES

Fair

Creamy D
Medium

Blue . . .

Gray . . .

Green .
-

Hazel

Sallow

Freckled .

Olive

DeepOlive . . .

Brown . , . ,

Black ...
.

LASHES [Color]

Light Med Dark

• SKIN: Normal

Dry Oily

HAIR

BLONDE
Light Dark

BRUNETTE
Light Dark

BROWNETTE
Light Dark

REDHEAD
Light Dark

GRAY HAIR
Check he<e also

(otmei ha<r coc * £ sbw

______ 55Q- 16P

Pan-Cake (trademark) is the registered brand name for Max Factor Hollywood Cake Make-Up.
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h is name was Chuck Palmer, Ensigr

*> U.S.N.R. He came out of the fire

®of battle, through wild mountain

passes and jungle brush, over seas

wide-open to bombers... to the

Island of Leyte, of palm trees,
\

shimmering moonlight. ..and m
enemy occupation. ft

|

There, in the village of

Tacloban, he saw her, the

dark - eyed girl — her face T^BjjJJ
firm with a hardness, belied T* SBH
by the softness of her lips. % vVH
And they fought together, the A Mft
war of the guerrilla... yH|
Here is one of the great love

stories of our decade as it was

told in the powerful Book-of-the-

-Month and Reader’s Digest best-seller. A
motion picture to excite you, to impart

a rich and deeper meaning . . . because it

was true.

iVf icheliiie

POWER PRELLE

American Guerrilla

FRITZ LANG
Produced by

LAMAR TROTTI

with Tom Ewell -Bob Patten -Tommy Cook -Juan Torena^MK&Wfobert Barrat

Screen Play by LAMAR TROTTI • Based on the Novel by Ira Wolfert Color by TECHNICOLOR

The lean,

hard American took

the girl in his arms

Forgotten was the

found each other,
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THE

WlNNERS

"Choose Your Star" we said. And

you did. These names leaped to the top at

once and never tailed to keep this place

Men Points

1. Howard Keel 10,223

2. Anthony Curtis 7,750

3. Craig Hill 4,315

4. Gene Nelson 4,215

5. Keefe Brasselle 3,949

6. David Wayne 3,356

7. Rock Hudson 3,003

8. Jeff Chandler 2,570

9. Robert Patton 1,962

, . ( Marlon Brando 1,585
K),

(Ben Johnson 1,585

Women Points

1. Sally Forrest 11,755

2. Peggy Dow 6,170

3. Mercedes McCambridge 5,766

4. Piper Laurie 5,653

5. Nancy Davis 3,327

6. Jean Hagen 2,800

7. Barbara Bates 2,406

8. Nancy Olson 1,895

9. Micheiine Prelie 1,654

10. Judy Holliday 1,430

ADIES AND GENTLEMEN!
The votes cast in Photoplay’s “Choose Your

Star” contest are in and counted and the winners,

by overwhelming majorities, are Howard Keel and

Sally Forrest.

Howard Keel’s screen appearance in “Annie Get

Your Gun” was all that he had, all that he needed.

However, Sally Forrest you’ve seen in several pic-

tures: “Not Wanted,” “The Young Lovers” and “Mys-
tery Street.”

Anthony Curtis, the second male winner, has had

numerous releases but none in which he has played an

outstanding role. And Craig Hill, third in the male

line-up, made his mark as the life-saver in “Cheaper

by the Dozen.”

Peggy Dow, second among the Women, has had

“Undertow” and “Woman in Hiding.” Mercedes Mc-
Cambridge, who came in third, won an Oscar with her

one and only screen appearance to date in “All the

King’s Men.”

While each of the top men is, in his own way, hand-

some, it’s interesting that your top favorites among the

girls are not, in any orthodox sense, beauties. They are

interesting. They are provocative. They are attrac-

tive. And they also can act; an attribute that is becom-

ing, hearteningly enough, more and more important in

any player’s public rating.

The Hollywood studios, immediately impressed by

the favor these new players have so quickly won, have

exciting plans for them, plans you’ll find reported in

the December Photoplay, together with resumes of

the players’ plans for themselves and their latest

photographs in color and in black and white.

Count on it! You’ll be seeing them frequently in the
p

future, these stars you have chosen.

The Editors
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June Allyson again co-

stars with husband Dick
Powell in “Right Cross”

T & E Hall

>

Junie ^as just about to catch

up wiji one dream when a

better • dream came along

J
UNE ALLYSON was praying a quiet little

prayer inside. “Don’t let me be ill and not

able to dance with Fred Astaire!”

“Okay, June—let’s take five,” Fred said

giving the piano player the high sign that

they’d stop for a breather while rehearsing a

“Royal Wedding” dance routine.

June gave a grateful little smile and leaned

against the wall of the rehearsal hall, trying

to hold’ on to what was left of her. I’m toe

tired, she was thinking, as she’d been thinking

for the past six days. Much too tired. I’m

nervous and excited, of course. But I shouldn’t

be this tired. What’s wrong with me?
Perhaps she shouldn’t have left the hospital

so soon. It was just a minor operation and

she’d come out of the place practically into

the rehearsal hall. Maybe that was the

reason. She hadn’t had time to rest up.

She couldn’t delay ( Continued on page 83)

BY MAXINE ARNOLD
p
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LIVING IS

BY IDA ZEITLIN

The tears, the heartache are over. The

old unhappy drive is gone. In meeting

her troubles halfway, Shirley Temple

fell head over heels in love—with life

W
HEN for Shirley Temple the old patterns of life were de-
stroyed, she went quietly about building new ones. More
than anything else she wanted peace. At first, her friends

were all for providing distraction. Six nights a week came their
invitations, till she called a halt. “Look, kids, I love seeing you,
but let’s not overdo it.”

It never entered her head to move back to the big house with
her folks. Any retreat into the past seems to Shirley immature.
Im an adult, I’m the mother of a child, and I’m quite inde-

pendent. It’s nice to be able to run over and see them when I

please. But this is my home, and this is where Susu and I

belong.”

To fit the new pattern, she’s changed the baby’s bedtime and
keeps her up for the evening meal. “Because I think it’s difficult

for anyone to eat alone. Besides, Susu and I get a lot of pleasure
out of each other’s company.”
So Susan now gets to stay up till seven-thirty or eight, and

has herself a ball. She sits in a big chair. She goes busily
through the evening paper, hunting pictures of Mamma. This is

a cinch, since to Susie every girl in the paper is Mamma. She
gets extremely maternal. “Eat your meat, Mommy dear. Drink
your milk—” Her favorite job is that of messenger girl—trotting
to the kitchen—“Mamma please wants (Continued on page 82)

“No romance,” says Shirley. But Charles Black

didn’t stay on the job when she left Hawaii

Linda Susan dresses up in her “best” for

Mommy. Says Shirley, “I know now the . . .

. . . kind of person I am. Normal home life

appeals to me the way school life used to”



(Paste diamond necklace, detach-
able earrings from Rex, Inc.)

A
BOUT men—you can tell nothing!

Conservative animals, basically, they

are quick to shy away from anything

new. The first lipsticks, you may have
heard tell, horrified the boys. Now they

complain that a girl without lipstick

looks dreary. Some gentlemen, the die-

hards, still bemoan colored nail polishes.

It was to be expected that there would
be protestations over doe-eyes—the new
fashion sponsored by Paris, featured by
the fashion magazines and seen, more
and more frequently, at Hollywood
parties. The boys protest doe-eyes—but

they also follow them! For the record

a doe-eyed wallflower is yet to be seen.

There’s nothing natural about this

new look in the eyes. It’s as frankly

artificial as it is fascinating. Which is

what makes it so exciting. Definitely

it’s not for daytime.

But for cocktail time and parties, oh,

yes. I’m referring ( Cont’d on page 75)

Fink and Smith

before

Arlene Dahl with ordinary eye make-

up. A blonde, she can use brown . . .

Color contrast can be as violent as

you like. Yvonne De Carlo of . . .

before

. . . “Tomahawk” uses brighter lip-

stick, black pencil around eyes
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Phyllis Kirk changes from a pert . . . eye make-up, more sophisticated

miss to a saucy siren with new . . . neckline. In “Two Weeks—With Love”

Geraldine Brooks, youthful and

lovely, turns herself into a subtle . .

.

photoplay feature attraction

. . . sophisticate with dramatic eye-

do, earrings. She’s in “Volcano”

ajler
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BY RUTH WATERBURY

He brings her presents of

candles, cheese and dresses.

She gives him—all the things

she never dreamed he’d love

I

T WAS Christmas night of 1948

and the girl with the cute tumed-
up nose and the young man with

the puzzled frown kept on being

gay.

This acting was for the children,

for Skippy, who was going on seven,

and for Pidge, who was going on

six. The baby, Nugent, who is a

girl, just as Pidge is, was too young
then to notice anything, even the

brightly blazing lights on the Christ-

mas tree.

The kids had had a glorious, wild,

hilarious time but finally, despite

their fervent struggle against it,

they grew so sleepy they meekly
let their devoted nurse lead them
out around the pool, across the lawn

from the big house, out to the pretty

little white house which was exclu-

sive to them. (Continued on page 89)
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Joanne Dru co-stars in “711

Ocean Drive” and “Wagon-

master.” John Ireland’s next

is “Vengeance Valley,” in

which Joanne also has a role
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FARLEY

GRANGER

I

llip | j

A new and different presentation of a

star. Three famous women— Elsa Maxwell,

Joan Evans and Shelley Winters— offer

three exciting impressions of

Hollywood’s Young Man of the Hour

B
ACK in August 1946, a young Sea-

man, first class, receiving honorable

discharge from the U. S. Navy,

headed for California. But Hollywood,

his -home town—all absorbed in the tri-

umphant return of stars like Clark Gable

and Jimmy Stewart and Ty Power and

Vic Mature—was almost completely un-

aware that Farley Granger was around

again.

Who was he anyway? Just a kid who
had been signed by Samuel Goldwyn,

who had played in a couple of pictures
—“North Star” and “Purple Heart”

—

but caused no great hullabaloo.

Today, four years and seven pictures

later, Farley is one of the brightest stars

on the screen. Because of this and be-

cause he is peculiarly unlike any other

star, he’s a favorite conversational piece

in Hollywood.

Listen and you will hear that he’s a

genius, an artistic snob, the sweetest

guy that ever walked in shoe leather

and a sulky problem child. It was with

this general Granger confusion in mind
that we asked three markedly different

women to write of him as they see him.

Elsa Maxwell looks at him with the

understanding of a woman of the

world . . .

Joan Evans regards him with enthu-

siasm. They’re colleagues with the same
shining goal . . .

Shelley Winters, the girl he has dated

longer and more constantly than any

other, introduces a romantic note . . .

The stories they tell about Farley are

as different as they are human and

amusing and warm. But from these

three stories the same young man
emerges. He isn’t all sweetness and

light. Far from it. But he is provocative.

He is charming. He is, definitely, some-
one you would like to know.

ADELE WHITELY FLETCHER

photoplay feature attraction
^
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Farley at seventeen

—

just signed by Goldwyn

On location for “Our Very Own”: Cameraman Lee Garmes, co-

star Ann Blyth, Farley and director David Miller at Malibu

Farley Granger, who in

trying to discover who

he really is and what he

really wants from life,

is willing even to take

Today: His friends may criticize, but always, in

the same breath, they insist he’s a wonderful guy

chances with his success
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F
ARLEY GRANGER reminds me of a large, very porous sponge.

This may not be a properly romantic description of the screen’s most popular

young romantic. But it is a literal description of a young man who is trying very

hard to discover who he really is, what he really is like.

Farley knows, of course, that he is Farley Granger, twenty-six years old, the

only child of Eva May Hopkins and Farley Earle Granger, who quit high school

at seventeen, who served as Seaman 1/c in the Pacific and who is, currently, a

Samuel Goldwyn star on the rise. But these are only surface facts. And Farley

has no intention of going through the motions that these facts dictate without

ever realizing his hidden potentialities, without ever becoming, as a man, his

very own. As he says, too many people do this—never really finding out who
they are.

“It’s important, right now,” Farley says, “that I read a lot, hear music, see

paintings—and that I travel. Now is the time for me to reach out for all kinds

of impressions. When you do such things you sprout interests and enthusiasms

and emotions the way a tree sprouts little branches. And frequently you’re sur-

prised at the things you discover about yourself, at phases in personality which

suddenly come to the surface.”

All of which means that those currently associated with Farley occasionally

find him difficult. Unimaginative people who don’t go off exploring the arts, the

philosophies and the world in order better to explore themselves are more de-

pendable, certainly, more compliant. (Continued on page 101)

On set for “Edge of Doom”: Dana Andrews, director Mark Robeson and Farley. It is

sheer nonsense, Farley believes, to think an actor becomes the character he is playing
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“You have to be a little bit in love with the boy with whom you play love scenes'
In front of stage dressing room

fARLtY GRRI1GER

tfdIHr'flFSfyi •3



Joan and Farley in scene from “Rose-

anna McCoy.” His kiss was her first

!

“Edge of Doom,” with Dana Andrews, Joan,

sent Farley into “solitary” for two weeks

Making “Our Very Own” re-

vealed another side of Farley

BY JOAN EVANS

so wrong

He infuriates her with his

moods but inspires her

with his dreams. And she

can’t resist him when he

makes like Groucho Marx!

I

JUST love Farley. Right or wrong, I love him—and Farley can be so

right and he can be so wrong.

I’ll never forget the first time I met him. It was two years ago on a

blazing hot “street” at the Goldwyn Studio. I had just arrived in Hollywood
the day before to make what everyone referred to as an “acting test.” I

referred to it that way, too, but I didn’t feel much like an actress. I felt like

a very frightened girl.

Before the big acting test I was to make a preliminary test and so they

shook me into a dress very like the one I eventually wore in “Roseanna

McCoy” (as a matter of fact, it was the one Merle Oberon wore in “Wuthering

Heights”) and led me to the street where everyone was hurrying back and

forth. There were extras in costume for another picture that was being

shot on the lot then, there were property men, camera men, carpenters

—

all kinds of studio workers. Everyone seemed to know what he was
doing—except me.

You know how it is when you’re going through a new and harrowing

experience? Like the first day at a new school? (Continued on page 74)
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'"Farley loves to eat—so do I! But he prefers home parties to wing-dos in night clubs.” Shelley’s next is “Frenchie”

M
Y FIRST impression of Farley was of the handsomest, most

beautiful man I’d ever seen. He is, you know. But see-

ing him for the first time, in the flesh, his looks antagon-

ized rather than attracted me. A man as beautiful as this, I

remember thinking, is sure not to have a thought in his head

that doesn’t begin with “I” and end with “Me.”

But far, very far from being preoccupied with himself, Farley

has the most stimulating, the most asking mind you could hope

to meet up with, and be excited by. And try, just try to match it!

I try—which is why you never see Farley and me in repose,

never—because mostly we’re arguing. About anything and

everything—acting, politics, religion, science and music and art,

psychiatry and back again to .acting which is the love that has no rival in our hearts.

I first met Farley at a lecture on politics given by Norman Mailer who wrote the great,

grim and gory “The Naked and The Dead.” Farley sat directly in front of me in the

auditorium. He was alone. I was alone. We got to talking. ( Continued on page 96)
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BY SHELLEY WINTERS

“Rattlebrain,” he thought. “Conceit-

ed,” she said to herself. That’s how

their friendship began. And they’ve

been arguing, very happily, ever since

“He’s clothes unconscious and wears the

most awful shoes—but he’ll buy at one . . .

. . . swoop, eighty dollars’ worth of books,

two hundred dollars’ worth of records”



Now comes the screen test, experiments with make-up, wardrobe

fittings, publicity pictures, classes in dramatics, ballet, riding

and swimming—all the exciting things you must know

to take your place among the stars

You’re on the studio payroll. First step, your wardrobe meas-

urements are taken by Universal-International’s top fitter

Ida Bell Kahn, supervised by dress designer Bill Thomas

The public doesn’t know you but it will, before

you hit the screen. U-I’s top glamour photogra-

pher Ray Jones poses “cheesecake” art for publicity

HowAStarIs
D

ID you ever write to a Hollywood studio, saying some-

thing like this:

“Dear Sirs: I am sixteen years old and will gradu-

ate from high school next June. I have had two leads in

high school plays and am considered very pretty by my
friends. I would like to become an actress. Please send

someone to give me a screen test.”

If so, perhaps you wondered why you received no

reply.

Such a letter reveals instantly that the writer knows

nothing about the business of making motion pictures.

Testing a newcomer is expensive; the minimum cost is

three hundred dollars and there are instances of tests

having totaled as much as two thousand dollars. Naturally,

no studio can afford to test every person who would like

to appear before a camera. Furthermore, a test is not at

all what the average uninitiated person appears to think

it is.

Tests are of two kinds: First, the test given to a contract

player to determine whether he or she would be right for



You meet each day in her office with Tony Curtis, standing, Peggy Dow, Lillian Barkley, Dixie Nelson,
Joyce Holden, Jim Best and Piper Laurie, on floor, for diction, drama help and stimulating talk

I

BY

FREDDA

DUDLEY

>
In projection room Sophie sits with her pupils, and shoots questions at
them as the picture unreels. You soon lose your self-consciousness, learn
to analyze the parts, give opinion, detect flaws in



HowAStarIs Born

Coming out of ihe projection room, Tony stops to discuss picture just shown. With sev-

eral roles behind him he seems like a veteran but he tells you he still has a lot to learn

In the studio commissary

with Piper, Jim, Joyce, Tony,

a specific part. Such a testee may be

a man or a girl who is hoping to be

assigned to a minor part in his or

her first picture—or the testee may
be such an established player as

Barbara Stanwyck. When the star

of a picture is set (often stories are

bought or specifically written for a

star, hence no test is needed) it is

customary for a studio to test a

number of leading men or leading

women to determine which person

would be the better screen foil for

the headliner.

The second type of screen test is

that given a newcomer who is under

contemplation, or who has already

been signed by a studio.

In many cases, a competent talent

executive can tell—after conversa-

tion with a newcomer—whether he

or she will photograph well enough
for consideration. (All of this ap-

plies, of course, to newcomers who
aspire to leading parts.)

When a camera test is given, the

purpose is fourfold: (1) It reveals

whether the camera “likes” your

face or not. One of the mysteries of

black and white photography is the

fact that a girl who is pretty or a

man who is handsome to the eye

may look quite different to the

camera; (2) it tells whether the

newcomer is so distinctive -a “type”

that his gamut of roles would be

limited; (3) it indicates whether the

individual photographs so much like

an established star that there would
be confusion; (4) it indicates

whether your hair should be worn
in a different manner, whether the

arch of your eyebrows should be

changed, whether the shape of your

mouth should be altered. It reveals

whether you have any habits of ex-

pression which should be changed or

eliminated.

Sometimes a camera test is not

made, but a voice recording is. This

is done, usually, when the talent

executive is convinced that the

neophyte’s physical equipment is

camera-worthy, but he entertains

some doubt about the quality of the

voice.

A large man with a light, high

voice (not an unusual combination)

is handicapped. A person with an

unusual accent must give promise of

being able to correct that accent by
recording first in his natural speech,

then altering that speech after brief

coaching by a director. Finally, there

are some actors—hoping for a career

as a leading man or a heavy—whose
vocal tones or characteristic manner
of delivery are funny. No one would

dream, when looking at Percy Kil-

bride, for instance, that he was a

comedian; the revelation is contained

in his voice.

Many a newcomer, when asked to

take a screen test, has concluded that

he or she has Arrived (capital A)
and is about to wear mink. Nothing

could be farther from the facts. An
invitation to take a screen test means
merely “A chance—maybe.”

The rules for successfully passing

this career milestone are simple and

reassuring:

For a man: Wear a white shirt

and a business suit (unless some
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^eSSy and Rock Hudson you meet wonderful wait-
ress, Mabel, who brings you juice, slimming salad

SL Tf•it*

Dance rehearsal hall! Dance director Hal Belfer teaches basic dance
steps. You learn body control, grace of movement, acquire new poise

other costume has been requested in

advance)

.

Be immaculately clean and well-

shaven.

For a girl: Unless otherwise in-

structed, wear a simple opaque (not

transparent) white blouse, and a slim

tailored skirt of gray, beige, or any
pastel. If your face is long and slen-

der, wear a round-necked blouse;

if your face is chubby, wear a V-
i neckline.

Don’t wear earrings or fancy
jewelry of any kind. You are being
tested, not your wardrobe.
For either a man or a girl: Do

your best but don’t knock yourself
out; don’t try too hard. Say to your-

: self, “If this is the time for my
break, I’ll get it without turning
handsprings; if this isn’t the time, I

have the spirit and patience to wait.”

Regard everyone you meet as a

specialist who knows and is doing
a job in the theatrical business;

regard this job as of equal impor-
tance with the job to which you
aspire. Be ( Continued on page 91)

Tony and Piper “improvise” a scene. Ability to work well together
resulted in first co-starring roles in “The Prince Who Was a Thief”



Mr. and Mrs. Bob Topping.

Lana Turner appears next

in “A Life of Her Own”
.

It’s not in Lana’s nature to stay unhappy or admit defeat. That’s

why she’s planning for the baby they said she couldn’t have

L
ANA TURNER and I were visiting on the set of “Mr. Imperium,” the picture she’s

making with Ezio Pinza of “South Pacific” fame. Ever since I had heard that this

golden girl was expecting another baby, I had been eager to see her. I wanted to

tell her how much I admired her courage. And I wanted to hear from her own lips

what she was doing to prevent the same sorrow she and her husband, Bob Topping,

had known before.

I remembered so well how heartbroken she had been when she and Bob had lost

their first expected baby. She had sobbed over the long distance phone as she had

told me of all her preparations. “If we could have another one, it wouldn’t be so heart-

breaking, but the doctors hold out little hope that a child of ours can live.”

Lana’s blood is RH negative and Bob’s is RH positive. The (Continued on page 100)
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An old-fashioned feast served a new-

fashioned way: The semi-buffet table

After-dinner stint—a cozy fireplace, toasted marshmallows and stories out of their memory books. Cdockwise, the Den-

nis O’Keefes, David Wayne, Mrs. Lundigan, Bill, standing, Mrs. Wayne and on floor, Allan Nixon, wife Marie Wilson
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progress

BY KAY MULVEY

Recipes tested by the Macfadderx Kitchen

The semi-buffet is the Lundigan
No lap-balancing at the Lundigans. Guests relax at din-

ing table after helping themselves from near-by buffet

way of putting the guests at ease

and letting the hosts in on the fun

I

N Hollywood there’s a young couple everyone

should know about. They’ve solved the annual

Thanksgiving problem—the wish to invite so many
that the gathering becomes impractical both from the

point of view of inadequate room at table and all the

work it means.

The Bill Lundigans are the modern miracle work-
ers. They wanted, above all, the fun of sharing

Thanksgiving with their friends and family. So they

worked out a formula that makes this possible—the

semi-buffet. It has all the glamour of a carefully

planned party without any of its formality. It has

the hospitable warmth of casual entertaining without

any of its disadvantages. No man really likes juggling

a tray of food on his lap. And no girl, dressed in her

prettiest party frock, can really enjoy herself while

she’s in constant fear of spills.

So Bill and Rena work it out this way. They have

everything well in hand before the guests arrive.

Their dining table is beautifully set with flowers,

candles, their choicest silver, even place cards. But
all the food—the hot food, of course, in covered

dishes—is on another conveniently placed table or

sideboard. The guests help themselves to whatever

they enjoy most, carry their plates to their places at

the table, and eat in comfort. At the same time, no

one is in the least embarrassed to get up for a second

helping, or to load a plate till it groans—almost a

must on Thanksgiving.

The Lundigans plan their (Continued on page 85)

David, Marie, Mrs. Wayne and Allan enjoy a football

game before after-dinner guests arrive to share evening

No new role for Bill: Mr. L., on KP duty,

before party began, prepares orange rolls



You can live in a

rented house and still

plan for a modern fu-

ture if you follow the

Richard Contes’s

4‘original” home course

Old theater programs, Lautrec poster and desk Living-room alcove features early

transformed corner of dining room into a study American table, modern sculpture

Paintings dominate Conte home. Richard, who studied paint-

ing, did large canvas of Ruth in center of picture group-

ing "over living-room couch. He’s in “The Sleeping City’’

T
HAT old fable about every Hollywood house

having a swimming pool, and every star liv-

ing in a mansion, gets exploded daily. Not

only do quite a few stars not own a swimming
pool, they do not own a house. If they commute
between Hollywood and New York or travel

regularly, it’s more practical to rent. Other

couples rent while they make plans to build

just the house they want, and Ruth and Richard

Conte belong in this group.

It’s a small house, completely unprepossessing,

tucked away in the hills above Beverly Hills,

and it belongs to Rockwell Kent, the well-known

artist. But through their accessories and paint-

ings the Contes have made the house completely

their own. “Do you think it really looks like

our place and not a rented house?” asked Ruth.

“That’s what Nicky and I tried to do.”

Just to keep the record straight, Nicky is

Richard Conte, christened ( Cont’d on page 79)

The Contes’s charming living room carries

out the informality that is their house rule

>
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Give her a pedestal and she’d shove it

around with the rest of the furniture. In

Jane’s daily routine there’s no time to *JANE ’S
be—all the things they say about Wyman

^TIGHT CLUBS are their natural habitat. They’re always togged out like the cover

j|
of Harper’s Bazaar. They live in marble halls, where butlers appear and vanish

like Aladdin’s genie. Nurses bring up their kids, whose sole contact with

mama is a curtsey at dinnertime. Their heads swell, and they shed old friends the

way Harpo sheds silverware. They spend their time on the set a-fussin’, a-feudin’

and a-figurin’ how to knife the other gal. They’re all loaded, and could buy up

Fort Knox and finance the Marshall Plan with their loose change.

This is the gilded image of a movie star.

“How about it?” we asked Jane Wyman.
“Well—look at me!” she invited. We looked. In slacks (Continued on page 104)

Weekends, holidays and from five to seven when

she isn’t working, belong strictly to her kids

She goes to night clubs—once in a blue moon.

Below, with new romance, Clark Hardwicke

Jane gussies up only when she feels that she

owes it to her public to be seen at her best

Jane doesn’t throw her money around—is saving

it for the day when she’ll no longer be a star
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BY ZOE ENGLISH

OTHER LIFE

A day in the life of Wyman can be fairly matched with that of any career woman who’s also a

homemaker. Glamour’s perceptible by its absence! Jane’s latest is “The Glass Menagerie’’



Powolny

TheseGentlemen 1

By Sheilah Graham

What attracts the men? Sheilah

thought she knew—until she started

asking the questions that

brought these surprising answers

Richardson
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WOMAN should always be like a field of

clover—fresh and fragrant”—Dan Dailey was
speaking on a pet masculine subject—Woman. It

was at lunch in the Twentieth Century-Fox Cafe de

Paris. At this interesting point in the

conversation, a famous studio star walked by.

She was wearing slacks, a sweater and a sloppy look.

“Not like that gal,” Dan commented. “More
like my wife Liz. I love that look of cleanliness

in a woman. No powder on her coat neckline,

no shine on her nose. And I don’t mean the

New York look .either. She can look just as good

to me in blue jeans, as in a strapless evening

gown. I like a woman to look well washed—like

a rose-bud that has just opened.” Why, Mr. Dailey!

Anyway, after my ( Continued on page 88)



Peggy Cummins of “If This Be Sin” makes a fall entrance in white net

gown from Saks Fifth Avenue. Bouffant skirt sweeps to floor at sides.

Beneath top skirt, several white roses add color with green leaves

66

Opposite, Audrey Totter of “Under The Gun”

in Fuhrman’s white mink coat. It becomes a

stole when detachable sleeves are removed
>



BY EDITH GWYNN

autumn eves

Days become shorter, nights stretch

out into dreamy, dress-up hours

“fJHORT and Sweet”—-that’s the line that

should set the hem -line for you
whether it’s for early fall nights of

dancing, semi-formal wear or for daytime

—natch! The happiest “medium” to strike

is sixteen inches from the floor—and if that

favorite full-skirted gown of * yours that

swept the floor last year looks a little tired

and you still have a crush on it—just lop

off the bottom, add a fresh flower, or belt

or bit of trimming—and have yourself a

“new dress.” (Continued on page 77)

Pat Neal of “The Breaking Point” in black

and pink net dress. Pink of underskirt is

repeated in softly draped bodice, camellias
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Viveca Lindfors models the budget-priced adaptation of the dress Edith

Head designed for her in Paramount’s “Dark City,” a Hal Wallis production
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FASHIONS
'

-

Ruth Roman is in Warner’s “Three Secrets”

At ease in any company is the smartly simple

dress worn by Ruth Roman, right. In one

hundred per cent wool casha, its high neck-

line has a turnover collar, with tortoise-type

buttons at the shoulders, opening on one side.

Self belt has tortoise-type buckle. Skirt is

slim, with center pleat. In beige, pale blue,

pink or maize, sizes 9-15. $14.95 by Junior

Clique at Stern Brothers’, New York, N. Y.

and Woodward & Lothrop, Washington, D. C.

Tailor’s delight: Styled for casual comfort is .

the Virginia Spears reproduction, left, of the

original Viveca Lindfors-Edith Head dress.

In Burlington’s crease-resistant rayon checked

suiting, it has front zipper closing. Slim skirt

flares into pockets at the hips. Dainty accom-

paniment—a separate white pique dickey with

pert bow-tie. In wine, brown, green or navy,

all with white check. Sizes 7-15. $17.95 at

McCreery’s, New York, N. Y., Lit Bros., Phila-

delphia, Pa., and Crowley’s, Detroit, Mich.

For store nearest yon write direct

to manufacturer listed on page 95

I'iveca I indfors teem s w iijii

Ircss in this scent with
idlerhail I fester in ‘'!\irls Ci: •



Photographed by Dtrone at the Villa Sweden, New York

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

Charming Margaret Phillips

makes her screen debut in

Paramount’s “A Life of Her Own”

dark

SOPHISTICATE
Make a timely entrance in this dream of a date dress with its rustling

rayon taffeta skirt, luxurious velveteen bodice with cut-out neckline. Softly

gathered skirt has velveteen belt. Not shown, a brief little velveteen bolero.

Black only, sizes 7-15. $22.95 by Minx Modes at Saks 34th, New York, N. Y,

Davison, Paxon, Atlanta, Ga. and Filene’s, Boston, Mass. Kramer’s jewelry

For store nearest you write direct to manufacturer listed on page 95
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inspired by

BETTY HUTTON
starred in

Paramount Pictures' Technicolor hit

‘‘LET'S DANCE"

FRED ASTAIRE

with

BETTY HUTTON
in a scene from

“LET'S DANCE”

isk to see Fall’s most glamorous

high-fashion hosiery style—Prim’s classic

triple dart clock design, on

exquisite seamless nylons.

Here’s inspired flattery for your legs and

your footwear, high style worth

dancing about! At fine stores near you.
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Engstead

photoplay's

PATTERN OF THE MONTH
Photoplay Patterns

205 East 42nd Street

New York 17 , New York

Enclosed find thirty-five cents ($.55) for which please

send me the Photoplay Pattern of the Doris Day "Tea
For Two” dress in sizes 10-12-14-16-18-20

Name Size

Street

City. .
State

|

I

Doris Day in original dress designed by Leah Rhodes

for her role in Warner’s “Tea For Two”

Designed for a busy life: An intriguingly fashioned dress

with deep man-tailored detachable cuffs, little band collar

with detachable choir-boy tie. Slim skirt is peg-topped at

front. Sew it in Celanese’s Townslant, a new acetate rayon

fabric that looks and feels like sheer wool, in many colors

For pattern drawings see page 95
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There’s just no denying the fabulous appeal of Deltah’s Golden Opera

Jewelry. So distinctive, so lovely, so very individual! Of luminous,

flattering pseudo-pearls combined with brilliant 1/20- 14K gold-filled

links for enchanting color contrast. Necklaces and bracelets from

$9.75, earrings from $5.50, plus Federal tax, in beautiful gift cases.

AT BETTER JEWELERS EVERYWHERE
COPYRIGHT L. HELPER & SON, INC. FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK



(Continued from page 49) You don’t quite
know what you’re supposed to do and all

faces are a kind of blur.
Well, Irving Reis, the director, said,

“Joan, this is Farley,” and I looked up to
see one of the handsomest boys I’ve ever
looked at but—and I’m sure this will shock
the millions of girls who are crazy about
Farley—his face, too, was a blur.
So everybody told me what to do and

then somebody—I guess that must have
been Irving Reis—said, “Action!” Then
Irving said, “Look at the water tower and
imagine it’s a beautiful mountain” and then
he said, “Now! Farley!” And suddenly
Farley grabbed me in his arms and kissed
me right on the mouth!
Now this is something that has been

doubted but I had never been kissed be-
fore by a boy. (I was just fourteen.) I

think it’s something to be kissed for the
first time by Farley Granger.

I saw the test later and I really had to
laugh. I was the most surprised looking
girl. And that’s exactly what Irving Reis
wanted—surprise and incredulity.

ELL, then we started to rehearse for the
acting test, Farley, Irving Reis and I. And

once when we were doing a love scene
Irving said, “You treat Farley as if he were
your long-lost uncle, not your sweetheart.”
Farley laughed and that did it. I suppose I

was really shy with Farley because of that
first kiss.

Because Mr. Goldwyn had announced
that Farley and I were to be teamed to-
gether there were those “romance rumors”
in the papers. And all you girls can throw
rocks at me for saying this but I have
never been in love with Farley.
You see, Farley and I have a similar

goal. He wants to be a great actor—and
I think he will be—and I want to be a
great actress. I’m working like mad to be.
So our interests were mutual and our talk,

in those early days, was all about acting.
I suppose I was a little bit in love with

him when we played our love scenes in

“Roseanna McCoy.” I think that when you
do love scenes on the screen- you have to
be a little bit in love with the boy.
But the minute the love scenes were over

we went right back to our old relationship
of wonderful young actor (Farley) and
girl (that’s me) trying to learn to act.

Most people have read what happened
when we were on location and a gun that
Farley had used in the scene accidentally
went off, shooting me in the arm. And how
he ran around on those long legs of his
stealing flowers from various gardens

—

there was no florist shop open at that hour
—so that when I came to after the opera-
tion I would not wake up to a bare room.
But what people don’t know is that after

we were back in Hollywood and the band-
ages were off, Farley said to me, “What
kind of scar will it leave, Joanie?”
And because I have never lied to Farley,

I said, “I’m afraid I’ll have a scar for life.”

His eyes filled with tears and he turned
away, i said, “It will only be a little scar.”
Farley is as sensitive as a violin and this

Parley—So Right, So Wrong

hurt him but I would like to tell him right
here that I like that scar. It scarcely shows
now—it healed much better than anyone
dared hope—and it gives me a certain dis-
tinction. If anyone who has not heard
about it asks me how I got it I say, “I was
shot by a man who was making love to
me.” So, honestly, Farley, it’s all right.

And the beautiful bracelet with the big
disk hanging from it that has “Roseanna”
engraved on one side and “Johnse” on the
other that you gave me is so lovely.

And here I am kind of teary about Far-
ley, yet I’ve been real mad at him. Farley
is not the quote typical American boy un-
quote. I doubt that there is such a type
anyhow. Farley is moody and brooding.
When we were making “Roseanna Mc-

Coy” and “Our Very Own” you could tell

how Farley was going to be. And the fun-
ny thing is that you have to cater to Far-
ley’s moods.
Once during “Roseanna” I said to Mar-

shall Thompson, “Farley makes me so mad.
When he’s in a mood I feel I have to pull

Joan was thrilled when Farley took her

to New York opening of “Our Very Own”

—and so were the autograph hunters!

him out of it. And sometimes I’m in an
unhappy mood. But does he pull me out of

it? No!”
Marsh said, “You know what? That’s

why I fell in love with Barbara—that at;d

for the obvious reasons. I never had to

pull her out of a mood.”
But when Farley is gay he can be fun-

nier than any person alive. He does a
Groucho Marx imitation that’s a scream.
He’s a wonderful mimic.
At the party on the set that David Miller

gave to celebrate the completion of “Our
Very Own,” Farley was at his best. He told

me about his doing “Edge of Doom”—ex-
cept that instead of being Farley Granger,
the young actor who had just been given
the acting plum of the year, he pretended
he was an emissary from the Russian Mos-
cow Art Theater who had just had a con-
ference with Mr. Samuel Goldwyn and

didn’t quite understand what it was all

about.
It doesn’t sound funny. But what great

comics are funny when you repeat their
acts?
When “Inside U.S.A.” played Los An-

geles Farley asked me to go with him. He
had a couple of other friends along and we
had dinner together and. laughed and had
so much fun. You would have thought he
was just a crazy kid without a brain in his

head. Yet Farley is—deep inside himself

—

very serious. In his love of music, for in-
stance. The same way with books. Far-
ley has not had much classical education.
He was seventeen when he was signed by
Mr. Goldwyn. Then he enlisted in the
Navy. Night after night he stays at home
to read, to improve his mind.

“I want to read all the books in the
world,” he has told me.

“I want to know all about music and
all about art. I’d love to know good pic-
tures, not just look at them and admire
the colors and the composition but to know
what the artist meant when he painted
the pictures. Yes, I want to know about
music and books and paintings but
principally I want to know about acting.

And we were talking about acting again.
I can’t begin to tell you how Farley pre-

pared for “Edge of Doom.” For two weeks
before the picture started he did not have
a date. He just stayed at home trying to

think the way the boy in the picture would
think.

WHEN “Our Very Own” was scheduled
to open in New York Mr. Goldwyn was

nice enough to send me for the opening.
Farley was in Europe. One Sunday during
this time when my mother and I got back
to the hotel there was a message. “Miss
Evans”—and it still gives me a shock to

see that name—“Mr. Granger called.”

He had flown back from Europe for the
“Our Very Own” premiere.

I said to my mother, “I’ll bet the tele-

phone operators got a thrill when he
called.” And then a little later I said,

“You know what?”
She asked, “What?”
And I said, “It gives me a big thrill to

come into a hotel and get a message like

that. Why do you suppose he called?”
She said, sensibly, “Why don’t you re-

turn his call and find out?”
So I did and there was Farley at the end

of the wire saying, “Hi, Joanie, how about
you and me going to the opening of ‘Our
Very Own.’ ” And I’ll bet every telephone
operator in the hotel was listening in.

Well, we went to the opening and had a

great time. But the best part was after-

wards when we went to a restaurant for

coffee and he told me about his trip to

Europe. “I’m a different person, Joanie,”

he said. “I know a lot more than I did
before I went to Europe. I have a different

set of values.”
When I got back to the hotel I said to

my mother, “You know what? I’m a fan.

I’m a Farley. Granger fan.”

The End

That's all we live for . . . those four little words to give us the names of

Your favorite actor Your favorite actress

Send your votes to Readers Poll Editor, c/o PHOTOPLAY, 205 East 42nd Street, N. Y. 17, N. Y.



Eye Cues

(Continued from page 40) to the younger
crowd, of course. The likes of Diana
Lynn, and Phyllis Kirk, and Geraldine
Brooks, and Yvonne De Carlo, and Arlene
Dahl and all the other dolls who really

know the score.

If you’re under thirty—or better yet,

under twenty-five—and you want to give

just a little dash and impudence to your
appearance after dark, doe-up your eyes.

You’ll distinctly look different—and what
it does to your boy-rating is something.
The day Diana Lynn posed for the il-

lustrations on these pages, she was pho-
tographed at the Paramount Studios by
our own Hymie Fink and Sterling Smith.

After she had her eyes made up, she
absolutely adored herself so with that

look that she couldn’t bear to take it off.

Therefore, though it was mid-afternoon
of a blazing day (we really blaze in late

fall out here), Diana trotted across the
studio lot. And whom did she run into

but Y. Frank Freeman, the big Paramount
boss. Absolutely man-like, he stopped her,

saying, “Diana, I’ve never seen you look

so well.” He didn’t know what was so

different about her pert face. He just

knew he liked the general effect. (I was
there, hearing all this, so I’m not taking
any of it secondhand.) Diana, being a
smart cookie, didn’t explain what was new.
She just beamed.
The Boss said the sight of her made him

think of her for some new casting—rather
different casting than she’d had in her
recent Paramount picture, “My Friend
Irma Goes West.” The next result was a

test for a very sophisticated role that
Diana has long had hopes for. The deci-
sion hasn’t been handed down, as I write
this, but I’ll let you know what happens.
The big point is that a girl made a man

—

in this case an important man in her life

—think of her in a new way through the
medium of make-up.
You can do that, too. There are certain

cautions about doe-eyes you will have to

remember. Just any old eyebrow pencil

won’t do. Get some new ones with good
sharp points. There is even one brand on
the market that has a sharpening device
attached which keeps the point always
sharpened. Experiment with color. You
can go very contrasty, if you desire, us-
ing black, even if your hair is blonde or
brown, if your eyes are blue. This de-
pends on your individual taste.

D
ON’T expect to put on doe-eyes in any
five seconds. It takes time and practice

to draw the lines straight, and so they are
not harsh, nor smudged. If you get them
on wrong in the first place, you may have
to take them all off with cold cream and
start over again.
.Consider- the type of light you will be

seen in, when wearing doe-eyes. At Betty
Hutton’s really gorgeous candlelight din-
ner dance a few weeks ago, many 'of our
glamour dolls had doe-eyes illuminating
their beautiful faces, and they were just
dreams in that soft, flattering light. Re-
member, too, that you shouldn’t wear a
sophisticated face with an unsophisticated
hair-do or dress. Doe-eyes are definitely
either for fun or for glamour.
The line on your lower lid, which is

frankly difficult to do well, should be
much thinner in outline than the one on
your upper lid. If you want to combine
the doe-eyed look with eyeshadow, the
best way to get the right color for the
latter (which shouldn’t be applied too
heavily) is to match the shade of that bit

of color that lies on either side of the
bridge of your nose, right where it joins
your eye-sockets. (Go look in a mirror
now, if you’ve never noticed this. Most

JUuxilc s "Charm” slip

—

luxuriously lovely in filmy

nylon LricoL, lavishly

trimmed with frothy nylon

net and laee. Bermuda Blue,

Persian Pink. Grecian While,

Congo Black. Mcxicoco.

32-10. $8.95; Matching
Petticoat. S-M-L, $6.95;

Matching Paul), 1-7, $3.93.

Awarded the

Fashion Academy
Gold Medal

® HOLEPROOF HOSIERY CO., Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin

World-Famous Men’s Socks Women's Proportioned Hosiery • Luxite Lina
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directions for the

o-

Look

You’ll be thrilled to find how

inexpensively you can have a high fashion

shoe wardrobe with Grace Walkers. For excep-

tionalfootwear beauty, style, and fit—at budget

prices— see Grace Walkers at your favorite

store, or write us for nearest dealer’s

name: Friedman-Shelby Division,

International Shoe Company,

St. Louis 3, Missouri. /
9 10 Q95

a feu' styles slightly higher

LESTRA

Friedman-Shelby Division. International Shoe Comfumy. St. Finns .3. Mr

DAZZI.ER

1

2

3

4

Remove all mascara from your eyelashes

and all make-up from your eyebrows.

Buy the sharpest eyebrow pencil you
can purchase. Use most becoming color

—light brown, dark brown or black—
to line eyes.

For the line on the lower lid—the hard-

est to draw—you need a particularly

sharp point. Draw line over, not under,

lower eyelashes from inside to outside

of lid; but be careful not to extend

beyond eyeline.

The upper eyelid line is at once easier

to make up and more exaggerated. It

should extend beyond eyeline, be car-

ried down and in toward nose, up and
out toward temples. Do not smudge this

line.

The eyebrow line also should be exag-

gerated. Draw your eyelashes higher

than you do for daytime, with light

feathery strokes of eyebrow pencil.

Mascara eyelashes heavily with match-

ing color.

girls haven’t, but every girl has it—and
Hollywood girls key their eyeshadow
to it.)

Experiment, too, with mascara eyelash
shades. You don’t have to be satisfied

with mere black or brown, you know.
There are actually some blue and blue-
gray shades that can be fascinating.

You can get a lot of zest into your ap-
pearance by using these off-beat shades
once in a while, particularly if they both
complement your own coloring and har-
monize with the dress you Eire wearing.
Experiment with your eyebrow line, too.

It doesn’t always have to stay the same
shape or even the same color. Make-up
“outlines” change all the time. You cer-
tainly wouldn’t make up your mouth in

the bee-stung lip routine Mae Murray
used in the ’Twenties, any more than you’d
wear your hair in Mary Pickford curls.

But with the short hair vogue, the ultra-

feminine look of conscious make-up is

very provocative.
Have fun with your face. Even if you

had an original Christian Dior dress in

your wardrobe (and wouldn’t that be
heaven, if true!), you wouldn’t wear it

morning, noon and night. The same is

true of your make-up, and once you try

doe-eyes, you might as well experiment
with all the other eye tricks, too. More
than ever today a girl’s face can influence
her fortune and because the eyes are your
face’s most important feature, you owe it

to yourself to see what eyeshadow, pen-
cil and mascara can do to glamorize them.

Hands that look their prettiest are more
than ever important at Christmas—party
time. Next month, we’ll tell you

.
how to

give yourself a perfect manicure.



For Autumn Eves

(Continued from page 67) Recently, at

one of the Mocambo’s Charleston nights,

these Hollywood celebs were on the judges’

stand: Milton Berle, Andrea Leeds, Joan
Davis, famed designer Don Loper, and Ella

Raines. Pretty Mara Lynn won herself a

dancing prize—and, at the same time, a

screen test. (P.S. She landed a movie
contract a few days later!) Eye-catching
Betty Hutton took to the bandstand and
gave out with songs for about an hour.

And after that, she and Milton Berle put
on a free show that many a producer
would have paid plenty to put on a film!

Of course the ringsiders ate it up!

Mocambo is also doing fine with those

Thursday night polka sessions, and Wanda
Hendrix is just one doll who enjoys ’em.

(Boy! when she and Audie Murphy meet
these days it’s pure ICE!) Wanda showed
up for dancing in gray—a camisole-top
dress of gray chiffon, good for either for-

mal or informal wear. Wanda’s bodice

was shirred all over, and its skirt had fine

mushroom pleating, but such a dress would
be equally effective with the shirred bod-
ice and merely a very full gored skirt.

Tiny shoulder-straps held it up, but over
the dress went a little short-sleeved bolero

of the chiffon—and around the waist, a

narrow deeper gray velvet belt to which
Wanda had pinned a big bunch of bright

red velvet and satin strawberries.
Another cute outfit but more tailored is

the semi-suit that Ruth Roman took to

New York with her. The two-piecer had
a skirt that is just a tube of light-weight
bright navy wool. We don’t have to tell

you how many different kinds of “toppers”
(blouses or coats) look smart with such
a skirt. Ruth’s jacket for it is a casual,

almost bloused affair of almost sheer red
and white checked tweed -surfaced wool.

A “suit” like this becomes a perfect two-
piece wool “dress” for wear under heavy
coats when the cold weather sets in.

A
ND talking of fall suits, it’s a cinch that
tall girls and smalls all get a break this

season. F’rinstance, you tall ones will

just love the new nailhead silhouette. We
saw Ann Miller looking oh, so debonair
in a suit of this type lunching at the
Beverly Hills Hotel. It was a checked
wool in wine, black and white (incident-
ally, you’ll see checks everywhere). Her
two-button jacket had the most wonderful
shoulder line and it tapered down to the
slimmest of skirts. With it she wore a
wine gabardine vest which picked up the
wine color in the check.
Another eye-catcher was the scrump-

tious little suit in navy blue that Helen
Rose did for June Allyson. (This type
with shorter jacket is for the small girl

—

remember?) Its double-breasted jacket
was velvet-trimmed and velvet-buttoned

' and the skirt, though slim in front, had
that back fullness that Junie loves—espe-
cially now she’s dated the stork—and it’s

so comfy for walking.
Caviar! There’s a name for you—but it

i really describes that dark, dark gray with
blue overtones that Howard Greer is

|

showing in his figure-revealing, bosom-
emphasizing, short-skirted daytime outfits.

Gray is important in the fashion picture,
i

You’ll see it everywhere. Little Debbie
Reynolds (“Three Little Words,” and “Two

,

Weeks—With Love”) was wearing a dar-

j

ling gray flannel suit out on Hollywood

I

I

Boulevard. The reefer coat was lined with
South American lamb.
This has really been a month for the

crooner and singer department. A big,

madhouse party at the Champagne Room
for Vic Damone, to “launch” him on his
new movie contract at Metro, started
things off. What a mob—and among the

JOANNE DRU
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glamorizing lovely Joanne Dru.

the stars on screen and street.

Perc Westmore, Dean of Make-U
with the new Westmore Lipstick .

long! Remember. . .Westmore, and
only Westmore ... are the certified

cosmetics of the stars (see actual

certificate from these beauty experts

below). On sale at variety, chain

and drug store cosmetic counters.

Hollywood’s own famous lipstick,

Westmore—cosmetic secret so many
glamorous stars use on screen and

street— now comes to you in gor-

geous new, golden cases! They’re

like fine masterpieces of jewelers’

art! Thrilling, enticing color-shades

harmonize perfectly with your own
individual complexion. Special

creamy base stays on so excitingly

COSMETICS OE THE STAI

We hereby certify that

cosmetics advertised and

under our name are ext

the same cosmetics we

to make Hollywood's far

stars more beautiful on

off the screen.
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The loveliest, freshest-looking skin your mirror has ever seen! Now
it’s only a few days away. Days in which you devote minutes, morning
and night, to the miracle of deep-cleansing with Woodbury Cold Cream.

Such deep and thorough cleansing is possible only because of Penaten—
a new, miraculous penetrating agent. Now in Woodbury Cold Cream,
Penaten seeps deeper into pore openings . . . carries the cleansing oils

deeper to float out every speck of clinging soil and stubborn make-up.

And through Penaten, Woodbury Cold Cream smooths more effectively

too. Rich, softening oils are carried deeper to leave a softer, fresher feel

. . . a look that’s younger, beautiful as Spring! 20<? to $1.39, plus tax.

f'

Woodbury
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penetrates deeper

because it contains

PENATEN

crowd, so many movie stars who posed
with Vic and gave the photographers a
field day!

Ezio Pinza dropped in to say “Hello”
and graciously had his picture snapped
with Vic—then left. Marie Wilson and
spouse Allan Nixon were very cooey that
day after a big tiff at Las Vegas the week
before. Why do they squabble like that?
Nobody can figure it out because really
they’re just plain nutz about each other.
Dorothy Kirsten gave a wonderful cock-

tail party for the Ezio Pinzas—and the
setting was her not large, but so lovely,

hilltop house, most of the decor having
been done by Dorothy. The entire theme

—

right to the bathroom shower curtains—is

in varying shades of blue. Even the huge
bowls of flowers that graced the rooms
for this occasion were large blue carna-
tions! Mebbe you’ve seen the blooms in

that shade before—but we hadn’t. D’you
suppose Dorothy had ’em dyed???
The Kirsten received in a vivid, almost

royal blue, full-skirted, strapless cocktail

dress of chiffon. She wore matching satin

pumps and gold and diamond jewelry.
Gordon MacRae and Missy Kirsten sang

many a song, as tunesmith Jimmy McHugh
pounded the pianner for them. But Pinza
remained quiet.

B
Y now you know, or should, that the rage
shade for fall is going to be “Black

Rose”—a wonderful, dark, dark shade of

red that is conservative enough to replace
black, but has its own glow of color be-
sides. And, believe us, color will be the

keynote for the new season—most all col-

ors—and plenty of shades of each. We
think the vogue for black velvet that has
already hit us will be pretty worn out by
the time most people are used to starting

to wear it, but the Black Rose tones are
here to stay!

Arlene Dahl, who always gives special

attention to the more romantic dress,

knows this and already has a flowing, an-
kle-length, very simple gown in this shade.
It has a boat-shaped, off-the-shoulder
neckline, a long-waisted tight bodice, a

skirt of unpressed pleats that become flat

and snug around the hips. Perfect for

any time after four p.m.

Speaking of Arlene’s divine duds, you
should have seen the wonderful orange
taffeta coat she was wearing at Mocam-
bo’s the other night. It’s a Marusia crea-
tion with very full back and full sleeves
with wide cuffs. She wore it over a

dreamy cocktail dress of champagne lace

and her shoes matched the coat.

These full back coats are strictly for

the tall girl—natch! Fitted coats for you
small ones—with a gay little muff of vel-
vet or fur—and you’re right in the fall

fashion mood of 1950.

Another gay touch in fall coats—con-
trasting linings! Nancy Davis, taking off

for Chicago to attend her brother’s wed-
ding, wore a stunning hand-woven tweed
coat with a lining in a soft forest green,
matching her wool crepe dress—an en-
semble, yet. Paste this idea in your fall lid.

Lovely Hedy Lamarr, heading for New
York, took along a Marusia dress in the
exquisite new mauve violet color. Ma-
rusia named this dress Danse Exotique.
It has a lovely face-and-throat-framing
collar with a deep decolletage. Wonderful
with Hedy’s exotic looks and coloring.

Janet Leigh, the loveliest lass at the
huge and successful Tony Martin open-
ing at the Cocoanut Grove. How that lad

sings! You can bet Howard Hughes is

happy he’s got Tony all tied up for movies
—and he tosses this most romantic singer
right into “Two Tickets to Broadway,”
opposite Janet. Just about every top
warbler was tested for that spot, too!

The End



Ideas for Rent

(Continued from page 60) Nicholas Peter
Conte, and still “Nicky” to his family and
friends. He and Ruth Strohm, radio actress,

met in New York through their mutual
love of the theater, and were married seven
years ago when “Nicky” first came to
Hollywood. They thought they’d be in

their present house just a few months
when they first moved in, and that was
three and one-half years ago. Their idea
of making it reflect their tastes is a good
one to paste in your decorating hat.

As both the Contes firmly believe that
good things belong to no period, that the
new and the old combine beautifully, they
buy lovely old pieces enthusiastically

—

ironstone, pewter—it doesn’t matter what
the vintage or the material. It just has to

be nice. And these are for their home-
to-be (modern as Frank Lloyd Wright) as
well as for their present abode, which is

traditional.

T
HEIR theory works out, too, because
reproductions of African primitives stand

on the modified Colonial mantel looking
wonderfully at home and giving a modern
touch to the traditional room. I say tra-
ditional because it isn’t strictly this style
or that period. The gay multicolored
homespun carpeting goes well with the
two inviting print chairs—red and green
on natural ground—the green walls and
ceiling, the red sofa. Beige casement cloth
draperies use the red and green print of
the chairs as trim and valance, and the
entrance hall wallpaper repeats the
pattern.

The lamp table at one end of the sofa
is 18th Century mahogany. At the opposite
end there’s a plant table of light wood,
and in the small bay an Early American
pine dough table that holds a brass lamp,
flanked by an interesting modern sculpture,
product of Herbert Gallen. Rounding out
the many styles, a Pennsylvania Dutch
chest stands in one corner. But it all fits

together comfortably. That’s another deco-
rating feature to note. You can mix styles
to your heart’s content, as long as you
keep things informal, or restrict formal
modern to formal traditional.
Richard and Ruth kept everything in-

formal in their charming home. It’s not
only because they like to be casual, but
who could be formal with Bo around? Bo
is the prime member of the household, a
magnificent Belgian shepherd with a defi-
oite personality that’s charming and belies
lis dignified appearance. Originally his
lame was “Beau,” but as he matured and
lis character developed, “Bo” it had to be.
flis most distinctive accomplishment is

linging, and he actually makes a differ-
entiation between the high notes and the
ow ones. However, he’ll sing only with
luth and Richard. This great talent was
liscovered quite by accident one day when
hey were playing a duet and singing, and
i third voice came in on the chorus—
5o’s.

Richard’s father has a Latin’s love of the
rts, and early insisted that his young son
earn to play the piano and to draw. In
act, at one time Richard thought vaguely
f becoming an artist. He still likes to paint,
nd one of his best, of Ruth ironing, hangs
ver the sofa, flanked by two modern oils

y Remo Ferruggio, and below, a small
tage scene by Richard Whorf.
By themselves, any one of these pic-

i-ires would not be important enough to
alance the sofa and table group below,
nd indeed, it isn’t often that one gets
painting or print that looks well by

iself over a sofa. When you hang pic-
ires, always consider the size of the wall
lace and the furniture groupings near by.
small picture on a wide area is lost. By

putting other pictures with it in a bal-
anced arrangement, you get an important
grouping that commands attention.
Another point to remember when using

pictures is to relate them to the fur-
niture, as the Contes did with their sofa.
A chair and floor lamp might be tied to-
gether with a picture on the wall, so that
a glance reveals the three together as a
unit. Or you can give height to a too-low
table with a large, vertical picture above,
probably balanced with a lamp or tall vase
of flowers.

Paintings play a large part in the Conte
decor, for Ruth and Richard buy the work
of young artists which not only provides
the artist with some ready cash but is a
speculative investment based on his pos-
sible future greatness. Some people buy
pictures for the latter reason only. Not
the Contes! They buy what appeals to
them. “Pictures are personal,” they say.
“We live with them. We like them!”
The dining room offers a change of pace

from the living room, with a maroon rug
on the floor; brown, white and maroon
plaid cotton draperies, a round black Em-
pire table trimmed with gold, surrounded
by Early American plank seat chairs,
painted deep red, decorated with a pro-
vincial design. Opposite is the study corner,
where the Contes put a desk, and above
it a picture that dominates the room. It’s

an original lithograph by Toulouse-Lautrec,
a fine theatrical poster of a swaggering
gentleman.
Richard is interested in old theater pro-

grams and has acquired several which he
framed and placed on the wall near the
desk. They tie in well with the Toulouse-
Lautrec, make a better grouping with the
desk.

E
VIDENCE of the Contes’ cosmopolitan
taste is reflected in the built-in dining

room shelves. Some lovely old pewter
pieces rub elbows with an ironstone soup
tureen, with Mexican earthenware above.
They’re there because they’re used. A won-
derful old brass Russian samovar stands
on a side table near two beautiful silver
candlesticks from a Polish synagogue in
Warsaw. There are two more on the dining
table, the four sent by Richard’s father
who found them in an antique shop.
Speaking of the elder Mr. Conte, he’s

largely responsible for a sudden growth
in Ruth’s and Richard’s shaving-mug col-
lection. The young Contes were amused by
the mugs decorated with occupational pic-
tures and started to buy a few. When Mr.
Conte came to visit them he was amazed.
“You mean you spend money for these?”
he demanded. And on getting an affirma-

tive answer, said, “I’ll send you some.” A
few weeks after his return home, Richard
received a large box. Inside were forty old
shaving mugs, each with an occupational
design.
Seems that when Mr. Conte modernized

his barbershop, he put the shaving mugs
away in the basement. His old customers
were happy to have him send them to
Nicky who was now a movie star. Some are
proudly displayed on a hat rack in the
entrance hall, others on another in the
upstairs hall, and still more line a window
sill in the dining room.

I

T’S great fun being a collector, because
of the rewards in finding just the piece

you’ve been seeking, and also because
collections give an added interest and
personality to your home. They should
not dominate your room to too great an
extent, but properly displayed in glass-
top tables, for example, if the items are
small, or on shelves and racks, they do for
your room what jewelry does for your
costumes.
Don't let your collection take over your

house, though. Continue weeding out items
so that they become better and more
choice, always a joy and never a bore or
a chore.
The bedroom has the same simplicity

as the rest of the house, American Pro-
vincial chests, a couple of occasional tables,
and more original oil paintings. Since both
Ruth and Richard like to read in bed, they
had a special headboard made with a shelf
for books, and it’s filled to capacity.
The headboard is simplicity itself, one

that any handyman could make. Put
three 1 x 8’s in an inverted “U,” the side
pieces the height of the headboard, and
the width of the headboard apart. A fourth
1x8 placed eleven or twelve inches down
from the top forms the bookshelf, and if

you want a back to it, a 1 x 12 will do
the trick. Or you can leave it open. Two
more 1 x 8’s placed below the shelf and
across the front complete the job.

In addition to books and a small radio
on the Contes’ headboard, here are the
only photographs in the house.
Someday Ruth and Richard will build

the house they’ve planned for, and it will
be just as modern as the day it is built.
But they’ll use many pieces from this
house. “The old and the new together
we like,” they say. In the meantime they’ve
made a real and charming home that re-
flects their taste out of a house that
doesn’t belong to them, where they’re won-
derfully comfortable and wonderfully
happy.

The End

• No make-believe here! That’s why
“My True Story” Radio Program is so often called a
“refreshingly different show.” These real-life dramas,
picked from the files of True Story Magazine, give
you a further insight into life. You’ll readily recog-
nize situations which your closest friends, and even
you, may have to face—anti he interested in their
solutions. A complete story every day, Monday
through Friday.

TUNE IN
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Vicki and Jessica had

never seen their

mother make a pic-

ture. So when Betty

Grable and Dan Dailey

were working in “My Blue

Heaven,” Harry James took

the children on the set.

Vicki, especially, was on tip-

toe with excitement.

She’d watched her

mother rehearse the

dances at home

“Why does Mummy wear black hair?” asked

Jessica. “She’s pretending she’s Hawaiian,”

said Harry. “She’s going to dance now”

But something was wrong. Betty missed one step after

another. Dan sympathized, knew she was nervous be-

cause the kids were there. “Let’s try again,” he said

But Betty’s feet wouldn’t work. “Cut,” shouted the

director. Onto the stage flashed Vicki, “Remember,
Mummy? Remember?” She went into the routine

It was perfect! Amused and relaxed, Betty grabbed

Dan’s hand. “Let’s go!” And the dance was in the

can. With a grin at Betty, director Henry Roster . . .

. . walked over to the sidelines where Vicki was stand-

ing and shook her hand. “Congratulations, Vicki,” he

said. “This was one time mother didn’t know best!”



Bobelle Hilton—everyone notices her wonderful complexion—so very soft, fresh, clear Ij

Her Ring—
a star-sapphire

,

diamond set

She’s Engaged

!

Bobette Sloan Hilton of New York will

be the bride of Frederick Stanton Wicks of

Boston this fall. Right now, her days are

filled with excitement—parties, gifts and
plans! The plans include a bridal party of

sixteen, a church wedding in picturesque

Millhrook, New York, a wonderful recep-

tion at her family's country home there.

Lovely!
Just looking at Bobette’s lovely face

makes you feel the bright charm of her

real Inner Self. For her face lets you see

the completely darling girl she is. Her
friendly, wide-set eyes, her flower-fresh

complexion, her adorable smile—promise

you that you will like her very much indeed.

uses Rmd t

It’s easier to be poised when you know
you look your nicest. And, Bobette feels,

a lovely complexion helps every girl’s

beauty score. "I love Pond’s Cold Cream
for face care. It cleans my face extra clean,

never dries it, and keeps it soft,” she says.

You, too, will find Pond’s beauty care a

magic treatment. Use it every night at bed-

time (and mornings). This is the way:
Hot Stimulation—a quick hot water splash.

Cream Cleanse— swirl fluffy-soft Pond’s Cold

Cream all over your face to soften dirt and make-
up, sweep them from pore openings. Tissue off well.

Cream Rinse—more Pond’s now, to rinse off last

traces of dirt, leave skin immaculate. Tissue off.

Cold Stimulation—a tonic cold water splash.

Doesn’t your face feel super clean, extra

soft? And see how glowing you look

!

It’s not vanity to help your face look

lovely. It sends a happy confidence wing-
ing out from the real you within, attracts

people to you—on sight!
Get a big jar of fluffy Pond’s Cold Cream today

p



(Continued from page 39) more coffee
—

”

The two then settle themselves in an
armchair before the television set. Shirley
owns three acetate records of songs she
sang as a child at Fox. Every night Susan
hears all three—a medley including “Good
Ship Lollipop,” “An Old Straw Hat” with
Bill Robinson and “Dreamland Choochoo.”
She can sing them all, but likes “Dream-
land Choochoo” best. It’s lullabyish, and
means lights out. Then comes the routine,
which must always be the same:

“Goodnight, Susu—

”

“Goodnight, Mommy dear
—

”

“I love you—

”

“I love you too
—

”

“God bless you

—

“God bless you—-”

“Sleep tight, darling—”
“Sleep tight, darling—” And Dai'ling

promptly acts on her own advice.

T
HERE’S a long evening ahead, since
Shirley never gets to sleep before two.

“I inherit that from Mother. She sits in

her dressing room, so as not to disturb
Daddy, and knits and reads and dozes far

into the night.” But the evening holds no
terror for Shirley. “Being alone,” she says,

“doesn’t mean that you’re lonely.”
She refuses to discuss the past. “It’s

senseless,” she says, “like talking about an
operation. The sooner you stop, the sooner
you start feeling better.”

We’ve known Shirley since she was a
child. Child, girl and young woman, she’s

the person you’ve always thought her to be.

Anyone even dimly acquainted with her
wouldn’t have to be told that her divorce
testimony wasn’t given by choice.

To get a California divorce you’re
obliged to give explicit answers to explicit

questions. In Shirley’s case, the law was
more than ordinarily insistent. Justice

felt itself to be on trial. For any girl, it

would have been an ordeal. For Shirley,

in a room jampacked with eager reporters,

it was torment. But she did what her
lawyers and the court told her she must
do—then clamped her lips tight against
all persuasion to explain or vindicate.

This took character, a commodity she’s

never lacked. Don’t think for a minute
that she wasn’t fully aware of the rough
weather ahead. But it had to be faced,

and she faced it. She had made one mis-
take. At seventeen she had married the
wrong man. For four years she tried to

make a go of her marriage. She’d gone
through heartbreak and the agonies of

indecision, and come up with an answer.
So she set her course and held it in the
teeth of thunderbolts. Because this alone
insured a clean break with the past.

Now it’s over, and she won’t talk about
it. She prefers not to talk about the
future either—specifically, as it relates to

one Charles Black, of whom more later.

Her present concern is with the present.

For a few months after her divorce she
dreaded going out. Let her show herself

with any male and pop went the flash-

bulbs and up went the clamor: “Will

this man be Shirley’s next husband?” Her
nerves cried out against the tiresome
routine.
One day her father came in. “Susu’s

going to have a birthday next week. Let’s

celebrate. My treat and Mother’s. Pick a

number from one to three. Palm Springs.

Phoenix. Hawaii—

”

As if he didn’t know. Hawaii, naturally—
the dear vacationland of her childhood.

As it happened, Hawaii proved a turning
point in more ways than one. And if

Shirley hadn’t been a fatalist, they’d never
have made it.

They couldn’t get space on the boat.

Living Is Fun!

“Let’s fly,” said Shirley. Her family had
never flown, they didn’t intend to start

now.
“Look, we’ll all be together,” she said.

“If anything happens, it’ll happen to all

of us. Besides, think of the beautiful
balmy air. Think of the reporters we
won’t be bothered with. Think of getting
there in eight and a half hours.”

It took her four days to talk them into it.

F
ROM the moment she landed, Shirley
was a happier girl. It’s the pleasant cus-

tom of Hawaiians to meet the Lurline. It’s

not their custom to meet planes. But for

this particular plane, which wasn’t due
to land till 9: 15, they’d started gath-
ering at 5:30, bringing their children,
their cameras and their leis. The big
ship taxied to a standstill, the door
was opened, passengers streamed out. The
crowd kept watching till a small figure

appeared—then broke into such a roar of

warmhearted greeting that it brought the
sudden tears to Shirley’s eyes. The people
covered her and Susan and the others with
leis, they smiled, they snapped pictures,

they introduced their youngsters. The re-

porters never so much as mentioned di-

vorce. They asked questions about the
baby, said how glad they were to see

Shirley again, wanted to know how long
she planned to stay, recalled her earlier

visits. It was a moving, heartlifting ex-
perience. “I felt,” says Shirley, “as if I’d

come home.”
Their expected two weeks’ stay length-

ened to six. They moved from the hotel to

a rented house on the ocean. It was Shir-

ley’s first vacation since her marriage, and
for the first time in years she felt com-
pletely relaxed. Hawaii gave her the peace
she’d been looking for. Many old friends

were gone, but many remained. Children
who’d been little when she was little now
brought their babies over to play with
Susan. And doctors called Shirley to come
and watch operations.

Had the cards fallen otherwise than
they did, Shirley would today, in all

probability, be a nurse. And happy at it.

There’s no question in her mind about that.

Medicine, and especially surgery, has al-

ways fascinated Shirley. Her attitude is

like a professional’s. She’s neither squeam-
ish nor morbidly curious—merely drawn
to the art of healing in all its forms.

Seeing a skillful surgeon tie blood vessels

together gives her a sense of rightness and
satisfaction. At Westlake, she excelled in

biology. When it came to dissecting frogs,

Shirley was a standout. At home, she’d

describe the process with such cool and
scientific detachment it made her mother’s
hair stand on end. On hospital tours during
the war, she came face to face with the real

thing.

One day she stopped at the bedside
of a boy. His eyes were closed. As she was
about to turn away, they opened slowly
and looked at her. “Funny. For a minute
I thought you were Shirley Temple.”

“I am. Anything special I can do for

you—

”

His eyes kept their hold on hers, as if

searching for something. Finally he
spoke. “My leg’s coming off tomorrow.
Would you stay with me while they do it?”

“Of course, if they’ll let me. I’ll go ask
them.”
She was sixteen. Next morning they

stuck her into a surgery gown. . .

Feminine friends shuddered over the

story. “Shirley, how could you—?”

“If he could stand having it off,” she an-
swered quietly, “I could stand helping

him.”
In Hawaii they soon began treating Shir-

ley more like a doctor than a girl. The
phone kept on ringing. “Dr. Temple? Sur-
gery calling

—

”

But not all the men treated her like a
doctor. We feel safe in surmising that
Charles Black, for one, must have treated
her more like a girl. Mr. Black is tall, dark,
charming and thirty-one. They met at a
party. They went out a couple of times.
Now Charles Black, having recently re-

signed his executive post with the Ha-
waiian Pineapple Company, makes his
home in San Francisco.

Shirley was in San Francisco when the i

rumor factory boiled over. She was in fact

driving with Mr. Black. They had the
radio on. “Shirley Temple,” said the radio,

“will soon announce her engagement to

Charles Black, son of the president of

Pacific Gas and Electric.”

“We just about had a wreck,” comments
Shirley drily, “and I’d like to make one
plain statement. We’re not engaged. We’re

r

very good friends.”
Nevertheless, you can’t keep Hollywood

from speculating. Shirley’s final decree •

isn’t due till December. She’s not the kind
who’s likely to announce a romantic
attachment till she’s fully, legally free of

her former marriage.

HERE’S been a lot of talk about the ef- '

feet of Shirley’s divorce on her box office

draw. Warners will tell you that this is so

much baloney, pointing for proof to the
excellent figures on “Seabiscuit.” It’s true
that the producers of “A Kiss for Corliss”
pulled it out of circulation for a while when

j

the headlines broke. The picture has since

been released. It has cleaned up in some
spots, in others it’s done less well. And
that’s better than can be said for dozens
of pictures.

One of Hollywood’s observers put it

this way: “Of course people are sorry

about Shirley’s divorce. They wanted
happiness for her. But if your child’s un-
happy, do you turn against her? Well,

there’s your answer. Shirley’s still the kid

these people have loved for years. Trouble
just makes them stick by her all the

closer.”

On the subject of her career, Shirley

speaks without reservation. “Some of the

critics say I’ve done a poor job. Maybe I

have. But I defy anyone to have done a

better job with the vapid, spineless char-
acters I’ve been handed. I don’t intend to

play any more of them. If a good part

comes along, fine. If it never comes along,

that’ll be fine too. I’ll have more time
with Susu.”
On one point of major importance, she’s

reached a firm decision. “If I marry again,

I’ll definitely stop pictures for good; the

main reason being that you couldn’t get me
to marry an actor or anyone connected
with motion pictures. Not that I’m cynical.

That would be pretty stupid, considering

all the swell people I’ve met in this in-

dustry. But I know I could never be happy,

torn between private and professional

things. I know now the kind of person

I am. Normal home life appeals to me, the

same as normal school life used to, with

maybe a little medicine thrown in on the

side, if there’s a hospital near by.” She
seemed to be looking inward at a pleas-

ant picture. “Must be nice,” she concluded,

“to go your own way and attend to your
own affairs, with no rumors or questions

or flashbulbs mixing in.”

To this we can only add that Charles

Black of San Francisco isn’t even re-

motely connected with motion pictures,

and couldn’t be less interested. Which at

least makes him eligible.

The End
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The Happy Heart

(Continued from page 36) this picture,
that was certain. She’d already had her
wardrobe fittings and tests. She’d polished
off a week of dance rehearsals. And she’d
gone into them cold. She’d gotten out of
the hospital just in time to keep her
eleven-year-old date to dance with Fred
Astaire. She’d been too excited to sleep
the night before. And next morning, still

keyed up, she’d got to the rehearsal hall

and there he was. Sweat shirt, slacks, the
familiar old battered felt hat he always
rehearses in. The same smile.
“Good morning,” he said, “I don’t know

how you feel—but I’m nervous!” He was
nervous. June was too dazed to compre-
hend as he demonstrated their first step.

She couldn’t see what his feet were doing
for looking at him. It was then that the
wire had been delivered. Shaky-fingered,
June had opened it. It read: “Darling,
don’t be nervous. Fred Astaire is only
the best dancer in the whole world.” June
started laughing and couldn’t stop. Dick
had realized how she’d be feeling about
now—and had sent her this telegram. “It’s

from Richard,” she explained, handing it

to Fred. He had started laughing, too. And
the first tension was over.

I

CAN’T let anybody know how I feel.

They mustn’t know. They might take me
out of the picture, she thought, growing
panicky at the idea. There was much to
do, too, outside the studio. Important
preparations to be made for the new baby
Dick and she were adopting, due in a few
weeks. Part of the attic, converted into a
nursery, was finished, beautiful and new
and shiny—awaiting its little occupant.
June’s thoughts ran on: If I feel this

way after only one week, what will hap-
pen? I won’t let anybody know. Nobody
but the doctor. She had an appointment
with the doctor that evening.
“Ready, June?” Fred’s voice brought her

back to the rehearsal hall. Does he sus-
pect I’m ill, she wondered. But when the
music began she forgot her weariness. As
always, when she danced, the world out-
side stopped. And when she danced with
Astaire she really was back in a dream
world. Even as she followed his lead, she
drifted again into the familiar magic of her
make-believe. Gone was Fred’s battered
felt hat. In her imagination he wore a
tuxedo, top hat, carnation in his lapel. And
he carried a cane. His partner (was it

herself?) was swirling in chiffons and
dainty high-heeled silver slippers. The
piano-player over in the corner of the
room became her dream symphony—four
pianos and a thousand violins. . .

Make-believe always had softened the
harsh outlines of June’s world, had, when
she was a child, walled her away from
poverty and pain. Make-believe had
brought beauty to the little flat in the
Bronx, where her childhood had been
spent. And always, in her make-believe,
she had danced. “Watch me,” she would
say to her mother, twirling around on
nimble feet.

She had pretended to herself always that
her dancing partner was Fred Astaire from
the first time she sat in a neighbor-
hood movie house and saw him dancing,
weaving magically back and forth with
Ginger Rogers. When she had watched him,
troubles had been forgotten . . . that hor-
rifying accident five years before when
the tree had crashed down upon her . . .

the seven months in the hospital when the
doctors had doubted that she would ever
walk again . . . the longer years that fol-
lowed with her back in a brace . . . the
cruel curiosity of the other children . . .

the school dances she couldn’t attend, the

//
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dates that nobody wanted with her.

Daily she had practiced, imitating as
well as she could the Astaire routines.
And as she had practiced, her muscles
had grown stronger, her health had im-
proved. To dancing she had added swim-
ming and then—one sunshiny morning

—

she had thrown her braces away.
Now she was like the other girls. Now

when they talked about school dances and
bragged about their conquests, June could
talk too. “I can dance like Fred Astaire!”
But she was to regret this boast when the
girls egged her into answering an ad from
a newspaper for chorus girls for “Sing
out the News,” a New York show. Watch-
ing the svelte and mink-wrapped girls,

who arrived with their own accom-
panists to audition, June doubted for the
first time that she really could dance.

“Where’s your music?” the dance di-

rector had asked. “I dance without music,”
she said. She didn’t want to explain that
her music would be in her mind, memories
of the music to which Fred had danced.
Before their eyes she changed from a

skinny little girl in a cotton dress and
bobby sox to a piquant musical pixie

—

saucy, magnetic, vital and gay. Would she
please stand over there? they said. “Over
there” was the group of chorus girls they
were hiring for the show.
She went from the second line in the

chorus to the first. She understudied the
second lead in “Higher and Higher” and
went on. Understudied Betty Hutton in

“Panama Hattie”—and went on. Her own
featured role in “Best Foot Forward.” A
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer contract.

F
OR June, Hollywood was the glittering

backdrop for all the dreams she’d ever
made. Hers was even the same studio
where Fred Astaire danced. She had imag-
ined many times how they would meet.
How he would stroll on the set where
June was working and say graciously,

“Ah, Miss Allyson, I presume. I’ve been
hearing things about you.” This she would
shrug away modestly—leaving a hint, how-
ever, that she hoped they might be shar-
the same marquee someday.
Then June met Richard Powell, who

more than made up for all the blank
spaces in her high school date book. And
they were married. And now she had only
two desires unfulfilled. But neither, it

seemed, was ever to be.

“You’re a lucky girl,” she told herself,

even while she listened to the maternal
chatter of her dearest friends, Frances
Bergen and Bunny Green, while they
knitted and talked of their children. “God
has already been very good to you.”
Then, “I had a phone call today. I’ve a

feeling I’m going to have a baby, too

—

maybe within two months.” And to an-

other slightly startled visitor, “I get mine
by mail order,” she had explained, with
a little laugh, and later had proudly shown
off her adored adopted daughter, Pam.
Pamela, of the golden soft curly hair

(curled since babyhood by June, whci
brushed it backwards hours at a time, the!

wrong way), bright blue eyes and cute

button nose. “You know,” Dick would i

muse, fascinated by this process, “I don’ll

think we could have had a prettier one.”

“I’ve wanted a baby so long; if I didn’1

know how to take care of her I should be
shot,” June would tell any who wondered
at her maternal know-how. “You don’t

have to read it in books. A mother knows—

’

she would say dreamily.
By her standards she still was not a

screen success. For she still hadn’t danced
with Fred Astaire. She had starred in

musicals . . . but never with him.
She was a very lucky girl, June reminded

herself again and again. “You have every-
thing—almost. And nobody can have
everything . .

”

But then, out of the blue, she was
cast in a musical written to co-star her
with Fred Astaire. This left only one
desire unfulfilled. But not for long. It was,

suddenly, as if Fate and Mother Nature
conspired to give her the works . . .

She had gone straight to the doctor’s

office from the rehearsal hall that after-

noon. And she had driven home in such
a haze that she remembered very little

about getting there. “I’m very happy,’
Richard had exclaimed when she had told

him the doctor’s verdict: “About the end
of the year, I’d say . .

.”

But June had called her agent first. “I’m

going to have a baby,” she had said. “Isn’t

it the most exciting thing in the world? I’m

having a baby.” It was as thojugh by
repeating it, she might finally believe it

too. Her agent congratulated her, finally

interrupting with: “Maybe I’d better call

the studio . . . you’re not making too much
sense . .

.”

Her studio was delighted. June was tc

stay home and have a wonderful time
She was not to worry about a thing. When-
ever she was ready they would put her

back to work. She’d thought they mighl
be a little upset. After all, her whole ward-
robe had been fitted and she’d been re-

hearsing the dance routines for a week
The dance routines ... oh yes ... he

had called her too—Fred Astaire! “What’s
happening to you, June, is the most im-
portant thing in this world,” he’d said

“We’ll do a picture together next year.’

But for seven whole days she had danced
with Fred Astaire. And someday—they

would dance again. This was not the

music of make-believe. This was the sing-

ing of her own happy heart.

The End
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Pilgrims' Party Progress

(Continued from page 59) menu so there

is little last-minute work to do, and if

there is any, it is something with which
the guests will enjoy helping. Take, for

a divine example, the Baked Alaska that

Rena fixed for dessert. Because a Baked
Alaska looks so lush and tastes so deli-

cious, people usually think of it as some-
thing only a skilled cook can prepare. If

j

you follow Rena’s recipe, you will see that

this isn’t true at all. And it’s a delightful

just-right dish to follow a great dinner.

This year Bill and Rena planned two
Thanksgivings—one in September for

their friends, two or three of whom will

be away at Thanksgiving—the other for

;

their family which will be on the holiday

the President appoints.

T
HEIR first dinner guests were their very
close friends Dennis and Steffi O’Keefe,

Marie (Wilson) and Allan Nixon and Jane
; and David Wayne. Later in the evening,

they held open house and scores of

friends dropped by for “hello,” dancing
and chatter. A very nice and practical

plan. If you will notice Rena’s menu, you
will see how easily everything was done

: in advance, and with Bill’s efficient help

—

he even set the table—no one was worn
out. The Lundigans were “between cooks”
—but that didn’t faze them. They enjoy
doing things themselves and May, their

helper, came in to wash the dishes—so

there needed to be no interruption in any-
one’s fun.

Rena and Bill (it was William, before
Bill joined the Marines and they quick-
like cut it down to “Bill,” and Lundigan
is his real moniker) planned no strenuous
game for after the feast. The highlight of

the evening, really, was just quietly sit-

ting around the fireplace, on the floor,

toasting marshmallows and reminiscing
about special Thanksgivings they remem-
bered—what they had planned to be in

life—and so forth.

David Wayne was brought up in a little

town of five hundred population, Travers,
Michigan, which was surrounded by a
farming community. Consequently, his

memories of Thanksgiving included a

groaning table, filled with all of the gen-
erous offerings of the near-by farms.
Dinner there was at noon, with all of the
relatives gathering for the occasion. Jane
(Mrs. Wayne), who was an actress in her
own right before marrying David and
settling down to being a wife and mother,
remembered Thanksgiving as being a very
confusing day. One of her parents was Ca-
nadian, and one American. Though Jane
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was born in Detroit, she lived most of her
life in Chatham, Ontario, with her grand-
mother. The family had two celebrations

—

one a real American Thanksgiving dinner,
with turkey and all the trimmings, and one
Canadian. The Canadian part was actually
a giving of thanks for the harvest, a
church celebration which the family at-
tended—then came home to a roast goose
dinner.

Dennis, coming from a family which
toured the vaudeville circuit, remembered
Thanksgiving as a meal for which you
always went to the best restaurant in
town. You see, he was little Edward
Vanes Flanagan Jr., whom M-G-M later
turned into Dennis O’Keefe, and he joined
the team of Flanagan and Edwards when he
was five years old. His mother had dropped
out of the circuit in Fort Madison, Iowa,
long enough to bring a little blond heir
into the world.

Steffi, Dennis’s wife, was born in Buda-
pest and was a well-known dancer and
actress before Mr. O’Keefe talked her into
saying “yes.” Steffi (in rich heavy accent)
says that she feels just like a Peelgrim
on Thanksgiving and can only cry and
eat and be grateful for what America has
given her—her citizenship, Dennis and a

handsome son.

S
HE met Dennis on a blind date when
he was an “extra.” That was before he

made “Saratoga” at Metro and was spot-
ted by Clark Gable, who thought that
young fellow, Bud Flanagan, had talent.

Clark urged the front office to make a

test of Bud, which they did with new-
comer Hedy Lamarr. Bud was presto
changed to Dennis and later drew Hedy
again when he starred opposite her in

“Dishonored Lady.” Dennis has another
talent which you seldom hear about—he’s

a writer. He doesn’t just dream about
writing—he has sold several of his brain
children for good hard cash. The first

was a script he wrote in high school and
sold to a studio for $50, which he promptly
spent on a model “T” Ford. Since then
he has written several—one was a script

called “Don’t Pull Your Punches,” which
he sold to Warner Brothers. Wayne Mor-
ris starred in it. All of these nice tidbits

I learned as I sat quietly by the fireplace

eating marshmallows toasted by host Lun-
digan.
Marie Wilson, strictly in character, said

that the Thanksgiving she remembered
best was the first one after she and Allan
were married. Allan was in service, train-

ing at Fort Houston, in San Antonio,
Texas, and she ate alone at a cafeteria

between the matinee and evening per-
formances of “Blackouts,” quietly crying

into her turkey, which didn’t spoil her
appetite at all. Marie says she eats like

crazy, everything and anything, and never
gains a pound. Guess it just builds up
energy for her stage, radio and picture

careers which she combines without seem-
ingly the slightest bit of effort. Marie
can work in a picture all day, and do a

broadcast in between leaving the set and
a stage performance that night.

When we asked Bill Lundigan about
his Thanksgiving memory, he told us that

he was one of four boys, and that their

Thanksgiving (in New York) was always
a wonderful family event. He remem-
bered one in particular. Bill started in

show business at ten years old, in the

basement of his home, and at sixteen he
was producing three shows of his own on
radio station WFNL—a minstrel, a dra-
matic, and a musical. This happened on
Thanksgiving Day, and Gordon MacRae
(then eleven years old) was his master
of ceremonies. There were eight in the

cast and Bill invited them all home for

Thanksgiving dinner. “Somehow Mom

made it stretch—and never said a word
about ‘hereafter a little advance warning,
please.’ Our friends were always welcome
at all times, and believe me, with four
boys, nothing seemed unusual.”

Bill Lundigan’s latest screen credits are
“I’ll Get By” with June Haver, and “I’d
Climb the Highest Mountain” with Susan
Hayward (Who wouldn’t?). Dennis just !

finished “Passage West,” and before that
starred opposite Ann Sheridan in “Woman
on the Run.” Allan Nixon starred in

“Pick Up” for Columbia and “Prehistoric
Women” for Eagle Lion. Marie Wilson is in

|

“My Friend Irma Goes West” and David
i

Wayne is in “My Blue Heaven.”
Dancing, toasting marshmallows and a

parlor football game, but most of all good
talk, made it a charming evening, stren-
uous enough, too, after such a pleasant
repast.

Here is the complete menu for the
Thanksgiving dinner, plus some of the
recipes, in quantities to serve eight:
Spiced Tomato Bouillon (serve in tu- >

reen) with toasted saltines sprinkled with
grated American cheese.
Avocado, orange and grapefruit salad

—on one large plate decorated with let- l

tuce—use whole segments of oranges and i

grapefruit—either canned or fresh. French
dressing.

Roast turkey with oyster dressing;
duchess potatoes; French cut string beans
with sauteed mushrooms.
Cranberry and pineapple relish; bran-

died peaches; orange rolls.

Baked Alaska and coffee.

SPICED TOMATO BOUILLON
Combine in saucepan:

2 No. 2 cans (about 5 cups) to-

matoes
1 large onion, sliced

1 bay leaf

1 teaspoon celery seed
1 teaspoon peppercorns
1 teaspoon salt

V4 teaspoon pepper
Simmer, covered, 15 minutes. Remove from
heat and strain to remove spices. Add: 2

10V2-OZ. cans condensed bouillon.
Stir well. Heat to boiling. Serve in cups.
Top with thinly sliced lemon or lightly

salted whipped cream. Sprinkle with
chopped parsley.

DUCHESS POTATOES
Wash, pare and cook until tender:

8 medium potatoes
Drain, return to pan and shake over low
heat until dry. Mash thoroughly.
Add: V4 cup butter
Mix and then add:

1 cup hot milk
1 teaspoon salt

Vi teaspoon pepper
4 egg yolks, well beaten

Mash together until fluffy. Heap lightly

in a greased shallow baking dish or use

a decorating tube to shape into individual

rosettes. Brush with melted butter. Brown
in a hot oven (425° F.) or under broiler.

CRANBERRY AND PINEAPPLE RELISH
Wash and pick over:

4 cups (1 pound)) raw cranberries

Put through food chopper with: 1 small

lemon, quartered and seeded
Add: 1 cup drained crushed pineapple and
sugar to taste (about 1% cups)
Mix well. Chill before serving.

OYSTER DRESSING
(Enough for 14 to 16-pound turkey)

Melt in a large skillet:

IV2 cups butter or other fat

Add: V2 cup finely chopped onion

V2 cup chopped celery

Cook until onions are soft, but not browned.
Add: 1 quart drained, chopped oysters



3 quarts dry bread cubes
1 tablespoon salt

% teaspoon pepper
1V2 teaspoons poultry seasoning

Heat until bread cubes are lightly browned,
stirring constantly. If moist dressing is

desired, x
/z cup oyster liquor may be

stirred in.

ORANGE ROLLS
(Makes about 3 dozen rolls)

Combine in large mixing bowl:

V2 cup scalded milk
% cup shortening
1/2 cup orange juice

Vz cup sugar
14/2 teaspoons salt

1 tablespoon grated orange rind
Let cool to lukewarm.
Mix: 2 cakes compressed or 2 packages
dry yeast in % cup lukewarm water
Let stand 5-10 minutes. Stir and add to

cooled milk mixture.
Sift, then measure: 5 cups flour

Add half to milk mixture. Stir in well.

Add: 2 eggs, well beaten
Beat until smooth. Add enough of the re-
maining flour to make a soft dough, and
beat well. Turn out on floured board and
knead 10 minutes, or until smooth and
satiny. Place dough in large warm greased
bowl. Brush surface lightly with melted
shortening. Cover with towel and let rise

in a warm place until doubled in bulk.
Punch down. Turn out on board. Shape
into iy2 -inch balls or as desired. Place on
a greased baking sheet. Cover and let rise

until doubled in bulk (about 30 minutes).
Brush with melted fat, bake in moderate
oven (375° F.) 15 to 20 minutes.

BAKED ALASKA
Freeze a 1-quart brick of ice cream very
firm. Cut a sheet of sponge cake just % inch
larger on each side than ice cream. Place
on clean cutting board.
Place in bowl:

3 egg whites

% teaspoon salt

Pinch cream of tartar
Beat until stiff but not dry. Gradually
add:

% cup sugar
1 teaspoon vanilla

Beat after each addition, and continue
beating until smooth and glossy. Place
ice cream on sponge cake. Frost top and
sides carefully and quickly with meringue.
Bake in a hot oven (400° F.) until lightly
browned, about 5 minutes. Serve at once.

Thanksgiving finale: Rena Lundigan’s

Baked Alaska doesn’t require a skilled

chef to make it, as her recipe proves
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These Gentlemen Prefer

(Continued from page 65) lunch with Dan,
I got to thinking more about the kind of
women Hollywood men go for—the
brainy versus the beautiful, the useful, the
ornamental, young chicks, old hens, the
chic, the shocking, the good cooks, the girls
who are ladies in the drawing room and/or
careless in the boudoir.
To go back to Dapper Don Juan Dailey.

What he did not mention in his list of
desirable “do’s” for ladies, was a healthy
respect for a girl who will not be pushed
around. When wife Liz first left Dan a
year or so ago, he thought all he had to say
was “Sorry, I’ll be home on time from now
on,” and presto, all would be forgiven.

I

T WASN’T so, not by several sessions of
eating humble pie. And finally Dan al-

most had to crawl on his hands and knees
right up to Lake Arrowhead, where Liz was
hiding out, for the reconciliation. They’ve
parted again, of course, and only time will

tell whether this time the break is for
keeps.

“Let’s go to Romanoff’s,” said the girl in

the car with Kirk Douglas. “Just a minute,”
said Kirk to the girl—Gloria de Haven

—

“You let me decide that.” Kirk does not
like women who make plans, especially
plans for Mr. Douglas, especially about
where and what he shall eat.

The phobia stems ’way back to his early
struggling days when Kirk’s budget said
“No” to restaurants on the crepe suzette
circuit. And to this day, when Kirk earns
$100,000 a picture, the girl on his right is

wrong if she leaves any scraps of food on
her plate. The more economical she is,

the more fascinating Kirk will find her.

“I don’t like career women,” Kirk told

me very emphatically recently. “Running
a home is enough for any woman. The girl

that I marry can smoke or drink. But I

must be the most important thing in her
life.”

That is why I believe—as of going to

press—that Kirk might marry Irene
Wrightsman. The blond charming actor is

the most important thing in her life. Irene
is loaded with dollars. Her pop has around
sixty million of ’em to his name. But she
is amazingly economical. She has been
known to cook a dinner for Kirk, then
clean up the kitchen. She and Kirk spend
hours of an evening playing Canasta for

a tenth of a cent a point. Whoever wins
sixty cents a night, is deliriously happy!
Audie Murphy prefers girls who let him

do the choosing. It seems likely that if

Wanda Hendrix had left the leg work to

Audie, she would still be signing herself

“Mrs. Murphy.” In fact, the only time
Audie really appreciated Wanda was when
she walked out on him and went to her
family in Florida. The best advice that

could have been given her then would
have been, “Stay there, no matter how
many calls you get from Audie.”
Audie, piqued and quite indignant,

called Wanda. Next thing, she joined him in

Texas. Next item, they were reconciled.

Next, they were divorced. Later, Audie
stated, “We are both happier unmarried.
I don’t like to be mothered or looked after.

I don’t want too much attention from
any girl.” That’s a good tip for the next
Mrs. Murphy: Be indifferent and you’ll not
only get your guy—you’ll hold him.
Cary Grant is a gentleman who prefers

blondes who can keep a quiet tongue in

their cheeks. Cary has married three of

’em—blonde Virginia Cherrill, dittoes Bar-
bara Hutton and Betsy Drake. A couple of

other beautiful blonde babes fell by the

romantic wayside—Betty Hensel and
Phyllis Brooks. Phyllis almost made it

until she informed reporters that Cary had
asked her to marry him. He probably had,

too. But when Phyllis jumped the an-
nouncement gun on Cary, he jumped clear.

Miss Drake did not take any indiscreet
chances. When she first heard the news
that Clark Gable had unexpectedly eloped
with Sylvia, all she said was, “Good for
him—he really put one over on the press.”
She didn’t even hint that the following
Sunday was to be her wedding day with
Mr. Grant. Actually it had to be postponed
to the Sunday after because it rained, and
best man Howard Hughes is too good a
flier to take chances in bad weather.

Clark Gable goes for girls who know the
score. He likes ’em sophisticated and social;
age or coloring makes no difference. In his
time Clark has gone for females as far
apart in looks and background as Metro
stenographer Elaine White and socialite
grandmother Dolly O’Brien. His first two
wives were his age seniors. Carole Lombard
was younger, but she always knew the
answers. So does his present wife. Sylvia
seems to prattle about inconsequential sub-
jects, but she is always amusing, always
to the point, and I’ve never heard her
say an unkind word about anyone.

Clark likes easy-going women because
he himself is a little obstinate. When he
didn’t care too much for Sylvia’s long-time
maid, she let her go without more than a
regretful backward glance. Sylvia will go
fishing and hunting with Clark—because he
likes girls to be at home in the wide open
spaces.

I

T’S natural that Montgomery Clift should
like girls who dress down, rather than

up. A sleek, strapless chick would look in- i

congruous paired with Monty and his blue
jeans and slightly unwashed look.
The only woman I’ve ever seen with

j

Monty—apart from a publicity date with
Elizabeth Taylor—is Mira Rosovskaya Letts,

j

Mira has a high voice, she’s not particular-
ly pretty and she’s older than Monty. But
she has a great deal of charm. Monty has
always insisted there is no romance with
Mira, that she is his drama coach only. He
might surprise us all and fly off with some
gay, social, bright-eyed young thing. But
I doubt it. Mira is the type he likes.

Richard Widmark confides, “I like girls

with long hair—more sexy.” Then he adds.
“I like a girl to be a good cook, loyal, de-
pendable. I don’t like phony ladies, I like
real ladies.” The screen’s murder man
sums up his dream epitome of the
female species with, “Give me a girl

who is always nice and wholesome look-
ing.” Dick’s wife—he’s known her since he
was nineteen years old—is wholesome
enough for her husband to eat.

Jimmy Stewart had just arrived in Eng-
land during the war. He expected
complete anonymity. After all he was no
longer a movie star, but a pilot for Uncle
Sam. The day he arrived, he was told, “The
press is coming for an interview.” Jimmy •

promptly took off on a training flight.

When he returned he was told, “They’ll be
back tomorrow—this is orders.”

“So right slap in the middle of the mass
interview when we were talking about war,
a girl reporter asks me, ‘What do you like

most about women?’ ” Jimmy complained
later. He still finds the question almost im-
possible to answer. But he finally admits.
“I like gay, talkative women.”
Peter Lawford’s prime requisite seems to

be, Let ’em be famous with an interna-
tional reputation. I still think he would like

to marry Sharman Douglas. And why not?
She’s charming.
Well, girls, there you have it—straight

from the male’s mouth. Now it’s up to you
—fit your personality to the man you ad-
mire. It’s a cinch—or is it?

The End
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Joannie and Johnnie

Are Sweethearts

(Continued from page 42) In the living

room of the main house, the inter-

com, that let the children’s slightest

movement be heard, was turned on. The
lights on the Christmas tree were turned
off. The toys were picked up. And then
the final moment that Joanne Dru and
Dick Haymes dreaded so terribly couldn’t

be stalled off any longer.

Their careful smiles faded.

“I’ll slip away quietly in the morning
before you’re up,” Dick said.

“All right.”

“You know how sorry I am that it’s

worked out this way.”
“Yes. We’ve been over all that so many

times. I’m sorry, too, Dick. But. you
were sweet to stay today and make it nice
for the babies.”

“I was glad to. You know that.

Joanne, I
—

”

What use was it for them to remind each
other how they had fallen in love, at first

meeting, when they were both still in

their teens? It had been such fun, living in

a furnished room, eating when and where
and how they could. Then, overnight,
Dick’s success had come and they and the
two youngsters who had come so quickly in

succession had lived more extravagantly
than kings. Four years later, Baby Nugent
was expected to reunite them. She didn’t.

Now there was another girl in Dick’s
heart, Nora Eddington Flynn. In Joanne’s
life there were the children and her start

on a movie career. There was only one
thing left to do now. So he did it.

“Good-bye, Joanne,” Dick said.

“Good-bye, Dick.”
Outdoors, almost on cue, it began rain-

ing. It rained steadily all day Sunday.
Joanne got through the day somehow.

She told the children Daddy was away
but he’d be back to see them soon. She
bathed them and put them to bed, thank-
ful that it was the nurse’s day out.

Monday, at Columbia, working on “All
the King’s Men,” nobody mentioned
the headlines in the papers. She was back
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home early Monday. And Tuesday. And
Wednesday. And Thursday. All alone.
Holiday week. And every day it rained.
She was leaving for the studio Friday

morning, when the phone rang and she
heard Gregory Peck’s voice on the wire.
“Greta and I are having a small New

Year’s Eve party tonight,” he said. “Be
an angel. Cancel your other plans for this

evening, will you, and come to our house?”
“Greg, I haven’t got a date. But—

”

He pretended he didn’t hear that. “John
Ireland’s coming, from your picture, you
know. May I ask him to bring you? And
by the way, I never saw a prettier dress
than that orchid evening gown you’ve got.

Now it just happens that I know John’s
favorite color is orchid, and I wondered—

”

She heard herself laughing and it sound-
ed rare and wonderful in that empty room.
“You know I’d love to come, and thanks,
Greg, I’ll wear the orchid dress.”

S
HE and John Ireland had met before,
when they were playing in “Red River,”

but the only words they had exchanged
were “How do you do?” They had had
no scenes together. And then she was so
definitely Mrs. Dick Haymes. She was
that kind of faithful wife. And John Ire-
land was the kind of a man who didn’t
smile at a faithful wife.

But there, on New Year’s Eve of 1948,

they stood facing each other in the door-
way of her home and, for the first time,
Joanne was conscious of how tall and
slim he was, and how his hair looked as
though it had never been properly combed
and how his clothes seemed slapped on as
though he were uncomfortable in them.
She knew she really did look pretty.

Only she saw he wasn’t looking at her.

He was looking over her head at the room.
“This looks very lived in.”

“How else would it look, with three
children romping in it all day every day?”
“Three? Honestly? How old?”
“My son, Skip, he’s nearly seven—and—

”

“Well, that’s a coincidence. My oldest,

Johnnie, he’s just seven.”
“How many more have you?”
“Only one. Peter. He’s four.”

They first discovered their mutual love
of domesticity, then their love of children,
and finally their love of acting.

Soon, John was helping Joanne
through her scenes in “All the King’s
Men” and both of them were loving it.

She loved it because of John’s knowledge
and dominance. He loved it because of
her compliance and beauty and grace.

Besides, they had found out something
very wonderful and mystical about each
other. They had the same birthday, Jan-
uary 31. What’s more, John Ford, who
had Joanne under contract, had a birth-
day on February 1. So they all celebrated
together and it was a lovely bond.
On Sundays always, they went to the

children’s matinee at the movie theater.

The four children were all jumbled up.
Sometimes the junior Irelands would be
sitting by Joanne, the Haymes two by
Johnnie. (Nugent was just too young to

be included). At two o’clock, they’d be
back at Joanne’s house, swimming in the
pool, or riding the horses. There was tele-

vision later and then when finally they
had been put to bed, there was Johnnie or
Joanne whipping up a meal.

In July they went down to La Jolla to

rehearse a play together, for Gregory
Peck’s La Jolla company. And there on
August 7, 1949, they were married, with
Greg as their best man.

“I couldn’t believe in Johnnie that first

week,” Joanne says, “and now I know
that he hardly believed in himself. I had
been positively ashamed of my domesticity.
While I really love acting, I’ve had very
little experience at it. I began as a chorus
girl. I’d done one little theatrical revue—

but that is all until I got into pictures.
“Just the same I knew that nothing

was as important to me as my home
and my children. I talked so much
about them and thought so much about
them—I still do—that I felt I must just
be a dull, suburban type at heart. Yet
here was Johnnie, who is so dashing look-
ing, and who has the most glorious sense
of humor, just as domestic as I was.”
To give you the whole lowdown, Joanne

soon discovered that Johnnie, as she al-

ways calls him, just as he always calls

her Joannie, was a superb cook. He’d
learned this lively art when he worked
in a New York delicatessen.
One night the lights went out. Investiga-

tion proved it was something really wacky
with the wiring. But John fixed it.

“I’m a gadget man,” he said. When
Joanne asked how come on that, he replied
simply, “Oh, that’s one of the many things
I learned in reform school.”

T
HE reform school did not come about i

because he was a juvenile delinquent, but
because he had a madly stern Canadian
father. John was born in that country, but
he came to New York at a very early age.

There never was a moment when he didn’t
know that he wanted to be an actor. This
led him into occasionally playing hookey,
ducking jobs he was supposed to perform.
So his father had him committed to reform
school for two years. “I learned a lot of

good things there,” Johnnie says, feeling

no resentment.
Yet Joanne feels that perhaps he was

overdisciplined. He knows this now in

his need and absolute demand that every-
thing be just so. Joanne is the untidy one;
he the fanatically neat one. He has to

straighten ash trays and vases of flowers.

But he sees the flowers in the living

room, which is more important to Joanne.
In fact, he usually brings them. He brings
her a present nearly every night. Some-
times it may be only four candles of some
shade he knows she will like on the dining
table. Sometimes it is a pound of some rare
cheese. He even buys her dresses, fanciful,

elaborate, colorful dresses. He loves her
to dress up, which is amusing, because he
himself hates dressing.
Her eyes are deep with tenderness when

she talks about John. She says, when you
ask her, “I love Johnnie for his sincerity,

which is so rare in any man, but especially

so in an actor. I love him because he is

so sensitive, so utterly unselfish.”

Johnnie says, “Why do you have to ask
me why I love her? Can’t you see her
beauty and her sweetness and the mother-
hood in her?”
They want a house that is their own,

not the house they have now, which was
Joanne’s house before, and which in-

evitably has memories for her. But John-
nie is as conservative financially as Joan-
nie is now learning to be. In another six

months or so they can think about build-
ing their own home, selling Joannie’s.
Above all they’d like to do what Skip

suggests. Skip came to his mother and
said, “Daddy John, he’s swell.”

“I’m glad you think so, darling.”
“Mother, he’s so swell I want Johnny and

Peter to have a stepfather, too.”

Joanne went into a careful explanation
that pointed out that Johnnie was Johnnie
Jr. and Peter’s real father.

Skip had to think about that.

“If you and Daddy John had some
babies,” he said, “would that mean they’d
belong to Skip and Nugent and me and
then to Johnny and Peter, too?”
Joanne said yes they would.
“Well, that’s all this family needs,” said

Skip, “what are we waiting for?”
Joanne didn’t tell him. She just went

over and kissed Johnnie Sr. instead.

The End
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How a Star Is Born

(Continued from page 55) interested in

the person; be courteous and sincere.

If you have been supplied with a script,

be sure that you have memorized the

scene so perfectly that you could recite it

backward.
Get a good night’s sleep before the test.

Remember this vital fact: The day of

the screwball, of the poseur, of the tem-
peramental artist is ended.
On the day of a screen test, the usual

routine is this: A man is taken to the

make-up department and then to the test

stage.

A girl is taken to the hairdressing de-
partment where an expert arranges her
hair in a style which is (1) becoming to

her facial planes, or (2) right for the part

for which she is being considered.

j

II[HEN the girl’s hair is set, and before it

II is combed out, a make-up expert experi-
ments briefly to emphasize the girl’s best
features and to minimize facial flaws.

After the test has been made and de-
veloped, a studio’s reaction may be “Yes,”
“No,” or “Well, in the future—maybe.”
In the case of an outright “no,” you

should not be discouraged. Hollywood is

full of successful people who were tested
by three or four studios before being
placed under contract. Oddly enough, it

has sometimes been the studio testing

first which has placed a newcomer under
contract after having seen the test made
by the fourth studio.

In the case of a “maybe,” the testee is

often told, “You have possibilities, but you
need more training before a studio dare
risk a contract. Go back to school.”
Or the decision may be, “You have a

fine voice, an attractive manner, superb
eyes—but your teeth are bad. They should
be fixed.”

In the case of a “yes” reaction to a screen
; test, do not be tempted to sign your con-
tract and assume that the brilliance of
your future is assured. The truth is that
a contract, nowadays, is primarily a ticket

to a course of intensive education.
Nearly every studio operates an exten-

[

sive training program for new contractees.
Such organizations as Universal-Interna-

i tional, Twentieth Century-Fox, and
. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer offer courses of

i, study aimed at developing a newcomer
I into a seasoned theatrical workman.

This polishing may require only a few
t months if you have come to Hollywood
i after having completed university train

-

j
ing, or after extensive summer stock or
off-Broadway experience, or it may take

! as long as two years.
During the first week, you are taken

» around the studio and introduced to the
;
executive in charge of training new talent,

to the casting department, to the make-up
I department, the wardrobe department,
« and the publicity department. Note: At
1 this point, no one expects you to remem-
ber all the names, so don’t worry about
it. You will pick them up quickly and

» easily as the days go by.

The make-up department decides, in
t general, whether the tint of your hair is

I right for the camera (jet black hair and
f certain shades of brown hair must be

(

highlighted; this is done with either henna
or bleach) . The make-up department also

| experiments with different coiffures and
different types of make-up to achieve a

1

1

variety of effects; often the variety of an
actor’s roles is based upon the variety of

I. appearances which he or she is able to

H assume convincingly.
The make-up department also works

out “trademarks” for you; instances of

f such sharply personalized devices are
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Claudette Colbert’s widely admired and
unchanging coiffure, Joan Crawford’s
mouth (the full underlip emphasized).
The wardrobe department records your

measurements, and—somewhat later in

the career cycle—prepares a dress form on
which your wardrobe is constructed.
The publicity department is that with

which you as a fledgling star will have
more business than with any other ex-
cepting the studio coach and the phalanx
of producers; stars are manufactured by
three forces in combination, preparation,
publicity, and pictures.

Your first experience with publicity is

ordinarily a mass interview with all mem-
bers of the department. For the most part,

the publicity staff of a studio is made up
of people of exceptional talent and fasci-

nating background. The women are usually
experts in the fields of fashion, promotion,
and writing; most of the men have worked
on newspapers as legmen, editors, and
foreign correspondents; many have been
free lance magazine writers.

T
HESE people are without illusions; they
can spot a phony at fifty miles. And they

can do a great deal for the cooperative
newcomer who has not yet attained

enough importance to merit attention

from studio top brass.

The “still” photographic department is a

part of the publicity department. You
will be taken into the photographic gallery

during the first month of studio expe-
rience, and will be snapped from every
angle—usually in a bathing suit. Also in

a windblown dress. Also in a slinky eve-
ning gown. This is known in the trade as

“cheesecake” or leg art.

The reason for cheesecake is elemen-
tal: no newspaper will print a picture of

a girl, no matter how pretty, simply be-
cause she has been signed to a term con-
tract. However, if that girl is photo-
graphed while wearing a bearskin Bikini
swim suit, standing on a cake of ice, hold-
ing a firecracker in one hand and a lion

cub in the other, most newspapers will

print the picture, mention the girl’s name,
and remind the reader that July is at hand.
An excellent example of the training

given to a new contractee is that offered

at Universal-International by Sophie Ros-
enstein, one of the most highly respected
of Hollywood drama coaches.

Let us suppose, for purposes of excite-

ment, that you were signed to a contract

by Universal -International, and you were
introduced to Sophie Rosenstein by your
agent. You would think, as you entered
her office, “What a pleasant room!”
When Sophie acknowledged your in-

troduction, you would think, “How bright

she is, and how alive!” And a little later

on, you would discover her intellectual

brilliance and her lightning sense of

humor as well as her warmth.
That first day you—like Dixie Nelson

who has just been signed—would be ter-

ribly nervous. Sophie would put you at

your ease. She would see that one of the
students who had been in the course for

several months would take you to the

studio commissary for luncheon and place

you on friendly terms with other students
who would stop at the table. Your breath
would begin to go down to your diaphragm
instead of being cut off at your throat.

During the rest of the afternoon you
would audition several classes, now and
then catching on to the routine, beginning
to understand the vocabulary, and getting

back the thrill you felt when your first

contract was placed before you.
When you are given a schedule, you

look it over carefully, marveling at the

course of study. You are going to be busy.

In addition to individual private work,
which you will receive twice a week, you

will be expected to attend classes in act-
|

ing, diction, dancing, riding, and gym-
nasium. Also casting auditions and tests, i

A quick glance at your schedule will
convince you that you are back in high
school or college, with the interesting dif-
ference that—for this work—you will be
drawing a weekly pay check of some-
where between seventy-five and two hun-
dred dollars a week.
On Monday morning, you report at a

pre-designated projection room where the
picture secured for classroom discussion
that day is rim off. In the projection
room with you are members of your class:

Dixie Nelson, Joyce Holden, Peggy Dow,
Piper Laurie, Richard Long, Rock Hud-
son, Jim Best, Tony Curtis, and John
Russell. Also, of course, Sophie.
As the picture is unreeled, Sophie will

ask, “What do you think of this scene?”
Dick Long calls out in the darkness,

“Pretty bad. The guy is indicating; he is

puffing and glaring to show that he has
been crossed up.”
John Russell says, “That fellow playing

the father is good. He is a thinking actor.

He has studied the father and really knows
what makes him tick; and he is making
the dialogue—which is fairly bad—sound jl

rather good.”
“What is wrong here?” queries Soohie.
Rock Hudson says, “The two principals -

seem to have forgotten that each actor in

a scene is responsible for the performance 3

of the other, that acting is a group art.”

Peggy Dow has a comment: “I’m afraid

the girl isn’t a thinking actress; she is

giving a routine performance.”

WHEN the picture ends, the class troops
back to Sophie’s office for an hour of dis-

cussion before luncheon. It turns out to

be a genuine bull session such as you used
to have with the gang after a high school
play, only this is different. This is hard,
fast, intense professional talk.

Rock Hudson, John Russell and Peggy
Dow invite you to lunch with them.
After luncheon you report to the dance

rehearsal hall and slip into a T-shirt, a

pair of shorts, and your ballet slippers.

Dance director Hal Belfer (a gentle,

thoughtful man) puts you through some
preliminary ballet work on the bars.

After an hour of this, your face is so

shiny that you are startled by your reflec-

tion in the enormous mirror which covers
one entire wall of the rehearsal hall. Until

that moment of relaxation you had been
so busy at the bars, and afterward watch-
ing your feet in the mirror that you had
quite forgotten your face.

You change into tap shoes. You learn

a simple tap step; the entire class, starting

at one end of the rehearsal hall (facing the

mirror) moves from the back of the room
to the front, each person watching his own
feet, and watching Hal Belfer’s agile grace

as he explains and performs the steps.

You learn a waltz clog; this is more your
style. Apparently, it is the style of most
of your fellow students because thev hurl

themselves into the routine. They love it.

When Hal Belfer steps up the rhythm and
instructs them in the routine of a shim-
sham boogie, they knock themselves out.

When, at length, you fall exhausted onto

one of the hard green benches and it feels

like velvet, you know you are tired, but

it is a wonderful weariness. Hal Belfer

says, “Even if you never work in a danc-
ing picture, this will give you body con-

trol, easy grace of movement, assurance,

and rhythm of carriage.”

He goes on, “Everybody up for play-

back practice.” He puts on a record of

Yvonne De Carlo singing “Frankie and

Johnny.” He goes through the routine she

used, and then he asks the class to duplicate

the pantomime while matching the words

-

hi



with silent lip movements.
This is one of the most difficult and im-

portant tricks which the novice must
learn. “Dubbing” is an art which some
master quickly, and with which others
struggle feverishly during their entire

careers. All music is recorded first, then

—

with the principals only mouthing the
words—the scene is photographed. Know-
ing this, you decide that you are going to

be as good as Betty Grable, who is one
of the best in the business.
You try hard; you watch yourself closely

in the mirror; you realize that being a

split second too slow or too fast ruins the
realism. You decide to practice at home,
at night, before a mirror, working with
phonograph records.
As the days go by you attend these same

classes again and again, and you add
other studies to your curriculum. You go
to diction class and learn that you have a
typically Midwest accent; you come down
too hard on the “r” which ends some
words. You don’t always pronounce the

j|

letter “t” when it terminates a word.
Sometimes your voice has a nasal quality.

You learn how to correct these problems.

P
EGGY DOW is working with you to les-

sen a Southern accent, because Peggy has
spent her life in the States of Louisiana
and Tennessee. Tony Curtis is working in

the same class because he comes from
Brooklyn so he must learn to say “word,”
instead of “woid,” “antenna” instead of

“antennar.”
You go to gymnasium and learn how to

keep physically fit; you report to Jimmy
Phillips for horseback lessons. You learn
how to mount and how to sit both Western
saddle and English; you learn how to man-
age the single rein Western bridle and
the double rein English bridle.

You watch Maureen O’Hara learning to

ride side-saddle for a picture, and you
watch Howard Duff learning to mount and
dismount while wearing a saber.
The week melts. You can’t imagine

where the time goes. On Saturday morn-
ing you have your first experience at

auditioning a scene which has been pre-
pared by Piper Laurie and Rock Hudson
from “Petrified Forest.”
Sophie Rosenstein asks Piper and Rock,

“First we must analyze the play as to

type. Is it comedy, tragedy, drama, or
melodrama?”
Piper and Rock decide that the play is

drama, even though it contains a killing;

the play is too sincere, too solid, too pur-
poseful and too “realistic” to be melo-
drama. They decide also that it is almost
allegorical of complexion, although the
characters are so well articulated that
they escape the typing of pure allegory.

Rock analyzes the character of the boy
he is playing: “He is a good guy and he
grows up during the play. He is still liv-

ing in the days of his football-playing
glory. He isn’t too bright, but when he
decides what’s right, he is ready to fight

for it.”

Piper analyzes the girl: “Her dominant
characteristic is curiosity. She loves her
grandfather, holds her father in what is

very near contempt, is fascinated by the
writer in the play. She paints, and she
thinks that if she could get to Paris, she
might become a good painter.”

The next step is analyzing the specific

scene they have been assigned.

The boy’s objective, it is decided by
Rock, is to make love to the girl; the
girl’s objective is to resist, but to find out
what she can about the boy and his pre-
vious experience.
As they read the scene, they try to

exhaust each beat, to play the values to

fullest realization, and to recognize the
changing values.
You decide to buy a copy of the play on

your way home and to study it.

After Piper and Rock have finished that
exercise, Sophie introduces a new activity

which she calls “Improvisation.”
She supplies Piper and Tony Curtis with

a canvas beach bag. Each is to make up a
story about the bag; each is to think of a
characterization and to plan an objective
for the action.

Each has to adjust to the other’s story

so coherence is maintained. Neither knows
until dialogue starts what the other has
in mind. The value of the exercise is to

teach connection, to teach characterization,

to stimulate imagination.
When Piper comes into Sophie’s office,

he says, “Good afternoon, madam. What
sort of luggage could I show you today?”

This puts Piper completely off her story;

she has decided that she was going to a
private home to pick up a beach bag be-
longing to a friend without knowing its

contents.
Quickly she has to adjust to Tony’s lead

and try to buy the bag from him. How-
ever, when she tries to buy the bag, she is

told by Tony that the bag is not for sale.

Their scene develops furiously. When
Tony demands to know why she wants
that particular bag, she says (out of a

clear sky) that her brother saw it, liked it,

sent her after it. Tony says there is some
mistake because the bag has never been
for sale. “Call your brother on the tele-

phone and ask him if there isn’t some mis-
take,” he says, handing her the telephone.

Piper, stuck with a plot twist, calls her
brother, dialing a number and indicating
by the way in which she asks for him that

he is a doctor. Tossing the narrative ball

YOU Can Have A Lovelier Complexion in 14 Days

with Palmolive Soap, Doctors Prove

!

but actual proof from 36 leading

skin specialists that Palmolive Soap
facials can bring new complexion

beauty to 2 out of 3 women

Never before these tests have there been

such sensational beauty results! Yes,

scientific tests on 1285 women—super-

vised by 36 leadingskinspecialists—proved

conclusively that in H days regular facials

with Palmolive Soap—using nothing but

Palmolive—bring lovelier complexions to

2 out of . 3 women.

Here’s the easy method:

1. Wash your face three times daily with

Palmolive Soap—each time massaging

its beautifying lather onto your skin

for sixty seconds.

2. Now rinse and dry— that’s all.

Remarkable results were proved on women
of all ages, with all types of skin. Proof

that Palmolive facials really work to bring

you a lovelier complexion! Start your
Palmolive facials tonight.

DOCTORS PROVE PALMOLIVE’S BEAUTY RESULTS! **

Look for these

Complexion
Improvements
in 14 Days!

Fresher, Brighter

Complexions!

Less oihness

Added softness, smooth-

ness—even for dry skin!

Complexions clearer,

more radiant!

Fewer tiny blemishes

—

incipient blackheads!

For Tub

or Shower

Get Big

Bath Size Palmolive I

NOT JUST A PROMISE . . .
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Little Lulu

They're safe -for next Christmas - in Kleenex \

Lift/e Lu/u says when you un-trim the tree -
PACK DELICATE ORNAMENTS AWAY HV SORT KLEENEX* TISSUES,

AND AVOID BREAKAGE. A SPECIAL PROCESS KEEPS
KLEENEX TISSUES EXTRA SOFT. GENTLE, STURDY KLEENEX

GUARDS DELICATE COMPLEXIONS, TOO'

*© INTERNATIONAL CCILUCOTTON PRODUCTS CO. * T * . RES . 0 . S . PAT . OFf

.

RELIEVES HEADACHE, NEURALGIA,

NEURITIS PAIN
W /aF?

Here's Why . . .

Anaein® is like a doctor's

prescription. That is, Anaein

contains not one but a com-

bination of medically proved

active ingredients. Anaein is

specially compounded to give

FAST, LONG LASTING re-

lief. Don't wait. Buy Anaein
today.

NOW, YOU CAN WASH LOVELY LASTING

CURLS RIGHT INTO YOUR HAIR
NO MORE STICKY WAVE LOTIONS.
NO MORE PERMANENTS.
NO MORE HAIR SETTING EVERY NIGHT.

WASH YOUR HAIR -SET IT

THE CURL STAYS IN.

Utterly different from ordinary cream or liquid shampoos.

New double rich Easy Curl LIQUID cream shampoo
works up a rich lather, that thoroughly cleans/ and this

remarkable lather curls your hair and keeps it curled

until your next shampoo.

SAFE, EASY TO CURL CHILDREN'S HAIR
Saves precious time. Set your hair just once after shampooing. To change your hair style merely

dampen with water and set. Dyed or bleached hair too, takes lovely lasting curls with amazing

Easy Curl LIQUID Cream Shampoo. Contains rich extracts of world famous Amor Skin. This new
shampoo discovery aids hair insurance by helping

to reduce excessive hair loss, and by improving the

appearance of your hair. Contains no harmful
ingredients. Will not dry*or split ends.

SEND NO MONEY
Whether your hair is dry or oily instantly have lovely

lasting curls. To try Easy Curl LIQUID SHAMPOO
send no money but mail your order today. On arrival

pay postman $1.00 plus postage and C.O.D. charges.

OR send cash, check or money order for $1.00 for each
bottle and SAVE at least 45c postage and C.O.D.
charges. Must give you curls or waves with first shampoo
or return for full purchase price.

Large Plastic

GIFT Unbreakable

FOR YOU
Bottle

Limited time only for

,

mailing your order
promptly. receive
gratis while they last.

$1.00
no fed. tax

Enough for 15

50 PINCURL PINS Shampoos

TOBE LABORATORIES DEPT. 21. FREEPORT, N. Y. KINDLY PRINT
NAME CLEARLY

back to Tony she says, “My brother wants
to talk to you.”
At this point Sophie interrupts to say

that it is time for luncheon and that she is

delighted with the improvisation.
You sit in your corner spellbound. You

wonder if you will ever be able to think
like that on your feet, to be convincing, to
maintain the characterization of a deter-
mined, but baffled girl.

You start to stumble out of the office in
a dream.
Sophie says, “Next Saturday I’m going to

call upon you and Dick Long to do an im-
provisation.” Your mouth goes dry; your
knees go concave.
Sophie laughs her heartening, under-

standing laugh. “Don’t look so tragic.
You’ll get along all right. Anyone who
concentrates as you do will catch on fast.”
You think of something. “How long is

it before a student gets a chance at a real
part in a real picture?”
“Under favorable circumstances, some

students are tested at the end of two
months. Sometimes it takes as long as six,
but that is unusual. Peggy Dow, in your
class, has already turned in a fine per-
formance as the nurse opposite Jimmy
Stewart in ‘Harvey.’

”

You say, “I’ll do that improvisation if it

kills me.”
“It won’t kill you,” Sophie says softly.

“The first thing you know, you’ll turn into
an actress. I’ve seen it happen many, many
times before, and I’ll have the very real
personal satisfaction of seeing it happen
many, many times in the future.”
You laugh a little although you feel like

crying. When you were at home in Willow
Bend, acting seemed so simple. You had
regarded it, vaguely, as something some-
one did with no more trouble than making
faces in a mirror. Now you have discov-
ered that, at its best, it is a profession, at
its least a craft, and that in any case it

requires years of training and study be-
fore any degree of proficency is attained.
And you think, “Even if I never become

a great star, this experience will have
made me a better human being. I will have
learned the clean, hard satisfaction of sin-
cere effort and dedicated work; I will have
learned the value of cooperation. I will
have learned something of the building of
art and something of the interrelation of
literature, drama, music, and the lives of
everyday people everywhere.”

Pitfalls await every ascending star. Read
and heed the warnings in next month’s
article, and learn what to look out for if

you would be successful.

The End

IRefavtten, f

Listen to

"WENDY WARREN
and the News"

Monday through Friday CBS Stations

Check Paper for Time

Read the news of women today in

'Woman d 'W<n(ct

reported by Wendy Warren each

month in TRUE EXPERIENCES maga
zine now at newsstands.
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Wherever you live you cun buy

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

If the preceding pages do not list the
stores in your vicinity where Photoplay
Fashions are sold, please write to the
manufacturers listed below:

Checked dress oil Viveca Lindfors
on page 68

Spears-Epstein
1400 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Wool dress bv Junior Clique
Barmon Brothers
1350 Broadway, New York. N. Y.

Black date dress

Minx Modes
2223 Locust Street, St. Louis. Missouri

Rhinestone jewelry

Kramer
48 West 37th Street, New York, N. Y.

Fabric for pattern
worn by Doris Day

Celanese
ISO Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.

»

PATTERN OF THE MONTH
Detailed, drawings, above, of the

Doris Day dress on page 72
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Isn’t it a comfort in this modern age
for a mother to be able to speak frankly
and openly to her daughter about
hygiene (internal cleanliness). And of
course a modern mother keeps up to
date and is able to tell her daughter why
she should always put zonite in her
fountain syringe for health, womanly
charm, after her periods and especially
to follow this practice in her married
life ahead.

She must make her daughter realize
there’s an offensive odor graver than
bad breath or body odor which she her-
self may not detect but is so apparent
to people around her.

And isn’t it reassuring for a daughter
to know: no other type liquid antiseptic-
germicide tested for the douche is so
powerful yet safe to tissues as zonite.

A Modern Miracle!

Modern women no longer have to use
dangerous products, overstrong solu-

tions of which may gradualfy cause
serious damage. Nor will they want to
rely on weak, homemade solutions—
none of which have zonite's great
deodorizing and germicidal action.

Developed by a world-famous sur-
geon and scientist—the zonite princi-
ple was the first in the world that was
powerful enough yet positively non-
irritating, non-poisonous. You can use
zonite as often as you wish without
the slightest risk of injury.

Gives BOTH Internal and External

Hygienic Protection

zonite actually dissolves and removes
odor-causing waste substances. It gives
external protection from odor, too!
zonite helps guard against infection
and kills every germ it touches. You
know it’s not always possible to contact
all the germs in the tract but you can
be sure zonite immediately kills every
reachable germ and keeps germs from
multiplying. Buy zonite today!

fe

for newer

emimne nyyiene

FREE! NEW!
For amazing enlightening new
Booklet containing frank discussion

of intimate physical facts, recently
published — mail this coupon to

Zonite Products Corp., Dept. PP-110,
100 Park Avenue, New York 17. N. Y.*

Name_

Address.

State.'Offer good only in the U.S.



For complete removal of superfluous hair

use ZiP Epilator

IT’S OFF because
Safe for

face, arms, legs. Good stores,

or send $1 .10 to Jordeau Inc., South Orange, N. J.

You Can't Help Loving

That Man
( Continued, from page 50) After the lec-
ture we went backstage to meet Norman
Mailer. Then we went across the street
to a drugstore. Mounted on a high stool
at the counter, managing to talk around
the straw in his mouth, Farley told me I

was not at all what he’d thought I was
from seeing me in the movies.
“What did you think I was from seeing

me in the movies?”
“A rattlebrain.”

“And now?”
Farley laughed, said, “A brain.”
I then presented Farley with my pre-

conceived opinion of him.
“Beautiful but dumb,” I said, “mascu-

line version.”
“And now?”
I said, breathing hard, “Oh, my!”

T
HIS was two years ago. We’ve been
friends ever since. You heard me,

friends. I won’t go so far as to say “Just
a beautiful friendship.” People wouldn’t
believe me if I did and actually, it isn’t all

mental, all palsy-walsy and platonic be-
tween Farley and me—of course it isn’t.

I am very attracted to Farley, of course I

am. He’s a beautiful guy and I’m a nor-
mal girl with a set of good, healthy glan-
dular reactions. But whether we are in

love or not I don’t know and being given
to saying exactly what I mean about any
subject under the sun, including myself,
when I say I don’t know, I mean it.

Fact is, I’m not sure I know what love
is. All the other times I’m been in love
it’s been so unpleasant and this, with
Farley, so pleasant, it must not be love . . .

Certain straws in the wind indicate,

seems to me, that it is not love—not, that
is, of the type that drives men mad. For
instance, when Farley went abroad last

summer the plan was for me to join him
in Paris and, properly chaperoned by
married friends of ours, tour Europe in a
car. For Farley it was the first trip

abroad, would have been likewise for me.
When you think of seeing Paris, the Lido,
Rome, Florence and Venice by moonlight
with Farley Granger you know that no
girl in love (or in her right mind?) could
resist it. But I resisted it.

I resisted it because I was in New Eng-
land, playing the Judy-Holliday-created
role of Billie Dawn in “Born Yesterday.”
I loved doing the play. I was learning a
lot. And I was earning a lot.

Farley’s comment on my decision was
made in a cablegram: “You stinker.”

Not but what, had the situation been
reversed, Farley wouldn’t have done the
same. We have been in the movie busi-
ness for ten years. Each of us is trying
to get some measure of success in the
terrific competitive thing and neither of

us lets anything stand in the way.

BUNIONS
Enlarged or Tender Joints

Relieved in Seconds!

Soothing, cushioning, pro-
tective Dr. Scholl’s Zino-
pads for bunions instantly
lift painful pressure on
the sensitive spot. Enjoy
real relief as millions do
with the world’s largest
selling pads for bunions!

D-
r
SchollsZihopads

eJListen to

NANCY
CRAIG

Every Weekday Afternoon 1:15 EST
ABC STATIONS

t£ead NANCY CRAIG’S COOKING PAGES

in this month’s RADIO MIRROR Magazine

Do YOU Want
Extra Dollars?

Easy—Profitable!

Now—solve all your extra money worries

—no investment necessary—you need no
previous experience. Thousands of people
across the country tell us how many won-
derful things they've done with the extra

money they've earned in their spare time!

Your Big Opportunity

I

If you have a regular job—you can repre-

sent us in your spare time. Or you can
devote full time to our job—be completely
independent and build up a business of

your own. In either case you can increase

your earnings—tremendously.

Act NOW!
Start Now—it's easy, costs you nothing

—

just act as magazine secretary for your
friends and neighbors for ALL MAGA-
ZINES. ( U.S.A. sales only.) Write today
—NOW—for FREE material and informa-

tion to:

Subscription Agents Division

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS. INC.
205 E. 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
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li'OHt inim> f Soothing and Refreshingm BBBB 1 BB B BBB " Feminine Comfort with
Stirizol. How dainty, rested and relaxed you feel. Mate
your own hygienic solutions with Stirizol. Many uses.
Drug Stores or direct $1.50.
STIRIZOL CO. Box 549

Flushing, N. Y.

500 Men To Wear
SAMPLE SUITS!

V ^ay nomoney 1 Send no money ! My plan is amaz-* 1 ing! Just take a few orders for sensational values
: in made-to-measure suits at low, money-saving
i prices, and get your own personal suit without a
penny cost and make money too ! No experience
needed now or ever. Rush name, address for com-
plete facts and Big Free Sample Kit containing
morethan 100 actual woolen samples. Write today!
ST0NEFIELD CORPORATION, 532 S.ThroopSt.
Dept, l-701, CHICAGO 7V ILLINOIS

INFANT NURSE
CHOOSE A

CAREER AS AN

GOOD*PAY, BIG DEMAND FIELD
Over 1,250,OOOmore births inU.S. eachyearthan
10 years ago. Help fill this growing demand for
nurses in this pleasant, well-paid work. Pre-
pare at home in spare time. Classes supervised
by registered nurses. Simplified, practical
course; modern methods. High school diplo-
ma not needed. Write now for FREE book
and sample lesson pages. No obligation.
Wayne School of Practical Nursing;
2525 Sheffield, Dept. G45, CHICAGO 14, ILL.

FALSE TEETH
KLUTCH holds them tighter
KLUTCH forms a comfort cushion; holds dental plates
so much firmer and snugger that one can eat and talk
with greater comfort and security; in many cases al-
most as well as with natural teeth. K4utch lessens the
constant fear of a dropping, rocking, chafing plate, 25c
and 50c at druggists. If your druggist hasn’t it,

don’t waste money on substitutes, but send us 10c
and we will mail you a generous trial box.

KLUTCH CO., Box 5086-K, ELMIRA, N. Y.



We 11 have a date to go to the movies
but if, at the last minute, Farley has a
lecture, a speech class, a script to read or
whatever, I’ll go to the movies by myself!
Sometimes we have tickets for the opera,
which we both adore, find we have to
work up to the last minute but go any-
way, taking our dinner with us—a sand-
wich which we eat during intermission.
We spend a lot of our time together

reading each other’s scripts, rehearsing
together and talking the breath out of
our lungs about acting. When we go out,
it s to plays, the opera, lectures—but most-
ly to the movies. As movie-goers we’d win
any man s marathon. We often see two
double features—four in a row—in one
evening. Farley is usually either very,
very happy or very, very depressed; he
knows not the mild, monotonous middle
ground, and one of the things that de-
presses him the most, depresses both of
us, is a great picture—because we’re not
in it! We saw “Hamlet” three times,
came out mewling with self-pity!
We always, of course, see each other’s

previews together and we used to have a
big go-around, criticizing each other’s
performances. Now we have made a new
rule which is to say nothing unless it’s

something good. “Once it’s in the can,
there’s nothing,” Farley says, “that you
can do about it.”

Of the pictures I’ve made, Farley’s
favorite is “A Double Life” but he deplores
that I m put in what he calls “These sexy-
wexy parts.” He says if I get a script I

don’t like I should take a suspension rather
than do it. That’s what he does.

Farley is an extremely sensitive person—with the true sensitivity that is not only
for oneself but, equally, if not more so,
for others. Farley and I attend Morris
Carnovsky’s class of acting together. Janet
Leigh, Vanessa Brown, quite a few of the
kids in pictures are in our class. Also a
great many still unknowns. Part of the
class work requires us to stand up and
criticize each other’s work.
One day a young girl, a beginner, got up

and did a scene. The criticism was hot
and heavy and the young girl was winc-
ing and withering before our eyes. Then
Farley got up and picked out the nice
things she’d done. He told me later that he
knew rugged criticism would do her irre-
parable harm because she just couldn’t take
it. That’s what makes an actor great, sensi-

Prize booty: Barbra Fuller of “The
Savage Horde” admires Grace Walker
shoes won by Photoplay’s contest winner

Veto Gives All-Day Protection Against
Perspiration and Odor In Just 5 Seconds!

New Veto positively says no, no to underarm
“O” (unforgivable perspiration moisture and
odor.) Stops odor instantly . . . checks per-
spiration more effectively! It’s an exclusive
“wonder-formula.”

Veto is light, fluffy—smooths on and absorbs
as easily as vanishing cream. Never cakes or
dries out in the jar. Has a delightful fragrance
you 11 love. And it’s mild, won’t irritate sen-
sitive skin. Harmless to even finest fabrics.

Guard daintiness from bath to bath. Use
super-effective Veto daily. Get it now at any
cosmetic counter.

Veto Protection Lasts from Bath to Bath!
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Relieve

Constipation

Pleasantly

GENUY

EFFECTIVES

THOROUGHLY

OtPtNDABEY

Does the mere
thought of tak-

ing your laxa-

tive upset you?

Then it’s high
time you discov-

ered Ex-Lax, the laxative that really

relieves constipation pleasantly!

First of all, Ex-Lax has a chocolate

taste that's wholly delightful. And
equally important is the gentle way

Ex-Lax works. With Ex-Lax, you get

thorough relief without feeling upset.

Ex-Lax has had the confidence of the

people for over 40 years. And today it

is the family laxative in millions of

homes — the largest selling laxative in

all America! When you or the children

need relief, remember Ex-Lax, the

dependable laxative many doctors use

in their practice. Still only 10 4'. There

is no better laxative at any pfice.

When Nature 'forgets'...

remember

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

Get your list of personal home
addresses of 339 top Hollywood

stars (not sec'y or mailing addresses);

plus the 24 motion picture organizations,

movie studios, 7 radio & TV studios, &
top film producers. Lists guaranteed accurate.

All for only $1 (no C.O.D.'s), order today.

(Calif. residents add 34 tales I

HOLLYWOOD FANS, Dept. PP-11_

S864 Hollywood llvd., Hollywood 28, ColH.

win—mm
r today.

BeYourOwn MUSICTeacher
LEARN AT HOME THIS MONEY SAVING WAY
Simple as A-B-C. Your lessons consist of real selections,
instead of tiresome exercises. You read real notes—no
“numbers” or trick music. Some of our 850,000 students
are band LEADERS. Everything is in print and pictures.
First you are told what to do. Then a picture shows you
how. Soon you are playing the music you like. Mail coupon
for our 36 page Free Book and Print and
Picture Sample. Mention your favorite in-
strument. U. S. School of Music, 43911
Brunswick Bldg.. N. Y. lO, N. Y. 52ndyear.

U. S. School of Music, 43911 Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. lO, N. Y.

Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.
I would like to play (Name Instrument).

Have you
Instrument Instrument?

Address.

tivity to other people.
Many people think Farley is a sad per-

son. I’ve had people say to me, “He’s got
a hurt look in his eyes.” So he has—be-
cause he holds everything that hurts him
inside and eventually it gangs up in his

eyes. At one time Farley was so sensi-
tive and so withdrawn as to be pretty
neurotic. But not now. In the past year
he has changed. Now he is as strong as

he is sensitive, is able to handle situations.

Fabulous Farley—fabulous as an actor

—

fabulous as a guy—fabulous not only in

face and form but also because he has a

set of values different from those of most
young men The average young man in

his position would go for the swanky cars,

the swimming pool, the four hundred and
sixty-five suits and the like—the big

night-club and spotlight routine.

YOT FARLEY. Farley likes the simple,
11 the quiet in all things. He has his ex-
travagances but they’re not in the usual
things. He’ll go in and buy eighty dol-
lars’ worth of books, $200 worth of records.

Last Christmas he paid $800 for a modern
painting as a present to himself. He brings
me little presents all the time, little clowns
(which I collect)

,
funny ash trays and

books—always books. He bought me a

beautiful Dresden inkwell, so beautiful

I had to go out and buy a house to go
with it, and did. After he gave up his little

house he took an apartment and paid $300

a month for it. I made him give it up when
he went to Europe. He says I’m stingy. I

say I’m saving and should be. So, with the

few exceptions I’ve mentioned, is he. He
doesn’t own a swanky car. He doesn’t be-
long to swanky clubs. He’s clothes un-
conscious. He’s neat and clean but wears
maroon socks with brown suits and the

most horrible shoes. He’s got the biggest
feet too—size twelve.
Matter of fact, I had to take Farley in

hand in (literally) the clothes depart-
ment. We were going to a lot of formal
parties to which Farley was wearing a
navy blue suit and bow tie, pretending it

was a Tux. One day I dated him on the
men’s floor of Saks, saw to it that

he bought dinner clothes and stood by
while he had fittings. Now we both get

all dressed up, he sends me flowers and

—

we go to the movies!
Farley loves to eat—we both love to

eat—oh, terrific eaters! I’m a very good
cook, make Hungarian goulash, etc., and
with Farley spots like Chasen’s, Mocambo,
Romanoff’s will get the go-by for a cozy
Wienerschnitzel Winters.
One night Farley and another couple

came to my place for dinner. I was roast-

ing an herb-stuffed chicken. As usual,

Farley and I got involved in a world-
forgetting argument during which the

chicken was completely forgotten. But
not for long. The blame -bird swelled up
(wounded ego, no doubt), got so big in

that small oven it pushed the door right

out and fell on the floor. Farley picked it

up, dusted it off, put it back in the oven
and went on talking.

He loves to play word games and that

charades game. It just drives me ab-
solutely bats, I’m so “Born Yesterday”
dumb, but Farley loves it, is real good at

it, he reads so much.
Farley reads the paper, front page,

editorials, cover to cover. A new trick

of his is to read the paper while we’re
having dinner together. Looks real Mister-

and-Missus. Now, of course, it’s the

war news he reads. If there’s really

a global war I tell Farley that he and I

are going to get a boat and run away. He
just laughs. He never got used to war,
weighed 120 pounds when he got out of

the Navy at the end of World War II.

As a friend Farley’s strictly loyal. One
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time we were invited to a party, accepted,
then Farley found out that some friends
of his had not been invited. He said he
felt that he shouldn’t go. I said, “Why
not, you didn’t make out the guest list?”
He got adamant about it. I got sort of
angry about it and went without him.
About midnight he called for me. He
thought I’d gone alone and didn’t want
me to go home alone, late at night. When
he saw I had a date, he got so white,
looked so stricken. We had words and
were mad for about a week. He’s very
jealous. When he’s jealous he can get
real nasty. As who can’t? At the end
of the week, he apologized and the dates
were on again.
At a New Year’s Eve party a year ago,

I thought Farley was paying more atten-
tion to Ava Gardner than to me. I always
get weepy on holidays, thinking of “Auld
Lang Syne” or something, so the weeps
I went that night were both wet and wild.
Again we had a fight. Again we stayed
mad for about a week. Then I apologized.
We spend quite a bit of time apologizing,
taking turns at it.

I would say that Farley and I like to be
with each other more than with anyone
else, but I don't know; I don’t feel for
getting married and I doubt that Farley
does. We both like our freedom too much.
We both love our jobs too much. We’re
both—it could be—scared of a tie that
binds. I was married once. Right after
Pearl Harbor. It was pretty awful. I

don’t want that to happen again.
Farley, too, has been burned. He was

once in love with June Haver. I know
it hit him pretty hard. That’s when he
went in the Navy. When he came out he
was never again to be, I think, quite so
vulnerable.
Or it may be that something Billie Dawn

says in “Born Yesterday” explains Farley
and me. Billie says, “There’s a certain
time between a fellow and a girl when it

either comes off or it doesn’t—and if it

doesn’t happen then, it never does.”
Maybe our time hasn’t come yet, Farley’s

and mine, or maybe it has “went.”
Meantime, it’s good to be friends, it’s

great to be friends with Farley—fabulous
Farley. Maybe this shows that, like every-
body else who knows him, I can’t help
loving him in a way, even if I’m not sure
I’m in love with him.

The End

Farley was once in love with June Haver,
It hit him pretty hard. It seems unlike-

ly he ever will be so vulnerable again
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(Continued from page 56) child of such a
union seldom survives. The first child
sometimes lives but a second child is al-
most never saved. The fatality rate of
these births is over ninety per cent.

That’s why I was amazed at Lana’s cour-
age in having a second baby. But she’s
an intelligent girl, far more intelligent
than those who know her only as a
glamour beauty ever give her credit for
being. She talked to dozens of medical
men and learned of the strides the medi-
cal profession has made these last few
years in correcting cases like hers.
"Can you believe it?” she said. “Cheryl

should have a brother or sister by Christ-
mas time—perhaps before the holidays.”
Her happiness was in her eyes. And she
looked so slim and childlike in the pale
blue and white “little girl” dress she was
wearing, that it seemed incongruous to
think of her as pregnant.

H
ER DIRECTOR called her for a scene. In
the middle of the set there was a card-

board mule. Lana perched atop it to sing
“My Love and My Mule” while the great
Ezio Pinza and I sat at a table in the make-
believe cafe and listened. She wasn’t in
the least nervous at the idea of the great
basso listening to her voice, which she
says is as corny as the song.
The scene she was playing, Ezio ex-

plained, is a flashback to a period twelve
years before the story actually starts.

Lana is seen as a singer with a cowboy
band. She later becomes a famous mo-
tion picture star.

“Well, she should be able to play that
without any trouble,” I said. “She cer-
tainly epitomizes the ideal movie queen
of every teenager.”

After we had applauded her little song
—Pinza loudest of all—Lana returned to
the table.

“Had I known what I know now, our
other baby would have been saved,” she
continued our conversation.
“What do you mean?” I asked her, deep-

ly interested, as I feel all my readers will

be, to learn how Lana hopes to solve her
problem.

“I’ll tell you,” she said. “The moment
the baby is born it will have all new
blood. My doctor has made arrangements
to transfuse the child, and as the new
blood flows into the baby’s veins its own
blood will be drawn out until the entire
blood stream is completely changed.”
“Won’t that be hard on so young a

child?” I asked Lana.
She shook her head. “It has been done

successfully many times. Only recently
I heard of a woman who had the same
blood problem as Bob and I. Her first

baby died. Now she has two children,
both of whom underwent the transfusion
which our baby will undergo. Both chil-

dren are happy and healthy today.”
Being a doctor’s wife, I asked, “Don’t you

yourself have to have shots?”
I had recently read in one of my hus-

band’s medical journals about giving an
expectant mother injections to help over-
come a similar trouble. That’s why I knew
so much or maybe—as doctors would say,

including my favorite one—“so little.”

“Of course,” replied Lana, “now while
I am carrying the baby I have to have
shots three or four times a week.”

In the past when Lana and I got to-

gether we’d talk about clothes, her plans
to go to Europe, or her hope that she
might get to New York in time to see the
new plays. Believe me, this was prob-
ably my tenth interview with her, and all

for Photoplay, and it was entirely different.

Every time I’d start to talk about some-

thing other than the baby we’d go right
back to the subject and Lana would wax
eloquent about the scientific miracle that
she hopes will make it possible for her
and Bob to have a baby.

“I’m not going to say I want a boy,” she
went on, “because I don’t really care
which it is, just so long as it’s healthy
Bob, I think, would rather have a girl

and I suppose because I have Cheryl I

would like a boy.”

I

CANNOT remember when I have seen
Lana as happy. So often in the past she

has seemed restless and worried. Now she
seems completely relaxed and contented.
When I commented on her happiness

and asked, “Lana, are you as happy as
you act9 ” she replied, “Yes, I am. Bob is

wonderful to me and wonderful to Cheryl.
We have a beautiful home. I have my
work, with the nicest part of it the fact
that I can work or stay at home, just as
I prefer.”
“But you’ll always work, won’t you?”
“I certainly will. Too many actresses.

I think, make the mistake of giving up
their careers when they marry. I’m not
going to make pictures too close together.
Because I want to have time for my hus-
band and family. One or two pictures a
year are enough to keep me busy and, at
the same time, leave time for my home
life. “Do you know,” she went on, “I think
one way to keep your husband in love
with you is to remain a movie actress—if

you start out as one. A woman who has I

an interesting job is more attractive to

her husband, if you ask me. Of course, I

can speak only of my own case. I suppose
many men like the ‘little woman’ to stay
home and mind the fires.

“Bob has always been very interested
in my career and has never at any time
expressed disapproval of my working.”
Lana says she feels better than she’s i

felt in years. "But I'll admit I was tired

after Cheryl’s birthday party,” she said
“The little boys came dressed as pirates,

and the little girls wore grass skirts

—

they were hula dancers.
“It’s much more difficult to give one o f

these children’s parties than to entertain '

your own friends. You have to think of

something novel and different every year.

I told Cheryl that next year she and I

would go to a movie and have dinner
alone.”
“That I have to see,” I told Lana. “Ever

since Cheryl’s birth you have been plan-
ning parties for her.”

This Turner girl—Mrs. Robert Topping—
j

has a new dignity. I don’t know what it

is. In some ways, she’s different from the
little girl who used to pour out her ;

troubles to me, although I must say it’s

always heartwarming to meet her, because
she gives me such a big reception. She
threw kisses to me from the set, and ap-
parently was very glad that I had come
to see her. She felt I had neglected her
a little bit. I told her I had seen Tyrone
Power when he was in Hollywood.

“Yes, I heard your broadcast with him,”
she said. “But I’m very happy with Bob,
Louella. And when you are as happy as

I am you have no thoughts for the past.”

As Lana has grown older she has
learned to keep her head, which she
didn’t always do, and there are no longer
any foolish impulsive actions. Those be-
long to the Lana of yesterday, not to the
Lana of today who wants, above all, to

make this a good life, as I knew she would
when I saw her married.
She’s really quite a wonderful and fabu-

lous woman, Mrs. Bob Topping.
The End



His Very Own

(
Continued, from page 47) All of which

also means that although Farley is a
young man to challenge any girl, he is not
ready to marry. For how, until he is quite
sure about himself, can he be sure about
the girl he wants for his wife?

“I want a little house, for the time
being, just big enough for me,” he says,
with a wide grin.

“I’ll find a maid who will come in three
times a week or more—to keep me in orc’er

and to get dinner those nights I’m going
to be home or have guests.

“I’d like to learn to cook—but hesi-
tate ... If I can cook, I’ll have to cook . .

.”

His smile spread to a twinkle in his eyes.
I nodded. “But,” I told him realistically,

a twinkle in my eyes too, “being a man
you will cook only that which you like to

cook, that which you do well. And every-
one will wait upon you and clean up after

you when you are through.”
He has a nice laugh.
“I’ve really had only the shortest time

as a bachelor. I lived at home for a long
time after I got out of service. And when
you live at home you know how folks
are—no matter how swell. They wait up
when you’re out. You can’t feel com-
pletely free . .

F
ARLEY’S father, retired from the auto-
mobile business now, takes care of the

fan mail. It was his father, too, who wrote
him regularly when he was in the Pacific.

He knew the things Farley would want
to hear; the pictures Mr. Goldwyn was
considering for him when he got back,
comments about new films, new players.
His mother and father have always un-
derstood his searching restlessness, his
changing phases. They used to encourage
him as a kid to go off alone and paint.
They took it better than most parents,
too, when he spent more time at Roddy
McDowall’s house than he did at home,
when he went with them to the Catholic
Church, hopeful it might bring him the
peace of spirit it had bestowed upon them.
Roddy McDowall came on the set one

day when they were making “Our Very
Own.” Gently he explained that he un-
derstood how busy Farley was, of course,
but that his mother was hurt that Farley
didn’t come ’round any more, that maybe
a visit was in order, for old time’s sake.
Farley was criticized by those who over-

heard this exchange because he did not
agree that a visit was in order, because
he parried with the philosophy that it was
natural for people to move on.
He was criticized, too, at this same time,

because he was not more friendly and
cooperative with Ann Blyth when she
arrived at the Goldwyn studios to play
with him. A less sweet-natured actress
than Ann likely would have barged right
through Farley’s attitude and thus chal-
lenged his interest. But Ann, inexpe-
rienced and shy enough to be insecure
in spite of her success, simply wilted.
At this particular time, undoubtedly,

Farley was undergoing a difficult phase
of growth. He was, everyone said, self-
absorbed to a fault. Intolerant too. But
those who criticized always insisted, in
the same breath, that he really was a
wonderful guy and that he was being
badly advised by a friend who had a
strong influence over him.

I’ll always remember Sam Goldwyn
telling me about Farley, the seventeen-
year-old boy he had signed to a contract.
“He’s got lots to learn technically,” Sam
said, “but he’s a born actor.”
Dick Clayton, now playing on Broad-

way in “Pardon Our French,” buddied
with Farley in the Pacific. “I’ll never for-

get,” Dick says, "the week we had ‘A Tree
Grows in Brooklyn’ out there. Farley saw
it every time they showed it. He sat, the
fifth or sixth time it was shown, in a
drenching rain. The water poured off his
hat, but he didn’t know it. He was utterly
intent upon the screen. And afterwards he
could repeat every gesture of every player.”

About acting, as Farley himself says,
“I could shoot off my big mouth forever.”
Which reminds me of the young actress
he invited for a drink one afternoon, late.

They both had evening engagements. But
they didn’t keep them. It was after mid-
night when Farley saw her home. And
they’d spent all their time arguing vio-
lently—about acting.

It is sheer nonsense, Farley believes, to
think an actor becomes the character he
is playing. “In acting,” he insists, “you
react to the conditions as if you were the
character in those circumstances.”
Hollywood he loves. But the minute he’s

through working he gets away.
“Actors in Hollywood do not work when

they’re not in production,” he explains.
“They talk money with their manager or
producer or both and listen to other actors
discussing what they’re doing. It isn’t un-
til a few days before they go into produc-
tion again that they even start to study.
“Which is all wrong. It has to be. A

concert pianist does not quit work for
weeks, then start practising again just be-
fore he’s booked for a performance.”
Farley agrees you can’t very well walk

around your house or the streets acting—
without being locked up as a madman.
“But,” he says, “you can go to different
places, see different things, observe differ-
ent people. You can expose yourself to
new experiences and impressions so that
inevitably you become better rounded as
a human being and, by the same token,
a better performer.”
For the last few months, except for a

ten-day period in New York for the pre-
mieres of “Our Very Own” and “Edge of
Doom,” Farley has been in Europe. He
went to Europe, refusing to make a pic-
ture he did not like. For which Sam
Goldwyn put him on suspension. And
Farley has not yet made enough money
to be casual about going off salary.

NEVERTHELESS, casual, he said, “I had
il to go on suspension. Had I made that
picture I would have been unhappy and
bad-tempered. Worse, not believing in my
part, I would have sloughed it off . . .

“An actor with any name at all, I think,
has responsibility. Those who go to see
a picture because a certain actor is in it

may forgive him one bad job. But after
that he will be blamed for any bad picture
in which he appears. And maybe he should
be, too; even though an actor has little or
nothing to say about the way a story is

changed or a director directs or a camera-
man photographs or a cutter cuts the
film—all things which conspire to make a
picture what it finally becomes.”

In Europe Farley went first to Paris
where he “ran around like crazy.” Then,
after a visit to England, he settled down
in Paris as if he were going to live there,
didn’t try to cram museums, cathedrals,
sidewalk cafes into the same day.
As Farley matures, his facial planes be-

come stronger, his eyes become gentler.
This, I think, foretells his maturity. This,
I think, promises that when he finally
catches up with himself he’ll find a man
intelligent and humorous and kind, a man
quite capable of being the matrix for one
of the finest actors on the screen.

The End
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Brief Reviews

\SVi (F) ABBOTT AND COSTELLO IN THE
FOREIGN LEGION—U-I : Bud and Lou, a couple
of Brooklyn wrestling promoters, are railroaded
into joining the French Foreign Legion. Fun if you
like the zany comics

(F) ADMIRAL WAS A LADY—UA: An
off-the-beaten-track comedy on how the lives of four
ex-GI’s (Edmund O’Brien, Johnny Sands, Dick
Erdman and Steve Brodie) are complicated by the
arrival ot ex-Wave Wanda Hendrix, who’s trying
to locate her fiance. With Rudy Vallee. (Aug.)

(F) BROKEN ARROW — 20th Century
Fox: Beautiful, intelligent Western. Jimmy Stewart
a fearless frontiersman, tries to effect a peace treaty
with Apache Chief Jeff Chandler, despite opposition
from both Indians and renegade Americans. Debra
Paget is a lovely Indian maiden. (Aug.)

(F) COLT .45—Warners: Unbelievable and
rather dull story of men who fight and die because
of the Colt repeating pistol. With Randolph Scott.
Zachary Scott, Ruth Roman. (Aug.)

(F) CONVICTED—Columbia: Better than
usual prison story with Glenn Ford as the inmate

—

serving time for murder, Broderick Crawford as the
D.A. who sent him up. With Dorothy Malone, Mill-
ard Mitchell. (Oct.)

(A) CRISIS—M-G-M: In this grim drama,
Cary Grant is kidnapped to perform a brain opera-
tion on Fascist dictator Jose Ferrer and is torn be-

tween his duty to his profession and to his wife Paula
Raymond, held hostage by revolutionist Gilbert, to be
killed if Ferrer survives. With Signe Hasso. (Sept.)

1/yV (F) DESTINATION MOON — Pal- Eagle
Lion: A journey filled with out-of-this-world adven-
tures takes John Archer, Warner Anderson, Dick
Wesson and Tom Powers into space. (Sept.)

(F) DEVIL’S DOORWAY — M-G-M: Robert
Taylor, a full blooded Shoshone Civil War hero
returns to his Wyoming ranch and discovers even
good Indians aren’t wanted Paula Raymond’s a
lady attorney, Louis Calhern, a shady lawyer in this

fair-to-middling Western. (Aug.)

(F) DUCHESS OF IDAHO—M-G-M: A gay
Technicolor musical concerning the romantic mix-ups
of Esther Williams, Paula Raymond, Van Johnson,
John Lund. Plenty of stunning Sun Valley scenery
and Esther’s aquatics to entertain. (Sept.)V (F) EYE WITNESS—Coronado-Eagle Lion:
New York lawyer Robert Montgomery goes to Eng-
land to defend a former war buddy unjustly accused
of murder in this interesting but easy-going British-
made drama. (Oct.)

(F) FANCY PANTS—Paramount : This is

strictly slapstick as Bob Hope goes West to be butler
to nouveau riche Lucille Ball and gets mistaken for an
English earl by gun-toting Bruce Cabot. (Oct.)

(F) FLAME AND THE ARROW. THE—
Norma Warners: Burt Lancaster leaps, jumps and
flies through the air in the grand manner of Douglas
Fairbanks to make this Technicolor tale of the dash
ing adventurer and the noble lady (Virginia Mayo)
first-class entertainment. Burt’s ex-circus partner
Nick Cravet almost steals the show. (Sept.)

( F) FRIGHTENED CITY—Columbia: The
New York smallpox scare of 1946 inspired this excit-

ing story of smuggler Evelyn Keyes who brings the
dread virus into the country. With Charles Korvin,
William Bishop, Lola Albright. (Sept.)

(F) FURIES, THE—Wallis- Paramount : This
colorful drama stars the late Walter Huston as a
cattle baron who rules his empire with an iron hand,
his daughter Barbara Stanwyck with kid gloves.
With Judith Anderson and Wendell Corey. (Aug.)

(A) GLASS MENAGERIE, THE—Warners:
Gertrude Lawrence makes her Hollywood debut in

poignant story of a mother’s frustrated efforts to

find a husband for crippled daughter Jane Wyman.
Arthur Kennedy is magnificent as her dreamer son.
Kirk Douglas plays “the gentleman caller.” (Oct.)

'SVz (F) GOOD HUMOR MAN, THE —Columbia:
Slapstick cops-and-robbers comedy with Jack Carson
as an ice-cream salesman who gets himself into a
jam. Lola Albright and Jean Wallace are the blondes
in his life. (Sept.)

)/\/ (F) GREAT IEWEL ROBBER, THE.—War-
ners : Authentic case history with David Brian as a
jewel thief who broke hearts as well as safes. Mar-
jorie Reynolds, Claudia Barrett, Jacqueline de Wit
are the gals he done wrong. (Sept.)

(F) IT’S A SMALL WORLD—Castle- Eagle
Lion An intelligent treatment of the midget problem
which has Paul Dale mixed up with crooks Lorraine
Miller and Steve Brodie. (Sept.)

l/V (F) JACKIE ROBINSON STORY . THE—
Jewel-Eagle Lion: Baseball fans will love this true
life story of the famous Brooklyn Dodger with Jackie
himself in the lead. Ruby Dee, Minor Watson and
Louise Beavers lend able support. (Aug.)

'S (F) KILL THE UMPIRE—Columbia: Ex-ball
player William Bendix gets a job as an umpire and
discovers what these abused fellows go through.
Funny in spots. With Una Merkel, Ray Collins.

(Aug.)

(A) KIND HEARTS AND CORONETS—
Rank- Eagle Lion: Delightfully different type of
satire in which Dennis Price merrily sets out to

eliminate eight relatives (all brilliantly played by
Alec Guinness) who stand in the way of his title.

With Valerie Hobson, Joan Greenwood. (Aug.)

(F) KING SOLOMON’S MINES—M-G-M:
A fabulous adventure story with Stewart Granger

DO YOU
WANT1AN6EI

HAIR?
MAKE THIS EASY
7-DAY TEST!

Jast try this SYSTEM on yoar hair 7 days
and see if you are really enjoying the pleas-
ure of ATTRACTIVE HAIR that can so very

often capture Love and Romance for you.

MARVELOUS HELP for DRY,
BRITTLE, Breaking-Off HAIR
WHEN SCALP and HAIR CONDITIONS are

normal and dry, brittle, breaking-off hair can be retarded,
it has a chance to get longer . . . and much more beautiful.
Amazing. The JUELENE System is not a hair restorative.

SEND NO MONEY—Fuffy Guaranteed
Just try the JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days. Then let your
mirror PROVE the thrilling results. JUELENE comes in
2 Forma Pomade Liquid. SEND FOR IT TODAY!
C. O. D- $1.00 plus Government charges. It is fully guar-
anteed. Money back if you are not delighted. Write Nowf
JUELCO., 4727 N. Damon, Dept. N-610, Chicago 25, III.

Toothache?
For Quick Relief

Ask your Druggist for

Sell to Friends, Neighbors. Relatives. Churches,
Clubs, etc. SPARE OR FULL TIME. Beautiful line
includes Metallies, Plastics. Wraps. Children’s
Cards, Name imprinted Xmas Cards. Stationery,
Napkins. Sells 50 fur $1.00 and up. Over 100
numbers. Costs nothing to try. Write for samples
on approval. RAINBOW GREETING CARDS,
38 E. 1st SL« Dept. B-l # New York 3. N. Y.

NOSES RE
FACE LIFTING

Loose skin, wrinkles, out-
standing ears, lips, baggy
eyelids, breasts, scars,
tattoos—corrected bv plas-
tic surgery. Consultation
and Booklet MC Free.

LIXCOLX HOUSE
542 FIFTH AVE.. Suite 63.

PUBLISHERS
N. Y. C. LE 2-1596

LARGE SIZE OF YOUR FAVORITE

MOVIE STAR
(DELUXE TYPE—Suitable of Framing)
SPECIAL OFFER—FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY
WithPhoto.you will also receive !• REE CATA-
LOG listing ALL stars plus 14 ADDITIONAL
PICTURES of popular stars on cover. Also tells
how to get ADDRESSES, BIRTHDAYS, and
photos of STARS’ HOMES. Send name of

^ vour favorite star and only 15c for Handling.
HOLLYWOOD FILM STAR CENTER

Box 2309. Deot. A-l lO. Hoi I vwood 28. Calif.

CUtd ^,0*1/£{
A frankly candid survey of the mind
and the emotions and how they affect
one another

35*

PERMABOOKS
At Newsstands

EARN AS YOU TRAIN AT

HOME TO BE A NURSE
G.C.S. Practical Nursing Course
written by two doctors and clini-

cally-tested. We train you at home :

in spare time. Professional outfit

included. High school not needed.
Easy payments. Trial plan. 400,000
nurses, age 18 to 60, needed. Mail
coupon today!

GLENWOOD CAREER SCHOOLS
7050 Glenwood Ave. Dept. Nl-11, Chicago 76
Send free booklet and full information on Practical
Nursing.
Name Age_
Address_
City _State_



NINETEEN YARDS!

POUNDS$195

REMNANTS
and Assorted
BIG Patches

LARGE pieces' Full

width dre$< goods
material included
Broadcloth and per-

cale in pastel shades.

ALL SIZES USABLE!
Make aprons shirts,

patchwork quilts, play
clothes, rompers, etc

FREE patterns. 4 lbs in

sturdy bo* Only $1 95 plus post-

age SATISFACTION GUAR-
ANTEED or money refunded. Sent
C O D. Order by moil today!

QUALITY PATCH CO.
Box 747 Dept. N Fall River, Mass.

OLD LEG TROUBLE
s M Easy to use Viscose Home Method. Heals many old

leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins,*1 swollen legs and injuries or no cost for trial if it

A 'm fails to show results in 10 days. Describe your
i w trouble and get a FREE BOOK.
Ik \ R. G. VISCOSE COMPANY
r Va»i£l40 North Dearborn Street. Chicago 2, Illinois

Big Money Career for You
Men and Women 18 to 60
Many graduates in Swedish Massage enjoy large fall
time earnings from doctors, hospitals, sanatoriums.
clubs or private practice. Others make good money

spare time. Easy to understand home study lessons—same instructors as in our 44-year old
resident school. Graduation Certificates
awarded. Write for full information and
Success Book—FREE.
THE COLLEGE OFSWEDISH MASSAGE
Dept. 059P, 41 E.Pearson, Chicago 1 1.

SWIFTLY AT HOME!
Lips, legs, face or arms . . petal-smooth
and hair-free can be yours thru the amazing
development of Dr. Frederic Damrau, famous
New York Medicol Consultant.

Send for FREE Booklet M
MISS RUTH, INC. • 1711 Walnut St., Phila. 3

ARTOONISTS' EXCHANGE
Dept. 5911 Pleasant Hill. Ohio

I Was Nearly “Nuts”
With Fiery Itch —

Jntil I discovered Dr. D. D. Dennis’ amazingly fast
elief—D. D. D. Prescription. World popular, this pure,
•ooling. liquid medication speeds peace and comfort
rom cruel itching caused by eczema, rashes, scalp
rritation, chafing, athlete's foot and other itch trou-
>les. Greaseless, stainless. Trial bottle, 35c. First
ipplication relieves, soothes that angry red itch or
noney back. Ask druggist for D. D. D. Prescription.

Premiums Send No
GIVEN! Money Now!

SEND NAME and ADDRES^LADIES! GIRLS! BOYS!
attractive Wrist Watches with face smaller than a dime,
jewelry, Alarm Clockp, Blankets, Towels, other piemiums or
•d

18
,

1 easily yours. Simply Givecolortul pictures
.vith White CLOVERI NE Brand SALVE lor chaps and mild
mrns, easily sold to friends at 25c a box (with popular picture)
md lemit amount stated foi premium wanted, os explained

sent with order, postage paid by us. 55tli year.
or<ler of SALVE and Pictures on trust to start.WILSON CHEMICAL CO., Dept. 65-61, TYRONE, PA.

cts a guide who leads Deborah Kerr and Richard
Carlson through the wilds of darkest Africa. Vivid
animal sequences are worth the admission. (Oct.)

yy (A) KISS TOMORROW GOODBYE—Cag-
ney-Wamers: Rough, tough gangster yarn about
stick-up man Jimmy Cagney whose yen for both
Barbara Payton and Helena Carter causes him more
trouble than the police. With Luther Adler. Steve
Brodie, Ward Bond. (Oct.)

(F) LADY WITHOUT PASSPORT
. A—

M-G-M: Immigration inspector John Hodiak is torn
between love and duty when he falls for Hedy La-
marr, who’s trying to enter the U. S. illegally with
the help of smuggler, George Macready. (Oct.)

'l/' (F) LOUISA— U-I: Sprightly comedy about
love over sixty with Spring Bvington pursued by
Charles Coburn and Edmund Gwenn. With Ronald
Reagan, Ruth Hussey, Piper Laurie. (Aug.)

(F) MYSTERY STREET - M-G-M: Semi-
documentary thriller with Ricardo Montalban. Tan
Sterling, Marshall Thompson, Sally Forrest. (Aug.)

y\/ (F) NEXT VOICE YOU HEAR. THE—
M-G-M: Profoundly moving story of the way an
average American family reacts when the Voice of
God is heard over radio. With James Whitmore.
Nancy Davis, Gary Gray, Lillian Bronson. (Aug.)

(A) NIGHT AND THE CITY—20th Cen-
tury Fox Richard Widmark is nastier than ever
in this seamy story of the wrestling racket in foggy
London. With Gene Tierney. Hugh Marlowe. (Aug.)
y (F) OUTRAGE— Filmakers RKO This con-
trived story of the after-affects of a criminal attack
on small-town girl Mala Powers misses its mark
despite good performances from Tod Andrews. Rob-
ert Clarke. (Oct )

1/V (F) PANIC i\ I HE S TREE 1 S —20th Cen-
tury Pox- Health officer Richard Widmark and po-

t

Ca

n

’ ^aul Douglas join forces to round up
Walter Palnnce and Zero Mostel, carriers of a deadly
plague Exciting. With Barbara Bel Geddes. (Sept.)

iTlT (F) PEGGY— U-I t Sisters Barbara Lawrence
and Diana Lynn vie for the title of Rose Queen in
Pasadena’s Tournament of Roses With Charles Co-
burn, Rock Hudson Charles Drake (Sept.)

k'V 'F> PRETTY BABY— Warners: Advertising
executives Dennis Morgan. Zachary Scott are floored
when their bachelor-girl secretary Betsy Drake is

?-j y be
|

leved to ^ a mother. A cute comedy.
With Edmund Gwenn (Oct.)

^ (F) ROGUES OF SHERWOOD FOREST—Co-
lumbia lohn Derek as the noble son of Robin Hood
goes out to right the wrongs inflicted by villainous
George Macready With Diana Lynn. (Sept.)
l/\/' ( F) STELLA—20th Century-Fox: A slightly
far-tetched but gay farce about a daffv family. Ann
Sheridan David Wayne and Evelyn Varden, who
bury a black sheep uncle and get involved in com-
plications unlimited. With Vic Mature. (Oct.)

(F) SUMMER STOCK—M-G-M: Loads of
songs, dances and laughs as Gene Kellv makes a
star of farmerette Judy Garland and a' successful
theater of her barn. With Eddie Bracken, GloriaDeHaven (Oct.)V *4 (A) SUNSET BO ULEVA RD—Paramount

:

Dlorid bwanson returns to the screen in a gripping
story of a faded star who lives in the past. With Bill
Holden and Nancy Olson. (Sept.)

(F) TEA FOR TWO—Warners: A nostalgic
musical of the Twenties concerned with the efforts
ot Gordon MacRae, Doris Day, Gene Nelson and
i>. A. bakall to put on a Broadway show. (Oct )

^ ,
( F) THIS SIDE OF THE LAW-Warners An

unbelievable tale involving impersonation, murder
a
? *9r

,

ms
. ,

0< rnayhem which wastes the talents
of Kent Smith, Viveca Lindfors, Janis Paige. (Sept.)
V\/S/

.

(A) THREE HUSBANDS—Gloria-UA: A
sophisticated comedy of domestic relations with How
ard da Silva. Shepperd Strudwick, Robert Karns as
the husbands: Eve Arden, Ruth Warrick. VanessaBrown as their wives and Emlyn Williams as a mil-
lionaire who causes their marital mix-up. (Oct.)

kVV <F) THREE LITTLE WORDS—M-G-M-A lavish musical with heart, based on the lives and
music of Bert Kalmar and Harry Rubv With Ered
Astaire, Red Skelton, Vera-Ellen, Arlene Dahl
Keenan Wynn. Gloria De Haven. (Aug.)

(F '

,
r}
TII I

lT
E SECRETS Warners: Eleanor

Parker, Ruth Roman and Patricia Neal each believe
that a child trapped on a mountaintop after a plane
crash is their son. A suspenseful and heart-tugging
drama. With Frank Lovejoy, Arthur Franz. (Oct.)

W(V 54 .(F) TREASURE ISLAND- Disney-RKO:
I he magic of this famous adventure story is captured
in '1 echmcolor and superb live-action performances
by Bobby Driscoll, Robert Newton. (Sept.)

l/'l/' (F) UNION STATION—Paramount: Excit-
ing chase film in which William Holden, Nancy Olson
and Barry Fitzgerald join forces to capture Lyle
Bettger, kidnapper of Allene Roberts. (Oct.)

54 (A) WHERE DANGER LIVES - RKO-
Faith Domergue on the verge of madness meets Doc-
tor Robert Mitchum and almost ruins his love life
(Maureen O’Sullivan) and his medical career. Not a
pretty picture. With Claude Rains. (Sept.)

I/V 54 (A) WHERE THE SIDEWALK ENDS—
20th Century-Fox: A taut violent drama with Dana
Andrews as a detective who accidentally kills Craig
Stevens and tries to cover up his deed. With Gene
Tierney, Gary Merrill, Tom Tully. (Sept.)

^ (F) WINCHESTER .73— U-I: Action-packed
Western, complete with Indian raid, bank robbery
and ambush. With Jimmy Stewart, Stephen Mc-
Nally, Shelley Winters. (Sept.)

CHERAMY p&iiwW/
LEARN AT HOME
TO BE A PRACTICAL NURSE

You can learn practical nursing at home
in spare time. Course endorsed by phy-
sicians. Thousands of graduates.

HIGH SCHOOL NOT REQUIRED
51st year. One graduate has charge of
10-bed hospital. Another saved $400
while learning. Equipment included.

Men, women, 18 to 00. Easy tuition payments. Trial plan.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING

Dept. 211, 41 East Pearson Street, Chicago II, III.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
Nam e —
City State Age

BT* oni* B NEW SILK FINISH

129*1 ENLARGEMENT
P &CH

GOLD TOOLE D FRAME
Beautiful 5x7 enlargement made
from your favorite snapshot, photo or
negative and mounted in a handsome
gold tooled frame. Be sure to include
color of hair, eyes and clothing for
complete Information on having your
enlargement beautifully hand colored

I

in oil. SEND NO MONEY—simply pay
postman 29c each for the enlargement
and frame plus cost of mailing. Satis-

I
* faction guaranteed. Limit two to a

customer. Originals returned with your
!

enlargement. Offer limited to U.S.A.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Blvd.,Dept. A- 1 3, Hollywood 38, Calif.

MANY NEVER
SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES
As we get older, stress and strain, over-exertion, ex-

cessive smoking or exposure to cold sometimes slows
down kidney function. This may lead many folks to
complain of nagging backache, loss of pep and energy,
headaches and dizziness. Getting up nights or frequent
passages may result from minor bladder irritations
due to cold, dampness or dietary indiscretions.

If your discomforts are due to these causes, don’t
wait, try Doan’s Pills, a mild diuretic. Used success-
fully by millions for over 50 years. While these
symptoms may often otherwise occur, it’s amazing
how many times Doan’s give happy relief—help the
15 miles of kidney tubes and filters flush out waste.
Get Doan’s Pills today!

P

lOd
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6«t This
TREATISE

FREE
Don't Wait

Until Some
Ugly Pimples,

Blackheads,

Coarse Pores

or Other
Blemish Ruins

Your Real
Beauty!

Now
Looks

Almost A
Like A
NEW
SKIN

GET NEW TREATISE NOW FREE

Thousands of young folks who have suffered
with humiliating, common blemishes visible

in that external layer called the Epidermis

—

as well as older folks who look years older
than they should will now rejoice at this

helpful opportunity. You simply send let-

ter or post card requesting the new Treatise
now being sent FREE in plain wrapper post-
paid to all readers of this magazine who need
it. Address William Witol, Dept. 17-A, Valley
Stream, New York. If pleased, tell others
this good news.

|Amazing Offer—$40.00 Is Yours
.for selling only 50 boxes of Christmas
ICards. And this can be done in a single
|day. Free samples. Other leading boxes

I

on approval. Many surprise items. Write
today. It costs nothing to try.
CHEERFUL CARD CO., Dept. N.35. White Plains,

FRcE SAMPLES
PERSONALIZED
CHRISTMAS

CARDS
STATIONERY
NAPKINS

Y. |

MAKE MONEY with

Bostonian SHIRTS
FPAKE orders for old, reliable line finest

quality dress and sport shirts. All styles

. . . fabrics . . . colors . . . sizes. Sensational

LOW PRICES. No experience needed.

PPPP Samples of actual fabrics and big Style
Kit waiting for you! Send no money,

but rush name NOW! BOSTONIAN MFG. CO..
89 Bickford St., Dept. J45, Boston30, Mass.

EA /VUG4&
MAKES $35-$45 A WEEK

You can learn practical nursing at home
in spare time. Course endorsed by pny-
sicians. Thousands of graduates. 51st
yr. One graduate has charge of 10 -bed
hospital. Another saved $400 while
learning. Equipment included. Men,
women 18 to 60. High school not

required. Easy tuition payment. Trial plan. Write today.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING

Dept. 4611, 41 East Pearson Street, Chicago II, III.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
Name
City State Age_
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MOTHERS
WANTEDpresses

Just give me a few hours spare time and I’ll

,
show you how to get beautiful new dresses to
wear Without PayingOne Cent! No experi-
ence needed. Makes no differencewhere you
live orwhatyour age. All you do is takeafew
orders from relatives, friends, neighbors.

SEND NO MONEY!
Rush your name and dress size and I’ll

send you big STYLE PRESENTATION
—more than 100 different fashions with
actual fabric samples— absolutely
free. This isyour bigchance—act now.

HARFORD FROCKS, INC.
Dept. C-414, CINCINNATI 25, OHIO

Jane's Other Life

( Continued, from page 62 ) and rosy twin
sweaters, in horn-rims and no make-up,
she looked like a thousand young matrons
in a thousand towns that aren’t called
Hollywood. The couch she sat on dripped
stuffing because Suzie, a miniature French
poodle, thinks the cotton looks better out-
side than in. The telephone repairman
kept sticking his head in with questions.
Michael, just over a cold, had been sent
upstairs to lie down.
A day in the life of Wyman can be

fairly matched with that of any career
woman who’s also a homemaker. Glamour
is perceptible by its absence. She gets
up to a list of errands as long as your
arm. The dentist at ten. What the heck
is she going to wear? By the rules, a crisp
little blouse and a tailored suit. Jane’s got
a lot on her mind, she couldn’t tell you
where the blouses hang this morning. So
she zips into sweater and slacks.

H
OME by eleven, to meet the interior
decorator. Jane’s trying to look at sam-

ples when the plumber arrives. Behind him
comes the water-softener man. Having
dealt with both, she returns to the samples.

|

“Look at me, Mother, I’ve cut my lip,” I

yells Michael. Everything’s dropped while
mother flies for the Mercurochrome. En-
joying his role of wounded soldier, Michael
follows her and the lady up to Maureen’s
room, which needs fresh curtains. Jane
suddenly remembers the new dresser that’s

coming for Maureen, and hits on the bright
idea of switching furniture around. Give
Jane her choice of simple pleasures, and
she’ll pick furniture- switching every time.

}

This reminds Michael: “When do I get
j

my bump-beds?”
He’s recently informed Jane that junior

beds are for little boys. He’s a big boy, and
therefore entitled to bump-beds. The or- I

thodox word is bunk, but try and convince
Michael. “Bump-beds,” he explains logic-
ally, “because every time you get out, you

j

bump your head.”
Jane looks at her watch. Time for Mich-

ael’s lunch. Time for her to shower and
dress and get over to M-G-M where, on
loan-out from Warners, she’s due to play
the airline hostess in “Three Guys Named
Mike.” They’re giving her a “welcome”
luncheon, which is very sweet, but there’s

no one at M-G-M she needs to impress.
The morning’s been cool, she’ll wear a
sweater and suit. Now to find the right
shoes, the right gloves. Okay, she’s set.

Oh, bother, she’s got to change bags

—

The house phone rings. It’s Carrie, the
cook. “There’s a Mr. Rymer down here.
Says it’s very important, and he won’t
keep you a minute.”
Jane doesn’t know Mr. Rymer from

Adam. Seems he wants to borrow a paint-
ing, how about that? With her mind a
million miles away, she starts washing the
man right out of her hair, when something
gives her pause.

“Who did you say you
are?”
“Herbert Rymer,” he re-explains. “Look

magazine is doing a story on my work, and
you happen to own one of my best paint-
ings. I hoped you might let me borrow it

long enough to have it reproduced.”
Apologies from Jane, thank-yous from

Mr. Rymer, who exits with painting. Jane
ruefully notes the hole in her wall before
sprinting upstairs. She’s been circling for

hours, and her clothes begin to feel warm.
They feel warmer still as she drives
through M-G-M’s gates in a sudden burst
of California sunshine. Her agent bends
a thoughtful look at his glamour girl.

“Wouldn’t you like to freshen up?” Jane
can take a hint. She retires to wash her face
and comb her hair. Luncheon’s followed
by some busi- (Continued on page 106) I

Prove it yourself no matthow longyou have suffer
or what you have trie
Beautiful book on pso
asis and Dermoil wi
amazing:, true pho
graphic proof of resu

_ sentFREE.Write for:
Don't mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Ap-
ply non-staining Der-
moil. Thousands do for
scaly spots on body or
scalp. Grateful users often
after years of suffering,
report the scales have
gone, the red patches gradually dis-
appeared and they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin
again. Dermoil is used by many doctors and is backed by
positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks c
money is refunded without question. Send 10c (stamps c

coin) for generous trial bottle to make our famous “One Sp<
Test.” Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write t<

day for your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed.Prir
nameplainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liggettand Walgreen Dru
Stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES
Box 3925. Strathmoor Station. Dept. 4304, Detroit 27,Mict

1J3 -

I’ll help you get extra cash to fill your
pocketbook—to live on. Supply my food
and household products to regular cus-

tal needed. I’ll send FREE an assortment
of fine, full-size products to test and
show. Start near your home, full or
spare time. Gift premiums, big monthly
premiums. Rush your name and home
address today for free outfit. Hurry!
BLAIR. Dept. 188 FX, Lynchburg, Va.

PRODUCTS FREI
TO TEST inYOUR HOM
Send no money—just your name
these full size products, absolute
free! Try them and tell friends. Prof,

big, even in spare time, with over 2

household products, fo9ds, grocerie \

brushes, etc. No experience or mon
needed. We give you credit. Write

ZANQL, Richmond Stree
Dept. 8036-j, Cincinnati 5, Oh

GLOW IN THE DARK
,

BIG PROFITS showing amazing Luminoi

. Specialties—house numbers, pictures, plastic no

elties, religious and nursery objects, ash trays, ke

holders, etc. Largemanufacturer. Enormousdeman
Sell on sight. WRITE AT ONCE.for FREE sampl<

Madison Mills, 303 4th flve.. Dept. P39 ,
New York 10, N

IT’S DYNAMITE-
To Neglect Minor CUTS, BURNS

In Children
Great risk lies in neglected small cuts, burr

scratches, scalds as germs may multiply by m
lions. Apply tested Oil-O-Sol at once. This gen
arresting antiseptic helps control infection, ea

pain, speed healing. A favorite in first aid for ‘A

years. Mosso’s Oil-O-Sol—today at your drug stoi

INGROWN NAII

Hurting You

Immediate
Relief!

A few drops of OUTGRO® bring blessed relief from
tormenting pain of ingrown nail. OUTGRO tough-
ens the skin underneath the nail, allows the nail to

be cut and thus prevents further pain and discom-
fort. OUTGRO is available at all drug counters.

Vm,

You’ll feel like a Glamorous
movie star wearing: your own
Gorgeous BirthmonthWatch ! Very Expen-
sive looking. Bracelet has two Large Breath-
taking Birthmonth Sparklers surrounded by over 50
Fiery Brite Brilliants. SEND NO MONEY!
Just name, address and Birth Date. Pay postman
C.O.D. $7.95 plus 10% tax and postageon delivery,

f

WORLD-WIDE DIAMOND CO..
2451 S. Michigan Ave., Dept. K-94S. Chicago 16, I



Now—Serve Nutritious

Low Cost Meals With This

MONEY SAVING

COOK BOOK
Here’s good news for you! A cook book
designed to save you money. Yes, the
keynote of the MAGIC COOK BOOK is

[economy. The need for such a guide is

evident to every homemaker today.

Prepared by the Food Editors

of True Story Magazine

The recipes contained in this book were
gathered from every section of the coun-
try by the Food Editors of True Story
(Magazine. In most cases, these recipes
were obtained by talking with house-
wives in their own kitchens—others were
"eceived from interested readers. Then
the recipes were put to actual test in the
True Story Kitchen. The result is a col-
ection of 1500 proven recipes that will
add sparkle to your meals and comfort to
/our pocket book.

How Th is Book Saves You Money
he MAGIC COOK BOOK saves you
honey in many different ways. When
'ou plan your menus as suggested, the
osts are budget-wise, yet the nutritional
'alues are high. This is the important
jiart of meal planning—and it is your job
jo get top nutritional value out of every
(ollar you spend on food. Here, also, are
iew ways to prepare low cost dishes—
Iso simple ways to make inexpensive

(

uts of meat appetizing and attractive,

lere the recipes are arranged in the
onvenient step-by-step style. You sim-
ly can’t go wrong. But this big 500 page
ook contains more than recipes. Here
re many budget-minded menus—nutri-
onal needs—vitamin facts—sick room
iets—table settings—canning informa-
on—lunch-box hints—32 pages of illus-
“•ations—bound in
ashable Fabrikoid.

let your copy at
nee and amaze
our family and
lends with scores
f new mouth-
atering dishes.
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You'll swing through the day with the

greatest of ease in these clever

undies that keep your stockings up

without the aid of costly and

uncomfortable girdles and garter belts!

Wear Suspants without garters, too,
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favorite store has them in a

variety of colors, in sizes

4 (dress 9/10) to

9 (dress 19/20).
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(Continued from page 104)

ness matters. Jane’s home at five. The
next two hours are strictly kid-time.
Whether one kid or two depends on
whether school keeps or not. Maureen’s
school is only an hour away. She’s home
weekends and summer vacation. Jane
catches up on what they’ve done today and
their plans for tomorrow. May Michael
play with Pat in the afternoon? May he go
to the ranch with Daddy on Saturday?
Does Maureen get her new dress?

Carrie wants to know about Sunday.
Will there be people in? How much food
shall she order? That’s easy. If the weath-
er stays good, they’ll barbecue outside.

If not, they’ll have hamburgers inside.

On this particular evening Maureen’s not

home. Jane sits with Michael while he
eats, watches TV with him, bathes him,
hears his prayers, puts him to bed. By
now it’s seven-thirty and she’s hungry

—

she thinks. But off with her clothes first,

and into the shower. After dinner she
ought to attack her mail. On the other
hand, the thought of Maureen’s room
tempts her. It isn’t switched right yet.

She’s saved by the bell. A friend’s

dropped in. “Why don’t we drive down to

Malibu for dinner?”
They drive down to Malibu. To Jane’s

sweater and suit, something new has been
added—a scarf over her head, because the
car’s open. It’s a pleasant drive and a

pleasant dinner, and Jane’s home in bed
by eleven, mulling over tomorrow. Her
secretary had been sweetly acid that morn-
ing. “For four days I’ve been trying to

nail you to sign checks. Is there anything
wrong with spending money?” She’d have
to be at the office by nine-thirty, dash out
to Warners, find time to buy the gun she’d

promised Michael, dash back for a twelve
o’clock interview and cancel her Westmore
appointment because Maureen’s school
closes at four, and if mother’s not there

on the dot, the world will fall down.
Such are the dazzling details in the

typical day of our movie star. Of course,

there are other days and other activities.

There are days when she’s up at six and
works till six. There are parties that come
mostly around holiday time, as they do in

your own set. After which everyone calms
down, because people can’t afford parties

the way they used to. There are evenings
when she’ll go out to dine and dance—in

a suit and no hat. She can’t stand hats,

why should she wear them?
Which doesn’t mean that Jane never

gussies up. But she makes a distinction

between public and private life. At a

premiere, at the annual Academy Awards,
she feels an obligation to give the audience
its money’s worth, sartorially speaking.

. . . Yes, she goes to night clubs. Every
once in a blue moon, when the club’s

featuring an act she wants to see. Like
Martin and Lewis. Like Pearl Bailey.

Jane’s a Bailey fan and owns every rec-
ord on the market. But show yourself at

a night club, and photographers swarm.
Some of Jane’s favorite people are pho-
tographers. She knows they have to grab
while the grabbing’s good, and makes just

one point. “Since they won’t catch you
out very soon again, the pictures are spread
thin over many months. From this comes
the impression that you live in night clubs.

Please don’t put me on a high horse with
a sermon in my mouth. For those who
like night clubs, night clubs are elegant. 1

don’t—except as a showcase for talent.

Neither do most of my friends. They won’t
step foot into Ciro’s more than twice a
year. But week after week, you’ll see
their pictures in Ciro’s. Pictures that were

P maybe shot six months ago and kept fresh
in the icebox. I’m not blaming the boys
who have a living to earn. I’m merely ex-
plaining how a false idea is created. Along

with several others about Hollywood—

”

Leave us now take butlers. i.,i^y d
hardly feel at home in Jane’s household.
Her three girls have been with her for
years, and call her “Mother.” A slight case
of confusion reigns, because Carrie’s called
Mother, too, since the birth of her son,
named Oscar in honor of Jane’s Academy
Award.
The first rule of the house is that people

are people. Jane hates the word servant.
“These girls are my friends and the friends
of my children. They live here with us,

it's their home, they’re just as important
to the running of it as I am. Every kind
of work has dignity if you put it there.”
Annie’s the second maid. Agnes came

to look after the children when they out-
grew a nurse. Certainly they had a nurse,
but she didn’t bring them up. Neither does
Agnes. It’s Jane who makes all decisions.

T
HE house is well run, but it isn’t starchy.
Each girl is responsible for her own de-

partment, and if something goes wrong,
she’ll tell Jane about it before Jane has
a chance to tell her. If a crisis involves
them all, they all gather in what Michael
calls the “libary” and beat out an an-
swer. Recently Agnes came to Jane in

tears. Her mother was ill in Ireland. She
wanted to go back, and she didn’t want to

lose her job. Jane summoned the other
two. “We’ll have to find a substitute while
Agnes is gone.”
“And upset our happy home?” inter-

rupted Carrie. “You can’t bring a new
person here unless she’s the right one. And
you won’t find her in a day.”

“We’ll manage,” said Annie, known as
the Stepladder because of her height.

“Maybe there’ll be a little extra dust
around, but we’ll manage.”
Agnes went to Ireland and they’re man-

aging. “That’s how closely this family
works together,” says Jane. “Carrie likes

it, Agnes likes it, Annie likes it, I like it,

and who else is there to please?”
It’s a Hollywood cliche that every actress

is jealous of every other actress, especially
if they’re cast in the same picture. Gertie
Lawrence and Jane Wyman were cast in

“The Glass Menagerie.” Lawrence was the
product of a dazzling stage career. Wyman
had been twice nominated for, and once
awarded, filmland’s highest tribute. “Boy,
watch those two tangle,” chuckled the
sideline boys, who dearly love a fight.

Both Wyman and Lawrence were out to

make a good picture and both are endowed
with the sense to know that a picture de-
pends not on one performance, but on the

watch for the
vicious criminal described on
the “True Detective Mysteries

”

radio program Sunday after-

noon.

$1,000 reward
is offered for information lead-

ing to his arrest. For complete
details, and for an exciting half-

hour of action and suspense,

tune in

“true detective mysteries”

Every Sunday afternoon

on 502 Mutual radio stations

values of play and interplay. If they’d
loathed each other, the picture would still 1

have come first. As it happened, they stood
a little in awe of each other at the start— I

a feeling which quickly dissolved in mu-
tual liking.

There are some who’ll tell you Jane’s
head is turned. “What happened to Wy-
man? Since she got an Oscar, she takes
herself seriously.”

We’d like to explain what happened to
Wyman. Nothing. She got an Oscar and
it made her happy. So far, she’s normal.
Records fail to reveal that any star’s been
stricken with sorrow by an Academy
Award. If they mean that she takes her
job seriously, they’re right. She’s been do-
ing that for fifteen hard-working years.
If they mean she’s stuck-up and goddess-y,
they’ve got the wrong girl. Give Jane a
pedestal, and she’d shove it around with
the rest of the furniture till it wound up
as something useful.

How do the stories start? Very simply.
Jane gets an Oscar. The Oscar gives her
an aura. They expect her to act the part.

They probe for changes, and what they
probe for, they find. No matter if Jane’s
as direct, unpretentious and accessible as

she was ten years ago.

On the subject of friends, Jane uttered
a mouthful. “Anyone who’ll tell you he
hasn’t outgrown some companion of his

youth is telling a lie. But if you’re asking
do we cultivate friends when they’re use-
ful, and drop them when they’re not, the <

answer is ‘no’ and the question’s an of- >

fense. We put the same value on friend-
ship as the rest of the world. When we
find it, we hang on.”

As for money—“I’ve never,” remarks i

Jane drily, “heard a movie star say that!

she’d rather change places with a ribbor
clerk. We’re well paid, we live well anc
we’re lucky to be in this business. Bu
unless we strike ore, none of us hitting I

the top now will ever die rich, due to cer-

tain facts that are sometimes lost sight of

In our bracket, we work four and three-
quarter days a week for the government
One and one-quarter days are left for us
This is no beef, it’s a statement. Also ou;

earning days are restricted. In anothe:
business, you can go on forever. Thi

average life of a star is five years. I’n

not talking about the time it takes to ge
there, but the time that’s left after yoi

reach your peak. You’ll come across ex i

ceptions like Crosby and Gable. They’r
in their own class. Statistics tell me I’v i

got to make mine in five years or no
at all.”

By the books, Jane ought to hang he
head. She has no swimming pool. “I can’

afford it,” says Jane. “Sure, I’ve go

$5,000 and, if I wanted to be crazy, I coul<

build a pool. But I don’t spend that kirn

of money without asking—for what? Mt

,

I don’t need it, either for myself, or t
'

win friends and influence people. Whic i

leaves the kids, and the kids are impor !

tant. But will they get enough fun or

of it to justify the expense? I think no
They can’t use it more than two month
out of the twelve, and that’s only if th

California fogs don’t roll in. Then I’v

promised to take them to Sun Valley ne>
winter. Maureen’s heart is set on Christ

mas in the snow. Well, if we indulge hen
we have to sacrifice there—like any famil

within its own income.”

Jane of course speaks only for hersel

But we think she’s made a clear case fc

movie stars. We think they should be ir

eluded in the human race, with its fiftj I

seven varieties of flaws and virtues, <

;

dreams, desires and griefs. They’re ni

figures stuck together with glue. They’] 1

real, folks. So why don’t we stop sayin

‘Ah!’’?
The End





ow Mild can a cigarette be ?

Y ES, every day, more and more smokers

are proving to themselves how mild a cig-

arette can be ! They’re making their own Camel

30-Day Mildness Tests . . . smoking Camels and

only Camels.

It's the sensible test! No snap judgments

based on one puff or one sniff. Not just a one-

time, one-inhale comparison. Instead, you

smoke Camels—and only Camels—giving them

a real, day-after-day tryout. You judge Camel’s

choice tobaccos in yoyr “T-Zone”. Once you’ve

made the Camel 30-Day Test, you know how

mild a cigarette can be!

“MILDNESS is all-important to me as

a singer. I smoke the cigarette that

agrees with my throat — CAMEL!
They're mild! They taste great!”

More eoplr moke lainels

tlian any other cigarette

!

Make your own 30-Day Mildness Test in your own “T-Zone”

(T for Throat, T for Taste). See if you don’t change to Camels for keeps! •

HAILED FOR YEARS as one of the all-time greats of the Opera, Ezio Pinza recently became
America’s No. 1 matinee idol when he starred in “South Pacific”. Actor, singer, athlete,

Mr. Pinza chooses the cigarette he smokes with the same care as the roles he plays.

SMOKERS ARE TESTING CIGARETTES MORE CRITICALLY THAN EVER BEFORE!

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.. Winston-Salem. N
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the know?

What does Hippy Hannah
aim to be ?

Q A wallflower

| |
A bouncing beauty

I I
An eavesdropper

Tuning in on her neighbors? Nay, nay.

Just bouncing her way to streamlined

beauty. If you re hip-hefty, bump ’em off—

10 minutes daily, against the wall. Stirs up

circulation; helps trim over-rounded curves.

(Mind though — no ’tween-meal nibblings!)

Improving your figure improves your poise.

Hut keeping poised on problem days depends

so much on comfort. Choose Kotex. Made to

stay soft while you wear it, Kotex gives

softness that holds its shape!

Will you see the New Year
in with —

I 1
Pink elephants

r !
Pink lemonade

I |
Rose-colored glasses

Whatever you’re doing New Year’s Eve—
don’t be the acquaintance who 11 be forgot

next year. A rootin’ tootin’ celebration

won’t hike a gal’s rating. Better a rosy

dating future rather than a cold grey dawn.

You can make merry and still make sense.

Taking extra care to spurn crash-happy

drivers. At certain times, you’ll want to

guard against problem-day "accidents,” too.

Get the extra protection of Kotex and that

special safety center.

Which outfit inspires

a gift idea ?

I I
The tartan skirt

[_ The grey flannel dress

| i

The chinchilla coat

If you’re in the Smooth Set, you already

know — these three outfits are fashion

"firsts.” Does your best study-buddy own a

tartan skirt? Knit her some Argyle sox, to

match the colors. A nifty giftie for Christ-

mas! Different girls have different tastes in

togs. Their sanitary protection needs, too,

are not alike. So . . . Kotex comes in 3

absorbencies. (Different sizes, for different

davs.) By trying Regular, Junior, Super,

you’ll learn which is ’’definitely for you."

When leaving, what to do about the chaperone lineup?

| |
Run for the farthest exit J Mumble hi and g'bye J Take time out

Would you weasel an exit via fire escape,

rather than stop for a word at the door? Be

courteous. Chaperones are frequently people!

Take time out to thank them for their help.

You needn’t cringe from watchful eyes . . .

even at calendar time. With Kotex, there

are no telltale outlines, what with those flat

pressed ends to prevent them. You’re care-

free. Moreover, your new Kotex Belt gives

you added confidence, comfort. Made with

soft-stretch elastic . . . non-twisting . . .

non-curling. Washable; dries in a wink!

/More wotrier c/?oose /COTEX

f/ian a// o//ier sari//ary na/?/c/ns

How to learn
your social

P's and Q's?
L The hard way

l— Via charm school

Li Get “In The Know’’

Want quick answers to dating di-lemmas ? Hints on etiquette, groom-
<ng, fashions? Send for the new
fascinating booklet "Are You In
1 he Know?” — it

’

s freeI It
’

s a col .

lection of the most important poise-
pmnters selected from "Are You In

e now magazineadvertisements
(wuhout commercials') -reprinted
in booklet form by
special request. Get 1 i

your free copy ! Mail
the coupon

!

FREE BOOKLET!
Mail the coupon today!

Address P.O. Box 3434,

Dept. 212, Chicago 1, Illinois

Please send me the free booklet.
Are You In The Know?”

Name..

Address

State

3 ABSORBENCIES •' RB&ULAR, JUA//OR. SURER
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READER'S DIGEST*

reports the same

research which proves

that brushing teeth

right after eating with

C01CATE

DENTAL CREAM
STOPS TOOTH
DECAY BEST

Better Than Any Other Way of

Preventing Tooth Decay According

to Published Reports!

Reader’s Digest recently reported on one
of the most extensive experiments in den-

tifrice history! And here are additional

facts: The one and only toothpaste used in

this research was Colgate Dental Cream.
Yes, and two years’ research showed brush-

ing teeth right after eating with Colgate
Dental Cream stopped decay best! Better

than any other home method of oral

hygiene! The Colgate way stopped more
decay for more people than ever reported
in all dentifrice h’SiC-y!

No Other Toothpaste or Powder

Ammoniated or Not

Offers Proof of Such Results!

Even more important, there were no new
cavities whatever for more than 1 out of 3

who used Colgate Dental Cream correctly!

Think of it! Not even one new cavity in two
full years! No other dentifrice has proof of

such results! No dentifrice can stop all

tooth decay, or help cavities already started.

But the Colgate way is the most effective

way yet known to help your dentist prevent

decay.

*YOU SHOULD KNOW! While not mentioned by

name, Colgate's was the only toothpaste used in

the research reported in July Reader's Digest.
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Screen Play by JOHN LARKIN and DOROTHY KINGSLEY • Story by JOHN LARKIN

Directed by ROY ROWLAND . Produced by JACK CUMMINGS
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READERS INC.

Cheers and Jeers:

The only word for Bill Holden’s per-

formance in “Sunset Boulevard” is mag-
nificent. The whole cast was excellent

but Holden stole the show.
Maureen Purcell
Freeport, N. Y.

Casting:

“Annie Get Your Gun” was a good
picture, but the real Annie should have
been June Allyson. Why not give June a

post opposite Howard Keel?
Shirley O’hara
Tecoma, Nev.

I just came from seeing “Wagonmas-
ter” and I thought it was horrible, bor-
ing, no excitement. I thought when the

Indians came, something exciting would
happen.

Georgene Dettman
Cleveland, O.

A handshake to Mr. Harry Turner for

his nice letter about Ingrid Bergman
(October). When this great actress was
in “Joan of Lorraine” on Broadway, I

was one of many fans who used to wait
by the stage door. Never will I forget the

party she threw for us after her last per-

formance.
Miss Bergman will always be remem-

bered as a great artist and wonderful per-

son by her many true fans.

Janet Bruders
Irvington, N. J.

I think it’s unfair for people to criticize

Liz Taylor for not acting her age and
yet congratulate Miss Swanson for not
acting her age. After all, she has passed
the half-century mark.

H. Ohara
Honolulu, T. H.

Why is it that Hollywood gives such
so-called breaks to new young stars such
as Rock Hudson and Tony Curtis? “Win-
chester .73” certainly didn’t help either of

their careers. I think they are two of the

greatest new stars and deserve much bet-

ter parts.

N. G.

Long Beach, Cal.

I have just seen “Tea for Two” and
thought it was very good. But for a pic-

ture that was supposed to center around
the year 1929 it certainly had the 1950
look. All the dresses, bathing suits and
latest hair styles were seen in the picture.

The only thing that looked 1929-ish were
the automobiles.

Ellen Hartnett
Philadelphia, Pa.

As a native Nova Scotian, 1 strongly
resented the rude remarks directed at our
province by Elizabeth Taylor in “Father
of the Bride.” The picture was simply
wonderful until Miss Taylor became so
chagrined over the very thought of

spending her honeymoon in Nova Scotia

!

Of course, Miss Taylor didn’t write
the script but the writer should tour our
wonderful province thoroughly before re-

ferring to it as a place of “fishing shacks.”
It certainly looked as though they picked
the most desolate and obnoxious place on
earth to spend a honeymoon and came up
with Nova Scotia as Number <">rie choice

!

Toan E. Keiioe
Sydney. N. S.

Some time ago I was looking through
an old book, dated 1944, and read an
article on Farley Granger. In this he said

he would like to play the part of Heatli-

cliffe in “Wuthering Heights” with Anne
Baxter as Cathy. Of course, he is a little

older now and whether he would want to

play the part or not, I think he should be

given a try.

Jo-Ann
Buffalo, N. Y.

Food for Thought:

I have a complaint ! Food ! Food and
Hollywood’s misuse of it.

Why do we have so many films where
the camera lingers lovingly on a delicious

dish (and I don’t mean Tony Curtis!).

Banquet scenes like in “Three Husbands”
only make our British austerity more
austere. Not that we are starving, but

our idea of a meal and Hollywood’s are

miles apart.

To add insult to injury, 1 have yet to

see a star enjoy a meal on the pictures.

They pick, they fiddle, they emote; they

might even nibble, but eat—no ! No won-
der I turn in despair to the Continental

films where the next meal is usually the

problem of the picture and bread and
cheese is manna indeed

!

Isabell Davidson
Newcastle-on-Tyne, England

Question Box:

Could you please give me some in-

formation on that cute new actress Debbie
Reynolds. I enjoyed her acting in “The
Daughter of Rosie O’Grady.” Where can
I write her a fan letter ?

( Debbie zvas born
Mary Frances Rey-
nolds in El Paso,

Tex., April 1, 1932.

She is 5’iy4 ", 100

lbs., has light brown
hair, green eyes.

Next in “Two IVecks

—with Love," “Mr.
Imperium." Write
her c/o M-G-M, Culver City, Cal.)

Please send me a picture of June Allyson.

Daphne Davis
Miami, Fla.

Photoplay cannot send pictures. Write to

your favorite stars at the studio for which
they made their last movie. June is with

M-G-M. Enclose 25<f for each photograph
you wish. Here is a list of the studio

addresses:

Columbia Pictures, 1438 N. Gower St.,

Hollywood

Maria Lopez
Vallejo, Cal.

Eagle-Lion, 7324 Santa Monica Blvd.,

Hollywood

Goldwyn Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Ave.,

Los Angeles

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 10202 W. Wash-
ington Blvd., Culver City

Monogram Pictures, 4376 Sunset Drive,

Hollywood

Paramount Pictures, 5451 Marathon St.,

Hollywood

RKO Studios, 780 Gower St., Los Angeles

RKO Pathe, 9336 Washington Blvd., Cul-

ver City

Republic Pictures, 4024 N. Radford Ave.,

N. Hollywood

Twentieth Century-Fox, 10201 West Pico
Blvd., Beverly Hills

United Artists Corp., 1041 N. Formosa
Ave., Los Angeles

Universal International, Universal City

Warner Brothers, 4000 W. Olive Ave.,

Burbank

Could you please tell me if Tony Mar-
tin has the male lead in “Two Tickets to

Broadway” ?

Kharis Komianos
Catonsville, Md.

(Yes, opposite Janet Leigh.)

“Three Little Words” was simply won-
derful. I would like to know if the songs
from Vera-Ellen, Arlene Dahl and Gloria
De Haven were really sung by them.

Margie Fritsch
Louisville 4, Ky.

(Yes, each sang her own songs.)

My mother is positive that Richard
Conte used to be a radio announcer. I

can’t see it, myself, so would you please

settle it once and for all ?

Ellen Utterback
Martinez, Cal.

(Richard Conte has never been an an-
nouncer, but John Conte zvas.)

Could you please tell me something
about Jack Webb who played in “The
Men”? Is he the same actor who plays

Joe Friday on the NBC program “Drag-
net” ?

Joe McClanahan
Merriam, Kans.

(Yes, he’s the same
actor. He zvas born
April 2, 1920, in

Santa Monica, Cal.,

is 6 feet, weighs 165

lbs., has black hair

and dark brown eyes.

He married Julie

London in July, 1947

,

and they have a baby
daughter. His latest, Paramount’s “Dark
City.’’)

Address letters to this department to

Readers Inc., Photoplay, 205 East 42nd
Street, New York 17, N. Y. However,
our space is limited. We cannot therefore

promise to publish, return or reply to all

letters recciz'cd
4
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YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED

BY CLAUDETTE COLBERT

D
ear miss colbert:

I am nearly nineteen and I have been going with a

chap of twenty-three for nearly two years. We have
been planning a June wedding, but I am hanging back
because of certain doubts.
His family does not approve of me. You see, my

mother and father parted when I was six, and my
mother has lost her reputation since then. My boy
friend’s family say, “As the mother, so goes the daugh-
ter.” Of course this is silly, because I am very differ-

ent from my mother, although I love her very much.
This boy has been brought up to respect his parents,

which is good, but I get the worst of it as he doesn’t
want to fight with them about me, so he argues with
me about what I should do.

Here is our latest argument: I was invited to a
shower for a girl friend, and so were his two sisters.

At the party, one of the sisters was placed at the
bridge table where I was, but asked to be moved so
she wouldn’t have to sit with me.

I was embarrassed and told my boy friend about it.

He said his sisters were stuck-up and I knew it; I

should have asked first if they had been invited to

the party, and when I learned they were going to be
there, I shouldn’t have gone.
This boy takes me everywhere, remembers birthdays

and holidays, and swears he loves me, but I just don’t
know whether I could be happy, being in the same
family with his folks. What do you think?

Grace M.

If this boy won’t lake your part before you are
married, you may rest assured that he won’t
champion you after marriage.

To be frank, I must admit that this family does
not give the impression—from your viewpoint, at

least—of being one to which the average bride would
like to belong. The sister’s rudeness indicates a
shocking lack of social home training.

Sometimes a marriage succeeds in the face of
total family disapproval, but such success is usually
based on two situations: The fact that the newlyweds
live at a considerable distance from the trouble-

making family, and the presence of an exceptionally
deep and loyal love between the marriage partners.

As neither situation tvould appear to exist in this

case, perhaps you should suggest a test period between
you during tvhich both of you date other people.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
My husband and I have been married for nearly three years

and have been quite happy. However, we have one trouble that
seems to get larger every week.
My husband comes from a family of card players. Card games

bore me; I hold all the bad cards in the deck and it’s no fun to

sit for hours at a time, getting nothing biddable and having
the rest of the family criticize me.

After one of the family card sessions, my husband coaches
and criticizes me all the way home. Naturally I try to defend
myself against statements that I am stupid, I’m a spoilsport,
and I make deliberate mistakes. Sometimes I feel as if it would
be nice to walk out on one of those games and never come back.
Aside from these arguments, my husband and I get along

very well. How can I adjust this situation.

Janet McB.

It seems to me that when two people marry, they must
begin their partnership with the understanding that each,
although accepting new responsibilities and embracing new
loyalties, remains an individual with individual tastes and
the right to those individual tastes.

If, in your particular marriage, you should happen to love

cucumbers and your husband should happen to loathe them,
you would not expect him to share a daily cucumber salad

with you. Bridge is exactly like cucumbers. Point this out good-
naturedly to your husband when you are happy together and
there’s no friction between you and see if he won’t agree.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am twenty-eight and deeply in love with a widower whom I

am planning to marry St. Valentine’s Day. We have known each
other three years so we feel our tastes and interests are

similar enough to guarantee a happy marriage.
My fiance’s first wife passed away five years ago. At that

time he closed their home, stored their (Continued on page 18 )
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Top winners: Sally Forrest talks it over with Howard Keel

at Photoplay’s gay “Choose Your Star” party at Ciro’s

Double delight: His aching back temporarily forgotten,

Keefe Brasselle swaps congratulations with Tony Curtis

No more backward glances for Peggy Dow and Craig Hill.

They have too much to look forward to from now on

Marlon Brando came out of character—all dressed up;

proving to Nancy Davis and Sally it was a real occasion



Terrific tapper Gene Nelson and his pretty wife Miriam

confide in Craig: “We still can’t believe it’s happened”

About to take off for Honolulu, Jeff Chandler, with Photo-

play’s Ruth Waterbury, took time out for a good deed

Piper Laurie left escort Tony Curtis long enough to greet

Hugh O’Brian. Not a winner, Hugh came with friends

Tender Trouper: Cal was so excited greeting
Photoplay’s “Choose Your Star” winners (see page
31), he almost overlooked a heartwarming in-

cident at their Ciro party. When Jeff Chandler
arrived, a group of fans asked him to pose.
Actually, Jeff had to fly back to his Honolulu
location in thirty minutes, but he took time to be
kind and courteous. All but one tiny girl got a
picture. When her bulb failed to flash, the others
teased her. Nervously she snapped another pic-

ture and again the bulb didn’t go off. “Aw, why
don’t you scram,” someone yelled at her. “Leave
her alone,” Jeff said quickly. Then turned to the
little girl encouragingly. “Take your time, honey,
I’ll stand here all night if you want me to.” Now
you know another reason why Cal admires him.

Wife Jane is amused at man behind the beard—David

Wayne, who’s given up shaving for role in “Up Front”

“I’m an idealist,” says Bob Patten, who—like Sally

—

knows how to keep his eyes fixed on career goal ahead

Mercedes McCambridge, with husband Fletcher Markle,

again proves three’s her lucky number. She came in third

Growing Pains: Maybe we should label this:

“Personal to Tony Curtis.” Cal was pleased
(because we’re fond of Tony) to hear him being-

discussed by a group of great stars. Most of
them had never seen him act, but were impressed
with his genuine enthusiasm at various parties.
“We’ve all been through it,” said one famous
femme, “screwball publicity, night club romances,
fan hysteria. Tony seems so unspoiled, I hope
he’ll never allow it to impress him.” Cause for
the current talk was the column items on Tony
sharing an apartment with Marlon Brando,
his premature stardom, his crush (at this writ-
ing) on Janet Leigh. Cal is sure that Tony’s
devotion to his family alone is a guarantee
for keeping a level head on his broad shoulders.



. . . another Hollywood party

“I look like a bulterball, but I don’t care,” June Allyson told Sheilah Graham at Sheilah’s party for

Photoplay’s Fred Sammis. Both June and Dick Powell radiated happiness over their expected baby

P

id

Beautiful Beaver: Cal was on his way to break
bread with Bill Holden when June Allyson, look-
ing cool and crisp as iced lettuce, hailed us.

“I’m doing my Christmas shopping so I won’t
have to worry when I’m in the hospital.”

She showed us her list and, so help us, every
name was checked but Dick Powell’s and little

Pamela’s. “I think I’ll get little Pam a doll-baby,”
June went on wistfully. “When I come home I

want her to feel that she has a new baby too.

You know, sometimes children feel very left out
of things when there’s a new baby in the family.”

Standing there, she looked young enough to be
playing with dolls herself. “Now, if I only
knew what to get for Richard,” June sighed.

For Your Information: You haven’t seen home
layouts and family pictures on the Howard

Keels because he has a contract clause pro-
hibiting them. The sensational singer sincerely
believes an artistic career and a domestic life

are things apart and he’s determined to keep
them that way ... It happened at Warner’s
and they still can’t believe it. Vivien Leigh, who’s
making “A Streetcar Named Desire,” raised
holy heck because the studio retoucher made
her stills look too beautiful and, consequently,
out of character . . . Town tattlers insist history
is repeating itself with Greg Bautzer, who
supposedly has switched his romantic attentions
to Jane Wyman because Ginger Rogers (her
golf-playing pal) was beginning to get too
serious . . . The Jimmy Stewarts cabling from
England where he’s making a picture: Sorry we
have to deny it but the stork evidently got lost in

London’s fog because we haven’t seen him.



Guest of honor Fred Sammis, Dorothy Lamour and Esther

Williams talked about sarongs, swim-suits and babies

Frank Scully fascinated Hollywood editor Lyle Rooks,

Shirley Temple with his knowledge of flying saucers

Van Heflin—with Sally Forrest and Bob Mitchum, now ten pounds thinner

—was excited about his New York trip and his first fling in television

Champagne for Calvet: John Bromfield did the honors

for wife Corinne, friends Diana Lynn, John Lindsay

Stag-line, stag talk: Bill Howard, John Farrow, Alan

Ladd held post-mortem on weekend golf tournament P
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INSIDE STUFF

At 25th Anniversary fashion show given bv Fred Cole, center, Esther Williams, Ann

Sheridan, Arlene Dahl, June Haver, Mona Freeman take feminine view of 1951 suits

GET FLAME GLO AT POPULAR PRICE COSMETIC COUNTERS

Facts and Fancies: Keefe Brasselle
planning- a $175,000 damage suit, as the
result of injuries assertedly suffered in

that motor boat accident . . . Shirley
Temple reporting- daily for volunteer
work (remember when Cal predicted
this ? ) with the child patients in the
Orthopedic Hospital . . . Alan Ladd,
whose heart is as big as his chest, donat-
ing his Hidden Valley ranch for a “Hay-
seed Holiday,” proceeds going to the Kate
Crutcher Helpers of the Children’s Hos-
pital . . . Sharman Douglas arriving in

Hollywood “to visit friends,” getting to-
gether with Peter Lawford via the sepa-
rate-group routine and boring reporters.

If: It turns out that there’s a serious
romance between Dan Dailey and Myrna
Dell, Hollywood wouldn’t be too sur-
prised. They’re old friends and now that
Dan’s separated, he could have a change
of heart . . . Ava Gardner sells her
Nichols Canyon home and takes up per-
manent New York residence (except
when she’s making movies) she might
find the happiness she’s seeking . . . Her
studio doesn’t come up with a story
worthy of Lana Turner’s talents, that
rumored retirement could easily become
an “extended” leave of absence . . . Joan
Fontaine continues to remain “in char-

(Continued on page 14)

Eyes right for Kirk Douglas, on dinner date with best girl, Irene Wrightsman



MOTHERS! ft* AHAW BABY

Get -this

-Booklet

Learn how to keep your
precious baby healthier and happier.

SEND TODAY for this wonderfully

helpful free booklet, “Ten Ways
to Give Your Baby Security/’ and

enjoy the peace of mind that

comes with the knowledge that

your child is receiving the best

of care.

BABY AUTHORITIES say that you

have to give your child more than

just the material things in life. It

is most important that he feel

mentally secure in his home life

. . . that you and your husband
help give him emotional stability.

THE MAKERS OF "LYSOL" brand

disinfectant have prepared this

booklet telling you how to give

your baby that all-important in-

ner security. You owe it to your-

self and to him to write for your

free copy today.

ITS TWENTY-FOUR PAGES are

fully illustrated and are filled

with specific, valuable informa-

tion that will help you bring up a

happier, healthier baby. Prob-

lems that arise from day to day,

as Baby is growing up, are dis-

cussed in plain, understandable

language. Baby’s emotional prob-

lems as well as his physical needs

are discussed in this book.

Hailed by Grateful Parents Everywhere

MALVERNE, N. Y.-Mrs. J. K. White
writes, “Our boy was a ‘crybaby’

until I read this book. Now I know
where I made mistakes . . . and how
to correct them.”

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.-Mrs. Hayden
Ross-Clunis says, “This booklet

showed us how our child’s security

and happiness depend on us, and
we’re better parents for reading it.”

For Extra, Continuing

Protection . . .

AEG. US. PAT. OF f.

READ THESE IMPORTANT
SECTION HEADINGS

1. Show Baby Your Love

2. Make Baby Feel He Belongs

3. Make Your Marriage a Secure Setting

4. Make Baby Feel His Home is

Trustworthy

5. Recognize Your Baby as a Person

6. Rules and Discipline Make a Baby
Feel Secure

7. Help Your Baby Make Friends

8. Recognize Your Child's Natural
Jealousy of a New Baby

9. Don't Be An Over-Anxious Mother

10. Don't Baby Your Baby Too Long

•LYSOL"
Lehn & Fink Products Corporation

Dept. P.-5012, Bloomfield, N. J.

Please send me free 24-page booklet: “Ten
Ways To Give Your Baby SECURITY.”

P
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Dream girl, dream girl, beautiful Lustre-Creme Girl

Hair that gleams and glistens from a Lustre-Creme shampoo

Tonight! . . . Show him how much lovelier

your hair can look . . . after a

Exclusive! This magical secret-blend lather with Lanolin!

Exciting! This new three-way hair loveliness . . .

INSIDE STUFF

Irene Dunne and husband Dr. Griffin

gay camera party given by Harold Llo 1

(Continued from page 12)
acter” at Hollywood parties when s

isn’t before the camera, her critics (w
haven’t exactly been neglectful) wo
spare her . . . Bette Davis has her w;
she’ll unload all her property so that s

and Gary Merrill can live in New Er
land and commute when Hollywood wai
their selective services.

Sights You See: Packed like sardir
and parked in front of her house, a gro
of Irene Dunne’s fans playing “Go<
night Irene” on a beat-up portable .

Shelley Winters and Sidney Chaplin da;

ing into that “old movie” theater
Fairfax Avenue to see “North Star,” 1

picture that discovered a new young aci

named Farley Granger . . . Jane Wym
enrolling little Michael Reagan into 1

same coast school where big sister M:
reen has been so happy . . . Cesar I

mero going right from the station
his favorite barber at Jerry Rothchil
after a six-months sojourn in Lond<

P
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Better than a soap ! Better than

a liquid ! Kay Daumit’s cream

shampoo with lanolin. Jars: $2, $1.

Jars and tubes: 49 1, 25<f.

/ Leaves hair silken soft, instantly manageable

. . . first wondrous result of a Lustre-Creme

shampoo. Makes lavish, lanolin-blessed

lather even in hardest water. No more unruly,

soap-dulled locks. Leaves hair soft,

obedient, for any style hair-do.

2 Leaves hair sparkling with star-bright sheen.

No other shampoo has the same magic blend

of secret ingredients plus gentle lanolin to

bring out every highlight. No special rinse

needed with Lustre-Creme Shampoo.

2 Leaves hair fragrantly clean, free of loose

dandruff. Famous hairdressers insist on
Lustre-Creme, the world’s leading cream
shampoo. Yes, tonight, show him a lovelier you
—after a Lustre-Creme shampoo

!

First Year: Not for a single seco

does Cal believe there’s anything seriou

wrong between Elizabeth Taylor a
'

Nicky Hilton. However, news is ne
and when it stems from public exhi

tionism, there isn’t much choice but
print it. Recently, at the huge Pricem;
Stark (she’s Fanny Brice’s daughtt
party, Elizabeth, on the verge of tea 1

begged friends to bring back her n

husband, who had sullenly wandei
away from their table. Finally, his fath

j

who was there with Ann Miller, p p

suaded his son to leave quietly. Nicky v ii

obviously out of order. Whatever 1 v

reason, all sympathy went to his br c

for being placed in such an embarr; it

sing position. Some say he’s trying :!•

prove he isn’t impressed being married
the famous beauty. Others believe



INSIDE STUFF Here's WonderliilDeodorantNewsf

Seriously speaking: “Cuddles” Sakall and

jarmila Novotna of “The Great Caruso”

resents their goldfish bowl existence and,
in all fairness, it must be very trying.
Everyone in Hollywood is extremely hope-
ful that those inevitable first year adjust-
ments will soon smooth out the rough
spots.

It’s True That: The Indians at Elko,
Nevada, where Bing Crosby has his
ranch, bestowed the honorable title,

“Sond-Hoo-Vi-A-Gund,” which translated
neans, “Man of many songs.” Cal says:
Fan mail thus addressed will positively
not reach the groaner . . . The Fashion
Award for being the “Best-Dressed
Woman of the Year” is but the beginning
of many for Gloria Swanson. Not a single
Hollywood soul doubts that she’ll get the
Academy Award for “Sunset Boulevard”
and the ironical part is—she hasn’t had
a movie job since she made the picture
. . . Bob Hope has kept in constant touch
with Judy Garland since her near-tragic
attempt at suicide and prescribed the
best possible medicine by keeping her
overdosed with laughter . . . Macdonald
Carey notified the stork of a pending suit
for damages if a son isn’t delivered on
that third stop at the Carey household
next March.

Social Success: Cal would literally
crawl to get to any party given by the
Jack Bennys. Their current clambake
honored Claudette Colbert (completely
recovered from that back injury), Mrs.
Johnny Green and Mrs. Charles Vidor,
who were all having birthdays. Jane Wy-
man, wearing the shortest bob in town,
remained close to the side of her escort,
Greg Bautzer. There were wonderful
songs by Danny Kaye. It was a “coming
out” party for Ann Sothern, who’s been
ill for nearly a year. And a coming out
party for Richard Egan, who made a
first and fine impression on Ann’s de-
voted friends. When they carried in the
cakes, the popular host made one of his
inimitable speeches. “I’d like to toast
the birthday girls,” beamed “Blue-eyes.”
“They look so beautiful tonight. It’s won-

(Continued on page 20)
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ew filter Muin

more effective longer!

NOW CONTAINS AMAZING NEW

INGREDIENT M-3—THAT PROTECTS

AGAINST ODOR-CAUSING BACTERIA

New Protection! Let the magic of new
Mum protect you—better, longer. For to-

day’s Mum, with wonder-working M-3,
safely protects against bacteria that cause

underarm perspiration odor. Mum never

merely “masks” odor—simply doesn’t give

it a chance to start.

New Creaminess! Mum is softer, cream-

ier than ever. As gentle as a beauty cream.

Smooths on easily, doesn’t cake. And
Mum is non-irritatinu to skin because ito
contains no harsh ingredients. Will not

rot or discolor finest fabrics.

New Fragrance! Even Mum’s new per-

fume is special—a delicate flower fragrance

created for Mum alone. This delightful

cream deodorant contains no water to dry
out or decrease its efficiency. Economical
—no shrinkage, no waste.

Mum’s protection grows and GROWS !

Thanks to its new ingredient, M-3,

Mum not only stops growth of odor-

causing bacteria — but keeps down
future bacteria growth. You actually

huild up protection with regular ex-

clusive use of new Mum

!

Now at your cosmetic counter!

rXeuMUM
A PRODUCT OF BRISTOL-M YEIU

P
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*Rtg. V.S. Pat. Off. *1950, Maiden Form Brassiere Co. Inc.

shining

northern light

WHEN Viveca Lindfors, who is thirty and
looks twenty, arrived in this country

from Sweden four years ago, newspaper
men—a normally gallant and considerate
tribe—were somewhat reticent. They had
welcomed other foreign stars—and been
snubbed for their pains. But they sensed
at once that this girl was different. She
smiled as she talked, using her hands, her
really lovely eyes, her mobile, expressive
lips. Here, they said, was a warmhearted,
intelligent girl. So they took Miss Lindfors
to their hearts.

Viveca’s chief obsession—other than be-
coming a top-drawer actress—was to learn

everything that is American. In Holly-
wood she found that almost everyone ap-
peared to be driving cars. “So!” she said,

“I also will drive an automobile.” She
promptly took a driving test—and failed.

It was a blow. Walking homeward along
Sunset Boulevard, she burst into tea's.

No one paid the slightest attention. This
astonished her. “What a country,” she
thought, “you can cry your eyes out and
it’s your own business.”
Using a standard United States history

as a textbook, she has crammed her mind
with more important information regard-
ing this country than can be claimed by
most university graduates.
Delighted with the comparative freedom

of life in the San Fernando Valley, Viveca
owns a house and three acres of land near
Tarzania. She calls it El Rancho Svenska
and manages it herself. This habit of

handling her own affairs extends into all

her business arrangements, and at Colum-
bia, where she is under contract, they will

tell you that she does very well at it.

The San Fernando Valley, she says, gives

her escape from the turmoil and nerve
strain of studio life. There she has her own
garden, gathers eggs from a thriving hen-
roost, and raises her two small children,

John, seven, and Lena, six. Or perhaps
they are raising her; she isn’t sure which.

Viveca was originally brought to Amer-
ica by Warners for whom she made
“Night Unto Night,” “Adventures of Don
Juan” and “To the Victor” and she justified

the promise she showed in Sweden, where
she had appeared in six plays and fifteen

movies. She abhors insincerity. Utterly

unable to pretend enthusiasm for individ-

uals for whom she has little real admira-
tion, her moral integrity has often been

embarrassing. “You can hide what you
do but not what you think,” she says.

If telling the truth shames the devil,

Viveca is on the side of the angels.
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LAUGHING
STOCK

BY ERSKINE JOHNSON

See Erskine Johnson’s “Hollywood
Reel,” the Hollyivood you’ve never
seen, on your local television station.

John Lund’s aside to a drooling brunette
at a Hollywood party:

“Tell me all about yourself. It shouldn’t
take but a minute.”

* * *

Sign on San Fernando Valley dairy:

“Our Cows Aren’t Contented—They’re
Anxious to Do Better.”

* * *

Milton Berle visited the Hillcrest Country
Club in Hollywood and everyone com-
mented on how wonderful he looked.

“Yeah,” agreed Groucho Marx, “But I

wonder where he stole that tan.”
* * *

Someone asked Danny Kaye how he
liked his eleven and a half hour flight to

Honolulu. “It was fine,” said Danny, “ex-
cept for the last eleven and a half hours.”

* * *

Sign outside a Los Angeles movie thea-
ter: “View Motion Pictures On Our Giant
500-inch-square Screen.”

* * *

George Jessel: “Good speeches, like good
socks, depend upon the yarns that are
used.”

* * *

There’s a bird shop in North Hollywood
with a sign out front reading: “Home,
Tweet, Home.”

* * *

A movie doll with a dress cut down to
here, walked into the Mocambo and a
Hollywoodsman cracked: “Get her—she
thinks she’s real.”

B ^

A small Indian boy was hired to play a
bit role in “Warpath.” About 5 p.m. he
started tugging at his mother’s skirts and
wailed: “Let’s go home, Ma. I’m tired of
playing Indian.”

* * *

Doris Day went to an ice cream parlor
with her eight-year-old son, Terry, and
while they enjoyed a soda a group of
teenagers put a nickel in a juke box for
“Tea for Two,” sung by Doris Day. Doris
started to sing along with the record when
one of the teenage boys, who didn’t recog-
nize her, leaned over from the next booth
and said:

“Quiet, lady, we paid for that record
and we want to hear it.”

* * *

Since television is 50 percent cowboy
movies and 50 per cent wrestling, a sure-
fire program would be: “Destry Writhes
Again.”

* * *

Marlon Brando is the new principal of a
story once told about Moss Hart. Brando
went to the home of a big Hollywood pro-
ducer, looked at the marble staircase and
crystal chandeliers at the mansion and
muttered: “What time do the prices
change?”

JMOft
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FOR BEAUTIFUL HAIR, ...

Pure Castile is the BestShampoo!'
Meet lovely, Vivian Farrar, pre-law

student at an Eastern college and
finalist in the National Hearst Oratory

Tournament, who says “I use

Conti Castile Shampoo because it leaves

my hair so silky-soft, lustrous and
easy-to-manage.” Typical of the many
thousands of college girls who praise

Conti, Vivian says “I certainly agree with

beauty authorities that pure castile is

the best shampoo!”

Proms are fun “Every girl loves to have
her dance card scribbled full. And there are
things you can do to raise your dating aver-
age. When it comes to hair, boys like that

soft, enchanting flower-fresh look . . . and
I rely on Conti to make my hair sparkle with
highlights—look soft and lovely for those
important dates.”

Never skips shampoos “Conti is part
of my regular beauty routine,” says Vivian.

“I know the olive oil it contains is good for v~

my hair—helps it to natural, long-lasting

beauty.” ‘

THE PURE SHAMPOO
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I thought my face was dean...
What Should I Do?

(Continued from page 6)

possessions, and moved into a furnished
apartment. He wants to have his first wife s
fur coats (one an ermine evening jacket
and one a Persian lamb stroller) relined
for me. He also wants us to use her linen,
blankets, china and silver.

I haven’t given him a direct answer
about his plans. I have said, “Let’s not de-
cide at once.” This has given him the idea
that I am undecided about marrying him,
because it hasn’t occurred to him that a
woman might not like to use the posses-
sions of her predecessor. Am I being fool-
ishly squeamish?

Roberta M.

First of all, don’t you think it would be
wise for you to be entirely frank with
your fiance? You are hurting him and
giving a wrong impression uy keeping
silent. In marriage there are always many
things which must be talked out, so you
might as well make a start now.

I know there are a great many girls
who would agree with your viewpoint on
this subject. It is normal for a bride to
want to start a new life ivith new equip-
ment and surroundings.

It seems to me that there are three
things to consider. First of all, part
of your aversion is possibly caused by an
obscure sort of jealousy which you should
rid yourself of at once. The past is past;
certainly it has left its history, but a wise
woman accepts what has gone before as
history and nothing more. In the second
place, the household equipment was quite
as much the property of your fiance as of
his wife, and this fact also applies to the
coats. Finally, one of the laws of life is

that the living benefit from the accumula-
tion of those ivho have gone on.

Claudette Colbert

Until I took the "tissue test”!

The “Tissue Test” convinced Rosalind Russell, star of Independent Artists’

“Listen— the Night” that there really is a difference in cleansing creams.

We asked her to get her face as clean as she could with her regular cleansing

cream. Then we invited her to try Woodbury Cold Cream on her “immaculately

clean” face and handed her a tissue to take it off.

The tissue told a startling story. Even after a thorough cleansing with her

former cream, Woodbury Cold Cream floated out hidden dirt!

Why is Woodbury so different? Because it has Penaten, a new miracle ingre-

dient that actually penetrates deeper into your pores . . . lets Woodbury’s

wonderful cleansing oils loosen every trace of grime and make-up.

It’s wonder-working Penaten, too, that helps Woodbury to smooth your skin

more effectively. Tiny, dry-skin lines, little rough flakes just melt away.

Do you really think your face is clean? Try the “Tissue Test” — and be sure!

Buy a jar today— 20^ to 91$, plus tax.

Woodbury
Cold Cream
floats out hidden dirt. .

.

penetrates deeper because it contains Penaten

I
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Dear Miss Colbert:
I am seventeen, with problems which

would worry a person far beyond my age.
My father divorced my mother four

years ago, and she has since married a
man of thirty-five; she is thirty-seven.
Two months ago, my mother was called

to her home town by the death of my
grandmother. She had to remain there for
six weeks to get the house closed and the
will probated, and so on.
During this time my stepfather and I

became very devoted. I kept house and
cooked just as if we were married. He
took me to movies and roller skating; he
also took me to my girl friend’s house to

see television. My friend and I thought he
was just darling about everything.
Now that my mother is home again, I

simply cannot stand to have her treat me
as if I were a child, and to see her making
over George. I know that I am in love
with him, and I am reasonably sure that
he is in love with me although he is too
honorable to say anything.

I think both of us are suffering, and that
it is silly for two people to be unhappy
to preserve the happiness of one person.
Do you think I snould have a talk with

Mother and explain just how I feel?

Evelyn O.

At seventeen, it is sometimes difficult

for a person to tell the difference between
the affection one normally feels for some-
one who is kind, understanding, and light-

hearted and the romantic love one feels

for someone who has the right to return
that love. I am inclined to believe your
stepfather is a happy-natured, pleasant

human being who is undoubtedly in love

ivith your mother. Because of his love for
her, he has been charming to you.

If you were to speak to your mother.
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you would precipitate the most atvful
crisis. If she took you seriously, her heart
would be broken and her faith in you and
her husband would be shattered. If she
did not take you seriously, she would
laugh at you, and possibly tell your step-
father, who would also laugh at you, and
you would feel a perfect fool.

You should realize that it is normal
for a girl of seventeen to have a crush on
an older man. Usually a college senior or
one of one,

s schoolteachers is elected; in
your case, your crush merely happened to

light on your stepfather’s innocent shoul-
ders, like a runaway canary. Shoo it away
before it turns into a buzzard.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am now twenty-seven; I was married

in 1944, our daughter was born in 1946, we
moved into our new home a few months
later In October of that year my husband
came home one night, announced that he
was sick of married life and was leaving.
I didn’t try to stop him, because of his
history of drunkenness, unemployment and
cruelty

I went home to “mama,” secured a very
good position, and began to regain my
health. My family is wonderful in every
way, with one exception. The instant a
man telephones or asks for a date, there is

trouble. I have been a free woman for
three years, but whenever I admit that I

have accepted a date for Saturday night,
I find that everyone else in the family, in-
cluding my mother, father, and two sisters,

have made dates, so no one can take care
of my daughter. My mother says that if I

persist in having dates I will have to move
out of the house (even though I pay room,
board and regular baby-sitting fees) and
put the baby in a day nursery.
How can I make them understand that

I am still young enough to need recreation
without having my family call me evil

names and ridicule the man who is nice
enough to take me out?

Sara W.

Certainly you have a right to a sensible
amount of recreation. You pay room and
board and baby-sitting fees; you are en-
titled to value received for your money.

The sensible thing to do is to move
away from your family. This may cause
some original trouble, so it should be ac-
complished at some time when everyone
is so busy that you have been left alone
with your daughter. You and the baby
will be happier away from grandparental
influence, and you and your family will be
more appreciative of one another when
your nerves are not rubbed raw by con-
troversies which cannot be settled except
by separation.

Claudette Colbert

Have you a problem which seems
to have no solution? Would
you like the thoughtful advice of

CLAUDETTE COLBERT?
If you would, write to her in care
of Photoplay, 321 S. Beverly

Drive, Beverly Hills, Cal., and if

M iss Colbert feels that your
problem is of general interest,

she'll consider answering it here.

Names and addresses will be
held confidential for your pro-

tection.

Which girl has the natural curl

and which girl has the Toni ?

l

The beautiful girl with the Toni says: "From the

very first moment my new Toni with Permafix had all

the beauty of naturally curly hair.” Can you tell

which girl was born with naturally curly hair, and
which girl has the Toni? See answer below.

New improved Toni guarantees

your wave will look soft and natural

from the very first day!

Permafix is a new wonder dis-

covery of Toni research. Far
more effective than any other
neutralizer known. It actually

conditions your hair . . . leaves

your wave silky-soft at first

combing — more natural month
after month.
From the first thrilling moment your
hair will feel like naturally curly hair

—comb like naturally curly hair —
look like naturally curly hair. That’s

because Toni’s gentle creme waving

lotion working in combination with

amazing new Permafi'x leaves your hair

in a softer, more natural condition.

With wonderful Permafix youF wave

is angel-soft at first combing— yet lasts

longer than ever before. So, month
after month, your Toni will require

no more care than naturally curly hair.

There are many imitators— but

remember there is only one Toni— the

only permanent that guarantees your

wave will look soft and natural from

the very first day . . . and last far longer.

Ask for Toni today. Jean Worth, the

lovely girl at the right, has the Toni.

TONI REFILL ONLY

oni the wave that

gives that natural look!



INSIDE

STUFF

Festive foursome: Scott

Brady, Macdonald Carey and

the Bill Holdens were among

guests at Hollywood wel-

come party for columnist

Kate Cameron. Hymie was

the only cameraman invited

to Florabel Muir’s gay affair

at Beverly Hills Hotel

(Continued from page 15)

derful to have them here and I hope we can all be to-

gether at this time next year—at someone else’s house!”

Peeks at Production: Red Skelton between scenes on the
“Excuse My Dust” set, writing his radio show on a “gold”
typewriter. Talented little leading lady Sally Forrest hav-
ing the jitters, because Fred Astaire is due on the set to

watch her dance a solo number . . . Ronald Reagan and
Diana Lynn rendei’ed helpless against the tactics of the
chimpanzee (the same one you saw in “My Friend Irma
Goes West”) who steals every scene in “Bedtime for
Bonzo.” Adding insult to hay fever, Diana is allergic to

the beast . . . Ezio Pinza singing a love song in “Mr.
Imperium” to the world’s most unappreciative audience,
a donkey pulling a cart that brays an accompaniment to
the bombastic basso’s high notes . . . Doris Day bringing-
son Terry on the “Lullaby of Broadway” set for the first

time, with sonny boy falling asleep out of sheer boredom!

P Chuckles at Chasen's: Jane Russell and Jack Buetel of

“The Outlaw,’’ at dinner party before Ice Follies opening

A radiant Judy Garland, now living in New York, shares table

honors with Admiral M. E. Miles at Navy party at Stork Club
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ANN BLYTH

Sparkling little Ann Blyth has appeal you can’t

resist in her new est screen role. Her lovely Lux

Complexion is so radiantly fresh in the close-ups!

"Naturally I'm a Lux Girl," says Ann. "Active-

lather facials give my skin wonderful, protecting care!"

There’s no finer care for delicate skin than these

gentle beauty facials famous screen stars recommend.

Use Lux Toilet Soap regularly—discover how truly

lovely your complexion can be!

HOLLYWOOD’S ACTIVE-LATHER FACIAL:

"Ann Blyth is right when she
says a Lux Soap facial gives

skin new beauty—so
quickly. First smooth the
Active Lather well in . . .

"Such rich abundant lather

even in hardest water! Now
rinse with plenty of warm
water—a quick dash of cold.

Skin feels smoother already!

"After you pat your face with
a soft towel look in your
mirror. Your skin feels so
much smoother now— it’s

exquisitely fresh, appealing I”

© out of 10 Screen Stars use Lux Toilet Soap 21



Stage set: Gary Merrill, Anne Baxter and Bette Davis get

together in a wonderful satire all about theater people

Romance of India: Errol Flynn is Dean Stockwell’s idol

in Rudvard Kipling’s story of intrigue in the Far East

'/W (A) All About Eve (20th Century-Fox) WYt (F) Kim (M-G-M)

T
HIS brilliantly written and performed satire that

pokes good-natured fun, with an edge, at the foibles

and eccentricities of the New York theatuh, its stars

and critics, is just about the most satisfying picture

Hollywood has turned out in ages. Bette Davis as a

first-lady-of-the-theater, gives a performance that out-
Tallulahs Bankhead. As the young hopeful whose pre-
tended naivete and ingratiating manners mask a hard,

ruthless determination, Anne Baxter is at her dra-
matic best. George Sanders, as the caustic drama
critic, has never sneered so elegantly and wittily. New-
comer Gary Merrill is handsome and rough in an early

Clark Gable sort of way; Hugh Marlowe and Celeste
Holm are perfectly cast. Stand-outs in the supporting
cast: Thelma Ritter, Gregory Ratoff, Marilyn Monroe.

Your Reviewer Says: Love that picture.

Program Notes: Bette Davis should be very grateful to Claudette
Colbert. Claudette, signed for this film , was forced to bow out

of it when she sprained her back. Bette not only got herself a

husband l Gary Merrill ) out of the picture, but undoubtedly will

get an Oscar, too . . . The studio is prepping Gary for big-time

stardom. Producer Zanuck saw him in the Broadway play, “Born
Yesterday,” started him off on a screen career in “Twelve
O’Clock High” . . . Anne Baxter (whose wardrobe usually costs

the studio $9.98) wondered if the glamour roles were worth
the effort. After days of working in a low-cut, strapless evening
dress, Anne finally collapsed in a chair with, “I’m simply
exhausted from trying to hold this dress up” . . . George Sanders
returned from a European honeymoon with his bride, Zsa Zsa
Gabor. Sanders, ivho used to ridicule Hollywood’s big homes,
has now bought a fifteen-room Bel Air residence.

T
HIS Technicolor version of Rudyard Kipling’s famous
story of adventure and intrigue, in the mysterious

India of some seventy years ago, is first-rate entertain-
ment for youngsters—and for oldsters too who still have
a spark of romance. Errol Flynn, with his usual dash,
plays Mahbub Ali, presumably an Afghan horse trader
with a yen for the ladies, but actually a spy serving his

country (England). Young Dean Stockwell plays the

orphaned Kim

,

part diplomat, part beggar, who scales

rooftops with the ease of a monkey, and whose only
fear is that he will be sent to school. The Lama, the
holy man in search of the River of the Arrow, is played
by Paul Lukas. Your reviewer never thought she’d live

to say this, but there isn’t enough Flynn in it.

Your Reviewer Says: Colorful escapism.

Program Notes : Filming “Kim” at actual sites took the Metro
company to fabulous palaces in India, to snow-bound Himalayan
peaks and to centuries-old settings impossible to reproduce on
u sound stage in Hollywood . . . While on location Errol Flynn,
complete with beard, took constant plane trips to Paris and the

Riviera to romance in the Great Lover manner his then Rou-
manian fiancee, the Princess Ghika. Errol swore they’d marry in

the fall and settle down in his Hollywood hilltop home. Then
a little thing happened like Lauren Bacall refusing to play oppo-
site Flynn in “Rocky Mountain.” W arners put her on suspension
and rushed newcomer Patrice Wymore, who made her screen

debut in “Tea for Two, ’ into the role. Two weeks later Errol
announced his engagement to Patrice. Lauren Bacall’s comment:
“Pat should at least ask me to be the matron of honor” . . .

Paul Lukas interrupted a successful stage tour to make the

location trip to India.
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Lady of the house: Joan Crawford torments Wendell

Corey, K. T. Stevens by her obsession for her home

College humor: Music fills the air—when Charles Co-

burn hires Nancy Olson to watch over songsmith Bing

^ (A) Harriet Craig (Columbia) '/'/Vz (F) Mr. Music (Paramount)

I

N HOLLYWOOD’S third version of the George Kelly
play, “Craig’s Wife,” Joan Crawford in a startlingly

severe hair-do plays the cold, predatory Mrs. Craig
who worships her house and lies relentlessly to pro-
tect her possessions—among them her attractive hus-
band, Wendell Corey. In the last sequence the lady gets
her come-uppance from her husband (he should have
caught on sooner) and her niece, K. T. Stevens, whose
romance with a young laboratory worker, William
Bishop, she has tried to break up. Joan gives a splendid
characterization of the scheming, selfish Mrs. Craig.
Lucile Watson, as the boss’s wife, stands out in a brief
gin-playing scene with Wendell. Viola Roache and Ellen
Corby are the servants who get considerable lip from
Mrs. Craig. Allyn Joslyn is Wendell’s pal. This is what
is called “a woman’s picture.”

Your Reviewer Says: Strictly adult.

Program Notes: “
Craig’s W^ife” won the Pulitzer Prize when it

played Broadway in 1925. In 1928 Pathe made a silent version

of it with Irene Rich. In 1936 Rosalind Russell played the
unpleasant female for a solid hit. Joan chose to play Harriet
Craig because “bad characters on the screen are more interesting

to play than virtuous ones.” Joan, always a fashion leader, wears
an array of arresting goivns designed for her by Sheila O'Brien.
It was during the making of this film that Joan dropped her own
atom bomb, to wit: She feels that hats are completely unneces-
sary in making a woman chic. She announced that never again
would she wear a hat on the screen or in her private life. Hats
are too expensive, she says, and she needs her money to raise
her four children. Joan doesn't intend keeping that severe hair-

cut she sports in the film, so don’t start complaining.

I

N ONE of his better movies, the great Der Bingle plays
sort of a superman of the keyboard who’d sooner loaf

than labor, sooner play golf than play piano. He puts
the bite on his long-suffering producer, Charles Coburn,
for a $15,000 loan, and Coburn agrees, providing Bing
will sit down at the piano and write a show. To watch
over his loan, and Bing, Coburn hires an efficient college
girl, Nancy Olson. Ruth Hussey plays a beautiful doll
with whom Bing fancies himself in love. Robert Stack
is a college athlete out to win Nancy Tom Ewell as
Bing’s butler, and Ida Moore as Nancy’s pixy aunt
gather in the laughs. The show gives guest artists

Groucho Marx, Dorothy Kirsten, Peggy Lee, Marge and
Gower Champion and the Merry Macs a chance to do
their stuff. Mr. Music’s music is not world shattering.

Your Reviewer Says: Good entertainment.

Program Notes: This film marks Bing’s nineteenth year in pic-

tures. About the time he ivas giving up his horses, which proved
a very expensive hobby, that superb character actor Charles
Coburn was building up his stable. He goes for trotters, and runs
them at the top meets across the country . . . Robert Stack
is a man’s man and one of the top athletes in this country.
More cups than he knows what to do with. He did not have
to rehearse his chinning and chair jumping. Bob is a scion of
one of California’s old and wealthy families, and a mighty good
catch . . . Nancy Olson can easily be dubbed Miss Cinderella of
1949-50. In 1949 her first film, “Canadian Pacific,” was released
and Nancy promptly became a star. This was folloived by a

starring role in “Sunset Boulevard,” followed by “Union Station”
and “Mr. Music.” Nancy teas discovered in a college play at

UCLA. She’s married to playwright Allan Lerner.

BY LIZA WILSON

is'isis* outstanding

good

p* fair

F—for the whole family

A—for adults

Best Performances See Page 27. For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 28.

p
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Smooth, clear skin—That’s one of

the first things people notice about

Connie McDiarmid. “Noxzema is won-
derful for my sensitive skin,” she says.

“It helps control dryness, protect my
skin. I use it several times daily.”

NEW HOME WMAL

P

Look lovelier in 10 days with

this Quick Beauty Routine

—or your money back!

No need for a lot of elaborate preparations

... no complicated rituals! With one cream

you can cleanse . . . help protect . . . and help

heal ! The secret is a marvelous new Home
Facial, using only greaseless Noxzema.

And it can help bring you lovelier-looking

skin in 10 days— or your money back!

Here's all you do:

1. Morning —Apply Noxzema over face

and neck. With a damp cloth, “creamwash”

just as you would with soap and water.

Rinse. “Creamwashing” cleanses so thor-

oughly.

After drying, smooth on a light film of

Noxzema for your powder base. It not only

holds make-up beautifully, but it also helps

protect your skin — all day!

2. Evening — At bedtime, “creamwash”

with Noxzema again. How clean your skin

looks ! How fresh it feels ! See how you’ve

washed away make-up, the day’s dirt and

grime— without rubbing!

Now, lightly massage Noxzema into face

and neck. Pat a little extra over blemishes.*

While you sleep, Noxzema helps heal them
—helps your skin look softer, smoother. It’s

greaseless! No “smeary” face or pillow!

A skin doctor developed this new Nox-
zema Home Facial. In clinical tests it

helped 4 out of 5 women to lovelier-look-

ing skin. And you’ll be thrilled to see how
it can help your skin look lovelier, too!

Noxzema is a medicated formula—a unique

oil-and-moisture emulsion — helps normal-

ize both dry and oily skin.

Money-back Offer! Try the new Nox-
zema Home Facial for 10 days. If your

skin doesn’t show real improvement, re-

turn the jar to Noxzema, Baltimore, Md.—
your money cheerfully refunded. But you

will be delighted! Get Noxzema today—
while you can get the 854 jar for only 594
—almost half again as much for your money
as in the Small size ! Limited time only—
at any drug or cosmetic counter.

"Soft, smooth and
glowing" describes the

complexion of Toby
Robins, Toronto actress.

“I count on Noxzema
to help keep it that
way. It makes my skin

feel so fresh and
smooth," she says.

*externally-caused.

MONEY SAVING OFFER

BIG 854 JAR
now EAff p'u*

only
,ax

Limited offer—stock up now!

^14 (F) The Jackpot
(20th Century-Fox)

WHAT happens to an average American
family when it is the unexpected recipi-

ent of a $24,000 radio quiz show award?
Mighty funny things happen in this com-
edy which is played strictly for laughs.
Naturally, the award isn’t in cash, but
includes such charming items as a com-
plete steer, two thousand dollars’ worth of
trees, a ukelele, a pony, a portrait painted
in oil by a Greenwich Village artist, and
an interior decorating job done by a lead-
ing decorator. Jimmy Stewart and his wife,
Barbara Hale, and their two children, Nata-
lie Wood and Tommy Rettig, are a very
happy and loving small town family
(Glenville, Indiana) until Jimmy, aided by
his newspaper pal, James Gleason, guesses
the identity of the mystery husband on the
“Name the Mystery Husband” program.
Chaos follows, and the income tax man.
Things really get rolling with the arrival
of luscious artist, Patricia Medina, and
exacting interior decorator, Alan Mowbray.

Your Reviewer Says: Laughs a-plenty.

Program Notes: This is the second success-

ful ( the first was “Mister 880” with dream
boy Edmund Gwenn) film this studio has
made that’s based on a New Yorker story . . .

Jimmy Stewart is working like mad these

days, pops up in pictures every month.
During production of this one Jimmy
squeezed in time to fly to Akron, Ohio,
to officiate as master of ceremonies at the

annual soap-box derby. He has done this for

four years now, and wild horses couldn’t keep
him away. As soon as he finished this pic-

ture he and his wife and her two sons left

for England, where he started work imme-
diately on “No Highway.” They sailed on
the Queen Elizabeth—the same boat that

brought Jimmy back to the United States at

the war’s end . . . Barbara Hale shot to fame
as Al Jolson’s wife in “Jolson Sings Again.”
She is married to good-looking Bill Williams,

and on her days off during production she

was busy shopping for their brand new home
in the San Fernando Valley . . . Patricia

Medina, though separated from Richard
Greene, still dates him occasionally in the

traditional Hollywood manner, Pat has been
haunted by lush spy roles lately, and was
delighted to play an artist for a change.

V'V' (F) The Magnificent Yankee
(M-G-M)

B
ROADWAY star Louis Calhern gives an
excellent characterization of the late

Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes in this

American-to-the-core film. Based on the

New York stage play, in which Mr. Cal-
hern also starred, the story concerns the

Washington years of this famous jurist

who in 1902 was appointed to the United
States Supreme Court b r President Theo-
dore Roosevelt, with whom he later rifted

when he refused to uphold the President’s

trust-busting activities. Although the Jus-
tice and his gracious wife (Ann Harding)
are in their sixties when they move to

Washington, their lifelong romance has a

delightful quality of springtime. Many of

the Holmes quotations are used, including,

“What if the government does take away
something extra? Taxes are the way I buy
civilization.”

Your Reviewer Says: A patriotic picture.

Program Notes: Louis Calhern, well-known
actor of the New York stage, is now com-
muting between Hollywood and New York,

and liking it fine. As soon as he completes

“Across the Wide Missouri” with Clark

Gable, he leaves for New York to star in

“King Lear.” One of his Hollywood roles he

enjoyed most was that of Buffalo Bill in
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“Annie Get Your Gun” . . . Ann Harding was
one of the top screen stars in the late ’20’s

and ’30’s, when she was married to Harry
Bannister. Of late years she has devoted

much of her time to the theater. Her last

Broadway appearance was last year in “Good-
bye, My Fancy.” She is most happily married

to Werner Janssen, famous conductor.

h'V (F) Woman on the Run
(Fidelity—U-I

)

H
ERE’S a right good murder mystery
with fine suspense and a horrifying

climax on a roller coaster. The action

takes place in San Francisco, with back-
ground shots of Fisherman’s Wharf, Gol-
den Gate Bridge and Park, Nob Hill and
Chinatown. When Ross Elliott, despondent
over the failure of his marriage to Ann
Sheridan, innocently witnesses a gangland
killing he takes it on the lam, after he has
asked Inspector Robert Keith to find his

wife and look after his dog, Rembrandt.
While eluding the inspector Ann meets up
with newspaper reporter Dennis O’Keefe,
who offers her $5,000 if she will lead him
to her husband and give him an exclusive

on the story. Ann trails her husband, and
Dennis and the inspector and Rembrandt
trail Ann. The chase ends in an amuse-
ment park when Ann suddenly in cold

horror guesses the identity of the killer

while she is being whirled around the
roller coaster.

Your Reviewer Says: Good suspense.

Program Notes: Ann Sheridan, while on
location in San Francisco, had dinner at the

Forbidden City restaurant in Chinatown and
saw Rako Sato do her famous Oriental dance.
Director Norman Foster agreed to give Ann’s
“find” a part in the picture and switched the

character of a night club singer to that of a

dancer. If there is anything amiable, easy-

going Ann Sheridan really loathes it’s roller

coasters—she has not been near one since

she split a lip and chipped a tooth on one in

Dallas when she was seven. So she umsn’t
very happy to learn that the climax of the
picture takes place in a whizzing roller

coaster, and no faking it. After the eighth
trip around the mile and a quarter track,

petrified Ann turned a lovely shade of char-
treuse and had to take time out . . . One
of the dog actors walked up a narrow catwalk
of the roller coaster, became frightened and
refused to budge. Dennis picked his way
gingerly to the top of the scaffolding and
rescued the mutt—who promptly bit him . . .

Ross Elliott has his first major movie role in

this film. Ross stands six feet and weighs
175 pounds. He’s a certain bet for stardom.

kV (F) I’ll Get By
(20th Century-Fox)

H
OLLYWOOD musicals these days seem
to prefer good old “yesteryear” for their

songs and backgrounds. Such talented
young folks as June Haver, William Lun-
digan, Dennis Day and Gloria De Haven
are starred in this Technicolor song and
dance romp. The time is 1939, and in-
cluded in the nostalgic songs of that era
are, “I’ve Got the World on a String,” “It’s

Been a Long, Long Time,” “Taking a
Chance on Love,” “Deep in the Heart of
Texas” and the title song. Bill and Dennis
are a couple of song pluggers, short on
cash, long on brass. They pitch woo to a
popular Sister Act, June and Gloria, to put
over their songs. Love, quarrels and the
usual misunderstandings follow, but every-
thing is patched up beautifully when the
four of them meet in the South Pacific, the
boys as Marines, the girls as USO enter-
tainers. Harry James and his band help
with the gaiety. Danny Davenport as an
eager beaver song writer and Thelma Rit-
ter as a hardbitten secretary get their
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laughs. Several of the studio’s top stars

make guest appearances.

Your Reviewer Says: Gay.

Program Notes: During the production of
this picture June Haver was romancing with
screen writer Cy Bartlett. Also, she hired
an instructor to teach her to ski, put in hours
in the air toward earning her pilot’s license,

and found time to chin herself every morning
in a campaign to add an inch to her height
(five feet two) . . . Bill Lundigan took piano
lessons before taking on his role as a com-
poser, but didn’t get much beyond the thump-
ing stage. He made a small bet with Cornel
Wilde that his thumping teas superior to

Cornel’s thumping as Chopin . . . This is

Dennis Day’s first picture in six years. While
he likes to have people think he is the simple
type, Dennis is really a very smart young
man. especially tvhen it comes to a business
deal. Besides his radio work he manages
tivo music publishing houses . . . The studio
is convinced that their new discovery, Danny
Davenport, will soon be one of Hollywood’s
top comedians. Danny was minding his own
business as a private with the U.S. Air Force
at W'eisbaden, Germany, when the studio
moved in to make “The Big Lift,” with
Paul Douglas and Montgomery Clift. Danny
teas so funny in the small part they gave him
that he was signed to a contract upon his

discharge from the service. Born in the

Bronx, he has been a shoeshine boy, a soda
jerk, welder, truck driver, amateur fighter

and band singer.

V'Vg (F) The Fuller Brush Girl

(Columbia)

T
HOSE two fine comedians. Lucille Ball
and Eddie Albert, knock themselves

black and blue in this formula comedy
which emphasizes the slambang and the
slapstick. Lucille plays a pert switchboard
operator who, through a friend (Jeff Don-
nell), gets a job with the Fuller Brush
Company. She and her boy friend Hum-
phrey (Eddie Albert), a mousy type, pro-
ceed to get involved in the illicit smuggling
activities of Humphrey’s boss (Jerome
Cowan), and the chase is on, culminating
in a free-for-all roughhouse in the hold of

a boat packed with bananas. There are
high spots of comedy, the best being when
Lucille as a Fullerette prepares a home
permanent for four bridge-playing women,
only to have a small boy louse it up with
his chemical set. Lee Patrick plays a sus-
picious wife, and Gale Robbins a burlesque
queen with a trim figger and a trigger fin-

ger.

Your Reviewer Says: Zany.

Program Notes: As a Fullerette Lucille Ball

says she had the roughest job she has ever had
in pictures. She trained for her role just as

an athlete trains for a bout. She went daily

to Terry Hunt’s gym where she did bar-bell

work, weight-lifting and stretching exercises.

Then she went to Palm Springs where she
played vigorous tennis, did long swimming
stints, and three miles of road work per day
. . . One of the heavies in the film is Billy

Vincent, a former ring champ. He claims the

oddest and roughest punches he ever received
in his long career were from Missy Ball . . .

Eddie Albert left the cast of “Miss Liberty”
in New York to accept the role of Humphrey.
Eddie and his actress wife Margo plan to

spend more time in Hollywood and less in

New York.

V'Vg (F) To Please a Lady (M-G-M)
fl LARK GABLE, tough and dirtied up,
1/ and Barbara Stanwyck, crisp and high-
heeled, are the stars of this rather tiresome
story which has the automobile racetracks
of the country as its background. Clark
plays a ruthless, reckless driver who is

out for the dough and the big time, even
though it means killing off a few rivals.

The game, he says, is kill or be killed.
Barbara, groomed to the ears, plays a
bloodless lady columnist and radio com-
mentator who feels that it is her duty to
tell people how to run their lives. They
meet, they clash, they fall in love. The
lady columnist’s conscience takes a beating
when she hears that a promoter she has
been hounding has committed suicide. And
our race driver becomes a hero when he
saves the life of his opponent and thereby
loses the famous Indianapolis Motor Speed-
way race. The romantic scenes are on the
dull side; the dirt-track racing is un-
doubtedly exciting to those who like dirt-
track racing.

Your Reviewer Says: Disappointing.

Program Notes: The location shooting on
this film was done at tracks at Culver City,

Texas and Indianapolis. Stars of the racing
world who can be seen briefly in the film are
Johnny Parsons, Perry Grimm, Pee Wee
Distarce, Johnny Tolan, Joe Garson, Cal
Niday, Henry Banks, Walt Faulkner and
Duane Carter. Babe Stapp, one of the mem-
bers of the “Hundred Mile Club,” of which
only twenty survive, acted as technical di-

rector. Director Clarence Brown was once a

test driver for the Stevens-Duryea Company
. . . Gable was right at home in his role of a

racing car driver as, next to hunting and
fishing, he likes driving fast cars. During
production he bought a Jaguar X-K, capable

of 132.6 miles per hour. He’s had it up to

112 m.p.h. on a closed course—not on Sun-
set Boulevard. This picture started off Gable’s
twentieth year at Metro. It has been a long,

long time since he socked Norma Shearer in

“The Free Soul” and became a screen idol

. . . Barbara Stanivyck does not share Gable’s
enthusiasm for fast cars. She still worries
when husband Robert Taylor takes his motor-
cycle out on Sundays to join the boys in some
dangerous mountain climbing.

V'v'V‘2. (F) Rocky Mountain
(Warners)

f
'RROL FLYNN, tired, disheveled, un-
I shaven, and completely without a love

scene, gives his best performance to date
as the Southern captain. It’s a story of the
last days of the Lost Cause, when a des-
perate General Lee sends a patrol of a few
brave but weary Confederate soldiers to

far-off California on a secret mission.
They rescue a Northern girl, Patrice Wy-
more, and a stage-coach driver, Chubby
Johnson, from the Indians—and their

troubles begin. Scott Forbes makes his

American screen debut as the young
Union lieutenant, engaged to Patrice, who
manages to escape the Confederate en-
campment. Members of the patrol, all of

them stand-outs, are “Big Boy” Williams,
Peter Coe, Dick Jones, Slim Pickens, Sheb
Wooley, Robert “Buzz” Henry and Rush
Williams. The Confederates and the
Yankees are equally brave and gallant

in this outdoor drama which has both
action and heart.

Your Reviewer Says: Good Western drama.

Program Notes: When Lauren Bacall

walked out on the part of the Northern girl

in this film, Patrice Wymore walked in—

-

and got herself both an important role ( she’s

the only woman in the picture ) and a fiance—Mr. Flynn. Patrice is a Salina, Kansas, girl,

has been before the footlights since she ivas

a youngster, and in recent years has appeared
in Broadway shows as a dancer. She was
brought to Hollywood to play a small part

in “Tea for Two.” Errol, fortyish, is thinking

of the day when he can retire. He has bought
3,000 acres in Jamaica where he raises cattle,

cocoanuts, pimento and nutmeg. Jamaica,



he says, will be his future home. Maybe
Patrice has other ideas . . . Handsome Scott

Forbes, London-born, educated at Oxford and
the Sorbonne, studied to be a diplomat, but
turned to the stage to make a living. He has
aopeared in many British plays and pictures.

“Spot,” the mongrel dog featured in the

film, was headed for the gas chamber when
he was selected to play Dick Jones’s faithful

mutt. Needless to say he became Dick’s prop-
erty at the end of the picture.

Tripoli (Pine-Thomas-Paramount)

1
1HIS historical outdoor adventure drama,
photographed in Technicolor, co-stars

beautiful and bosomy Maureen O’Hara,
John Payne and Howard da Silva. It’s the
true story (uncovered by director Will
Price when he was going to Officers’ Class
in the Marines) of Lieutenant Presley
O’Bannon who, in 1805, when the United
States was at war with the Tripoli pirates,
was commissioned to organize and lead a
native army through the Libyan desert, in
one of the most colorful marches in Ma-
rine history. John Payne, stalwart and
handsome, portrays the Marine hero.
Maureen is the titled daughter of a French
diplomat who disguises herself as a dancing
girl (and dances too) in order to join this
thrilling trek. Philip Reed is the treacher-
ous former Pasha who almost succeeds in
sinking the U. S. Navy off Tripoli. Howard
da Silva, his hair dyed jet black for the
part, plays a Greek soldier who pitches
in to help our side. High spot of the film
is an exciting sand and wind storm which
looks like the real thing—and is.

Your Reviewer Says: Good outdoor action.

Program Notes: This is the first time Will
Price has directed his wife, Maureen O’Hara.
They didn’t murder each other. When
Maureen, in typical movie star fashion, lin-

gered in her dressing room fussing over her
costume, the assistant director became
fidgety. “Relax,” said Will, Southern, amiable
and unruffled, “I’ve been waiting like this

for nine years” . . . This was filmed in the
desert near Palm Springs, in February at

the height of the season. Philip Reed, prob-
ably Hollywood’s best tennis player, spent
his off time on the courts at Charlie Far-
rell’s popular Racquet Club . . . The studio
rounded up all the camels they could find and
sent them down by truck. One lady camel, in
a delicate condition, was flown down luxuri-
ously in a private plane. She gave birth, a
veterinarian in attendance, and worked that
afternoon. The baby camel, of course, became
the darling of the company . . . John Payne
had his (and Ann Shirley’s) little girl Julie
visit him on location. John’s girl friend,
Elaine White, a Metro secretary who used
to date Clark Gable, drove down for a week-
end.

Best Pictures of the Month
"All About Eve”

"Kim”

"Mr. Music”

"The Jackpot”

Best Performances of the Month
Joan Crawford in "Harriet Craig”

Errol Flynn in "Rocky Mountain”

Bette Davis and Anne Baxter in
"All About Eve”

Jimmy Stewart in "The Jackpot”
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Brief Reviews

Have you seen the new
“channel” winners,
girls? I’m talking about

JOAN LANSING the television channel
program winners you

see on American Broadcasting Com-
pany Television Network shows
. . . winners by a mile for great
class and style.

Just take a good look at the line-up
of shows “in the swim” these nights
on ABC-TV. The famous LONE
RANGER rides into view as he and
Silver, along with Tonto, fight for
right and justice . . . and head into
the hills for General Mills.

THE LONE RANGER comes to a
full STOP! as handsome BERT
PARKS issues the call to STOP
THE MUSIC! Now you can see this
radio “sweetheart” on TV . . . and
is he cute! BERT bounces along in

a full hour of fun for everyone who
tries to STOP THE MUSIC! Old
Gold and Admiral are the sponsors.

Business is booming at HOLIDAY
HOTEL, so check in for a fine

time at this* happy hostelry. DON
AMECHE, the movie favorite, is

the genial, general manager . . .

with the entertainment-key to TV
pleasure. Packard sponsors this
ABC treat that’s ridin’ high with
every girl and guy.

You might find this same guy and
girl still a-whirl for BLIND DATE.
ARLENE FRANCIS femcees this

wit-and-woo show that’s timed to
perfect televiewing. Timed by
Gruen, of course.

ABC-TV channel activities get into
terrific action with I COVER TIMES
SQUARE. Follow newspaper ace,

JOHNNY WARREN, as he covers
the beat of these famous streets.

There’s dynamite in the air ... as
you watch I COVER TIMES
SQUARE. Appropriately sponsored
by Airwick.

You’ll see more high-tension TV on
ABC’s ROLLER DERBY ... a fast-

paced, high-speed program that
gives you lightning looks at the
sport that’s sweeping the nation.

It’s quite lady-like, too, to cool off

with Blatz Beer while you watch
the torrid whizzing!

The great pig-skin pro, RED
GRANGE, takes over your local

ABC-TV Channel with his outstand-
ing PREDICTIONS for football

games from coast-to-coast. Flor-
sheim Shoes “foots” the bill.

You can see most of these programs
on your local American Broadcast-
ing Company Network Television

Channel on Thursdays. However,
there is some variation in many
cities ... so please BE SURE to

check your local newspapers’ tele-

vision logs for exact day and time.

'tbon Loosing
Advertisement

yy2 (F) ABBOTT AND COSTELLO IN THE
FOREIGN LEGION—

L

T

-I : Bud and Lou, a couple
of Brooklyn wrestling promoters, are railroaded
into joining the French Foreign Legion. Fun if you
like the zany comics. (Oct.)

(F) BLACK ROSE, THE—20th Century-
Fox : Spectacular is the word for this historical epic,
which takes Tyrone Power from a not-so-merrie Eng-
land to the palaces of far off Cathay. Cecile Aubry is

The Black Rose, Orson Welles a mighty Mongolian
general. (Nov.)

yy l
/i (A) BREAKING POINT, THE—War-

ners: John Garfield is a bitter vet who rents his
cruiser for fishing parties and gets involved with
gamblers and siren Pat Neal. Phyllis Thaxter is

superb as his wife in this rugged screen fare. (Nov.)

yy (F) CONVICTED—Columbia: Better than
usual prison story with Glenn Ford as the inmate

—

serving time for murder, Broderick Crawford as the
D.A. who sent him up. With Dorothy Malone, Mil-
lard Mitchell. (Oct.)

yy (F) COPPER CANYON—Paramount: Con-
fusing but colorful post Civil War story laid in the
copper-rich West. Hedy Lamarr, Ray Milland supply
the romance; Macdonald Carey, the villainy With
Mona Freeman, Harry Carey Jr. (Nov.)

yy (A) CRISIS—M-G-M: In this grim drama,
Cary Grant is kidnapped to perform a brain opera-
tion on Fascist dictator Jose Ferrer and is torn be-
tween his duty to his profession and to his wife Paula
Raymond, held hostage by revolutionist Gilbert Rol-
and, to be killed if Ferrer survives. (Sept.)

y

y

(F) DARK CITY—Wallis-Paramount: Gam-
blers Charlton Heston, Jack Webb, Ed Begley are
marked for murder by maniac brother of suicide
Don DeFore whom they took for $5,000 in a crooked
card game. Heston registers in his film debut. With
Lizabeth Scott, Viveca Lindfors. (Nov.)

1/W (F) DESTINATION MOON—Pal-Eagle
-Lion: A journey filled with out-of-this-world adven-
tures takes John Archer. Warner Anderson, Dick
Wesson and Tom Powers into space. (Sept.)

yy (F) DUCHESS OF IDAHO—M-G-M: A gay
Technicolor musical concerning the romantic mix-ups
of Esther Williams, Paula Raymond, Van Johnson,
John Lund. Plenty of stunning Sun Valley scenery
and Esther’s aquatics to entertain. (Sept.)

(A) EDGE OF DOOM—Goldwyn-RKO : A
grim melodrama with Farley Granger as an emo-
tional boy who kills an old priest. Dana Andrews, a
young priest, tries to help Farley. With Joan Evans,
Mala Powers, Adele Jergens. (Nov.)

yy ( F) EYE WITNESS—Coronado-Eagle Lion:
New York lawyer Robert Montgomery goes to Eng-
land to defend a former war buddy unjustly accused
of murder in this interesting but easy-going British-

made drama. (Oct.)

yy (F) FANCY PANTS—Paramount: This is

strictly slapstick as Bob Hope goes West to be butler
to nouveau riche Lucille Ball and gets mistaken for
an English earl by gun-toting Bruce Cabot. (Oct.)

yy (F) FIREBALL, THE—Thor-20th Century-
Fox: A fast-moving story of the skating game with
Mickey Rooney as a brash rink star who, struck by
polio at the height of his career, finally learns humil-
ity With Pat O’Brien, Beverly Tyler, Marilyn
Monroe. (Nov.)

yyy (F) FLAME AND THE ARROW, THE—
Norma-Warners : Burt Lancaster leaps, jumps and
flies through the air in the grand manner of Douglas
Fairbanks to make this Technicolor tale of the dash-
ing adventurer and the noble lady (Virginia Mayo)
first-class entertainment. (Sept.)

yy (A) GLASS MENAGERIE, THE—Warners:
Gertrude Lawrence makes her Hollywood debut in

poignant story of a mother’s frustrated efforts to

find a husband for crippled daughter Jane Wyman.
Arthur Kennedy is magnificent as her dreamer son.

Kirk Douglas plays “the gentleman caller.” (Oct.)

yy2 (F) GOOD HUMOR MAN, THE—Columbia

:

Slapstick cops-and-robbers comedy with Jack Carson
as an ice-cream salesman who gets into a jam. With
Lola Albright, Jean Wallace. (Sept.)

1^1/ (F) GREAT JEWEL ROBBER, THE—War-
ners: Authentic case history with David Brian as a

jewel thief. Marjorie Reynolds, Claudia Barrett, Jac-
queline de Wit are gals he done wrong. (Sept.)

yy (F) HIGH LONESOME (LeMay-Templeton-
Eagle Lion) An off-beat Western with John Barry-
more Jr. as a youth unjustly accused of murder. With
Lois Butler, John Archer. (Nov.)

yy (F) IT’S A SMALL WORLD—Castle-Eagle
Lion: An intelligent treatment of the midget problem
which has Paul Dale mixed up with crooks Lorraine
Miller and Steve Brodie. (Sept.)

yyy2 (F) king Solomon’s mines—m-g-m:
A fabulous adventure story with Stewart Granger
as a guide who leads Deborah Kerr and Richard
Carlson through the wilds of darkest Africa. Vivid
animal sequences are worth the admission. (Oct.)

yy (A) KISS TOMORROW GOODBYE—

G

ag-
ney-Warners: Rough, tough gangster yarn about
stick-up man Jimmy Cagney whose yen for both
Barbara Payton and Helena Carter causes him more
trouble than the police. With Luther Adler, Steve
Brodie, Ward Bond. (Oct.)

(F) LADY WITHOUT PASSPORT, A—
M-G-M: Immigration inspector John Hodiak is torn
between love and duty when he falls for Hedy La-
marr, who’s trying to enter the U. S. illegally with
the help of smuggler, George Macready. (Oct.)

yy (F) LET’S DANCE—Paramount: This some-
what plot-heavy musical has Betty Hutton and son
as fugitives from stuffy Boston grandmother-in-law,
Lucile Watson. Betty meets former U.S.O. dance
partner Fred Astaire and becomes a night-club star.
With Ruth Warrick, Shepperd Strudwick. (Nov.)

yVz (A) LIFE OF HER OWN, A—M-G-M: A ro-
mantic drama concerning the rise of model Lana
Turner and her emotional problems when she gets
entangled with Ray Milland. Margaret Phillips is

excellent as Ray’s crippled wife, Tom Ewell, Jean
Hagen, Barry Sullivan fine in lesser roles. (Nov.)

yy ( F) MILKMAN , THE—U-I : A Grade A com-
edy starring Donald O’Connor and Jimmy Durante
as dairy deliverers who meet up with Piper Laurie,
Joyce Holden and some bad men too. (Nov.)

yyy (F) MISTER 880—20th Century-Fox: A
heart-warming comedy in which counterfeiter Ed-
mund Gwenn drives Secret Service agent Burt Lan-
caster and the Treasury Department to distraction.
Dorothy McGuire’s the love interest. (Nov.)

(F) MY BLUE HEAVEN—20th Century-
Fox: A modern musical starring Betty Grable and
Dan Dailey as a famous TV team who try to adopt
a baby. With David Wayne, Jane Wyatt. (Nov.)

yy (A) NO WAY OUT—20th Century- Fox: When
hate-ridden Richard Widmark’s brother dies after
treatment by negro intern Sidney Poitier, Dick en
lists sister-in-law Linda Darnell's help to incite race
riot. An explosive anti-prejudice film. With Stephen
McNally. (Nov.)

1y (F) OUTRAGE—Filmakers-R KO : This con
trived story of the after-affects of a criminal attack
on small-town girl Mala Powers misses its mark
despite good performances by Todd Andrews, Rob-
ert Clark. (Oct.)

yy (F) PANIC IN THE STREETS—20th Cen-
tury-Fox: Health officer Richard Widmark and po-
lice captain Paul Douglas join forces to round up
Walter Palance and Zero Mostel. carriers of a deadly
plague. Exciting. With Barbara Bel Geddes. (Sept.)

yy ( F) PETTY GIRL, THE—Columbia : Easy on
the eyes is this Technicolor tale about prim college
professor Joan Caulfield who forgets higher educa-
tion when she meets Petty Girl creator, Robert Cum-
mings. With Elsa Lanchester. (Nov.)

Jyy (F) PRETTY BABY—Warners: Advertising
executives Dennis Morgan, Zachary Scott are floored
when their bachelor-girl secretary Betsy Drake is

mistakenly believed to be a mother. A cute comedy.
With Edmund Gwenn. (Oct.)

(F) ROGUES OF SHERWOOD FOREST—Co-
lumbia; John Derek as the noble son of Robin Hood
goes out to right the wrongs inflicted by villainous
George Macready. With Diana Lynn. (Sept.)

yy (F) SADDLE TRAMP—U-I: The inevitable
happens in this story of the West when Joel McCrea.
a shiftless cowpoke, is forced to look after his dead
pal’s four kids—and Wanda Hendrix. (Nov.)

yy (F) STELLA—20th Century-Fox: A slightly
far-fetched but gay farce about a daffy family. Ann
Sheridan, David Wayne and Evelyn Varden, who
bury a black sheep uncle and get involved in com-
plications unlimited. With Vic Mature. (Oct.)

yyy (F) SUMMER STOCK—M-G-M: Loads of
songs, dances and laughs as Gene Kelly makes a
star of farmerette Judy Garland and a successful
theater of her barn. With Eddie Bracken, Gloria
DeHaven. (Oct.)

I/VJ4 (A) SUNSET BOULEVARD—Paramount:
Gloria Swanson returns to the screen in a gripping
story of a faded star who lives in the past. With Bill

Holden and Nancy Olson. (Sept.)

yy vF) TEA FOR TWO—Warners: A nostalgic
musical of the ’Twenties concerned with the efforts
of Gordon MacRae, Doris Day, Gene Nelson and
S. Z. Sakall to put on a Broadway show. (Oct.)

yyy (A) THREE HUSBANDS—

G

loria-UA: A
sophisticated comedy of domestic relations with How-
ard da Silva, Shepperd Strudwick, Robert Karns as
the husbands; Eve Arden, Ruth Warrick, Vanessa
Brown as their wives and Emlyn Williams as a mil-
lionaire who causes their marital mix-up. (Oct.)

yy (F) THREE SECRETS—Warners: Eleanor
Parker, Ruth Roman and Patricia Neal each believe
that a child trapped on a mountaintop after a plane
crash is their son. A suspenseful and heart-tugging
drama. With Frank Lovejoy, Arthur Franz. (Oct.)

yyy2 (F) TREASURE ISLAND—Disney-RKO:
The magic of this famous adventure story is captured
in Technicolor and superb live-action performances
by Bobby Driscoll, Robert Newton. (Sept.)

yy (F) UNION STATION—Paramount: Excit-
ing chase film in which William Holden, Nancy Olson
and Barry Fitzgerald join forces to capture Lyle
Bettger, kidnapper of Allene Roberts. (Oct.)

yy2 (A) WHERE DANGER LIVES—RKO

:

Faith Domergue on the verge of madness meets Doc-
tor Robert Mitchum and almost ruins his love life

(Maureen O’Sullivan) and his medical career. Not a
pretty picture. With Claude Rains. (Sept.)

yyy* (A) where the sidewalk ends—
20th Century-Fox: A taut, violent drama with Dana
Andrews as a detective who accidentally kills Craig
Stevens and tries to cover up his deed. With Gene
Tierney, Gary Merrill, Tom Tully. (Sept.)

yy (F) WINCHESTER .73—U-I : Action-packed
Western, complete with Indian raid, bank robbery
and ambush. With Jimmv Stewart, Stephen Mc-
Nally, Shelley Winters. (Sept.)



Casts of Current Pictures
ALL ABOUT EVE—20th Century-Fox: Margo

,

Bette Davis; Eve, Anne Baxter; Addison De Witt,
George Sanders; Karen, Celeste Holm; Bill Simpson,
Gary Merrill; Lloyd Richards, Hugh Marlowe; Max
Fabian, Gregory Ratoff; Birdie, Thelma Ritter; Miss
Casswell, Marilyn Monroe; Phoebe, Barbara Bates;
Aged Actor, Walter Hampden; Girl, Randy Stuart;
Leading Man, Craig Hill; Doorman, Leland Harris;
Stage Manager, Eddie Fisher; Pianist, Claude
Stroud; Capt. of Waiters, Steve Geray.

FULLER BRUSH GIRL, THE—Columbia : Sally
Elliot, Lucille Ball; Humphrey Briggs, Eddie Albert;
Christy, Carl Benton Reid; Ruby Rawlings, Gale
Robbins; Jane Bixby, Jeff Donnell; Harvey Simpson,
Jerome Cowan; Watkins, John Litel; Rocky Mitchell,
Fred Graham; Claire Simpson, Lee Patrick; Inspec-
tor Rodgers, Arthur Space; Bangs, Sid Tomack;
Punchy, Billy Vincent; Deval, Lorin Raker; Mrs.
North, Lelah Tyler; Mrs. East, Sarah Edwards;
Mrs. West, Lois Austin; Mrs. South, Isabel Ran-
dolph; Mrs. Finley, Isabel Withers; Sue and Lou,
Donna Boswell; Alvin and Albert, Gregory Marshall.

HARRIET CRAIG—Columbia: Harriet Craig, Joan
Crawford; Walter Craig, Wendell Corey; Celia
Fenwick, Lucile Watson; Billy Birkmirc, Allyn Jos-
lyn; Wes Miller, William Bishop; Clare Raymond,
K. T. Stevens; Mrs. Harold, Viola Roache; Henry
Fenwick, Raymond Greenleaf; Lottie, Ellen Corby;
Mrs. Frazier, Fiona O’Shiel; Danny Frazier, Patric
Mitchell; Harriet's Mother, Virginia Brissac; Dr.
Lambert, Katharine Warren; Mr. Norwood, Douglas
Wood; Mrs. Norwood, Kathryn Card; Mr. Winston,
Charles Evans; Mrs. Winston, Mira McKinney.

I'LL GET BY—20th Century-Fox: Liza Martin,
June Haver; William Spencer, William Lundigan;
Terry Martin, Gloria De Haven; Freddy Lee, Dennis
Day; Harry James, Himself; Miss Murphy, Thelma
Ritter; Peter Pepper, Steve Allen; Chester Dovley,
Danny Davenport; Mr. Olinville, Henry Antrim;
Announcer

,

Tom Hanlon.

JACKPOT, THE—20th Century-Fox: Bill Law-
rence, James Stewart; Amy Lawrence, Barbara Hale;
Harry Summers, James Gleason; Mr. Woodruff

,

Fred
Clark; Leslie, Alan Mowbray; Hilda Jones, Patricia
Medina; Phyllis Lawrence , Natalie Wood; Tommy
Lawrence, Tommy Rettig; Pete Spooner, Robert
Gist; Fred Burns, Lyle Talbot; Al Vogel, Charles
Tannen; Capt. Sullivan, Bigelow Sayre; Mr. Brown,
Dick Cogan; Mrs. Brown, Jewel Rose; Mr.
McDougall, Eddie Firestone; Mrs. McDoiigall

,

Estelle Etterre; Herman Wcrtheim, Claude Stroud;
Susan Wcrtheim

,

Caryl Lincoln; Mary Vogel, Val-
erie Mark; Mabel Spooner, Joan Miller; Watch
Buyer, Walter Baldwin; Ernie—Mailman, Syd Say-
lor; Mr. Ferguson, John Qualen; Long Haired
Pianist, Fritz Feld; Mrs. Simpkins, Kathryn Shel-
don; Mr. Simpkins, Robert Dudley; Photographer,
Billy Wayne; Strange Woman, Minerva Urecal.

KIM—M-G-M: Malibnb Ali (Redbcard)

,

Errol
Flynn; Kim, Dean Stockwell; The Lama, Paul
Lukas; Hurree Chu rider, Cecil Kellaway; Creighton
Sahib, Robert Douglas; Lurgan Sahib, Arnold Moss;
Father Victor, Reginald Owen; Flassen Bey; Richard
Hale; The Shadow, Frank Lackteen.

MAGNIFICENT YANKEE, THE—M-G-M: Jus-
tice Oliver W’endell Holmes, Louis Calhern; Fannie
Holmes, Ann Harding; Louis Brandcis, Eduard
Franz; Owen Wister, Phillip Ober; Henry Adams,
Ian Wolf; Annie, Edith Evanson; Mr. Dickson, Dan
Tobin; Reynolds, Dick Anderson; Copeland, Lauren
Tindall; Nortlirup

,

Guy Andersofi.

MR. MUSIC—-Paramount: Paul Merrick, Bing
Crosby; Katherine Holbrook, Nancy Olson; Alex
Conway, Charles Coburn; Lorna Marvis, Ruth Hus-
sey; Jefferson Blake, Robert Stack; Haggerty, Tom
Ewell; Aunt Amy, Ida Moore; Mr. Danfortlx, Charles
Kemper; Tippy Carpenter, Donald Woods; also
Marge & Gower Champion; Groucho Marx,
Dorothy Kirsten, Peggy Lee, The Merry Macs.

TO PLEASE A LADY—M-G-M : Mike Brannon,
Clark Gable; Regina Ford, Barbara Stanwyck;
Gregg, Adolphe Men j on; Mackay, Will Geer; Press
Agent, Frank Jenks.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN—Warners: Lafc Barstozv,
Errol Flynn; Johanna Carter, Patrice Wymore; Lt.
Rickey, Scott Forbes; Pap Dennison

,

Guinn Wil-
liams; Jim Wheat, Dick Jones; Cole Smith, Howard
Petrie; Plank, Slim Pickens; Gil Craigie, Chubby
Johnson; Kip Waterson, Buzz Henry; Kay Rawlins,
Sheb Wooley; Pierre Duchesne

,

Peter Coe; Jonas
Weathcrby

,

Rush Williams; Ash, Steve Dunhill;
Barnes, Alex Sharpe; Ryan, Yakama Canutt.

TRIPOLI—Pine-Thomas-Paramount: Sheila D'Ar-
neau. Maureen O'Hara; Lieut. Presley O’Bannon,
John Payne; Capt. Demetrios, Howard da Silva;
Hamet Karamanly, Philip Reed; Sgt. Derek, Grant
Withers; Lieut. Tripp, Lowell Gilmore; Khalil, Alan
Napier; Gen. Eaton, Herbert Heyes; Henriette, Con-
nie Gilchrist; il Taiib, Alberto Morin; Interpreter,
Emil Hannah; Seewank, Rosa Turich; Com. Barron.
Grandon Rhodes; Capt. Estes, Charles Flynn; Danc-
ing girl, Marilyn Hampton.

WOMAN ON THE RUN—U-I : Eleanor, Ann
Sheridan; Danny Leggett, Dennis O’Keefe; Inspec-
tor Ferris, Robert Keith; Frank Johnson, Ross El-
liot; Detective Shaw, Frank Jenks: Mdibits, John
Qualen; Sea Captain. J. Farrell McDonald; Joe
Gordon, Thomas P. Dillon.

The ONE place to go

for a perfect permanent

TA here’s only one way to get a fine permanent . . .

and that’s to see your beautician. She alone has the special

training, artistry and skill that assure perfection in a permanent.

You need her expert knowledge of hair . . . her valuable

experience and craftsmanship— things that don't come in a

package. And remember, she uses finer materials —

professional materials made for her more exacting requirements.

Always see a beautician— for the softest, most natural-looking,

radiantly-lovely permanent, the permanent you really want.

TO LOOK YOUR VERY LOVELIEST, ASK FOR A

// PROFESSIONAL

permanent wave
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Brought to you by the winners of 8 Academ



toast to the future
>

Host Fred Sammis with top winners, Sally Forrest and Howard Keel,

at Photoplay party at Ciro’s in honor of “Choose Your Star” winners

T
HEY came into Ciro’s by ones and twos, each with

his own particular glow of triumph. For most of them
it was the first shining and tangible proof of advance.

For some there might never be a more glorious mo-
ment. But this night all were equally brushed with the

wonder of new stardom, each in equal measure being

toasted at Photoplay’s party in honor of 1950’s most

popular new players.

They were—most particularly—your stars, for you
selected them against all others in the Photoplay

“Choose Your Star” contest. In the oncoming months
you can see how well you selected, but already most of

your choices have advanced far beyond their place at

the time you cast your ballot.

For top winner Sally Forrest it was a triple celebra-

tion: Most popular newcomer, stardom in her most
cherished dream—a dancing picture—and marriage in

January to her heart’s choice, Milo Frank.

To Howard Keel it’s been a year of homecoming,

back triumphant with the wife he met and married in

New York, to the city where he went to college and
dreamed of such a moment as this party. As a climax

his Metro bosses' have rewarded him with the choicest

role the lot could provide, Ravenal, in “Showboat.”

So many others, too, for whom fortune’s wheel is

spinning brightly, shared in the celebrating:

David Wayne, complete with a beard that itched for

his star role at U-I in “Up Front” by the last war’s

celebrated Bill Mauldin.

Tony Curtis, the teenagers’ delight, delighting in his

date. Piper Laurie.

Mercedes McCambridge, gay with jokes about moving

with her new husband into a new apartment.

Marlon Brando, shaky with shyness when he walked

into the room.

Jeff Chandler, a 6,000-mile commuter from Hawaii.

Peggy Dow, whose spontaneous laughter turned up

the tired corners of this editorial mouth.

Nancy Davis, prettier than cameras have yet revealed.

Bob Patten, triumph mixed with unhappiness over a

marital separation.

Keefe Brasselle, too excited over his winning position

to worry about his injured back.

Gene Nelson and his charming wife, Miriam, so full

of happiness that they both talked at once—about Gene’s

triumph and his role in “Lullaby of Broadway.”

Craig Hill, telling how he was testing for the next

Jeanne Crain picture.

Photoplay salutes them all, wishes them equal luck

and hopes to present them in years to come with the

movie-goers’ greatest emblem of success—the Photoplay

Gold Medal Award.
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Gene Nelson : His name goes up in

lights after “The West Point Story”

Keefe Brasselle: Struggled six years

for recognition. Next in “Dial 1119”

David Wayne: Hailed as top-flight

comedian, triumphs as heavy in “M”

WILL THEY
T
HEY’RE an all-American success story,

these stars you voted the winners in

Photoplay’s “Choose Your Star” Con-
test and they come to Hollywood and this

success via every route and from every

corner of the country.

Howard Keel (top winner of the male

stars), son of a coal miner in Gillespie,

111., came with his family to California

when his mother’s health failed. From his

first job as a dish-washer and short-

order cook in a (Continued on page 80)

Smooth sailing: Piper Laurie co-stars

in “The Prince Who Was a Thief”

Leading lady of “People in Love,”

Nancy Davis justified studio’s faith

Jean Hagen: Time out for mother-

hood after hit in “A Life of Her Own”

.. -
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Sally Forrest: Will star opposite

Red Skelton in “Excuse My Dust”

Ornitz

Girl with a golden future—Peggy Dow has

just completed “Harvey” with Jimmy Stewart

Jones

Mercedes McCambridge: In the

money now, next in “The Scarf”

Fink and Smith

GO FROM
You put them in the spotlight and they plan

to stay there. The exciting story of what

the studios are planning for the young men

and girls you voted most likely to succeed

BY MAXINE ARNOLD

/t

\
Studio shooting works with Howard

Keel of “Three Guys Named Mike”

Fink and Smith

Tony Curtis: You’ll see him in Technicolor

as star of “The Prince Who Was a Thief”

Fink and Smith

Craig Hill: Busy taking tests,

his next is “All About Eve”

Fink and Smith



When fir trees glisten with sequins and the

Crosby kids serenade Hope, you don’t need

Santa to tell you it’s Christmas in Hollywood

I

F YOU were to climb into Santa’s sleigh on Christmas eve for a tour around
Hollywood, you’d have a rugged ride. But you’d see some of the wackiest,

corniest, prettiest sights ever your wondering eyes did behold.

The x’ide would be rough, because there’d be no snow for your sleigh, even

though many a green lawn would be covered with mica-dipped cornflakes, looking

like same. The holly bushes would be flaming all over the hills, but the chances

are better than excellent that it would be raining. It seldom rains here from April

until December—but it’s a rare Christmas Eve that rain doesn’t come down.

Yet what a night it is. It’s unlike any December twenty-fourth anywhere

else on earth and that’s for sure. Masses of people (Continued on page 86)
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Nearly five hundred people have reason to remember Joan Crawford at Christmas.

Above, Joan with her family—Christopher, twins Cynthia and Cathy, and Christina

eve BY RUTH WATERBURY

At the John Hodiak-Anne Baxter home, the decorations are as glam-

orous and smart as these two so-much-in-love people themselves

Two shiny dimes on Christmas Eve

mean a wonderful holiday for Betty

Hutton’s girls, Lindsay and Candace

Home is where you won’t find Bob Hope,

above at camp show with Tony Romano



LsjK EL AIR, where June Allyson and Dick Powell

and Pamela Powell live, is a pretty place. The
roads curve through hills dotted with houses. Here

and there you catch a glimpse of a swimming pool

glistening in the sunshine. There are flowers every-

where; purple bougainvillea spills over the walls and

embankments and bright geraniums climb up into

the palm trees.

A curve in the Powell driveway brings you to the

two-story Norman house, built of white stucco and



dark oak trim. The acre of lawn is always very lush

and green. And the day I was there the informal

garden was a crazy quilt of zinnias and asters, mari-

golds, delphiniums, daisies and snapdragons.

The Powell convertible, the top down, stood at the

door. And on the brick-paved terrace outside, the

living room a parasoled table, was being laid for

luncheon.

“Hi,” called June. She raced upstairs to find Dick.

And very nearly collided with him as he started down,

Dick ke

But June

for these intimate pictures of
t

the lively Powells at home



Did someone say Jamie would be a nice name for the ex-

pected baby, if it’s a boy? Pamela has doubts—and shows it

When June suggested taking a nap, Pamela pro-

tested. It isn’t every day a girl gets her picture taken!

June and Dick are in 44Right Cross”

his golf bag in hand. “You can’t leave now!” she said. “Johnny’s here.

Lunch is ready! And we’re going to take pictures!”

“Okay!” Dick was amiable.- “But, gee, I thought our date was for tomor-

row.”

June grinned. She knew perfectly well that Dick, with his wonderful

memory, had made no mistake about the day.

While we waited for Dick to change, Pamela arrived with her nurse. “Let’s

get the pictures of Pam and me first,” June suggested. “Then she can have

her nap—it’s time . .
.”

Pamela had other ideas, especially when we all sat down to lunch and she

saw the chicken sandwiches and the olives come to the table.

June took her on her lap and, doubtfully, passed her the olives. Promptly

Pam grabbed an olive in one hand, half of June’s sandwich in the other.
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Poor Daddy—he didn’t know Mommy and Pamela were

looking when he tried to make a get-away to his golf game

I grabbed my camera!

“What,” said June dreamily, “do you think we should call the new baby?

We really ought to decide. It won’t be long now . . . December . .

“
‘Jamie’ if you have a boy,” I suggested.

“
‘Lane’ if she’s a girl.”

“This,” said Dick, beaming as he made away to change into golf things

again, “is where I came in . .
.”

“Jamie,” mused June. “Lane . .
.”

Pamela departed with her nurse, too sleepy to protest.

Packing my equipment in my car I could see Dick’s clubs stashed away
in his waiting convertible. “So long,” called June. “Be sure I see the proofs,

Johnny. And don’t forget you’re coming back after Christmas to photo-

graph us with the new baby.”

As if I could forget!

Oh, hum—posing makes a girl sleepy. Pam decides

to let June carry on—after all, she’s used to it

All photographs by John Engstead
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With Vivien Leigh in “A Streetcar

Named Desire,” the movie version of

the play which made Brando famous

He gives Hollywood

the shock treat-

ment, glamour girls

the go-by and

his friends—the

last cent in his

little glass bank

BY ELSA MAXWELL

^CONVERSATION at New York and Hollywood parties has taken a turn for the

I . better. Sooner or later, always, the talk turns to Marlon Brando. And Marlon
v is as colorful, changeable and fascinating as a kaleidoscope.

In many ways he is childlike!

He likes to romance. He was born in Omaha, Nebraska, on April 3rd, 1924. But
at various times he’s listed his birthplace as Bombay, Mindanao and Rangoon.

He likes to shock people with bad words.

He uses his left hand as a “pusher” for food that doesn’t easily accommodate
itself to his fork.

He has no thought of appearance. He will walk into a restaurant in whatever he

happens to be wearing and usually it’s old dungarees and (Continued on page 88)

Contrary attraction: Marlon Brando
Portrait by Dirone; painting by Moller courtesy
Kleeman Galleries; chair by Knoll Associates
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Parks prescription

for holiday fun

—

cwmmaA&

fireplace stockings full

of Christmas cheer

No budget blues

for these Hollywood stars

who believe it’s more

fun to receive—gifts with

that personal touch

F
ROM November first until December twenty-fourth each year,

the $64 question is: “What shall I give her for Christmas?” Or,

“What shall I give him?” Or, “What shall I give them?”

In Hollywood there are many imaginative people who refuse

to wring their hands over this puzzle. They dream up various

unique gifts that are both easily and inexpensively made.

If you plan to make any of these Hollywood gifts, it is important,

of course, that you take into consideration the vital fact that

Christmas gifts made by loving hands at home must fit the giftee

in every sense of the word. Clothes must be the right size because

they can’t be exchanged at the comer emporium; they also must

be of such a nature and color that they (Continued on page 44)



Whittle while you work: If you’re handy with a

knife you’ll appreciate Rod Cameron’s smart gifts

for men—Western tie slips for anchoring ties

Strictly in the glamour department are Helene Lon-

don’s skillets, transformed with lacquer and gay de-

calcomanias into unusual ornaments for kitchen walls

Watch people go places—when you present them

with lovely reversible stoles like Dorothy Kirsten’s

You’ll be designing some for yourself when you

try your hand at Jeanne Crain’s amusing idea

—colorful figurines made from pipe cleaners

Keep the home fires burning all year ’round with

Jeff Donnell’s bright idea for giving—large and

small match boxes covered with gaily decorated felt

Re a pin-up girl in the parlor with Mitzi Gaynor’s

Christmas contribution—appliqued cocktail aprons



A welcome idea for the holidays and one your friends

can make use of every year, is Mona Freeman’s gift

suggestion—wreaths trimmed with bright red candy bulbs

will fit into the giftee’s wardrobe. And so on.

Your friends would love one of the beautiful and

currently fashionable gifts that singer Dorothy Kir-

sten, now playing in “Mr. Music” with Bing Crosby,

whips up. She makes a reversible evening stole, us-

ing a bright metallic brocade for one surface, a nylon

taffeta for the reverse. In warm climates, such a stole

can be worn the year around; in climates where the

winter is rigorous, such a stole is a useful addition to

a party costume after the fur coat has been shed.

You’ll need: 2% yards of metallic brocade, 36 to 40

inches wide; 2% yards of nylon taffeta, same width;

4 small weights.

Only 2V2 yards of fabric should be used in the

stole. The additional one-fourth yard should be

used to make a long roll (Continued on page 75)

Vivid touch far any home—and one you can easily

copy—are the unfinished bookshelves which Phil

Reed decorates with bright paper book jackets

Chalk white figurines from a gift shop, a set of

paints—and you have the beginnings of Carole Math-

ews’s present plan for decorating holiday tables

Browse around any department store and you’ll find

the basis you need—for the lovely petit point pic-

tures Faith Domergue designs for special presents
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You’ll never know what you can do until you try

Lois Butler’s suggestion for the glamour girls on

your list—dainty flower, bead or sequin earrings

A visit to the dime store—and Gene Nelson had

all the dishes he needed, to transform into hand-

painted china pieces that anyone would treasure

Take the drudgery out of kitchen life and add an

unexpected note of glamour with a pair of useful

terry cloth mitts cut' to pattern by Penny Singleton
Watch the girls you gift do a Highland fling

when you present them with Shelley Winters’s

design for a festive season—smart plaid weskils

A child could do it, says John Derek, who uses a

simple wood-burning set to create some intri-

guing wooden plaques to decorate a child’s room



PHOTOPLAY

SNEAK

PREVIEWS

The day Liz Taylor was scheduled to do a bathing suit sequence, a six-inch snow-

fall hit Lake Tahoe region where picture was filmed. So Liz, who had to look as

if she’d just returned from a swim, dunked her hair and suit in a pail of water

Between scenes at the beach—the time is sup-

posed to be Labor Day—Monty Clift and Liz

warded off October chills with heavy blankets

An upset pail of water sent Shelley Winters to her dressing room

for repairs. In role as poor working girl, she wears cheap clothes,

no make-up and her blonde hair is darkened to dull brown
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THE SDN"

Years ago three young

people lived this dra-

matic. story. A famous

writer turned it into a

great novel. Now it

comes to the screen

—

a true American tragedy

On a tour of his uncle’s factory with foreman Bill Murphy, Monty Clift sees Shelley

Winters, is instantly attracted to her. Given job as shipping clerk, he is warned

not to be friendly with the girls. But he meets Shelley outside—they become lovers

Promoted to a better job, Monty is invited to party at uncle’s home. There

he meets Liz Taylor. Fascinated by her beauty and glamorous back-

ground, he forgets his promise to celebrate his birthday with Shelley

F
OR a second time, the famous

Theodore Dreiser novel, “An
American Tragedy,” becomes a

movie. It was made first eighteen

years ago by Josef von Sternberg,

with Phillips Holmes, Frances Dee
and Sylvia Sidney. Now, under the

direction of George Stevens, Monty
Clift, Elizabeth Taylor and Shelley

Winters play the leading roles. The
company spent a rugged time on

location in the Lake Tahoe country

of the High Sierras. At Cascade

Lake, director Stevens, a stickler

for realism, demonstrated how he

wanted the boat scene played ‘by

leaping fully clothed into the water.

For Shelley’s “drowning” scene in

the icy lake, she was first covered
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"A PLACE IN THE SUN"

Later, in. her room, Shelley reveals she is going to have a baby.

Stunned, Monty tells her they will marry when he gets his va-

cation. She agrees. One night, in his room, a picture of . , .

. . . the drowning Ophelia suggests a way out.

Monty turns from it in horror. He tells Shelley he

must spend part of his vacation with his uncle

Instead, Monty goes to

Liz’s home in the country.

Their infatuation grows

At party given by Liz’s parents, Monty gets phone

call from Shelley who insists he must return or she’ll

come after him. He makes his excuses and leaves

Monty and Shelley go to nearby

town to be married. It’s a holi-

day—the courthouse is closed

with a mixture of mustard and vaseline. Then she wore long

woolen underwear and a rubber, inflated coverall under her dress.

Incidentally, none of the dresses Shelley wears in this picture cost

over four dollars. But Elizabeth Taylor’s wardrobe is large and ex-

pensive.

Rehearsing for their most romantic scene, Monty and Shelley

went into a kissing marathon—one hundred and thirty-two kisses.

But only six kisses appear on the screen.
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Unable to get the picture of Ophelia out of his mind,

Monty suggests a picnic on the lake, rents a boat under an

assumed name. When he returns to his car—he is alone

That night, Liz’s dad, Shepperd Strudwick, says he knows

Liz and Monty want to marry, urges them to wait. They go

for a drive. On their return, Monty sees empty police . . .

Liz, at her home, is in a state of shock. Her mother,

Frieda Inescort, decides to close up their home and

send Liz away to finishing school to help her forget

Monty begs Liz to marry him at once. She refuses. Later,

out with the crowd, Monty nearly collapses when he hears

over the radio that Shelley’s body has been discovered

. . . cars at the house. Realizing he is being investi-

gated, Monty runs into the woods—and into District

Attorney Raymond Burr. He is questioned—and arrested

Monty, on the stand, insists that Shelley’s death was

an accident. Liz, in spite of the way the trial is

going, writes Monty that she’ll love him always
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HowAStarIs
Now you’re really part of the Hollywood picture. You’ve found out what

the warning signs are up. So if you’re smart, you’ll stop,

Looking too young lost Terry Moore the role she’d dreamed

about but she was old and wise enough to keep to her course.

Terry’s next picture will be “He’s a Cockeyed Wonder’’

Hugh Marlowe’s experiences would have sent a lesster man
packing. But Hugh turned them into a philosophy that’s

paid dividends ever since. He appears in “All About Eve”

A
T WHAT point in a theatrical career does

success become a distinct promise instead

of a vague dream?
Well, success usually becomes a distinct

promise when a player’s second option has

been exercised by a studio.

During normal Hollywood times, the aver-

age screen youngster has an excellent chance

of having his first option exercised. This

crisis occurs, ordinarily, at the end of the

first six months of employment. During the

second half of that all-important first year

with a studio, the player must begin to give

strong evidences of individuality and talent

if studio interest is to be maintained.

But if that second option is exercised, the

player starts a new phase of his career. For

a year he has prepared himself within the

studio; perhaps, before that year of groom-
ing, he has studied elsewhere. He now has

a right to regard himself as a professional.

He is no longer a student. He is in business

for himself.

But to be a professional, to be in business

for himself, he must have a job—that is, a

part in a picture. (Continued on page 92)
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orn BY FREDDA DDDLEY

it means to win a little success. But

look and keep on learning

STUDIO TALK
Red Light: Standard, stop sign outside stage

door to indicate that the camera is turning inside.

Bell: Inside stage warning that the camera is

about to turn. No one whispers or takes a step

after the red light is on and the bell has rung.

Hit ’em All: Illuminate the

set, or turn on all the lights.

A Lily: A perfect take, hence a

complimentary term sometimes used

kiddingly.

Key Light: Powerful light which emphasizes the

star’s most attractive facial planes. Sometimes the

second lead is murdered by this key light.

Gaffer: Chief electrician.

Best Boy: Assistant to electrician.

Juicers: Electricians manning lights.

Grip: Motion picture version of the stage hand.

Dolly Shot : Picture made while camera

is moving on a dolly, or rolling platform.

Boom Shot: Picture made while

camera is on a platform at the end

of a crane.

Bee Hive: Cover over mike to filter

out wind during outdoor shooting.

Wild Wall: Wall that can be

moved at a moment’s notice.

Wild Track: Speaking several different versions

of a portion of dialogue into the mike although

the camera is not turning. The best of these ver-

sions is used in the completed film. Example:

“What am I doing?” “What am / doing?” “What

am I doing?”

Loop: Supplying a line of dialogue such as the

above, because something went wrong with the

sound although the camera take was a lily.

Elevators: Cork soles from one to five inches

in height, made with an instep webbing so that

they can be worn with customary shoes. Short

girls wear them when playing love scenes with

very tall men and modestly proportioned men
wear them when dancing with tall girls.

Flit Gun : Device for squirting an oil mix-

ture on the faces of players who are “per-

spiring” in a desert sequence.

Oater: A Western picture, also called “west-run.”

Cliff-hanger: Suspense drama.

Whodunit: Murder mystery.

Sofa Special: Drawing-room comedy.

It took seventeen years and some

straight thinking for Gene Nelson

to win co-starring role with Doris

Day in “Lullaby of Broadway”
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BY LOUELLA 0. PARSONS

heaven

. -irt
.

Better for their son to see his parents at their best,

Dan believes. His next picture is “Call Me Mister”

There were no more quarrels, no more tears

and no more reconciliations. For Elizabeth

and Dan—at the end—there was nothing at all

H
OW successfully can you put patches on a marriage?

This thought came to my mind as I sat with Dan Dailey—the first

reporter to talk with him after the second break-up of his marriage to

Elizabeth (Liz) Dailey.

“I knew two months after we tried to patch up our first serious break last

year that it would not work,” Dan said. “But we stuck it out for almost a

year. It won’t work. These attempts at reconciliation and compromise after

the real fabric of a marriage has been badly torn are useless.

“Memories of things said and done in bitterness still cling. No matter how
much both parties in a marriage hope and pray that a ‘second chance’ will

succeed, the strain and hurts and disillusionments still remain like nagging

ghosts in your heart.”

Not always, I thought to myself. The Ray Millands picked up their mar-
riage happier than ever after a parting of six months. Mark and Annelle

Stevens have reached a successful understanding after once parting in great

bitterness. Betty Hutton and Ted Briskin are trying again—and seeming

very happy—after two previous separations.

Oddly enough, both of my interviews with Dan on the subject of his

marital troubles took place in his studio dressing room. The first time,

almost a year ago, he had been nervous, harassed and miserable.

Now, all that is gone. He isn’t happy. He isn’t (Continued on page 96)

The first few months were wonder-

ful, when Liz and Dan dated again
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The fun began with brunch around a gaily decorated table in Bob’s Bel Air home. Guests, clockwise, are Phyl-

lis Kirk, Hall Bartlett, Cathy O’Donnell, Wanda Hendrix, the Don Taylors, Lois Butler and host Bob Stack

Gifts for delivery:

The Don Taylors, Bob

With a shoe for a hammer, Lois and Cathy help

trim the trailer—their Christmas caravan

W
HEN Bob Stack learned that

he would be on location in

Mexico for “Rio Grande” and

probably would be there for

Christmas, he gathered his friends

for a pre-Christmas celebration.

The Stacks have a charming

home in Bel Air and Betsy (Bob’s

mother) is one of the town’s best

hostesses. So they put their

heads together and Betsy said,

“How about a brunch?” And
Bob, whose imagination is some-

thing, said, “How about a cara-

van?”

It turned out to be a dreamy
idea. We know, because we
trailed along.

The brunch, served those in the

caravan party at the Stack home,

consisted of fresh fruit compote,

eggs scrambled with minced

clams and decorated with crisp

bacon, veal meat loaf surrounded

with (Continued on page 83)
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. . . serenading their friends and de-

livering presents. It was Bob Stack’s

bright idea for a pre-Christmas party

BY KAY MULVEY

Recipes tested by the Macfadden Kitchen

Everybody out—for Christmas carols: Little Gretchen Williams, a neighbor’s child, played the portable organ when Bob

and his party stopped at their friends’ homes to deliver gifts and song. John Dali, center rear, joined the party en route

Homeward bound, Phyllis and Bob make sure the bowl

of Christmas cheer is ready for their last trailer stop

Toast to a bright host: Back home, Bob’s guests wish

him a Merry Xmas in Mexico—where he’ll be on location
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A tree to grow up with, imagination and

nimble fingers made a three-year-old’s

Xmas bright and gave the Crawford home a

holiday glow that any household can afford

Cheer: Red and white table gave a Xmas sparkle to pine-panelled

dining room. Red paper place mats edged with popcorn intrigued

Kim, who wanted to eat the border! Brod is in “Born Yesterday”

BY LYLE WHEELER
Art Director

Twentieth Century-Fox Studios

T
HE Broderick Crawfords are a step

beyond everyone else when it comes to

Christmas decorations. Always you find

their home as gay as the holiday season

itself. How can you beat the combination

with which they start out, red wallpaper

and green chairs? And a festive rag rug

that combines both colors, along with sev-

eral others as well! With a head start like

that, the Crawfords could put up a sprig of

holly and call it a day, but that wouldn’t

be in the spii'it of things, of course, espe-

cially with a small boy like Kim, christened

Christopher, around the premises.

However, too much Christmas can be

overwhelming to a three-year-old. A gi-

gantic tree laden with glitter, appealing as

it is to adults, is ’way out of proportion to

a child’s size, and though he may admire

it, want to touch it, still the tree isn’t

his. And because ( Continued on page 73)

Gay room, gay season: Paper angels

decorate candles on mantel and

wooden angels, popcorn clusters

swing gaily on Kim’s little tree

De Gennaro
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1. Ann Miller wraps a clean

towel around a small manicur-

ing pillow. (A book, wrapped

in a towel, will give you a firm

base if you haven’t a small pil--

low.) Always, too, Ann makes

sure she has cotton, a steel file,

emery boards, polish, a howl

of warm water within reach.

2. When removing old polish, Ann

saves time by dipping several clean

cotton pads in polish remover, plant-

ing one on each nail to soften the pol-

ish. If any loosened polish gets on the

fingers, Ann wipes it off with fresh-

dipped cotton. Since remover evapo-

rates, she makes sure the bottle is

tightly corked each time after using.

3. Using either a steel file or emery board,

she files and re-shapes each nail. Ann
prefers a smoothly rounded oval of me-

dium length. She starts at the corners

then files towards the center, never away

from it. Ann is always careful, too, to

keep both sides of the nail even and not

file them too thin at the outer edges.

This would tend to break the nails.

5. Ann washes each hand and

again dries carefully. To avoid

damaging finished nails on one

hand while working on the other,

she completes both except for ap-

plying the nail polish. After dry-

ing, she removes hangnails with

clippers, never cuts cuticle—em-

erys out rough spots.

ANDS
BY VICKY RILEY

For one dime and one hour a week you can have

glamour at your finger tips. Don’t say it can’t

be done until you’ve tried the Hollywood way
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4. After filing, Ann soaks each

hand in warm, sudsy water for

three minutes, then scrubs with a

brush, dries carefully. With cot-

ton-wrapped orangewood stick,

dipped in cuticle remover, she

works around sides, base of nails.

Those who don’t polish tips

should use whitener under nails.

L
ET every girl who wants a fast, inexpensive way to glamour raise

her hand.

That’s the answer. Raise your hands and get yourself some mani-

curing things. If you can, get Santa to bring you a really lovely manicur-

ing set for Christmas. But if he doesn’t, even if implements won’t be

as pretty, you can stock up, except for clippers, at the dime store. Add
some hand cream or lotion, or perhaps some baby oil. That’s all you

need to glorify the third most important beauty asset you possess.

Let me hear no protests from those who work with their hands and

claim they are therefore necessarily ugly. Actually, work beautifies

hands, if you learn the right glamour tricks. And remember, except for

your face, your hands are the only part of you continually revealed to

everyone’s eyes; as when you are playing canasta or bridge—or holding

hands!

Hollywood belles rate their man-baiting charms in this order: Face,

figure, hands. Face meaning hair, also. Figure including bosom and

legs. The first requires everlasting attention, from that daily hair-

brushing and constant hair-setting to that eternal facial make-up,

creaming and the like. The second requires dieting, exercise, clothes

and hose. But hands, bless them, can be kept lovely for something like

an hour’s time and the price of not much more than a dime a week.

Just think of it! An hour and a dime a week for a beauty asset that’s

almost as expressive as your eyes. (Continued on page 91

)

6. Before applying the first coat of pol-

ish, Ann briskly rubs in a good hand

lotion or warm, baby oil. This is im-

portant, since hand massage is beautify-

ing. For those who prefer powder

polish, this is the time to apply it. But

remember, to look attractive, powder

polish calls for more whitener under the

nails and also requires daily buffing.

7. Before applying liquid polish, Ann

braces her hand 011 the manicuring pil-

low. To insure a lasting finish, she uses

three coats (a) colorless base- coat to

prolong polish wear and to prevent nail

stain; (b) two top coats of desired col-

or. She applies the polish in three

strokes from base to finger tip, doing

the sides first and then the center.

8. If Ann smears a nail, she

cleans it off with remover,

starts over again. She lets pol-

ish dry thoroughly between

coats, cleans nail outline with

remover on cotton-wrapped

orangestick. Result — lovely

hands, perfectly manicured.

Ann is in “Watch the Birdie.”
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Gay ’50’s girl: Shelley Win-

ters, star of “Frenchie”

Fink and Smith

Blonde Venus: Virginia Mayo will

* be seen in “The West Point

Dark dream: Debra Paget makes her



Ode to the girls who brighten the corners

where they are the queens of camp or campus

Sloe-eyed dynamite: Ava Gardner of

“Pandora and the Flying Dutchman”
Apger

Dancing darling: Vera-Ellen is one

of the stars in “Three Little Words”
Apger

Man wants but little here below

To keep a cheerful chin up.

But when the winds of danger blow,

A fellow wants a pin-up.

The Brave deserves some pictured Fair

To see him through a tussle,

So once in barracks everywhere

Lads sighed for Mistress Bussell.

Then Hayworth warmed the coldest camps
And many a youthful yearner

Sent orders in ( enclosing stamps)

For Sheridan—Grable—Turner.

But Betty now must share her reign

As Debra Paget's pardner.

Now boys see Shelley Winters plain.

Now blossoms Ava Gardner.

Virginia Mayo smiles demure
On camp or campus dweller

While Vera-Ellen’s sweetly sure

Her pin-up role is stellar.

Man wants but little here below
But wants with rhyme and reason

( Whatever way the winds may blow)
The Charmers of the season.

Still in the pin-up picture: Lana Turner, Rita Hay-

worth, Betty Grahle, Jane Russell, Ann Sheridan

verse by Phyllis McGinley



It’s not Betty Gra-

ble’s famous legs

that her tight gowns

are designed to

show. Below, with

Jessica and Vicki

THEIR

Women may belong in the kitchen

but not if Howard Duff’s around

II7HERE did you get that hat?” I asked Loretta

If Young. We were jammed in the doorway of Rou-
ben Mamoulian’s beautiful home in Beverly Hills.

Loretta glanced briefly at the six other waiting women
and their spouses and said convincingly, “It was flown

over to me from Paris.” She smiled as we crowded
closer to scrutinize the wonderful white and black

chapeau.

Suddenly a contrite expression chased the compla-

cency from Loretta’s lovely face. “I didn’t get it in Paris,”

she confessed in a small voice. “It’s a copy—made in

Hollywood. I mustn’t fib any more about my clothes.”

Don’t feel so conscience-stricken, Loretta. We all

have our vanity weakness. Yours happens to be fashion,

and your reputation as Hollywood’s best-dressed star.

Van Johnson’s weak spot on the vanity front is his

teeth—that’s why he’s always smiling—the better to

show you them, my dear. Kirk Douglas loves his mus-
cles so much, some people say they have gone to his

head. He’s also vain as a peacock over Irene Wrights-

man’s financial aristocracy!

Danny Kaye believes, (Continued on page 84)
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There’s no such thing as an indifferent woman in Errol

Flynn’s vocabulary. Above, Errol and Patrice Wymore

A love set changed Ginger Rogers’s mind about her figure.

Ginger and Igor Cassini at Forest Hills Tennis matches

Who’s mad about his muscles? Who

takes a shampoo in champagne?

Who thinks he’s a fascinatin’ fel-

ler? Leave it to Sheilah to tell

It’s a different figure that intrigues shapely Esther

Williams, at The Trails with Donna Reed and Tony Owen

Any girl with whom Pete agrees to share his worldly goods

had better not expect to share the Lawford clothes closet





/T5 nA {JaAmMMq.. —the strapless lace dress which Edith Head designed for Nancy

Olson to wear in the Bing Crosby Paramount Picture, “Mr. Music.”

Left, Nancy in scene from “Mr. Music.” On facing page, Nancy models the reproduction

of this dress by Nite Club, available in sizes 10-16 at $39.95.

The bodice sparkles with sequins forming a scroll design at top. Dainty ankle-length skirt

flares over a rustling taffeta slip. Around the waist is a matching velvet ribbon, ending in long

streamers. Equally breath-taking in royal or toast. You can buy it at Best & Co., New York,

N. Y. ; Chas. A. Stevens, Chicago, 111.; May Co., Los Angeles, Cal. Holeproof’s Sandell hosiery.

Right, Nancy Olson wears a young

and sophisticated date dress for in-

formal occasions. In a satin finished

faille, with tiny floral embroidery.

Velvet buttons trim softly-draped

bodice. Skirt is four-gored with

black velvet belt. In tangerine, blue

or lemon, all with black velveray em-

broidery. Sizes 7-15, under $11.00

by Shirley Lee at Franklin Simon,

New York, N. Y. ; Denver Dry Goods,

Denver, Col. Alexette’s glace gloves.

For store nearest you write

direct to manufacturers

listed on page 71

' Photograph by Dtrone

'
.

P
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Dainty footnote: Black lace printed

satin scuffs with fur trim, on red, pink

• or blue ground. $2.99 by Honeybugs
Abraham & Straus, Brooklyn, N. Y.

at

Winter Warmth: Wool fleece-lined

rubber boots, worn without shoes; in red,

.
black, brown. By U. S. Rubber, $8.50 at

Frederick Loeser, Brooklyn, N. Y.

a
Steal the show in a stole that

looks like broadtail fur. Available

in black or white, about $8.00 by Baar and

Beards at McCreery’s, New York, N. Y.

Feminine fancy: Silk satin slip,

J with nylon lace trim, in white only.

CL Sizes 9-15, 10-20, 14^-22^, 38-42. $6.98

by Barbizon at Stern Bros., New York, N. Y.

L .

Shine in rhinestone drop earrings,

$2.00, and black velvet ribbon tie choker

with rhinestone pin. $3.00 both plus tax.

By Coro at Gimbel’s, New York, N. Y.

For^glamour eves: Rayon boucle

knitted sweater with elasticized waistband,

gold metallic thread trim. White or

black. Sizes 32-40. $7.95 by Boepple

at Oppenheim Collins, New York, N. Y.

P
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PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

For store nearest you write direct

to manufacturer listed on page 7

1

Drivings by Mary Suzuki



She’s Engaged

!

Very young, very charming, Sally Wilshire

of Old Greenwich is engaged to Leslie

C. Bruce III. They met two years ago at

a smart dance at the Yacht Club, and their

engagement was announced this June.

Theirs will be one of Connecticut’s most

prominent fall weddings—with Sally’s pretty

sister as her Maid of Honor and Sally a

bewitching bride.

She’s 1/ovely

!

Sally is winsomely blonde and petite—and

her face just enchants you! Her eyes are

gay, her complexion fresh as springtime,

her smile goes straight to your heart. It’s

a face that gives out the sweet charm

of her Inner Self—brings friends to

Sally wherever she is.

f-' :

SALLY WILSHIRE— her complexion is soft and smooth and enviably lovely

Sally's ring is a large ?
marquise emerald

uses JRmd’s

Isn’t it true that you enjoy yourself more

when you know you are your prettiest?

And Sally feels you absolutely must have

a nice-to-see complexion. “I use Pond’s

Cold Cream on my face every single night,”

she says, “because this cream cleansing is

so thorough, never drying—and softens

my skin so beautifully.”

Use this Pond’s treatment as Sally does,

every night, (mornings, too), this way:

Hot Stimulation—a quick hot water splash.

Cream Cleanse—swirl Pond’s Cold Cream over

your face to soften dirt and old make-up, sweep
them from pore openings. Tissue off clean.

Cream Rinse—more Pond’s now, to rinse off last

traces of dirt, leave skin immaculate. Tissue off.

Cold Stimulation—a tonic cold water splash.

Now—doesn’t your face look glowing-

clean . . 1 feel wonderfully soft?

It’s not vanity to help your face look

lovely. It lets a happy confidence brim out

from the real you within—attracts other

people to you on sight!
Get a big jar of fluffy Pond’s Cold Cream today

START NOW TO HELP YOUR FACE SHOW A LOVELIER YOU!
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Photoplay Patterns,

205 East 42nd Street

New York 17, New York

Enclosed find thirty-five cents ($.55 ) for which
please send me the Photoplay Pattern of the

Ann Blyth "Katie” dress in sizes 12-14-16-18.

Name Size

Street

City

.

Be the girl he can’t forget in the sheer witchery of black and

white separates for evening. Snug-fitting blouse bares the shoul-

ders, buttons to the waist. The skirt, a circular dream, can be

made shorter for informal occasions, as indicated in pattern

drawings. For cover-up, a pert, full-back bolero. A dress

that’s equally smart in solid or contrasting colors or fabrics

For detailed pattern drawings see page 71

Go

State



Only

Dcml)

brings you these

beautiful

... at famous Barbizon

extra-value prices!

Imagine this beautiful, hard-to-find fashion

fabric . . . lingerie satin . . . available now in

slips and gowns at Barbizon’s extra-value

prices. Yes! Here are exclusive Barbizon

creations! Three lovely Barbizon-woven

satins designed as only Barbizon can do it,

in perfectly-fitting slips and gowns to ex-

press your dearest wish for lingerie luxury

at more-for-your-money prices! Select

your Barbizons now at your favorite store.

dcuiLlLZOfL.
Only Barbizon Slips are made
in “Body-Contour”* dress sizes

to fit each basic figure type .

SILK SATIN Slip. Gown and Bed Jacket to match: “Coquette” slip in Barbizon’s famous
patented 3-piece cut. Matching “Enrapture” gown and "Rhapsody” bed jacket com-
plete the trio. Each is exquisitely trimmed with rich nylon lace. In Petal, White or
Bachelor Blue pure silk satin Dosche.

Only Barbizon, with the sure
finesse of over 30 years’ experi-
ence, weaves, dyes and finishes
their own precious fabrics and
laces ...giving you finer lingerie
ivith patented features, extra
quality, added value.

RAYON SATIN as only Barbizon can
weave it! Shown here in

“
Caprice”

Barbizon’s patented 3-piece cut slip be-
decked with exclusive all-nylon lace.

Petal, White or Bachelor Blue.

~I?cuih'tZOft. CORPORATION, 475 FIFTH AVENUE, N. Y. C.

NYLON SATIN. Newest of the new lingerie

fabrics! Pure all-nylon satin in lace-lavished
“Acclaim” slip. What a dream to wash and
wear without ironing! Be measured for your
“Body-Contour”* size that fits like a made-to-
your-figure dress. In Petal or White.

) i X I
MISS LITTLE MISS LADY LITTLE LADY
10-20 9-2 5 38-42 14 2 /2 *° 22*72

r

•RKQ. U. 9. FAT. OFF. THE
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Ella Raines of “The Second

Face” makes her Yuletide

appearance in Sophie Gim-

bel suit of royal blue cross-

bar on black with jet button

trim. Jacket has rounded,

padded hipline. With this

she wears blue satin ascot

Ihe

hollywood

clothes line

BY EDITH GWYNN

WINTER GAIETIES

The parties are gayer, the

ladies are lovelier as Hollywood

approaches the holiday season

(Q AN T remember a more hectic month than this

past one for doings on “the clothes line.” There

were just too many shindigs large and small

as there always are when the holiday season ap-

proaches, and so many fall and winter fashion

showings, there’d never be space enough here to

cover ’em all—so here are some of the highlights

and some of the high jinks.

One thing for sure: Your new suit must be as

slim as your own shape ( Continued on page 95)
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Wherever you live you can buy

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

If the preceding pages do not list the stores

in your vicinity where Photoplay Fashions

are sold, please write to the manufacturers

listed below:

Lace evening dres9 on Nancy Olson
Nite Club
525 7th Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Embroidered dale dress
Shirley Lee
1641 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Fur stole

Baar & Beards
15 W. 37 St., New York, N. Y.

Fleece-lined boots
U. S. Rubber
1230 6th Ave., New York, N. Y.

Satin scuffs

Honeybugs
47 IV. 34 St., New York, N. Y.

Silk satin slip

Barbizon
475 5th Ave., New York, N. Y.

Evening sweater
Boepple
1410 Broadzvay, New York, N. Y.

Velvet choker and earrings
Coro
47 W. 34 St., New York, N. Y.

Detailed drawings, above, of the

Ann Blyth evening dress on page 68

Painted from life

by famous illustrator

Victor Kalin

...loves her

LOVABLE BRA

<z cfrtecwv, Ccttfo/
Take your choice from among dozens of smart, figure-

moulding Lovable Bras... each as efficient as it is pretty...

each at an amazingly low price ! Pictured: #983 Satin $1.50,

Broadcloth $1.50, Nylon $2. Sizes 32-38, A and B
cups, White. Other Lovable Bras $1 up. m

THE LOVABLE BRASSIERE CO
Dept. P-12, 180 Madison Ave.

New York 16

P
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YOUR PHOTOPLAY

In “Union Station,” Bill

Holden’s a fearless detec-

tive who gets his man after

a spine-tingling chase un-

derground. In real life he’s

an average guy who never

thought much about

personal courage

—

until the other

night , . .

It began, as usual, with Brenda prying sons

Peter and Scott away from their favorite cowboy

program. “No more television—time for bed”

The boys were sound asleep when Bill and Brenda looked

in at them. “You’d never believe,” she said, “that they

are the wild cowboys who tore up the house today!”

P

He hadn’t gone far when he saw a light under the door

of the den. His heart beat faster. He realized he was

a perfect target for a burglar’s gun. He crept . . .

. . . closer, threw open the den door and gasped! Before a

zig-zag screen crouched—not a burglar but Hopalong

Cassidy—Scott, hopefully searching for a TV program
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. . . and All Through the House

(Continued from page 56) children like

things to belong to them, the Crawfords
decided on a tree Kim’s size.

This is the first year that Christmas will

have a real meaning to the little boy, so
Brod and Kay plan to establish a legend
right now and not only choose a small
tree, but to get one they can keep always.
Instead of going to a Christmas tree lot,

they made a trip to a nursery and bought
a living tree in a pot. Later on, when
Christmas is over, they’ll plant it in a
special place in the garden. It will be
Kim’s first Christmas tree, always his.

For this tree, Brod and Kay felt that
standard ornaments would be just too big,

and they wanted something different, any-
way. A previous summer’s trip through
Laguna Beach had yielded a group of tiny
wooden figures, little angels, small musi-
cians, so appealing that the Crawfords
bought a handful. Here was the answer

—

decorations for Kim’s tree—tied on with
red ribbon, half-inch width; the red bows
offered an extra holiday touch. The figures
weren’t quite enough, so they decided
upon a few small, red ornaments and Kay
had the idea of finishing it off with fluffy,

white popcorn kernels, two kernels hung
together in a small cluster, the clusters all

over the tree.

C
HRISTMAS, Kay and Brod decided,
won’t have to be a great expense after

all. In fact they’re finding it’s a lot more
fun to dream up ideas and work them out,
giving unexpected uses to run-of-the-mill
materials, than it would be to shop for the
so-usual Christmas ornaments. The old-
fashioned Christmas trees had a lot of
appeal because they were so personalized.
The mantel plays a big part in every

home at Christmas. The Crawfords have
decided to remove the pewter plates which
usually stand in a row, take away the
copper bed warmer and the old bellows,
and again go in for inexpensive ideas.

Lots of candles are a “must,” but what
to put them in? Since Kay plans that the
holders shall not show, she has already
bought the most inexpensive ones she could
find, fifteen cents a pair, at a local dime
store. On that previous summer day in
Laguna Beach, Brod had noticed some
red metallic paper circles, with what ap-
peared to be a face in the center of each.
These were little angels which could be
folded and locked in place to stand on a
mantel or table, or slip over the base of a
candle. Kay, smart girl, with no thought of
how she would use them, purchased a
package. Now, planning for Christmas,
she’s found they are just the things for
her row of candles on the mantel, and
for table decorations, too.

The little angels are relatively easy to
make and very effective. Cut out a circle
six inches in diameter of construction

r paper. In the center draw another circle,

one and a half inches in diameter, and let

this center circle be the head. Draw two
straight lines, one from the left side

i of the head to the outside rim (A), the
li other from the right side of the head
: to the rim (C). The lower half of the circle

just indicated will be the angel’s robe, and
you can decorate it if you like with paint

: and sparkles. Draw another line from the
)! center of the top of the head straight up

to the outside rim (B).
Cut line B from the outside rim to the

head and this will separate the two wings.
Cut on the circular line around the
head, leaving about three fourths of an

fl inch at the bottom uncut so that it will stay
' attached to the big circle. From the outside
i rim cut on line C for one inch. On line A,
; starting from the head, cut to within one

r

put your curves

in their proper place

. .
.
give your good lines a chance lo show, do it firmly

and with flattery—just slip into Bestform’s all

nylon girdle. It has nylon taffeta front, sides and hack

and boned nylon diaphragm, with four sections

of nylon leno elastic that trims and slims.

Style 5667—16” sizes 25 to 34. White and

pink. $5.95. Nylon taffeta bra with embroidered

nylon marquisette trim— style 6077. $2.00
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Push up the head, then bend the two
sides of the lower circle around so that

line A and C meet. Intersect the two cut
places and push down so that the cut part
of line C fits over the uncut portion of

line A. Now the body is in a cone shape,
the head stands up, and the two wings have
crossed and stand up in back.
Because their wallpaper is red, the

Crawfords will use green candles and red
metallic paper angels. The angels don’t

quite hide the bases of the candle holders,

however. With a needle and white thread,
Kay plans to string popcorn to make two
rings which fit, one on top of the other, to

conceal the offending holder.
For the rest of the mantel she is going

to use two-inch wide red and green rib-

bon, tying a large red bow for the center
and putting a silver gift wrap ornament
with it. The green ribbon will be draped
across the mantel with two large bows at

either side and clusters of silver stars

hanging from these ribbon ends. The star

clusters will be made from tin cookie cut-
ters shaped like stars.

A big fat red candle is an essential at

Christmas. Kay is utilizing all of the old

candle stubs accumulated during the year,

melting them down in a two-pound coffee

can which can be thrown away later. A
tube of red oil paint will color the melted
wax. As a mold for the two fat red candles
she wants, she is using an empty chocolate
cookie can. To make the wick, she took a
twelve-inch candle, placed it in the center
of the can and kept it in place by tying
it to a pencil which rested across the top
of the can. Next, she poured in the hot
wax and let it cool. Because she wants the
candles to have a textured effect, Kay left

in the corrugated paper liner already in

the can, but if you prefer the smooth sides,

just take it out.

Brod, who was watching Kay’s re-
hearsal for Christmas (so her ideas could
be photographed for Photoplay), was skep-
tical about the whole procedure. “Now
you’ve made the candle,” said he, “how
will you get it out?” But Kay had figured
that out before she started. She removed
the bottom of the can with a wall can
opener, then poured boiling water over the
sides, enough to barely soften the wax so
that she could give the candle a shove
through the bottom. Several tries pro-
duced results, and out it came. For the
coffee table, she is going to put one of the
big candles in a low, bronze dish and heap
up red Christmas ornaments around it.

The other, surrounded with small red
Christmas ornaments, will become the cen-
ter of her Christmas table.

Speaking of the table, Brod wants a
simple Christmas dinner. “Just the im-

mediate family,” he said, a plan which
finds Kay in complete accord. It still has
to be festive, though, for Christmas comes
but once a year. With the candle as a
centerpiece, they will continue with red
in the color scheme, but no red linens or
place mats do they own. This problem they
mean to solve, as you’ll see in the illustra-

tion, by cutting out large circles from red
construction paper. A border of pop-
corn, glued on with household cement, will

give the circles a festive air, and they’ll

become place mats for a gay Christmas
table. The only trouble is that Kim may
want to eat the popcorn border.
For the rest of the table, Kay means to

use four more of the glass candle holders,
complete with angels and popcorn rings,

but this time she’ll have red candles in-

stead of the green on the mantel. The red
color scheme is a happy choice, for it will

spike up the dining room which has pine-
panelled walls, a pine bench table and
captains’ chairs.

T
HE living the Crawfords do is practical

and gay, as evidenced by the way they’ve
furnished the whole house. They’ve used
cotton everywhere, on the floor, on the
furniture and at the windows. Take the
multicolor rag rug carpeting in the living

room. Anything that gets tracked in blends
with the background and becomes practi-

cally invisible.

Kay picked out the red and the green
in the carpeting and carried these colors

out in her red wallpaper in a small pro-
vincial print, and contrasting, a green
lounge chair with ottoman. The deep-
seated sofa with rounding arms wears a
floral print in a soft shade of red and ac-
cents of green on a white ground. The
design is so large that it doesn’t argue with
the small pattern in the paper, and the
same fabric is repeated in another chair.

Using two prints in the same room has to

be done with caution, for unless it’s care-
fully worked out with pattern size, that is,

choosing a very small print to go with a
large one, such as the Crawfords did, the
result can be jarring.

Combining two strong colors can be
bad, too, unless one of them is used in far

greater proportion than the other, so that

it dominates the room. Or you can sur-
round the two bright colors with plenty of

white, as the Crawfords did, so they are
not overwhelming. Kay and Brod toned
down their living room with white wain-
scoting, white mantel, white woodwork
and white Dutch curtains edged with
red.

All their occasional pieces have the same
informality as the rest of the room, for

they’re made of pine and are old, pieces

that Brod and Kay have found in out-of-
the-way places, secondhand stores and an-
tique shops. The coffee table in front of

the sofa, the step-table by a chair, lamp
tables and a corner table—all are older
than the combined ages of the Crawfords,
and consequently they have a wonderful
mellowness. An interesting secretary, of

pine with glass cupboard doors, displays
Brod’s collection of occupational shaving
mugs, and Kay shows her cherished Delft

pieces in the open bookshelves that cover
the walls at the two ends of the living

room.
The dining room isn’t a dining room at

all. It’s a playroom, bar, snack bar, trophy
room and television room all wrapped into

one. It has pine walls and a brown asphalt
tile floor, and a large bar curves around
a corner to take at least a quarter of the
room. Instead of a big dining table, Kay
has an old pine folding bench table, fine

for such small gatherings as the family
Christmas dinner they are planning. For
larger affairs, she serves in buffet style.

The television set is conspicuous only
when needed, for it’s concealed behind a
panel in the pine bar, so situated that

everyone in the dining half of the room
can see it easily when the panel is open.
Closed, it’s a part of the bar itself.

Kay is justly proud of Brod’s many
awards and insists that they be part of the
room, so she’s devoted one pine table and
the wall space above to this purpose. Since
this end of the room needed light, Kay
brought the lamp into the theatrical vein
through the shade. It’s of parchment, per-
fectly plain, its only decoration being the
names of the many pictures in which Brod
has appeared. The base is an interesting

and rare old decanter.

Final detail of the room is an old Frank-
lin stove which sits on a base of quarry tile.

Since it gives forth tremendous heat, the
wall behind wears a copper sheath which
sets off the stove as effectively as a frame.

The Crawfords carry the same casual-

ness and informality through the entire

house. Their bedroom, for example, echoes
the red and green living room color

scheme, but white dominates, and the
quaint provincial-patterned wallpaper has
a stylized figure design in red and green
on white ground. The paper covers all

four walls, including the wardrobe doors,

thus rendering them inconspicuous.
Kim’s room is right for a small boy. It has

a minimum of furniture, and that sturdy,

with shelves and boxes for toys. Only here
did Kay deviate from her red and green
scheme, for she chose yellow for Kim.
As you approach the Crawfords’ low,

white California ranch house, you sense a

friendliness, for the exterior is as unas-
suming as the interior. Masses of varie-

gated ivy frame the wide front porch, and
shrubbery clings to the sides and front,

relating the house to its setting. These
masses of planting are there for a reason.

It gets hot in the valley, and the greenery
helps to keep the temperature down.
And soon there will be one more tree to

add its effort to the rest—Kim’s tree! The
ceremony is scheduled for after the holi-

days.
With the Christmas decorations they’ve

planned, the Crawfords are definitely prov-
ing a point. You don’t have to spend

)

lavishly in order to give your home a

holiday flavor. If you can’t dream up your
own ideas, although you’d be surprised

how easy it is once you’ve tried, then bor-
row a few and make them your own. The
fun is in the doing. You’re far more proud
of a string of popcorn that you’ve made
than of the most expensive bauble found
in a store. Be sure that’s the way Kay and
Brod Crawford will feel about it come
Christmas!
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said an unhappy war bride a few years after a hasty

marriage. And she's just one of thousands of ordinary

people with problems. People who've found happiness

in their daily lives through listening to the radio program

"My True Story." For "My True Story" presents the prob-

lems of real people in dramatic form—direct from the

files of True Story Magazine. So, whether your problem is

one of love, hate, jealousy, hope, fear or any other . . .
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25 Christmas Gifts

(Continued from page 44) collar, brocade
side to show on the brocade side, nylon
side to show when the stole is worn with
the nylon surface out.

Miss Kirsten fits the right side of the

brocade against the right side of the nylon
and stitches around three sides of the
stole, leaving the upper or collar seam

• open. A double, or even a triple stitching

|

is wise when one is dealing with either

i nylon or brocade, as both fabrics are in-

clined to ravel. After stitching, a weight
should be sewn in each of the four corners,

then the stole should be turned inside out.

The straight collar (16 inches in length
and four inches in width, constructed in

exactly the same way as the stole was
stitched) should be set into the open upper
edge of the stole, matching the middle of

the collar to the middle of the stole.

Then the final seam of the stole should
be closed.

J
UNE HAVER has devised a unique way
of displaying her collection of foreign

stamps, and providing her friends with the
thrilling thought of distant lands. She
buys firm leather belts 2V2 or 3 inches
wide and coats the outside surface of each
with a layer of glue. On this she places

the brightest, most interesting stamps she
can secure. When the stamps and the

|

glue are thoroughly dry, June covers the
design with two thin coats of white shellac

applied three days apart. One of these

jj

belts worn with a black jersey blouse and
a black velveteen skirt is a colorful acces-
sory and it makes a great conversation
piece.

Terry Moore makes amusing gifts

which really are appreciated in a town of

sunglass wearers. She makes gay sun-

I

glass cases of bright felt, trimmed with
sequins. First Terry cuts two pieces of

felt, 3 inches by 7 inches, rounds off the
ends, then draws a design with a wax
crayon on one piece and outlines it in

sequins. Simple designs are the most
effective. Then the two pieces are put
together and blanket-stitched around the
edges with yarn, leaving one end open.
Terry made one for herself in shocking
pink, outlined two slant eyes in black
sequins; the yam also was black—so so-
phisticated looking. You could adapt this

l idea for regular eyeglasses by changing
the measurements. Just trace an outline
of the glasses on a sheet of paper, then
draw straight lines along both sides at
the widest point, curved lines at the ends.
Now increase the measurements about
Vi inch all around to allow room for
stitching and you have your pattern.

Mitzi Gaynor, Twentieth Century-Fox
Studio’s vivid new dancer, makes gay
dress-up aprons for her friends. These,
especially in explosive colors, are the
perfect complement to the traditional
little black, navy blue or gray hostess
dress. You will need: 5/6 yard of any 36-
inch or 39-inch fabric, preferably a tissue
rayon faille, or a crepe back satin; a piece
of chintz drapery material printed with a

i pastoral scene, or a vast clump of gigantic
flowers, which design is to be cut out and
appliqued.

Using the full width of the apron fabric,

i measure off a length of 21 inches. Take a
hem of Vz inch in each side of the apron,

i and take a 2Vz inch hem across the bottom.

|
Gather the top of the apron so that it

i measures 18 inches in width; manipulate
the gathers so that a panel of six inches

i is left flat across the tummy section; divide
the fullness equally on either side of this

i plain panel.

From the remaining fabric, using the
width of the material, cut 3 strips, each 3
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Fabulous Stardust slips to wear

“Around-the-Clock” . . . for every occasion

Rayon plus Nylon in perfect-fitting 4 gore

cut. Select from lace trim,

tailored or fagotted styles

, . . starting at

A great name in fashion . . . STARDUST INC. Dept. F, EMPIRE STATE BUILDING, NEW YORK 1, N. Y.
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Embroidered Nylon

Marquisette cups
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back.

A Cup, sizes 32 to 36
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C Cup, sizes 32 to 40

White and Black
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THE LIFT THAT NEVER LETS YOU DOWN

only Permalift Bras
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Because you love to look lovely, you
must wear a “Perma«lift” * Bra. Deli-

cately designed to assure the fashion

favored curves you crave,

it magically, lastingly

supports your breasts

from below. Wash it,

wear it—the Magic
Insets lift you always.

Select the style just

made for you—at your
favorite corset department.

Priced so low you can afford several

—$1.50 to $4.

For comfort beyond compare, wear a
“Permadift” Magic Inset Girdle—No
Bones About It—Stays Up Without
Stays.

“Perm** lift", a trademark of A. Stein & Company.
Chicago. New York. Angeles (Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.)

Look for
the Magic

Inaet

inches wide. Hem two of them on 3 sides.

These are the ties. The third should be
cut in half, seamed across the top, then
hemmed and used as the apron’s waistband.

Slide the ties into the side openings (one
on each side) of the waistband and stitch

over them to form a finished piece of work.
Slide the waistband, open across the bot-
tom, over the gathered heading of the
skirt, baste and then stitch.

Cut your choice of applique design from
the chintz you have chosen, hem it, then
apply it to the lower portion of the apron
as decoration.

Y
OU have to be pretty sharp, or at least

know how to handle a pretty sharp knife,

in order to duplicate Rod Cameron’s
Christmas idea. All during the year,
whenever he holsters his six-shooters and
dismounts his horse, Rod spends his leisure

carving Western tie slips. These are used
by riders as permanent knots through
which to slide the ends of a Western tie.

Rod carves these unique accessories in

the form of an almost closed fist, adding
fingers, knuckle lines and fingernails. He
confesses that the work is frustrating be-
cause just as he is completing a slip, the
knife often slips, which is one slip too
many. He uses, as raw material, slices from
the branches of such woods as manzanita,
purpleheart, ironwood, 45 different kinds of

mahogany, myrtlewood, American orange
or osage.
Alexis Smith, acknowledging the vogue

for velvet, is making small velvet capes
for several of her girl friends. She buys
a pattern, which can be obtained from any
department store; makes the cape of black
velvet, lines it with a bright satin, makes
a johnny collar of velvet also lined with
satin, then finishes her handiwork by
binding it with military braid.

Not only is this a velvet year, but a

great year for plaid as well, a fact warmly
embraced by Shelley Winters in her
Christmas plans. Sbelley has made a

series of plaid weskits for her girl friends.

Using a different clan tartan for each wes-
kit, she has lined them with a comple-
menting rayon, and turned back—on each
weskit front— black velvet revers. A
pattern for this, too, may be purchased at

any department store.

Susan Hayward’s friends are so mad
about the candy she makes, they’re

alwavs raiding her candy jar. So she
bought several of those transparent plastic

refrigerator boxes in the dime store. She’s
filling them with her famous Almond But-
ter Crunch and giving them to her sweet-
toothed friends for Christmas. Susan
says this candy is excellent, too, for

mailing to distant places for, though it’s

crunchy and quite rich, it’s hardy, too.

Here’s her recipe:

Melt 1 cup butter or margarine in sauce-
pan over low heat. Add 1 cup sugar and
stir until dissolved. Then add 3 table-

spoons water and 1 tablespoon corn syrup.

Cook slowly, stirring occasionally until

a small amount of the mixture is brittle

when dropped in cold water. (It will

register 300° F. on a candy thermometer.)
Remove from heat. Mix in % cup chopped
toasted almonds. Turn into buttered pan
(8x8x2"). Sprinkle with additional 3

tablespoons chopped toasted almonds and
mark into squares at once.

Lois Butler has been making earrings

in her spare time, an activity that can be
duplicated by any girl owning a good
color sense, a pair of sharp scissors, and a

certain deft touch.

In making a single flower earring (daisy,

geranium, etc.) Lois collects small pieces

of felt in varied colors, cuts out a series

• MOVIES — FINE

of outer leaves about V4 inch long, then a

series of graduated leaves, growing smaller
toward the center. She fills the earring
backing with airplane glue and allows it

to stand a moment, then she fits the leaves
into the glue quickly until a full, complete
flower has been formed.

In making sequin earrings, she first cuts

out two circles of felt about the size of a
quarter. She sews these together, leav-
ing a small open space into which she can
slip the well-glued earring backing. Then
she sews sequins on this felt pad.
When Ruth Roman was attending the

Los Angeles antique show last spring, she
fell in love with several sets of antique
buttons. They were too exciting and too

different, she felt, to be used as buttons
So, this year, she combined each set of six

buttons into a necklace.
The buttons should be threaded onto IV2

yards of good % inch velvet ribbon, the

first button placed in the center of the

length of ribbon and a knot tied on either

side of the button loop to hold it in place,

then the other buttons should be added,
with a knot between each.

This necklace can be worn high as a

choker, or at whatever position the wearer
prefers, within the length of the ribbon.

Broderick Crawford is making personal
correspondence notes to give to his friends

to mail to their friends—an idea that is

tops in practicality.

Without the knowledge of his friends,

Brod photographs their dog in an appeal-
ing pose (such as chasing Brod out of the

front yard!), or their home, or their chil-

dren. He prints up 50 of his best snap-
shots and mounts one on the front of each

of 50 plain white single-fold notes.

He packages the 50 notes with 50 enve-
lopes and wraps the whole in red Cello-

phane. Any camera bug can copy this

idea with vast credit to himself.

P
RACTICALLY universal of appeal is

Mona Freeman’s dream-up for a welcom-
ing front door during the holidays. For her
friends she makes Christmas wreaths which
can be used over and over again each De-
cember, and which can be stored success-
fully during the other eleven months of the

year. For this you will need; 1 plastic

foam doughnut about 15 inches in diam-
eter, obtainable from your florist; 2 spools

of florist’s wire; 2 pounds of medium

-

sized Christmas hard candies such as

peppermint pillows, large gum drops, fruit

wheels; 1 yard of 3-inch red satin ribbon:

6 to 9 sheets of red Cellophane.
Mona starts by cutting each sheet of

Cellophane into 16 sections, or into squares
which are roughly about 5 inches by 6 .

She places a piece of candy in the center

of each Cellophane square, closes the

Cellophane in knapsack manner with a

twist; she cuts a four-inch length of flor-

ist’s wire, fits the midsection of the wire

around the neck of the covered candy and
turns twice. This results in a perky,

flower-like bulb with two short wire

stems. She thrusts the wire stems into the

plastic foam doughnut. This operation is

continued until the white foam is com-
pletely covered by the candy bulbs.

Finally, Mona ties the wide red ribbon,

with perhaps an added pine cone or two,

around the top of the wreath.
Betty Garrett and Larry Parks make

large size fireplace stockings for both chil-

dren and adults. For the children they

fill the stockings with inexpensive and

bulky toys, but for the grown-ups they use

fruits. These are festive conversation

pieces when they are hung from the man-
tel. Two yards of red felt 36 inches wide

is enough to make 3 stockings.

,'NMENT AT LOW COST •



Betty makes a stocking pattern by
drawing the outline of one of her own
nylons, only much wider. She cuts two
felt pieces for each stocking. With white
yarn, she blanket-stitches around the top

of the stocking, then sews the other three

sides of the stocking together.

Near the top, Betty writes, using dark
crayon or eyebrow pencil, the name
of the person for whom the stocking is

intended. She outlines the name by em-
broidering on this line, using a feather

stitch, a loop stitch, or a small cross stitch.

Added fillip: Betty suggests that those
who live in mountainous regions where
pine needles are available, might make up
such stockings well in advance and stuff

them with pine needles so that the felt

could absorb the fragrance of the ever-
green. The needles would be emptied, of

course, before the stocking was given as

a gift.

M
argaret Phillips glamorizes her
friends with dainty evening veils. She

buys a yard of veiling for each and IV2
yards of quarter-inch ribbon or velvet

tubing. She weaves the ribbon or tubing
along entire length of veil (if the wide
mesh kind) or turns a hem over the rib-

bon, being careful not to stitch the ribbon
to the veil, since the ribbon is to be pulled
under the chin. Then she gathers each
end of the veil into a knot and stitches,

leaving ribbon ends free for tying in back.

When finished, veil is worn over the face,

with ribbon or tubing under the chin, tied

at the back. For extra glitter Margaret
attaches a small pearl bead near one eye
in front.

Carole Mathews likes to give her friends
ceramic choir boys to be used as a nucleus
for holiday table centerpieces, or on man-
tels. She buys chalk-white figurines

(available nowadays in almost every gift

shop) and the specified paint by which
they are supposed to be colored. (If your
town does not stock these ceramic figurines

and their color kits, you may secure full

information by writing to Laagco Sales
Company, 253 South Western Avenue, Los
Angeles 4, California.)

Carole likes to paint her choir boys with
golden hair, blue eyes (one in the group
should have a discolored orb to indicate

that his angelic expression is a fresh ac-
quisition), bright red surplices, white cas-
socks and black shoes.
Jeanne Crain spent last summer (while

awaiting her third son) preparing for

Christmas. One of her most successful bits

of gadgeteering' provided her friends with
a series of delightful little Christmas
sprites to use in window decorations and
on Christmas trees.

Jeanne first fashioned a pair of legs, a
body, two arms and a head (made by coil-

ing the end of the furry wire) out of pipe
cleaners. Next, she cut a crepe paper circle

—using pink crepe paper—about two
inches in diameter; in the center of the
circle, she placed a small lump of cotton
about the size of the end of her thumb,
then pulled the crepe paper evenly over it

to make a head about the size of a small
marble.

This, she fastened over the “head” coil

of pipe cleaner and secured it around the
sprite’s “neck” by wrapping florist’s wire
around it several times.
On this small head, Jeanne drew an imp-

ish face, using black crayon for eyebrows,
eyes and nose and red crayon for the
mouth.

Next, she designed various types of
clothing, such as a Peter Pan suit, a pair of
rompers, a Santa Claus outfit, a fluted skirt
below a tiny ruffled blouse; she cut these
out of crepe paper and sewed them onto
the pipe cleaner torsos. Finally, she made
tiny shoes and gloves, stuffed them lightly
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Bras are made only by Formfit. Designed from live models to

fit your exact figure proportions, Life Bras lift — mold —
correct — hold. They give you a high, young, natural

lift with real separation. Be fitted and see!

\ Long Line Life Bra Shown, $5.00 Others from $1.25

40 c^actouA

erttentamlru^

on

uoun

kau.n.4 komeat

Pretty enough for hostess-ing your own television party.

All-over quilted nylon with genuine leather soles, faille

lining. In a bevy of delectable colors. Royal, light blue,

red, green, navy, pink, white, and black. qq
Sizes 4 to 9, medium width. 5*/2 to 9AA.

* *

At your favorite store, or write to Honeybugs, Dept. 28 — 47 W. 34th St., New York I, N. Y.
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100%

nylon tricot

gown

With a new
midriff treatm<
that is truly i

|
sensational. 1 |4

In pink, blue, white.
Sizes 32 to 40. Abo\t

'

at leading stores or'i

6LUVTEX CORPORATION 33 E. 33rd St., N.Y. IB

ffof/MHtb deep SOUTH
DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER

• MAGNOLIA
• VETIVERT
• SWEET OLIVE

Capture the rare and alluring
fragrances of the Deep South.
Here is your opportunity to ob-
tain these and other
delightful perfumes,
direct from the man-
ufacturer, at great
savings. Attractively
gift boxed. Write for

illustrated booklet de-
scribing complete La
Valliere Perfume Line.

LA VALLIERE PERFUMES
Dept. 10, 433 Bourbon St., New Orleans, La.

SO50
Tax and

Postage Paid
I oz. size

" ' '

WON'T SHIFT, |
TWIST or tiitI
won't hide dwmwt

Pay nomoney ! Yoar choiceofgorgeous new
t dress in your favorite style, size and color

\ GIVEN TO YOU for sending orders for

y
only 3 dresses for friends, neighbors or

• members of your family. That's all . . .

and your own dress is included without
paying one cent . FREE SAMPLES!
Write for big Style Presentation show-

, ing scores of latest fashions . . . actual
I sample fabrics in nylons, rayon, cotton
dresses; lingerie, hosiery, and children’s

r wear, sportwear, suits, etc. No money
_ /needed. EARN CASH TOO—Up to $23 in
a Week IN SPARE TIME! You can get com-

plete wardrobe and EARN CASH TOO—IN SPARE
TIME, EASY! Write today giving dress size and age.
HARFORD FROCKS, Dept. C-5 14. Cincinnati 25, Ohio

GA

Buy and wear ieparatefy or to-

gether. Nothing protrudes to mar
their magnificent beauty.

POPULARLY PRICED!

; \ FREE . .
.' “The Enchantment of Rings,"

16-page illustrated booklet. Interesting!

Informative! Write Dept., 28

FEATURE RING CO., 126 W. 46 St., N.Y. C.19

with cotton, and sewed them onto the pipe
cleaner wrists and ankles of the sprites.

Naturally, the possibilities of this handi-
craft are endless, because a reasonably
deft person can fashion miniature gnomes,
Santa Clauses, angels, Hopalong Cassidys,
and hundreds of additional dream-world
characters.
Do you know a pair of newlyweds in the

throes of furnishing a small house or an
apartment in modern style? Philip Reed’s
gift idea for such people is an easy one for
the amateur craftsman to copy. He ob-
tains a three-tier bookcase from a dealer
handling unfinished furniture and then cov-
ers the outside with the vivid dust jack-
ets by which all new books are protected.

Philip likes to store his own books with-
out dust jackets, so he saves the jackets
from year to year and makes excellent use
of them.
He uses a dependable airplane glue to

affix the dust jackets. After this application
has dried thoroughly, Philip paints the in-
side shelves with a quick-drying forest
green lacquer. Next, he finishes the jacket
decoration by applying two coats of white
shellac.

Incidentally, if you have no dust jackets
for this work, you will find that the slick
colored advertisements from magazines
can be used to advantage.

LSO appropriate for newlyweds or for
singletons living in compact apartments

where storage space is at a premium is

Helene London’s trick gift idea. She buys
small metal skillets at the dime store, then
applies two coats of quick-drying lacquer
to each skillet. When this coloring is dry,
she applies ivy decals to the bottoms of the
skillets, pink elephant decals to the inside
surfaces.

These neat containers can be hung on
the kitchen wall as interesting decorations
when they are not in use, and when the
apartment-dweller is giving a party, they
can be pressed into service to hold pea-
nuts, olives, or spreads surrounded by
small crackers.
John Derek, a new father and furiously

proud of it, is making nursery plaques for
the children of his friends. He conceived
the idea one day when he was meandering
through the toy department of one of Los
Angeles’ department stores and his atten-
tion was captured by a woodburning set.

He bought one of the kits and set to work
that evening with burning needle, paints,

and carbon paper with which to transfer
some of his own designs to wood blocks
for burning. He used % inch red plastic

gummed tape to make a border around
each completed block.
Penny Singleton believes that it is pos-

sible to be glamorous while removing a
roast from the oven, and backs up her be-
lief by giving her friends terrycloth kitchen
mitts for Christmas.
Penny made her own pattern, mitten

form, out of heavy brown paper by draw-
ing around her own hand, then enlarging
this outline DA inches from wrist to thumb
tip, 1 inch from thumb tip to tip of the in-
dex finger, IV2 inches from this point
around the rest of the fingers (closed to-
gether) and thence to the wrist on the op-
posite side. This procedure results in a
glove pattern about 6 inches wide at

the wrist so that the gloves are easily
donned.
She pins the pattern on four layers of

terrycloth and cuts around it to start each
glove. Between the two layers of cloth

which will form the palm, she slips 4 pieces
of unbleached muslin and—using a sewing
machine—quilts the palm, placing the
stitchings an inch apart.

That done, she fastens the palm and
back together by stitching bias tape from
the left side of the wrist, up the thumb,
around the fingers and down to the right

side of the wrist. Then she separates the
palm and back, at the wrist, and binds off

this circular opening. Onto this circular

binding she whips a series of tiny Christ-
mas bells.

When Penny knows that a friend’s

kitchen is done in yellow and brown, or
some such modern and diverting color

scheme, she adapts the color of the mitts

to their surroundings. Occasionally she
embroiders the initials of her giftee on the
back of the left mitt. Depending on the
size you choose, 1 yard of muslin and 1

yard of terry cloth will make 3 or 4 mitts;

2 yards of bias binding is needed for each.

Jeff Donnell is a great believer in keep-
ing a house beautiful by avoiding That
Cluttered Look. She likes to give her
friends sets of felt-covered match boxes
for Christmas.
For those who own a king-size coffee

table, Jeff covers standard kitchen match
boxes with shades of felt which go well in

the living room color scheme; for friends

living in small homes or apartments in

which the coffee table is of modest size, Jeff

likes to use the small safety match boxes.

In either case, she is careful to leave un-
covered the sandpaper striking strip on
the side of the match box.

One of the nice things about these boxes
is that, as rapidly as the matches are used,

new filler matches can be inserted into the

same felt-covered slide container, making
the Christmas gift last around the year.

Once the actual covering is accomplished,
Jeff adds a monogram, made from a con-
trasting color of felt; or she adds bright

YOU’RE THE DOCTOR!
We’re waiting patiently—for the names of

Your Favorite Actor

AND
Your Favorite Actress

Your Favorite Pin-Up Girl

(Pin-up girls are in vogue again. Whom do you want

photographed in color as a Photoplay Pin-Up Girl?)

Send your votes to

Readers Poll Editor, c/o Photoplay, 205 East 42nd St., N. Y. 17, N. Y.



felt bouquets, or some other appropriate

decoration. Sharp scissors are absolutely

necessary because the felt must be cut with
a ruler-straight edge to avoid a hacked,

homemade look. Airplane glue does the

best job here, too.

Faith Domergue starts her Christmas
work in June of each year, because she
needs plenty of working time. Her favor-

ite method of remembering her friends is

to present them with an heirloom-value
petit point picture. These can be ob-
tained in the art needlework section of

any large department store and they vary
in price from $4 to $15, including back-
ground, directions, yarn and frame.

G
ENE NELSON is another Hollywoodite
who likes to help equip his newlywed

friends at Christmas time. Gene and his

wife have discovered a wonderful way to

prepare china starter sets.

They purchase dime store dishes, either

white or yellow, entirely without decora-
tion. Then, using Dekall paint (a com-
mercial product available at your paint

store) they prepare a monogram, or a

simple design and inscribe it on each piece

of china to be included in the gift.

This china is then placed in a cold oven
and the indicator is turned up to 300 de-
grees. At the end of 15 minutes, the heat

is turned off and the china is allowed to

cool in the oven. This is a simple glazing

process which seals the design (because it

has been applied with a specially prepared
“thermo” paint)

.

Barbara Hale’s gift idea can be copied by
anyone, and would be welcomed by any
girl who has caught sight of herself in a

mirror shortly after putting up her hair in

pin curls for the night.

Barbara borrowed the notion from the

hair protectors picture people wear going
to and from the commissary at lunch time.

From a length of tulle she cuts a tri-

angle, the short sides of which are 23

inches and the third and long side of

which is 28 inches. Using 2Vz yards of

one-half inch satin ribbon of a contrasting

color, Barbara binds the edges of the tulle.

Method of wearing: the long side of the
triangle goes to the back of the head. This
places the point of the triangle over the

forehead. The two sides are brought up
over the ears and tied securely over the
point, then the point is swept back over
the first knot, and a second knot is tied.

Keeps hair in better condition than a net.

Joan Evans makes up big batches of

Christmas cookies for special friends. Her
favorite recipe is for Christmas Wreath
Cookies, which are so pretty and, at the

same time, pack and keep well. Joan packs
them carefully in boxes between layers of

waxed paper, then seals the boxes with
gummed tape and wraps them in gay me-
tallic paper. Here is her recipe, enough
for 72 cookies, which should fill at least

three boxes:
Work IV2 cups shortening (% butter)

with a wooden spoon until soft. Gradually
add 1 cup sugar, beating well after each
addition. Add the grated rind of one
orange and 2, eggs. Beat together until

thoroughly mixed. Sift, then measure 4

cups flour and add to mixture. Wrap dough
in waxed paper and chill thoroughly.
Break off small pieces. Roll with palm of

hand into a cylinder about 6 inches long
and % inch thick. Form each piece into a
circle. Bring one end over and through in

single knot. Leave V2 inch end on each
side. Place on ungreased baking sheet.

Beat 1 egg white until stiff but not dry.

Gradually beat in 2 tablespoons sugar.

Brush tops of wreaths with eggwhite mix-
ture. Decorate with bits of red candied
cherries and gre»n citron. Bake in hot
oven (400° F.) 10 minutes.

The End

WHYAREYOUSOCOLP
TOMELATELY,£P?

/£ONLY/COULP TELL

HER WE TRUTH...

/immps/mycMrm
ifojlo «. -ofttfiUdfc ytwy wi/p!

Do YOU Know About This Grave Womanly Offense?

Too many wives are careless, too tired

or simply don't know how to practice

a complete hygiene (including internal

cleanliness). Failure to do this so often

results in broken marriages.

A modern woman realizes how impor-
tant it is to put ZONITE in her fountain

syringe for health, womanly charm,
after her periods and for marriage hap-
piness . . . and to combat an odor even
more offensive than bad breath or body
odor. She seldom detects this odor her-

self, but it’s so apparent to others.

And what a comfort for a wife to

know that no other type liquid an-
tiseptic-germicide TESTED FOR THE
DOUCHE IS SO POWERFUL YET SAFE TO
tissues as zonite. J ust listen to this

—

Zonite’s Miracle-Action

The zonite principle was developed by
a famous surgeon and a scientist. It is

the first in the world to be so powerfully

effective yet absolutely safe to tissues.

Scientists tested every known antiseptic-

germicide they could find on sale for the

douche and no other type was so power-

ful yet safe as zonite! zonite is posi-

tively non-poisonous, non-irritating.

You can use this wonderful antiseptic-

germicide as directed as often as needed
without the slightest risk of injury.

Gives BOTH Internal and External

Hygienic Protection

zonite dissolves and removes odor-

causing waste substances. It promptly
relieves any itching or irritation if pres-

ent. It helps guard against infection and
kills every germ it touches. You know
it’s not always possible to contact all

the germs in the tract but you can be
sure zonite immediately kills every
reachable germ and keeps germs from
multiplying, zonite gives external pro-

tection, too. Instructions in detail with

every bottle. At any drugstore.

© 1 950 Z.P.C.
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’Offer good only in the U.S.
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FREE! NEW!
For amazing enlightening new

Booklet containing frank discussion
of intimate physical facts, recently
published— mail this coupon to

Zonite Products Corp., Dept. PP-120,
100 Park Avenue, New York 17. N. Y.*
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Little Lulu
Where Will They Go

From Here?

Little Lu/u says: during colds, give your nose a holiday
WITH COMFORTING KLEENEX TISSUES. YOU'LL AGREE

NO OTHER TISSUE CAN EASE RAW 8EEZERS - STIFLE SNEEZES —
JUST LIKE SOOTHING, STURDY KLEENEX. SERVES ONE AT A TIME /

©INTERNATIONAL CELLUCOTTON PRODUCTS CO. * T. M. RES.U . S. PAT. OTP.

SWIFTLY AT HOME!
Lips, legs, face or arms . . petol-smoofh
and hair-free can be yours thru the amaiing
development of Dr. Frederic Domrou, famous
New York Medical Consultant.

Send for FREE Booklet At

MISS RUTH. INC. • 1711 Walnut SI.. Phila. 3

J :U i J ! NTT
LARGE SIZE OF YOUR FAVORITE

MOVIE STAR
(DELUXE TVPE-Su. table toi Fuming)
SPECIAL OFFER—FOR LIMI TED I IME ONLYI (DELUXE TYPE— Suitable
SPECIAL OFFER-FOR LIMITED l

WithPhoto. you will alsorecelve F REECATA-
LOG listing ALL stars ulus 14 ADDITIONAL
PlCTURESof popular starson cover. Alsoteils
now to get ADDRESSES, BIRTHDAYS, and
nhotos of STARS* HOMES. Send name of
your favorite star and only 1 6c for Dandling.

HI HOLLYWOOD FILM STAR CENTERH Box 2309, Dept. A- 120, Hoi I ywood 28. Calif.

> a
$1,275.00 IN PRIZES!

5 PRIZES! 5 Complete $255 Art Courses,

including Drawing Outfits!

Here’s your big chance, if you want to become a com-
mercial artist, designer, or illustrator! An easy-to-try
way to win FREE art training!

Whether you win or not we send you our comments on
your work, if your drawing shows promise! Trained
illustrators, artists and cartoonists now making big
money. Find out now if YOU have profitable art
talent. You’ve nothing to lose—everything to gain.
Start your drawing now. Mail it today.

Copy this

girl

Amateurs Only! Our students not eligi-
ble. ^lake copy of girl 5 ins. high. Pencil
or pen only. Omit the lettering. All draw-
ings must be received by Jan. 31, 1951.
None returned. Winners notified.

Latest Winner List! Free course winners in
previous contest—from list just released:
J. West, Dodd Field. San Antonio, Tex.;
R. Parks, 305 S. Urbana, Urbana, 111.;
K. Balodis, CPR Sec. Kinogama, Kor-
mak, Ont., Canada; J. Bazin, 305 E.
87th, N. Y. City; E. Melecinsky, 1549
Corbin. New Britain, Conn.

MINNEAPOLIS . NEW YORK . CHICAGO
MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL

ART INSTRUCTION, INC., Dept. 12960
500 S. 4th St., Minneapolis 15, Minn.

PleasiC enter my attached drawing in your
January drawing contest. (PLEASE PRINT)

State Occupation

(Continued from page 32) Hollywood eat-
ery he went to the tooling department at
Douglas Aircraft. There he was encour-
aged to study singing. His lead in the
London Company of “Oklahoma” came
later, then his M-G-M contract and “An-
nie Get Your Gun.”
Howard, whose fan mail with this pic-

ture zoomed from fifty letters a week to a
handsome four figures, just finished “Three
Guys Named Mike,” with Jane Wyman. In
“Show Boat,” with Kathryn Grayson, he
will be Ravenal.
Howard is lot-hunting for the first home

he ever will have built or owned. “A place
with lots of space and trees, with a big
living room. A house you can walk into
and be comfortable,” he says.

I
T was seven years ago that Sally Forrest
(first feminine winner) who had signed

with M-G-M as a dancer, brought her
family north from San Diego. When her
option was dropped she went to other
studios and protested, “I’m an actress.” But
nobody seemed to believe her—except her
agent Milo Frank—to whom she’s now en-
gaged. Sally proved herself quickly enough,
however, when Ida Lupino provided her
with a break in “Not Wanted.” Sally, now
co-starring with Red Skelton in “Excuse My
Dust,” has been given Garbo’s old dressing
room. “Isn’t it all wonderful?” she sighs.

“I’m so happy about winning first place in

the contest. But now that it’s all over—

I

must admit I cast a vote for myself.”
Sally still takes dramatic and singing

lessons. “But I never get tired,” she says.

“When you’re doing something you love,

you just don’t.”

Anthony Curtis (second) found his first

dramatic self-expression as a teenager at

a Bronx settlement house. He’d say to the
kids he was looking after, “Let’s play a
game. You, Johnny, and Bill are the rob-
bers. Frankie, you can be the detective,

Tim, you’re the chickie for the cops, now
then—everybody act.”

Evenings, when the settlement house
was closed, he would subway downtown to

the backstage door of the theater where
Bert Lahr was doing “Burlesque.” And if

somebody said, “Here, kid, go buy us some
coffee and doughnuts,” he was thrilled.

Finally he got with the Dramatic Work-
shop. “I remember,” he says now, “when
they put a broom in my hand to sweep the

stage. I stood there as proud as a prince
thinking, ‘Well, here I am—I’ve finally

gotten on top of this thing.’ I always knew
something would come of it. It had to.”

He jumps from supporting player to

stardom in the U-I Technicolor production
of “The Prince Who Was a Thief.”

“I nearly ‘flipped’ when I found out I’d

won in the ‘Choose Your Star’ Contest,”

says Tony. “I didn’t even think people
knew who I was, but being recognized and
identified by the public—that’s the big

kick . .
.”

Peggy Dow’s father has a bottled gas

business in Athens, Tennessee. But Peggy
(second) never let her family’s security

hold her back. At twenty-two years of

age, she has worked as a model, secretary,

receptionist and radio bit player.

Peggy, who lives at the Hollywood Studio
Club, rooms with a girl who’s secretary for

an NBC television producer. She loves it.

“When you live with 96 girls who would
like to be in your shoes—you can’t help
knowing how lucky you are,” she says. Her
good performances in “Harvey” and “Lights

Out” prove it’s more than luck in her case.

Craig Hill (third) was bom and brought
up in Laguna Beach. By car, Laguna’s just



an hour or two away from Hollywood. But
it would have been a million miles away as
far as Craig was concerned until Henry
Willson spotted him in a “little theater”
play. Craig flunked his first screen test.

But he was given another chance when
Twentieth Century-Fox was looking for a
boy to play the lifeguard in “Cheaper by
the Dozen.”

Craig, too, almost “flipped” at winning
Number Three position in the “Choose Your
Star” poll, on the strength of just this pic-
ture. It helped him recover from his dis-

appointment recently when he learned that
his part in “All About Eve” had been cut
out. “The picture ran too long,” Craig ex-
plains. “As it stands, if you don’t wink,
you’ll see the back of my head.

“I live simply but—well—it takes $3,000
a year minimum for an actor to hold his
own in Hollywood. You need more clothes
for this job than for any other.”

Mercedes McCambridge (No. 3) hails

from a farm in Joliet, Illinois. While she
was a sophomore at Chicago’s Mundelein
College, she had an NBC contract to do ten
radio broadcasts a week. Orson Welles
hailed her as the “greatest living radio ac-
tress.” But she never was offered a film

part until Robert Rossen signed her for
“All the King’s Men”—for which she won
an Oscar.
Now Mercedes’s salary has sky-rocketed

from her original $750 a week to $7,500.

Mercedes, a free lancer who picks her
scripts, has done “Lightning Strikes Twice”
with Richard Todd, and “The Scarf.” Cur-
rently, she is making “Inside Straight” with
John Hodiak and David Brian at M-G-M.

Y
OUR votes were important also to am-
bitious and agile Gene Nelson (No. 4) who

used to bicycle between a three a.m. job in

a bakery to an afternoon stint in a haber-
dashery store and a third job from five un-
til eight in a cafeteria on Wilshire Boule-
vard. “This is it,” Gene thought when he
was signed to a contract at Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox. A year later he was out of work,
then Bill Eythe signed him for “Lend an
Ear,” and Warners took over from there.

Now Gene’s name goes up in lights with
Doris Day’s in “Lullaby of Broadway.” His
work in “Tea for Two” and “The West
Point Story” confirmed the highest ex-
pectations the studio had for him.

Piper Laurie (No. 4) was discovered in

a Los Angeles High School play when she
was sixteen. After she played a little

theater presentation, Universal signed her
and put her in “Louisa.” She’s just been
given her first co-starring role opposite
Tony Curtis in “The Prince Who Was a
Thief.”

Six years ago, when Universal dropped
Keefe Brasselle (No. 5) after he appeared
with Gloria Jean in “River Gang,” he won-
dered how he would support his family.
He knew his way around Hollywood

—

after all, his mother is Betty Grable’s hair-
dresser. But the best job he could get, be-
fore Ida Lupino gave him the male lead in
“Not Wanted,” was as a shoe salesman at

$35 a week. “I remember one period,” Keefe
says, “when we ate mostly cereal and saved
the lamb chop for the baby.”
Speaking of his “Choose Your Star”

honor, Keefe said, “I didn’t think I’d have
a chance—a lot of fellows have done so
much.” Keefe has one of the best roles of
his career in Metro’s “Dial 1119.”

Nancy Davis (No. 5), daughter of a
prominent doctor, gave up Chicago society
to compete for small parts on Broadway
and in television. Then she was signed by
M-G-M. “I’ve never thought of anything
but acting,” says Nancy. “But that’s the
way it has to be. If you do it with any
reservations, you shouldn’t be in it.”

When M-G-M entrusted Nancy with the
feminine lead in “The Next Voice You
Hear” a future seemed assured. Nancy

on^.
with FREE dispenser

Easy as pressing a button! Hold bottle

with one hand — press plunger — the

right amount flows out.

No more caps to remove. Take off

regular cap, insert dispenser. It’s ready

for instant use!

No mess, no waste, no spill. Saves

time, money. More sanitary!

Protect baby’s precious skin this easy,

economical way. Ask for soothing,

flower-fragrant Mennen Baby Oil with

handy, new easy-flo dispenser in-

cluded, free.
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“Lucky Me—
Jan’s My Friend”

Warm reminiscence by Fran A! I
i-

:on about her early days in radio

when her best friend was Janette

Davis, this month's cover girl.
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Exclusive Stories and Pictures On
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Carol Douglas Jack Carter

Art Linkletter

and many more

Get RADIO and
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Don't be
HALF-SAFE

p

by VALDA SHERMAN
Many mysterious changes take
place in your body as you ma-
ture. Now, the apocrine glands
under your arms begin to se-

crete daily a new type of per-

spiration containing milky substances which
will — if they reach your dress — cause ugly
stains and clinging odor.

You'll face this problem throughout wo-
manhood. It’s not enough merely to stop the
odor of this perspiration. You must now use
a deodorant that stops the perspiration itself

before it reaches — and ruins — your clothes.

As doctors know, not all deodorants stop
both perspiration and odor. But Arrid does!
It’s been proved that the new cream deodor-
ant Arrid stops underarm perspiration 1 to 3

days safely—keeps underarms dry and sweet.

Remember this, too. Arrid’s antiseptic ac-
tion kills odor on contact — prevents forma-
tion of odor up to 48 hours and keeps you
“shower-bath” fresh. And it’s safe for skin
— safe for fabrics.

So, don't be half-safe. Don’t risk your
happiness with half-safe deodorants. Be
Arnd-saje! Use Arrid, to be sure. Arrid with
Creamogen will not dry out, and it’s so pleas-
ant and easy to apply. Get Arrid today—only
39 <t plus tax.

considers the fact that she got that part a
pretty tall “miracle’' in itself. Now she’s

starring in a college story, ‘People in

Love,” with John (Professor) Hodiak.
All your “Choose Your Star” winners

had the same goal as Nancy. They all

wanted, above all, to act. David Wayne
and Jean Hagen (both sixth on the list),

to gain their end, went through a succes-
sion of tough breaks on Broadway.
David will star next in “M,” and in “Up

Front,” in which he plays Bill Mauldin’s
famous G.I. Joe. He won’t sign an ex-
clusive contract with any studio. He pre-
fers to commute between movies, stage,

and television—wherever the part is right.

“There’s nothing,” Jean Hagen says, “as
exciting as playing in front of a live audi-
ence. But the screen offers a greater
variety of parts. On the stage, either you’re
out of a job, or else you’re in a hit and you
do the same thing for three years.” Next
Jean would like to do a comedy. She thinks
the world needs entertainment.

Jean’s older brother, a pilot, was killed in

World War II. Her younger brother, Paul,
is stationed in Texas now . . “but you
never really know the kind of feeling

mothers with sons must have about war

—

until you have a child of your own,” says
Jean, with a tender glance toward her baby
daughter, Christina Patricia (named after

her college roommate, Pat Neal).

DOCK HUDSON (No. 7), an ex-gob, who
li was working as a mail carrier, attracted

the attention of an agent who lived on his

route. Universal is giving Rock a slow
careful build-up. He’s been given roles in

four pictures in four months—all of them
different. In “The Fat Man” he plays a

romantic lead. In “Lights Out,” “Toma-
hawk,” and “Air Cadet” he’s featured.

Barbara Bates (No. 7) modeled and won
a beauty contest, then was signed by War-
ners and later dropped. Barbara is al-

most as surprised at the comments she’s

getting from “All About Eve” as she was
to know she was a winner in Photoplay’s
“Choose Your Star” Contest. “I didn’t

dream I could win,” she says wonderingly.
“I was in such fast company!” She laments
the fact that on the screen she still looks
eighteen. “I have the hardest time getting
older parts. But when I have a sophisti-

cated hairdo and use more make-up and
really dress—I can look older.”

Jeff Chandler (No. 8) was appearing on
the “Our Miss Brooks” radio show when
his screen break came in “Sword in the
Desert.” Now Jeff’s a U-I contractee, has
attained star status, not only on his home
lot, but through three loan-outs at Twen-
tieth Century-Fox, too. He’s found his

services in such demand that he’s been
commuting between Honolulu and Holly-
wood—to make his “Our Miss Brooks”
radio show with Eve Arden and catch the
Sunday night plane in time to go on loca-

tion for “Bird of Paradise” with Debra
Paget Monday morning.
Nancy Olson (No. 8)—like Piper Laurie

—was discovered while she was still in

school and whisked out of a school play to

sign a Paramount contract.

Nancy is now commuting between her
husband’s (Broadway playwright Allan
Lerner’s) farm in Suffern, N. Y. and Hol-
lywood.
Knowing that she was “in” was very

welcome to Nancy because the four pic-

tures in which she’s been featured have
been so slow getting release dates that she
often is unrecognized. During the making
of “Union Station” a little girl crawled un-
der the ropes at the Los Angeles depot to

get Bill Holden’s autograph. “You should
ask this young lady for hers,” Bill said.

“She’s going to be one of the biggest stars

in pictures.” To which the little girl replied

merely, “When?” And that, as Nancy says,

“stopped me. I only wish I knew . .
.”

Bob Patten (No. 9) after he was dis-
charged from service, joined the Actor’s
Lab. Under his Twentieth Century-Fox
contract he was given only bit roles until
the part of Jesse Bishop in “Twelve
O’Clock High.”
Now, like most of the veterans of the

last war, Bob, who has a Reserve Commis-
sion as Second Lieut, in the Air Corps, is

wondering when he will be called back.
His thoughts are how—if ever—we can

achieve a lasting peace. “I’m a nationalist
—and an idealist,” he says. “I can’t help
thinking that we lose sight of the fact that
people must be generally much the same
the world over. I don’t think the average
Joes of any nation really want to fight the
Joes of another nation. We can only hold
the hope that somehow, someday, we will

be able to spread the ‘Voice of America’
and get the truth through to those people
about what this country stands for . .

Bob is in “American Guerrilla in the
Philippines” with Micheline Prelle.

Micheline Prelie (No. 9)—a star in

France—waited almost a year in Beverly
Hills before Twentieth cast her in “Under
My Skin.” During the location trip Miche-
line made when she co-starred with Ty-
rone Power in Twentieth Century -Fox’s
“American Guerrilla in the Philippines,”
she earned the admiration of the otherwise
all-masculine location cast and crew. The
hardships they encountered were many

—

they met up with pythons, wild boar anc1

had to cut their way through the archipel-
ago with bolo knives. But there were no
complaints from Micheline. Of the trip,

she says, “Why, I was a regular jungle
princess. I couldn’t even wash my own
clothes. The boys were that considerate ot

me.” Now Micheline is in France makinc
“The Bargain” for her husband Willian
Marshall and Errol Flynn.

MARLON BRANDO and Judy Holliday
ill (both No. 10) came to Hollywood, o'

course, after they had had great success
on Broadway in “A Streetcar Named De-
sire” and “Born Yesterday” respectively
Judy lives in New York, where her hus-

band, David Oppenheim, is a musical di-

rector. When she’s in Hollywood, making
her one picture a year for Columbia, the

latest being “Born Yesterday,” she races

home to her apartment from the set. She
doesn’t even take time to remove her
make-up. Her husband calls her nighth
long distance.

Marlon Brando, now appearing opposite
Vivien Leigh in “A Streetcar Named De-
sire,” wants to buy a ranch near Broken
Bow, Nebraska—“population two.” But he
can see now that he will have to wait for

somebody to die—or something. “You just

don’t give up good land.” That’s where
Marlon and his father have a ranch—the
“Penny-Poker”—leased now and are in the
cattle-raising business, having started with
1600 head.
Marlon asks of life only “to always have

that feeling of waking up in the morning
and being glad that I’m alive.” 1
Ben Johnson (tying with Marlon as No

10), a cowpoke from Pawhuska, Okla-
homa, risked his neck doubling for stars :

until he attracted the attention of John
Ford, who signed him to a personal con-
tract and put him in “Three Godfathers,” 1
“She Wore a Yellow Ribbon” and the star-

ring role in “Wagonmaster.” Ben, despite

his increasing success, still can be found,
between pictures, with a rodeo or working
along with cowpokes on his Valley ranch
These are the stars you have chosen,

their background, their successes and fail- „

ures. The future looks bright for them
They have their talent, their ambitious
vision, their hard work and their humility.

And they have you behind them—you who
voted them alreadv well on their way. . . -

Thf End
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Merrily They Roll Along

(Continued, from page 54) little sausages,
corn muffins and coffee.

The long table in the lanaii, overlooking
the magnificent gardens and swimming
pool, was festively decorated. Branches of

long needle pine, cones and brilliant red,

blue and gold Christmas balls formed lux-
urious and colorful table decorations.

After everyone had enjoyed the hearty
repast, Bob said, “Now, all of you stay

here until you hear the jingle bells.” A
few minutes later he pulled the gaily

decorated trailer he had rented for the

occasion into the driveway—and then the
fun began. The presents Bob had for other
friends in various parts of town were piled

into his roving “Open House.” The Tom-
and-Jerrys were properly flavored. The
little portable organ stood ready for ac-
companiment to the caroling. The idea

was to roll merrily along to the home of

each of the chosen friends, bring them out
by carol singing, have them pick up their

gifts and enjoy a little Christmas cheer.

B
OB, making out his guest list for the
brunch, put Wanda Hendrix at the top.

Not only because Wanda is an old friend

but because she, too, probably will be
away at Christmas time since she’s star-

ring with Bob in “Rio Grande.”
The other guests were Mr. and Mrs.

Don Taylor (Phyllis Avery), Mr. and Mrs.
Hall Bartlett (Lois Butler), Phyllis Kirk,
Cathy O’Donnell and John Dali. John,
however, came later, in time for the ride,

but not for brunch.
Little Gretchen Williams, the child of a

neighbor from whom Bob borrowed the
organ, went along to play and Janet Lee
Schultz was a special guest. Janet Lee,
visiting Hollywood for the first time and
attending a Carnation broadcast, had been
picked out of the crowd by Bob Finn who
does the show, as a special Carnation
guest. When Bob had asked Janet Lee
what she would like best on her Hollywood
trip, she’d said, “To meet Bob Stack.”

“You’re in,” Bob Finn had told her. “He’s

a good friend of mine and if he’s home
we’ll run out to his house.” When Finn
had called and asked Stack what he was
doing Bob had said casually, “Having a

Christmas party.” Of course Janet Lee
had been practically breathless when Bob
Finn had told her she was invited.

Bob’s timing of his pre-Christmas cele-

bration at the same time Santa Claus Lane
opened on Hollywood Boulevard brought
everyone to the party in a holiday mood.
The trailer was fun. Riding a trailer on

the move produces somewhat the same
sensation as riding in a boat when the sea

is very rough. And with such a load of

talent as Bob’s party carried, there was
never a dull moment. Practically every
one of the guests had played in stock at

one time or another in their lives, so as

they rolled merrily along productions were
put on that ran from Shakespeare to min-
strels. And Bob did some of the fancy
cape tricks he had had to learn for

“Torero.” Bob is probably the first person
to have held Open House, served Tom-
and-Jerrys and told some guests they were
not invited to indulge. Rude? No, down-
right sensible, as everyone agreed. Even
for Holiday fun it doesn’t make sense to

bend an elbow, however slightly, in a

moving object. But after the roving was
over, Bob’s riders returned to his house
and relaxed over a Tom-and-Jerry.

If you hanker for a holiday caravan and
cannot rent a trailer, maybe you can bor-
row a horse and wagon or a truck. Or a

caravan of cars would be fun.

Lois Butler is in “High Lonesome,” John
Dali is in “The Gun,” Wanda Hendrix is

in “Saddle Tramp,” Phyllis Kirk is in “Two
Weeks—With Love,” Cathy O’Donnell is

in “The Miniver Story,” Phyllis Avery
Taylor debuts in “Queen for a Day” and
Don Taylor is in “Father’s Little Dividend.”
Bob Stack will also be seen in “Mr. Music.”

The following recipes serve eight.

SCRAMBLED EGGS WITH CLAMS
Drain: 1 ten-ounce can minced clams
Combine in bowl:

8 eggs
1 teaspoon salt

% teaspoon pepper

Vi cup milk
Beat until well combined. Melt in skillet:

3 tablespoons butter
Add drained minced clams and cook over
low heat 1 minute. Add egg milk mixture,
and cook over low heat. Stir gently and
constantly up from bottom to form soft

creamy flakes. Place on platter. Garnish
with parsley and cooked, drained bacon.

VEAL LOAF WITH SAUSAGES
Combine: 4 cups soft bread crumbs with

% cup milk. Let stand until milk is

absorbed.
Add: 2 pounds ground veal

% pound ground beef
2 teaspoons salt

Vz teaspoon pepper
% teaspoon leaf thyme
Vi teaspoon ground sage
3 tablespoons chopped parsley
2 eggs, well beaten

Mix lightly, but thoroughly, with fork.

Shape into roll. Place in lightly greased
pan. Bake in a moderate oven (375° F.)

45 minutes.
Twenty minutes before veal loaf is to be

done place V2 cup water in a large skillet.

Arrange 1 pound small link pork sausages
in skillet. Cover and cook over low heat
10 minutes. Remove cover and pour off

water. Cook over moderate heat 10 min-
utes (turning frequently) or until sausages
are well browned. Drain on absorbent
paper. Place veal loaf on platter, and slice.

Arrange sausages around it. Garnish with
parsley.

TOM AND JERRY
Beat until stiff but not dry: 8 egg whites
Add gradually: 3 tablespoons confection-

ers’ sugar
Beat well after each addition.

Add: 8 egg yolks; beat until blended. Dip
2 tablespoons full of mixture into each
china mug. To each mug add: V2 jigger

brandy and 1 jigger rum. Fill mugs with
very hot water. Stir well. Sprinkle top with
grated nutmeg.

The End

Come away to carefree adventure this Win-
ter— on any one of hundreds of different

Greyhound Amazing America Tours! These

low-cost pleasure trips include hotel accom-
modations, sightseeing, entertainment —
everything planned in advance by experts.

Whether you have a weekend, a week, or a

month, you’ll find just the Tour for you

!

12-Day MEXICO TOUR . . . $124.85
A special escorted Tour from San Antonio to

Mexico City, Cuernavaca, Taxco, Puebla, and
dozens of other romantic Mexican attractions.

Eleven nights’ hotel, 19 meals included.

11-Day FLORIDA CIRCLE . . . $81.05
See "everything under the sun” in this fabulous

Florida adventure. Begin at Jacksonville, swing
through St. Augustine, Miami, Key West, other

spots. Ten nights at smart hotels.

NEW YORK CITY, 5 Days $25.05
BOSTON, 3 Days 13.75
WASHINGTON, D. C., 4 Days . . . 19.75
LAS VEGAS-HOOVER DAM, 3 Days 9.25
CHICAGO, 3 Days 12.00
LOS ANGELES-CATALINA, 6 Days . . 25.05
YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK, 3 Days . 45.50
COLONIAL VIRGINIA, 6 Days . . . 40.45
EVERGREEN CIRCLE, 3 Days . . . . 21.85
DETROIT, 3 Days 12.10
HAVANA, 3 Days 50.50
(By Bits from Miami to Key West, air to Cuba)

To all prices shown above, add Greyhound round-trip fare
from your city. U. S. tax extra. Prices are su bject to change.

FREE! "AMAZING AMERICA” TOUR FOLDER

Greyhound Information Center, 1 05 W. Madison,
Chicago 2, III.— Send me your illustrated Greyhound
folder telling all about Amazing America Tours.

Name

Address

City & State ts—12-50
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Pardon Their Conceits!

(Continued from page 62) mistakenly,
that he’s the best party-giver in town.
Hedy Lamarr is in love with her nose!
Errol Flynn is convinced he’s the world’s
greatest lover. So is Frank Sinatra. Esther
Williams is proud—not of her gorgeous
shape—but of her business acumen. Greer
Garson’s red hair is her Achilles heel.

Judy Garland, fat at fifteen years old,

about died in the struggle to attain a
perfect figure. Gene Tierney, born in

Brooklyn, likes to tell you of her social

background in Westport, Connecticut.
Humphrey Bogart would almost give Laur-
en Bacall in return for winning on water
with his boat, just once. Million-dollar-
legs Betty Grable prefers her derriere.

W ELL, we all have something we’re vain
about. And it’s a good fault. Keeps us

trim and on our toes, mentally and physi-
cally. Like Claudette Colbert and her
marvelous figure. How can Claudette be
forty -five when her waistline says, “I’m
eighteen.” Claudette deserves to be proud
of her figure. When she was fifteen years
old, she was run over by a truck. Her
back was broken, so was her nose. It was
months and months before she finally and
painfully struggled to a standing position.

No wonder that ever since she has
guarded that gorgeous chassis with the
perfectionist care she gives to everything.
This gal can tell you what is wrong with
anything—cooking, sewing, gardening,
floor waxing, you name it. The madden-
ing part is, she’s always right!

When Judy Garland was sixteen her
breathless ambition was to wear a size

ten dress. “Simple,” said the adolescent
Judy, “I won’t eat.” It was so deceptive-
ly simple! But what a price to pay in

shattered nerves. Besides being skinny, she
looked terrible. I much prefer the plump
Judy of “Summer Stock.” How about you?
Joan Crawford went through the same

starving routine twenty-five years ago.

Joan has always had tremendous strength.
And she didn’t shed her perspective with
her fifty pounds of flesh. But if you want
to know why Joan and so many other
glamour gals are always getting colds,

watch them at meals. A rabbit eats more.
Errol Flynn is convinced that as a lover

he is irresistible. And maybe he is. After
all, he’s probably the only man alive who
can say, “I jilted a Princess!” I remember
when a certain lady columnist first inter-

viewed Errol. He was oh, so charming.
That same day, several hours later, seven
p.m. to be precise, her doorbell rang. And
there was Mr. Flynn! He was between
marriages, of course But even so. The
nerve of the guy!
Even before “Champion,” Kirk Douglas

was ready, willing and able to talk about
his rippling muscles. But in those days no
one stopped to listen. They are beautiful

and if I had ’em, I’m sure I’d show them,
even more. But proud as Kirk is of his

bulging biceps, he’s even prouder now of

the social spotlight focused on Irene
Wrightsman, whom I am positive he will

marry when his divorce is final.

Kirk’s desire to be Irene’s kind of

gentleman is a hangover from his child-

hood. He was born on the wrong side of

the tracks. When he graduated from
high school, he couldn’t attend the big
party because he was already at work as

the school janitor. One day, and soon, I

believe, Kirk will realize that money and
position have nothing to do with being a

lady or a gentleman.
“The trouble with Humphrey Bogart,”

restaurateur Mike Romanoff once cracked,
“is that he believes he’s Bogart.” Actu-
ally, in real life, Bogey is on the timid
side, except sometimes late at a party.

But he sure looks a toughie sometimes,
especially when he gives out statements
about entering his boat in the Honolulu
Yacht Race. Something always comes up
to stop it, which is just as well. As a
racing sailor, Bogey is a good actor.

Greer Garson’s red hair is real. Don’t
get me wrong. But Greer is so proud of
her crowning glory, and is so determined
to keep the success recipe to herself that
when she has it fixed away from the
studio, she insists on having the door
locked. She used to, maybe still does,
make her appointment under the name
of Miss Gay. I discovered that Greer
washes her locks in champagne (im-
ported?) to give it that sparkling look. A
nice sparkle, if you can afford it.

Betty Grable was recently jumped on
by a group of fashion experts for wearing
such tight gowns and suits. But how else

can Betty show the world her—er—
figure? “I have to thank my grandmother
for my legs,” says Grable. For the con-
tour of her torso she thanks her tailor.

Cornel Wilde is so in love with his hair,

they have the dickens of a time getting
him to cut one strand off for his pictures.

That is why Cornel chooses so many cos-
tume drammers. He can wear his hair
as long as he likes and no one can call

him “Sissy”—which he isn’t, by the way.
On the reverse side of the hair problem
are Charles Boyer and Bing Crosby.
Charles really doesn’t care whether you
see him bald or beautiful. But Bing does,
for all his nonchalance. That is why he
wears a hat when he knows his picture is

being taken. And that is why he hates to

have a photograph taken unawares.
If there is anything vain about Betty

Hutton, you’ll find it in her love of love-
ly clothes. Betty has dozens and dozens of

beautiful gowns. It breaks her heart that
no one has ever included her among the
ten best-dressed film stars. Well, I will!

In Betty’s personal make-up, vanity is

conspicuous by its absence. In fact she
could use some to bolster her self-confi-

dence. And when Betty gave that won-
derful party for the Louis Sobols, she ran
herself ragged, sitting with shy guests,

knocking herself out to make everyone
happy.

B
UT when Danny Kaye gave a party a

couple of weeks later for the Laurence
Oliviers, all he very obviously was con-
cerned with was, How can 1 give the best
party in Hollywood history? So he imi-
tated Miss Hutton. The same candles on
the tables, the same Crystal Room in the
Beverly Hills Hotel. But not the same
group of happy uninhibited guests. A
party has to come from the heart. Betty’s

did. That’s why everyone had more fun
at her party.

Peter Lawford’s big weakness, like Miss
Hutton’s, is his fascinating wardrobe. Pete
can resist maidens hellbent on matrimony,
but he cannot resist another tie—or a

bright pullover. Three hundred ties dwell
with Pete. Hundreds of shirts and suits

and shoes. Even when he was six, Pete
insisted on custom-made suits and shoes.

Esther Williams never talks about her
figure, which is only the best in Holly-
wood. But ask her how much business
she and Ben Gage are doing at their

Trails Restaurant and she’ll drool dollars

and cents to the last cash register. She’s

also smart. She says with deceptive inno-
cence, “I’m not the smart one in the
family. Ben is.” Don’t be fooled. Next
to Paulette Goddard, Esther is the shrewd-
est gal in Hollywood.
Talking of Paulette, she has been partial

to her very cute figure, ever since one of

the Chaplin bovs said. “How cute you are.”



“I’ll always be,” Paulette promised. So
you can imagine her wounded feelings

when that magazine came flat out and
stated that she used falsies to bolster her

morale or something. Following some
legal prodding, Paulette was vindicated

via a retraction. She wears shorts a lot

if you notice. That is naturally to let you
see her lovely legs. Marlene Dietrich, who
is supposed to have the best gams of all,

covers ’em with slacks.

If Gertrude Stein had known about
Hedy Lamarr’s nose, she would never have
written “a nose is a nose is a nose.” Hedy’s
nose is something special. She rarely fails

to mention it, even in casual conversation.

It is beautiful. And you can imagine her
lacerated emotions when another weekly
magazine suggested two years ago that

plastic surgery and not Nature was re-

sponsible for the swell symmetry of the

Lamarr proboscis. Fortunately C. B.

De Mille, then starring Hedy as Delilah,

effected an all around reconciliation. But
to pick on Hedy’s pride and joy—her nose!

I’d as soon start the rumor that Jane
Russell needed falsies!

J
ANE incidentally accepts her Amazon-
ian proportions with casual indifference.

You can take it or leave it. But she is

very proud of her ability to memorize
every chapter in the Bible.

Tough guys Paul Douglas and Howard
Duff are vain of their cooking! When I

asked Paul after his marriage to Jan
Sterling, “Does she cook?” he replied, “No,
thank goodness. I'm the cook in the

family.” “What do you cook best?” I

wanted to know. “Everything,” said Paul
modestly. “You name it, I cook it.” Some
day I’ll take him up on it.

Mr. Duff’s specialty is breakfast. He
calls it “The Concoction.” He chops bacon
with onions and tomatoes, fries the mix-
ture with eggs. But now when you ask
him, “What’s cooking?” he no longer re-
plies “Ava.” (P.S. He never did. He’s a

gentleman.)
“I don’t play tennis any more because it

makes my muscles so big.” Ginger Rogers
speaking, B.G.B.—before Greg Bautzer.
Ever since I’ve known Ginger, she has had
a weak spot for her body. And what a
body! And I wasn’t surprised when she
gave up her favorite sport because she
wouldn’t spoil her shapely shoulders. But,
to heck with being a fragile flower, said

Ginger, when Greg, an excellent tennis
player, hove into view on the courts. Now
she’s prouder of her prowess as a cham-
pion player than she is of her still gor-
geous Agger.
Frank Sinatra is pretty much convinced

that he’s a fascinatin’ feller with females.
In the past whenever he had the tiniest

doubt on the subject, Frankie-boy just fell

madly in love with another girl. And in

her eyes he always found the reassurance
his ego demands. Wife Nancy understood
and sympathized with the quirk and kept
quiet, until Frankie came so much into

the open with Ava. Then her ego took
over. And the marriage was over.
The prize for the man who believes

most of his prowess with the opposite sex
has to go to Mr. Pinza. Ezio gives the same
fascinating routine to all the girls from
sixteen years old to—if they were alive

—

six hundred. When you meet him, he
looks longingly into your eyes, breathes
hurriedly, says deeply, “I like you,” etc.

The worst of it is, we gals all fall for him
and there’s nothing we can do about it

because he’s happily married!
I hope I don’t sound smug writing so

freely about other folks’ vanities. I have
a couple of my own that make me blush.
Any star mentioned in this story is at

liberty to name them!
The End

It’s the

Cream Shampoo

That

Makes

The

Difference!

The Same Hair Scientists Who First Introduced

The Home Permanent Wave Kit Have Just

DISCOVERED NEW SHAMPOO

CURLS AND WAVES HAIR
Without Permanent Waving

NO MACHINERY ... NO WAITING . . . NOT A WAVE SET

!

Tli is exciting, new, easy SHAMPOO
actually gives soft, natural-looking,

long-lasting curls and waves, right

while you wash your hair . . . yes, while

you shampoo out dirt, dust, excess oils

and loose dandruff, you shampoo in

personalized waves anil curls that suit

you best ... a halo of soft ringlets or a

loose, natural-looking casual wave. Mar-

lene’s Hair-Waving Shampoo is an en-

tirely new principle that’s as easy and

simple as shampooing your hair, hut

the waves and curls stay in. No worry

about split ends, no dry, brittle, fuzzy

hair, no conditioner, no special sham-

poo. It's all in one . . . the new, sale

kind of hair shampoo waves hair as it

shampoos. Leaves hair soft and man-
ageable, fairly glowing with new life

and lustre . . . and one jar gives you and

your family as many as 15 shampoos.

Now, to test at our risk, here s all you

do . . . send no money . . . just mail your

order, and on arrival pay only $1.00

plus tax and C.O.D. postage while you

make your test. If, for any reason, you

aren’t satisfied with results you see,

simply return for your money back.

But please don’t wait. Now. today,

write to

:

MARLENE S HAIR WAVING CREAM SHAMPOO
DEPT. 1 41 S. 349 WEST ONTARIO. CHICAGO 10. ILL.

In Canada: Marlene’s Ltd., 447 Jarvis St., Toronto. Ont.

Books You’ll

Keep Forever PERMABOOKS 35

RELIEVES HEADACHE, NEURALGIA,

NEURITIS PAIN : TyfCT
Here's Why .

.

.

Anacin® is like a doctor's

prescription. That is, Anacin
contains not one but a com-

bination of medically proved

active ingredients. Anacin is

specially compounded to give

FAST, LONG LASTING re-

lief. Don't wait. Buy Anacin
today.



Get Well

QUICKER
From Your Cough
Due to a Cold

F ft I PV*Q Honey & Tar
I V L L I O Cough Compound

500 Men To Wear
SAMPLE SUITS!
Payno money! Send no money! My plan is amaz-
ing! Just take a few orders for sensational values
in made-to-measure suits at low, money-saving
prices, and get vour own personal suit without a

liV
’ ^ pennycost ana make money too! No experience
/
needed now or ever. Rush name, address for com-
plete facts and Big Free Sample Kit containing
morethan 100 actual woolen samples. Write today!
Progress Tailoring Co., 500 S. Throop St.,
Dept. M-101. CHICAGO 7. ILLINOIS

P

LEARN NURSING AT HOME
G.C.S. Course Written by Two
Doctors and Clinically Tested
We’ll train you to be a practical
nurse at home during spare hours.
You can earn as you train. Profes-
sional outfit included. High school
not necessary. Men. women. 18 to
60 are needed now. Easy-pay tuition
plan. Cancellation privileges. Mail
coupon now!

CAREER SCHOOLS
7050 Glenwood Avenue. Dept. Nl-12, Chicago 26. III.

Send free booklet and full information on Practical Nursing.

Name Ae

Address

City State...

from PSORIASIS
(SCALY SKIN TROUBLE)

^DCRITIOIL
Prove it yourself no matterhow longyou have suffered
or what you have tried.
Beautiful book on psori-
asis and Dermoil with
amazing, true photo-
graphic proof of results
sentFREE.Write for it.

Don’t mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Ap-
ply non-staining Der-
moil. Thousands do for
scaly spots on body or
scalp. Grateful users often
after years of suffering,
report the scales have
gone, the red patches gradually dis-
appeared and they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin
again. Dermoil is used by many doctors and is backed by a
positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or
money is refunded without question. Send 10c (stamps or
coin) for generous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot
Test.” Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write to-
day for your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print
nameplainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liggett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and other leading Druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
BOX 1925 strathmoor Station. Dept. 4404, Detroit 27. Mich.

On This Enchanted Eve

( Continued, from page 34) just stay home,
like other folks other places—the family
people. You’d definitely find the Ladds, the
Crawfords, both Joan and Brod, Susie
Hayward and Jess Barker and their twins,
the eight Farrows, the six DeFores, the
whole Tierney (Lawrence, that is) tribe,

Betty and Harry James with Vicky and
Jessie, all huddled around their various
hearths.
But you’d find just as many or more

stars out. Bob Hope wouldn’t be home,
nor June Haver, nor any of the Crosby
boys, nor Jeanne Crain after midnight,
nor Joan Evans.

I

N solid communities Christmas seldom
starts coming before December 22nd and

ends approximately January 2nd. Out
here, there’s not a special ballroom, dining
room or hall to be hired for love, money
or prestige from December 10th to Janu-
ary of the same date.

The wassail wails and the welkin rings
for a minimum of a month, after which
everybody in town goes on a diet and
swears never, never again will they plunge
into such Christmas extravagance, finan-
cial, spirituous or edible. And they don’t

—

until the next year.
Joan Crawford, for instance, with her

four children and her hundreds of friends,

has a gift list that runs up to almost five

hundred names. Every year she swears
she will cut it down—and every year she
does nothing of the sort. She wraps every
gift personally, and writes every card.
Other stars, however, take it more easily.

There are gift wrapping services around
Hollywood, who thrive during the holi-

days, doing up small packages for $1.50

and anything large enough to hold a nylon
slip for $5 and from there on up. There
are special tree trimmers, too, who get

$75 for trimming average four or five foot

trees, but $150 for the super-dupers of ten
feet and upward. But they do bring their

own ornaments.
And the gifts! A $75 plant is a com-

monplace to send to the friend for whom
you couldn’t think of anything original. A
case of liquor is considered par in that
category. But there is also that topmost
agent, whose client’s ten per cent makes
him practically a million dollars yearly.

He sends everybody a one-pound box of

candy, regardless. And then there are the
junior stars, like Keefe Brasselle and his

adoring wife, who are giving one another
the key to their very first home this

Christmas and who have pooled all their

other Christmas money to make the first

payment on their mortgage.
Over at the Williams-Gage house the

celebration is three days long. All Esther’s

relatives—a house full—arrive for Christ-
mas Eve. All Ben’s relatives come for

Christmas night—and that’s another packed
house. On the 26th, Esther and Ben have
their personal Christmas.
You never can tell who will have the

greatest feeling for Christmas. Betty Hut-
ton is so full of bounce, so beautifully

dressed and so alert, you’d hardly expect
her to be as sentimental as a Grandma
Moses card—but she is. Not later than
the fifteenth of December, and usually a

week earlier, Betty has a big old-fashioned
green tree set up in her living room and
everybody starts trimming it.

“Everybody” is Ted Briskin, her hus-
band; Lindsay and Candy, the two small
daughters; Betty’s mother and dad and
her sister, Marion—if Marion’s in town

—

and Marion’s child. If any of the Briskins

turn up from Chicago, they also get into

the trimming act.

The tree has never yet been trimmed
all in one day—it’s about ten feet high,

which is one reason—but every time any-
body goes by it, something more gets
added.

If you should look through their win-
dows on Christmas Eve, you’d see Lindsay
and Candy hanging up their stockings over
the mantelpiece about eight o’clock and
going off to bed each with a shiny new
dime to tuck under her pillow, to make
her Christmas wishes come true. After
the little girls are asleep, Betty and Ted
bring out their own presents, unwrap them,
but leave them in the boxes under the
trees.

If it comes true—and it always does be-
cause Lindsay and Candy always wish for
something they have wished for about a
hundred times before department store
Santas—they put the dimes in the poor box
at church, which they attend every Christ-
mas morning.
Christmas morning, after church, is en-

tirely reserved for the children. The
adults don’t bring out their packages until
late afternoon. Then they sit in a big
circle around the tree—grandmothers and
grandfathers, Betty, Ted and Marion and
each opens one present in turn, so that
the whole group can see and admire it.

In Beverly Hills, groups, mostly of teen-
agers, sing carols outside the houses. Betty,
missing the snow and icicles of an Eastern
winter, encourages them to come by her
house yearly as the next best substitute.

Little does she dream that June Haver
is often in these groups, also the Crosby
boys. Not necessarily at the Hutton house,
but going the rounds. June does it for

the pure love of singing. She dolls her-
self all up in a red hood and a red coat,

and tags along with her sister, Evie, and
she’s yet to be recognized. Whatever
money she collects, she puts in her parish
poor box. As for the Crosby boys, no less

an authority than their father says, “They
make a very good thing of it.”

They do indeed. They turned up at Bob
Hope’s house a couple of years ago and
asked for a donation. Bob said he didn’t

have any cash in the house at the moment.
“Well, give us a couple of bonds,” said
Lindsay, the youngest Crosby boy.

H
OW they ever managed to catch Bob
in, is a miracle. The four junior Hopes,

and lovely Dolores, can barely snatch him
for an hour, either on December 24th or
Christmas Day. Yet they are proud that

he isn’t with them. Because what this

wonderful guy does is to spend all Christ-

mas Eve and Christmas Day at veteran
hospitals. Bob goes into the bad wards—the
“locked wards”—as they are called. For
the armless and the legless and the ones
who know full well they will never leave

the hospitals for home, he brings the most
giddy laughter, the gayest songs. Last
year, Bob enlisted Maggie Whiting to go
along with him and Maggie says she
wouldn’t have missed it for anything.

Scott Brady was one of the boys who
escaped all wounds in the war. So, too,

did his brothers, Eddie and Larry Tierney.

They were all in different branches of the

service and the Christmas that seems the

most wonderful one of their lives was
Christmas, 1945, when for the first time
in four years they were all together again
with their parents. This year they will

restage that sentimental reunion as they
have every year since 1945.

Sally Forrest has her own little restaging

which she does by way of buying herself a

party dress of the loveliest tulle. That’s

because tulle reminds her of her child-

hood, when she was very poor, but deter-

mined to be a dancer. The one and only

gift she wanted was a ballet skirt. She
told her parents, but they told her they
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couldn’t possibly afford such a present.

So she told her grandma, and later she
told her aunt. And yes, she got three
ballet skirts come Christmas morning.

If you went calling at Jeanne Crain
Brinkman’s house, you’d find a third new
son there this Yuletide, and if you ar-

rived up until eleven-thirty on Christmas
Eve you’d find Jeanne at home. During
the early evening, three small boys would
have been gathered around her. Later,

you’d discover her mother and sister and
Paul’s parents. But by eleven-thirty, she
and Paul would be out, heading for mid-
night Mass. And if this year they follow
every other year’s custom, they’ll leave
the tree lights burning, and the ones out-
side their house.
Coming back from church, the effect al-

ways bowls them over. Paul jumps for

his color camera, Jeanne poses, and the

next thing they know, it’s three a.m. They
tumble into bed, only to have the chil-

dren wake them at six, so Christmas day
finds them utterly exhausted and happy.
Christmas Day finds Joan Evans ex-

hausted, too, but for a quite different rea-

son. Too many parties the night before.

Last Christmas Eve, she attended five.

Right this moment she’s booked for seven
this season. And, being so modern, right

now she knows what her parents are giv-
ing her. For her sixteenth birthday, last

July, they gave her a heart-shaped ruby
ring. She knows they won’t be able to re-

sist giving her matching earrings.

Ann Sothern has a Christmas Eve for

“strays,” by which she means the people
who aren’t parts of families—girls who
are divorced or have never married—men
in the same singular situation

John Hodiak and Anne Baxter have
Christmas with a Mexican flavor—and beau-
tiful it is, too. They start making their tree

as early as October—as Anne’s mother had
always done—tying on boughs, creating

“snow” and stuff. Then they make their

own ornaments—sequins, rhinestones, pail-

lettes and the like. They bring up those
wonderful Mexican tin angels and candle
holders from Tia Juana to decorate their

rooms and it is all very chic and lovely,

and worldly, as these two much-in-love
people are.

And it is utterly unlike Doris Day’s
Christmas. On Christmas Doris has just

her son and her mother at the house-
just as she has them every other day of

the year. She grins, this warm-hearted,
sweet, uninvolved girl, and she says, “We
never make a production of Christmas.
There’s a fir tree out in our yard that we
trim and on Christmas Eve my boy and I

tie red bows on our two dogs, and we
have just one simple gift for one another.
You see, with us, we give presents when-
ever we think of it, all year ’round. That
way, you get Christmas three hundred
and sixty-five times a year. Not just once.”
Merry Christmas to you.

The End
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TO REDUCE
This Common Sense Way

Sylvia of Hollywood has
no patience with those
who say they can’t >-e-

duce. She says, “A lot of

women think the beauties
of the screen and stage
are the natural born fa-

vorites of the gods. Let
me tell you they all have
to be improved upon be-
fore they are presented
to the public. Yes, I

know, you are going to

come back at me and say,
‘But look at the money
they have to spend on
themselves. It’s easy to

do it with money.’
“Let me tell you some-

thing else. I’ve been rub-
bing noses with money
for a good many years
now. Big money. Buckets
of it. I’ve treated many
moneyed women. But
money has nothing to do
with it. In most cases,
money makes people soft. They get
used to having things done for them
and never do anything for themselves.”

Here Sylvia explains
what you can do for your-
self to improve your fig-

ure. There is no magic
about The Common Sense
Way to a beautiful figure.

But if you follow the sug-
gestions Sylvia of Holly-
wood has for you in this
book you may, perhaps,
challenge the beauty of
the loveliest movie star!

Sylvia of Hollywood

Names Names

Sylvia of Hollywood has
reduced scores of famous
stage and screen stars

—

successfully. In this book
Sylvia tells how she helped
many of Hollywood’s
brightest stars with their
figure problems. She names
names—tells you how she
developed this star’s legs

—

how she reduced that star’s

waistline—how she helped
another star to achieve a

beautiful youthful figure. Perhaps your
own figure problems are identical to

those of your favorite screen star.

Want to be convinced?

Watch those scales. They

will talk in pounds. And

watch that tape measure.

It will talk in inches.

Tfeca edition . . . now you get both
FIGURE HELPS—PERSONALITY SECRETS

Now we have just pub-

lished a brand new edi-

tion of Sylvia’s famous

book, No More Alibis!

This edition contains all

the text matter of the

original book, plus the

greater part of her splen-

did book on personality
development entitled Pull
Yourself Together, Baby.
Now get Sylvia’s secrets

of charm as well as

beauty! The price of this

new edition is only $1.

Order today while supply
is still available.

Bartholomew House, Inc., Dept. PH-1250

205 E. 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y.

Send me postpaid a copy of Sylvia of Hollywood’s NO
MORE ALIBIS! COMBINED WITH PULL YOURSELF TO-
GETHER. BABY! I enclose $1.00.

Name
Please Print

Address.

City. State.

PARTIAL CONTENTS—NEW EDITION
Too Much Hips, Reducing Abdomen. Reducing
the Breasts. Firming the Breasts, Fat Pudgy
Arms, Slenderizing the Legs anti Ankles, Cor-
recting Bow-legs, Slimming the Thighs and
Upper Legs, Reducing Fat on the Back, Squeezing
Off Fat. Enlarge Your Chest, Develop Your
Legs—Off with That Double Chin! Slenderizing
the Face and Jowls, Refining Your Nose. Advice
For The Adolescent—The Woman Past Forty
The Personality Figure, Glamour Is Glandular,
This Thing Called Love, Cure-For-The-Blues
Department. Take a Chance! P
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with the old fashioned, unforgettable

flavor. Genuine Hickory Smoked—
sweet and mild . . . Transparent

wrappers show the entire slices.

THE E. KAHN S SONS CO., CINCINNATI, O.

''American Beauty" Hams, Shortening

and Fine Meat Products Since 1.882
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MAHLERS, INC., Dept. S8-T, Providence 15, R.

INGROWN NAIL
Hurting You?
Immediate

Relief!
A few drops of OUTGRO® bring blessed relief from
tormenting pain of ingrown nail. OUTGRO tough-
ens the skin underneath the nail, allows the nail to

be cut and thus prevents further pain and discom-
fort. OUTGRO is available at all drug counters.

WHEN ASTHMA STRIKES

_ j wav to combat asthma s

Here's the easy, prove *v
aromatic fumes of

distressing symptom '.(--t-jimaDOR help dear

Dr. R. Schiffmann s Ahm
relief> So easy

up congestion - bring amaz g afford to be

ASTHMADOR

Happy Is The Day

When Backache

Goes Away ....
As we get older, stress and strain, over-exertion, ex-

cessive smoking or exposure to cold sometimes slows

down kidney function. This may lead many folks to

complain of nagging backache, loss of pep and energy,

headaches and dizziness. Getting up nights or frequent

passages may result from minor bladder irritations

due to cold, dampness or dietary indiscretions.

If your discomforts are due to these causes, don’t

wait, try Doan’s Pills, a mild diuretic. Used success-

fully by millions for over 50 years. While these

symptoms may often otherwise occur, it’s amazing
how many times Doan’s give happy relief—help the

15 miles of kidney tubes and filters flush out waste.

Get Doan’s Pills today!

That Mad Man Marlon

(Continued from page 41) a T-shirt. But
if a hostess hands him a jacket and re-
quests that he wear it he puts it on,

docile as a lamb, and smiles at her so
sweetly she goes off in a daze.

He’s contrary, too. He wasn’t, for in-
stance, as discreet and politic as most stars

would have been, about “The Men.”
“It’s a good picture, with reservations,”

he says. “I think it should have told the
whole truth about paraplegics—and if that
shocked all the good people who went to

see it—too bad!
“All that stuff about paraplegics being

able to live married lives, have babies.”
His voice became more and more scorn-
ful. “They can’t. One-half of one per
cent maybe . . . We didn’t give that im-
pression. We prettied it up!”

H
E’S young in his attitude about money,
too. Which, undoubtedly, is why his en-

tire income—minus agents’ fees and taxes
—goes to his father who sends him $150
a week and invests the handsome remain-
der in Marsdo, Inc., a cattle-raising firm
the name of which, according to his

father, means “Marlon’s dough.”
“Every month,” Marlon says, “my father

sends me long papers covered with num-
bers. I suppose he understands them. I

don’t. For all I know he could be spend-
ing my money on a chorus girl.”

Exactly two days after Marlon receives
his weekly checks he starts borrowing
again. Always five dollars at a time. His
one hundred and fifty hasn’t gone into

riotous living. Most of it has gone into the
empty pockets of friends and into his glass

bank from which money is easily extracted
by anyone who needs it.

When Marlon was doing “Streetcar” on
the stage he never could remember the
unfashionable address of his cold-water
flat on Tenth Avenue. “Go uptown,” he
would direct new friends, “until you come
to about one hundred feet south of 57th

Street. I live right next door to the fruit

store. Walk up five flights.”'

His apartments change but never vary;
one room with a bed that is rarely made
up, a chest of drawers about as empty as

his closet, an easy chair with sagging
springs, a desk—and a telephone.
His closet holds one old tweed suit and

one pair of dungarees or two pairs of

dungarees, depending upon his costume
that day. His chest of drawers holds a

small collection of socks and undergar-
ments and a few T-shirts. Unless, as some-
times happens, he has used his T-shirt to

stuff a bed-pillow that lacks sufficient

feathers to be comfortable.
Not long ago Marlon ran an advertise-

ment in the Saturday Review of Literature.

“Apartment Wanted—Any Old Thing.”
Landlords do not take kindly to Marlon.
He keeps his radio tuned up, to a station

that plays symphonic recordings twenty

-

four hours a day. And he plays Afro-
Cuban drums. At odd hours. Once or

twice the hours were so odd and the drums
were so loud the police called on him.
He thinks girls are wonderful but drives

the glamour species slightly crazy because
he ignores them. He prefers the girls he
meets at drama classes and in offices. He
arrived at a preview of “The Men” with a
girl friend who wore blue jeans and an
old sweatshirt, across the chest of which
was emblazoned “United States Navy.”
They tell me that when Shelley Winters,

all dressed up, sought Marlon at a party
he turned the other way. The next day,
however, when he met her at the studio

and she had on an old pair of slacks and a

sweater and her hair was awry and she was
minus make-up he thought she was fine;

right away asked her to dinner.

To say Marlon thinks girls are wonder-
ful is only half the story. Not long ago
a young actress moved into an apartment
that Marlon, Hollywood-bound again, had
just vacated. At all hours of the day and
night young women trying to meet Marlon
beat a tattoo upon her door. At last, in

self-defense, she put up a sign: “Marlon
doesn’t live here any more.”

I first met him following the New York
opening of “A Streetcar Named Desire.”
George Cukor gave a party for Irene
Selznick, the producer, and the cast at the
21 Club. Marlon arrived with his parents
who, he had said, might not prefer to come.
They were very humble people, he had
explained, very simple indeed. They were
shy, too, and did not have the right clothes.

Mr. and Mrs. Marlon Brando Sr., and
Marlon’s sisters, Frances and Jocelyn, were
quite equal to the occasion. It developed
they have lived comfortably all their
lives. Mrs. Brando, for a time, was asso-
ciated with a “little theater” company in

Omaha. Mr. Brando owns a large company
that produces mineral food for stock.

Jocelyn, an actress, has played the one
woman in the cast of “Mr. Roberts.” And
Frances is an artist with a Greenwich Vil-
lage studio where Marlon stayed when he
first came to New York.
Marlon at that time was nineteen. Two

months earlier he had left the Shattuck
Military Academy, upon request of the
headmaster. In the interim he had been
affiliated with a drainage construction
company as a tile fitter. “I dug ditches,”
he explains. He did not like it. So when
his father offered to finance his education
in any field he admitted he was in love
with the theater.

For a year or more he studied drama
and worked in summer stock. Finally,

after several moderately important en-
gagements, he was considered for “The
Glass Menagerie.” However, Laurette
Taylor, the star, thought he did not look
sufficiently masculine and strong.

For Tennessee Williams, the playwright,
Marlon developed the greatest admiration.
Sometimes Tennessee let him read his

unproduced plays. “A Streetcar Named
Desire” Marlon admired especially. So it

was arranged for him to meet Irene Selz-
nick, the ex-Mrs. David O. Selznick, who
produced it—and Elia Kazan, who directed
it—at a party. Again Marlon’s lack of

brawn and his shy manner proved ob-
stacles. His reading of the part, however,
could not be overlooked. When he is

acting, he loses his shyness, submerges
himself completely.

P
ERHAPS you can play Stanley Kowal-
ski ...” Kazan told him. “If you will

place yourself completely in my hands

—

undergo intensive physical training.”

Marlon did just that. And the critics

hailed him. “His talent,” they said, “is

the kind that comes to the theater once,

at most, in a generation.”
Hollywood wanted him, of course. But

he didn’t want Hollywood. He turned
down over one million dollars’ worth of

offers. And when “Streetcar” finally

closed a triumphant run, he went to

Europe. He was in Paris, having a grand
old time, when Stanley Kramer got him
on the trans -Atlantic telephone, told him
the story of “The Men” and asked him if

he would come home to play in it. Marlon
liked the story and respected Kramer. He’d
seen “Champion” and “Home of the

Brave.” “When do you want me?” he asked.
He talks in the thick slurred way he

talks on the screen. Or at least he talks

that way usually. But when something
absorbs or excites him he lapses into a

speech that is crisp and clear.
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His thick speech, so a friend insists, is

a hangover from his extreme youth when
he went all out for the underprivileged
and, not wanting them to find him different,

aped their manner of talking.

In “A Streetcar Named Desire” the role
which made him famous, his thick speech
served him well. But there was criticism
of his diction, or lack of it, in “The Men.”
Now again, in the screen version of

“Streetcar,” his speech presents no prob-
lem. Following this picture, however,
he plans to work with a voice teacher.

He’s going to college, too, he tells me, to

study psychology, French and philosophy.
“I don’t care how much money they

offer me to do a play or a picture,” he
says, “I won’t make it. I’m going to college

for six months. It doesn’t make sense to

work all the time if you don’t have to,

and there are other things you want to do.

“I got $40,000 for ‘The Men.'
“This year I’m getting $75,000 for the

movie of ‘Streetcar.’ Come 1951 I’ll get

$125,000 for another movie . .
.”

In Hollywood, in spite of his handsome
salary, he stopped at no fine hotel. In-
stead, he bunked on the living-room
sofa in his aunt’s bungalow over in Eagle
Rock. Also, for four weeks, at his request,

he lived as a paraplegic patient at the
Birmingham Veterans’ Hospital, in a
thirty-two-bed ward, spending all of his

waking hours in a wheel chair.

One evening, he went with a group of

the boys to a cafe. A woman there, inspired

by liquid refreshment, was in a crusading
mood. “Faith,” she told the boys in the
wheelchairs, Marlon among them, “can
move mountains. ” If they tried hard
enough, she assured them, they could
leave their chairs, walk.
Marlon appeared to give her rapt at-

tention. As her talk became ecstatic he
began straining at the sides of his chair.

At last, with tremendous effort, he got to

his feet, took a couple of halting steps and
went into a buck-and-wing.
The woman departed. And Marlon and

his companions laughed for hours, when-
ever they remembered the terror in her
eyes or her retreating form.
Jokes wonderful things, Marlon

thinks. He has a repertoire of telephone
gags. But unlike many prone to this form
of amusement he is extraordinarily kind.

Recently, being photographed for a
magazine layout, he was required to buy
a frankfurter from a pushcart in a tene-
ment neighborhood. Frankfurter in hand,
he returned to the car where his press
agent waited. “Throw that away if you
don’t want it,” his agent said.

Marlon looked horrified. “Not here! The
pushcart man’s feelings would be hurt. I’ll

chuck it out after we get going.”
There are those who do not like Marlon.

They see only his unconventional appear-
ance. They hear only his deliberately
shocking language. They will tell you he
is slightly mad. Others respond to his

sweetness, his constantly inquiring mind,
his generosity. And there are still others
who scream, loud and long, that it doesn’t
make any difference what Marlon Brando
does or doesn’t do—that he’s an actor.

The End

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS
When changing your address, please promptly
adiAse your postmaster and Macfadden Publi-
cations, Inc., six weeks in advance, furnishing
both your old address ( printed label) and your
new address, in order that copies of PHOTO-
PLAY may continue to reach you without
delay. Such notification may be by letter or on
post office card Fonns 22 and 22-S, respec-
tively, which your postmaster will supply on
reqii'cst.

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS, INC.
205 E. 42nd Street New York 17, N. Y.

Veto Gives All-Day Protection Against

Perspiration and Odor_ln Just 5 Seconds!

New Veto positively says no, no to underarm
“O”. Super-effective Veto stops odor instantly

. . . checks perspiration more effectively! It’s

an exclusive “wonder-formula.”

Veto is light, fluffy—smooths on and absorbs
as easily as vanishing cream. Never cakes or

dries out in the jar. Has a delightful fragrance
you’ll love. And it’s mild, won’t irritate

normal skin. Harmless to fabrics.

Guard daintiness from bath to bath. Use
super-effective Veto daily. Get it now at any
cosmetic counter.

Veto Protection Lasts from Bath to Bath!
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MAGIC COOK BOOK
THE KEY TO KITCHEN ECONOMY

Prepared by the Food Editors of True Story Magazine

Now—just what you have always

wanted—a cook book designed to save

you money! Yes, the keynote of the

MAGIC COOK BOOK is economy.

And with today’s high prices, the need

for such a guide is evident to every

homemaker.

Choice Recipes

from Every Part of the Country
The recipes contained in this book were

gathered from every section of the

country by the Food Editors of True

Story Magazine. In most cases, these

recipes were obtained by talking with

housewives in their own kitchens. Other

recipes were sent to the editors by in-

terested readers. Naturally, only the

most highly prized recipes were sub-

mitted for consideration. Then all the

recipes were put to actual test in the

True Story Kitchen. The result is a

collection of 1500 proven recipes that

will add sparkle to your meals and

comfort to your pocketbook.

How to Cut Costs on Your Food Bills

The MAGTC COOK BOOK saves you

money in many different ways. When
you plan your menus as suggested, the

costs are budget-wise, yet the nutri-

tional values are high. This is the im-

portant part of meal planning—and it

is your job to get top nutritional value

out of every dollar you spend on food.

Here, also, are new ways to prepare

low-cost dishes—also, simple ways to

make inexpensive cuts of meat appetiz-

ing and attractive.

Here, too, are tips on how to judge beef,

pork and poultry—and information on

the quantities to buy per serving. The
shopper with an eye to thrift and good

management will buy just what she can

use.

A Complete Cook Book

The MAGIC COOK BOOK is more

than a collection of mouth-watering

recipes. It is a complete storehouse of

cooking information. Here you will find

in simple, easy-to-understand language,

important facts on nutrition . . . special

sickroom diets . . . everyday menus, as

well as menus for holidays and impor-

tant occasions . . . suggestions on cook-

ing for two . . . lunch-box hints for

children and workers . . . new ways to

use package mixes . . . canning and pre-

serving instructions . . . rules for table

setting and service. Also many useful

charts and tables to help make your

cooking chores easier.

Step by Step Instructions

The recipes in the MAGIC COOK
BOOK are described in the convenient

step-by-step style. This is the natural

way of presenting recipes—it is the

way you describe a favorite recipe to a

friend. You simply can’t go wrong

when you use these easy instructions.

Beginners, as well as experienced cooks,

will find this book fascinating. For

here are new ways to prepare and serve

PARTIAL CONTENTS

1500 Proven Recipes • Budget-
Minded Menus • Nutritional
Needs • Vitamin Facts • Sick-
room Diets • Table Settings •
Canning Information • Lunch-
Box Hints • Over 500 Pages •
32 Pages of Illustrations • Bound
in Washable Fabrikoid Cover.

ONLY *2.98
AT ALL BOOKSTORES

OR
DIRECT FROM PUBLISHER

mouth-watering dishes to delight your

family and your friends.

Send No Money
You need send no money now. Merely

mail coupon at once and this giant 500

page book containing 32 pages of pho-

tographic illustrations will be sent to

you. When the postman delivers the

book, pay him $2.98, plus a few pennies

postage. Money back if not delighted.

Get your copy now.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE. Inc. Dept PH-1250
205 E. 42nd St.. New York 17. N. Y.

Send me MAGIC COOK BOOK. When postman delivers book.
I will pay him $2.98, plus a few pennies postage. Then if after
reading it for 5 days I decide that I do not wish to keep it, I

will return it to you and my $2.98 will be refunded immediately

NAME .

STREET
Please Print

CITY . STATE
Check here if you prefer to send $2.98 with this coupon and

we will pay postage—same return privilege of course.
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( Continued from page 59) There’s more to

hand care than manicuring. And there’s

more to manicuring than a change of

polish. But when it comes to polish chang-
ing, have you thought of what fun you
can have with many colors? Think of a
bright, bright red for Christmas Eve. Think
of a delicate pink when you’re wearing
your white formal. You certainly don’t

wear one lipstick color all the time. So
don’t wear one polish, either.

No star thinks of going out without first

checking her hand make-up any more than
she would go without checking her facial

make-up. I don’t know what a professional
manicure costs in your home town but in

Hollywood the better shops charge two
dollars. You’d get a giggle to know how
many top stars are scared by that two dol-
lars, plus tip, into doing their manicures at

home.

O
F course, any girl, with practice, can
give herself a completely professional

manicure. For those who haven’t really

tried it, we asked Ann Miller (who every-
body in movietown says has the prettiest

hands) to be photographed giving her nails

their weekly manicure. Ann also gives

herself three or four polish changes a
week. You may not need that many. It

depends upon what you wear and how
soon you chip your polish. But make it a

flat rule to have a complete manicure once
a week.
Under Ann’s pictures are the directions

for this procedure. So I won’t take up
space repeating them. I have other hand
tips!

For girls who do housework and have
their hands continually in hot water, rub-
ber gloves are ideal. But—and here’s the
advice of a leading dermatologist—cream
your hands first, and then be sure to wear
an old pair of white cotton gloves under
the rubber ones. When your hands are
immersed in hot water, the warmth melts
the cream, which soaks into the skin,

thus giving your hands a beauty treatment
while you work.
Above all, hands must be kept clean.

But—and this is a big question: Do you
dry them dry, after every washing? Too
many girls just sort of wave their hands
around, after washing them, or merely
flick a towel at them. It takes only a second
longer to make hand-washing a beauty
treatment. If the water at your house is

hard, a few drops of boracic acid will cor-
rect that. When the soap is on your hands,
give them a quick little massage. If you’ve
got stains on them, a quick rub with a
section of lemon will remove these. Dry
thoroughly. Then rub in your lotion or
baby oil—and don’t use so much you have
to rub it off again. Let the skin absorb it.

And, before you go out, use this Holly-
wood trick: A little of your favorite per-
fume rubbed into the palm of your hand.
This will leave your particular perfume
on the hand of everyone who extends his
palm in greeting.
Hand massage is too often neglected.

If you are a typist, or do similar hand
work, you don’t need it. But idle hands
develop those brown liver spots in old age,
unless you see to it that they keep up their
circulation through massage. If you are
mature enough to be plagued with these,
you can conceal them very well with foun-
dation cream. This is even good for
freckles, for concealing them, that is. Use
the foundation cream exactly as you
would on your face.

Also, give your hands and nails an oil

bath. It’s beyond me why girls, sitting in
the sun, will protect their faces and their
legs, but let their hands just plumb dry
out. When you’ve got an idle hour and

Hands

you’re not on display, really pour the baby
oil on—and let it stay on. You’ll be per-
fectly amazed at what it will do for you.

In winter weather, don’t wear gloves
merely for warmth. They too can be a
hand beauty treatment, protecting you
against chapping and winds. Hollywood
girls usually don’t wear kid gloves. They
prefer woolens, for better hand circulation
and ease in handling car wheels. Besides,
they are cheaper and come in cuter colors.

Or you can knit your own. Joan Crawford,
for instance, made herself some for this

holiday season that are green with red
Christmas trees on their backs. She sewed
some old sequins on the trees for orna-
ments and the effect was adorable.
As for the manicure business, you don’t

necessarily have to use liquid polishes.

Some girls are allergic to them and some
girls are so conservative (or their dates are
so conservative) that they use dry polishes.

Okay, if you do, but with the latter you
should use more nail whitener under the
nails. You can get good whitener pencils
at the dime store. You must buff powder-
polished nails every day, and really should
buff them after every hand washing.
For girls who are allergic, it’s good news

to know that there are now hypo-allergic
liquid polishes and removers on the mar-
ket. You’ll have to go to a regular medical
drugstore probably to find them, but they
do exist, have a fair range of colors, and
cost only what regular polish costs.

Whatever liquid polish you use, if it

thickens up add a little remover to it and
give it a good shake. Don’t ever try to

apply polish that is too thick. Also, it’s a

good rule to cut the brush that comes in

the polish to a fairly thin width. A wide
brush tends to spread the polish too close
to the cuticle. Here in Hollywood, the
girls apply polish with three strokes, the
first two on either side of the nail, the
third one in the middle. To finish, when
the polish is absolutely dry, wrap your
orangewood stick in cotton, dip it in re-
mover, then go carefully around the cuticle
outline and remove any excess polish.

If your polish smears, take it all off that
particular finger and start over again.
Actually, practice makes perfect in mani-
curing, so the more times you put on
poh'sh, the lovelier you’ll get.

Not once, you’ll notice, have I men-
tioned manicuring scissors. Don’t use them.
Use clippers for hangnails. That’s much
more effective. And never, never cut cu-
ticle. Push it back every time you wash
your hands. That will be all you need to
do.

As for rings on your fingers, the Holly-
wood girls are still going in for big,

gobby rings, but they never—or hardly
ever—wear more than one ring at a time.
The girls who haven’t a Mrs. before their
names, of course, want the one ring every
girl dreams about—and they guard their
hands for that very reason.

To dye or not to dye—that is the ques-
tion to which many glamour conscious
gals would like to get an answer. Look
for it next month.

The End

predictions for 1951

Will Shirley Temple marry Charles
Black? Can the Taylor-Hilton marriage
survive? Does AvaGardner get her man ?

Sheilah Graham looks into her crystal ball

and comes up with these and other forecasts
for the year ahead—in the January Photoplay.

Dates... or doldrums? So much of your
romantic appeal depends on your hair.

Keep it glowing—with warm, thrilling

Marchand color!

Follow every shampoo with a colorful

Marchand Rinse. One of Marchand's
12 flattering shades will do a glamour
job for you, whether you’re blonde,

brunette, brownette or redhead. This
beauty rinse not only adds color, it re-

moves shampoo film and fills your hair

with glorious highlights!

Safe, easy to use. Marchand’s does so

AAarchands
"MAKE-UP" HAIR RINSE

2 Rinses 10<t • 6 Rinses 25<t

By the Makers of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash

DON’T LET THOSE “DIFFICULT

DAYS” COME BETWEEN YOU
Maybe it was his fault—that quarrel. Maybe.
But next time take care! Don’t let those
Monthly Blues make you nervous and irri-

table! Instead — for nervous tension, period-
ic cramps and headache— help get usually
grand relief with these improved Chi-Ches-
Ters Pills! Packed in three convenient sizes.

Get Chi-Ches-Ters Pills at your druggist.

Chi-Ches-Ters Pills

For relief from “periodic functional distress”

FREE—New illustrated booklet of intimate
facts every woman should know. Mailed in

plain wrapper. Write today! Chichester
Chemical Company, Dept. 25-S, Philadelphia
46, Pennsylvania.
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Trv this famous Canadian lotion

(1) Nothing soothes and softens a

chapped, dry skin more

quickly— (2) aids its

healing more rapidly—
(3) protects skin more

surelyagainst chapping,

roughness and dryness!

At cosmetic counters—250,

500 and $1 bottles I

Gamfxcinruxy

Italian Balm

/y should have. It is

T~~\ obligation. Simply
free; no
address

FREE
BOOK

CARTOONISTS' EXCHANGE
Dept. 5912 Pleasant Hill. Ohi.

WANT TO BENURSE?
A practical

£Jcv TO TRAIN AT HOME
ACT NOW-HELP FILL THE NEED

f Now you can prepare for practical experience
* as a Trained Practical Nurse in spare time.

[
Many earn while learning. Ages 18 to 55. High

7 school not necessary. Easy payments. Write
for free information and sample lesson pages.

WAYNE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING. INC.

* 2525 Sheffield Ave., Desk E-53, Chicago 14, 111.

NEW SILK FINISH

ENLARGEMENT
GOLD TOOLED FRAME

Beautiful 5x7 enlargement made
from your favorite snapshot, photo or
negative and mounted In a handsome
gold tooled frame. Be sure to Include
color of hair, eyes and clothing for
complete information on having your
enlargement beautifully hand colored
in oil. SEND NO MONEY simply pay
postman 29c each for the enlargement
and frame plus cost of mailing. Satis-
faction guaranteed. Limit two to a
customer. Originals returned with your
enlargement Offer limited to U.S.A

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Blvd.,Dept. A33, Hollywood 38, Calif.

BE SERENE—BE CLEAN!

SIMPLE FEMININE HYGIENE
The modern way. Simple, satisfactory, ready-
to-use Boro-Pheno-Form suppositories. They’re
dainty, medicated, astringent, deodorizing

—

each complete in itself. Learn for yourself about
FEMININE HYGIENE with Boro-Pheno-Form.

FREE! Interesting and in-

formative booklet free on re-

quest. Get your copy today .

Ask Any Druggist
Anywhere or Write

Dr. Pierre Chemical Co.

Dept. T-12
2020 Montrose Ave.

Chicago 18, III.

DR. PIERRE'S.BORO p EN q FORM

How a Star Is Born

( Continued, from page 50) A little part at

first, then a better one, then a much
better one, and finally, that part in which
he “goes all through the picture” and has
some chance of being noticed by audiences
and by those who produce and cast pic-
tures within Hollywood.
At about this time, the player has the

experience of hearing himself fitted ver-
bally into the Hollywood picture. If his

humility has begun to deteriorate from
lack of use, and his ego has begun to grow,
the experience of finding himself neatly
categorized is likely to be dangerous.

In Hollywood, players are called “prop-
erties.” From Clark Gable to the newest
cowboy signed by a one-picture indepen-
dent outfit, all players are—at one time or
another—designated as “properties.” Prop-
erties constantly gaining in value currently
are Gene Nelson at Warner Brothers. Hugh
Marlowe at the same studio, Terry Moore
at Columbia, among others.

B
Y the time you read this, Gene Nelson
will have had three pictures released:

"Daughter of Rosie O’Grady” opposite
June Haver; “Tea for Two” in which he
co-starred with Doris Day and Gordon
MacRae, and “The West Point Story”
which also stars Doris and Gordon MacRae.
A fourth picture will be “Lullaby of

Broadway” in which Gene will be given
co-starring billing with Doris Day—

a

milestone.
Any day now someone will comment on

the “meteoric” rise of thirty-year-old,
blond, dynamic Gene.
The fact is that Gene has been in show

business for seventeen years. He was first

under contract to Twentieth Century-Fox
in 1946. He did two dance routines with
June Haver in “I Wonder Who’s Kissing
Her Now”; he felt that he was heading for

the big time. He hoped. He was seriously
considered for the part opposite Betty
Grable in “Mother Wore Tights,” but lost

it to a chap named Dan Dailey. He was
mentioned for “Apartment for Peggy,”
but the studio decided that they needed
“a name” to carry the boy’s part, so Bill

Holden was signed.
He was discussed for the starring role

opposite Judy Garland in “Easter Parade”
(by that time Gene was free-lancing, as

his Twentieth contract had lapsed) at

M-G-M and he was ecstatic. This deal,

he felt certain, would go through. But out
of retirement came a dancer of some re-

pute, a chap named Fred Astaire, and new-
comer Gene Nelson lost out.

Instead of giving up, he joined a group
of determined, talented, and resourceful
local Thespians and played in a musical
show, “Lend an Ear,” which had a suc-
cessful run in Los Angeles and then went
on to Broadway. Gene remained with the
show eight happy months before accept-
ing a Warner contract.

This is what Gene has to say about his

1946 film experience, “If I’d been ready,
the parts would have paid off. I was over-
anxious, nervous, tied up by tension. I

had to learn what I now know with all my
heart, everything can’t always go right.”

Terry Moore’s experience is an excellent

example of the building years and the
many slips twixt cup and lip when the
cup contains success.

She has been in the picture industry
since she was eleven and doubled for

Shirley Temple as a little girl. Terry’s
first important picture on a Terry Moore
basis was “The Return of October.” The
picture was so well received and her own
reviews were so promising that she had
every reason to believe that her next film

would be a star-maker.
One of the dreams of her life was to

play the title role in “Lorna Doone.” Orig-
inally Farley Granger was set as the male
lead, but he refused the part. At that
point Richard Greene was secured, but
there were supposed to be only two years
difference in age between Lorna Doone
and her young lover, so Terry had to be
replaced. She looked too young to play
opposite Mr. Greene.
Hugh Marlowe, brilliant leading man at

Twentieth Century-Fox, could give any
newcomer a lesson in patience and hard
work. He began his career in 1932 as a
radio announcer in Davenport, Iowa, where
he remained for a year. (Incidentally,
Marlowe’s job—when he left for Califor-
nia—was taken over by an earnest young
chap named Ronald Reagan).
Hugh enrolled at the Pasadena Play-

house where he studied for three years
and worked in seventy-five plays before
he was tested for a part in a picture star-
ring George Raft and Carole Lombard.
He didn’t get the part. He was tested
twice by M-G-M, after the Raft-Lombard
try, didn’t succeed at either reading. How-
ever, he had scarcely returned to New
York before Metro paged him for a part
in a Franchot Tone-Virginia Bruce picture
and he was placed under contract. He did
nothing for six months, then went east.

He worked on Broadway in six plays,
the final one being “Lady in the Dark”
opposite Gertrude Lawrence, before Metro
paged him again, this time for a small part
in "Mrs. Parkington.” He also did a part
in the Lana Turner picture “Marriage Is

a Private Affair” before asking for his

second release from the studio.

He returned to the stage for a highly
successful road run of “The Voice of the
Turtle” (Hugh’s old friend, Ronald Rea-
gan, enacted the motion picture version),
followed by parts in three other plays be-
fore Twentieth Century-Fox asked him
to take the part of the young composer in

the Loretta Young vehicle, “Come to the
Stable,” on a free lance basis.

Practically everyone in America saw
“Come to the Stable” and many persons
in the audiences wrote to Hugh Marlowe
to inform him that he was a “brilliant

newcomer to the picture business.” He
was grateful, but he didn’t lose his per-
spective.

However, Twentieth signed him and cast

him to advantage in “Twelve O’Clock
High.” Then came the picture for which
he had great hopes: “Night and the City.”

This was to star Richard Widmark, but as

the picture was planned, Hugh was to be
seen all through the script.

T
HE entire company was taken to Eng-
land to make the picture. For three

months, Hugh worked in the film, getting

acquainted with as much of England as

possible and using his free time to fly to

Paris and Rome.
He could scarcely wait to see the com-

pleted film, but when he did, he had to

accept one more of the routine disappoint-
ments in an actor’s life. The picture had
been too long, so it had been cut. When-
ever there was a doubt about the story

line, the camera stuck with Dick Wid-
mark who was, after all, the star of the
picture. Hugh appeared in only one scene.

Hugh has a philosophy about the the-
atrical business: “A player should go into

acting for the sheer love of it, not with
any idea of making big money. In that

way, the exertion of doing a good job in

the profession one loves is pay-off enough.
And, oddly enough, money—in the pres-

ence of honest effort and dedicated in-

terest—takes care of itself.”

About his loss of roles and his occa-
sional disappearance from a picture in
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which he had thought he had a good part,

Hugh says, “In the theatrical business you
lose a little and you gain a little. You
give up gracefully, and the equivalent of

the thing you gave up is returned to you.”
In brief: The first years of studio con-

tract status for a player are likely to be
years of character building instead of years
of steady advance in career prestige, fame,
and salary.

Among other problems are those of the
emotions.
The free lance actor or actress in Holly-

wood, whether single or divorced, has
some problems. Those of the man con-
sist of choosing carefully, and of side-
stepping advances without causing enmity.
There is and probably will always be a

shortage of men in Hollywood. Conse-
quently, it is entirely possible for a fairly

attractive man, rugged in appearance but
suave in manner, having proper back-
ground, good manners, and principles, to

have a wonderful time in the film colony
and to squire the most beautiful women
in the world.
For a girl, the situation is quite the re-

verse. Her telephone may ring seldom for

a date. Also, as she gains prominence, a
girl is occasionally forced to wonder
whether a man is dating her because he
likes her and finds her good company, or
because he hopes to get his picture in the
fan books and his name in the columns.
Something loud and clear should be said

at this point about the folly of a girl be-
coming a Give-Inny. Today in Hollywood,
one of the surest ways for a girl to ruin
the promise of a great career is to follow
any such course. For every girl who has
overcome the handicap of scandal (and it

is still scandal), any Hollywood observer
in-the-know can name in ten seconds at

least four girls who, during the past ten
years, could have become brilliant stars

if they hadn’t done their twinkling on a

private basis.

The truth is that Hollywood is a town
which is fascinated by every one of its

citizens who has attained or is attaining
prominence. Sooner or later, everything
about everyone becomes known. Right at

the moment, for instance, there is a world-
shattering romance going on between a

great star and a slightly lesser star.

Neither realizes that everyone in town
knows. This includes the wife in the case,

who says stonily that she has been through
this before and her husband will be home
for Christmas. Where will the woman in

the case be then? Crying her eyes out in

a lonely house.
This romance will break up eventually,

and then the girl will be in desperate
trouble, because of a strange fact of mas-
culine psychology. Every man (unless
he’s hopelessly introverted or magnificent-
ly civilized) considers himself the equal
of every other man. So, the instant this

poor girl is abandoned, every Joe Doakes
in Hollywood is going to beat a path to

her door. Because she is essentially a
fine, sweet, clean—although mistaken

—

person, she is going to rebuff the pack. At
least one of the wolves is likely to hold
the girl’s belated honor against her re-
garding it as a personal affront and he will

use whatever influence he has to spoil

her next break. That wonderful little

word, “No,” said firmly, but with good
humor, is a girl’s best friend.

In addition to the emotional problems,
there are always career problems for the
young contractee. Money is one. Usually,
the newcomer is desperate for clothing
and goes on a spending spree, to the detri-

ment of the bank account.
There is a strong temptation to buy a

car in eighteen “easy” (it says here) pay-
ments. Newcomers, taken by Southern
California’s preoccupation with hilltop

houses, are often romanticized into rent-
ing such a house and furnishing it or buy-
ing it in two hundred and forty payments.

A
SALARY of $250 per week (people
signed from Broadway productions start

at a much higher amount, of course) seems
extremely princely to a person who has !

been living on an intermittent five-spot.

Then comes the day when the income tax
is due and there are enough headaches in

the Hollywood younger set to dissolve an
aspirin factory.

Also, it is at about this time in the career
cycle that the steady income and the lure
of Southern California’s superb restaurants
begin to pad the torso. For the first time
in the lives of both men and girls, a bulge
appears below the belt, sleeves grow too
tight, and the kindly casting director calls

in his round-faced neophyte and orders a
diet of black coffee, fresh fruit, fresh
vegetables, small portions of lean meat.
Next, there are times when nothing '

happens. Utterly nothing. The young
player arises early in the morning (in

training for those nine a.m. set calls) and
hurries to the studio. He or she works
out in the gym or in the dance rehearsal
hall. Perhaps there is to be a screen test

for a newcomer, so the hopeful contractee
serves as a test pony. Lines are learned,
then rehearsed. Scenes are worked out.

“Lights, Camera, Speed. That was won-
derful; let’s try it once more. Fine. Just
right. Casting office has your telephone
number; we’ll let you know.”
Another test is finished. The tested one

looks up into the eyes of the contractee
and says, “Oh, to be in your spot.” But
the contractee has only lived through an-
other day. No picture is set. No picture
test is even to be done the next day. To-
morrow will be like today: Eager awak-
ening, hard work, hopeful calling on a
producer, watching the shooting on the
various sound stages, dropping in on the

Listen to

"Wendy Warren and the News"
Monday through Friday CBS Stations

Check Paper for Time

Read the news of women today in

reported bv Wendy Warren each month in

TRUE EXPERIENCES magazine now at news-
stands.

Relieve

Constipation

Pleasantly
Your child will enjoy

taking this tasty laxative

MOTHER, doesn’t it hurt you to force

your child to take a laxative? Millions

of mothers know the happy solution to

that problem. It's Ex-Lax!

Youngsters love its good chocolate

taste. But equally important to you,

Mother, is the gentle way Ex-Lax
works. It brings effective relief without

upsetting your child. Mothers can trust

Ex-Lax — it’s the dependable laxative

many doctors use in their practice.

When Nature 'forgets'...

remember

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

ANALYZE Hendiuritina
More and more men and women in home and various pro-
fessions report greater earnings spare time. Home study.
Test lesson, YEAR BOOK free. No children.

I.G.A.S., Wilhoit Bldg., 509, Springfield, Mo.

SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
ELIMINATED

by amazing discovery called

PELEX
THE EGYPTIAN

BALM
Removes every hair,

with roots, from face

and body. Harmless,

Meets all tests odorless, easy to use.

DESTROYS ROOTS SO HAIR

CANNOT GROW!
Entirely New Method with

p
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BLONDER
High School Course
at Home .Many Finish in 2 Years

I Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Equivalent to resi-
I dent school work— prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
I H. S. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credit for H. S. subjects
I completed. Single subjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.

American School, Dept. H953, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37
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NO-COST TRIAL OFFER!
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publicity department to pick up the latest
gossip. Saying to those who inquire: “I’m
not set at the moment, but there’s talk of
shooting ‘Forever,’ that marvelous Mildred
Cram story, and I understand I’m to be
tested.” The publicity department quickly
plants the “news” in Louella’s column, or
with Hedda Hopper, Harrison Carroll,
“Skinny” Johnston, or Sidney Skolsky. A
day or so later, the item appears in the
paper. You clip it for your scrapbook.
You receive a letter of congratulation
from back home. Two weeks later, Cor-
win Kensington is said to have been tested
for the same part. Two weeks after this,

the studio owning the picture rights an-
nounces that it has been shelved.

Bored, you make another mistake of the
neophyte. You begin to hit the night
clubs. You spend your money too fast,

you feel terrible the next morning, you
begin to get mentioned in all the columns
—out with a different girl, or man, every
night. Eventually everyone tags you as a
playboy or a playgirl. The casting direc-
tor in your studio reads the items; he calls

the gym instructor or the diction coach or
the dancing instructor and wants^-to know
when you were last in a class. Your option
turns white with apprehension. You have
long since turned blue with frustration.

O
R, and here is the paradox, you may be
an exceptionally pretty girl whom the

studio is building steadily, but with cau-
tion. You are being held back for some
specific studio purpose, but you are to be
kept active. You pose for a coat layout, to

be syndicated; you pose for a hat layout;

you serve as mannequin for a Junior
League fashion show; Local 1065 of the
Pinmaker’s Union wants a “starlet” to be
photographed as “The Girl We Would
Most Like To Get Stuck On.” You are
offered by your studio. You attend the
banquet of Local 1065; you go through a

pin factory, followed by a photographer.
You get a “bit” part in a colossal picture

and are sent out on a personal appearance
tour to help publicize the opus. You hit

forty-two major cities in fifty days. Your
ears ring with Southern accents, Northern
accents, train whistles, sirens, airplane

motors, the cries of autograph seekers.

You come home and test for seven suc-
cessive parts; you find you are not the

type. You cry yourself to sleep (and men
have done this as well as girls) and the
next morning you are called to test for

the part of Juliet in “Romeo and Juliet.”

Pale and shaken, listless and disillusioned,

you sleepwalk through the test. And

—

you get the part!

In this, your first big break, you are
given every advantage. Everyone is pulling

for you. The electricians (juicers) call

you “Baby” and fuss about the lights on
your hair. The make-up department
knocks itself out to give your hair every
attention and your make-up is specially

designed to do the most for you. One of

the best designers in the studio is assigned

to execute your wardrobe.
The dialogue director spends hours with

you, listening to every inflection—suggest-
ing—coaching. The oldtimers in the cast,

glorying in your break and welcoming you
to the fraternity of the theater, give you
sage advice. The star of the picture

—

probably a big name player—gives you
every advantage. He is on your team.

If you are a man you might, like Gig
Young, get your first big break opposite

Bette Davis, and you might make a friend,

as Gig has, forever. Bette still praises Gig
at every opportunity. Or you might be like

David Brian and find yourself working
with Joan Crawford, one of the most gen-
erous stars in the business.

Even the director, whom you had seen
before in the distance as someone awe-

some and frightening, turns out to be a
kindly and affable man.
Before the picture is over you test for a

part in a remake of “Smilin’ Through,”
and you are set for the part. You walk
around in a roseate daze. You are on your
way. Without a test, you are cast as
Beverly in a remake (with political sig-
nificance) of “Beverly of Graustark.” You
are to be co-starred.
The newly launched star has the some-

times irritating, sometimes delightful ex-
perience of being recognized in public
places. Youngsters will ask for auto-
graphs. Oldsters will occasionally stop
someone like Frances Langford to say,
“My boy saw you in the South Pacific just
the week before he was shot down. He
said you gave him the first real taste of

home and fun he had known since he left

the States. Thank you, ma’am.”
You give your first interview. You are

mildly apprehensive as you go to the
studio. You don’t know what to say, how
mucji to enlarge upon your background
and experience. You hope you will be
able to think of anecdotes and you hope
you won’t say something which, if pub-
lished, will make you sound absurd.
You will find, once the interview starts,

that although some writers act like black
widow spiders, most of them will prove
to be journeymen newspaper people and
responsible reporters.
At the end of your first year or there-

abouts under contract, you—like every
budding star in Hollywood—would have
golden glimpses of the future. There might
come a moment when you would see your
name on a marquee in small type, under
the huge name of a picture’s stars. At this

point you would subscribe to a clipping
service (about $7.00 per month) and some
member of your family would start a

scrapbook.
Stardom is earned by planning, perse-

verance, perspiration, patience, the power
to believe, to hold steady, to pay off when
the time is right, as well as by possessing
talent and the training to showcase it.

Stardom pays off in professional satis-

faction, prominence, a varying amount of

financial success, and—since everything
has its price—in unexpected obligations,

in unpredictable heartaches and in gold-
fish exposure.
However, few are those who—having

seen their names in lights—would give up
the theatrical profession for any other
calling on earth.

Perhaps you think that if you finally

achieved recognition in Hollywood, all

your troubles would be over. But the

rising star faces many new problems. We’ll

tell you about them next month.
The End

not yet

—

but soon
"How a Star is Born" has

brought too many queries

to be answered by mail.

At the conclusion of this

series, Fredda Dudley will

answer these questions in

a supplementary feature.



Winter Gaieties

( Continued from page 70) will allow—and
the skirt straight! Outside of that, there’s

no limit to the smart choices you can make
in fabric, cut or detail. Jane Wyman
makes a slick suit into a daytime ward-
robe—with a jacket, vest and two skirts.

The tailoring is mannish. Coat is brown
suede-flannel that sometimes tops a brown
and white striped skirt of slightly lighter

weight wool. The other skirt is of match-
ing brown flannel, slit for walking ease.

With the monotone combination goes
Janie’s high-necked vest of soft wool
checked in brown, tan, white and sporting

a thin red stripe.

One of Ann Sheridan’s favorites is

slightly on the dressier side but a suit,

nevertheless—and one that can go from
morn till night—right through a dinner
date. It’s a yarn-dyed wool suit in deep
gray, and the coat has a black velvet
notched collar (that makes a nice back-
ground for jeweled or hunky lapel acces-
sories). The color and type of this outfit

gives limitless opportunities for color-

ful hats, bags, gloves, etc.

T
HE vogue is continuing for velvet—

-

velvet and more velvet! At least a half

dozen things you own can be converted,
with little cost, into a brand-new ward-
robe. How about a black velvet top (high

or low necked) for that full-skirted, pastel

last year’s party dress? Or how about the
reverse: A slim or full black velvet skirt

for that dress that had such a flattering

top that you hate to “let it hang”?
Even if you’ve got a raft of new clothes

in other materials, the velvet accessories
are your best buy. Wanda Hendrix does
something really casual and cute by at-
taching a rather large black velvet change
purse to the belts of brightly colored
dresses, and just lets it dangle.

You can safely load up with any type
of hat—but be sure it’s small! So say
Sally Victor and Hollywood’s own Keneth
Hopkins. Keneth is even bringing back
the head-hugging turban! And plenty of

tiny cap-type hats, worn toward the back
of the dome. Some are fashioned of tiny
velvet leaves (all colors) with bits of
sparkling beads or sequins over them.

Liz Taylor and Irene Dunne went for
lots of French duds while in Paris—exam-
ining just about everything that Fath, Dior
or Balmain had to show. The Taylor gal
bought four Balmains—among them an
evening gown in pink wool mousseline, its

bodice embroidered all over with vari-
colored pastel gem-like beads. A belt of
gray taffeta and a gray taffeta scarf-stole
lined with pink, go with this dress.
Gene Tierney and Oleg Cassini borrowed

Joe Cotten’s house for a dinner and danc-
ing party for about sixty. Gals who think
their gala gowns should remain long “in
opposition” to the sudden rush for short
evening dresses needn’t despair. For
Gene’s white lace formal, designed by
Oleg, swept the floor.

The weather remained warm enough
this late autumn for Dinah Shore and
George Montgomery to give another of
those outdoor garden parties on the beau-
tiful grounds of their valley rancho. Sip-
ping and sampling the very informal
buffet dishes (hot dogs, baby hamburgers,
barbecued ribs and such) and strolling
among the Montgomerys’ massive old oaks
were Claudette Colbert, the Bill Bendixes,
Esther Williams and Ben Gage, the Char-
lie (Mocambo) Morrisons, the Johnny
Greens (all over the place snapping people
with their cameras) and Nancy Sinatra,
looking like a doll in a chic but demure
gray, tight-bodiced, full-skirted ballet-
length dress. Greg Bautzer, present with-

out Ginger Rogers, disappeared like light-

ning when Joan Crawford (alone) arrived.

Joan left early to pick up two of her kids

and take them to the Vets Hospital at

Long Beach to entertain the boys.

Believe us, amidst all the gaiety and fun
of recent soirees, the seriousness of what’s
going on in the world isn’t being forgotten
by those who dine and dance. There is

as much war-scare talk as there is small
talk and lots of the stars, particularly the

gals, have been discussing ways and means
to organize campaigns that would, with
the help of their propaganda, stop the

Senseless and unpatriotic hoarding of food
and clothes by some scummy citizens.

J
ANET LEIGH, so long romancing with
Arthur Loew, Jr., that everyone was

sure they’d be altar-marching by now, has
a new, terrific crush and vice versa. He’s
young actor Bob Quarrie and Janet
brought him to a little get-together at our
house. Janet and Bob never left each
other’s side the whole evening.

Joan Fontaine came without her best

beau, Bill Gillette, because he hadn’t ar-
rived from New York on time. He’s a

radio exec. Sonja Henie and her Winnie
couldn’t talk of anything but the thousands
of feet of color film that amateur-photog
Winnie has made of her latest ice show.
And you can bet you’ll be seeing it on your
TV screens soon. George Burns and his

darlin’ Gracie Allen, Dinah Shore and her
George, the V. Johnsons and songsmith
Jimmy McHugh were a few who mid-
night-suppered, sang and stayed with us
till the small hours.
Marie Wilson and Allan Nixon (watch

the boost his career will get from the hit-

film “Pickup”) dinner-partied for the
Jack Kellers who were leaving for Hono-
lulu as guests of the Jerry Lewises. The
Dean Martins (golly! is she purty!), the
John Lunds, Shelley Winters—who showed
up with Scott Brady on their first date

—

Constance Dowling, just back from movie-
making in Italy, with director Cy Endfield,

were among the diners and charade-
players at the Nixons.
Nancy Sinatra gave a big, old-fashioned

hoe-down and greeted her seventy-five
guests in the cutest calico dress, with little

Nancy alongside in an exact replica.

Everybody was seated for a wonderful
Mexican dinner and boy! how they went
for the “hot” food. Janet Leigh and Bob
Quarrie (again!) won the prize as the
best square-dancers and everyone had fun.

Lana Turner wore a strapless, tight

bodice dress of silver and white bro-
caded satin topping (no pun!) several

skirts of white net at a recent dancing
party. Each must have been at least thirty

yarns around the bottom! Seemed to be
wired out a bit at the hips—and oh, how it

floated! Van Johnson and Roz Russell
nearly knocked each other out jitter-bug-
ging, plus Chariestoning. Vivien Leigh
at the same party was simply gowned
in a net dress of varying shades of violet,

very full-skirted, floor-length. It was
strapless over one shoulder, but over the
other crept a “vine” of purple velvet
leaves from the waistline up over the bust
and shoulder—and down the back to the
waistline again. Ginger Rogers was in

white chiffon—full flowing floor-length
skirt, with much draping and a huge, long,

draped scarf that fell across her back and
over her arms. Most elaborate gown was
on Joan Bennett—a heavy white satin
trimmed with countless vertical rows of

narrow white lace and heavy masses of
silver sequins and beads all over it. A
fabulous bit of frippery, believe us!

The End
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(Continued from page 53) acutely un-
happy. He is in that transitory state of a
man who is reconciled and adjusting him-
self as sensibly as possible.

“When I talked with you and Elizabeth
after your first trouble, you were both so
sure you could make a success of your
marriage,” I reminded this tall, good-
looking young song-and-dance man who is

also making a name for himself as a fine

actor.

“Not sure,” he corrected. “Hopeful, and
prayerful, perhaps, in spite of our better

judgment. The first time we parted, I

wanted to make up with Liz more than
anything else in the world. There seemed
too much invested in our marriage to break
it up after the years we had spent to-

gether.”
Liz had told me the same thing. In her

cool social way, Dan’s slim, blonde wife
had told me, “I love Dan, and he loves me.
We both love our little son. We’re not
the type of people who thrive on bickering.
I want more than anything else in the
world to reconcile with Dan. But it must
be right!”

Trying to make it right between them-
selves took several months. During that

time, Dan wooed his estranged wife as

ardently as though she were a girl he had
iust met and with whom he had just fallen

in love. He would call her for “dates.”

So what had happened?
“Was the basic difference between your

temperaments too much to weather?” I

asked Dan.
“That is as good an excuse as any,” he

said with rare honesty. “Perhaps it would
be more truthful to say that many things
beyond our control happened to change us
from the couple we had been eight years
ago when we met and married.”

I knew something of what he meant.
Dan was not the big success then that he
is now. He had plenty of time to spend
with Elizabeth and with her friends, rid-

ing, yachting and yes, loafing. Because
she comes of a rich and socially important
family she never has known too much
about the demands of hard work.
Then came the war and Dan was called

to the service of his country. It was their

first separation and both were miserable.
Liz’s friends told her it was wrong for her
to stay home all the time and brood about
Dan. He did not want her to, either. But
men have a way of talking out of both
sides of their mouths. They may say they
want their pretty wives to enjoy them-
selves—but about ninety per cent of them
would like the little woman at home all

the time they are away
When Dan came back from the war the

Lost—Their Blue Heaven
big breaks started happening in his career.
His musical comedies with Betty Grable
were sensational hits at the box office.

More and more there were demands on
his time, his attention and his interests.

I believe that Liz could never under-
stand that the studio was spending a lot

of time and money building Dan and so,

when he was asked to do personal appear-
ances, or to work late at night, or over
weekends, he had a responsibility too. She
had interests and friends which she
thought as important to their happiness
as Dan’s career. Little by little the de-
mands of Dan’s fame became more irksome
to her.

“How long were you and Liz haopy
after you went back together?” I asked.

“TIHE first few months were wonderful,”
I he answered, “I was like a lover court-

ing her all over again. We tried so hard to

please each other. It was heaven.
“But the old problems came back. We

began to lose patience. The misunder-
standings, the petty bickering started all

over again.

“I was typically masculine, I suppose. I

don’t think I’m a hard fellow to get along
with—men seldom think that. Maybe I

expected too much—but when a fellow
works as hard as I do going from one pic-
ture to another, all he wants is for his

wife to put her arms around him when he
comes home and say, ‘How are you, old
boy? No matter what went wrong at the
studio today, everything is all right now
you are home.’

“But, instead, we began to spend our
evenings carrying on the disputes that had
begun in the morning. Quarrels, quarrels,
quarrels—-little ones, then big ones. Al-
most everything we talked about brought
on some sort of temperamental outburst
from one or the other of us.

“I would accuse Liz of not being inter-

ested in my work. She would accuse me
of having no interest in what she had been
doing or in her friends. We were both
right, I suppose—and both so wrong. It

is only fair that you talk with her after

this talk with me. I am sure she has her
side that may explain our troubles.”
But Liz would not discuss this separa-

tion. She told me the last time I talked
with her, "I am interested, of course, and
proud of Dan's success. But I cannot be
content, as so many Hollywood wives are,

to talk, eat and sleep nothing but pictures
and what is going on at the studio.”

Because I am the friend of many actors
and am a Hollywood reporter, I have al-

ways felt that Liz believes I am more on
Dan's side than on hers. I am sorry she

p
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feels that way because I pride myself on
always reporting both sides of any dispute,
particularly anything as serious as the
break-up of a marriage. Often I have been
accused of being too much on the woman’s
side. Men, the best of them, are none too
easy to live with and, believe me, it takes
rare tact, understanding and the patience
of Job to make a success of any marriage!

I am sure I startled Dan half out of his
wits when I asked, suspiciously, “Does
any other girl enter into this?”
He jumped, reached for a cigarette,

lighted it and sat down before he exploded
with, “No! Absolutely not! I can look you
right in the eye when I swear to that.

“Like any other man, I am attracted by
a pretty girl. But after a marriage has
lasted as long as Liz’s and mine, a man has
a right to expect his wife will understand
that he is not in love with every charming
girl he may admire. I have never honestly
been in love with anyone but Liz in all the
time we were married.”
“Oh, Dan,” I said, “why didn’t you and

Liz try just extra hard when you feel that
way about her and there is the love you
both bear for the little boy? Why didn’t

you both try to pretend you were happy

—

maybe a miracle would have happened.”
“Let me tell you something, Louella,” he

said, seriously. “Several weeks ago my
father was here to visit us. I felt I had
rather die than for him to think that
everything wasn’t all right between Liz
and me. She felt the same way.

“I can’t tell you how wonderful she was
all the time Dad was with us. You would
have thought we were on our honeymoon.
It must have been good—because he went
away happy, never suspecting anything
was wrong. But when the door closed be-
hind him—we came to the awful realiza-

tion that it was just an act! We had sin-
cerely tried. But it just didn’t work.
“We both realized that it was over, fin-

ished and done with between us. As sad
as it was—and it was heartbreaking—we
could no longer find happiness together.”
Dan sighed ever so slightly. “After that,

there were no more quarrels or scenes. No
more hot words or slammed doors. No
more sighs or tears. There was no longer
any need to try. We had failed.”

There were no big dramatics about the
second parting. Dan did not immediately
move from their home. He went out to

dine with his friends. Liz was seen at dif-

ferent parties with hers.

Finally when Dan found a small apart-
ment he moved out—and it was on the ad-
vice of his studio that he admitted the
truth to me when I discovered he had
moved away from home.

This time there will be a divorce. They
are both coolly, calmly sure of that.

“What about the baby?” I asked.
“He’s three years old now,” said Dan,

“and such a wonderful little fellow. He is

the reason we both fought so hard to hold
our home together. But it is not good for

children to be raised in an atmosphere of

unhappiness. Maybe it is better for him,
in the long run, that he will see his parents
at their best—and not at their worst! At
least, I want to believe this is true.”

Since I had this talk with Dan, I have
seen him several times. Sometimes it is

early in the morning, walking down to Del-
haven’s to have breakfast at the counter
before reporting at the studio. Sometimes
it is at night—with a party in a night club.

He seems lonely—like a man trying to

kill time. But he does not seem tormented,
restless and miserable as he did when he
still hoped his marriage could be patched.
For better or for worse—the final chap-

ter is ended on the Dailey marriage.
The End
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